*THE PHILIPPINES*

José Rizal (1861-1896) polymath, patriot, ardent nationalist and hero of the Philippine struggle for Independence from Spain.
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296.109 Excerpt from His Diary\fn{by Fray Narciso de Jesus Maria (1789-1865)} Pandacan, National Capital Region,
The Philippines (M) 1
1828
At the beginning of this year the troops from the towns of Guindulman and Jagna … attacked Cave Inahoban
which was fortified by the rebels\fn{ A reference to the Dagohoy Rebellion (1744-1829) on the island of Bohol } who had
constructed a wooden fortress at its entrance.
During the furious battle the assaulting troops set the fortress aflame and under cover of heavy smoke the
rebels, refusing to surrender, fled; leaving 300 men and women who perished either by suffocation or from our
troopers’ bullets.
In March of the same year our troops attacked Ganaon, capturing it and taking some prisoners. The following
month the expedition from Manila consisting of more military reinforcements under the command of Don Manuel
Sanz, captain and first adjutant of the Queen’s Batallion arrived for the definite objective of suppressing the rebels
of the island.
The new forces composed of Spanish and Filipino troops rested in Loboc and from there they marched to
Camangay, where Fray Enrique de Jesus\fn{A Recollect missionary} joined them.
Don Manuel led his troops into the forest in search of the rebels. The campaign was difficult and hazardous
due to the mountainous terrain, thick woods, and elusive enemy. Many prisoners were taken, but the more
determined of the rebels continued their resistance. In due time the commander and many of the soldiers were
stricken with sickness\fn{Most notably malaria} causing to the suspension of the campaign.
The entire forces retired to Inabangan, where many of the sick soldiers died—the majority of whom were native recruits from the town of Loboc. Later, after recovering his health, Commander Sanz recruited native volunteers from different towns and resumed the campaign against the rebels. …
1829
In January of this year the rebels reunited at a place called Sigpit which is above Jagna, where they mounted
their battery on a high mountain.
Without waiting for reinforcements, coming from Catagdaan and Cambays, the commander readied his force
for combat. He divided them into three divisions and ordered them simultaneously with the objective of capturing
the rebel battery.
Before the assaulting forces could reach the top of the mountain, the rebels fled under cover of the evening
darkness and reunited at Boasa near Canangay toward the center of the island and at Caylagan toward Magtangtang above Inabangan.
Captain Celodonio was assigned to attack Caylagan. His force of 50 casadores\fn{Riflemen} was reinforced by
400 loyal native warriors from Talibon, Inabangan, and Tubigan. Before launching his attack on the mountain
fortifications of Caylagan, he cut off the water supply of the rebels.
Seeing that they had no water supply about 500 rebels escaped that night; the rest of the rebels, numbering
hundreds of men, women, and children remained to fight the attacking Spanish-Filipino force.
The next morning the rebels, realizing their hopeless situation, sued for peace. Captain Celedonio, accepting
their peace offer, permitted them to descend the mountain slopes in groups of two or three and surrender their
arms.
Immediately, the men, numbering 201, were separated from the women and children and were each tightly
bound with ropes. All these unfortunate rebels who surrendered peacefully were woefully hungry because they
had not eaten any food for the last twenty-four hours.
In violation of the orders of Governor General Mariano Ricafort and Captain Sanz, Captain Celedonio brutally
slaughtered all the bound men and dragged the women and children to Inabangan, where he threw them into jail.
When Commander Sanz heard of the cruel treatment of the rebels who surrendered at Caylagan, he reprimanded the ruthless Celedonio and placed him under arrest.
The inhuman conduct of Captain Celedonio enraged the native Filipino soldiers in the Spanish troops so that
they deserted one dark night with their rifles and ammunition. They were from the towns of Carcar, Aryao, Balaguite, and Bathoon in Cebu island.
Throughout the month of May Commander Sanz with 1000 soldiers, including 200 casadores, launched an allout offensive against the last stronghold of the surviving rebels at Boasa which was defended by stone fortifications with a circumference of one league and well-provided with water from three springs and food (camote,
bananas, corn, and rice) raised in the surrounding fields.
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Twice Commander Sanz’ troops assaulted the rebels mountain fortifications, and twice they were repulsed with
heavy losses. The rebels under the command of the two valiant brothers, Handog and Auag, last leaders of the
rebellion, the rebels rolled down avalanches of huge stones on the rocky mountain slopes killing and injuring
many attackers.
To save his army from annihilation, Commander Sanz ordered a retreat. At his safe camp in the valley he
devised a new plan of combat. Day and night he built a long portable trench made of wood to protect his men
from the rolling boulders. Once finished, he resumed the attack.
This time the attackers were able to penetrate the rebel fortifications, and furious fighting raged. Handog and
Auag, fighting side by side, charged the attackers led by Lieut. Leon Custodio, killing many of them, and died
unto the bitter end.
With their death, the surviving rebels (men, women, and children) panicked and fled in all directions. In review of the dispersion of the survivors of the rebellion, Señor Sanz issued a proclamation to many towns and
villages promising amnesty to any rebels who would surrender peacefully.
According to his official report,\fn{Dated August 31, 1829} 19,240 rebels surrendered.\fn{ It says also that 395 Filipinos
were killed in this battle and more than 9,000 fled to other islands }
296.110 Last Will And Testament\fn{by Francisco Rodriguez (1790-1857)} Manila, National Capital Region, The
Philippines (M) 1½
In the name of God, Amen.
I, Francisco Rodriguez, a Filipino Spaniard, widower by condition and Christian, being of sane and perfect
judgment, but of broken health and aware of the uncertainty of life, do resolve to make and do make this my last
and final will and testament in the way and manner following, that is to say:
1st Item. It is my wish that my mortal remains be buried in the place called Loma adjacent to the burial site of
the English and that my funeral shall be performed without luxury and pomp, or any unnecessary expense.
*
2nd Item. I declare that I was married to Doña Dolores Virgil who is dead, that I never had children by her, that
I was never married to any other woman, and that I have no obligatory heirs, either ascending or descending.
*
3rd Item. I declare that I do not owe anything to anybody, that my landed property consists of a block of houses
which I myself occupy, the entrance of which is the Callejon del Embarcadero de San Gabriel, the title deeds of
which are in my possession, and shall be given order to the Executors, or to the depository of this my will; my
personal property is in the said houses.
I have also more than five thousand and odd dollars deposited with the Firm of Messrs. Smith, Bell & Co. of
this place, which Firm owes me some money for the hire of warehouses from the beginning of this year, and I
have a bond from Messrs. Kerr & Co. of this place to the amount of six hundred dollars, at six per cent per
annum.
*
4th Item. My houses are liable to a quit rent of seven thousand dollars to the Convent of Santo Domingo, and it
is my will that out of the money which I have in deposit with the Firm of Messrs. Smith, Bell & Co. of this place,
and the sums they owe me for rent, and my money deposited with the Firm of Messrs, Kerr & Co. of the same
place, there shall be forthwith paid all that can be paid of the aforesaid quit rent of seven thousand dollars, after
previously paying the expenses of funeral, medical attendance, preparation of the will, and other expenses arising
for my last illness and death; and for the amount which shall remain unpaid of the said quit rent, the interest of
five percent per annum shall continue to be advanced until the whole of the principal be satisfied and paid.
*
5th Item. I institute as universal heirs of all my landed property, goods, personal and pecuniary, the Executors
who shall be hereinafter named for the execution and fulfillment of this my will and the provisions of the same.
*
6th Item. I declare that Messrs. Smith, Bell & Co. of this place occupy at present two warehouses in my said
houses and that Messrs. Kerr & Co. occupy five shops and a passage in the said houses, and that all the goods
lying in the said warehouses and passage are the property of the said persons, and I declare that Messrs. Kerr &
Co. have advanced and paid me the rent of the said warehouses and passage to the end of June of the year one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven.
*
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7th Item. It is my will that my houses be rented and occupied by Englishmen only; and if at any time my
Executors should decide on selling my houses, I desire that they be sold to English subjects; but I give my
Executors powers and authority to sell my landed property and movables to the persons and in the manner which
may appear to them best and most expedient for the further objects which shall be mentioned below.
*
8th Item. It is my will that my movable property and personal effects be sold after my decease in the way and to
the persons that my Executors may think proper, and they shall apply the proceeds as I direct in the following
clause, which is the ninth.
*
9t Item. It is my will that out of the proceeds of the revenues, rents, or sales of my real and personal property
as also the sums existing in money, after paying the testamentary expenses incurred, the net balance shall be
applied to the succour of the families of English subjects wounded or dying in the wars; and if, any individual
who shall be considered entitled to this succour shall have no family, then it shall be paid to his nearest relation.
*
10th Item. For the fulfillment of the aforesaid provisions, my Executors shall remit the said net proceeds to
some Society in England named by them; and my Executors will take care that no one shall profit by this succour
but such as are really indigent and necessitous.
*
11th Item. I name as Executors to carry this my Will into effect: John William Perry Farren, Her Britannic
Majesty’s Consul in these islands, and all his successors forever, ex officio; Mr. George Napoleon Michell, Mr.
Robert Jardine, and Mr. Lorenzo Robertson Bell, all three merchants of Manila; and I have all confidence in these
gentlemen, that they will fulfill and carry into effect literally the provisions of this will, giving to them sufficient
power and authority for this effect, and if any of them shall leave country, or shall reject the office, the rest shall
have authority to name in concert another to replace him.
*
12th Item. I revoke and annul any other Will which I may have made and any provisions not contained in the
present, which is my sole, lawful, and last will and testament.
*
And in faith, testimony, and ratification of all the aforesaid, I sign it with my hand, and letter, in my dwelling
house in the Callejon del Embarcadero de San Gabriel in Manila, the thirtieth day of March, one thousand eight
hundred and fifty-seven.
296.46 Excerpt from Ejercicio Cotidiano: “The Preface”\fn{by Doña Gonzaga de León (1805-1843)} Babcolor,
Pampanga Province, The Philippines (F) 1
Despite my sad and frail condition here in my humble abode, I manage to read the pages of those books, which
are proper for a sinner who seeks to reconcile with God our Lord.
The humble knowledge I gain from those books and from my inquiries and association with God’s ministers—
if they will acknowledge me—I shall convey to my language. When necessary, I seek their guidance over again
since I cannot really plumb nor do I know most of the words, prayers, and propositions I come across and I have
other limitations in the Spanish language and even in Tagalog.
I at once collect the small pieces I pick up along the way, as it were, write these down in rough drafts and,
finally, make clean copies of them in my notebook. May God consider my good intentions and small sacrifice.
May I benefit from this undertaking as well as others who want to partake of it and aspire with me for higher
things.
However, I do not include here the works of all the well-known scholars and experts in the Holy Scripture and
Sacred Theology or those of the Church Fathers. There are other persons, whom I regard as my mentors, who will
teach me these things, which are only for people who, like me, are blind and insensitive in the creations and the
power of God Almighty.
The works included here are enough to sustain the body and [?]. But let us not be afraid since the body
possesses a soul that shall be given fulfillment and justice by our God Merciful and Almighty. Further, may God
enrich the hearts of the persons who will read my humble work, so that I could attain with them the corresponding
joy in heaven. Amen.
What should man concern himself with so that he will obtain the mercy of God?
Because of his indifference, the earth is going to be destroyed.
Let us reflect.
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Why was man created? So that he will obey, love, and honor God, and aspire for happiness in heaven.
This is the order of things. God is our source and our destiny. What is due Him, we should offer Him. This is
what matters always. If there is no God, there will be nothing. If He does not permit it, not even a mosquito will
fall nor can a blade of grass be pulled out of the ground. Therefore, God should be considered in all our actions.
Everything should be for God, because of God, and about God.
God wioll not do anything but for a purpose. Thus, you will be judged accordingly and punished when you use
words in vain. How much do we own? What does it profit a man if he gains the whole world but suffers the loss
of his own soul? Let us therefore reaffirm:
Why was I born? So that I will be saved. If I perish, light will vanish from me. I will not see God and I will be
thrown into hell.
These are indeed terrible things that can happen! Nonetheless, despite them, I will still smile, sleep well, and
be happy.
These things can happen! Yet I will still enjoy the things I see around me.
What then am I doing? What things really concern me? And what disturb me?
Exhilarating indeed is my situation. Though I am not a saint.
Day and night, I always seek and desire Jesus, my only love! With him, I will not fail.
*
Let him be humbled, who desires to be great
Let him give away things, who wants to accumulate
Let him weep, who wants to be happy
Let him suffer, who seeks revenge.

190.169 & 296.111 1. Excerpt from The Black She-Wolf 2. Manifesto To The Noble Spanish People\fn{by Fr.
José Apolonio Burgos (1837-1872)} Vigan, Ilocos Sur Province, The Philippines (M) 21
1
A man who does good is rarely recompensed for his deeds, and if ever he is, the recompense is nothing but the
false adulation of the few or of the many. At times he receives nothing but evil and ignominy from the very ones
whom he brought forth, nourished and educated. The harm they inflict may often be superficial or material, but
the result is the same.
Perhaps I may not be wrong if I say that the worst investment that a man can make is to procreate, educate and
nourish children, because children seldom, if ever, repay the sacrifices of their parents. At most they show a measly and superficial gratitude to their solicitous mother, who gave them her own blood and showered them with her
caresses from the very cradle of their birth.
Unhappy the man who, carried by zeal to fulfill his sacred obligations, were to impose that same obligation on
others, why, he would be hated not only by his own family but by a multitude of sycophants who abound on this
earth.
But if this motive today were compared to that of the primitive age, there would appear another evil more profound than the former.
That evil is money.
Money is the cause of all evil and goodness. If everyone were to respect the property and opinion of others, we
would not have those dissensions and troubles. Everyone would live in peace and harmony.
But this is not the way the world was made.\fn{ Or, that is the way the world was made, but we humans have not yet discovered the answer to the problem of anger—hence, the Protocol. The human race must never give up hope!:H}
*
Many years ago, the populous and progressive city of Manila fell into the ruinous and corrosive vice of gambling.
Life was a bed of roses. No one worried about the problem of making a living. Food and even clothing could
be had simply by moving from a friend’s house to another. This was partly due to the warm climate and partly to
certain vices brought over by many Europeans living in Manila. Added to this evil was the indolence and derelicttion to duty of certain government officials in charge of the public treasury which left the government empty of
funds for the operational expenses and the maintenance of the city.
Such was the neglect of these revenue officers that one could be sure they were paid by the rich of Manila rather than by government funds. It came to such a pass that the Governor-General of the Philippines,\fn{ 1709-1715}
Don Martin de Ursua y Arismendi, said in a letter to His Majesty Philip V, King of Spain:
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And thus your Majesty will see that the governrnent funds are in such a bad shape that here, the ones who really pay
the officials are the rich citizens of Manila who rnake this payment a stipend for the abuses in the question of business
and the silver and cloth of New Spain. More often than not the personnel are bribed and thus the big taxes cannot be
collected in favor of the Treasury.\fn{Archives Royal Audiencia, box 18, file 4}

This report was made in 1709, the year the Governor-General took office, who showed off the title of being the
Count of Lizaraga.
*
The Dutch writer, L. Van Wierte, in his book on the Dutch incursions during the time of the corsair van Noort,
speaking of the City of Manila, had this to say:
It’s a big city protected by a strong wall surrounding it. The houses are large and beautiful. Some are of stone and
bricks roofed over by leaves of trees which they call nipa, found in abundance in swamps and which are good
insulators. Some houses are tall, even three stories high, made of hardwood in the interior, which are resistant to weevils. They always have the ground floor well decorated with costly ornaments imported from New Spain.\fn{ The
Spanish colonies in the Western Hemisphere} Thus the inhabitants, mostly Spaniards, live a life of ostentation and leisure
with nothing to worry about. Most of their foodstuffs and general merchandise are brought over by the Sangleys who
come from China and who own attractive and well-stocked stores displaying a lot of clothing brought over by their
ships and some caravels from New Spain. Gold and silver coins are in abundance and foreign exchange is a thriving
business. A seaport which the natives call May-Nilad is washed by a swift and treacherous river the Mapagsic, somewhat long and navigable. She.is protected by a small garrison of Spanish and native troops called Borneys. The government is headed by a supreme commander whom they call the Governor-General, and most unusual, carries out orders
not from the King but from the Superior of the Religious Orders whom they call “friars” who actually govern and give
orders by sea and land.\fn{ From documents captured by Oidor Antonio de Morga from the Dutch in the Battle of Playa Honda
along the coast of Zambales, now in the Archives of the Royal Audiencia of Manila, shelf 1, box 2, bundle 5}

Such was the actual condition of the City of Manila when on March 7, 1717 King Philip V gave the following
instruments to Don Fernando Manuel de Bustamante y Bustillo, Field Marshal and ex-Mayor of Tlaxacala,
Mexico.
Upon your arrival in the Indies in the city of Manila you will see to it that, in a way you deem most convenient and
necessary, the funds of the Public Treasury be duly put in order, regardless of whoever gets hurt. All debts due be
collected for the maintenance of a good government and Your Excellency’s authority be respected and obeyed by your
subjects.

With these and other verbal instructions given to him by His Majesty, the King, Field Marshal Don Fernando
M. de Bustamante y Bustillo\fn{ Fernando Manuel de Bustamante y Bustillo was born in Turanzo, Santander [Province], Spain, on
May 30, 1663. He served as mayor (alcalde mayor) of Tlaxacala, Mexico, beginning in 1690. Appointed governor of the Philippines in
1717, he sailed from Acapulco and arrived in Manilla on July 31, 1717. He began discharging his duties immediately upon his arrival, that
is, on July 31} arrived on these shores on August 9, 1717, as captain general and Governor of these Islands.

What kind of a man was he? The chronicles of the religious orders hardly ever mention anything about him.
But here is what I found in The Chronicles of the Incidents of Manila written by a Spaniard, Don Pedro Alejo de
Mendoza, in the year 1793, the manuscript of which is in the possession of the widow Doña Gertrudis de Gomez,
who lives on 18, Cabildo St., where I took the following:
The Captain General and Governor of the Philippines, Don Fernando Manuel de Bustamante y Bustillo was a wellbuilt man, tall, erect and upright in appearance. His voice was clear and his steps firm and deliberate. He was about six
feet tall and his well trimmed mustache made him appear like a man of about forty-eight to fifty-two years of age. His
gentle ways, coupled with firmness and conviction, gave him the reputation of being stern although he had a kind and
generous heart. He hated flattery and always kept in mind that friendship and duty were two different things. One of his
first orders upon his arrival in Manila was the avoidance of all kinds of vain and bootlicking receptions and parties.
And in the gathering of August the tenth in the Palace, which was then in the Walled City, fn{ Opposite the Manila
Cathedral to the west, near the Postigo Gate, which was for the exclusive use of the Governor and the Archbishop } he spoke in no
uncertain terms that he was going to implement the orders given him regardless of consequences to any of his subjects.
As a result the reception turned sour, to the disgust of the superiors of the religious orders who took his words as a
breach of courtesy on the part of the man who was taking the reins of the government. Among their acts of reprisal was
the complete avoidance of the customary courtesy visits in the Palace, a thing which he took as inconsequential.

Don Alejo de Mendoza, speaking of the Governor and his family, says:
His wife was a Mexican of noble family and of high ideals. According to her own story, her ancestors were great
men of the defunct Mexican Empire. She enjoyed a good reputation, and in her short stay in Manila, she won the
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friendship of many good citizens, most of whom were Filipinos. The governor had six children by his wife, two boys
and four girls. The wife’s name was Luisa and the daughters’ were Dolores, the eldest, Margarita, Luisa and Leoncia.
The older son José was sick at the time of the incident. In the criminal process of the case, began years later in the
Royal Audiencia\fn{The supreme civil judicial court} of Manila, concerning the Governor’s assassination, the name
Doña Luisa is glossed over. But in the testimony of one of the eyewitnesses of the bloody incident, it is known that her
real name was Doña Luisa San Pedro y Tendilla who disappeared from Manila that very night. It was recorded later that
she and her daughter Dolores went to the province of Ilocos Norte where they started a well-directed series of reprisals
against some of the priests of the nearby provinces. Such was the hatred of these two unfortunates towards the friars
that they won full confidence of the discontented people of the mountains at a time when feeling of bitterness was
cooling off. The daughter, now of age, dropped her baptismal name, and assumed the name of Vicenta the Bandit, later
known as Sergeant Bentay, the terror of various places. The chronicles of the religious writers, as can only be inferred,
say nothing nor have they even wished to mention the names of these women who wiped away the dishonor of the
bereaved father who was once chief executive, with the blood of some innocent persons perhaps, who perished by the
hand of the mother, since justice had denied them this consolation.

Let us now see what happened in Manila since the arrival of Bustamante, according to the chronicles of
eyewitness Don Alejo de Mendoza since the judicial process began with this purpose, and the chronicles and
religious historians hardly ever mention a thing about them.]\fn{ Hereafter the main text is by Don Mendoza, with only
occasional notes from Fr. Burgos, all of which—and including this introductory chapter—I have set in brackets:H }
2
On October 1, 1717, after the usual breakfast, Governor Bustamante was talking to his wife Doña Luisa:
“Why are you in full attire, Fernando?”
“I am personally making the rounds of the offices of the Treasury,” answered the General, a bit nervously.
“Look, I want you to be prudent in your actions. You know, according to some of my friends, the ones who
give orders here in Manila are the friars. Take care that you do not incur their hatred.”
“No, my darling. His Majesty expects many things to be cleared. You well know that according to reports his
orders for the collection of revenues are not obeyed here. This cannot go on. If, as you say, the friars are the ones
who command here and I am a mere decoration, we might as well pack up and go home.”
“Yes, that’s all right if you have had some years of experience. But since you are a newcomer, I do not see how
you can avoid the hatred of many. Finally, I beg of you once again, do be careful. in your acts. You have children,
you know, and if anything happens to you, I do not know what will become of us.”
Hardly had this short conversation ended when the palace guard entered and announced that the coach was
ready. After kissing his wife, the Governor-General descended the steps of the palace and walked to the awaiting
coach. He wore the uniform of Field Marshal with the distinguishing cord of the general and the insignia of the
Governor-General of the Philippine Islands.
*
The coach moved along Calle Real,\fn{Now General A. Luna Street, Intramuros} where the office of the Auditor
General was, and stopped at the door of the magnificent old building. He alighted from the coach and, avoiding
the looks of the numerous employees who received him at the doorway, he hurriedly climbed the stairs of the
building and walked towards the department where the office of the Auditor General was.
Don Antonio Torralba, the Auditor General, was at that time accused of malversation of public funds by His
Majesty’s Fiscal and sentenced to jail, but because of the intervention and influence of the friars, he was not
imprisoned and was holding on to his office. When he saw the governor, Torralba stood up from his seat, saluted,
and stretched his hand to shake that of the governor, but the governor refused to take it.
“Who are you?” asked the governor in a commanding voice.
“I am the Auditor General, Antonio Torralba, Your Excellency,” he answered haltingly.
“Antonio Torralba,” exclaimed the governor. “Are you aware of the sentence meted out to you by His
Majesty’s Fiscal?”
“Most Excellent Sir, I heard something about it but I was not officially informed.”
“Have you made the necessary investigations about these rumors?”
“My cares and my official duties prevented me from such a task.”
“We, the Spaniards, are this way here in the Philippines,” continued the governor. “When we find ourselves a
bit far from the mother country, we feel we are masters of our own will and thus we neglect our duties. Do you
have the annual balance of accounts?”
“Your Lordship will pardon, I am unable to prepare it for lack of data.”
“Who has the data?”
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“The different offices of the Exchequer, Your Excellency.”
“In the name of the King, I demand the presentation of accounts and the annual balance sheet within five days.
And where are the Treasury vaults?”
“In the adjacent room, Your Excellency.”
“I order you to open them. I want to see the funds.”
“With pleasure, Your Excellency,” answered Auditor Torralba. Minutes later, the auditor and the governor
entered the room, while the employees of the office were full of apprehension.
“Three thousand five hundred silver pesos and two thousand pieces of gold. Is that all that the Treasury of the
Islands actually has?”
“That is all that we could collect, Your Excellency, plus these documented vouchers,” he answered, indicating
a large bundle of receipts and promissory notes.
“Look here. Do you think this country can carry on in this manner?”
“As you can see, Your Excellency, I can only carry out the orders of my superiors.”
“And who are these superiors?”
“Your predecessors, Your Excellency.”
“That’s disparaging all the progress achieved by His Majesty for the good of this country.”
The Auditor General remained silent.
“How much do you receive from the State?”
“One hundred fifty reales, Your Excellency.”
“Where do you live?”
“On 31 Beaterio St., Your Excellency.”
“How many are you in the family?”
“A wife and four children, Your Excellency." .
“Can you live on your salary?”
“Yes, Your Excellency, by the grace of God.”
At this time, a well-liveried coachman entered the office and announced the hour of lunch—twelve noon. The
governor was stupified when he saw Torralba entering an extravagant coach drawn by four well-caparisoned
horses driven by a well-liveried coachman. Don Antonio Torralba left for home after a cold goodbye without
forgetting the words said to him upon his departure—“I want to see the statement of accounts of the state and the
treasury soon,”—and that he would come back for that purpose without specifying, however, the day or the hour.
While he was coming down from the building he noticed many employees having a spirited conversation with
a pot-bellied friar, the Superior of the Franciscan Order who, upon seeing the governor, extended his right hand
towards the chief executive for the latter to kiss. This act irritated the general who refused to kiss the hand of the
friar, and demanded,
“Who are you, Father?” The friar pulled his hand and smilingly answered,
“I am the superior of the Franciscans, and in this country it is customary courtesy to kiss our hand as a sign of
respect.”
“Well then, Father,” answered the governor dryly, “I did not come here to learn courtesy from any friar, and
much less to have them as teachers and kiss their hands humbly for an unknown service. You might have them
dirty. I came to fulfill the orders of His Majesty, the King of Spain, and I order you out of here peacefully and
don’t force me to use violence and my powers as chief executive of these Islands.”
Upon seeing this attitude the Franciscan bowed his head, ran to the front door and disappeared as fast as his fat
legs and his potbelly could permit. The governor then turned towards the minor employees and demanded.
“Who is in charge of the clearance of vessels here?”
“Your Lordship,” answered one, “he is not here because the galleon Santo Cristo de Burgos has just arrived in
Cavite.” The man who said this was Don Santos Tagle, the General Examiner of the Auditing Office.
“Very well, tell him I want to see him in my office immediately to receive orders,” said the governor.
“I shall gladly do it,” was the simple reply.
*
It was twelve-thirty when he arrived home. He was in bad humor. In the reception room was a large crowd of
people waiting to see him. Among them were rich Chinese and priests of the hierarchy of Manila, each bearing
some gifts of value. When he learned of this, he became very angry at the thought that they would stoop so low as
to think of bribing him. He sent them all home unceremoniously threatening them that he would jail the first one
who offered him a bribe.
That day he ate little and rested for some hours. Then the page announced that a man by the name of Don Juan
Domingo de Nebra, captain of the galleon Santo Cristo de Burgos, was waiting to see him in the anteroom and
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who arrived from Acapulco with a big shipment of gold, silver and silk, consigned, as was later discovered, to
certain persons of the city with fictitious names. The governor left the room with his usual composure and after
saluting the captain said,
“What can I do for you, Captain?”
“I am Domingo de Nebra, captain of the galleon Santo Cristo de Burgos. We just dropped anchor in Cavite,
and came to present you special official papers from His Majesty the King, and other persons, and to beg your
Lordship for the permit for the port clearance so I can unload my cargo.”
“Where is your Master’s list of all your cargoes?”
“In the captaincy of the port, Your Lordship,” answered Nebra.
“Well, then. When you show me that document I shall give you the permit you desire. In the meanwhile, I
prohibit you to unload any of your cargo, with the warning that if you do so you make yourself subject to the
penalties imposed. Now you may go.”
*
Among the papers brought over by the galleon was the Royal Cedula reinstating to their former offices Don
Vicente Pavon, Oidor of the Royal Audiencia and making him Chief Justice and ordering the restitution of all his
properties. Likewise the reinstatement of Justice Fermin Villa, Luis y Santos Tagle. These gentlemen had been
deprived of their offices and jailed in Manila after a long drawn-out battle in court led by the Dominican Fathers
and others. Among the papers were also found a decision of His Majesty’s Fiscal ordering Torralba to pay the fine
of twenty thousand pesos for malversation, confirmed by the board of judges and with the provision that he be
imprisoned in the Fort of Cavite unless he puts up a bail of fifty thousand pesos, in which case he may be allowed
to go to Spain and make his appeal if he wanted to.
With these warnings, the governor-general kept a close watch on auditor Torralba, placing him in chains to
insure his incarceration in the present Fort Santiago.
Since he was holding denunciation papers against the cargo of the Santo Cristo and in the meanwhile Captain
Nebra was not coming back, the governor sent for Sergeant Major Don Esteban Isquiño, then residing in Binondo,
to come to his palace immediately. Izquiño was the skipper of the Santo Nino two years before and had been in
the palace that same day. So the governor named him and Don Andres Fernandez as a committee of two for the
purpose of checking, in his presence, all the permits granted by the officers of the Royal Auditing office and the
Customs House and of ascertaining the real owners of the gold, silver, silk and other valuable goods brought over
by the Santo Cristo.
These were the results of the investigation:\fn{ Archives of the Royal Audiencia, shelf 9, box 4}
To Chinese Siang Co of Binondo, two boxes of silver-peso coins intended for Baldomero Torres of Real St., Manila;
total 2,000 pesos.
To the Englishman, Mr. Louis Clarke of Binondo, six boxes of silver intended for Gil Perez Gaudines of the store
“Espana Oriental”; total 6,000 pesos.
To Chinese Ke Ling of Binondo, three sacks of gold and two boxes of silver amounting to 12,000 reales fuertes
intended for Don Esteban Sanchez, procurator of the Augustinians.
To the Indian Macadul Ajamed Nambir, three boxes of silver and four sacks of gold amounting to 8,500 reales
fuertes for Don Exequiel Gumersindo, Customs Commission of Real St.
To the Indian widow, businesswoman Doña Ursula Viuda de Perez of the city mart, fourteen boxes of Mexican
silver intended for Don Claudio Herman Maryfiez; total 14,000 silver pesos.
To Chinese Che Gang Kio of Binondo, seven boxes of Mexican silver and nine sacks of gold, sixteen ounces each;
total 7,000 pesos and 35,000 reales fuertes intended for Don Miguel Mansueto y Rueda of the “Ciudad de Manila”
store.

Moreover, it was not possible to clearly identify the consignment of the following merchandise:
140 bales of various colors of fine silk consigned to Chue Gang, Chinese merchant of Binondo.
10 bottles of assorted perfumes of India of undeclared value.
10 hundredweights of iron for several Chinese of Binondo.
14 bundles of assorted articles intended for several persons mostly for a certain L. Escocer.
1 parcel of drugs intended for bachelor Don Felipe Iniquez de Aldecoa.
Several cages of birds and animals from Mexico.
1 pair of American horses and twelve bales placed on board containing resins intended for Chinese Qua and placed
on board at Macan\fn{Now called Macau} where the galleon anchored for provisions and water.

Upon discovery that the greater number of consignees and owners were indebted to the Treasury it was
decided that some of these goods be confiscated.
*
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That year the Treasury collected more than 300,000 pesos. These and other efforts in behalf of His Majesty
brought the Governor many enemies, especially among the clergy of Manila.
As a result of the investigation made, it was ordered that the following officials of the government found guilty
of negligence and malversation of public funds be imprisoned:
Treasurer Torralba, principal, to Fort Santiago.
Don Jose Hernandez, acting Government Secretary, for abuse of authority in the performance of duty, as well as his
accomplices:
Don Antonio Sanchez Cerdan, employee of the Auditor’s office.
Don Ambrosio de Venegas, special employee of the Palace.

Having in mind the hatred he had incurred by these acts of justice, especially from the defrauders of the
government and from other hardened swindlers, the Governor-General sent a report of the Royal Audiencia to His
Majesty. Here is a correct copy of part of the Report:\fn{Archives, shelf 3, box 7, bundle 2}
And having in mind the respect I have for Your Majesty’s orders, being obeyed by Your Majesty’s humble servants,
your subjects and by me, your poor servant, I found myself forced to hold the principal authors in custody. Thus I
incurred the malediction of the Superiors of the religious orders and of other rich citizens of the community, and they
have me in rancor and contempt in all my actuations, resulting in an open hatred because when I saw that your treasury
was empty I made all efforts to recover all the losses. I am sure that by the time this report reaches Your Royal Hands,
they shall have sent other complaints against me. And so, I expect that Your Majesty shall hold these reports and keep
in mind the Justice that these cases require, and thus I place myself before the feet of your Highnesses and Majesties
and may the Lord give you many years of life.

Since there was no other ship leaving the Philippines in a long time, the governor confided the delivery of
these documents to the captain of the galleon, Don Juan Domingo de Nebra, who was then leaving for Mexico,
not realizing that the heart of this wicked man harbored bad faith and treachery. This man sailed from Cavite on
July 17, 1719. Since Nebra did not give due course to the letters, there arrived accusations from Bustamante’s
friends that the captain of the galleon plotted a snare, and even offered to sell the information contained in the
official papers.
As soon as the Santo Cristo de Burgos sailed from the port of Cavite under the command of Captain Nebra, the
Governor-General ordered two trusted men of his confidence, Sergeant Major Don Esteban Izquiño and aid-decamp Don Emilio Mendezola, to bring back the captain of the galleon to his presence, whether the captain liked it
or not. Having known the governor’s orders beforehand, the captain ordered his men that upon arrival on board
the ship the two emissaries of the governor be thrown overboard and the ship lift anchor and sail immediately.
Justly angered by such brutal act, the governor commandeered three ships under the command of his nephew, Don
Alejandro Bustamante, to report to the Viceroy of Mexico all the details of everything that the captain of the
Santo Cristo did.
[Let us now leave for a moment the happenings concerning the cautious and upright governor and let us turn
our attention to his enemies who did not cease to plot his destruction and fall. We will now listen to our narrator,
Don Pedro Alejo de Mendoza.]
*
When the braggarts and the religious realized they were face to face with a man of strong convictions who was
ready for a showdown on the issue of the implementation of the King’s orders and of the rights of his country as
ruler, the guilty parties sought refuge in the various convents and churches of Manila and suburbs, thus taking advantage of the security of the sanctuary. At that time the Diocese of Manila was headed by His Grace, Archbishop
Cuesta\fn{Francisco de la Cuesta, Archbishop of Manila (1707-1724); temporary governor (1719-1721) } This man had a mortal
hatred of Bustamante since his arrival due to gossips fed by the Superior of the Franciscans.
The separatist movement was now making headway in Manila. The friars were branding the soldiers charangos (windbags) and their wives charangas, who came with the governor to Manila. Friendship with government
officials was not looked upon favorably by many. The friars began to circulate words of advice unfavorable to the
Spaniards of the army, and friendship between these groups was insincere and even false, one might say.
The Royal Audiencia in Manila was practically deserted due to the dissensions sown by the friars, and in spite
of all his best efforts, General Bustamante could not get anywhere.
Things went from bad to worse. Letters intercepted proved that the friars were agitating the masses of Luzon to
revolt against the government in order to downgrade the governor. Instead of counseling peace, they instigated the
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non-payment of their debts to the Treasury. They stirred up things in such a way that the governor, using the adage Un clavo arranca a otro\fn{Pulled nail by nail} placed Torralba on provisional freedom. Torralba gladly offered
Bustamante his help and cooperation in every way.
The astute and treacherous Judge Don Gregorio Manuel de Villa hid in the parish house of Guadalupe where
he plotted the friars’ sinister plans. For this purpose he ordered, with the aid of Judge Torralba, that Ordinary
Magistrates Don Julian de Velasco and Francisco Fernandez y Toribio be imprisoned and ordered that the temporary freedom of Judge Pavon be revoked. Thereupon two were qualified as Judges: Don Jose de Correa, to act as
interim Fiscal, and Don Agustin Guerrero. A new provisional Tribunal was thus formed. Having prepared the
ground, they plotted the great conspiracy against the life of the governor-general, who prepared a list of all
suspicious friars and public officials and ordered their imprisonment.
The churches were filled with refugees seeking the immunity of sanctuary. Among these refugees was one who
was very astute, a certain Don Antonio de Ocejo, who had the audacity of stealing all the protocols of 1717, 1718
and 1719. In spite of the many letters exchanged between the governor and the superiors of religious orders
concerning these records, the protocols were still missing. The friars in sarcastic tones questioned the legality of
the acts and the orders of the administration of the governor-general by placing posters on the church doors,
reviling the policy of the chief executive, hampering and nullifying in every way possible the government’s
course of action and even threatening to stop all religious services unless the imprisoned friars were released.
As an aftermath of this, Archbishop Cuesta excommunicated Judge Torralba, who in turn sued the clerics who
came to notify him of the excommunication and clapped them in jail, alleging that they wanted to trample on his
authority. There were constant clashes in the streets initiated now by the friars, now by the officers and enlisted
men, bringing things to such a pass that on October 1, 1719 the chief executive made a proclamation in this wise:
Spaniards! Sons of the Mother Country! The covetous disobedience to the sacred order of our Lord the King has
now reached such depths that I am compelled to appeal to your noble sentiments that these commands be respected in
the Islands. A handful of men of bad faith are villifying and obstructing the progress of our government with no other
motive than to prejudice our interest and to hamper your happiness and progress. For this purpose, fellow-countrymen, I appeal for the unselfish help of all male citizens who love their country above the age of fourteen, present
themselves at the Auditor’s office at the roll of drums and the firing of cannon to enlist as soldiers to help in the
defense of the King’s cause. Long live the King. Long live Spain, long live the Philippines.

Thereupon all loyal sons of Spain and residents of Manila presented themselves armed at the Auditor’s office
on October 2, where they were given necessary instructions.
Then followed the imprisonment of the archbishop of Manila for the crime of high treason and of all those who
signed an opinion contrary to the orders of the King.
This was followed by the detention of all the Superiors of the religious orders, of the Commissary of the Inquisition, various clerics, friars and a number of Jesuits, who, according to reports, also conspired against the governor-general.
*
The tenth of October was a memorable day, an unhappy day for all of Manila. Only a few people were seen on
the streets who invariably formed themselves in little groups of six or seven, talking in subdued voices. Some
were friars, and others, particular individuals.
Doors of houses were locked, and contrary to the custom of those days, the noise and the songs of teenagers at
night in the homes of the more prominent residents were hushed and there reigned a real atmosphere of fear,
although outside of the city everything was normally calm. Some groups were of the opinion that the GovernorGeneral was only obeying the orders of the King and that this was necessary since all of Manila had for a long
time sunk in vice that the government did not know what was happening outside of the city.
Piles of papers unacted upon were accumulated in government offices waiting for urgent attention, but the
governor could not get cooperation from anyone.
Among the gossiping circle of friars one could overhear the words “heretic”, “possessed by the devil”, “Carlist”,\fn{A term in Spanish history which came into use in the nineteenth century when supporters of Don Carlos, aspirant to the Spanish
crown after the death of his brother King Ferdinand VII (1833), challenged the right of Princess Isabella, daughter of the late king, to succeed to the throne} “traitor to the country” and so on, almost all referring to the governor-general.

People were looking for hidden arms in nooks and corners of houses, like pistols, rifles, arquebuses, and even
spears, swords and canes with little rapiers. The officers in charge of powder were seen spreading them out in the
scanty sunshine, while the artillerymen were cleaning their cannon, setting them up in the direction of the city.
The stores and warehouses on Real Street were half open, and the usual buying and selling had died down to
such an extent that one could hardly see here and there a houseboy buying the bare necessities of the household.
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Inside the homes of some of the rich were seen resplendent altars with candles burning, while groups of
women lay prostrate before images imploring the Almighty for something they did not know. The elderly ones
were talking with gestures about “uprising”, “insurrection”, “anarchy”, “terror”, and even “sedition”. They did not
mention any name in particular but they were speaking of a certain Governor-General who was the very “devil
incarnate”. The prison, which then housed the present Plaza de Armas,\fn{ Inside Fort Santiago} was jammed with arrested persons. The more prominent were held under house arrest, guarded by soldiers with drawn bayonets.
It was a dark and dreary day. One could see the sun’s rays intermittently through the clouds, and although there
was no rain, one could feel the cold and sticky dampness. Thus ended that day except for the fact that the palace
guards and those at the streets’ entrances were considerably reinforced and the street lamps shone brighter and
more numerous.
The bells that since the Archbishop’s imprisonment tolled nothing but dirges, momentarily stopped to permit
the bells of Santo Domingo and San Francisco to ring the signal for a strange Mass which I attended in the church
of San Francisco. I was then a member of the Customs Guard. It was six-thirty in the evening, October the tenth,
1719. On the streets were seen distinguished groups of practically all the religious orders heading for the church
of San Francisco. Most of them came in black cassocks their faces covered with black tunics leaving only holes
for the eyes to see through. A small group of women wore mantillas over their faces, while men here and there
carried pistols and daggers on their belts.
I could not recognize any native-born Indios, however, although I did spot some Christian Chinese most of
whom were wealthy merchants from Binondo.
I had hardly stepped on the threshold of the main door of the Church when a burly young friar coming from
behind the leaf of the door suddenly grabbed my wrist like an iron vise and with a hoarse but distinct voice, demanded:
“Who are you, and what is your business here?”
“I am Pedro Alejo de Mendoza, a Philippine-born Spaniard, member of the Customs Guard and I came to hear
this Mass for the triumph of our Faith and Christianity; for God and the Most Blessed Virgin.” (The last phrase I
said with tongue in cheek because really, I was there upon orders of the governor-general.)
“That, we shall see,” he said and suddenly tying up my hands with a foul kerchief he covered my eyes and
dragged me to the interior of the church and, groping in darkness, made me climb with him what seemed like an
interminable stairway. When I realized where I was—in a corner of the right side of the choir loft—I noticed other
dazed persons who, like myself, were heavily guarded by six strapping young Franciscans well armed with
daggers and pistols.
Huge lighted candles set on massive candelabra standing on both sides of the church gave a macabre
atmosphere to the proceedings. No images were visible on the altar. Everything was covered with a black curtain.
A sort of catafalque was set up in the center draped in black, over it was planted the flag of Spain and on the flag
was a huge crucifix. In the church was a motley crowd of religious composed of friars of all the religious orders
of Manila. Everyone of them carried a dagger, a sword or a pistol on his girdle, while those stationed near the
entrance to the doorways were armed with carbines. It was the rarest kind of religious ceremony my eyes ever
beheld. A young Franciscan approached us, and with a firm, clear voice spoke thus:
“Swear before the Sacramental God, that everything you hear or see in this place does not come to the
knowledge of anyone outside of this temple of God, and woe to him who violates this oath for he shall receive the
punishment of God, be it by means of the dagger, the sword or the poison.” Thus saying, he made us kiss the
crucifix he was carrying, and after we kissed that crucifix we added:
“I swear by my life and in the sacred name of God.”
Having done this, that strange friar descended the steps of the choir loft and proceeded to the main altar.
The ceremonies consisted of Latin prayers followed by Litanies recited to the accompaniment of mournful
tolling of bells. It was approximately nine when I arrived home and after a quick supper, I recounted the ritual
oath-taking against the governor-general’s life to my family. I hurriedly wrote a note for the palace and sent it
through a courier but evidently it did not reach the hands of the party concerned because aside from the
precautionary measures previously taken a few days before, nothing more was done.
*
The day of the conspiracy finally arrived. It was the eleventh of October, a bit cloudy but calm. At six in the
morning all the bells of the churches tolled the signal for Mass simultaneously. It was also the signal for the
assembly. As was previously agreed the meeting place would be the patio of the San Agustin Church because of
its size—large and spacious.
At the cry of “Long live God!”, “Long live the Catholic faith!”, the mob surged into the street heading towards
the palace of the governor-general. The governor was notified ahead of time that an unusual number of people and
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religious were gathered in the patio of San Agustin Church, all fully armed, but he merely saw to it that the guards
and the artillerymen were at their posts. Confident of himself he said that they were just a group of malcontents
and ordered that they be kept under control. But when he looked out of one of the front windows and saw the
large number on the street, he realized it was a formidable conspiracy against his life.
Immediately he ordered the doors closed and the discharge of artillery from the parapets. The discharge was
made indeed but the cannon balls simply imbedded themselves on the esplanade. Days later I made an inquiry and
found out that both the artillerymen and the officers and soldiers were mostly on the side of the conspirators and
therefore the command was carried out only perfunctorily.
With howls and ear-splitting din, the mob surged forward until they reached the little plaza of the palace. Once
there, they halted while the cook of the Franciscan friars gained access to the palace through the escape door. This
man was a Tagalog criminal, native of Baliwag, Bulacan, by the name of Leon Tagay (he had two names), and
was a member of the band of outlaws. And now the governor-general began to harangue the conspirators from his
window, saying:
“What do you want?” The conspirators answered:
“Long live the Christian faith. Long live God and religion. Long live Spain. Death to the tyrant.”
Without giving them warning, the loyal men of the palace recklessly fired their pistols and carbines point blank
into the mob, killing or wounding eight of the conspirators, three of whom were hooded friars. The mob counterfired, seriously wounding some officers of the guard. They surged to the door and broke it down. Meanwhile a
machete blow on the shoulder delivered by the cook (although later confirmed to be someone else’s hand) brought
the governor down, unconscious and bleeding.
His bodyguards jumped through the windows in panic and fear and were received by dagger blows of the rebels, who now ran inside the room where the governor lay wounded. As he lay dying, they tied his feet with ropes
and dragged him mercilessly down the stairway. An employee of the auditing office by the name of Don Vicente
Lucea saw him dying but still breathing, unsheated his own sword, plunged it twice into the breast and left the
governor lifeless.[\fn{“In the records of this criminal process, the name of a certain Fray Sebastian de Totanes is scratched off and
erased”—Burgos}]
*
Thus ended the life of one of the most upright and just men of the Philippines. The friars allocated a yearly
pension of one thousand pesos to the family, but it was sheer hypocrisy. It never materialized. The body was given a decent burial by the very hands of his murderers. According to the friars, the oldest child was made guardian
of the family and all returned to Mexico where nothing more was heard of them[\fn{ “cf. Alejo de Mendoza’s Manuscript”—Burgos}]
The truth is that, in the criminal process there appeared many statements of witnesses stating that the laundrywoman of the palace, a certain Tagala named Silvestra Perales, native of Dagupan, declared that this Vicente
Lucea was none other than Fray Sebastian de Totanes, Superior of the Franciscans, who sank the fatal dagger into
the governor’s chest twice. At any rate, this same friar was in fact the virtual chief executive of the Islands. Nobody dared to implicate him in this murder … nor will anyone say I said this. The wife of the governor was unjustly considered a total maniac and her testimony made under oath before the judges of the Royal Audiencia was
considered valueless …
[It is sad to mention this, but Fray de Totanes, a pamphleteer, also came to a sad end. He died of dagger
wounds at the hands of a brother Franciscan inside his own convent. The disgruntled Franciscan resented Totanes’
mediation or something during the coming of the English under Admiral Drake—J. A. Burgos]
As far as I can ascertain by questioning an old man, checking and rechecking records of the Royal Audiencia
corroborated by testimonies of veteran officials, the opening of the case of Lese Majeste against the perpetrators
as ordered by the King of Spain, appeared to all and sundry a pure farce, and a source of amusement to the
religious who manipulated the whole process. Hereunder are the outstanding points of the process:
In shelf No.1, locker No.7, sheaf No.5, moth-eaten and purposely torn in various places, appears a court case
of 180 pages of linen paper which says on its title page:
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE NUMBER FORTY SEVEN
ON THE MURDER
OF THE HONORABLE PERSON HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF THESE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
THE EMINENT MARSHAL DON FERNANDO MANUEL DE BUSTAMANTE
FORMER MAYOR OF THE CITY OF TLAXACALA IN MEXICO
WHICH TOOK PLACE IN THE CITY OF MANILA AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING OCTOBER
11 IN THE YEAR SEVENTEEN HUNDRED AND NINETEEN.
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ACCUSATION AGAINST JOHN DOES IN A PUBLIC UPRISING, AS ORDERED BY
HIS GRACE THE ARCHBISHOP OF MANILA
IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACTY AS ACTING GOVERNOR-GENERAL HIS LORDSHIP CUESTA
BEFORE THE JUDGE DON JULIAN DE VELAZCO AS OFFICIAL PROSECUTOR OF HIS MAJESTY.

Then follow six pages of cross-examination, quotations and orders after the declaration of some witnesses.
Here is the testimony of the employee of the Auditing office, Don Vicente Lucea:
Q. State your name, age, employment, if any.
A. My name is Vicente Lucea y Urbiztondo, 63 years of age, of Tarragona, Spain, married, residing on Calle Santa
Potenciana, employee of the auditing office of Manila as assistant.
Q. How long have you lived in the Philippines?
A. I arrived in this country March, 1715 and since then I have never left Manila except once for Pangasinan where I
have an uncle who is parish priest there.
Q. Where were you on or before the eleventh of October?
A. I did not leave the city of Manila. On that day I performed my ordinary duties in the office. I noticed nothing
unusual except that since the governor’s arrival the accounts were kept up to date and accurate by my superiors.
Q. Did you not notice anything unusual on the 11 th of October, the day following your narration at about eleven in
the morning?
A. Nothing unusual, except that around ten thirty of that day I noticed from the window of my office, that many
people were passing by carrying crucifixes in their hands. Among them were friars leading the way to the palace.
Thereupon I hurriedly closed the office, and went to the street leading to the palace. On my way I heard a discharge of
artillery from the city wall, and minutes later a series of explosions as it were from firearms. On my way to the Palace I
saw people pale and frightened, shouting “Mutiny!”, “Dead!” and running on and on. When I came near the Palace, I
saw the dead and the wounded sprawled on the plaza. I saw a crowd of men breaking down the closed doors of the
palace.
Q. Did you recognize those men?
A. They were priests and other individuals but I could not recognize who they were.
Q. Did you know if the governor was killed?
A. I saw the wounded and dying body of the governor-general on the ground floor of the Palace.
Q. Did you know the person or persons who killed him?
A. I did not see anyone giving him the death-blow, so I can not tell who they were.
Q. Do you have anything else to declare?
A. Nothing else to declare or remark.

The declaration of the Christian Chinese Que Sing, baptized Luis Sande, alias Romero Yturbe y Salazar,
businessman of Manila, is so long and detailed that it is not necessary to repeat same. However, in one of his
statements he said that the one who tied the feet of Governor Bustamante after he fell wounded was a priest who
dragged him from the head to the foot of the stairs. But when questioned if he knew the name of the priest, he said
that he neither knew nor recognized his name. This same kind of statement was made by a Peninsular Spaniard,
Don Juan Crisostomo Pedres, who, with only this difference—describes in detail the duel between the son of the
deceased governor and the aggressor of his father. But he added, however, that the one who fired the pistol on the
son’s shoulder was the fat priest, rather short, with a big, fat belly. Since this statement referred to the priest with a
hooded face, none could recognize who he was or knew his name. And thus the statement of fourteen other
witnesses.
Finally, the testimony of a lady deserves credit. Dona Euduviges Zarraga, 63 years of age, now residing on
General Solana, was the one who spent for the burial. She testified that on the previous night she took part in the
ceremonies in the church of San Francisco and that she heard a sermon given by a fat Franciscan. This sermon is
quoted in the process of the case thus:
Beloved brethren. God in his infinite mercy has given us in this unhappy year a governor to guide this ship of state.
Unfortunately we have a man who is the disgrace of everyone. A man who makes everybody feel the strength of his ill
will, by subjecting us to his despotic dispositions. We have to provide ourselves then with what his majesty has given
us, namely, a man much needed for a peaceful government. What our ordinary efforts cannot achieve, let us achieve by
taking justice in our own hands. In fine, let us have recourse to the sword, to the cup of poison. We must use every
means to topple such egoistic and despotic government. God will not only help us in our efforts. He will crown them
with success. Ave Maria Purisima. Sin pecado concebida. … Praise be to God.

We need little or nothing to comment concerning the event. It now behooves us to know what the judges left
among many for our consideration. There is no doubt that there was a bloody uprising in Manila on the 11 th of
October of the year ut supra, and as a result of this uprising a mob entered the palace of the governor-general and
once there, killed the governor-general in true and real murder. However, the statement says:
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Not having been proved by eyewitnesses who the assassin or assassins were, of both the governor-general and his
son, the deeply mourned victims, nor could any indication be given as to the author of such crimes, it is hereby ordered
that everyone of the judges, prosecuting fiscals and counselors of His Majesty drop the case in perpetual silence in the
archives of the Royal Audiencia. This is the end of the nefarious crime.

*
[In a little hut in the town of Cainta, not far from Manila, on the night following the crime, a lady of about 39
or 40 of refined manners, and accompanied by her daughter of about 17, appeared, begging shelter for the night.
There was deep pain clearly visible on their faces, but the household, out of prudence, did not want to make any
inquiries. The lady wore a rare, dark-blue shawl of fine silk and her teenaged companion (who was none other
than her eldest daughter) was simply dressed in a black shawl and purple silk skirt. Both appeared extremely
excited. They explained to the poor household that they were expecting to meet the husband in the neighboring
province and then to proceed to Balanga the following day. They introduced themselves as Maria Perez y San
Cristobal and daughter Florentina.
The coach in which they journeyed was one of those elegant coaches of the wealthy of those days drawn by a
pair of powerful brown horses. They gave a gold coin to the family and begged them to buy something to eat. The
poor family was amazed. They did everything possible to make their guests feel at home. After supper they went
to sleep in the best part of the house which those kind peasants could offer them. But when the family saw them
carrying costly jewels and necklaces sealed with the royal arms of Spain, they were stunned. The coachman was a
robust Spaniard, heavily bearded, carrying two whips and a large dagger from his belt. The lady called him Juan.
After placing the coach under cover of some bamboo trees nearby, he put the horses to pasture, and then went up
to a corner of the house and slept.
Now we shall follow the narrative of the chronicler Don Alejo de Mendoza and we shall see who these strange
historical persons were]
4
Six days later, the 17th of October 1719, the quiet little town of Cainta was agog over the treacherous death of
the priest who had charge of the little barrio chapel. In the proceedings of this case I was able to go over the following extracts:
Very early on that 17th day of October of that year, a woman who spoke Spanish fluently approached the sacristan of
the church of Cainta and requested him to tell the Father that she wanted to go to confession. She had to go to a distant
place. A young Franciscan by the name of Fray Domingo de Santa Maria was then administering to the needs of this
barrio chapel. After being informed by the sacristan, the priest, after finishing his morning prayers and dressing up, for
it must have been 5:30 in the morning, came down to the church to hear the confession of this lady who had to do it in
such ungodly hour. Once the priest entered the confessional box, the sacristan who accompanied him downstairs went
into the sacristy to prepare the vestments for that day’s Mass. What happened during the time of confession the clerk
could not say because he went upstairs to the kitchen after leaving the sacristy to prepare breakfast before the hour of
High Mass. While he was thus busy preparing breakfast a small acolyte (whose name is not mentioned in the records)
rushed upstairs shouting that the pari\fn{Priest} was dead—stabbed in the chest inside the box. The sacristan rushed
downstairs to investigate. Upon arrival he saw to his great surprise the priest dead inside the box, seated, and at his feet
was a pool of blood. We remember that the wife and the eldest daughter of Bustamante disappeared from Manila the
day following the assassination and that their companion in the coach was the nephew of the governor, a sharp-shooting
man, Don Alejandro de Bustamante, although absent at the time of the murder. These three had sworn eternal
vengeance against the murderers of the governor in the palace chapel.

[Now back to the commotion in Cainta concerning the death of Father Sta. Maria.
From the investigations made, nobody could tell who these persons were. The owners of the hut, after
thorough investigation and search, could only give the names and a few details about the travelers who spent the
night there, that they departed at the break of dawn; that from their conversation, they were heading for San Juan
del Monte and to reach eventually Montalban. The coach was abandoned a few miles from Cainta, but the horses,
however, disappeared. Government troops and civilian guards were sent after them, but no trace could be found.
Due to the vicissitudes of the hard and painful journey overseas from Spain it was common practice for the
appointed Governors to the Philippines to bring with them in the long journey round the Cape of Good Hope a
whole retinue of relatives and friends. On many occasions during the long and arduous trip, full of privations and
inconveniences, passengers got sick and even died on board ship and so the galleons had to provide chaplains
with their respective chapels. Food and stagnant water at times forced them to have recourse to salt water for their
needs bringing about epidemic of scurvy due to lack of fresh vegetables and fruit juice. The galleons were at times
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forced to dock at unknown ports inviting attacks from hostile natives. At other times pirates would attack them in
the high seas, and if unluckily they were overpowered, the pirates would reduce them to slavery or sell them to
unknown masters.
The ships were ordinarily made of wood, and yet, even if strongly and sturdily built, there were cases of shipwrecks due to the continuous buffeting of the waves.
During the years when this story took place, there were terrible buccaneers of various countries swarming the
seas, among the worst being the Dutch, the English and the Chinese. The naval battles which ensued from these
encounters were of the kind they called “without mercy, without quarters,” bloody and cruel. And so the families
that ventured forth into the high seas parted from their dear ones in Spain with a tone of a last farewell, never to
meet again.
As a parenthetical remark, the trouble with Mother Country (Spain) during the period of our narration is the
fact that King Philip V ascended the Spanish throne after defeating the forces of his predecessor. This naturally
split the Spanish people into two belligerent camps. When Philip ascended the Spanish throne, as King and Ruler,
government officials with liberal ideas came to the Philippines to occupy high positions in government and church
as partisans and as sympathizers of the King.
The Spanish colony in Manila was composed mostly of radicals in ideology opposite to that of King Philip and
so there arose a lot of bickerings and dissensions among the religious and their distinct orders in Manila. These
dissensions reached the point of bloody encounters between old timers and the new immigrant peninsulars,
causing no little scandal in the eyes of native Filipinos.
If, added to this, one recalls what the Dutch chronicler already referred to said about the King’s government
here being a marionette since the governors were really the religious orders of Manila, one can have a pretty good
picture of the conditions in the country during our narrative. Now let us pick up the thread of our narrator, Alejo
de Mendoza.]
5
On the night of November 12, 1719 by the light of a bonfire in the little town of Malaueg a woman of strange
aspect appeared. She was of middle age, white skinned, with a large machete and a dagger hanging on her sides
suspended by a red silk cord. Seated in line in front of her on their haunches were a handful of men similarly
armed with lances and machetes. A few carbines were leaning against trunks of big trees.
The woman spoke gesticulating; her eyes burning; at times her hands pointing towards the sky as she clenched
her fists. She pulled her dishevelled hair and wept, shouting at times, as her face clearly showed the moral and
physical anguish that afflicted her soul. At the other end of the line, leaning against a huge tree, was the trim
figure of a young girl, immobile, silently surveying the whole scene with her eyes.
The elderly woman was, as we recall, none other than the widow of the late governor-general, and the girl, her
unhappy daughter. Guided by friends of the family, both went in search of help from bandits of this place to carry
out the vengeance they vowed against the murderers of her husband. Now she made herself known to them as
Maria Perez de San Cristobal and her daughter Dolores, alias Florentina. Maria thus addressed herself to the mob:
“Look at me, a white woman, more unfortunate than any of you. My husband held a high position in this country.
He implemented the orders of the King faithfully. What did they do to him for this? They murdered him instead of
giving him a prize. Certainly they are not men of your race who know how to protect your own. To the shame of our
race, we came to your country to disturb you and live off what is yours. My white brothers have separated me from the
companionship of my beloved husband forever. They call themselves “the Servants of God,” Who is the Greatest of the
Great who never fails in his design. Those great criminals invoke his name with their lips as they sink their dagger on
the non-believers of their false doctrines. Their erroneous doctrines are full of him who is the greatest of all, God.
Those great criminals carry the cape of the Nazarene but they bring disgrace and dishonor to many families. They hold
aloft only one banner—the banner of MONEY-GOD. Those are my countrymen, the white priests.
“Look at me in disgrace, unprotected and despised by them. What do I want to live for? I called upon death to come,
once, twice, three times, but death did not come. Perhaps that God of all men (not as they pretend, theirs alone) does
not want my life yet. Perhaps what the Justice of this world has denied me that same Justice wants me to use vengeance
with my own hands, in order to complete the work to avenge the death of one who loved me, of one who had done
nothing but to fulfill the commands of the King. What do I want to live for? Life is unbearable. That Justice that has not
punished those wicked flatterers I shall take in my own hands. And now, take that money.”

As she said this, she flung a fistful of gold before those present.
“Take them and use them for the good of your own people that they may rise up against that mob of criminals who
lift the crucifix with one hand and bring death on innocent victims with the other. Kill them unmercifully. They are the
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reasons why you are treated as inferior beings, like animals and not like a noble race, great and honored successors of
my forefathers, the Yncas, who, because of the sun-darkened skins, are placed like you, in a lower category than
themselves.
“Kill them, drink their blood. That just God who sees us will not only approve our deeds, but will also guide our
steps to bring them our vengeance. Take everything from me, everything, my name, my honor, my daughter, the one
whom I love most in this treacherous world. Yes, take my daughter and everything sacred I have in this world, but kill
those executioners of your race. Lift up your race before the world. Make yourselves known as a people; avenge the
insults they heap upon you day by day.”

And as she said these things, she pulled her hair, hit her face and scratched her own body until she bled. And
then she sobbed. She cried like an unhappy mother despoiled of the protection of her husband at the prime of her
life.
She laid flat on the ground. Her mouth foamed. Poor mother, perhaps God heard her lamentations. One of
those seated there stood up, lifted her up lovingly from where she had fallen. He made her sit down and with a
firm but gentle voice, said to her:
“You are fair and quite beautiful, are you not?”
“Yes, unfortunately, God made me so. But I prefer a thousand times to be black or something else than to belong to
that race of evil men—vengeful and criminal.”
“But you will please be calm,” said the one who seemed to be the leader of that group of mounted outlaws. “What
happened to you?”
“My husband was murdered by those white priests or friars as they are called in our country, in a concerted plot with
the other whites. My husband was the chief executive of this country, your Philippines, and simply because he wanted
to fulfill the orders of his King, they murdered him, scoundrels, murderers, criminals.”

And as she said these last words she gritted her teeth.
It was the chief of the mounted outlaws, Leon Magtatanga, who spoke to her. He was known in every village
for his boldness and daring while attacking the towns. He ordered everyone to stand up, to unsheath their sharp
machetes and lifting them up in the air, said,
“By the sacred name of God, of our fathers and of all our ancestors we vow eternal vengeance against all those who
have done the harm to our kapatid. Long live our land! Death to the whites, the friars!”

In simple frugality they ate their supper that night, and with all the respect permitted him by custom, this
celebrated outlaw placed her and her daughter under a leafy bough where they spent the night.
*
The following day was the day of the first sally of vengeance. The target of attack was Tuao where a friar lived
hardly fifteen miles from where they were. Since the people were caught unprepared, the officials of that town
easily fell into the hands of the outlaws. The town mayor or “little mayor” (as he was known then), and the parish
priest, Father Antonio de Utualde, a Dominican, were carried away as hostages to the mountains. They released
the “little mayor,” Don Manuel Diez, a native of Ilocos Sur, after payment of heavy ransom of gold. These
outlaws, or tulisanes as they were called, carried away during this raid a big quantity of money and foodstuffs off
the town.
But the priest, however, in spite of repeated requests and a heavy ransom, was brought prisoner to their hideout
in the forest. There they handed him over to the distraught and unhappy woman that she might do whatever it
pleased her. Let us now leave them for a while.
The town mayor of Vigan, upon hearing what happened to the little towns of Malaueg and Tuao, sent the
Spaniard Don Juan Pablo de Ordufia to meet the outlaws in battle and bring the two leaders, Luis Magtatanga and
Tomas Singanan, as prisoners. In the vicinity of that town and in the place where the outlaws stayed, was a village
called Looc. There the mountain outlaws met the band of Spanish and native soldiers. After the bloody encounter
many were left dead from both sides.
The parish priest who came along with Ordufia fell into the hands of the mountaineers and was killed with a
dagger by Maria. This father (may he rest in peace) was called Fray Juan de la Garsua, a Dominican who had just
recently arrived from Spain.
And now let us turn our attention for a moment to Maria and the captive friar caught by the bandits under the
command of their chief Leon Magpantay (or, as the others knew him, Leon Magtatanga) and their companions
who were kept behind guarding the forest after the retreat from the place of the encounter with the Vigan forces.
This unfortunate Father, as our dear readers remember, was no other than the young Dominican Fray Antonio
de Otualde now tied elbow to elbow and roped to the trunk of a huge tree, with his head bowed as if in prayer.
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Maria approached him after seating herself near enough to fix her gaze on him. She spoke to him in perfect
Spanish:
“Pretty little face, son and servant of God, sacred hands that take and hold the chalice which you say represents the
blood of Christ. With one hand you hold it, and with the other you sink the dagger into the heart of unfortunate
innocents. Don’t you know me?”

Then the friar stammered,
“Ave Maria Purisima, Blessed Mary help me in this hour! Oh eternal God of mercy, by the holy name! I know not
who you are nor whence you come.”

Maria rising and approaching closer, made the motion to her daughter to follow, and looking at him from head to
foot with her bloodshot eyes glaring, gritted her teeth and slapped him on the right side of his face. This made him
lower his head which he had just held high in pride, to look at her. With a sharp and shrill tone she continued,
“Yes, you are all the same. You know me when you need me, you hypocrites, scoundrels, wicked murderers. Now I
have tied your hands. Direct your prayers, direct them to that just God who sees and hears everything. Call for my
death and you will win my great applause. Call for my misfortune, since I cannot be more unfortunate, a daughter of
your own country, perhaps born and wrapped in richer swaddling clothes than you were on the day you were born.
“You won’t do it? Why not? Because you also have your accounts to be settled with Him on the day we part from
this valley of tears where everything is deceitful, flattering and selfish. There in His Kingdom you will not be what you
are here in the Philippines, a king without a crown of gold, silver and precious stones. You carry that little corona on
your head in imitation of that Great One who spent his life doing good to humanity in this world. Here you are the friar,
the murderer of this unhappy and unfortunate people who should have deserved better treatment in the presence of God
who is not your God alone, but mine and of all men, because we are all his children.”

As soon as she finished saying this, she ran towards her daughter who was behind her, who as we know, carried
the name of Florentina. With her eyes full of tears she kissed her, caressed her and embraced her, and looking at
the priest she says:
“Now look here, servant of God and worthy successor to the great criminals of the world, look at this unfortunate
victim of your beastly whims.”

Father Antonio kept his head bowed and was praying in short and trembling phrases. She approached him once
again, lifted his head with both her hands, since he kept it bowed, and after banging it against the huge trunk to
which he was tied, she continued:
“Do you not recognize her either, you thief of womanly virtue? You know no one now because it behooves you that
these whom you call unruly Indios should not know it; but in God’s presence they have more dignity and honor in
words and in deeds than your dirty person. At least they are honest. You carry the holy Name of Christ and God the
Father to cheat. They at least deserve pardon for being ignorant from birth, according to you; they deserve the teachings
of the greatest of the great and if they steal, they do so out of necessity since to live is common need of everyone and
not in the way you do it. With subtle mind you knowingly use your office to steal not the necessities of life by any
chance, but what is more unpardonable than stealing life itself, you rob the honor of many, of even your own race and
color, taking advantage of your capes and habiliment as humble servants of God. Look at us. Do you not know us?”

Father Antonio, with his head bowed down, saw everything, but seemed as if he did not know what was going on
around him. Maria approached him once more, gave him two more blows in the face bringing back the color to
his cheeks, once pale and cadaverous.
“Forgive them Lord for they know not what they do,”

stammered the priest, looking up to heaven. But he did not speak soft enough not to be heard by the unhappy
Maria who looked at him, spat on his face, and scratched him with her fingernails, saying:
“That God whom you invoke is wise, almighty and knows how to forgive those who sin in their ignorance but not
those who, by using his Holy Name, defile even the most sacred thing in a woman, her honor, which you have done to
this unfortunate girl, the child of my womb, the victim of your bestial and brutal acts of nature, abusing your
prerogative as her confessor because she was in that confraternity which you have organized, the Children of Mary. You
have insulted her in the thing she holds most sacred—her honor. You raped her. You made her a truly fallen wo-man
because you refused to marry her and you were not willing to renounce your conventual life because you wanted to
have a wider field of conquests and to increase your number of victims. Nor did you desist from your criminal course
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of taking away from me the only thing I wanted: silence. But still, not satisfied with this you took from me what I
thought at first was my only miserable reward—the unhappy baby that you had by her. You approached the head
commander and mastermind of your band of followers, the friars, Sebastian de Totanes, whom you considered as
infallible oracle that he might come near me when I was the First Lady of the Philippines to threaten me with public
scandal if I should refuse the petition of your chieftain, Totanes, known for his secret criminal acts. He is the superior
of the seraphic Order of St. Francis because he scribbles a few things in Spanish and Tagalog better than any of you;
wise and intelligent, as you said, although you did not belong to his coterie. All this you did on purpose. One day you
came to the palace in tears. You introduced yourself and asked for a secret interview not with one you used to call the
“governess general” but with the mother of a fallen daughter, begging me like a little boy (not as a son-in-law as it
should have been) for my forgiveness, a thousand times, and you begged me persistently like a little child asking for a
toy, that I speak to your superior to transfer you only to the nearby parish of Dilao and which I stoutly refused to do,
knowing what you are, the murderer of the innocent fruit which you had with my daughter, fruit of your disorderly
animal instincts. You were assigned here where I followed you with the eye of a mother who demands a just punishment and the vengeance for an insult.
“Now tell me, beastly criminal, what did you do with that child, that you had by my daughter? Is it not true that you
left it in the hands of an old woman in Malate named Lucia to die without your protection? And yet you have not ended
the vileness of your heart. You have continued to conspire in order to erase the last traces of your misdeeds with the
murder of him who was once my beloved husband, by continuously writing letters full of poisonous phrases of a snake
to Sebastian de Totanes in order to keep plotting against the life of my husband. Finally you succeeded in taking away
his life and in bringing about the misfortune of these two creatures who depended on him as husband and father. But
God is just in every way. Now he places me face to face with the man with whom I wanted to settle accounts. I have
asked Him for this in all my prayers. Not that you might live together with my daughter, the daughter of my womb, for
you will bring forth a progeny more perverse than you and all your ilk. In a way it was just as well you killed the child
of her womb, otherwise it would be suffering what we are now suffering and would have brought your abomination to
these sacred shores to do more harm to these poor, peaceful inhabitants. My other children are still living. They will
sooner or later vindicate the memory of their father now buried under the cold pavement. He rests there in the cemetery, and that which human justice has denied us, that I shall take in my own hands. With him will also remain buried in
the archives of this country these annals, so that when the humanity and justice of these natives will require them for a
sacred purpose, they will know how to dig them from their dusty boxes with a spirit of impartiality and justice and
make them known to the world.”

Large beads of perspiration covered the brow of the priest, as the first rays of dawn shed light in that remote corner of the forest. In the solitude of that forest of huge trees the silence was broken only by the chirping of crickets
or by the mournful song of birds announcing the coming of dawn. The pale and cadaverous face of the priest
could be seen in the flicker of a dying bonfire. The few outlaws who stayed behind saw all this, awe-stricken, as if
asking one another what that long colloquy between the unhappy woman and Father Antonio might be.
Suddenly she stopped. The furious woman, totally beside herself, looked at him with eyes that could have
pierced the soul of the most hardened among them. Full of rage, pale and cadaverous too, with eyes leaping out of
their sockets, she gritted her teeth. She foamed in the mouth, rolled up the torn sleeves of her dirty shirt which she
had been wearing for some time and with the right hand caressed the dagger’s handle which she carried on her
belt.The priest was muttering incoherent words among which only the following could be heard distinctly:
“Forgive me as Christ forgave his murderers.”

She continued with a peroration as sharp as ever:
“Forgive, yes, that forgiveness which the Christ of your God extended for the redemp,tion of the sins of the world. I
am not Christ. I never claimed that. To forgive you would be the total misfortune of what still remains to me—the
children of my womb. Death would not be enough for a man of your kind, you poisonous basilisk. My daughter whom
you see there, I shall endeavor to see joined to other unfortunate natives, thus she will bring forth a progeny who will
swear eternal vengeance against your brothers, and then my soul, forgotten perhaps, by everyone, shall give a breath of
courage to future mothers of this land that they might avenge their honor whose persons and rights were unmercifully
tramped.”

Then she advanced towards the priest tied to the tree trunk. She tore away the part of the cassock that covered
his chest, she unsheathed the sharp dagger and as she was about to sink it in his bosom, the bandit chieftain, Leon
Magtatanga, leaped to his feet, restrained her hand saying:
“Do not stain your hands, dear sister, with the blood of another white. That deed is ours to perform.”

Then the unhappy woman fell to the ground. The chieftain spoke to the priest in Tagalog,
“Don’t you recognize the unhappy Luisa, former wife of the Governor-General, and her daughter, Dolores, the
victim of your beastly passion? Look at them and commend your soul to God even if it were for no other purpose than
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for your own hellfire which the just and omnipotent Judge has prepared for you.”

As he was saying this to Father Antonio they carried her away from where she collapsed and placed her in a
corner, trembling with feverish convulsion as her daughter embraced her, weeping bitterly.
*
On the next day, in that solitary nook of the forest, dug in the ground, was a simple grave. Over it was placed a
crucifix made out of twigs marking the place where the body of a man once known as Padre Antonio de Otualde
was buried.
About a hundred meters from the place was seen a group of some hundred well-armed men packing up their
provisions. A pale-faced woman dressed in black blouse and skirt sheathed a big sharp bolo at her side and led the
group of men heading to the sea. …
2
Vexatious is the task to which we commit ourselves when we decide to refute the ridiculous slanders and unfounded charges which La Verdad (a newspaper published in the metropolis and whereof a copy was handed to us
by a friend) has taken it upon itself to launch against the Archbishop\fn{ Monseigneur Gregorio Meliton Martinez, who was
friendly towards Filipinos} and the Secular Clergy of this country, by ventilating the question of Curacies and publishing a series of articles which we read not without a feeling of distress.
If, at the beginning, we did not wish to keep quiet because of our love for peace, we could not hold on to our
resolve when we saw that truth had been outraged, a prince of the Church pilloried, our honor treated with
indignity, our always unquestioned and unquestionable loyalty rudely challenged, and when the hint of Rebellion
had been maliciously made in the aforesaid articles with the express purpose in implicating a man who has been
heretofore a brilliant figure in the Clergy to whom we have the honor of belonging.
Prompted, therefore, by these potent reasons, we have taken the liberty of addressing ourselves to the Spanish
People, not only for the purpose of neutralizing and dispelling ridiculous slanders and the feelings consequent
upon such ill-conceived notions, but also to show the propriety and rightful preference that the Secular Clergy of
the Philippines should have over the Curacies.
There is an attempt to exclude the Secular Clergy by caricaturing it with indignity and indecorum, so as to
lower and destroy its prestige and thereby firmly place the Regular Clergy on a solid basis of increased importance and indispensableness.
Just, and very just, it is to acknowledge the deserts of the Regular Clergy, and we are among the first to make
an open concession; but it is a grievous fault and an act of injustice to deny the same just deserts to the Secular
Clergy, even if these be Filipino or native—for do not all worship the same God, and does not each discharge the
duties devolving on him?
God save us, if it is the belief of the Recollect Fathers that to be generous to us they degrade themselves, or
that their aggrandizement must be built on our dethronement!
*
To put in evidence the groundlessness of the charges by denying the shocking innuendos let loose by that
paper, to state the truth as it is, and to make manifest the ulterior motives behind the authorship and publication of
the articles referred to above are the one purpose of this manifest.
Of course, we do caution the reader against expecting any evidence of culture or refinement in our language,
and we may fall short of expressing ourselves with propriety; for what can anyone expect from the incapacity, the
ineptitude, and the boorishness of the native clergy of the Philippines?
Nevertheless, the reader shall find in these writings certain truths of an undoubtful distasteful nature.
And we are not to blame at all!
The provocation was verily not ours; and we regard it to be our duty to defend our race, our class interests our honor. If, in the perusal of this writing, some vigorous or mordant word or phrase should escape from us
inadvertently, let such an unwritten offense be taken as the sighing of a soul embittered with sudden and wanton
affronts and wearing with countless sufferings, but never as the contrivance of a studied and premeditated plan.
In fine,\fn{To sum up} if we take up the defense of ourselves, it is not because we regard it as or duty only, but
because we believe in the justice of the cause we are espousing.
*
The writer of the articles in question says:
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Besides the knowledge of the legal aspect of the matter, we know the meaning of the centuries, the customs, the
dictates of convenience. In addition to the acknowledged claim that the Regular Clergy enjoy there (in the Philippines)
in discharging the duties of parochial priests, there is another very cogent and potent reason which entitles them to this
exclusive privilege; and that is, the ideal of conservation, the progress, and advancement of such fine colonies. The
Archbishop of Manila, surrounded by the native clergy that pave the way to the acqui-sition of certain rights not
properly suited to them …

*
To the writer of the foregoing lines we should ascribe crass ignorance, were we not convinced that his
ignorance is feigned; and we would not consider their reputation worthwhile were we not of the belief that, to
certain candid readers who are not in a position to learn the truth of the matter, these figments of the imagination
would be acceptable as gospel truth.
To undeceive, therefore, the persons who may have been laboring under this delusion, we shall sketch here
briefly the Civil and Canonical Laws, which are in force on this particular subject; and here be it said, in passing,
that the Laws of the Indies, as well as other pieces of legislation which were enacted since their compilation down
to the year 1826, recognize—in accordance with the Canons and the disciplinary organization of the Church—the
preferential right which the Curacies the Secular Clergy of the Philippines enjoy, irrespective of their being native
or not.\fn{The editor abridges with the following statement: “(The quotation and analysis of different Bulls and kindred Papal decree on
the matter are here made; and Father Burgos attempts to show in quoted passages that members of the Regular Clergy can act as parish
priests ‘only when Secular Priests are lacking.’)” And Fr. Burgos continues:}

*
“The Filipino,” continues the same newspaper,
by reason of his idiosyncracies, his character, the influence of climate or race is not good in the discharge of high
duties. It is a vulgar truism that the Tagalog is an excellent Soldier, a commonplace Corporal, a poor Sergeant, without
any ability or capacity to perform the work of an Officer because of his unfitness for the position. In like manner, the
Filipino who dedicates himself to the sacred office, of the priesthood is wont to carry out faithfully and well the
mechanical details of Church work; but he never attains to the point of excelling in anything connected with the solemn
priestly functions. …

The writer must need be ill-informed on the matter, or we may be mistaken, in our conclusion that, in belching
forth such absurd and shocking opinions, he has not betrayed his own convictions as a result of misdirected
inspiration. Such an inspiration must have come from the friars, for we know that they have been the persons who
have long been winding about this saying constantly and have been utilizing the infamous use of undervaluing the
capacity and fitness of the Filipino clergy so as to make themselves perpetual curates in the Islands as we have
been assured to be the case by the wise and very worthy Don Basilio Sancho de Santa Justa y Runa,\fn{ sic: Rufina}
formerly Archbishop of these Islands. Unless such be the cause of this misinformation, we cannot account how
the supposed culture of the writer can make him ignore what Cantu said in his well-known Universal History, on
page 180 of Volume I, regarding the unity or oneness of the human species.
*
“It is abundantly and positively proved,” says that learned man,
that the real differences between races subsist only in skin pigmentation and the so-called quality of the hair, but do not
include higher faculties. Gall, in his study of mental faculties and traits of character and whom several materialistic
thinkers essayed to invoke in support of their doctrines, proved the unity of the human species. Not very long ago,
Teicdeman discovered, in his excellent study of the skull, that the cranium of the negro differs but slightly from ours, in
its external but not in anyway in its internal structure; and that, aside from a certain symmetry in the circumvolutions,
the skull of the negro is no more similar to that of the orangutan than is of the European. This pundit infers, from all
premises, that our ascendacy over the negro hinges on no inborn superiority of intellect, but simply on a difference in
educational attainments …”\fn{The editor then abridges: “(In support of this opinion of Caesar Cantu, Father Burgos
quotes from several letters penned by prominent and respected figures of the age who agreed on the view that the
‘capacity, intelligence, and talent of the Filipinos made a person believe that he had found them, not in the Philippines
or in the Indies where commerce and gain are worshipped, but in the universities of Europe where dwells the Goddess
of Wisdom.’ A detailed enumeration of many Filipinos, who had made their mark on the century in the professions
embraced, is also taken up. The names of the Florentinos, the Mendozas, the Figueroas, the Ramos, the Marquez, the
Gallegos, the Tugos, and the Pardos are conjured.)” And Fra. Burgos continues:}

*
If, in our day, our eye vainly seeks the sight of many Filipinos excelling in the science, the cause lies not in the
nature of our youth, or in their character, or in the accidents of climate, much less in the influences of race characteristics; but the cause is to be found in the discouragements and disappointments to which our youth have been
subjected during the last few years through the sheer want of the proper incentives.
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Why, for instance, should a young man strive to rise in the profession of Law or of Theology, when he can
vision no future for himself save that of obscurity and jaunty unconcern?
What Filipino would aspire to the seats of the wise and would devote his sleepless nights to such an ideal,
when he clearly sees that his noblest feelings are crushed down in the unwholesome atmosphere of contumely and
oblivion, and which he knows that among the privileged few are dispensed the sinecures of honor and profit?
*
Nevertheless, in spite of such disappointment, the present Secular Clergy of the Philippines have not been
undeserving of the traditions of old; and nowadays, there figure in their number persons who are an honor and a
source of refinement because of their wisdom and of their virtue, and who are zealous and self-denying in the
discharge of their duties.\fn{The editor then abridges: “(The achievements of the Secular Clergy in educational and religious
activities are here referred to in specific instances. Father Burgos also denies the strong charge that the Regular Clergy have been deprived
of their curacies for the sake of the Secular Clergy, or that regular priests have been left behind to give way to secular priests. That the
Archbishop who is friendly to the Secular Clergy is also opposed to the Regular Clergy, is the height of absurdity. Against the assertion
made that the “Philippine Archipelago owes its development, its civilization, its progress, and its advancement to the unremitting care of
the Spanish Regular Clergy,” Father Burgos makes the refutation that the Government implanted in the country also had much to do with
such civilization, progress, and advancement.)” Fr. Burgos continues:}

*
It is for these reasons that we regret our inability to agree with the writer of the foregoing statements because
we patently see that, far from owing to the friars its development, its progress, and its advancement, the country
finds in them the grain of sand in the cog-wheels of its civilization and its prosperity in that they endeavor to keep
the poor natives in a state of ignorance and boorishness—qualities which, coupled with the religious fanaticism
which the friars do not overlook in fomenting, ease their acquisition of prestige and influence in the towns.
For this reason they strongly opposed the education and instruction in Spanish of the natives, because the
ignorance of what is good and what is right will make them endure without a groan all excess and oppression, in
the same way that an indiscriminate sense of right and wrong will make them sanctify even the most heinous
deeds, as is now the case in towns which are distant from the provincial capitals.
By way of proof, let the towns be visited; and a person unknown inspite of the repeated Royal Orders and
Decrees which have been issued for many years to compel or recommend the teaching of the languages so as to
make it familiar to the natives.
These orders bore no fruit at all because they were balked with friary craftiness. So set has this systematic
opposition been sometimes and so resolutely do the friars carry their intention to its undue lengths that they come
to abhor in their parish the native who speaks Spanish; and they even look and ask at the Spaniard or the European who comes to dwell in the towns, because they know fully well that every Spaniard or every native who
secures a little education can become a public prosecutor to inquire into their conduct, which falls short of the
exemplary and not infrequently is even scandalous.\fn{ The editor then abridges: “(This policy of the friars, according to
Father Burgos, is of such long standing that Anda himself noticed and denounced it in his report and recommendations to His Majesty.)”
Fr. Burgos continues:}

*
Nevertheless, we do not wish to be unfair; we wish to avoid misleading public opinion, as has been the
ungracious task aimed at against the Filipino and the Secular Clergy. We propose to explain the truth in this
declaration—and we will keep our word by giving credit where it is due.
There are, for instance, among the present friars certain very honorable exceptions, certain virtues and excellent “healers of the soul,” especially among the Dominican Fathers, whose edifying conduct is in crass contrast to
the common depravity of their strayed brethren. We have made special mention of the Dominican Fathers because
they merit the distinction, and because we are certain that in the conduct of the majority of them even sarcasm
cannot find a fit theme to give vent to asperity.
*
But such weight has been and is given to the friars now that they in their overweening self-conceit as ex pressed in their organ La Verdad, have assured the world that to them only does this country owe everything good
it now possesses, to which nothing has been added by the Government.
We would like to think that our eyes are deceiving us; but so manifest is their tendency, even though secreted
under the veil of religion and love of country—names with which they invariably try to conjure admission and
confidence everywhere—that they are able to gratify every caprice which they set their hearts on securing.
Their possession of great riches and profitable estate incomes, which they do their best to keep away from the
eyes of the Government, was so ill-secured or so ill-managed as that of Imus, so that the people there have turned
into outlaws on account of the ill-treatment and vexations to which the tenants have been subjected.
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The friars in the guise of parish priests and landowners, worm their way into the good graces of the townspeople.
To our way of thinking, therefore, the protection which the Government extends to the friars is based on an
erroneous conception which may later be the cause of painful regret.
*
The loss of these Islands and the ideas of emancipation with which the aforementioned newspaper and others
of its kind have freely circulated with a perfidious persistency are nothing more or less than a ruse wherewith to
frighten the Government and to induce it to believe that the agitators of such idle dreams are indispensable in the
country.
Nothing is farther from our imagination than are these rumors, for we know fully well that outside of the name
and the banner of Spain that shelters us, we shall be nothing, and perhaps worse than nothing; inasmuch as we are
not ignorant of the fact that, separated from the princely and generous Spanish Nation, our country shall surrender
itself to anarchy, or shall be the bondsman of a stern foreign power that has been feasting its eyes with avidity on
our soil, ready to seize it at the opportune moment.
It is to our best interests that we should support her by sheltering ourselves under her shade, which has helped
us secure protection and the gifts of civilization. Thus did we prove with the enthusiasm which we showed in deed
when we helped repel the English invasion—a sad episode in our history wherein we evinced our loyalty,
especially the loyalty of the Secular Clergy, as well as what we would turn out to be under the stress of circumstances. Of this loyalty, not all of the Regular Clergy can safely boast, for we have before us the aforesaid report
of Anda who made no secret of his disparaging opinion of them in this respect.
*
We repeat that the loss of these Islands, or their emancipation from the mother country—the hobgoblin with
which the friars used to frighten the Government as if it were a child—is an eventuality that need not be feared
now or in the future. We even dare assure the world that such a fear will never materialize itself; for the topography of the Archipelago precludes all changes of a general uprising on account of the difficulty of communication; and any insurrection that will raise its head anywhere in the country will find itself smothered with dispatch and thoroughness.
The different uprisings in the past have all proved to be mere sporadic outbursts. The diversity of tongues or
languages, which each province finds to be its own peculiar characteristic with respect to the other provinces, so
that its people can hardly understand those of another; the character and disposition of the inhabitants, who are by
nature peaceful and distinctly docile; and, lastly their profound and spontaneous allegiance to the Spanish Nation,
a loyalty which may never sometimes but never pass the category of a transient feeling of personal resentment
caused by abuses on the part of Government agents—all these factors are cogent reasons for believing that the
peril of a general insurrection and the fear of the loss of these Islands from the hands of the sovereign country are
unfounded.\fn{The editor then abridges: “The uprisings of Novales, in Tayabas, in Malate, in Nueva Ecija are referred to by way of
proof that such disturbances have usually taken place in curacies administered by friars rather than in towns where the parish priests are
members of the Secular Clergy.” Fra Burgos continues:}

*
If, in the unfortunate and unexpected triumph of the sophistry of La Verdad, the Government would withdraw
its protecting hand from the Secular Clergy of this country, and would not lift them out of the slough in which
they have been sunk, while not diminishing at the same time the wonted patronage extended to the friars exclusively for their own benefit; if, in lieu of giving aid and encouragement to the youth who aspire to embrace the
priesthood, it shows them nothing but a dark future and even a brazen distrust of their love for Spain and things
Spanish—what then would follow? The prompt extinction of the Secular Clergy, who are now betraying a tendency to wander away from the priestly profession—an eventuality which will be well in keeping with the protestations and prayers of the aforesaid paper to secure for its employers or protégés the peaceful and undisputed
possession of the curacies; inasmuch as the dearth of secular priests will make all further opposition to the Regular Clergy both futile and unjust.
*
Through such tactics or eventuality, the Spanish People will gain nothing—but time will record the irreparable
loss. Without the Secular Clergy, the Government will have nobody to fall back on in maintaining the balance of
power, inasmuch as the friars, in the actual presence of the Secular Clergy, have the daring to arrogate upon themselves every achievement of importance—and nobody knows to what extreme lengths they will drag themselves
to when they are left alone and in complete possession of everything.
*
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If, as a surety for the prestige of Spain in this Archipelago and for the continuance of our provinces under the
Spanish Crown, it is believed that if is necessary to place the curacies under the incumbency of Spanish priests, let
the priests from the Peninsula come and be welcome.
If such a plan is not feasible at the present time, and it is still desired that the friars continue in power, let it be
thus and so; for we do not strive after their complete disappearance, inasmuch as we acknowledge and do not
gainsay their usefulness, although under no circumstances can we believe that their services are indispensable.
Nevertheless, we should like to see them unencumbered and freed from all the earthly cares that tax and
distract their apostolic energy and attention, which should be employed for the glory of God and the salvaging of
unconverted souls that are still in the darkness.
The State should take upon itself the administration of the friars’ rich holdings, their rich estates, and the incal culable wealth partly hoarded in foreign banks and partly secreted in huge vaults in the cellars and walls of their
convents.
It is understood, of course, that proper allowances will be made for the church workers, the church offices, and
other duties connected directly with the curacy. If such things are done, we are sure—very, very sure—that the
regular priests themselves will be very grateful, the country will be ushered into an era of prosperity and fortune,
and the public coffers of the Philippines will be rescued from the emptiness to which they were dragged down by
the recent disturbances of the land.
We may say the Regular Clergy themselves will live in gratitude to us—and we believe that we are right—
because the realization of this plan by the Government of His Majesty will redound to their benefit, seeing that
they will be deprived of the chances of misusing and abusing their lucre, which is now unhappily available at all
times and is too often out to ill-use in the gratification of their overweening self-conceit, in the indulgence of pleasure, in the transgression of the law, in the corruption of justice, and in the infliction of harm to their fellowmen.
It is a well-known fact that opportunity breeds the evil-door, and we are among the first who should not wish
that the Regular Clergy put their souls in jeopardy. If such is done, we repeat, we shall eagerly welcome the
transformation of the friars of our day by a return to the simple and sturdy virtues which characterized the apostles
of the early days who set foot on our shores, just as we welcome to see the same virtues embodied today in the
worthy conduct of the exemplary Fathers of the Society of Jesus, who are now among us and whose model lives
are daily occupied with works which are beneficial to us, reminiscent of the saintly qualities of their illustrious
founder, and which are typical of the example set by the brethren who have come and gone.
May even, we shall behold the magnificent spectacle of having the work of the missions more solicitously pursued than is unhappily the case now, that thereby, the number of His Majesty’s subjects in these Islands will be
appreciably increased at the same time the Mother Church herself will take in more converts to the Holy Faith.
*
The continuance of the Religious Corporations in the possession of their estates and lordly mansions in this
plain day of the nineteenth century, is an anachronism of the age—an anomaly which will find support and sanction only among persons who dance attendance in all political parties without distinction, by reason of this weak
disposition or of overpowering ambition.
There was, in sooth, a time when the friars were countenanced in piling Pelion on Ossa\fn{ I.e., in “adding difficultty to difficulty; fruitless efforts. The allusion is to the attempt of the giants to scale heaven by piling Mount Ossa upon Mount Pelion.”:W }
in order to scale the heights of the Olympian Council. On that towering eminence they fleeced to their hearts’
content all doctrines to the contrary because they themselves had been set up as sacred idols by the natives and as
the only power that could support the rights of the people.
But such times have changed and gone, and things are as they should be; for it is now generally known that not
only do the friars not serve as a proper of the nation, but they are themselves propped up by it with all the power
of its material resources. Were it not for this material support, the friars would disappear—as fast as feathers are
blown away by the sea-breeze—for the minds of the natives have been roused through constant provocation,
through excesses and disorders, through affronts which are belched forth in honeyed words by the same men who,
instead of acting as spiritual counsellors, have turned out to be persecutors and executioners.
No longer should they be regarded as anything but ordinary Spanish priests who are subjects, as are the other
members of the ecclesiastical community, to the general laws of the Church and of the State without enjoying
exemptions and privileges that pave the way for the commission of serious abuses and scandals which the Church
hierarchy cannot correct because of its\fn{ Its own:H} impotence, and which the Civil Authorities have to put up
with lest they lose the friendship and goodwill of opulent and powerful citizens or else be the victims of dangers
arising from disagreement with them.\fn{ The editor then abridges: “(Father Burgos reminds us of several tragic incidents which
prove the extremes to which the friars could go, even against the highest civil authorities of the land. The tragic end of Governor Fernando
Bustamante and his son, during the armed struggle with the ecclesiastical authorities, is a case in point.)”}
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*
Regarding the unsound basis whereon the Religious Orders are maintained here, just as former superstitious
generations have made us accept after they had turned recreant to the aims and traditions of the founders of the
holy institutions, we need say nothing in the way of insistence. Let Europe with her culture speak on our behalf;
Spain herself who has long been aware of its evil has tried to fight it energetically, and has left no stone unturned
until it had attained the end. What advantages has the Nation won for herself, what harvest of good has it reaped
in compensation for her arduous and glorious toil? Great and plentiful!
But why answer ourselves? Does not her growing prosperity, the just boast of her nationals and the envy of the
foreigners, proclaim the happy event to all of us?
Does not her progress, both materially and morally, evince the progressive development of her interests?
Since when has such a remarkable regeneration, such greatness and such prosperity, or such a development
taken place to enable her to forge ahead and to regain her former eminence on a par with the other nations now
occupying the vanguard of civilization?
Since when has impetus been given to the arts, to agriculture, to the industries, and to commerce in Spain?
Let such questions be addressed to Mendizabal, to Madoz, to Cantero. In fine, let the famous pundit Cantu
speak, as he has previously been quoted, and we shall see what he has to say further in his history.
The priesthood is a legacy bequeathed in the tribe of Levi, and preservation should be linked with the past through
what is inherited. With the assistance of the high priests, the Supreme Pontiff decides all questions which may arise
concerning the interpretation of the Law. Nevertheless, the Government is very far from being sacerdotal, and the
priests do not constitute, as they do among the Orientals, a social caste of custodians privileged with knowledge and
culture. The tribe of Levi is not bound to transmit mysteries and fraudulent practices; on the contrary, it is obliged to
make known all books under its custody. Neither does it secure any direct participation in the Government; if it can lead
a life of decent competency from tithes, it owns no province by way of private property. The members of theftribe are
dispersed throughout the land among the other tribes, and in this manner they are avoided those abuses which
elsewhere come as a result of the close union among the priests.\fn{The editor then abridges: “(Additional evidence on
the inaccuracies of the articles of La Verdad is offered at this point.)”}

*
The perusal of any malicious inaccuracies and innuendos can do nothing else but rouse the just indignation of
any man who esteems the truth. If the effrontery were hurled at someone who is still living, we could shrug our
shoulders in disdain and speak slightingly of the slander.
But since the vilification is directed at a man who no longer can take up his own defense, we resolve to vindicate his memory in token of our appreciation, as there are envious souls that are bent on staining his honor.
That man was the ill-starred yet learned and virtuous priest Pedro Pelaez, an object of pride and glory to the
Filipino people, who on that dreary night of June 3, 1863, perished with other brethren of the Cathedral Chapter
beneath the ruins of what used to be a beautiful Cathedral.
Yes, it was to this priest—a man of learning who lived and labored in fear of God, a friend of peace and an
enemy of all disorder—it was to him that the cognomen of insurgent had been attached, that the plan of a rebellion had been attributed, and around whom it was rumored by his detractors that the uprising was to have taken
place in the morning of Corpus Christi Day during the celebration of the festal ceremonies.
The bathos of absurdity could not have sunk lower. The idea of carrying out the plan on a day when the whole
garrison was full-armed and alert!
The improbability alone suffices to betray the imposture of the idle dreamers. To fancy such a thing in a gifted
man like the late Father Pelaez is to do the greatest unkindness to him who is gone.
However, let us suppose that the foregoing is true so that we can well inquire into the possiblity that he might
have thought of the plan, or that he had certain motives whereby to goad him on to the consummation of the
insane project ascribed to him.
*
So that a man of the greatness of Father Pelaez could conceive such a plan, it was necessary that he should
have had certain grievance against the Government, or that he should have suffered a setback in his career or was
denied the just deserts of his person and his services, or that he had entertained certain ambitions nor aspirations
to power and personal aggrandizement.
Fortunately, neither the one nor the other motive could lodge itself in his heart.
He could have no grievance against the Government because he occupied a high position in the Cathedral as
Treasurer. The Government had showered on him distinctions in the form of important commissions which served
as a recognition of his worth and of his learning and his virtues; and the recognition satisfied him.
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He could entertain no ambition for personal aggrandizement because he was as modest in his aspirations as he
was virtuous in his mode of living. He lived so contentedly that all his energy was bent, in the closing years of his
life, toward the supreme task of making himself worthier of the holy life.
So pure was his life that his confessor, the austere Jesuit Father Bertran—to whom confession was made on the
same day that it pleased the Most High to take away from us that paragon of Christian virtue—did not hesitate in
assuring his friends that Father Pelaez had died the death of the just.
On such premises as the foregoing, the charge of rebellion could not be securely founded; and the accusation
could be no less than the wool gathering of the persons who had invented the scarecrow—the friars of a certain
definite order who could not view with a kindly eye the exemplary conduct of that priest!
We in our part will do our best to make the affair a matter of public knowledge so that the Nation may be
convinced of the perversity of certain persons.
*
Father Pelaez was a good patrician, and he loved fervently the Clergy whereof he was a member. On those
occasions when the Secular Clergy were being deprived of their curacies because of the stupidity of the friars, it
was he who defended the secular priests; and although he did not live to see the recognition of the inalienable
rights of the Secular Clergy on account of the numerical superiority and influence of their foes, yet his opponents
themselves could not help but feel surprise at his faith and his love of country—and it was for that reason that
they kept on hounding him.
It may be added also that, while he was Capitulary Vicar in the Archbishopric during a vacancy, he had to
adopt certain measures in keeping with the duties of the office; but these measures were very lenient to three friarcurates who were charged with moral excesses in the province of Cavite and of Pampanga. Were it not for our
respect of public decorum, we would here divulge all the gruesome details of their heinous misdeeds, as such acts
are similar to other excesses committed elsewhere in our luckless towns.
If the persons concerned would so dare, we would invite them to disprove the truth of the data we have on
hand.
As another evidence of the ill-will borne by the friars toward the deceased, we see them engaged in ceaseless
efforts to foment against him what they could not dare to during his lifetime because they had nothing on which to
base their charges. For such an act which they do commit, the dictionary of the language has invented a term
which we avoid using here. It is now proved, therefore, that only the spirit of revenge and of sinister design has
goaded those ill-advised inventors to the notion of a rebellion already planned out, for such a figment is nothing
more than the concoction of a feverish imagination.
*
Our last prayers are addressed, first to God so that He may lift our hearts above the pettiness of insult and the
painfulness of slander; and, secondly, to the Spanish People so that their magnanimity of sentiment and openness
of heart would do full justice to our feelings of loyalty.
257.48 & 299.180 1. Blasted Hopes 2. Kakaibang Pagkalibing Ng Paghahangad 3. Naunsyaming Pag-Asa 4.
Pagbating Babiro\fn{by Leona Florentino (1849-1884)} Vigan, Illocos Sur Province, The Philippines (F) 4
1
What gladness and what joy
are endowed to one who is loved
for truly there is one to share
all his sufferings and his pain.
*
My fate is dim, my stars so low
perhaps nothing to it can compare,
for truly I do not doubt
for presently I suffer so.
*
For even I did love,
the beauty whom I desired
never do I fully realize
that I am worthy of her.
*
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Shall I curse the hour
when first I saw the light of day
would it not have been better a thousand times
I had died when I was born.
*
Would I want to explain
but my tongue remains powerless
for now do I clearly see
to be spurned is my lot.
*
But would it be my greatest joy
to know that it is you I love,
for to you do I vow and a promise I make
it’s you alone for whom I would lay my life.
2
Ang kakaibang timyas mo’y lagi kong panaginip
Tuwing gabing ako’y nahihimbing;
Tila ba sumasamo ako sa iyo nang tumatnagis,
Inihihimutok ang lumbay at pasakit na tinitis.
*
Nenang, arukin mo sa kaibuturan ng isip
Ang mahahapdi kong mga daing;
Dahil tunay namang walang
Kahihinatna’t, wala nang kabuluhan,
Kikitlin ko na ngayon itong pagdurusang
hinaharap.
*
Tunay, imnas, pagkat ano pa nga ba ang aking
hahangarin?
Kung kalupitan din lamang ang aking
tatamasahin;
Mamatamisin ko ang kamatayan
Kung sayo ito magmumula.
*
Ang buhay kong ito’y sa iyo nakalaan
Kung nanaisin mo, kahit pa mapugto ang hininga;
pagpalain mo na sana itong pusong nakikiusap
Na sa piling lubos tumahan.
*
Arukin mo sa kaibuturan ng isip
Itong napakahapding pagdaing,
At kung itong pagsinta'y iiwanan mong nagdurusa,
Hanggang puntod susundan ka ng mga luha.
*
At yaong bangkay dito’y
Bubuntunghininga nang buong-buo
Upang yaong mga taong makaririnig ay
Magsasabing
Ay, tunay namang kaysawimpalad
Lubusan nang napariwara’t wala nang pitagan.
*
Magmula, Giliw, nang ikaw ay Pumanaw
Gregoria de Jesus
*
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Magmula, giliw, nang ikaw ay pumanaw,
Katawan at puso ko’y walang paglagyan;
Lakad ng dugo sa ugat ay madalang,
Lalo't magunita ang iyong palayaw.
*
Lubhang malabis ang aking pagdarandam
Sa biglang paggayak mo’t ako’y panawan,
Alaala ako sa iyong pagdaraanan,
At gayundinnaman sa iyong katawan.
*
Na baka sakaling ikaw ay kapusin,
Lumipas sa iyo oras ng pagkain;
Sakit namabigat baka ka sumpungin
Na lagi mo na lamang sa aki’y daing.
*
Saan patutungo yaring kalagayan,
Dalamhating lubos liit ng katawan,
Magsaya’t kumain hindi mapalagay,
Maupo’t tumindig, alaala’y ikaw.
*
Kalakip ang wikang “magtiis, katawan,
Di pa nalulubos sa iyo ang layaw,
Bagong lalaganapang kaginhawaan
Ay biglang nag-isip na ikaw ay iwan.”
*
At kung gumabi na, banig ay ihihiga,
Matang nag-aantok pipikit na bigla,
Sa pagkahinbing panaginip ka, sinta
Sabay ang balong ng di mapigil na luha.
*
Sa pagka-umaga, marahang titindig,
Tutop ng kamay yaring pusong masakit,
Tuloy na dungawan, kasabay ang silip,
Sa paroroonan mong hirap ay mahigpit.
Matapos sumilip, pagdaka’y lalabas,
Sa dulang kakanan agad haharap;
Ang iyong luklukan kung aking mamalas,
Dibdib ko’y puputok, paghinga’y banayad.
*
Sama ng loob ko’y sa aking mag-isa,
Di maipahayag sa mga kasama;
Puso ko ay lubos na pinagdurusa,
Tamis na bilin mo’y “magtiis ka, sinta.”
*
Sa akin ay mahigpit mong tagubilin,
Saya’y hanapin at ang puso’y aliwin;
Naganap sumandaliy biglang titigil,
Alaala ka kung ano ang narating.
*
Mukha’y itutungo, luha’y papatak,
Katawan pipihit,lakad ay banayad;
Pagpasok sa silid, marahang igagayak
Damit na gagamitin sa aking paglakad.
*
Lilimutin mo yaring kahabag-habag,
Puhunang buhay tatawirin ang dagat;
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Pag-alis ay sakit, paroroonan ay hirap,
Masayang palad mo sa huli ang sikat.
*
Ako’y lalakad, usok ang katulad;
Pagtaas ng puti, agiw ang katulad;
Ang bilin ko lamang, tandaan mo, liyag,
Kalihiman natin huwag ihahayag.
*
Paalam sa iyo, masarap magmahal,
May-ari ng puso ko’t kabiyak na katawan;
Paalam, giliw ko, sa iyo’y paalam.
*
Masayang sa iyo’y aking isasangla
Ang sulam pamahid sa mata ng luha,
Kung kapusin palad, buhay mawala,
Bangkay man ako, haharap sa iyong kusa.
3
Pupos ng ligaya’t katiwasayan
Silang may minamahal,
Dahil mayroon silang karamay
Sa lahat ng hinaing sa buhay.
*
Ang aba kong kapalaran
Tila walang kapantay
Ang sinasabi ko’y isang katiyakan
Dahil ako ngayo’y nagdurusa.
*
Ako’y nagmamahal
Sa isang sintas hiyas
Ngunit hindi ko matiyak
Kung ako'y karapatdapat.
*
Isinusunpa ko ang oras
Ng aking kapanganakan,
Libong ulit sanang higit na mainam
Kung namatay ako nang ako’y isinilang.
*
Susubukan ko sanang magtapat
Ngunit ako’y nauumid,
Dahil maliwanag naming
Mabibigo lamang ako.
*
Ngunit sapat na ang ligayang madarama
Kung malaman mo ang aking pagsinta:
Nangangako ako at sumusumpa
Ikaw lamang ang mamahalin hanggang kamatayan.
4
Lantang hasmin ang makakatulad,
Pag byente-otso na ang iyong edad,
Kaya tunay lamang at karapat-dapat,
Ang pagtanda mo’y ikabagabag.
*
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Dahil anuman ang iyong gawin,
Di na pweden pang pigilin,
Lalo pa’t paghakbang mo’y medyo alanganin,
At nawawala na ang tikas na angkin.
Kaya nga ngayon pa ma’y iyo nang iwasan,
Ang landas ng kapos-kapalaran,
Ipagparangyaan ang iyng kariktan,
Sa kabila ng papalapit na katandaan.
*
Sapagkat lalo ka pang didilag
Sa pagtatakal mo ng alak,
Marami ang sa iyo’y ninanakawan
Ni G na may katarayan.
*
Pamalagiing masigla ang iyong isipan,
Tingnan mo nga kung maglambingan
Sina D at M ang mga hukluban,
Parang mga tuging sa imbudo'y naggigitgitan.
*
Siya, siya, kung ganyan ang ikikilos mo,
Walang duda, baka sakaling kamtin mo
Ang ikapitong sakramento
Na idudulog ni Don Domongo!
155b.105 Excerpt from La Soberania Moncal\fn{by Marcelo Hilario del Pilar (1850-1896)} Bulacan, Bulacan Province,
The Philippines (M) 5
1
Tres siglos hace que la sangre de Legaspi y Sicatuna mezclada en una copa que ambos apuraron en señal de
eterna amistad, solemnizó el juramento de fundir desde entonces en un solo ideal las aspiraciones de España y
Filipinas.
Pero el tiempo transcurrido, sin consolidar esta fusiún, ha fortificado solo el predominio de los conventos, que
convirtieron las islas en colonia de explotación monacal.
Nadie desconoce la historia de las rebeliones del fraile contra las primeras autoridades políticas y religiosas del
archipiélago; nadie desconoce la muerte alevosa de los unos, la coacción ejercida en los otros y las amarguras de
todos aquellos que en el gobierno del país, osaron sobreponer á los conventos los intereses de la pátria ó de la
religión católica.
La impunidad de los atentados y la preponderancia de los elementos de la rebeldía, arrancan la más triste
persuasión de que ya España abdicó de su soberanía en favor del monaquismo filipino.
Importa por tanto disipar este error: triste es concebir que el pensamiento de Cárlos V y Felipe II, que los
esfuerzos de Magallanes y Elcano, las penalidades de Villalobos, la prudencia y el valor de Legaspi, los sacrificios
de Salcedo, Lavezares, Goiti y otros, sólo sirvan de pedestal para el entronizamiento de las comunidades
monásticas.
Interesante período atraviesa en estos momentos el pueblo filipino; ya manifestó su pensamiento repulsivo á
los frailes; y creemos llegada la hora de fijar la atención en las aspiraciones que en su seno palpitan.
Su porvenir por una parte; y por otra, la actitud de China, del Japón y otras naciones que desde Europa y Asia
tienen fijas sus miradas en el mapa de la Oceanía; ofrecen al pensador graves consideraciones, que acaso, se
deben aprovechar con tiempo, para prevenir y conjurar futuras dificultades.
La paleta de Luna ha revivido el recuerdo del pacto de sangre entre Legaspi y Sicatuna; y los fiiipinos no
pueden mirar sin dolor la poderosa ingerencia del interés monacal, que impidiendo toda corriente de fraternidad
entre España y Filipinas, dificulta continuamente la fusión de intereses que, para uno y otro pueblo, simboliza tan
solemne juramento.
Como Filipinas, España aspira sin embargo á esa identificación; en los mares de China, allá lejos de los
arsenales de Europa, el aislamiento peninsular sólo fomentaría el desenvolvimiento de aspiraciones extranjeras de
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que está rodeado el archipiélgo filipino.
Pruebas tenemos de que en las angustias coloniales de España, el pueblo filipino se hace solidario de las
glorias é infortunios de su madre patria.
A raiz del pacto de sangre, derramó la suya por derrotar á Limahong; consumó gran des sacrificios por sofocar
el alzamiento de los chinos; expuso su pecho á las balas inglesas por la bandera española; dió sus recursos para
conjurar el peligro de las Carolinas; y en los actuales momentos de la historia filipina, no escatima su vida por el
mismo pabellón en los campos de Joló.
Pero ante tantas pruebas de lealtad, el fraile impone al gobierno su preponderancia; y la impone con el pretexto
de conjurar la traición del pueblo filipino.
El país va comprendiendo la injuriosa significación de la preponderancia monacal; y lamentando la ceguedad
del gobierno, deplora el sacrificio que hace de sus intereses para pagar un elemento destinado á calumniar y
envenenar su sentimiento nacional, conquistando para Filipinas el desamor de España.
El pensamiento de repulsión, que para tan pernicioso elemento se agita en Filipinas, tiene su justificación en la
historia de España, de Francia y de todas las naciones, que lo expulsaron de su seno en defensa de su tranquilidad
y progreso.
Si la madre patria no lo quiere para sí, ¡por qué lo querrá para sus hijos!
El monaquismo es cosmopolita, no tiene patria, no es español, y sostener su preponderancia a costa del
elemento popular, sería exponer á muy duras pruebas el sufrimiento del pueblo filipino.
Cada día se acerca un porvenir indescifrable, y es preciso aprovechar el tiempo para reparar los desperfectos
que tres siglos de olvido han podido elaborar en el más importante archipiélago que hasta ahora ostenta el
pabellón de España.
Inteligencias más expertas están llamadas á emprender tan interesante estudio; y en la medida de nuestras
escasas facultades, vamos á facilitar algunos apuntes que plumas mejor cortadas los sabrán aprovechar en
beneficio de la nación.
Trataremos la preponderancia monacal en Filipinas bajo su aspecto político, su aspecto económico y su
aspecto religioso.
2
La ingerencia del fraile en el régimen de Filipinas es tan íntima, que sin dificultad alguna dispone del statu quo
del pais a despecho de la nación y de las instituciones.
Encargado de casi todos los curatos, su misión parroquial reviste el doble carácter de órgano político y
patrocinio popular.
De ahí es la gran potencia del cura en cada localidad; y esta potencia, como no pierde su carácter monacal, está
á disposición de los prelados regulares, á cuya consigna los parrocos piensan, predican, confiesan y obran con
pasmosa uniformidad.
Acaso pueda ser útil á la sociedad la garantía del poder moderador, que representa el cura para equilibrar y
armonizar los intereses del pueblo y de las instituciones; pero ello es que los conventos son refractarios a ese
equilibrio y armonías.
El odio y la suspicacia entre uno y otro elemento es la vida de los conventos.
Amedrantar al gobierno con la rebeldía del país, y amedrantar al país con el despotismo del gobierno; tal es el
plan que con tanta habilidad desenvuelve el fraile para imperar a costa de todos.
Ofrece al gobierno sofocar la rebeldía del país, y el gobierno le presta todo su apoyo autocrático, extremándolo
á voluntad de los frailes, que hacen del gobernante la personificación de la tiranía y despotismo.
Ofrece al pueblo suavizar esa tiranía; y el pueblo pone sus riquezas en manos del fraile, para que los defienda
de la voracidad oficial.
Y de corolario en corolario, de ceguedad en ceguedad, admitida sin discusión la supremacia del fraile; el
gobierno vive, si no con absoluta dependencia del clero regular, pero con grandes dificultades para robustecer la
cultura de los pueblos.
Escaso de recursos, el gobierno pone en evidencia su desnudez; ni puede restaurar la morada de su primera
autoridad en las islas; ni construir puentes, escuelas, ni satisfacer sus más apremiantes necesidades; al paso que
los conventos para cada cura de su corporación, en cada localidad de tres mil almas, ostentan lujosos palacios, y
todas las manifestaciones del fausto.
La base del enriquecimiento monacal es la desunión entre el pueblo y el gobierno; y de ahí es la necesidad de
fomentarla, fomentando los resentimientos del primero y los despotismos del segundo.
Para ello cuentan con la diversidad de idioma entre gobernantes y gobernados; y sostener tal diversidad,
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impedir la instrucción popular, y evitar á toda costa que pueblo y gobierno lleguen á entenderse, es la mejor
manera de mantenerlos en perpetuo antagonismo.
Hasta qué punto se desenvuelve este plan, puede calcularse analizando las relaciones del monaquismo con las
instituciones oficiales dada la organización de los pueblos de Filipinas.
*
Como en todas partes, en Filipinas es de importancia trascendental la elección de vecinos para los cargos
municipales: el gobernadorcillo ó pedáneo constituye en cada localidad el órgano de comunicación y ejecución de
los pensamientos del gobierno, y según la actividad ó inercia de estos elementos, el plan de las autoridades
superiores se desenvuelve con eficacia ó padece lamentable fracaso.
El cura carece de voto en esas elecciones, pero las domina porque en sus manos está la facultad del veto.
En la sustanciación del expediente para la aprobación del acuerdo electoral, el cura produce dos informes; uno
de carácter público y limitado á manifestar el grado de instrucción del candidato en el idioma oficial, y otro
reservado sin restricciones de ningún género.
El candidato que no tenga tacha legal, si no es de la devoción del cura, tendrá otra clase de incapacidad,
gracias al informe reservado. Será anti-español, filibustero, separatista, y como no se discute este informe, el
candidato de la junta queda derrotado.
El párroco es por último resultado el dueño de la situación.
*
En el desempeño del cargo municipal, las autoridades locales dependen de la intervención parroquial.
Para informar sobre la conducta de un vecino, no bastan cien indivíduos de la principalía, se requiere
esencialmente el visto bueno del cura; para formar los padrones del vecindario, es indespensable la firma del cura:
para el alistamiento de mozos sorteables, visto bueno del cura; para formalizar cuentas y demás documentos
oficiales, visto bueno del cura; en todo y para todo se impone como requisito esencial el visto bueno del cura.
En cambio no existe disposición coercitiva, que regule las condiciones por las que el cura debe conceder ó
negar ese visto bueno; el cura lo concede ó lo niega, según su voluntad ó según consigna de sus prelados.
La autoridad es la única en quien reside la obligación de requisitar sus actos con el indispensable visto bueno
parroquial. Si el cura se lo niega, el pedáneo incurre en el correctivo de sus jefes.
Múltiples son las atribuciones de la autoridad local en Filipinas; aparte de sus funciones judiciales, corren á su
cargo funciones administrativas, de hacienda, de correos etc. etc., y dada la dependencia, en que se halla, del
párroco fraile, no es extraño que este disponga hasta de la correspondencia oficial reservándose de hecho la
facultad del exequatur.
Las órdenes superiores se cumplen cuando así le plazca al M. R. ó Dto. párroco.
Si, la superioridad trata de imponerse y exigir enérgico el cumplimiento de sus mandatos, el cura lo participa al
prelado de su con vento y este obtiene la caida del funcionario. Para ello tiene un argumento contundente y de
mágico efecto, á saber; que peligra la integridad nacional.
Que se trata de abrir una zanja y no lo quiere el párroco; pues peligra la integridad nacional: que la salubridad
pública exige que no entren los cadáveres en el templo; pues nada, peligra la integral nacional. Y en todo, la
misma letanía.
*
La instrucción popular es una de las aspiraciones que identifican al gobierno y á los filipinos; tanto el gobierno
como el pueblo sueñan por la unificación del idioma en las islas; el gobierno quiere entender y hacerse entender á
sus gobernados, y estos desean que el gobierno conozca y remedie sus necesidades sin la mediación de otros
elementos.
Pero el monaquismo se opone á esa unificación; porque teme que el país se españolice y deje de ser colonia
monacal.
Existe en Manila una escuela normal, donde se forman maestros para difundir en los pueblos la instrucción
primaria y la enseñanza del castellano; jóvenes aprovechados que salieron de esa escuela demuestran el celo y los
esfuerzos del gobierno y de los P. P. Jesuitas por ese ideal; pero todo se estrella ante el veto de los frailes.
Excepción hecha de las escuelas de los arrabales de Manila intervenidas par el Ayuntamiento; todas las del
archipiélago, están encomendadas á la exclusiva inspeoción de los párrocos; su visto bueno es requisito esencial,
para los maestros cobrar su haber; sus informes son decisivos en las esferas del gobierno respecto del profesorado;
y de ahí es la absoluta dependencia de éste, respecto de su párroco que le prohibe terminantemente la enseñanza
del castellano.
Uno de los métodos que recomienda la pedagogía para esta clase de enseñanza en un país donde se habla otro
dialecto, es el de carácter intuitivo, que de un modo práctico y sin las reglas de la gramática siguen las madres
para con sus hijos.
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Con arreglo á esta idea la ley 5ª., tit, 13°., lib. 1°. de la Rec. de lndias; el art. 93 de la Ordenanza de buen gobierno de 26 de Febrero de 1768;\fn{Here and elsewhere the author quotes actual location tags to an indexing system for government
documents under the Spanish Administration:H } el Reglamento orgánico de la instrucción primara de 20 de diciembre de
1863 y otras numerosas disposiciones prescriben medios prácticos para la difusión del idioma oficial; y
declarando enemigos de la patria á cuantos la dificulten, preceptúan reiteradamente el uso de libros redactados en
español para dicho objeto, y prohiben en tesis general el de los que se hallan redactados en el idioma del país.
El S. D. de 12 de Setiembre de 1883, enuncia sobre el particular el precepto siguiente: Art. 4°. “Los libros de
enseñanza estarán redactados en el idioma castellano, permitiéndose el uso de los que se hallen en dialectos
indígenas sólo en los casos que sean absolutamente indispensables para la instrucción de los alumnos que no
entiendan aquélla, hasta que la posean.”
Pues ante tan terminantes disposiciones, lo único que prohibe el cura en las escuelas de su exclusiva
inspectción, es la introducción de libros redactados en castellano y la difusión de este idioma.
La ley declara enemigo de la patria al que obra de este modo; pero el fraile entiende que eso es defender la
integridad nacional ¿será filibustera la ley …?
En corroboración á esto Fr. Miguel Lucio Bustamente, fraile franciscano, publicó en tagalo una novelita
titulada “Si Tandang Bsio Macunat;” en ella desacredita el estudio del castellano y otros conocimientos, se
disuade á los padres de familia que desean tal instrucción para sus hijos, sentando el dogma de que el indio desde
el momento que se separe del carabao, se hace traidor á Dios y á su rey.
El librito se imprimió con autorización de la censura previa; se vende en la procuración de los franciscanos de
Manila; pero en elogio del pudor monacal consignaremos que son escogidas las personas á quienes lo despachan.
El que escribe estas líneas nunca consiguió comprar un solo ejemplar si lo hace en persona; pero por medio de sus
criados ha podido proporcionarse cuantos ejemplares necesitó para sí y para sus amigos. Los curas frailes de
provincias, aún los de otras corporaciones, distribuyen gratis la obrita.
No creemos por tanto equivocarnos al asegurar que se defrauda el propósito del gobierno, confiando en el
fraile el fomento de la enseñanza; y ante tal sistema se expone á duros comentarios la aptitud ó sinceridad del que
así lo determina.
*
La seguridad personal del vecindario peligra igualme ante el poder monacal.
La ley 7ª. tit. IV, lib. III, de la Rec. de Indias concede al Gobernador General la facultad de extrañar de su
domicilio á los vecinos que inquietaren sus provincias; y á pretexto de esta disposición los generales que se
dejaron llevar del fraile, menudearon las deportaciones sin formación de causa y sembraron el pánico en los
habitantes de Filipinas.
Es de notar sin embargo que ese título IV de las del citado código legisla para casos de guerra: y por lo mismo
lag medidas de la ley 7ª. son de carácter extraordinario y están provistas para cuando no basten los medios
ordinarios de la legislación vigente.
Cuando el pais se halla en estado normal, los tribunales de justicia bastan para la aplicación de las leyes
penales.
Así lo entendieron aquellos gobernantes que, penetrados de su elevada misión, han sabido sostener en Filipinas
el principio de la autoridad sin menoscabo de la libertad popular.
Deportar á un vecino sin oirle previamente, sin recibirle declaración; rechazar á priori su defensa, sin hacerle
saber siquiera el motivo concreto de la imposición de una pena tan grave que trastorna su manera de ser en la
sociedad; arrancarlo de su hogar y sin más explicaciones, matar su felicidad y la de su familia para condenarlo á
indeterminada nostalgia; medidas son estas que sólo puede sostener quien rechaza para las instituciones el amor
de los pueblos y basa su gobierno en una política de terror.
Por cierto que es la preferida por los frailes en su afán de desunir pueblo y gobierno.
Cuando en el consejo de la primera autoridad predomina, el monacato, se imponen las medidas de este género,
y á los curas regulares se dirigen circulares parecidas á las que tuvimos ocasión de leer en los términos siguientes:
“Altas conveniencias sociales acordadas recientemente por el Exmo. Sr. Gobenador General aconsejan que se
extrañe de los pueblos, aquellos individuos que por su conducta poco en armonía con la sana moral y con los
principios é instituciones, son ejemplo constante de malas costumbres á los buenos y honrados ciudadanos y
alientan á los indígenas á que se declaren enemigos de la madre pátria.”
“Nadie como los R. C. Párrocos pueden ser auxiliares de la autoridad para llevar á cabo obra tan meritoria.”
“El gran conocimiento que tienen de las personas y el sagrado carácter de que se hallan investidos son
garantías más que suficientes para confiar en que los individuos que indíquen como de malas costumbres é
inconvenientes en sus respectivas localidades merecen el castigo de ser extrañados, sin que al hacerlo pueda
calificarse de arbitraria la autoridad que lo decretó.”
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Pesquisa general de delitos y pesquisa general de personas son las que recomienda esa circular para que el
castigo de.extrañamiento encuentre merecida aplicación.
Nadie más apropósito en verdad para tal espionaje, como los elementos que cuentan con medios poderosos de
suspender los más íntimos secretos de la vida privada.
Pero al aceptar sin rubor los curas regulares el cargo que los trasforma en polizontes del gobierno, dan prueba
clara y evidente de su facilidad en bastardear sus votos, bastardeando la mision de paz, y de misericordia que
juraron ante Dios al recibir las ordenes sagradas.
¿Está seguro el gobierno de la sinceridad de tales auxiliares? ¿está seguro de que no bastardeará también su
encargo?
No lo sabemos. Pero de los que van á la deportación, la mayoría son los que no besan la mano del cura, los que
no pueden pagar sus deudas al fraile, los padres ó maridos de hermosuras inconquistables, etc.
No pretendemos la impunidad del crímen; pero, ¿por qué rehuir la defensa del reo? ¿por qué dogmatizar la
infalibilidad del cura regular? ¿qué inconveniente tendría el gobierno en discutir y saber la verdad? ¿peligraría
con esto la integridad nacional?
*
El peligro de la integridad nacional es el caballo de batalla de los frailes para imponer su preponderancía en
Filipinas.
¿Existe en efecto semejante peligro? ¿es insuficiente el gobierno para conjurarlo? ¿es verdad que perecería el
gobierno español sin el apoyo del fraile?
El P. Fr. Gaspar de S. Agustín hablando del alzamiento de los chinos en Filipinas ocurrido en el siglo XVII,
cuenta que un agustino extremeño con cuatro cientas balas que llevaba, él solo mató desde la mañana á la tarde
más de seiscientos enemigos. De modo que suponiendo ser de doce horas el tiempo que trascurrió la lucha, el
bendito fraile hubo de disparar treinta y tres tiros por hora, matando cincuenta individuos por cada sesenta
minutos, ó sea un individuo y medio por cada proyectil.
Pues bien; ego se pueda creer y no queremos ponerlo en duda pues lo dice el P. Gaspar S. Agustín.
Pero el asunto que nos ocupa referente á la integridad nacional en peligro, merece un examen algo más
concienzudo, y no conviene exponerlo al exclusivo comentario de los colegas ó sucesores del P. Gaspar. Es
preciso dilucidarlo con más juicio; que de su recta apreciación depende en gran parte el desenvolvimiento de
nuestra política colonial nada agena á la política internacional.
Desde luego no hay fundamento serio, que demuestre para Filipinas el propósito de separarse de España.
Desde el año 1837 se le arrancó al archipiélago el derecho más importante que afecta á su vitalidad política; y su
resignación de medio siglo nunca se vió alterada por cualquier género de pretericiones.
Los pequeños disturbios, que ocurrieron en Luzón, jamás revistieron carácter popular; jamás tendieron á
conquistar un derecho; jamás rebasaron la linea de un desahogo individual de momentáneos disgustos.
La malevolencia se esforzó en abultarlos; pero no ha podido borrar el fenómeno que los caracteriza y se
impone poderosamente en la apreciación de los hechos: es la circunstancia de que tales disturbios fueron siempre
sofocados por los mismos hijos de Filipinas.
Emanciparse de España es contrariar el progreso naciente del pueblo filipino. Diseminado el Archipiélago en
numerosas islas, necesita un vínculo que los unifique para robustecer todos los factores de su prosperidad y
bienestar; sin ese vínculo es inminente su fraccionamiento; de su fraccionamiento á las luchas intestinas; y de las
luchas intestinas, a las luchas internacionales, no hay más que un paso.
Nada de esto desconocen los filipinos: rodeados de países con los que no tienen la menor concordancia de
principios; expuesto continuamente á la voracidad extranjera, que los acecha con espantosa codicia; pensar en su
emancipación con tales circunstancias sería pensar en el suicidio.
El instinto de conservación social del pueblo filipino rechaza con horror tan desesperado propósito; y para
suponer lo contrario, es preciso suponer que en su sistema de gobierno predomina el espiritu de destrucción, lo
cual es altamente injurioso á la generosidad de España y al patriotismo de sus representantes.
El fraile, alardeando misión de conjurar y prevenir el supuesto peligro de la integridad nacional, sin embargo
de los sacrificios consumados por el pueblo filipino en apoyo de la madre patria, no hace otra cosa que predicar y
provocar el arrepentimiento de la lealtad filipina, y pregonar al mundo la tiranía y la ineptitud del gobierno
español.
La garantía de la integridad nacional no está ni puede estar en los frailes; está en la misma aspiración popular
de fundir é identificar los intereses de Filipinas con la nación que le dió vida política, que le formó y le educó para
hacerse digno de la civilización moderna y ponerlo á cubierto de la codicia extranjera.
Consolidar la fraternidad entre España y Filipinas es la mejor defensa de la integridad nacional, es el ideal de
España; es el sueño de Filipinas.
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El plan divisorio de los frailes, si ofrece ventajas para la explotación monacal, compromete en cambio el
porvenir de los pueblos y de los más altos intereses.
Pero aun suponiendo triunfante el plan divisorio de los frailes, y consolidado, por tanto, el antagonismo entre
gobernantes y gobernados ¿qué elementos de pacificación ofrecen los conventos?
No serán las fuerzas del Gobierno, porque en ese caso no necesitaría el poder de las alforjas monacales.
Tampoco pueden disponer de la opinión pública; esta los rechaza; es unánime el clamoreo por la inmediata
expulsión de los frailes.
Y sobre todo: si el fraile dispone de la opinión pública ¿de quién partirá el peligro de la integridad nacional?
Ah! medítelo el Gobierno, medítelo España: por nuestra parte no creemos prudente dejar en manos del fraile la
integridad nacional; ni conviene á la dinastía reinante, ni á ningún interés político que el monaquismo continúe
siendo el árbitro de la suerte de España en las islas Filipinas.
182.142 Excerpt from Ninay\fn{by Pedro Alejandro Paterno (1858-1911)} Santa Cruz, National Capital Region, The
Philippines (M) 10
In 18—, the cholera waged havoc in Manila. Corpses were hurled in heaps into the fosses. The road to the
cemetery, formerly so solitary and lone, was now the way most frequented. In spite of friendly counselings and
official restrictions, relatives and friends accompanied the remains of their dear ones to their last resting place.
One afternoon, just as I had left a home which had been invaded by this Asiatic malady, I saw, on the road to
the cemetery, a feeble old man able scarcely to creep along, bent by his years than by the intense grief that
weighed upon him. Grieved already by the recent scenes I had witnessed, I was doubly impressed by that figure
dejected and solitary, that pale countenance crowned with white locks, that slow and painful gait with which he
followed a little bier which they were bearing, with indifference, to its sepulchre. Moved by compassion, I drew
near to the unknown old man and offered him my arm, which he absently took, seeming to take no heed of my
presence, so preoccupied was his spirit and only upon reaching the gate of the “house of death,” as one awakening
from a lethargy, did he raise his sad eyes to mine and in a voice of gratitude he said,
“May you live, happy youth, many years; more yet man mine, and at the end of journey may you meet some
others who will offer you the same kind service which you have now bestowed on me."
These words surprised me; spoken as they were with such firmness and sincerity that they entered to the depths
of my heart where I would treasure them ever, that they may be a perennial fountain head of generous deeds.
We reached the newly dug fosse and as the earth closed over the little coffin, the old man, under the weight of
his grief, fell swooning into my arms, murmuring
“He was my only consolation. How lonely am I now.”
I rendered him what assistance I could to bring him back to consciousness which I succeeded in doing after
some time. I then led him along the path until we were some distance from the place which had grieved him so,
when I made him rest upon a little bench to recover from his fatigue.
Just then, one by one, the great gates of the cemetery opened, making way for a costly coffin which was
bourne in followed by a great number of men and women who were weeping bitterly. Partly due to curiosity and
partly to divert the thoughts of the old man, I said
“Who can that opulent person be who causes the shedding of so many tears.”
“Are you then a stranger here,” he replied “that you know not the beautiful Ninay?”
“Yes, I am a stranger for while yet a child I departed to the farther shores of the sea and only after a long
absence have I returned to step again upon this dear fatherland; but, who is this Ninay?”
“The most virtuous, as well as the most unfortunate young girl in Manila.”
“It would give me much pleasure if you would relate to me her history which must indeed be of interest since
her death is so deeply felt.”
“My feeble memory is unable to recall all the details. Do you know Dona Margarita Buisan?”
“I do not know her.”
“Ninay was her niece and in her home they are celebrating the Pasiam; there, if you wish, you may see all and
satisfy your curiosity. A friend of mine will present you to that lady.”
*
It is timely here to explain to the reader about the ancient Philippine custom called the Pasiam.
Whenever a person dies, his family receives donations to defray the expenses for the interment. There is no
relative or friend who forgets this obligation; he who is unable to meet it with money gives his personal services.
The house of the deceased is never closed during the first nine days in order that all the friends and relatives may
come; those who live close at hand, in the city, and those from the Provinces.
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Without doubt grief returns with greater intensity during the shadows of the night, thus at the close of the day
the friends gather at the affiicted home to divert the grief of the family, accompanying them in their prayers and
afterwards, gathering in circles to recall the laudible, deeds of the departed one; to recount the history of our sunny isles, their stories and their legends, and the thousand poetical thoughts that console the spirit. At midnight all
is ended with the accustomed supper and shortly thereafter those who live in the vicinity repair to their homes,
and those from afar retire to rooms in the home of the deceased or, if the size of the house does not permit, they
are lodged at the homes of some friends.
*
I thanked the old man by placing in his palm a handful of money, and, at the same time, aiding him to rise from
the bench, I said
“As a Filipino and lover of our customs, receive my little donation. You have just suffered an irreparable loss
and we have gained a friendship from now.”
“Thanks, generous youth,” he said, “blessed be the spirit which prompted your generosity and may it shower
upon your head the abundance of good fortune.”
Talking thus, we went out of the cemetery and the poor old man, solicitous of me, before going to his own
home, took me to his friend so that I might be presented that same night to Dona Margarita.
The friend, a pleasing and sympathetic person, acceded heartily to my desire and, it then being already late, he
accompanied me at once to the first ceremonies of the Pasidm leaving the old man, with whom I parted with
regret at his home and promising to visit him frequently, I hurriedly bid him adieu.
*
A spacious room brilliantly illuminated; walls adorned with beautiful engravings of landscapes; couches,
chairs and settees arranged in the room in the center was a large table laden with cold viands, fruits and sweets;
these were the sights which first met my eyes upon entering the home of Dona Margarita Buisan. This first room,
a sort of reception room where the families gather to avoid the excessive heat, is called in the Philippines the caida. Facing the door by which we entered was another which opened into the salon where the family of the departed one, together with the relatives and friends were kneeling before a little altar, united in prayer.
After the prayer I was presented to the lady of the house and it was my good fortune to find among those
assembled at her home many of my friends and also several Europeans. Since my thoughts were still agitated with
the mournful scenes I had witnessed in the cemetery, I told them of what I had seen and begged them to relate to
me the history of the deceased.
A young Indian, known in the locality for his easy and fluent expression, offered willingly to narrate us the
young woman’s story, which was unfamiliar to others aside from myself and the Europeans who had come with
the purpose of acquainting themselves with the customs of the Tagalogs;\fn{ A people of Luzon and Mindanao Islands,
who speak a language named after them, the basis of the national language and spoken by the population of Manila, the national capital .}
thus we formed a little circle of listeners to the narrator Taric, the young Indian’s name, who in a voice clear and
sweet told us the following tale:
*
On the right banks of the Pasig, some three kilometers from Manila, is nestled the picturesque little village of
Santa Ana; here dwelt Antonina Milo y Buisan, called by her family Ninay.
She was a young girl of eighteen summers, beloved for her matchless beauty and her fortune, the two beings
who kissed her pure brow as the altar of their united love. Thus, her parents, D. Evaristo and Dona Carmen, surrounded her with every comfort and happiness, gratifying her slightest caprices with all the solicitude of two souls
that, united for nineteen years, still lingered in the honeymoon of their first love and whose sky was as yet unsullied by the smallest cloud to mar the happiness of their home. All their desires had been fulfilled except, perhaps,
that of having a son who could be a companion to Ninay and perpetuate the name of their family.
Don Evaristo was born in the busy suburbs of Santa Cruz and was a man successful and versed in the details of
commerce. He had inherited from his father, D. Enrique, the love of work and activity, thus, though generous and
possessed with abundant wealth, he preferred to administer in person his affairs and to follow the commercial
labors which his father had formerly pursued with such success.
In one of his voyages to his properties in Nueva Ecija he saw for the first time Dona Carmen Buisan, or, as she
was called by the neighboring inhabitants, the “star of Mapisong”.
Perfect were the outlines of her fair young form and winning were her looks. She was born on the banks of the
river Gapang that flows over gold-strewn sands. Don Evaristo found himself passionately in love with her beauty
and after seven months of courtship they were united in a happy marriage.
The young girl, reared though she had been in the solitude of a little village, proved herself a model wife in the
busier life in the city. Proud she was for being wedded to Dr. Evaristo that she studied continually every art of
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pleasing him.
How they cared to keep alive the name of their first love!
How they sacrificed and caressed to rear that flower born to the first murmur of the hymn of their love: Ninay.
*
The dawn was just breaking, and lightly across our mountain tops crept the delicate colors of the morning.
Ninay was in the garden with a happy, radiant countenance, occupied in her daily tasks; singing joyfully she drew
near to a cage and opened the door. The bird within, a tipol, sallied forth at once and immediately began to the
sound of that voice he loved. As the young girl was enjoying this amusement she heard suddenly the sharp report
of a firearm and, before she could recover from her fright saw at her feet a wounded and suffering lauin.
“Who fired the shot?” she asked as she turned with startled glance to the gardener and the maidservant, who in
turn gazed questioningly at her as if to find there an answer to the inquiry. While Cristobal, the gardener, went to
seize the wounded bird of prey, Ninay thought of the balicasyac.
“Oh, my little birds, Cristobal!” she exclaimed in a frightened pleading voice, fearing the havoc that might
result from another shot. “Aid me at once to catch them, Rosa, hand me the cages!”
Two solitarius with jet black plumage, startled at the sudden report returned at once to their cage nearby; but
the culassisi fluttering their wings, hopped tranquilly from a branch to a great mango tree beneath whose majestic
canopy of leaves stood Ninay, startled and agitated. The mariacapras, still more trusting, sang emulously to
drown the hymn of the waters that fell musically from the cascades and the fountains.
Ninay and the gardener, on raising their eyes, beheld another eagle but this one alive, and ravenous with hunger, soaring and circling above them preparing to swoop down upon a coling, a little bird which could articulate
“Ninay, Ninay,” and she, full of consternation and terror, could only say “Oh, heaven! Poor Choring!” and while
the gardener was searching agitatedly for a gun to frighten away the invader, a second shot was heard and the
eagle fell circling through the air, into the mango tree and with the flapping of his great wings, made the tender
and delicate maiden tremble.
The gardener and the maidservant hastened to the river bank from whence had proceeded the firing, desiring to
ascertain who had fired the fortunate and timely shots. They saw there a genteel youth, dressed in a rich hunting
costume, who with his finger place to his lips invoked them to silence. At the same time he beckoned with his
other hand to the rowers to withdraw the banca from the shore. Cristobal shouted at the instant he discerned him:
“Oh, it is Don Carlos!” In the meanwhile Rosa stopped, exclaiming in a surprised voice
“Hush, it is the son of Don Rodolfo!”
“Who is this Don Carlos?” asked Ninay.
“Do you not know,” replied the servant “Don Rodolfo Mabagsic who died a short time ago, leaving to his son
large and valuable estates and a capital sufficiently large to buy this entire village?”
“Ah, yes,” said Ninay, as one recalling a thought forgotten.
*
In the rising sun, the boat disappeared in a bend of the river. The musical dip of the oars died away, leaving but
the song of the birds who trilled their farewells from the leafy boughs of a spreading mango tree.
The young man observed with religious exactitude, the mandates of the Indian decalog
“Love virtue for itself and renounce the fruit of thy work.”
For in truth, after he had done Ninay a kindness he fled from her as if some evil had been committed. He was
in a little boat designed for the hunt; long it was, and narrow and painted green that it might be less distinguishable among the green blades of the growing rice and it was fashioned in such a manner as to speed tightly and
rapidly over the waves of the river or across the fens and marshy zacatales. He went on his way happily and
pensively contemplated his trusty firearm which had but so recently rendered him a service for which he felt the
deepest gratitude; a service far greater than it had ever rendered him in any previous hunting expedition. His
thoughts were so centered in the beautiful Ninay that he had completely forgotten the hunt, yes, he had completely forgotten the hunt.
In saying this I think I have portrayed the purest ecstasy it is possible to enjoy. Perhaps, reader, you will think
it strange, and find it difficult to comprehend this unless you are a hunter. A hunter forgets easily his horizon, his
parents, his children, his fatherland, in short, but forget the hunt never. Oh, it is sweet indeed to thus loose the
reason as did that youth who with a numerous flock of canduru at close range before him, cared not to fire a
single shot, and why? ask of an enamored heart!
He gave orders to the oarsmen to moor at Butin and there the young hunter and his valet stepped out upon the
land.
*
The day was drawing to a close. Ninay, after having taken tea, seated herself in a perezosa, a large chair woven
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of bejuco, placed on the terrace overlooking the garden. A gentle breeze, laden with perfume, softly fanned her
beautiful hair. The distant suns which circled in the immensity with the brilliancy of diamonds, let her read their
secrets. Before her eyes unrolled the splendid panorama of the skies of the Philippines in which, in an infinite
ocean of purest blue sailed side by side the golden stars; the most beautiful of the siderial universe.
She sat entranced, gazing at the sublime spectacle and unconsciously opened the depths of her heart. Her soul,
like a butterfly, flew forth into space, from sun to sun, on into infinity. The Great Bear, Sirius, Orion, the Cross,
marvelous constellations which only in these places can all be seen together, detained her soul in its flight to tell
it, in language superhuman, of its destiny. A mysterious sadness and melancholy fell about her and she felt for the
first time an unfathqmable void in her being.
Just then a sweet song reached her ears, borne on the wings of the night wind that softly blew from the mountains, from the side whence comes the dawn. Her ears were accustomed to that melody but never had it stirred her
as then. The song was the traditional cundiman accompanied by the harp, mandolin and the flute, instruments
which are popular in Philippine serenades.
Soon the crescent moon which had been darkened by a cloud, shone out in the heights of heaven and two bancas, illuminated with little lanterns like garlands of luminous flowers, floated into view on the silvery waters of
the Pasig. As they passed down the river Ninay recognized in one of the little boats the youth who that morning
had been the savior of her birds, and she heard a deep masculine voice which passionately sung:
Go thy way with sweet attraction Ninay mine.
Oh! Quench the thirst of my love.
Thou art the clear fountain into which God looks.
Thou art in my life the glory and the sun.

The bancas slowly drifting with the current disappeared among the windings of the river, but the song continued vibrating ever in the ears of Ninay until nervous, and filled with unrest, she went to the piano and letting
her fingers wander across the key repeated again and again the melody of the song. Those passionate words surprising her heart, already opened to the spectacle of the heavens, fell into its depths like beneficient rain quenching the thirst of her soul.
*
The following morning, about four o’clock, and ere yet the dawn had flushed the eastern sky, Carlos was
already in his little boat keeping guardian watch, before the garden of Ninay, and, hidden from view by the foliage
of the canes and plantains that grew by the river side where the dimpling wavelets came and kissed them. Concealed in this nook five mornings passed gloomily without his being able to observe anyone although his retreat
was so clevery chosen that through the flowery wealth of the dolantas, the calachuchis and the sampaguitas, he
could observe all that took place in the garden. It had chanced that he had seen on the day before, the eagles
threatening the life of the dear little coring, and no better means of giving warning of the danger being at hand, he
had fired the shots.
Carlos had his joys, too, in that retreat; in that little temple which, formed as it was of simple leaves allowed
him to contemplate in silence the dear image of his beloved: to admire, without ostentation, the idol concealed in
his dreams; to adore his love face to face with God. The first flush of dawn illumined his sanctuary and in the pale
sweet light, he was able to distinguish the graceful figure of a young girl who was cutting flowers and arranging
them in a beautiful little basket from the Ilocos, which she carried on her arm.
Her countenance tinged with a faint blush vied with the beauty of the flowers. Her serene forehead was in part
veiled by little lock of her glorious black hair which fell in abundant masses even to the ground, covering her little
feet. Great, dark, dreamy eyes, resplendent beneath the delicate curves of her arched brows; a little mouth, and
lips that would be confused with a petal of the gumamela, murmured caresses to the sleeping flowers, covered yet
with the dew, and which softly awoke to the touch of her tiny hands. If to this we add the regular stature of an
elegant graceful form arrayed in the dainty costume of the country, we have the likeness of Ninay, the most
beautiful young virgin on the shores of the Pasig.
So great was the beauty of that little temple wrought by nature’s hands, so great the love of the young hunter
that he felt his whole nature kindle into flame upon discerning that pure young being. The girl little knew not that
she was the object of such adoration and proceeded plucking here a lovely iris, there a white sampaguita, farther,
a flaming sampac and still beyond, an ilang,ilang, drunken with sweet perfume; and thus insensibly she drew
nearer to the margin of the river.
Surprised to find herself there she raised her eyes and glanced about and saw the little boat of the serenade, the
same boat which on the previous morning had brought the young savior of her little birds. Her eyes showed their
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surprise and then her lips smiled and that glance, so innocent and artless, was the beginning of love for her, and
for him a bonfire flamed that and consumed his soul.
*
At that time Manila celebrated the week of All Saints. A week of prayer, of visits to the churches, along with
splendid banquets given under the pretext of gathering to watch the passing processions. It was Easter Sunday and
the procession passed before the home of D. Evaristo which was situated on Carriedo Street.
A young man recently arrived from Hong Kong stood admiring the piety, the silence and the order [of] thousands of devotees who, with lighted tapers in their hands, filed along one after the other, confirming the reports he
had received of the magnificence of the religious processions in Manila. Greater than ever, however, was his
surprise and admiration when he raised his eyes and saw a marvelously beautiful young girl who was smiling
upon someone in the street. Following the direction of her glance he was only able to distinguish the multitude
who knelt in prayer as the sumptuous car of the Nazarene passed. Carlos was lost to view in this multitude.
The procession passed by and the young man inquired of his companion, “Who is the owner of that handsome
residence?” indicating the home of Ninay.
“It is the home of my friend, D. Evaristo Milo, one of the wealthiest proprietaries in this country.”
“They seem to be holding a reception.”
“Without doubt, for I have seen some of the most distinguished families of Manila gathered at its windows.”
“Is it possible to be introduced to this wealthy propretary!”
“It is not in the least difficult, and this very day if you so desire.”
“But without first announcing me?”
“Here, there is much hospitality and the rules of etiquette are not rigorous.”
“An excellent custom indeed. The general awaits me but tomorrow I will tell him my excuses.”
Together the two friends entered the home of Don Evaristo, and Don Luis Alvarez. presented Federico Silveyro, the son of the Portuguese capitalist Don Juan, one of the most influential landholders of Antipolo.
A costume elegant in its plainness, manners free from restraint and courteous, a pleasing masculine voice, all
these gained for the young man the favor and admiration of all present. He seemed in no manner foreign to the
luxury of the mansion of the ostentatious proprietary. Doña Carmen received him with her accustomed manner of
exquisite refinement, and Ninay without affectation, plainly and naturally, which seemed to add more to her
beauty and enchantment. He could not but observe how these two angels of the home loved Don Evaristo and
how they surrounded him with that profound respect, which English families attribute to their genealogical tree,
and he also noted how sincerely their friends cared for them perhaps because there is nothing more pleasing than a
family that is happy.
All his observations, all that he had seen, accorded with his desires, a young woman, spiritual, elegant, a nest
of love in the midst of sumptuous oriental luxury. In short Federico found himself enamoured with Ninay and
blessed the caprice that had caused him to visit the shores of the Philippines. Federico, reared in opulence, was
accustomed to pleasures; but being a youth at once vehement and impetuous and, having heard of the phenomena
of our land, journeyed here in order to receive for himself the impressions of the subterraneous shakings which
disturb its soil and the frowning tempests that trouble its skies; but he had never counted upon the earthquakes of
the heart nor upon the tempests and love of the soul.
Under the guise of viewing the processions during the week of All Saints, Federico saw with frequency the
idol of his dreams. He lived in the realms of sweet fantasy and imagination. In truth, to hear the melodious voice
of Ninay; to inhale the atmosphere full of sweet aromas and virtues that surrounded her presence; to draw near to
the light of those brilliant and passionate eyes was to him, to live in an Eden of tropical beauty, filled with the
pleasures and delights of our first ancestors.
If, during the following weeks, he was unable to visit her home so frequently, it mattered little for he thought
of her constantly; he saw her always with his soul’s eyes, and occasionally he met her when she rode out in her
elegant carriage, like a flower in its vase, and his bosom was filled with mysterious joy and life, for her.
Ninay, on the other hand, received him, kindly, naturally and not coquettish, with graciousness and attraction,
moving in that radiance of tenderness and self-denial with which a woman always entrances us. Ninay had been
educated with singular care. She painted well, played the piano with marvelous skill, spoke fluently the Chinese
and English languages as well as the Tagalog and Spanish, and was prudent enough to guard silence upon what
she was in ignorance. Everything seemed to contribute towards augmenting the love of the young man for Ninay
and he, with his manliness, his air of nobility and his wealth, was pleasing to Doña Carmen.
*
At this moment the servants announced that supper was ready to serve so Taric concluded for a time his
narration, promising, however, to continue it on the day following.
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We all arose to repair to the dining room, I, leaving my donation in the hands of Doña Margarita since I had
not done so before entering the house, as customary.
At the table was one vacant chair and the plate was covered with the leaves of the Balete and all eyes were
turned to the spot with sad veneration. It was the place at the table which the deceased had always occupied and
which was now reserved in honor to her memory.
*
On the evening of the day following just as the vesper bells were ringing for prayer, I hurried to the residence
of Doña Margarita, desiring to hear further the story of Ninay. I found already gathered there the greater number
of guests than the previous evening. They were just beginning the accustomed prayer to which I now united mine.
Scarcely had we concluded when I begged Taric to continue his interrupted narration. Keeping in mind that there
were present several persons who recently arrived in Manila and were entirely ignorant of the details of our
country and our customs, he proceeded in detail as far as possible, as if he were relating the story to the Europeans
only. He continued in the following manner:
*
Antipolo is a village in the district of Morong and is situated on a mountain close to Manila. It has a sanctuary
where they worship the Virgin of the Peace around which is centered the origin of its history, the life of its population and the cause of its large and popular celebrations—the latter so popular and so large that it is impossible to
encompass the festivity in the nine days of public worship to their saint, but a whole month is necessary; a month
that is most brilliant and splendid of the whole year in which the perpetual Springtime of the Philippines converts
the mountains into gardens of beauty, covering them with abundant verdure even to the very cliffs, multiplying in
woods and meadows, on mountains and in valleys in lakes and rivers, in every spot indeed, its delights, its birds
and flowers, its lights and reflections, its enchantments and its harmonies.
There is no scene that one can contemplate more beautiful or animated than that of the people on their way to
this venerated sanctuary to heap upon its altars their richest offerings. The numerous population of Manila and its
extensive suburbs; the inhabitants of all the neighboring villages; those from provinces nearby and others from
parts remote, all journeying hitherward during the month of May in merry groups, some in carriages, others on
horseback, some walking and many in carts and litters of bamboo, in cascos, paraos and bancas.
It is a Saturday and a hundred bancas, adorned with garlands of foliage sally forth from their moorings at the
foot of the suspension bridge. Some of these carry persons of note and distinction, and gracious and happy
maidens who gladden the shores of the Pasig with their joy and mirth.
Three bancas, long and narrow, now arrest the attention. They are canopied with plantain leaves and the little
awnings adorned with arches of sinamomo, cabiqui and balibago. From them arise the sweet strains of an
orchestra accompanying the comintang, a primitive song of the Tagalog reign, sung so deeply and feelingly that it
stirred the soul into waves of melody and filled it with superhuman and mysterious harmonies. The crew of each
banca consisted of two rowers and a helmsman, all of whom wore white salacots of anahao with plumes of
scarlet worsted.
The passengers were sixteen young men, amateur followers of Melpomene, or more correctly speaking, of all
the Muses of Mount Parnassus. Some wore shirts made of gauze of various colors, others of jusi of Malabon, and
many wore those made of pifia of the Visayas. The features of the young men reckoned to be natives of the
country and belonging to some of the most aristocratic Indian families. When the strains of the orchestra, which
had attracted around them numerous other bancas ceased, a young man said:
“Boatmen, row our boat nearer to that one yonder, which seems but a little basket of flowers.”
“We can go no nearer,” spoke up another youth, adding maliciously, “what you wish to do is to enter into the
garden.”
“I am near sighted,” answered the first, “and I desire to distinguish whether they are sampaguitas or ilangilang.”
“They are all ilang-ilang,” said the other, “can you not tell from the fragrance which is wafted hither?” These
gallant words spoken within the hearing of the young ladies alluded to drew others of the young men into the
conversation, saying:
“That is why it is so delicious to inhale this air.”
“Good,day, Canding.” said Tauson, “I did not think I would have the pleasure of seeing you now. I heard that
you were to go tomorrow.”
“We preferred to go today,” answered a young girl with large dark eyes and a sweet countenance, “that we
might be with all our friends.”
“And your parents?”
“They are in the banca directly opposite us, for this one is intended just for the young ladies.”
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“Pardon us, young ladies, for our hilarious mirth,” said the gallant Hocson.
“It is a day for mirth,” replied the pretty Canding, “and we all love life and animation.” Another young girl, no
less beautiful, the enchanting Mientang exclaimed,
“How sweetly the little birds are singing in San Miguel!”
“Because the little birds are obliged to sing when awakes the dawn; be they in San Miguel or anywhere,”
answered Hocson.
To better understand this dialog it is pertinent to remark that the multitude of bancas were just then passing the
village of San Miguel, between the little isle of Convalencia and those handsome residences of wealthy
proprietaries, which together formed the most aristocratic district of Manila. There stood the beautiful home of
Carlos Mabagsic and the three bancas containing the young people drew up to the mooring place before it.
“Embark quickly, dear Carlos, we are all here.”
“I see with pleasure that no one is missing,” replied the gentleman thus addressed as he stepped lightly into one
of the little boats.
“Come, friends, let us play a march in honor of our Captain.”
“What? I, your Captain?” exclaimed Carlos.
“Yes, dear Carlos, we make thee from this moment chief of this expedition; he who is to direct us.”
The rowers bent again to their oars and the orchestra struck up the lively strains of the balitao, a march popular
in the Visayan islands.
The bancas glided along rapidly, favored by the current following the rising of the tide in the sea which largely
affects the currents in this river. Following the course of the Pasig, new and picturesque landscapes were constantly unrolled to view on either of its fertile shores to delight the eye. Now the magnificent residences of Malacafiang; now the modest and smiling little hamlets of Uli-uli; there beyond, Sampaloc, with its broad avenues;
there Santa Mesa with its splendid hippodrome and places for target practice; here the Nagtahan baths nestled
away among the cocoas and the plantains; there Pandacan with its high belfry invoking the faithful, rising from
the midst of little white cottages like a dovecot surrounded by white doves.
In various places, under the shade of the tall canes may be seen merry groups of young Indian maidens: some
diving in the wavelets into the white foams with their feet as they swim; some raising the water high over their
shoulders in shining cascades; some filling the air with their joyful voices as they scatter the spray about them
which falls again in showers of emerald, topaz and ruby in the sunlight; in those golden sunbeams which, stealing
among the leaves of canes, offer all the combinations of their enchanting lights.
Who, contemplating this picture, does not recall that it holds in its depths the most resplendent panorama of
nature, the Branminical creation of the nymphs, celestial dancers, born from the white sea-foam, circling about
with demons and gods and goddesses beneath the bamboos of the Ganges.
*
The young men ceased their playing, ending suddenly with the melody of the Condimang. Hurrahs and
applauses followed as the harmonies of the orchestra died away. Why do they salute Carlos? Yes, why do they salute Carlos?
They gazed out upon a picturesque little village on the right bank of the river nestled among beds of flowers.
The very atmosphere exhaled art, and elegance had sought here its abiding place. Here are the residences of the
wealthiest landholders of Manila. It is here they repair to their sumptuous country homes. Little bath-houses rock
in the waves that lightly toss against the swaying pilings of cane and far beyond varied and pleasing landscapes
meet the eye between the airy bongas which arise like columns into the blue of the heavens. The Tagalog poets
have well named this spot the Entrance to Paradise, designating it with the name of the mother of the Virgin
Mary, Village of Saint Anne.
Here lives the unsurpassable Ninay, the love, the life and the idol of Carlos.
Her elegant home situated in the midst of the village arose above all the other houses in its grandeur and magnifcence. This had won the admiration and applause of the friends of Carlos. At the same time they saw Ninay
herself enter a spacious banca with her parents, accompanied by many friends and a brilliant orchestra. The latter
entering other broad boats canopied with green leaves and adorned with pennants [of] various colors. The rowers
bent themselves with renewed energy to the oars and to the strains of the music happily moved the animated
boats. The river continued to disclose its rich and varied panorama of landscapes.
On either shore were here and there little houses of wood or of cane and nipa, surrounded with foliage, with
little branches of the betel tree gracefully cut like little plumes, or pretty enclosures kissed by the waves that
guarded the crystalline baths.
Little canoes and rafts with their nets and fixtures attracted the attention as well as the carihans, or little stores
of the river, along with other Javanese narongs who sell to a hundred boatmen fruits, tobacco, tuba and buyo. On
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every hand are cascos and faluas loaded with their cargoes which are constantly plying up or down the river
wearying its waters.
Among these scenes proceeds our happy retinue, gathering ever in its wake other bancas laden with friends
who, separating from other joyful groups of other little boats, come to join them. The three bancas containing the
young men whom we have already met, also drew alongside the merry throng and the animation grew on all sides
until the air was filled with happy voices and joyous laughter.
*
There were two beings, however, who remained silent through all the merrymaking; seldom indeed did they
speak, but what did it matter?
Each knew that the other was near and their hearts beat with rapture.
*
To the music of the two orchestras which vied with each other in striving to drown the air with their sweet
strains, to the merry songs of the boatmen moved the retinue on up the river, passing successively the picturesque
villages of Mandaloyon, Lamayan and San Pedro Macati. How many memories were awakened by the caiman
converted into stone at the foot of the ruined temple of San Nicolas! How many memories of love did the cave of
Doña Geronima recall? How many deeds of valor recounted by Malapat na Bata.
The animation of the company grew.
The happy voices increased. They were nearing the landing place. Groups of young people were gathered upon
the shore; other groups accompanied by bands of music, waved handkerchiefs and discharged skyrockets and
bombs. There was Captain Tinong who, with the elites of the village, came forward to receive Don Evaristo and
his numerous friends.
This spot on the river where they embarked is almost indescribable, it is the resting place of the excursionists.
Here are the restaurants with well set tables; here portable stands of sweets and refreshments and every variety of
fruit; here petates of buri; utensils, furniture and wares of the country covering the ground. Everyone was buying
something.
Our friends landed upon the bank where they were met with shouts of enthusiasm, kind words of greetings,
and effusive salutations as well as happy smiles and numerous questions to which they pleasurably responded.
Everybody took part in the festival which had been prepared.
How can words describe the animation? The restless throng, the array of beautiful costumes of silk of varied
colors fluttering in the wind under the resplendent rays of a southern sun!
The party, having rested proceeds again on its way aided by the boisterous waves and, after passing between
shores abounding with ducks, reached the landing of Cainta.
*
Picture in yourself a wide meadow; in the background were groves of bamboos which disappear into the blue
of the distant mountains; on one side a view interrupted by numerous groups of portable stands, where the weary
boatmen quenched their thirst: on the other side, calesas, carts, hammocks, water buffalos and saddle, horses and
in the center was a white line formed by the footpath which looses itself among the trees, only to reappear again
and again as it follows the undulations of the hills, now in the smiling valley, now on the craggy heights, and you
will have a faint idea of the landing place at Cainta.
Our excursionists gather into various groups. They talk, drink and sing. Some select hammocks, others go in
quest of saddle horses, some take calesas; there beyond are others who are transferring their baggage from the
bancas into carts. Some decide to walk; others are anxiously searching for a child who has wandered away from
his parents. There are little girls who laugh and little youngsters who fret and cry; a tumult of bustle and noise, in
short, which lends to the picture a most extraordinary animation. Carlos drew near to Ninay saying,
“My friends and I are thinking of walking to Antipolo in order to accompany your hammock.”
“I will not go in a hammock but rather on horseback. My mother prefers it, as well as her old friends from
Nueva Ecija, who have come with us, and I enjoy it also,” answered Ninay.
“Then 1 am going at once to tell my companions in order that they may engage the finest horses.”
Carlos then withdrew to join his friends. These were a group of young men; some from Batangas wearing
broad salacots or hats of brilliant carey with ornaments of silver; others with resplendent salacots of buffalo horn
encrusted with burnished gold; still others wearing those of the much admired nito adorned with rarest coins. All
of the young men were attired in transparent shirts of gay colors.
Carlos now directed his steps to the spot where Ninay and her mother were and offered them two horses,
gentle but good roadsters and, well pleased, the ladies mounted them. Don Evaristo, in the meantime, had found a
good and safe calesa and was comfortably seated in it. Doña Carmen, Ninay and their lady friends rode along,
rocking gently on their horses, which, though going at a rapid gait, yet passed along with step so even and
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uniform that had a brimming glass of water been held in the hand of one of the fair riders, not one drop would
have been spilled.
They reached a wide open space and the horses quickened their gait, their flowing manes and the costumes of
the riders fluttering in the wind. The earth sped past beneath the hurrying feet, like the waves of the restless river,
and the dust that arose was like a cloud that enveloped them. A group of young men followed and with their
resplendent salacots, their white hats of finely woven straw, and their shirts of brilliant colors, they seemed a
flock of bright plumaged birds fleeing from the shot of the hunter.
Carlos followed Ninay with amorous glances. At times the foliage by the roadside obscured her from view; at
times he could no longer trace her among the multitudes of carts and carriages; at times he saw her climbing the
mountainside only to disappear again at the winding of the path.
He longed to draw near her to shorten the distance that lay between them—but an intervening group of people
hindered his plan.
He wished to follow close at her side to converse with her—but then, her mother and her friends make this
likewise impossible.
His heart beat violently, the wild joy in his breast did not even give him time to speak. A whirlwind of dust
concealed her for a moment from view but a gust of fresh air clarified the atmosphere again and he saw his adored
one mounted upon her horse, her radiant countenance lighted with smiles.
The journey ended.
The retinue drew to a halt, and Ninay entered into the little chapel of Mary. Carlos was filled with regret at
having had no opportunity to converse with his beloved, but his sad gaze falling upon the altar lingered there and
he found in the eyes of the Mother of Christ the life, the light and hope. He then understood that happiness on
earth as the poet says:
A cloud blue, white and airy,
That the soul longs to gain
And behind each mountain seems to await us.
With impetuosity hastens man to grasp it,
He reaches the spot, it flees, he follows,
He thinks each moment to seize it,
The cloud ever before him
Yet ever farther-away.

The members of the party bade each other adieu in the court of the temple, promising to return shortly. Don
Evaristo with his family repaired to the home of Don Joaquin who had also prepared another house nearby for the
entertainment of the rest of the company.
The natives of the village, attired in their dark costumes, gathered at the windows, elevating themselves on
batalanes in order to admire at better advantage the recently arrived visitors. Children and women carrying babies
grouped themselves about the carromatas, commenting upon the various objects which were being unloaded from
them. One pointed to a piece of matting of finest workmanship from Balinoc, others to the silken abrasadores;
another to the mangustanes of Mindanao; here, they amused themselves with watching the pigeons from mount
Buisan with plumage of seven vivid colors; there, with the jars of pastry from Cebu and the large jars filled with
twisted loaves of bread from San Sebastian.
“What beautiful little nests of the salangan!” observed some.
“What exquisite sutanjun!”
“What savory pansit!” exclaimed others.
“Oh, what delicious suman and putos,” murmured others. “I would be contented with the bibinca and the
sweets made from the guayaba and the santol.”
“Who could be able to eat all those chicos and those mangas?”
“Here children, make room for us to pass,” said some gentlemen who had come to pay their respects to the
recently arrived family.
“Clear the doorway!” shouted an imperative voice from within the house. “Good afternoon, Don Evaristo,”
exclaimed the gentlemen as they entered the hall. “The news of your arrival sped quickly from house to house and
we hastened here to bid you welcome.”
“Many thanks,” responded Don Evaristo, stepping forth to meet them.
“How did you find the journey; are you fatigued?” added one of the friends with much solicitude.
“What heat and what dust you must have suffered on the way!” spoke another.
“We did not however encounter as much as we had expected,” replied Don Evaristo.
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“That is because it rained a little this morning. Really it surprised us to see such great drops of water falling
like little stones that melted as our hands caught them.”
“Those are called hailstones,” said Don Evaristo, “and in all cold countries showers of these hailstones are frequently met with.”
*
The last rays of the setting sun were gilding the summits of the mountains, the night breeze was awaking and
the leaves of the trees, perpetually green, were rustling softly at its breath, when the bells of the sanctuary peeled
out the horizon.
The jubilant multitude repressed their shouts of mirth on hearing that sound so sacred. For a few brief moments a profound silence reigned and then a low murmur fell upon the air, the voices of the soul ascending unto
heaven.
After the prayer, as is customary in the Philippines, all those belonging to the household saluted Don Evaristo
as head of the family and Doña Carmen took advantage of this occasion to deliver to her hosts the pasalubong, or
presents, which the visitors always bring to their old friends. Doña Carmen, addressing the wife of Don Joaquin
said, pointing to some sacks of rice from Taal which were in one corner of the hall, “have the goodness to order
these sacks brought in,” and delivering several packages which she held in her hand, she added:
“And receive also these waists from Agonoy and these skirts from Iloilo.” Doña Paz, for such was the name of
the wife of Don Joaquin, realizing the value of these gifts exclaimed:
“This is really too much; you are always so kind and generous with your friends.”
“And where is your daughter Loleng?” asked Ninay to Doña Paz with sincere interest, being surprised at not
yet having seen her. At this question Doña Paz hid her face in both her hands to hide her suppressed sobs.
“Ah, my Loleng, my dear daughter,” she murmered through her tears, “she has disappeared.”
“Disappeared?” they all exclaimed in surprise.
“How did that happen?” asked Ninay with anxiety.
The sobs of the mother alone were heard in the silence, touching the souls of all present. Doña Paz said at last,
after a deep sigh,
“Sad it is to relate it.”
“Of what illness did she die?” asked Ninay deeply moved.
“Ah! It was not an illness, but what do I say, perhaps now she may be ill and I, I cannot assist her. Perhaps she
may be dead and I am not there to close her eyes,” answered the mother in her anguish.
“But what has happened?” asked Doña Carmen with a voice full of sweetness and tenderness. “Tell us, we beg
of you.” The unfortunate mother, drawing a deep sigh as if to assuage her grief, began in this manner:
*
“One day in the time of ates, my daughter and I went to bathe. Oh, how present that moment is yet in my
memory! She passed by that door, weeping,” and Doña Paz indicated the door which led to the stairway; her eyes
filled with tears and while she brushed them away with her hand, she added,
“The poor little girl was sobbing softly and even now I seem to hear her sigh, ‘Ah, my mother,’ but since I had
observed her thus for some three days I did not wish to say anything fearing it might only grieve her more so I
pursued my way to the baths and she followed me. While we were bathing we heard the cooing of the mountain
doves and the harmonious trill of the Mariacapras in the cane groves nearby. I noticed that Loleng shuddered and
I drew near to ask her,
“‘What is the matter daughter mine?’ and she, repressing a sigh, answered,
“‘Nothing dear mother, only the song of these little birds causes me pain, they sadden my heart. They are so
happy now and yet, perhaps, before the shadows of the night are falling their little ones will be weeping for them.’
“The sun was still high and the sweet trilling of the birds, confused with the low murmur of the waters, reached
our ears. My Loleng placed her head beside mine and seeing my hair close to hers, exclaimed,
“‘Oh! How beautiful is your hair mother mine!’ And fondly she covered it with her kisses. This sudden
expression of her feelings surprised me, but I said nothing. She slowly completed her bath, all the while looking at
me with infinite tenderness and presently she said,
“‘While you are dressing mother, I am going to gather some flowers.’
“And she went away, alas, and I saw her no more. How could I then know that those were the last words I
would ever hear from her dear lips; that look, so full of tenderness, would be the last adieu she would give me!”
The mother was so overcome with her grief that she was scarcely able to terminate her narrative. All those who
had been listening were likewise deeply moved and Ninay’s eyes glistened with the tears she had vainly struggled
to restrain so that they might not augment the sorrow of the poor mother. After a brief pause, Doña Paz continued:
“I set forth, and all the while I was vainly hoping that she might return. I searched the woods on all sides. I
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questioned all whom I met, but no one could give me any account of her.
“Crazed with grief I returned to our home. I called out to her again and again, but she answered me not. I went
to the church; to the market place; to the homes of all her friends and relatives but they were only astonished at
my questions.
“Then began my suspicions. I revolved in my mind all her actions on that ill~fated day; her going forth from
our home with her eyes glistening with the tears she strove to hide; her suppressed sobs; her words so full of
tenderness; the kisses she showered upon my hair; her looks of such deep sadness. Ah! all but proves to me now
that she was bidding me her last farewell, and I, unhappy one, understood nothing.
“Indeed, after all, I almost doubted my own suspicions. How was I to believe that my Loleng had abandoned
me when we loved each other dearly! I directed my steps to the home of her lover and there they told me that they
had not seen her since the early dawn, and I turned away, heartbroken, as I realized then the truth. I could do
nothing but weep and to the present time my weeping has never ceased. Ah! If I had but kissed her! If I had but
given her my blessing, I would today have had some consolation; but why did I not then understand, Oh Saintly
Virgin?
“Furthermore, how was I to suspect what was to happen when she had been thus for three days, sad, downcast
and scarcely able to eat or to sleep. Now I see her, my poor child, alone, crushed, her spirit writhing in grief,
suffering horribly in thinking of her flight.
“Oh, Virgin of Peace, protect her! Oh! that heaven might touch her heart and bring her back to us. I would
freely pardon her. I would receive her as though she had committed no error. I would still love her as now, oh,
even more were it possible to do so.”
Thus she unburdened her heart, that comfortless, sorrowing mother. Don Evaristo and his family listened to her
narration with tears in their eyes.
“How did all this take place,” asked Doña Carmen, “since, if I understand rightly, you were acquainted with
her lover?”
“Yes, Señora, we did know him, and he is of a highly respected family, but he was an enemy of Don Juan
Silveyro and the latter did not wish my daughter to be married with him. We ourselves, fearing the wrath of the
wealthy and influential Silveyro, likewise declined to give our consent to the nuptials.
“The season of the lansones drew to a close and Berto, for that is the name of her infamous seducer, had
already asked us three times for the hand of our Loleng, but we gave him no hope and forbade his coming to our
home to see her.
“From that day she was always sad. With the same motive Señor Silveyro called often at our home, but Loleng
entertained for him so intense a dislike that once aware of his entrance through the gate she would retreat in haste
to the home of one of her friends.”
When Dona paz had proceeded thus far in her story, a brilliant orchestra entered the house playing a waltz
from Strauss to bid goodnight to the family of Don Evaristo. The anguished mother felt her grief still more keenly
at the happy strains of the bright and airy music and each note was as a dart that penetrated her soul.
“Unhappy woman!” exclaimed Don Evaristo, “we shall find your daughter. We will use every endeavor to
search for her.”
“God grant that it may be so,” murmured Doña Paz, who, after silently gathering together the gifts of Doña
Carmen, retired to weep in the solitude of her room.
*
The music of the orchestra soon attracted the village people; some of whom seated themselves on the stairway,
while some of the less tired ones ascended to the door of the hall and gathered in little groups, stood watching the
musicians. Servants from various houses entered bearing gifts of birds, fruits and honey, in accordance with the
customs of the village.
The hour for supper approached and while the meal was being prepared still many more guests came to greet
the family of Don Evaristo and to express their pleasure at the latter’s welcome arrival at their village.
The servants discovering that the cart containing the dining table had been delayed along the road and had not
yet arrived, it became necessary to spread the repast upon the floor of the long and spacious caida. They formed a
great circumference with the plates and in the center of this they arranged the platters containing the turkeys,
viands, relishes, and other luscious victuals, forming with them a compact circle; between this and the wide
circumference formed by the plates were set dishes of steaming morisqueta and shining tumblers and wine glasses
which reflected the resplendence of the lighted candles.
Around this improvised board were placed mats from Balinac, upon which the people seated themselves while
dining. The globes and lanterns which had been hung outside the windows were lighted and their rays illumined
that happy dwelling.
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The men, servants brought bowls of water to lave the hands of the guests while the servants distributed the
cushions about the board upon the mats, and the company seated themselves and the feast began. If you could
have seen their plain and easy movements, their candid ways, their manner of being seated and even the way in
which they employed their fingers to partake their food, you would have recalled Biblical traditions, or the ancient
custom of the Orient. …
185.31 Capitán Ipe, the Charitable\fn{by Pascual H. Poblete (1858-1921)} Naic, Cavite Province, The Philippines
(M) 2
Manuel Palanyag was a poor father, to whom God had given many children, but who, reduced to utmost
poverty, absolutely lacked the resources with which to assuage his hunger, that of his wife who had just given
birth to a healthy and beautiful baby, and of his other ten offsprings, all little ones.
He looked for work and could not find any. He knocked on the doors of the rich, but as soon as they saw him,
they told him:
“But, you beg for alms, you are so strong, still young, and quite robust? Are you not ashamed to do that? Why
do you not work?”
“I long to work, I am anxious to work, but I cannot find work. I have a wife in bed and all my eleven small
children ask me for food, what can I do but to resort to charity so that they will not die of hunger?”
“We do not believe you.
“In Manila nobody who is industrious dies of hunger; here there is enough work. And so as you well know it,
you can leave; we do not want to support loafers.”
*
Those who used to speak that way were not right. Manuel Palanyag had told the truth. He looked for a job
three days ago and did not find any. The Chinese sari-sari store vendor did not want to give him anything on
credit; he had learned about his terrible misery. He was desperate and full of the most intense pain. It was not only
that people had refused to help him, but they had also unjustly and severely censured him.
Criminal thoughts crossed his mind, but because he was by nature honest, immediately he rejected these,
choosing his death and that of the family that he loved, before doing any action that for always would disgrace
him.
He returned to the miserable and unhealthy hovel where he lived with his family. Upon entering, he was
surrounded immediately by his children asking for food.
“We are hungry, Tatay,”\fn{A local term for father} they shouted at him. Sobbing, he answered:
“Wait, my children, wait a little bit more.” And he told his wife sadly, what had happened to him when he
begged for alms.
“Yau see Tentay, how very sad is our situation. I believe that the time has come for me to go to the police so
that he will take you to the hospital and the children to the orphanage. If we do not do this, you will die of hunger.
“It is one thing I do not understand. Since these Americans have arrived on this land, it has been truly
miserable for us. Well, it is true that now the day’s pay has almost doubled; on the other hand, the price of
everything has gone up four times.”
Tentay, who had remained thoughtful while her husband was talking suddenly spoke:
“Listen, Manuel, I have heard it said many times that Capitán Ipe is very charitable. Many praise his
benevolence. Why do you not go to him, not to ask him for alms that will be sufficient only for the moment, but
an amount that would permit us to start a small business? He knows you, you yourself have told me one day that
he had praised your ability as a carpenter and cabinet maker, and therefore there is a probability that we may
obtain help from him.”
*
Manuel agreed with his wife’s suggestion. He went to the house of Capitán Ipe wavering between hope and
fear. Going up the stairs, he stopped, sadly moved by the reprimanding voice that he heard in the vestibule of the
house. Capitán Ipe was scolding his maid severely because she was using too much firewood in the stove in the
kitchen.
He regan to lose courage.
“What can I expect from such a stingy man?” he asked himself. He wanted to back out, but he imagined that
behind him were his children shouting with faint voices:
“Go on, Tatay, go on, for we are very hungry.”
He went up the stairs and humbly greeted Capitán Ipe.
Capitán Ipe received him with much kindness. But the timid visitor did not dare to discuss the matter that had
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taken him there. He talked about everything except that. Finally, Capitán Ipe, feeling the embarrassment of his
speaker, and guessing from the man’s face his misery, his honesty, and his intention, said:
“Manuel, speak frankly. What do you want? Do you need anything? I am ready to help you as moch as I can.”
The poor man was surprised by the unexpected reply. After recovering from his perturbation, he ingenuously
revealed the reason for his visit.
“A small part of the money that you would like to lend me as a loan,” said Manuel Palanyag “I shall use for
supplying the immediate needs of my family. My wife and my children are dying of hunger. The rest I shall invest
in building a modest shop where I can make cabinets, cupboards, writing tables, chairs, beds, and other furniture.
I shall work day and night to merit your trust.”
“I have at my disposal, at this moment, P800\fn{ 800 pesos} that I am giving to you without interest whatsoever,
until you have completely established yourself and have been able to provide for all your needs.”
And immediately Captain Ipe handed Manuel the sum upon receiving a simple receipt which the latter signed.
Tears of happiness and gratitude slid down the cheeks of poor Manuel, who, while thanking his benefactor,
unwittingly mentioned to him his sadness when he heard his benefactor scold the maid.
Then Capitán Ipe answered:
“Three pieces of firewood this morning, three this afternoon, six tomorrow and the next day, and this year, and
the past, and the preceding, and it is 20 years that have provided me, together with my other thriftiness, the great
pleasure of lending you the money that you need.”
Capitán Ipe was right. Rare is the person that with a well-intentioned thriftiness will not have the resources to
face whatever the future brings. And if all had his good grasp of the economy, they would also, after providing for
one’s necessities, exercise charity.
“Thriftiness is the purveyor of charity.”
59.118 1. Excerpt from Noli Me Tangere: “Capitán Tiago” 2. “My Last Farewell” fn{by José Protasio Rizal (18611896)} Calamba, Laguna Province, The Philippines (M) 7
… Capitán Tiago looked younger than he really was; he would have been taken for thirty or thirty-five years
old. He was short and rotund, thanks to an abundance of fat that, according to his friends, was a sign of heavenly
favour and, to his enemies, came from battening on the poor.
Light-brown in complexion, his face wore at the time of this story an habitually amiable expression. It was said
there was no lack of brains in his skull, which in outward appearance was small and round, and covered with
ebony-black hair cut long in front and very short in the back. His eyes, small but not at all almond-shaped, never
betrayed emotion. His nose was fine, not flat, and he would have been quite justified in believing and passing
himself off for a handsome man if his mouth had not been distorted by the abuse of tobacco and betel-nut, for the
cud of the latter, tucked away behind one cheek, altered the symmetry of his features. Nevertheless, that bad habit
had not impaired the whiteness of his own teeth and two others furnished by the dentist at twelve pesos each.
He was considered one of the richest property-owners in the district of Binondo and one of the most important
landowners in the province of Pampanga and along the Lake of Bai, principally in the town of San Diego where—
be it said in passing—it was his custom to raise the land rents yearly. For all that, San Diego was his favorite town
because of its pleasant baths; its famous cockpit, and the memories it had for him; he spent at least two months
there every year.
Capitán Tiago had also many urban properties on Santo Cristo, Anloague and Del Rosario Streets, all in Manila’s Chinatown. He and a Chinese shared the opium concession, with, as was to be expected, enormous profits.
He had the concession for the prisoners’ mess in Bilibid gaol, and horse-fodder contracts with many important
firms in the city..
On good terms with the authorities, clever, accommodating, and, at least in speculating on the needs of others,
even daring, he had only one rival when it came to concessions and biddings for public works and offices which
the Philippine Government at that time let out to private persons.
At the time of our story, therefore, Capitán Tiago was a happy man, as happy as a man with a little brains could
be in those parts; he was rich, he was at peace with God, with the Government, and with men.
*
That he was at peace with God cannot be doubted; it was almost dogma. There are no reasons to be on bad
terms with the good God when one is well-off, has never had any dealings with Him, and has never lent Him
money.
Capitán Tiago had never addressed himself to God in his prayers, not even in his greatest difficulties; he was
rich, and he let his money pray for him. God had created (he would have argued) aloof and powerful priests to say
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Masses and prayers of intercession, while, as for Novenas and Rosaries, He had, in His infinite mercy, created for
the benefit of the rich needy substitutes who, for a peso, were quite capable of saying even sixteen decades of the
Holy Rosary in a row and of reading all possible prayer books, including, at a suitable increase in fee, even the
Bible in Hebrew.
If in times of acute distress Capitán Tiago needed divine help, and could not put his hands on even one Chinese
red candle, he called on the saints, both male and female, to whom he had special devotion, making them
uncounted promises to persuade them that what he wanted from them was good.
But most of his promises he made to the Virgin of Antipolo, Our Lady of Peace and Happy Voyage. What is
more, he kept these promises, which is more than can be said of his behaviour toward certain saints of lower
category, with whom he was rather remiss and even ungentlemanly; indeed, sometimes, having got what he
wanted, he put them out of his mind.
*
It is equally true, of course, that he never bothered them again either. Capitán Tiago felt that there were many
unemployed saints in the calendar who did not know what to do with themselves in Heaven. But to the Virgin of
Antipolo he attributed a greater power and efficacy than all the other Virgins put together, whether they carried
silver sceptres, or a Child Jesus dressed, or a Child Jesus naked, or scapulars, or rosaries, or girdles.
Perhaps this was due to the Virgin of Antipolo’s reputation for severity and concern for her prestige. According to the sacristan of her shrine, the Virgin, whom he claimed to be an enemy of the photographic arts, turned
black as ebony when she was displeased, unlike other Virgins who were more indulgent and had softer hearts.
It is well known that certain people love an absolute monarch better than a constitutional one, and for proof
there is the difference in fortunes between Louis XIV and Louis XVI, or Philip II and Amadeo I.\fn{ Both were kings
of Spain, but the former was an absolutist monarch; but W says of Amadeo I, also king of Spain (1870-1873): “Amadeo’s reign was fraught
with growing republicanism, Carlist rebellions in the north, and the Cuban independence movement. He abdicated and returned to Italy in
1873, and the First Spanish Republic was declared as a result,”:W,H } For this reason, perhaps, people went on their knees up

the length of the Virgin’s shrine to the foot of her altar, even Chinese unbelievers and haughty Spani-ards.
What defied explanation was why, for all that, the custodians of the shrine sometimes ran off to America and
got married on the money offered to the fearsome Virgin.
*
Capitán Tiago kept his own household gods in a small chapel or oratory, leading off from the main living-room
in his house and screened with a silken curtain.
He had never really understood monotheism, and was more inclined towards polytheism, as could be judged
from the images in the chapel. There was a group of the Holy Family, their busts and limbs done in ivory, with
glass eyes, long eyelashes and curly blond hair, first-rate examples of the work of the native image-makers of
Manila. There were oil paintings, also by Filipino artists, depicting the sufferings of the holy martyrs and the
miracles of the Virgin.
Here was St. Lucy raising her eyes to heaven, and bearing on a plate another pair of eyes complete with brows
and lashes, such as can be seen in representations of the Trinity and on the ancient Egyptian coffins.
Here also was St. Paschal the Dancer, patron of pregnancy and hope of childless couples.
And there was St. Anthony of Padua, in the Franciscan habit, tearfully contemplating a Child Jesus attired in
the uniform of a Governor General, complete with three-cornered hat, sabre, and high boots, as for a children’s
costume party in Madrid; Capitán Tiago interpreted this as proof that, even if God were to acquire the powers of a
Spanish Governor General in the Philippines, the Franciscans would still treat Him like a doll.
There was also St. Anthony the Abbot with a pig by his side, a pig which Capitán Tiago considered as miraculous as the saint himself, for which reason he never referred to it as a pig, but as “the Blessed St. Anthony’s pet.”
Over there were St. Francis of Assissi with seven wings sprouting above a St. Vincent, who had only two
wings but to make up for it was carrying a trumpet; a St. Peter Martyr, his skull being cleft by a kneeling Moor
with an outlaw’s blade, and beside him the other St. Peter, in turn chopping off the ear of another Moor, Malchus
no doubt, mouth drawn, and body writhing with pain, while a fighting cock crowed and beat its wings upon a
Doric column. This Capitán Tiago interpreted to show that to become a saint it was the same to be chopper or
chopped.
Finally there was a beautiful St. Michael in gilded and painted wood, almost a meter high.
The archangel, lower lip between his teeth, eyes blazing, brow furrowed, and cheeks rosy, carried a Greek
shield on one arm and with the other wielded a Malay kris, ready to smite the devotee, or, to judge from his
attitude and look, anyone else who should approach him too closely, rather than the tailed and homed Devil who
chewed his girlish leg.
Capitán Tiago never went near the image for fear of a miracle.
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After all he had known more than one image, even the most clumsily carved ones from provincial workshops,
to come alive to the confusion and punishment of skeptical sinners. It was well known that a certain image of
Christ in Spain, called as witness to a bethrothal in a certain case, had given testimony by nodding its head in
answer to the questions put by the learned judge; that another image had untied its right arm from the cross to
embrace St. Lutgarda;\fn{A Flemish saint (1182-1246); the incident was portrayed in a sculpture commissioned in 1710 and erected
on the Charles Bridge in Prague. W, who reproduces a picture of this statue in an article under her name “Lutgardis”, notes that Dom Mark
Kirby, in a paper entitled “Drawn Me to Thy Piercèd Side”, dated June 15, 2008, Silverstrream Priory, Stamullen, County Meath, Ireland,
wrote: “When, in a visitation, Christ came to Lutgarde,[her name is variously spelt Ludgardis, Lutgard, Luitgard, Ludgard, Lutgart, Luthgard] offering her whatever gift of grace she should desire, she asked for a better grasp of Latin, that she might better understand the Word
of God and lift her voice in choral praise. Christ granted her request and, after a few days, Lutgarde’s mind was flooded with the riches of
psalms, antiphons, readings and responsories. However, a painful emptiness persisted. With disarming candour she returned to Christ,
asking to return His gift, and wondering if she might, just possibly, exchange it for another. ‘And for what would you eschange it?’ Christ
asked. ‘Lord,’ said Lutgarde, ‘I would exchange it for your heart.’ Christ then reached into Lutgarde and, removing her heart, replaced it
with His own, at the same time hiding her heart within His breast.”): W,H } and that, as Capitán Tiago himself had read in a

newly published tract, an image of St. Dominic had preached a wordless sermon in the town of Soriano in Spain.
The image had not said a word, but it was deduced from its gestures, at least by the author of the pamphlet, that it
was announcing the approaching end of the world.
Capitán Tiago had also heard it said that the Virgin of Luta, whose shrine was in the town of Lipa, had once
been observed with a swollen cheek and mud on the hem of her skirts; did this not prove scientifically that sacred
images also took walks without lifting their skirts, and even suffered toothache, perhaps for our sins?
Had he not seen with his own little eyes the images of Christ, during the Good Friday sermons on the Seven
Last Words, thrice raising and hanging their heads in unison, moving to tears and pious exclamations all the
women in church and indeed all sensitive souls destined for salvation?
Capitán Tiago, therefore, beihg a prudent and religious man, avoided coming too close to the kris of St.
Michael.
“Let us take no chances,” he said to himself. “I know he’s an archangel, all right, but I don’t trust him. I just
don’t trust him.”
*
But every year without fail he joined the traditional pilgrimage to Antipolo, attended by an orchestra which
added to the pomp and splendour of the festivities.
He would also pay the fees for two special Masses of the many that were sung during the three Novenas and in
between.
After the daily devotions he would bathe in the renowned spring where the sacred image itself was said to have
bathed, and where devotees still professed to see in the hard rock the footprints of the Virgin, and the marks left
by her hair when she had rinsed it like any other woman who uses coconut oil, as if, indeed, this hair had been
made of steel or had been hard as diamonds and had weighed a thousand tons!
Capitán Tiago would have his lunch close to this spring, eating roast pig, a sour stew of freshwater fish, and
other native dishes more or less appetizing, reflecting perhaps that two High Masses would cost rather more than
four hundred pesos each, but that this was cheap, considering the glory gained by the Mother of God with the
firewheels, rockets, bombs, and petards that would be fired, and considering also the rich profits which, thanks to
the Masses, he would be making the rest of the year.
*
But Antipolo was not the only scene of his ostentatious devotion.
In Binondo, in the province of Pampanga, and in the town of San Diego, when he planned to back a fighting
cock with heavy bets, he would send the parish priest gold coins for propitiatory Masses and, like the Romans
who read the omens for battle in the entrails of sacrificial fowl, Capitan Tiago, making due allowance for the
change of times and the discovery of new truths, would note the way the candle flames flickered on the altar during Mass, the direction of the incense smoke, the voice of the priest as he chanted the prayers, and other such
omens, in which he attempted to read his fortunes.
Everybody knew that Capitán Tiago lost few bets, and these losses could only have been due to the fact that
the officiating priest had had a horse throat, that not enough candles had been lighted, that the tapers had been too
greasy, that Capitán Tiago had passed off a bad coin among the others, or some such cause.
On the other hand an official of a certain sodality had assured him that these disappointments were trials to
which heaven submitted him to test his faith and devotion.
Beloved of the priests, respected by sacristans and acolytes, favorite of the Chinese wax-workers and the makers of fireworks and pyrotechnic displays, Capitán Tiago was happy in the religion of his country, and persons of
good character and great piety attributed to him also a great influence in the Celestial Court.
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*
That he was at peace with the Government, there is also no doubt, however improbable this may appear to be.
Unable to conceive anything new, and satisfied with his way of making a living, he was always ready to obey
the most insignificant bureaucrat, and to shower in the appropriate places gifts of hams, capons, turkeys, and fruits
imported from China in season and out of season.
If he heard anybody speaking ill of the natives, he would bid himself remember that he was not one of those,
and raised the loudest voice in the chorus.
If he heard criticism of the Chinese and Spanish half-breeds, he added his own, perhaps because he already
considered himself of pure Iberian blood.
He was the first to applaud any new assessment or tax, most of all when he scented behind them a new contract
or concession.
He always had orchestras ready to congratulate or serenade governors, mayors, prosecuting attorneys, and all
classes of officials, on their saints’ name-days, birthday anniversaries, birth or death of some relative, or indeed
any other occasion that was out of the ordinary.
He commissioned laudatory verses and songs extolling “our gentle and understanding governor,” “our courageous and hard-working mayor, for whom the wreath of the just is reserved in Heaven,” and similar compliments.
He had been chief of the rich guild of half-breeds despite the protests of many who did not consider him qualified. In his two years in office he had worn out ten frock coats, as many top-hats, and half a dozen walking sticks.
He would put on frock coat and top-hat to call at the Governor General’s palace, Malacafiang, at the Ayuntamiento or City Hall, at military headquarters; he would put on top-hat and frock coat to go to the cockpit, the market,
religious processions, the humblest Chinese store; and under the frock coat and top-hat, Capitán Tiago, sweating
under the delightful strain of twirling his tasselled cane of office, would give orders, make arrangements, unmake
them, all with an admirable activity and an imperturbability even more admirable.
Thus the authorities regarded him as a good man, full of the best will in the world, peaceful, obsequious, obedient, and generous with his gifts, a man who never read a single book or periodical from Spain although he knew
Spanish well.
They looked on him with the same feeling that a poor student might have for an old and comfortable shoe,
whose worn-out heel showed exactly how its owner walked.
In him came true both the Christian and the worldly beatitudes: “Blessed are the poor in spirit,” but no less
“Blessed are they who have possessions.” One might even apply to him what is said to be an erroneous translation
from the Greek of the Christmas message:
“Glory to God in the highest, and peace on earth to men of good will.”\fn{ As opposed to “Glory to God in the Highest,
and on earth peace, good will to men.” See W for an explanation of the theological disputes under “Annunciation to the Shepherds”:W,H }
*
But, as will transpire later on, it is not enough that men should have goodwill to live in peace.
Unbelievers took Capitán Tiago for a simpleton; his subordinates considered him a martinet and a tyrant; the
poor thought him ruthless, cruel, and ready to profit from all their miseries.
In their huts were also heard many stories, bordering on calumny, about his affairs with women, and there was
talk of broken promises, tears, and abandoned children. Gossip pointed to more than one young woman as she
passed by, cynical and slack-breasted.
*
But no young woman gave Capitán Tiago nightmares or disturbed his peace of mind; on the contrary, it was an
old one, an old widow who competed with him in piety, and had indeed merited from many priests more enthusiastic praises and compliments than he had ever received in his best moments.
Between Capitán Tiago and this widow, the residual heiress of brothers and nephews, there was a holy rivalry
which benefited the Church as much as the competition between the steamships then plying the Pampanga river
served the public interest. No sooner would Capitán Tiago bestow upon some Virgin\fn{ I.e., a statue of the Virgin Mary,
probably in her capacity as Queen of Heaven:H } a silver scepter set with emeralds and topazes than Doña Patrocinio
would commission one in gold and diamonds from the best jeweller in the city. If, for the religious procession
commemorating the Virgin of the Holy Rosary’s miraculous victory over the Dutch in Manila Bay, Capitán Tiago
raised a triumphal arch with two facades of quilted cloth hung with mirrors, crystal balls, lanterns and chandeliers,
Doña Patrocinio promptly ordered another, two yards taller, with four facades, and double the number of
decorations.
At such times Capitán Tiago would play his best card, which was High Mass with fireworks in the churchyards, and then Doña Patrocinio had to bite her lips with her toothless gums because her nerves just could not
abide the pealing of bells and the explosions. Capitán Tiago might then smile with satisfaction, but she would be
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thinking of her revenge and, for some special holiday, would pay from her legacies the fees of the best preachers
of all the five religious Orders in Manila, the most renowned canons of the Cathedral, and even members of the
new-fangled Society of St. Vincent de Paul,\fn{ French priest, 1581-1660, the Society was founded in 1833 .} to discourse on
the most abstruse theological theses to poor sinners who could undertand only pidgin Spanish. Capitan Tiago’s
admirers would point out on such occasions that Doña Patrocinio usually slept through the sermons, but her
partisans would counter that after all she had paid for them and the important thing in this and other matters was
who paid the bill.
In any case she had lately put Capitán Tiago to rout by giving to a certain church in the city three silver floats
trimmed with gold to carry the sacred images in procession; each one had cost her more than three thousand
pesos, and Capitan Tiago could thereafter only hope that she would soon breathe her last or suffer five or six
adverse court decisions. Unfortunately for him, she had taken the precaution of retaining the best counsel at the
bar of the Supreme Court; and, as far as her health was concerned, she seemed to have left no visible opening to
disease.
She was tough as steel wire, and clung to life with the tenacity of a skin disease; all this, no doubt, to give testimony to the rewards of virtue. In any case her admirers were sure that she would be canonized upon her death,
and that Capitán Tiago would yet have to venerate her on the altars, a situation which he seemed prepared to accept provided only she came to an earlier death.
*
Such was Capitán Tiago in those days.
He had been born the only son of a sugar miller of Malabon, a town near Manila. His father had been rather
well off, but so miserly that he had refused to spend a penny on his son’s schooling. For this reason the boy had
been brought up by a kind-hearted Dominican, a good man who tried to teach his ward all the good that he knew.
But just when the boy was about to enjoy the pleasure of being called a “logician” by virtue of entering the
course in Logic, his guardian died, and then his father […], which put an end to his studies and compelled him to
go into business for himself. He soon married a good-looking girl from the district of Santa Cruz, who not only
gave him social position, but also helped him make his fortune.
Doña Pia Alba, for that was the name of his wife, was not satisfied doing business in sugar, coffee, and indigo.
She also wanted to manage a farm, and the couple bought lands in San Diego, at which time they had made
friends with Father Dámaso and Don Rafael Ibarra, the wealthiest landowner of the town.
For six years the couple were childless, and this lack of an heir made their zest to make money an almost
censurable ambition. Doña Pia was slender, healthy, well formed. But in vain did she undertake Novenas, or, upon
the advice of her pious friends in San Diego, appeal to Our Lady of Kaysaysay in the distant town of Taal, or give
alms, or dance in the procession of Our Lady of Turumba in the town of Pakil in full midsummer sun.
It was all in vain until Father Dámaso advised her to make a pilgrimage to the shrine in Obando, there to dance
on the feast of St. Paschal and ask for a son. It was believed at that time that a triumvirate in Obando granted sons
or daughters, at choice: Our Lady of Salambaw, St. Clare, and St. Paschal the Dancer.
The advice was wise; Dona Pia soon afterwards knew she would become a mother. But like Shakespeare’s
fisherman, who stopped singing when he had found a treasure, she lost her spirits, turned melancholy, and was
never again seen to smile. Everyone explained it as a caprice of pregnancy, even Capitán Tiago, but only a
puerperal fever put an end to her sadness.
Father Dámaso himself stood godfather to the lovely girl; whom she left orphaned at birth. St. Paschal had
failed to produce the boy they asked [of] him and so the girl was named Maria Clara, Maria after Our Lady of
Salambaw, and Clara after the second member of the triumvirate of Obando, thus punishing the honest St. Paschal
with oblivion.
The little girl, grew up in the care of her Aunt Isabel. For most of the year she lived in San Diego, not only
because the climate there was thought to be healthier but also because Father Dámaso was so fond of her.
Maria Clara did not have the smallish eyes of her father; she had her mother’s eyes, large, black, shadowed by
long lashes, gay and sparkling when she was at play, thoughtful and deep otherwise. As a child her hair was
almost fair; her nose, neither sharp nor flat, gave her a classic profile; her mouth recalled her mother’s, small and
winsome, with cheerful dimples; her skin was as fine as an onion’s, and as white as cotton; anyway, so said her
fond relations, who professed to find proofs of Capitán Tiago’s paternity in her small well-shaped ears.
Her Aunt Isabel attributed the child’s semi-European features to prenatal influences; she said she had often
seen Doña Pia in the first months of her pregnancy weeping before the image of St. Anthony. Another cousin of
Capitán Tiago was of the same opinion, but she differed in the choice of the proper saint; she gave the credit to the
Virgin or St. Michael.
A cousin of Capitán Tiago, a famous scholar who had memorized a Spanish philosophical treatise in its enti54

rety, sought an explanation in planetary influences.
Maria Clara, everybody’s darling, grew up amid smiles and caresses. Even the friars made much of her; for the
religious processions they dressed her up in white, plaited her rich curly hair with flowers, fixed two silver and
golden wings to her frock, and tied two white doves to her hands with blue ribbons. The child was so gay, her
chatter so charming that Capitán Tiago, in a transport of parental love, lost no occasion to sing the praises of the
saints of Obando, advising all and sundry to adorn their houses with suitable images and works of art.
In tropical countries a child of thirteen or fourteen turns woman overnight, a bud flowering suddenly.
For this period of transition Maria Clara, upon the advice of the parish priest of Binondo, was put in the convent of St. Clare to receive from its nuns a strict religious education. She said goodbye with tears in her eyes to
Father Dámaso, and to her only childhood friend, Crisostomo Ibarra, who afterwards left for Europe.
In the convent school, where communication with the outside world could be had only through a double grating, and even then only under the supervision of a nun-censor, Maria Clara lived seven years. Then, each for his
own reasons but also because they were conscious of the mutual attraction between their children, Don Rafael and
Capitán Tiago made arrangements, some years after the departure of the younger Ibarra, for the betrothal of the
two young people, each of whom, at opposite corners of the earth and in every different surroundings, welcomed
the news with joy.
2
Farewell, my adored Land, region of the sun caressed,
Pearl of the Orient Sea, our Eden lost,
With gladness I give you my life, sad and repressed;
And were it more brilliant, more fresh and at its best,
I would still give it to you for your welfare at most.
*
On the fields of battle, in the fury of fight,
Others give you their lives without pain or hesitancy,
The place does not matter: cypress, laurel, lily white;
Scaffold, open field, conflict or martyrdom's site,
It is the same if asked by the home and country.
*
I die as I see tints on the sky begin to show
And at last announce the day, after a gloomy night;
If you need a hue to dye your matutinal\fn{Morning} glow,
Pour my blood and at the right moment spread it so,
And gild it with a reflection of your nascent light
*
My dreams, when scarcely a lad adolescent,
My dreams when already a youth, full of vigor to attain,
Were to see you, Gem of the Sea of the Orient,
Your dark eyes dry, smooth brow held to a high plane,
Without frown, without wrinkles and of shame without stain.
*
My life’s fancy, my ardent, passionate desire,
Hail! Cries out the soul to you, that will soon part from thee;
Hail! How sweet ’tis to fall that fullness you may acquire;
To die to give you life, ’neath your skies to expire,
And in thy mystic land to sleep through eternity!
*
If over my tomb some day, you would see blow,
A simple humble flower amidst thick grasses,
Bring it up to your lips and kiss my soul so,
And under the cold tomb, I may feel on my brow,
Warmth of your breath, a whiff of thy tenderness.
*
Let the moon with soft, gentle light me descry,
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Let the dawn send forth its fleeting, brilliant light,
In murmurs grave allow the wind to sigh,
And should a bird descend on my cross and alight,
Let the bird intone a song of peace o’er my site.
*
Let the burning sun the raindrops vaporize
And with my clamor behind return pure to the sky;
Let a friend shed tears over my early demise;
And on quiet afternoons when one prays for me on high,
Pray too, oh, my Motherland, that in God may rest I.
*
Pray thee for all the hapless who have died,
For all those who unequalled torments have undergone;
For our poor mothers who in bitterness have cried;
For orphans, widows and captives to tortures were shied,
And pray too that you may see your own redemption.
*
And when the dark night wraps the cemetery
And only the dead to vigil there are left alone,
Don’t disturb their repose, disturb not the mystery:
If thou hear the sounds of cithern or psaltery,
It is I, dear Country, who, a song to you intone.
*
And when my grave by all is no more remembered,
With neither cross nor stone to mark its place,
Let it be plowed by man, with spade let it be scattered
And my ashes ere to nothingness are restored,
Let them turn to dust to cover thy earthly space.
*
Then it doesn’t matter that you should forget me:
Your atmosphere, your skies, your vales I’ll sweep;
Vibrant and clear note to your ears I shall be:
Aroma, light, hues, murmur, song, moanings deep,
Constantly repeating the essence of the faith I keep.
*
My idolized Country, for whom I most gravely pine,
Dear Philippines, to my last goodbye, oh, harken
There I leave all: my parents, loves of mine,
I'll go where there are no slaves, tyrants or hangmen
Where faith does not kill and where God alone does reign.
*
Farewell, parents, brothers, beloved by me,
Friends of my childhood, in the home distressed;
Give thanks that now I rest from the wearisome day;
Farewell, sweet stranger, my friend, who brightened my way;
Farewell to all I love; to die is to rest.
155d.166 Excerpt from Historia de Filipinas: A. “Filiacion de los Filipinos” B. “Mitología”\fn{by Isabelo de los
Reyes y Florentino (1864-1938} Vigan, Ilocos Sur Province, The Philippines (F) 22\fn{ The original entry in this spot was this
one: 184.96 Excerpts from Outposts Of Asia\fn{by Morilla Maria Norton (1865-1916)} The Philippines? (F) 10. There still appears to be
very little available biographical information about Morilla Maria Norton; but in his article “Historical Study of The Philippines”, (one of
five articles collected by Morilla Maria Norton in a book entitled Builders of a Nation: A Series of Biographical Sketches, now published
online, Mariano Ponce (1863-1918, a Filipino physician and author) refers to this author as follows: “The appearance of a new book about
our country has always been looked upon by us with keen interest. This interest becomes all the more intense when, as in the present case,
the author is a foreigner already known in our literary circles as one of those who study us with love and fairness and judge us with a kindly
spirit and an impartial mind, of which there are very few examples.” I found this information just now (07/22/2015); and my first instinct is
to try to replace her with a female author who is native to The Philippines. For the time being, however, she should stay—Ponce’s words
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are high praise indeed, especially in 1913, only ten years after the surrender of the last Filipino General, Simeon Ola of Guinobatan, Albay
Province, to United States forces in Bicol, thus ending the Philippine-American War, which had begun in 1899. “A generous and kindhearted soul,” he went on, “she has always treated of our affairs with a warm feeling and in a just and reasonable measure. … Ah! the
appearance of Miss M. M. Norton’s book could not be more timely. It comes out as a brief in our favor at a time when the final verdict in
our cause is about to be given, and Miss Norton’s views are of great weight and importance for they are based on historical facts which
bring home to us the truth of these words, put by Rizal in the lips of one of his characters: ‘Not all slept during the night of our
forefathers.’” Some photographs allegedly of her have also been published on the Internet; and in the absence of any other evidence to the
contrary, it may be that she was actually born in the Philippines but married an American, thus becoming an American citizen, and that this
fact might have been unknown to Mariano Ponce—but in case this perhaps far-fetched hypothesis should prove incorrect, I have replaced
her with an excerpt from a history by Isabelo de los Reyes y Florentino, who was known beyond doubt to have been born in The
Philippines:H}

A
1\fn{In what follows (both in this subsection and throughout the excerpt): italics are in the text (and are there very numerous, and
certainly by the design of the author); and long quotations are indented in order to separate them from the author’s words (which are for
analylitical use by the Protocol), but when in the text itself are defined by the traditional [« … »] indication. }
No hay punto más debatido en la Historia de Filipinas, que la filiacion de sus habitantes. Mucho se ha escrito
sobre este tema y muchos errores, algunos crasos é irrisorios, se han vertido.\fn{ Véanse las opiniones que cito en mi libro
Islas Visayas. Iloilo 1887.}
Se creyó antiguamente, que los igorrotes, tinguianes, zambales y otros monteses procedian de Malabar y Coromandel en Dekkan del Indostan.
Y los modernos no van en zaga en esto de emitir pareceres aventurados. Unos, como Geler, pretenden encontrar pruebas irrefragables de que los filipinos somos descenidientes de los árabes, y dicho sea entre parénte sis
el sábio orientalista austriaco Herr Blumentritt que no participa de la anterior opinión, cree que soy del tipo árabe
segun mi retrato, y mi tipo es muy comun entre los filipinos. Otros autores como el P. Züúñiga, aducen tambien
razones en el sentido de que nuestros ascendientes fueron los americanos. Otros manifiestan con seriedad su
opinión de que lo son los europeos, ó los vizcainos (sic) no dudando en decir que la robustez de los guinaanes de
Abra y otras tribus aisladas, asi lo atestigua. Tambien está bastante generalizado aun entre los sérios é ilustrados
etnógrafos de Europa, el parecer de que procedemos de los chinos ó de los japoneses. Por otra parte, el erudito y
galano escritor filipino Dr. Paterno ha fantaseado que es una maravilla, en su novela, «La Antigna Civilizacion de
Filipinas,» creyendo encontrar en la prehistoria del país, nada menos que vestigios del Egipto, Persia, América,
China, Japon, India, Europa etc. Y por último, no son pocos los sábios darwinistas ó hæckelistas que hallan en
nuestros negritos ó aetas la transformacion inmediata del homo pithe coides de Hæckel, hombre mudo, que es á
su vez la del mono, cuya especie se pretende haber aparecido en la época terciaria.
Pero pasemos á examinar opiniones más respetables, que las anteriores.
2
Empezarémos por la del Dr. Montano que vino comisionado por el gobierno francés para estudiar las razas
orientales, aceptando lo mucho bueno que contiene su obra y rebatiendo lo que nos parece erróneo.
Despues de advertir el sábio francés, en la memoria que ha presentado al ministro de instruccion pública de su
nacion, que las razas filipinas deben estar profundamente alteradas por cruzamientos, represéntalas por medio de
las tres zonas que ocupan: 1. a la interior, de los negritos, arrojados allá segun él por los malayos; 2.a: la siguiente
zona ocupada por éstos, que fueron expulsados á su vez de las costas por los indonesianos; y 3.a la exterior ó sean
las costas, que pueblan estos últimos.
Esta division en zonas no puede ser más arbitraria y errónea, porque ni las selvas centrales están ocupa das
exciusivamente por los aetas; ni las costas están habitadas solamente por los malayos; y en cuanto á los
indonesianos, ya expondrémos en su lugar las razones, porque no les prestamos la más ligera importancia.
Sin embargo, es comun la opinión de que los aetas debieron haber sido los aborígenes no solo de Filipinas,
sino de los demáás paises malayos, y generalmente se cree que por su inferioridad y por su carácter huraño, mi sántropo y nómada, hayan sido desterrados por las razas invasoras, los malayos, á la espesura de los bos ques
vírgenes, ó mejor diche, al lugar en que les dejaron en paz los invasores.
Muchos autores opinan que los negritos de Filipinas, son originarios de los papuas de la Melanesia: el sábio
profesor austriaco Blumentritt me escríbe que son sobrinos de ellos, y el doctor aleman Semper cree hallar no.
ticias históricas que prueben que son descendientes degenerados de la misma raza.
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Pero etnólogos, no menos eminentes, disienten de este parecer. Los negritos de Filipinas son de constitucion
raquítica y de pelo crespo, mientras los australianos son todo lo contrario. El estudio osteológico que Virchow ha
hecho de los esqueletos llevados á Europa por Jagor, Semper y Sehetelig, justifica que nuestros aetas deben ser
efectivamente de raza especial.
Mr. Thevenot asevera que las grandes y muchas especialidades del físico de los negritos filipinos, demues tran,
que tienen muy pocas relaciones con los de Nueva Guinea, Australia, Nueva Caledonia y aun con los del Africa.
Opinan el Dr. Montano y el Sr. Jordana que nuestros aetas descienden de la raza negra (¿los indo-atricanos del
erudito Logan?) que en tiempos remotos se enseñoreó del Archipiélago asiático y de Malaca, asegurando que los
Sakkayes (negritos) de este último punto se asemejan mucho en sus caracteres á los que se consideran
autochtonos de Filipinas. Esta opinión parece más aceptable.
3
A la raza malaya pertenecen los tagalos y otros filipinos que tienen los mismos rasgos fisonómicos; pero la
raza malaya en Filipinas no es pura.
El citado orientalista francés divide la raza malaya que existe en este Archipiélago en tres sub-razas: la mestiza
de negrito, la mestiza de chino, y la mestiza de indonesiano y árabe.
El tipo malayo de los filipinos, segun Montano, está profundamente desfigurado por cruzamientos, desde
tiempos remotos hasta nuestros dias. Indudablemente el primer cruzamiento se verificó con negritos, lo cual se
nota claramente en algunos por la pequeñez de su talla, por sus cabellos más o menos rizados y ondulades y por el
color más oscuro. He encontrado, añade, algunos bícoles que presentan notablemente muchos caracteres propios
de los aetas. La parte posterior del cráneo está muy aplanada á modo de corte de hacha en casi todos los malayos
filipinos y esta conformación es análoga á la de los negritos.
En efecto: hay muchos malayos filipinos con algunos caracteres de los negritos, y parece seguro afirmar que se
hayan hecho cruzamientos entre negritos y malayos.
*
El cruzamiento con sinenses ó chinos, dice Montano, es mucho más notable: el tipo malayo fundamental se
modifica bajo la influencia de los tipos precedentes, pero más frecuentemente bajo el tipo chino; los cruzamientos
con éste debieron ser numerosos, porque la inmigracion era totalmente masculina, advirtiendo que esta raza tiene
gran fuerza de atraccion revelándose su existencia en la altura de la talla y del cráneo, en la oblicuidad de los ojos
y el alongamiento de las extremidades que se observan en estos mestizos.
Hasta aquí vamos acordes casi en todo con el Dr. Montano; pero disentimos do su opinión al decir que
probablemente estos cruzamientos con chinos, se verificaron muchos años antes de la liegada de los españoles.
El historiador Jesuita Colin dice:
Se sabe por historias y rastros que aun se hallan en divrsas partes, que en tiempos pasados, los chinos fueron señores
de todos estos Archipiélagos.

Y luego añade:
Personas cursadas en las provincias de llocos y Cagayan certifican se han hallado por allí armas y aihajas de chinos
y japoneses, que al olor del oro se presume conquistaron y poblaron aquellas partes.

Yo no deseo más que investigar la verdad y he trascrito las anteriores líneas, contrarias á mi opinion, para que
otras personas más inteligentes enmienden mi error, si es que ando equivocado. Más debo decir que esas historias
que cita y no especifica el P. Colin, probablemente no existen ó no lo afirman tan positivamente, sino como mera
opinión ó referencia, pues esta noticia no parece comprobada. Lo ciertamente histórico es, que los chinos y
japoneses, á la llegada de los españoles, ya sostenían relaciones mercantiles con los filipinos; pero no se atrevían á
establecerse, temorosos de ser victimas de algun desman do los habitantes, y se limitaban á hacer cambios ó
permutas en sus mismas embarcaciones con los naturales. Segun un documento oficial inédito, que guardo como
oro en paño, el Régulo de Tondo Lacandola, monopolizaba el tráfico chino en su territorio, esto es, los chinos le
entregaban sus mercancias al contado ó en préstamo y él se encargaba despues de revenderlas á sus súbditos, sin
que ninguno de estos pudiera adquirir directamente algun artículo de China ó del Japon, sino por conducto del
citado Régulo.
No es de extrañar, pues, dadas aquellas relaciones mercantiles que en Ilocos y otros puntos se hallasen objetos
de China y del Japon. Si hay descendientes de chinos en Filipinas, como verdaderamente abundan, el cruzamiento
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se verificó despues de la llegada do los españoles, y si fué antes (lo que repetimos es dudoso) debió ser en
escasísirno número.
Es cierto que el antiquísimo historiador Gonzalez de Mendoza y Cesar Cantú, que probablemente se ins piró en
el primero, se hacen eco de una antigua creencia de que estas Islas habian pertenecido al Imperio chino en
tiempos remotos, y quo despues éste las abandonó por estar muy lejanas. Esto es increible para nosotros que
conocemos el carácter sumamente avaro de los chinos. Filipinas con su mucho oro les interesaba; y prueba de ello
era que venian á traficar, y no es posible que abandonáran una colonia donde tanta riqueza hallaban. Seguramente
el P. Gonzalez de Mendoza oyó esta especie en China cuando estuvo alli de embajador en 1580: y efectivamente
los chinos creían pertenecerles no solamente Filipinas sino todo el mundo. En su mapa-mundi pintaban un
continente cuadrado que llenaba por sí solo casi toda la carta y al rededor de aquel continente, muchos islotes
pequeños. Pues bien: aquel continente era para ellos la China, y los islotes, todas las naciones extrangeras de que
tenian conocimiento, y á las que consideraban tributarias suyas. Este quizás sea el origen de la creencia de que
Filipinas al principio perteneció á China.
Fr. Gaspar de S. Agustin, en la pág. 224 do sus Conquistas (edición de 1698) escribe que habiendo hecho
escala Legaspi en Mindoro, viniendo á la conquista de Manila, socorrió bajo un temporal á un junco chino,
salvándoles do las garras do los indígenas que querían apoderarse de sus mercaderías y personas y á su costa
rescató á varios chinos cautivos.
«Quedaron», escribe,
admirados los chinos ó sangleyes, de la liberalidad y clemencia que con ellos había usado el Adelantado sin conocerlos,
y este fué el principio del comercio, y trato que con China han tenido los Españoles de las Islas Filipinas, porque
volvieron tan agradecidos á su tierra, que no solamente ellos vinieron muchas veces cargados de ricas mercaderías en
busca de los Españoles, sino que procuraron viniesen tambien otros muchos de su nación ilevados del buen trato.

4
En cuanto á los indonesianos, cree Montano que lo son los Samales, Bagobos, Guiangas, Tagacaolos, Tagbanuas, Manobos, Mandayas y Bilanes de Mindanao, y dice, además, que la elevada talla de los ilocanos indica que
en sus venas hay dósis de sangre indonesiana, siendo ellos la transicion entre los malayos puros y los indonesianos legítimos.
Los indonesianos, segun Montano, se distinguen por los siguientes caracteres: músculos desarrollados, elevada
talla, región occipital prominente que contrasta el aplanamiento peculiar de la de los malayos, frente despejada y
alta nariz ligeramente aguileña, cabello ondulado, barba abundante, color bastante claro (más que el de los malayos), listos y hábiles, constitución robusta, buena salud, llegando muchos á la vejez sin enfermedades: se liman
los dientes siendo profundo el desbaste. En general hacen en el lóbulo de la oreja un pequeño agujero que van agrandando poco á poco por medio de rodajas de huesos hasta adquirir dos ó tres centímetros de diámetro. Se tatúan
con un cuchillo. Sus armas son el arco, la lanza, el bolo y envenenadas flechas de bambú Bambus arundo, Lin.
En unas cuevas de Albay llamadas de Levante y Carabao por Montano, recogió éste varios cráneos y dice que
entre ellos habia una diferencia notable: un tipo se asemejaba al nigritoide; otro de cara larga y dolicocáfalo\fn
{Término anatómico que significa que la caja del cráneo es de forma oval, siendo el gran diámetro longitudinal un cuarto más largo que el
diámetro trasversal.} se acercaba al indonesiano (de este habia pocas piezas), y el tercer tipo por sus dimensiones
absolutas, y la anchura de la cara, era semejante á los malayos de Java y Sumatra.
Despues demuestra que dichas cuevas probablemente servian antes del siglo XVI, de cementerio á una tribu (ó
muchas, pero no bien pobladas) de raza malaya, la cual contaba entre sus individuos algunos de orígen indonesiano. A esta misma tribu se habian unido muchos elementos negritos; pero aun no se habian confundido del todo
dichos tres elementos, lo cual ocurrió despues que los españoles abolieron la esclavitud y agruparon las tribus en
pueblos. Esto lo dice el citado autor francés.
Mas entre los caracteres que señala como propios de los indonesianos, unos no se observan, á pesar de lo que
dice, en las tribus que cita, y otros son comunes á todas las razas filipinas. El ilocano á quien tambien atribuye
sangre indonesiana, tampoco se diferencia en nada de los tagalos, vícoles, visayos, y otros malayos filipinos.
Pero, ¿qué quiere decir indonesiano? Donde habita? Hay pais que se denomine Indonesia? Nó: indonesio á
indonesiano es un nombre inventado recientemente para clasificar mejor las numerosas ramas de la raza malaya,
como germano, eslavo, latino, etc. La mayoría de los etnógrafos no adoptan esta clasificacion, y aun entre sus
sostenedores no existe uniformidad de pareceres sobre qué razas deben pertenecer á la indonesiana y asi mientras
unos consideran como indonesianos a los battaks, probables ascendientes de los filipinos; otros les tienen como
malayos puros, y otros incluyen á los indonesianos entre los blancos llamados alófilos.
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Como esta nueva division etnográfica se funda, por lo visto, en datos muy recientes y no bien esclarecidos, no
creemos deba darsele importancia.
Por lo demás, no negamos que de los indigenas del Pacífico hayan podido llegar algunos (raros) como ha
ocurrido durante la dominación española, á algunas piraguas arrojadas á las playas de Samar por un huracan.
Tambien se habla de los mahorís de la Polinesia, su poniendo que los filipinos sean resultado de cruzamientos
entre inahorís y mogoles.
Y á fuerza de fantasear sobre este punto, el gran Wallace, Kern y otros etnógrafos holandeses han lle gado á
creer que los papuas ó negritos y los malayos en general, pertenecen á una misma raza, fundándose en el parentesco aparente de sus idiomas.
Yo no lo creo, porque si bien á primera vista\fn{ ¿Pueden decirnos haber estudiado á fondo los dialectos do los aetas? } sus
idiomas se asemejen mucho, esto se puede explicar por la facilidad de prestarse mútuamente términos, máxime
tratándose de dialectos, cuya terminología es pobre; facilidad que abona la vecindad. Pero seria muy de extrañar
que teniendo afinidades lingüísticas los papuas y malayos, no se confundiesen en los rasgos fisionómicos, y es de
advertir: 1.º que en todos los paises malayos hay papuas ó negritos; y 2.° un filipino malayo se parece más á los
howas de Madagascar (malayos) que á los aetas de Bataan, que viven en el mismo lugar que él.
Y en cuanto á los mahoris, no creo que sea raza especial, y estoy conforme con la gran mayoría de los antropólogos europeos en que en la Oceanía no hay más que dos razas dist.intas: la malaya y la negra; tenga ésta uno ó
dos orígenes: el papua y el africano.
5
El origen malayo de los filipinos, no aetas, es indudable. Mientras rnás estudio y comparo la historia, la
etnografía y el folk-lore de los filipinos con los malayos asiáticos, más me convenzo de esta verdad, entendiendo
carecer de verdadero y legítimo fundamento cuanto se diga en contra.
El antiguo cronista P. Colin, apoya este aserto, pues al decir de él, los filipinos procedieron, segun ellos
mismos decían, de Borneo,
lo cual confirmaban sus dialectos, el color, las facciones, el trage que usaban cuando los españoles llegaron á este
Archipiélago, sus ritos y costumbres tomados de malayos y otros lugares de la India. Según los viejos indígenas de
siglos anteriores, Borneo y Paragua estaban unidos en un principio.

Todo esto dice el P. Colin; y la ùltima aflrmación no parece muy aventurada para los que conocen los efectos de
los terremotos y volcanes.
Se suponía antiguamente que este Archipiélago de 1400 islas era en un principio vasto continente, llamado por
los europeos Lemuria (de lemur, especie de mono) fundándose unos en cierta tradición semejante al Atlas que ya
verémos en su lugar, y que no he visto confirmada en ninguna obra antigua, sino al contrario. Otros que sostienen
la misma afirmación, aseveran que algunas arribadas casuales de malayos, como se dice, no debieron bastar para
poblar estas Islas. Esto es una suposición que puede y no ser acertada; de todos modos será un misterio que nunca
se esclarecerá.
A Borneo llegaron los malayos de Sumatra, pais primitivo de los malayos, segun creencia comun. ¿Pero no
pudo tambien la dirección de las invasiones malayas haber sido de Este á Oeste, es decir de Filipinas á Sumatra?
Ciertamente no hay razón muy poderosa que esto desmienta; pero en fin, nosotros no somos doctos en la materia
y seguimos la opinion corriente y más general. Lo que no creemos admisible es el dicho antiguo de que los
malayos filipinos reconozcan diversos origenes, p. ej.: que los visayas desciendan de los malayos de Macazar, los
pampangos de los de Sumatra, los tagalos de los de Malaca\fn{ Véase la Crónica de los FrancisanoB por el P. S. Antonio,
Sampaloc 1738 y la de los Jesuitas por el P. Colin, Madrid 1663. } etc. Basta para nosotros que se reconozca que los filipinos
no negritos, sean de filiación malaya, pues es muy aventurado determinar de qué isla procedieron.
En medio de Sumatra, asevera Colin, hay una espaciosa y dilatada laguna, poblada al rededor de muchas y varias
naciones, de donde es tradición salieron en tiempos pasados las gentes á poblar diversas islas. Uno de estas naciones
(Filipinas), hallándose allí derrotado (extraviado) por varios acontecimientos, un pampango de nación («de quien lo he
sibido») averiguó que hablaban en sino (dialecto) pampango y usaban el traje antiguo de los pampangos. Y
preguntando á un viejo de ellos (de los malayos de Sumatra) respondió: vosotros sois descendien-tes de los perdidos,
que en tiempos pasados salieron de aquí á poblar otras tierras y nunca más se ha sabido de ellos. Así que (termina
Colin) los tagalos y pampangos y otros de naciones políticas (quiere decir: relativamente civilizadas,) símbolos en el
lenguaje, color, vestidos y costumbres, se puede creer vinieron de las partes de Borney y la Sumatra.
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Aunque no se reconozca en Colin grande autoridad en materias antropológicas, las trascritas líneas cierta mente
no carecen de valor, porque se trata de tradiciones, y Colin es uno de los más antiguos historiógrafos de Filipinas;
y sobre todo, admira que, estando poco adelantada la Antropología en su tiempo, sus noticias sobre ese punto se
hallen hoy confirmadas de un modo indudable.
Efectivamente, en Sumatra está la laguna de Toba, cuyas riberas están pobladas de battaks, malayos pu ros,
cuyas facciones, dialecto y costumbres se asemejan mucho á los de los malayos filipinos, como demostrarémos en
su lugar.
Prichard, fundándose en razones filológicas, cree que las emigraciones malayas partieron de Sumatra.
Los autores europeos llaman tagalos solo á los que pueblan las costas del centro de Luzón; pero para éstos, tal
denominación es comun á todos los malayos filipinos, incluso los ilocanos, bícoles, visayas etc. Y á la verdad
seria más propia que la de indios (porque no son de la India, si bien este nombre tiene un significado histórico
muy atendible) indígenas (porque esta palabra significa naturales y es aplicable á cualquier hijo de vecino,) y
filipinos porque este vocablo no distingue las razas y se puede dar lo mismo al hijo de europeos nacido en
Filipinas, que á un aeta de Bataan.
Ahora bien; la palabra tagalog está compuesta de las voces tagalas taga é ilog, que juntas significan natural de
aigun rio ó sus cercanías, lo cual confirma la tradicion citada por Colin de que los malayos filipinos vinieron de
los airededores de tizia laguna, que hay en medio de Sumatra, pasando por Borneo.
Segun dice muy bien Wallace, la raza malaya se encuentra desde la parte meridional de China en Siam, Camboja, Conchinchina hasta Madagascar inclusive, comprendiendo toda la Malasia. Y á estos añadinos los indígenas
del Pacífico y otros de la Oceanía, que no sean de la familia papua fundándonos en datos que hemos leido en
varios libros; aunque con desconfianza por nuestra impericia en esta materia.
El malayo de Filipinas se diferencia algo del de Sumatra y otros paises malayos; pero esto debe obedecer á los
cruzamientos, por que ha pasado uno y otros, influyendo además las circunstancias tópicas, como sucede con las
ramas de la raza latina.
6
El muy ilustrado Director de La Oceanía Española, D. José Felipe Del-Pan, formula una opinión interesante
sobre la filiacion de los malayos, acerca de la cual tal vez pueda encontrar en estos datos algunos que pue dan
confirmar su opinion, como la noticia referente á que antes de la llegada de los españoles, dominaron los chinos
en este país, y la creencia de Montano de que mucho antes de la llegada de los españoles, habian debido
verificarse cruzamientos con chinos, lo cual supone tambien el sábio Blumentritt.
El Sr. Del-Pan no cree en las supuestas invasiones malayas, y opina que esta raza es una mezcla hecha en los
mismos lugares, donde se hallan, entre invasores mongólicos ó indostánicos y los aborígenes negritos, que se
encuentran en las interioridades de todos los lugares donde hay malayos, pareciéndole que los malayos filipinos
son mestizos de chinos ó japoneses y de aetas.
Debemos decir al Sr. Del-Pan que semejante opinión habia sido emitida mucho tiempo antes por D. Sinibaldo
de Mas (1843), quien creía que la raza filipina morena es «la descendencia cruzada de chinos y negros papuas,»
fundándose en que cuando llegaron los portugueses por primera vez á la isla de Borneo estaba llena de chinos y
sus puertos de champanes del Celeste Imperio, y en que los monteses de Benguet usan, segun él, con profusion en
su dialecto él cha, che, y los tinguianes de Candon indican «indubitable» orígen chino por su color, fisonomía y
traje.
La opinión de Mas y Del-Pan no carece de fundamento, y yo por mi parte puedo asegurar: 1.º Que nosotros los
ilocanos tenemos una tradicion sobre la creacion del inundo por Angngaló distinta de la de los filipinos sobre el
Milano, Baliti, y Un gigante que nos cuentan varios autores, tradicion que se asemeja algo á la conseja china de la
Bota del Mandarin; y 2.º la suposicion sobre invasiones chinas ó japonesas puede ser abonada por el hecho de que
antiguamente habia en China grandes piratas como Tialao, Lintoquian. Li-Mahong y Kuesing, que perseguidos
por las autoridades de aquel imperio, pudieron haber buscado refugio en estas Islas, como posteriormente los dos
últimos.
Pero so nos ocurren dos objeciones á la opinión de tan respetables autores: una antropológica y otra de Filología.
l.a Siendo varones todos los invasores, como supone el Sr. Del-Pan, ¿cómo se explica que no hayan dejado su
sello característico y principal ó sea sus ojos oblícuos en la mayor parte de los que se consideran sus descendientes?
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Aquí he de advertir una cosa, que tal vez sea la causa de su error; y es que el Sr. Del-Pan se equivoca al creer
que los indígenas marítimos tienen «sello indisputablemente mongólico,» como dijo en artículos publicados en
1880 en La Oceanía Española.
Es cierto que en Manila y en algunas otras provincias donde abundan y abundaron establecimientos chinos,
despues de la Coquista, hay muchos naturales de tipo chino, pero en las demás provincias, como en Ilocos,
(provincia más cercana del Japon y de la China, y á la que los PP. Colin, S. Antonio y otros señalan orígen chino),
no hay tipo mongólico, á no ser los pocos y aislados, cuya filiacion de mestizos de sangley consta oficialmente;
más, se sabe de positivo que estos son posteriores à la Conquista. Y aun en Manila y demás provincias, donde
ahundan Iipos chínicos, tambien hay muchos que carecen de este sello.
El Sr. Del-Pan replicará diciendo que en aquellas provincias habrá predominado la sangre negrita. Esto mal
puede ser: 1.º porque allí hay muy pocos aetas, y los mestizos de estos corservan claros los rasgos here dados
(cabello rizado, color muy moreno, ojos hermosos) y se diferencian de los demás malayos filipinos; y 2.° porque
los igorrotes de Bontoc, verdaderos descendientes de chinos (de los soldados de Li-Mahong o de los que se
refugiaron á los montes en sublevaciones de pasados siglos), que están más al interior que los ilocanos, conservan
sus ojos oblícuos, porque como dice el Dr. Montano, el elemento mongólico tiene gran fuerza de atracción.
La 2.a objeción es la siguiente:
Si los malayos se hubieran formdo en los mismos lugares, donde hoy se hallan, creo que sus idiomas (quizá
tambien el tipo) deberían ser muy diferentes, en razòn á que las circunstancias del cruzamiento, de la diversidad
de vecinos, y otras tópicas, contribuirían á ello; pero nó; los dialectos malayos de Sumatra y otros puntos son tan
afines á los filipinos que cuando he hojeado el diccionario malayo-fraucés de Favre y el Vocavolary of the English
and Malay Languajes (3.d edición 1854), no me parecia sino que tenia delante unos vocabularios de dialectos
filipinos, de los que muchos términos no entendla yo, pero sí, otros muchos, muchísimos. Y la estructura de unos
y otros dialectos es enteramente idéntica.
Esto dicho, ¿cómo se explica, por otra parte, que en las provincias donde no han abundado chinos ó japoneses
durante la dominación española, no se halle ningun vocablo chino ó japonés, como dicen los mismos chinos,
habiendo en cambio muchos pertenecientes á los malayos de otros puntos, á pesar de que los chinos procuran
enseñar á sus hijos su lenguaje y sus hábitos? En Manila los mestizos sangleyes usan términos chinos que no
emplean los naturales, como las palabras cuya, dico, sangco etc.
Los malayos filipinos á la llegada de los españoles, formaban varios grupos y cada uno de estos se lla maba
barangay, (nombre de una embarcación) y segun algunos autores, explicaban los mismos filipinos la eti mología
de aquella palabra, diciendo que un grupo representaba la carga de una embarcación de las en que habían venido á
estas Islas sus ascendientes. Y en efecto isang, (una) barangay (embarcacion) significan libremente en tagalo
carga de una embaracación.
7
Y qué dirémos de los àrabes y naturales de la India? Es cierto que el mahometismo llegó hasta Ma nila; pero
sus propagadores eran ya malayos, convertidos á la religión del Profeta. Malaca, país antiguo de malayos, profesó
el fanatismo mahometano en 1276, Sumatra y Java en 1478, Borneo un poco más tarde, y Célebes y Molucas
tambien en aquellos años ó poco antes.
En cuanto á los índios, no hay dato alguno que atestigüe haber ellos llegado á este Archipiélago antes que los
españoles, á no ser alguno que otro vocablo del sanscrito, que pudieran habernos trasmitido los malayos, cuyos
dialectos contienen voces sanscritas.
Vamos á terminar este capítulo, diciendo en resúmen: 1.º que no aparece del todo probado que los aetas fuesen
los aborígenes del Archipiélago, pero que es posible que lo sean; 2.° que los indígenas de Filipinas, de color más
ciaro, son indisputablemente malayos; pero los malayos en general, así los de este país como los de Sumatra y
otros, tienen orígen desconocido, como los aetas, y se ignora la fecha en que aportaron á estas playas, y 3.º
respecto á los mestizos chinos, mestizos españoles etc., ya dicen sus propios nombres su orígen; pero esos
cruzamientos no tuvieron lugar antes de la Conquista por los españoles.
Como se vé, el problema, objeto de este capítulo, queda resuelto á medias: los descubrimientos del dia no
permiten más. El gran orientalista austriaco Blumentritt, me escribe:
Mientras no conozcamos proundamente la antropología, el Folk-Lore, la copia verborum de todas las ramas de la
familia malaya, no podrémos examinar seriamente el orígen de los malayos ó el país de donde vino ó nació esta raza.
Con nuestros escasos conocimientos, hoy por hoy, solo podrémos publicar hipótesis y conjeturas más ó ménos
nebulosas, que hoy se emiten y mañana se desmienten, muchas veces por los mismos autores. Por esto los más
eminentes antropologistas y etnógrafos, como los alemanes Virchow y Bastian y los franceses Hamy y Rosng, han de-
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jado por completo el campo fantástico de las conjeturas y han promulgado la ley, la santa ley de la llamada «Nueva
Escuela» (de los antropologistas y etnógrafos).
Esta no es otra que la ciencia folk-lórica, cuyo objeto es recojer las costumbres, leyendas, tradiciones, supersticiones, arquitectura, pintura, trajes, música popular, vocabularios, gramáticas de los pueblos civilizados y salvajes, y
otros vestigios de las pasadas edades, para salvarlos del progreso, que tiende á nivelar con una rapidez prodigiosa todas
las razas con sus vapores y ferro-carriles, telégrafo y actividad comercial.

B
1\fn{The division for the second part of this section is missing in my copy of this book; we go directly from part 1 to part 3:H }
Despues de haber tratado la filiación de los filipinos, su escritura y filología, pasemos al estudio de su Mito logía ó religión antigua, que tambien tiene íntima conexión con la Etnografía.
Y nos causa grata admiración el encontrar clares afinidades entre la teogona filipina y la malaya.
A la llegada de los españoles, se encontraron en Visayas y Manila algunos mahometanos: pero éstos no eran
naturales como ya hemos dicho.
No hablarémos, pues, aquí del mahometismo; y sí de aquella religión que profesaban los filipinos.
Ya desde un principio, por los tiempos de la conquista, los autores españoles reconocieron su impotencia para
escribir con exactitud sobre la religión de los filipinos, así como ahora creen imposible penetrar en la teogonía de
los monteses, porque los filipinos antiguos, como los monteses coetáneos, se resistían á hacer revelaciones sobre
esto á los europeos; pero yo que finjo creer en las supersticiones del palurdo y del montés, cuando hablo con ellos
y aparentando respeto á sus tradiciones al par que les demuestro indirectamente lo absurdas que son; yo que no
hace diez años, creía en las consejas ilocanas, he descubierto en Ilocos y Abra muchos materiales folk-lóricos
sobre este punto, que apenas he publicado, se han apresurado á traduducir a sus idiomas sábios europeos.
No se halla, dice el antiguo analista Colin,\fn{Lavor evangélica, Madrid, 1663} que tuviesen estas naciones
(Filipinas) cosa ninguna por escrito acerca de su religión, como tampoco del go bierno politico, ni de sus historias
antiguas. Todo lo que de esto se ha podido saber, es fundado en tradición de padres á hijos, conservada en el uso y en
unos cantares que tienen de memoria y repiten en sus navegaciones, al compás del remo y en sus regocijos, fiestas,
mortuorios y aun en sus faenas, cuando concurren muchos. En estos cantares cuentan las fabulosas genealogías y vanos
hechos de sus dioses.

Esto se escribia hace ya 227 años y en análogo sentido se expresan historiadores más antiguos aun, y
contemporáneos de la conquista del Archipiélago. Y es porque los indígenas antiguos, repito, se resistían á revelar
sus creencias, como igualmente los monteses coetáneos han engauñado á autores tan respetables y conocedores de
ellos como Peñarrubia y el P. Ferrando, los cuales siendo aaso los que más han conocido á los tinguianes, digeron
que estos carecían de religión, lo que es inexacto.
Despues de haber comparado las preocupaciones, consejas, leyendas y supersticiones filipinas con lo poco que
nuestros cronistas escribieron sobre las creencias del país á la llegada de los españoles, he podido descubrir estas
interesantes conclusiones.
1.a Que aquella religión prehistórica se conserva íntegra, hasta hoy día, con pequeñas modificaciones que acaso
existirían ya antiguameute, acaso, con todos sus ritos y ministros, eatre las tribus monteses que no profesan el
mahometismo. Tales son las de Luzón. Lo iré demostrando.
2.a Que antes de llegar los sectarios propagaudistas del Qur’án, se profesaba en el país una sola religión y era la
anitería malaya.
Segun algunos historiadores, los tagalos ó filipinos relativamente civilizados, creian en un dios superior
llamado Baithala Meikapal (palabras tagalas que ciertos autores traducen erróneamente por Hacedor ó Guardidor
de todo) que moraba en el cielo; pero al decir del P. Colin, era un pájaro denominado tigmanukin\fn{Irena Cyanogastra, segun el sabio consejero del rey de Sajonia, el Dr. A. B Meyer en la versión alemana comentada do mi artículo Mitología ilocana.}
pintado de amarillo, dice Morga\fn{Sucesos de las Islas Philipinas, Mexico, 1609} el que apellidaban Bathala y en efecto,
entre los pampangos, «batala es un ave sobre quien tenían sus supersticiones» segun el ilustrado autor de «El
Sanscrito en el idioma tagalog» y añade Colin que al arco-iris atribuían su manera de divinidad.
De esto deducía yo que así como los campesinos de Ilocos representan hoy el rayo en un cerdo ó gallo blanco,
así el arco-iris, á quien llaman Bul-lalayao, lo representarían en un pájaro. Es decir que el arco-iris sería el dios
superior de los filipinos.
Me fundaba: 1.º en que los ilocanos de hoy conservan la preocupación de que es malo señalar con el dedo (lo
que es para ellos una profanación ó irrevereicia) al arco-iris, como igualmente á las imágenes de santos, y dicen
que se acorta invisiblemente el dedo con que se señale á dichos objetos, á los cuales dan asimismo el tratamiento
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de Apo (Señor), como si el arco-iris y los Santos ƒuesen igualmenle objeto de adoración, con la diferencia de que
los Santos del Catolicismo son modernos y el arco-iris tradicional.
Y 2.º en quo los tagalos llaman á veces Badhala ó Bathala á los cometas ú otros astros, que segun ellos,
predicen algun suceso.
Pero hay poderosas razones que me hicieron variar de opinión. Entre los malayos, ascendientes de los filipinos,
los polinesios sus vecinos, los antiguos germanos, persas, árabes y entre casi todas las razas, es uniforme la
preocupación de que el arco-iris no es la deidad misma, sino como la bíblica escalera de Jacob, por la cual
algunos mortales subian al cielo. Los mismos filipinos creian que los quo morían á manos de caiman ó heridos
por el rayo y cuchillo, subian al cielo per el arco-iris.
Segun el Profesor holandés Dr. G. A. Wilkens, bhattâra (es frecuente la trasformación de la R. en L. ó D. en
los dialectos filipinos) significa en sanscrito, señor. Muchas tribus malayas\fn{ Los battaks, los buquís y macasares }
llaman á su Dios superior Bhattâra guru,\fn{ Guru, sans: significa maestro, el que enseñya} que era el mismo sobrenombre
del conocido dios Civa de los indus. Los dayaks de Borneo denominan á su dios superior Mahatara (contracción
de maha, grande, y bhattara, señor). Y los afuros do Buru adoran al dios de los marinos Opo-Lahatala, (Opo,
señor, correspondiente al Apo de los ilocanos, y Lahattala que es el mismo dios Mahatâra).
El may distinguido lingüista filipino Dr. Pardo de Tavera escribe:
pudiera ocurrir que bhattala proviniera de awatarä, avatar, es decir: descendimiento do un dios á la tierra., bajo una
forma visible, como los diez avataras de Wishnu.

Y pregunto yo: ¿si será Bathala la trasforrnación del arco-iris en el ave tigmanukin? …
En malayo, añade el mismo autor, berhala, que se asemeja á la forma tagala, significa un ídolo, á que se rinde culto
divino.

Segun el sábio autor de Der Ahunecultus und die religiosen Anschanungen der Malein des Philippinen
Archipels, casi todos los dioses filipinos debían de ser anitos (dioses de segundo órden) y los grandes dioses eran
de los aborígenes (aetas) ó estos mismos, y los demonios,\fn{ Un sutor respetable dice que en la Historia de las mitologias
aparece que todas las deidades en un principio eran dañinas } eran los dioses de los aborígenes enemigos, quo supone
habitarían las playas antes de la invasión malaya.
Yo opino que la idea más ó menos ya modificada del Bathala, debe proceder de los battaks de Sumatra, que á
su vez estos quizás la hayan recibido de la India, así como el sanscrito contribuyó á la formación de la len gua
malaya. Debe ser cierto lo que asevera Gonzalez de Mendoza,\fn{ Historia de la China, Medina del Campo 1595} que los
filipinos antiguos, de inculta inteligencia, con el tiempo acabaron por no darse razón de la mayor veneración en
que tenían el Bathala.
La palabra Meikapal no es mas que un atributo de esta deidad, y significa Criador ó quien forma algun objelo
con barro, por la cual opino que es un epíteto apreadido del cristianismo, ó mejor dicho, añadido posteriormente.
Los autores mas antiguos solo escriben Bathala.
Parece ser que los filipinos ignoraban hasta la significación de Bathula. Y probahiemente Morga y Colin, que
bebieron en una misma fuente, la obra de Chirino, confundieron Bathala, dios superior con el Batala, ave
supersticiosa de los pampangos, como otros lo confundieron con la palabra Bahala, que significa cuidado, y de
aquí la equivocada traducción de guardador de todo, que otros autores dan.
Qué era el Bathala? …Ya hemos dicho que los mismos filipinos no lo conocían bien ó no lo querian dar á
conocer. Era el Dios, que habitaba en el cielo, tal vez el mismo Jehova modificado ó con diverso nombre!
Mi distinguido amigo Paterno en su obra La Antigua Civilización de Filipinas asevera que le han dicho unos
ancianos que
Bathala es sustancia úúnica, toda acción y pasion eternamente generando dos, como el dos generando tres, como el
tres, generando todo el universo. Todas las cosas existen en su unidad simplísima y su unidad está en la multiplicidad
de todas las cosas. Nada existe fuera de ella. Los mandatos de los nonos son cinco: no matar á ningun ser viviente, no
robar, no fornicar no mentir y no beber ningun licor que embríague.

Empiezo por adverir á los lectores, que los tagalos á quienes se refiere el Sr. Paterno, ya han olvidado at antiguo Bathala y dan el nombre de Meikapal al Dios de los cristianos é ignoran qué religión tenían á la llegada de
los españoles. Sin la historia, que, bien ó mal escrita, debemos á iustrados religiosos, ahora ya todo se habría
olvidado.
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Han engañado al Sr. Paterno. Precisamerite la embriaguez se tenía por los antiguos tagalos como gala de los
principales, agradable á los dioses; el asesinato y el robo en muchos casos se consideraban como hazañas, no
pudiendo llevar polong (turbante, insignia de valor) el que no hubiera matado á varios; el saber engaññar ó mentir
se tomaba como expresión de ingenio, y del sensualismo, hasta me resisto á creer lo que algunos autores antiguos
escribieron. En el mismo libro de Paterno se vé reproducido to que escribió Morga sobre la lascivia desordenada
en Filipinas. Sentiría mucho los perjuicios que pudieran causar á determinadas ciencias las muchas tradiciones
inventadas que se leen en La Antigua Civilización de Filipinas
Los tagalos llaman al Dios Supremo Bathalo, los naturales de Limasaua Abba, los demás visayas Lauon, Dia ó
Sidapa; los vicoles Apo y los monteses de Abra lo conocen, pero dicen ignorar su nombre: acaso sea pecado para
ellos ci revelarlo.
3
Además del Dios Superior, había dioses secundarios, que los filipinos llamaban genéricamente anitos,
variando los nombres propios de cada uno según los dialectos.
Los anitos, según el P. Concepción,\fn{Historia general de Filipinas,1788} eran almas; al decir de Colin, ídolos
particulares, que conservaban como herencia de sus antepasados y el Obispo Aduarte\fn{ Historia de la proincia, del
Santo Rosario, Zaragoza, 1693} dice que habia anito bueno y anito malo; conviniendo los autores en que eran como
unos patronos tutelares á quienes los filipinos pedian licencia sin la cual eran castigados por los anitos para
penetrar en los bosques ó montañas, cortar árboles ó plantas; pedian la fertilidad de sus campos; imploraban su
auxilio en los partos y cuando daban el pecho á sus criaturas encomendábanles sus navegaciones y pesquerias;
invocábanles en sus trabajos y peligros, según que fuesen anitos de bosques, montañas, campos, sembrados, casa,
mar, rio, ó según fuesen almas de sus antepasados.
La verdad es que Anito no podia ser nada más que un dios casero, como asevera el P. Baranera,\fn{ Compendio de
la Hisioria de Filipinas [Manila, 1884]} sino que en casi todo habia un anito especial, como en el politeismo griego. Los
habia buenos ó bienhechores, entre los cuales figuraban en primer lugar las almas de sus antepasados; y los había
mnlos, á quienes adoraban para que no les causasen algún daño.
Y tanto del Dios superior, como de los anitos, tenían ídolos, aunque algunos autores lo niegan.
Entre todos estos—escribe el antiguo autor Gonzalez de Mendoza—tenían su mayor veneración á un ídolo, cuyo
nombre era Batala: «la qual reverencia la avian tomado por tradición, y assi no sabian dezir en que abia sido mayor que
los demas, por donde mereciesse mayor estima.»

Antonio Lombardo, combarcano de Magallanes, asegura que en Cebú había ídolos de madera, huecos por
detrás que tenían brazos y piernas abiertas, piés levantados, rostro muy ancho y boca abierta, dejando ver cuatro
dientes largos como los de un javalí.
Segun el P. jesuita Colin, los ídolos eran pequeñuelos y muy mal hechos de piedra y de pale, oro y de márfil á
que llamaban licha ó larauan.
Y Moya escribe:
La flgura de éstos (ídolos) era por demás especial. Tenían la cabeza muy grande y la boca estremadamente abierta,
sin duda para lucir los cuatro enormes dientes de cerdo montés, con que la adornaban. El cuerpo era pintarrajeado y los
brazos y piernas con los dedos de las manos y los piés, extremadamente abiertos y colocados hácia arriba. Sobre la
existencia de dichos ídolos ha habido muchas opiniones. Mas afortunados riosotros, hemos tenido ocasion de ver un
anito hecho de madera fuertísima y al par olorosa, que podria tener completo palmo y medio de altura; la disposición de
los brazos no podia suponerse, porque faltaban totalmente, sin ninguna señal, por lo que siempre hemos dudado si el
original los habría tenido. Por lo demás, era en todo conforme con los descritos por autores respetables, alguno de los
cuales asegura que el Museo de Berlin, posee cuatro ejemplares muy curiosos.

4
Voy á intentar enumerar los anitos filipinos ó mejor dicho, los que han llegado á mi conocimiento y supongo
que muy pocos ó ninguno faltará á mi lista, porque si bien no dejaré de omitir muchos nombres, el anito ó deidad
que representan, estará aquí, pero con diversa denominación, porque, voy á repetirlo, los anitos eran los mismos
en todo el Archipiélago; pero variaban sus nombres segun los diversos dialectos que se hablaban y hablan en este
país.
Los principales anitos, segun nuestros historiadores antiguos, eran las almas de sus antepasados; y yo creo que
eran los verdaderos anitos. Esta palabra, en pampango, iraya y en otros dialectos de los bosques de Filipinas,
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significa alma de los diƒuntos ó mejor dicho sombra ó espectro. Estas almas divinizadas eran sus deidades
bienhechoras á quienes invocaban en sus necesidades, cuando daban el pecho á sus criaturas y las encomendaban
sus casas, bienes y sembrados.
Los génios malos, á quienes veneraban obligados per el temor de que les hiciesen algun daño, tenian otra
denominación genérica y era en visayas, como actualmente, los tiniatianos de la Paragua, los subanos, mandayas
y bagobos de Mindanao, diuata que significa, segun el P. Gaspar de S. Agustin, contrario á Dios, y en Ilocos,
sairo, con cuyo nombre designan hoy al demonio de los cristianos, ó simplemente dakes (espíritus malos).
Pero más tarde se geaeralizó el nombre de anito entre todos los espiritus, buenos y malos, como el hanto
malayo, que habiendo venido de hantu sanscrito que significa muerto, ya significa génio malo.
Todavia creo may aventurado, por no estar bien estudiado, aseverar que los filipinos creyeron tener dos almas;
pero me considero obligado ó llamar la atención de los orientalistas hácia este interesante problema mitológico.
Un autor dice que los bagobos de Mindanao creen que el hombre tiene dos almas; una que vá at cielo y otra
que vá al infierno. Esto me recuerda á los antiguos visayas, segun los cuales, el alma at separarse del cuerpo era
llevada á un lugar de penas por el espíritu thalo Pandokesíta; pero en virtud de los sacrificios hehos por los
babailanes, subia despues at Paraiso. Podriamos suponer que era la misma alma la que por esos estados pasaba y
que esta idea habia sido mal comprendida: más, la existencia de dos almas la he oido en varios puntos de
Filipinas, dando á entender que una quedaba en la tierra para defender ó abrumar á sus parientes, y la otra iba al
Paraiso ó al lugar de penas.
Los ilocanos dicen que hay una cosa incorporal llamada karkarmá innata al hombre, pero que se la puede
perder en los bosques y jardines, y el hombre que la pierde se queda sin razón cual loco ó maniático, callado y
como si estuviera pensando en un asunto muy profundo: abstraido. Y el que pierda su karkarmá, no tiene sombra,
de modo que el karkarmá parece ser la misma sombra del hombre. Los ilocanos cuando se retiran de un bosque ó
campo exclaman intayón! intayón! !(Vámonos, vámonos,) llamando á su karkarmá, para evitar que éste se
distraiga, quede en aquel sitio y se pierda. Cuando uno se vuelve loco ó maniático, los cu randeros le llevan á los
lugares por donde haya andado y gritan intayón! intayón!, para que vuelva al cuerpo de que se ha separado.
Análoga creencia tienen los igorrotes del Kiangan, creyendo que las almas al morir antes de ir á su destino,
procuran atraer á las de sus parientes, y cuando estos se enferman gravemente, suponen que el alma siguió á la del
difunto, y hacen sacrificios para que vuelva.
El anioaás es otra alma, espíritu, vapor ó cosa así, que se escapa de los cuerpos, aun de los vivos, el cual imita
invisiblemente todo lo que aquellos hicieron. Cuando el vapor ó cosa así, se desprende de un cuerpo muerto, se
llama alaliá, arariá ó anioaás siempre.
El alaliá es verdadero espectro: al tercer y noveno día de su muerte, visita su casa y todos los lugares donde
haya estado en vida. Los ahullidos de los perros anuncian la presencia de un invisible espectro, y para verlo deben
ponerse en los ojos legañas de perro, según la conseja.
Además los ilocanos, como todos los monteses de Filipinas y los antiguos tagalos y visayas, aseguran que las
almas de los difuntos suelen entrar en el cuerpo de algún vivo y que allí se las oye hablar con su propia voz.
Como las antiguas sacerdotisas fifipinas y los actuales sacerdotes de los monteses filipinos, en Ilocos suelen
algunas mujeres tiritarse, y cubiertas ellas con lambong ó velo negro bruñido, hablan los difuntos que se hayan
internado en su ser con la misma voz que la que tuvieron en vida.
Aunque digan los ilocanos que son diferentes el karkarmá (propio de los vivos), el alaliá (de los difuntos) y el
anioaás (de vivos y difuntos) todavia podemos opinar que son una misma cosa; pero ocurre que en Ilocos Norte
se dice que el anioaás ó sombra del difunto sobrevive en la tierra, lastima, mata, apaga las luces, frecuenta los
lugares donde el difunto solía estar en vida; á veces toma la forma del mismo finado y suele aparecer á sus
allegados. Mientras el karkarmá, otra alma, va al cielo, infierno ó purgatorio.
Me diréis que esto es una modificacion introducida por el Cristianismo; pero pregunto yo: y antes de la in troducción de éste ¿que representaba la palabra ilocana kararuá, nombre más respetuoso ó venerable del alma,
qua el de anioaás, que envuelve alguna idea irrisoria? En la época de la conquista, los filipinos reconocían dos
paraisos; uno en la tierra que por lo regular era algún monte retirado donde habitaban los anitos; y otro en el sol y
demás planetas, donde moraban el Bathala y las almas de las víctimas del rayo, cuchillo ó caiman. Tambien unas
veces decían que las almas quedaban cerniéndose encima de su casa para vigilar á sus parientes; y otras decían
que abandonaban esta vida para ir á cantar á ciertos bosques ó montes. ¿Habia, pues, alma que se iba, y otra que
se quedaba? Repito: todavía es muy aventurado creer en la existencia de dos almas; pero la cosa no está muy clara
y merece estudiarse.
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Los principales anitos en su acepción más propia de almas, eran los que morían víctimas del rayo, caiman,
cuchillos ó las mugeres que morían de parto.
Los igorrotes de Kiangan cuentan que el dios supremo, que llaman Mananahahut mandó á varios igorrotes
degollar á un paisano suyo por cierta culpa qua habia cometido, pero despues el mismo dios movido do
compasión, al ver al hombre sin cabeza, envióle a su mujer, la diosa Bugan, para invitarle á subir al cielo; pero el
degollado desdeñó los halagos y los regalos del buyo, tabaco y vino con que le brindaba por inspirarle
desconfianza aquella figura vestida de una manera que nunca en su vida habia visto. Y Bugan, en su vista hubo de
desnudarse casi del todo, como las igorrotas, y con sus caricias, el degollado siguió al cielo, donde fué recibido
por Mananahahut agasajándole con comilonas, libaciones y bailes, en lo cual consiste la gloria del igorrote. Allí
suponen que los degollados viven íeIizmente adquiriendo nuevas cabezas, pero pequeñas.
Los cadáveres de los que morían devorados por un caiman, ó víctimas del rayo ó cuchillo, se enterraban por lo
regular al pié de algun gran árbol con su especie de túmulo, y se pedia licencia á ellos antes de entrar en los
montes ú otros lugares á cortar árboles ó plantas.
¿Cómo se llamaban estos anitos? Variaban segun los dialectos:
Entre los tagalos se llamaban nuno, es decir, alma de los antepasados, y antes de penetrar en alguna arboleda le
pedian permiso, sin el cual castigaban al atrevido, torciéndole el cuello de tal modo que la cara mirase hácia las
espaldas. Esta preocupación se conserva hasta ahora, con la diferencia de que en vez de los túmulos que antes
hacian, creen que los nunos viven en los montones de tierra que fabrica el anay (termes monoceras), llamados
punsó, y de aqui el nombre de matandá sa punsó, (viejo del punso). Dicen los tagalos que este anciano fantástico
es ya de avanzadísima edad y suele verse sentado en cuelillas en esos montones.
Los visayas llaman Talonanon á sus anitos campestres.
Los ilocanos (en particular del Norte) al principiar á cortar árboles en los montes, piden licencia á los
mangmangkik, recitando estos versos:
Barí, barí!
Dika agunget pari.
Ta pumukan kamí.
Iti pabakirda kada kamí.

Traducción: Barí, barí! (interjección ilocana que carece de equivalente en castellano), no te incomodes compadre, porque cortamos lo que nos mandan.
Esto lo hacen á fin de que no les castiguen con graves enfermedades los mangmangkik que habitan en los
árboles. Hay una leyenda ilocaria titulada Vida de Juan el Perezoso, según la cual, apareció al héroe de la narración un mangmangkik en forma de europeo, cuando trataba de cortar an árbol sin haber antes pedido permiso á
dicho anito.
Los antiguos zambales tenían cuatro anitos buenos para sus sembrados:
1.º Aniton tavo señor del viento y de las lluvias.
2.° Dumangan, á quien pedian que el arroz granase.
3.º Kalasakas, lo madura.
4.º Damolag, lo libra en flor de vientos y huracanes.
El anito de la lluvia se llama Malagia entre los manguianes de Mindoro; y Pati entre los igorrotes.
6
Seguimos enumerando á los anitos benéficos.
En primer término figuran los tres herinanos Tiguiama, Manama y Todlay, de los bagobos, que indican alguna
idea vaga de la Trinidad. En el primero dicen aquellos monteses reside el poder; el segundo conserva, premia y
castiga; y el tercero, preside los casamientos, como el Espíritu, símbolo del amor más puro, y en sus bodas le
ofrecen buyo y arroz cocido. Tal vez este dogma actual, singular en la Historia de las mitologías filipinas, sea
imitado posteriormente, de los cristianos.
Nos parecen más propios de la teogonía primitiva de los bagobos los anitos Tagadium y Lumabat, que según la
conseja ascendieron al cielo con un enjambre de abejas blancas, que encontraron yendo á paseo; y fué cuando
dicen que el dios superior (¿cómo se llama éste? Bathala? Llama la atencion el que lageneralidad de los monteses
lo oculten) ensanchó la esfera del mundo que antes habia creado estrecha.
El dios de los casamientos de los visayas era Labaodungug, que era una peña que pretendia representar un
indígena que con una caña impelia un barco.
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Los mandayas creen en Mansilatan y Badla, padre é hijo; del primero se desprende el busao, virtud que dá
valor á los baganis (principales ó caudillos). A estos supuestos bienhechores anitos invocan en sus enfermedades,
especialmente en los dolores de cabeza, epilepsia y parálisis. En estos casos los babailans les hacian el curioso sacrificio de herir á los ídolos de los genios malos, mientras pronuncian cantando, bailando y estremeciéndose, estas
palabras: Minosad si Mansilatan, opud si Badla nga magadayao mangdunia, que podemos traducir así:
Mansilatan descenderá del cielo; y después arreglará la tierra Badla.

Los Zambales antiguos adoraban en Akasi, su mayor dios que se conoce, y le invocaban en los trabajos de
importancia y en sus enfermedades; en Malyari que significa poderoso, y era el que seguia á Akasi, á quien
eclipsaba á veces en el culto, porque como se trataba de pueblo macho más salvaje que los demás de la costa,
natural era que al dios de la fuerza se rindiese preferente adoración. Veneraban además á Manglabat que, según
creían, aplaca á los airados, como los parientes de un asesinado; y á Mangalagar, salvador constante en los
peligros, como ángel tutelar, y le rendían sacrificios los que salian con bien de las guerras diarias entre tribu y
tribu.
Los de Bataan creyeron también en anitos y conservaban idolillos á la llegada de los españoles, y tenían
sacerdotisas, llamadas catalonan entre los tagalos.
Los pangasinanes adoraban á un ídolo que decían ser de Anagaoley; le ofrecían aceites, ungüentos y otros
objetos aromáticos; y si lo pedía, sacrificaban en su honor esciavos ó cerdos.
Los visayas veneraban al anito Makabosog, que harta.
7
Los anitos malos eran los siguientes:
Mandarangan, el primer anito maléfico de los bagobos, que bebe sangre humana; mora en el volcan Apo,
al cual creen no poder subir sin haber antes sacrificado algun hombre, y á la vista de la vIctima le dicen: «Come
Mandarangan, y bebe la sangre de este hombre,» solo dini Mandarangan, guinuman diponok ini manobo. Creen
que el volcan es la boca del lugar de tormentos.
Los bagobos adoran además en los anitos malos hamados Abak, Kamalay, Siring, Kalambusan, Tagamaling y
otros.
El último nombrado es un gigante y recuerda el Angngaló de los filipinos del Norte de Luzún; pero este no
tiene carácter malo y de eél pretenden se sirvió el dios superior para crear el universo, como veremos al hablar de
la cosmogonía.
Los anitos malos de los mandayas á quienes hieren en sus enfermedades, segun ya hemos dicho, son: Pundaugnon y Malimbog (marido y mujer.)
Los mandayas conocen tambien un anito enano, llarmdo Kuku, que es comun en las teogonías filipinas. Los
ilocanos creen en el Kaibaan, que, segun ellos, es una criatura como de un año de edad, que por sí sola anda con
piés puestos al revés, tiene una cabellera extraordinariamente larga y vive invisiblemente en ciertas malezas.
Rarísimas veces aparece, haciéndolo solo á sus amigos, pretendidas ó novias. Creen, que hay muchos kaibanes,
son de dos sexos y procrean entre sí ó bien entre un kaibaan y una mujer humana. Y cuando se enamoran de una
mujer, se aparecen á ella en forma de hombre con la boca abierta, mostrándola sus dientes, que despiden llamas ó
luz, tan intensa que deslumbra á la mujer pretendida. Que el kaibaan dá una serenata con su guitarrita á su amada.
Si la mujer humana acepta el amor ofrecido, el kaibaan la regala un capote de los que tienen la especialidad de
hacer irivisibles á cuantos se vistan con él. La novia del kaibaan vendria pues a ser invisible como su amante,
participará de su poder y no le faltará el pan cuotidiano, porque valiéndose de su invisibilidad, irá á hurtarlo. El
kaibaan muere, y en ese caso irá la viuda (humana) á llorar al lugar mor tuorio, llevando un tabo\fn{ Tazon de cáscara
de coco.} lleno de sal en señal de lnto. El dolor de la viuda, por lo regular, es premiado por los kaibaanes
sobrevivientes y parientes del difunto, entregándola los bienes que hubiera dejado el finado. El kaibaan posee un
tabo llamado kiraod que tiene la virtud de producir arroz, siempre que se introduzca en una tinaja, aunque ésta se
halle vacía; y además una olla que sin embargo de su estremada pequeñez, contiene de un modo misterioso cuatro
chupas de arroz. Cuando el kaibaan desea ganarse la amistad de algun hombre, le agasaja con una serenata,
permaneciendo invisible, y una vez ganada la voluntad del amigo, le regala tinajas de oro, plata, esquisitos
manjares, el maravilloso tabo, el capote mágico y otros objetos valiosos. El kaibaan á pesar de ser rico, tiene
mucho gusto en hurtar y encarga á sus amigos (hombres) que si desaparece algun objeto suyo, no le busquen; y si
no cumplen este encargo, el kaibaan les arroja un puñado de ciertos polvos, que les produce asquerosas enfermedades de la piél, que son rebeldes á todo tratamiento. Los ilocanos tienen miedo á los kaibaanes y siempre que
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derramen aigun líquido caliente en cualquier sitio, antes de efectuarlo, dicen: alejaos! El que les haga algun daño
ó proporcione disgustos, padecerá erupciones cutáneas. Estas se atribuyen casi siempre á los kaibaanes y abundan
muchos crédulos, que van á las malezas á decir: Pakaoanennak cadí, Apo (perdóname, señor), creyendo que con
esta satisfacción se obtiene el perdon del ofendido kaibaan que hará desaparecer los efectos de su venganza.
El que Haman duende los tagalos debió ser al principio el mismo kaihaan de los tagalos; se asemejan mucho
en sus amoríos y bromas pesadas.
El tianak es otro anito de los tagalos que suele tomar las formas de un niño recien nacido, pues es feto en su
orígen; y otras veces se presenta aparentando la figura de cerdo, perro ó trozo de madera. Su voz es la de un niño
recien nacido cuando llora; se situan en parajes despoblados, para extraviar á los caminantes, engañando la vista
con luces lejanas, lo que se evita poniéndose la camisa al revés, preocupación que está tambien generalizada en el
Norte de Luzon, pero creen que qulén extravía os el fuego fátuo.
Otra de las trasformaciones de los fetos, segun los tagalos, es la del Tigbalang, hombre de alta estatura, muy
flaco, de tan desproporcionadas extremidades que sentado en cuclillas, la rodilla se eleva sobre su Ca beza. A.
veces se presenta en forma de caballo, con piél humana y crines como los pelos del puerco espin. Envidia á los
niños y les mata, si se presenta ocasión; enviado al limbo, dicen fué rechazado y condenado á correr continuamente en la tierra, sintiendo siempre sed y hambre. Entre las puas de la cabeza se distinguen tres más gruesas que
sirven de amuletos, lo cual recuerda la corona de la famosa víbora del Folk-Lore europeo.
Los visayas pedian á Nagined,\fn{La ge y gi se pronuncia gue, gui.} Makbarubak y Aropayang que sobreviniese la
muerte, efermedad ú otro mal para sus enemigos.
Mangalo era venerado por ellos, temiendo que les devorase las entrñas irivisiblemente\fn{ En esto semeja al
saikabagí do los ilocanos: pero el nombre re cuerda á Angngaló } y á él atri buian la muerte de los que fallecian no siendo ya
ancianos, pues no reconocian otra enfermedad que la vejez. Debe ser el mismo Mangalok, de los bulalacaunos de
la Paragua, segun los cuales, es un espíritu malo, y para ahuyentarle, queman cierta alga marina.
Pandakesita, segun los visayas antiguos, llevaba á los muertos al lugar de penas, llamado por ellos Solad, de
donde pasaban al cielo por las ceremonias ó sacrificios de los sacerdotes y sacerdotisas.
Makabantog era el anito del escándalo; Banóg, era un peñasco que semejaba en la forma á un gavilán y le
rendían algun presente, para que no impidiese el paso; Simuran y Sigimarugan eran tambien anitos malos de los
visayas.
Los tinguianes de Abra tienen á los anitos malos Nagbuyagan, genio malo, capaz de destruir á los hombres y á
los demás anitos, excepto Kabunian; é Iuananguan que como el Katatao·an de los ilocanos, recorre el espacio por
la noche á caballo matando á los niños que encuentre abandonados. El Tauo-Satolonan de los bulalacaunos de la
Paragua tambien come niños. Los Tinitianos de la Paragua conocian un dios, que algunos dicen ser el superior,
llamado Banúa, y en las defunciones le ruegan que no mate otros.
8
Además de los citados anitos buenos y malos, hay los siguientes, que no he podido averiguar á qué clase
pertenecian.
Kabiga, ídolo de los igorrotes de Ilamunt y de los Altabanes.
Amanolay, criador del hombre, segun los gaddanes.
Kabunian, de los igorrotes é ifugaos, que parece ser el mismo Dios Supremo, aunque algunos de ellos digan
desconocer el nombre de éste. Kabunian posee la potencia de aniquilar á todo lo criado, incluso la misma
naturaleza, y es el único dios á quien no puede destruir el anito Nagbuyagan. Lo que parece indudable es que el
Boni de los antiguos ilocanos es el mismo Kabunian.
Lumabit y Kabigat, hijos de Kabunian, que, casados con sus propias hermanas Baingan y Danugen, engendraron el género humano.
Misi, Dasiasoiat, Balitok, Liniantakao, Banheis, Sanian, Dalig, Sipat, Satibubu y Batakagan, de los igorrotes
de Luzon.
Los filipinos tuvieron anito de rio ó agua, llamado Siukuy entre los tagalos y Litao entre los ilocanos. Es, segun
la conseja, como un varon pequeño y vivía en el fondo del agua ó en las ramas de las cañas que crecen en las
riberas de los rios. Hablan tambien de Ia Sirena, la cual ya ahora eclipsa en importancia al anti guo anito,
temiéndola mas y preocupándoles mas en sus consejas; pero parece indudable que la idea de la Sirena fué
introducida por los españoles á juzgar por el nombre que conserva y por una misma conseja ilocana que podeis
leer en mi humilde Folk-Lore Filipino, pág. 36. Probable es que con el tiempo hayan llegado á confundir uno con
otra, pues la Sirena de la preocupacion ó mitología filipina es diferente de la española, segun la describe una
distinguida folk-lorista andaluza, suponiendo yo que hayan atribuido á la Sirena muchas cualidades fabulosas del
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Litao. Los pampangos llaman sereno al anito del rio, lo cual indica que hayan ido más allá, refundiendo en una
sola las ideas de ambas deidades. Indudablemente el anito del rio de los filipinos fué varon, y no hembra como el
dios del Folk-Lore europeo.
Los pangasinanes tuvieron por dios de la guerra á Apolaki y tambien lo tuvieron los apayaos de Ilocos Norte.
El Asuang, es tambien anito prehistórico y de el hablan Fr. G. de San Agustin y otros autores antiguos;
conócese con el nombre de Bruja en las provincias del Norte, y es muy temido en todo el resto del Archipiélago,
tanto por los tagalos y pampangos, como por los visayas, los mandayas y otras tribus incivilizadas del Sur de
Luzon. Diz que es un hombre ó una mujer (se dan ambos casos) con un agujero en el sobaco que contiene el
aceite que le permite volar á donde quiera; anda, al parecer, sacudiendo una estera; son muy largas sus uñas y su
lengua horriblemente dilatada, negra y flexible como la seda. Gusta mucho de la carne humana, especialmente de
la de los fetos, por lo que procura lamer el vientre de alguna embarazada y con esto solo muere ella. Toma las
formas que quiera como las de un perro, gato, ave ú otro animal.
Por la noche es cuando recorre el mundo. En las primeras horas sale á explorar el campo de sus futuras
operaciones, cogiendo á niños abandonados y á caminantes solitarios. A media noche deja en un rincon de la casa
la mitad de su cuerpo á partir de la cintura á los piés, y la otra mitad vuela en busca del sustento diario. Si uno
sorprende su ausencia y logra salar la mitad abandonada en la parte de union, al volver el asuang, ya no podrá unir
las dos mitades.
El tiktik, ave nocturna, anuncia con su canto la proximidad del asuang, por lo cual éste persigue á aquel, y se
odian. En cambio el caiman es amigo del asuang y comparten uno con otro su presa, gustando ambos de la carne
humana. Acaso seria esta la causa de que supongan que el segundo vive en chozas asentadas en las orillas de un
rio. Esta preocupación que estos dias he recogido, me llama la atención porque es uno de los pocos datos
mitológicos que he encontrado sobre la adoración del caiman allá por los tiempos de la conquista. El pájaro
llamado en visaya baua es un asuang transformado en la época prehistórica, segun los visayos, los cuales temen
encontrarle, no sea que les convierta en asuang, pájaro ú otro animal, ó que les devore.
Los katatao-an son, segun los ilocanos del Sur, visibles unas veces y otras no; suelen tomar las formas
humanas ú otras de gigantescas proporciones; tienen un barangay (barca) aerostático en el cual viajan de noche,
cojiendo á los que encuentren en paraje despoblado asi como los cadáveres humanos, por cuyo mo tivo los
ilocanos se desvelan por guardar los cadáveres de sus muertos.
En Ilocos Norte no se conoce el katatao-an. En cambio temen á los llamados sangkabagí (que traducido
literalmente significa de un solo cuerpo), los cuales son análogos al primero, y parecen indicar unos mismos anitos que katatao-an, lo que no parece extraño, porque en Ilocos Norte hay palabras que no se entienden en Ilocos
Súr. Tienen también baranay aerostático, en el que dan la vuelta al rededor del mundo en una hora. Procuran
captarse la amistad de ciertos hombres, á quienes despues les inspiran para curar; pero si les desdeñan, los
sangkabagí les arrancan el hígado llenando el hueco que resulta con yerbas. Moran invisiblemente en ciertos árboles y suelen robar gallinas.
Los tagalos creen en los tauong damó (hombres silvestres).
El Pugot, segun la conseja ilocana, recuerda al tigbalan de los tagalos en tomar diversas formas: unas veces la
de un gato con ojos de fuego, que creciendo se metamorfosea en perro siniestro y aumentando mas y mas su bulto, se transforma en un gigante negro de horripilantes dimensiones. Se alberga en las habitaciones desocupadas,
en las casas en construcción ó en las ruinas de un antiguo ediftcio. Es probable que fuese uno de los anitos caseros.
Los ilocanos comparan á los frenéticos amantes á un ser fabuloso llamado Dongguial, que segun ellos, se
ahogó de amor en un pantano, donde no pudiera ahogarse una moca por su poca agua. ¿Es Donggial especie de
Cupido en la mitología ilocana?
9
Hubo diosas ó anitos mujeres, y eran: las varias mujeres del Mandarangan de los bagobos.
Todlibon, siempre virgen que mora en el cielo, y esposa de Todlay, Espíritu Santo de los bagobos: nos llama
mucho la atención, como la Trinidad de que hablamos anteriormente, que se diferencian notablemente del carater
general de las aisladas creencias de las tribus filipinas.
Acaso esta creencia actual sea exótica, y merece estudio más detenido.
Malimbog, esa diosa maléfica de los mandayas, de que hablamos ya en otra parte.
Buhas, esposa de Kabiga.
Dalingay, de Amanobay.
Limoan, Libongan y Libugon, de los igorrotes, además de las madres del género humano Danuguin y Baingan.
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En Ilocos he sabido de tres: una que inspira á los curanderos teomaniacos llamados Maibangbangon; otra
llamada Aran, mujer de Angngaló, el gigante que creó el mundo por órden del dios supremo; y otra diosa que no
parece ser propia de la Teogonia filipina: es el caso que aseguran los ilocanos no ser Sta. Ana Ia verdadera madre
de Mara Santísima, y el que sepa este nombre irá, solo por esto, al cielo.
10
Además de los anitos, los filipinos adoraban, según los cronistas, á varios animales y ayes, como el citado
Tigmanukin, el cuervo que creian era dueño del suelo, denominándolo Meylupa; y era preocupación que si la lechuza se posaba en el techo de una casa, anunciaba muerte á sus moradores, por lo cual colocaban un espantajo en
el techo de las casas en construcción, para no perderlas, pues nadie se atreveria á alojarse en ellas, si aquella mal hadada ave ponia allí sus siniestras patas; y lo misino hacian si encontraban una culebra en nueva casa ó nave; y si
la hallaban en un camino, retrocedian, como cuando oian chillidos de raton, ahullidos de perro, cantos de lagartija,
ó estornudaban.
Ya hemos hablado del batala, ave, de los pampangos. Ahora diremos que los ilocanos temieron al ave fabulosa
llamada Kumao, de grandes proporciones que coge á los niños abandonados. Y para ellos, el ave salaksak, anuncia alguna muerte.
El ave labeg horroriza á los tinguianes de Abra, y si entra en la casita de un matrimonio, la abandonan durante
algunos días y destruyen sus tabiques, no volviendo á ella ni componiéndola, sin haber antes sacrificado algun
cerdo ó gallina.
El canto del limokon, paloma silvestre, para los mandayas, anuncia peligros y es como la voz de Dios.
Para los igorrotes, es también como oráculo el pajarito Suiit.
El caiman, come hemos dicho, fué objeto de su adoracion, y segun Morga y Colin, le llamaban nono, lo que no
parece exacto, porque antes como ahora su verdadero nombre era buaya entre la mayoria de los filipinos. Al
caiman rogaban que no les hiciese ningun mal, dándole algo de lo que traian en el barco y los pescadores arrojaban como primicias los primeros pescados que cogian en su red, y de lo contrario no entrarian otros, preocupación que en Ilocos se llamaba panangyatang, segun Fr. Francisco Lopez, que estuvo en aquella provincia á
principios del siglo XVII. Los mandayas creen, cuando hay temblor, que un caiman metido en el centro de la
tierra, la sacude al desperezarse. Otras veces creen que un cerdogrande llamado Baybulan, para rascarse, roza su
cuerpo contra el tronco de la tierra, por lo cual se inclinan al suelo, suplicándole que se esté quieto. Un autor
considera al temblor como un dios de los filipinos, como veremos en la cosmogonia.
Los ilocanos y los tagalos creen que el raton es el que cambia los dientes y de piéé con los piés juntitos, para
que así salgan los dientes, los arrojan al techo le la casa, si son inferiores, y al suelo si superiores, cuidándose de
no verlos al caer. Los niños ilocanos á quienes se han caido, procuran no reir mirando hácia el Monte Gosing,
pues de lo contrario, no volverán á crecer.
En la ranchería de Kagubatan (Lepanto) adoran á las anguilas que se hallan en una fuente situada en una cueva. Los igorrotes suelen llevarles alimento pronunciando esta estrofa.
Dal-lit, dal-lit.
Kamisem hin bal-labit.
Pahaytokem hin bagik.
Kaanem hin sakit.

Versión:
Anguila, anguila
Toma tu alimento;
Mejora mi cuerpo.
No me des enfermedad.

Naturalmente acuden las anguilas, y los igorrotes atribuyen esto á influencias del ídolo de madera ó de los
espíritus, que tambien llaman anitos.
Los filipinos adoraron á los escollos, promontorios y peñascos de ciertas formas. En Visayas conozco el ya
citado Labaodumgug; en los rios de Pasig y Abra hubo varias piedras que decian tener formas humanas. En las
costas de Zambales hay un peñasco en forma de horno que hasta ahora veneran los viajeros del Norte. A estas
piedras, como á los caimanes, tiraban morisqueta, á fin de tener viaje próspero.
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Tambien adoraron á ciertos árboles como el Baliti, el tigbeg, el bagao etc.; pero me parece que porque
solamente eran moradas de los anitos campestres.
11
Además, los filipinos rindieron culto al sol\fn{ El Mananahut de los Kianganes es el dios del sol } y la luna, á los que
hasta ahora adoran los igorrotes, y dán el tratamiento de Apo (señor) los ilocanos. Estos dicen ahora que las
manchas de la luna son un árbol bajo á cuya sombra está durmiendo S. José, recordando su huida á Egipto. Se
observan aquí dos noticias de diferente procedencia curiosamente enlazadas: una conseja prehistórica anáioga á la
que se refiere á la mitológica vieja adivina de los Iroqueses (salvajes de la America del Norte), que fué trasportada
á la luna, donde está tejiendo sin cesar hasta la eternidad; y otra evangélica como el sueño de S. José. En vista de
esto, ¿no se puede opinar que el hoy durmiente S. José vino con los españoles, á sustituir al dios superior que
decian moraba en el cielo? Es decir: que los filipinos adoraban á la luna, no como divinidad, sino como morada
del Bathala, esto es, como cielo? … Advierto que los monteses del Kiangan tienen por morada de los dioses las
estrellas y planetas, siendo el mejor Paraiso el sol.
Y es el caso que es prehistórica la adoración del sol y de la luna por los filipinos, los cuales celebraban con
comilonas y embriaguez el eclípse, fiestas que llamaban Magaduras, segun Gonzales de Mendoza.
Los mandayas, monteses que se consideran los más antiguos de la costa Oriental de Mindanao, en los casos de
eclipse creen que una culebra los va á tragar, y para evitarlo, hieren los árboles con cañas, ó bien con vocerio
infernal hombres y mujeres, viejos y niños, todos disparan flechas al animal, y gritan al sol ó ó la luna, como
animándoles: abuelo, déjate ver (Pagkabaton hay ampo).
Los aerolitos eran las estrellas de amor de los ilocanos especialmente el layáp.
12
Habiendo ya visto los dioses conocidos de Filipinas, veamos sus principales dogmas. Algo ya hemos adelantado de la Psicologia filipina, y ahora la ampliaremos, diciendo que los filipinos creyeron en Ia existencia de otra vida, señalando un lugar de descanso para los valientes, justos y buenos, y á los malos otro de tormentos y de anitos
malos, llamado kasanaan\fn{Sanaang, significa en ilocano el dolor intenso que se siente en las heridas y enfermodades cutáneas };
pero ignoraban la eternidad de las penas.
¿Y quién iría á esa especie de infierno? ¿el cuerpo ó el alma? ¿los filipinos conocian la existencia de este
espíritu?
Segun se desprende de las palabras del P. S. Agustin, los visayas creian que los hombres se trasformaban en
espíritus, y esta afirmación la generaliza Moya entre los filipinos todos.
Los filipinos colocaban los ataudes en «lo alto» de la casa entre las alhajas que solian guardar, quizás para que
el difunto los custodiase; junto á los ataudes acostumbraban á colocar una caja, que contenia los mejores vestidos
del finado, y al lado de los hombres ponian sus armas y al de las mujeres sus telares y otros instrumentos do labor;
y en ciertas épocas del año ponian tambien manjares en los sepúlcros para el alimento de los difuntos, los cuales
comian la sustancia.
Si estos eran muy queridos ó ricos, sus parientes hacian comer mucho á uno ó varios esclavos, y luego los
mataban para acompañar al finado y colocaban atalayas, para que el muerto no volviese, á llevar consigo á los
sobrevivientes; con todo, el difunto solia burlarse, segun creian, de los guardias, y visitaba á eso de las doce de la
noche á su familia para despedirse, por lo cual ponian en la escalera una gran batea llena de agua, para que el
finado se lavase los piés y cubrían el suelo de fina arena ó ceniza (como aun ahora lo hacen los tinitianos de la
Paragua), á fin de conocer despues por las huellas si el difunto estuvo, ó nò.
Todas estas noticias que practican aun los monteses, unidas á la circunstancia de que se hallaron algunos
cadáveres incorruptos (efecto de estar cerrados hermeticamente los ataudes), harán opinar acaso que los filipinos
no conocían el alma, sinó que creían que el cadáver no se destruía, y pasaba simplemente á otra clase de vida.
Esto, ekpero, sería equivocado, porque usaban preservativos contra la corrupción de los cadáveres (laminillas do
oro puestas en la boca), los cuales seríán innecesalios, si creyeran que no había corrupción. El que pasaba á otra
vida era el kararuá no karkarmá) ó sea una especie de alma, espirital y material al mismo tiempo.
Según el P. Aduarte, los filipinos creían que muerto el cuerpo, iba el alma á un río ó laguna, donde había cierta
barca con un tripulante anciano, y para pagar el pasaje, ataban dinero al brazo del cadáver, y para que so
permitiese á las mujeres pasar, pintaban de negro sus manos. Y el alma iba á parar à unos campos muy floridos y
amenos, donde había de pasar una vida muy placentera, comiendo y bebiendo y holgándose hasta que viniese otra
vez á este mundo.
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Sí; los paraisos de los anitos eran varios montes, y los de Panay tenían por tal el monte Madias de Iloilo; los
monteses de Kiangan el bosque Kadungayan que está al Norte; los de Abra señalan también á ciertos montes
como paraisos.
Ese paraiso, parece describirlo un canto popular de música genuinamente filipina, muy generalizado en Luzon
y que hasta ahora se conserva. Este canto reseña un banquete especial celebrado en el jardin del cielo, en que un
manco tocaba la vihuela (es histórico que los filipinos tenían una especie de vihuela á la llegada de los españoles,
hamada coryapi); cantaba un mudo, bailaba un cojo, contemplaban un ciego, un tuerto y un bizco, reía un
desdentado, un mellado tocaba la flauta (también tenían el tolali, que hasta ahora conservan los tinguianes en
Abra), palmoteaba un débil, y otros cuyos defectos físicos eran contrarios a sus instrumentos; de modo que al
tocar ellos, provocaban la risa. Es de advertir quo este curioso canto es antiguo, sin autor conocido, y lo he oido
en dialectos tagalog, pangasinan é ilocano. Colin asevera que los cantares filipinos por lo regular eran sus
antiguallas y fábulas.
El Dios Supremo, repetimos, vive en el cieló ó en cierta estrella como creen los de Kiangan, ó el espacio como
vagamente señalan los bulalakaunos de la Paragua.
13
Había sacérdotes y sacerdotisas (siendo mayor el número de las mujeres) paia los sacrificios que cada uno
ofrecía por su intención ó necesidad llamados Katalonan por los tagalogs, Babailan por los visayas, Baglan por
los de Abra é Ilocos, Maganito por los pangasinanes; en fin, segun los dialectos.
Lo eran unos por herencía y parentesco, otros por maña;
á otros—dicen los historiadores religiosos—engañaba el demonio, que hacía pacto con ellos de asistirles y hablarles en
sus ídolos y se les aparecía en varias figuras.

Tenían una especie de Prelado llamado Sonat por los tagalogs y Bayok por los zambales. Era éste el que
consagraba á los demas sacerdotes, y bautizaba á las criaturas. Los sacerdotes según sus virtudes ó importancia,
estaban consagrados cada uno al culto de ciertos anitos, que tambien eran de varias categorías, y el Prelado era el
único que podía hacer sacrificios al Dios Supremo ó á los grandes anitos como el Malyari de los zambales.
El cargo de Prelado estaba reservado á los más venerables y honrados y no se prodigaba, por lo que era muy
respetado. Esperaban salvarse por sus oraciones, y le creían con facultad para excomulgarles ó condenarles á
todos.
Los sacerdotes eran al propio tiempo curanderos y sanaban á los enfermos con sus plantas y emplastos al par
que con sus oraciones ó sacrificios y explicaban la causa de la enfermedad atribuyéndola á los anitos malos,
profetizando sobre su futuro desenlace; intervenían en los casamientos y uno que se denominaba Mangasalat,
componía filtros amatorios ó guardaba plantas ó raices que tenían la especial virtud de ganar voluntades;
adivinaba lo futuro como el Mammadlés de los ilocanos.
El Mangagauay era un herbolario que curaba ó mataba con sus brevajes.
El Mannuma de los ilocanos era como el tauák de los tagalogs, Ambos pretenden haber nacido en un mismo
dia que una culebra y por esta sola circunstancia son respetados y temidos por los reptiles y tienen poder para
curar por medio de piedras milagrosas; pero en realidad debian de poseer algun objeto como el asta de venado
calcinado que extrae la ponzoña y en efecto cura con eficacia todas las mordeduras venenosas.
En Ilocos había además los herbolarios teomaniacos llamados Maibangbangon que dicen estar inspirados por
una supuesta vieja.
Los Ministros de los anitos se llamaban Babaylan eu Visayas. El de Talibon (Bohol) era su oráculo en sus
necesidades; ostentaba valiosa vestidura adornada con chapas de oro, y era rico, puesto que poseía aquellas minas.
La consagración de los sacerdotes zambaleños se celebraba con bacanales en series de siete en siete dias.
El bayok de los zambales se vestía de mujer y ataba el cabello como las mujeres y lievaba armas puestas.
Las sacerdotizas se llamaban holgoi, según Gonzalez de Mendoza; eran lascivas y astutas; en los sacrificios se
vestìan con estrambóticos trajes y con amarilla cabellera postiza, sobre la cual ostentaban una especie de diadema
llevando en la mano abanico de paja. Y la que servía de ayudante, quo era uua jóven, aprendiz y aspirante á
babaylan, llevaba una caña delgada.
14
Ahora vamos á describir las ceremonias que practicaban siendo uniformes en todo el Archipiélago.
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En Zambales, el Bayok era el que ponía nombre á los principales y cobraba 8 taes\fn{ Cada tae equivalía á pfs. 8 en
la época de la Conquista, despues se fijó su valor en pfs. 22 segun el arancel de 1727 } por cada indivíduo. El neofito llevaba
suelto el cabello, del que colgaban algunas piececillas de oro y se colocaba al bautizando encima de alguna piedra
alta, rodeándole sus parientes. Después de algunas ceremonias, el bayok echaba sangre de cerdo en Ia cabeza de
aquel y cortándole las puntas de la melena arrojaba las laminillas de oro, que se arrebataban los presentes en
medio do una infernal algazara de vocerios, cantos y música atronadora. Si la bulla traspasaba los limites de la
prudencia, el bayok arrojaba sobre sus cabezas. polvo, salvado ó arena, y como por ensalmo se restablecía el
orden.
En los casos de enfermedad ó para que el difunto dejase en paz á sus deudos sobrevivientes, abría tres hoyos
con una lanza que luego llenaba de vino y teniendo una palma en la mano rompía á bailar y hacía visajes extraños
fingiendo hablar con Malyari, daba golpes en la rodilla con la mano que llevaba la palma y hablaba, ya no como
sacerdote, sino como el mismo Anito á quien se dedicaba el sacrificio y quien penetró en su ser. Entonces el
sacristan exponía el objeto de aquellas ceremonias y Malyari en boca del Bayok contestaba que concedería ó
negaría lo que deseabao. Después los circunstantes, en caso favorable, entonaban alabanzas al anito citado y se
despachaban con comilonas y libaciones, comiendo antes el Bayok y su ayudante, creyende que morirían los que
lo hiciesen antes que ellos. Ademas cobraba por esto diez ó doce taes. Esto era en Zambales.
En Visayas como en otras partes de Luzon, se sacrificaban comunmente cerdo ó gallo blanco con patas
amarillas en los casos de enfermedad. Comenzaban los sacrificios colocando en un altar convenientemente
adornado, la víctima con otros comistrajos y vinos. Después bailaba la sacerdotisa al son de ensordecedores
tambores ó campanas, ramas de palmera y trompetas de caña, haciendo ademanes y visajes muy análogos á los
que hasta ahora se ven en las batallas de las comedias puramente filipinas y alzaba con frecuencia los ojos á lo
alto fingiendo ver y hablar con siniestras visiones. Se daba una lanzada á la víctima y con la sangre los
concurrentes se mojaban la frente y untaban al enfermo. Bailaba otra vez y caía al suelo como extasiada cierto
tiempo, y una vez recobrada la razon, contaba las inspiracions que decía haber recibido de los dioses durante su
éxtasis, las cuales eran tan ambiguas, que fuese cual fuera el desenlace de la enfermedad, tenía siempre la
sacerdotiza subterfugio y que fuera en vano tratar de cogerla una mentirosa profecía. Después limpiaban y azaban
la víctima y se la repartían, correspondiendo á la sibila la mejor parte, ade más de la paga que recibía. Estas
ceremonias se practican hasta ahora entre los tinguianes de Abra y aún entre los mandayas de Mindanao.
Estos practican varias clases de ceremonias análogas á las descritas: El balilik solo se difiencia en que asisten
diez ó más babailanes según los recursos del que lo costea; bailan al son del gimbao tamboril y entonan el
Miminsad, estremeciéndose é inclinándose de un lado á otro y enseñando con la diestra at sol ó la luna, según sea
de dia ó de noche. Al cabo do un rato, el principal babailan hiere el cerdo colocado en el altar y todos los
babailanes beben la sangre; vuelven á bailar fingiendo hablar con Mansilatan y finalmente profetizan lo que se
trató de averiguar, por ejemplo el desenlace de una enferrnedad grave etc., terminando todo con bacanales ó
borracheras.
El talibong también se asemeja y solo se diferencia en que se levautan cuatro altares adornados con flores, en
forma de rectángulo y en medio una gruesa caña con sus hojas, de dos ó tres brazas de lon gitud. Tres ó más
babailanes rompen á bailar, fingen hablar con Mansilatan, cada uno ofrece pollo asado y partido, profetizan y todo
como el anterior.
Cuando se enfermaba ó moría un régulo ó algun principal se celebraban muchos sacrificios. Se inmolaban
hasta esclavos para aplacar la supuesta ira de los dioses, pues el Mangalo de les Visayas, por ejemplo, se
contentaría con devorar las entrañas de los sacrificios.
En Cebú la sacerdotisa, bailando, atravesaba con una lanza las víctimas y luego se las enteraba. En Butuan se
las ataba á una tabla y desde la mañana las punzaban con agudas astillas de caña y al ano checer se las acababa de
matar de una lanzada arrojándolas luego al rio Agusan con la tabla. Y en Dapitan se las mataba haciendo rodar
una canoa sobre las víctimas.
Tambien solian arrojar al mar una caja de telas y comistrajos, para aplacar a los diuatas. Cuando moría un
principal, se enteraban con el difunto esclavos vivos, para que sirviesen á su antiguo amo en la otra vida. Esta
salvaje práctica toma su orígen, según tradición, del principal Marapan, que al morir así lo dispuso, porque antes,
hallándose solo, un esclavo suyo le desobedeció y le tiró una piedra.
Creían que las almas de los ahogados permanecian en el fondo del agua y amarraban á una caña sus armas y
vestidos y los dejaban flotando en el rio, sin volverlos á recoger.
Los cautivos que lograban volver á su hogar, se purificaban antes, bañándose en algun río ó mar y después el
sacerdote vestido con sus especiales trajes, después de cumplir algunos ritos, partía un coco echando el caldo que
contiene y una yema de huevo en la cabeza del cautivo; después, éste volvía á bañarse y ya era recibido por su
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familia y amigos con alegría, que se traducía en comilonas y embriagueces. Tal vez eran para este objeto los
muchos templos que Antonio Lombardo vió era las playas de Cebú.
El pagkayan de los mandayas consiste en cubrir un bobo (instrumento do pesca), con hojas de árboles,
metiendo dentro de el un vaso de tuba (vino) siete cangrejos y siete buyos; todo lo dejan en una casa y en la
madrugada del cuarto día, van á destrozarlo con infernal vocerio. Estas ceremonias tienen por objeto evitar las
eufermedades que amenazan invadir, particularmente la epilepsía.
El kayag se celebra entre nueve y diez de la mañana plantando una caña gruesa y verde de la que pende un
racimo de bonga fresca. Bailan tres sacerdotes haciendo los mismos visajes que antes, ofre ciendo cada uno su
pollo al sol y esparciendo arroz al aire; luego el que lleva un balarao (cuchillo) destroza el racimo, y los demás
babailanes torciendo el pescuezo de los pollos, chupan su sangre, terminando todo en la habitual borrachera y
otros excesos.
Los monteses de Abra practican análogos sacrificios.
15
Morga asevera
que en todas estas Islas no avo templos ni casas comunes de adorazión de ídolos, sino que cada uno tenía y hazía en su
casa sus anitos, sin ceremonia ni solemnidad cierta.

Pero antes dice que
tenían ídolos en cuevas y casas particulares, donde les ofrecian perfumes y olores, y comidas y frutas.

Por el contrario Antonio Lombardo (Pigafetta) asegura haber visto muchos templos en las playas de Cebú,
cuando vino á Filipinas en compañía del descubrídor de ellas Magallanes. Supongo que los dos autores
antiquísimos, no hayan acertado á decir la verdad.
Morga, probablemente quiso decir que no hábia templos como los cristianos los entendemos, es decir,
permanentes y comunes. Del mismo modo dice que no había sacerdotes, pero admite que había ministros de los
anitos llamados katalonan. Pero aunque no eran perrnanentes y comunes la mayor parte, no dejaban de ser
templos.
Y Pigafetta, según mi opinion, tomó por templos á simples oratorios de casas particulares, como las casitasoratorios de los tinguianes, cagayanes y kianganes. No creo que haya visto muchos templos, que no fuesen simples oratorios, pues es general la noticia de que no había templos, lo cual indica que si los hubo, eran tan escasos,
que no llegaron á saber su existencia casi todos nuestros historiadores. A esta ignorancia contribuyeron también la
repugnancia que siempre tuvieron de revelar sus creencias, y la forma do esos templos que se asemeja ban mucho
á las demás casas, donde mataban las horas charlando como las bolaoas de los tinguianes.
Que hubo templos, el mismo Morga dice que algunas cuevas servían de tales y el P. S. Agustin dice:
Es tradición que en los tiempos pasados fué el cerro de Pangibalon (Visayas) el más célebre adoratorio de los indios.

Al decir del P. Concepción, los filipinos hacían para sus banquetes enramadas adornadas con ramos y flores y
lamparillas enceodidas, y siempre había una enramada mayor y mejor adornada. En dichas enramadas ( abongabong, se llaman hoy en Ilocos) sus instrumentos de música dejaban oir sus ensordecedores sonidos. Los
concurientes hacían postraciones, comían y se embriagaban. Acabada la fiesta, se deshacían las enramadas. Ya
hemos dicho que los sacrificios en caso de enfermedad se celebraban en casas nuevas construidas ad hoc.
Paterno\fn{La Antigua Civilizacion} escribe:
Para las adoraciones (sambá) y sacrificios (simbá) tenían los simbahan (lugar de sacriflcios.)

Los pangasinanes y zambales tuvieron templos.
Algunas veces, hacían sus sacrificios en los bosques, como ya hemos dicho, lo cual confirma Morga.
16
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En cuanto á la Religión de los negritos, muy poco hasta ahora se ha conseguido descubrir; solamente algunas
piácticas indican que ellos creen en ciertos espíritus; guardan mucho respeto á los muertos; cer can sus sepulturas
avisando á los vecinos para que no las profanen inconscientemente so pena de muerte; y las abandonan. Los attas
do Cagayan creen que las almas van al bosque vagueando, como los malayos filipinos; y los negritos de
Camarines Norte entierran el cadáver debajo de su casa y después abandonan la ranchería; se abstienen de hacer
muchas cosas útiles por evitar imaginarios males; las mujeres son las que construyen sus casas, creyendo que los
hombres no pueden hacerlo sin sobrevenirles algua infortunio. Y «siempre que matan al guna res,» según el P.
Villaverde, cortan un pedacito de ella antes de venderla ó comerla, tirándoa hácia el cielo, y diciendo en alta voz:
«Esto también para ti»; práctica análoga se sigue en Ilocos, como hemos dicho.
17
Hablando ahora de las tradiciones filipinas sobre la creación, escribe el Dr. Paterno:
Dos jóvenes se amaron apasionadamente y guiados por el amor, se refugiaron en el tronco deun corpulento y
elevadísimo Baliti, huyendo de la maledicencia de los hombres. Allí esparcieron la tierra, único recuerdo que llevaron
del hogar paterno; ella sembraba toda clase de plantas, y él cuidaba todo género de animales; allí vivieron largos años,
hasta que las nubes, cargadas de agua, se rompieron, anegando toda la redondez de la tierra. Perecieron todos los
hombres, menos ellos, y bjando las aguas, poblaron otra vez el mundo con sus descendientes.

Todo esto no es más que una hermosa patraña de que ha sido víctima el ilustrado autor. Es cierto que hay
varias consejas sobre el árbol Baliti, pero la citada por este autor es inexacta.
El P. Villaverde en su Informe publicado en el Correo Sino-annamita en 1879, escribe que segun cuentan los
igorrotes, algunos de los que habían pasado ya á otra vida
volvieron á visitar los lugares y rancherías de los igorrotes vivos: uno de aquellos cuenta que so vino con su muger á
visitar á los suyos, quienes les mantenían con la flor de harina de arroz. Cansados ya los parientes de tanto gasto, los
embarcaron, no sé en donde, yendo á parar á uno de los montes de los mayoyaos al Oeste de Cauayan en la Isabela.
Sentado el varon sobre un peñasco, y á la sombra do un árbol, cayó sobre su cabeza el escremento de un ave\fn{¿El
adarna de los ilocanos, á cuyo escremento la coriseja atribuye virtudes maravillosas? } que allí posaba. De cuyas
resultas, y continuando allí sentado, nació en su misma cabeza un ãrbol que llaman Baliti,

Y nada más.
Los Visayas conservaban la siguiente conseja sobre la creación del Universo.
En un principio no había más que cielo y agua, y entre ellos volaba sin cesar un milano, buscando donde
pudiera posarse, y no habiéndolo hallado, revolvió el agua, la cual en encrespadas olas se levantó hácia el
cielo.\fn{Los canadienses, segun Cantú, tomo VIII, cuentan que desendió del cielo una muger y revoloteó por algun tiempo por el aire,
buscando sitio por donde posar: ofrecióle su espalda una tortuga y despues las excrecen cias del mar formaron gran extensión de tierra
alrededor de la tortuga.}

Este, temiendo que el elemento liquido lo sumergiese, lo cargó de islas, para que su peso lo obligase á estar
tranquilo y para que el milano tuviese donde anidarse.\fn{ Otro autor inventa diciendo que el milano era, segua los visayas, el
rey del cielo.}
Y estando el milano en la playa, las olas arrojaron á sus piés un trozo de caña compuesto de dos cañutos.\fn{ La
caña se parece algo al huevo resplandeciente que Brama arrojó á las aguas y después de un año se dividió en dos trozos: el cielo y la tierra.
Los adoradores de Odin cuentan que paseando un dia los hijos de Bore en la playa, vieron dos pedazos de madera (tal vez caña, pero el
autor del Edda, de quien tomo esta noticia, no conociendo la caña, la traduciría por madera) sobrenadar y los trasformaron en un hombre
(Aske) y una muger (Emla).} De furor, lo abrió á picotadas y de un cañuto salió un varon y del otro una mujer.

Estos, pues, eran el Adan y Eva de los visayas primitivos.
Y después de varias dificultades, que surgieran por el impedimento de consaguinidad en primer grado, por
consejo de los peces y aves, lo dispensó Linog, uno de los díoses antiguos de los visayas, ó sea el temblor de
tierra, y se casaron, habiendo tenido después muchos hijos.
Y cansado el padre de alimentar tantos hijos sin provecho, sacó un palo y fingió castigarles por sus travesuras,
para que fuesen á ganar la vida por sí mismos.
Los hijos huyeron y se escondieron: unos en los gabinetes de la casa, y éstos fueron más tarde los principales;
otros fuera de ella, y resultaron los libres; los de aquí, en la cocina, y son los esclavos; y los de allí, en partes
lejanas y son los extranjeros.
El P. Colin generaliza esta conseja entre los malayos filipinos.
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El ilustrado autor de Las Islas Filipinas en 1882 inventa diciendo que los negritos ó aetas fueron los que
habían penetrado en el seno de la tierra hasta las regiones del fuego perpétuo.
Los PP. Ferrando y Fonseca nos cuentan en la historia de los Padres Dominicos, que los monteses de Nueva
Vizcaya conservan una conseja de una gran inundación en que todos los hombres se ahogaron, excepto una mujer
y un hombre que se habían acogido al monte Polak, de quienes aseveran que descienden todos los que componen
su nación.
Los PP. Buzeta y Bravo nos dan otra tradición filipina y segun ellos, los filipinos contaban que
sostenida la tierra par un gigante, hizo este un movimiento obligado por la fatiga, y la tierra se snmergió en los mares,
dejando solo islas diseminadas á los hombres. Este comentan los citados Agustinos, es el Atlas, que, en la mitología,
sostenía el mundo sobre sus aguas, y cuya hinchazon cambió la primitiva forma do la tierra.

Ya tenemos cuatro tradiciones distintas entre sí sobre la cosmogonía filipina. ¿Cuál de ellas será la que verdaderarnente creyeron los filipinos? Hubo varias? Me resisto á creerlo por ahora, y eso se opondría á mi opinión de
que hobo una sola casta malaya en Filipinas y una sola Religión. Segun mi humilde parecer, dichas tradiciones no
fueron trasmitidas con fidelidad, y supongo que algunos autores habian recojido escasos datos y los completaron
con patrañas, como algunos modernos, ó confundieron las tradiciones filipinas con las que habían oido en otras
partes. Me fundo en que de esas tradiciones no he logrado comprobar ó descubrír algun resto claro en las tradiciones orales que se coeservan hasta ahora, y todos mis informes me hacen creer que hubo otra verdadera y es la
que hasta ahora se conserva entre los ilocanos, tinguianes, igorrotes y demás monteses del Abra que en ninguna
obra hallé escrita.
Según dicha conseja, en un principio ó sea antes de la creación del cielo, de la tierra y del mar (no digo del
hombre, pues según dicha tradición el hombre existió antes que el cielo etc.,) había un gigante llamado Angngaló
(¿sera el citado por los PP. Buzeta y Bravo? … El nombre recuerda al dios Mangalo de los primitivos visayas) de
formidables proporciones. De pié tocaba su cabeza en el cielo y con un paso venía de Vigan á Manila, es decir,
salvando cosa de setenta y una leguas.
Angngaló cavó el suelo que antes era pIano, y las tierras que extrajo son hoy los montes, siendo las colinas las
tierras que caían de los agujeros que formaban sus dedos mal unidos.
Hecho un abismo, alivió su vejíga y formó los océanos y los mares; pero no por eso sus aguas fueran saladas
como la orina. Angngaló tenía una mujer nombrada Aran, de la cual tuvo tres hijas. Estas trataban de venir á
Manila, para traer sal y rogaroa á su padre las trasportase, Este accedíó á ello; pero etando en medio del mar ca yeron con sus cargas al agua y desde entonces el mar se quedó salado.
Angngaló fué tambien el que colocó la bóveda del cielo,\fn{ En algo se parece Angngaló al gigante Bore de los adoradores
de Odin. Los hijos de Bore arrastraron el cadáver de éste, cuando murió, al medio del abismo, y de él hicieron la tierra, de su sangre el agua
y el mar) las montañas sus huesos, las piedras sus dientes, si cráneo la bóveda celeste sostenido por cuatro enanos.} el sol y las ester-

llas.
Los filipinos del Norte de Luzón todo lo materializan, efecto quizás de su escasa penetración, por manera que
para ellos el cielo no es más que esa bóveda azul y cóncava que nos cubre. Se fuguran que la tierra no es esférica,
al igual do los antiguos geógrafos; es una circunferencia plana, sobre cuyos limites se levanta el cielo. Para elba es
de una extensión muchisimo mayor que la real, de modo que para que uno pueda llegar á sus límites, á los piés del
cielo, necesita, desde que nace hasta su vejez, correr sin cesar en dirección al horizonte.
Segun esta tradición, pues, Angngaló y Aran fueron los primeros hombres, y quizás los padres de los demás,
como Adan y Eva; pero debemos advertir que en esta tradición no se menciona Ia creación del hombre, y que los
ilocanos cuando quieren decir que aún no había nacido Fulano en tal tiempo, expresan eon esta frase metafórica:
estaba aún en el otro lado del mar, que viene á ser el Asia, lo cual parece indicar que segun creencia antigua, los
hombres vienen del extrangero como el trozo de caña arrojada por las olas á los piés del milano. En Ilocos,
cuando uno dice en broma no haber nacido de mujer, le contestan:—Entonces has salido de un trozo de caña.
En Abra hay un gran subterréneo que dicen ser agujero de Aran, y que Ilega á Cagayan cual tonel, segun la
conseja.
En el monte de piedra, Bangbang, que hay en la Bocana del Abra, se vé una huella muy grande al parecer de
hombre, y otra, segun dicen, en la cumbre del Bul-lagao (Ilocos) ó en Cagayan, huellas que se atribuyeu á
Angngaló. Y los tagalogs tambien dicen que las hay semejantes en los montes de Mariveles y San Mateo. Ang ngaló las dejó al subir al cielo. Por esto de huellas, al principio he sospechado que esta tradición fuese importada
de China, pues recuerdan, aunque remotamente, la tradicional y fabulosa Bota del Mandarin, que hay cerca de
Fochow, más arriba de los puertos de Mingan; pero segun me escribe Blumentritt, huellas de dioses, demonios y
gigantes, se encuentran en todo el mundo: en las cercanías de Leitmeritz (Austria), hay en cierta piedra unas como
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huellas de mano, que el vulgo, atribuye al diablo por lo cual se llaman Tuƒelsptatse (de Teuƒel-diablo, y Ptatzemano grande de un gigante ó pata do leon ó tigre).
No solo—añade Blumentritt—en las Visayas sino tambien en otros pueblos do la raza malaya se dice quo los
primeros hombres salieron de un trozo de caña ó bambú. Así los indígenas de las Islas de Mentawei (O. de Sumatra),
los naturales de la parte SE. de Borneo (Pasir), los de Holontalo y los alfuros de la Minahassa (Célebes septentrional),
los de la isla Kabroeang ó Abotean (grupo Talaur) entre Célebes y Filipinas, cuentan quo el primer hombre fué Hoera
Boelauro (Hura Bulao). Este cortó en el monte on bejuco ó rotang, y en este bejuco hallo á un hombre y una mujer, de
quienes proceden dichos insulares. Segun la conseja, los reyes de los alfuros do la isla de Ceram traen su origen de
árboles «Waringi» (especie de balete) y otros de un cocotero. Algunas tribus de los indígenas de Amboyna ó Ambueno
creen descender de trozos de bambú, otras de caimanes ó anguilas. Hay tribus do alfuros de Ceram que cuentan que los
primeros hombres deben su existencia á la cópula del cielo y de la tierra, y los temblores son las tentativas de la tierra
para restablecer dicho statu quo anterior. La misma leyenda (muchas veces solo en rudimentos) se encuentra en otros
paises malayos. Los javaneses piden ó pidieron al Bopo Koso (Padre Cielo) y á la Ibu Pratiswi (madre tierrra).

Angngaló fué el Criador, segun la citada tradición, pero de órden de un Dios cuyo nombre se ignora (debe ser
Bathala),\fn{El P. Chirino eseribe «Bathala Mei-Capal que quiere decir el dios fabricador, ó hacedor.»} y no hay noticia de que
fuera objeto de culto, lo cual es incomprensible, puesto que segun todas las demás religiones de que tengo
conocimiento, todo Criador del Uuiverso es Dios y es acorde la creencia de que solo la omnipotencia de un Diós
es capaz de obrar tantas maravillas como las que encierra la Creación.
¿Ó es que la actual conseja es aborto de un contubernio de ideas religiosas, de las malayas y de las extrañas,
quizá las chinas, introducidas después de la conquista? No me atrevo á sostenerlo.
Angngaló, por ser gigante (los mandayas de Mindanao hablan tambien, como hemos visto de un gigante
llamado Tagamaling se asemeja al Atlas ú Océano filipino de los PP. Buzeta y Bravo.
Como en la conseja citada no se menciona la filiación de Aran y Angngaló, éstos pudieron haber sido los
mismos hombres que salieron del cañuto menciouado por los PP. Chirino y Colin.\fn{ No es de creer lo que dice Moya
que se llamaron Sibabae y Silalake, pues significan el-hombre y la-mujer, que expresan los sexos, pero no son nombres propios.}
No queda resuelto este problema etnográfico; pero cábeanos ha satisfacción de contribuir con nuevos y
auténticos datos, indudablemente muy necesarios para cualquiera solución.
185.33 The Teacher Of My Town\fn{by Antonio Luna (1866-1899)} Badoc, Ilocos Norte Province, The Philippines
(M) 2
The teacher of my town was a pleasant woman, affable, sometimes thoughtful, sometimes smiling, always amiable. Her frank manners, her sincere nature, won her the sympathies of the more affluent families of the town of
Santiago, a town like a haven situated between the uneven slopes of some mountains, like a bird’s nest hidden
between two stones.
The municipal school for girls of that beautiful town was important, because of its large population, and yet, all
the remuneration that Doña Jacinta would receive as a teacher was not more than twelve pesos a month. To the
town came the children from the neighboring areas to get an education at the house of Maestra Jacinta, whose
exquisite touch for the training of a woman was very well-known ten leagues around.
“When my daughter becomes six years old, “ said the mothers, “I will take her to the house of Maestra Jacinta
so that she will be educated there. She will learn Spanish, the manners of a lady, and the knowledge needed by an
educated woman.”
And in fact Doña Jacinta or Miss Jacinta (because she was a spinster) received student boarders in her house
whom she looked after with the solicitous concern of a loving mother. The “mothers” placed all their trust in her
and that primary school became a boarding house for young girls. From there emerged educated young women
who could uplift with their elegant education our modest societies.
Jacinta was not a woman of ordinary talent, she was of irreproachable conduct; she had much knowledge of
teaching even if they were basic. She tried to give her students an education which was almost European blended
with the simplicity and the modesty of our Filipino education; a lover of civilization, she propagated the Spanish
language, a measure which caused her supreme misfortunes.
Her disposition, which partook of a virile character, was cheerful, and therefore during solemn occasions, in
town fiestas, during Christmas, she organized in her school, concerts, dances, literary evenings that served as
pleasant entertainment for the students and profitable training for the future. The tatays and the nanays\fn{Local
term for mother} with their friends and relatives attended these parties, turning these dances into almost family and
intimate gatherings.
I remember that during one of these celebrations, a cachichaw\fn{Ignorant person} who fancied himself as a
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lady-killer, suitor, and a dandy, belonging to the cursed tribe of “gate-crashers,” availed himself of the friendship
of a cousin of one of Jacinta’s students so he could be introduced to her.
“I have the honor of introducing to you my friend, Don Gumersindo de Ezpeleta,” said the cousin.
“My dear lady,” added the one introduced. Jacinta, with a low curtsy to Ezpeleta, answered:
“I’m glad to meet you, but we will soon hold another dance for our acquaintances.” With that, the one alluded
to went down the stairs without uttering a word.
The Voltairean witticism of the teacher confounded the impudent, making him the victim of a cruel joke.
Another time military men and peasants who had more than enough to drink and who hardly knew by sight the
gracious teacher, unexpectedly introduced themselves anticipating the forthcoming dance, and with the excessive
confidence of drunkenness, one of them exclaimed:
“Hi, teacher! Don’t you know me? I am so-and-so”—(and straightaway recited a series of administrative and
judicial titles).
“Today I am not pleased to meet you, perhaps, if you would come another day.”
At the convent of the town, the teacher was considered a good Christian. Not in vain were the altars adorned
with splendid flower vases with elegant branches due to the skillful and delicate hands of the students. Every year
the Virgin sported very rich dresses and mantles embroidered with gold and silver: even the altar boys and the
priest shared the school’s work; sometimes in the pelisse made of sheer piña cloth\fn{Pineapple-fibre cloth} with
embroideries, sometimes in ribbons, bow and tassels, etc.
That it was necessary to fill the altar with flowers to celebrate the month of Mary, that a choir was needed for
the Salve for the carols, Maestra Jacinta, with her students, had to go to the church to fill the confines of the house
of God with their delicate harmonics and crystal-clear voices that, like a heavenly concert, made the faithful look
up towards the choir, throne of so many beauties.
*
But all these friendship[s] between the parish priest and the teacher, though not apparent, was fictitious.
Fray Pedro (and to say “fray” is to say that he was the cacique—the absolute despot of the town) could not tolerate that Jacinta should be a teacher, as all of them should be. Solicitous in the performance of her job, lover of
all that was progress, propagandist of Spanish and of education, religious without being fanatic, admitting in her
ideals all that contributed to the moral and material advancement of the country.
“The teacher Jacinta,” Fray Pedro used to exclaim, “is an enemy of Spain; she teaches catechism in
Spanish,\fn{Instead of Latin} she makes her pupils master this language and allows them to read the books of Pardo
Bazan, of Velarde, of Perez Galdos [sic] and other malignant beings, freaks of the devil and of hell. Those young
girls do not need grammar, geography, history, rhetoric, arithmetic, social graces, living languages in order to rear
children for heaven. The day when they become mothers, provided they know how to pray, it will be more than
enough.”
“But Father,” the teacher would say, “because the son takes more from his mother than from his father, because of the deep affection between them, because of that closeness that is established forever, if I do not educate
those young girls, who tomorrow will be teachers of their children, I would be guilty, I would have a painful void
in my conscience.
“Mothers educate their children; tomorrow they will constitute the nation, and from the instruction of those
girls could solely spring up an educated, civilized country. You can see then what responsibility falls on me, when
I take charge of the education of these young ladies.
“Furthermore, I try to give them the complete knowledge necessary for a woman who will tomorrow be a
member of society.
“What would be said of a lady who does not know how to write a letter?
“What about a wife who does not know the most simple arithmetic of domestic economy?
“Would people not laugh if a young girl in society would say that Spain is Europe, or that Madrid is a seaport?
That Legaspi declared war on the English, or that Magellan died traitorously assasinated?
“Would it not be shameful that these young girls, not knowing the principles of good education, replied to a
compliment like this: ‘Young lady, you are as kind hearted as good-natured,’ with these phrases: ‘shameless,’
‘impudent,’ ‘heretic?’ When they become mistresses of thcir respective homes, they will have to entertain, and
this is why I teach them the social graces.
“Tomorrow, perhaps, they will travel through Europe, and the study of French, English, or Gennan will be
necessary. I’m not enthusiastic that they embroider much, nor make flowers, nor crochet silk or chenille; all these
works are useless, they are not applicable. It is better that they know how to cut shirts, that they know culinary art,
that they learn, those who have the talent, music and painting because the cultivation of the arts cultivates the
sentiment and ennobles the soul.”
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“Don’t be stupid. Jacinta, all those things are mischiefs of this century. Let them learn to pray and stop being
stupid. Knowing those things, they will not go to heaven.”
“But Father, without having cultivated the spirit, without trying to be useful to one’s fellowmen, living the life
of animals, I think the gates of paradise will not be open to them. I want my students to become fervent Christians
because without Christianity the morality of the family cannot exist; but it is not my desire to make them fanatics
because from fanaticism to prison there is but one step.”
“My God, Jacinta, do not blaspheme. Abandon those ideas suggested by the devil. I command you, God demands it of you through my mouth, and if you are familiar with “Si Tandang Basiong Macunat” written by a sage
and a saint, there the education of your people is synthesized: ‘The indio beside the carabao and the plow; away
from them he becomes an enemy of God and of Spain.’ Do not forget this maxim of a saint.”
*
I forgot to tell you dear reader, that Jacinta, although she was getting on to thirty, was a woman who attracted
the covetous looks of many men. Pleasant without being beautiful, tall without being lithe, more stout than thin,
her body had those voluptuous curves that made a sinister sparkle appear in Fray Pedro’s eyes like that of the
lightning that augurs a furious storm. She was extremely fair and her robust arms that could be glimpsed through
her piña sleeves extended from tempting shoulders. In Madrid they would have called her a great woman, and the
lovers of the physical form would have called her a heavy woman.
Fray Pedro suffered horribly when the teacher gave a party in her house. She was very fond of dancing. These
mundane entertainments were an attack on the morality of the town and a scandalous example; the minister of
God on earth, could not consent that those dances continue: moreover Jacinta danced too much, and a concealed
hatred undermined the parish priest’s heart.
One day when the teacher was in the choir rehearsing her students a Salve set to a big orchestra, Fray Pedro
called the teacher to his room.
Loud words were heard, screams, the sound of a door that suddenly closed, the sound of some open hands that
pounce on the face, scamperings, and right away, the girls who witnessed the row saw that a body of the color of
the Holy Spirit fled pursued by the teacher. The former, in his frenzied run, stumbled on chairs and armchairs,
jumped over the tables and during one of these terrible collisions, the white body fell down smashing to
smithereens a piece of furniture, and the teacher, in her terrible rage, gave him with her slipper half a dozen loud
beatings on a certain part.
*
The next day quite different versions circulated around the town. They said that the priest wooed the upright
teacher and in his amorous fit received from her blows not at all affectionate. From the teacher’s institution the
news spread; it was added that various leading citizens demanded her expulsion for giving scandalous examples
to the people with her dances and gatherings.
“What has become of the teacher Jacinta?”
“She was dismissed from the municipal school because of that celebrated incident about the new lady-killer.”
“That was the way they repaid her for her concern for teaching, for her honesty, a clear mirror where all her
acts were reflected.”
“What can you expect! The fault belongs to those who deserve the despotism that oppresses them.”
296.153 1. First War Manifesto of Emilio Aguinaldo (August 31, 1896) 2. Aguinaldo’s Exhortation Before the
Battle of Imus (September 2, 1896) 3. The Battle of Imus, Aguinaldo’s First Victory (September 3, 1896) 4.
Aguinaldo’s Manifesto on ‘Liberty, Equality and Fraternity’ (October 31, 1896) 5. The Battle of Binakayan
(November 9-11, 1896) 6. The Battle of Zapote (February 17, 1897) 7. Aguinaldo’s Manifesto on Spanish Army
Deserters 8. The Fall of Maragondon, Aguinaldo’s Last Battle in Cavite (May 11, 1897) 9. General Aguinaldo
Urges Filipinos to Continue the Revolution (Biaknabato, July 1897) 10. Aguinaldo Launches Guerrilla Warfare
Against Spain (September 6, 1897) 11. Aguinaldo’s Manifesto to the Spanish Army\fn{by Emilio Aguinaldo (18691964)} Kawit, Cavite Province, The Philippines (M) 9
1
I am very sorry to inform you that on August 30, 1896, Don Ramon Blanco, Captain and Governor General of
the Philippines, declared war against eight Tagalog provinces, namely, Manila, Bulacan, Pampanga, Tarlac, Nueva Ecija, Laguna, Batangas, and Cavite.
Because of this, I am inviting you to join me in rising against Spain and break the chains of slavery that have
bound us with her all these hundred years.
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As an answer to this declaration of war, we started to rebel against this tyrannical race, and I am very glad to
inform you that the towns of Cavite el Viejo\fn{ Now called Kawit}, Noveleta, and San Francisco de Malabon are already free and the government is now in the hands of Filipinos.
Here in Cavite el Viejo, we succeeded in disarming the civil guards and the provincial command at Noveleta is
already in our hands.
So I am inviting all of you to follow suit as soon as you get my letter.
Do all you can to overpower the enemy. Remember that the strength of our army will depend upon your cooperation.
I am confident that your patriotic hearts will heed this call of our Motherland. Conquer your foes there, but try
not to kill anyone, especially if he is a Filipino. I believe this is the only way by which our Mother Country can be
freed from slavery.
Life, Strength, and Hope!
2
I do believe God is with us in this fight against Spain.
Although our first attempt was a failure, God spared my life so that I can be with you to continue the fight.
God knows that we have only one purpose: to free our country from bondage.
Our failure at Bacoor was a blessing in disguise because had not these friars heard the shots in Bacoor, they
would not have left the hacienda nor would they have surrendered. Neither could we have obtained these arms
and ammunition that you and Colonel Jose Tagle, your brave leader, were able to get.
These arms shall be used in our future battles.
The dexterity and skill which you have shown in this fight is an indication of your great patriotism and courage. I congratulate all of you!
I am informing you that the big army that defeated us in Bacoor is now resting at the plaza. Thank God! It did
not proceed at once to Imus. Now we have still time to prepare for its coming tomorrow.
So, while we have time, let us all start moving. While some men must break down one support of the bridge,
the others should build the pillboxes.
The enemy might come any time now.
Thank you very much.
3
Very early on the morning of September 3, 1896, almost out of breath, José Tagle, head of the Haligue sector
of the Katipunan, came running and requested us to return to Imus. He was afraid that the enemy who had already
left for Bacoor would reach Imus ahead of us if we did not hurry.
As usual I led the group of 1,000 men who left for Imus.
It was indeed a very pleasing sight to see everybody enthusiastic, happy, and light-hearted. Doubt, apprehendsion, and grief did not bother any one of them.
As we passed by the town, even men armed with daggers only joined us. Some even jumped out of the windows in their haste to join us.
It was like a procession that grew longer as we went along.
When we reached our destination, I assigned the group in its place. I ordered my men to lie prone on the
ground and not to show up or shout until they had heard my signal.
We had barely finished our preparations when the enemy swarmed in. The enemy was still far from the
hacienda when it began firing right and left at us. Not a soul from our group answered the fire even when some of
my men were already hurt.
But as the enemy neared the end of the bridge, it saw that the bridge was cut. This made it impossible for the
enemy to go to the other side.
Then I gave the signal to attack, and a volley of shots rang through the air.
It was a most pitiable sight to behold! Heap upon heap of the enemy lay on the bridge. The enemy became rattled. Some of the men ran, while others jumped into the river.
In this battle, I made a very grievous error which made me shudder whenever I had time to ponder on what
actually happened. We could have captured easily the enemy as it retreated to the other side of the river. But as it
was high tide, we could not cross the river and the first group I sent in pursuit of the retreating enemy was carried
away by the tide.
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So, to be able to cross safely, I ordered my men to hold each other at arm’s length.
We engaged the enemy in a hand-to-hand fight, using bolos only as our weapons. We cornered the cavalry and
artillery units that were bound for the hacienda at San Nicolas, Bacoor. The ricefields were littered with the dead
of our troops and the enemy’s.
In the confusion and perhaps in his haste, General Aguirre\fn{ The Spanish commander} fell from his horse, leaving
behind his sword of command which he accidentally had no time to pick up. Our men pursued the fleeing enemy
and stopped only to come to my rescue when I felt dizzy and fell on the rice paddies. They thought I was fatally
shot in the encounter.
When everything was clear, we surveyed our booty.
We had two cartloads of tattered dead bodies, 70 Remington guns and other equipment. When I examined
General Aguirre’s sword, I found these words inscribed:
“Made in Toledo, Spain, 1869.”
This was the year when I was born. The coincidence made me happy. From that time on I brought this sword in
all my battles.
4
The Philippines presents today a spectacle without precedence in their history, the conquest of their liberty and
independence, the most noble and lofty of their rights—a heroism which will place them on the same level as
[the] civilized nations [which] inspire them.
We know that real progress in a people is based upon liberty and independence. Hence this right inspires the
most noble and sublime emotions which a citizen can feel—feeling them he should not yield to the fear that our
interest or families may suffer, nor should he tremble at shedding blood to break the chains of slavery with which
we have been dragged for three hundred years of tyranny and abuse.
A proof of the truth of this, that the revolution is founded on justice and right, is shown by all civilized na tions,
for none of them will permit the slightest encroachment upon the merest hand’s breadth of their domain without
pouring out the last drop of blood in defense of the integrity of the nation.
Citizens of the Philippines, we are no savage people; let us try to follow the example of the civilized nations of
Europe and America; the time has come to shed the last drop of our blood to conquer our beloved liberty.
*
The Spaniards, conquerors of this our adored land, accuse us of ingratitude and tell us that we should repay
them for opening our eyes by placing their yoke upon our necks.
It is a false argument by which they desire to deceive us.
For the civilization introduced by Spain during her three centuries in these lands is superficial, and at the bottom a mere fraud, since her efforts has been to keep the masses in ignorance, destroying or quenching the center
of real light which has slowly begun to burn in the hearts of a handful of Filipinos, who merely on account of their
intelligence are now victims of the persecutions of the government.
The results of this are deportations, decrees of exile and the other acts of tyranny which for some years have
been carried on here.
Tell me—have we not paid full measure for our great advancement during the three centuries when Spain has
used our blood and our sweat?
Spain, who not satisfied with her shameful exploitation of us, spits in our face and calls us carabaos, lazy creatures, apes and other shameful names.
*
People of the Philippines, the hour has come to shed our blood to conquer our right liberty. Let us band ourselves about the flag of the revolution, whose motto is Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.
A Central Committee of the revolution composed of six members and a President will be charged with the con tinuation of the war, will organize an army of thirty thousand men, with rifles and cannons, for the defense of the
pueblos and provinces which adhere to the new Republican Government, which will establish order while the
revolution spreads through all the islands of the Philippines.
The form of the government will be like that of the United States of America, founded upon the most rigid
principles of Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality.
Every town which adheres to the cause of the revolution will be defended and protected by the revolutionary
army against any attack by the enemy.
Every town will choose by vote a Municipal Committee, composed of a President, a Vice-President, a
Treasurer, and a Secretary, a Judge and two associates, who will carry on the government and the administration
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of justice, and these committees will be completely independent of the Central Committee, but will be obliged to
provide for it a contingent of men, food and a contribution of war for the support of the army.
Every Municipal Committee will appoint a delegate to represent it at the meetings of the Central Committee
(which will deliberate). The body of delegates will form a Congress in union with the President and members of
the Central Committee, which will deliberate upon sending contingents of troops, food and contributions of war.
The revolutionary army will be composed of three corps of ten thousand men under the command of three
generals and a General-in-Chief.
The Central Committee will be composed of a President, a Vice-President and as members it will have the
General-in-Chief, a Treasurer, an Intendente, an Auditor and a Secretary.
Each Municipal Committee, as soon as organized, will appoint a captain to form a civil guard in which all
citizens will be required to enroll themselves. This body, in conjunction with the guard assigned by the Generalin-Chief, will serve for the protection of the town.
*
In the name of the Revolutionary Committee, I have the honor to beg you to cause the contents of this mani festo to be promulgated by the means which you may find proper.
This is a service which we ask of you for the liberty of our beloved country.
5
On November 1, 1896, we planned to attack the detachment of Spanish soldiers in Banadero, Tanauan, Batangas. I had with me my two seasoned generals—Candido Tria Tirona and Pio del Pilar. We traveled three days to
reach Silang where we asked General Vito Belarmino to join us. Then we went up to Tagaytay, traveled about 30
kilometers down to Iruhin and finally Talisay where we stayed for two days, finalizing our plans for the attack.
While in Talisay, a man came hurriedly to us bringing a message from President Baldomero Aguinaldo,\fn
{Emilio’s cousin, President of the Katipunan Council in Cavite } who enjoined us to go home because a large number of
Spanish soldiers using about 50 native boats had landed at Polvorin, Binakayan.
I was astounded with the contents of the letter. I suspected it was more imagination and fear that caused him to
write me. Nevertheless, I became restless and I did not know what to do.
At midnight, I woke up General Candido Tria Tirona and told him about the matter. I did not want to return for
we had covered 30 kilometers already and we were nearing our destination. But he advised me to go back because
he said we might be helping others but losing our own.
I was convinced with the explanation. I told the cook to prepare food for the soldiers. We also woke up General
Vito Belarmino as he could send a messenger to Silang to tell the people to prepare an early lunch for our soldiers.
When the soldiers learned of the sad news many of them wanted to go ahead even without having their
breakfast, but I told them that it was difficult to travel 50 kilometers and to fight on empty stomachs.
*
At four o’clock of the following morning, we started for our homeward journey. When I noticed that the soldiers were almost running in their haste to reach our destination, I ordered them to refrain from running to conserve
their energy.
When we reached Silang, another letter of President Baldomero Aguinaldo handcarried to me by Lieutenant
Dalupan brought the news that our first foothold at Kulanta, Binakayan, which was under General Crispulo Aguinaldo,\fn{An older brother of Emilio, killed in action on March 24, 1897 } was already in the hands of the enemy. There was
danger that our second position might be captured, too.
Saddened by the news, many of our men who could not wait any longer for calesas\fn{Native vehicles drawn by
horses} went ahead walking. When we reached Imus at about five o’clock on the afternoon of November 8, we
found it a veritable ghost town for the people had left, leaving only the officials headed by President Baldomero
Aguinaldo behind. But when the news spread that we had come back, they came out of their hiding places and
joined us once more.
From the people I learned that our troops in Binakayan were tricked by the Filipino soldiers in the enemy
side\fn{They belonged to Regiment 73 of the Spanish army in the Philippines} who shouted,
“Brothers, brothers, don’t shoot us because we are coming to join you.”
When they were already near, they started firing at us. So our soldiers were taken unawares, and many of them
retreated. The enemy was headed by Regiment 73 and followed by five batallions of cazadores\fn{Spanish infantrymen armed with Mauser riffles} and marine infantry under Captain-General Ramon Blanco.
That same afternoon, I gathered all my generals, chiefs, and officers for an emergency consultation.
*
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We decided to divide our troops into three groups.
On the west side of the streets, I stationed General Candido Tria Tirona’s troops; on the east, the troops of
General Pio del Pilar; and between them on the main street, my troops together with the reinforcements from the
troops of Generals Vito Belarmino and Pantaleon Garcia. At our rear were the troops of Generals Baldomero
Aguinaldo and Crispulo Aguinaldo.
Walking, crawling stealthily, we slowly wended our way to our second position until we were about 300
meters away from the enemy. We were very happy to see that our Central Battery was still there.
We were able to traverse this distance without the enemy’s noticing us as it was busy setting the houses and
bancas on fire. Meanwhile, I ordered our men to rest.
During the night, I ordered the building of trenches on both sides of the streets where the enemy might possibly enter. I had to supervise the men personally and cajoled them to work because they were already tired and
sleepy.
It must be recalled that most of the men came from Talisay, yet, I had to do this myself for the other generals
were asleep, too. I did not like to wake them up also to relieve me because they needed the rest very much. It was
heartrending to see some of the men with spades and hoes, falling asleep on the earth they were shoveling.
However, before dawn we had built two trenches, I ordered General Mariano Noriel to feign an attack on Polvorin
on the other side of the river of Bacoor, a kilometer away.
The troops were accompanied by a band.
By sunrise, General Tirona came and admired the new trenches. He asked to be assigned there, so I readily
gave in even if I had planned to stay there. Before I left, however, I gave this instruction to all: no one should be
seen by the enemy; no one should fire at the enemy until he had heard my signal from the center of the trenches.
*
The troops had hardly gone to their positions when we heard the bugle of the enemy.
On the opposite shore, we saw the enemy coming. It was a huge army, the biggest I ever encountered. I
believed there were about 5,000, all armed with guns and bayonets which shone in the sun.
It was a horrible sight, and fear clutched my heart. However, I did not show this fear to my companions. I
could not eat my breakfast. I just swallowed two raw eggs and drank a cup of coffee. Then I went to the trenches
and prepared for any eventuality.
“Long live Spain! Long live Spain!” shouted the enemy as it approached our trenches.
The shouts sounded like thunder to our ears. Then it started firing right and left, but our soldiers remained
calm. When the enemy was about 40 meters from the center of the trenches, I heard shots from the battery of
General Tirona.
As the enemy rushed upon my men I ordered the cannons fired, and soon broke the enemy ranks which were
replaced anew by others. For the moment I thought this incessant replacement was interminable. The shots that
filled the air were terrifying and deafening. It saddened me to see how the enemy faced death while bodies fell in
heaps.
At the same time I noticed how brave my own soldiers were, rushing and lashing at the enemy with their bolos.
Their arrows flew rapidly and found their marks accurately.
It was in this battle that I noticed my Remington gun could kill as many as four; my Mauser gun, five; while
my Winchester gun, which I acquired from the parish priest of Imus, could finish many with its eight successive
shots.
In the midst of what I had just seen, I was filled with a mixed feeling of joy and sorrow; sorrow, because most
of those who lay lifeless and wounded were my own countrymen. I could not fathom why they were with the
Spanish soldiers, so immediately I ordered my men not to molest the enemy soldiers carrying the dead.
I was however happy because the hardships we went through at Talisay seemed to have been rewarded with
success in this battle.
When the enemy saw that it could not penetrate our lines it slowly backed out, firing parting shots as its bugles
sounded retreat.
Upon seeing the enemy retreating in a rout, I was emboldened and had my own buglers sound the advance to
my bolomen who instantly emerged from their hiding places and fell upon the retreating enemy. In the process, I
could have been a casualty myself had not Juan Munti, my strong and trusted aide, pulled me away from the line
of fire. Unfortunately, several of my men were hit by the random and aimless shots of the retreating enemy.
I remembered that in the midst of the confusion, I spotted Candido Tria Tirona, my compadre,\fn{My dearest
friend} and, in a loud voice, admonished him to be careful. He seemed certain that no harm would befall him. So
he, in turn, told me to be careful.
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After we had recovered the trenches that were taken from General Crispulo Aguinaldo, I ordered the soldiers to
cease firing as we were to face a bigger enemy from Polvorin composed of the Spanish squadrons protected by
the cruisers and the fleet under the command of General Ramon Blanco.
*
When the battle was all over, we realized that the whole province of Cavite had been liberated. We ga thered
200 guns. I also realized the great disadvantage to us of my order not to molest the enemy soldiers carrying their
dead for, as a result, we gathered only a few guns from the 15 cartloads left of dead soldiers aside from the three
bancas of wounded and dead which they brought to Manila and buried at Dalahican, Noveleta.
I learned later that Governor Blanco was very much grieved over the loss of most of his men.
In the midst of this joyful triumph, I was greatly saddened by the news that Candido Tria Tirona, my dear
friend, was killed in the encounter. Other casualties were Captain Simeon Alcantara and many brave soldiers.
For the next three days, the enemy did not harass us, but on November 12, 13, and 14, 1896, it started bombarding again the towns of Cavite el Viejo, Bacoor, and Noveleta with cannonshots from Fort Vaga of Cavite. It
was a good thing that no serious damage on the towns was wrought.
We thanked God Whom we believed was on our side, for most of the shells hurled were duds. As a result, we
gathered phosphorous which we used in our munitions factory.
In the heavy fighting at Binakayan, we were able to gather many empty cartridges.
6
Then, on February 16, we heard that Captain-General Polavieja was at the Palanyag\fn{ Now Parañaque} church
ready to attack Cavite. However, the newspapers in Manila published that the attack would be made at Silang.
I did not believe the news, for I thought it was only a strategy of the enemy to make us leave Zapote and
concentrate on Silang until I learned later that the troops we saw passing by Las Piñas were placed under the
command of General Lachambre who was to direct the attack on Silang from Santo Domingo in Calamba,
Laguna.
I was sure our troops in Silang would not be defeated as our brave General Vito Belarmino I would surely
defend the town. Even with this information, I did not leave our stronghold at Zapote where I had selected brave
generals, Edilberto Evangelista, Pio del Pilar, and Mariano Noriel.
While in the bitter fighting in Silang our men fell right and left, one very disconcerting event happened to us
when we were surprised by some Spanish troops who came from nowhere near Ligas at Zapote.
So our men jumped at the enemy in hand-to-hand fights, using bolos, spears or any other weapons they had.
Shots rent the air as our men pounced like lions upon their prey which had to retreat to the other side of the river.
Again the Zapote river was drenched with the blood of both our soldiers and the enemy's;
Amidst this victory, however, I was greatly saddened by the loss of one great leader, General Edilberto
Evangelista, and many Filipino soldiers.
7
In accordance with information which I frequently receive, many of the soldiers belonging to the troops of the
enemy, both Spaniards and natives, desire to come over to our army, not being able to suffer the bad treatment by
their commanders, and they cannot carry out this wish as they doubt whether they would be received by us.
Therefore, as we consider as our enemies only those who remain hostile to the troops of the revolution, admit ting those who come over and submit to us, I hereby decree the following:
First. We admit and shall consider as friends those officers and enlisted men of the Spanish forces who shall
surrender to us, and furthermore the Government will reward each soldier by a gift of 35 pesos for every rifle he
may have with him at the time of his surrender.
Second. The corporal who shall surrender with his rifles shall receive double the amount due each soldier; a
sergeant double that indicated for a corporal, a lieutenant double that of a sergeant, and a captain double that for a
lieutenant, and thus successively to the other officers.
Third. In order that those who wish to surrender may be known when they approach our trenches, if there be
many in a body, it would be well for them to carry their rifles already fastened together, one of them notifying the
commander of the trenches before the remainder of them approach and they should remove their uniforms.
Fourth. In order to avoid obstacles on the way, the commander of the trenches will send one of his soldiers to
accompany those who have surrendered to the President.
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Fifth. If he be a corporal or sergeant who brings with him half or a whole company to surrender, said corporal
or sergeant shall receive double the amount which would be due the lieutenant or captain left behind.
Let a copy be made of this decree and let it be posted in public places.
8
Since the Spanish squadron began shelling us on May 10, 1897, simultaneously large numbers of marines were
landed on the shores of Cavite.\fn{On the morning of May 10, 1897, suddenly a flotilla of Spanish gunboats appeared at
Maragondon’s shore and began bombarding the town, blasting the outer defences with devastating salvos of naval guns. It then sailed
away:Zaide. The Spanish advanced against the revolutionaries with 16,0000 men armed with Spanish M93s, and one field battery. He had
an available force of ove 12,000 men to suppress the rebels in Luzon alone:W }

They were met by the columns of General Mariano Riego de Dios and Colonel Riel, while in the east and
south Generals Emiliano Riego de Dios, Pio del Pilar, and Mariano Noriel held on to their posts during the fierce
battle which lasted the whole day.
Heavy casualties were sustained by both sides.
Because of the superior number of the enemy, we retreated to the other side of the river of Maragondon,
leaving behind many of our dead and abandoning two homemade cannons in front of the church. The Spaniards
raced to the belfry and unfolded the Spanish flag to the ringing of the church bells and the shouting of “Viva
Espana!”
As they were very certain of our annihilation, they came to town in groups, by squads and battalions, excited,
and shouting. When I saw the enemy from my vantage point on the river side, I ordered “Fire!” and the enemy,
taken by surprise by our heavy firing, did not even retaliate but lay flat on the ground.
However, we could not continue firing at them to the finish because we lacked the necessary ammunition. So I
ordered our immediate retreat to Mounts Buntis and Tala toward the southern part of Maragondon where
thousands and thousands of people who had retreated ahead of us sought safety and shelter.
We spent the night in rest and sleep, on the ground in the thick forest.\fn{ Driven from Cavite Province by the powerful
Spanish all-out offensive, General Aguinaldo, with his shattered revolutionary forces, retreated to Batangas, and from there he proceeded to
the rocky barrio of Biaknabato, San Miguel, in the province of Bulacan. After a hazardous odyssey from Maragondon, he safely reached
Biaknabato on June 24, 1897. The next month, July 1897, he issued the following stirring proclamation. }

9
On the inauguration of the second epoch of our struggle, from these mountains, ever faithful to our liberty and
independence, we raise our voices to all those in whose breasts beat noble hearts; to all those who have courage
and honor, dignity and patriotism.
We make no racial discrimination; we call upon all who possess honor and the sense of personal dignity; the
Filipino, the Asiatic, the American and the European all alike suffer; and we invite all those who suffer to aid in
lifting up a fallen and tortured people, a country destroyed and sunken in the mire of debasement.
We reject no one, not even the Spaniards, for we have gallant Spaniards in our ranks; free from prejudice and
solely through love of justice, they defend our demand for the recognition of Ourselves and our dignity.
To arms, noble hearts, to arms!
Enough of suffering!
The Filipino people crawl in degradation.
The country weeps because of the debasement of her sons.
*
Look at our altars, stained by the religious orders which have converted the most sacred objects into means of
avaricious exploitation.
Without regard for poverty, for morality or for the public health, the friars think only of the gold they receive
for baptisms, weddings and burials.
To them, the Tagalogs who have no money are heathens, they may live together in concubinage and their
corpses may be food for the cows and the dogs.
Only the rich are blessed and receive the sacrament.
*
Look at our homes, their landmarks and lands watered with the sweat of our forefathers are taken away by the
insatiable friars, despots and plunderers of the fruits of our toil, while they proclaim their poverty and chastity.
Alas for the family which lays by some little savings!
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Alas for the mother who has a daughter who is good-looking! On their account, innocent parents and brothers
will soon have to shed tears of disgrace and exile.
Look at the law trampled under foot, converted into a weapon to be used against rather than in defense of the
Filipinos; on all sides threats and bribes.
The municipality degraded; the administration and treasury ruined by immorality and speculation.
In the government and high offices of the State, where the native is barred from holding office arbitrary rule
prevails, individual security depending not on natural right, but on the irresponsible will of any of those in
authority.
Error and deception is the motto of public instruction; in the schools and the press absolute tyranny; on all
sides ignorance, dishonor, vice and corruption.
Appeals to the law have no effect; complaints, demands in legitimate form, have only received contempt.
What has been done with our legal petitions to have the friars expelled from Philippine soil?
What has been done with our demand and arguments for the proper representation of the Philippines in the
Spanish Cortes?
*
Oh, civilization and culture!
The signers, who peaceably petitioned under the protection of the law are all executed or banished.
Enough, enough of scandal.
To arms, Filipinos, to arms, my brothers!
*
Mindful of the common good, we aspire to the glory of obtaining liberty, independence and honor for the
country.
We aspire to have a common law, created for all citizens, which will serve them as a guarantee and assurance
of respect, without exception.
We aspire to have a government which will represent all the active forces of the country, in which will take
part the most capable, the most worthy in virtues and talents, without regard to their birth, their wealth or the race
to which they belong.
We desire that no friar set his foot on any part of the Archipelago, and that no convent or monastery or center
of corruption, or partisans of that theocracy which has made this land another inquisitorial Spain, shall remain. In
our ranks order shall always be respected.
Under our flag justice will always govern.
*
Worthy sons of that liberty which has been iniquitously snatched away from us, we shall show the world that
we are worthy of having our own government—our own country as we have our own language.
We fling back into their teeth the name which our enemies give us.
We are the faithful sons, we who, scorning life and money, and comfort, we who, scorning all kinds of
hardship give our blood for the good of our country, for the welfare of our fellow-citizens and redemption of our
children.
Viva the free Philippines!
10
The towns of Cavite province have been occupied by the Spaniards after we found it convenient to abandon
them.
We must change our tactics and adapt them to circumstances in which we find ourselves.
We have learned that it is bad policy to remain fortified in our towns and act on the defensive against the
enemy.
We must take the offensive on propitious occasions, adopting the Cuban system of ambuscades and guerrilla
warfare.
*
In this manner, we can fight Spain for an indefinite period, wearing out her resources and obliging her to give
up through sheer weakness, because we should remember that even the Spanish press admits that each Spanish
soldier requires a peso per day for his food and maintenance, to which must be added transportation, clothes,
ammunitions, etc., the total of which amounts to an immense sum.
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Considering that Spanish credit in foreign countries is nil, and that her young men emigrate to France and
other countries to free themselves from conscription, it would appear certain that in the end she must succumb.
You know already why Polavieja\fn{ Governor General Camilo de Polavieja} was recalled. Because the government
found itself unable to send the twenty thousand men he demanded.
The Cubans, with their guerrilla system, avoiding combats when they would have an unfavorable result, have
succeeded in wearing out the Spaniards, who, decimated by the climate, are dying there in great numbers.
Adopting this system, it will be possible to extend the action of the Katipunan to the provinces of Ilocos,
Pangasinan, Cagayan, etc., where our brothers, already ruthlessly tyrannized over by the Spaniards, will come
promptly to the defense of the cause.
The provinces of Zambales, Tarlac, Tayabas, etc., are already under the control of the government of the
Katipunan, and in order that they may be completely won over, the revolutionary movement must be made
general to obtain thus what we ardently desire.
*
It is absolutely necessary to prolong the war and give the strongest possible evidence of our strength, so that
Spain will be forced to concede what we desire.
Otherwise, we shall be regarded as a degenerate race, and instead of amplifying our rights, they will still
further diminish them.
11
We know well that many of you are. greatly discontented, and rightly so, because of the bad treatment you
receive from your superior officers, who consider you as merely stepping-stones to their sinister ambitions.
To them, you are only poor soldiers—meat for the butcher.
We are aware of the fact that the generals, chiefs, and officials who command you have no other objective than
to rob you of whatever small possessions you own and bring you to battle, hoping that many of you would die, a
fatal error for you; they do not care whether you win or lose the fight, since the more you die, the better for them.
These ambitious officers of yours, upon their promotion, pretend to be sick so that they could be sent back to
the Peninsula\fn{I.e., to Spain} to enjoy the fruits of their promotions, at the cost of your blood which you have
generally shed.\fn{This was the reason General Polavieja gave for his sudden departure (so W) just after subduing the province of
Cavite; but it might really have been because, being an able and experienced field commander, he foresaw, in the determination of the
revolutionaries to defend their cause, and in their widespread local support, an inevitable Spanish defeat, and he did not wish to be blamed
for that defeat:H}

The ranks of this honorable revolution which is being waged solely for the noble ideal of this tyrannized
people will welcome you warmly.
You will not be deceived nor will you be maltreated as you are being ill-treated in the Spanish forces. On the
day, not so far away, when our cause will triumph, you will occupy an honorable position among us, a position
which you would never have as long as you are by the side of our executioners.
*
Now, there arrived at our camp a soldier of Company Eight of the Infantry Regiment, Jose Aroco Gil. He fled
from the excessive abuses of his captain, shameful it is to say, denied him the leftover of a meal and has
maltreated him many times for demanding what was rightly his.
Among us is a former captain of Company Seven of the Infantry, Don Celso Mayor y Nuñez, a refugee from
notorious persecutions of which he had been a victim.
He came to us and we have welcomed him as we do to all, with open arms, proving by irrefutable deeds that
the honor of a veteran who had fought for many years for the country cannot be violated with impunity by
incompetent officers who now are in charge of its past glories.
Do not mind the calumnies which have been disseminated among your ranks about the bad treatment that we
inflict on Peninsular Spaniards, of whom we have many. Two wounded and prisoners who were captured alive in
the fight at Puray—that disgraceful defeat\fn{ Of the Spaniards} which cost so much blood to you but has brought
about high promotions for your officers who were received with warm hospitality.
Mind this, not one of them desires to return to your ranks.
*
In our army no one is ever deprived of whatever belongs to him, and those of your army who joined us are
rewarded splendidly.
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When a whole unit or company surrenders to us, as what have happened several times, each private who
surrenders with his arms is rewarded 35 pesos, the corporals receiving double this sum, and the commissioned
officers getting successively higher sums.
If the corporal or sergeant alone surrenders the entire command, he is given the entire amount of the group.
I hope, then, and am sure that you will join us to end the dolorous martyrdom which you are suffering.
185.41 In Great Haste\fn{by Epifanio C. de los Santos (1871-1928)} Malabon, National Capital Region, The
Philippines (M) 3
On the night of August 30, 18— a young man from the town of Z—— was heading for X—— riding a spirited
horse. They called him “the jockey.” The distance between both towns was covered with reed grass and trees
where one can easily lose his way if he is not careful.
The semi-darkness produced by the moon’s oblique rays and the swaying of the leaves of the trees gave a
sinister look to the shadows cast by these trees. These filled the jockey with immense terror, more so, because of
the legion of big field rats which went to and fro, leaping and jumping dreadfully, enlarged to incredible proportions by the semi-darkness.
After half-an-hour’s arduous ride, our young man was glad when he reached a plain where he was able to
breathe freely and smell the fragrance of the herbs carried by the cold breeze. He looked at the vast panorama
before him, beautiful and charming, sprinkled by green, young bamboo. Far away, he saw the file of cones of
bundles of palay\fn{Rice} to be taken to the granary; nearby, there were, amidst brambles, many luxuriant plants
dappled with multi-colored flowers with shades of agate, ruby, topaz, and emerald and the exquisite beauty of all
those flowers was enhanced by the moon’s radiance.
Even as the animal went at a good pace still he had a long way to go before reaching his journey’s end. The
jockey decided to go to one of the nearby huts. He stopped by one of them, got off his horse, and held the rein to a
post. He got a cigarette from its case, lighted it and smoked. He wiped his perspiration and fitted a trestle of akle
to sit on.
A long trek could exhaust even the best of riders and his strength was all sapped after that rough ride for he
was neither a skillful nor a long-suffering rider despite his being called “the jockey.” He would have to make do
with whatever strength he could recover to go on his way.
The hut was naturally made of nipa with a framework of bamboo. Beside it grew a magnificent mango tree
which, like the Biblical patriarchs, become more luxuriant with young leaves, shoots, and laden with fruits in its
old age. Its veil of thick leaves failed to cover the extremely sweet and inviting fruits which seemed to say to
passers-by who lost their way:
“Pick me and eat me.”
Beyond doubt, no one could go that way without picking some of that delicious golden fruit gilded by the sun,
whenever the obliging wind bared such exquisite fruit amidst its thick foliage.
*
On this prolific mango tree was written the old man’s entire life story. He, its owner, just as his descendants
had grown under the shadow of this tree. They all took care of it as they would their father or grandfather.
On the other hand, its foliage served as his bed, its shadow gave him solace and joy; its fruits, refreshment, and
on its trunk was fixed the age of each of the old man’s children through the marks made by an axe. Even the
chirping sparrows benefited from it for they were able to build their straw nests in the holes of its branches, in
exchange perhaps for listening to the melancholic songs with which they entertained their young.
That evening, the old man was cooking his frugal meal under the mango tree. He was smoking a.cigarette butt
in his clay pipe. The jockey found him doing this chore. The visit did not surprise the old man. He was warned by
the cat that was wiping its muzzle all day and by the noisy crackling of the fire (that sounded as if salt were being
thrown into it), with which he was cooking his dish of vegetables consisting of eggplant, balm apple and flowers
of katuray.
“Hello! Good evening,” the jockey greeted him.
“Good evening, young man,” replied the old man. And he picked two or three splinters to add to the fire which
was about to be extinguished.
“Apparently,” he went on, “you come from afar and are very tired and pardon me …”
“Right But I wanted to cover as much ground as I could in a single trip. Don’t you think it’s possible, sir?”
Upon hearing this word, the old man became more familiar with him and asked:
“Do you by any chance come from A——?”
“No, farther away, from Z——.”
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“Oh,” exclaimed the old man, “and you wanted to make it to X—— by racing? Not even by flying, son, not
even by flying.”
Meanwhile, the water in the pot began to boil like a grouchy devil. It boiled so briskly that its contents spilt
over in spite of its cover. The old man wiped it carefully with a rag.
“Tell me, though, pemaps I shouldn’t ask this,” he continued, “weren’t you scared when you went through
those byroads?”
“I won’t deny that, for who does not have some kind of fear somehow? But I had no choice except to summon
my courage and, of course, God’s help is always there.”
“Well said, son, damn! Yesterday, a poor man was held up; and if you consider that something to take with a
shrug of your shoulders, friend, they beheaded the unfortunate one.”
The cunning old man observed his interlocutor without batting an eyelash to see if he had succeeded in
frightening him. The jockey felt his hair stand on end as he seemed to feel the cold edge of the knife severing his
head, and he wiped the perspiration which dampened his skin. But after he had shivered with horror and even felt
his teeth clattering because of the incident, he gathered his courage and said:
“They certainly know whom to pick. They might, perhaps, cut me into pieces but not before two or three of
them are shot down with this gadget Do you see this?” He flashed a shiny, high calibered revolver.
The old man who had never seen soch a thing was fIlled with dread, he closed his eyes tight, dazzled, by the
lustre of the metal and pushed the weapon away with his hand, shaking his head, and shouting:
“Jesus, God help me! I’m dead!”
And he tooched his ribs thinking in his bewilderment that the other had f1red at him and hit him there. The
young man laughed and added:
“The effect produced by this gadget is evident, sir.”
“Ah! You don’t know the harm that blunderbuss has done me. Put it away. What is it called?”
“Revolver.”
“Reblober?”
“Not reblober, but revolver.”
“It doesn’t matter which,” murmured the old man ill-humored at the correction.
The food must have been cooked, for the old man lifted the pot from the fire with a pair of rattan pincers and
set it on a pot-holder. This done, he squatted in front of his visitor ready to pay him in his own coin.
“Well,” he began, “I know you do not fear the tulisanes (bandits) or the highwaymen. But the binangunan,\fn{Literally, “suckers”; a species of vampire } tikbalang,\fn{According to the dictionary, a legendary creature whose head and
body look like a person except that its feet are like those of a horse, which causes people to lose their way in the forest; according to the
author, an oldish creature, tall and long-legged and skinny, who smokes cigars as long and thick as ones forearm, but who is peace-loving
and gentle and does not have any evil designs } matandas\fn{An oldish creature, less tall and skinny than a tikbalang, and with normalsized ears} and kapres:\fn{A giant, said to appear during the night with a big, lighted cigar in its mouth } these are something else.

With them, your reprober won’t be of any use.”
“But sir, those are rubbish that even one who is not that well educated no longer believes in.”
“Yes, those who wear the vest, the Panama hat, and silver watch and other such stuff. To hell with the educated ones!” And he was so disconcerted at the young man’s vehemence that the latter became a little frightened and
sort of regretted his flippance.
“That’s a joke, sir, you can’t imagine how much I enjoy knowing the history of those whom you are sure
would fill me with terror and on whom my ‘repober’ wouldn’t be any good. And I shall not leave until you have
told me those wonderful tales reserved for your special friends. Will you tell them to me?”
“Yes, of course, my son.”
And so the old man began to narrate the exploits and prowess of his heroes. Our young man was all ears, for
even if he did not believe them, he considered them enchanting, for peasants tell their tales with that indescribable
charm, free from circumlocution and twists. And he thought that they were the most delightful and enjoyable
stones that he had ever heard until then.
This is what the old man related to him:
*
“When I was a boy, my mother told me that there were very beautiful maidens, with their bodies bare and their
hair in disarray who lived in places hardly, if ever, frequented by man.
“Whoever passed there, man or woman, worse if he was a man, was never spared by them. They never let go
of him, overwhelmed him with caresses, kissed him and left him dead without his being able to fulfill his
intentions if he had them at all; for, they kissed him in such a way that they sucked his blood, and immediately the
man dies. Thus, they were named binangunan (suckers, a species of vampires).
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“What I’m about to tell you, I experienced myself not more than twenty one years ago,” he continued.
“I was going to a nearby place. And to go there, there was only one pathway between shrubs. How could
anyone get lost there?
“But listen, I went on my way and on and on but never reached my destination. Damn it! I told myself it must
have been some naughty tianak,\fn{A goblin or mischievous sprite which, according to tradition, is the spirit of a young child who
died unbaptized} playing tricks on me. And no matter how much and how well I looked, I saw no one, I walked on.
Damn it!
“I had scarcely taken three steps when I began to hear boisterous laughter. That enraged me and I looked and
looked with these sharp eyes to see if I could fimd him and at a distance, I saw a small child about a handbreath’s
height who laughed with all its might. After locating him, I felt sure I’d be able to trap him, but I only got hold of
a piece of charcoal as big as a cucumber and farther away, the same child kept on laughing at me.
“Trying to figure what to do, I decided to remove my shirt and put it on again but inside out. As soon as I did
this, I got to the place right away.”
*
And in the same vein, he narrated the devilish ways of the tikbalang, matanda, and kapre.
That the tikbalang was oldish, tall and long-legged and skinny. He smokes cigars as long and thick as the
forearm but was peace-loving and gentle and did not have any evil designs. He lived in uninhabited places and
was seated on mounds called punso built by the skillful but destructive white ants. Because he was long-legged,
when he was seated his knee pants reached a level higher than the top of his head with his enormous ears.
The matanda and the tikbalang are of the same type, but with normal-sized ears. He lives in towns and barrios
and is the terror of dogs whose necks he twists and hence, that howling cry of horror or distress so pitiful and
lamentable heard at night which scares children and grownups alike.
However the kapre. is a thousand times worse than the devil himself, for he might just hold a person as he
would a piece of feather and whirl him around in the air without amazingly hurting him in any way. The fact is
that he merely teases and jokes. But if anyone shows he can resist his pranks, the least he does, the little devil, is
to leave him in a sorry state. Oh yes, he would have wanted to see an educated one reckon with the kapre.
Definitely, he would kill them like fleas, being the worst and most malignant devil of the world. If it should
occur to him to uproot trees, he does it as easily as if he were merely pulling out weeds from the fields. And
what’s terrible is when he takes the form of a monstrous wild boar with an awful lot of fangs. Here, one must
make the sign of the cross and the monster disappears amidst foul-smelling flames of smoke and sulphur.
*
After such a long tale, he seemed to have gotten hungry. As soon as he had finished, he uncovered the pot and
smelled its contents, the unmistakable sign that he was really hungry. He invited the young man to eat with him.
But the young man refused courteously and prepared to go on his way. He cracked his whip. With the noise,
some roosters perched on the branches of the mango tree woke up, flapped their wings, shaking off their
sleepingness and instead of crowing, squawked. The roosters’ squawking was answered by other roosters of the
neighboring huts, and a thousand more joined them. One had to see and hear the din raised by these heralds of
dawn.
At this point. it was midnight. And he still had to cover the short distance left. In a flash, he mounted, straddled
on the horse, spurred it, and went through those thickets. He was seen going up some high ground and then disappeared.
*
It must have been past midnight and the moon was starting to wane when he reached the town X——. He
smiled gratefully at the moon (wrapped in a mantle of silver clouds) which like a miraculous star provided him
with light that helped him find his way through the dangerous route he had just passed.
The jockey’s arrival in the town was heralded by a salute of barking which was echoed by others in the vicinity. Later, far away, another one, not quite as loud and farther away, growing still fainter until it became an imperceptible echo.
There was a loud knocking at a door. It was the jockey who was kicking the door so it would be opened by
someone.
A bundle wrapped in a blanket appeared with a candlestick. She was the jockey’s maid. The door was opened
and closed.
Then everything became quiet Everyone slept. Light shadows covered the town, falling into its labyrinthian
streets.
And everything became blurred in the indistinct light of dawn.
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185.35 1. Kokumura’s Father-in-Law 2. How He Ends An Engagement 3. Maria Clara 4. The Vanishing
Line 5. Lozaro’s Kiss 6. The Wanderer\fn {by Fernando María Guerrero (1873-1929)} Manila, National Capital
Region, The Philippines (M) 6
1
“May I come in Dr. Kiko?”
“What do you want?”
“I have come to find out whether you as journalists had received any telegram about the war between Russia
and Japan.”
“Yes sir,” he answered him more serious than Don Nathaniel Berenjena (Eggplant). “We have received one in
which it is announced that four Russian battleships were ‘put to the sword’ by the Japanese.”
My interviewer, after hearing this, took a chair without saying any word and sat down smartly, with all the
calmness of a radish.
“Is that true?” he asked.
“As true as that you’re not bothering me here, like the dogs do during mass.” My “annoyer” did not feel
alluded to, and continued.
“And how many Russians have died?”
“450,575 and ¾,” I replied without batting an eyelid.
“Jesus! How awful!”
“Ay, my friend! I detest more the bores and loafers that I know.”
(Neither did my man feel alluded to.)
“Listen,” he continued. “And did the Japanese aim well with their cannons?”
“Yes man, yes, it is apparent they aimed better than I did.”
“Come again. Please repeat what you have just said.”
“I say they aimed better than I did, because at this time, I have fired two bullets and ‘my target’ has not even
batted an eyelid How shameless!”
“But are you an artilleryman?”
“The artilleryman must have been a grandfather. Oh, please leave me alone. I beg you.”
“Sir, do not send me away. See, I have come here to ask you for advice.”
“I am not a counselor.”
“Yes, but you are a good friend and a great patriot.”
Again he mentioned that word. In order to pester me, he always called me a patriot.
“What advice do you seek?” I asked him.
“You see my daughter married a Japanese vendor of sweetened wafers, and because he wishes to leave for
Japan to fight against the Russians, this daughter of mine does nothing but cry.”
“Let her cry, suffer, rage.”
“But the sacrament of marriage, sir?”
“It can be well renewed after the war.”
“No, sir, the fact is that if my son-in-law Kokumura leaves, I shall die of starvation.”
“Man, I like your witticism.”
“Yes sir, because I no longer have teeth, I can eat nothing but sweetened wafers.”
“Well, eat pan de sal.”
“I cannot, sir.”
“So that’s how it is? Well, look, I neither can stand some perfect bores; however, I tolerate them.”
“Oh sir! What a philanthropist you are!”
“Brute!” I said to myself.
My man left, not without first asking what kind of knife the Japanese used to “cut the throat” of Russian ships.
2
The estimable family of Don Sisebuto, top leader of the honorable class of “rat-catchers” of the Public Health
Office, is more sad and tearful than the prophet Jeremiah.
Nina Poleng, the eldest of the daughters of the family, confessed the truth of the case to her dearest fiance
Caralampio in these or similar words:
“Oh, my angel! (I am warning my readers that Caralampio is uglier than the devil.) Oh, angel of mine!”—
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replied the enamoured Poleng—“I have misgivings and fears that we would not be able to marry this coming
Sunday.”
“Good grief! again, how come?” asked the ‘little angel’, jumping like a grasshopper! “Every day we keep postponing the happy moment of our projected marriage.”
“Have patience, my dear,” murmured the girl, putting the index finger of her right hand on the nose of Caralampio.
“Ouch!” he shouted. “What are you doing to me?”
“Pardon me, I was only a little careless. I wanted to caress your cheeks, but my finger slipped and it entered—
my angel, I beg your pardon!”
“Very well, I forgive you, but on condition that you have to tell me the cause, the motive, and the primary
reason of the postponement of our wedding.”
“It is Papa who told me so.”
“What the heck is your father’s concern about these things? Aren’t you by any chance old enough?”
“Well, yes; Papa does not blow the whistle but he plays the flute and at times the accordion; but because the
government—”
“Now the government. Are you in your right mind, my dear?”
“Yes, my dear cherubim, yes; but it is because Papa has told me that the government has not as yet paid its
employees.”
“Might one ask why?”
“Simply, my darling Caralamping, because the ‘presuppositions’ are not approved—”
“What did you say?”
“The presuppositions.”
“I do not understand it. Do you wish to explain yourself with more clarity and better syntax?”
“The presuppositions, that is to say, as Papa has told me, are the ‘plans’ of the salaries, expenses etc., etc., of
the government.”
“And your father says presuppositions?”
“Yes.”
“And is he the one who taught you those things?”
“Yes, he was the one.”
“Well, then, the government does well not to pay him.”
“Man, look you are offending my docency, and the public and private propriety.”
“It does not matter to me, my dear. You well know that all about that propriety is a stupid conventionalism.”
“For God’s sake, Caralampio, do not insult me!”
“Are you in your right mind, woman? Do I insult you by any chance?”
“Yes, I have heard it You have called me stupid just a while ago, and you have said, in addition, that the government does well in not paying my father. Oh, who would have said that you would treat me like that, loving you
the way I do.”
“And who would have ever thought that my future father-in-law would say ‘presuppositions’ instead of ‘budget’.”
“You still keep on making fun of me? Well I do not like you anymore; our engagement is over. Give me back
the hair and the pair of slippers that I gave you.”
“I cannot.”
“Man, I like your excuse. And why can’t you?”
“Because they have been taken away by the garbage cart. Your slippers stank so much.”
“Go, you scoundrel. Leave right now!”
“Thank God!” said Caralampio, getting his hat, “finally we are through with each other. Goodbye, my friend!
Do not cry, Do not cry anymore—”
“Unfaithful! traitor, bad fiance!”
“Well, tell your father, that is to say to Sisebuto that begot you, that we have concluded our presuppositions— I
mean our relations.”
3
María Clara has visited me in my dreams and I have told her:
“Tell me, María Clara, tell me daughter of a sad country, is it true that you have died, that everything has
ended?”
María Clara looked at me for a long time: in her eyes gleamed that blissful childhood that the pale muse of
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Rettée\fn{Adolph Rettée (1863-1930) French poet} knew.
“What do you say, María Clara?”
More silence. No word flowed from the lips of the spiritual virgin. All the anxieties awakened like an outburst
of rebellion in my breast.
“Talk to me, María Clara, talk to me.”
And María Clara smiled sadly with an autumnal and ephemeral smile, and then she extended one of her white
hands to me, hands like lilies and silk, hands of love and piety.
“No,” Maria Clara has told me, “I cannot die. I am the spirit of my race, of your race; 1 am the incarnation of
all the sadness, of all the glories, of all the happiness of the Fatherland. 1 live in you, as I have lived, as 1 live, as
1 will live, if you do not betray me, nor forget my good words.”
Oh, yes. The words of María Clara were really very good. They are very good.
“I am not going to betray you, I am not going to forget what you tell me.” I have answered her. “Look at me, I
am my old usual self; a bit more sad and more bowed with life’s burden, it is true, but always at your side; always
loving you like my own mother … always yours! Only in this way will we be able to save ourselves, attain glory
and crown ourselves with laurels.”
María Clara has not answered me, but she has placed her right hand to her breast and has given me her heart.
“Take it,” Maria Clara has told me, “it is my keepsake for you. I gave Rizal\fn{ José Rizal (1861-1896) Phillipine patriot and opthomologist} that heart; I wish to give it to all Filipinos. With it you will be great, strong and triumphant.”
“And the danger, and the hand armed with steel?
“And the deep abyss and the inaccessible summit?”
“None of that exists,” Maria Clara has answered, “when the will is ready, when the intentions are true, I will
know how to encourage you. Follow me. Do you not know that my kisses give life?”
*
The dream vanished, and from then on I have followed Maria Clara—shadow of love and poetry—along the
sad path of life.
And María Clara has kissed me …
4
He was a compleat artist. He, Luis Santos, was deliriously in love to death with the aesthetic figure, was madly
obsessed with gracefulness and preciosity.
When he went to the field, he would remain for a long while, looking, as in a mystical trance, at the rare forms
of the rocks, the free ripples of the water, the curve of the waving branches, and the turgescence of sublime
colored clouds. And Luis would then exclaim:
“Oh, Woman, if you were like all of that, so beautiful, so fascinating.”
But afterwards, almost, instinctively his lips pursed in an ironic smile. And this smile had for him the validity
of a verdict. It was a smile, masterful, definitive, unappealable.
*
The room of Luis was shabby, but it smelled of flowers and of the kisses of spring. As a matter of fact, in a
vase of water were pale roses which shed their beauty over the gloominess of a sordid table and some old books. I
arrived and told him:
“What are you thinking about, Luis?”
Luis seemed absorbed. He did not turn his face, did not open his eyes, and left me dumbfounded.
“Luis, what are you thinking?” I repeated.
The same impassiveness, the same silence. I approached him and pulled him by the arm.
“What are you thinking, Luis?” I asked.
“Oh, it is you,” he said.
“Yes, man, I came to visit you!” I said.
“No, please go away. Do not disturb my worship, do not break the glory of my vision,: he replied.
“Worship, vision, I do not understand you, explain yourself,” I answered.
“The clouds that drift by—my love. Look!” And he pointed the sky to me.
“I still do not understand,” I said.
“Silly, silly! you do not understand anything. You do not know about the cosmic beauty, the universal rhythm,
the sacred forms of things. Leave me!” he said. And he smiled ironically.
Respecting his ecstasy, I left.
*
And another day in the same room, before the same vase of flowers.
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“How are the forms, Luis? And the beauty of the cosmos, and the rhythm of the universe?” I asked.
This time he did not smile ironically. He embraced me strongly, cordially, almost frenetically.
“My ideal is made, my dreams are materializing; I discovered the synthesis,” Luis said.
“What?” I asked astonished.
“A woman, María. What a woman!” he said.
“But …” I said.
“Yes, she is the essence, María is a cloud, a wave of water, a branch in blossom, the charm of living, the
miracle of the figure, the sanctity of the form, my ivory tower, my golden house. Oh María, hail!”
His lyricism overflowed. The lips of Luis continued praying his litany of love. I let him speak.
“Now then,” I replied afterwards, “I suppose you will marry María?”
“Oh, yes! Soon, you will see.” We talked some more, and after some time, I said goodbye to the poet.
“Until when, Luis?” I asked.
“Until the day I possess my dream,” he answered.
*
Luis had not been deceived. María was really beautiful. She seemed like a lily with an indescribable halo
mysteriously fascinating. She was a full marvel of contour and softness. Her extreme beauty irradiated something
that was like magic light and love potion.
“Because I like him,” she told me. “I am happy with Luis. He carried off my soul to the golden house of his
verses.” And Luis on his part said:
“María is Beauty in the ivory tower, and I am her master. My hands have been scented with the aroma of the
mystical rose. My illusions have fallen asleep under the shade of her bosom of flames. Oh, María. María! vessel
of adoration, chalice of love, amphora of litheness. Hail!”
And Luis glorified his beloved, and he impregnated her with the quintessence of his love. Sweet Queen María.
*
After a lapse of seven months. Love made motherhood, and motherhood, like the germinal kiss, the buds, the
womb of Maria swelled with the new life.
When Luis noticed it, he felt somewhat perplexed and sad. A rare heart, but logical. He loved the slender
figure, the beauty of the plastic forms, and should continue to love them. With that love gone, he would also die.
I surprised him in a moment of distressing pensiveness.
He was seated with his elbows on his knees and his skinny hands against his feverish temples. In the distance,
near the window, María was embroidering baby clothes.
“Luis, what is the matter with you?” I asked
“A disillusionment … the figure that’s vanishing,” he said.
“What?” I asked.
“The motherhood that is killing me as it destroys the dream of my life. Look at María. Oh, that belly, that belly!” he exclaimed.
“Now then—” I answered.
“That motherhood which you bless is cruel and anti-aesthetic. It has destroyed the figure, the beautiful curve,
yesterday’s smooth amphora. Damn!”
I saw his face. Luis’s eyes were bathed in sorrowful tears.
“Come now, do not be a fool,” I told him. “Calm yourself.”
“Tired, yes,” he answered me.
“Then rest, my friend, rest,” I replied,
I bade him goodbye and I left the poet. And he really rested for good.
When night came, Luis went down to his garden and there he shot himself. On his table was a sheet of paper
on which a trembling hand had written the following:
María,
I am going away, forgive me. I cannot bear the cruelties of motherhood. The figure which was my enchantment has
disappeared since you felt your motherhood. The golden house is shattered, it is ugly, it is unrecognizable.
I am leaving, María, I hate the biological law that has destroyed the former eurythmy of your flesh...
Before becoming anti-esthetic, I’ll rather be dead.
Luis.

Poor Queen Maria!
5
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Through the open window entered in great rushes all the coolness of the evening, ideal and poetic soul of that
white landscape with a moon.
The poor sick man, swollen and purple red, rested on an old rattan armchair with sad and listless eyes. How
terribly he had been affected by leprosy. Swollen, the flesh repulsively swollen, the lines of his face disfigured,
and everything, everything covered by a repellant sheen and redness. Sick in body and also in his soul, Lazaro is
what is commonly called a hen-pecked husband.
On the other hand, Micaela, his wife, was harsh, uncouth, and mannish. She lived against her will beside the
unfortunate leper; she served him between grumblings and insolence, and never concealed the repugnance she felt
for her husband since he started swelling.
That night Lazaro, taking advantage of his wife’s absence, got up from his armchair, tiptoed towards the crib
where his son slept to give him a kiss—just one kiss! But he was surprised by Micaela.
“What are you doing?” she said. “Do not kiss the child. You will contaminate him. How stubborn you are,
Lazaro!”
“By God, woman, let me give him a kiss, just one—he is my son!”
“I forbid you. Get away from there. I said I do not want you to—No! Your illness is infectious. You know it
because the doctor told you so, and yet you keep on looking for the child. Do you want him to be like you?”
“No, no,” mournfully groaned the leper. “But and how about this heart?” he added, pounding his breast. “I am
his father, I, Lazaro, I …”
He started to whimper like a little child.
“So what! That’s enough!” shouted Micaela. “So that we do not continue this way, the best thing would be for
us to separate.”
“My dear, don’t treat me so badly,” Lazaro replied with gentleness. “Look at the way I am, how everyone flees
from me and is afraid of me—out of disgust. There was even a friend with whom I wanted to shake hands but he
drew it back anxiously.”
“Well done.”
“By God, Micaela.”
“You hear me, I would have done the same thing.”
Overwhelmed by the cruel words of his wife, by that woman who only loved him when he was robust and
handsome, Lazaro sunk into a pitiable taciturnity, into an inconsolable melancholy, as though his tongue had suddenly been pulled out and all the dreams of his soul had died.
He returned to his rattan armchair. A moonbeam lighted his sorrowful face gnawed away by leprosy. He
covered his face with his hands and cried. He cried because of that smothered kiss, because of that female who
treated him like a dog, embarrassing him with the lash of her contumelies.
When he felt his strength return, he stood up again and once again walked to where his child slept peacefully. ..
His wife was there keeping watch.
“Micaela”—he took a better breath—“can I kiss him now?”
“Get away from here and don’t tempt me. You’re a bore and … stupid.” He tolerated the insult and pleaded
again.
“Yes, woman—one kiss, one single kiss, since I became like this, I have never kissed that son … at least this
time … tonight”
“Not now, not ever—do you hear? Go away the child will wake up.”
“Come on, just one, don’t be cruel.”
“Go away, you blockhead!”
There was a sudden explosion of aggression in that leper’s soul; a breaking of the inner dykes, a horrendous
psychic conflagration, and total transmutation of character.
He crouched like a feline, his eyes blazing, and his lips trembling with rage, and hurled himself on his wife
with open hands like claws, which were plunged on the woman’s neck. He squeezed, wrung, shook with
Herculean strength that heap of flesh and bones and he threw it with contempt on the floor as if it were a
loathsome rag.
He did not even bother to see whether Micaela was still breathing. He ran like a madman to the crib where his
son was resting, woke him up by means of kisses and jerks, and with a muffled although loving voice he said:
“I can kiss you now, you know? Now I can kiss you, my son.”
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Each time I ran into her, I felt within me an impression of sadness, a half-instinctive impulse to flee. The eyes
of that poor insane woman whom everyone knew by the Biblical name Salome, hurt and intimidated me: They
seemed to interrogate with their distressing light something that had died forever.
María Salome, very well known to everybody who went through the Streets of Santa Cruz, Quiapo, Tondo, and
other suburbs, was a tragic little figure, physically somber, morally tormented. She was probably fifty years old.
Thin, very thin, with her face the color of earth, sharp nose, skinny, and somewhat wrinkled by age and by her
private sufferings. She always went around with her dishevelled hair floating in the air and with layers of skirts
and shirts on her fragile body.
Her madness was calm, taciturn, inoffensive. She walked slowly by the roads, without uttering a wotd, but
with her small piercing eyes wandering from one point to another. It was not the uncertain look that was common
to insane persons which painfully appeared in her eyes that were almost always moist, no; it was a cruel stare of
penetrating tenacity, which like a knife, pierced the marrow of the bones and the most hidden corners of the soul.
Wearing some plebian wooden shoes that rattled on the stones of the street, the wanderer Salome did her daily
pilgrimage through the most populous districts of Manila parading her bitterness and sadness and the bundle of
her clothes worn one on top of the other with an unconscious immutability and a silence peculiar only to those
who had lost their mind.
Her hands, her dry bony hands, where the veins marked their serpentine relief, seemed like they were stitched
to the miserable cloth of her multiple skirts, that without such necessary help, undoubtedly touched the ground
and are soiled in the mud of the gutter and in the manure excreted by animals.
Her melancholy was distressing, her odd apprearance reminded me always of one of those Goya’s Caprices in
which the real and the fantastic are combined in a harmony of disquieting impression even to an excess.
*
One day investigating her history, I was told that she had lost her mind since a black box, very black, descended from her house: her husband’s coffin!
Since then the divine flame weakened in her and she fled from the solitude of her home to seek another greater
solitude, the solitude of the spirit amidst the tumult of the streets. As many times her daughters pleaded to her to
sleep under the forgotten roof, so many times did the poor insane refuse the filial arms which from afar were
extended to embrace and protect her.
No, she no longer wanted to run up against the mortal solitude dressed in black, like the corpse of the idolized
man.
No, she no longer wanted to breathe the atmosphere of that bedroom, where her great dream of love, the most
beautiful good of her life, died like a light suddenly put off.
She fled, and seemingly her flight had no end; at least, she.did not look for it. She was a pallid miniature, a
palingenesic vision of Ahasvero\fn{So the painting of him by Maurycy Gottlieb (1856–1879) in the Nationalmu-seum Krakau,
which he rendered in1876, and which he perfectly captures in the king’s face. It is preserved in W:H ). who walks, walks, walks and
never arrives, does not arrive. Without doubt she was condemned to wander without a minute of respite, like the
gaze of her sad eyes.
*
One time some urchins stopped to look at her, to make fun of her, and shouted with insolent impudence:
“María Salome! María Salome!” stressing their shouts with a chorus of stupid laughter.
Only then did I see the unfortunate insane woman stop.
A little spark of anger flashed with momentary brilliance under her wrinkled eyelids and she riveted her eyes
long and hard on the unruly mob of scallawags.
She made an aggressive move with her right hand, all clenched with anger and murmured with a weak voice an
unintelligible phrase which died lamentably in the air.
Afterwards she lowered her head, and completely forgetting the mockery, continued her everlasting wandering, her way of the cross through all the streets of the city, with the bundle of madness she carried on her shoulders.
257.10 The Autobiography Of Gregoria de Jesús Nakpil (by Gregoria de Jesús Nakpil (1875-1943)} Kaloocan, Rizal
Province, The Philippines (F) 3
I am Gregoria de Jesus, native of the town of Kalooan in Rizal Province. I was born on Tuesday, May 9, 1875,
at number 13, Baltazar Street, now Zamora, in the place where thousands of arms used in the Revolution were
buried, and where the revolutionary leaders met to make the final arrangements for the outbreak before leaving
for the field.
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My father was Nicolas de Jesus, also a native of this town, a master mason and carpenter by occupation, and a
government official during the Spanish regime, having been second lieutenant, chief lieutenant and
gobernadorcillo. My mother was Baltazara Alvarez Francisco, of the town of Noveleta in Kabite Province, a niece
of General Mariano Alvarez of Magdiwang in Kabite, the first to raise the standard of revolt in that province.
I attended the public schools and finished the first grades of instruction, equivalent to the intermediate grades
of today. I still remember that I was once a winner in an examination given by the Governor-General and the town
curate, and was the recipient of a silver medal with blue ribbon, a prize bestowed in recognition of my little
learning. Because we were three brothers who must go to Manila to continue our studies, I de cided to stop
studying and to join my sister in looking after our family interests to enable our two brothers to study in Ma nila.
Often I had to go out in the country to supervise the planting and harvesting of our rice and to supervise our ten ants and laborers, and also to pay the wages of my father’s workers on Sunday mornings. Now and then, I did
some sewing and weaving and always assisted my mother in her household chores.
When I was about eighteen years old, young men began to call at our house and among them was Andrés
Bonifacio, who came in company with Ladislao Diwa and my cousin Teodoro Plata, then clerk of court, but none
of them talked to me of love, since parents in those days were extremely careful and girls did not want people to
know that they already had admirers. The truth, however, was that Andrés Bonifacio had already informed my
parents of his intentions and for nearly a year had been trying to win their approval, although I knew nothing
about it. Three months more elapsed before I learned that my father was against Bonifacio’s suit because he was a
freemason, and the freemasons then were considered bad men by our elders because of the teachings of the friars;
and precisely by that time I was beginning to like him a little. Six months later I had earnestly fallen in love with
him, and my father, though opposed at first, in the end gave his consent because of his love for me and because I
told him frankly of our love for each other.
In deference to my parents, we were married in the Catholic Church of Binondo, in March 1893, with Restituto
Javier and his wife Benita de Javier as sponsors; but the week following, we were married again in the house of
our sponsors on what was then called Oroquieta Street before all the Katipuneros at their request, since they did
not recognize as valid our marriage in the Catholic church. I remember that there was even a little dinner attended
by, among others, Pio Valenzuela, Santiago Turiano, Ramon Basa, Marina Dizon, Josefa and Trining Rizal, and
nearly all the dignitaries of the Katipunan. On the evening of the same day, I was admitted to the Kati punan and
assumed the symbolic name of Lakambini, swearing to obey its rules and fulfill its sacred purposes.
After staying about one week in Mr. Javier’s house, we decided to look for a residence of our own and we
found one on Calle Anyahan in front of the San Ignacio Chapel, and after that I began to do all I could for the
propagation and growth of the Katipunan: K.K.K. ng mga A.N.B. (Kataastaasan Kagalanggalang Katipunan ng
mga Anak ng Bayan). For this reason, almost all the belongings of the Katipunan, such as revolvers, and other
weapons, the seal and all the papers, were in my custody, since in those days, Emilio Jacinto, the Secretary of the
Katipunan, lived at our house.
He (Emilio Jacinto) was in charge also of the printing press used by the Katipunan and was the first to print the
Kartilla and the “Ten Commandments” that were drawn up by Andrés and himself, who were like brothers.
Andrés was the author of the first regulations of the Ten Commandments, Emilio Jacinto, (the Kartilla) a later
one, so that it could be truthfully said that Andrés was the author of the idea, but because of his affection for and
in deference to Emilio Jacinto, the Kartilla written by the latter was made to prevail and put into effect by the
Katipuneros.
In those days our situation was extremely perilous, and since the people were already chafing under bondage,
they rose to a man and quickly swelled the ranks of the K.K.K. and every night our house was nearly filled with
men who came to listen to the voice of the Motherland, among them Enrique Pacheco with his two sons, Cipriano
and Alfonso; Tomás Remigio, and Francisco Carreon, all members of the Supreme Council of the Katipunan, and
others who had joined in the first cry of the Katipunan. Often these people remained until dawn, busy ad ministering the Katipunan oath. Once or twice a month, there was a meeting of the propaganda leaders, and
consequently the printing press managed by Emilio Jacinto was busier than ever and he was obliged to devote his
whole day to his work, and I nearly clothed myself with the Katipunan documents that were so dangerous to keep
in those days. It is superfluous to mention what would have been my fate had those documents been discovered in
my custody or of the individuals mentioned in them who were all liberty-loving sons of the Philippines, because
many persons had been put to death for much less, for a mere denunciation.
Many times on receiving some warning that the house would be searched by the Veterana police, regardless of
the hour, I would immediately gather all the papers, the arms, and the seal, and ordered a quiles\fn{A vehicle whose
windows could be kept closed} and, abandoning my meals, for quite often this happened at noon or eight o’clock at
night, I would go driving until midnight along the bay front of Tondo and the streets of Binondo in order to save
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our countrymen from danger. The thing that grieved me, however, was the fact that whenever I asked some
friends, whom I expected to be cooperative, for help, they would refuse and even keep away from me upon
knowing that I was carrying dangerous things.
News was then transmitted not by telephone but verbally from one man to another, and in this way I knew
whenever the danger was over and I could go back home for some rest and peace.
Time passed and after more than a year, I was about to become a mother. Andrés Bonifacio temporarily moved
me to my parents’ house where I had been born, and there too our eldest child saw the first light of day, a boy
whom we christened also Andrés Bonifacio and whose godfather was Pío Valenzuela. After two months, I
returned to Manila, and before the end of the year we were victims of a fire on Dulongbayan\fn{Now a part of Rizal
Avenue, Santa Cruz district, Manila. The houses on that street were mostly roofed with nipa palm, which was highly inflammable } which
occurred on Maundy Thursday, 1896, at 3:00 p.m., and caused us endless trouble.
We were forced to move from one house to another until a sad event overtook us at the house of Pío
Valenzuela, on Calle Lavezares, Binondo, where our child died. In this house we lived for a while, then we moved
to Calle Magdalena, Trozo. By this time, the Spanish government had tightened its vigilance over the Katipunan.
As the Katipunan’s activities had reached nearly all corners of the Philippine Archipelago and some of its
secrets had already been divulged, we returned immediately to Kalookan. However, as we were being watched
closely, most of the men, including Andrés Bonifacio, after a few days, left town. It was then that the uprising
began with the cry for liberty on 26 August 1896.
While I was with my parents, through friends, I learned that I too would be apprehended. I therefore decided to
escape right away and I did so at eleven o’clock at night with the intention of returning to Manila under cover
going through the rice fields direct to La Loma. I was treated like an apparition, for, sad to say, from every house
where I tried to get a little rest, I was driven away as if the people therein were mortally frightened. However, I
learned later that the occupants of the houses I visited were seized and severely punished and some even exiled—
one of them was an uncle of mine whom I visited that night to kiss his hand, and he died in exile. My father and
two brothers were also arrested at this time.
My wanderings continued and by four o’clock in the morning, I reached Lico Street, now Soler, and went to
the house of my uncle, Simplicio de Jesus, sculptor; but, as it was near a police station, after five hours I left it,
boarding a carromata to look for a safer place to live and I found one on Calle Clavel and there with my sister-inlaw, Espiridiona Bonifacio, I stayed quietly for a month under the assumed name of Manuela Gonzaga. Being a
member of the Katipunan, however, and heeding the voice of the Motherland, I left for the mountains on 1st
November 1896 and at San Francisco del Monte Andrés Bonifacio met me. We proceeded to the historic Balara,
the headquarters of the Katipunan, between the towns of Kalookan and Marikina, from which place we entered
the Province of Kabite.
My second husband is Julio Nakpil. He was commander of all troops in the north, which put an end to the
fighting in San Mateo, in company with Emilio Jacinto. We met again as he retired to Pasig, fell in love with each
other, and were married in the Catholic Church of Quiapo on 10 December 1898.
When the Philippine Revolution ended and peace was restored, we made our home with the well-known
philanthropist, Dr. Ariston Bautista, and his wife, Petrona Nakpil. With us also lived my mother-in-law and
brothers—and sisters-in-law. By my second husband I have eight children, two of whom, Juana and Lucia, are
now dead, and six, Juan, Julia, Francisca, Josefina, Mercedes, and Caridad, are living. They were all sent to
school by Dr. Ariston Bautista, who also made it possible for my son (Juan F.) to complete his studies, and who
treated me like a daughter and sister while he lived.
With respect to the controversy between Bonifacio and Aguinaldo, which originated in the disorderly elections
held in Tejeros, and the persecution of and the crime perpetrated on our family by the Aguinaldo faction which
culminated in the execution of Bonifacio,\fn{ Andrés Bonifacio and his brother Procopio Bonifacio were both put to death at the
same time and place by order of General Emilio Aguinaldo } I will say nothing here, since I have written an account of it
which I sent to Emilio Jacinto, which, according to General Cipriano Pacheco, is now in the collection of José P.
Santos.
To continue relating all I know concerning the Katipunan, I will say, so that all may know, that I was the first
to translate or decipher the alphabet of the Katipunan in code which Emilio Jacinto sent to me in Pasig together
with a piece of the bone extracted from his thigh when he was hit at an engagement in Nagkarlan, Laguna
Province. I was then in the town of Pasig, now a part of Rizal Province, and it was there that I deciphered the
Katipunan alphabet already referred to.
The first printing press, the revolvers and other weapons, the seal, and other articles were bought by the
Supreme Council, although gifts were also received from Messrs. Francisco and Valeriano del Castillo, men of the
right spirit, patriotic, and of high ideals, who, when informed of the aims of the Katipunan, immediately
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purchased a big printing press in order to rush the printing of the Kartilla, the newspaper and rules of the Society.
So, Emilio Jacinto, Aguedo del Rosario, and Alejandro, Cipriano, and Marciano Santiago from Polo, Bulakan,
worked together in the printing office, while Macario Sakay and other leaders took charge of the distribution and
went on errands. Some people consider Sakay a bad man, who in the end became a bandit, but I know that he
helped greatly the Katipunan. Macario Sakay was a true patriot and I can hardly believe that he ended his life on
the gallows.
Some of my important experiences during the Revolution are as follows: I had no fear of facing danger, not
even death itself, whenever I accompanied the soldiers in battle, impelled as I was then by no other desire than to
see unfurled the flag of an independent Philippines, and I was present in and wit nessed many encounters. I was
considered a soldier, and to be a true one, I learned how to ride, to shoot a rifle, and to ma nipulate other weapons
which I actually used on many occasions. I have known what it is to sleep on the ground without tasting food for
the whole day, to drink dirty water from mud-holes or the sap of vines which, though bitter, tasted delicious
because of my intense thirst. When I came to think of my life in those days, considering my youth then, I am sur prised how I stood it all, and how I was spared.
As I remember it, the punishment given those who failed to obey the precepts of the Katipunan, for example,
those who committed adultery, was to summon them immediately as soon as their guilt became known, and
instead of punishing them, immediately the following admonition was read to them:
“If you don’t want your mother, wife, or sister abused, you should likewise refrain from abusing those of
others, for such offense is fully worth three lives. Therefore, bear in mind always that you should never do to
others what you do not want done an honorable son of the country.”
With respect to the problem of gambling he who was found guilty upon investigation by the chapter
prosecutor, was dropped from the Society and was not reinstated until he reformed.
At the request of Mr. José P. Santos, to whom this account of my life is dedicated, I conclude by giving our
youths of whom he is one, the following ten advices:
Respect and love your parents because they are next to God on earth.
Remember always the sacred teachings of our heroes who sacrificed their lives for love of country.
Do not waste time so as not to serve as a bad example for others.
Acquire knowledge diligently in the line or field of work for which you are best fitted so that you can be useful
to your country.
Remember that goodness is wealth.
Respect your teachers who help you to see and understand, for you owe them your education as you owe your
parents your life.
Protect the weak from danger.
Fear history, for it respects no secrets.
Great honor will be his who avoids doing evil.
Promote the union of the people and the country’s progress in order not to retard its independence.
Here ends this short account of my life, written in my leisure moments, when alone and free to commune with
the past so that all its contents are true to the facts.\fn{ She dated this document November 5, 1928}
162.91 Excerpt from The Good Fight\fn{by Manuel Luis Quezon (1878-1944)} Baler, Aurora Province, The
Philippines (M) 12
From the lips of my mother I learned that I was born in Baler, on August 19, 1878, at seven o’clock in the
morning. Since no Filipino resident of Baler at that time had a watch—for they were all too poor to own even the
cheapest kind—I asked her how she knew that it was seven o’clock in the morning.
“They were ringing the church bells for the first time,” she answered.
I understood. The 19th of August was the “town fiesta” of Baler—the feast-day of the patron saint—and it was
both a civic and a religious holiday. Under the old Spanish regime, on such occasions, there was a high mass at
eight o’clock in the morning and before the mass started they rang the church bells three times—the first at seven,
the second at seven-thirty, and the third at eight, just at the moment when the priest started from the sacristy to the
altar. My mother, who was a very devout Catholic, added:
“My boy, nothing happens in this world by accident. Everything answers a divine purpose. I believe that the
fact that you were born on the day of our patron saint is indicative of God’s will that you follow the vocation of
priesthood.”
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On the other hand, my father, who had been a sergeant in one of the regiments of the Spanish Army, insisted
that I should be a soldier. As a boy he dressed me in the uniform of a Cabo de la Guardia Civil, or Corporal of the
Civil Guard.
*
Now let me say something about the town fiesta in the Philippines or the feast of the patron saint.
Up to December, 1941, it was the greatest day of the year for every town in the Islands.
The streets were adorned with beautifully woven arches of split bamboo, decked with palm leaves. The brass
band which is the pride of every town in the Philippines played without rest throughout the day arid on into the
night. Fireworks lighted up the evening sky.
It originated this way.
As is well known, the conquest of the Philippines by Spain was undertaken both for the glory and aggrandizement of the Spanish monarch and the conversion of the inhabitants to the Catholic faith. With Legaspi, the conqueror\fn{Miguel López de Legazpi (c.1502-1572) aka El Adelantedo and El Viejo} went the Augustinian friar, Father
Urdaneta, the missionary. As the conquest proceeded and a town was taken by the Spaniards, the friars consecrated it to a patron saint. The patron of Baler is Saint Luis, Bishop of Toulouse.\fn{ 1274-1297), made patron saint of
Valencia, Spain, in 1453} Hence my middle name, Luis, given to me by my motherfn{ W says of these men: “At the death of
the viceroy, Don Luís de Velasco, in 1564, New Spain had passed under the government of the Audiencia, one of whose first cares was to
equip an expedition for the conquest and colonization of the Philippines. This had been ordered by Philip II in 1559. Friar Andrés de Urdaneta having been designated as the Commander, the Viceroy had the matter under consideration at the time of his death. Urdaneta was
considered a great navigator and especially fitted for cruising in Indian waters. Philip II wrote urging him to join the expedition and
offering him the command. Urdaneta agreed to accompany the expedition but refused to take command; the adelantado, Don Miguel López de Legazpi, was appointed as Commander. The expedition, composed of the Capitana, which carried on board Legazpi and Urdaneta,
the galleons San Pablo and San Pedro, and the tenders San Juan and San Lucas, set sail on November 21, 1564. Urdaneta founded the first
Church dedicated to St. Vitales in the Philippines and the Basilica del Santo Niño and served as the first prelate of the Church in Cebu. After spending some time in the islands, Legazpi determined to remain and sent Urdaneta back for the purpose of finding a better return route
and to obtain help from New Spain for the Philippine colony. … Urdaneta set sail from San Miguel (the island of Cebu), on June 1, 1565
and was obliged to sail as far as 38 degrees North latitude to obtain favourable winds. With the voyage in trouble, Urdaneta had to assume
command himself. The ship reached the port of Acapulco, on October 8, 1565, having traveled 12,000 miles (20,000 km) in 130 days.
Fourteen of the crew had died; only Urdaneta and Felipe de Salcedo, nephew of López de Legazpi, had strength enough to cast the
anchors.”}

The custom in the Philippines was that the day before the celebration of the fiesta everybody came to town,
even the poorest and those who lived in the farthest barrio. Since there were no hotels, those who came to celebrate found shelter in the house of a relative, of a friend, or of the family who owned the land they were cultivating. Every house was full of people who were tucked away as best they could be. The well-to-do kept their
houses open to guests all day long, and every table groaned beneath the weight of food. No visitor might leave his
host’s house until, whether hungry or not, he had eaten and drunk at the hospitable board.
The most important part of the fiesta, however, was the high mass celebrated in honor of the patron saint and
attended by all who came from far and wide. All wore their best clothes, and many poor people spent their savings and even ran into debt to show themselves and their children to advantage.
For the expenses of the puplic entertainment during the fiesta, which usually lasted three days, contributions
were collected. Of course, there was a cockfight—the national “sporting gamble”—during the fiesta. The cockfights always started after the mass and continued until late afternoon. Then the public entertainments began,
sometimes with the Carrera de anillo or tilting at “rings” made of gay ribbons. Each ring was given by a fair
maiden of the village, and each young gallant tried to carry off his lady love’s ring, so that he might wear her
colors for the day.
*
At night they had a moro-moro and, at times, Spanish comedies, depending upon the financial capacity of the
townspeople to use only local talent or to import actors from Manila.
The moro-moro is a play in the native tongue and the protagonists are, on one side, Christian prince with his
court and army and on the other, a Mohammedan potentate also with his court and his army. The plot was taken
from Spanish literature in vogue before Cervantes wrote his Don Quixote—which effectively killed the earlier
sort of novel.
All the characters were dressed in costumes of the ancient times, with plenty of gold tinsel and plumage. In the
spirited fight with swords and spears which ensued upon their meeting, the Christian prince was, of course, the
victor; sometimes single-handed he killed the infidel hordes.
This panicular year of Our Lord 1878, my father celebrated the double event of the birth of his first son and the
town fiesta of Baler, not wisely, but too well. So often, indeed, did he look upon the fiery drink which Americans
in the Philippines called bino that before evening came he had lost all further interest in the proceedings.
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This unfortunate slip from the straight and narrow path. made my mother very unhappy, for in those days, to be
under the influence of liquor was considered in my country almost a disgrace. Hence, my disagreeable reaction to
the sight of people who are drunk, although I enjoy a cocktail or two before meals and a bottle of good wine or
beer with my food.
*
When I first saw the light of day, Baler was but a tiny and almost inaccessible village.
It lies at the mouth of the Aguang River on Baler Bay, a few miles north of Cape Encanto, which sticks out into
the vast Pacific Ocean. A ship’s small-boat could not cross the river bar except at high tide. Forty-five miles to the
north there lay the little town of Casiguran, accessible only by sea. To the south of us the nearest town was
Infanta, a village which likewise could be reached only by sea and was seldom accessible during the typhoon
season.
Directly back of the coastline lay a range of trackless mountains rising from three to six thousand feet in height
and sparsely inhabited by wandering bands of Ilongot head-hunters, the fiercest of the pagan tribes. Inland from
Baler, up the river and on the long journey toward Manila, there was in those days only the most primitive and
hazardous of trails to the nearest human habitation through some thirty miles of jungle and up and down steep
declivities; this path frequently forded the crystal river in which the best fresh-water fish in the world were found.
Finally, by this forest track one reached the frontier village of Pantabangan. The journey was, in those days,
made either afoot or on the back of a spirited little stallion.
Baler was then an enchanting paradise on earth; the hardy inhabitants lived on their tiny rice fields; an abundance of fish was to be found in the sea and the rivers; and deer were hunted with bow and arrow in the mountains.
Baler became famous in the last days of Spanish rule because of the heroic siege of the town in which a small
Spanish garrison held out until long after peace had been declared between America and Spain.
*
My father was a Tagalog, born in the suburb of Paco in Manila.
In his youth he was drafted into the infantry unit that Spain maintained in the Philippines, composed entirely of
Filipino soldiers, officered with few exceptions by Spaniards.
He retired at the end of his regular term as sergeant. His love of adventure took him to faraway Baler. There he
met my mother, a Spanish mestiza, the belle of the town, who was the school-teacher for the girls. (Co-education
was then prohibited.) Since my father was soon appointed the school-teacher for boys, they formed a friendship
which carried them to the altar and held them together for life.
Each of them as teacher received a salary of twelve pesos ($6.00) a month, a sum which in Baler was quite an
income for those days. They also had a rice paddy of some two acres which gave them enough for the yearly sustenance of the household, and what they did not consume they exchanged for fish, venison, or pork, which with
our own poultry fed us well.
In a community as poor and as primitive as Baler, we were considered the number one family. We were the
only family who could speak Spanish and could converse in their own tongue with the three Spanish officials
stationed in the town—the military governor of the district who was a captain in the Army, the parish priest, a
Franciscan friar, and the Corporal of the Civil Guard whose whole force consisted of at most six men.
*
The reason for keeping this detachment in my town—not every town had it—was to protect it against the
Ilongotes who were then head-hunters and occasionally from ambush attacked travelers between Baler and
Pantabangan, cut off their heads, and took them home as trophies. The worth of an Ilongot amongst his tribesmen
was measured by the number of skulls he collected, including those of other Ilongotes from different localities, for
they cut off heads without discrimination.
Whenever the Ilongotes attacked Christian Filipinos, the Guardia Civil, accompanied by townsfolk armed with
spears and arrows, would go to the mountains and inflict a severe punishment upon these savages.
There was also a great deal of brigandage during the Spanish regime, and the duty of the Guardia Civil was to
go after these bandits. However, while the towns of Pantabangan and Bongabong to the west of Baler and Infanta
to the south, were pillaged now and then by bandits, these never dared to attack Baler because it was known that it
had been the custom in our community from time immemorial, when the Moros\fn{The sea-pirates.} were pillaging
the coastal towns, for every man to rush to the public plaza with his bolo and spear or bow and arrow, and with
these primitive weapons to resist the pirates.
They also helped one another when there was fire or some other public disaster like a flood or typhoon. The
sense of community interest was so high that every Sunday the men gathered after mass in the municipal building
to discuss matters of common importance, and the decisions arrived at by a majority vote of all those present were
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obligatory for all, including the mayor and the other municipal officials. The mayor of the town presided over
these meetings and the other public officials attended them.
*
My mother taught me to read and write Spanish, the four fundamental rules of arithmetic, and my catechism.
When I was about five years old, I got angry with a boy my age and size and slapped him in the face. My
father saw me and beckoned me to approach him.
“Don’t slap anybody in the face,” he said. “When you must hit some one do it with your fist. A slap in the face
is more than a punishment, it is an insult.”
The following year I did something my father did not approve of. Instead of calling me to account immediately, he let it go until the following day; so I did not know he had caught me.
“Did you do anything yesterday morning that I have told you not to do?” he asked. I answered,
“No, sir.” He slapped me in the face.
“Do you remember what I told you about slapping a man in the face?”
“Yes, sir,” I said.
“A liar deserves no respect and may well be insulted,” was his stern admonition. “Always tell the truth regardless of the consequences,” he added.
From that time on, I have never concealed my feelings or my thoughts from either friend or foe.
I have heard or read that in politics one cannot be too frank without being sooner or later politically ruined. My
personal experience does not sustain this theory.
I have never been defeated in any of the innumerable political battles I have gone through. People, I think, are
more indulgent with the weaknesses and mistakes of public men if they avow them candidly. It may sound presumptuous, but it is a fact, nevertheless, that few men in public life have held the confidence of their constituents
as continuously and as long as I have.
Since 1905 I have been holding elective public office, without interruption and always in the ascendant, although my opponents have accused me of every crime of commission and omission.
*
When I was seven, my parents sent me to live with the Spanish Franciscan friar, the parish priest of Baler, who
had agreed to teach me religion, geography, history, and Latin. Father Teodoro Fernandez was a saintly but severe
man. I still remember how he pulled my ears when I did not study my lessons or got into some mischief.
After I had been living under the roof of Father Fernandez for over one year, Father Angulo, the parish priest
of Palanan, where Aguinaldo in 1901 was captured by Captain Funston,\fn{ Aguinaldo was perhaps the most famous of the
leaders of Philippine resistance to the American occupation of his homeland, once the Spanish had been defeated. } came to spend a
few weeks with his brother Franciscan in Baler. One morning after saying his mass Father Angulo invited me to
go with him to the beach and take a bath.
It was the month of January when the northeast mon- soon blows hard on the east coast of Luzon. The waves
rolling straight from the vast Pacific were big, as they always are during the monsoon season; sometimes they are
almost mountainous; and the undertow is very strong. Two young men, both good swimmers, came to bathe with
us. One was my first cousin, and the other also a relative.
A tremendous wave knocked down the priest and me and the undertow carried us out to sea. Our companions
came first to my rescue as I was the more helpless, and with great difficulty they succeeded in saving me. They
went back for the priest afterwards, but they could not find him.
Help came from the town but to no avail.
At five in the afternoon the corpse was carried to the beach by the current. It was my first near-meeting with
death, a meeting which in after life has been repeated more than once.
*
Two years later, when Father Fernandez was transferred to the main house of the Franciscans in Manila, my
parents asked him to take me with him to be his mess boy in order that I might pursue my studies in San Juan de
Letran College. I stayed in the Franciscan convent for one year until Father Fernandez was again sent to the
provinces. Then my father took me to the house in Manila of a cousin of his, married to an officer of the Spanish
Army, where my room and board cost twelve pesos a month.
I was not happy in this house.
In the first place, it was more than half an hour’s walk to my school in Intramuros—the historic Walled City—
and I had to go to and fro four times every day.
In the second place, my uncle treated me, as well as his own children, rather roughly.
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So I requested my father, when I started my second year in school, to take me away. My dear parents, after
discussing the matter between themselves, called me and said,
“We have decided to enter you as boarder in San Juan de Letran. The cost of your stay there including your
matriculation fee and incidental expenses will amount to more than both of us are making every year from our
salaries, but we have saved some money and our savings plus what we can sell from the products of our farm will
be enough to put you through college until you take your A.B. degree.
“After that, if you desire to take do course in law or medicine or prepare for the priesthood (the only
professions besides pharmacy then being taught in the Philippines) you must find some way of supponing
yourself and paying for your studies.”
*
I became a boarder in the College of San Juan de Letran. It was not long before I was having fist fights and
taking active part in every conspiracy to break the rules of the house. Since the rod was then still considered the
only means of keeping order and discipline, I was receiving almost daily doses of this medicine. However, my
teachers were relatively lenient with me because I always admitted my guilt.
It took me five years to graduate as a Bachelor of Arts, Summa Cum Laude. On such occasions, the GovernorGeneral used to attend and preside over the exercises, and I had the great privilege of being called to shake hands
with him.
I was dazzled by the unexpected honor.
*
Although the trip from Manila to Baler was a hard one, I always longed to visit my home during vacation time.
The journey took a week and was made partly in a carromata, a sort of buggy, the rest of the way either on
horseback or afoot.
The trip, besides being tiresome, was dangerous, for along the trail through the mountains the traveler was
likely to be ambushed by the Ilongot head-hunters unless there was a large party composed of men armed with
spears, arrows, and bolos, or perhaps someone carrying a shotgun. In that case, regardless of the number
constituting the party, the Ilongotes never dared attack, for they had a wholesome fear of this “diabolical” device,
as they called it. Since my father was the only man in Baler who owned a shotgun, he always went to Manila to
take me home when vacation came.
My visits to my home town were a source of great happiness to me. I enjoyed immensely the company of the
illiterate boys of my age, just as much as I did before I went to Manila. We played our native games like sipa and
palabasan.
Baseball was unknown to us then.
*
Two years before my graduation, my father did not let me come home because he could not go to Manila to
fetch me. He was too busy trying to earn more money, for his savings were running low and my expenses were
increasing.
I spent my vacation with classmates of mine who took me to their homes.
After my graduation, father sent the father of my future wife, Uncle Pedro, for me, and upon arriving home I
found my mother hopelessly ill with tuberculosis. The sight of her broke my heart.
Later in the day, my father called me aside and told me that they had spent everything they had for my
education and had even incurred debts. He repeated his earlier warning:
“If you want to go to the university, you will have to find means of supporting yourself.”
The following day my father took me to be introduced to the parish priest. I did not know the man. We found
him seated in one of those comfortable chairs that the friars .invented, with his right leg up resting over one of the
long arms of the chair.
*
When we entered the spacious parlor hall the priest did not change his position.
Although I had seen the same thing many times before when I was a youngster, on this occasion I felt inside
me a sense of revulsion. It was then customary for the Filipinos to kiss the hand of a priest as a mark of respect.
My father kissed the hand which the friar held out to him.
When my turn came, I merely took the hand and shook it.
The friar did not. hesitate to show his displeasure, by completely ignoring me. We stayed not more than five
minutes. My father made no comment about the incident.
Later I learned the priest said that my studies in Manila had spoiled me and that if he were my father he would
keep me in Baler and after giving me a good whipping would make me work on the farm.
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After visiting the parish priest, my father accompanied me to pay my respects to the Comandante Politico
Militar—the military governor of the district—and then to the corporal in comrnand of the Civil Guard.
I confess that the reception these Spanish officials gave us, like that of the priest, was no different from the
manner in which the representatives of Spanish sovereignty in Baler used to receive my father when I was a boy.
But this time I saw things in a different light.
I realized that we Filipinos were treated as inferiors and my racial pride was deeply hurt.
In college there were some Spanish students who were not only indolent but plain stupid, and many Filipinos
were superior to them both in character and in intellect.
In my innermost self, I resolved to change that. humiliating state of affairs.
*
In the ensuing weeks, I spent a great deal of time taking care of my mother, until one day, late in the afternoon,
she asked me to fetch the priest because she was dying. I rushed to the parish house, conveyed to the priest the
wishes of my mother, and ran back to her side. The priest followed me, administered her the last sacraments, and
a moment later she died in my arms.
Meantime, I had sent for my father who, with my two brothers, was on the farm. When they arrived, all was
over. My father broke down completely and after the burial he became seriously ill. For several months he was
almost out of his mind. This prevented me from returning to Manila to start my law course.
*
While In Baler, I learned more and more about the abuses that the three Spanish officials including the priest,
then also a sort of public official,\fn{ The ecclesiastical authority in Manila had become over the years more powerful than the civil
authority, a state of affairs that eventually resulted in a successful conspiracy to murder on of the Governors appointed by Philip II; a fact
detailed in an earlier literary exposition:H } were guilty of in their dealings with the people. The Corporal of the Guardia

Civil was the worst of the lot. He was nothing but a beast, a monster of lasciviousness and cruelty. He would go
after young girls and compel their relatives, through threats, to deliver the innocent creatures to him. Whenever he
failed, as he always did except once, he would make good his threat by arresting the person who refused to help
him and having him flogged almost to death.
I realized then how despicable some of the Spaniards in the Philippines were, and I began to fully understand
the why of the Katipunan.\fn{The covert revolutionary feeling among many of the natives against the rule of Spain in their country. }
To my surprise, this Corporal of the Civil Guard, Pio Enriquez by name, went out of his way to win my
friendship. He would pay me a visit and invite me to his quarters which were also the barracks of the small detachment. One night he insisted that I stay for dinner and while we took our coffee he told me, in the most confidential manner, that he had fallen in love with one of my cousins.
Then he insinuated that I should use my good offices to convince my cousin to yield to his advances.
Knowing the man, I understood what he meant.
*
My first impulse was to pull out the dagger which I carried on my right hip hidden under my coat and kill him.
This deadly weapon I had started carrying with me when I learned what a brute this man was. However, realizing
that to kill him then was tantamount to committing suicide, I repressed my anger and merely said:
“You understand, Sr. Enriquez, that I cannot do what you are asking me to do.”
He immediately showed himself in his true color. He called one of his soldiers and said:
“Trae el látigo!” (Bring the lash!)
The soldier obeyed and came back with the horrid instrument in his hand. I lowered my arm under the table,
gripped the hilt of my dagger, gritted my teeth, and strained every sinew—determined to plunge my poniard
through his heart at his slightest move. He hesitated a while, ordered the soldier to leave and, addressing me, said:
“Did you see that lash? Unless you do what I want you to do I shall lash you till you are dead and then bury
you in this yard and nobody will ever know what has happened to you.”
The party was, of course, now at an end.
As I reached the last rung of the ladder of his house, I vowed to myself that I would get him at the first opportunity.
*
All night long I tossed in my bed.
I saw no escape from the trap I was in. I either had to commit murder or allow myself to be murdered.
There was only one choice, and that same night I planned the commission of the crime. I would wait till the
first dark evening came. There were no lights in the streets. I would invite him for a walk and upon reaching a
deserted place with no houses around, I would attack him without warning.
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The thought that my dagger would leave his blood on my hands made me shiver with horror. So I decided to
hit him in the head with a club and leave him dead on the road.
For days, I could neither eat nor sleep. I was terrified at the prospect of being a murderer. I prayed God for
light.
I dared not go to my father and seek his advice for I was afraid that he, himself, would kill the man. I avoided
meeting Sr. Enriquez, hoping that he might change his mind. But one evening he came to our house and asked for
me.
In vain I tried to hide although my father got me out of the room. He invited me to go for a walk, but I excused
myself on the ground that I had not had my dinner. He insisted, and I promised to meet him later in the town
plaza.
He left. I took no dinner; instead, I went back to my room and sought the intervention: of my mother whose
soul I knew was in Heaven, that the Lord might save me from the imminent danger that was awaiting me. I knelt
on my knees and prayed with all my soul. Then I kissed my father good-night, not knowing whether I ever would
see him again, and went out with the club which I had prepared for the occasion.
*
I met Sr. Enriquez at the appointed place and he asked me to go to his house. As usual he was carrying a hardwood cane. I suggested that we stroll for a while and he agreed. It was a very dark night and there were no people
in the street. I wanted to attack him when he was not on his guard, but the treacherous act was so repulsive to me
that it paralyzed my arm. Finally he asked what I had done to comply with his wishes.
I stopped. The blood rushed up to my head and I forgot everything.
“Canalla!” (Dirty dog!) I shouted, and hit him with the club.
He fell, six feet long, on the ground. I thought he was dead and ran away from him in the direction of the hills.
I walked the whole night without knowing where I was going, for I was unfamiliar with the thick forest around
my town. Every shadow I saw I thought was a civil guard hunting me, and I would stop and wait until satisfied of
my mistake. I was torn by the fear of being caught and shot, on the one hand, and by the voice of my conscience
crying in my ears the word “murderer,” on the other.
With all the vicissitudes that I have gone through during my long and eventful life, that was the worst night I
ever had. I was in complete despair and did not even dare to call on God for help for I thought, I had been doomed
to eternal damnation.
Morning found me far, but not too far from the town. I was on the little farm of one of my relatives. When the
woman who owned the farm arrived in the afternoon, on seeing me she asked:
“Where have you been? Your father has been looking for you all morning, telling the people that you did not
go back home last night.” Ignoring her remarks, I inquired:
“Did anything unusual happen last night?” She answered,
“Yes, the Cabo de la Guardia Civil was heard crying for help in the thick of the night while running in the
street; and when the cuadrilleros\fn{Policemen} rushed to his aid, he told them that he had seen an evil spirit which
disappeared instantly.” (The belief in apparitions was still common among the Filipinos.)
I breathed a deep sigh of relief. Neither hell nor a firing squad was waiting for me. I had not committed murder
and my victim was ashamed to admit that a young man half his size had given him a beating.
Now I was more afraid of my father than of the Cabo de la Guardia Civil. I decided to face the music and
confess the whole business. I went home and told my father everything from beginning to end.
Instead of reproaching me as I thought he would, he merely counseled me to come to him whenever I was in
trouble. Then with wrath in his eyes, he added:
“That cabo will never see you again except in my presence, and if he ever attempts to do you any harm I will
shoot him.”
*
Three days later, the Military Governor sent for my father and me. He was solemn and severe. He told my
father that I was a member of the Katipunan, that he had conclusive evidence in his possession proving this fact.
Then addressing me, he asked:
“Where were you at ten o’clock, two nights ago?”
I paused a moment to remember if this was the night when I assaulted Cabo Enriquez. No, I was certain I was
home, for the assault had taken place the night before.
“I was at home, sir,” I answered
“And these eyes that have seen you and these ears that have heard you haranguing the people and inducing
them to join the Katipunan—are my eyes and ears telling a lie?”
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“Senor,” I retorted, respectfully but firmly, “those eyes could have seen me and those ears could have heard me
only in my own house.”
“Enough!” he shouted. “You will be confined in the school-house\fn{ It was vacation time} until I send you to
Manila to be tried by a Military Court and shot.”
“At your order, sir,” I replied. We were dismissed and my father who was still the school-teacher, took me to
the school-house and became my warden.
*
For fifteen days I was locked in the school-house and no one but my father was allowed to see me or bring my
food. He was forbidden to talk to me, and he complied strictly with the order. We only looked at one another
whenever he came with my meals, neither of us showing what our hearts felt, both certain that I was a victim of
grave injustice.
At the end of the second week of my imprisonment, my father, with evident sign of joy in his face, came to tell
me that I was free; that he had convinced the Military Governor of my innocence; and that the governor had
consented to my going to Manila to pursue my studies on the assurance given by my father, upon his word of
honor, that I would not join the Katipunan or be a revolutionary.
My father had discovered that the Cabo de la Guardia Civil and, in a way, the priest, were responsible for my
detention. Later the whole town learned the truth that I had clubbed the Cabo de la Guardia Civil, and since the
Spaniards were looked upon by the natives not only with respect but almost with awe, my daring was considered
as a heroic act, and the good submissive people of Baler hailed me as their hero.
My only brother still living has kept the club with which I attacked Cabo Enriquez.
*
The following day my father and I left for Manila. He still had no money with which to support me and was
deeply in debt. During his illness he had received no salary as teacher and our farm had been practically abandoned. I told him not to worry, that I would work my way through the university.
Upon our arrival in Manila, I went straight to the University of Santo Tomas (Saint Thomas) and presented
myself to the Director of the Interns, Father Tamayo, who had been my professor in the College of San Juan de
Letran, and told him my story. Father Tamayo immediately said:
“I will give you free tuition and free room and board. Your work will be to help those students who need
coaching in mathematics. You will also do such other work as may be given to you.”
I agreed. I told my father that I was assured of my room and board and that for my clothing and other
necessary expenses as a student, I would do some other work in my spare time. My father was the happiest man
on earth.
“My son,” he said, “I shall be going back home in two hours. I won’t bother you with any advice. Just be good
and be just to your fellowmen. No matter how high your station in life may be, never forget that you came from
poor parents and that you belong to the poor. Don’t forsake them, whatever happens.”
“God bless you,” he said when we parted.
I never saw him again.
*
Lest the reader may think that my days in Baler had been constantly spent in a gloomy atmosphere of pain for
the death of my mother, indignation over the abuses of the Spanish officials, or the anguish resulting from the
almost tragic incident with the Cabo de la Guardia Civil and my confinement in the school-house, I desire to tell
a little episode of my youth which took place in the midst of these more serious events.
The town of Baler was always famous for having an abundance of beautiful girls.
At the time of which I now write, although only seventeen years old, I was no longer indifferent to the attracttion of beautiful eyes and well-shaped figures. There was one girl in particular whose eyes were irresistible to me,
and I quickly fell in love with her.
Courting in the Philippines during the Spanish days was indeed a most trying enterprise. Girls were always
chaperoned whenever they attended a dance, nor were they allowed out of the house alone. Letters through the
mail, addressed to a girl, were sure to fall into her parents’ hands and never reached the addressee. When a girl
was visited in her home, she was not permitted to sit near her suitor, and some one was always present so that the
conversation could never refer to anything so personal as the object of the call.
In my own town the young man would be asked to sit on a bench—and the prevailing rules of etiquette
required that one must not walk straight to the bench, but had to do it step by step, stopping after each step, until
the invitation to sit was repeated three times. Then at last the tortured victim would have the right to sit down. The
girl would sit at the farthest point away, the mother or the chaperon sitting with solemn face between them.
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This procedure was too elaborate, too formal, and too burdensome for my impatient temperament. So I never
subjected myself to the ancient ritual.
There was another permissible manner of courting a girl more agreeable to my inclinations, and that was by
serenading.
This consisted of standing in front of the girl’s house after the family had retired for the evening, and from the
street playing melancholy tunes and singing love ditties. Some austere mothers would let the serenaders remain
long in the street before inviting them to come up, doubtless in the hope that the intruders would get tired and
leave.
Usually, however, after the third musical selection, the lamps were lighted and the cavaliers invited to come
up. Then would follow an impromptu dance which would last, depending upon the boldness of the suitor, until
two or three o’clock in the morning. The music on such occasion consisted usually of only a flute or a violin and a
guitar.
I chose the serenade as the means of promoting my pretensions, and with two old friends who played the guitar
and the flute, I courted the girl of my dreams. She was an orphan, living with her aunt, the most stern and
implacable old lady of the town. As soon as the latter noticed that I was paying attention to her niece, her attitude.
toward me changed radically. She assumed that I would never marry her girl and therefore condemned me a priori as a villain.
I went about my business unperturbed. She would keep me waiting in front of her house with my musicians as
long as courtesy under the code would permit, and then in a rather hard voice and not concealing her displeasure,
would ask us to come up, “if we wanted.” Of course, we did every time and then I would dance with the girl and
although one had to hold his partner at least one foot away, I still managed to whisper a word or two indicative of
my deep personal feeling.
After noticing that the girl was not indifferent to my advances, I used to carry with me whenever I serenaded
her, a sheet of paper containing the most romantic letter I have ever produced. She never answered my letters,
much less ever said that she reciprocated my love, for that was bad form in those days.
Finally, on one occasion, I succeeded in finding her alone and kissed her on the cheek. There was no protest,
but it was the end, for fate took me away shortly after this incident.
*
The law course in the University of Santo Tomas at that time took seven years—one of preparatory and six of
law proper—and no one was permitted to matriculate who did not have the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Santo Tomas being the only university in the Philippines then—it is older by twenty-five years than Harvard—all the A.B.
graduates from the different colleges who wanted to take a university course met in its classrooms.
There I made the acquaintance of Sergio Osmena who came from the college of the religious order of Saint
Paul established in Cebu, Vicente Singson Encarnacion and many others who graduated from the Ateneo of Manila. This preparatory course in law was also attended by Vicente Madrigal, Juan Sumulung, Emilio Jacinto, Flaviano Yenko, and many more who graduated with me as Bachelors of Art from San Juan de Letran. Sergio Osmefia
and Vicente Madrigal, besides being my classmates, were also boarders in Santo Tomas, and we formed a friendship that has lasted throughout these many years of our lives.
Emilio Jacinto became the secretary of the Katipunan and was the brains in the camp of Andres Bonifacio, the
untutored leader during the early days of the revolution against Spain. Jacinto sealed with his life his love of freedom for his people. Flaviano Yenko became a general in Aguinaldo’s army in Cavite and died gloriously in the
defense of Sapote Bridge a few months after the revolution of 1896 broke out.
Sumulung and Singson Encarnacion became the leaders of the party which in popular parlance was called
Americanista. Sumulung became very influential during the first years of the American regime and was appointed
by the President of the United States a member of the Philippine Commission, the body which after the establishment of the Civil Government exercised exclusively both the executive and legislative powers of the Philippine
Government, and was composed of a majority of Americans and a Filipino minority who took part only in the
legislative functions.
Madrigal never entered politics; but although he was so poor as a student that he was able to follow an academic career only by the charity of the Dominican Order, he was so brilliant, so hard-working and so keen a businessman that before he reached the age of fifty he became one of the few multimillionaires in the Philippines. And
I may add in passing that every cent he made, he made honestly and by the sweat of his brow.
Osmefia arid I joined our political forces in the leadership of the Nacionalista party—the party which from the
start advocated immediate independence for the Philippines. For many years Osmefia was the leader of the Party
—from 1907 to 1922; at that time I succeeded him as the head of the organization.
*
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In my preparatory course, there were two notable professors—Father Farpon, the professor of physics and
chemistry, who was a real scientist (which for a friar was exceptional, for generally their interest lay in the study
of scholastic philosophy, theology, and classics); and Father Valentin Marin, the professor of Spanish literature.
Father Marin was not only a Spanish scholar, a playwright, and a poet, but also one of the most liberal-minded
priests I have ever known in my life. I think only the Dominican Order, of all the religious orders, would have
tolerated such an outspoken man. He went beyond the bounds of prudence at times in criticizing the Spanish
Government and his own brothers of the Order.
He was so popular among the students that I had a slight suspicion that Emilio Jacinto and Flaviano Yenko had
hinted to him their connection with the Katipunan.
*
Years had not improved my conduct. I was the same gay and unruly student, more inclined to make than to
avoid trouble. However, the need of earning a little money for my expenses, other than my tuition and room and
board which were free, forced me to devote a great deal of time not only to coaching those students whom the
Director of Santo Tomas, Father Tamayo, put under my charge, but also other students who carne to me for help.
After finishing my preparatory course, I matriculated in the first year of law. An old Dominican priest who was
teaching canonic law in Santo Tomas and who had become very much interested in me, advised me to take at the
same time a course in dogmatic theology.
“In case,” as he said, “you may discover later that you have a vocation for the priesthood.”
Remembering what my dear mother had told me as a probable reason for my birthday falling on the feast of
the patron saint of Baler, I readily followed the advice of the old priest. The professor of dogmatic theology that
year was Father Vaquero who had been teaching in the College of San Juan de Lettan during all the years that I
was a boarder in that college. He of course knew me very well, and seeing me enter the classroom, he bluntly and
in the presence of the other students, asked me this question:
“What are you doing here?” Humbly and in a low voice, assuming that that was the proper attitude of a wouldbe priest, I answered:
“I think I am going to study for the priesthood.” He burst into laughter and said:
“Who has deceived you into believing that you should ever be a priest? Don’t waste your time. Get out of here
and proceed with your law course.”
Thus the career for which my mother so devoutly prayed was nipped in the bud.
*
Discontent in the Philippines against the Spanish rule had then become rampant.
The Katipunan was rapidly being extended everywhere. Although I knew from my own personal experience in
my home town how well-founded was the discontent, I would not join the secret society because of the pledged
word of my father to the Military Governor in Baler.
When I was spending my Christmas vacation, in the town of Aliaga, province of Nueva Ecija, Jose Rizál, the
national hero of the Filipino people, was executed, after a cooked-up military trial, in Bagumbayan, afterwards the
beautiful Luneta drive and park.
The death of Rizál, which the Spanish Government. thought would end the subversive agitation and the incipient rebellion in the Philippines, accomplished just the opposite.
More than any other Filipino before him or during his time, Jose Rizál had succeeded through his writings in
arousing the dormant if not extinct national consciousness among his countrymen. He opened their eyes to the intolerable abuses that were being committed by their oppressors. His martyrdom, in a public plaza, before the
startled and weeping eyes of his people, with deafening cries of “Viva Espana!” from the Spaniards who witnessed the execution, was the spark that set off the Revolution.
Shortly afterwards there was a general uprising. The insurrection was started by Andres Bonifacio with his
Grito de Balintawak—The Cry of Balintawak—and Aguinaldo immediately seconded the movement with the
uprising of Cavite.
Here the insurrectos, armed only with a few shotguns and bolos, won easy victories and captured the Spanish
garrison in the province.
*
The success of the insurrection in Cavite astonished the Spaniards and the Filipinos alike, including Aguinaldo
and his followers themselves. In my own home town of Baler, at the instigation of one Luis Novicio Luna (an
Ilocano born in Baler and up to that time the only one who was a member of the Katipunan), a group of about
fifty men armed with bolos and clubs attacked by surprise the barracks of the Guardia Civil and another detachment of infantry under the command of a sergeant; the revolutionaries took a number of Spanish prisoners and
their rifles along with them.
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Among these prisoners was my old “friend,” Cabo Enriquez who, despite his cruelty and despicable treatment
of the people of Baler, was nevertheless spared from death.
The larger part of the infantry garrison which was quartered in the ground floor of the Military Governor’s
house under the command of a lieutenant, escaped this attack for the guards were alert. My brother Teodorico,
who did not know of my father’s promise, led the attack against the Guardia Civil and captured Cabo Enriquez.
That same night the inhabitants of the town of Baler, including my father, took to the nearby hills with the
exception of those who were caught by the remaining Spanish soldiers. Among them was the family of my future
wife, whose father was sent to jail in Manila and was kept there as long as the first uprising lasted.
The rest of the people of the town remained in the hills until the Pact of Biaknabato, by virtue of which the
first uprising against Spain was ended. I kept aloof studiously from anything that in any way might involve me in
the revolution. I meant to honor my father’s word. I continued my studies and never went back again to Baler for
my summer vacations.
*
The rules of the house in Santo Tomas University permitted the boarders who were full-fledged university
students to go out by themselves twice a week from five to seven o’clock, at which time the doors were closed
and supper was served.
In my second year of law, I discovered that the cook went home every night after supper through a side door
which was opened for his exit. This discovery suggested to me the idea that whenever I pleased I could stay out
until nine o’clock and use the cook’s door to reenter the building.
It did not take long for Father Tamayo, the director of the house, to discover my scheme, and one night as I
entered the door I found him waiting for me.
Without further parley, he sent me away for good.
Fortunately, the punishment did not include my expulsion from the classes. Thereafter I boarded in a students’
boarding-house in Intramuros, the Walled City, where the declaration of war between Spain and the United States
found me residing.
*
When war was declared, the Spanish authorities and newspapers started a campaign of vilification against the
Americans. They called them infidels, for in those days a non-Cathplic was an infidel in the eyes of the Spanish
friars in the Philippines.
We were told, even from the pulpits, that the Americans, unlike the Spaniards’ who Christianized the Indians in
Mexico, killed the Indians living in the United States and took their lands. They assured us that victory for the
invincible Spanish arms was a foregone conclusion. It was widely advertised that the entrance to Manila Bay on
either side of Corregidor was so well mined that no fleet would dare enter unless it sought its own destruction.
While this anti-American publicity was going on in the Philippines, the American Consul-General in Singapore, Mr. Pratt, was negotiating with Aguinaldo for the help of the Filipinos in the war against Spain. It will be
remembered that after the Pact of Biaknabato in 1896, Aguinaldo agreed to be exiled in Hong Kong, and the
beginning of hostilities in the Spanish-American War found him there.
To this day Aguinaldo maintains that Consul-General Pratt and Admiral Dewey had both promised him that if
the Filipinos took the side of the Americans in that war, upon the defeat of Spain and the signing of the peace
treaty, the independence of the Philippines would be recognized by the United States.
Aguinaldo says that in his conferences with these American officials, it was pointed out to him that the war
was declared by the United States against Spain for the purpose of liberating Cuba and that, therefore, he easily
believed that the country that fought for the liberation of Cuba would not deny the Filipinos their freedom.
Commodore Dewey—later Admiral—denied most emphatically that he had ever made such commitment to
Aguinaldo, although it is officially recorded that he did inform the Government of the United States, after the
termination of the war, that the Filipinos were more capable of governing themselves than the Cubans.
*
Early on the mornjng of the first of May, 1898, I heard the boom of heavy cannon from Manila Bay.
I jumped up and told my fellow student-boarders who were in the same room with me that the American Fleet
was attacking the Spanish Fleet lying over at the naval arsenal of Cavite, a few miles to the west. Nobody, includeing myself, believed what I said, but just the same we all went down and ran for the beach which was only
about a thousand yards from the house.
Americans who came to Manila a few years after the event I am narrating could not possibly understand what I
mean when I say that the distance between Magallanes Street where I was staying and the beach was only about
one thousand yards. The explanation is that during the American regime this water area was filled in, from the
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Malecon Drive which bordered the beach, for several miles. This is now called the Port Area, at the end of which
were built the piers of Manila.
From the beach I witnessed the Battle of Manila Bay which, as far as I can remember, did not last long. By
eight o’clock Dewey’s fleet steamed away, and the Spaniards who were on the beach shouted, “ Viva Espana!”
doubtless believing that Dewey was on the run. Their cheers, however, were of short duration, for very soon we
saw Admiral’s Montojo’s ships all afire.\fn{ Admiral Patricio Montojo y Pasarón (1839-1917) “a career Spanish naval officer
most known for his defeat at the Battle of Manila Bay (May 1, 1898)”:W }
After having destroyed the Spanish Fleet and captured the naval arsenal of Cavite, Dewey sent one of his ships
to get Aguinaldo and his associates in Hong Kong and bring them to the Philippines in accordance with their concerted plan. Dewey did not have with him any land forces, and until he could get them from the United States, he
had to depend upon Aguinaldo and his insurgents.
On the other hand, the Spanish Government in Manila, from the time that it became apparent that a war between the United States and Spain was imminent, called for Filipino volunteers to join the Spanish forces.
Several battalions were organized. One contingent was composed of Macabebes from Pampanga, under the
command of the leading citizen of the town of Macabebe, Mr. Blanco, who was given the rank of major and later
was promoted to a full colonelcy; another was under the command of Mr. Felipe Buencamino, a prominent lawyer
of Manila, who was likewise given the rank of major.
There were other battalions recruited from different provinces, and last but not least, there was the Manila
Battalion and the Guerrilla de San Miguel, all commanded by a majority of ranking Spanish civilian officials.
*
As soon as Aguinaldo landed in Cavite, he issued a manifesto addressed to the Filipino people telling them that
Divine Providence had at last heard their prayers and that their freedom and independence were at hand; that
America, the mother of republics, had through Admiral Dewey assured him that if the Filipino people sided with
the United States in the war against Spain. they would be granted independence upon the termination of the war.
The arrival of Aguinaldo in Cavitewas the signal for a new uprising all over the Philippines, and the Spanish
Governor-General then offered the Filipinos, in the name of the government in Madrid, complete autonomy under
the Spanish Crown if they would remain loyal to Spain.
Some of the leading Filipinos were inclined to accept this offer, but they soon found out that the masses of the
people were flocking to the banner of Aguinaldo and that even entire battalions of volunteers in the provinces had
forsaken the cause of Spain and had gone over to Aguinaldo.
So no one dared to come out and advocate the acceptance of the offer.
Before the American landing forces arrived in the Philippines, Aguinaldo, with the rifles that Dewey gave him
from the Cavite arsenal, started a siege of Manila but was forbidden by the American high command to attack the
city.
After the required number of American troops had landed, an ultimatum was sent by General Anderson and
Admiral Dewey to the Spanish Governor-General for the surrender of Manila. The answer was negative, but after
a sham battle wherein only a few shots were fired, the white flag was raised and the Spanish conquest of the Philippines came to an inglorious end.
I was then in the city and saw the American flag taking the place of the flag of Spain. .
*
I confess to a feeling of deep sadness when I saw the old flag come down forever.
After all, I inherited from my mother some Spanish blood, I spoke from childhood the language of Castile, and
although the last Spanish friar, parish priest of my town, was far from what his vocation required him to be, one of
his predecessors had been iny teacher.
Again I felt very grateful to the Dominican friars who had given me free tuition and free room and board for
three years and who, despite my derelictions as a student, always treated me kindly. I felt, as I still do, grateful to
them.
When Manila was occupied by the American forces, neither Aguinaldo nor his army was permitted by General
Elwell S. Otis to enter the Walled City or any of its suburbs. In passing, I may add that the ultimatum, the sham
battle, and the occupation of Manila took place on the 13 th of August, 1898, after the armistice had already been
signed by duly authorized representatives of Spain and the United States.
The denial of the fruits of victory to those who took a very important part in their achievement marked the beginning of the suspicion, jealousies, and misunderstandings between the two former allies which culminated in the
outbreak of hostilities on the 4th of February, 1899.
*
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After the occupation of Manila by the United States Army, law classes having been closed since the beginning
of the war and I having nothing to do, I decided to visit Baler.
I had not been in communication with my father or anyone from Baler since the siege of Manila and was
naturally very anxious about the fate of my family. When I arrived in Baler, I learned that my father, with my
young brother who had gone to the provinces before the siege of Manila, had been murdered by bandits on their
way home.
It appears that my father had succeeded in collecting his back salary and had gone to Nueva Ecija not only to
fetch my brother but to buy some merchandise with the idea of entering into the retail business. The bandits not
only took everything they had, but murdered them besides.
Years afterwards when I had become a prosecuting attorney, I succeeded in capturing every one of these
bandits myself in company with my other brother, and I then prosecuted them for murder and robbery, and
succeeded in securing life imprisonment for them.
I stayed in my home town, living with the family of my future wife, whose mother was a sister of my mother.
At that time my little cousin was only about ten years old and I used to play with her.
The old town was deserted by its inhabitants, all the houses having been burned. Only the church and the
adjoining parish house were standing and had been converted into a fortress by the Spanish garrison which was
beleaguered for many months and had refused to surrender.
No more glorious page in Spanish military history, I think, has been written than that which this small garrison
wrote in the siege of Baler. Hunger and sickness had reduced the garrison from a hundred and fifty men to about
fifty and only one of the officers commanding the company remained alive—Lieutenant Martin.
Emissaries from Manila were sent by the Spanish General ordering them to give up the fight on the ground that
the Philippines were no longer Spanish territory, since the treaty of peace had already been signed between Spain
and the United States. The commander of the garrison did not listen to the emissary, but instead threatened to
shoot him unless he went away.
Finally Aguinaldo agreed to let these Spaniards come out from the church-fortress and go to Manila without
surrendering and to carry with them all their rifles.
*
I was in Baler when the hostilities began between America and the Filipino forces.
It was already known all over the world that in the treaty of peace America had insisted on the transfer by
Spain of her sovereignty over the Philippines to the United States. President McKinley had issued his proclamation formally declaring that the people and territory of the Philippines be placed under the sovereignty of the United States, and General Otis was commanded to take the steps that would bring about acceptance on the part of the
Filipinos of the new situation.
Although the language of the proclamation was couched in the most diplomatic terms, Aguinaldo and his
advisers were in no way misled. They realized its full import and meaning, and as answer thereto, Aguinaldo convened at Malolos the First Filipino Congress, which was inaugurated with all the ceremonies and the solemnity
demanded by the occasion.
The Philippine Republic was formally proclaimed.
The joy and exultation of hundreds of thousands of Filipinos that gathered in Malolos from all parts of the
Islands knew no bounds. Aguinaldo, however, deliberately avoided a serious clash with the Army of Occupation.
Meanwhile, President McKinley created the First Philippine Commission headed by Jacob Gould Schurman,
the President of Cornell University, with instructions to go to the Philippines and explain to the Filipinos America’s purpose in taking the Philippines from Spain: namely, not to subjugate the people of the Islands, but to
educate and train them in the art of self-government. In his message to Congress of that year, President McKinley
with uncanny premonition stated:
“I believe and confidently expect that the day will come when the Filipino people will bless the day when
Divine Providence placed their country under the protecting hand of the United States.”
Unfortunately, when the Commission arrived in Manila, the peaceful, if strained, relations between the American and Filipino forces had terminated and war was actually in progress.
The news of the hostilities which began on February 4, 1899, reached Baler almost overnight. I decided at
once that my duty lay in fighting for the freedom of my country. Neither my father, while he was alive, nor I had
any commitment with the United States Army. On the contrary, it was that army, as I thought, which had broken
faith with my people. …
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100.119 1. The Wonderful Boy 2. The Boy And The Papagawi Bird 3. The Gungutan And The Big-Bellied Man
4. The Lizard Who Went Fishing: Four Folktales\fn{by Mavilaw Imbang (1879- )} Salaysay, Davao Province, The
Philippines (F) 5
1
There was once a woman who lived in the upper part of a big river. She was taking care of her children who
were a boy and a girl. The woman said,
“I am going to make a kaingin.”
Then she left and reached the place where she was going to make a clearing. She began to work and soon she
reached the thick bushes, but she continued working.
Then she saw a snake while working. The snake bit her. And she died. The datu said,
“Boys, go and look for the woman who went to make a clearing.”
Then the boys left. When they reached the hut of the woman, the boys asked,
“Where did auntie go? The children replied,
“She went to make a kaingin but she has not yet returned. You better go and look for her.”
Now they left and upon reaching the place where the woman was working, they saw the woman dead bitten by
a snake. They killed the snake and removed the woman and buried her. After they were through they went back to
the hut of the woman.
When they reached the hut they told the children to go with them because they were now alone because the
woman was bitten by a snake. They then departed, and reached the datu’s house. The boys said,
“Uncle, your sister was bitten by a snake.”
He heard that and he screamed and cried. The children stayed with the datu and the other sister of the datu
said,
“I am going to let them stay with me. I will take care of them because I pity them for they are now orphans.”
So the aunt reared them.
*
One day the aunt said,
“Please stay here, my child, because I am going to work in my kaingin.” But the boy said,
“I will go with you.”
“Where will you make your kaingin,” asked the boy, “for I would like to work with you.”
“That is good,” said the woman, “if you are big enough to work.”
Then the woman left with the child. When they reached the place where the woman was to make a clearing,
the child said,
“Just stay here on this bench, for I will be the one to work for you.”
The child started to work until he cleared five mountains. The woman said,
“That is enough.” Then the child cut down the trees.\fn{ Although just trees are referred to here, they are the big ones cut
last. In making a clearing the custom is to clear the forest area of underbrush and small trees first. The undergrowth is then allowed to dry
before the big trees are cut.} In a moment the work was finished and he returned to the bench. The child said,

“Aunt, what shall we do with this kaingin?” The woman said,
“It is up to you what you would do with it.”
He said that he was going to burn it now. He called the saksakan bird and the squirrel\fn{The text has: kadsik.
Although the compiler did not see this animal in this translation it is identified temporarily, from description as squirrel .} to help him
burn the kaingin. He also called on the deer and the wild hogs and monkeys to come. The squirrel and the
saksakan bird started to burn the kaingin. There was a big fire and the datu was astonished and he said,
“What is this crackling sound?” Everything was burned into ashes.
The monkeys now started to plant corn. The deer made holes in the ground and the hogs planted sweet potato
vines. Then the child said,
“We will sow the rice.”
Then the woman sowed the rice, and to her surprise it grew so fast that one portion of the field was beginning
to ripen and another portion of it was bearing grains of polished rice.
Immediately the child made a big hut and in a moment it was finished. The child looked over the rice fields
like the color of an eroded land. He looked at the edge of the kaingin and he saw lanson trees bearing ripe fruits
which were supposed to be the fence against wild deer. The woman said,
“Come and let us go home, but we will not tell the datu that we have our rice fields.” They left and soon they
reached the house. The datu asked,
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“What was that big noise?” And the child replied that it was his burning kaingin which he had planted with rice
and which was now ripening. The datu screamed with joy. The datu said,
“I have great confidence in you, my child, because although you are not big enough, yet you have already
made a kaingin. How come that while you are still small you have finished ahead of us, for we are still cutting
down trees while you are already about to harvest.” The child said,
“Come with me because I am going to harvest.” They left and all of them followed the child.
In a moment they reached the kaingin of the child. And the datu looked over the kaingin and he saw the
ripening rice fields. The datu screamed with joy because the child was going to harvest ahead of them.
“Why is it,” said the datu, “that although he is small he is about to harvest, while my sons-in-law have not yet
finished their kaingin?” Then the child said,
“Every woman must move and harvest.”
And one hundred women stood and began to harvest. Everything was ready, for there were also containers to
hold the harvested rice. The rice grains, one by one, went inside the house and deposited themselves inside the
rice containers. In a moment the rice containers were full.
The house was full of rice and the harvest ended there when every grain was gathered for the consumption of
the child.
2
There was once a boy. The boy said,
“I am going down to the river to fish.” The other said,
“Do not fish in the deep portion where it is fenced by krisses.”
The boy left. He reached the river and went upstream. Upon reaching a deep portion of the river he saw a big
stone in the middle. Then he stayed in the middle of that stone.
As soon as he stepped on the stone a crocodile gobbled him up. The crocodile swam down the river with the
boy in his mouth, and while they were on the way downstream they saw a monkey sitting on an overhanging
badtok bamboo. The monkey said to the crocodile,
“It would be better if you bite me. However, toss the child to me first before biting me.”
The crocodile tossed the child to the monkey and the monkey caught it and ran away. The monkey leaped from
branch to branch on top of the trees, but the crocodile followed below. The boy said,
“I am hungry.”
Then the monkey went away to look for some honey. When the boy had eaten the monkey started again swaying from tree to tree, but the crocodile followed also below. When the monkey reached a treeless plain, he climbed
up a papaya tree. The monkey now picked a papaya fruit and cast it to the ground and the crocodile ran after the
fruit. While the crocodile was away the monkey ran. But the crocodile ran after them again and so the monkey
climbed up on another papaya tree. He again picked a fruit and threw it down below.
The monkey once more ran with the boy toward a group of people who were gathered to celebrate thanksgiving. When the crocodile reached the place of the gathering, the datu’s followers killed him. The monkey
proceeded on his way and then he climbed up a halite tree which was his home.
What the boy saw was a house. And he saw several articles in the house. The monkey asked the child if he was
hungry and the boy replied that he was hungry. The monkey now said,
“I am going to get some food from the datu.”
The monkey went to the house of the datu and climbed up on the firewood-rack and he saw the meat and food
preserved by the datu. The monkey carried a basketful of meat and he left. He reached his house climbing in. The
monkey said to the child,
“You must eat now and after you are through, I have something to tell you because I do not want you to feel
disturbed.” He ate up all the food which the monkey brought and he was full. The monkey said,
“My spinal column is broken, so I am going to die. Take all my things with you.”
The child was very sad because the monkey was going to die and he did not know his home. The monkey said,
“I am going to show you your home. You let your eyes follow my finger, for I am going to show you.”
The monkey pointed to him the house and the boy saw it. The monkey said, “I am going to die now,” and he
spread out his mat and laid down and died.
The boy took hold of a palihuma\fn{A long bolo with a single blade, to be distinguished from the kris, which is always doublebladed.} and left. He went up the big river until he reached the deep portion which was fenced by krisses. He was
overtaken by nightfall and he climbed up a balite tree. When he was up, the balite tree turned into a house and he
slept there.
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The boy heard a group of men talking and it was the party of the datu. The datu and his men also slept, but
under the balite tree. The datu said,
“Give me my pillow.” The young man said,
“I am using it.” The datu said,
“I would like to use it because there is something inside it which is very precious to me. The value of all your
lives is not worth that of the pillow.” But the young man said,
“That is right, but it is not used by other people.” And the datu trusted him to use the pillow.
Meanwhile the boy heard them talking and he was thinking what could be that precious thing inside the pillow.
The datu and his men fell asleep and now the boy went down to take the pillow. The boy picked up the pillow and
carried it up with him to the top of the balite house. When it was daybreak, the datu said,
“Where is my pillow?” But the pillow was gone. The datu got mad and killed all his men and after that he
killed himself by piercing his throat with a blade. The boy said,
“What could be the precious thing inside this pillow which caused the death of the datu and his men?” Then
the boy unwrapped the pillow and he saw a box which he unlocked. Inside the box he found a golden bamboo
tube. He opened the tube and he found a thing wrapped. He unwrapped it and found another little box. He
unlocked the box and found another golden bamboo tube. He opened the bamboo tube and found a papagawi
bird.\fn{A legendary bird, described as beautiful, with silver and golden feathers and a golden bill .} He took it and let it perch on a
stick and the papagawi bird sang and all sorts of things were brought there. The boy took the papagawi bird and
placed it back inside the bamboo tube and in the box.
The boy left and soon reached his house. He went in and found his mother, who was very sick. The boy took
care of her and she became well again. The mother cried for she saw her boy once more. The mother said,
“We are hard up because we have no more things.”
The boy said, “Rejoice.” Then he took out the papagawi bird and it sang. Then all the things they needed came
to them. Then they lived happily at the end.
3
There was once a man with a big belly who lived in a cottage. One day a gungutan came. The big-bellied man
said,
“What is your news for me?”
“I came here to ask you to tell me about your dream.” said the gungutan. The big-bellied man said,
“I have a dream. In my dream my soul saw a big hog and a fish-trap full of fish.” The gungutan said,
“Come with me and we will see the hog and the trap.” But the big-bellied man could not carry his body for he
was too fat.
Now they departed until they reached a big river. They went downstream until they reached a junction where
they saw a fish trap. They got the fish trap and found that it was full of shrimp and eel. The big-bellied man
carried the fish trap and continued on their way down the river. Soon they found a big trapped hog. The gungutan
said,
“Carry this hog, big-belly.” But the big-bellied man said,
“I cannot carry it because it is too heavy for me.” But the gungutan forced him to carry it.
They went home following the stream up the river until they reached home. Then the gungutan disappeared. At
once the big-bellied man singed the hair of the hog and after he was through he slaughtered it and divided it into
pieces, then he cooked his food. After that he ate. Two days later the gungutan came again and said,
“Come with me, big-belly.” The big-bellied man was worried because he could hardly move. But the gungutan
forced him to go with him.
“Come with me.” said the gungutan, “because we are going to visit some neighbors.”
They left and when they were gone some distance, they reached a thicket. They continued on their way
through the thicket. But the big-bellied man said,
“I cannot go on farther because my belly is too heavy for me.” But the gungutan said,
“Even if there is no way, we will pass through.” Soon they reached a standing dead tree in the middle of the
thicket. The gungutan said,
“Climb up that dead tree, big-belly.” But the big-bellied man replied,
“I cannot do it.” Now the gungutan took hold of him and threw him up the tree. The gungutan said,
“Start shouting.” The big-bellied man screamed and shouted until they heard a dog barking. The barking dog
came to them and they found out that it was the dog of an avuhan.\fn{Believed to be a monster and a cannibal. In the mind
of the Bagobo, he is a giant, although his trousers and jacket were apparently worn later by the big-bellied man, which would seem to
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indicate his size. But since this is a folk tale, such folk ideas may not necessarily tally with details in the tale. The avuhan appears to form
another class of zoomorphic creatures. There are many more stories, I was told, about the avuhan.} The dog looked up the tree,

barking.
Then they heard the avuhan coming and calling to his dog. In a moment the avuhan arrived. He saw the bigbellied man and he said,
“What a big male hog.” At once he threw a spear at him. But the gungutan said,
“Catch the spear.” And the big-bellied man caught it. The avuhan said,
“He is a brave hog.” Then he took his bolo and threw it at the big-bellied man. The gungutan said,
“Catch the bolo.” And the big-bellied man caught the bolo. The avuhan now took his knife and threw it at him,
but the big-bellied man caught it once more. After that the avuhan took his bag and threw it at the big-bellied
man. The gungutan said,
“Catch the bag.” And he caught the bag. The avuhan took off his trousers and jacket and threw them at the bigbellied man. The gungutan said,
“Catch them.” And he caught the trousers and jacket. Now the gungutan said,
“Throw back the spear to the avuhan.” The big-bellied man cast the spear and the avuhan was hit and was
killed. The gungutan came down the tree and went near the dead avuhan and slashed him with his bolo. The bigbellied man came down too. When he was down, the gungutan said,
“Carry this avuhan and take him to his wife, Uwod Talinga. Use the headdress of this monster with a golden
horn, so that when you reach the house the busaws will not be able to identify you, because you are using this
golden horn. If you reach the place tell them to singe him because you are returning for a female hog. If you will
not do that, the monsters will kill you.”
At once he carried him and departed. Soon he arrived at the house of the avuhan. He said,
“Inayrinan, are you there? I caught a big hog.” And the woman said,
“Come up here.”
And he went up and went inside the house. He said,
“Singe this hog and call your brothers-in-law because I will return for another hog which I left behind.” Then
he hurriedly left.
It did not take him a long time when he reached the gungutan. The gungutan said,
“Take the trousers and jacket, also the spear and the bag. See that,” said the gungutan, “if you did not come
along with me, you would not have acquired those trousers and jacket, and also the spear and the bag.” And then
they left. It did not take them much time to reach home. And the gungutan disappeared again.
After two days the gungutan came again and saw the big-bellied man, who was now crying because he was
worried for the gungutan had come again, and he could not carry his body. The gungutan said,
“Where is the rein of your horse? Come with me because we will attend the datu’s hunting party.”
He took the rein and placed the bit onto the mouth of the big-bellied man. Then he rode on him. And he forced
him to run. Soon they reached a wide grassland and they saw many people assembled. A young man said,
“Why is that gungutan coming here riding on a horse who is a person, which is the rarest thing that can
happen.” The young man said, “Let us have our horses fight.”\fn{ A common pastime among the Bagobo people, who ride
the horse, yet keep this animal more for its barter value than for any other purpose. It is calc ulated that for every hundred families, about
five keep horses; that is, in the upland areas. Horse-fighting starts this way. A female horse is guided to an open field where there is a tree,
the animal being in full view by males horses. The guide gets up the tree with the leash in his hand. After the male horse has approached the
female, another male horse is set loose. The third horse also finds it way to the two horses. The result is a fight between the second and
third horse. According to informants, seldom does the female horse get involved .}

“Yes,”: said the gungutan; “but I think your horses will be defeated.”
They unleashed five horses which dashed on to fight the big-bellied man. But big-belly fought the five horses
who all ran away.
“Look at that,” said the gungutan. “I told you that your horses will be defeated.”
“We came here,” said the young man, “to catch a deer with a golden antler as a pantun\fn{This is an obligation
imposed by the father and mother, brother, sister, (uncle in case of absence of preceding persons, or aunt in a close degree), of the bride-tobe, or she herself, upon the bridegroom-to-be to give as a present any articles, such as gongs, bracelets, beads, clothes, bolos, spears, etc,; or
animals, such as horses, carabaos, cows; or services, such as catching fish, constructing a house for the family of the girl, clearing a
kaingin, hunting, and other forms of personal services. The ownership of such articles or animals goes to the person demanding for the
same; the same being returnable should the marriage not take place, or in case of divorce should the woman be the spouse found at fault.
The services may also be returned in kind; all theae, according to whatever decision the datu may make according to custom law .} for the

datu’s daughter.” Now the datu said,
“Whoever could catch a deer with a golden antler, he shall marry my daughter.”
At once they burned the grass and after the fire was over, the deer with the golden antler came out. The young
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men started to chase it with their horses. The other people waited if the young men would be able to catch the deer
with the golden antler, but the young men failed. Now the gungutan said,
“Watch me, young men, for I shall take my turn to chase the deer, the pantu for the datu’s daughter.” The gungutan started and said,
“Run fast, big-belly.” And at once he ran.
Now they saw the deer running around the world. It was wonderful to behold big-belly because he seemed to
run like a striking lightning. Soon they overtook the deer with the golden antler. As soon as the deer was killed,
the gungutan disappeared. The big-bellied man now turned into a handsome young man, whose forehead gleamed
with rays. He went home carrying the deer. And he went to the house of the datu. And the datu said,
“Now you can marry my daughter because you have caught the deer and you will become my son-in-law.”
4
There was once a lizard. She said,
“Deer, take care of my child, because I am going to fish.” She left and soon reached the river and fished. A
crocodile came out.
“Why are you shrimps running away?” said the crocodile. The mangawag bird upon hearing that screamed and
the woodpecker tapped the tree. The deer pranced and danced and the child of the lizard was trodden. The child of
the lizard died. The lizard said,
“Why did you tread on my child?”
“Yes,” said the deer, “I trod on it because I heard the mangawag bird scream and the mangawag screamed
because she saw the crocodile drying up his limbutung under the sun. The woodpecker tapped the tree because she
was surprised for the mangawag bird screamed.” The lizard said,
“I am blaming the deer because she trod on my child whom I loved most. Supposing it was your child who was
trodden upon, how would you feel?” The lizard said,
“Go and get the crocodile, the woodpecker, and the mangawag bird.” The deer fetched them. When they were
all gathered, the lizard said,
“I summoned you because my child whom I loved most was trodden by the deer.” The deer said,
“I danced because I heard the mangawag bird screaming and the woodpecker tapping.” The woodpecker said,
“I tapped the tree because I heard the mangawag screaming.” And the mangawag said,
“I screamed because I saw the crocodile drying up his limbutung.” The crocodile said,
“I dried up my limbutung because the shrimps troubled me in the water while they were running away.” And
the shrimp said,
“We ran away because the lizard was catching us.”
184.103 Excerpt from Life And Death Of A Boy General\fn{by Teodoro M. Kalaw (1884-1940)} Lipa, Batangas
Province, The Philippines (M) 10
… Gregorio, who was born on November 14, 1875, is the revolutionary hero who is the subject of our study.
The fifth among brothers and sisters, he came from a poor family, but was of illustrious lineage, if one considers intelligence and patriotism. His father, Fernando H. del Pilar, was the brother of Marcelo H. del Pilar, one of
the greatest Filipino propagandists in Spain at the time.
The blood of the Gatmaitans, the ancient Tagalog chieftains of Bulacan province, ran in his veins, as did Chinese blood, on his mother’s side. Aside from this, elements of action and introspection were happily fused in him.
Born three year’s after Filipino nationalism had been aroused by the tragic events in Cavite,\fn{ In 1872, about 200 native soldiers at the Cavite arsenal revolted, killed their officers and shouted for independence; but the suppression of this insurrection was
accompanied with wholesale arrests, life imprisonment and the execution, among others, of three Filipino secular priests, whose connection
with the uprising was not satisfactorily explained } his own childhood and his youth saw, and more than saw felt, the chan-

ges brought about by events which were soon to culminate in a violent revolution.
Bulacan, his province, was at least among the first to ignite the fire of rebellion, in the hearts of its citizens. It
might be mentioned here that Bulacan province is the land of the legendary Sarong Bayani, of the illustrious politician and lawyer Marcelo H. del Pilar, of the patriots Mariano Ponce, Mariano Sevilla, Toribio H. del Pilar,
Vicente Gatmaitan., Manuel Crisostomo, Marcelo Estrella, Anastasio de Leon, Saturnino Buendia and of the
“heroic women of Malolos”, to whom Rizal in his time directed his famous letter.
By the time the young Gregorio began his studies in Manila, his uncle, the famous Marcelo, had left for Spain,
in order to continue in the Spanish metropolis the political campaign already begun in the Philippines, and thus
escaped from a court trial and persecutions.
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Before he left he had founded here the Diariong Tagalog, a publication of nascent Filipinism, and had established the Propaganda, a secret society of Filipino patriots.
The country had begun to move cautiously but resolutely as evidenced by the famous demonstration in Manila
in 1888 which, had its repercussions in Bulacan. This was also shown by the different writings directed against
the authorities—writings which were markedly anti-friar, the suspected author or instigator of which was Marcelo
H. del Pilar.
Later developments took place like the Calamba incident, and subsequent reprisals from the government, the
publication of the Noli and the subversive pamphlets, the arrival of Rizal from abroad only to see his home destroyed by government officials, who persecuted his family, and the ominous indifference of the middle class,
which only needed direction and organization.
Inspite of the hasty departure of its illustrious lawyer and leader, there was no peace in Bulacan.
In 1890, the government authorities discovered notices in Baliuag, on the occasion of the town fiesta, attacking
friars vehemently. Investigations were conducted with much fanfare.
Some years later, but especially in 1895, the province had been aroused. Leading citizens were either investigated, placed under close surveillance, or were deported to Mindanao for “anti-government propaganda”, for holding “anti-religious and subversive ideas” or were simply “indifferent”.
The leading citizens of Malolos confronting the parish priest declared, with unwonted temerity, that the people
could govern themselves without the necessity of ecclesiastical tutelage. In those times such a declaration was
tantamount to a challenge.
The De Leons, the H. del Pilars, the Ponces, the Rojases, the Aldabas, the Buendias, the Teodoros, the Torreses, the Crisostomos, the Gatmaitans, the Hernandezes, the De los Santoses, the Carloses, the Espiritus, the Bautistas, the Kanlapans, the Sandikos, the Tiongsons, and the De los Reyeses, were famous “filibusters” who left a
legacy to the youth.
A historian once remarked that Malolos was one of the strongest centers of Filipinism in the country. Not only
Malolos, but Bulacan as a whole. Province of reformists, writers, poets, and pamphleteers who handled the local
language with unequalled facility in political satire and contributed, with their works, to the downfall of the monastic institutions from the moral prestige in which they were enthroned—all these was Bulacan.
*
Gregorio H. del Pilar, after first studying with Romualdo Sempio and Monico Estrella, who were both his
townmates, continued his studies in Manila, first in the school of Pedro Serrano Lalctaw, who was also from Bulacan, established on old Jolo Street. He later enrolled in the now Ateneo de Manila. His schooling in Manila
coincided with the years 1887 to 1896, an era of crisis as well as of fulfillment and sufferings, inasmuch as they
were years of filibusterism, of redemption, and of messianic ideals.
The young Gregorio stayed with the “filibuster” Deodato Arellano, husband of Hilaria del Pilar, Gregorio’s
aunt, in one of the apartments of Gregorio Olegario, on the then Candelaria, now Elcano Street, Tondo. In one of
these apartments, according to some accounts, the Katipunan\fn{Officially, “The Supreme Worshipful Association of the
Sons of the People”, and said eventually to number anywhere between 100,000 and 400,000 } was founded.\fn{About 1891} Deodato Arellano, at that time already figured prominently in the Propaganda movement in the country having been one
of the officials of the Propaganda and the first president of the Katipunan. Before he left for Spain, Marcelo H.
del Pilar, entrusted his brother-in-law with the risky task of distributing books and pamphlets of the Propa-ganda
movement and the collection of funds, and instructed him to correspond with him regularly.
These three activities were conducted zealously but with extreme caution. Some secret societies founded with
the same objectives and whose enthusiastic members promised fidelity and loyalty to the cause, like the already
mentioned Propaganda, the Brotherhood of San Patricio, El Plana Caliente, the Cuerpo de Compromisario,
Masonry and lastly the Liga Filipina helped in these activities. Among the legions of “masons and filibusters”
was Deodato Arellano.
Because he was related by marriage to Marcelo H. del Pilar, he enjoyed Del Pilar’s personal confidence. Rare
was the mail from Madrid which did not carry communication for Deodato from Marcelo del Pilar, more especially so when Deodato became the administrator of the Propaganda in 1891. Since that time Deodato frequently
received from Marcelo, directly or by means of a convenient arrangement, packages and letters of political
character. Deodato had to distribute these letters and packages among committed individuals, and to inspire these
individuals to read them.
But it was the young Gregorio who distributed them. As he belonged to a less-privileged family, his stay at the
house of the Arellanos was, more than that of a protege, that of one who helped with household chores. Gregorio
was aware of his situation, but he did not grumble about it. Dressed in the lowly camisa tagala when he distributed packages and letters, he only wore a coat when he attended classes at the Ateneo de Manila, where he began
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his studies in 1889.
Thus, Gregorio apportioned his time mainly between his studies and political propaganda. Educated in the
moral and patriotic rigidity of his uncle Deodato and his aunt Hilaria; familiar with correspondence and publications of “revolutionary” character; and having learned at home about the activities of his uncle Marcelo in the
metropolis and about the persecution which he suffered, and that of his province-mates in Bulacan, as a result of
his ideas, it was but natural that Gregorio del Pilar was initiated into the movement at an early age.
It is said, although its source is still to be ascertained, that Gregorio was about to be initiated as member of one
of the secret associations above-mentioned, but he could not be admitted because of his extreme youth. Nevertheless, he had learned lessons of patriotism, and he developed a propensity for danger.
*
When in one of his trips to his province he had secretly carried revolutionary materials, he and some companyions planned one of the most ingenious methods of propaganda.
The Augustinian friar Jose Rodriguez had at that time published a series of pamphlets entitled “Questions of
Great Interest”, which prohibited and condemned reading the Noli and other libertarian literature. Members of
Philippine propaganda, for their part, published a series of pamphlets of the same size and number of pages as
those of Fr. Rodriguez’s works, which they answered and satirizecl furiously. The Filipino pamphlets carried the
following titles: “The Vision of Fr. Rodriguez”, “By Telephone”, “Prayers and Jokes” (Dasalan at Toksohan),
“Kai-igat Kayo”, etc.
The parish priest of Malolos, Fr. Felipe Garcia, who had earlier caused the hasty departure of Marcelo, used to
distribute after mass, as was the case with all parish priests, the pamphlets of Fr. Rodriguez in order to propagate
his ideas. But, Gregorio H. del Pilar’s group, having been able to get from the sacristy of the church a great number of said publications, detached the cover and placed in them the Filipino pamphlets. So perfectly was the task
done that no one ever noticed the difference. This done, the Filipino pamphlets were placed where Fr. Rodriguez's
pamphlets had been found.
Thus, not only were the friar publications taken out of circulation, but that in their place were circulated, and
by means of the Church yet, those of the Filipino Propaganda. The next Sunday, Fr. Feljpe Garcia, following his
usual practice, after mass, took the booklets from the sacristy and distributed them to the faithful.
“Read these booklets, my brothers and sisters,” he advised them, “and pass them on to others who can read
them. You shall gain indulgences by reading them, and you shall be good in the eyes of God.”
Del Pilar was extremely pleased.
*
The years immediately preceeding 1896, were great and fruitful years and years of great promise for the Filipino people. Not only did the spirit of rebellion touch mature elderly men, it has been insinuated that even young
thinking, quite emotional and well-read students had imbibed of this spirit. We leave on one side those who write
a little and knew how to prepare leaflets for the press, because their literary efforts as such spread germs of discontent; even those who only knew how to feel and to think also began to practise an incipient and vague revolutionary spirit.
The circle of youthful students among whom the young Del Pilar moved about was composed of young men,
mainly from his native province, who, like him, had gone to Manila to study. To this group belonged the brothers
Anacleto and Vicente Enriquez (of the well-known patriotic Enriquez family of Bulacan, even the young unmarried women members of which undertook propaganda and revolutionary work), Luis Gatmaitan, Dionisio Karagdag, Esteban Lara and Anselmo Hilario, all of Bulacan, which group Catalino Lavadia and others joined from
time to time. Indeed, in a way these youth also formed their own circle of apprentice revolutionaries. The young
Del Pilar inspired them to read the Noli, the Fili and pamphlets of the Propaganda, bound together and
surreptitiously given the title Economia Politica (i.e., Political Enemy) in order to mislead government agents.
The members used to buy a lottery ticket with the understanding that it should win a prize, this prize would be
used to swell the limited funds of the society.
Nevertheless, Gregorio did not take an active part in the circle, due either to his manifold tasks in the house of
his uncle and aunt, or to his awareness of his lowly situation, inasmuch as almost all his comrades belonged to
distinguished and aristocratic families from Bulacan.
*
In those days the Katipunan had reached its peak. Andres Bonifacio and Emilio Jacinto had succeeded in
attracting followers in Manila and the nearby provinces. By August, 1896 the Katipunan was more or less organized in Bulacan, and the same student contemporaries of Gregorio H. del Pilar who moved about in the Manila
streets with books in hand and with a vague idea of the revolution in their heads, were now, in spite of their youth,
the actual Katipuneros in the province.
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Those young people established in the capital of Bulacan a group called Uliran, headed by Doroteo Karagdag,
but whose actual brains and vice-president was Anacleto Enriquez; Vicente Enriquez was the treasurer. A nationalist group called Apoy, headed by Isidoro Torres and whose vice-president was Luis Gatmaitan was also established in the province. Membership was obtained by passing a rigorous test somewhat similar to that of the Katipunan, that is to say, the applicant was blindfolded, and was made to sign a document with blood extracted from
his left arm. Vicente Enriquez, who was treasurer of the Uliran, and was later to figure prominently as General
Del Pilar’s aide-de-camp, told me:
One day, we received an order from Andres Bonifacio regarding the revolution. And as neither Karagdag, our leader,
nor my brother Anacleto, our assistant leader, was present, I had to. carry out the order. It was August 1896. I consulted
my sisters, who answered me by beginning to cry. I went down to the mezzanine of our house, took what I needed, and
left barefooted. In Bulacan volunteers of the Spanish government came and went. There was restless ex-pectation for
the events in Manila. I notified all Katipuneros, of whom there were 400 in town. Julian del Pilar, Grego-rio’s brother,
who owned a rig, helped me inform the Katipuneros.
At eight o’clock that evening, some 300 men met in the sitio of Libis, in San Nicolas, Bulacan, to discuss the best
way to attack the Spanish Civil Guard headquarters. I had a revolver; some had knives and sticks, others carried guns,
knives, swords. … Karagdag, who had in the meantime arrived from Manila, told us that the Katipunan had been aborted in Balintawak, and that Pio Valenzuela, a leading Katipunero also from Bulacan, had been arrested. We dispersed at
midnight, and returned to our homes disillusioned.

Thus, Vicente Enriquez relates an account of the first disillusionment suffered by the revolutionaries from
Bulacan. But not long afterwards the people’s enthusiasm picked up when news arrived about the successive victories of the revolutionaries in Cavite.
Again, the men detached from the walls, or took away from their hiding places, revolvers, guns and knives. A
new excitement ran through the barrios sympathetic to the Katipunan. New courageous voices resounded in the
surroundings. Simultaneously, armed groups were formed in various places, disposed to attack; or to gird for
combat.
“To Masukol!” some shouted.
“To Masukol!” shouted the others.
And in Masukol (Paombong) three thousand men gathered, ready to fight enthusiastically for freedom. A governing body was formed with Isidoro Torres as commanding officer; Anacleto Enriciuez as deputy commanding
officer; and as colonels, Doroteo Karagdag, Donato Teodoro, Gregorio de los Santos, and Vicente Enriquez.
*
On or about November 20, 1896 the Spanish gunboat Napindan was found on the mouth of Masukol river,
and, inasmuch as the Katipuneros already had two Remington rifles, six guns, other rifles, four falconets and
some revolvers, they were now in a position to fight. They later retreated, however, passing through Hagonoy, because it was impossible to stay in Masukol due to lack of food. They were even received by the townspeople of
Hagonoy with band music; but when the Spaniards captured the town the following day, all the musicians were
ordered arrested.\fn{Spain sent reinforcements in an attempt to quell the revolt, eventually numbering some 28,000 men, assisted by a
few loyal regiments of natives}
Towards the end of November, major battles were fought in Calumpit, Bunga (Bustos), Sap José del Monte,
and later in San Rafael. In this last mentioned battle, which lasted. four hours, it was the Spaniards under Commander Arteaga who attacked because San Rafael at that time had already been under the Katipuneros. The
deputy commanding officer Anacleto Enriquez, one of the greatest leaders of the movement, died heroically, an
event which was celebrated by the Spanish troops during their retreat from Bulacan and an account of which was
published in the Manila press as a resounding victory of troops loyal to Spain.
Meanwhile, other prestigious groups of the Katipunan in Bulacan province were already invading the other
municipalities. Among these might be mentioned those led by the brothers Tekson and the brothers Carlos of San
Miguel, the Estrellas of Kingwa (Plaridel), the “Supremo Canuto” of Bocawe, and that “master” mystic and seer
popularly known as Maestrong Sebio (Eusebio Roque), who used to pray during battle and of whom it is said that
bullets flew past him while mounted on a horse. Roque, the Supremo Canuto of Bocawe, the Galvezes of Bigaa
(Casimiro and his brothers Totong and Lorenzo) and Agapito San Gabriel, secretary of the Katipunan in this last
mentioned town, had been firmly entrenched in Kakaron de Sili with some 6,000 ardent and fanatical followers.
Kakaron was at that time truly a miniature city with streets, having its own police force and even its own musical
band. It had a factory of falconets and of bolos, and had repair shops for rifles and cartridges.
The revolutionary government was constituted by the following: Supreme Chief, Canuto Villariueva; Captain
General of the Army, Maestrong Sebio; Deputy Commanding General, Casimiro Galvez; Brigadier General, a
certain Ilagan; Colonel, a certain Cruz; and Flag Bearer, Florencio Candelaria.
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“The die is cast,” the people from Bulacan cried.
And indeed the die was cast.
*
Different versions exist as to when Gregorio H. del Pilar joined the Katipunan and when he actively participated in activities of this organization.
Gregorio finished his Bachelor of Arts degree in the Ateneo de Manila on March 15, 1896—the year the revolution broke out. He was not a very brilliant student; but neither was he among the least endowed nor among the
flunkers. During the six years that he studied in high school before he took up studies for the Bachelor’s degree,
he had the following marks: four passed, eight good, five very good and one excellent for arithmetic and algebra.
He obtained the grade of very good for rhetoric and poetry. (In general, these are good grades, considering the fact
that he was serving as messenger of the Propaganda while he pursued his studies.)
When he began the school year 1896-1897, he wanted to study building construction in the School of Arts and
Trades, but those were unsettled and restless months of the Katipunan, and prominent members of the Propaganda, of Masonry, and of the Liga Filipina—men known to Del Pilar—had either taken to the fields, or had been
arrested, exiled, or even possibly shot as initiators of the insurrection.
His very own uncle and guardian, Deodato Arellano, was arrested and tortured like the rest. His college-mates
like the Enriquezes, the Karagdags, and the Gatmaitans had already returned to the province in order to replenish
the ranks of the revolution.
It was, thus, impossible for Del Pilar to continue his studies. Now the opportunity presented itself to quit
schoolling and to serve in the Propaganda, not only as a mere messenger but as a soldier—one more soldier in the
battlefield.
And, accordingly he left his books and his guardians, and went away.
*
Some have affirmed that, in the company of two or three very young men, Gregorio went to Balintawak in
search of Andres Bonifacio and as soon as he found him had asked to join the Katipunan, a request which was
granted. Nevertheless, he was unable to do anything spectacular there.
According to others, he returned to his hometown at the outbreak of the revolution. Accompanied by his elder
brother Julian, his brother-in-law Juan Socorro alias Pugo—a triad of strong spirits, inseparable even in the face
of gravest dangers—the brothers Melecio and Deodato Manahan and Isidro Wenceslao, Del Pilar planned to bring
reinforcements to the famous Isidoro Torres in Masukol.
For even then he had made up his mind to join the six thousand men who were gathered there to decide to separate from Spain.
But, when he was about to return to the same place the following day, he found out that Torres’s men had been
dispersed by enemy troops. In his Memoirs, which he began to write in Kakaron de Sili on December 24, 1896,
Gregorio said that that was his second attempt to join the revolutionary forces, which definitely shows that he had
indeed gone to Masukol.
At any rate neither his brief stay in Balintawak, nor his overlooked insignificant attendance in gatherings in
Masukol, should be considered his definite entrance in the Katipunan or in the revolution. As it turned out, how
he got involved in both is quite different.
*
It was one December afternoon in Kakaron. The Katipunan forces of Bulacan had engaged in bloody encounters in Calumpit, in San Rafael and in other places, and were somewhat decimated. Some officers and many
soldiers had fallen in battle.
Colonel Vicente Enriquez, down with malaria, was quietly seated in one of the pilapils, contemplating the approaching dusk, when he saw from afar a young man dressed in the usual camisa tagala. It was Gregorio del
Pilar, accompanied by Julian, his elder brother; Juan Socorro, his brother-in~law; the Manahans; Isidro
Wenceslao; Felix de Jesus, Juan Katindig and others. Gregorio quietly approached his former college-mate and
childhood friend and, with a firm voice mixed with emotion, said:
“How was Anacleto armed when he fell in battle? I shall also know how to die for our country as he did.”
And consequently he presented himself to Maestro Sebio and requested that he join his troops, and he, his
brother, and brother-in-law began to fight ferociously like lions.
*
Colonel Enriquez told me that Gregorio was possibly in his hometown in Bulacan, when the Spanish troops
returned victoriously from the battle of San Rafael, shouting “Long Live Spain!” and playing the Marcha de
Cadiz at the death of Enriquez’s brother Anacleto.
Anacleto was every inch a patriot, intelligent, beloved and respected by his townmates; and by Gregorio
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especially. Del Pilar could not stomach the fact that they should make a mockery of his death. And thus, evoking
the memory of the dead Anacleto and remembering the misfortune suffered by Filipinos as he had read them in
books, pamphlets :and newspapers which he himself distributed, Del Pilar decided to take to the field, to fight or
to die for his country, as he himself had said. …
155d.102 Excerpt from Notas De Viaje\fn{by Maria Paz Mendoza-Guazon (1884-1967)} Pandacan District, Manila, The
Philippines (F) 9
1
Mi viaje, aunque fué costeado personalmente, se debe al ofrecimiento de mis servicios por los
representantes de la “Alumni Association of the University of the Philippines” al Consejo Supremo de
Filipinas, y a la buena voluntad de nuestros liders en aceptar mi persona como miembro de la. Misión
Educacional encabezada por el Juez José Abad Santos, y, por este motivo, creo que es mi deber el dar cuenta a
mis cograduados y a mi pueblo, no de mi actuación en la Misión, que es insignificante, sino de lo que yo voy
aprendiendo en este viaje.
Para cumplir este deber que gustosa me he impuesto, porque es la única manera cómo puedo hacer llegar a mi
pueblo lo que observo y aprendo, voy a empezar estas notas relatando la entrevista que tuve aquí (Washington, D.
C., U. S. A.) con un reportero del Boston Transcript a fin de que veamos el concepto que algunos yankis tienen de
nosotros. Jamás debemos rehusar el conocer este concepto por más amargo y cruel que sea, porque heridos en
nuestro orgullo nacional, nos esforzaremos en mejorarnos, y más amaremos y ansiaremos nuestra libertad.
El reportero empezo por preguntarme acerca de las actividades y progreso de la mujer filipina; le dije
que hoy contamos con mujeres periodistas, doctoras en medicina, gracluadas en química y literatura,
abogadas, farmacéuticas, dentistas, optómetras, profesoras en ciencias, artes y letras, y enfermeras, en fin,
que la mujer filipina ha sabido aprovecharse de las opor tunidades que el viejo régimen le había brindado y
de las que se presentaron con la implantación de la soberanía americana.
En cuanto a lo que ellos llaman “Social Work,” o Trabajo de Caridad, le expliqué que esto no era nuevo en
las islas, puesto que la religión cristiana, cuya base es el amor al prójimo, había sido implantada hace tres siglos
y medio en las islas y que, de consiguiente, el “Social Work” existía de hecho en mi país, puesto que aquellas
mujeres del pasado, como Doña Margarita Roxas que donó el Colegio de la Concordia a las Hermanas de la
Caridad, para que éstas educaran a la mujer filipina, y las Srtas.
Esperanza e Isabel Tuason y otras ejercían la caridad sin bombo ni platillos. Le dije que antiguamente las
casas donde había una mujer que había estudiado, se convertían en casas-escuelas en miniatura, porque esa
mujer se consideraba obligada a enseñar, por lo menos, el catecismo a su servidumbre por las noches y a los
niños pobres del lugar por las tardes.
Ahora bien, esta actividad propia de la mujer filipina que ella consideraba como un deber de cristiana y que
practicaba silenciosa y modestamente, se convirtió en deber del Estado con la implantación de la soberanía
americana. Como toda empresa americana se basa en la organización, el llamado “Social Work,” que no es otra
cosa sino la práctica de la caridad bien organizada, encontró un suelo bien abonado y se desarrolló.
Respecto a la Manila Social, le informé que se baila ya el Charlestón. Me preguntó acerca de la
Universidad y del “compulsory education.” En cuanto al último se sorprendió al oir que en nuestro país no
había necesidad de implantarlo, porque nos faltan personal y edificios para acomodar a los que hoy acuden
a las escuelas. Esta ansia del filipino por educarse se manifiesta en la prosperidad de todos los colegios
privados que hoy constituyen un buen negocio en las islas.
Después quiso saber si teníamos epidemias de cólera, tifoi dea, viruela, etc. Le informé que Filipinas es
un país semitropical y que alguna que otra vez estas enfermedades se presentan aún, pero que, gracias a la
vacunación, a la labor del departamento de Sanidad y a la buena voluntad del pueblo en coadyuvar, se
puede decir que las epidemias de estas enfermedades ya no existen en Filipinas. Entonces el reportero,
muy frescamente, me espetó lo siguiente:
“Es que su país es un país de salvajes. Vea usted China que hasta hoy es un país incivilizado. He estado
en China hace unos cuantos años y ésta es la impresión que tuve."
“Bien,” le dije, “también he estado en algunos puertos de China hace unos meses, y comparando lo que he
visto hoy con lo que ví hace siete años que pasé por los mismos puertos y lugares, le puedo asegurar que ha
habido un cambio muy grande allí como también en Filipinas. El Oriente de hoy ya no es el mismo de hace medio
siglo. En las Universidades, tanto de América como de Europa, he encontrado chinos y chinas estudiando hace
siete años, y usted mismo puede apreciar la influencia colosal que estos habrían ejercido en su país a su vuelta.”
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El reportero habló largo y tendido sobre los beneficios de la Educación mientras yo le oía en silencio, pero
al terminar su peroración tome mi turno:
“En cuanto a mi país, permítame que le diga con franqueza que la aserción de que es un país de salva jes, si
desacredita a la pasada soberanía española, mayor descrédito alcanza a la labor educadora desplegada por
americanos y filipinos durante la soberanía americana. La cuestión es que al gunos, después de estar dos o tres
días o un par de horas en Manila, toman la pluma y escriben cosas nefandas acerca de mi país. El propósito de
estos señores es para mí incomprensible. ¿Lo sabe usted?” El señor reportero estuvo un poco desconcertado
y después de un rato me duo esto:
“Es que la agitación por la Independencia que hacéis desagrada mucho a los de aquí.” Fué esta mi
ocasión para devolverle la pelota:
“Amigo mío,” le contesté frescamente, “esta ansia y clamor de mi pueblo por la Independencia le
demuestran claramente que mi país no es un país de salvajes, y que mi pueblo es un pueblo culto y
educado. Un pueblo inculto no puede aspirar a ser independiente, porque teme lo desconocido, obra según
la tradición e ignora qué es ser libre. Los que hemos sido educados en vuestras escuelas, clonde nos habéis
enseñado vuestros principios e ideales, tenemos fe ciega en ellos y esperamos que la Nación Americana
será fiel a estos principios.” Mi interlocutor convencido habló entre dientes:
“You are right, I believe you will get your independence some day .” Usted tiene razón, creo que algún
día conseguiréis vuestra independencia.\fn{ A note was added later, apparently by the author: Por cierto que lo hemos
conseguido después de la liberación en 1946 }
Así terminó nuestra entrevista. En los periódicos de este pueblo de la libertad de la palabra y del
pensamiento aparecieron unas notas después de algunos días diciendo que una de las cosas que le dije era
que en Filipinas hay 400 clubs de mujeres y que allí ya se baila el charlestón y que las niñas han adoptado el
“bobbed hair.” Sin embargo, en su periódico, el Boston Transcript, se reprodujo un artículo en forma de
entrevista que fué preparado por nuestro Press Bureau en Washington, autorizándolo con mi nombre.
¡Ah! me preguntó también si conocía al General Wood y al Senador Osmeña; le dije que yo les conocía como
otro cualquier filipino conoce a estos prominentes, pero que yo no les había tratado mucho, porque no me he
mezclado jamás en política.
Preguntó asimismo por la Mrs. Wood; entonces yo le dije que la he tratado y que esta señora era en mi
concepto muy inteligente, cortés y encantadora.
Ahora le contaré, mi caro lector, una entrevista que tuve con un bolsheviki en pleno Washington, D. C. El
otro día estaba en una tienda, y mientras el tendero envolvía lo que compré, me preguntó de dónde era y al
saber que era de Filipinas me dijo:
“Allí hay guerra.”
Yo le contesté que estaba mal informado, pero el tendero que resultó ser un bolsheviki de pura cepa, me
largó el siguiente sermón:
“Sí, señora, en su país están peleando los moros y los constabularios. En el mundo hay que luchar. Cuando
yo era pequeño y mis compañeros de clase me apaleaban, al volver a casa acusaba a mi padre, pero éste por
toda contestación me decla: ‘vuelve y lucha.’ Lucha por tus derechos, lucha para obtener lo que deseas, así
serás un verdadero hombre.”
Si el mundo adoptara el lema de este bolsheviki, los dere chos de los débiles y las libertades de las
naciones pequeñas estarían a merced de la boca de los cañones de los grandes.\fn{ Italics in the text:H }
Entonces recordé la lección que lei en la película de Douglas Fairbanks\fn{ American film star (1883-1939)} en Don
Q:\fn{Don Q., Son of Zorro, designed as the sequel to The Mark Of Zorro (1920), brought out in 1925 (both silent pictures); rated by The
New York Times as one of the top ten movies of 1925}
“Lucha cuando estás en la razón y da tus excusas cuando no la tienes.”
En nuestra lucha por la libertad, tenemos que confesar que somos los débiles y que debe mos luchar con calma,
con dignidad, sin perder de vista el Ideal. Washington, D. C., E. U. A. Junio de 1926.
2
Cuba está casi a las puertas de los Estados Unidos, y dista de Nueva York por vía férrea y vapor
combinados unas 51 horas y, por mar, cuatro días. Mi hermana Mina y yo tomamos el tren que se llama
“Habana Special” a las 6:30 de la tarde de un miércoles en Washington, y llegamos a Key West a las 6 de la
mañana del viernes. Al pasar por el Estado de Georgia, el tren se vió invadido por un enjambre de
mosquitos que nos hicieron saltar de nuestros asientos. Por un momento pensé que me en contraba en las
alturas de San Juan (nuestro pregonado San Juan Heights), y no en uno de los estados de una gran nación
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que nada escatima para convertirla en una especie de paraíso terrenal. Como hablábamos en castellano, los
cubanos, que venían en el mismo tren, buscaron los medios de conocernos. Fué fortuna muy grata que en el
tren hubiese un filipino que trabajaba en la cantina, y ese “pinoy” sirvió de lazo de comunicación para que
los cubanos nos conocieran. Menciono este incidente, por que me han informado que la política de ciertas
compañías ferroviarias de Estados Unidos es emplear a filipinos, puesto que éstos han demostrado ser
menos dados que otros a la bebida y actos nada lícitos. Quizás, los que creen en Ia eficacia de las leyes
drásticas que coartan la libertad individual, digan que no necesitan filipinos para estar al frente de una
cantina ya que aquí rige en todo su esplendor la prohibición. Pero lo cierto es que, tanto en los barcos como
en los cabarets y los restaurantes, las bebidas prohibidas están de moda y, gracias a esa ley, el dólar
americano va rodando por los países vecinos y, acaso, por el mundo entero en busca de lo prohibido.
Fué una sorpresa para mí el ver en el mapa que Key West pertenece al Estado de Florida y es puerto
constituído por una isla. ¿Cómo iba a llegar el tren a Key West? me preguntaba yo. Esto me hizo más
interesante el viaje, y el día anunciado de nuestra llegada me levanté tempranito para ver con la
imaginación cómo iba a nadar el tren desde Florida a Key West, pues entre uno y otro sitio sólo hay islas e
islotes que recreant la vista. Es admirable contemplar ese ingenio americano en una vía férrea que
atraviesa el mar para conectar entre sí a todas estas islitas. El panorama era grandioso, el tren corría
entre sábanas de agua, verde azúl, y más allá las islitas y el firmamento. ¡Oh! qué magnífico hubiera
sido si en aquel momento las aguas tranquilas del mar se hubiesen encrespado agitadas por un vendabal,
para que los mortales pudieran contemplar una batalla entre el monstruo de hierro, que serpentea por los
rieles movido por la inteligencia del hombre, y las fuerzas ciegas de la naturaleza!
Por fin, llegamos a Key West. Esta isla pequeña se parece a nuestro puerto de Cavite, con la diferencia de
que en Key West las casas tienen sus jardines floridos mientras que nuestro Cavite se halla desnudo de toda
vegetación. En Key West, las plantas y los árboles tienen nombres que nos son muy familiares. El tamarindo,
el calachuche, la manga, los jazmines, las cadenas de amor, todo ello tiene el olor del perfume de los
trópicos. ¡Con qué delectación recordábamos sus nombres, haciéndonos la ilusión de que estábamos en
nuestra propia tierra!
A las 10 de la mañana del viernes nos embarcamos en el Governor Cobbs, un barco de tres pisos,
espacioso y pintado de blanco, que se parecía al vapor “Batea” que viajaba de Ma nila a Laguna, y se
llamaba así por parecerse a una batea. Apesar de que el trayecto no dura más que seis horas, nos dieron un
camarote. Me dicen que el barco cuenta con 200 camarotes más o menos, y que durante la temporada del
turismo que es casi todo el año, con excepción de dos o tres meses de calor o sea de Junio a Septiembre, el
viajero debe tomar la precaución de pedir con anticipación su pasaje para no quedarse con las ganas. La
travesía fué muy placentera, y el número de cubanos con quienes trabamos amistad fué aumentando. Quien
más quien menos de los cubanos demostraba tener interés por conocer Filipinas, y ellos, a su vez, nos daban
noticias de Cuba, de sus luchas. Muchos de estos cubanos están en relaciones con los diferentes consulados
de America y Europa y volvían a su país para tomar vacaciones.
Cuando el barco enfilaba su proa hacia el castillo del Morro que es una fortaleza que se levanta en el pequeño
puerto de la Habana, yo les dije a los cubanos que me sentía como si llegase a la casa de una hermana a
quien no había visto desde el día de su boda, que estaba ansiosa de conocer sus alegrías y sus penas, sus
luchas y sus triunfos. Los cubanos que venían en el barco acogieron esta declaración espontánea mía con
visibles muestras de afecto, y me rogaron que dijera algo a los perió dicos. Pero yo les dije que todavía no
había visto nada de Cuba, y que más tarde posiblemente podría decirles mis impre siones, si me daban
oportunidad para ello. Frente al castillo del Morro, uno de aquellos cubanos me indicó la Torre de los
Laureles, donde al son de la marcha de Cádiz y al grito de ¡Viva España! fueron fusilados muchos patriotas
cubanos. Yo le dije que en Filipinas, también, tuvimos la misma tragedia, pero que el tiempo ha restañado la
herida, y que la vieja Madre es amada y respetada hoy más que nunca por su hija, Filipinas.
La Habana es una hermosa ciudad vista desde el barco. La entrada al pequeño puerto que conduce a la
capital se parece mucho a la desembocadura del río Pasig hasta el puente de Sta. Cruz, porque este puerto
es una ensenada y no es río. A la izquierda se halla el castillo del Morro, y a la derecha el Paseo del
Malecón que también se parece a nuestro Malecón Drive; pero, en vez de las gruesas murallas de
Intramuros, póngase en su lugar una ciudad en miniatura al estilo de Nueva York con rascacielos; luego,
imagínese la orilla derecha del río Pasig, desde el Malecón hasta el puente de Santa Cruz, transformada en
un hermoso parque con jardines, paseos y estatuas, (por allí debe caer el célebre Paseo del Prado) y el
lector tendrá una idea de la Habana. ¡Qué lástima que hasta hoy no está ter minado el Cavite Boulevard!
Nuestra espléndida bahía estaría dentro de un magnífico marco con ese boulevard, y si pudiéra mos
construir otro desde la Farola hasta las estribaciones del Mariveles, entonces sí que el puerto de Manila no
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quedaría a la zaga del de Río Janeiro que es considerado como el mejor del mundo. A primera vista, los
rascacielos y las casas apiñadas de La Habana con sus arcos y sus verandas, me recordaron Port Saido y
Hongkong; pero, luego, a medida que los ojos contemplan más de cerca tan lindo conjunto, el viajero se da
cuenta de que se trata de verdaderas obras de arte donde campea por su estilo la arquitectura latina e
hispana. ¡Qué de encanto en las líneas y en las decoraciones! ¡Qué lujo en los pilares y en las puertas! Los
hoteles y edificios comerciales llevan el sello de la influencia americana, pero las casas residen ciales están
hechas para un país tropical, no tienen techumbres formando ángulo con el horizonte como en Filipinas,
sino azoteas en donde hay siempre dos receptáculos de agua, porque el abastecimiento de agua de la
ciudad es insuficiente. En algunas azoteas se ven maceteros, enredaderas, sillas que demues tran que son
sitios de recreo, y en otras, ropa para secar.
En esta isla no se conocen las lluvias torrenciales que duran días y meses como en nuestro país, así es
que el declive de los techos no es necesario. Tanto es el esmero o el ahinco que tie nen de conservar sus
casas bien pintadas y limpias, que sus verandas están inclinadas hacia dentro para que el agua no corra fuera
y deje manchas en la pintura.
Por las tardes las verandas se animan, porque allí, aparece la cubana o la española, hablando y
gesticulando animadamente con las de casa o con las vecinas. Ellas son algo gruesas, van bien pintadas y
casi todas llevan el pelo corto (bobbed hair). Esta moda parece que impera más en la Habana que en Nueva
York.
Cuando me despierto por las mañanas y oigo los gritos de los vendedores de periódicos, de loterías y
mercancías, me parece el mismo despertar de una mañana en París o Barcelona. A veces, sobre todo por
las noches, se oye una tonadilla madrileña o una jota andaluza. Hay en la atmósfera de la Habana un rumrum de alegría que le dice al forastero de habla española que está en su casa.
Lo más pintoresco son las rejas que al anochecer repro ducen la romántica escena de Romeo y Julieta,
aunque algunas veces la estropea la presencia de una tercera persona que suele ser una niña o una
viejecita. En la Habana hay constantemente una brisa agradable a pesar del calor que en esta temporada
reina, especialmente por la siesta, debido a las casas tan altas de cemento o piedra. Ojalá Manila y
nuestras ciudades no imiten esto, porque, al obstruir la corriente de aire, se produce asfixia. En la Habana
las casas de madera son raras, quizás sea debido a falta de árboles.
Aún queda parte de la Habana antigua, cuyas calles estrechas y cortas y las casas de dos pisos con un ala
saliente hacia la calle que sirve de protección para el caminante en los días de sol y aguacero, se parecen a
las de nuestro Intramuros. Pero en la Habana moderna, o la parte nueva de la ciudad, las calles son anchas
como avenidas, y en el centro de las vías se ven jardines floridos bien cuidados. En algunos lugares, como en
el de Carlos III, el tranvía pasa en rnedio de estos jardines, que rnás bien podrían llamarse pequeñas granjas
en este caso, por estar sembrados de coco, y como por ambos lados hay plantas y árboles, el tranvía que pasa
no levanta esa nube de polvo que se ve en las calles desnudas de toda vegetación por donde corren los coches
eléctricos. Este beneficio sólo se ve en la calle Herrán de Santa Ana de Manila, donde el tranvía corre a
través de un pequeño parque. En vez de las acacias que rompen las ace ras, aquí son álamos los árboles que
dan sombra a los caminos. Muchos están cortados formando conos u otra forma, como los árboles que
adornan las calles de Francia. Cuando visité el Dcepartamento de Agricultura de aquí, me dijeron que el
mejor árbol para las vías o calles es el guiamaro cubano por su follaje, y porque además no ensucia tanto las
calles como el álamo. La acacia crece tanto en Cuba como en Filipinas, y esto no obstante, ese árbol no se
siembra en las calles de la Habana. ¿No podríamos encontrar otros árboles en vez de la acacia que ensucia las
calles y es criadero de gusanos, cuyas ramas son tan quebradizas, no siendo raro que todo el árbol sea
arrancado de cuajo por cualquier baguio? ¡No podemos acaso plantar Eucaliptus, como en los caminos de
Argelia, o nuestro Molave, Ipil, o nuestra Caña-fístula, Banabá, Catmón, de flores tan preciosas, y otros
árboles que abundan en el país?
En la Habana abundan muchos parques con estatuas de presidentes vivos o muertos. En Cuba oí la
anécdota de un presidente que mandó erigir su estatua en un parque, y que en el mismo día que iba a
dejar la silla presidencial dispuso que se hiciera la inauguración de su figura.
“Pero, mire usted,” me decía con mucha pena un cubano, “el pueblo salió disgustado de ese
presidente, y sin embargo su estatua continúa en el parque.”
“El remedio es sencillo,” le contesté, “manden fundir la estatua y moldear otra. Este ha sido el método de
antaño con que han tratado a los que inmerecidamente se erigieron en ídolos de los pueblos ¿por qué no
repetirlo?”
Entre los parques más hermosos que he visto aquí, puedo mencionar el de Marianao de la familia Mendoza, en
medio del cual hay un lago artificial cuya forma se parece a la isla de Cuba.
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En tráfico en las calles constituye uno de los puntos que absorben mi atención en los viajes. Todas mis
observaciones sobre este particular pongo a disposición de las autoridades mu nicipales de Manila, porque la
regulación del tráfico moderno en una ciudad es, para mí, un signo de eficiencia en este siglo de las
máquinas. Pues bien; la señal “One way traffic” se ye en todas las esquinas en la parte antigua de la Habana.
Si esto se hiciera también en nuestro país, ¡quién sabe si así se evitarían accidentes en las calles estrechas!
En la calle Pinpín de Manila, tenemos que, además de ser una calle estrecha y torcida, es una vía por donde
pasan muchos carretones, carromatas y carretelas además de los autos. Lo mismo pasa en la calle P. Zamora
que es la única calle para las grandes bodegas de Texaco, Socony, Asiatic Petroleum, Atlantic Gulf y otras
fábricas en Pandacan. El que pasa por esas calles en un automóvil, no sólo pierde mucho tiempo, sino que
se expone a recibir muchos tropezones o a caerse en los zacatales si no va con cuidado. En Roma, para
evitar que los coches tirados por caballos obstruyan a los automóviles han dispuesto que los primeros pasen
solamente en algunas calles estrechas que generalmente son antiguas, y así en las grandes avenidas no se
yen más que automóviles. Algo parecido se puede poner en práctica en Manila. En la Habana el único
medio de locomoción es el automóvil, el tranvía o el ferrocarril. Por cada carrera en auto dentro de la
ciudad se paga una peseta, y esto, por supuesto es más barato que una carromata por la distancia que recorre
en tan poco tiempo. La Habana está muy adelantada en esto de la reglamentación del tráfico como ciertas
ciudades de importancia de Estados Unidos y Europa. La combinación de luces de varios colores, que sirven
para indicar cuando los coches deben estar listos para seguir adelante, o detenerse, se usa aquí, y la disciplina
de los chóferes y de los viandantes es edificante, porque todos obedecen la señal, y nadie trata de escabullirse
en la ausencia del policía de guardia. En cambio, la costumbre de nuestros viandantes de cruzar y zigzaguear
las calles donde les dé la gana, como también el hábito de nuestros chiquillos de entrar en las tiendas que casi
siempre están situadas en las esquinas de las calles, y salir de ellas corriendo, explica en parte los accidentes
en Filipinas. Si adoptáramos el método de París de inculpar a los transeuntes en vez de castigar siem pre al
chófer o cochero, creo que el sentido de responsabilidad del caminante y de nuestros chiquillos se
desarrollaría, salvo en ciertas ocasiones en que es evidente Ia negligencia o falta de habilidad del que guía o
cuando el accidente tuvo lugar en sitios donde se advierte que sólo pueden transitar los viandantes.
En Cuba no se habla otro lenguaje más que el castellano. Ello no quiere decir que el inglés es
desconocido, pero la lengua de Cervantes es el medio corriente de comunicación. Como en todas las
repúblicas de orígen latino, el cubano tiene su acento especial y modismos propios del ambiente. Por
ejemplo, al automóvil llaman máquina, y a los de fabricación Ford, futingos; a las horquillas, ganchos; a
las centrales azucareras, ingenios. Un día pregunté al policía por el sitio que ocupaba cierta oficina, y el
agente del orden me contestó:
“Brinque usted este parque y al otro lado está la oficina que busca.”
Crucé la calle y al llegar en medio del parque tuve que dar rienda suelta a mi risa, porque no podía
concebir la manera cómo iba a brincar sobre el parque.
Ahora voy a llevar al lector a la mansión de una de las millonarias cubanas a quien hemos tenido el honor de
saludar, gracias a la amabilidad de uno de mis mejores amigos, el Dr. William H. Hoffmann, ex-general de la
división médica en la marina del fenecido imperio del Kaiser.
La Quinta Palatina, que así se llama esta mansión, porque tiene todas las pretensiones de una morada
señorial, no presenta nada extraordinario por fuera más que sus árboles gigantescos. Al entrar, el visitante
divisa la estatua de bronce de un jinete, largos senderos, una glorieta al estilo francés y la morada de esta
señora, que parece un castillo, rodeada de enredaderas de varias clases. A medida que se va internando en
el amplio jardín los ojos admiran los lagos artificiales con sus lechos de flores lacustres, un jardín al estilo
versallesco y un pequeño parque zoológico. Después de las presentaciones, Ia dueña del castillo nos
mostró a sus favoritos; gorilas de Africa, de los Andes, de casi todos los países del mundo, y nos contaba
las costumbres de cada especie, ¡Qué capricho más raro! pensaba yo.
“Créame, doctora, que estos son inteligentes, sólo les falta el lenguaje,” afirmaba la señora. Una de sus
observaciones consistía en que el mono de una especie no podía convivir en una misma jaula con otro de
diferente especie, porque se arañaban y se mordían; pero que, si desde pequeños se los jun taba, el odio
mútuo que se profesan las diferentes especies desaparecía, y éstas podían cruzarse entre sí.
Entonces yo le pregunté qué pensaba sobre la teoría de Darwin y me contestó que, según sus
observaciones, esa ley es desmentida por la realidad, porque el mono adulto de una es pecie siente un
odio tal a la mona de otra diferente, que se muere luchando. ¿Quiere esto decir que el odio racial es un
signo atávico del hombre?
La ley darwiniana no quiere decir que en un abrir y cerrar de ojos un mono o los monos de las diferentes
regiones del mundo se convirtieron en hombres. La evolución del habitante de Filipinas, desde el primero de
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que nos habla la historia hasta los de estos días, explica la teoría de Darwin a mi manera de ver. Los primeros
habitantes de Filipinas fueron los negritos y después vinieron los malayos. La venida de los chinos y de los
españoles a las islas produjo otros tipos que no encontramos en los otros paises del mundo—los mestizos
españoles y los Sangleyes o mestizos chinos. Y la variedad de los tipos se ha aumentado más con la venida
de los otros europeos y, sobre todo, de los americanos. Supongamos que se muriesen todos los habi tantes de
Filipinas excepto los negritos y los mestizos americanos blancos, entonces los naturalistas después de diez
siglos tendrían un rompe-cabezas para explicar cómo un negrito de baja estatura, con un pelo negro, crespo y
de media pulgada, vivió en una región con otro tipo de la misma anatomía, pero robusto, alto, de tez-blanca o
café con leche, pelo largo, lacio y color de maíz. Nadie se atrevería a enunciar, ni ninguno que tenga dos dedos de
frente aceptaría, que los negritos en un santiamén hayan sido los padres de los mestizos americanos de Filipinas.
Como esta lucubración, a que se ha entregado mi mente en estos momentos, no formó parte de nuestra
conversación, y, por otra parte, no nos importa, por hoy, la teoría de Darwin, sigamos viendo la colección
magnífica de monos de la señora de Abreu, que es única en el mundo civilizado y quizás ni en el mundo salvaje
tiene igual.
“Vea usted a esta hermosota con su cría,” me decía, “ella ha descubierto el tratamierto de mi enfermedad. Los
médicos no sabían lo que padecía; unos decían que era disentería amébica, otros, que era sprue, hasta que un día
noté que esta mona rehusaba su taza de leche. Se lo dije esto a mi médico y me aconsejó que hiciera lo mismo.
Imité a mi mona y encontré aulivio, y así se comprobó que padecía de sprue.”
Después de ver aquella colección de monos de varios tamaños, colores y combinación de colores pasamos a su
castillo. En la bóveda de la entrada había un mosáico que representaba un jinete guiando dos caballos. Vistos
desde fuera, éstos parecían salir de la casa, pero desde dentro, parecían entrar. En las paredes del vestíbulo están
pintadas en un lado las fuerzas americanas guiadas por el General Wood y por el ex-presidente Roosevelt, y en
otro, un destacamento de cubanos capitaneado por el patriota General Gómez.\fn{ This is General Leonard Wood,
mentioned in the first part of this excerpt, and President Theodore Roosevelt (Wood was Roosevelt’s commanding officer in the Cuban land
theater of the Spanish-American War). General Gómez was Máximo Gómez y Báez (1836-1905)} La sala de recibo era circular de

gusto francés; el salón de billar parecía un remedo de una sala de la Alhambra de España; el comedor, de estilo
veneciano con su cristalería de Venecia; y el salón de recepciones y música era suntuoso y al estilo francés.
Después nos llevó a su capilla particular donde unas monjitas estaban orando. Entonces, ella me contó que
sus hijos estaban en Francia casados con francesas, que ella sostenía a 600 niñas pobres, y que aquellas monjas las
cuidaban e iban a su casa a acompañarla. Me habló también de un profesor de la Universidad de Harvard que
publicó un libro sobre monos, cuyos datos y observaciones fueron tomados de su colección. ¡Bendita mujer que
en vez de pasar sus horas en la ociosidad y gastar su riqueza en la mesa del “panguingue” o jugando la
lotería, la distribuye entre la caridad y el estudio!
De vuelta al hotel, mi hermana Mina que nos había oído hablar que la enfermedad del “sprue” es producida
por unos hongos llamados monilla, me dijo con toda pena: “no es extraño que la señora padezca de MONILLAS,
porque está constantemente con monos y monas.”
Me parece que cada pueblo tiene sus aficiones y sus vicios particulares, del mismo modo que cada
individuo tiene su propia fisonomía. En Cuba, el juego de la lotería es muy popular. Es la esperanza de
muchos desheredados que buscan la buena suerte en los azares de la fortuna. Verdad es que con un capital
insignificante el jugador espera llevarse una buena porrada de miles de pesos; pero ¡qué desesperación
debe sentir aquél que pierde el único capital que guardaba! ¡Cómo le partiría el alma la vuelta al hogar y
encontrar a los suyos, hambrientos, haraposos, y quizas enfermos! La lotería se juega en Cuba cada diez
días además de los extras. Los vendedores de billetes se aproximan al viandante con la súplica de que la
venta de los billetes que le ofrecen ayudaría a su madre, a su abuela, a toda su parentela, o bien, le pintan a
uno con colores vivos la buena suerte. El cieporte hípico también es permitido, aunque creo que los
hipódromos de la Habana no ofrecen ese aspecto vulgar y mal aliñado que tiene el nuestro de San Lázaro.
He hablado de la lotería como uno de los juegos que más atrae al temperamento latino; sin embargo, el
“foot ball” o balompié que es de orígen sajón, es de los más populares aquí, como también el jai-a-lay, un
juego vizcaino que se parece un poco al tennis. Creo que no hay otro juego tan emocionante como éste.
Se juega en un recinto rectangular de unos 200 por 36 piés, teniendo un lado lateral y los dos terminales
pintados de negro. Estos y el piso son de cemento. Los jugadores de los dos partidos miran hacia una de
las paredes terminales. El juego empieza cuando un miembro de uno de los dos partidos tira la bola contra
la pared y, al rebotar, un miembro del otro partido la pega otra vez contra la misma pared para ser
devuelta por otro del partido contrincante y así hasta que el que debería devolver la pelota, no pueda hacerlo.
Vímos una partida de madrileñas y cubanas y otro de españoles. Jamás he estado en ninguna gallera en
Filipinas, ni en las de aquí, pero la gritería y la manera cómo apostaban me dieron una idea de lo que pasaría
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en una gallera. Cuando un partido parece que gana al otro, los espectadores que ocupan en forma semicircular
el anfiteatro situado en la parte lateral libre, empiezan a gritar mirando por todos los lados y tratando de
buscar contra quien apostar. “Por los azules noy,” si es el partido que va ganando. Recuerdo la figura de un
joven que gritaba con toda la fuerza de sus pulmones, “Por Josefina voy”, pero cuando esta jugadora perdía,
nuestro hombre se sentaba, chupaba, o casi mascaba su habano puro y escupía a diestra y siniestra. Cuando
perdía el jugador por el cual uno ha apostado, éste le gritaba; “¿Qué haces, duermes?” y otros motes por el
estilo. Las jugadoras usaban raquetas, pero ellos, recogían y tiraban la bola por medio de una cesta larga y
estrecha de ratán, cuya forma se parece a una guadaña que se amarra en la diestra. Esta cesta como así lo
llaman, mide un pie de ancho y tiene tres piés de largo.
Como médica, me han admirado mucho la organización y eficiencia de la Sanidad de Cuba, sobre la cual
informaré al lector en estas notas. Los departamentos en Cuba se llaman negociados. El Negociado de Sanidad y
Beneficencia es un departamento del gobierno que comprende la salubridad marina y terrestre y los hospitales y
oficinas de caridad. Al frente de este departamento está un Secretario, que es miembro del gabinete. Este
Secretario debe ser un médico, y bajo su jefatura están dos directores, uno de Sanidad y otro de Beneficencia.
Cada provincia tiene su Jefe local de Sanidad, y cada jefatura local consta de diez negociados que son: Inspección
sanitaria de casas y establecimientos públicos; Ingeniería sanitaria; Inspección médica; Vigilancia sanitaria del
abasto de leche; Veterinaria; Multas; Desinfección, Petrolización y “Zanjeos”; Ordenes y Re clamaciones;
Exterminio de ratas; Correspondencia y Archivo local.
La tercera es bastante interesante, porque allí se examinan a los que desean ser mozos de hoteles y
restaurantes. Al que ha de servir en la mesa o en la cocina se le da un certifico amarillo, y al que ha de ser mozo
de limpieza recibe un certifico de color encarnado. El Dr. Chalons, Jefe local de la Habana que tan amablemente
nos ha acompañado a visitar los varios departamentos y me explicó la organización sanitaria de Cuba,
comentando este procedimiento, duo:
“En esta forma prevenimos que los portadores de microbios y parásitos intestinales puedan diseminar los
bichos que llevan. No hacemos más que romper la cadena, y este método es uno de los primeros y mejores
métodos de la medicina preventiva.”
Todo profesional en la república está obligado a dar parte de los enfermos a quienes asiste, para que en caso de
ser una enfermedad contagiosa, pueda trasladarse el enfermo al hospital. Para este fin disponen de ambulancias,
policías sanitarios y enfermeras.
Un procedimiento práctico se sigue aquí que creo podría adoptarse en Filipinas. Cuando un propietario o
inquilino de una finca urbana o rústica deja de cumplir las obras ordenadas por los distintos negociados, se le
impone una multa cuyo mínimo es un dólar, el máximo veinte dólares. El dinero que se recoge de estas multas se
usa para controlar cualquier inicio de infección epidémica en cualquier rincón de la República sin tener que
esperar la apertura de la Legislatura, y así la Sanidad tiene siempre a mano el dinero suficiente con que atacar una
epidemia cualquiera antes de que haya hecho grandes estragos en la comunidad.
La extinción en gran escala de los mosquitos que son los portadores de fiebre amarilla, malaria, filaria y
dengue en Cuba se hace por todos los medios que la ciencia ha descubierto; petrolización de domicilios, inspección
de tanques, recogida de latas, botellas, etc., drenaje, canalización, “zanjo”, chapeo, relleno en terrenos de propiedad
particular, peces larvicidas, fumigaciones de casas con cianuro potásico, cubiertas con toldas de lona.
Tal es la eficiencia de la labor sanitaria de Cuba, que el simpático y culto Director de Sanidad, el Dr. José A.
López del Valle, me aseguraba lo siguiente:
“Aquí en la Habana puede desembarcar un enfermo de fiebre amarilla, pero la enfermedad no se diseminará,
porque ya no existe el trasmisor, el mosquito. Nuestro plan es el tratamiento en frío, esto es, luchar contra las
enfermedades infecciosas como si las tuviésemos constantemente en casa.”
La enmienda Platt a la constitución de la república her mana ha puesto a prueba una vez más el
civismo cubano. Los esfuerzos de los eminentes higienistas cubanos encabezados por el Dr. Juan Guiteras
fueron fuertemente apoyados por los editores de periódicos por un lado y por los abogados en ejercicio, por
otro, quienes tomaron el acuerdo de no publicar, ni defender cualquier asunto en contra de las medidas
sanitarias, aunque estuviesen en pugna con las costumbres del pueblo. ¡Noble gesto de un pueblo que no
escatima sacrificios para estar en la fila de las naciones que van en la vanguardia de los pueblos pro gresivos!
El ramo de beneficencia comprende los hospitales y los asilos. El personal en los primeros ingresa
por riguroso concurso desde el alumno interno hasta el director como en los hospitales de París. Esto lo
menciono porque es un detalle que honra y distingue a un pueblo progresivo que antepone el bien común al
interés personal. El profesional que honra su diploma y tiene fe en su capacidad, considera denigrante el escalar
cualquiera posición por medio de padrinos, porque comprende que, a la larga, él se convertiría en un simple
esclavo del padrino, y porque sus colegas se mofarían de él a sus espaldas. “Ten los piés bien asentados y el
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mundo te reconocerá” era el lema que el Director A. Lippay de nuestro Conservatorio de Música re petía
cada vez que me hablaba de los asuntos que el comité de la Junta de Regentes de Ia Universidad de
Filipinas debía saber.
Cada distrito de la Habana cuenta con un pequeño hospital de emergencia para la primera cura y casos de poca
monta, y uno grande montado con todos los aparatos modernos en el centro de la capital. ¡Qué contraste entre
el accidentado de aquí, y el de mi país! Este último tiene que esperar, lo menos, media hora para ser conducido
desde el sitio del accidente (Lamayan de Santa Ana, por ejemplo, o Gagalañgin, Tondo) al Hospital General u
otro hospital.
También tiene un hospital para enfermedades infecciosas al estilo de nuestro hospital de San Lázaro. Dentro de
poco la Universidad de Cuba, según me ha inforniado el Sr. Secretario, Dr. Fernandez, tendrá su propio hospital,
porque el “Calixto García” será designado exciusivamente a dicha institución.
Además de los hospitales del Gobierno hay otros que pertenecen a varias asociaciones cooperativas. El
asociado paga dos pesos como cuota mensual, y esto le da derecho al trata. miento gratis en el hospital que
pertenece a la asociación, y a estudiar o a recrearse en la casa club. Estas asociaciones cuen tan con 40,000 a
60,000 miembros y así tienen dinero para construir y montar suntuosos hospitales, pagar doctores, enfermeras,
maestros, etc. Las asociaciones obreras y otras de Filipinas podrían hacer algo igual.
Los doctores no reciben gran cosa; porque los doctores do las viejas capitales consideran que la conexion a un
hospital donde puedan practicar y adquirir clientela es más que cualquiera remuneración para uno que practica la
medicina. El asociado que está enfermo queda dispensado de pagar su cuota durante su estancia en el hospital como
también de los honorarios del médico; sin embargo, los miembros de su familia no gozan de los mismos privilegios, y
cuando alguien de éstos se enferma, el asociado suele llamar al médico que le curó, y así éste adquiere su clientela.
El gran hospital Covadonga pertenece al Centro Ast.uriano y, como su nombre lo indica, sus miembros son oriundos
de Asturias, España, o son descendientes de éstos. El Centro Gallego es de los más florecientes y cuenta no solamente con
el magnífico hospital de la Concepción, sino con un teatro de cinco písos que el Gobierno arrienda y se llama Teatro
Nacional. La mitad de este edificio está ocupada por el Centro Gallego y allí tiene un hermoso salón de baile, una
sala de billar y salones de estudio.
El Teatro Nacional de la Habana no es el único. Muchos son de cuatro a cinco pisos. En ellos actúan artistas de,
habla española, ya locales o de España. Los cabarets también abundan y la mayoría está en las azoteas de las casas y de
los hoteles. El Casino de la Habana es una preciosidad arquitectónica, lo mismo la Tropical, que es una fábrica de
cerveza situada en un valle con un inmenso parque al natural donde los visitantes pueden celebrar sus picnics y
beber toda la cerveza que puedan, gratis et amore.
La lucha contra la tuberculosis se apoya en Cuba en la declaración obligatoria de los casos. Los miembros de
la sección de tuberculosis de la Sanidad inspeccionan las casas de los enfermos, les dan instrucciones, practican la
desinfección y examinan a los demás familiares. Todos los maestros de las escuelas, empleados del Gobierno y de
empresas particulares son reconocidos y enviados a los diferentes sanatorios si son positivos. Los niños
predispuestos a contraer la enfermedad son enviados al Preventorio Martí cerca de las playas.
Sólo un “créche” de los varios que tiene la Habana, es sostenido por la Secretaría de Beneficencia, dos son
sostenidos por sus respectivos municipios y los otros por asociaciones o personas particulares.
Al tratar de investigar la extensión de las enfermedades tropicales, sobre todo las del tubo digestivo, uno de los
médicos me dijo que todo lo que comen y beben los cubanos, excepto la Cerveza, pues ésta es fabricada por la
Tropical, viene en latas o en botellas, y que aún el trigo y el arroz que entran en la comida cuotidiana cubana, son
importados del exterior en envases apropiados; así es que no hay parásitos intestinales en la isla.
Ahora voy a hablar de algo más serio e importante para una nación—su comercio e industria, que, según
expresión de los varios conferenciantes en leyes internacionales que oí en la Universidad de Columbia, Nueva
York, son los factores dirigentes de la política internacional y del departamento de Estado de cada nación.
“El comercio cubano”, me decía uno que fué vice-cónsul cubano en América del Norte, “está en manos de
españoles y americanos.”
Efectivamente, los camareros y sirvientes del barco que nos llevó a Cuba son españoles, lo mismo los de
los hoteles y la mayoría de los chóferes de las máquinas de aquí (autos). Me informaron que el ferrocarril, los
tranvías, los ingenios (centrales azucareras) son de propiedad americana.
“Pero”, protestaba yo, “al menos el terreno sería de los cubanos.”
“No señora,” replicaban “pertenece a los americanos, y lo más triste es que el azúcar se refina en América del
Norte y allí se vende nuestro azúcar un céntimo menos que en Cuba.”
El examinar con cuidado la indumentaria de los habitantes de la Habana y los escaparates de los almacenes de
tejidos, observé que todo lo que veía era importado del extranjero. Gracías a Dios que en mi país todavía tenemos
los tejidos de piña, el calibo, el pinukpok, el sinamay, los tejidos de algodón de los igorrotes; pero la baratura de los
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efectos que vienen del extranjero y sobre todo de los de Estados Unidos que entran sin pagar aduana, introduce
nuevas costumbres, nuevos derroteros, y la cuestión de la supervivencia y supremacía no es más que saber
adaptarse a las nuevas circunstancias y sobreponerse a éstas. Ya que nuestra industria de tejidos de algodón y
otras fibras se encuentra en un estado primitivo de desarrollo, ¿por qué nuestros ricos no forman una sociedad que
se encargue de dar el necesario impulso a esta industria para competir con los tejidos extranjeros, importando
máquinas modernas y hasta expertos o técnicos, y así poder obtener productos baratos y en cantidad comercial?
Este es el procedimiento que empleó el Japón para desarrollar sus empresas industriales y la manera cómo formó
sus propios expertos.
Toda la atención de los cubanos se ha concentrado en cultivar caña de azúcar y el tabaco. La ventaja de la caña
dulce de Cuba es que se parece al zacate, pues no se siembra cada año cada dos años, sino que se siembra una vez
cada siete, diez o doce años.
Con motivo de la pasada moratoria en el gobierno del Sr. Menocal, me dijeron que la gente en vez de depositar
sus ahorros en los bancos, los invierten en la construcción de casas magníficas y hoteles al estilo neoyorquino y que el
negocio es lucrativo debido al turismo americano. El precio de los cuartos en los hoteles varía de $3 a $5 por día con
baño y sin comida en verano, pero durante la estación de turismo varían de $5 a $12. La base de la moneda corriente
es el dólar americano, aunque tienen monedas propias en pequeñas denominaciones.
El coco crece también en Cuba, pero la única utilidad que sacan es vender el líquido de la fruta.
El gobierno actual del Sr. Machado despliega toda su actividad en hermosear la Habana. Calles anchas,
largas y propias de los países tropicales van abriéndose. Aquí han contratado al francés que diseñó Ia
capital de la Argentina y le pagan $100 al día según me han informado. Cuando me decían esto, yo me
acordaba que también Filipinas ha pagado a un tal Burham para hermosear la ciudad de Manila, pero
¿dónde está el plano, existe todavía, o ha sido carcomido por el anay?
En la Universidad, que es del Gobierno y única en Cuba, se admite a las mujeres, y en las varias
oficinas por donde me han llevado, siempre he encontrado mujeres cubanas como jefes en los varios
departamentos. La nota interesante es que a las enfermeras siempre se las llama Señoritas, aunque estén
casadas. Se ye en seguida, por la manera cómo los profesionales cubanos hablan de la mujer cubana, que
aquí como en la América del Norte, reconocen que un pueblo que quiere ser grande debe de usar toda la
materia gris de sus habitantes sea ésta de cerebro de hombre o de mujer. ¡Cuán verdad es la afirma ción de
Solón de que las mujeres son el espejo del Alma de un pueblo!
La mujer cubana, como la filipina, se ha inclinado más a la farmacia, al magisterio, a la profesión de
enfermera y a la de medicina. Los jóvenes prefieren ser médicos o abogados, cuyo número ha alarmado a la
Universidad o al Gobierno, y para cortar el número de tantos doctores y abogados se ha alargado el curso de
medicina en siete años, que es contrario al plan adoptado en Filipinas que de siete años lo acortaron a
cuatro. El examen que dieron a los abogados fué riguroso según me informaron, pues de 600 candidatos
sólo dos han pasado en el último examen. Discutiendo la cuestión de super-abundancia de profesionales en
una comunidad, el Dr. Chalons decía que la dificultad que encontraban era que el número de pacientes no
era proporcional al número de doctores, y el resul tado es una competencia grande entre los de la misma
profesión. Pero el método adoptado es muy drástico, decía en mi interior. Después de permitir que el
estudiante termine su carrera, no me parece justo que le den una calabaza, no por ser un tonto, sino porque
ya no hay sitio para él. El estudiante es un parásito, porque no puede producir aún algo beneficioso para el
Estado. Un número grande de estudiantes que estudian por largo tiempo es una pérdida para cada familia del
estudiante y para el Estado. Según mi manera de ver las cosas, yo adoptarla el sistema japonés o el americano,
cursos cortos, pero muchos, o el germano de que hablaré más tarde. En la Universidad de Washington en Seattle, E.
U. A.,\fn{Estados Unidos Americanos} se ofrecen cursos de cerámica, de pesquería y otros cursos de utilidad para el
joven y de necesidad para el Estado, de modo que el joven al entrar en las puertas de la Universidad encuentra
muchos caminos abiertos para él, y al graduarse, halla colocación con facilidad. El hecho de ofrecerle dos o diez
carreras solamente en una Universidad, para encontrar cerradas las puertas al fin de su penosa jornada, por la
sencilla razón de que ya no hay sitios para practicar o ejercer su profesión, es cruel y doloroso. Quizás otros medios
de eliminación podrían aplicarse antes de que el estudiante tome cursos donde haya mucha congestión. Esto lo
relato para que nuestros educadores vean el dilema que la joven república, tiene ante sí y que algún día puede
presentarse ante nosotros, y también para que nuestra juventud se percate de que precisamente hay carreras en
nuestro país que están desiertas aún y que sería beneficioso para ellos y para la patria misma el orientarse hacia
ellas.
Antes de terminar este pequeño relato de lo que yo he visto y aprendido en la Habana en una semana, quisiera
anotar que el título de Honorable no se usa aquí como en Filipinas, y expresar mi sincera gratitud al joven filipino
Don José Reyes, el hijo de nuestra bien amada y famosa pianista la Señora Ventura Gálvez. El Sr. Reyes, al leer en
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los periódicos de Cuba que llegábamos, sin conocernos mucho, tuvo la atención de recibirnos y de acompañarnos.
También hago extensiva mis gracias a mi amigo fiel, el cientifico alemán, Dr. W. H. Hoffmann, quien me presentó a
las autoridades; al Sr. Secretario, Dr. Francisco Fernández; al Director de Sanidad, Sr. José Valle Cruz, y al amable
Jefe de la Sanidad local de la Habana, Sr. J. Chalons, por su caballerosidad y atención.
A todos, mis más expresivas gracias. Habana, Cuba, Julio de 1926. ...
100.117 1. The Enchanted Rock Of Manalongon 2. The Mysterious Horseman 3. The Giant Of Hinalad Swamp In
Siaton: Three Folktales\fn{told by Kintaw Evangelista (1885- )}Siaton, Negros Oriental Province, The Philippines (M)
2
1
In Hinalad, Siaton, there lived a mananambal named Kintaw Evangelista, who was not afraid of supernatural
beings.
One day, he went to the hills in Manalongon to cure a sick person. Climbing the barren hill during noontime
made him hungry and thirsty. On the hill he saw a lone coconut tree and beside it was a huge boulder of rock. And
because he was hungry and thirsty, he climbed the coconut tree to get a nut.
While on the top of the tree, he saw a strange phenomena. He saw various insects of different variety living
together which by nature should not, or they’d be eating one another.
He was fascinated. Looking around, he saw the rock beside the tree turned into a beautiful house which was
occupied by a lone inhabitant.
Greatly surprised, he came down from the tree with a nut and proceeded toward the house. There he saw a very
old man. He talked with him and asked him why he was living on this barren hill all by himself. The old man just
looked at him for a long time and after a few minutes told him that he, the old man, had medicine of curing power
which he is about to give, but that Kintaw had to come back on the following Friday. Kintaw ate the nut and left
for the mountain to cure the sick man.
The next Friday, he went to Manalongon to get the medicine the old man promised him and to see the sick
man. On his way he passed the old taboan\fn{Meeting place.} There, with the persistent persuasion of his friends to
join them, Kintaw stayed. For a long time he stayed until he was engulfed by interest, the mob of funs and the
games.
In his stay he stopped a quarrel. During the quarrel, he gave the men fighting pieces of advice. While in the
middle of his advice, howling dogs in that vicinity surprised him, but because the men started fighting again, his
attention with withdrawn from the dogs. After the scruples with troubles and fun he forgot all about the
appointments and the medicine the old man wanted him to have. So he went home weighted by the funs in his
heart from the taboan.
Taking his late supper, he remembered about the howling of the dogs in the taboan at noon time when he was
there. He knew then that he forgotten something and that the old man was in the taboan. But since it was very late
and the place was far away, he forewent the thought of going. So he was not able to get his medicine; while his
search the next day was fruitless.
2
When Kintaw Evangelista was still very young, he happened to meet a man on a horse while pasturing his
cattle.
This man was pulling another horse. The man riding stopped by him and asked him if he wanted to go with
him to Homonhon. Without forethought, Kintaw rode the other horse, and was swept to Honomhon in a wink of
an eye. While there, he saw a big house and was told to wait downstairs, while the man went in.
In the road, beside the house, Kintaw saw a strange-looking herb. When the man came out of the house, he
asked the name of that herb. But the man did not give an answer.
After a long ride, the man, upon seeing another herb, told him that that herb is medicinal. So they stopped by
and got it. Kintaw uprooted it from the ground. The man said that once pulled, it must not touch the ground or it
might disappear.
They went home the same way, and on their way home they happened to pass by another big house which was
very noisy. He was again told to wait downstairs. Due to his interest in what the people in the house were talking
about he let go of the herb from his grasp, taking it as an ordinary grass that he pulled but was useless.
Later, after the man came from the house, they mounted their horses for home. When they reached the pasture,
Kintaw dismounted from his horse, and remembered about the herb, but it was gone. And when he looked back
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for the mysterious horseman, he was not there any more.
3
One of the happy nights of Kintaw Evangelista was when he was coming from one of his serenading sprees,
during his younger days. He happened to pass by the swamp in Hinalad. There it was dark and only the constant
chirping of the anvil chorus of cricket were heard. These did not scare Kintaw. His nerve was as strong as before,
when a moment ago he had serenaded one of the fairest maidens of Hinalad.
While walking a short distance, strumming his guitar, somebody from somewhere spat chewed ginger at him
as he went along. Every few steps the same thing happened. This hurt him and made him angry. So he cursed,
shouting to the invisible one that one peaceful guy, Kintaw, was being molested by cowards.
It seemed that tall coconut appeared beside him, moving with him as he went along. Looking up, he saw that
those were the legs of a very, very tall man, a mantiw. Kintaw, because he was not afraid, talked to him, but the
giant did not answer him. So he went home, left his guitar, got his bolo and came back.
The giant was still there. Right away, he slashed and slashed the legs of the giant, but it didn’t seem to hurt
him. Only when he was about to make the hardest blow did the giant talked to him. The giant befriended him, and
told him that he had something for Kintaw.
To his great surprise, he was shown cards with pictures on both sides, showing men killing each other with
spears, pistols, and knives. The giant told him that this would help him in his travels, but Kintaw could not see
how the cards could be put to good use.
The giant next showed him a very big cake which was of soap-like appearance. He was told that minute chips
of it plus water was very strong medicine which cured any sickness. The odor was very sweet and nice.
He tasted it and found that it was good to eat. He took it as a biscuit at first, then as a bread. So he ate it all,
because he thought that it was a medicine, and he will be safe from any sickness; but to his surprise when he
looked for the cards again, the giant was no longer there; so he went home with nothing.
185.63 1. Meow! … 2. Storm 3. Dream Country 4. Crazy Souls 5. The Invasion 6. The Prize Of Glory 7.
Redemption 8. The Son 9. Blessed Are The Meek\fn{by Jesús Balmori (1887-1948)} Ermita, National Capital
Region, The Philippines (M) 14
1
Night of flowers, night of May, the month of love affairs; and over the roof of the houses, the light of the rosecolored moonlight.
In the garden is Loto, a very white pussy cat that looks like an azucena,\fn{White lily; Madonna lily} looking at the
moon with her emerald eyes.
And looking out of the golden railings where yellow bells climb, like a brides’ dream, Colorin, a lady-killer
tomcat very brave and very handsome smooths his whiskers slowly.
*
There at the top of the gallery of the palace, a piano plays mournfully a waltz of Schuman. Loto awakens to the
melancholy of the music and Colorin leaps through the railings.
And he says affectionately, “Meow! …”
And Loto, surprised, says, “Meow! …”
*
“Ssh! Sssh! Ssssh!”
Colorin is gallant; his eyes colored chartreuse, shine like a ring of fireflies. And he says.
“Loto, Lolito, I love you very much.”
“Really?”
“Yes, truly.”
“Is your love by any chance so great like that love those poets sing about?”
“Greater.”
“Well, I also love you; give me a kiss.” And the great lady-killer kisses her on her tiny lips rosy and scented
like cinnamon.
“Are you going to love me forever?”
“Always, my love, always!”
And they become annoying with their long kisses and their sweet cuddling. And they awaken the princess of
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the palace with so much meows.
*
But love is a spirit that passes through, and it happens between two pussy cats that love each other very much;
also the vision vanishes.
That one splendorous night, Colorin did not keep his nocturnal appointment. His owner, a very ugly English
woman, very ugly, took him to Scotland.
“And Loto?”
Oh, Loto died crying at the foot of the princess.
*
Moon! What is the point in turning yourself golden over the flowerless garden, over the loveless garden?
2
The first drops of rain—crystal and silver rain—thrummed pompously over the nipa thatches of the hut. A hot
wind, like a breath of lust, shook the banana plants of the uncultivated ground; the red flash of lightning set on fire
the whole forest, and like cracking on the very foreheads of the woodcutters, an immense thunderclap opened the
arch of its thunderous noise.
“Mother, there’s a storm.”
“Yes, my dear son, go.”
And she kissed his forehead.
*
She was a mother who had nothing in the world except that child, half of her heart. She was a poor woman,
widow of a woodcutter, without any treasures but the boy, the hope of her life.
And the boy was given fifty centavos to ring the bell of the secluded chapel of Ermita during a storm.
*
In the sky, black like the pearls of Ormuz, the flashes of lightning sparkled like in silvery fantasies.
The forest trembled under the claps of thunder; the rain continued thrumming over the nipa thatches of the hut.
Finally, the sound of a bell vibrated from afar.
“Clang! … Clang! … Clang! …”
*
Her eyes opened, frightened and sorrowful, her heart throbbed like a captive bird, and, before an old image of
Christ, lean and bloodstained, her lips said, trembling and in prayer:
“My Jesus, by the steps You took in the street of Sorrow while burdened with your cross, have pity on my
son!”
*
The rain was becoming heavier, the woodcutters fled fearfully to their huts; the poor women lighted yellow
candles and sputtered through gabbled prayers; some abandoned goats whined under branches of trees.
And the humble sound of the bell, riding on each thunderbolt, said crying:
“Clang! … Clang! … Clang! …”
*
Suddenly a lightning flashed in the darkness like a serpent of rubies and carnations.
The bell of Ermita did not ring.
*
The black clouds fled with the winds and thunder.
The fragrant and humid night smiled diaphanously in her starry splendor.
And at the foot of the poor mother, of the poor, delirious, and insane mother, was found the body of the dead
boy, under the golden rays of the moon.
3
A princess was born in a land which the sun turns golden, that kisses the blue sea, and wherein the wind sings a
hymn of eternal love.
The immense palaces were filled with flowers, in the golden temples the bells reverberated, and on top of the
walls of the imperial city, royal heralds of Happiness blew their trumpets of gold and trumpets of silver.
A Chinese wizard wearing a sparkling dress baptized the princess. With his arms towards the sun and his
forehead on his breast, he said:
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“In the name of Love and of Dreams, I baptize you little princess. Oh my queen! How will the little princess be
named?”
And the queen, with the soul of a mother profaning the mystery of destiny, answered:
“Well, Happy.”
*
The fairies began to arrive at the royal palace; the fairies arrived on fluttering carriages of doves and flowers,
on carriages of wings and moonbeams. The palace was filled with music and dreams; the queen dressed in
emeralds received the court. And the fairies bending over the little princess, left in the royal cradle marvelous
gifts.
“You will be precious!”
“You will be loved!”
“You will have dreams!”
“You will have joys!”
“And you will know how to cry!” the fairy of tears said, very slowly, preparing to pour over the eyes of the
child her amphora’s essence. But the queen, trembling, interposed between the fairy and the cradle,
“What were you saying?
Her child should cry! her little princess should cry! her Princess Happy! No, never, she implored and moaned,
that all the tears destined for her daughter should fall instead on her eyes and heart. The princess of the royal
palace, the princess of the palace of dreams and flowers could not, should not know tears.
The radiant and haughty fairy considered the request a slight and regarded the ignorance a malice, ascended
her carriage of roses and bats, and disappeared through the air, entangling aromas and breezes along her golden
route. But before leaving, she cursed the little girl:
“Oh, you will not have tears! You will not know how to cry!”
And the queen kissed her daughter. She had saved her from tears.
*
But not from pain. The child, a woman even as she was a priocess, suffered like all women. And they would
see the grimaes of anguish of that infantile and divine face that suffered and suffered without being able to cry .
And the queen, looking at the girl, learned one thing.
“That pain without tears is twice as painful.”
*
It was springtime. The princess was pretty. The princess was pale.
Like the fairies said, she was beautiful, loved, she had dreams, and joys.
But she had no tears. She knew pleasure, she yearned to cry with joy, she could not.
And since then, Princess Happy became the most unhappy of princesses.
*
One time—it was late afternoon in the royal gardens—the princess caught a glimpse of two lovers who were
concealed by the foliage. The man had his arm round the waist of the beloved woman; she with her head thrown
backwards, received a kiss on her lips.
The princess followed with her sad eyes the idyllic dream; but suddenly the branches rippled, the sweet pair
were lost among the flowers, and a vibrant and harmonic sob of love shook in the breezes. Each flower was a
mystical censer, a light and vague perfume rose, like the soul of a poet, towards the heavens; a silvery trickle sang
in the fountain where a pale swan supported the plinth of a fantasy statue.
And the princess moved away, she moved away slowly from the garden, with her throbbing breast, with
swollen eyes, with her heart full of envy and foolish things. The princess moved away, she moved away from the
splendid and cursed garden of love.
A heavenly heraldist over the gules Venus shone—golden light—and the new moon raised its great blue
eyebrow, like the arch of light of a bowman who shot arrows in the sleeping atmosphere, the conquered monarch
that moved away fleeing.
*
Tears of sorrow, monstrous and bitter tears are the waves of the ocean. Tears of joy, tears of crystal and of
laughter are the dewdrops that the morning showers over the wings of birds and on the lips of the flowers.
Melancholic tears, golden tears—perhaps tears of love—are the leaves that Autumn pulls off the dead branches.
But in the luminous eyes, in those big dreamy eyes of the princess, there are no tears. The queen, worried to
death, requested national consolation for her daughter. Who knew the remedy to make the princess cry?
Over the walls of the imperial city, the royal heralds of Pain blew their trumpets made of horn and their
trumpets made of amber.
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*
It is not known from what cave came an old hunchback and horrible woman.
“I am a thousand years old,” she said, “and I know that the only way to erase the hatred of the fairy of tears is
that a handsome youth not related to the princess come to her palace to seek pardon.”
The royal heralds of Pain again blew their trumpets of horn and their trumpets of amber. A handsome warrior
presented himself in the court.
“I shall go.”
As he offered his services, he looked at the purple and sad eyelids of the poor princess.
“Blessed are you!” said the queen. “And return soon,” she sighed.
*
She dreamed about the return of the warrior, of the handsome and noble beloved warrior. Because she loved
him, she loved him with all her sbul, since she saw his gallant eyes looking at hers stained with melancholy.
And the warrior returned. The whole court dressed in gold to receive him. He returned happy and satisfied,
narrating adventures of the journey; abysses surmounted, monsters defeated …
“And here is, Princess, the amphora of tears which you desired so much; here are all your tears; you will cry,
Princess, on the day the crystal that keeps them breaks.”
“And what do you desire as a prize,” she asked, dreaming of putting the royal crown on him.
“Nothing, Princess; only my pity urged me to make you happy. I am already happy, so very happy that I no
longer wish for more.”
From his eyes appeared a light of love; the Princess followed his eyes and she found them in the air, bursting
into a kiss with that woman whom she heard one afternoon cry of love in the royal gardens.
Then she felt jealous; in her soul she felt despair; and the glass of amphora of tears was broken.
And before the royal court all dressed in gold, before all the court assembled to celebrate that matchless good
fortune, the princess cried her first tears, which were more painful than all the sad pains in her past.
4
When he arrived, he found her pale, trembling, trying to laugh and talk very excitedly, disregarding all pretences that concealed something, but I did not mind her, I did not want to nor did I want to suspect any misdeed, and
therefore, like every day, even more affectionately, I kissed her with the most chaste kiss, with the saintly kiss of
the good men,
“Did you have a lot of work today?”
“Yes, as always, but I do not get tired, you know? I do not get tired because in addition to the job, you are
there, I see you and you brighten up my working hours in memory of love, in the immense desire to finish it, to
finish quickly, at once, so I can run to you, to love you, to confide in you, my dearest darling, my dearest love.”
*
Could she be ill? Could that perhaps be a symptom, a sign?
The poor man smiled over the happiness over the thought, before that expectation of almost two years—two
years of his marriage; and he told her, looking at her intently, causing illusions and light in his eyes.
“Are you …?”
No, she was not, she was not ill; he should not be inquisitive and vulgar; what women have are silly days, silly
hours of boredom and nostalgia …
Unsatisfied, now also painfully sad, he looked at her, looked at her slowly and without tenderness, searching
into the bottom of that rare case now obtaining in their happy home after two springs of peace and love. And a
crazy idea, child of passion and egotism, daughter of that poor feeling that make us fear the loss of that which had
cost us so much, that which made us shed blood and tears, overcame his brains and began growing, expanding …
*
He pretended to be asleep soundly, like in the past nights, beside him was his wife, that so adored wife was,
quiet and seemed to be sleeping also.
It was the silence; through the open balcony the moonlight flooded the bedroom; a big pendulum clock chimed
the hours monotonously.
Nine, ten, twelve o’clock …
He heard the hours, the sad hours, the hours that little by little take life away. How late it was already! Finally
it was two o'clock.
He heard footsteps on the street, he heard his wife, silent thief of honor, get out of bed very slowly.
And he heard nothing more, he heard nothing more because life—long and always miserable life—seemed to
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flee from him, to bury him beneath many, many meters of earth.
*
The light of dawn, harsh illuminating light of a soul in desolation, enveloped the scene. She returned silently,
stealthily, walking on the tips of her feet so as not to rouse, so as not to stir up even an echo.
Then he burst out laughing, and he, in turn, advanced, he advanced toward her cautiously, dragging himself
until he got hold of her in one last embrace, he sunk the nails of his hands in her neck, naked and white like a lily.
He bent his eyes over the dead body; from the red rug emerged in the whiteness of stars sculptural forms; the
loose hair in a mysterious halo around the slightly bluish face, with the bloody lips and half-closed eyes in an
enchanting shade of violet.
And upon seeing her so sweetly beautiful, a gust of tragic piety made his hair stand on end, chilled his body,
and made him cry for love of the form, and for the death, the pain of love.
“How beautiful!”
5
Like a flower of gold, Trining’s little hut rose among the flowers. Like an immense flower, open under the sun,
with its nipas like petals perpetually shaken by the kiss of the breeze and the laughter of the banana trees open
like enormous stars.
Not too far the river meandered like an endless poem of love and light. And beyond the river over the shaking
blue of the forest, rose a pinnacle like a divine cup of the sun.
And Trining loved with all her soul that little hut, the yard full of flowers, the river, and the blue mountains.
And above all this, she loved her grandfather, the only family she had, her only interest. He was still handsome,
robust, and strong despite his years and the saintly crown of white hair that fell in small curls on his pallid and
wrinkled forehead.
There he was that very moment in the yard chopping the trunk of a baliti tree into pieces with the clean blows
of an ax. The sun shone fully on his naked torso and the sweat, sacred oil, glowed on his copper-colored skin.
Oh, the poor, kind, and charming grandfather! How Trining worshipped him since her earliest childhood, when
her mother, widow of a heroic guerrilla of ’96, still young and beautiful, died of grief over the dead hero whose
body, one day towards evening, was brought by two men to that very same hut of love, bloody, broken, wrapped
in a large white, red and blue rag.
He; the poor grandpa, lulled her in his arms at night, when the kalaws\fn{Hornbills} and the lizards filled with
their strident screeches the blooming forest; and in the morning, he, the kind grandpa returned from the forest
with the sweetest guavas, the most beautiful, fragrant flowers, and the beautiful birds of white and gray feathers
and rosy beaks.
*
But now that she was an “unmarried woman,” all of these had disappeared like a heavenly dream. And it was
not that the grandfather loved her less, oh, no! but because she herself went and picked the flowers and fruits of
the forest when the housework did not keep her busy from sunup to sundown and the old man rested below the
vines of cadena de amor of the house, scattering by the handful the palay among the countless chickens and hens.
It was a simple rural life, a collective beloved dream of peace of all those settlers in that corner of the plain.
And the twenty or thirty houses that composed that small village belonged to woodcutters and fishermen equally
happy, equally fortunate like Trining’s grandfather.
Every afternoon from the village nearby, the priest went as far as that village loaded with religious prints and a
few rosaries to count. He always came alone, mounted on a nag given by some city resident. It was worth seeing
them and listening to the great debate that the blessed priest kept up with Mang Lucas, the grandfather of Trining
who was a little disrespectful of things religious, while the granddaughter served the priest santol preserve and
fresh water from the river.
Because the old man was like that, irreligious, since our past glorious revolution. And he exclaimed before all,
before the same priest who threatened him with hell, that he no longer believed in God and in His most pure
mother.
*
One silvery and fragrant night, one of those nights in which the moon fills everything with sweetness and
brilliance, Trining, who inside the house was listening fascinated to one of the stories the old man used to
entertain her with every night, trembled suddenly with dream and fantasy.
Tasio, the youngest and handsomest woodcutter of the vicinity, who many times talked to her about building
beside that of the grandfather another house so that in it their eyes and souls would kiss in a love that could never
die and in a joy that would be immense and lasting, was there at the foot of the stairs, asking permission to come
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up.
“See who it is,” the old man had said interrupting his great story.
“Tasio.”
“Gracious! Tasio, let him come up.”
He went up. He was a dark-brown boy, robust, of an ideal and candid charm of the Tagalogs. When he entered
the house he bowed his head in native reverence, his forehead almost touching the knees of the old man.
Afterwards he sat in a corner, and Mang Lucas had to tell him something so that the timid one would open his
mouth.
“Speak, man, speak! What strange thing brings you here? I find you are nervous, uneasy, frightened: and you
are not like that; what shall we talk about, then; what can I do for you, Tasio?”
“Because I, old Lucas, I came because … because love is not a sin and I … I came for that because I adore
Trining.”
“But man, you—”
“I, yes, Mang Lucas, I come for that; whether you kill me or you know and give your consent to that … my
love!
“But …” Mang Lucas hesitated, looking at the man, looking at the granddaughter; in the end he exclaimed
loudly:
“But do you love each other? Is that so? The two of you?”
Trining had stood up to hide in the room her shame, her happiness, her passion. She, even if Tasio had sworn
to her two days past, never believed that he would dare so much. The old man had to call her. Let her speak, let’s
see, what she has to say about this?
“Whatever you order, grandfather.”
Well the grandfather decided that if she loved Tasio, inasmuch as Tasio is a good man, well, good man, they
should love each other very much and have better luck than those poor children of his who died in the flower of
their beauty and youth.
And that silvery and fragrant night, full of stars and flowers, Trining, divine flower of light and life, had a
fiance.
*
There had been a great scandal in the small village for some time. And that thing was a little wonder. That was
about to vanish.
The Railroad Company, paying one gold peso for the pieces of land, appropriated all.
And goodbye happy and enchanted barrio of San Carlos! Goodbye peace, sweet peace of skies and cultivated
fields. Goodbye, hut of Trining, her pride and care, flower of gold among the flowers!
In addition to the advantageous sale, the inhabitants came out better off since the Company offered the men
jobs right there, in breaking up the clods and in laying out the railway tracks.
One clear and bright morning, when the flowers smelled more fragrant and the sun shone more brightly on the
fields and the souls, the unheard of event began. People from other towns and provinces began to demolish the
hamlet. The roofs fell like enormous funnels at the blow of the bolos; and the bamboos and nipas seemed to
complain painfully as they rolled over the ground smashed into pieces.
Trining also saw with eyes blurred by tears, the destruction of the poor nest, of the little golden house so full of
memories and yearnings of her soul. At the first blow over the nipa, she embraced the old man, who, also unable
to prevent himself, moaned.
“Grandfather, grandfather, poor little white house!”
The grandfather, touched to his innermost soul, consoled her awkwardly.
Bah, nothing much. They would construct a much better one, well, I should think so! for that he had jingling in
a big bag, the three hundred pesos the company had given him for the house and for the land. And the work, that
prospective magnificent work with one peso a day as wage. Meanwhile they would open a small sari-sari store,
and with Trining tending the store, they would earn lots of money in a flash. The big business would come with
all those hundreds of men that would come to work throughout all the province.
Tasio also shook his head sorrowfully.
*
Bah, money! That damn money did not give happiness. They had done wrong, great wrong, all of them, in parting with their old property, in surrendering to that same company the pieces of land watered by their sweat and
their huts full of bliss. He, from afar denouncing all, contemplated his sweet village destroyed like a lost paradise.
And he was mourning, for it was lost, lost forever.
A vague premonition of pain, of desolation, of something he could not make out what forty torments, like a
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black butterfly, that hovered over his soul.
And it was in vain wanting to be happy, to feel embarrassed in the noise that rose above all his townmates who
suddenly got rich; the painful obssession persisted and not even the cool lips, red and pompous like the gumamela, nor the divine eyes, black and round like the blackberry of the woods, of the divine and beloved adored one,
could console the miserable one.
The parish priest, who that morning had come down to the village, was, in the face of the change, lying down
crestfallen, surrounded by the circle of peasants who talked to him excessively of the virtues of the invasion.
Yes, it was all right, it was fine; good and blessed thoughts those of working, of prospering, of profiting. But.
… He moved over to Tasio who seemed to have his soul hanging on to his every word, guessing the sadness that
deeply, visibly was overcoming him.
“You, Tasio, it seems that you are not happy, that you do not accept events like those, that you don’t look at it
through rose-colored spectacles.”
“That’s how it is, Father.”
“And why, man?”
“Do not ask me why; I myself do not know the reason why: I only have a presentiment of the misfortune that
threatens me, that threatens us; and look Father, neither do I know if these are simply foolishness of the heart.”
The parish priest kept quiet, remained silent, crestfallen. The muffled sudden murmur of the destruction, the
din of the demolition reached them from time to time. Suddenly Tasio cried out, confronting the priest
“And you, Father, you say speak; what do you think about all this?” The priest then, without looking at Tasio,
his sight lost in the distance, began slowly:
“Well, I say Tasio, I say that you are right in suffering, in being sad; because never, do you hear? never being
able to avoid it, it being in our hands, must we part with and surrender to strangers, not for anything in the world,
the house in which our parents passed away and in which our children were born, nor the piece of land where the
first flower that perfumed our altar was gathered, that moistened the sweat of our first work, and that, holy like all
mothers, gave us the sweet water to its bowels and our white daily rice thrice blessed.”
*
The old man had arrived from work, sweaty and exhausted.
He was accompanied by Tasio more spirited but even more sad. The shadows of twilight began to fall and
Trining lighted the lamps of the store.
A group of laborers, mostly strangers, took over the two long bamboo benches, in front of the counter, talking
boisterously, pouring themselves cups of coconut wine.
Eusebio ruled the roost He was a young and charming foreman with refined manners and neat clothes, so
proud of himself and his countless conquests of love, that Trining, against her will, had fixed her gentle eyes on
him.
And it was also that Eusebio hounded the last day and night with his tender amorous requests, coaxing her,
charming her, and winning her over with his words, which other men did not know how to say, and his manly and
graceful bearing.
Trining had struggled, had cried, had called on God to help her so she would not give in to temptation.
All in vain. Day after day the love of that man took possession of her life and the sad and miserable figure of
poor Tasio was shattered and vanished like soap bubbles.
One afternoon, Tasio left his work. He felt sick, feverish, and he started to seek protection again for his fever
and his pain in the shade of the store. When he arrived, Trining, the Trining of all his dreams, was conversing
softly, affectionately with the foreman.
“Tasio, you—”
“Yes, me. Why are you amazed? I felt ill and have left my work; but I see that I am intruding, I am holding you
up and I am leaving.”
“Oh, no, why do you talk that way?” she said.
The two men just stared at each other, with a flaming and mortal hatred in their looks; Eusebio suddenly burst
out laughing:
“Yes, man; the truth; come on, you disturb me, disturb us extremely.”
Tasio did not answer: In one leap he jumped by the counter of the store and grabbing the woman by the arms,
the unfortunate cried:
“Tell me, you tell me that it is a lie—that it is an infamy what that man has said.”
She, pale, trembling, with her head held low on her breast, kept silent And the silence became so tragic, so
absolute, so long, that the beating of the three crazy hearts could be heard.
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But nothing much; Tasio bowed his head and was leaving, was leaving without any expression of rancor, without a challenging gesture, through all the way. The fever had died down, the malaise, the whole life; he walked
without seeing, without feeling, stumbling on stones and pieces of steel that crammed the ground, that land of his
love which before was full of flowers and birds.
He was going back to work.
He returned. The old man on seeing him return questioned him with a look.
“What? Was he feeling well already?”
He got hold of a.hoe and, breaking up the soil together with the old man, talked to him quietly.
Mang Lucas, that thing about Trining and him had ended forever. The next day he would be leaving his work,
the village, the province, never to return.
No, that he should not be amazed nor be alarmed nor should he blame him; it cost him enough, it could perhaps cost him all of this; she was at fault, Trining, who forgetting everything, above all, had surrendered herself
heart and soul to someone.
“That’s a lie!” growled the old man, hurling the spade that he was holding at a distance; “that’s not true! You
are mad, you do not know what you are saying. You are an evil beast.”
Tasio shrugged his shoulder; he felt more like crying than arguing; he stretched his arm toward his face, and he
confined himself to murmuring:
“You go, run to the store, and afterwards if you have the courage, insult me, spit on me, kill me Mang Lucas.”
*
The holy priest arrived gasping, panting, before the urgency of the call. He crossed the store like a meteor and
got in the cubbyhole where laid out like a bundle over the floor, old Lucas was dying.
“Father, Father!”
“Resignation, Lucas, resignation.”
“Father, she fled with that infamous person to some place or other, abandoning me, her poor and old grandfather.”
“I know everything Lucas, I know everything.”
“She didn’t take pity on me, on me who have been everything in life to her; she didn’t think that a stranger
could cause my death.”
Yes, she had gone with a stranger, with that nobody of a Eusebio, the sweet, ideal granddaugher of old Lucas;
she had gone like the house, like the lot, like the village, to strange hands; and now the poor grandfather, abandoned, was dying in the arms of the priest, confessing his horrible sin in this life: not having picked up the bolo
and having knocked down to pieces the first man who came to propose to them the invasion.
There was the money, jingling in the bag, there was three hundred, four hundred pesos, more, let the priest take
them and throw them into the river. They were the temptation, the pain, the misfortune; they were the shame, the
dishonor, the death.
As the day was ending, old Lucas died. A cardiac attack, with the rapidity of a thunderbolt, finished him off
forever, the poor one!
And the parish priest, withdrawing himself into the bedroom and in the silence and sweetness of the afternoon,
prayed the Ave Maria asking God peace for Mang Lucas, for all men, for the fields and the drowsy huts, and for
the beautiful land of our country, so full of flowers and loves, that she be blessed eternally among all lands.
6
El Rojo (The Red One) spread his red pompous wings, flapped them three times over his broad rounded sides
and extending his neck with his fizzled cockscomb like a trembling rose, filled the place with his vibrant crowing.
The sun was rising above the clouds, in waves of gold, silver, and blue, and the last stars were fading away; the
light, like an infinite kiss of love, broke out from the sky into the divine heart of the earth.
The tremulous, sonorous crowing of El Rojo was answered weakly from afar by El Blanco (The White One),
an old grandfather cock that was awakening languidly, perched on an acacia branch under its luxuriant leaves covered by dewdrops which, upon being hit by his flapping wings, burst into the air in gentle flashes of glittering
diamonds.
And the crowing of El Blanco, hoarse and altogether out of harmony, stirred a loud protest of wings and feathers throughout the poultry yard. The sharp voices of the hens, one after the other, were raised nicely, until El
Rojo, tired of their songs, arrived slowly and majestically, making them flee with his unique and superb gentility.
*
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Although his spurs had scarcely appeared and the pink of his crest was just turning into red, it was he, El Rojo,
who was lord and master of the yards.
Descendant of a dynasty of illustrious brave fighting cocks who sacrificed everything for the sake of honor and
glory, all his ancestors had fallen, fighting to death on the bloody arena of the cockpit and had received popular
acclaim.
And for that he had been born, to continue the glorious tradition of his proud caste, to avenge so many heroes
of his lineage who had fallen on the ground with their hearts torn by the tari exciting the public to a point of
delirium by their show of great valor and proving to one and all, cocks and men alike, that if life that is full of
delight is sweet, and love is just as sweet, death is sweeter than life and love, which comes crowned by glory to
close one’s eyes forever.
*
Slowly and cunningly, El Blanco approached him, picking the sleepy insects amidst the green weeds and
flowers.
“God bless you, young warrior!”
“Hello, grandpa.”
“We are up early today.”
“As of every day, the first kiss of dawn opens my eyes.”
“Well, someday, the last kiss of that same dawn will close them forever.”
“How early you start your pessimistic serenade.”
“It is because I pity you, and it pains me to think that you are so brave, so handsome, and so young, and that
someday when we least expect it, you will be taken to a cockpit and will be brought back here later like your
father, your grandfather, your great grandfather, poor friends of mine, with your vitals out hanging till your legs!”
“There is a way by which one need not return thus.”
“And that is—”
“Be the first to kill!”
“Bah, that was your father’s, your grandfather’s, and great grandfather’s song. They said the same thing. They
spoke like you, and like you, they mocked me and my advice until one day when they came back, as I have told
you, with all their vitals out. And here, they put them to an end completely, cutting them into pieces and cooking
them in a pot.”
“And so, be it what it may, life cannot be what you say it is, what you imagine, what you are living—”
“How?”
“Brutal! Not giving a thought to anything else except eating and sleeping and chasing the hens—”
“The only thing that God has created us for, believe me.”
“That is, according to you—”
“And with authority. I might not have your strength nor gallantry, but certainly I have more experience of men
and things.”
“And according to that—”
“According to everything! God has created us, to love, to be happy, and to be free in this world. But man,
always greedy, always mean, always egoistic, deprives us of everything; liberty, love, and life out of sheer fancy
of his powerful will!”
“I see you are crazy!”
“You will see when they put you in a cage in order to fatten you and prepare you for that glorious death which
you aspire for. Then it would have been better if you had drowned in the white and round egg of your mother.”
*
The sun kept on rising, bright and radiant, illuminating the morning and the yard. Nearby stood the mountains
amidst the fragrant murmur of their forests full of flowers and birds in a brilliant, bewitching, endless cascade of
green and turkish blue.
And the hens, white, black, gray, red, yellow, surrounded by their chicks, filled everything with the diffusive
notes like that of an enormous staff, pleasing, and melodious.
“Take a look at that. See, that’s life!” pointing with his beak, the white winged El Blanco exclaimed. “Thus, I
have always lived. Thus, I want to die.”
“You, because you are a coward!”
“Well, that is what saves me; my cowardice. To win, to live, to enjoy one’s self, one must be a coward.”
“And be wretched.”
“That, too, yes.”
“I despise you. Don’t you ever come near me. I could kill you for being so cynical, so mean, and base. You see
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life through the eyes of the lowliest, the most contemptible. I have another vision of life, more sublime, more
sacred, more just and right. This you will never see because you are wicked.
“We are worlds apart. What separates us is the highest and most wonderful thing in life, honor!”
*
One morning, also beautiful and bright, they got El Rojo from the cage in which he had lived for quite a while
and took him to the cockpit
The time, the much-awaited moment had come.
He had waited so anxiously, and for such a long time, for this moment when, on the vast circle of the amphitheatre, everyone would be amazed by him, and be forever crowned with glory. He flapped his wings proudly to
assure himself of his strength. He stretched his scaled legs. He cackled extraordinarily and triumphantly.
Now he would prove to everyone who he was, from El Blanco who, taking advantage of the time he was
caged, laughed at him many a time in front of the bars of the cage; to that dirty hen who had shunned his amorous
advances exclaiming that she was undeserving of such honor.
The moment was near and he was trembling with delight and pride in the face of danger. He insolently, challengingly, eyed all the cocks surrounding him awaiting their turns. Which of them would he fight?
Whoever he was, he neither feared nor hated him.
He knew that it was only at his expense, at that of his life, of his last drop of blood that he would attain glory,
that he would be acclaimed winner after burying the edge of his armed spur upon his adversary’s weak and
lifeless body.
*
And finally, yes, finally he was armed and felt himself being taken and left in the middle of the arena.
Fronting him, still held by his owner, was an enormous and handsome white cock, who challenged him. He
saw his flaming eyes, his trembling legs, and his anxiety to fight and to bury the sharp, shining blade of the fatal
tari in his own body.
And then, he saw nothing more, nothing more. Blind with fury and pain, he felt that the other, still being held,
was burying in his chest and in his body his sharp beak, plucking a soft and wavy feather which flew into the air
like the broken petal of a flower.
And he felt himself free, master of his strength and act. Where was that miserable …? He was white, with the
perfect whiteness of the gardenia, of a morning star, of a hen. He was white like that cynical old coward of the
yard whom he hated with all his heart.
Oh, the vile creature. There he was before him, getting on top of him with the impulsiveness of a killer.
Suddenly he felt the (White One) go over him in a flash while he bowed low and flew to the other side to face
him. Like a cowardly traitor, he was now coming toward him anew exposing his powerful armed leg. And he
dashed at him and nailed his tari into the white one’s feathers. In the sudden terrible clash he felt his enemy’s tari
into the core of his being, deep into his entrails, leaving them hanging loose …
*
He was staggered; he was going to fall. The blood, like a string of brilliant rubies, dropped between his
feathers dampening the sand. But he went on and looked for his adversary.
There he was, beside him also bleeding. He was lying down and cowering.
El Rojo faced him and began to attack him boldly and madly. While he felt life ebbing with the last blows; the
(White One) allowing himself to be stabbed without putting up any resistance, until he was completely immobile.
He heard the wild uproar of the crowd, applauding, acclaiming him frantically and passionately.
*
He had won. Those cries, that savage clamoring, the boisterous shouting of that vast crowd, proclaimed his
triumph, his glory!
Oh, but how!
Glory, at what cost!
He had fallen on top of the dead body of his opponent, the (White One). He was dying! He felt his throat drying up. His eyes were closing. From his big and deep wound, slowly the warm blood flowed like a slender thread
of corals …
And he was dying, poor poet, dreaming of the divine kiss of glory.
There was the yard, the blue yard where he had been born and had lived; a place full of peace, brightened by
the sun, perfumed by the flowers full of gentle, white, loving hens.
There he was, the old (White Cock), mocking him, laughing at him, enjoying the sun and the flowers and the
females.
And he was panting and heaving and agonizing over a pool of his own blood.
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There was love, there was the life which he had scorned so foolishly and madly. Everything was suddenly
taking form before him in a tempting; blinding, dazzling vision. It kept coming closer, pushing itself, showing
itself like the perfume of all the forests and of all the gardens, hurting his eyes under his closing lids.
And then he felt a tear choking, killing him … grieving mournfully, he died.
7
She was called María.
At the sound of her sweet name, the skies and earth tremble with love because she was more beautiful than all
the stars and the flowers.
She was called María and although the poor sinner was beautiful, peddling her smiles and beauty, the divine
name got stained in her being, and she herself changed it to Piedad.\fn{ Ruth}
*
She grew up and lived in a surrounding full of vices and immorality. Her mother died when she was born. Her
Father, a wastrel, spent his last days in jail. She lived in one house after another, passed from one hand to another,
so that even before she matured, she was stripped of her maidenhood to satisfy the brutal lust of just anyone.
When other women open their eyes to life and love as the sampagas open her white star-like petals to the
perfumed breeze of May, Piedad, already nauseated of love and life, danced at the most notorious cabarets, or she
had assignations in a brothel.
It was there during one night of wine and wild sensuality that Rufo de la Ventura, famous sculptor, well-known
drunkard and womanizer, came to know her.
“You, are you—” She interrupted him, feeling for the first time the heat of shame scorch her skin, which felt
like peeling off under the cynical look and the familiarity with which the incomparable artist addressed her.
“No sir, I am a dancer.” The other kept on trying to encircle her with his arms.
“And what are you doing here, then?”
“I am visiting a sick friend.”
Rufo de la Ventura laughed:
“Come, do not lie! You are beautiful, so beautiful that I am taking you. Do you hear me? But first tell me what
your name is.”
Reeling and drunk, he struggled to draw her to him. Suffocated, she resisted him and for the first time, she was
all evasive, and extended her arms, full of cheap bracelets, between her body, and that of the sculptor, instinctively pushing herself backwards with her face turned to one side.
The ladies of the brothel who were stretched out in the completely dark living room were laughing at the
scene. Piedad finally escaped from the artist, enclosed herself in the first room which she found open and locked
the door. The artist stood in front of the closed door of the room, stuttering, hiccuping, drunk with alcohol and
desire.
“Five!”
Nothing.
“Ten!”
Nothing.
“Fifteen!”
Nothing.
“Thirty! … Forty! … whatever you want!”
And still nothing.
Not a sound, not a murmur, nothing.
*
How was that so incredible, so impossible, so unheard of?
Nobody could explain it. But the deed was done. And before God and the world, Rufo de la Ventura, the
famous sculptor, married Piedad de la Rosa at a church in the capital.
He had lived with her two or three years before he married her, and—what life can be at: times!
That bohemian artist and night reveler, Rufo, was transformed into an honest working man and gained more
fame and money day by day. And that poor woman of sensual pleasure changed into a sweet, humble, and upright
wife to the man who raised her from the gutter of infamy, and with his kisses, wiped away her disgrace and held
her to the level and warmth of his heart.
Mad with passion for her and fearful that he might lose her, completely convinced of her goodness, her humility, and her sweetness, he finally married her.
She was abandoned and lost but ended up at his side, whereas others who were protected and showered with
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attentions began at the side of others. She had sinned because of ignorance and out of necessity and because men
themselves pushed her into it. She had never sinned because of vice nor because of brazen sinfulness.
She proved this, she had proved this to him by living with him in the thousands of hours of love, emerging
always saintly, pure, ideal. And so ideal was she, and pure, and saintly, and he loved her with all his soul. And to
hell with the silly social conventionalities, to hell with man’s vile morals endlessly invented on the basis of all
kinds of immoralities.
Rich, famous, and respected, he opened the doors of his house to society, and presented his wife to everyone.
*
And they were happy until one day, somebody, perhaps an old friend of the dancer, divulged to all and sundry
whal Piedad had been, who now was so very modest, so virtuous, and so hypocritical.
The news spread like lightning, the truth was ascertained; and no woman who regarded herself decent and
honorable ever again set foot in the house of the artist.
Before her husband, who despisingly shrugged his shoulders at the society in a mutual exchange of infinite
contempt, Piedad felt in herself the indifference, the humiliation, and the cruelty of that world which she once
wronged without knowing it, without realizing it.
And she cried.
Against her will she shed bitter tears, terrible, scalding tears for herself, for her life, for her love.
*
And she fell ill.
Her illness was swift and brief until she died like a bird on the breast of the artist who cried like mad over his
good wife. He cried over her desperately, twitching in anguish, overwhelmed by pain.
Then he closed his shop and wallowed again with more fury than ever before in his bohemian life and vice.
It was his challenge to a society that was cruel, hypocritical, and malevolent on whom he swore to avenge a
hundredfold the death of his idol, of his Venus, of his most beloved.
“So let them make their own saints and statues with the sting of their waspish tongues, of their hypocrisy, and
their wickedness!”
He would never again hold a chisel for all the gold in the world!
He would never shape another image even if the whole world went on their knees to beg him for it!
*
But time passed, and one day the doors of his shop opened to two illustrious friars who had come to ask him to
make them a statue of the Sorrowful Madonna.
And agreeing with them, he shut himself for two, three months with his work and with his art.
It was an ideal image, a divine bust of Mary, weeping, of the Madonna with her heart pierced by the steel
daggers of her great pain and her eyes filled with quivering tears.
But it was something to see the pure, angelic face under the slight contraction of all her bitterness and desolate
grief. Her eyes, her immaculate forehead! And those hands and feet smoother and whiter than the petals of a flower, smooth like azucenas, white like the rays of the moon!
And the artist smiled with satisfaction in front of his immortal masterpiece, his divine work, with which he, a
miserable wretch, realized the secret and personal vengeance of his dreams.
Because shortly all of that society. every one of them that had done him so much evil and that he hated so
terribly, would prostrate themselves at the feet of his divine image that from her pedestal on the altar retween the
flowers and candles would extend her rigid looks over them. On their knees they would admire his art, adore his
masterpiece, pray to his saint
And that saint had been modeled on an image of Piedad ...
It was her eyes, her lips, her feet. her hands, her brow, her hair, she was all Piedad the Virgin of Sorrows.
They would kneel before her, they would admire her beauty, they would worship her image, and they would
pray to her soul made of the nards of the earth and purity of the heavens and of love!
8
They married because of love. She, the sweet, small woman, was called Susana, and she sang. He, Don Daniel
Galindo, was a man of means and prestige who wrote in the newspapers.
One year, two, maybe more.
Until one day, the beloved woman began to get pale, to faint; and consequently, the shape of her aching body
was changing because on top of the rosebush of her life and her love, the first rose wanted to bloom.
What illusion, what care, what cooing during the first days! Galindo felt the pride of a planter who will enjoy
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the fruit of his first harvest. Meanwhile the woman sighed with the sighs of her heart and soul, with her eyes full
of tears of happiness and anxiety.
She no logner sang.
She no longer laughed.
She no longer hung her arms around the neck of her husband like a loving and loved girl. In a corner of the
nuptial bedroom, she spent days and nights sewing with lace and linen tiny baby clothes.
Galindo began to get bored, to yawn, to invent all kinds of reasons to spend the time away from home. The deformed and sad woman who silently paced the dormant home was not that Susana of happiness and enchantment
who all the time enraptured him like very warm, strong, and fragrant wine.
And then the baby was born.
And Galindo had just lost the love of his wife because in the small heart of the woman when the love of a
mother began to reign, there was no more room for another love.
*
One year, two, perhaps more.
Like the prince of a fairy tale, the child adored by the mother was the only lord and master of the magnificent
house. Bejewelled and clothed with all the fine clothes that a child could be adorned with, surrounded with all the
love and praises; perhaps no other child had ever been so lucky.
But when the father lifted the baby in his arms, drawing out from his lips his first words and first laughter, he
wanted to feel but felt nothing, and wanting to love, he could not love.
The baby was a thief. He had come to the world to steal the beauty of the only woman that Galindo aoored,
and the love of the only woman, who tremblingly would sob with love while asleep sheltered by his heart.
And this, Galindo could not forget nor forgive.
Because men can forgive everything but the theft of their love, even if the thief is his own blood and flesh.
*
Suddenly Susana fell sick. And one rainy and sunless afternoon, in which everything even the spirit and the
cloud seemed to cry, she died sweetly, like flowers die.
With the child in his arms, Galindo, for the first time in his life, cried bitterly against the cruelty of his fate as
tears of burning wax were shed by the enormous candlesticks that illumined the path of death. And the eyes of the
dead woman, half-closed, seemed to be crying.
And in the meantime that the mother was dead, the child, without realizing that he had lost the greatest and the
most holy; all fortune, all treasure, all love in life, that he would be one more unfortunate in the immense heap of
unfortunate men without a mother, was asleep on the breast of his father.
*
Galindo became another man.
He left his son to hired help, dragged himself in all the comers of the house; flabby, weak, dirty, and ragged.
Meanwhile, the great man made his life a misery, giving himself excessively to loose women and alcohol.
One night sleeping away one of his alcoholic perturbations, he had a desolate dream. It was Susana, bending
over the crib of the baby, embracing him, and covering him on her bosom, and quietly taking him through the
closed doors. He stopped her.
“Where are you going? Where are you taking the child? What are you doing, woman?”
She looked at him bitterly and her cruel words fell like the blows of a hammer on the temple of the dreamer.
“You have converted love into hate and you are not worthy of perpetuating yourself among men. I am taking
our son, because all mothers, at death, should do the same. Remain in the lies of your pleasures and intoxication.
The truth is I am, and I am taking the angel with me.”
*
Galinoo woke up aghast. He jumped from the bed and ran toward the next room where the child was sleeping.
He picked up the boy in his arms; shook thc boy’s head, pulling him strongly against his breast.
The child was dead.
Outside the sun lighted up the colored crystals of the badly closed windows, the birds noisily chirped in the
humid spread of the acadias, and from a neighbor’s piano lingered the strident notes of a popular sonata.
9
In a corner of the sleeping forest rose the solitary green pine tree and the black kamagon.\fn{A hardwood tember
They were face to face; the pine was arrogant
and triumphant, crowned by the sun and birds, perfumed and beautiful, and full of the kisses of the breezes.
tree of the Philippines that yields an edible fruit and is known for its dark color. }
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Humble and ugly was the kamagon which stood under a heap of black twisted branches without a song, not
even a kiss, nor fragrance on its crown.
That morning, the forest had all the divine colors of April; the dew fell from the flowers like celestial tears; and
between the blue of the sky and the blue of the copse, the sun was smiling, luminous, and golden. The kama-gon,
bending its branches, said:
“Good morning, charming neighbor!” The pine tree, shaking itself arrogantly and disdainfully, formally
answered:
“A good morning to you!”
“It seems that today we have awakened early.”
“And how can one sleep with so much love! Do you not see what a world of love and nests are on my crown.
The wings of the birds and the breezes are plaguing me with their kisses.”
“Love seeks youth and beauty. What are you complaining about?”
“Oh, it’s because so much obsequiousness overwhelms me!”
“However, how many would envy your ideal fortune—”
“You, for example, old man?”
“Me, no, my friend, I am old, I am already inured to disillusionment, and I know that love and fortune are for
my poor bones like shades, like clouds. Before you had been born,\fn{ The kamagon is a hard-wood tree, and therefore slow
to grow:H} yes, I used to crown myself with frills and perfumes. Now all of that is for me a memory nothing
more.”
“So useless, do you think?”
“My friend, I have looked at myself in the mist this morning, before Father Sun swept it away with his rays,
and I saw myself so deformed and too black that I pitied my own self.”
“But—”
“Everything you will tell me is useless; even the ravens and the lizards disdain me now!”
The smiling pine tree, flattered by the humility of the strong and old kamagon. swayed haughtily, bursting with
pride. And he compared his bark of cool greeness of waves and emeralds with the worm-eaten crust of the old
tree; and the large flowers of its leafy crests which were like stars, with the parched, bare, and lonely branches of
the old tree.
He contemptuously stopped kamagon from speaking any further and withdrew into himself and in his divine
love of the spring morning filled with the fragrant waves of his leaves, flooded by sunlight, and covered with
blue.
*
The whole forest burned with the heat of a forge, of hell, even if the sun had hidden itself and the thicket lay
enveloped in very dense shades and darkness. From time to time, the flash of lightning shook the clouds like a
crack of a whip. And after an instant the thunder rumbled in the distance harshly.
The beautiful birds of spring had sought refuge anywhere they could. The big red, yellow, and white flowers,
withered over their rent stems, fell. A swift wind, hot and cutting like the vapor of a crater, carpeted everything
with petals and shattered leaves. The green pine tree, trembling and frightened, spoke:
“Old kamagon, are you not afraid?” The kamagon smiled:
“Afraid? Of what?”
“Of the storm that is coming.” The kamagon continued smiling:
“Bah! My friend; not everything has to be enchantment, light, flowers, and kisses … In the happiest life, there
are many days of storm like this; I have seen so many, so many that now it is all the same to me whether its the
fire of sunlight or the gentle and white light of the full moon that illumines the forest. Furthermore, the storm
passes away, like all things do; youth, love and glory itself.”
“Yes, but the storm returns.”
“And who tells you that youth, glory, and love do not return?”
*
The atmosphere was becoming darker, the lightning each time sharper and almost without interruption, the
thunder rumbled nearby; and some great drops of rain started falling indistinctly, raising a rustle of whiplashes.
In the agitated forest one could hear the hissing of the reptiles, the screech of the kalaws,\fn{An exotic, Asiatic
bird} and the groans of the injured trees. A strong windstorm rose destroying everything in its way, throwing down
nests and tearing down branches.
Suddenly a red flame set the forest on fire, and it was followed by an infernal noise which stirred up the depths
of the earth. Then the first thunderbolt fell, coiling itself like a snake of crackling embers around the beautiful and
proud ilang-ilang. which slowly fell into pieces.
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When the devastating roar passed, the kamagon looked at the pine tree with pity.
He had been stripped of all his arrogance, of all his stupid pride, and he seemed harassed and tremulous, prey
of a terror that corroded even the sap of his deepest roots. Covered by his graceful branches which the rain
mercilessly lashed, he seemed to be crying, shedding all the drops of water that were blown through his leaves.
The kamagon, feeling sorry for the pine tree, spoke to him then over the tremulous sound of the wild elements,
“Do not tremble, do not cry, this will pass.”
“Oh, grandfather, I am afraid to die!”
“You will not die. You are still young; but if it is written that today you will stop existing, what difference does
that make? Sooner or later it has to happen. All of us go the same way. It is only a question of some years more or
less.”
The echo of another thunder drowned his voice. Another infernal blaze blinded them, and both listened as at
their very back a poor ilang-ilang tree scorched by the thunderbolt dryly plunged to the ground.
The pine tree even more terrified, rose in a cry of desperate protest.
“No, he did not want, could not, should not die, and die just like that, split by a thunderbolt! He was still
young, and hardly had he enjoyed the divine sweetness of April! Why for black fetid death’s sake tear him away
from his silvery nights that smell of flowers and dreams, from his golden days full of wings and rosy dawns?”
Suddenly he kept silent, shuddered, shaken by a horrible death rattle, bending the ideal treetop that a thunderbolt now streaked with its blue, red, green, and yellow phosphorescence, like a long necklace of turquoises,
rubies, emeralds, and sapphires hanging over its dead trunk.
The poor pine tree was yet another dream which was falling, an immense dream of grandeur lost in the grandeur of the universe!
*
Meanwhile the storm grew more violent, and the forest, at every instant, became inflamed with a very intense
purple radiance. And nothing could be heard except the horrifying voice of the thunder which rolled over all the
places like a gigantic, diabolic cavalry of horses stamping with its hoofs of fire the celestial garments of Heaven.
And suddenly the kamagon felt in his turn, that a serpent of burning fire was consuming him completely,
burning his forehead, his arms, his entrails.
Afterwards he felt nothing more. He was also mortally wounded to death.
And then the sky began to clear and little by little the storm died down.
*
After a year, during another bright April morning, some woodcutters invaded the forest. And among the trunks
and fresh branches of the trees which they hacked down with bolos and axes, they brought with them the withered
remains of the green pine tree and the black kamagon.
And it happened that while the people of the village needed firewood, the priest of the town needed a big cross
for his church. And that was why he took the trunk of the old kamagon so he could entrust it to a skilled sculptor.
And in that same night, while shattered into a thousand pieces, the pine became ashes in the rustic home-made
stoves of the village; the kamagon. converted into a divine cross and adored, was raised over the holy and humble
trill of prayers.
There it was humble, black, affectionate, serving as a support for a God who on top of him was dying and died
of love.
Meanwhile the priest over the pulpit began to speak, and his words pnetrated the simple soul of the multitude
like stars, like spikenards.
“Blessed are the meek.”
257.90 How The Filipina Got The Vote\fn{by Pura Villaneuva Kelaw (1886-1952)} Molo District, Iloilo City, Iloilo
Province, The Philippines (F) 10
I have always been concerned about the status of women in the Philippines. Being so dutiful, I believed they
deserve better treatment under the law, because the Filipina’s marriage dispossessed her of worldly inheritance
and forbade her to dispose of her own property without her husband’s consent. She was converted after her
marriage into a minor, more or less.
Many of our women have sacrificed time and effort to acquire the right to vote. Inspired by their noble
example, I have written this little book to put down what they have done. There is no other way I can show them
my sincere appreciation for their accomplishment for the welfare of the women of the Philippines.
*
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I had no brother. My father was anxious to have a son. Because he had none, he and my mother, like the
parents of Frances Perkins, the woman Secretary of Labor in Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s cabinet, trained me like
a boy, giving me all a boy’s privileges and a man’s education. Thus my training convinced me that woman suffrage was greatly needed. Long before 1905, I had started preaching the gospel of the feminists:
“What a man can do, a woman can do just as well.”
In October of 1906, I organized the Asociación Feminista Ilonga. One of its aims was to enfranchise the
Filipina. When the First Philippine Assembly sat in session at the Ayntamiento in 1907, Congressman Filemon
Sotto of Cebu presented the first bill for woman suffrage. I was present at the galleries to encourage Congressman
Sotto in his fight.
I was gravely disappointed when the bill was not at all discussed. The fight for woman suffrage, however, had
started. From then on, in every succeeding session, a representative of the people submitted a bill advocating
suffrage for the Filipina.
*
An enthusiastic suffragette, Constancia Poblete, in 1909, published Filipinas—a magazine dedicated to
women. An excerpt from the editorial of its first issue follows:
We step out to the stadium of the press with no more weapon than the firm conviction to fulfill our duty towards the
members of our sex, at the same time to revindicate the rights of women not only socially but politically as well.
To consecrate ourselves completely to the education and culture of the Filipina, to work with courage to achieve
their equality with the members of the stronger sex, and to take an active part in matters affecting the management of
the government of our country: these are our prime objectives.

*
Dr. Aletta Jacobs, a suffragette from Holland, accompanied, in August of 1912, Mrs. Carrie Chap man Catt,
champion of American woman suffrage, who came to the Far East and passed through the Philippines to organize
a committee to work for woman suffrage here. Mrs. Catt contacted several American and Filipino ladies to carry
out her project. Among those who attended the meeting called for the purpose at the Manila Hotel were Maria
F. Villamor, Sofia Reyes Veyra, Gorgonia Mapa, Concepcion Felix Rodriguez, and I.
That bright morning, at 10 o’clock, Concepcion F. Rodriguez came to my house to fetch me to go with her to the
meeting called by Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt. When we arrived at the Manila Hotel there were only a few persons
present.
After Mrs. Catt had acknowledeged our speech of welcome Carrie Chapman Catt gave her response. She was
dressed in white with a bunch of lace at her throat. With her white hair arranged in deep waves, she presented a
striking figure. I noticed that she wore no jewelry, neither earrings nor rings.
She spoke eloquently in English. But as most of the ladies present only understood Spanish, we did not get all
the points she stressed in urging us to form an organization to launch the movement for woman suffrage here.
All the ladies present, Americans and Filipinos alike, agreed to organize, an association whose object was to look
after the welfare of women and children.
They decided to call this association the Society for the Advancement of Women. In the course of time, the
name was changed to Women’s Club of Manila. Recently, the Women’s Club of Manila celebrated its 35th
anniversary. Among its guests were the three living founders: Maria F. Villamor, Concepcion Felix Rodriguez and
I.
*
During the First World War, the government, recognizing the work of the Women’s Club of Manila, put it in
charge of the Food Production Campaign, the chairman of which was Mrs. Leba Brown, wife of the then District
Engineer of Rizal Province. Under the auspices of this committee, I prepared a cookbook containing recipes using
exclusively Filipino ingredients. I published it and called it, Condimentos Indigenas. The govern ment recommended it for public use and adopted it as an official publication with the approval of Hon. Rafael Corpuz, the
then Secretary of Agriculture. The cookbook was widely distrubuted to all women leaders of the country and is
still in use today.
The women also helped in the Liberty Bond Drive. To do our share in helping win the war, the Women’s Club
of Manila sold a great number of Liberty Bonds. We held parades and in one of these a large contingent of women
marched in the formation of the American Flag. Led by Rosario Montenegro Delgado, majestic in her Filipina
dress, these group of women wore red, white, and blue ternos. Seen from afar, the American Flag appeared to
come floating down the street.
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In the campaign for the Liberty Bond Sale, I was awarded the second prize for having sold the most number of
bonds. Manuel L. Quezon made the presentation at a ceremony in Malacaflan. My prize was a silver compact.
As a result of the valuable help of the Filipina, Governor-General Francis B. Harrison\fn{ Francis Burton Harrison
(1873-1957) Governor-General (1913-1921)} expressed publicly his desire to give them more participation in the
government.
*
Governor-General F. B. Harrison, after a long stay in the Philippines, in which he admired the patriotism of the
Filipina, recommended in his message to the Fourth Philippine Legislature in 1918 that suffrage be granted to
them. He was the first American chief executive to give the Filipina a dignity that other officials in the past
neglected to accord them. In his time, several bills providing for woman suffrage were presented in the House of
Representatives.
Leaders like Ricardo Gonzales Lioret of Bulacan, Felicisimo Gomez of Laguna, and Tomas Luna of Albay
were among those who worked hard for the approval of the bills they presented in favor of woman suffrage. A
committee of representatives headed by Ramon Diokno went as far as to call a hearing to sound out public
opinion on the issue. These bills were not passed because of political reasons.
*
In preparation for the hearing, the suffragettes called their leaders to a meeting at the Manila Hotel on October
28, 1918. Around fifty women attended the conference. Those who led in the discussions were Rosario Lam who
represented factory working women, Concepcion F. Rodriguez, Rosa Sevilla Alvero, and two student delegates
from the University of the Philippines, Encarnacion Aizona and Nieves Hidalgo, the sister of Pilar Hidalgo Lim.
All were in favor of suffrage except Miss Hidalgo, who vehemently opposed the measure.
At last, after many discussions, a resolution was passed endorsing woman suffrage, and a prepared scroll was
signed by those present. It was the first resolution adopted by the Filipina asking for suffrage. I was assigned to
present this resolution to the committee during the coming hearing.
Twenty years later, Dr. Encarnaçion Alzona wrote an interesting article recounting what happened at the
memorable meeting. Part of the article is reproduced here:
My debut at a suffrage meeting took place on the roof garden of the Manila Hotel. A small group of women was
present and to the end, the gathering remained small. With the main speaker, everybody endorsed the proposal to grant
suffrage to women. I remember vividly a good-looking woman whose name I no longer, recall who represented the
factory workers. She began her speech by asking her audience to excuse the poverty of her language for she was not
accustomed to speak in public and ended it by offering the support of the working women. Representing the Filipina
youth, I also spoke, briefly, stating my honest conviction that the women of the Philippines should be enfranchised.

Before ten o’clock on the day of the hearing, I was in the Committee Room on Calle Cabildo and found it
filled to capacity. Among those on the first row were Aurora A: Quezon, Maria Earn shaw, and Elizabeth
Wrentmore Harrison, wife of the Governor-General.
Congresman Perfecto Salas took the floor. He ridiculed the suffragettes who, according to him, were ambitious
although they knew so little. He asked irrelevant questions and made sarcastic remarks. Attorney Natividad Al meda Lopez defended woman suffrage and Concepcion F. Rodriguez seconded .her.
I stood up and presented
the document I heldwhich contained the sentiments of all Filipinas asking for the
right to vote. I had written the simple but eloquent reolution contained in the scroll. One of its important points
was:
“If the Legislature will give us the concession of the vote, we shall, accept it and work to the best: of our
capacity to make use of it for the benefit of our country.”
The following year, 1919, Governor-General Harrison again emphatically recommended to the Philippine
Legislature the adoption of woman suffrage.
*
Upon the invitation of Elizabeth Wrentmore Harrison, a large audience gathered at Malacaflan. Presided over
by the hostess, with Carolina Ocampo de Palma as toastmaster, the meeting was made memorable by the speech
of the President of the Senate, Manuel L. Quezon. On this occasion, Mr. Quezon declared,
“I have always been and always will be in favor of woman suffrage.”
He spoke of the Filipina’s influence in past electoral campaigns and recounted his experience in one election,
when he won in one town by just winning over to his side its most influential women citizens. Mr. Quezon al so
spoke of the women’s part in a democratic government, stating that in all democratic governments, the power
should rest in the hands of the people, and this sovereign people is composed of female as well as of male
elements.
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Rosa Sevilla Alvero, a forceful speaker, presented the cause of the women. Concepcion F. Rodriguez and I
staunchly seconded Mrs. Alvero’s arguments with illuminating points.
The support of Elizabeth Wrentmore Harrison and Senate President Manuel L. Quezon assured the approval of
the suffrage bill in the Senate. The speeches delivered by the suffragettes explained clearly the importance of
woman suffrage and the public left Malacañan convinced that woman suffrage would benefit the Philippines as a
whole.
*
A number of bills providing for woman suffrage was presented in the Senate in 1919. The most important of
these was the bill fathered by Senator Pedro M. Sison, who defended his brainchild creditably during the
discussion of the measure and won over many opponents. Some significant statements of Senator Sison were:
Granting the ballot is merely doing justice to women. The Philippines is a democratic country and in a democracy
the government is in the hands of the people. A people is composed of women as well as of men, and if our women
form a part of our people and we mean to be truly democratic, why should we deny them the right to vote?

Besides Senator Sison, another strong supporter of woman suffrage, Senator Rafael Palma, delivered a long
speech favoring the Filipina’s cause.
Through the brilliant defense of its supporters, the Sison Bill was approved by the Senate. It was the first
woman suffrage bill ever passed by the Upper House of Congress
*
When the measure was taken to the Lower House, it failed to get the attention of that Chamber as the antisuffragists still dominated that body. Rep. Celestino Gallares, however, indirectly strengthened the Filipina’s
cause when he presented the bill providing for the appointment of a special board of women inspectors in every
electoral precinct in the country.
In its editorials, the Manila press expressed its opposition to woman suffrage. An American paper would rather
direct the attention of the women to social work than to politics, ignoring the fact that the two are closely allied
together and not independent of one another.
The women who ask for the ballot are generally animated not by political ambition but by a genuine desire to hold
in their hands an instrument that can be used effectively to obtain remedies for harmful social practices and evils. In a
democracy, this instrument is the ballot.

*
The consistent champion of woman suffrage, Governor-General Harrison recommended for the third time to
the Fifth Philippine Legislature, during its special session of February 20, 1920, favorable action on the suffrage
bill already passed by the Senate. Again in his message of October 16, 1920, he dwelt on the same subject,
reminding the Legislature of the Senate Bill. He further said that
centuries ago the Philippines had been distinguished among Oriental countries for its Christian religion, one of whose
merits is its high regard for women; and as the women of the Philippines enjoy all opportunities for education, they
have a right to be considered the equal of men in political life.

Governor-General Harrison resigned in 1921. He left the country while the Legislature had not yet enacted a
suffrage law. But hope is eternal in the human heart and the Filipina had faith and confidence that someday, in one
way or another, justice would be done to her.
*
Appointed chief executive of the Philippines, Leonard Wood\fn{1860-1927, Governor-General of the
Philippines (1921-1927)} on October 15, 1921, said this in his inaugural address:
Your women must be given equal opportunity with your men. Nothing I have seen in the country has impressed me
more than. the character, loyalty, thrift, and all-around influence of the women of the Philippines.

Then in his first message to the Sixth Philippine Legislature he declared:
There is one final recommendation to which I earnestly invite your favorable consideration, and that is the extension
of the suffrage to the women of the Philippines under the conditions and to the same extent that you have given it to
men. Such action will tend to build up an enlightened public opinion, to raise the standard of public and private
morality, to increase interest in public affairs, and to greatly improve the efficiency of the Government; in a word, it
will tend to the advancement and betterment of the people of the Philippine Islands.
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As the Legislature did not take any action on this matter, Governor Wood repeated his desire to enfranchise the
women in his next message in 1923.
In 1921, the Women’s Club of Manila called a meeting of all women’s associations and organized them into
the National Federation of Women’s Clubs. The representatives of city and provincial women’s clubs who
attended that convention voiced the Filipina’s opinion throughout the country. When the convention was asked to
vote on suffrage, the majority of those present voted in favor of it.
Through its first official organ, the Women’s Outlook, in October 1921, the National Federation of Women’s
Clubs worked hard for suffrage, with excellent results. Trinidad Fernandez Legarda was editor of the English
section while I edited the Spanish section of that magazine.
In February, 1922, the Liga Nacional de Damas Filipinas was organized. One of its aims was also to work
effectively for woman suffrage aside from its original purpose of fighting for Philippine Independence.
The adherents of woman suffrage increased in number. In order to unite their efforts, the Wo men Citizens
League was organized by Maria Ventura in 1928. Its specific object was to work for the enactment of a woman
suffrage law. Although the League fought hard for the extension of suffrage to women, nothing came of its efforts.
Sponsored by the Committee on Revision of Laws of the House of Representatives, a hearing on Woman
Suffrage was held in September, 1931. Distinguished women leaders were invited to appear before this hearing.
Provincial suffragettes like Maria C. Manzano of Pangasinan showed their eloquence in support of the cause.
From the Manila Tribune we have excerpted the following speeches made by distinguished women leaders in
Manila during that hearing:
Dr. Encarnacion Alzona: In order to make our government truly representative, the other half of our population, the
women, should be enfranchised. Filipino women can now give all the guarantees of male voters. In this enlightened age
there is no longer any justification for upholding the restriction which a backward society has imposed upon women.
Political disqualification should not rest on sex.
Pilar Hidalçjo Lim: If the Filipinos are seeking independence from the United States to such an extent that millions
of pesos are being spent for campaign and propaganda, shall not these very men first grant independence to their
women? It is a great travesty to wish to be granted independence from a foreign power when you men are denying
independence to your better halves. Filipino women have always been and ever will be ready to give their all for the
good of the country. Proofs of their patriotism and self-sacrifice are numberless in the history of our different
revolutions. Why is it that we women are always asked by men to work and sacrifice and yet are constantly denied by
them the sole privilege of the ballot to make us full-pledged citizens in our country?
Concepcion Felix Rodriguez: The members of the Manila Wornen’s Club which I have the honor to represent
believe that now is the time for the Filipina to have the same political right as that of the men. If the members of the
Legislature think that we have a democratic form of government or a government of the people, by the people, and for
the people, they are in error. The people is not composed only of men but also of women, and how can we be truly
democratic when only the men represent the people?
Josefa Llanes Escocia: The modern mother who, despite her having her home, helps her husband in many activities
that their profession demands, still remains the unshaken guardian of her children. The modern mother is no longer the
wife that clings; she now helps her husband. The women’s demand for independence is motivated by their desire to
help their husbands in governmental affairs which always require the moderation and wisdom of women.
Asuncion A. Perez: The Filipina demands suffrage not because she has lost faith in her husband but because she has
a right to vote.
Josefa Jara Martinez: Universal suffrage should be included in the Constitution as modern constitutions the world
over provide for universal suffrage.
Dr. Maria Paz Mendoza Guazon: My chauffeur, my cook, and my man-servants who are all under me can vote; why
can’t the government allow me and the Filipino women in general the privilege of going to the polls?

Even among the women themselves, however, there were dissenting voices. One of the most eloquent oppositionist was Josefa Gonzales of the Holy Ghost College. In one of these hearings she said:
Filipino men and women by nature and temperament are not equal, owing to the fact that the greatest desire of a
Filipina is to rule the house while that of the man is to be in the Legislature. The Filipina can exercise her influence
over the Legislature as well as inside it. If so, the women can better act as counsel to men inasmuch as the men are
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influenced by these women. When the men go to the Legislature, they carry with them the personality of the women
and their inspiration to do greater things. That being so, I do not think it necessary for the women to be given the vote.

Representative Marcelo T. Boncan, chairman of the: Committee on Suffrage, was moved to state openly that
Miss Gonzales’ intelligence, wit, and womanly grace in facing the onslaught of arguments from interrogators of
her own sex proved that she herself was one of the best arguments, that the Fi1ipina is entitled to the privilege of
suffrage.
Josefa Gonzales, now Mrs. Antonio Estrada changed her stand and became one of the most ardent champions
of the Filipina’s petition for suffrage.
*
After the public hearings were over the committee favorably endorsed the woman suffrage bill to the House of
Representatives.
Public opinion was stirred by the strong attitude of the suffragettes. They even won over the press to their side.
Many distinguished Filipinas who were formerly secluded in their homes now stepped forth to help their sisters,
the suffragettes. Once more, the suffragettes were convinced that right is might and that the right to vote is
inherent in all women of a democratic country.
Although the Filipina was kept busy with the agitation for suffrage, she did not forget her duties to her famiy
and to her home. The welfare of her children and husband came first. Before she went out to her suffrage
meetings, she sent her children off to school and prepared her husband’s meals. Her children’s education was her
great concern.
The desire for education has been so instilled by Filipino mothers into their children that when these children
grow up, they spare no effort to get educated. Ask any young man what his ambition is and his immediate reply
will be: to finish college.
The best thing to do for anyone who wishes to study is to give him the means for going to school. In philanthropy, the Filipina did her share and helped many a deserving man and woman. The Filipina may have been
preoccupied with suffrage, but she certainly did not neglect her duties both to her home and to her community.
*
Appointed Governor-General in 1933, Frank Murphy\fn{ William Francis Murphy (1890-1949), the last Governor-General
of the Philippines (1933–35), first U.S. High Commissioner of the Philippines (1935–36) } in his first message to the Ninth Philippine Legislature on July 17 of that year said:
A host of social problems confront us, problems which are complicated by many other elements but which at the
bottom are human problems, dealing with the moral and spiritual relations of human being to one another. Women have
been endowed by nature and experience with sympathy and a strong sense of duty, and have given ample proof of their
captcity for unerring appraisal and energetic action in the treatment of problems involving personal and human
relationships. It would be an act of wisdom and fairness to bring the rich contributions of their clear vision and fine
moral judgment tobear on these problems by extending to themat this time the full right of suffrage.

Governor-General Murphy, in his desire to have the Filipina enfranchised, refused to sign various bills in
which some legislators were personally interested. Sergio Osmeña, then acting Senate President, and Manuel
Roxas, Speaker of the House of Representatives, presented several bills for the approval of Governor-General
Murphy who would not sign them unless the woman suffrage bill was passed by both Houses.
In December 1933, the Senate approved the woman suffrage bill and Governor-General Murphy affixed his
signature to it. It was a signal triumph for the suffragettes because they had now cquired their political right to be
on the same level as the men. The new law was as follows:
Section 1. Section 431 of Act No. 2711, known as the Administrative Code, as amended, is hereby further amended
to read as follows:
Section 431. Qualification prescribed for voters.—Every male or female person not a citizen or subject of a foreign
power, 21 years of age or over, who shall have been a resident of the Phil ippines for one year and of the municipality
in which he shall offer to vote in all elections if comprised within either of the following classes:
(a). Those who, under the laws in force in the Philippine Islands upon the 28th day of August, 1916, were legal
voters and had exercised the right of suffrage.
(b) Male persons who own real property to the value of five hundred pesos declared in their name for taxation
purposes for a period of not less than one year prior to the date of election, or who annually pay thirty pesos or more
for the established taxes.
(c) Those who are able to read and write either Spanish, or English or a native language.
Section 2. For purposes of the registration of women in the list of voters and voting by women, the Secretaries of
the Interior and Labor shall be responsible for the regulation provided for the manner in which they shall establish
their identity.
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Section 3. This Act shall take effect on January 1, 1935.

As a result of this ameidment, suffrage was extended to the Filipina. Although the last section of the amended
act was unfavorable to the suffragettes because the political leaders alleging lack of time to prepare for the
registration of women voters for the 1934 general elections, postponed the effectivity of the law to 1935, the
suffragettes nevertheless acclaimed its passage and celebrated the event with a large banquet at the reception hall
of the Centro Escolar University.
The affair was attended by Governor-General Frank Murphy and prominent legislators. To Representative
Marcelo T. Boncan, the suffragettes presented a commemorative tablet in appreciation of his help in securing the
approval of the law. The Philippines Herald helped make the occasion memorable by issuing a special supplement and distributing commemorative medals. The directior of the state conservatory of music, Dr. Francisco
Santiago, composed the Woman Suffrage March which was played during the banquet.
*
In May of 1934, the Philippine Legislature accepted the Tydings-McDuffie Independence Law as passed by the
American Congress. It provided for the establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth. The Constitution of the
Commonwealth was to be drafted by an elective Constitutional assembly.
With great interest, the women leaders watched the proceedings of the historic Constitutional Assembly
because woman suffrage was one of the subjects to be taken up during the convention. The Convention opened on
July 30, 1934, and as the majority of the delegates were strongly opposed to woman suffrage, it proposed to kill
the new law.
The women defenders of the cause redoubled their campaign among the convention delegates. The banquet
which Pilar Hidalgo Lim and I gave in honor of the delegates was attended only by two members, Vicente
Singson Encarnacion and Salvador Araneta.
The initial defense of the Filipina’s newly acquired right took place in the committee hearing on suffrage
which was headed by an anti-suffragist, Representative Jose Altavas. This committee held public hearings and
invited leading suffragettes to present their views. At those hearings, the women presented strong and well
considered oral and written arguments.
Manila newspapers published articles favorable to the cause. One of the weighty arguments of the suffragists
was that
they had already been enfranchised by virtue of Act. No. 4112 in the statute books of the land. Was it just for the convention to withdraw this right from them? Had not the Philippine Legislature duly considered the measure before
passing it?

At this juncture, to coordinate their activities, the woman suffrage workers under the National Federation of
Women’s Clubs created from among representatives of different women’s organization a General Council of
Women. But even concerted effort of this council was of no avail.
The committee turned down the proposal to grant the franchise to the women under the new government. Of
its 45 members, 22 voted against the franchise, 18 in favor, the chairman abstained from voting, and 4 members
were absent.
The women were not dismayed at this rebuff. They were still hopeful that they could win enough supporters
from outside of the committee to save their cause. They pleaded with individual dele gates to defend the woman
suffrage law on the floor of the convention; but they found out that the powerful sponsorship committee was antisuffragist. The prospect seemed dark and disheartening indeed.
A few supporters of woman suffrage did speak in favor of the question when it was discussed in the convention, but they failed to muster enough votes to have it passed. Swayed by the strong opposition in the convention,
even the delegates who had helped to pass the woman suffrage act, as mem bers of the Ninth Philippine
Legislature remained indifferent to it now. Finally the convention adopted the following suffrage provision:
Article V. Suffrage may be exercised by the male citizens of the Philippines not otherwise disqualified by law, who
are 21 years of age or over, able to read and write, and who shall have resided in the Philippines for one year and of the
municipality wherein they propose to vote for at least six months preceding the election. Provided however, that the
National Assembly extend the right of suffrage to women, if in a plebiscite which shall be held for that purpose within
two years after the adoption of this Constitution, not less than three hundred thousand women otherwise should vote
affirmatively, on the question.
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This article virtually repealed the woman suffrage act of 1933. To prevent the women from getting the
franchise, the number of affirmative votes was placed at the prohibitive figure of 300,000.
*
The suffragettes fully realized the difficulties ahead of them. At the end of 1936, after the woman suffrage
plebiscite bill was passed by the National Assembly, they started their intensive campaign. Pro-suffrage
assemblymen vied with one another in presenting plebiscite bills and they finally consoli dated some of the bills
into one which bore the names of Assemblymen Juan L. Luna, Agustin Y. Kintanar, Tomas S. Clemente, Camilo
Osias, Emilio de la Paz, and Pedro Gil.
Before voting on the bill, the Committee on Revision of Laws, chairmanned by Assemblyman Jose Ozamis,
held a public hearing.
Previous to this hearing, the National Federation of Women’s Clubs had organized the aforementioned General
Council of Women to present a stronger front and to appoint these ladies, members of the following committees:
1. Organization: Pilar Hidalgo Lim, Sofia Reyes de Veyra, Concepcion Felix Rodriguez, Romana T. Alano,
Encarnacion Verzosa, Maria L. Tinawin.
2. College Leaders: Josefa Jara Martinez, Ursula U. Clemente, Dr. Norberta Lapus, Cecilia Muñoz, Rosario
Ocampo.
3. Education a n d Publicity: Pura Villanueva Kalaw, Paz Policarpio Mendez, Flora A. Ylagan, Bessie A. Dwyer,
Alejandra Antonio, Isabel de Ocampo.
4. Finance: Florence Cadwallader, Julia Vargas de Ortigas, Loreto S. Arambulo, Gloria Tuason, (Mrs.) Angel
Ansaldo, Laura Shuman, (Mrs.) Galicano Apacible, Carolina O. Palma, Rosario M. Delgado, Alicia S. Quirino, Gracia
Sison.
5. Progress: Rosa Sevilla Alvero, Geronima T. Pecson, Josefa Llanes Escoda, Asuncion A. Perez and Anne Guthrie.

The General Council of Women prepared the following memorandum of five points which they submitted to
the committee during the hearing.
1. That May 14, 1937, be set as the day for the plebiscite.
2. That the dates of registration be set on Saturday, April 10 and Saturday, April 24, 1937.
3. That all women qualified to vote at the plebiscite should register, including those who had registered for the
constitutional plebiscite.
4. That the majority of the inspectors should be women appointed by the General Council of Women.
5. That once the quota of 300,000 affirmative votes was filled, the suffrage law for women should take effect at
once.

Points 3 and 4 were rejected by the committee on the allegation that to require all qualified women to register
was unconstitutional and that it would be illegal to appoint women inspectors, since the law specified that only
qualified voters should be designated as election inspectors.
This plebiscite bill was presented to the Assembly and some of its provisions were questioned by
Assemblymen Francisco Lavides, Gregorio Perfecto, Romualdo Quimpo, and Ombra Amilbangsa of Mindanao.
The first three assemblymen proposed to amend the bill by removing from the Secretary of the Interior the duty of
submitting the results of the plebiscite to the President of the Philippines, and by giving to the Assembly instead
the right to canvass the votes and to certify whether or not 300,000 women had voted in favor of suffrage.
Assemblyman Justino Nuyda defended on the floor the petition of the General Council of Women to appoint
women plebiscite inspectors. After the discussion the Assembly finally decided to let the women’s club in the
municipality or, should there be no such club, the National Federation of Women’s Clubs, to name four watchers
for each polling place. If women possessed the qualification of male voters, they could also be named as poll
clerks, but not as election inspectors, for that was contrary to the law.
*
On September 30, 1936, the President of the Philippines signed the bill approved by the Assembly, and on the
same day it became Commonwealth Act. No. 34. It prescribed a simple and convenient method of registering
women voters. Its important provisions were as follows:
Every female citizen of the Philippines, 21 years of age or over, who shall have been a resident of the Philippines for
one year and of the municipality wherein she proposes, to vote for at least six months next preceeding the plebiscite
and who possesses the qualification therein specified, is entitled to vote in said plebiscite.
Before registering any female voter, the board of election inspectors shall re quire each registrant to fill out and sign,
under oath before said board of election inspectors, an identification card, showing her name in full, her age on her last
birthday, her civil status, her citizenship, length of residence in the Philippines, length of residence in the municipality
where she proposes to vote, and whether she is able to read and write any native language, Spanish or English.
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The ballots to be used in the plebiscite shall be printed in English and in Spanish and shall conform to the following
form:\fn{The wording of the “Official Ballot/Balota Oficial” was as follows: “The question of woman suffrage, is
submitted in this plebiscite to the female citizens of the Philippines, in order that they may vote either in favor or
against the granting of such suffrage, pursuant to the provisions of Article V of the Constitution which reads as follows:
‘Section 1. Suffrage may be exercised by male citizens of the Philippines not otherwise disqualified by law, who are
twenty-one yeaers of age or over and are able to read and write and who shall have resided in the Phillipines for one
year and in the municipality wherein they propose to vote for at least six months next preceding the election. The
National Assembly shall extend the right of suffrage to women, if in a plebiscite which shall be held for that purpose
within two years after the qadoption of this Constitution, not less than three hundred thousand women possessing the
necessary qualifications shall vote affirmatively on the question.’ If you are in favor of woman suffrage, answer “Yes”
and if you are against, answer “No” in the corresponding square.” A single square was printed below this information,
and over it the instruction: “Are you in favor of granting suffrage to women?” This information and format was then
presented in Spanish.}

The amount of 150,000 pesos was appropriated to defray the expenses of the plebiscite. The dates of April 10
and 17 were set aside as registration days, and the Plebiscite Day itself was set for April 30, 1937.
President Manuel L. Quezon signed the bill before a large crowd of women and public officials gathered at
Malacañan to witness the event. He delivered an extemporaneous speech and said in conclusion:
It is possible that there will not be 300,000 women who will go to the polls next year to affirm their desire that
women be given the right to vote. If that should be the case, then the fault will be theirs and theirs alone. As for me, I
have done my duty by my wife, by my children, and by all the Filipino women.

His endorsement of woman suffrage became known; the politicians who were formerly opposed to woman
suffrage vied with one another in endorsing the plebiscite, urging the women to vote “Yes.” President Quezon’s
attitude toward the women contributed a great deal to the success of the plebiscite. Weeks before the plebiscite
day, he broadcast a speech from the United States where he was at the time, urging the women of the Philippines
to cast their votes affirmatively on the fateful day.
*
The committee on publicity of the General Council of Women actively prepared pamphlets and leaflets in the
vernacular\fn{I.e., in the native languages of the Philippines. W notes that “according to the 1987 Philippine Constitution, Filipino and
English are the official languages. Filipino is a standardized version of Tagalog, spoken mainly in Metro Manila and other urban regions.
Both Filipino and English are used in government, education, print, broadcast media, and business. The constitution designates regional
languages such as Bicolano, Cebuano [20,000,000 seakers], Ilocano [7,700,000], Hiligaynon [7,000,000], Kapampangan [1,900,000],
Pangasinan [1,160,000], Tagalog [22,000,000] and Waray-Waray [3,100,000] as auxiliary official languages, and mandates that Spanish and
Arabic shall be promoted on a voluntary and optional basis.” Over 60,000,000 people spoke the above languages in 1987; “Spanish and
Arabic shall be promoted on a voluntary and optional basis”. } which pointed out the significance of the ballot. They also

printed a woman suffrage calendar with messages from leading feminists which served as a reminder of the
common cause. These printed materials were distributed to women’s clubs in the provinces and at woman
suffrage rallies.
The radio also helped by broadcasting weekly programs on woman suffrage. The press greatly advanced the
cause by enlightening the women on the advantages of suffrage.
Active college leaders were drafted into the service of the woman’s cause. With enthusiasm they helped to
arouse the interest of the various women elements. They held rallies and delivered speeches, defending woman
suffrage and pleading for “Yes” votes at the plebiscite.
The League of Women Voters of the United States, hearing that the Filipina was in danger of losing the vote
sent a cash contribution of 1,000 pesos with an encouraging letter from Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt to add to the
fund that had been raised here for the purpose.
*
April 10 and 17, 1937 were set aside by the Department of the Interior as regitration days for the plebiscite.
Among the first women to register for the plebiscite: in Sta. Barbara, Pangasinan was Juana Apales, the town’s
oldest woman resident. One hundred and one years old, she travelled by bull-cart from her barrio to the town to
enter her name in the roster of registrants. Her example was a heartwarming evidence of the great desire of the
Filipina to get the vote.
Winding up the suffrage campaign with last minute appeals to the women of the country, seven women leaders
on the eve of the plebiscite, April 29, spoke in seven languages over station KZRM. They were Judge Natividad
Almeda Lopez who spoke in Spanish, Josefa Jara Martinez in Ilongo, Pilar Hidalgo Lim in English, Concepcion
Felix Rodriguez in Tagalog, Geronima T. Peeson in Pangasinan, Corazon Torres in Cebuano, and Josefa Llanes
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Escoda in Ilocano. These seven speakers impressed on the Filipina the importance of enfranchisement and urged
her to take advantage of this opportunity to exercise her political rights.
Of the estimated 2,000,000 women voters throughout the country, some 500,000 women registered during the
two days of registration. All the women leaders through their
Women’s clubs worked hard to have each of these 500,000\fn{ The text has 580,000 here; I am unable to explain the
descrepency:H} registered women voters turn out during the plebiscite day and vote affirmatively so that the quota
of 300,000 affirmative votes required by law before passage of the suffrage bill should be more than amply
covered. Weeks before, sample ballots had been distributed among the women voters to acquaint them with their
duty on the important day. In the provinces house to house campaigns were instituted to “turn out the Filipina” on
the plebiscite day. Car owners were prevailed upon to allow the use of their cars to those women living far from
the polling places. The response from the car owners gave evidence of the widespread interest in the plebiscite.
Even in far-away Sulu, the women, led by Princess Tarhata Kiram,\fn{1904-1979, Sultana of Sulu, the oldest sultanate
in the Philippines} rallied to the cause and generously gave off their money and food to defray the transportation
expenses and to feed the voters. Sultan Amilbangsa of Sulu supported the cause and his example resulted in a
large turnover of women voters during the two registration days. With a quota of 500 voters, Sulu reported 401
registrants during the first Saturday of registration and 644 on the second Saturday.
*
Palanan, Isabela, where General Emilio Aguinaldo was captured during the Philippine-American war, was the
first municipality to wire complete plebiscite reports to the Department of the Interior. The town of Palanan
registered 30 women voters and all the 30 women voted “Yes”. As if this was the signal, landslide returns from
the different provinces started pouring in at the Department of Interior.
In Capiz, Capiz, Mrs. Rosario Acuña de Picazo, the mother of the late President Manuel Roxas, personally
roused the women voters from their homes and brought them to the polling place in her car.
A unique result in voting was the report turned in from Precinct 73 in San Nicolas, Manila, where of the 34
women voters registered, 17 voted “Yes” and 17 voted “No”.
It was the happiest day in their lives when the suffragettes, who from the beginning had given time and effort
to the cause, were at last rewarded with victory at the polls. Close to five hundred thousand women voted “Yes”,
thus exceeding the quota of 300,000 by a large margin. The final official report was that 447,725 women had
voted “Yes” and 44,307 had voted “No”.
Charges of fraud were filed with the National Assembly and with the Department of the Interior after plebescite day. After due investigation, the charges were found groundless. Through the able explanation of the then
Secretary of the Interior, Elpidio Quirino, the result of the plebiscite was ratified. In the Assembly, Jose Zulueta
commended the result of the plebiscite stating that
the result revealed the true and real sentiment of the Filipina towards the question of suffrage.

In a special session in September 1937, the National Assembly ratified the plebiscite returns and by this act,
the Filipina at last won the right to vote.
The new election law passed by the National Assembly and signed by the President of the Philippine
Commonwealth on September 15, 1937 extends to all citizens, male or female, 21 years of age or over, who can
read and write, unless they are disqualified by law, the right to vote. Its only requirement for women voters is the
presentation of a birth certificate or affidavit on which a 20-centavo stamp is attached for purposes of identi fication.
*
Thus ended the Filipina’s struggle for suffrage. The Philippines is now ranked among the progressive nations
of the world. It is also significant that this event occured under the Commonwealth of the Philippines, the first
all-Filipino administration
On the full significance of the plebiscite results, Eufronio Alip, a noted historian, states:
first: it proves to the world that contrary to the oft repeated assertions of their detractors and debunkers the Filipina
earnestly wishes the grant of suffrage; second: it also means that the Filipina knows how to engage in a winning fight;
third: it is a possible index of the triumph of western dynamic civilization over the traditional sheepish civilization of
the Orient.

Organized on February 15, 1939, the League of Women Voters of the Philippines aimed to consolidate and
direct the votes of the Filipina for her benefit and for the progress of her country. Since then, three womn have
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been elected to the House of Representatives in the persons of Congresswomen Eliza Rosal Ochoa of Misamis
Occidental, Remedios Ozamis Fortich of Bukidnon, and Medina Lacson de Leon of Bataan. Lone woman senator
so far is Geronima T. Pecson from Pangasinan.
During the elections in 1940, more than 800 Filipinas all over the country were elected to responsible positions
in their various capacities as mayors, city councilors, members of the provincial board, members of the town
council, etc. Since the adoption of woman suffrage in the Philippines, many laws favorable to the Filipina have
been enacted, the most important being the provisions in the Revised Civil Code:\fn{ In what follows, “E. O.” means
Executive Orders; “C. A.” means Commonwealth Acts; and “R. A.” means Republic Acts }
1. C. A. 371—An Act granting compensation to the widow or legitimate children under 21 years of age of the late Lt.
Col. James B. Ord of the United States Army (approved August 23, 1938).
2. E. O. 267—Organization of the Philippine Army Nurse Corps Reserve (approved April 15, 1940).
3. C. A. 522—An Act to amend Section 1 of Act 3792, compensation paid to the widow and legitimate children or other
legitimate descendants of any member of the Legislature of the Philippines (approved may 7, 1940).
4. C. A. 542—An Act to create a corporation to be known as the Girl Scouts of the Philippines, and to define its powers
and purposes (approved May 26, 1940).
5. C. A. 647—An Act to grant maternity leave to married women who are in the service of the Government or of its
instrumentalities (approved June 14, 1941).
6. C. A. 685—An Act appropriating the sum of 200,000 pesos for the control of venereal diseases (approved September
26, 1945).
7. C. A. 693—An Act to provide for a life pension for Doña de Quezon, widow of the late President Manuel L. Quezon
(approved October 15, 1949).
8. C. A. 701—An Act appropriating the sum of 500,000 pesos for the resumption of the activities and functions relative
to the protection of early infancy, maternity, and child health (approved November 1, 1945).
9. C. A. 704—An Act to establish municipal maternity and charity clinics (approved November 1, 1945).
10. C. A. 706—An Act providing for the payment of life insurance policies issued by the Government Insurance
System and appropriating funds therefore (approved November 1, 1945).
11. C. A. 708—An Act granting a gratuity to the widow of the late Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Jose Abad
Santos and appropriating funds therefore (approved November 1, 1945).
12. C. A. 710—An Act to approporiate funds to continue the payment of retirement gratuities or pensions under
existing laws (approved November 1, 1945).
13. R. A. 19—An Act appropriating the sum of 100,000 pesos for the improvement of the Maternity and Children’s
Hospital in the City of Manila (approved September 25, 1946).
14. R. A. 21—An Act authorizing the legitimate father, or in his default, the mother, or any minor or incompetent
person having a claim or share in a claim against the Government of the Philippines or of the United States, to receive
payment of said claim or share when the amount thereof does not exceed 500 pesos or its equivalent in dollars
(approved September 25, 1946).
15. R. A. 30—An Act authorizing the payment, under certain conditions, or a gratuity to the widow and or children, and
in their absence to the other heirs, or a deceased officer or member of any police force or similar Governmental
organization engaged in the maintenance of peace and order, appropriating funds therefore (approved September 25,
1946).
16. R. A. 110—An Act to authorize the printing and issue of semi-postal stamps for certain purposes (approved June 2,
1947).
17. R. A. 185—An Act amending Sections 1, 4 & 5 of C. A. 704—Municipal Maternity and Charity Clinics (approved
June 21, 1947).
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18. R. A. 203—An Act establishing a Nurse Corps in the Armed Forces of the Philippines (approved may 12, 1948).
19. R. A. 208—An Act providing for a life pension for ex-Presidents of the Philippines (approved June 1, 1948).
20. R. A. 270—An Act to amend C. A. 647—granting maternity leave to women who are in the service of the
Government or any of its instrumentalities under temporary appointments (approved June 15, 1948).
21. R. A. 386—Civil Code of the Philippines—(1) Provisions of the Civil Code in Persons and Family Relations
favorable to women; (2) Provisions of the Civil Code in Wills and Succession favorable to women (approved June 18,
1949).
22. R. A. 479—An Act giving recognition and credit to commissioned nurses of the Nurse Corps, etc. (approved June
10, 1950).
23. R. A. 540—An Act granting the Girl Scouts of the Philippines 10,000 hectares of public agricultural land for
additional support and maintenance of said corporation (approved June 17, 1950).

1. Meow! …; 2. Storm; 3. Dream Country; 4. Crazy Souls; 5. The Invasion; 6. The Prize Of Glory; 7.
Redemption; 8. The Son; 9. Blessed Are The Meek\fn{by Jesús Balmori (1886/87-1948)} Ermita, Manila Province,
The Philippines (M) 14
1
Night of flowers, night of May, the month of love affairs; and over the roof of the houses, the light of the rosecolored moonlight.
In the garden is Loto, a very white pussy cat that looks like an azucena,\fn{White lily; Madonna lily} looking at the
moon with her emerald eyes.
And looking out of the golden railings where yellow bells climb, like a brides’ dream, Colorin, a lady-killer
tomcat very brave and very handsome smooths his whiskers slowly.
*
There at the top of the gallery of the palace, a piano plays mournfully a waltz of Schuman. Loto awakens to the
melancholy of the music and Colorin leaps through the railings.
And he says affectionately, “Meow! …”
And Loto, surprised, says, :”Meow! …”
*
“Ssh! Sssh! Ssssh!”
Colorin is gallant; his eyes colored chartreuse, shine like a ring of fireflies. And he says.
“Loto, Lolito, I love you very much.”
“Really?”
“Yes, truly.”
“Is your love by any chance so great like that love those poets sing about?”
“Greater.”
“Well, I also love you; give me a kiss.” And the great lady-killer kisses her on her tiny lips rosy and scented
like cinnamon.
“Are you going to love me forever?”
“Always, my love, always!”
And they become annoying with their long kisses and their sweet coddling. And they awaken the princess of
the palace with so much meows.
*
But love is a spirit that passes through, and it happens between two pussy cats that love each other very much;
also the vision vanishes.
That one splendorous night, Colorin did not keep his nocturnal appointment. His owner, a very ugly English
woman, very ugly, took him to Scotland.
“And Loto?”
Oh, Loto died crying at the foot of the princess.
*
Moon! What is the point in turning yourself golden over the flowerless garden, over the loveless garden?
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2
The first drops of rain—crystal and silver rain—thrummed pompously over the nipa thatches of the hut. A hot
wind, like a breath of lust, shook the banana plants of the uncultivated ground; the red flash of lightning set on fire
the whole forest, and like cracking on the very foreheads of the woodcutters, an immense thunderclap opened the
arch of its thunderous noise.
“Mother, there’s a storm.”
“Yes, my dear son, go.”
And she kissed his forehead.
*
She was a mother who had nothing in the world except that child, half of her heart. She was a poor woman,
widow of a woodcutter, without any treasures but the boy, the hope of her life.
And the boy was given fifty centavos to ring the bell of the secluded chapel of Ermita during a storm.
*
In the sky, black like the pearls of Ormuz, the flashes of lightning sparkled like in silvery fantasies.
The forest trembled under the claps of thunder; the rain continued thrumming over the nipa thatches of the hut.
Finally, the sound of a bell vibrated from afar.
“Clang! … Clang! … Clang! …”
*
Her eyes opened, frightened and sorrowful, her heart throbbed like a captive bird, and, before an old image of
Christ, lean and bloodstained, her lips said, trembling and in prayer:
"My Jesus, by the steps You took in the street of Sorrow while burdened with your cross, have pity on my
son!”
*
The rain was becoming heavier, the woodcutters fled fearfully to their huts; the poor women lighted yellow
candles and sputtered through gabbled prayers; some abandoned goats whined under branches of trees.
And the humble sound of the bell, riding on each thunderbolt, said crying:
“Clang! … Clang! … Clang! …”
*
Suddenly a lightning flashed in the darkness like a serpent of rubies and carnations.
The bell of Ennita did not ring.
*
The black clouds fled with the winds and thunder.
The fragrant and humid night smiled diaphanously in her starry splendor.
And at the foot of the poor mother, of the poor, delirious, and insane mother, was found the body of the dead
boy, under the golden rays of the moon.
3
A princess was born in a land which the sun turns golden, that kisses the blue sea, and wherein the wind sings a
hymn of eternal love.
The immense palaces were filled with flowers, in the golden temples the bells reverberated, and on top of the
walls of the imperial city, royal heralds of Happiness blew their trumpets of gold and trumpets of silver.
A Chinese wizard wearing a sparkling dress baptized the princess. With his arms towards the sun and his
forehead on his breast, he said:
“In the name of Love and of Dreams, I baptize you little princess. Oh my queen! How will the little princess be
named?”
And the queen, with the soul of a mother profaning the mystery of destiny, answered:
“Well, Happy.”
*
The fairies began to arrive at the royal palace; the fairies arrived on fluttering carriages of doves and flowers,
on carriages of wings and moonbeams. The palace was filled with music and dreams; the queen dressed in
emeralds received the court. And the fairies bending over the little princess, left in the royal cradle marvelous
gifts.
“You will be precious!”
“You will be loved!”
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“You will have dreams!”
“You will have joys!”
“And you will know how to cry!” the fairy of tears said, very slowly, preparing to pour over the eyes of the
child her amphora’s essence. But the queen, trembling, interposed between the fairy and the cradle,
“What were you saying?
Her child should cry! her little princess should cry! her Princess Happy! No, never, she implored and moaned,
that all the tears destined for her daughter should fall instead on her eyes and heart. The princess of the royal
palace, the princess of the palace of dreams and flowers could not, should not know tears.
The radiant and haughty fairy considered the request a slight and regarded the ignorance a malice, ascended
her carriage of roses and bats, and disappeared through the air, entangling aromas and breezes along her golden
route. But before leaving, she cursed the little girl:
“Oh, you will not have tears! You will not know how to cry!”
And the queen kissed her daughter. She had saved her from tears.
*
But not from pain. The child, a woman even as she was a priocess, suffered like all women. And they would
see the grimaes of anguish of that infantile and divine face that suffered and suffered without being able to cry .
And the queen, looking at the girl, learned one thing.
“That pain without tears is twice as painful.”
*
It was springtime. The princess was pretty. The princess was pale.
Like the fairies said, she was beautiful, loved, she had dreams, and joys.
But she had no tears. She knew pleasure, she yearned to cry with joy, she could not.
And since then, Princess Happy became the most unhappy of princesses.
*
One time-it was late afternoon in the royal gardens—the princess caught a glimpse of two lovers who were
concealed by the foliage. The man had his arm round the waist of the beloved woman; she with her head thrown
backwards, received a kiss on her lips.
The princess followed with her sad eyes the idyllic dream; but suddenly the branches rippled, the sweet pair
were lost among the flowers, and a vibrant and harmonic sob of love shook in the breezes. Each flower was a
mystical censer, a light and vague perfume rose, like the soul of a poet, towards the heavens; a silvery trickle sang
in the fountain where a pale swan supported the plinth of a fantasy statue.
And the princess moved away, she moved away slowly from the garden, with her throbbing breast, with
swollen eyes, with her heart full of envy and foolish things. The princess moved away, she moved away from the
splendid and cursed garden of love.
A heavenly heraldist Over the gules Venus shone—golden light—and the new moon raised its great blue
eyebrow, like the arch of light of a bowman who shot arrows in the sleeping atmosphere, the conquered monarch
that moved away fleeing.
*
Tears of sorrow, monstrous and bitter tears are the waves of the ocean. Tears of joy, tears of crystal and of
laughter are the dewdrops that the morning showers over the wings of birds and on the lips of the flowers.
Melancholic tears, golden tears—perhaps tears of love—are the leaves that Autumn pulls off the dead branches.
But in the luminous eyes, in those big dreamy eyes of the princess, there are no tears. The queen, worried to
death, requested national consolation for her daughter. Who knew the remedy to make the princess cry?
Over the walls of the imperial city, the royal heralds of Pain blew their trumpets made of horn and their
trumpets made of amber.
*
It is not known from what cave came an old hunchback and horrible woman.
“I am a thousand years old,” she said, “and I know that the only way to erase the hatred of the fairy of tears is
that a handsome youth not related to the princess come to her palace to seek pardon.”
The royal heralds of Pain again blew their trumpets of horn and their trumpets of amber. A handsome warrior
presented himself in the court.
“I shall go.”
As he offered his services, he looked at the purple and sad eyelids of the poor princess.
“Blessed are you!” said the queen. “And return soon,” she sighed.
*
She dreamed about the return of the warrior, of the handsome and noble beloved warrior. Because she loved
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him, she loved him with all her sbul, since she saw his gallant eyes looking at hers stained with melancholy.
And the warrior returned. The whole court dressed in gold to receive him. He returned happy and satisfied,
narrating adventures of the journey; abysses surmounted, monsters defeated …
“And here is, Princess, the amphora of tears which you desired so much; here are all your tears; you will cry,
Princess, on the day the crystal that keeps them breaks.”
“And what do you desire as a prize,” she asked, dreaming of putting the royal crown on him.
“Nothing, Princess; only my pity urged me to make you happy. I am already happy, so very happy that I no
longer wish for more.”
From his eyes appeared a light of love; the Princess followed his eyes and she found them in the air, bursting
into a kiss with that woman whom she heard one afternoon cry of love in the royal gardens.
Then she felt jealous; in her soul she felt despair; and the glass of amphora of tears was broken.
And before the royal court all dressed in gold, before all the court assembled to celebrate that matchless good
fortune, the princess cried her first tears, which were more painful than all the sad pains in her past.
4
When he arrived, he found her pale, trembling, trying to laugh and talk very excitedly, disregarding all
pretences that concealed something, but I did not mind her, I did not want to nor did I want to suspect any
misdeed, and therefore, like every day, even more affectionately, I kissed her with the most chaste kiss, with the
saintly kiss of the good men,
“Did you have a lot of work today?”
“Yes, as always, but I do not get tired, you know? I do not get tired because in addition to the job, you are
there, I see you and you brighten up my working hours in memory of love, in the immense desire to finish it, to
finish quickly, at once, so I can run to you, to love you, to confide in you, my dearest darling, my dearest love.”
*
Could she be ill? Could that perhaps be a symptom, a sign?
The poor man smiled over the happiness over the thought, before that expectation of almost two years—two
years of his marriage; and he told her, looking at her intently, causing illusions and light in his eyes.
“Are you …?”
No, she was not, she was not ill; he should not be inquisitive and vulgar; what women have are silly days, silly
hours of boredom and nostalgia …
Unsatisfied, now also painfully sad, he looked at her, looked at her slowly and without tenderness, searching
into the bottom of that rare case now obtaining in their happy home after two springs of peace and love. And a
crazy idea, child of passion and egotism, daughter of that poor feeling that make us fear the loss of that which had
cost us so much, that which made us shed blood and tears, overcame his brains and began growing, expanding …
*
He pretended to be asleep soundly, like in the past nights, Beside him was his wife, that so adored wife was,
quiet and seemed to be sleeping also.
It was the silence; through the open balcony the moonlight flooded the bedroom; a big pendulum clock chimed
the hours monotonously.
Nine, ten, twelve o’clock …
He heard the hours, the sad hours, the hours that little by little take life away. How late it was already! Finally
it was two o'clock.
He heard footsteps on the street, he heard his wife, silent thief of honor, get out of bed very slowly.
And he heard nothing more, he heard nothing more because life—long and always miserable life—seemed to
flee from him, to bury him beneath many, many meters of earth.
*
The light of dawn, harsh illuminating light of a soul in desolation, enveloped the scene. She returned silently,
stealthily, walking on the tips of her feet so as not to rouse, so as not to stir up even an echo. Then he burst out
laughing, and he, in turn, advanced, he advanced toward her cautiously, dragging himself until he got hold of her
in one last embrace, he sunk the nails of his hands in her neck, naked and white like a lily.
He bent his eyes over the dead body; from the red rug emerged in the whiteness of stars sculptural forms; the
loose hair in a mysterious halo around the slightly bluish face, with the bloody lips and half-closed eyes in an
enchanting shade of violet.
And upon seeing her so sweetly beautiful, a gust of tragic piety made his hair stand on end, chilled his body,
and made him cry for love of the form, and for the death, the pain of love.
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“How beautiful!”
5
Like a flower of gold, Trining’s little hut rose among the flowers. Like an immense flower, open under the sun,
with its nipas like petals perpetually shaken by the kiss of the breeze and the laughter of the banana trees open
like enormous stars.
Not too far the river meandered like an endless poem of love and light. And beyond the river over the shaking
blue of the forest, rose a pinnacle like a divine cup of the sun.
And Trining loved with all her soul that little hut, the yard full of flowers, the river, and the blue mountains.
And above all this, she loved her grandfather, the only family she had, her only interest. He was still handsome,
robust, and strong despite his years and the saintly crown of white hair that fell in small curls on his pallid and
wrinkled forehead.
There he was that very moment in the yard chopping the trunk of a baliti tree into pieces with the clean blows
of an ax. The sun shone fully on his naked torso and the sweat, sacred oil, glowed on his copper-colored skin.
Oh, the poor, kind, and charming grandfather! How Trining worshipped him since her earliest childhood, when
her mother, widow of a heroic guerrilla of ’96, still young and beautiful, died of grief over the dead hero whose
body, one day towards evening, was brought by two men to that very same hut of love, bloody, broken, wrapped
in a large white, red and blue rag.
He; the poor grandpa, lulled her in his arms at night, when the kalaws\fn{Hornbills} and the lizards filled with
their strident screeches the blooming forest; and in the morning, he, the kind grandpa returned from the forest
with the sweetest guavas, the most beautiful, fragrant flowers, and the beautiful birds of white and gray feathers
and rosy beaks.
But now that she was an “unmarried woman,” all of these had disappeared like a heavenly dream. And it was
not that the grandfather loved her less, oh, no! but because she herself went and picked the flowers and fruits of
the forest when the housework did not keep her busy from sunup to sundown and the old man rested below the
vines of cadena de amor of the house, scattering by the handful the palay among the countless chickens and hens.
It was a simple rural life, a collective beloved dream of peace of all those settlers in that corner of the plain. And
the twenty or thirty houses that composed that small village belonged to woodcutters and fishermen equally
happy, equally fortunate like Trining’s grandfather.
Every afternoon from the village nearby, the priest went as far as that village loaded with religious prints and a
few rosaries to count. He always came alone, mounted on a nag given by some city resident. It was worth seeing
them and listening to the great debate that the blessed priest kept up with Mang Lucas, the grandfather of Trining
who was a little disrespectful of things religious, while the granddaughter served the priest santol preserve and
fresh water from the river.
Because the old man was like that, irreligious, since our past glorious revolution. And he exclaimed before all,
before the same priest who threatened him with hell, that he no longer believed in God and in His most pure
mother.
One silvery and fragrant night, one of those nights in which the moon fills everything with sweetness and
brilliance, Trining, who inside the house was listening fascinated to one of the stories the old man used to
entertain her with every night, trembled suddenly with dream and fantasy.
Tasio, the youngest and handsomest woodcutter of the vicinity, who many times talked to her about building
beside that of the grandfather another house so that in it their eyes and souls would kiss in a love that could never
die and in a joy that would be immense and lasting, was there at the foot of the stairs, asking permission to come
up.
“See who it is,” the old man had said interrupting his great story.
“Tasio.”
“Gracious! Tasio, let him come up.”
He went up. He was a dark-brown boy, robust, of an ideal and candid charm of the Tagalogs. When he entered
the house he bowed his head in native reverence, his forehead almost touching the knees of the old man.
Afterwards he sat in a corner, and Mang Lucas had to tell him something so that the timid one would open his
mouth.
“Speak, man, speak! What strange thing brings you here? I find you are nervous, uneasy, frightened: and you
are not like that; what shall we talk about, then; what can I do for you, Tasio?”
“Because I, old Lucas, I came because … because love is not a sin and I … I came for that because I adore
Trining.”
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“But man, you—”
“I, yes, Mang Lucas, I come for that; whether you kill me or you know and give your consent to that … my
love!
“But …” Mang Lucas hesitated, looking at the man, looking at the granddaughter; in the end he exclaimed
loudly:
“But do you love each other? Is that so? The two of you?”
Trining had stood up to hide in the room her shame, her happiness, her passion. She, even if Tasio had sworn
to her two days past, never believed that he would dare so much. The old man had to call her. Let her speak, let’s
see, what she has to say about this?
“Whatever you order, grandfather.”
Well the grandfather decided that if she loved Tasio, inasmuch as Tasio is a good man, well, good man, they
should love each other very much and have better luck than those poor children of his who died in the flower of
their beauty and youth.
And that silvery and fragrant night, full of stars and flowers, Trining, divine flower of light and life, had a
fiance.
*
There had been a great scandal in the small village for some time. And that thing was a little wonder. That was
about to vanish.
The Railroad Company, paying one gold peso for the pieces of land, appropriated all. And goodbye happy and
enchanted barrio of San Carlos! Goodbye peace, sweet peace of skies and cultivated fields. Goodbye, hut of
Trining, her pride and care, flower of gold among the flowers!
In addition to the advantageous sale, the inhabitants came out better off since the Company offered the men
jobs right there, in breaking up the clods and in laying out the railway tracks.
One clear and bright morning, when the flowers smelled more fragrant and the sun shone more brightly on the
fields and the souls, the unheard of event began. People from other towns and provinces began to demolish the
hamlet. The roofs fell like enormous funnels at the blow of the bolos; and the bamboos and nipas seemed to
complain painfully as they rolled over the ground smashed into pieces.
Trining also saw with eyes blurred by tears, the destruction of the poor nest, of the little golden house so full of
memories and yearnings of her soul. At the first blow over the nipa, she embraced the old man, who, also unable
to prevent himself, moaned.
“Grandfather, grandfather, poor little white house!”
The grandfather, touched to his innermost soul, consoled her awkwardly. Bah, nothing much. They would
construct a much better one, well, I should think so! for that he had jingling in a big bag, the three hundred pesos
the company had given him for the house and for the land. And the work, that prospective magnificent work with
one peso a day as wage. Meanwhile they would open a small sari-sari store, and with Trining tending the store,
they would earn lots of money in a flash. The big business would come with all those hundreds of men that would
come to work throughout all the province.
Tasio also shook his head sorrowfully.
Bah, money! That damn money did not give happiness. They had done wrong, great wrong, all of them, in
parting with their old property, in surrendering to that same company the pieces of land watered by their sweat
and their huts full of bliss. He, from afar denouncing all, contemplated his sweet village destroyed like a lost
paradise. And he was mourning, for it was lost, lost forever.
A vague premonition of pain, of desolation, of something he could not make out what forty torments, like a
black butterfly, that hovered over his soul. And it was in vain wanting to be happy, to feel embarrassed in the
noise that rose above all his town mates who suddenly got rich; the painful obssession persisted and not even the
cool lips, red and pompous like the gumamela, nor the divine eyes, black and round like the blackberry of the
woods, of the divine and beloved adored one, could console the miserable one.
The parish priest, who that morning had come down to the village, was, in the face of the change, lying down
crestfallen, surrounded by the circle of peasants who talked to him excessively of the virtues of the invasion.
Yes, it was all right, it was fine; good and blessed thoughts those of working, of prospering, of profiting. But.
… He moved over to Tasio who seemed to have his soul hanging on to his every word, guessing the sadness that
deeply, visibly was overcoming him.
“You, Tasio, it seems that you are not happy, that you do not accept events like those, that you don’t look at it
through rose-colored spectacles.”
“That’s how it is, Father.”
“And why, man?”
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“Do not ask me why; I myself do not know the reason why: I only have a presentiment of the misfortune that
threatens me, that threatens us; and look Father, neither do I know if these are simply foolishness of the heart.”
The parish priest kept quiet, remained silent, crestfallen. The muffled sudden murmur of the destruction, the
din of the demolition reached them from time to time. Suddenly Tasio cried out, confronting the priest
“And you, Father, you say speak; what do you think about all this?” The priest then, without looking at Tasio,
his sight lost in the distance, began slowly:
“Well, I say Tasio, I say that you are right in suffering, in being sad; because never, do you hear? never being
able to avoid it, it being in our hands, must we part with and surrender to strangers, not for anything in the world,
the house in which our parents passed away and in which our children were born, nor the piece of land where the
first flower that perfumed our altar was gathered, that moistened the sweat of our first work, and that, holy like all
mothers, gave us the sweet water to its bowels and our white daily rice thrice blessed.”
*
The old man had arrived from work, sweaty and exhausted. He was accompanied by Tasio more spirited but
even more sad. The shadows of twilight began to fall and Trining lighted the lamps of the store.
A group of laborers, mostly strangers, took over the two long bamboo benches, in front of the counter, talking
boisterously, pouring themselves cups of coconut wine.
Eusebio ruled the roost He was a young and charming foreman with refined manners and neat clothes, so
proud of himself and his countless conquests of love, that Trining, against her will, had fixed her gentle eyes on
him.
And it was also that Eusebio hounded the last day and night with his tender amorous requests, coaxing her,
charming her, and winning her over with his words, which other men did not know how to say, and his manly and
graceful bearing.
Trining had struggled, had cried, had called on God to help her so she would not give in to temptation. All in
vain. Day after day the love of that man took possession of her life and the sad and miserable figure of poor Tasio
was shattered and vanished like soap bubbles.
One afternoon, Tasio left his work. He felt sick, feverish, and he started to seek protection again for his fever
and his pain in the shade of the store. When he arrived, Trining, the Trining of all his dreams, was conversing
softly, affectionately with the foreman.
“Tasio, you—”
“Yes, me. Why are you amazed? I felt ill and have left my work; but I see that I am intruding, I am holding you
up and I am leaving.”
“Oh, no, why do you talk that way?” she said.
The two men just stared at each other, with a flaming and mortal hatred in their looks; Eusebio suddenly burst
out laughing:
“Yes, man; the truth; come on, you disturb me, disturb us extremely.” Tasio did not answer: In one leap he
jumped by the counter of the store and grabbing the woman by the arms, the unfortunate cried:
“Tell me, you tell me that it is a lie—that it is an infamy what that man has said.”
She, pale, trembling, with her head held low on her breast, kept silent And the silence became so tragic, so
absolute, so long, that the beating of the three crazy hearts could be heard.
But nothing much; Tasio bowed his head and was leaving, was leaving without any expression of rancor,
without a challenging gesture, through all the way. The fever had died down, the malaise, the whole life; he
walked without seeing, without feeling, stumbling on stones and pieces of steel that crammed the ground, that
land of his love which before was full of flowers and birds. He was going back to work. He returned. The old man
on seeing him return questioned him with a look.
“What? Was he feeling well already?”
He got hold of a.hoe and, breaking up the soil together with the old man, talked to him quietly.
Mang Lucas, that thing about Trining and him had ended forever. The next day he would be leaving his work,
the village, the province, never to return. No, that he should not be amazed nor be alarmed nor should he blame
him; it cost him enough, it could perhaps cost him all of this; she was at fault, Trining, who forgetting everything,
above all, had surrendered herself heart and soul to someone.
“That’s a lie!” growled the old man, hurling the spade that he was holding at a distance; “that’s not true! You
are mad, you do not know what you are saying. You are an evil beast.”
Tasio shrugged his shoulder; he felt more like crying than arguing; he stretched his arm toward his face, and he
confined himself to murmuring:
“You go, run to the store, and afterwards if you have the courage, insult me, spit on me, kill me Mang Lucas.”
*
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The holy priest arrived gasping, panting, before the urgency of the call. He crossed the store like a meteor and
got in the cubbyhole where laid out like a bundle over the floor, old Lucas was dying.
“Father, Father!”
“Resignation, Lucas, resignation.”
“Father, she fled with that infamous person to some place or other, abandoning me, her poor and old
grandfather.”
“I know everything Lucas, I know everything.
“She didn’t take pity on me, on me who have been everything in life to her; she didn’t think that a stranger
could cause my death.”
Yes, she had gone with a stranger, with that nobody of a Eusebio, the sweet, ideal granddaugher of old Lucas;
she had gone like the house, like the lot, like the village, to strange hands; and now the poor grandfather,
abandoned, was dying in the arms of the priest, confessing his horrible sin in this life: not having picked up the
bolo and having knocked down to pieces the first man who came to propose to them the invasion.
There was the money, jingling in the bag, there was three hundred, four hundred pesos, more, let the priest take
them and throw them into the river. They were the temptation, the pain, the misfortune; they were the shame, the
dishonor, the death.
As the day was ending, old Lucas died. A cardiac attack, with the rapidity of a thunderbolt, finished him off
forever, the poor one!
And the parish priest, withdrawing himself into the bedroom and in the silence and sweetness of the afternoon,
prayed the Ave Maria asking God peace for Mang Lucas, for all men, for the fields and the drowsy huts, and for
the beautiful land of our country, so full of flowers and loves, that she be blessed eternally among all lands.
6
El Rojo (The Red One) spread his red pompous wings, flapped them three times over his broad rounded sides
and extending his neck with his fizzled cockscomb like a trembling rose, filled the place with his vibrant crowing.
The sun was rising above the clouds, in waves of gold, silver, and blue, and the last stars were fading away; the
light, like an infinite kiss of love, broke out from the sky into the divine heart of the earth.
The tremulous, sonorous crowing of El Rojo was answered weakly from afar by El Blanco (The White One),
an old grandfather cock that was awakening languidly, perched on an acacia branch under its luxuriant leaves
covered by dewdrops which, upon being hit by his flapping wings, burst into the air in gentle flashes of glittering
diamonds.
And the crowing of El Blanco, hoarse and altogether out of harmony, stirred a loud protest of wings and
feathers throughout the poultry yard. The sharp voices of the hens, one after the other, were raised nicely, until El
Rojo, tired of their songs, arrived slowly and majestically, making them flee with his unique and superb gentility.
*
Although his spurs had scarcely appeared and the pink of his crest was just turning into red, it was he, El Rojo,
who was lord and master of the yards.
Descendant of a dynasty of illustrious brave fighting cocks who sacrificed everything for the sake of honor and
glory, all his ancestors had fallen, fighting to death on the bloody arena of the cockpit and had received popular
acclaim.
And for that he had been born, to continue the glorious tradition of his proud caste, to avenge so many heroes
of his lineage who had fallen on the ground with their hearts torn by the tari exciting the public to a point of
delirium by their show of great valor and proving to one and all, cocks and men alike, that if life that is full of
delight is sweet, and love is just as sweet, death is sweeter than life and love, which comes crowned by glory to
close one’s eyes forever.
*
Slowly and cunningly, El Blanco approached him, picking the sleepy insects amidst the green weeds and
flowers.
“God bless you, young warrior!”
“Hello, grandpa.”
“We are up early today.”
“As of every day, the first kiss of dawn opens my eyes.”
“Well, someday, the last kiss of that same dawn will close them forever.”
“How early you start your pessimistic serenade.”
“It is because I pity you, and it pains me to think that you are so brave, so handsome, and so young, and that
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someday when we least expect it, you will be taken to a cockpit and will be brought back here later like your
father, your grandfather, your great grandfather, poor friends of mine, with your vitals out hanging till your legs!”
“There is a way by which one need not return thus.”
“And that is—”
“Be the first to kill!”
“Bah, that was your father’s, your grandfather’s, and great grandfather’s song. They said the same thing. They
spoke like you, and like you, they mocked me and my advice until one day when they came back, as I have told
you, with all their vitals out. And here, they put them to an end completely, cutting them into pieces and cooking
them in a pot.”
“And so, be it what it may, life cannot be what you say it is, what you imagine, what you are living—”
“How?”
“Brutal! Not giving a thought to anything else except eating and sleeping and chasing the hens—”
“The only thing that God has created us for, believe me.”
“That is, according to you—”
“And with authority. I might not have your strength nor gallantry, but certainly I have more experience of men
and things.”
“And according to that—”
“According to everything! God has created us, to love, to be happy, and to be free in this world. But man,
always greedy, always mean, always egoistic, deprives us of everything; liberty, love, and life out of sheer fancy
of his powerful will!”
“I see you are crazy!”
“You will see when they put you in a cage in order to fatten you and prepare you for that glorious death which
you aspire for. Then it would have been better if you had drowned in the white and round egg of your mother.”
*
The sun kept on rising, bright and radiant, illuminating the morning and the yard. Nearby stood the mountains
amidst the fragrant murmur of their forests full of flowers and birds in a brilliant, bewitching, endless cascade of
green and turkish blue.
And the hens, white, black, gray, red, yellow, surrounded by their chicks, filled everything with the diffusive
notes like that of an enormous staff, pleasing, and melodious.
“Take a look at that. See, that’s life!” pointing with his beak, the white winged El Blanco exclaimed. “Thus, I
have always lived. Thus, I want to die.”
“You, because you are a coward!”
“Well, that is what saves me; my cowardice. To win, to live, to enjoy one’s self, one must be a coward.”
“And be wretched.”
“That, too, yes.”
“I despise you. Don’t you ever come near me. I could kill you for being so cynical, so mean, and base. You see
life through the eyes of the lowliest, the most contemptible. I have another vision of life, more sublime, more
sacred, more just and right. This you will never see because you are wicked. We are worlds apart. What separates
us is the highest and most wonderful thing in life, honor!”
*
One morning, also beautiful and bright, they got El Rojo from the cage in which he had lived for quite a while
and took him to the cockpit
The time, the much-awaited moment had come. He had waited so anxiously, and for such a long time, for this
moment when, on the vast circle of the amphitheatre, everyone would be amazed by him, and be forever crowned
with glory. He flapped his wings proudly to assure himself of his strength. He stretched his scaled legs. He
cackled extraordinarily and triumphantly.
Now he would prove to everyone who he was, from El Blanco who, taking advantage of the time he was
caged, laughed at him many a time in front of the bars of the cage; to that dirty hen who had shunned his amorous
advances exclaiming that she was undeserving of such honor.
The moment was near and he was trembling with delight and pride in the face of danger. He insolently,
challengingly, eyed all the cocks surrounding him awaiting their turns. Which of them would he fight? Whoever
he was, he neither feared nor hated him. He knew that it was only at his expense, at that of his life, of his last drop
of blood that he would attain glory, that he would be acclaimed winner after burying the edge of his armed spur
upon his adversary’s weak and lifeless body.
And finally, yes, finally he was armed and felt himself being taken and left in the middle of the arena. Fronting
him, still held by his owner, was an enormous and handsome white cock, who challenged him. He saw his
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flaming eyes, his trembling legs, and his anxiety to fight and to bury the sharp, shining blade of the fatal tari in his
own body.
And then, he saw nothing more, nothing more. Blind with fury and pain, he felt that the other, still being held,
was burying in his chest and in his body his sharp beak, plucking a soft and wavy feather which flew into the air
like the broken petal of a flower.
And he felt himself free, master of his strength and act. Where was that miserable …? He was white, with the
perfect whiteness of the gardenia, of a morning star, of a hen. He was white like that cynical old coward of the
yard whom he hated with all his heart. Oh, the vile creature. There he was before him, getting on top of him with
the impulsiveness of a killer.
Suddenly he felt the (White One) go over him in a flash while he bowed low and flew to the other side to face
him. Like a cowardly traitor, he was now coming toward him anew exposing his powerful armed leg. And he
dashed at him and nailed his tari into the white one’s feathers. In the sudden terrible clash he felt his enemy’s tari
into the core of his being, deep into his entrails, leaving them hanging loose …
He was staggered; he was going to fall. The blood, like a string of brilliant rubies, dropped between his
feathers dampening the sand. But he went on and looked for his adversary.
There he was, beside him also bleeding. He was lying down and cowering.
El Rojo faced him and began to attack him boldly and madly. While he felt life ebbing with the last blows; the
(White One) allowing himself to be stabbed without putting up any resistance, until he was completely immobile.
He heard the wild uproar of the crowd, applauding, acclaiming him frantically and passionately.
*
He had won. Those cries, that savage clamoring, the boisterous shouting of that vast crowd, proclaimed his
triumph, his glory!
Oh, but how! Glory, at what cost! He had fallen on top of the dead body of his opponent, the (White One). He
was dying! He felt his throat drying up. His eyes were closing. From his big and deep wound, slowly the warm
blood flowed like a slender thread of corals …
And he was dying, poor poet, dreaming of the divine kiss of glory.
There was the yard, the blue yard where he had been born and had lived; a place full of peace, brightened by
the sun, perfumed by the flowers full of gentle, white, loving hens.
There he was, the old (White Cock), mocking him, laughing at him, enjoying the sun and the flowers and the
females. And he was panting and heaving and agonizing over a pool of his own blood.
There was love, there was the life which he had scorned so foolishly and madly. Everything was suddenly
taking form before him in a tempting; blinding, dazzling vision. It kept coming closer, pushing itself, showing
itself like the perfume of all the forests and of all the gardens, hurting his eyes under his closing lids.
And then he felt a tear choking, killing him … grieving mournfully, he died.
7
She was called María.
At the sound of her sweet name, the skies and earth tremble with love because she was more beautiful than all
the stars and the flowers. She was called María and although the poor sinner was beautiful, peddling her smiles
and beauty, the divine name got stained in her being, and she herself changed it to Piedad.
She grew up and lived in a surrounding full of vices and immorality. Her mother died when she was born. Her
Father, a wastrel, spent his last days in jail. She lived in one house after another, passed from one hand to another,
so that even before she matured, she was stripped of her maidenhood to satisfy the brutal lust of just anyone.
When other women open their eyes to life and love as the sampagas open her white star-like petals to the
perfumed breeze of May, Piedad, already nauseated of love and life, danced at the most notorious cabarets, or she
had assignations in a brothel.
It was there during one night of wine and wild sensuality that Rufo de la Ventura, famous sculptor, well-known
drunkard and womanizer, came to know her.
“You, are you—” She interrupted him, feeling for the first time the heat of shame scorch her skin, which felt
like peeling off under the cynical look and the familiarity with which the incomparable artist addressed her.
“No sir, I am a dancer.” The other kept on trying to encircle her with his arms.
“And what are you doing here, then?”
“I am visiting a sick friend.”
Rufo de la Ventura laughed:
“Come, do not lie! You are beautiful, so beautiful that I am taking you. Do you hear me? But first tell me what
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your name is.”
Reeling and drunk, he struggled to draw her to him. Suffocated, she resisted him and for the first time, she was
all evasive, and extended her arms, full of cheap bracelets, between her body, and that of the sculptor, instinctively
pushing herself backwards with her face turned to one side.
The ladies of the brothel who were stretched out in the completely dark living room were laughing at the
scene. Piedad fmally escaped from the artist, enclosed herself in the first room which she found open and locked
the door. The artist stood in front of the closed door of the room, stuttering, hiccuping, drunk with alcohol and
desire.
“Five!”
Nothing.
“Ten!”
Nothing.
“Fifteen!”
Nothing.
“Thirty! … Forty! … whatever you want!”
And still nothing.
Not a sound, not a murmur, nothing.
*
How was that so incredible, so impossible, so unheard of? Nobody could explain it. But the deed was done.
And before God and the world, Rufo de la Ventura, the famous sculptor, married Piedad de la Rosa at a church in
the capital.
He had lived with her two or three years before he married her, and—what life can be at: times!
That bohemian artist and night reveler, Rufo, was transformed into an honest working man and gained more
fame and money day by day. And that poor woman of sensual pleasure changed into a sweet, humble, and upright
wife to the man who raised her from the gutter of infamy, and with his kisses, wiped away her disgrace and held
her to the level and warmth of his heart.
Mad with passion for her and fearful that he might lose her, completely convinced of her goodness, her
humility, and her sweetness, he finally married her.
She was abandoned and lost but ended up at his side, whereas others who were protected and showered with
attentions began at the side of others. She had sinned because of ignorance and out of necessity and because men
themselves pushed her into it. She had never sinned because of vice nor because of brazen sinfulness.
She proved this, she had proved this to him by living with him in the thousands of hours of love, emerging
always saintly, pure, ideal. And so ideal was she, and pure, and saintly, and he loved her with all his soul. And to
hell with the silly social conventionalities, to hell with man’s vile morals endlessly invented on the basis of all
kinds of immoralities.
Rich, famous, and respected, he opened the doors of his house to society, and presented his wife to everyone.
*
And they were happy until one day, somebody, perhaps an old friend of the dancer, divulged to all and sundry
whal Piedad had been, who now was so very modest, so virtuous, and so hypocritical.
The news spread like lightning, the truth was ascertained; and no woman who regarded herself decent and
honorable ever again set foot in the house of the artist.
Before her husband, who despisingly shrugged his shoulders at the society in a mutual exchange of infinite
contempt, Piedad felt in herself the indifference, the humiliation, and the cruelty of that world which she once
wronged without knowing it, without realizing it.
And she cried. Against her will she shed bitter tears, terrible, scalding tears for herself, for her life, for her love.
*
And she fell ill. Her illness was swift and brief until she died like a bird on the breast of the artist who cried
like mad over his good wife. He cried over her desperately, twitching in anguish, overwhelmed by pain.
Then he closed his shop and wallowed again with more fury than ever before in his bohemian life and vice.
It was his challenge to a society that was cruel, hypocritical, and malevolent on whom he swore to avenge a
hundredfold the death of his idol, of his Venus, of his most beloved.
“So let them make their own saints and statues with the sting of their waspish tongues, of their hypocrisy, and
their wickedness!”
He would never again hold a chisel for all the gold in the world! He would never shape another image even if
the whole world went on their knees to beg him for it!
*
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But time passed, and one day the doors of his shop opened to two illustrious friars who had come to ask him to
make them a statue of the Sorrowful Madonna.
And agreeing with them, he shut himself for two, three months with his work and with his art.
It was an ideal image, a divine bust of Mary, weeping, of the Madonna with her heart pierced by the steel
daggers of her great pain and her eyes filled with quivering tears. But it was something to see the pure, angelic
face under the slight contraction of all her bitterness and desolate grief. Her eyes, her immaculate forehead! And
those hands and feet smoother and whiter than the petals of a flower, smooth like azucenas, white like the rays of
the moon!
And the artist smiled with satisfaction in front of his immortal masterpiece, his divine work, with which he, a
miserable wretch, realized the secret and personal vengeance of his dreams.
Because shortly all of that society. every one of them that had done him so much evil and that he hated so
terribly, would prostrate themselves at the feet of his divine image that from her pedestal on the altar retween the
flowers and candles would extend her rigid looks over them. On their knees they would admire his art, adore his
masterpiece, pray to his saint
And that saint had been modeled on an image of Piedad ...
It was her eyes, her lips, her feet. her hands, her brow, her hair, she was all Piedad the Virgin of Sorrows.
They would kneel before her, they would admire her beauty, they would worship her image, and they would
pray to her soul made of the nards of the earth and purity of the heavens and of love!
8
They married because of love. She, the sweet, small woman, was called Susana, and she sang. He, Don Daniel
Galindo, was a man of means and prestige who wrote in the newspapers.
One year, two, maybe more. Until one day, the beloved woman began to get pale, to faint; and consequently,
the shape of her aching body was changing because on top of the rosebush of her life and her love, the first rose
wanted to bloom.
What illusion, what care, what cooing during the first days! Galindo felt the pride of a planter who will enjoy
the fruit of his first harvest. Meanwhile the woman sighed with the sighs of her heart and soul, with her eyes full
of tears of happiness and anxiety.
She no logner sang. She no longer laughed. She no longer hung her arms around the neck of her husband like a
loving and loved girl. In a corner of the nuptial bedroom, she spent days and nights sewing with lace and linen
tiny baby clothes.
Galindo began to get bored, to yawn, to invent all kinds of reasons to spend the time away from home. The
deformed and sad woman who silently paced the dormant home was not that Susana of happiness and
enchantment who all the time enraptured him like very warm, strong, and fragrant wine.
And then the baby was born.
And Galindo had just lost the love of his wife because in the small heart of the woman when the love of a
mother began to reign, there was no more room for another love.
*
One year, two, perhaps more.
Like the prince of a fairy tale, the child adored by the mother was the only lord and master of the magnificent
house. Bejewelled and clothed with all the fine clothes that a child could be adorned with, surrounded with all the
love and praises; perhaps no other child had ever been so lucky.
But when the father lifted the baby in his arms, drawing out from his lips his first words and first laughter, he
wanted to feel but felt nothing, and wanting to love, he could not love.
The baby was a thief. He had come to the world to steal the beauty of the only woman that Galindo aoored,
and the love of the only woman, who tremblingly would sob with love while asleep sheltered by his heart.
And this, Galindo could not forget nor forgive.
Because men can forgive everything but the theft of their love, even if the thief is his own blood and flesh.
*
Suddenly Susana fell sick. And one rainy and sunless afternoon, in which everything even the spirit and the
cloud seemed to cry, she died sweetly, like flowers die.
With the child in his arms, Galindo, for the first time in his life, cried bitterly against the cruelty of his fate as
tears of burning wax were shed by the enormous candlesticks that illumined the path of death. And the eyes of the
dead woman, half-closed, seemed to be crying.
And in the meantime that the mother was dead, the child, without realizing that he had lost the greatest and the
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most holy; all fortune, all treasure, all love in life, that he would be one more unfortunate in the immense heap of
unfortunate men without a mother, was asleep on the breast of his father.
*
Galindo became another man. He left his son to hired help, dragged himself in all the comers of the house;
flabby, weak, dirty, and ragged. Meanwhile, the great man made his life a misery, giving himself excessively to
loose women and alcohol.
One night sleeping away one of his alcoholic perturbations, he had a desolate dream. It was Susana, bending
over the crib of the baby, embracing him, and covering him on her bosom, and quietly taking him through the
closed doors. He stopped her.
“Where are you going? Where are you taking the child? What are you doing, woman?” She looked at him
bitterly and her cruel words fell like the blows of a hammer on the temple of the dreamer.
“You have converted love into hate and you are not worthy of perpetuating yourself among men. I am taking
our son, because all mothers, at death, should do the same. Remain in the lies of your pleasures and intoxication.
The truth is I am, and I am taking the angel with me.”
*
Galinoo woke up aghast. He jumped from the bed and ran toward the next room where the child was sleeping.
He picked up the boy in his arms; shook thc boy’s head, pulling him strongly against his breast.
The child was dead.
Outside the sun lighted up the colored crystals of the badly closed windows, the birds noisily chirped in the
humid spread of the acadias, and from a neighbor’s piano lingered the strident notes of a popular sonata.
9
In a corner of the sleeping forest rose the solitary green pine tree and the black kamagon. They were face to
face; the pine was arrogant and triumphant, crowned by the sun and birds, perfumed and beautiful, and full of the
kisses of the breezes. Humble and ugly was the kamagon which stood under a heap of black twisted branches
without a song, not even a kiss, nor fragrance on its crown.
That morning, the forest had all the divine colors of April; the dew fell from the flowers like celestial tears; and
between the blue of the sky and the blue of the copse, the sun was smiling, luminous, and golden. The kamagon,
bending its branches, said:
“Good morning, charming neighbor!” The pine tree, shaking itself arrogantly and disdainfully, formally
answered:
“A good morning to you!”
“It seems that today we have awakened early.”
“And how can one sleep with so much love! Do you not see what a world of love and nests are on my crown.
The wings of the birds and the breezes are plaguing me with their kisses.”
“Love seeks youth and beauty. What are you complaining about?”
“Oh, it’s because so much obsequiousness overwhelms me!”
“However, how many would envy your ideal fortune—”
“You, for example, old man?”
“Me, no, my friend, I am old, I am already inured to disillusionment, and I know that love and fortune are for
my poor bones like shades, like clouds. Before you had been born,\fn{ The kamagon is a hard-wood tree, and therefore slow
to grow:H} yes, I used to crown myself with frills and perfumes. Now all of that is for me a memory nothing
more.”
“So useless, do you think?”
“My friend, I have looked at myself in the mist this morning, before Father Sun swept it away with his rays,
and I saw myself so deformed and too black that I pitied my ownself.”
“But—”
“Everything you will tell me is useless; even the ravens and the lizards disdain me now!”
The smiling pine tree, flattered by the humility of the strong and old kamagon. swayed haughtily, bursting with
pride. And he compared his bark of cool greeness of waves and emeralds with the worm-eaten crust of the old
tree; and the large flowers of its leafy crests which were like stars, with the parched, bare, and lonely branches of
the old tree. He contemptuously stopped kilmagon from speaking any further and withdrew into himself and in his
divine love of the spring morning filled with the fragrant waves of his leaves, flooded by sunlight, and covered
with blue.
*
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The whole forest burned with the heat of a forge, of hell, even if the sun had hidden itself and the thicket lay
enveloped in very dense shades and darkness. From time to time, the flash of lightning shook the clouds like a
crack of a whip. And after an instant the thunder rumbled in the distance harshly.
The beautiful birds of spring had sought refuge anywhere they could. The big red, yellow, and white flowers,
withered over their rent stems, fell. A swift wind, hot and cutting like the vapor of a crater, carpeted everything
with petals and shattered leaves. The green pine tree, trembling and frightened, spoke:
“Old kamagon. are you not afraid?” The kamagon smiled:
“Afraid? Of what?”
“Of the storm that is coming.” The kamagon continued smiling:
“Bah! My friend; not everything has to be enchantment, light, flowers, and kisses … In the happiest life, there
are many days of storm like this; I have seen so many, so many that now it is all the same to me whether its the
fire of sunlight or the gentle and white light of the full moon that illumines the forest. Furthermore, the storm
passes away, like all things do; youth, love and glory itself.”
“Yes, but the storm returns.”
“And who tells you that youth, glory, and love do not return?”
*
The atmosphere was becoming darker, the lightning each time sharper and almost without interruption, the
thunder rumbled nearby; and some great drops of rain started falling indistinctly, raising a rustle of whiplashes.
In the agitated forest one could hear the hissing of the reptiles, the screech of the kalaws, and the groans of the
injured trees. A strong windstorm rose destroying everything in its way, throwing down nests and tearing down
branches.
Suddenly a red flame set the forest on fire, and it was followed by an infernal noise which stirred up the depths
of the earth. Then the first thunderbolt fell, coiling itself like a snake of crackling embers around the beautiful and
proud ilang-ilang. which slowly fell into pieces.
When the devastating roar passed, the kamagon looked at the pine tree with pity. He had been stripped of all
his arrogance, of all his stupid pride, and he seemed harassed and tremulous, prey of a terror that corroded even
the sap of his deepest roots. Covered by his graceful branches which the rain mercilessly lashed, he seemed to be
crying, shedding all the drops of water that were blown through his leaves. The kamagon, feeling sorry for the
pine tree, spoke to him then over the tremulous sound of the wild elements. .
“Do not tremble, do not cry, this will pass.”
“Oh, grandfather, I am afraid to die!”
“You will not die. You are still young; but if it is written that today you will stop existing, what difference does
that make? Sooner or later it has to happen. All of us go the same way. It is only a question of some years more or
less.”
The echo of another thunder drowned his voice. Another infernal blaze blinded them, and both listened as at
their very back a poor ilang-ilang tree scorched by the thunderbolt dryly plunged to the ground.
The pine tree even more terrified, rose in a cry of desperate protest.
“No, he did not want, could not, should not die, and die just like that, split by a thunderbolt! He was still
young, and hardly had he enjoyed the divine sweetness of April! Why for black fetid death’s sake tear him away
from his silvery nights that smell of flowers and dreams, from his golden days full of wings and rosy dawns?”
Suddenly he kept silent, shuddered, shaken by a horrible death rattle, bending the idwal treetop that a
thunderbolt now streaked with its blue, red, green, and yellow phosphorescence, like a long necklace of
turquoises, rubies, emeralds, and sapphires hanging over its dead trunk. The poor pine tree was yet another dream
which was falling, an immense dream of grandeur lost in the grandeur of the universe!
*
Meanwhile the storm grew more violent, and the forest, at every instant, became inflamed with a very intense
purple radiance. And nothing could be heard except the horrifying voice of the thunder which rolled over all the
places like a gigantic, diabolic cavalry of horses stamping with its hoofs of fire the celestial garments of Heaven.
And suddenly the kamagon felt in his turn, that a serpent of burning fire was consuming him completely,
burning his forehead, his arms, his entrails.
Afterwards he felt nothing more. He was also mortally wounded to death.
And then the sky began to clear and little by little the storm died down.
*
After a year, during another bright April morning, some woodcutters invaded the forest. And among the trunks
and fresh branches of the trees which they hacked down with bolos and axes, they brought with them the withered
remains of the green pine tree and the black kamagon.
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And it happened that while the people of the village needed firewood, the priest of the town needed a big cross
for his chooch. And that was why he took the trunk of the old kamagon so he could entrust it to a skilled sculptor.
And in that same night, while shattered into a thousand pieces, the pine became ashes in the rustic home-made
stoves of the village; the kamagon. converted into a divine cross and adored, was raised over the holy and humble
trill of prayers.
There it was humble, black, affectionate, serving as a support for a God who on top of him was dying and died
of love.
Meanwhile the priest over the pulpit began to speak, andhis words pnetrated the simple soul of the multitude
like stars, like spikenards.
“Blessed are the meek.”
189.35 Excerpt from Juanita Cruz: A Novel\fn{by Magdalena Gonzaga Jalandoni (1891-1978)} Iloilo City, Iloilo
Province, The Philippines (F) 11
I was known by the name of Juanita Cruz, born of a prominent family, the richest in Bag-ong Banwa, where I
grew up. I say this because when I awoke I found myself in a beautiful and palatial home. The wide lawn that surrounded it was full of roses, jazmin, azucenas, and other beautiful flowers that exuded sweet fragrance. All these
and music so sweet were what I saw and heard.
I was the only girl and the youngest in a family of three children so that my parents and brothers showered me
with their love. I never heard them call me by my nickname “Nita.” I was always addressed as Inday by my father
and mother, brothers Chito and Edgar, Tiya Doray, our mayordoma, and even by our gardener. My father was
known as Don Macario Cruz and my mother Doña Beatriz de Asis, a Spanish mestiza who was still beautiful at
thirty-eight.
My mother frequently went to mass and was tender and loving to her children, especially to me. She studied in
a school run by Sisters, and although she had the features of a Spanish woman, she had the character of a true
Filipina who loved to stay at home and had no vices, the reasons my father loved her very dearly.
My father was a man of good standing and high learning. He was brilliant in managing our properties so that
these flourished and made us even richer.
We had four haciendas in Negros Occidental aside from our vast ricelands, fishponds, and coconut plantations
which enriched us every year.
Our family through my father was known and respected in our town, which was the wealthiest and the most
merry among the suburbs of the famous city of Iloilo, and even in all the neighboring cities and provinces and in
the land of the wealthy, Negros Occidental.
During those years of Spanish rule in the Philippines, learned and rich men were revered by the lowly and
humble timawa. They were also respected by the white rulers who gave these privileged persons a certain amount
of their generosity and friendship. Father was one of the closest friends of the friar who was also the parish priest.
This was due to my father being the son or a rich capitan of Bag-ong Banwa and my mother being the daughter of
a Spaniard who married a Filipino woman, also a native of Iloilo.
At that time, Manong Chito, our eldest, was twelve years old, Manong Edgar was ten, and I was only seven.
We were all healthy and tall for our age, had beautiful features and possessed very perceptive minds. At seven, I
was well-versed in reading the cartilla and the caton and I had memorized all the prayers which my mother
patiently and methodically fed our young minds.
On Saturdays and Sundays, Mother took me along with her to Mass and Communion because she believed
that children, especially young girls like me, should go to Mass often. Every time I went to Mass, Mother dressed
me up in fashionable beautiful silk dresses.
One Saturday when I was wearing a white silk dress with expensive lace that matched my white hat with large
plumes and flowers, a lady friend of Mother, who was her cosponsor at a baptism, kissed me on both cheeks and
said,
“My dear friend, how beautiful Nita is, so like an angel. I am certain that she will grow up to be a most beautiful Filipina and consequently you and Cayong can look forward to being greeted with many ‘good evenings’.”
“Cayong” was the nickname by which Father was called by his closest friends. Mother merely smiled with
embarrassment.
“Nita is just like any other girl and you praise her too much,” she said.
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“No, it is not saying too much about her beauty. Anyone who can see Nita will agree with me,” her friend remarked. The lady kissed me once again on both cheeks before we parted while I held on to my mother’s arm and
gave her a child’s innocent smile.
Since then, we did meet Mother’s friend again because we did not come in and out of the church coincidentally. I learned from Mother that her friend was the wife of the cantor of our church, Maestro Gabriel, and that they
had two children who were their joy in life.
From the way she dressed, I thought that she must be a person of modest means. Every time I saw her in
church, she was always wearing an ankle-length dark navy blue saya, with an almost black thick veil, and black
leather slippers, and her kimona was made of fine abaca fibers, which attire was proper for her status in life.
I concluded that she was a very devout woman because I noticed that she hardly lifted her face from her thick
prayer book and after finishing this she immediately prayed the rosary, counting the beads on her fingers.
There were many other things I learned from my mother about Tiya Minang.
They were poor because the choir master’s meager wage was what the entire family lived on. The good couple’s happiness in life was their two children. The older one, the boy, was called Ely, and his sister, mother’s goddaughter, Una, was my classmate in the first grade. She was also my friend and playmate and she used to come to
our house every Sunday after mother and I had attended High Mass.
Upon my entreaty, Mother would ask her comadre, Una’s mother, to allow Una to join us at Sunday Mass
and so my godsister was always with us every Sunday morning. We would pick up Una who would be waiting for
us.
Those times, rich girls at the age of seven and above wore expensive silk dresses and hats with ribbons,
flowers, and plumes. This was the fashion in which I was always attired.
Una, however, wore only a cheap white ribboned hat and a plain cotton dress, but this humble girl did not
crave for more expensive clothes, having been used to the simple things in life ever since she could remember. At
Christmas Eve or during Holy Week, Lina was always overjoyed when Mother gave her two or three pieces of
dress materials of different colors, a fan and a pair of shoes. She always reciprocated and manifested her gratitude
by giving Mother a basket of duhat, sirguelas, galangan, and other fruits which she plucked from the fruit trees in
their garden.
She told me that Ely was older than her by two years and that they were the only children in the family.
This I knew but as Ely was a boy I did not have the desire to play with him.
“Godsister, come to our home so that you can see our parrot that talks and flies around in his cage. We have
many flowers planted around our well and when you see these you will really love them,” Una said.
I told mother about Una’s invitation and I expressed the desire to visit her house.
“That is one of your wishes that I can never grant because I do not want you to go to the house of the poor and
learn their inferior manners acquired through their crude education.”
I could not go against mother’s order but although I was just seven years of age, I knew that every person has
the right to be free, to be with people they like regardless of the latter’s status in life. When my godsister invited
me again to visit their house I could not hide the tears brimming in my eyes as I said,
“Igsoon,\fn{Sister} I cannot go to your house because Mother said that I will learn the manners of the poor.”
The similarly innocent child answered,
“But do not the poor also eat three square meals a day like you and are happy even though their house is falling
apart? Aren’t we all equal in life?”
“You are right, we are all equal and I do not believe what Mother said. Don’t worry, someday when we are all
grown up I will visit your home,” I remarked.
“Certainly, I will surely bring you to our house, Igsoon,” Una said.
We looked at each other and smiled.
After the High Mass, we brought Una to her house to change from her Sunday dress and came with us and
played with me at our house. At this particular day, I always had a bag of candies ready for her while she brought
me flowers like cadena de amor and melendrez from their garden.
At lunch, Una and I sat next to each other and after eating I brought her to my room where we rested on my
bed while I listened to the stories that she told me. They were about enchanted people who lived in a blue
kingdom where neither one of us had gone.
“Oh, colorful life of my past, I cherish and will never forget you as long as I live …!”
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Lina’s sweet voice, the fragrant flowers that she brought me, and those enchanting stories, filled my imagination with boundless dreams that inspired me to sing and feel unceasingly.
The first Sunday when she failed to come was the first day in my life that I felt intense sorrow and loneliness
that made me cry so that I complained to Mother that if we did not have Lina fetched I would be the one to go to
their house.
“You are a stubborn child, Nita, and what will become of you if Lina could no longer come here, will you
die?”
“Yes, Mother, I will die of sorrow and loneliness, so that we must have her fetched.”
Mother said nothing more but began writing a short note for Tiya Minang, asking her to allow Lina to come
and play with me. She signed the note and ordered a maid to take it to Lina’s mother. Some minutes passed and
the ser¥ant returned without Lina but brought with her a letter which mother read to us.
Comadre Beatriz, at this moment Lina has a very high fever and she cannot play with Nita this Sunday.
The doctor confirmed that she has contacted smallpox which is prevalent now and has caused the death of several
children. Take care of Nita so that she will not be infected.
Comadre Minang.

Mother looked at me and said,
“You heard that, daughter, and will you still long for Lina?” Tears came to my eyes and I could not do anything, so I answered Mother,
“If godsister is sick then let us send her candies and cookies because I pity her.”
“If that is what you like we will send her some.”
And she called the maid whom she instructed to get some muffins, tortitas, and a bag of candies for Lina, together with ten pesos in an envelope for her Comadre Minang to help make Lina well again.
At seven years, I displayed such emotion which cannot be kept from my parents who were able to tell that I
was a child different from others. Manong Chito and Manong Edgar were studying in a private school to which
father paid five pesos every month for each of them. My brothers, however, were not as sentimental as I was and
they did not miss Lina’s absence even though she was just like a sister to us all as she was often at our home.
“Mother, why is Nita so sad these days, as there seems to be no joy in her movements?” Manong Chito asked
Mother one day when he saw me alone by the window with a faraway look.
“That is because her godsister Lina is sick and has not been able to come here for two weeks already to play
with her,” Mother answered in a sad voice.
“Oh, so that is why, and suppose Lina dies, what will happen to her?” Manong Chito laughed, teasing me.
I could not stand his remark which to me was a bitter joke and I cried unashamedly before Mother and my two
brothers, who laughed together while I sobbed bitterly even more. Mother felt compassion for me and ordered my
two brothers to their respective rooms. She came to me, kissed me on both cheeks and caressing my brow said,
“Stop crying, my child, because your godsister will get well and will not die. In a few more Sundays she will
be able to come again to play with you.”
“Is this true, Mother? But why did you say godsister Lina is very ill?”
“That was just what I thought because her smallpox is now at its highest intensity but after this when the scabs
are already dry, she will be well and go about the house after she had taken a bath with boiled bugnay leaves.”
In utter joy I put my arms around my mother's waist and stopped crying. I joyfully said,
“Then I will still have my good dear friend godsister Lina?”
“Yes, child, just pray to God that she will not die from her disease.”
“Yes, Mother, tonight I will pray with you and ask God that my godsister will not die.”
*
Several days passed by. I was at the window one afternoop with my personal maid, Sitang, a young girl who
served as my companion and to whose care Mother had entrusted me, quietly watching some children of my age
play pica, an enjoyable game.
A sharp noise suddenly pierced my ears and. I heard the mournful sound of music just a short distance from
our house. Looking toward that direction, I was surprised to see a short procession of about fifty people composed
mostly of little girls, men, and women. They were accompanying a small white funeral bier open on all sides with
a silver-like wreath on top of its canopy on which four sides stood four small round pillars that shone like silver
with the last of the sun. Each one of those pillars spread out into four white plumes at the top, swaying with the
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gentle breeze. The hearse used to carry the body of a dead child was usually drawn by four white horses draped
with purple-pink cloth, each guided by men attired in white with white caps.
“Sitang, what is it that we are seeing?” I asked my maid.
“That is a funeral. Have you never seen one?”
While Sitang and I were talking about it, the procession was also approaching the road beside our house and
slowly passed by our window. Only then did I understand the meaning of a colorful funeral!
“That is a little girl who will be buried in the cemetery,” Sitang said briefly.
“How do you know that it is a girl because the coffin is covered?” I asked.
“Look, the top of the coffin is pink, and look at the bier which is also decorated with pink and white ribbons.”
I kept silent and sadly watched the cortege below. I thought that perhaps the dead little girl inside the coffin is
Igsoon Lina but that Mother kept the truth from me. I thought that I saw the line of people start from their house
although this cannot be ascertained because it is separated from ours by four houses made of bamboo and nipa
like theirs.
I was lost in this thought and the truth suddenly struck me when I saw her father and mother immediately following the bier, and beside them was a little boy who looked like her and who was about the same age as Manong
Edgar. He looked very sad, carrying a bouquet of flowers made up mosdy of camia and azucena. I noticed that
Tiya Minang was sobbing and wiping her tears while her father merely lowered his head, looking at the ground.
The boy beside them with the pitiful dejected look was, I thought, Ely, Igsoon Lina’s only brother.
I could not help but feel intensely sorrowful with those three mourning creatures truly deserving pity by whoever saw them. By this time, even if no one told me, the cold wind that kissed my brow seemed to confirm that it
was indeed Igsoon Lina’s dead body that the group was taking to the grave.
The sound of music from the procession that filled my ears chilled the very depths of my heart and moved me
to tears; the scent of the fumes coming from the candles carried by the people in the cortege seemed to be
deliberately blown by the breeze toward me. It was as if to make me feel the deplorable sadness of the tomb in the
graveyard where my Igsoon Lina will be buried and will sleep forever.
In the midst of this terrible sorrow that seemed to crush my heart, I cried out calling the name of Igsoon Lina.
Sitang., my gentle maid, felt embarrassed when she saw that the women and little girls with the procession below
were looking at me. She put an arm around me and led me away from the window.
“Inday Nita, it is embarrassing that you cried at the window; that is why many people joining the procession
were looking at you.”
“It is Igsoon Lina who is dead and will be buried … it is Igsoon Lina, no doubt, isn’t it, Sitang?”
“I don’t know. But who told you that it is Lina? Did your mother tell you?”
“No, but even if we asked Mother, unless she tells a lie, she will surely answer that it is Igsoon Lina’s body. Is
it not better to ask her?”
“Ask her if you like.”
Together Sitang and I entered Mother’s room where she was kneeling before the altar with two lighted candles.
Perhaps she was finishing her prayers because she looked up at the huge crucifix and made the sign of the cross
with her right hand. Then she stood up and looked at me with her eyes still filled with tears.
“Nanay,” I said, “there was a funeral procession that just passed by and I am crying because Igsoon Lina is
already dead and perhaps it was her body that will be buried.”
“Oh, child, do not cry for those who are called by God to rest in Heaven. Just pray to the Creator that we who
are left in this world may be blessed by Him with many graces.”
From Mother’s answer I knew beyond any doubt that Igsoon Lina is dead and it is her body that is to be buried.
At this moment I felt great sorrow and cried more bitterly beside my mother.
“Child, do not lose your mind for only a godsister,” Mother said, kissing me on both cheeks. “If it is only that
you no longer have a playmate here in the house because Lina is dead, I will look for another one who will take
her place. You will see, this coming Sunday you will have a new playmate.”
Upon hearing mother’s promise, I felt better and my bitter crying abated. To find out who this new playmate
will be, and still crying a little, I looked at Mother and asked,
“Mother, who is she, the one you will get to play with me?”
“Mila, the daughter of María whom we call by the nickname Mayang. Isn’t it that you play with her every time
you meet?” Mother asked me with a look of understanding.
“Yes, I play with her sometimes but, Mother, she is not as close to me as Lina was. It is Igsoon I want to play
with, if this is only possible.”
“Please, child, stop thinking about the dead who will no longer come back and be contented with Mila who is
provided to you as a playmate.”
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I was a submissive child who obeyed my parents, and no matter how distasteful it was for me to play with
Mila, I answered my mother in the affIrmative because this was what she desired.
I went out of Mother’s room still reminiscing about the gentleness and sweetness of Igsoon Lina which I can
never find again in anyone else as long as I live. I went to my room alone, not wanting to be disturbed even by Sitang. I opened the big box where my toys were kept, and the first object that I saw was a doll with a head, hands,
and feet made of ceramics and whose body was made of cloth which, however, could not be seen. The doll was
dressed in a pink dress sewn by Tiya Minang.
I also saw some pure white crystal ornaments cut in different shapes made out of a broken chandelier of odd
edges that my godsister gave me so that I can look through them and see the enchanting rainbow colors.
In sorrow and contemplation, I clutched these precious toys and kissed each one. In spite of my young years I
said to myself,
“Igsoon Lina, for as long as I live, I will keep and cherish these toys that are my souvenirs from you. Your
sweet and tender love for me has a permanent place in my heart as long as it beats and I will always remember the
most beautiful memory that you have left me.”
*
The days passed by, the months, the years.
At this time I am already eleven years old, and four years have passed since Igsoon Lina’s death. Mila, who
took her place as my playmate, is the daughter of Mother’s first cousin, Oday Maria. Her father, Tatay Ciloy, is
also Father’s relative and the caretaker of one of our large rice lands in Iloilo. Without Father’s help, they could
not send their two older daughters, Celia and Mening, to school as day boarders in a colegio run by religious sisters in Iloilo. Mila is the youngest among the three sisters and is loved by everyone in her family because she
knows how to ingratiate herself with them and was talkative.
True to her words, Mother requested her cousin Mayang to allow Mila to play with me. Every Sunday and on
holidays, Mila came to our house with her doll and toys, but if not for the fact that she is of my age and a relative
of ours, I did not like to play with her. She is too talkative and conceited and does not understand me as my dead
godsister did.
Since early childhood, I never have been envious of other children and I never considered myself above other
people because of our wealth. Very often it was I who had to adjust to Mila and tolerate her whims so that no hard
feelings would come between us and I will still have someone to play with.
*
When I was eleven years old, Mother transferred me from a private school owned by Maestra Maning to a
school also run by religious sisters as a day-boarder. I was physically well-built for my age, and had matured in
my way of thinking, so that I no longer cared much for my toys. Mila had also lost interest in playing, so we no
longer enjoyed playing together. There were Sundays when she did not even come to our house.
My brothers were boarders or interns at the Seminary and they rarely came home even on Sundays. I was the
only child left with my parents and they did not allow me to be out of their sight. During that time, there were no
shining automobiles for rich families to ride in, only the open carriages and the coaches. In this manner, every
morning and afternoon, with Sitang beside me, I was taken to school and brought back to our house by coach.
Sometimes, however, Mother allowed me to walk the short distance from the house to school with Sitang so
that I may breathe fresh air and exercise my body. One day in December of that year, when the sky was clear and
the sun shone brightly, warming my body, I saw the bright colored esmeraldas, as if proudly showing off, along
the narrow garden near the humble house of Tiya Minang.
“Sitang,” I told my good servant, holding her by the elbow, “how happy I will be if we can ask for one of those
in full bloom to bring to school.”
“Do you like that flower?”
“Yes, let us ask Tiya Minang.”
*
Without hesitation we directed our steps toward the house of my late beloved godsister and knocked softly at
the closed door. Our knock was not heard upstairs but an elderly man came toward us and stood beside me. He
was wearing a pair of black shoes and a shirt made of pineapple fabric, and with a very light countenance looked
at me as he put a hand on my shoulder.
“Thank you, Inday Nita, for coming to our house this morning. If your Igsoon Lina were alive at this moment,
she will be jumping with joy because you have come.”
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As he said this, however, I noticed that his face became sad and this deeply touched my sensitive feeling, causing tears to well up in my eyes because I, too, was thinking of Igsoon Lina. When the man saw that I was on the
verge of crying, his features changed into a more joyful one and he addressed me,
“Inday, what brought you here?”
“I wanted to ask for a flower of your esmeralda because I like to bring it to school,” I answered shyly. He
smiled and said,
“Yes, the esmeralda is indeed beautiful, and do not worry, because I will give you all that you like.” He opened
the closed door before us, and as we looked at the bamboo stairs, he said,
“Inday, please come upstairs, because I will ask Ely to get some flowers of the esmeralda for you.” I looked at
Sitang, wanting to know if we should go in or not, but my maid who was older than I by five years, said,
“No, Tiyo Gabriel, we will not go up any more. We will just wait here downstairs.”
“If so, just wait here for a short while because Ely will come down to pick the flowers for you,” and. Tiyo Gabriel went upstairs.
Maestro Gabriel, the choirmaster, was the best singer in the church of Bag-ong Banwa. It was said that
whenever Tiyo Gabriel sang in church, his big full voice could be heard even at the plaza.
*
Shortly after he left, Tiya Minang came downstairs followed by a lad, who to me looked different from any
other person I have seen because all the best characteristics that a human could possibly have can be found in him.
To my young eyes, he seemed like the living picture of a prince who lived in a crystal palace adored by nymphs,
and I refrained from looking straight into his eyes because I was afraid that those beautiful eyes that seemed to
speak so eloquently would gaze at me.
“Oh, Inday Nita is here!” Tiya Minang exclaimed as she hugged and kissed me on both cheeks. “Inday, it is as
if your Igsoon Lina is alive when I see you. Perhaps if she were alive today, she will be as tall as you are, up to
my armpits.” Once again I felt unhappy when she mentioned this, and I answered with a sad voice,
“Tiya Minang, I am confident that Igsoon Lina did not die but will come home someday because she just went
to Heaven for a vacation.”
The young man who was standing a little distance from us could not help smiling and contain his laughter.
Tiya Minang looked at him and said,
“Ely is very pleased because you said Lina will come home. He too misses her very much.” She held Ely by
the shoulder and said to me,
“He is the only brother of your dead godsister.” Then addressing Ely, “Nonoy, this is Inday Nita who is the
beloved godsister of our Lina. Have you not met her yet?”
“I have seen and known her for a long time but she does not know me, isn’t that so, Nita?” and he looked at me
with a look so tender and gave me a smile that made my soul feel such emotion which no words can adequately
express.
“I know that Igsoon Lina had a brother, but this is the first time that I have met you,” I said, giving him a look
that was a mixture of innocence and embarrassment. I could not have spoken more.
“Nita, now that we know each other, I am ready to help and love you as I loved your godsister Lina,” he said.
I bowed my head and was unable to say a word. I was then thankful when Tiya Minang spoke,
“Nonoy, go and pick some flowers of the esmeralda for Inday because she will take them to school, which is
why she came to our house.”
“Only flowers of the esmeralda?” Ely answered.
“But you also need the other flowers here, and I will just take the esmeralda,” I answered, smiling at him
sweetly. He turned and walked toward the plants abloom with flowers, while Tiya Minang stayed and entertained
us with gentle conversation.
Young as I was, for the first time, my heart felt such emotion that I did not understand toward a person of the
opposite sex, especially one whom I just met. At the same time I knew in secret that I loved and respected his
family who treated me with such great warmth and hospitality.
Tiya Minang and I had been talking for only a short time when Ely came back holding in his right hand six
long-stemmed flowers with leaves and which he handed over to Sitang. Looking at me he said,
“Nita, look up to our window at the flowers of the manzanilla that are in clusters and so beautiful to look at.
Would you like those?”
I looked up and was delighted to see two pots full of flowers arranged in a row at one of the open windows. In
one pot the plant bore pure white flowers in clusters, and the other one had flowers that were a mixture of rose
and purple although the clusters were set apart from each other. They were indeed a beautiful sight to behold, so I
exclaimed,
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“How truly beautiful are the flowers! But I think it is a pity to pluck them and I am content with the flowers of
the esmeralda.”
“Is it not possible for you to take some if you like them? Just wait for a while because I will pick some for
you,” Ely said. I was going to say something to stop him but he turned and left right away, while Tiya Minang
who saw what happened said,
“Inday, do not mind Ely if he loves you as your godsister Lina loved you. There are many flowers at the back
of our house and on Sunday after the High Mass, Ely will bring some flowers to your house for you.”
I did not answer Tiya Minang any more because Ely was already beside us holding two flowers of each color
of the manzanilla. Without hesitating, I took the flowers from him and kissed them one by one, then looking at
him, said,
“Ely, thank you very much for the flowers, someday I will give you some candies.”
“I do not want you to give me anything in return, but I will be very happy if you would allow me to bring you
some flowers every Sunday morning. Do you think this is possible?” I did not answer right away but looked at
Sitang and said,
“We will ask Mother flrst if she will also like that.” My maid merely smiled but refrained from speaking, and
Tiya Minang was once again the one who spoke.
“Don’t worry, Inday, because I will tell your mother, when we meet in church, that I will ask Ely to bring you
some flowers like the manzanilla and the esmeralda every Sunday morning because you love them. Would you
like me to speak to your mother?”
“It will be very good if you spoke to her so that she could not refuse you.”
“Yes, Inday, tomorrow we will meet in church and I will ask her permission. I am certain she will not refuse
me. On Sunday morning, Ely will bring you some flowers.”
The lad looked at me and smiled. I thanked both of them for their generosity and bade them good-bye. Tiya
Minang kissed me on both cheeks and Ely held my hand very tightly saying,
“If your mother would allow it, I will bring you some flowers on Sunday morning.”
“Thank you, Ely, I hope too that she will consent to this,” I answered.
Sitang and I left that house made only of bamboo and nipa but which to me was more precious than those
more fashionable and built strongly of concrete. I cannot explain why the people who lived there and with whom I
talked that morning seemed very close to my heart.
In spite of their whiteness, the flowers of the esmeralda already showed the creeping subtle tinge of pink, and
these harmoniously blended with the purple and white flowers of the manzanilla which Ely tied together into a
bouquet. Upon reaching school, I joyfully placed the bouquet at the feet of the statue of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal that stood at the center of the school garden. As I did so, I secretly prayed to the smiling image
for the success and happiness of both Ely’s future and mine.
*
This is the first time in my life when my heart silently felt such admiration and love for anyone. It is for one
Ely Navarro whose fine admirable appearance is to me unparalleled. His eyes seem to speak out his thoughts, his
smile is as winsome as sunshine on a bright day, and his voice has a melodious timbre. These are the qualities that
captivated my heart and enraptured my soul. This happening is indeed a new experience for my innocent and
sheltered existence. Since that morning I became very happy and lively, and my dreams that are beautiful always
bore the handsome face of Ely which my soul pictures every moment and my heart adores secretly.
In those early days of my youth, I could never hide anything from Mother and I told her about my asking Tiya
Minang for some flowers from their garden, emphasizing the generosity and amiability of the parents of my
godsister. I also told her that Igsoon Lina had only one brother who was good and friendly like my dead godsister
and who in fact was the one who picked the flowers given to me by Tiya Minang.
“You were loved by their dead daughter, that is why her parents and brother also love you,” Mother replied
smiling as she continued,
“Oh, child, I remember that this morning I met Comadre Minang in church and she told me that you asked her
for some flowers. She also asked me to allow her to send you some flowers every Sunday morning.”
“Nanay, would you also like it if Tiya Minang send me some flowers?”
“I think it will be all right if that is what she desires because when your late godsister was still alive she also
used to bring you some flowers and toys every Sunday. Perhaps now her mother would like to do the same.”
*
The next Sunday, Mother and I attended High Mass that was sung by a priest and answered by the choir singers. Amidst the chorus of voices I heard a youthful voice rising above all the others, a voice so sweet and clear
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that has a singular quality, calling the attention of the hundreds of churchgoers, some of whom looked up toward
the choir loft.
I was one of those who turned to find out whose was the voice that rose above all the rest. I felt as though a
blow struck my heart when in broad daylight I saw Ely standing beside his father and is the owner of the unique
voice. Ely is a born singer and perhaps his rare voice will still become more beautiful when he is fully grown-up.
This is what I thought and I am certain that what I am thinking of will come true.
Mother and I had already gone home and finished eating breakfast when suddenly Sitang came to our side
holding a bouquet of flowers which she gave to me.
“Inday Nita, here are the flowers which Tiya Minang is sending you.” I was hesitant to accept those beautiful
flowers, so I looked at Mother and asked,
“Will I accept this, Nanay?”
“Accept it of course, why shouldn’t you? However, who brought these here?” she asked Sitang.
“Ely, the son of Tiya Minang and he is in the receiving room. I asked him to sit down and wait for you’re answer.”
“If that is so, bring Ely here to the balcony because I would also like to talk to him,” Mother ordered the maid
and looking at Father she said,
“Cayong, you look at Ely, the son of Comadre Minang and Compadre Gabriel. He is already grown-up and is
also a singer like his father.”
“Oh, so he has taken after Compadre Gabriel’s beautiful voice,” Father said delightedly. “When he becomes
mature the voice of the son will even be better than that of the father,” he added. The conversation ceased when
Ely arrived with Sitang at the balcony where the three of us were seated, and without hesitating, he greeted us
“good morning.”
Sitang brought a chair for Ely. Mother looked at him and said,
“Child, your voice rises above that of all the other singers when you sing in church. How much does the priest
pay you every time you sing?”
“None, Tiya, I am not being paid because Father says it is my way of helping in church as we have asked the
parish priest some favor. It was he who recommended me to the rector of the seminary where I was accepted to
study without any matriculation fee because I am the son of Maestro Gabriel, the cantor of the church.”
“And you are studying at the seminary now?” Father asked with surpnse. .
“Yes, Tiyo, I am a student there these days and the rector also asked the professor of the college to teach me
how to play the piano.”
“If so, you know how to play the piano?” Father asked.
“I know how to play just a little,” Ely answered humbly.
“I would like to listen to your voice, Ely. Please play the piano and sing a song you like.” Ely looked shyly at
me and Mother and answered:
“Tiyo Cayong, I am not a very good singer or a pianist but to comply with your request I will play and sing the
Ave Maria by Gounod.”\fn{Written in 1853; superimposed over a melody by J. S. Bach, written about 150 years earlier:W,H }
Upon hearing Ely’s answer, Father looked at Mother and she brought the young man to our huge living room
where the piano was. She opened it and asked Ely to sit down to play.
The three of us also sat down near the piano to listen to Ely’s voice that Mother liked so much. The flrst thing
that he did was to run his fingers over the keyboard and soon the full sweet voice singing the Ave Maria filled the
air.
Ely’s remarkably lovely voice filled the whole house and all of the household, including the servants, enjoyed
listening to him and gave him a warm applause when he finished. Without doubt, to my ears, his voice was like
music that came from Heaven.
My father put his arm around Ely’s shoulder and openly complimented him on his singing.
“My boy, your voice is even better than that of your father. If Maestro Gabriel is considered a great singer in
church, just wait, because there will come a time when you will be the toast of the whole world.”
As my father praised this friend to whom I offered the first feelings of love that he has awakened in me, I
looked at him and gave him an appreciative smile. Ely looked down with humility, then raised his head saying,
“Tiyo Cayong, for people like me to study in foreign countries is a remote possibility. And I could study at the
seminary only because of the kindness of the rector who accepted me in recognition of the services rendered to
them by my father.” My mother was the one who answered Ely’s humble statement.
“My boy, there is a God who wills everything. If He permits, it you can accomplish whatever it is that you
want to do.”
Ely said nothing more but smiled weakly and bade us goodbye.
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Mother called Sitang and instructed her to get a package of expensive candies for Ely. My father told Ely that
this coming Sunday when he comes again to bring us flowers, he will introduce him to my older brothers Manong
Chito and Manong Edgar, the latter of the same age as he is, and who are also both studying at the seminary.
Upon hearing this promise of my father to the friend I loved, my heart skipped some beats because I was
happy to think that Ely will become close to my family and a friend of my two brothers. Perhaps then he will
come more often to our house, but what actually happened was the exact opposite.
*
When the said Sunday arrived, Ely came carrying fresh flowers that 1 received from him in front of my mother. This happened after High Mass when my older brothers were also coming up the stairs from church. Father
came forward, addressing my brothers.
“Chito, Edgar, do you know Ely Navarro who is also a student at the seminary?” and he placed his arm on
Ely’s shoulder. The two looked arrogantly at the student being introduced and Manong Chito disdainfully said,
“Oh, yes, 1 think I saw you at the seminary, but are you not a mere working student?”
“I am not a working student but a protégé of the rector who because of my father, the choirmaster of the
church, accepted me as a student free of tuition.”
“Oh, yes, indeed, is it not that you often howl in church at the start of the High Mass?”
“Precisely, that is why many know me because of my voice,” Ely proudly retorted.
“Oh yes, Chito, Ely has truly a beautiful voice and your mother and I appreciated his singing when he came to
the house last Sunday,” Father said, defending Ely.
However, my brothers who were both haughty appeared not to have heard what Father said. Instead, they
turned their backs on us, and looking at Ely said,
“So we will leave you to change our clothes.”
Ely, with his shoulder bent, was left standing beside my parents looking dejected, so that Mother apologized
for my brothers’ behavior saying that they were in that mood because they just came from church and were
feeling warm.
This is why Ely stopped bringing me flowers every Sunday and this also caused my secret sorrow because of
my love for a poor young man that cannot be expressed.
*
Ever since I can remember as a child, our family has been a very proud one. Perhaps because its members are
aware that they are rich and believe that their wealth will never diminish or be lost.
Another reason is the aristocratic background of our family name of which they are very proud. So that they
dealt only with a few people who are poorer than themselves and only with those who know how to cater to their
every wish. These people look up to the rich, as if waiting only for their mercy like stupid individuals who do not
know how to maintain their dignity in poverty.
To my mind, my brothers are arrogant because of their station in life. They are overbearing to those beneath
them, the reason they snubbed Ely. They know that he is poor, coming from a humble family, being the son of
Gabriel, the choirmaster. And that he could never have studied at the seminary had it not been for the kindness of
the rector who recognized the length of service his father has rendered to the church.
It was not long after Ely left when Manong Chito came out of his room and sat near Father and Mother to talk
with them.
“Mother, why was the son of Maestro Gabriel able to come up here?”
“Oh, because he brought the flowers his mother asked him to bring to your sister. Besides your father asked
him to play the piano and to sing last Sunday. His voice is truly so beautiful that even your father enjoyed listening to him and admired it.”
“That boy has a good voice and no one can tell if some day he will become a great singer,” Father said, praising Ely.
“Oh, yes, that voice will be drowned in obscurity in the future because he has no money that can help him and
he will turn out to be a good-for-nothing.”
It seemed as though a dagger was thrust into my heart when I heard how Manong Chito scorned Ely and I
wanted to plug my ears so that I would not be able to hear what awful things he will say next about the person I
love.
“But son, Ely and you both study in the same school, why have you not become friends?” Father asked my
haughty brother.
“Who, me? Make friends with a servant? No, Father, that cannot happen to me. All the friends I go out with are
carefully chosen, not like Nita who likes to befriend anyone who is poor.”
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“Chito, you should be the one to tell Nita to change her ways,” Mother said, looking at me meaningfully. Then
she continued, “Just remember how she loved Lina and when the girl died she was most sorrowful.”
“Inday,” Father put in, “remember that you are a rich girl and must not be too close to people who are inferior
to you, do you understand?”
“Yes, Father, I understand,” I answered with a trembling voice because I felt unhappy and wanted to cry before
the three of them.
“Really, why do you look so sad as if you will cry? Don’t you like to be told what you should not do?” Manong Chito said looking sharply at me.
At this I could no longer contain my tears and I painfully sobbed before them all. like a little child I cried and
gave vent to bitter emotions that were secretly hidden in my heart because of the way Manong Chito spoke about
Ely.
“Really …! Look, Father, at how she cries like a baby. Perhaps she does this purposely because she is against
what we are teaching her.”
Father did not say anything. Mother said,
“Chito, leave your sister alone because she is very sentimental. We have mentioned the death of Lina and that
is why she is crying again.”
“What kind of a child are you anyway? Are you crazy?” Manong Chito said. Perhaps he would have added
more had Mother not put her arm around me and took me to my room.
“Inday, come inside and do not think about these useless things any more.”
*
From that time on I felt alone and unhappy, no longer because of Igsoon Lina’s death because that belonged to
the past. It is because of the very low regard Manong Chito has for Ely whose feelings perhaps were hurt so that
for two consecutive Sundays he did not come to bring flowers.
Every Sunday I went to High Mass with Mother and while the priest said the Mass, I listened to Ely’s sweet
voice. These were the only moments that filled my heart with joy.
Maybe I was crazy with love for this lad because while I listened to him I thought that his manly beauty and
his excellent voice are worth more than large amounts of money and are perhaps the reasons he is hated and envied by my brothers. If only I have a magic charm that would give me great fortune and precious gems, I would
secretly adorn Ely with all these so that my proud and envious brothers would respect him.
The first time Ely came to bring me the flowers was also the last time that he ever set foot on our house. We
did not see each other again.
I was certain that he was pained by the way my brothers treated him. I wanted to see him, explain to him their
nature and apologize to him. Sitang and I sometimes walk to school and during these strolls we often look toward
Ely’s house but we could not see anyone. The beautiful flowers of the esmeralda that I liked so much are no
longer there because the branches had been cut off and whatever remained of the tree was evidently dying of old
age.
*
It has been three years since Ely and I met in their garden and since then I have not seen him, but I only heard
his voice during High Mass. I am already fourteen, tall and graceful, and possessed such beauty that called the
attention of people of my age.
One day, I asked Mother's permission to walk to school for exercise. As we passed Tiya Minang’s house, Ely
was coincidentally coming out of their gate with his books on his way to the seminary. When our eyes met I could
feel my heartbeats thumping while my hands became extremely cold.
It seemed as though the sky opened and revealed the ancient god of love and beauty who must be adored and
loved by my heart. I saw a handsome young man sixteen years of age, tall and lithe, and graceful in movement.
His face was pleasantly bright and he was most becoming in the barong tagalog that he wore. Once again, he
seemed like a prince who lived in a castle built of gold and ivory, and only the god of love can outshine him. He
was a mythical prince whom many hearts dreamt of and idolized.
He looked at me with a passing glance and bowed his head to bid me a pleasant morning but I gave him a
lifeless smile because I had a secret misgiving about his not seeing me until this moment which was just a coincidence.
“Nita,” he called out as he came to my side and looked at my face. “It has been three years since we last saw
each other. How are you?”
“As usual,” I answered coldly, trying to hide the tears welling up in my eyes.
“Since that time when I went to your house, I did not like to go back again because I was ashamed to meet
your brothers.”
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“Ely,” I sadly answered, “that is their nature and they are very proud. However, if they are so, do you see any
pride in me?”
“Nita, from what I have observed, you are a creature in whom tenderness and sweetness abide and in spite of
your beauty you are humble. Such virtues must be cherished by those who love you, but which must be avoided
by poor people like me because of the great difference in the circumstances of our lives.”
“Ely, is it not true that in some stories a princess even goes down from her palace to seek out the poor dwelling
that she loves?” Ely did not answer me right away but looked at me with tenderness and said,
“Nita, I wish that I were the one living in a hut who will be sought after by a princess who loves me. But I will
not allow that princess to suffer the hardships of poverty beside me.”
At his statement I pressed my lips. Like a small child holding him by the arm I said gently,
“Do not speak any more because Sitang is behind us and might overhear you and tell Mother. Go on your way
to your classes now,” and I let go of his arm. In turn, however, he took my hand and held it tightly saying,
“Nita, when shall we see each other again? Oh, even if we do not see each other again does not matter to me,
but will you allow me to think about you and be adored by my young soul?”
“That is up to you, but be assured that my feelings are with you and that you are always included in my prayers
every night.”
“Thank you, Nita,” Ely answered, “and be certain that because of you, I will endeavor to achieve success in
this world.”
We parted ways and Ely took the road leading to the seminary while I directed my steps toward the one going
to the colegio.
*
The days and months passed by after Ely and I bade each other goodbye and we did not see each other again.
My parents enrolled me as an intern in the colegio where the daughters of the wealthy were kept within the
walls of the edifice.
Ely also continued with his studies at the seminary while each one of us did not cease yearning for each other,
our longing making the days pass by so sweetly. …
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1
Although it has long been the practice among American and European housewives to preserve fruit,
vegetables, and some meat and fish at home, to the majority of Philippine women food preservation is unknown.
It is astonishing, indeed, and almost inexplicable that this valuable home industry has not received its attention
when it is considered that consumption of preserved foods in the Islands is large and that there is available a great
abundance of foods to preserve. Many Filipinos are fond of canned foods and those imported, such as peaches,
grapes, lichees, asparagus, etc., which are considered delicacies and are much in demand, in spite of their high
cost. Canned salmon and sardines are consumed everywhere, particularly in places inland, where the supply of
fresh fish is very limited. The importation of preserved foods amount to several million pesos annually.
Fruits, vegetables, fish, and other fresh food materials abound in the Philippines. A large portion of these go to
waste. In Calibo, Iloilo, and other places where pineapples are raised for the fiber, truckloads of the fruit are left in
the fields to decay. In other places, where transportation is still a problem, most of the fruits and vegetables
unconsumed are left untouched.
Probably the reason why this important industry has been neglected is the great variety and abundance of fruits
and vegetables raised in the Philippines, so that at least several kinds are in season all the year round; the most
important reason, however, is the lack of technical know-how. Because of the latter reason it is the object of this
publication to explain in brief the general principles of food preservation and to advocate such preservation in the
homes in order to utilize the fresh foods that now go to waste, and thus decrease the importation of preserves.
By preserving native foods at home Philippine women would be doing a valuable service to their country; for
should food preservation be practiced throughout the Islands the benefits that could be expected to accrue to the
country would be manifold. A few are here mentioned.
It would stimulate agricultural development by causing more fruit trees to be planted.
It would give profitable work to idle hands.
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It would improve the general health of the people by supplying a more varied and balanced diet.
It would prevent the waste of perishable foods.
It would help mothers in building up happier and better homes.
It would stabilize prices by equalizing the food supply.
It would enable the people to save the surplus products of one locality to sell to other localities where there is a
shortage.
It would tend to lessen the amount of imported food products which could easily be produced here.
It would help to make of the Philippines an economically independent country, instead of a country dependent
upon others for a large part of its food supplies.
Food preservation began with the caveman and on its success depends mankind’s ability to live a civilized life.
Consequently, much thought and energy have been expended on this problem of food preservation; for it was soon
learned through bitter experience that all food products which were not protected in some manner soon spoiled
and decayed and returned again to the earth. Gradually the various ways possible to preserve food for edible
purposes were worked out and now this knowledge is available to anyone who will spend a little time and energy
in study, for the subject is not complicated and really can be summed up in a few words. Water is the one great
factor in the spoiling of food; therefore, to prevent this the water must either be taken away (the food dried, in
other words), or else other means must be found to keep it from acting with the minute plant and animal life,
everywhere present, that causes food to decompose.
2
It is a well known fact that the present diet of our masses is deficient in fat, proteins, minerals, and vi tamins for
it consists of a great portion of carbohydrates in the form of boiled rice and a limited amount of protein in the
form of fresh or dried fish. I feel sure that no one will disagree with me if I say that the addition of coconut to our
present diet will greatly improve it for as we know, coconut is rich in fat and protein. It also contains vitamins and
minerals. Dr. Vicente Lava of the Bureau of Science computed that each mature coconut gives 15.1 grams of
protein; 116 grams of oil; 10.7 grams of sugar; 8.8 grams of crude fiber; and 4 grams of mineral matter. Laguna
nuts were used in the analysis.
The work of Sherman showed that coconut is a poor source of vitamin A, but a good source of vitamins B1 and
G.\fn{Riboflavin; more commonly known as vitamin B2} The work of Miller showed that the soft spoon or
young coconut has a higher vitamin A content than the mature one. There seems to be a conflicting report on the
vitamin C content of coconut, for while some investigators believe that vitamin C is lacking in all forms of
coconut, others believe that it is present in the water and in the soft pulp of the young coconut.
Compared with other fats, the coconut oil contains the highest percentage of assimilable glycerides, and it is,
therefore, even more digestible than the butter fat.
Vohn’s work on coconut proteins showed that it contains all the essential amino acids to sustain a normal
growth.
A certain amount of roughage in our diet is conducive to a normal assimilation, for the intake of concentrated
foods alone is often the cause of digestive disturbances. It follows, therefore, that coconut may be most
advantageously used in a diet consisting of breads, crackers, biscuits, cakes, boiled rice and boiled roots such as
potatoes, and cassava.
Those who, for certain reasons, have to live on a fruit-vegetable diet, will find that the inclusion of coconut
will prove a great advantage, for an addition will supply the fat and protein requirements of the body.
The coconut, besides being a very nutritious food, has some medicinal properties. Very interesting experiments
were made in Saigon hospital upon patients suffering from beri-beri, neurrasthenia, malarial anemia and
pneumonic influenza. Coconut milk has diuretic properties and has beneficial effect upon many cases of acute or
chronic kidney troubles. Coconut has been recommended to those suffering from diabetes and who can not
indulge in a carbohydrate diet.
Fully aware of the coconut as food, that it is very abundant in many parts of this country, and obtainable at
very low prices, and knowing also that very few Filipinos include it in their daily diet; the former Home
Economics .Division of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce, now Plant Utilization Division of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, immediately went to task when the Coconut Industry began to suffer a marked drop in
the prices of copra and oil as a result of the coconut crisis. Through the continued efforts of the Plant Utilization
Division of the Bureau of Plant Industry, experiments were made on the diversified uses of coconut for the table
and this resulted in the publication of a mimeographed pamphlet containing 35 recipes on coconut which were
distributed free of charge to the home makers of the Philippines.
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These researches on more uses for coconut were continued and about 300 coconut recipes have been
formulated and tested. For the present, for reasons of expediency, only 66 recipes are included in this pamphlet,
but the rest will be published at a later date which we hope will be a more comprehensive publication for it will
not only contain recipes but detailed discussion on coconut.
The Plant Utilization Division does not popularize coconut preparations through the distribution of recipes
only, but it holds actual demonstrations to groups of women, and through the services of the Provincial Home
Demonstrators appointed under Commonwealth Act 85, and under the direct supervision and control of the Plant
Utilization Division, Bureau of Plant Industry, who organize Rural Improvement Clubs in all points of the
Philippines to help the women become better homemakers.
For the information of the public, the first teachers of the Model School in Sariaya are members of the staff of
the Plant Utilization Division. On the occasion of the inauguration of the Model School of the Nacoco, the Plant
Utilization Division concocted a number of coconut preparations such as, cakes, cookies, lumpia and other dishes,
and a variety of candies. In connection with the opening of the exhibits on coconuts, and in compliance with the
request of the National Coconut Corporation, the Plant Utilization Division will exhibit at the Philippine Trading
Center the commercial possibilities of coconut candies which are made to resemble strawberries, bananas,
tomatoes, ham. bacon, and sausages, products which were never made, much less exhibited in public.
According to our computation, if one half of the population of the Philippines will include coconut in their
daily diet, and if each average family consisting of five members will consume two coconuts per day, we shall
consume one third of our total yearly production which is approximately three and one half billion nuts.
For better health and for the benefit of the coconut industry let us include more coconut in our daily diet.
Let us also congratulate the National Coconut Corporation whose present efforts are directed towards a better
health of the Filipinos through increased home consumption of coconut, and a more prosperous coconut industry
by improving the Philippine copra through government standardization, and the industrialization of coconut byproducts.
3
The soy bean is also known as soya bean or soja bean. In botany it was referred to as glycine hispida, but now
the botanical name of the plant has become glucine max, under the international rules of botanical nomenclature.
It has been known in China and Japan for several thousand years. Adolph and Kiang state that the use of the soy
bean in China dates back to the beginning of China’s agricultural age under the emperor Shen Nung and that it is
mentioned in the Ben Tsao Yang Mu written by Shen Nung in the year 2838 B.C.
The soy bean is a native of eastern Asia. When and by whom the soy bean was first introduced into the
Philippines, no one can ascertain. The Filipino people have long known some important soy bean preparations,
such as soy sauce, or toyo, bean curd, or tokua, fermented bean curd, or tahuri, not knowing that they were
prepared from this bean. The seed is known in some parts of the Philippines, where it is grown, as utao.
Since 1880 the soy bean has been a farm crop in the United States but during the early years of its introduction
it was utilized only as a forage crop. Later the value and uses of the oil became known both in America and
Europe. Due to the scarcity of cottonseed and linseed oil, coupled with proof that the soy bean is easy to grow,
easy to harvest, easy to handle and is not as easily attacked by insects as other seeds, America and Europe began
to devote more attention to the growing of the soy bean for its oil. The meal is used as animal food and as
fertilizer. The oil is now used in the manufacture of soap, paint, candles, artificial rubber, linoleum, waterproofing, liquids, enamels and waterproof goods, such as cloth, umbrellas ana lanterns, lacquer for varnish and
printing ink, and in the manufacture of certain foodstuffs, as salad oil and butter substitutes. Baked soy beans,
pork and bean style; soy bean flour; and soy bean meal are now being put on the market by American and
European industries.
The soy bean for several thousands of years has been utilized by the Chinese and Japanese as food. Some of
the soybean preparations are consumed in these countries three times a day. The Chinese people do not use dairy
products and most of them consume only a small amount of meat. Despite these facts, the Chinese people have
lived for centuries on what appears to be a well-balanced diet through the use of the soy bean.
The main object of this pamphlet is to encourage the Filipino people to use more soy beans, and preparations
made from them, as food.
It is an accepted belief that Filipinos do not eat a well-balanced diet. One reason for this is the limited earning
capacity of many of us, which prohibits the purchase of foods that have the necessary proteins and fats, such as
meat, eggs, milk, etc. Rice, which is mostly starch, and on winch many of us depend for our living, cannot supply
our bodies with the proteins and fats necessary for health. Protein must be obtained by the body for the building of
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tissues, and the rebuilding of the wear and tear of fatigue. People who cannot well afford to eat expensive protein
use liberally soy beans in their diet. Experiments by different food experts indicate that 20 per cent soy beans and
80 per cent rice make a well-balanced diet as far as protein and fat are concerned.
In considering the food value of the soy bean, Daniels and Nichols, and Osbourne andMendel found that it
averages a high percentage of physiologally useful protein, a considerable amount of energy-yielding fat and
carbohydrate, and sufficient fat-soluble vitamin A and water-soluble vitamin B. In addition to the fact that the soy
bean is rich in protein, this protein, unlike that of all other vegetables, is similar to animal protein or to the protein
of the human body.
The different kinds of protein contain a number of different amino acids. Generally, plant proteins seems to
lack some of the active amino acids, and the soy bean is an exception. McCollum says,
Its proteins which are adequate when fed at a plane corresponding to 17 per cent or more of the diet, can support
growth when they form the sole protein supply.

Horvath says,
The soy bean protein is a complete protein containing all the essential amino-acids necessary for the building up of the
protein of the human organs.

Science has found that besides carbohydrates, fats proteins, and minerals, the body needs substances called
vitamins. Bureau of Science tests have shown that polished rice, which most of us eat, is deficient in vitamin B.
McCollum found it deficient in vitamin A. Horvath found the soy bean to contain vitamins B and B2 also called F
and G. Other investigators found vitamins A, D, E, and C.
While the addition of soy beans to rice would add vitamins to the diet and considerably improve its quality,
particularly in reference to the deficiency of vitamins A and B, it would probably be better not to depend entirely
on soy beans and rice for vitamins, but to add fruits and vegetables, particularly leafy vegetables. However, the
addition of soy beans would probably improve the vitamin content of the diet of most of the poorer classes and
make it possible for them to secure such additional vitamins at a nominal cost.
Soy bean flour is now being prepared by several factories in Europe and America and is especially valuable for
diabetic patients, as it contains only a very small percentage of starch.
Soy bean milk is used in China much as cow’s milk is used in the United States. Preparations requiring milk
can be successfully made by using soy bean milk instead of canned milk or fresh cow’s or carabao’s milk. In the
Philippines the use of soy bean milk will be very beneficial, because of scarcity and the high cost of milk.
In considering a suitable diet for the poorer classes, the question of price must always be of paramount
importance. If beans were grown or imported in larger quantities they would probably be cheaper than they are at
present, and substituting part of the rice in the diet by soy beans would not increase the price of the diet.
Soy beans are grown in some parts of the Philippines. According to Doctor Roxas, Director of the Bureau of
Plant Industry, 2,481 tons were grown in Batangas in 1921 and 4,218 tons, in 1930. However, the importation of
soy beans in 1924 was 4,657 tons. Doctor Roxas states that soy beans can be grown in all parts of the Philippines.
In campaigning to teach the public the proper methods of cooking soy beans will result in this article of diet being
widely and liberally used by the Filipino people as a means of improving health and lessening disease. Let us
keep in mind the saying “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.”
4
Over there when they mean food they say “bread’n butter.” Here we say “rice and fish.” We are a fish-eating
people.
The term fish includes other water animals—oysters and clams; lobsters, crabs, prawns and shrimps. Except in
inland towns, far from fish streams and ponds, we cook our fish when still fresh. Now and then we get them dried
and salted, or smoked or canned.
Our typical housewife can’t be fooled about the condition of fish offered for sale in the markets. In spite of the
remonstrations of the vendor she pokes a finger into the fish. If its flesh is firm and resilient, good. She knows
well enough, that this method is not fool-proof. The vendor sometimes packs slightly stale fish in ice to stiffen,
instead of packing it fresh to preserve it.
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So our housewife looks her fish in the eye and examines its gills. Fresh fish has full and prominent eyes with a
jet-black pupil and transparent cornea. Its gills are usually red. Not-so-fresh fish have eyes with that sunken, lackluster, cloudy look. It's gills turn pale or gray.
Again the eye-and-gill test may not be conclusive. Some fish retain the black pupil in their eyes long after they
have lost freshness. And to retain the color of the gills vendors may wash the fish frequently. And anyhow some
fish have naturally pale gills.
So now our housewife simply smells the fish. She may not be able to detect a slight staleness but she certainly
will know a frank, putrid odor.
Our housewife, of course, does not take as long to decide whether the fish she’s buying is fresh or not as we do
in describing the different tests she uses. Automatically she employs one test after another; it’s a joy to watch her.
From long experience she has gotten the knack for determining whether fish is worth testing or not. Because
sometimes she’ll take one look at some fish or a pile of shrimps and know before she has touched it that the fish
or shrimps are no good.
She will like to vary ways to prepare fish besides the common methods of boiling, broiling and frying. She can
steam them or bake them or combine them with other foods, for attractiveness and improved taste.
5
In the process of polishing rice the material known as rice bran, or darak, is removed from the rice kernel. This
is also known as tiki-tiki.
Rice bran is commonly used as a cheap feed for pigs, chicken, horses, etc. Years ago the Bureau of Science
found that rice bran contained a substance, vitamin B, that prevented beri-beri. The Bureau of Science also
originated an extract of darak, or tiki-tiki, which is used extensively for the cure of infantile beriberi. Rice bran is
not only rich in the valuable vitamin B but also has about 21 per cent fat, 12.5 per cent protein, and 45 per cent
carbohydrates. It contains, therefore, excellent nutritive material and has a high calorific value. It is much richer in
fat content than either wheat flour or rice, about as rich in protein as wheat flour, and much more so than rice.
The Bureau of Science has found that fresh rice bran mixed with wheat flour will make excellent muffins, hot
cakes, cookies, crackers, etc. which taste very much like similar products made from graham flour. These ricebran foods are not only highly …\fn{There is here a lacuna of indeterminate length, though probably very small;
the text resumes at the top of the next page, thus:} proportion of half or more when mixed with wheat flour. The
biscuits, crackers, etc., will be especially valuable for nourishing beriberi mothers whose children are likely to be
infected. The darak should be used fresh or should be treated so that it will not become sour or rancid. The oil of
ordinary rice bran contains a ferment that causes it to become rancid rather quickly. This ferment can be destroyed
by heating the rice bran to 90º C., after which it has good keeping qualities.
Rice bran, which is now practically a waste product, can be made the basis of a very profitable industry; it can
furnish tasty, healthful, and very cheap food material for the Filipino people, and can take the place of much
imported flour. It is estimated that more than these, hundred thousand tons of rice bran are pro duced annually in
the Philippines.
In this bulletin, the term darak is used in the Tagalog sense and signifies the outer portion of the grain after the
husk (ipa) has been removed.
In polishing, the embryo is usually “knocked” off and is included in the darak The embryo and the outer part of
the grain proper are the most nutritious parts of the rice and both are rich in protein, fat, and vitamins. The inner
portion of the grain is composed largely of starch and is very deficient in Vi tamin B so that a diet composed
largely of polished rice often results in the disease known as beriberi.
Sometimes the husk (ipa) is ground in special machines and mixed with the darak as an adulterate. The pure
and not the adulterated darak is recommended for human food.
6
A war is going on, surpassing in terror and cruelty all others that have gone before it. Half of the world is
starving. Yet we are seemingly indifferent and unconcerned about the catastrophe that may befall us at any
moment. We continue holding elaborate fiestas, picnics and parties, consuming and wasting entirely too much
food.
Food is an indispensable factor to the health and strength of a people in time of war or in time of peace. It
deserves a most important consideration in the planning of our national defense.
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The right kind and amount of food taken in by every citizen will mean not only strong vigorous bodies with
steady nerves, but bodies resistant to diseases. Sickly, underourished individuals are a liability to any country.
They constitute a burden to the community. They need care and medical attendance and food. Yet they produce
neither food nor work.
Our defense program can only be complete if it includes the building up of the health of our citizens. It can be
made possible only if each and everyone of us will cooperate in making our bodies fit. Fit to enjoy the blessings
of living in normal times. Fit to accomplish our assigned work in times of emergency.
Knowing what foods we need to keep healthy and well, we should eat accordingly, well-balanced meals. We
should increase our food supply by growing food plants in every available spacc on our home lots. And we should
learn methods to preserve foods, storing the excess in time of plenty, against a future necessity.
We are fortunate to have for our leader, a man not only of vision and ability, but also of devotion to his people.
In creating the CEA he recognized a vital need of the country. One of the most important departments of the CEA
is that of the Food Administration directed and controlled by Dr. Victor Buencamino, under whose administration
and with the cooperation of the directors of the Bureau of Plant Industry and Bureau of Animal Industry, the food
production campaign is gaining success all over the Islands.
By intensifying its home extension work with the women, the Plant Utilization Division is doing its share. The
R.I.C. are busy on food preservation work; home demonstrators travel from town to town demonstrating food
substitutes and cooking methods for emergency; central office personnel continue formulating low-cost, but wellbalanced meals and emergency recipes.
For the economy, one-dish meal recipes, only cheap, common, easily grown foods are included. As much as
possible the dishes are adapted to combine with rice to make a balanced diet. Since meats, fish and eggs are
expensive, soy beans and other protein food are used for substitutes.
In emergency or war, simplicity of ingredients, utensils, and method is stressed. Utensils are reduced to the
rudest and simplest forms, such “natural” containers as banana sheath (saha), banana leaves and bamboo tubes
being called in for service. Measuring cups and spoons are ignored, for in preparing these recipes it is assumed
that nothing is on hand besides the barest essentials of food, matches and fuel.
100.116 1. Kolas 2. Abri Tabelyana (Open Sesame): Two Folktales\fn{told by Olympia P. Ifugon (1894Libertad, Negros Oriental Province, The Philippines (F) 1

)}

La

1
Once upon a time there lived a couple who did not have any children. They wanted so much to have a child of
their own so that someone could take care of them in their old age. They prayed and prayed but their prayers were
never answered.
One day a friend told them that there is a capre\fn{A giant.} that could give them a child. They would just perform some kind of a ceremony and the capre will come to their house.
Learning about this. the couple were scared. Imagine: a giant to give them a child; but they wanted a child so
much that their fear of the capre vanished.
Following what their friend told them, the couple were able to have a child after nine months of waiting.
They named the child Kolas.
The couple had a compromise with the capre regarding Kolas: that when Kolas reaches the age of twenty-three
he will be taken back by the capre.
Kolas had a feminine voice, a sissy we might say. When Kolas was nearing the age where the capre could take
him, the parents brought Kolas to the priest to be blessed and the priest gave Kolas a tiny bell. The priest instructted Kolas that if the capre came to their house to take him, he would ring the tiny bell and the capre would run
away.
On the night of the twenty-third birthday of Kolas the capre came.
Kolas, who was trembling with fear, got the tiny bell that was tied at his waistline and kept ringing it so that
the capre ran fast to get away from the place and from the constant ringing of the tiny bell.
With the tiny bell that was given by the priest, Kolas was able to stay with his parents after his twenty-third
birthday.
2
Long, long time ago there was a couple who lived in poverty. They were so poor that they could not even eat
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three square meals a day.
One day the wife asked her husband if he would get some vegetables in the mountain so that they could barter
it for some corn grits. While he was in the mountain gathering some bago\fn{The edible leaves of a wild tree.} he noticed that the bago was scarce. It did not even fill his basket.
Soon it became dark. He was very tired gathering the bago in the forest and his basket was only half filled.
So he rested under a very big lawaan tree. It has a circumference of about twelve meters.
*
While he was resting he heard a sound of drums. At first he did not pay attention to the sound he heard. But
when he was half asleep he noticed that the sound of drums came nearer, so he hid himself in a bush nearby. He
saw that there were many people bringing bags of money. Then he heard the leader of the group commanding the
lawaan tree to open.
“Abri tabelyanat,”\fn{Open sesame.} shouted the leader and the big lawaan tree opened. One by one the people
went inside and deposited the money. After the group of people were through depositing the bags of money, they
came out and the leader commanded the tree again to close.
“Sera tabelyana,” he said, and the door of the tree closed. The man noticed all what had happened so he
imitated what the leader did.
“Abri Tabelyana,” the man said and the tree opened. He saw that the inside of the tree was well lighted. He
went inside and he saw the piles of money.
He said to himself that he will barter his bago for a bag of money. He emptied his basket and filled it with
money. When he was through he went and said to the tree, “Sera Tabelyana,” and the lawaan tree closed its door
and he went home.
The wife was very much surprised with what the husband brought home. She thought he stole it somewhere so
the husband told her the story. After this, they were well off; and yet they remained humble.
*
One of their rich neighbors noticed the change of the living condition of this family. This neighbor was a
greedy, selfish widower. One day he called one of the children of the couple and asked the child where they got
the money to buy all the things they are enjoying now. The child told the widower the story that his father told
them.
The widower was jealous when he heard it. He ordered his tenants to bring all the carabaos and followed him.
When they reached the place the widower did all that the child told him. He let his tenants take all the money and
put it on the back of the carabaos.
When the tenants had finished getting the bags of money the widower was still inside. He went all over the
place. He noticed that there were comfort rooms, bathrooms, all the things that any person needs.
While he was still inside he heard the sound of the drums; the people were already coming.
He was so fright-tened that he forgot what to say to make the door of the lawaan tree open. He altered all the
kinds of Abri- that he could think of—Abri sibuyas;\fn{Onions.} Abri kamatis;\fn{Tomatoes.} Abri ajos;\fn{Garlic.}
Abri luya—\fn{Ginger.} he mentioned almost all the food seasonings, but the door failed to open. He forgot the
right word (Abri tabelyana) that makes the door open.
Later on the people were already outside the lawaan tree and the leader shouted,
“Abri tabelyana!”
The widower inside the tree hid in one of the comfort rooms. One of the individuals said that he smelled the
odor of a human being. (This people by the way are human-eating individuals.) The others also became aware of
the human odor.
“Humot kalibutanon, laming kaonon!”\fn{It smells worldly and it’s good to eat.}
The people said this and repeated the phrase several times until they found the widower. They ate the widower
and hung his head on one of the branches of the lawaan tree.
257.101 Excerpt from Educational Legislation\fn{by Concepción A. Aguila (1894-1958)} San Jose, Batangas Province,
The Philippines (F)
1: Educational Terms Defined
Education. From the educator’s point of view, education may be defined as the aggregate of all the processes
by means of which a person develops abilities, attitudes, and other forms of behavior of positive value in the
society in which he lives.\fn{ I have retained the author’s boldface titles of definition, but have excised (as is normal in my
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presentations for the Protocol} her footnote apparatus, and in addition have indented and reduced in typeface quotations from other
sources:H}

Again, it is the social process by which people are subjected to the influence of a selected and controlled
environment (especially that of the school) so that they may attain social competence and optimum individual
development.
The term “education” has also been defined in judicial decisions. In its full sense education is a broad
comprehensive term, and may be particularly directed to mental, moral, or physical faculties, but in its broadest
and best sense, it has been held to embrace them all, and includes not merely the instruction received at school,
college, or university but the whole course of training—moral, intellectual, and physical.
Education is not confined to the improvement and cultivation of the mind. It may consist of the cultivation of one’s
religious or moral sentiments. It likewise may consist in the development of one’s physical faculties. This is recognized
in colleges. There students are taught, not only the dead and modern languages, mathematics, and the sciences, etc., but
the Bible and Christian evidences, and a gymnasium is maintained, and football and other sports are encouraged. The
cultivation of the mind, the improvement of our moral and religious natures, and the development of our physical
faculties are necessary to a perfect education.

Education may be directed particularly to either the mental, moral, or physical powers and facilities, but in its
broadest and best sense it refers to them all.
Educational institution. If three institutions are organized—one seeking by a course of instruction to cultivate
the mind, one by a method of instruction to improve students’ religious or moral conditions, and another to teach
physical culture to produce a better physical development—each is an educational institution as much as the one
at which the student can acquire the threefold knowledge.
Educational purpose. While a public library is in one sense an educational agency, it is not an educational
purpose within the meaning of a constitutional provision that no sum shall be raised by taxation for education
other than in common schools.
School. The Philippine Teachers’ Code of Ethics defines the term “school” as embracing all educational
institutions irrespective of grade or type and includes kindergarten, primary, intermediate, elementary, secondary,
collegiate, and graduate schools, whether academic, vocational, special, technical, or professional.
Legally the word “school” denotes an institution or place for instruction or education, or the collective body of
instructors and pupils in any such place or institution. Thus
a school is not measured by the walls of a building, and two or more schools may exist in the same building; but on the
other hand, a school is single and entire notwithstanding it is held and conducted in two or more buildings.
The number of persons being taught does not determine whether the place is a school.

Grade school. The term “grade school” has been said to have no real or intrinsic meaning, but to indicate
merely a school in which there are grades, or a school divided into grades, and so a graded school. A “graded
school” is a school divided into departments taught by different teachers, in which the children pass from the
lower departments to a higher grade as they advance in education, or a school divided in to successive grades or
departments, through which the pupils pass in the course.
Primary school. A primary school is a school for instructing children in the rudiments of learning. In the
Philippines it consists of Grades I-IV.
Primary education. Primary education is that division of elementary education devoted primarily to
instruction in fundamental skills in the language arts, number, handwork, and to the development of social
attitudes necessary for democratic living.
Intermediate grades. The intermediate grades consist of grades V-VI. In conformity with Republic Act 896,
the grades may be V-VII.
Elementary school. An elementary school is a school below a high school. The elementary school consists of
Grades I to VI. Previous to the revision in 1940, elementary school was from I-VII. In accordance with Republic
Act No. 896, it may be up to grade VII.
Elementary education. Elementary education is the period of formal education beginning in childhood,
usually at the age of seven years, ending approximately with adolescence, at the beginning of secondary
education; or the division of any educational program that is concerned primarily with gen eral education,
including those skills, facts, and attitudes that are required by society of all its members; opposed to second ary
and higher education as being less specialized in content and less selective as to pupils or students.
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Grammar school. A grammar school, in the American system of graded common schools, comprises the
grades between the primary grades and those of the high school.
High school. A high school may be defined as a school where the higher branches of a common school
education are taught. It is designed for students who have passed through the elementary grades, and many or
most high schools, it has been said, are in fact preparatory schools for college or university. In the Philippines it
consists of Years I-IV.
High school or secondary education. Secondary education is that period of education, whether public or
private, which usually consists of grades 7 or 8 to 12, during which pupils learn to use independently the tools of
learning that they have previously mastered, in which education is differentiated in varying degrees according to
the needs and interests of the pupils, and which may either be preparatory or terminal. It is education that is
particularly adapted to the needs of adolescents.
Academy. An academy is commonly understood to mean a school or seminary of learning, holding a rank
between a university or college and a common school, in which arts and sciences in general are taught; any
institution where the higher branches of learning are taught, or where pupils are trained in some special science or
art, as the Philippine Military Academy. Accordingly,
a night school in which only reading writing, grammar, history, geography, bookkeeping, arithmetic, and algebra are taught has been
held not to be an academy.

College. In its most common use, college designates an institution of learning (usually incorporated) which
offers instruction in the liberal arts and humanities and in scientific branches but not in the technical arts, or those
studies preparatory to admission to the professions. A college is primarily an institution of higher learning,
receiving graduates of approved high schools and preparatory schools, and offering them instruction in arts,
letters, and sciences, leading to a bachelor’s degree. he term “college” may also be used to indicate a building, or
group of buildings, in which scholars are housed, fed, instructed, and governed while qualifying for university
degrees, whether the university includes a number of colleges or a single college.
University. A university is an aggregation or union of colleges; an institution in which the education imparted
is universal, embracing many branches, such as the arts, sciences, and all manner of the higher learning, and
possessing power to confer degrees which indicate proficiency in the branches taught.
College distinguished from a university. There is no clear line of demarcation between institutions which
may be classed as colleges and those that may be classed as universities, for institutions often retain the name
“college” while extending their instruction into the scope of a university instruction. In many instances the various
divisions of a unversity, including the graduate and professional schools, are named colleges. As distinguished
from a college, a university is an institution of higher learning, consisting of an assemblage of colleges united
under one corporate organization and government, affording instruction in the arts and sciences and the learned
professions, and conferring degrees.
In the Philippines, there are definite requirements provided for by law, before an institution may call itself or
be called a university. Such requirements will be discussed later.
Higher education. Higher education includes all education above the secondary school given in colleges,
universities, graduate schools, professional schools, technical institutes, teacher’s colleges, and normal school.
School according to function and curriculum. Schools may also be classified according to the function and
curriculum offered. The elementary schools offer a general curriculum, while the farm and settlement farm
schools, which are established in farming regions, offer a farming curriculum. The farm schools are located in
regularly organized communities, while the settlement farm schools are established in sparsely settled areas which
are largely inhabited by non-Christians.
Secondary schools of all types continue and carry to a higher level the general education given in the
elementary grades. These schools are either general or vocational. Secondary schools which offer general or
unspecialized curriculum are called general secondary schools, while vocational secondary schools are classified
as agricultural, rural, trade, or normal schools depending upon the type of curriculum offered.
Day and evening schools. A day school is a school holding day sessions; an evening school is a school
holding evening sessions.
Public schools. Public schools are those which are controlled and administered by the state or its agencies and
to which, broadly speaking, every person who fulfills the requirements prescribed by or under the authority of law
is admissible as of right. Such schools are sometimes called government schools. A public school is a school
which is, broadly speaking, open and public to all in the locality. It is a school which the state undertakes through
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various boards and officers to direct, manage, and control; it is established and maintained at public expense,
primarily from moneys raised by general taxation, as contradistinguished from a private school.
More specifically, public schools have been said to be schools established under the laws of the state usually
regulated in matters of detail by the local authorities in the various districts, and maintained at public expense by
taxation, and open to the children of all the residents of the town or other district.
A public school is something more than a plot of ground, a site for a building or both; it is an operating
institution for the welfare of the community it serves.
In the Philippines, public schools may be further classified according to the principal or main source of
financial support. All primary schools in the country and intermediate schools outside chartered cities, with a few
isolated exceptions, are National; the intermediate schools in the cities are city schools; all general secondary
schools and many of the vocational secondary schools are provincial, city, or municipal schools. Many of the
vocational schools and all schools offering curricula on the collegiate level are National schools.
Private school. Private schools are those which ordinarily are owned and controlled by private persons or by
private aid eleemosynary corporations, and to which admission is a matter of private contract. As distinguished
from a public school, a private school is one managed and supported by individuals or a private organization.
In the Philippines, the term private school or college is deemed to include
any private institution for teaching, managed by private individuals or corporation which is not subject to the authority
and regulations of the Bureau of Education, or of the University of the Philippines, or of the Bureau of Public Welfare,
and which offers courses of kindergarten, primary, intermediate or secondary instruction or superior courses in
vocational, technical, professional or special schools by which diplomas or certificates are thereby granted or titles and
degrees conferred.

According to Philippine law, therefore, a school in order to be a private school subject to supervision and
regulation by the government must have the following conditions: (1) it must be managed by private individuals
or corporations; (2) it must offer courses of kindergarten, primary, intermediate, secondary or superior courses in
vocational, technical, professional or special schools: (3) it must grant diplomas or certificates and confer degrees.
Sectarian, church, or denominational school. Sectarian, church, or denominational school means a school
which is under the control, domination, or governing influence of a religious sect or denomination, and whether a
school is a denominational school or a public school is determined by its control. Such school, as well as a
parochial school, is no part of a public school system.
Schoolhouse. A schoolhouse is, in a broad sense, a house or building appropriate for the use of a school, or a
place in which to give instruction. In the absence of qualifying words the term may include buildings used for
private or denominational schools as well as those used for public schools, but ordinarily it is applied to buildings
for subordinate schools rather than to college.
School purposes. School purposes have been held to mean anything which those in charge of schools have the
right to do with respect to school purposes.
Teacher and school official. A teacher is a person who is employed to teach in a public or private school. By
the term “teacher” is meant any person directly engaged in teaching from the kindergarten to the graduate
department of a university. “School official” refers to any person engaged in educational work other than
classroom teaching, in a supervisory, administrative, or directive capacity. It includes principals, supervisors,
superintendents, college deans, university presidents, or rectors, members of the governing board of a school, and
other supervisory and administrative officials.
2. The Right and Duty to Educate
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares that everyone has a right to education. There are at
present three institutions which claim the right to educate the child. They are the family, the State, and the Church.
Philippine laws do not recognize nor grant to any church special rights to the education of the child by virtue of
the principle of separation of State and Church. The respective spheres of the rights and duty of the family and the
State to the education of the child will be dealt with in this chapter.
Right, Duty, and Their Relationships. Law always imposes an obligation and therefore from law arise rights
and duties. These are the effects of laws.
Right. The word “right” is an overworked word. It is one of the most deceptive of pitfalls; it is so easy to slip
from a qualified meaning of right in the premises to an unqualified one in the conclusion.
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A right is a well-founded claim. If people believe that humanity itself establishes or proves certain claims,
either upon fellow-beings, or upon society or government, they call these claims human rights. If they believe that
these claims inhere in the very nature of man himself, they call them in herent, inalienable rights; if the claim is
founded on or given by law, it is a legal right.
The ideas of claim and that the claim must be well founded always constitute the idea of right. Rights can only
inhere in and exist between moral beings; and no moral beings can coexist without rights, consequently with out
obligations. The idea of a well-founded claim becomes in law a claim founded on or established by the law; so
that we may say that a right in law is an acknowledged claim.
Right from the ethical point of view is an inviolable power to do, to hold, or to exact. It is defined by
philosophers as a moral power which a person has, and which other persons are bound to respect, to do
something, or retain something, or exact something from another.
Duty. A duty is a moral obligation to do or omit something. It is a human action which is exactly conformable
to the laws which require us to obey them. It is that which is right or due from one to another.
It differs from a legal obligation, because a duty cannot always be enforced by the law; it is our duty, for
example, to be temperate in eating, but we are under no legal obligation to be so; we ought to love our neighbors,
but no law obliges us to love them.
Obligation. Obligation in general is a duty. It is a tie which binds us to pay or do something agreeably to the
laws and customs of the country in which the obligation is made. It is the relation which exists between two
persons of whom one has a private and particular right to control the other’s action by calling upon him to do or
forbear some particular thing.
The Civil Code defines an obligation as a juridical necessity to give, to do, or not to do. An obligation, as thus
defined, must be one enforceable by an action in law. It must arise from a legal, not a moral duty. But a moral
duty or obligation, like a prescribed debt, may create a natural obligation.
Right and duty correlative. Right and duty are correlative terms. There is no right without a corresponding
duty, nor any duty without a corresponding right. Every right corresponds to a duty; no right can exist unless there
is a duty exactly correlative to it.
Men are by their inherent nature moral and social beings; they have, therefore, mutual claims upon one
another. Every well-grounded claim on others is called a right, and since the social character of man gives the
element of mutuality to each claim, every right conveys along with it the idea of obligation. Right and obligation
are correlative. The conciousness of all constitutes the first foundation of the right or makes the claim well
grounded.
Its incipiency arises instinctively out of the nature of man. Man had always felt that he has a right to exact
obedience from his children long before laws formally acknowledged or protected such right. If he, as father, has
a right to the obedience of his children, they have a corresponding claim on him for love and protection as long as
they live and are incapable to protect themselves, hence, a reciprocation becomes indispensable for stronger
family relationship.
3. The Child's Right to an Education
Child. The words “child” and “children” are often used interchangeably and according to a correct use of the
English language, have more meanings than one. The term has two generally well understood meanings: (1) that
of relationship with respect of parentsge, and (2) minority.
With respect to parentage. The meaning of “child” in the sense of relationship with respect to parentage, is
its primary and cornmonly understood meaning, and designates descendants in the first degree.
With respect to age. The term “child” has a second well understood meaning, irrespective of parentage, and
may denote persons under the age of twenty-one years, as distinguished from adults, and it is used in this sense in
the law of neg1igence and in laws for the protection of children, and means the young of the human species,
generally under the age of puberty, or not old enough to dispense with material aid and care.
Children below age of majority have rights. It is well to recall that children below the age of reason as well
as insane persons have the essential rights of man, since such essential rights cling to personality and not to the
condition of the person. If a person be deprived of the use of reason and therefore incapable of performing acts
perfectly human, that human being is debarred from the exercise of rights and exempt from the fulfilment of
duties, which require the use of reason, but the rights remain rooted in personality; they are merely in abeyance
with regard to their exercise, so far as the person thus incapacitated is concerned. This position is recognized by
civil law even to the extent that unborn infants have rights especially regarding personal security and property.
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Child’s right to an education. The Civil Code has plenty of new codal provisions with the intention of
formulating general principles on the care and education of children.
The Civil Code provides that every child: (1) is entitled to parental care; (2) shall receive at least elementary
education; (3) shall be given moral and civic training by the parents or guardian; (4) has a right to live in an
atmosphere conducive to his physical, moral, and intellectual development.
This provision is an express recognition of the right of a child to an education. He is entitled to at least an
elementary education. But such legl right to an education is not limited to an elementary schooling, for the law
uses the qualifier “at least” which shows that it is the intention of the legislator that his education should not stop
there. The law merely provides for what may be deemed an unquestioned need of the child in a democracy. Thus
the Report of the Code Commission says:
The granting of at least an elementary education to every child is an unquestioned need in every democracy. That
every child should be given moral and civic training is likewise beyond dispute. That the child has a right to live in a
favorable atmosphere is a principle that cannot be overemphasized.

The right of the child to an education may also be inferred from the duty imposed upon the child to exert his
utmost for his education and training. Since duty and rights are correlative, if the child has a legal duty to exert
his utmost for his education and training, it follows that he has a right to said education and training.
The law lays down the general principle that in all questions affecting the education of the child, the latter’s
welfare shall be paramount
Child’s right not limited to elementary education. The child’s right, may it be repeated, is not limited to an
elementary education. It extends to the completion of his education or training for some profession, trade or
vocation, even beyond the age of majority. The reason is that parents are legally bound to support their children,
legitimate, acknowledged natural children or by legal fiction, or even illegitimate children who are not natural.
Such support is civil and not merely natural support. The extent of civil support is given in Article 290:
Support is everything that is indispensable for sustenance, dwelling, clothing and medical attendance, according to
the social position of the family. Support also includes the education of the person entitled to be supported until he
completes his education or training for some profession, trade or vocation, even beyond the age of majority.

The child’s right, therefore, to an education exists not only during his minority, but extends even after attaining
the age of majority, and is not limited to an elementary education but even to the completion of a profession,
according to the social position of the family. So if the study of a career or profession has been begun by the
recipient of the support while still a minor, the obligor is bound to continue defraying the expenses until the
course is completed, even after the recipient has attained the age of majority.
Even when a child or a person has no descendant or ascendants who are bound to give civil support, if he has
brothers and sisters legally obliged to support him in a proper case, such support includes expenses necessary for
elementary education and for professional or vocational training. Thus Article 291 provides:
Brothers and sisters owe their legitimate and natural brothers and sisters, although they are only of the halfblood, the
necessaries for life, when by physical or mental defect, or any other cause not imputable to the recipients, the latter
cannot secure their subsistence. The assistance includes, in a proper case, expenses necessary for elementary education
and for professional or vocational training.

It is clear, therefore, that the law in no way intends to limit the right of the child to a bare elementary education.
Passive subject of the right. The law does not content itself in providing that the child is the active subject of
the right to an education. It also determines and provides for the passive subject thereof in the following words:
Every parent and every person holding substitute parental authority shall see to it that the rights of the child are
respected.

The law has provided for those persons upon whom the duty of giving the child an education rests, i.e., the
parents and every person holding substitute parental authority, namely, (1) guardians, (2) teachers and professors,
(3) heads of children’s homes, orphanages and similar institutions; (4) directors of trade establishments, with
regards to apprentices; (5) grandparents, and (6) the oldest brother or sister.
4: The Duty and Right to Educate
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It has been shown that a child has a right to an education. But who has the duty or obligation to give the child
his education? And consequently, who has the right to educate him? The parents and the state have such duty.
Such a duty implies a right that they not be hindered in its fulfilment.
a. Parents’ duty and right to educate
The parents’ right and duty to educate his offspring cannot be gainsaid. It is recognized not only by the moral
law, but also by constitutional and civil laws and by judicial decisions.
Education of children as a purpose of marriage. The education of the offspring is one of the purposes of a
conjugal society which has been defined as the stable union entered into by a man and a woman for the
procreation and education of children and for mutual support and helpfulness. The most important purpose of
marriage is, therefore, the propagation and education of human beings. If the education, proper care, and training
of children are one of the purposes of marriage, mrried people have therefore the duty and consequently the right
to educate their children.
Relation of parent and child imposes the duty and gives the right to educate. The term “parent and child” is
used to indicate the relation existing between husband and wife, or either of them, on the one hand, and their
legitimate offspring on the other. The rights and obligations arising from the relation of parent and child are
reciprocal, the general duty to support, educate, and protect the child resting upon the parents, and they having on
the other hand in general the right to the custody and control of the child and to his ser vices and earnings,
although the legal rights of the parent are not absolute.
The duty, therefore, of the parent to educate the child is well established. This duty has been held in some
decisions to be merely a moral obligation, not enforceable in law independently of statute; the better view
undoubtedly is that the obligation is a legal, as well as a moral, one. In the Philippines, such a duty is a legal one,
inasmuch as it is imposed by statute.
Duty to support includes duty to educate. The Civil Code provides:
Support is everything that is indispensable for sustenance, dwelling, clothing and medical attendance, according to
the social position of the family. Support also includes the education of the person entitled to be supported until he
completes his education or training for some profession, trade or vocation, even beyond the age of majority.

Furthermore, the following are obliged to support each other to the whole extent set forth in the preceding
article: (1) the spouses; (2) legitimate ascendants and descendants; (3) parents and acknowledged natural children
and the legitimate or illegitimate descendants of the latter; (4) parents and natural children by legal fiction and
legitimate and illegitimate descendants of the latter; (5) Parents and illegitimate children who are not natural …”
It may be said that the obligation to support has two aspects, one permanent and another temporary. The
permanent or general aspect refers to the physical needs of the recipient and lasts during the lifetime of the latter
except where the obligation to support ceases. The temporary or accidental aspect refers to the intellectual
development of the recipient and generally lasts only during the minority of the recipient.
It has been held in some American cases that the education of the child is included among the “necessaries” for
the furnishing of which to his child the parent is liable, although furnished without his consent. In the case Esteb
v. Esteb, it was held that
The court … should in determining this fact [of what is a proper education in the proper case], take into
consideration the progress of society, and the attendant requirements upon the citizens of today.

It has been held furthermore, that a college education may be proper in some cases.
Constitution recognizes the parents’ right to educate. The Constitution also recognizes the right and duty of
the parents to rear their children. It declares that such right is a natural right, it is based on human nature and
therefore it antedates the existence of the state. What the constitution has done is to acknowledge and recognize
the existence of the right and to enjoin the government to aid and support it. Thus the Constitution provides:
The natural right and duty of parents in the rearing of the youth for civic efficiency should receive the aid and
support of the Government.

In the absence of authoritative decisions of the Supreme Court of the Philippines, such a provision may be
illustrated by cases decided by the Supreme Court of the United States and by excerpts from the decisions thereof.
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Meyer v. Nebraska. (262 U.S. 390, 43 S. Ct. 625, 67 L. Ed. 1042, 29 A.L.R. 1446) (1923).
Mr. Justice McReynolds delivered the opinion of the court. It was held that while the Court has not attempted to
define with exactness the liberty thus guaranteed, the term has received much consideration and some of the included
things have been definitely stated. Without doubt, it denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right
of the individual to contract, to engage in any of the common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to
marry, establish a home and bring up children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and
generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized at common law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by
free men … The established doctrine is that this liberty may not be interfered with, under the guise of protecting the
public interest, by legislative action which is arbitrary or without reasonable relation to some pur pose within the
competency of the State to effect. Determination by the legislature of what constitutes proper exercise of police power
is not final or conclusive but is subject to supervision by the courts.
The American people have always regarded education and acquisition of knowledge as matters of supreme
importance which should be diligently promoted. The Ordinance of 1787 declares: “Religion, morality, and knowledge
being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever
be encouraged.”
Corresponding to the right of control, it is the natural duty of the parent to give his children education suitable to
their station in life; nearly all the States, including Nebraska, enforce this obligation by compulsory laws.
Practically, education of the young is only possible in schools conducted by especially qualified persons who devote
themselves thereto. The calling always his been regarded as useful and honorable, essential, indeed, to the public
welfare. Mere knowledge of the German language cannot reasonably be regarded as harmful. Heretofore it has been
commonly looked upon as helpful and desirable. Plaintiff in error taught this language in school as part of his
occupation. His right thus to teach and the right of parents to engage him so to instruct their children, we think, are
within the liberty of the Amendment.
The challenged statute forbids the teaching in school of any subject except in English; also the teaching of any other
language until the pupil has attained and successfully passed the eighth grade, which is not usually accomplished before
the age of twelve. The Supreme Court of the State has held that “the so-called ancient or dead languages” are not
“within the spirit or the purpose of the act.” (Nebraska District of Evangelical Lutheran Synod v. McKeivie, 187 N.W.
927.)
Latin, Greek, Hebrew are not proscribed; but German, French, Spanish, Italian and every other alien speech are
within the ban. Evidently the legislature has attempted materially to interfere with the calling of modern language
teachers, with the opportunities of pupils to acquire knowledge, and with the power of parents to control the education
of their own children.
It is said that the purpose of the legislation was to promote civic development by inhibiting training and education of
the immature in foreign tongues and ideals before they could learn English and acquire American ideals; and “that the
English language should be and become the mother tongue of all children reared in this State.”
It is also affirmed that the foreign born population is very large, that certain communities com monly use foreign
words, follow foreign leaders, move in a foreign atmosphere, and that the children are thereby hindered from becoming
citizens of the most useful type and the public safety is imperiled.
That the State may do much, go very far, indeed, in order to improve the quality of its citizens, physically, mentally,
and morally, is clear; but the individual has certain fundamental rights which must be respected. The protection of the
Constitution extends to all, to those who speak other languages as well as to those born with English on the tongue.
Perhaps it would be highly advantageous if all had ready understanding of our ordinary speech, but this cannot be
coerced by methods which conflict with the Constitution—a desirable end cannot be promoted by prohibited means.
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, (268 U.S. 510) (1925).
In this action, sisters operating parochial schools sought to restrain the enforcement of the Oregon compulsory
school law, which required all children to attend public schools.
The court held that there are no controverted questions of fact in the case. Rights said to be guaranteed by the Fed eral Constitution were specially set up and appropriate prayers asked for their protection. The challenged Act, effective
September 1, 1926, requires every parent, guardian, or other person having control or charge or custody of a child
between eight and sixteen years to send him to a public school for the period of time a public school shall be held
during the current year in the district where the child resides; and failure so to do is declared a misdemeanor … The
manifest purpose is to compel general attendance at public schools by normal children, between eight and sixteen, who
have not completed the eighth grade. And without doubt, enforcement of the statute would seriously impair, perhaps
destroy, the profitable features of appellee’s business and greatly diminish the value of their property.
Appellee, the Society of Sisters, is an Oregon corporation, organized in 1880 with power to care for orphans,
educate and instruct the youth, establish and maintain academies or schools, and acquire necessary real and personal
property. It has long devoted its property and effort to the secular and religious education and care of children, and has
acquired the valuable good will of many parents and guardians. It conducts interdependent primary and high schools
and junior colleges, and maintains orphanages for the custody and control of children between eight and sixteen.
In its primary schools many children between those ages are taught the subjects usually pursued in Oregon public
schools during the first eight years. Systematic religious instruction and moral training according to the tenets of the
Roman Catholic Church are also regularly provided. All courses of study, both temporal and religious, contemplate
continuity of training under appellee’s charge; the primary schools are essential to the system and the most profitable. It
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owns valuable buildings especially constructed and equipped for school purposes. The business is remunerative—the
annual income from primary schools exceeds $30,000—and the successful conduct of this required long-time contracts
with teachers and parents. The Compulsory Education Act of 1922 has already caused the withdrawal from its schools
of children who would otherwise continue and their income has steadily declined. The appellants, public officers, have
proclaimed their purpose strictly to enforce the statute.
After setting out the above facts the Society’s bill alleges that the enactment conflicts with the right of parents to
choose schools where their children will receive appropriate mental and religious training, the right of the children to
influence the parents’ choice of a school, the right of schools and teachers therein to engage in a useful business or
profession, and is accordingly repugnant to the Constitution and void. And further, that unless enforcement of the
measure is enjoined, the corporation’s business and property will suffer irreparable injury …
The [state] court ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed appellees against the deprivation of their property
without due process of law consequently upon the unlawful interference by appellants with the free choice of patrons,
present and prospective. It declared that the right to conduct schools was property and that parents and guardians, as a
part of their liberty, might direct the education of children by select ing reputable teachers and places. Also, that these
schools were not unfit or harmful to the public, and that enforcement of the challenged statute would unlawfully
deprive them of patronage and thereby destroy their owner’s business and property. Finally, that the threats to enforce
the Act would continue to cause irreparable injury; and the suits were not premature.
No question is raised concerning the power of the state reasonably to regulate all schools, to inspect, supervise and
examine them, their teachers and pupils; to require that all children of proper age attend some school, that teachers shall
be of good moral character and patriotic disposition, that certain studies plainly essential to good citizenship must be
taught, and that nothing be taught which is manifestly inimical to the public welfare. The inevitable practical result of
enforcing the Act under consideration would be destruction of appellee’s primary schools and perhaps all other private
primary schools for normal children within the State of Oregon.
These parties are engaged in a kind of undertaking not inherently harmful, but long regarded as useful and merito rious. Certainly there is nothing in the present records to indicate that they have failed to discharge their obligations to
patrons, students, or the state. And there are no peculiar circumstances or present emergencies which demand extraor dinary measures relative to primary education.
Under the doctrine of Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, we think it entirely plain that the Act of 1922 unreasonably
interferes with the liberty of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and eduction of children under their control.
As often heretofore pointed out, rights guaranteed by the Constitution may not be abridged by legislation, which has no
reasonable relation to some purpose within the competency of the state. The fundamental theory of liberty upon which
all governments of this union repose excludes any general power of the state to standardize its children by forcing them
to accept instruction from public teachers only. The child is not the mere creature of the state; those who nurture him
and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligetions.
Generally, it is entirely true, as urged by counsel, that no person in any business has such an interest in possible
customers as to enable him to restrain the exercise of proper power of the state upon the ground that he will be deprived
of patronage. But the injunctions here sought are not against the exercise of any proper power. Plaintiffs asked
protection against arbitrary, unreasonable, and unlawful interference with their patrons and the consequent destruction
of their business and property. Their interest is clear and immediate …

Parents’ duty and right correlative to those of child. The child’s right to an education is a legal right
provided for by statute. To this right corresponds a duty, an obligation, also legal and statutory, on the part of the
parents. Such is expressly provided for by the Civil Code, the pertinent provision of which is quoted below. Art.
356 provides that
Every child: (1) is entitled to parental care; (2) shall receive at least elementary education; (3) shall be given moral
and civic training by the parents or guardians; (4) has the right to live in an atmosphere conducive to his physical,
moral and intellectual development.

This duty of the parents is reiterated in Article 357 which provides that
Every parent and every person holding substitute parental authority shall see to it that the rights of the child are
respected and his duties complied with, and shall particularly, by precept and example, imbue the child with highmindedness, love of country, veneration for the national heroes, fidelity to democracy as a way of life, and attachment
to the ideal of permanent world peace.

The child should obey the precepts of his parents in the fulfillment of the latter’s duty to educate him, because
the law clearly states in Article 357 that the child shall (1) obey and honor his parents or guardian; (2) respect his
grandparents, old relatives, and persons holding substitute parental authority; (3) exert his utmost for his
education and training; (4) cooperate with the family in all matters that make for the good of the same.
Parents’ duty arising from patria potestas. Regarding the effect of parental authority upon the person of the
children, the law, among other things, provides that:
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The father and the mother have, with respect to their unemancipated children: (1) the duty to support them, to have
them in their company, educate and instruct them in keeping with their means, and to represent them in all actions
which may redound to their benefit; (2) the power to correct them and to punish them moderately.

Under this article, it is the duty of the parents to educate and instruct the children in keeping with their means.
The law is not content in providing for the “instruction” of the children. It also provides for their “education.”
“Instruction” and “education” are used separately. Instruction is limited to the development of the intelligence and
the development of the faculties and capabilities of the child for human endeavor in the sciences, literature,
industry, etc. Education includes the moral and spiritual upbringing of the child, such as the guiding of his
conscience, development of family affection, formation of character, and the improvement of his aesthetic and
artistic sense.
The direction of the education of the children, the vigilance over their conduct, and the formation of their
character, are very essential parts of the mission of the parents. To them is given the right to determine the manner
and form of the education of their children. They determine the religious profession and affiliation of their
children.
To the parents is also granted the right to choose the kind of instruction to be given to their children, the school
in which they shall be enrolled, and the course they should take. But while the parents may determine the future
profession of the children as long as they are under parental authority, once they are emancipated such children
can change their course If they do not want that chosen for them by their parents and take another for which they
feel a liking and the necessary aptitude. It has also been held that it is the duty of the parents to give college
education to their children if the latter are specially fitted for such training, and the former can afford to give it.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights not only recognizes
the right of every person to an education but also explicitly recognizes the right of the parents to direct and control
the education of the child. Article 26 states:
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages.
Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect
for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all
nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of tha United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

Let it be noted that paragraph 3 acknowledges not only the right of the parents but also the priority of their
right.
Who of the parents has the right and is obliged to educate the child? The authority of the father and
mother over their children is exercised jointly and both of them, therefore, are duty bound and have the right to
control and direct the education of the child. The recognition, however, of the authority, of the mother, does not
place her in exactly the same plane as the father, for her authority is subordinated, although not subsidiary, to that
of the father. Thus Article 311 of the Civil Code provides:
The father and mother jointly exercise parental authority over their legitimate children who are not emanci pated. In
case of disagreement, the father’s decision shall prevail, unless there is a judicial order to the contrary … In the absence
of the father, it devolves upon the mother to direct the child’s conduct and education.

Expenses of education of children chargeable to conjugal partnership. Among the liabilities of the
conjugal partnership is the
education of the children of both husband and wife, and of legitimate children of one of the spouses.

According to the above provision, the conjugal property is liable for the education of children of both husband
and wife. It is also liable for the expenses of the education of stepchildren, that is, the children of only one of the
spouses, provided such children are legitimate. Such legitimate children would include the legitimated, because
the legitimated children by subsequent marriage have the same rights as legitimate children. The illegitimate
children’s expenses for education are not chargeable to the conjugal partnership. They are chargeable to the
separate property of the parents.
Aid of local mayor. Should the child be recalcitrant in obeying the parents’ wishes as to the former’s education, the parents may invoke the provision of Article 318 of the Civil Code to the effect that
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Upon cause being shown by the parents, the local mayor may aid them in the exercise of their authority over the child.
If the child is to be kept in a children’s home or similar institution for not more than one month, an order of the justice
of the peace or municipal judge shall be necessary, after due hearing, where the child shall be heard. For this purpose,
the court may appoint a guardian ad litem.”

Criminal proceedings. Under Act No. 4002, any minor guilty of disrespect and disobedience to his parents,
guardians or persons having charge of such minor, shall be punished by arresto menor in its minimum degree (1 to
10 days imprisonment). If he be less tham 16 years of age, the provisions of Article 80 of the Revised Penal Code
shall be observed. No action shall be instituted for violation of this Act, except upon complaint signed and filed by
the aggrieved party, parents, guardians, or persons having charge of the minor.
Penal sanction for parents’ indifference to education of child. Should the parents be indifferent in not
giving their children the education which their social and financial condition permits, the patents become criminally liable under Article 277 of the Revised Penal Code which provides:
Art. 277. Abandonment of minor by person entrusted with his custody; indifference of parents.—The penalty of
arresto mayor and fine not exceeding 500 pesos shall be imposed upon anyone who, having charge of the rearing or
education of a minor, shall deliver said minor to a public institution, or other persons, without the consent of the one
who entrusted such child to his care or in the absence of the latter, without the consent of the proper authorities. The
same penalty shall be imposed upon the parents who shall neglect their children by not giving them the education
which their station in life require and financial condition permit.

Note that under paragraph 2 the delict requires the following elements: (1) the offender is a parent; (2) he neglects his children, by not giving them education; (3) that his station in life requires such education and his
financial condition permits it.
Let it be noted also that the article does not make any reference to the age of the child. The offender, therefore,
is guilty whether the child is under seven years of age or over.
The obligation to educate the children terminates if the mother and children refuse without good reason to live
with the accused father. Thus, it was held that when [the] accused had to go to another province where he was
able to earn a living and his wife and children refused to go with him there, [the] said ac cused is not liable for
abandoning his family and for neglecting his children.
Right of parent is not absolute. The right of the parent to the care, custody, and education of the child is not
an absolute right. It is limited. It must not be so exercised as to endanger the child’s safety or morals or interfere
unjustly with his welfare.
The right of parental control is a natural but not an inalienable right and the public has a paramount interest in
the virtue and knowledge of its citizens, and of strict right the business of education belongs to it,
Right of spouse to education. Under the provisions of Article 161 of the Civil Code, the conjugal partnership
is liable, among other things enumerated therein, for the expenses to permit the spouses to complete a
professional, vocational, or other course. This is a new obligation chargeable to the conjugal partnership. From the
provision one may safely infer that the spouses are also entitled, like the children, to complete a professional or
vocational course.
Right of house helper to education. The Civil Code providcs that
if the house helper is under the age of eighteen years, the head of the family shall give an opportunity to the house
helper for at least elementary education. The cost of such education shall be a part of the house helper’s compensation,
unless there is a stipulation to the contrary.

The house helper in order to be entitled to this right must be below eighteen years of age. If he is over eighteen
years, he is not entitled to it. The expenses for the house helper’s studying to acquire an elementary education are
chargeable to his compensation. The law does not prohibit a contrary agreement. Neither does it prohibit the head
of the family to give the house helper even if over eighteen years of age an opportunity to study even beyond the
elementary level.
b. State’s Duty and Right to Educate
Right of State. The state has an interest in the welfare of the children and the authority to protect them. So, the
state intervenes in the education of the child.
State intervention. Article 359 of the Civil Code provides that
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the government promotes the full growth of the faculties of every child. For this purpose, the government will estab lish,
whenever possible: (1) schools in every barrio, municipality, and city where optional religious instruction shall be
taught as part of the curriculum at the option of the parent or guardian; (2) puericulture and similar centers; (3)
Councils for the Protection of Children; and (4) juvenile courts.

This article reflects, according to Tolentino, the modern tendency in the relation between the State and the
family. The highest mission of the family, that of bringing up the children, cannot now be left exclusively in the
hands of the family. The State has a decisive interest in seeing to it that its future citizens be useful men and
women; and this result cannot be guaranteed by leaving them exclusively to the actuations of their relatives. Thus,
the State places under its supervision and guardianship, the education and other interests of the child.
This interest of the state in the welfare and education of the child is shown in Article 360 of the Civil Code:
Art. 360. The Council for the Protection of Children shall look after the welfare of the children in the municipality.
It shall, among other functions: (1) foster the education of every child in the munici pality; (2) encourage the cultivation
of the duties of parents; (3) protect and assist abandoned or mistreated children, and orphans; (4) take steps to prevent
juvenile delinquency; (5) adopt measures for the health of children; (6) promote the opening and maintenance of play grounds; (7) coordinate the activities of organiztioms devoted to the welfare of children, and secure their cooperation.

185.84 1. The Anguish Of The Old Champion 2. A Small Paper Boat 3. Photogenic\fn{by Antonio Martinez Abad
(1894-1970)} Cebu Province, The Philippines (M) 7
1
“Cry my friend. Your pain is holy, because it is the pain of full motherhood.”
An old talisain\fn{Rooster} said this to a bulik hen not older than him. She was the great grandmother of all the
roosters, chickens, hens that bustled in the enormous coop of Teniente Botoy, the trainer of fighting cocks of a rich
landowner of Cebu.
They had known each other for a long time in a forgotten village in Bohol, in the interior part of the land which
was isolated from the rest of the province during the major part of the year. The young curate who had just
graduated from the Seminary of San Carlos, had constructed the barnyard to insure his livelihood.
Talisain, a name by which we will distinguish our hero, was from the beginning, an arrogant, belicose, and
fighting cock. In the barnyard of the curate there was a fierce malatuba\fn{Ginger-colored rooster} who had established a monopoly over all the best hens of the barnyard, and poor Talisain had to content himself for a long time
with the hens discarded by the sultan.
On various occasions, Talisain attempted to dislodge the tyranny of Malatuba. But every time he organized a
plot, someone wanting to ingratiate himself with the tyrant, tipped off his plans, and Talisain persecuted like a
disgraced politician, had to seek refuge in the neighboring barnyards.
*
During one of these flights he met a bulik,.a young hen who even then already was among the more beautiful
young hens in the town mayor’s barnyard adjoining that of the priest’s. The gallantry of Talisain favorably
impressed Bulik. Her ardent romantic imagination established over the figure of the persecuted the halo of a martyr. What could the poor one have done?
Protest against the tyranny of Malatuba in the baryard of the priest, afterwards conspire against the oppressor
in order to establish in the small world of the hens the policy of “equal opportunity,” of “open door,” for all the
cocks that could sustain a harem.
Talisain then was the head of a group of brave champions, and his persecution gave him a better image of
“Martyr of the Good Cause.”
It was a romantic love affair. Under the shade of some mansanita trees, Talisain and Bulik for the first time
confessed their mutual affection. She had not loved anyone as yet. She confessed she was a little bit coquettish
and that she greatly loved to be called beautiful.
But her coquetry with the young cocks … well ... that they flattered her with gay and self-interested amiability
was absolutely inoffensive. She had not really given her heart to anyone.
*
But their idyll was short. The priest was not resigned to lose his Talisain. The head sacristan of the church,
accompanied by three or four boys who helped as acolytes during the religious services, made a thorough search
of all the surrounding barnyards.
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Under the house of the town mayor, the search party found the fugitive in intimate conversation with his
fiancée.
The idyll was abruptly interrupted. The sacristan and the acolytes set forth in pursuit of the conspirator. Bulik.
fearful of further complication, saved herself with the swiftness of her wings, taking refuge in the thickness of the
bamboo grove.
Talisain, brave even in disgrace, knew how to restrain himself, repressing the fierce pain which gripped his
soul with the failure of his love. He was convinced that Bulik would not forget him, and at the first opportunity he
would escape from the barnyard of his owner, where until then Malatubd the all-powerful tyrant still ruled.
*
But this captivity was the beginning of his destiny. The head sacristan had no sooner had him secure, than he
began noticing him. He spread out his wings that had strong, thick, and lustrous feathers. The sacristan also noticed the force with which the wings tended to close and calculated the immense energy that lurked in its muscles.
He raised him up in the air holding him by the breast, and his muscles, large and fine, initiated a nervous quivering, an indication of an untamed energy which when armed with the sharpest razor would discharge the blow
that would tear the flesh of the enemy.
He examined the scales of his legs, and in them he found signs that predicted he would be an excellent fighting
cock.
The sacristan became pale with emotion. That cock, still untamed and with feathers still uncut could become a
champion, a king of the arena of cockfighting. An idea occurred to him.
“Why not try to own him?”
The next day, after the mass, he presented himself at the convent as he usually did during the time that the
priest took his breakfast.
It was the most propitious moment. The sacristan knew it. Whenever he had to do anything important, he chose
this moment, and fostered by the good humor of the priest, he almost always obtained what he desired.
First he talked to him about the piety of his parishioners. In no parish of the diocese of Cebu were people more
religious nor more devoted to the priest than those of that village. The parishioners were certainly poor but loyally
fulfilled their religious duties.
In addition, the villagers liked him. Proof of their affection was that just after he spoke of renovating the roof
of the convent, the parishioners flooded the parochial house with hundred of pieces of nipa. The priest could ask
everything he wanted and be sure that the villagers would respond immediately on the spot.
The priest smiled and with unfeigned modesty, changed the subject, leading the conversation towards those
times he was coadjutor of Carcar, the most important town of Cebu. He narrated incidents of his life which the
sacristan already knew by memory because of continuous repetition. His story always ended with the inevitable
and necessary question that rounded off all conversations of this sort.
“Ah, when will I be transferred to a parish like Carcar?”
The sacristan and the priest kept quiet. Cunningly the former dropped these words.
“With time you will be a priest of a town as big as Carcar.”
“How do you know?”—and he looked at him with a surprised and contented smile.
“With the manner you treat people, with the good way you administer the parish, with the—”
“Shut up, you dunce! You’re not even a prophet.”
The sacristan did not persist. He let minutes pass and then he stood up. When he reached the door he returned
as if he had forgotten something.
“What do you want?” asked the priest.
“To tell you that yesterday we succeeded in catching the rooster.”
“Good! Good! Where is it?”
“At home.”
“Bring it this afternoon. 1 think, this rooster, because of his fondness for other barnyards would better serve as
an excellent chicken fricassee.” The sacristan scratched his nape and lowered his eyes.
“The fact is that—”
“What do you want?”
“I would like to keep the rooster.”
“You like it?”
“Yes.”
“Keep him then.”
*
From that day the fate of Talisain was decided.
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A year after in the town’s cockpit during the patron saint’s feast day, Talisain, with a well-aimed blow at the
heart, demolished the prestige of Lasak, the formidable champion of the town of Talibon.
Talisain had known how to get out unharmed in the fiery combat. His style had confused his enemy from the
time both combatants had been set loose by their keepers in the ring which was already reddened with the blood
of the other fighters.
Lasak kept flying very high and never ceased to attack clearing the air with his terrible slashing. Although
Talisain was unexperienced, he immediately adopted a plan of defence intending to counterattack at the most
propitious moment. When Lasak ascended more than one and a half meters Talisain chose to stay on the ground
carefully watching the movements of his rival, and when this descended, he attacked and flanked him. When the
enemy furiously attacked him, Talisain retreated defending himself with his wings, and sharply, when the attack
was fiercer, he would stand aside to deal a blow on the side of the enemy.
The cunning of Talisain discouraged his rival. Gradually he began losing his energies and, when he was
completely exhausted and at Talisain’s mercy, the young fighter jumped over his rival and struck him with terrible
razor blow which penetrated its chest and split its heart. After a violent convulsion, Lasak expired, while the
spectators, crazy with enthusiasm, unanimously released a formidable shout, cheering the new champion.
*
His was a mad rush to the top.
Six months later in the town of Tubigan, and likewise during the feast of the patron, he obtained even greater
victory. He was already known in all the parts of the province, because Tubigan is the Mecca of all the cockfighters of Bohol.
The Goddess of Fortune, a capricious weaver of events, had taken that year of the Feast of Tubigan a cockfight
fan from Cebu. The triumph of Talisain was for him a revelation and he decided to interview the owner of the
prodigious fighting cock that easily won the fight that morning.
The sacristan did not like to part from his champion. He had raised, reared, and trained him. Thanks to Talisain. the sacristan’s name which was obscure and insignificant was now being mentioned with certain admiration
in the arena of cockfighting of the province. But the priest interceded in order to surmount the difficulties.
“How much was the offer for the cock?”
“One hundred pesos?”
“Then there was nothing more to talk about.”
Could the sacristan even dream of finding one hundred pesos in one time? Did he not know that one day his
cock might succumb to a razor blow in the same way he had vanquished his rivals?
And Talisain, carefully caged, reached the shores of Cebu one serene day in December, under the watchful
eyes of Teniente Botoy, a famous trainer of fighting cocks, inseparable companion of the gambler in his trips to
neighboring provinces.
And a month after at a cockpit in Cebu, and in front often thousand spectators, Talisain won for his master a
fabulous sum after knocking down like a flash of lightning an astute abuhin.
It was a tough fight. He finally was making a name for himself as an invincible champion.
*
But his owner was not yet satisfied with him. His dream was to take the champion to Manila, to Caloocan, to
La Loma or to Mandaluyong and win a fortune by astonishing the excited multitude in the cockpits of Luzon with
Talisain’s skill in handling the razor.
During the trip Talisain was taken cared of like a person. One morning the ship Panay\fn{Not to be confused with
the American gunboat of the same name, sunk by the Japanese in 1937 in Chinese waters:H } entered the Pasig with a precious
cargo, the gallant, nutty, and daring Talisain. the champion of the cockpits in the Visayas.
Fortune continued to smile on him. In Caloocan one Balolang ran away disgracefully after receiving a scratch.
His owner received flattering offers, but resisted the temptation, certain that Talisain would give him even more
money. The last fight Talisain gave him more than ten thousand pesos, and he was sure that if he followed the
rules of the planetary cycle, like Teniente Botoy had been advising him, his champion would be invincible for a
long time yet
Talisain returned then to Cebu with one more laurel to his name. He would rest some months to renew his
triumphal career afterwards. Exactly five months after would be the feast of the St. Nino, patron of Cebu, and the
richest and most audacious cock fighters of the province would come to the city of Hamabad to bet their fortune
and risk it all in one match.
*
Talisain’s adversary was a mayahin, property of a rich Chinese merchant. Talisain was the favorite and his rival
had to content himself with being second.
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Money flowed in torrents. The Chinese welcomed with a smile all the bets. The owner of Talisain. to show his
confidence in his champion, hurled ten one-thousand-peso bills in the middle of the ring.
The uproar was tremendous. The multitude were excited, and those greedy for money took this opportunity to
wager with advantage. During the last minutes those in favor of the second cock deafened the place with their
shouts.
When it was time to fight, there was a deep, expectant, and tragic silence. The mayahin was as astute as
Talisain and did not initiate the attack. The handlers had to catch both cocks more than once and force them to
fiercely peck each others ears to make them warm up. The looks of both combatants flamed with hate and rancor.
The battle having began, the combatants attacked fiercely. The feathers flew with each impact, but none was hurt
as yet.
Suddenly, in another collision, Talisain was hurt in the right muscle. The multitude burst forth in a deafening
roar. The champion was put out of action. To confront his rival, he had to sit down. The blood reddened the arena,
but Talisain waited serenely the attack of Mayahin.
Mayahin. however, stopped the attack suspecting a trap. Little by little he backed away with a look of distrust
Afterwards, seeing that his rival did not stand up, he attacked Talisain unexpectedly discharging over his back a
formidable slash. When he saw his rival coming, Talisain twisted a little to one side, and when Mayahin passed
over him, he dealt him a blow, the only successful one for him that afternoon, which reached the genitals of
Mayahin with such vigor, that Mayahin. mad with pain and with his entrails open, shamefully fled, flying up to
the lower tiers of the seats in the general admission section.
*
This victory disabled Talisain forever.
The muscles healed in a short time, but the champion became but a lame cock incapable of confronting even
an unexperienced cock. The owner gave him as a gift to Teniente Botoy, his trainer, who thinking that he could
still make Talisain useful, set him free in a barnyard to see whether he could father a worthy heir to his warlike
deeds.
But the hens of that chicken coop made fun of the lameness of Talisain. They did not know of his deeds as an
ex-champion and made him the butt of jokes. To top all his misfonunes, the hens of the barnyard did not even
look at him, preferring the fresh handsomeness of the two-year old cocks that courted them.
*
Talisain felt very lonely and neglected. Nobody in that barnyard knew that he was a champion although he had
lost his status as one. Nobody loved him, nobody understood him. Even the young roosters who were starting to
grow their crest and liven the early mornings with their early warlike crowing sometimes dared to challenge him,
sure that even if their daring could be punished, they could get free of his spurs just by running away.
One day he planned to astonish the tribe. With great fuss he called the hens. They responded thinking that the
old champion had found some corn and wanted to give it to them. When he had them around him, he opened his
beak and let go a vibrant, lengthy, fiery crowing, as fierce as his crowing during his triumphant days.
The hens looked at him with astonishment. Then, sure of his supremacy, he began narrating his deeds.
*
It was the greatest error of his life. The hens—who in the feminine art of making fun are certainly consummate
teachers—feigned listening to him. Afterwards, they told the stories twisting them as they saw fit, to the attractive
young roosters of the barnyard.
The effect was immediate.
The proudest cock went to challenge him, and beat Talisain with so much spur that had not the trainer interfered, his life would have ended there.
*
Since then he decided to keep quiet.
His past had ended and it was useless to revive it. His glory had passed and they had forgotten him. The
roosters and hens made fun of him calling him “champion,” and he patiently welcomed their mockery without
rancor.
One noon while he was meditating on the banality of earthly things, an old hen passed by him, limping and
cackling noisily. Talisain became mute with astonishment. Afterwards. overcoming his emotion, he went near the
hen with the speed that his lameness allowed him, and when he was sure he was not mistaken, shouted at the top
of his lungs.
“Bulik! Is it you?”
Bulik looked at him like one looks at someone who has just resuscitated.
“But, is it you, Talisain? Why are you here?”
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Then they talked about their lives. The priest acquired all the hens of the town mayor and when he was transferred to a better parish in Cebu, he took with him his barnyard. In Cebu, Bulik was sold to that trainer of cocks
who wanted to start a barnyard which would have a lot of champions.
“All those you see here are my grandchildren, and great,-great grandchildren. I have given birth to all of them.
“My companion was Dalusapi who died of old age last year. Among my descendants are capons which the
owner of the trainer has raised here in order to have once in a while a stuffed chicken for his friends.” And after
looking at him more intently, she exclaimed:
“But you, how shabby you are. You are of my age. Do you remember? But you are more aged, less fit, and, in
addition, you are lame. What happened to you?”
Talisain recounted his story. When he stopped, Bulik asked him:
“And how many descendants do you have?”
“Descendants?”asked Talisain painfully. “A champion has no time for love. His muscles are strengthened not
that his body maybe better for procreation, but for when at a given moment he can discharge at his adversary the
blow that would rend its flesh apart and kill him. The athletes and especially us the professionals of homicide
have no right to love.”
Bulik and Talisain kept quiet.
In the deep drowsy silence of the noon a graceful and arrogant white cock challenged him to a fight.
*
Bulik cried inconsolably. Talisain, who was dozing beside her, tried to console Bulik. It was Christmas Eve,
and that morning, the owner of the trainer had asked for two plump capons, great-great grandchildren of Bulik
who were to be sacrificed for the advent of Christ. Many friends would get together that night at the house of the
owner, and on the table the stuffed chicken would not be lacking.
“How cruel men are!” moaned Bulik. “Why can’t they be merry without sacrificing other beings to their voraciousness. Why does the anniversary of the birth of the infant Jesus who is all kindness have to be celebrated with
the sacrifice of other beings created by Him?”
“Do not complain, my friend,” replied Talisain. “Each creature comes to earth with a mission. What do we
know about the mission of men? Ours is to contribute to their happiness, and we should be satisfied knowing that
our descendants comply with theirs.
“You—you also have accomplished your mission. You have had a large number of descendants, have had
children, you have loved, and have been loved.
“On the other hand, I, what have I done? I have strengthened myself in order to kill an enemy that I did not
even know. I have no children. I have not accomplished any mission at all.
“I shall die. And I will have no descendants at all. I do not cry because I have no children who suffer or who
die.
“O pain without name, because it is the pain without tears for not having anyone for whom to cry.”
*
The bells have already pealed. Its tongues of bronze announce to all men the birth of the infant Christ.
Bulik. meanwhile cries inconsolably for the death of her two sons, sacrificed to the happy voraciousness of humans.
“Cry, my friend,” said Talisain with a weak voice.
“Your pain is holy because it is the pain of fecund motherhood. Do you hear how the Christmas bells are ringing? Do you hear how they ring merrily and joyously?
“The infant Jesus is born.
“Cry, my friend, cry. The bells are ringing, offering their sonorous hymn to the Blessed Mother.”
2
They had to move to another house.
The landlord was inexorable, with that egoistic inexorability of one who impassibly contemplates from the
shore a sinking ship. It had been three months that they had not paid the rent, and therefore …
Ernesto, meanwhile, was fixing his tie before a thin mirror, determined to find at all cost a corner where to
spend that night, entrusting to his wife the annoying task of arranging their bags.
In the time that his agile fingers—agile because of habit—were tying quickly the knot of the tie, his tinkling
imagination spanned a world of memories.
It was hardly eight years ago that she, Dolores, and he had married. He remembered perfectly his bachelor
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days when he was a bohemian and a night owl. He came to know her there, in that same house that soon they had
to abandon. She was a very young girl then. Psh! … fifteen years old.
His first love letter of marked student style—he was a third year student—received no answer.
Much later, that fancy of his young years gained vigor and authoritativeness so strong in his romantic spirit
that he was unable to control it and his parents threatened to withdraw his stipend, seeing how he put aside his
books, with a grimace that indicated the extreme contempt he had for those things.
But she, still a girl to the end—a little mocking—laughed boisterously at the dismal face that he had when the
two of them bumped into each other in some street corner. There Ernesto stood watching every morning, waiting
for the lucky hour, since she, by fate’s design, was also studying.
While in Ernesto that passion was like the fire of Etna,\fn{ A famous volcano in Italy} in Dolores it was never more
than a diversion more or less amusing. The vehement and jocund language of the young lover did not stir up any
response in her. Quite the contrary, they tickled in her ingenuous and childlike soul a titillating effect. And so she
did not stop laughing, especially if she ran into her friends from school, as mocking and gay as she was.
His first letter, that in which Ernesto revealed to her all his secret worries and hopes of his eighteen-year-old
passion, was in real danger of not being read. She opened it, and as she perceived a “Beloved of my soul”—a
phrase with which students of Rhetoric began their declarations—she felt an ambiguous sensation of indifference,
and also of anxiety.
How come?
She a young girl that still wore short dresses, that had not yet divorced herself from dolls, having a troubadour
under her balcony at night who regales her with a sweet and popular love song. The thing was really laughable
and Dolores, after letting her mother know about the news left the unfortunate letter on one of the chairs of the
living room.
Since then, the matter was never discussed again. The children, the brothers of Dolores, got hold of the letter of
Ernesto, with which they began to make a small paper boat. And every time she remembered the letter, a burst of
melancholy furrowed the brow of the child who was already becoming a woman.
*
Dolores stayed six years in Manila. Her father insisted in putting her in the college administered by the Assumption nuns on Herran street.
Why was it that when she returned to Cebu and ran into Emesto for the first time after such a long lapse of
time, her lips shook with a tremor of a new secret emotion?
Emesto was already every inch a man, and his resolute and dominating look contrasted with his past timidity
and difference. He shook Dolores’s hands very hard as he hurled a cheerful exclamation of effusive and cordial
surprise.
“Dolores! How are you? You probably have forgotten Cebu, haven’t you?”
“I’m fine,” she answered with that timidity and insecurity of a college girl when she believes she is the object
of some attention.
“Hey? Have you forgotten Cebu?” he inquired sweetly and nicely.
“No, no,” she protested weakly, “I do not forget Cebu.”
“But do you still know Visayan?”
“Why not! We always speak Visayan on the sly in college.”
*
Two years passed.
Suddenly, in the centenarian conventual quietude of the city of Cebu, the newspapers announced the wedding
of Dolores Trinidad and Ernesto San Julian.
*
When a trunk was raised, Ernestin quickly seized a piece of paper, creased and already yellowed by time.
Arranged in its own way, it turned out to be a small paper boat.
“Leave that, Ernestin. Look, you will dirty your hands,” Dolores told her son.
But Ernestin, who had inherited that stubbornness from his father and from his mother that mocking spirit
which had distinguished her when she was in college, instead of paying attention to her, ran with the discovery,
and in the living room started playing with it.
*
The fixing up of the things had ended. A porter took care of transporting all the impedimenta. The owner of the
house, to drive them away from the house, had raised the rent, and Ernesto and Dolores had to move. They
prepared to abandon forever that house where both came to know each other, where she lived since she began to
know reason, where her parents died one after the other.
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When she went to the living room, Dolores saw Ernestin playing with an old little paper boat that was found
under the bottom of a trunk that undoubtedly had not been moved from its place for more than ten years. Dolores
became impatient and was about to tear the toy in a thousand pieces, when a scent of old withered roses flailed
her face.
What had Dolores seen?
What her eyes had read was sadly ironic because of the very many evils that they had seen of life. That very
old paper boat was the first love letter that Ernesto had addressed to her there in those distant years of his youth,
when she was only a school girl of fifteen years, mischievous and mocking.
What of memories, pleasing and biting at the same time, that now already did not flail her so very much lived
soul! The paper read:
Beloved of my soul, I beg you do not be offended by what I say. For a long time my heart throbs for you and I don’t
live anymore except for you. It is because I love you. Ah Dolores! If you only knew how much I love you, how much I
suffer at the idea that perhaps you feel indifferent towards me, you would pity me. It is because I love you and will love
you all my life. Surely you must be the woman that destiny will have to give me, because I cannot understand life
without you.

Immediately follows a succession of phrases, or promises of eternal love, without end, so eternal and infinite
like their souls. Then, a shaking signature, overly ornate with student-like embellishments—
“Ernesto San Julian.”
And now? Dolores asked herself.
It was certain: she was the woman that destiny had chosen as Ernesto’s companion, but the second part of the
affmnation had not been fulfilled.
“I do not understand life without you,” said the ardent first letter, and nevertheless, how many times did her
heart feel the cruel sting of justified jealousy? How many times did Ernesto betray her during their eight years of
marriage? How many pictures and love notes did she discover?
*
When Ernesto returned after receiving in the new house all the family’s impedimenta, he found Dolores crying.
“What is the matter? Why are you crying?”
“For nothing at all, Emesto. I was saddened by the brevity of all things and all sentiments.
“What our house is now, will be converted tomorrow into a strange home; what we now love will, afterwards,
be the cause of our aversion and hatred, what is now pleasing remembrance, will, later on, be oblivion and
silence.
“Look and read.”
And Dolores gave the old love letter to her husband.
Pause.
Long pause. Both meditated taciturnly. Even Ernestin stopped playing. Suddenly Ernesto said:
“My love, life is like that—change, forgetfulness, ingratitude.
“What would life be without ingratitude and forgetfulness?
“What if it did not change and transform everything?
“An immense and still lake, and rotten in its immobility.”
3
That day my brothers and I sat at the table with our thoughts so far away from the dining room. We were visibly grieving. The confused clattering sound of the knives and forks as these struck the plates contrasted with our
impenetrable and worried silence.
Father soon became aware of our silence, but he did oot dare or did not want to initiate the conversation and
lead it to what we were thinking, because he hoped without doubt that one of us would be the first to break our silence which was already becoming wearisome and boring.
Ricardo, who was more impatient than Demetrio or me, noisily dropped his fork on his plate, and pushed it
away.
Father, who always considered the circumspection and good manners at the dining table a standing law, looked
at him with more surprise than severity, and Ricardo understood.
“I can’t stand it anymore!” Ricardo cried out in anguish.
“What is the matter with you?” Father asked in his dry but sympathetic voice that seemed caressing and en204

couraging.
“That misfortune depressed us, Father,” replied Ricardo.
“That a man so good and honest like Nonoy should go to jail.”
*
Father already knew everything about the drama that transpired that morning at the Supreme Court, but he undoubtedly preferred that we provide him with all the details. Ricardo, because of his impulsiveness, said that he
just could not do it. Demetrio because he disliked talking except in monosyllables, looked at me as if indicating
that I should talk.
“Well then, Father,” I began. “This morning, Nonoy was sentenced to a prison term of from four to eight years.
The courts have found him guilty of swindling and so they have convicted him. In additon, he will have to indemnify two million pesos to the banks. There is no doubt that his family will be able to pay the banks, and this is why
his accusers included Nonoy in the lawsuit.
“But that is of the least importance. But who will compensate Nonoy for the loss of his good name? Who will
repay him for the bitterness he will suffer undeservedly in jail?”
“What?” Father inquired. “Is Nonoy guilty or innocent?”
“Innocent, Father,” Demetrio replied for us.
“Then why is he being sent to prison?” asked Father.
“Because the banks wished it so, Father!”
Father looked at us with surprise. I decided then to explain to him what had happened.
“It’s about those fake quedans,\fn{Receipts} Father, which Nonoy deposited in the banks not knowing that they
were counterfeit.
“Supposing that my brother Demetrio had been the falsifier, and he had unknowingly pledged them to me, why
should I also have to be imprisoned like Demetrio just because I had pledged these fake papers to the banks? In
any case, if afterwards it is proved that these were not genuine, my good faith would safeguard me: and the best
proof of this is that there were others’ quedans which were also found to be fake, which I later redeemed at the
time they were due, like it was proven in the case of Nonoy.”
“According to the accusation, Nonoy and Gabriel had connived to sell or pledge the fake quedans.”
“That’s a lie!” shouted Ricardo. “That’s a fabrication of the banks to justify the inclusion of Nonoy in the case,
so that they could demand indemnity from Nonoy’s family which they couldn’t get from Gabriel.”
Father looked severely at him. Then he said:
“Look my sons, in the art of photography, there is such a word which is called ‘photogenic’. The existence of
this term ‘photogenic’ has never been so evident as when the film industry became fully developed. There are
photogenic faces as there also are non-photogenic ones.
“In real life, you must have seen many perfectly beautiful faces many times, that seen through the eye of a
camera, which is nothing more than a lens of major or minor potency, obviously appear ugly. In contrast, many
faces decidedly ugly, colorless, and expressionless, do, under the eye of the camera, exude an unexpected beauty
and expression. The former are the anti-photogenic faces; the latter are the photogenic faces.”
Father paused for a while to sip some water. Then he continued:
“Human actions are governed by the same laws. There are people who always do good. They religiously fulfill
their obligations to God and all men, they never speak ill of anyone, they help those in need, and they even
confess and take communion frequently.
“However, what do the people say about them? The public usually thinks that they are hypocrites who, in order
to be able to deceive, feign to be honorable and virtuous.
“In contrast. there are others who always do evil, very often in very obvious and cynical way, who do not even
bother to conceal their misdeeds either because they are proud of them or do not think that they are evil. These are
the scourge of innocent ladies, and widows of the destitute, or of the avaricious who are unwary from whom they
choose their victims.
“They are the organizers of fabulous companies that exist only on paper and cause the ruin of ignorant people
from the provinces; they are the official negotiators who convince the government to undertake business of doubtful productive returns or feasibility. And what do people say of them?
“‘This fellow is a genius of modern finance.’
“Admiring the depravity of these people, the public thinks these are modern financial geniuses.
“And they my sons, are the photogenic souls, those who, even when they do evil, seem however, to be doing
good, while the others, the ones who actually do good, always seem to do evil, are the ones who are not photogenic.”
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Father kept silent for a moment, and immediately after, added this caustic remark:
“I known that Nonoy is innocent because I know he is honest; but what can you do?
“He didn’t know how to make himself appear as such.
“He is an anti-photogenic soul..”
81.168 Dead Stars\fn{by Paz Marquez Benitez (1894-1983)} Lucena, Tayabas Province, The Philippines (F) 8
1
Through the open window the air-steeped outdoors passed into his room, quietly enveloping him, stealing into
his very thought.
Esperanza, Julia, the sorry mess he had made of life, the years to come even now beginning to weigh down, to
crush—they lost concreteness, diffused into formless melancholy. The tranquil murmur of conversation issued
from the brick-tiled azotea where Don Julian and Carmen were busy puttering away among the rose pots.
“Papa, and when will the ‘long table’ be set?”
“I don’t know yet. Alfredo is not very specific, but I understand Esperanza wants it to be next month.” Carmen
sighed impatiently.
“Why is he not a bit more decided, I wonder. He is over thirty, is he not? And still a bachelor! Esperanza must
be tired waiting.”
“She does not seem to be in much of a hurry either,” Don Julian nasally commented, while his rose scissors
busily snipped away.
“How can a woman be in a hurry when the man does not hurry her?” Carmen returned, pinching off a worm
with a careful, somewhat absent air.
“Papa, do you remember how much in love he was?”
“In love? With whom?”
“With Esperanza, of course. He has not had another love affair that I know of,” she said with good-natured
contempt.
“What I mean is that at the beginning he was enthusiastic—flowers, serenades, notes, and things like that …”
Alfredo remembered that period with a wonder not unmixed with shame.
That was less than four years ago. He could not understand those months of a great hunger that was not of the
body nor yet of the mind, a craving that had seized on him one quiet night when the moon was abroad and under
the dappled shadow of the trees in the plaza, man wooed maid.
Was he being cheated by life? Love—he seemed to have missed it.
Or was the love that others told about a mere fabrication of perfervid imagination, an exaggeration of the commonplace, a glorification of insipid monotonies such as made up his love life?
Was love a combination of circumstances, or sheer native capacity of soul? In those days love was, for him,
still the eternal puzzle; for love, as he knew it, was a stranger to love as he divined it might be.
Sitting quietly in his room now; he could almost revive the restlessness of those days, the feeling of tumultuous haste, such as he knew so well in his boyhood when something beautiful was going on somewhere and he was
trying to get there in time to see.
“Hurry, hurry, or you will miss it,” someone had seemed to urge in his ears.
So he had avidly seized on the shadow of Love and deluded himself for a long while in the way of humanity
from time immemorial. In the meantime, he became very much engaged to Esperanza.
Why would men so mismanage their lives?
Greed, he thought, was what ruined so many.
Greed—the desire to crowd into a moment all the enjoyment it will hold, to squeeze from the hour all the emotion it will yield. Men commit themselves when but half-meaning to do so, sacrificing possible future fullness of
ecstasy to the craving for immediate excitement.
Greed—mortgaging the future—forcing the hand of Time, or of Fate.
“What do you think happened?” asked Carmen, pursuing her thought. “I suppose long-engaged people are like
that; warm now, cool tomorrow. I think they are oftener cool than warm. The very fact that an engagement has
been allowed to prolong itself argues a certain placidity of temperament—or of affection—on the part of either, or
both.”
Don Julian loved to philosophize. He was talking now with an evident relish in words, his resonant, very nasal
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voice toned down to monologue pitch.
“That phase you were speaking of is natural enough for a beginning. Besides, that, as I see it, was Alfredo’s
last race with escaping youth.”
Carmen laughed aloud at the thought of her brother’s perfect physical repose—almost indolence—disturbed in
the role suggested by her father’s figurative language.
“A last spurt of hot blood,” finished the old man.
Few certainly would credit Alfredo Salazar with hot blood. Even his friends had amusedly diagnosed his blood
as cool and thin, citing incontrovertible evidence.
Tall and slender, he moved with an indolent ease that verged on grace. Under straight recalcitrant hair, a thin
face with a satisfying breadth of forehead, slow, dreamer’s eyes, and astonishing freshness of lips—indeed Alfredo Salazar’s appearance betokened little of exuberant masculinity; rather a poet with wayward humor, a fastidious
artist with keen, clear brain.
He rose and quietly went out of the house. He lingered a moment on the stone steps; then went down the path
shaded by immature acacias, through the little tarred gate which he left swinging back and forth, now opening,
now closing on the gravel road bordered along the farther side by madre cacao hedge in tardy lavender bloom.
The gravel road narrowed as it slanted up to the house on the hill, whose wide, open porches he could glimpse
through the heat-shriveled tamarinds in the Martinez yard.
Six weeks ago that house meant nothing to him save that it was the Martinez house, rented and occupied by
Judge del Valle and his family.
Six weeks ago Julia Salas meant nothing to him; he did not even know her name; but now—
One evening he had gone “neighboring” with Don Julian; a rare enough occurrence, since he made it a point to
avoid all appearance of currying favor with the Judge. This particular evening, however, he had allowed himself
to be persuaded.
“A little mental relaxation now and then is beneficial,” the old man had said. “Besides, a judge’s good will,
you know”; the rest of the thought—“is worth a rising young lawyer’s trouble”—Don Julian conveyed through a
shrug and a smile that derided his own worldly wisdom.
A young woman had met them at the door. It was evident from the excitement of the Judge’s children that she
was a recent and very welcome arrival. In the characteristic Filipino way, formal introductions had been omit-ted
—the Judge limiting himself to a casual “Ah, ya se conocen?”—with the consequence that Alfredo called her Miss
del Valle throughout the evening.
He was puzzled that she should smile with evident delight every time he addressed her thus. Later Don Julian
informed him that she was not the Judge’s sister, as he had supposed, but his sister-in-law, and that her name was
Julia Salas.
A very dignified rather austere name, he thought. Still, the young lady should have corrected him. As it was, he
was greatly embarrassed, and felt that he should explain. To his apology, she replied,
“That is nothing. Each time I was about to correct you, but I remembered a similar experience I had once before.”
“Oh,” he drawled out, vastly relieved.
“A man named Manalang—I kept calling him Manalo. After the tenth time or so, the young man rose from his
seat and said suddenly,
“‘Pardon me, but my name is Manalang, Manalang.’
“You know, I never forgave him!”
He laughed with her.
“The best thing to do under the circumstances, I have found out,” she pursued, “is to pretend not to hear, and to
let the other person find out his mistake without help.”
“As you did this time. Still, you looked amused every time I—”
“I was thinking of Mr. Manalang.”
*
Don Julian and his uncommunicative friend, the Judge, were absorbed in a game of chess.
The young man had tired of playing appreciative spectator and desultory conversationalist, so he and Julia
Salas had gone off to chat in the vine-covered porch. The lone piano in the neighborhood alternately tinkled and
banged away as the player’s moods altered. He listened, and wondered irrelevantly if Miss Salas could sing; she
had such a charming speaking voice.
He was mildly surprised to note from her appearance that she was unmistakably a sister of the Judge’s wife,
although Doña Adela was of a different type altogether. She was small and plump, with wide brown eyes, clearly
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defined eyebrows, and delicately modeled lips—a pretty woman with the complexion of a baby and the expression of a likable cow.
Julia was taller, not so obviously pretty. She had the same eyebrows and lips, but she was much darker; of a
smooth rich brown with underlying tones of crimson which heightened the impression she gave of abounding
Vitality.
*
On Sunday mornings after mass, father and son would go crunching up the gravel road to the house on the hill.
The Judge’s wife invariably offered them beer, which Don Julian enjoyed and Alfredo did not. After a half hour or
so, the chessboard would be brought out; then Alfredo and Julia Salas would go out to the porch to chat. She sat in
the low hammock and he in a rocking chair and the hours—warm, quiet March hours— sped by.
He enjoyed talking with her and it was evident that she liked his company; yet what feeling there was between
them was so undisturbed that it seemed a matter of course. Only when Esperanza chanced to ask him indirectly
about those visits did some uneasiness creep into his thoughts of the girl next door.
Esperanza had wanted to know if he went straight home after mass. Alfredo suddenly realized that for several
Sundays now he had not waited for Esperanza to come out of the church as he had been wont to do. He had been
eager to go “neighboring.”
He answered that he went home to work. And, because he was not habitually untruthful, added,
“Sometimes I go with Papa to Judge del Valle’s.”
She dropped the topic.
Esperanza was not prone to indulge in unprovoked jealousies. She was a believer in the regenerative virtue of
institutions, in their power to regulate feeling as well as conduct. If a man were married, why, of course, he loved
his wife; if he were engaged, he could not possibly love another woman.
That half-lie told him what he had not admitted openly to himself; that he was giving Julia Salas something
which he was not free to give. He realized that; yet something that would not be denied beckoned imperiously,
and he followed on.
It was so easy to forget up there, away from the prying eyes of the world, so easy and so poignantly sweet. The
beloved woman, he standing close to her, the shadows around, enfolding.
“Up here I find—something—”
*
He and Julia Salas stood looking out into the quiet night. Sensing unwanted intensity, she laughed, womanlike, asking,
“Amusement?”
“No; youth—its spirit—”
“Are you so old?”
“And heart’s desire.”
Was he becoming a poet, or is there a poet lurking in the heart of every man?
“Down there,” he had continued, his voice somewhat indistinct, “the road is too broad, too trodden by feet, too
barren of mystery.”
“Down there” beyond the ancient tamarinds lay the road, upturned to the stars. In the darkness the fireflies
glimmered, while an errant breeze strayed in from somewhere, bringing elusive, faraway sounds as of voices in a
dream.
“Mystery—” she answered lightly, “that is so brief—”
“Not in some,” quickly. “Not in you.”
“You have known me a few weeks; so the mystery.”
“I could study you all my life and still not find it.”
“So long?”
“I should like to.”
Those six weeks were now so swift-seeming in the memory, yet had they been so deep in the living, so charged
with compelling power and sweetness. Because neither the past nor the future had relevance or meaning, he lived
only the present, day by day, lived it intensely, with such a willful shutting out of fact as astounded him in his
calmer moments.
*
Just before Holy Week, Don Julian invited the Judge and his family to spend Sunday afternoon at Tanda where
he had a coconut plantation and a house on the beach.
Carmen also came with her four energetic children. She and Doña Adela spent most of the time indoors
directing the preparation of the merienda and discussing the likable absurdities of their husbands—how Carmen’s
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Vicente was so absorbed in his farms that he would not even take time off to accompany her on this visit to her
father; how Doña Adela’s Dionisio was the most absentminded of men, sometimes going out without his collar, or
with unmatched socks.
After the merienda, Don Julian sauntered off with the Judge to show him what a thriving young coconut
looked like—“plenty of leaves, close set, rich green”—while the children, convoyed by Julia Salas, found
unending entertainment in the rippling sand left by the ebbing tide. They were far down, walking at the edge of
the water, indistinctly outlined against the gray of the out-curving beach.
Alfredo left his perch on the bamboo ladder of the house and followed. Here were her footsteps, narrow,
arched. He laughed at himself for his black canvas footwear which he removed forthwith and tossed high up on
dry sand.
When he came up, she flushed, then smiled with frank pleasure.
“I hope you are enjoying this,” he said with a questioning inflection.
“Very much. It looks like home to me, except that we do not have such a lovely beach.”
There was a breeze from the water. It blew the hair away from her forehead, and whipped the tucked-up skirt
around her straight, slender figure. In the picture was something of eager freedom as of wings poised in flight.
The girl had grace, distinction. Her face was not notably pretty; yet she had a tantalizing charm, all the more
compelling because it was an inner quality, an achievement of the spirit. The lure was there, of naturalness, of an
alert vitality of mind and body, of a thoughtful, sunny temper, and of a piquant perverseness which is sauce to
charm.
“The afternoon has seemed very short, hasn’t it?” Then,
“This, I think, is the last time—we can visit.”
“The last? Why?”
“Oh, you will be too busy perhaps.” He noted an evasive quality in the answer.
“Do I seem especially industrious to you?”
“If you are, you never look it.”
“Not perspiring or breathless, as a busy man ought to be.”
“But—”
“Always unhurried, too unhurried, and calm.” She smiled to herself.
“I wish that were true,” he said after a meditative pause. She waited.
“A man is happier if he is, as you say, calm and placid.”
“Like a carabao in a mud pool,” she retorted perversely.
“Who? I?”
“Oh, no!”
“You said I am calm and placid.”
“That is what I think.”
“I used to think so too. Shows how little we know ourselves.”
It was strange to him that he could be wooing thus: with tone and look and covert phrase.
“I should like to see your home town.”
“There is nothing to see—little crooked streets, yunut roofs with ferns growing on them, and sometimes squashes.”
That was the background. It made her seem less detached, less unrelated, yet withal more distant, as if that
background claimed her and excluded him.
“Nothing? There is you.”
“Oh, me? But I am here.”
“I will not go, of course, until you are there.”
“Will you come? You will find it dull. There isn’t even one American there!”
“Well—Americans are rather essential to my entertainment.”
She laughed.
“We live on Calle Luz, a little street with trees.”
“Could I find that?”
“If you don’t ask for Miss del Valle,” she smiled teasingly.
“I’ll inquire about—”
“What?”
“The house of the prettiest girl in the town.”
“There is where you will lose your way.” Then she turned serious.
“Now, that is not quite sincere.”
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“It is,” he averred slowly, but emphatically.
“I thought you, at least, would not say such things.”
“Pretty—pretty—a foolish word! But there is none other more handy. I did not mean that quite—”
“Are you withdrawing the compliment?”
“Re-enforcing it, maybe. Something is pretty when it pleases the eye—it is more than that when—”
“If it saddens?” she interrupted hastily.
“Exactly.”
“It must be ugly.”
“Always?”
Toward the west, the sunlight lay on the dimming waters in a broad, glinting streamer of crimsoned gold.
“No, of course you are right.”
“Why did you say this is the last time?” he asked quietly as they turned back.
“I am going home.”
The end of an impossible dream!
“When?” after a long silence.
“Tomorrow. I received a letter from Father and Mother yesterday. They want me to spend Holy Week at
home.”
She seemed to be waiting for him to speak.
“That is why I said this is the last time.”
“Can’t I come to say good-bye?”
“Oh, you don’t need to!”
“No, but I want to.”
“There is no time.”
The golden streamer was withdrawing, shortening, until it looked no more than a pool far away at the rim of
the world. Stillness, a vibrant quiet that affects the senses as does solemn harmony; a peace that is not contentment but a cessation of tumult when all violence of feeling tones down to the wistful serenity of regret.
She turned and looked into his face, in her dark eyes a ghost of sunset sadness.
“Home seems so far from here. This is almost like another life.”
“I know. This is Elsewhere, and yet strange enough, I cannot get rid of the old things.”
“Old things?”
“Oh, old things, mistakes, encumbrances, old baggage.” He said it lightly, unwilling to mar the hour. He
walked close, his hand sometimes touching hers for one whirling second.
Don Julian’s nasal summons came to them on the wind.
Alfredo gripped the soft hand so near his own. At his touch, the girl turned her face away, but he heard her
voice say very low,
“Good-bye.”
2
Alfredo Salazar turned to the right where, farther on, the road broadened and entered the heart of the town—
heart of Chinese stores sheltered under low-hung roofs, of indolent drug stores and tailor shops, of dingy shoerepairing establishments, and a cluttered goldsmith’s cubbyhole where a consumptive bent over a magnifying
lens; heart of old brick-roofed houses with quaint hand-and-ball knockers on the door; heart of grass-grown plaza
reposeful with trees, of ancient church and convent, now circled by swallows gliding in flight as smooth and soft
as the afternoon itself.
Into the quickly deepening twilight, the voice of the biggest of the church bells kept ringing its insistent summons. Flocking came the devout with their long wax candles, young women in vivid apparel (for this was Holy
Thursday and the Lord was still alive), older women in sober black skirts. Came too the young men in droves,
elbowing each other under the talisay tree near the church door.
The gaily decked rice-paper lanterns were again on display while from the windows of the older houses hung
colored glass globes, heirlooms from a day when grasspith wicks floating in coconut oil were the chief lighting
device.
Soon a double row of lights emerged from the church and uncoiled down the length of the street like a huge
jeweled band studded with glittering clusters where the saints’ platforms were. Above the measured music rose
the untutored voices of the choir, steeped in incense and the acrid fumes of burning wax.
The sight of Esperanza and her mother sedately pacing behind Our Lady of Sorrows suddenly destroyed the
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illusion of continuity and broke up those lines of light into component individuals. Esperanza stiffened selfconsciously, tried to look unaware, and could not.
The line moved on.
Suddenly, Alfredo’s slow blood began to beat violently, irregularly.
A girl was coming down the line—a girl that was striking and vividly alive, the woman that could cause
violent commotion in his heart, yet had no place in the completed ordering of his life.
Her glance of abstracted devotion fell on him and came to a brief stop.
The line kept moving on, wending its circuitous route away from the church and then back again, where, according to the old proverb, all processions end.
At last Our Lady of Sorrows entered the church, and with her the priest and the choir, whose voices now
echoed from the arched ceiling. The bells rang the close of the procession.
*
A round orange moon, “huge as a winnowing basket,” rose lazily into a clear sky, whitening the iron roofs and
dimming the lanterns at the windows. Along the still densely shadowed streets the young women with their rear
guard of males loitered and, maybe, took the longest way home.
Toward the end of the row of Chinese stores, he caught up with Julia Salas. The crowd had dispersed into the
side streets, leaving Calle Real to those who lived farther out.
It was past eight, and Esperanza would be expecting him in a little while: yet the thought did not hurry him as
he said “Good evening” and fell into step with the girl.
“I had been thinking all this time that you had gone,” he said in a voice that was both excited and troubled.
“No, my sister asked me to stay until they are ready to go.”
“Oh, is the judge going?”
“Yes.” The provincial docket had been cleared, and Judge del Valle had been assigned elsewhere. As lawyer—
and as lover—Alfredo had found that out long before.
“Mr. Salazar,” she broke into his silence, “I wish to congratulate you.” Her tone told him that she had learned,
at last. That was inevitable.
“For what?”
“For your approaching wedding.” Some explanation was due her, surely. Yet what could he say that would not
offend?
“I should have offered congratulations long before, but you know mere visitors are slow about getting the
news,” she continued.
He listened not so much to what she said as to the nuances in her voice. He heard nothing to enlighten him,
except that she had reverted to the formal tones of early acquaintance. No revelation there; simply the old voice—
cool, almost detached from personality, flexible and vibrant, suggesting potentialities of song.
“Are weddings interesting to you?” he finally brought out quietly.
“When they are of friends, yes.”
“Would you come if I asked you?”
“When is it going to be?”
“May,” he replied briefly, after a long pause.
“May is the month of happiness, they say,” she said with what seemed to him a shade of irony.
“They say,” slowly, indifferently. “Would you come?”
“Why not?”
“No reason. I am just asking. Then you will?”
“If you will ask me,” she said with disdain.
“Then I will ask you.”
“Then I will be there.”
The gravel road lay before them; at the road’s end the lighted windows of the house on the hill. There swept
over the spirit of Alfredo Salazar a longing so keen that it was pain, a wish that house were his, that all the
bewilderments of the present were not, and that this woman by his side were his long-wedded wife, returning with
him to the peace of home.
“Julita,” he said in his slow, thoughtful manner, “did you ever have to choose between something you wanted
to do and something you had to do?”
“No!”
“I thought maybe you had had that experience; then you could understand a man who was in such a situation.”
“You are fortunate,” he pursued when she did not answer.
“Is—is this man sure of what he should do?”
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“I don’t know, Julita. Perhaps not. But there is a point where a thing escapes us and rushes downward of its
own weight, dragging us along. Then it is foolish to ask whether one will or will not, because it no longer depends
on him.”
“But then why—why—” her muffled voice came. “Oh, what do I know? That is his problem after all.”
“Doesn’t it—interest you?”
“Why must it? I—I have to say good-bye, Mr. Salazar; we are at the house.”
Without lifting her eyes she quickly turned and walked away.
*
Had the final word been said? he wondered. It had. Yet a feeble flutter of hope trembled in his mind though set
against that hope were three years of engagement, a very near wedding, perfect understanding between the parents, his own conscience, and Esperanza herself—Esperanza waiting, Esperanza no longer young, Esperanza the
efficient, the literal-minded, the intensely acquisitive.
He looked attentively at her where she sat on the sofa, appraisingly, and with a kind of aversion which he tried
to control.
She was one of those fortunate women who have the gift of uniformly acceptable appearance. She never
surprised one with unexpected homeliness nor with startling reserves of beauty. At home, in church, on the street,
she was always herself, a woman past first bloom, light and clear of complexion, spare of arms and of breast, with
a slight convexity to thin throat; a woman dressed with self-conscious care, even elegance; a woman distinctly not
average.
She was pursuing an indignant relation about something or other, something about Calixta, their note-carrier,
Alfredo perceived, so he merely half-listened, understanding imperfectly. At a pause he drawled out to fill in the
gap:
“Well, what of it?” The remark sounded ruder than he had intended.
“She is not married to him,” Esperanza insisted in her thin, nervously pitched voice. “Besides, she should have
thought of us. Nanay practically brought her up. We never thought she would turn out bad.”
What had Calma done? Homely, middle-aged Calma?
“You are very positive about her badness,” he commented dryly. Esperanza was always positive.
“But do you approve?”
“Of what?”
“What she did.”
“No,” indifferently.
“Well?”
He was suddenly impelled by a desire to disturb the unvexed orthodoxy of her mind.
“All I say is that it is not necessarily wicked.”
“Why shouldn’t it be? You talked like an—immoral man. I did not know that your ideas were like that.”
“My ideas?” he retorted, goaded by a deep, accumulated exasperation. “The only test I wish to apply to conduct is the test of fairness. Am I injuring anybody? No? Then I am justified in my conscience. I am right. Living
with a man to whom she is not married—is that it? It may be wrong, and again it may not.”
“She has injured us. She was ungrateful.” Her voice was tight with resentment.
“The trouble with you, Esperanza, is that you are—” he stopped, appalled by the passion in his voice.
“Why do you get angry? I do not understand you at all! I think I know why you have been indifferent to me
lately. I am not blind, or deaf; I see and hear what perhaps some are trying to keep from me.”
The blood surged into his very eyes and his hearing sharpened to points of acute pain. What would she say
next?
“Why don’t you speak out frankly before it is too late? You need not think of me and of what people will say.”
Her voice trembled.
Alfredo was suffering as he could not remember ever having suffered before. What people will say—what will
they not say? What don’t they say when long engagements are broken almost on the eve of the wedding?
“Yes,” he said hesitatingly, diffidently, as if merely thinking aloud, “one tries to be fair—according to his lights
—but it is hard. One would like to be fair to one’s self first. But that is too easy, one does not dare—”
“What do you mean?” she asked with repressed violence. “Whatever my shortcomings, and no doubt they are
many in your eyes, I have never gone out of my way, of my place, to find a man.”
Did she mean by this irrelevant remark that he it was who had sought her; or was that a covert attack on Julia
Salas?
“Esperanza—” a desperate plea lay in his stumbling words. “If you—suppose I—” Yet how could a mere man
word such a plea?
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“If you mean you want to take back your word, if you are tired of—why don’t you tell me you are tired of
me?” she burst out in a storm of weeping that left him completely shamed and unnerved.
The last word had been said.
3
As Alfredo Salazar leaned against the boat rail to watch the evening settling over the lake, he wondered if Esperanza would attribute any significance to this trip of his. He was supposed to be in Santa Cruz whither the case
of the People of the Philippine Islands vs. Belina et al had kept him, and there he would have been if Brigida
Samuy had not been so important to the defense.
He had to find that elusive old woman. That the search was leading him to that particular lake town which was
Julia Salas’ home should not disturb him unduly. Yet he was disturbed to a degree utterly out of proportion to the
prosaicalness of his errand. That inner tumult was no surprise to him; in the last eight years he had become used to
such occasional storms.
*
He had long realized that he could not forget Julia Salas. Still, he had tried to be content and not to remember
too much. The climber of mountains who has known the back-break, the lonesomeness, and the chill, finds a certain restfulness in level paths made easy to his feet. He looks up sometimes from the valley where settles the dusk
of evening, but he knows he must not heed the radiant beckoning. Maybe, in time, he would cease even to look
up.
He was not unhappy in his marriage. He felt no rebellion: only the calm of capitulation to what he recognized
as irresistible forces of circumstance and of character. His life had simply ordered itself; no more struggles, no
more stirring up of emotions that got a man nowhere.
From his capacity of complete detachment he derived a strange solace. The essential himself, the himself that
had its being in the core of his thought, would, he reflected, always be free and alone. When claims encroached
too insistently, as sometimes they did, he retreated into the inner fastness, and from that vantage he saw things and
people around him as remote and alien, as incidents that did not matter.
At such times did Esperanza feel baffled and helpless; he was gentle, even tender, but immeasurably far away,
beyond her reach.
*
Lights were springing into life on the shore. That was the town, a little up-tilted town nestling in the dark
greenness of the groves. A snub crested belfry stood beside the ancient church. On the outskirts the evening
smudges glowed red through the sinuous mists of smoke that rose and lost themselves in the purple shadows of
the hills.
There was a young moon which grew slowly luminous as the coral tints in the sky yielded to the darker blues
of evening.
The vessel approached the landing quietly, trailing a wake of long golden ripples on the dark water. Peculiar
hill inflections came to his ears from the crowd assembled to meet the boat—low, singing cadences, characteristic
of the Laguna lakeshore speech. From where he stood he could not distinguish faces, so he had no way of
knowing whether the presidente was there to meet him or not. Just then a voice shouted.
“Is the abogado\fn{Lawyer} there? Abogado!”
“What abogado?” someone irately asked.
That must be the presidente, he thought, and went down to the landing.
It was a policeman, a tall pock-marked individual. The presidente had left with Brigida Samuy—Tandang
“Binday”—that noon for Santa Cruz. Senor Salazar’s second letter had arrived late, but the wife had read it and
said, “Go and meet the abogado and invite him to our house.”
Alfredo Salazar courteously declined the invitation. He would sleep on board since the boat would leave at
four the next morning anyway. So the presidente had received his first letter? Alfredo did not know because that
official had not sent an answer.
“Yes,” the policeman replied, “but he could not write because we heard that Tandang Binday was in San
Antonio so we went there to find her.”
San Antonio was up in the hills! Good man, the presidente! He, Alfredo, must do something for him. It was not
every day that one met with such willingness to help.
*
Eight o’clock, lugubriously tolled from the bell tower, found the boat settled into a somnolent quiet. A cot had
been brought out and spread for him, but it was too bare to be inviting at that hour. It was too early to sleep: he
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would walk around the town. His heart beat faster as he picked his way to shore over the rafts made fast to sundry
piles driven into the water.
How peaceful the town was! Here and there a little tienda\fn{Neighborhood store} was still open, its dim light
issuing forlornly through the single window which served as counter. An occasional couple sauntered by, the
women’s chinelas making scraping sounds. From a distance came the shrill voices of children playing games on
the street—tubigan perhaps, or “hawk-and-chicken.” The thought of Julia Salas in that quiet place filled him with
a pitying sadness.
How would life seem now if he had married Julia Salas?
Had he meant anything to her?
That unforgettable red-and-gold afternoon in early April haunted him with a sense of incompleteness as restless as other unlaid ghosts. She had not married—why? Faithfulness, he reflected, was not a conscious effort at
regretful memory. It was something unvolitional, maybe a recurrent awareness of irreplaceability. Irrelevant trifles
—a cool wind on his forehead, far-away sounds as of voices in a dream—at times moved him to an oddly
irresistible impulse to listen as to an insistent, unfinished prayer.
A few inquiries led him to a certain little tree-ceilinged street where the young moon wove indistinct filigrees
of light and shadow. In the gardens the cotton tree threw its angular shadow athwart the low stone wall; and in the
cool, still midnight the cock’s first call rose in tall, soaring jets of sound. Calle Luz.
Somehow or other, he had known that he would find her house because she would surely be sitting at the
window. Where else, before bedtime on a moonlit night? The house was low and the light in the sala behind her
threw her head into unmistakable relief. He sensed rather than saw her start of vivid surprise.
*
“Good evening,” he said, raising his hat.
“Good evening. Oh! Are you in town?”
“On some little business,” he answered with a feeling of painful constraint.
“Won’t you come up?”
He considered. His vague plans had not included this. But Julia Salas had left the window, calling to her
mother as she did so. After a while, someone came downstairs with a lighted candle to open the door. At last—he
was shaking her hand.
She had not changed much—a little less slender, not so eagerly alive, yet something had gone. He missed it,
sitting opposite her, looking thoughtfully into her fine dark eyes.
She asked him about the home town, about this and that, in a sober, somewhat meditative tone. He conversed
with increasing ease, though with a growing wonder that he should be there at all.
He could not take his eyes from her face. What had she lost? Or was the loss his? He felt an impersonal
curiosity creeping into his gaze. The girl must have noticed, for her cheek darkened in a blush.
Gently—was it experimentally?—he pressed her hand at parting; but his own felt undisturbed and emotionless.
Did she still care? The answer to the question hardly interested him.
The young moon had set, and from the uninviting cot he could see one half of a star-studded sky.
So that was all over.
*
Why had he obstinately clung to that dream? So all these years—since when?—he had been seeing the light of
dead stars, long extinguished, yet seemingly still in their appointed places in the heavens.
An immense sadness as of loss invaded his spirit, a vast homesickness for some immutable refuge of the heart
far away where faded gardens bloom again, and where live on in unchanging freshness, the dear, dead loves of
vanished youth.
257.82 Excerpt from Philippine Humanitarian Services: Heritage And Challenges\fn{by Josefa Jara Martinez
(1894-1987)} Iloilo City, Iloilo Province, Western Visayas, The Philippines (F) 8
1
The Philippines is a cluster of 7,100\fn{ 7,107:W} islands divided into 12\fn{16 in 2013:W} regions and a National
Capital Region, with a total land area of 115,600\fn{ 115,831; approximately 120,000 including inland bodies of water:W }
square miles. It is strategically situated on the southeastern gate of Asia, hedged in by China and Japan on the
north; bordered by the Pacific on the east; by Indonesia in the south; and by Indo-China, Thailand, and the China
Sea in the west. It is directly north of Australia across Indonesia.\fn{ I have excised the numerous footnotes; the italics in the
text, however, I have retained, and expanded in the case of non-English linguistic borrowing:H }
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Although the Philippine Archipelago looks very tiny on the map, it is really larger than it looks. Compared to
familiar countries, it is larger than the combined areas of Belgium, Denmark, Holland, Portugal and Switzerland,
slightly larger than England, about as large as Japan, three times larger than Cuba, and eighteen times as large as
Hawaii, but only 1/25th as large as Australia.
The Philippines has changed its name several times. Originally baptized Islas Filipinas by Villalobos in honor
of Philip II of Spain, she was later renamed the Philippine Islands by the United States of America and
subsequently, on November 15, 1935, to the Commonwealth of the Philippines, due to a change in political status,
until it became the independent Republic of the Philippines on July 4, 1946.
These geographical and historical factors account for the culture of the Filipinos in relation to its Asian
neighbors. While Islam has remained firmly established in Southern Mindanao and Sanskrit elements are found in
Filipino languages, the non-indigenous aspects of the basic institutions of religion and politics in Filipino society
came from the West. For the scattered and disunited communities in the pre-Western age were centralized into
political and administrative units during the Spanish colonial period, while the sword and the cross converted the
greater number of Filipinos to Christianity. The other influences include imported political structures, socioeconomic ideologies, and legal concepts from the United States and Europe. Corpuz advances that “the historical
ties with the West will certainly continue for some time to influence fundamental Filipino perspectives, and thus
sustain the East-West dualism in Filipino ideology and political orientation.”
Although Magellan alone has been given credit for discovering the Philippines, in reality, the Philippines was
discovered three different times. The first discovery was by the people of the East, such as the Indonesians,
Malayans, Indians, Chinese, and the Arabs; the second was by the West through Magellan, who accidentally
landed at Limasawa while trying to reach the Spice Islands by the western route. The third is by the Fili pinos
themselves.
Significant as each of these discoveries was to our country and her global relationships, the most far-reaching
is the discovery of the Philippines by the Filipinos. For as we know, it is valuable and necessary for the identity,
security and future of any self-governing nation to discover their country’s advantages and limitations, her assets
and liabilities, and her other relations to other nations of the world. Certainly, it has been most encouraging for us
Filipinos to find that the Philippines has potential in the world of commerce; that she has a strategic place in
world politics; that she is rich in natural resources, some of which are yet undeveloped; that she has valued
contributions in the arts and science and the professional fields of health, education, and social services.
In addition, we have been stimulated to greater efforts by our discovery that we were growing away from much
of our fine native culture, traditions, and customs; that our educational system which was considered in 1915 as
among the best in the world, now needs to be reorganized to meet the pressing requirements of our country and
people; and that progressive as we are, we still have to learn from other nations and their achievement of authentic
sovereignty.
Fortunately, this growing consciousness has gained support through Filipino historians and other social
scientists of note, who have re-examined our colonial past and have analyzed the justi fications of the country’s
subjugation by the Spaniards and Americans as inimical to the assertion of our national identity. The truth of the
matter is that our struggle for emancipation continues, particularly in the economic and intellectual spheres. For
our continuing failing is not only a product of a colonial mentality, but also a lack of understanding and
knowledge of Philippine reality, stemming from an inadequate understanding of the Philippine past.
To gain some degree of understanding of the nature, meaning and functions of these perspectives necessitates
positing them within Philippine history; for contemporary authors have stated that Philippine indigenism is a
complex and distinctive phenomenon, since the features of its social environment upon becoming colonized, first
by Spain and then the United States, have given its form and substance.
While the early Filipinos opposed the imposition of Spanish sovereignty even at the start and miserable
conditions subsequently brought about by Spanish political and economic policies threw the natives into
intermittent rebellion numbering over two hundred, agitation against Spanish rule only grew in intensity with the
development of national consciousness in the 19th century.
In effect, Philippine nationalism emerged distinctly during that period, which was nurtured by the alternation
of liberal and conservative policy, traceable to two influences:
1) an intellectual movement among Filipino students seeking professional training in Spain who were strongly
drawn to the Masonic-liberal ideas they found in Europe. These dissatisfied Filipino men of wealth/intellect
denounced the abuses of both civil and clerical Spanish authorities. However, they did not clamor for independence, but representation; for they believed that Filipinos would be better off to become Spanish citizens to enjoy
all their rights and privileges. This group was evolutionary in philosophy and viewed social progress in terms of
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reform and self-government. Members of this group had strains of Chinese and Spanish blood, with origins in the
cacique\fn{An example of my italicization:H} class;
2) a mass-based movement with rural roots, noted in the lengthy period of dissidence/violence related to the
semi-feudal organization of agriculture and the insecure proletariat in Manila. Unlike the members of the middle
class, this plebeian association was interested in liberating the country from Spanish tyranny, and to secure independence and freedom by force of arms. This group was revolutionary and separatist in outlook and demanded
independence.
While the latter movement paved the way for an open break from Spain, due to the execution of Rizal and the
change in military leadership, the nationalist movement changed to the cacique class and thence, to the
conservative, land-based aristocracy during early American rule. With American colonial policy of providing
nationalists broad scope to develop their movement through self-government, a nonradical, centripetal nature
occurred in its programs.
Moreover, the depth of Filipino identification with the West resulted in their keen emulation of their patterns of
social behavior and adoption of Western economic/ political institutions. In this regard, the early conversion of
Filipinos to Catholicism greatly reduced the influence of their Malay heritage, while the public school system
introduced by the U.S. intensified the Western identification of Filipinos. With the capture by the land-based
cacique oligarchy of the independence movement, a rigid commitment to an individualistic economic system and
the creation of an indigenous middle class were espoused. In addition, since Filipinos have looked upon education
as an end in itself for prestige, status, economic well-being and security, the occurrence of prolonged schooling,
plus Filipino educational values, introduced new ideas raising aspirational levels and eroded the foundation of
traditional authority and value patterns in the process. These later developments thus contributed to the ready
emulation of American behavior patterns. Authors, however, point out that this phenomenon holds more validity
in urban, fluid Philippines than it does in the traditional, peasant-dominated agricultural sector.
*
The pre-Spanish period of our country was markedly pre-feudal. For the small, scattered local communities
were basically self-reliant and self-sufficient. Community solidarity and mutual aid prevailed and was characterized by a high degree of equality and cohesiveness. People faced with common problems relied/supported one
another. Admittedly, solidarity and service to people within the community was a direct outcome of the low level
of development of production and productivity.
The growth of a feudal order during the long period of Spanish colonization, however, gave way to economic,
social, and political inequalities reinforcing each other, thus leading to a growing poverty in its wake. On the other
hand, there arose the concentration of political/economic power and wealth in a favored few. The generation of
poverty, in turn, as is expected in the growth of the feudal order, gave way to the development of values/mechanisms to meet societal requirements, which rested essentially on the notion that poverty is inevitable and one’s
resignation to the will of God is a virtue. As such, the rich should have compassion and help the poor when and
where poverty is evident. Welfare, in turn, was entrusted to the Church and such organizations inspired by it.
Furthermore, to succeed in their colonial ambitions, the Spaniards resorted to divide and rule tactics, which
was evident even at the start when Magellan tried to impose himself upon the people of Cebu and Mactan.
Divide and rule tactics were used between the Luzon and Visayan natives, and more glaringly, between the
Christianized natives against the Moros, a role forced upon the former by their status as a subject people. Divide
and rule, in essence, became the most effective backstop used by the Spanish conquistadores. For as it was to their
best interest to keep Luzon and the Visayas under subjection, so it was also to their best interest to extend their
rule over the peoples of Mindanao and Sulu.
Consequently, this strategy of disarray, which used the Christianized natives against each other, the Moros
against their own kind, and the Christianized natives against the Moros, enabled the Spaniards to keep them in
subjugation for more than three centuries, having successfully prevented the advent of unification.
If viewed within the context of Spanish colonialism, hence, the early conflict in Mindanao and Sulu was not a
“Muslim-Christian Conflict”, but essentially a conflict of basic interests between the Spanish colonizers and the
Moros; with the former continually seeking their subjugation and the latter, uncompromisingly resisting
domination. Unfortunately, to this day, these early fratricidal incursions continue to take its toll in marked feelings
of regionalism, suspicion, and antagonism.
The development of the monetary system, in turn, exacerbated and modernized the feudal social and
economic relationships of dominance-dependence in the patron-client system. With this was the preindependence growth of the economy characterized by the expansion of the agricultural exports production under
“special relations” arrangements with the U.S., preventing the Philippines from seeking other markets. With the
pressure of imports of foreign goods, small and medium industries, which developed during the feudal period,
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disappeared and were prevented from expanding. Moreover, the development of a feudal agrarian structure and
the subsequent dependent modernization cut the growth of a diversified productive structure, generating usury,
intermediaries and speculation. Manila, on the other hand, as the political and administrative center, acquired new
functions/services, paving the way for accumulated external economics and its industrialization.
Thus, to understand and eventually overcome the poverty and perpetual underdevelopment of our country,
it becomes urgent to scrutinize the logic of our internal structure—our political system, our economic system,
our educational and cultural system etc., to identify to whose interests they have mainly benefited, and how
these structures are perpetuated and reproduced through time.
*
Today, there are 55 million Filipinos.\fn{ 92,337,852 in the 2010 census:W} The population growth rate of the
Philippines, estimated at 2.71 percent over the period of 1975-1980 and the highest in ASEAN,\fn{Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (still in existence), which W defines as “a geo-political and economic organization of ten countries, located in
Southeast Asia, which was formed on 8 August 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Since then,
membership has expanded to include Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Its aims include accelerating economic
growth, social progress, cultural development among its members, protection of regional peace and stability, and opportunities for member
countries to discuss differences peacefully.” In 2011 it had an estimated population of 602,658,000; English was its working language:W }

constitutes a serious problem, tending to erode the economic gains of society and undermine its social fabric.
A quick backward glance shows that in 1900, there were 7.6 million Filipinos. By mid-century, there were
30 million, owing to improved health care standards, notwithstanding the decimative effects of World War II
and epidemics on the population. As a result of the country's population growth, population density per square
kilometer of non-forest land stands at 274.\fn{ Now 308, or 708.2 per square mile, 43 rd in the world:W} In addition, more
than half of all Filipinos are below 20 years of age, while life expectancy has reached a high of 62.4, both of
which have increased the country’s dependency ratio.
Apart from rapid population growth, the Philippine population is not evenly distributed among the
various geographic areas of the country. In addition, the pace and level of urbanization, which have farreaching social and economic implications, have resulted largely from a rural-to-urban exodus without the
corresponding progress in major industrial transformation. In the process, serious social and economic ills, such
as unemployment and underemployment, housing congestion, environmental pollution, and the increase of
slum areas have arisen.
Other felt and problematic social needs include: the high prevalence of communicable diseases and
widespread undernourishment and malnutrition, poor environmental sanitation, the increasing incidence of
degenerative diseases and accidents, coupled with the inadequate provision of health services; the low levels
of literacy and poor access to education in certain regions, as well as the absence of a more equitable
distribution of educational opportunities; and the widespread problem of poverty, which is compounded by
rural-urban income disparities and the increasing recognizable social costs of modernization and urbanization.
There also looms a pressing need of the growing population for decent shelter, particularly for the lowincome and middle-income households in relation to affordability levels, and the blight of the continuing
presence and growth of marginal settlements.
As a developing society in search of the modernization of its economy, the Philippines continues to face the
challenge of upgrading its pre-modern traditional agricultural sector, and its integration into the national economy.
An analysis of contemporary Philippine economic, political, and socio-cultural realities evidence a dominant
agricultural scene, with about 85% of its total population residing in rural areas and about 60%\fn{ Now about
32%:W} of its labor force engaged in agriculture and other rural means of livelihood. Thus, the peasantry
constitutes its most numerous sector, together with the agriculture labor sector, many of whom are seasonal
migrant workers, fishermen, tribesmen, and other marginal groups.
In addition, while the nation primarily depends on their productive labor, they continue to be among the
poorest, due to age—old sharing and leasehold systems, worsened further by usurious practices. Similarly,
because they are unorganized, many of the laws protecting them are not implemented, causing further
irritants. Moreover, related problems of ill health, malnutrition, poor housing, low educational
achievement concomitantly compound the social situation, which cause a never-ending cycle of poverty
and marginalization among the destitute and the disadvantaged.
Likewise, the Philippine industrial labor scene still leaves much to be desired; for the country’s labor force has
a concentrated base of lower level unskilled and semiskilled workers, adequate manpower for top level managers
and executives, and an inadequate supply of skilled workers and technicians. Moreover, the current phenomenon
of overseas employment, specifically in Middle East countries, for land-based contract workers and the increasing
recruitment of seamen, have produced domestic strains. Among the features commonly cited of the brain and
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brawn drain are: 1) the loss of skills critical to the local industries; 2) the growing number of illegal recruitment;
3) the problem on how best to enhance workers welfare and their families; 4) the return and productive use of
remittance; 5) forced return and 6) the growing number of cases of exploitation and abuse besetting workers,
particularly females.
2
The stages of growth and development of the humanitarian services in the Philippines date back during preSpanish times, with its beginnings evidenced in mutual protection and neighborly helpfulness among the
inhabitants of widely scattered and almost isolated settlements, each referred to as barangays,\fn{ “The Philippines is
divided [in 2013] into three island groups: Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao. As of March 2010, these were divided into 17 regions, 80
provinces, 138 cities, 1,496 municipalities, and 42,025 barangays”:W} and related to the boat that brought the original

migrants from Malaysia and Indonesia. Since each boat included extended-family groups, which counted the
head, his immediate family, the families of his children, his siblings, and aged relatives, one may thus say that the
settlement was a kinship group.
In view of the composition, social relations in this type of community were more informal and its governance
based on kinship rule and custom. Each barangay was ruled by a dato, a headman, who was a community elder,
responsible for overseeing the general good of the barangay population. These datos held multiple functions
which included the role of arbiter of conflict, political decision-maker, and military leader in times of tension and
hostility between barangays. Essentially, the family was the basic welfare unit which not only insured economic
survival, but likewise, was the chief socializing agent.
Due to the benign character of the country’s climate and the location of the early communities in coastal areas,
the sources of food were abundant. However, productive activity was limited to consumption and in view of the
dispersed nature of these settlements, self-sufficiency was essential. Similarly, no surplus production was pursued,
further limiting the contacts between barangays.
In spite of this relatively self-contained existence, it is known that there existed a barter trade with alien
elements. These transactions, however, carried economic benefits more for the outside traders; for the native
settlers viewed these infrequent contacts mainly as diversions.
Essentially, therefore, the focus of general well-being for the community concentrated on economic productivity
for consumption, mutual help and protection. The family was the basic welfare unit, while natural communal
supports were forthcoming, when the need arose.
*
Spain’s twin belief in spreading the Catholic faith ushered in contradictory practices, which greatly affected
the social fabric of the country to this day, seen in their implications covering land distribution, the socioeconomic position of the rural sector and its population, together with the distribution of social benefits and
opportunities.
Corpuz explains this on the basis that the Christianity that was brought in was Hispanic Christianity; so much
so that it was only in its most militant and narrow form, but that it came as part of a colonial regime.
Moreover, the impact of Christianity was not only spiritual, but became a powerful means of social and
economic change. For the purpose of conversion necessitated the whole scheme of pueblo life, to be within the
immediate fold of the Church, requiring a shift from a “slash-and-dibble” agriculture to an appropriate sedentary
system of land cultivation and an alternative technology of food production. In effect, the Church played a major
role in the urban settlement of the Filipinos. Moreover, while friar land holdings caused the development of
Philippine commercial agriculture, concomitant features of absentee-lordism and other problems of agrarian
relations followed in its wake.
The concentration of population groups in pueblos likewise saw the rise of health and welfare problems caused
by the lack of sanitation, economic dislocation, family conflicts and personal maladjustments. Due to the
appalling rise in destitution, some pious encomenderos organized and provided assistance to needy Spaniards and
neglected natives; which, in turn, brought about a growing institutionalized concern for the general welfare of the
community. Led by missionaries of the Roman Catholic Church and bound by Christian precepts extolling love of
God by coming to the succor of the needy, rich and pious individuals and groups engaged in charitable activities
and philanthropy.
This saw the rise of almshouses, hospitals, asylums and reformatories to aid the poor, the sick, the aged and
infirm, the mentally ill and defective, the orphans, and youthful delinquents from 1565 until the turn of the 19th
century. With their organization, charitable work was administered more systematically and financial support
from the Spanish government was initiated by the close of the 17th century. Grants and subsidies were extended
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to a number of hospitals, asylums, almshouses, and schools. Due to the inadequacy of the assistance, these
charitable institutions continued to depend upon philanthropic donations, bequests and contributions for their
maintenance and operation.
It has to be pointed out that the colonization policies of Spain also emphasized education. Parochial schools
that were subsequently established, starting in 1566, included among its aims: 1) the propagation of the Christian
religion; 2) the imparting of the Spanish language and culture; and 3) the promotion of ideals of charity.
The establishment of public schools, however, came very much later in 1850 onward. Jocano accounts that the
years from 1869 to 1898 became a period of educational progress, with the visible rise of primary schools and
enrollment.
*
The American rule of the Philippines ushered in the benefits of universal education, the introduction of public
health measures, and the incorporation of increased governmental responsibility and initiative in welfare
activities, together with the promotion of social justice.
A highlighted review of the years from 1900 to 1946, specifically in social welfare, reveals the initial contributions mainly of Protestant missionaries who introduced more modern approaches in family and child welfare,
youth development, and women’s work, apart from the founding of hospitals, charity clinics and academic
institutions. The period also saw an upsurge of Catholic-sponsored institutions and secular, fraternal, professional,
business and civic organizations engaged in the promotion of community concern for general well-being.
The official systematic implementation of social welfare services, however, can be credited to Legislative Act
No. 2510 which created the Public Welfare Board, a government coordinating agency in 1915. In 1918, with the
enactment of Legislative Act No. 1745, the Board, which was placed under the Department of Interior, assumed
more definitive coordinating functions, some of which mandated the Board: 1) to study, coordinate, and regulate
as much as possible efforts of all government agencies interested in public welfare of social service, and of private
entities receiving government support for similar ends; 2) to insure the wise expenditure of all funds for public
welfare purposes; 3) to promote, inspect, and regulate the organization of private institutions for charitable
purposes; 4) to investigate social conditions in the country with a view to extending relief or other forms of
assistance when necessary; 5) to receive or appropriate such sum or property as might be provided for by law or
raised through public contributions for charity cases or for general public welfare purposes; 6) to act as an
advisory committee to the Secretary of the Interior in all matters pertaining to public charity and welfare; and 7)
to appoint and organize committees to carry out its functions, and to coordinate public and private efforts for
public welfare and social services.
The succeeding years saw further changes in the Public Welfare Board when it was abolished in 1921, with its
powers and functions transferred to the Office of the Public Welfare Commissioner, still under the supervision of
the Department of Interior. Its creation brought about improvements in administering welfare work and
underscored: 1) maternal and child health through the reduction of the high infant mortality rate, the promotion of
hygienic practices and proper nutrition; 2) the proper care of neglected, orphaned, dependent and delinquent
children; and 3) the coordination of all related efforts for public welfare, including the improvement of living
conditions in urban settings.
One of the factors which accelerated the involvement of the government in social welfare, specifically in the
field of child welfare, has been attributed to the enactment of the Jones Law, which enunciated the separation of
Church and State, resulting in the suspension of earlier government support to sectarian institutions, thus
compelling the Philippine Government to set up the Government Orphanage in 1917.
In preparation for the founding of the Republic of the Philippines, important developments took shape in the
form of a mandate in the 1935 Philippine Constitution, which broadly advanced its belief in “social justice”\fn
{There is no closed quote at this point in the text; I assume it is so closed here:H } to insure the well-being and economic
security of all people and specifically cited that “the State shall afford protection to labor, especially to working
women and minors, and shall regulate the relations between landowners and tenants, and between labor and
capital in industry and agriculture.”
Some of the concrete forms embodying this avowal consisted of the institution of a planning body for national
development, a social security scheme for public servants through the creation of the Government Service
Insurance System, the enactment of the Minimum Wage Act, the Eight Hour Labor Act, the Public Defender Act,
and the adoption of the policy acquiring large estates by purchase, reselling them to tenants on easy terms, as well
as opening new settlements in Mindanao for landless tenants.
Enlarging governmental responsibility took further shape when in 1941 it established the Bureau of Public
Welfare under the Department of Health and Welfare, which was charged with: 1) the coordination, regulation,
and supervision of public and private institutions in social welfare; 2) the operation of a child welfare program
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which included residential care, child aid and placement, probation and parole; and 3) the administration of a
public assistance service. The last was instituted with the absorption of the Associated Charities, a private familyoriented agency, that could no longer continue its operations without further government support.
*
However, the Bureau of Public Welfare had to shift its activities with the advent of World War II, the Japanese Occupation and subsequent liberation of the Philippines between 1941 to 1945. Prominent among these were
the provision of aid and comfort to released prisoners of war and the establishment of convalescent homes for
them. Upon its resumption of operation in 1946, it could only manage a child welfare program and a semblance of
public assistance.
Developments took a turn for the better when the Bureau was placed under the Office of the President by Executive Order No. 94 and established the Social Welfare Commission (SWC), to effect a more cohesive and
integrated welfare program. The Commission was vested with powers and functions in the proper enforcement of
laws and regulations relative to relief and other social services, and the administration of all charitable and relief
agencies composed of institutions for the care of the aged and infirm, and of dependent, defective and delinquent
children supported, wholly or partly, by the Government or any of its branches or instrumentalities. By establishing branch offices in several parts of the country, the beginning of decentralization consequently was effected.
In view of the upsurge of both economic and political problems arising out of the agrarian unrest in Central
Luzon, national welfare activities had to be provided mainly by two agencies, namely, the Social Welfare
Commission and the President’s Action Committee on Social Amelioration (PACSA) from 1948 to 1950. The
Social Welfare Commissioner, however, was installed as PACSA Chairman. A six-point social amelioration program was conceived, with PACSA charged to coordinate and pool the various government services concerned in
rural development for unified action, to include agricultural, public works, educational, financial, medical, and
relief aspects. However, the policy and program of attraction became stillborn when the negotiations of general
amnesty failed, leaving PACSA to provide relief for victims of dissidency and natural calamities. Its essential
concept, however, was not lost; for it subsequently became the precursor of the community development approach.
The private sector, on the other hand, did not remain dormant. Realizing its supplementary and complementtary roles, it undertook the task of providing leadership in the coordination and planning of social welfare
programs. Thus, the Council of Welfare Agencies of the Philippines and the Community Chest of Greater Manila
were organized in 1949; the first, to act as an advisory body to its member agencies, public and private, on all
social welfare matters and the latter, to inform, educate and draw concerned support in assisting to finance its
member-agencies.
*
Social welfare activities from 1950 onwards have displayed a sharpening concern for policies and programs,
both voluntary and governmental, which stress accessibility and the provision of selective services within the
context of curative and rehabilitative needs and the enhancement of general well-being. Underpinning this thrust
are the vintage contributions of earlier social philosophies and visionary programs, further supported by
conceptual and scientific developments in social administration and the helping process, and the professional
training and official recognition of social workers.
In this respect, the expanded and expanding concern of the Philippine Government is notable in the
organizational evolution of the Ministry of Social Services and Development, which started as the Social Welfare
Administration (SWA) with the passage of Executive Order No. 396 of President Elpidio Quirino in 1951, fusing
the SWC and PACSA.
Working through five divisions, mainly the Office of the Administrator, Division of Administration, Division
of Public Assistance, Division of Child Welfare, and the Division of Rural Welfare, the SWA attempted to
translate public policy through administrative programs, which covered population groups as well-as urban and
rural areas.
As a national agency for social welfare, however, the SWA was saddled with budgetary problems, since it was
only a unit under the Office of the President. Through the appeal of social workers, particularly through the
Philippine Association of Social Workers, to state legislators in the House of Representatives and the Senate, RA
5416, known as the Social Welfare Act, was signed into law in 1968. Public policy was further enhanced, since its
declaration of policy reaffirmed “the responsibility of the Government to provide a comprehensive program of
social welfare services designed to ameliorate the living conditions of distressed Filipinos, particularly those …
handicapped by reasons of poverty, youth, physical and mental disability, illness and old age or … victims of
natural calamities, including … members of cultural minorities to facilitate their integration into the body politic.”
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For a comprehensive social welfare program: 1) preventive and remedial programs and services for
individuals, families, and communities; 2) protective, remedial, and developmental services for children; 3)
vocational rehabilitation and related services for the physically handicapped, ex-convicts, and individuals with
special needs; and 4) training and research and special projects were proposed.
Further changes in the structure and policy perspectives of the new Department were wrought with the passage
of Presidential Decree No. 994 on September 8, 1976 and Presidential Decree No. 1397 on June 2, 1978. The first
reiterated the Constitutional mandate, to promote social justice to ensure the dignity, welfare and security of all
the people by establishing, maintaining and ensuring adequate social services to guarantee the enjoyment by the
people of a decent standard of living.
Thus, in keeping with the goals and objectives of the New Society under Martial Law, a change in name from a
Department of Social Welfare to a Department of Social Services and Development followed, to give the
Department a more accurate institutional identity with its productivity and developmental thrust. These emphases,
in turn, required innovative social service schemes and strategies to enable the most disadvantaged to be selfreliant and independent. By so doing, participation in national development would be effected, with solutions to a
Filipino problem solved in a Filipino way.
The latter presidential decree, on the other hand, provided the legal bases for the conversion of Departments
into Ministries with the transitional stage from a presidential to a parliamentary form of government; since the
basic political change required an adaptive and corresponding charge in institutional requirements for governance.
Other notable governmental developments in the humanitarian services during the period from 1950 onwards
include numerous laws to provide retirement and disability benefits to all permanent government employees, the
extension of social security benefits to workers employed by private firms, the revision of the minimum wage
levels, the Magna Carta of Labor, employment termination benefits, the addition of GSIS benefits, the amend ment
of tenancy legislation, and governmental support for rural reconstruction. Essential agencies were created, also,
such as the Wage Administration Service; the Workmen’s Compensation Commission; national employment
agencies, such as the Philippine Overseas Employment and National Seamen’s Board; Court of Industrial
Relations; National Labor Relations commission, Bureau of Women and Minors; the People’s Homesite and
Housing Corporation absorbed by the National Housing Authority; the Population Commission; the Presidential
Arm on Community Development; the Ministry of Human Settlements; Home Financing Commission; the
National Manpower and Youth Council, PANAMIN (Philippine Agency for National Minorities); MEDICARE,
Ministry of Agrarian Reform, Court of Agrarian Relations; NACIDA; Agricultural Credit Administration, Bureau
of Agricultural Extension; Dangerous Drugs Board; Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court, to cite the range of
sectoral areas and population groups to be served.
Private sectarian and non-sectarian support for humanitarian concerns, on the other hand, was evidenced in
child welfare, mental health, community-based programs, family planning, health and nutrition, rural
development, non-formal education, day-care centers, women’s work, income-generating projects through selfemployment schemes, manpower development, consciousness-raising and social action programs for poverty
groups and depressed communities, and the initiation, assistance, and financing of programs and projects of a
socio-economic nature to low-income population sectors through proponent organizations/agen-cies engaged in
social development work from the business sector.
These developments among the governmental and voluntary entities received stimulus and support from
regional and international non-governmental agencies and organizations, bilateral technical and funding assistance
from developed nations, and United Nations bodies. Philippine Government membership and representation in the
United Nations likewise found the appointment of Filipinos to some of the highest positions in this world body.
Among them are: Carlos P. Romulo, (first President of the United Nations Assembly); Rafael M. Salas (UN
Undersecretary General); Estefania Aldaba Lim (Executive Director, for the UN International Year of the Child);
Leticia Ramos Shahani (UN Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs); and
Helena Z. Benitez (Chairman, UN Commission on the Status of Women; President, Third Governing Council of
the United Nations Environmental Program).
Apart from the distinctive contributions of the foregoing personalities, many other Filipinos lent their technical
expertise in the staff of the UN Headquarters and regional Commissions, provided consultancy to other countries,
with local public and private agencies, and engaged in third-country training.
With this cross-fertilization, humanitarian work in the country kept abreast with UN Development Decade
plans, noted in their participation in the international celebrations advocating specific concerns for the child, the
youth, the status of women, the disabled, population planning, to name a few. The Philippine Government also
hosted international, regional and sub-regional conferences and became the site for the World Health Organization
Regional Office for the Western Pacific and the defunct Social Welfare and Development Center for Asia and the
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Pacific. Another wide-ranging contribution which the country has made and continues to participate in is in the
widespread refugee problem, mainly caused by the continuing conflict in Indochina and its collaboration with the
United Nations Commissioner for Refugees. …
184.127 Travel-Chronicle\fn{by Fernando Hernandez Gavira (189514

)}

Dingle, Iloilo Province, The Philippines (M)

1
It is important that one should distinguish Jolo as a municipality from Jolo, the island. In the same manner one
should not confuse the Municipality of Jolo, capital of the province, with the province or archipelago of Sulu.
On the island of Jolo, aside from the municipality of this name, there are other small municipal districts. The
most important among them are: Indanan, Parang, Maimbung, and Romandier.
There are many other municipal districts on the other islands that constitute the Archipelago of Sulu.
*
In Jolo as in other parts of the Philippines, dancing constitutes a favorite form of distraction among neighbors.
The Scandal Walk and Lame Step are not unknown in these parts. Fate, You Have to See Mama Every Night,
Annabel, Yes, We Have No Bananas, and other musical pieces in the same style are as popular here as in Iloilo,
Cebu, and elsewhere.
And one should not say that Jolo lacks jazz orchestras. The constabulary has one; the Fathomer, the Geodesic
Survey of the United States ship now measuring these coasts also has an orchestra. Soon another ship, the Mindoro, which has been assigned to this area will also have one. The aficionados here have their own too. Consequently, one can say with Dean Bocobo,
“Jazz, and more Jazz.”
All social gatherings that resound with music are held at the South Seas Club which is located near the sea.
The club is the point of contact among diverse elements, integrating and at the same time introducing the latest
cultural trends to this town.
One of the most important social events that took place recently in Jolo was the reception and dance in honor
of Mrs. Moore, wife of Governor Moore of this province, on the occasion of her departure for the United States.
Closely related to one of the cultured families of Misamis, Mrs. Moore participates admirably in Mr. Moore’s volunteer work in the province. Because of the general affection for the couple, a large number of people was present
to wish Mrs. Moore a happy trip and a quick return to these shores.
*
Picnics in the countryside are also quite frequent in Jolo. These picnics are often held in the plantations of
prominent Moros. Sometimes a typically Moro feast is served, sometimes Chinese food, and on other occasions,
Filipino food.
There is no lack of luncheons and parties in the golf courses where Christian Filipinos and Americans intermingle in admirable confraternity. It is pleasing to note that at such parties, Christian Filipinos and Muslim Filipinos come together and one cannot discern the slightest line of separation between them.
Aside from the South Seas Club there is a social hall where the well-organized Chinese Club and the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce hold their official and social events.
Finally, there is a movie house that shows movies from Universal Films every night.
Having read the above, can one say that Jolo is uninhabitable? Do first class municipalities have anything that
Jolo, with her clubs, golf, tennis, movies, and country picnics could envy?
Of the typically Moro social life, we shall speak on another occasion.
2
Sulu, for several reasons, has always deserved preferential treatment from the government in terms of financial
assistance which this year was 70,000.00 pesos. Among the reasons for preferential treatment are its historic past;
the fact that the Muslim aristocracy including the Sultan reside in Jolo, the capital; its topographical situation; and
the fact that the majority of its inhabitants are non-Christian Filipinos.
We consider it the duty of all Filipinos to know these places which form an integral part of our country because we believe that one of the most important and effective factors in the solution of the so called Moro problem is an ongoing and close interaction between Christians and Moros not only in the capitals but also in the most
interior places of the provinces.
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Those who have resided these past few years in Jolo have observed the near perfect integration between Moros
and Christians due to the continuous relationships of both elements who, setting religion aside, are after all similar
in their fundamental modalities.
If this has been achieved in the capital, there is no reason why it cannot be achieved in the interior. For this
reason, the project of establishing an agricultural colony in Tawi Tawi is an excellent idea and should be realized
as soon as possible.
The government is utilizing considerable and varied resources to establish in Sulu living conditions characterized by a concern for the education of the masses, sanitation, respect for life, honor, and property. However,
these efforts and the hoped for results will not be immediately achieved if Christian Filipinos of other parts of the
Philippines—merchants, industrialists, professionals, charitable organizations and philanthropic institutions—do
not do all that they can and should do.
In the municipality of Jolo, the government maintains a primary school, an intermediate school, and a three
year high school. The primary school has its own building of cement; the intermediate and high schools are installed in Augur Barracks, a building as large as Letran College. However, they occupy only a fourth of the building.
There is a growing interest among Moros in sending their children to school. Two thirds of the students of the
school in the municipality are Muslim Filipinos.
As may be supposed, the prominent Moros of Jolo are the Sultan and Senator Hadji Butu. The two are
neighbors and have their residences in the district of Tulay in front of the Public Hospital. These two houses were
built during the American colonization.
It is noteworthy that westernization has penetrated these two residences because of the daughters of the
Senator and the Sultan. The daughters of the Senator were all educated in public schools; one of them is currently
studying in the Normal School of Manila. The Sultan, on the other hand, has a niece in America and another in the
Normal School of Manila. Other prominent Moros also have their residences in Tulay.
Perhaps the reader is curious and would like to know something about the mosque.
It is a cement structure of small proportions, approximately five by ten meters and is found at the back of the
Sultan’s house. At the entry there is a lavatory where the faithful wash their feet before entering the temple. There
is not a single bench, image, picture or inscription in the interior. In the background there is a little temple where
an Iman or Hadji who leads the prayers places himself.
That is all.
*
When the repairs currently underway are completed, the wharf of Jolo will be one of the best in the Philippines. It is very long and conveniently lighted at night with electricity. Like the wharf in Zamboanga and the
wharf of the central in Bais, it is T-shaped. The straight portion of square blocks of hewn stone was constructed by
the Spaniards and the T-portion of concrete was added on by the present administration. The American military
also made considerable improvements and repairs.
There is a fort on this wharf which was one of the defenses of the town during the Spanish Administration.
Beside this fort there is a wrought iron lantern in good condition. Two square towers in the Arabic style at the
entry where the wharf begins indicate the entrance to the walled city.
The beautiful building occupied by the Court and other government offices as well as the row of dark green
houses of government employees is at the entrance of the town. Their balconies, gardens, and fountains a few
meters from the entrance give the traveler a very pleasant impression. The view that the town offers from the ship
is one of a modern city. The houses are well proportioned and many of the roofs are painted red. There are no
nipa huts in the walled city nor in the district of Tulay which is near the city. Leafy trees abound in open spaces
and this gives the town a modern and western atmosphere.
*
The municipality of Jolo is divided into five districts: the walled city, Tulay, San Raymundo, Busbus, and the
Asturias barracks.
In the walled city are the offices of the Provincial Government, the Municipal building, the Catholic Church,
the High School, the Protestant Chapel, the Puericulture Center and the residences of the majority of the public
officials of the province and employees of the government, the South Seas Club, the office of the Nationalist
Party, a movie house, various stores, well patronized ice cream parlors, restaurants, and some of the homes of
longtime residents.
Tulay is the most populous, progressive, and picturesque district. The Public Hospital of Sulu, an orphanage, a
drugstore, the residence of the Sultan and of Hadji Butu, many stores, billiard halls, barber shops, and the famous
Chinese pier are in Tulay.
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San Raymundo is a small grouping of residential homes of Christian Filipinos and some Japanese. The
provincial jail, a primary school of concrete, and a wonderful School of Domestic Science are in this district.
Busbus is a genuinely Moro village while Asturias Barracks is the headquarters of the Philippine Constabulary.
These districts are near the walled city with the exception of the headquarters in Asturias which is about a
kilometer away from the city.
The ramparts and the elevation of the site of the walled city which at the coming of the Spaniards was a
mangrove swamp were constructed by prisoners brought from Manila during the term of the Spanish general,
Carlos Martines (1877-1880). The actual layout of the streets and plazas of the walled city, some streets in Tulay,
the Blockhouse port or the Queen’s port, the fort on the wharf, and some bridges are the legacy of this general.
The Little Wineglass of Silver was the name given to Jolo towards the end of the Spanish Colonial Period. It is
said that during the term of Governor Arolas up to 200 prisoners swept the streets daily leaving them so clean that
not a single scrap of paper could be found.
Today, Jolo no longer deserves this name. The Little Wineglass of Silver is a memory of the past. The streets of
the walled city and Tulay, however, can be advantageously compared to the best streets of other provincial
capitals. Different from the unpaved sidewalks along the streets of Tulay, there are cement paths on both sides of
the streets of the walled city. These paths are bordered by well-trimmed plants like the sidewalk near the General
Hospital in Manila. Because of the absence of torrential rains so frequent in other parts of the Philippines at
certain times during the year, the streets of Jolo are usually in good condition.
When the Spanish government evacuated Jolo, they left many homes that they had used as quarters, offices,
and residences. The majority of them are of one story. When the Americans took over Jolo they initiated a general
remodeling of these homes making them what they are today. As a result, the lower portions of these homes which
are of hewn stone or brick are Spanish and the upper stories are typically American with broad balconies, smaller
room divisions, screened windows, excellent facilities for personal hygiene, and convenient electrical
installations. The majority of them are painted dark green on the outside with red roofs and varnished interiors.
The Federal army left fifty-eight houses of this type under the administration of the province that rents them
out to employees or individuals and uses the rents to maintain them. The houses owned by individuals constructed
during this present administration have adapted a style similar to that described.
*
The walls of Jolo are different from the walls of the Intramuros of Manila. Those of Jolo are low, they only
come up to the shoulders of a man and are built in such a way that the houses in the city are totally visible.
Actually, these walls have five doors, one of which was recently opened. The oldest and most historic among
these is called the Blockhouse. During the Spanish domination these doors were closed at five o’clock in the
afternoon and were guarded night and day.
During the military administration of the United States, guards continued to guard the doors. In 1918 when the
Scouts of Jolo left, the civil government completely abolished the guarding of doors and since then, day and night,
without any limitation whatsoever, there is free passage in and out of the town.
Many of these doors have been remarkably rebuilt. Almost all have designs similar to that of the entrance door
to the town. It is curious that over the Blockhouse door, spanning the two towers, a coquettish little house was
built. Today, night classes attended by Christians and non-Christian Filipinos are held there. As a result, groups of
men with books in their hands doing their best to improve their education are now seen where once groups of
armed men stood.
3
In one of the streets of the town of Jolo, on the sidewalk in front of one of the houses constructed according to
the new plan of the city, there is a little marker on which is written:
A HEROIC DRAMA.
IN MEMORY OF THOSE WHO DIED
FULFILLING THEIR DUTY TO THEIR COUNTRY
1776

Not far from this place, on a pyramid of cement, a wooden cross deteriorated by time marks the spot in front of
the South Seas Club where the first Catholic mass in Jolo was celebrated by the Spaniards. In this same historic
place the house of God rises with mystic simplicity. Here the faithful, with the serenity of the just and without any
fear of juramentados, congregate on religious holidays.
Aside from these, there is another recently discovered historic site a few kilometers from the town which
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Governor Moore plans to convert into a park—a project worthy of realization because the site is very picturesque:
it overlooks a beautiful and extensive valley where century old trees stand guard.
This is the hill where the remains of Harroon, First Sultan of Jolo rests. It was several years before the tomb of
Harroon was finally discovered, a discovery of great historical value when one considers that Sherif ul-Hashim,
the prophet, preached Islam in Jolo a hundred and fIfty years before the coming of the Spaniards. Several
inscribed tablets found in the tomb of Harroon were sent to Arabia for translation.
Walking on the streets of Jolo, the traveler comes across monuments that recall feats of arms and macabre days
of the past. They are humble monuments that are in contrast to the sacrifice and misfortune of those who died. In
the walled city, in a neglected corner beside a small Chinese store there is a marble marker that reads:
TO THE MEMORY OF THOSE WHO
IN THE FULFILLMENT OF THEIR DUTY
GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR THE GLORY OF THE COUNTRY
1876

This marker is attached to a wooden cross about a meter tall. On a day least expected, the weather or the
mischief of a child will shatter the piece of marble that commemorates a bloody encounter between Spanish and
Moro forces.
Not far from this place, a wooden cross marks the place in front of the South Seas Club where the first
Catholic mass in Jolo was celebrated.
*
In front of the municipal building, there are three small monuments: two without any inscription, but on the
third, the following appears
IN MEMORIAM
FIRST LIEUTENANT WALTER H. RODNEY
KILLED, APRIL 16,1911
NEAR JOLO
QM. SGT. OSWALD HOMILIUS, TROOP K
KILLED, OCTOBER 17,1911
NEAR SI-IT LAKE.
COOK FRED BARNES, TROOP M
MORTALLY WOUNDED, OCTOBER 17,1911
NEAR SI-IT LAKE.

Death has erased the dividing line between officers and soldiers and posterity remembers them all with the
same sadness. The sad end of Lieutenant Rodney is of exceptional human interest and we shall relate it briefly.
The officer and his five year old daughter were on their way to the walled city from the army headquarters in
Asturias. As the lieutenant and his daughter walked leisurely, a Moro who had run amok suddenly appeared and
treacherously attacked the officer who was totally unprepared. Taken by surprise and unarmed, he could not
defend himself and was at the mercy of the sharpened barong of the Moro. Having killed the father the amok for
some unknown reason, perhaps it may have been the tender years of the daughter, spared the life of the innocent
child.
Thus ended the life of Lieutenant Rodney two hundred meters from the Municipal Building of Jolo.
*
In the district of Tulay, in front of the hospital, a monument with the following inscription on its sides, rises:
TO THE GLORY OF THOSE
WHOSE EFFORTS HISPANIZED THIS LAND:
CORCUERA, APRIL 17, 1638
URBIZTONDO, FEBRUARY 28, 1851
MALCAMPO, FEBRUARY 29, 1876.

If we visit the cemetery we will find humble crosses marking the burial places of federal and constabulary
soldiers killed in action. Posterity should not forget the memory of those citizens who met. their sad end in this
place. Spaniards, Americans, Christian and non-Christian Filipinos made this land habitable for all men of good
will and were the vanguard that cleared the surroundings and made possible the admirable metamorphosis now
occurring in this town.
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Aside from the described monuments that may be called historical, Jolo, like other municipalities has a
monument to Rizal erected in a plaza of the same name. The monument is artistic and symbolic as a whole
because of the group of two Filipinos—a Moro and a Christian—at the foot of the monument. The erection of this
monument was a felicitous idea because it strongly encourages the Moro to venerate and love that which is loved
and venerated throughout the Philippines, thus helping in the formation of the sentiment of national unity
throughout the country.
In this plaza, there are three gardens in a formal style with well-tended grass, a fountain in the middle, benches
of concrete, capriciously arranged violets, some paths, and simple electrical illumination
4
Spain’s goal on possessing these islands was to bequeath what she considered most sacred in life: her religion.
America, on the other hand, worked to bequeath what she considered most essential to modern.1ife: education.
The present administration (American-Filipino) while following the footsteps of the latter is intensifying and
correcting certain aspects in the government as experience dictates. All three administrations have committed
errors; the unheard of is not having committed any, but the most obtuse will agree that the goals of these administrations have consistently been to raise the standard of living in these towns.
The statement that the Moro “problem” is an unsolved problem is imprecise; however, it is also incorrect to
say that the “problem” is completely resolved. Ten years of hard work aided by a policy of attraction has resulted
in a slow but admirable metamorphosis of this town. Ten years more of dedication and persistence, of a standard
of conduct up to now upheld, will result in the final solution of the “problem.”
Let us put our faith in the Moro youth being educated in the schools—youths vigorous and courageous like
their legendary panglimas and majarajahs, but imbued with a mentality free of prejudices and superstitions. We
are not advocating the erasure of Moro culture; we speak of elevating the mentality of the masses and giving a
new direction to their ideas.
One of the virtues of the American system of education is its broad and effective development of a man’s critical faculties. Therefore, we expect from the schools of these areas men and women who know how to recognize
the defects of their own town in order to correct them, men who will revolutionize the ideas of their fellow citizens. Let us be hopeful.
*
Because of its cosmopolitan population, the formation of small groups is readily observed in Jolo. Nevertheless, these groups enjoy harmonious relationships among themselves. There is no segregation evident in any of the
districts; night and day, Christians, Muslims, Chinese, and Americans intermingle freely.
On Sundays, Catholics go to their church, Protestants to theirs and no one is disturbed.
Muslims go to their mosque on Fridays and the Chinese to their temple any day of the week. A complete liberty of religious practices exists and no one tries to interfere with the religious beliefs of the other.
In the afternoon, innumerable children of Christians and Muslims play tanga in the streets. One cannot distinguish the Christian from the Muslim.
Billiard saloons are always full of Muslims and Christians; likewise, movie houses attract a mixed public the
majority of which are the Chinese and the Muslims. In the public market the fish and the fruit vendors are
Muslims, the Chinese sell pork while the Christian Filipinos take charge of the sale of beef.
All residents rely on Muslims who have adopted the custom of going from house to house offering for sale the
other necessities of life such as chickens, eggs, firewood, and fruits.
The majority of government employees are Christian Filipinos; however, a few progressive Muslims now hold
positions at the wharf; the warehouses employ mostly Muslims.
The particular indigenous characteristic which gives life to the street scenes of Jolo and enlivens the atmosphere is the delightful and colorful clothes of Muslim Filipinos. These colorful patadiongs are of such original
designs and such rare combinations of color that ladies from Manila would surely love to have dresses made out
of them.
*
Policemen on duty armed with carbines instead of sticks or revolvers as is the custom in the other provinces
may also be pointed out as a characteristic of street scenes in Jolo.
Despite an efficient system of electrical lighting, the streets of Jolo are deserted by nine o’clock. One could say
that the Joloanos dislike riots and disturbances.
With reference to languages and dialects, English, Spanish, Chabacano, Visayan, and Tagalog are spoken in
Jolo. The majority of the Chinese and longtime residents of the area speak the Moro dialect.
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5
The most picturesque place in Jolo and perhaps the entire PhilIppInes is what is known as the Chinese Pier to
the Americans and Tinda Laud to the Moros.
It is certainly not as admirable as the Pagsanjan Falls, nor as pleasant as the amphitheater of Baguio, nor as
impressive as Pier Number Seven of Manila, but it surpasses them all by its uniqueness. Imagine a series of
houses of two, three, or four doors, constructed one after the other in a straight line along the strand of an inland
bay and you will have a vague idea of the Tinda Laud.
In the lower portion of all these houses are Chinese stores. To reach these stores a wharf that runs the full
length of the houses was constructed. This is about three meters wide with wooden floors and posts and is solely
for pedestrians since the construction is not very strong.
The most interesting aspect of this part of Jolo is the life that unfolds before the eyes of the spectator. It is a
real kaleidoscope of colors, usages, customs, and individuality.
In the Tinda Laud there are more than thirty Chinese stores and afternoons at the wharf are quite busy. Besides
the Chinese stores there are Moros selling fruit, candies, fish, and betel nuts. The candies are made at the wharf in
full viev of the public.
Towards one side of the wharf, you will find a group of Chinese seated or reclining, enjoying the cool air.
Further down Moros are genuflecting in accordance with Muslim rites; not far from them Moros play the gabang,
while the shouts of fruit vendor, and the play of young children—some naked—enliven the scene at Tinda Laud.
Here there are barber shops, bakeries, small Chinesc restaurants, pawn shops, and even a Chinese temple. The
wharf also attracts vintas, small fast bancas with sails of lively colors from neighboring islands. These bancas
come laden with product to sell as well as shoppers eager to shop at the Tinda Laud. Smugglers also choose Tinda
Laud for their clandestine activities, consequently an improvised boxing match occasionally occurs.
The above is but a pale description of the most unusual and strangest place in Jolo.
*
It is a well known fact that in almost all the provinces of the Philippines the Chinese control the retail trade. To
find one or two Filipino merchants is uncommon.
In Jolo, however, not a single Filipino enterprise exists, not a tailoring shop or a laundry is owned by a Filipino. According to data, the municipality of Jolo has 5,269 inhabitants, of which there are 3,144 Muslims, 1,449
Christian Filipinos, 614 Chinese, 28 Japanese, 22 Americans, and 12 Europeans and other nationalities.
The 614 Chinese of Jolo receive all the money spent by the rest of the population and the 172,776 inhabitants
of the whole province.
A total of 199 stores are capitalized, managed, and manned by the 614 Chinese of Jolo, or perhaps more since
there has been a considerable increase in the Chinese population these last few years. They have invaded all commercial activities.
The best houses in Jolo, with the exception of the homes of military personnel, are those of the Chinese. The
Chinese here are aware of the fact that the secret of success rests on organization. They depend on a Chamber of
Commerce which they have installed in its own building. The Chamber maintains an efficient school staffed with
young Chinese graduates from Siliman; some teachers are brought over from China to teach the Chinese
language.
They rely on a well organized political party called the Chinese Nationalist Party which maintains a club also
in its own building. Those from the humbler classes also organize themselves—they have their labor union and a
popular club.
Like other Chinese who reside in other parts of the Philippines, the Chinese of Jolo are tenacious and persevering. On one of the street corners of the town, there is an old shoemaker who has remained on the same corner
store doing the same work for the last forty years. He remembers the generals, from General Arolas to Governor
General Wood, who have resided here and have gone. He tells us that he was friendly with all of them.
The tailors, laundrymen, and carpenters work from nine in the morning to nine o’clock in the evening and only
when their strength fails them do they stop.
Then they go to the movies.
Even when Jolo was as yet an undeveloped place, the Chinese did not hesitate to come, convinced by their perception that the place offered a future. This is the great secret of the Chinese. They grasp opportunity when they
see it. They understand that the first who sets down roots, sets down the best and the deepest. In Jolo, who will
attempt to compete with them? Only one with organizational talents and one with large capital.
To this day, it is a fact that wherever a company of constabulary soldiers is bivouacked, a Chinese store
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appears in the morning, and if unfortunately the store owner is killed, another Chinese arrives to replace him the
next day. This is the great lesson that the Chinese can teach all of us.
In an atmosphere of prejudices and superstitions, another good quality of the Chinese reveals itself. The Chinese does not meddle, he avoids discussions, refuses to comment on the ideas of others, and does not preach
protectionism. On the contrary, he preaches internationalism and he triumphs! He certainly triumphs!
6
The personality of the Sultan of Sulu has undergone such radical changes, so radical during the present sovereignty that they should be noted because they have had considerable influence in the awakening of his town to a
life that is broad and even more elevated.
*
Jamalul Kiram is now 58 years old. He is in excellent physical condition. He has a quiet temperament; occasionally one sees in him traces of a sense of humor. He is dark brown and of medium height. The only foreign
language he knows is Arabic and other than the dialect of Jolo he knows no other Filipino dialect.
The Sultan has three houses: a house in the Municipality of Jolo, and two in Maimbung, one of which is under
construction. These homes are furnished with simple furniture—this Sultan lives without the ostentation,
splendor, or Asiatic luxury that fantasy usually associates with the life of a Sultan.
*
On the 19th of May, 1899, Captain Pratt of the US Army and two infantry companies arrived in Jolo aboard the
Spanish transport, Leon XIII. The following day, the Spanish garrison evacuated Jolo leaving by the same ship.
This event marked a new phase in the personality of Jamalul Kiram.
A few months after—in August of the same year—an agreement popularly known as the Bates Agreement was
signed between the Sultan and some datos and General Bates. This document is of great importance to those who
wish to know and judge the problems of Sulu and of the other Moro provinces, not only because it reveals the
personality of the Sultan of Jolo under American sovereignty, but also because it reflects the general state of
affairs in Sulu at the coming of the Americans.
*
The agreement declared and recognized American sovereignty over the Archipelago of Sulu, but nevertheless
recognized the dignity and the rights of the Sultan and his datos. It guaranteed free exercise of religion and
religious customs for the Moros. With regards to penal action, it was agreed that crimes committed by Moros
against Moros would be judged by the government of the Sultan. Referring to the acquisition of real property, it
was agreed that any person could acquire property in the Archipelago of Sulu pending the consent of the Sultan. It
was further agreed that the Sultan could communicate directly with the Governor General, and that all persons
who wished to travel throughout the Archipelago of Sulu had to inform the Moro authorities so that a suitable
escort could be arranged.
*
The last article of agreement provided the following monthly salaries:
Sultan Dato Rajah Muda (brother of the Sultan)
Dato Attick
Dato Calbi
Dato Joa Hanain Dato Puyo
Dato Amirhussin Hadji Butu (presently a senator)
Habib Mura
Sarif Laguie
-

$250
$75
$60
$75
$75
$60
$60
$50
$40
$15

The agreement with the exception of an article referring to slavery which is contrary to the American Constitution was approved by the President of the United States.
Though the month of August, 1899 marks an epoch in the Sultanate of Sulu, it cannot be said that the Sultan
was stripped of his civil and ecclesiastical authority over the Moros. Note that the agreement recognizes the
Sultan’s authority to judge criminal cases among Moros, which signifies the exercise of supreme authority by a
free sovereign.
*
The date that initiated the plunder of the civil rights of the Sultan was March 2, 1904, when the Secretary of
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War telegraphed the Governor General informing him that the so-called Bates Treaty had been annulled by the
President of the American nation.
In November of that year, 1904, a civil commission approved law number 1257, authorizing the following
yearly payments:
Sultan of Sulu
Hadji Butu (Senator)
Hadji Taib
Hadji Mohamet
Hadji Abdulla
Hadji Bandahalla Dato Joa Hanaan Dato Kalbi
-

-

-

6000 pesos
1800
900
900
900
900
900
900

The annulment of the Bates agreement implanted a new state of affairs in Sulu. Naturally, the readjustment of
conditions then existing required a clear understanding between the two nations. For this reason, the Sultan of
Sulu signed a document on March, 1904, renouncing all his civic powers, retaining solely certain ecclesiastical
powers inherent in his duty as supreme head of the Muslim church in the Philippines.
It seemed, however, that some chiefs continued intervening in affairs that were civil or criminal in nature because on March, 1915, a conference among Governor Carpenter, the Sultan and some datos, was held to remind
them that they could not intervene in civil and criminal cases that were under the jurisdiction of the laws of the
Philippines. This conference was conducted in harmony; a launch was placed at the disposal of the Sultan so that
he could inform his representatives throughout the Archipelago of Sulu of the contents of the new agreement.
*
The credit for defining with precision the rights of the Sultan and his agents is largely due to the ex-senator,
Teopisto Guingona, then Director of the Office of non-Christian Tribes. In a letter addressed to the Sultan dated
July 30, 1920, cases in which the Sultan and his agents could intervene were specified. These cases were reduced
to five and they are the following:
1. Wives who are divorced from their husbands or wives abandoned by their husbands. The government does not
intervene in such cases unless public morality is affected and when the actions taken by the Sultan or his agents are
insufficient.
2. Sumbang (Incestuous marriages). The Government intervenes when the blood relationship is closer than that of first
degree cousins.
3. Pasu (Husbands who marry or who have carnal relations with their sisters-in-law). In such cases the Government
intervenes if the offended party seeks officials of the government and refuses to have the case resolved by the Sultan or
by the Imams.
4. Nagadakup (Daughters who escape from their elders to live with a man). The government intervenes only when so
requested by the offended party.
5. Daughters, who, seduced and helped by their sweethearts, abandon their elders in order to marry or become concubines. The same conditions prevail as in number 4.

The Sultan of Sulu agreed with the contents of the letter and gave his consent in a reply to Director Teopisto
Guingona. In part, he wrote:
I am grateful to you for your initiative in clarifying these questions with the goal of maintaining mutual understanding and I avail myself of this opportunity to express one more time, our loyalty and our sincere cooperation with the
government whose work for the well being and improvement of Mindanao and Sulu will always be appreciated and
blessed by Muslims.

Since then, there has been no friction referring to these questions; moreover, these are matters over which the
Sultan and his agents hardly concern themselves. Consequently, the masses often approach the constituted authorities even in cases where the jurisdiction has been conceded to the Sultan.
Many residents of Jolo still remember the manner in which the Sultan was received in the last years of the
Spanish government. Each time the Sultan entered Jolo to visit or confer with the General, a band was stationed at
the door of the diminutive city where the Sultan was to enter and a gay march accompanied and enlivened his
entry during the conference.
Today, the regal reception has disappeared. Jamalul Kiram, however, is no less great because of this. The greatest work of his life will be realized if he continues advising his people to live under a government of laws, cooperating firmly with the government until this province is on par with the provinces of Luzon and Visayas.
Future Muslim Filipino citizens will then bless his memory.
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7
The observer, who has attended sports events of students from the different parts of Sulu during the last few
days, cannot but feel a sense of inner satisfaction.
The gallery was almost always full and deafening shouts filled the air. Thousands of persons stood, stamped
their feet, and shouted together moved by delirious enthusiasm. Sports fever overpowered everybody. The atmosphere was exactly as it is in the other provinces of the Philippines—the same shouts, the same events, the same
little flags. Only the colorful clothes of the spectators distinguished the spectacles of the last few days from similar ones that are celebrated throughout the Philippines.
The boys and girls who took part in the tournament came from all the islands of the province: Siasi, TawiTawi, Jolo, Cagayan de Sulu. There is no doubt that these inter-island meets help very much in the formation of a
spirit of solidarity among future citizens and at the same time broaden the mentality of all; for this reason, the
success of these leagues should be a cause of satisfaction for all.
A few years ago, a native from this area said that due to parental opposition, recruiting athletes, especially
female athletes, was a problem. Times have changed, today the parents of the athletes are the greatest enthusiasts.
Such is the miracle of education.
The capital of Jolo can be proud of its sports-mindedness. After the distribution of prizes to the winners of the
provincial league, the baseball league was inaugurated. Six teams took part. The same enthusiasm is felt by the
first executive of the province as well as the humblest employee. The different teams consist of both Christians
and Muslims.
On the other hand, the attachment to golf and tennis does not diminish. And best of all, Jolo doesnot have an
arena for cockfights!
8
When studying the characteristics and mores of a town, the social position that the woman occupies in the
community demands our attention and should be kept in mind as an important part of the whole picture.
When we try to imprint a new direction of ideas on a town and above all, if for this purpose it is necessary to
renounce some traditions and customs, the approval of its women cannot be ignored. This is evident, especially in
Muslim provinces, where a common hope is the gradual transformation of the family organization.
We do not mean to imply that the Muslim family is totally defective to the extent that it is necessary to destroy
in order to substitute a family organized on a different basis. On the contrary, in the Muslim Filipino family we
find virtues of great worth; nevertheless, this is not to say that it can not be improved by rooting out archaic ideas
incompatible with new customs that have been accepted and sanctioned by the actual era.
*
At carnival time in Manila there are always a number of socialites in Japanese costumes. In fact, their numbers
are such that they sometimes appear as a group. However, few if any masquerade themselves wearing the Mora
costume. It is an obvious sign that in Manila, the Japanese costume is better known than the Mora.
On the whole, the Mora costume is elegant, very typical, and highly original. The blouse is a tight jacket with
sleeves to the elbows. At the back, the jacket is belted; the front opens like a vest that leaves part of the bodice
exposed. At the neckline the Mora usually keeps a handkerchief in order to diminish the decolletage.
On both sides of the opening there are two rows of gold buttons. In order to close the jacket, there are buttons
in the lower portion. There are also buttons on the shoulders. Among women of the lower classes, the buttons are
of silver or of plated copper. Instead of skirts, they wear wide pants more similar to Pierrot’s than to those of the
Chinese.
A malong of silk around the body hanging from one of the shoulders completes the costume of the Muslim Filipina. Common among them too is the Malaysian costume consisting of a patadiong as a skirt and a sort of long
kimono. In order to appreciate these elegant and costly costumes, one has to attend gatherings of prominent families or balls that request the invited to wear the Moro costume. The clothes as well as the malong that serves as a
cape or shawl are of gay colors and are usually of silk.
Ladies who go to dances wear high heels and silk stockings. The Moros like all Christian Filipinas are fond of
jewels. They adorn themselves with quite a number of pearls and a lot of gold. A costume for special occasions
costs from 100 to 200 pesos.
*
Within the bosom of a family whose native customs are Muslim, a young lady has very limited freedoms: for
example, she is not allowed visitors. For this reason, many heads of families send their girls to school when
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young, but take them out of school when they are close to puberty. The fate of the young ladies are decided by
their elders, often without considering their will.
The wife in many families exercises within the home a role equal to that of the Christian Filipina—her husband consults her, she is the steward of domestic expenses, and is in charge of the education of the children.
However, in other families, perhaps in the majority of those of the lower classes, the will of the wife is voided by
the husband’s in all family matters.
*
The Muslim Filipina professes a profound respect for elders, a deep affection for her children, and affection for
the members of the family bordering on blindness. In general, the family sentiment is so strong among Filipino
Muslims that they are capable of sacrificing their life for a worthless family dispute.
*
The impact of the activities of the Muslim Filipina on community life is without effect. All the work they do is
limited to the work at home though they often help their husbands in the fields. The majority of them are very
hardworking and self-sacrificing. They are excellent weavers of mats and of multicolored cloths, usually of silk,
which they weave for their own use as well as the use of the family.
*
The young Muslim Filipina is eager to educate herself. The obstacle is the opposition of her parents who are
against a coeducational system. Moreover, some believe that the education of women destroys Muslim customs.
Up to a certain point, they are right, but it is certain that in the long run, education purifies the Muslim Filipino
family making it more dignified, stripping it of stigmas such as the threat of polygamy. Ninety percent of the
Muslim Filipinas are against polygamy; above all, those who have been to school are openly and radically antipolygamy.
*
The bed is the luxury of the Muslim woman. It consists of a mattress usually about four inches thick covered
with rayon cloth of loud colors.
Purple and bottle green in a plaid pattern are the favorite colors for mattresses. In poor families the mattresses
are placed on the floor, but many families who can afford it have adopted an iron bed. The use of the mosquito net
is also very common though in truth it is used more as an article of luxury or as a means of concealment for the
person inside the net than as a means of protection against the bites of harmful insects.
When a woman fails her husband or her elders, she kneels down before them and kisses their feet or their
hands.
In polygamous marriages, some husbands gather their wives in one house, others have them in different houses. In the latter case, husbands have to remain in each house for the same number of days. Polygamy is hardly
practiced among prominent and good families. Considering the current tendencies of women, we believe that it
will soon disappear.
*
Before preparing this article we distributed a questionnaire to twenty Muslim Filipinas, some of whom had
finished their first years of high school while others were still studying. We did so in order to gain an insight on
their opinions on the matters we have discussed here and in order to verify or confirm our personal opinions about
them. All have responded and this pleases us because it indicates that a civic spirit exists in the next generation.
Unanimously, they condemn polygamy. They clamor for the education of women as the only means of their
complete emancipation. To obtain this and in order to meet their current needs many believe that a college for
girls with dormitories managed wholly by women should be established. Some of them are radicals who, once and
for all, want to destroy traditions in order to live in the realities of the times.
And there is always one who believes that the Muslim Filipina will exercise her considerable influence in the
unification of the Filipino nation. A Muslim sister says this. We hope she will not be mistaken.
9
Will the sounds of lantacas return to wound the silent nights of Jolo?
Will Bud Daho, Pata, Patian, and Tumatangis again become the scenes of barbaric fights and disorder among
men of the same race, customs, and religion?
These are questions that the public asks because of the recent telegrams publicized by the press that referred to
the incipient rivalry between Hadji Butu and Sultan Jamalul Kiram of Sulu. Both Jolo personalities became throbbing realities because of these telegrams. In the periodical Philippines Free Press, we puplished an article descrybing in broad outlines Sultan Kiram and his political position under American sovereignty. We described how a
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personage of almost absolute power over the life and property of his subjects was gradually dispossessed of his
prerogatives.
Today, he has been converted into a private citizen solely preserving certain attributes relating to Muslim
customs. He had the honor of being the only Filipino with whom the American Government signed a treaty—the
Bates Agreement—which recognizes among other things, his authority to judge crimes committed among Muslims of Sulu (around 170,000 souls). In this present article we shall treat of Hadji Butu and his differences with
his old friend, the Sultan of Sulu.
*
Just as the Sultan is quiet by temperament, Hadji Butu is loquacious and normally speaks in a loud voice. He is
energetic and has open, friendly manners. He is now fifty five years old and dresses with sufficient taste when he
wears European clothes. He speaks a little English and Spanish; he has a good grasp of Arabic and is considered
one of the best orators in Joloano. In celebrations of important events such as Rizal Day, the Senator reveals his
oratorical skills polished with energetic gestures. He owns a house in Jolo which is near the Sultan’s and is
furnished more in the western than the oriental style.
Hadji Butu has always been identified with the affairs of Sulu. During the Spanish Regime, a time when a
sultan still retained his civil powers, Hadji Butu was the First Minister of the sultans Harun Ar-Ashid and the
actual sultan, Jamalul Kiram.
It is noteworthy that Hadji Butu, because of his amiable character served as minister of the above mentioned
sultans who are diametrically opposed and blood enemies. When Sultan Harun abdicated from the Sultanate, he
wanted to take Hadji Butu to Palawan, but Jamalul Kiram insisted that he remain in Jolo to be his first Prime
Minister. The Spanish Government intervened and Hadji Butu had to stay.
Under the American regime the personality of Hadji Butu kept developing. When the Senate was inaugurated,
he was appointed one of the senators from Mindanao and Jolo. The Senator is easy going by nature. He himself
relates that at the arrival of the Americans in Jolo one of the officials asked,
“Do you want to fight us?” At this Hadji Butu replied,
“No, I don’t want to fight you but if that is what you wish, I am prepared to do so.”
Though his ideas are progressive, he retains his religious beliefs in their fundamental vigor. Hadji Butu does
not abandon the Qur’an and is considered the most knowledgeable among his peers in religious matters throughout Sulu. Two of his older children are Hadjis, a title given to Muslims who have visited Mecca.
All his children were educated in public schools; he has a daughter in the Normal School in Manila, two are
public school teachers and two are alumni of Jolo High School.
*
When the Senator is in Manila and in the chambers of the Senate, nothing about him sets him apart from the
rest of the senators. However, when among his own in Maimbung, he appears to be another person wearing his
Hadji turban and his native skirt instead of pants. This is how we saw him during the burial of one of his wives.
The Senator was tearful and with a book in hand, he prayed before the corpse of a beloved with the firm faith of a
believer. This duality of appearance keeps him from losing his influence among the older conservatives despite
the cosmopolitanism of his ideas.
*
While the writer was still in Jolo, he heard from the Senator severe criticisms against the Sultan’s way of considering questions raised with regards to the Agama.\fn{The religious courts} The Senator alleges that the Sultan
embezzles one hundred pesos daily by making arrangements and imposing fines for infractions that fall under
Muslim Law. In addition, such cases are resolved without any formality, codes are abandoned and the majority of
Imans hardly know the Qur’an.
As we have said in our article on the Sultan, the government according to the 1920 Agreement recognizes his
authority to resolve four types of cases related to the Agama. Aside from this, the Sultan and his agents can and do
celebrate marriages as well as grant divorces. The Sultan and above all, his agents, exercise these prerogatives not
only because it gives them certain moral influence among their own people but primarily because the exercise of
these rights mean money.
For instance: if a Muslim touches a sleeping Muslim woman, the fine is fifty pesos. This is divided among the
woman’s father (ten pesos), the agent who arranges the matter (twenty pesos), and the Sultan (twenty pesos). In
case of divorce, both parties have to pay five pesos.
Hadji Butu contends that part if not all of the money collected from such infractions should be used to support
the requirements of the religion and to prepare true Imans well versed in Qur’an. Infractions of the Agama should
not be converted into a livelihood for jobless persons.
*
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Many Muslim youths of Jolo with whom I have had long conversations on this matter express themselves
openly against the prerogatives of the Sultan. The more radical among them believe that. the rights of a Sultan
should be limited solely to the celebration of marriages and the granting of divorces. As is natural, diehard supporters are not lacking especially among the older conservatives who raise their voices saying that to reduce the
rights of the Sultan further is to destroy Moro customs, the respect for which the government has always proclaimed to the four winds.
The incipient rivalry between the Sultan and Hadji Butu may be of fatal consequences for Sulu, and will
deflect our national cause. A hopeful sign, however, surges from these present disputes. They demonstrate to us
that instruction in this distant place continues producing results: the formation of two groups—a group that already understands that a perfect religious system cannot signify the exploitation of the masses of a village, and a
second group that clings to tradition and uses all possible means to retain acquired rights.
*
When I left Jolo there was a case pending between Dato Raja Muda, a brother of the Sultan and Hadji Butu
over land in Maimbung. Will the above question influence the present dispute? No one knows. These notes are
jotted down, however, so that those called upon to resolve the dispute may be aware of all relevant incidents.
*
In Jolo, many are of the opinion that the Government should take the responsibility for Agama cases, or at
least, review the actions of the Sultan and his agents very strictly. The following plan, for the Agama basing its
choices upon names proposed by the Sultan.
These judges should be Muslims of Sulu and Mindanao, well versed in Qur’an and in the Agama and should
receive a fixed salary. All the fines imposed must go to the government. Thus, illegal exactions on the part of
conscienceless agents and the abuse of the power to grant divorce will be avoided. As a result, women will be
better protected. We feel that the plan proposed here does not signify a departure from the government’s policy of
respecting Muslim beliefs and customs; on the contrary, there will be more respect for the Qur’an.
Efforts should not be spared in the search for a firm and satisfactory arrangement molded within the framework of the healthy principles of a democratic government. Such efforts will give a decisive impulse to the
erasure of uncertainty with regards to the great plans Providence has for men of all races and religions, an uncertainty in which the Moro provinces currently find themselves. All obstacles to such a plan that could be created by
egotism and vested interests are thereby diminished.
10
One hundred seventy-nine years ago, a group of Jesuits accompanied by a first sergeant disembarked on warlike and remote Jolo. This town was then in its pristine rusticity—the arts of war were the most honorable occupation of the people and two forts, provisioned with good culverins ready to fire at once on a command from the
datos and panglimas rose on conspicuous sites.
The Jesuits carried a letter from King Phillip V for the Sultan of Jolor requesting the admission of the Jesuits to
the Sultan’s territory and permission for them to preach the gospel.
The Sultan received them personally. Chronicles relate that the Sultan, after receiving the august missive, kept
it close to his bosom postponing its reading till the next day which was the day designated for the reunion of the
Councils of Elders.
Ali-Mudin,\fn{Sultan of Jolo 1735–1748 and 1764–1773} courteous and refined sovereign, extended to the ministers
of the faith, all forms of courtesies according to the customs of those days: he offered them refreshments, organized in their honor a review of a well-organized army, and gave proof of the hospitality of the Joloanos by commanding that lodgings be readied for men who were trying to change the religion of his town.
When the anxiously awaited day arrived, the reconnoitering party of the Catholic faith was received by the
Council of Elders who apparently offered no objections to the requests of the missionaries and instantly authorized them to preach the new faith freely in streets and plazas. However, these propagandists were warned that for
their own convenience and defense, they should erect a residence and raise a fort. Since this permission signified
a concession of privilege, the Sultan demanded six thousand pesos, twelve picos of powder, twelve picos of nails
and one of steel for the formation of an armada to combat their enemies from Borneo. What was demanded was
little and was conceded.
And that was how through preaching in the streets and plaza, distribution of catechisms, and the practice of
good works those bold missionaries began their extraordinary labor of trying to change the social and religious
features of an eminently warlike community obstinate about any slight change in mores and customs. Did that
valour, worthy example of a genuine Spanish quixotism, have any result? You will find out, dear reader, if you
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continue.
The activities of the missionaries provoked the suspicions of panditas and datos who later raised a strong
opposition over these same matters. After having been in Joloana territory for about two years, this opposition
reached such an extreme that the Jesuits became objects of attempts on their lives which almost succeeded, but
generous hearts appear in all parts and Dato Salicay, faithful friend of the Sultan, advised them of the danger they
were in and had them board a salisipan bound for Zamboanga.
That was how the valour of that group of Jesuits accompanied by a master sergeant ended and began a drama
in the history of Jolo.
*
The teachings of the missionaries had exerted an influence over the soul of Sultan Ali-Mudin. They broadened
his discernment and made him more open to change to such an extreme that he openly gave protection to the
missionaries.
His conduct disgusted many especially his brother, Dato Bantila, who provoked the Moro Maypin to kill the
Sultan. On the eve of his departure for Manila to visit the Governor General, the Sultan was treacherously wounded with a lance. His enemies thinking him dead proclaimed Dato Bantila the new Sultan of Jolo. Providence,
however, saved Ali-Mudin’s life for the continuance of the history which we are relating. Despite being wounded,
he embarked for Cavite with the Jesuit fathers whom he had protected.
*
Upon the arrival of Sultan Ali-Mudin in Cavite, he was greeted by a delegation from the Bishop of Nueva
Segovia, Fr. Juan Arechedera, at the moment also the Governor General of the Islands. The Sultan with his retinue of seventy men was invited by the delegation to move to Manila where he was offered lodgings in one of the
most beautiful homes in Binondo.
During this period, the Sultan was considered a sovereign of an independent nation and accorded military honors; it is not strange therefore that a company of the Royal Regiment served as an honor guard to the temporary
residence of the Sultan in Binondo.
A few days after, Manila celebrated. Spanish regiments and battalions from Pampanga filled the streets from
the residence of the Sultan to the palace of the Bishop-Captain General. The houses along the route were decorated, the air vibrated with chords from military bands. Drawn by six horses and preceded by six soldiers armed
with halberds, the carriage of the Captain General bearing the Sultan took him to the palace as salvos from
artillery resounded. The grand reception hall of the palace shone with the splendor of its best furnishings and
ornaments and there the Sultan of Jolo was received thus bestowing upon him the high honors of an independent
sovereign.
Chronicles of that epoch relate that the Bishop-Governor General appeared at the stairway to receive the
Sultan. He gave him an embrace and together they entered the salon where they conferred at length.
*
The splendor of his reception or the effect of the teachings of the Jesuit fathers in Jolo may have influenced the
Sultan who some time later expressed his desire to become a Christian.
A great controversy arose over the propitiousness and advisability of the baptism of the Sultan until the Governor gathered in his palace fifteen doctors in Canon Law, who after long and prudent discussions, agreed to approve the desires of the neophyte.
Thus Paniqui, a town in Tarlac witnessed on the 28 th of April, of 1750 or one hundred seventy years ago one of
the rarest events in the history of the Philippines: the baptism of Sultan Ali-Mudin. Consequently, the Philippines
within its territory had a King, Don Fernando Ali-Mudin, King of Jolo.
As previously mentioned, the Governor General of the Islands was the Bishop of Nueva Segovia under whose
bishopric Paniqui belonged. For this reason it was chosen as the baptismal site of the only king of the Philippines.
Upon his return to Manila, the new Christian was the object of grand feasts that lasted four days and included a
solemn Te Deum to commemorate such a rare and notable event.
*
It seemed, however, that Christianity with its noble and humanitarian principles held for Sultan Ali-Mudin
many contradictions and disappointments.
While the new king was enjoying pleasant and peaceful days in Binondo, his restless subjects in Sulu were
marauding the shores of the Visayas, robbing temples, and capturing peaceful citizens. The Spaniards were determined to put an end to these excesses and resolved to restore Don Fernando de Ali-Mudin to the Sultanate of Jolo.
Dark clouds, however, appeared in the horizon of Ali-Mudin’s future. News from Zamboanga was that the
attempt against the life of Ali-Mudin in Jolo before his departure was a farce: his brother Bantilan governed Jolo
with his consent, his conversion to Catholicism was another farce, and his principal objective in Manila was to
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gain intimate knowledge on how the Spaniards governed the country and what their methods of defense were so
that later he could raise an army powerful enough to throw out the Spaniards from the Philippines.
The government in Manila did not believe this information and went ahead with its proposed plan. Eight ships
left on the expedition. Sultan Ali-Mudin who was on board the galleon, San Fernando, arrived in Zamboanga
where he remained while the expedition continued on to Jolo. As soon as the expedition arrived in Jolo it opened
fire upon the native forts which promptly responded to the attack repelling bravely the advance parties that the
leaders of the expedition had commanded to disembark. The fight continued until the next day when a yellow flag
appeared over Tandahdalaya fort. Both sides entered into negotiations; the natives manifested their surprise at
being treated thus, vehemently protesting that they wanted the return of Sultan Ali-Mudin.
During the negotiations in Jolo, as optimism for the restoration of Sultan Ali-Mudin and the end of piracy
openly prevailed, a rather vague and equivocal letter signed by Sultan Ali-Mudin fell into the hands of the
Governor of Zamboanga. Ali-Mudin in this letter addressed to a Sultan in Mindanao claimed that he had written
out several documents not as he wanted but as ordered by the Spaniards.
This was enough to send to prison as a traitor Ali-Mudin, his four sons, four daughters, panditas, brothers in
law, 160 slaves, 32 maids and concubines—a total of 217 persons. The expedition returned to Manila leaving poor
Ali-Mudin with his 216 companions in the prisons of Cavite instead of on the throne of Jolo.
*
However, the Moro is of a warlike temperament. Nobody can doubt his bravery and if someone is bold enough
to do him an injustice, he does not stop until he avenges himself. The imprisonment of Ali-Mudin raised the spirit
of Joloanos; the deeds of the pirates must have been such that the Government in Manila ordered reprisals so
severe that in the words of one Spanish historian, they do little honor to the civilization of those times.
As matters of their cult, the pirates robbed men and women, killing and burning. The Visayan coasts were mute
witnesses of the barbaric deeds of those times, but the corsairs were no less barbaric. They were exempt from
paying tribute, authorized to kill old people, to have the children baptized, and, in the crude phrase of a historian,
to “distribute” women.
Let us cover, however, with the veil of forgetfulness the barbaric encounters and misconceptions of those times
and continue with the fate of the hapless Sultan.
*
Far from his native land, Ali-Mudin, instead of losing courage and perishing like a plant that languishes on
strange soil, remained his spirited self and now and then proclaimed his good faith and his loyalty to the Spanish
Government.
Four years after the King of Jolo became a prisoner of Spain, he submitted to the Governor General for consideration a set of conditions for peace in Jolo, promising his own head if the datos of Jolo did not sign an agreement. He also asked the chief executive of the Islands to permit his daughter, Dayana Fatima, to bring the papers
to Jolo.
The petition was accepted.
Fatima made the trip and succeeded in getting the signatures of all the chiefs of Jolo. The signed convention
manifested the allegiance of the datos of Jolo to_their Sultan Ali-Mudin and his friendship with Spain. Even
Bantila, the brother of the Sultan, was repentant over the past and anxiously awaited the return of his brother.
The agreement satisfied the Governor General in Manila, but the restoration of Ali-Mudin was not realized
until the English took Manila on October, 1762. Before evacuating Manila two years later, the English conducted
Don Fernando de Ali-Mudin, King of Jolo to the port of the same name where he was received by his brother
Bantila with all the honors that he deserved. He governed Sulu for several years until burdened with old age he
abdicated the Sultanate to his son, Mohamad Israel.
*
Such is the history in broad strokes of Ali-Mudin, the first and only King of Jolo, who because he wanted to
show his affection for Spain embraced what she most appreciated: her religion.
Nevertheless, his destiny was to live for four years as a prisoner—an enemy of Spain. …
100.117 The Lebrito: A Folktale\fn{told by Demetrio Aqui (1895- )} Negros Oriental Province, The Philippines (F) -1
Once upon a time, my grandfather had a dream.
In his sleep, he dreamed that he was asked to be a mananam-bal.\fn{Quack doctor.} He was commanded to use
the lebrito,\fn{Small book.} which was under the big stone in one of this corners of his farm. He was also instructed
how to use this book before treating patients.
Early in the morning, he told his dream to his wife. Then he went to his farm. When he reached there he found
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out that his dream really had came true. So he got the book and accepted the work.
Unfortunately on that day one of his nieces became seriously ill. Immediately he tried to treat her. In spite of
the fact, his niece was cured. And from that time on, his fame was spread over the island of Siquijor. Many people
invited him to treat their patients. Therefore, he was very busy going from one place to another.
He ignored his work at home.
His wife got mad at him, for they had five kids to support. She got the book, without his noticing and then
threw it in the forest nearby.
The next morning when he arrived home he found out that their four children had become seriously ill. He
immediately went to his room where his book was kept but he was not able to find it. His wife understood what he
was searching for. So she confessed and explained the reason why she threw it away.
They were all greatly troubled then. They ordered men to look for it but they did not find it. My grandfather
was then forced to treat his children.
But he did not succeed. The four kids died.
254.31 Excerpt from A Child Of Sorrow\fn{by Zoilo M. Galang (1895-1959)} Bacolor, Pampanga Province, The
Philippines (M) 12
1
Lucio had just received his sheepskin diploma from the provincial high school, and had laid his books on the
dust-covered shelves. He had not decided yet what he would do. Perhaps he would play the proverbial happy role
of youth—the life of fun, frolic and adventure.
It was April in the Fertile Valley, the month when the sampaguita began to open its petals to receive the
soothing dew of the starry evening hour; when the rose, lovely and tender, gave its best and lured countless
butterflies; when the dama-de-noche fragrantly suffused the atmosphere at the magic touch of the night which
gave it vitality.
Before the closing of school, Camilo David had invited Lucio to spend the vacation at his hacienda, telling him
of the Springtime of Love, Youth, and Beauty.
“Lay those worm-eaten tomes aside and come with me, and we will spend our vacation in the bosom of the
fields. There you will realize real life and be in close touch with nature,” said Camilo smiling, bent on convincing
him. Lucio met his friend’s gaze and put his book down.
“Why, confound it, man, I’d rather stay here in this cell and drink of the wisdom of these books than waste my
time lingering in the fields.”
“Don’t you know that a sleeping dog catches no bone?”
“I do,” replied Lucio thoughtfully.
“Then come with me!” Camilo took the book and saw the title, Sorrows and Happiness. Then he gave the book
back and remarked,
“So you’ve got the idea too—where there is sorrow there is joy. Well, you may be right, your author may be
right, but joy is not always for man—the world is often cold—nectar is not always in women’s lips—it is everywhere—but it is only the discerning eye that sees beauty everywhere.”
“You’re eloquent today,” said Lucio. He put a mark on the page he was reading, closed the book, and laid it
carefully in his bookrack, then leaned back in his chair, all attention to the words of his trusted friend.
“Well, what do you think I should do?”
“What I am driving at is that—well, let’s enjoy our vacation together in my place. Of course, our town is not as
big as some towns, and it is not as beautiful as some, but it is full of life. Even though there is not much gaiety, it
is full of pleasures that will enchant you—to a man of your temperament, one who is not selfishly always still
thinking of himself. Girls there are not as plentiful as grass, but you may find one to your liking. But the beauties
of nature, they are abundant. It is the very place where you could bring your book, lie down on the soft, carpetlike grass and contemplate silently the bounties of God. There you will find a true paradise, where there is peace,
solitude, and poetry in every nook and cranny of our farm. Ah, but, I cannot find words to really picture it to you,
as you often picture to me the beauties you see in life and dream of!”
“Well, you certainly make it sound good. I’ll tell Father and let you know tomorrow.”
“Good! And I’ll bet you’ll like it more when you see it.” With a wave of his hand, Camilo left, saying,
“So long.”
*
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Lucio was alone. He sighed, staring through the window, standing listlessly, his mind wandering and his heart
beating high with the hopes of seeing the real place portrayed by his friend, the singing birds, the warbling
brooks, and the fragrant flowers of the valley.
What, indeed, is more attractive to youth than the colorful, Bohemian life, with its rosy dreams. Truly, youth is
the time when the mind paints wonderful castles in the air, surrounded by greatness and honor, dreaming of a
lovely muse to grace all his days and make him happy and glorious forever.
Lucio was one of those who painted brilliant futures on the canvas of imagination, and one of those who
wanted to make true what he had sketched in words. Romantic, yet ambitious, even as a child, he had thought of
life seriously. Always he plugged away, reading whatever book came into his hands, observing everything, until
now he had gathered a great deal of invaluable knowledge, in art, literature, science, and practical, everyday matters.
He was fond of philosophizing, as his mind was full of lovely things; yet he did not wonder why he did not see
them in real life, for he already knew that sometimes the irony of fate appears.
That night, Lucio went to see his father, who was working on his small but well-cultivated farm. Lucio told
him of his desire to visit his friend. The father was kind and obliging, and consented, adding that he hoped Lucio
would make the most of it. He looked to Lucio for everything later in life, as he was growing old.
*
About seven-thirty the next day, shortly after breakfast, Lucio went to see his friend, Camilo. He was still in
bed in his uncle’s house, sleeping soundly. Soon he awoke and was glad to see Lucio. Impatiently, he asked,
“Well? Are you coming with me? Are we going together?”
“Yes! My father will let me go,” Lucio said joyfully.
“That’s the good boy! You won’t be sorry. Sit down, and let’s talk about the trip. When shall we go, today or
tomorrow?”
“I’d better go home and get my trunk ready. By the way, how long are we going to stay there?”
“Why, as long as you like—say, a month or so—it’s up to you.”
“Oh, that’s just fine.” Camilo knitted his brow and then said:
“I’ll leave it all up to you. It depends on what you see there, your impressions, your views and personal tastes.
Well, let’s not waste time. Let’s hurry. Early birds catch the worms, isn’t that right?”
“Certainly! I’ll start getting ready right now.”
Lucio hurried off, whistling happily. He tried to picture the whole situation in his mind. A smile, reflecting his
happiness, curled on his lips. His heart leaped with expectation. As soon as he reached home, he cooked his dinner of boiled rice, roasted fish, and fried meat. After finishing dinner, he paced up and down the kitchen, and no
longer able to contain himself, he burst out into song. In a mellow voice, he sang that famous romantic song:
Ay, ay kalisud, kalisud sang binayaan.
Adlaw gabi, permi ta ikaw ginatangisan.
Ay, Ay, inday, nga wala sing kapalaran.
Wala guid, wala guid, wala sarang kalipayan.
*
Ay, cielo azul, abaw diin ka nakaron?
Ay, buligi tabangi, ang nabilanggo sa gugma.
Maayo pang mamatay, mamatay, mamatay,
Agud di makadumdum, wala sing kalipayan.
*
Oh, oh forsaken, forsaken is the one left behind.
Day in, day out, always you bring misery to my mind.
Oh, oh, sweetheart, you have filled my poor heart with pain.
Nobody, nobody, can ever make me smile again.
*
Oh, sky of blue, ere you hiding, are you captured?
Oh, help me, protect me, this sad prisoner enraptured.
Better I’d rather die, rather die, rather die,
So I won’t remember no one is so sad as I.

Had any full-blooded lover ever heard him sing that passionate kundiman, he might have envied him his sentimental voice of love and longing. Lucio was full of emotions. There he was! Slender and well-built, with brown
hair, dark clear eyes, and a gay and graceful demeanor. He was wearing homespun clothes and homemade slippers. His eyes were fascinating, and his face was oval and handsome in a truly manly fashion. His skin was nutbrown and clear.
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Lucio’s look was thoughtful, his actions slow and becoming, and his bearing alert and noble. He was a man
who loved solitude, for he had often told his friends that man would not be at home unless he were in solitude
alone with himself.
He was calm, pensive and poetic. Often he went rambling through the meadows, declaiming passages from the
great classics. In his heart, he had a love for all literature, and music, local and foreign.
These made him happy and inspired him to be a man, one who lived to work and to serve, so that others, and
not he alone, might be happy. He wanted to leave the world a better place than he found it.
*
The next day, both friends, hand in hand, set out for Camilo’s home town. During the entire three-hour trainride, they were like ordinary schoolboys, and became curious merrymakers, all the way through, until they
reached their destination.
It was evening when they reached Camilo’s home town. The house was one of those truly hospitable Filipino
homes. The hearts of Camilo’s parents flowed kindly towards Lucio. They were good-natured and loving people,
frank in their manners and simple in their ways of living. They were farmers and landholders, their family being
one of the well-to-do in Merry Town. That was why many of their tenants gathered around the newcomers, as is
customary in provincial towns, and especially as Camilo was well liked in that village.
Lucio was given every kind attention, for Camilo looked on his visitor as a brother, and nothing less. They still
thought of each other as schoolboy friends of the same class in the same school. They were obviously the best of
friends.
The people gathered around to welcome them. The younger ones promptly spread the news that a certain goodlooking fellow had arrived with their master’s son to spend his vacation there and live the farming life and see the
local conditions.
Many favorable things were said about him, his manners, his intelligence, and his friendliness.
Lucio was treated with so much kindness and hospitality that he felt entirely at ease. Even though this was his
first night in Merry Town, he already felt at home. He was sure he would love this town and its people.
Little did he dream that in Merry Town there were four people—four widely different personalities—who were
to play a profound and life-long influence on him.
Little did he dream that this brief, gay vacation, this venture into carefree happiness, would become the turning
point in his life.
*
In Merry Town lived the Governor.
It was said that having failed three times to get elected honestly, he succeeded the fourth time through fraud.
People said that he was a grafter, that he spent government money for his personal use. They said that the governor thought of his position as a chance to put money in his pocket instead of spending it to help the people.
He led what was truly a governor’s life, luxurious, lucrative, and extravagant, waiting only for his favorites and
compadres to bring him gifts. Before assuming his position as governor, he was wallowing in debt, but now he
was a wealthy merchant and landowner, and a moneylender besides.
People complained, but, they said, there was nothing they could do now, as he was already governor.
Oh, how dignified, how impressive, the name “Governor” sounds.
Don Pancho Ismael, Governor Pancho Ismael.
That was his open door to an easy life. One part of his easy life, people said, was maintaining a paramour—but
who, and where, nobody knew.
“Let us hope.” people said, “that there is only one like Governor Ismael. For if there are others, what will happen to our Philippines?”
*
In the same province there were simple, peaceful, law-abiding citizens, best known of whom was Juan de la
Cruz.
He was a friendly, benevolent-looking man, who was so independent that he would not settle down in one
place. He roamed over the countryside, always discontented, talking with the younger people, urging them to take
more interest in their government and other affairs, and to improve their own lot.
He could keep secrets and consequently was trusted by everyone. He had no permanent residence, and thus
was a town-mate of everybody.
*
In a nearby barrio, there also lived a family of the middle class: a middle-aged woman called Felipa, on whose
careworn face time and suffering had almost overcome the beauty that had once been her pride, and her daughter,
Rosa Garcia, blooming flower.
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The mango tree had borne fruit sixteen times since she had seen the morning light. She was grace fully built,
with a light Malayan complexion, curly hair, and a buoyant step.
She was kind-hearted and modest, and her manners were simple and artless. Her beautiful body harbored a
pure heart and an honest soul. Everybody loved her because of her sweet disposition.
Her plump, cheerful face was like one of the lovely virgin creations of Raphael.
*
Also in Merry Town, among the wealthy caciques, was the family of a young man named Oscar Ramirez.
He had been educated from childhood up in the Spanish schools in Manila. He was said to have finished his
secondary training, but he did not continue his studies, despite the fact that his family persistently urged him to
get a title (as if money could buy everything), for in the provinces, a title is looked upon with awe and admiration
by the people, and by the fairer sex with smile and favor.
But Oscar was not as bad as that; he had tried, but had failed, and therefore decided to forego the title.
He loved everybody, if they also loved him.
He was a patriot, but his patriotism was only for himself.
For his country he had only words and speeches. Once, he had tried to spread the de mocratic principles of government that he had read about in books, but he gave it up when he was chastised by his father, who was oldfashioned and conservative.
Oscar had already decided that he would engage in business, for he believed that the key to happiness was in
money. Or perhaps he would get into politics, which seemed easy work, and profitable.
*
It happened that on several occasions, Camilo took Lucio to the home of Rosa. There they met Oscar. It was at
Rosa’s party, celebrating her birthday and her graduation from school, when she was entertaining her intimate
friends with tea and rice cakes and puddings and other native dainties.
Lucio met Rosa and conversed with her. He felt that nothing extraordinary had happened. But when he departed, he was uneasy, not knowing why.
There was a pang in his heart.
Soon after, he became more inquisitive about Rosa. Carrillo told him about her, and how she had been a
diligent and bright classmate of his in primary school.
Camilo noticed the change in Lucio’s manner, from studious inclination to sentimental and dreamy outbursts.
One day he took him aside and jokingly asked:
“So, my good friend, you have found your cherished one, eh?”
“There’s no harm in it,” Lucio answered.
“Harm? Not yet. But from an acorn grows the oak.”
“Well, let’s see what will grow from this acorn.” They laughed and forgot all about it.
That night Lucio dreamed of an angelic being. How his young heart throbbed with strange emotions!
Lucio’s interest in his studies had flagged abruptly, and finally he left them altogether. He was now listless and
pensive. He wrote in his diary:
Met a young girl, scarcely a flower born—called Rosa Garcia. She is as fair as the April morn—fresh as the morning
dew—lovely as the June flowers, sweet and lovely as Lucia de Lammermoor. But her mild look into my eyes burned
my heart and kindled the embers of passion; sweet and disturbing, but soothing—wild and penetrating, but exhilarating.
I cannot contain myself. Let me think—I am lost, lost in love. Love! Come. How sweet, how mysterious.

Awakening from his daydream, Lucio clasped his hands and folded them on his breast; and closing his eyes,
murmured:
“I wish to see you again before I leave, angelic beauty. You are a vision, born of love and sweet fancy. I am
yours—I will lay down my life like a cavalier of old and die for you—for you, dear—to win your love, Rosa,
adorable Rosa! While some people venture all for learning, others live to consummate a great work of art or
literature—Rosa, I—I will venture all to love you and live for you, Rosa—to make you happy—and die under the
favor of your smile.”
He mused long and thought deeply. His poetic spirit aroused him from his lethargy and forced him to
reproduce his strange feelings into some form. That day he showed Camilo one of the loveliest lyrics he had ever
written in the vernacular.
*
The next day, Tuesday, while Lucio was lugubriously going on his way from the farm to Cainilo’s mansion, he
was suddenly tapped on the shoulder.
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“Oh! Lucio, you are here in Merry Town, too?” Turning around he saw Juan de la Cruz.
“Oh, yes. You surprised me, Juan, for I never thought of meeting anyone I knew here.”
“Yes, we meet old friends when we least expect it. How long do you intend to stay here?” he inquired, gazing
at him as though trying to pierce his inner feelings.
“Well, during vacation time at least. I am certainly glad to see you here. And you are on your way to where in
heaven?”
“Ah, to Fertile Valley. Any message for your old dad?”
“Nothing special, thank you, except that I will stay here a little longer than I had expected.”
“Ah! I was told you were introduced to a beautiful girl here.”
“Oh, yes, I was. And do you know her?”
“Know her? Why not? I know her, for I know everybody who attracts attention. Take this seeming man of
importance, this Governor Ismael; well, I know him well, up and down; and this other plutocratic aristocrat of an
Oscar. Two from the same tree. I saw him when he was born, and I ate with his mother when he was baptized by
Padre Tolentino—and a lot of others—and why then shouldn’t I know this Rosa, when she is the most promising
beauty in this town? Do you suppose I am ignorant of what is going on in this province?” Lucio was silent,
astonished, then he asked,
“And what do you think about all this?”
“Nothing, except—I’d better keep my mouth closed, then no flies will come in.”
“Are you just kidding me, Juan?”
“I mean what I say, I know what I am talking about.”
“And you say that you know this town very well. Then why this suspicious air of yours, since you should
know that I was introduced to Rosa by Camilo. Have you any objections to that?”
Juan slapped his thigh with his hand.
“Ah, young man, confess, young man of pride. Confess. Tell me about it, and I’ll do all I can to help you.” He
spoke so confidingly that the proud Lucio almost gave in, but still he kept on his guard
“Well—Juan, I won’t say whether it is true or not. But, is it a sin to fall in lo—a sin to be acquainted with a
young girl, especially when there is nothing in it? I am a young man, true. But, what you are hinting at, I am inno cent of that. Do you mean that I am not fit to know her? What do you mean, old man?”
“Well, Lucio, you are young and sometimes you need the advice and counsels of your elders. That’s all. To say
the least, Rosa is a wonderful girl—all love and goodness and purity. Just don’t let your warmth of feeling and
rashness delude your clear reason.” As Juan turned to go away, Lucio detained him.
“Wait, Juan. We are on familiar terms, aren’t we? Then, as I told you my feelings, you should tell me yours,
make a remark or two, and then fly away, wise owl. Frankly, is there any danger in this?”
“I may as well tell you that you are lost—lost in a turmoil of feeling. But there are some people here you
should watch out for. They might be dange—.
“Well, I may be wrong. Of course, Lucio, I’ll tell you the truth. There is no harm in your being acquainted with
Rosa, and it is only a pleasure and an honor to know here, to see her, to adore her. So, good luck to you. Till we
meet again.” Juan turned again to leave, then paused and said,
“One thing more, Lucio. Rosa is a—”
“All right,” interrupted Lucio, “you’ve told me enough already. Goodbye.” Juan’s voice came more softly to
finish his sentence,
“… a woman without a father.” Then he was gone in the darkness, leaving Lucio to ponder his last words.
*
Lucio gathered his thoughts, again realized what he was after and continued on his way home.
Ah! The music that he loved to sing he seemed to forget, and the promise he made to his father he seemed to
forsake.
“What am I after? This old bird, Juan, knows better than I dol. But, if there is any truth in what he said, let me
know it later. For the present, it is safe. He likes his little joke.
“Oh, Juan is a talkative fellow, he loves gossip, that’s all. Since there is no harm, as he says, I see nothing to
fear and no obstacles to encounter, except my own conscience; and since my conscience and my heart are silent,
why I must be on the right plane, on firm ground, and I’ll just go on and see, and then discover everything.
“If a man does not venture and dares nothing, how can he ever learn? For we grow wiser as we are taught by
Mother Experience in her most cruel moods, when she speaks in her language. But … I wonder what Juan does
know about her?”
Lucio tried to forget Juan’s remarks, and he thought only of her good nature, her incomparable sweetness, and
her pure natal beauty. Only that and nothing more—for he was im love!
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On a summer morning fragrant with ylang-ylang, Lucio went walking along the fields, singing to himself the
poetry in his heart. He tried to inhale the fragrance of the flowers, but his heart was already filled with the florescence of a sparkling love.
He was gay and walked aimlessly. But unconsciously the thought of a “fair one” haunted him and blindly he
followed the path of least resistance toward her house. True love is blind. And he had been blinded when Cupid’s
flaming arrow pierced his heart so deep that it had bled day an night.
The world, which was once cold and dreary, now seemed more interesting and beautiful. He saw beauty in
every petal of every flower, and a lesson of life in every blade of grass. Nature meant more to him than what his
eyes beheld in the mountains, valleys, plains, flowers, bubbling brooks and singing birds. It mean something
greater, yes, greater than all—the love of a woman. A love, still undeclared, that made him uneasy, not knowing
where to go or what to do.
He paused.
In the distance he saw a shadow—a lovely shadow, hovering sylphlike in the bushes. Was it the shadow of a
woman? Or was it just his fancy?
There again—what a lovely vision! How he wanted to find refuge in the shade of that living shadow.
It was Rosa herself, coming down the path, with an earthen pitcher in her hands, and going down to the brook
to fill it with water. She was lovely beyond compare, and looked serene and virginal.
To him, in his dream, she was all the world, the embodiment of all he dreamed of in a woman. He was lost—
how to approach her, he had no idea—lost in admiration.
The figure glided along and came nearer, unaware that anyone was watching her. A mellow, masculine voice
started her:
“How are you this morning?”
*
She looked up, troubled, bewildered. On seeing Lucio, she blushed, and of all women, she seemed the fairest.
Lucio saw her beautiful hair as she drew nearer, falling in ringlets, caressing her arms and breast. Their eyes met.
She dropped hers. Her face was all crimson.
“Very well, thank you,” she replied faintly, smiling and then becoming silent.
Lucio begged her to give him the pitcher and let him fill it with water for her, but she refused. Finally she
yielded. When he went further and wished to carry it home for her, she said bluntly,
“No.”
So he reluctantly let her do it, but as she was about to go, he asked,
“Why are you in such a hurry?”
“Mother is waiting for me.”
Holding the pitcher with both hands, resting it on her hip, she stood motionless, glancing at him when he was
not looking at her.
He dared not approach her, and his courage had entirely departed from him. He was no poet to match the
poetry of herself. How he prayed to his Muse for words, for inspiration!
Gaily the birds on their high perch sang, luxuriantly the flowers wafted their delicate fragrance, and profusely
the breezes blew the songs and scents to the two young and passionate souls in pain, unable to give voice to their
feelings. They stood motionless and silent; their very silence was eloquent poetry. No one dared to break the
reigning silence. Was their feeling as old as the hills surrounding them?
*
Unconsciously, as though moved by an unknown force, Lucio moved towards her, took the pitcher from her
hands, and said timidly:
“Ever since I have known you I—I felt the longing to see you and to tell you that I wish to be your slave for
life. Yes, you are the most beautiful girl to me. While I live, I promise you, I will love you forever. Oh, my adored
one, how I love you!” Encouraged by her kindly look and shy smile, he continued more vehemently, burning with
emotions repressed and now exploding and uncontrollable,
“Rosa, believe me, I—I love you—let me die adoring you, and you alone.”
She did not move; she did not answer. Her eyes were fixed on the ground. How lovely she was with her curls
slowly waving and shading her sunny, lily-like brow. Truly a Madonna! She clasped her fingers and heard nothing
of the words of Lucio. She only understood that he admired her, loved her with all his heart, to the bottom of his
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soul, loved her forever, and that for her and with her he would go to the end of the world—for she would make
him happy and he would love her forever and ever.
“I do not know how to prove how deeply I love you, but this love bids me offer you all my heart, all my life,
all my soul!” Then he added softly,
“Rosa, will you be my love?” No answer escaped her lips. He pleaded,
“Tomorrow, will you decide?” She said nothing.
“I love you, Rosa, I love you!”
Rosa looked at him. She was mute—she only blushed. Then she lifted her head, took the pitcher from Lucio’s
hands, lowered her eyes again.
Lucio gazed at her. O, how lovely was the virgin of the meadows. He looked into those dark eyes, that
blushing face, those sparkling lips still silent—what volumes of feeling they spoke. And then she was gone like a
nymph, with the last words of Lucio graven in her heart,
“I love you, Rosa.”
*
Coy and unassuming, pure and artless, she was. Yet, who could tell what was in her heart? Who could know
how disturbed she was?
What is love? She did not know, but her throbbing breast, the sensations thrilling through her whole frame,
made her understand a little, perceive a ray of that most mysterious of all human feelings. She was filled with
unknown thoughts and impressions of Lucio, and she felt happy—but why, she could not tell. At the same time, a
secret fear was in her. What was this undefinable emotion that made them happy when together and unhappy
when apart. What is love?
Why had she not answered Lucio? She half repented her taciturnity. Why did she not tell Lucio at once all that
she felt and all that she desired and all that she had dreamed day and night since meeting him? Why had she not
unloaded her young, aching heart? Why?
She did not know. It was a question without an answer. How many people’s lives, she mused, have been filled
with misery and unhappiness only because of silence and apparent indifference?
*
Lucio remained standing in the same spot, gazing after her until she faded away from his sight. All his feelings
and thoughts were with this adorable being, at once angelic, virginal and immaculate. Then he raised his eyes
desperately to heaven imploring:
“O God! What have I done? Why has my love forsaken me? I don’t know what … is love so blinding? But I
am not blinded by it—I know what I am doing … I only know that I love her, yes, with all my life. I cannot be
happy without her. Never! Never! If I can only make her happy, as only she can make me happy, then I will do
everything in my power to deserve her love and affection, the approval of her heart and soul.
“O Rosa, dawn of the morning, queen of the beauties of the fields, from whose heart the flowers derive their
perfumed scent and from whose sublime soul the birds time their sweet vernal notes which are as enchanting as
Apollo’s lyre …
“O Rosa, if I only could make you happy, if you could only know and understand what true affection, what
burning passion, I have for you and for you alone and no one else. You are my love, the dearest of the dear, the
sweetest of the sweet, ah, my love, my love, my everything, loveliest of the lovely! O Rosa!”
There he stood, alone in the bosom of Nature, soliloquizing—mad with passion, and lost in reverie. A farmer
passing by saw Lucio standing alone, lost in his dreams. Thinking it only a folly of youth, he laughed and passed
on.
*
Afterwards, Lucio went on his way to the field where Camilo was working with his peasants. Camilo was
astounded to see his friend so quiet and flushed with exhilaration. He remarked,
“Hello there, Lucio, anything new?”
“Nothing.”
“Why nothing? I can see in your face that there is something missing or something added.” He put his work
aside, and they sat down on the bamboo bench covered with a buri mat.
“No, don’t hide it, I know it. And if I am not mistaken, you have struck it rich—most probably you met that
young friend of mine—you know who I’m talking about—Rosa, the Rose of the Village.”
“You’re a mind reader!” Lucio exclaimed. “That’s true, Camilo. You are my best friend, and I’ll tell you. I saw
her, yes, I saw her in all her glory. But”—he looked around—“don’t say a word about it to anybody.”
He continued in a whisper,
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“I met her on my way here this morning in the meadows near their home—where the stream is. How beautiful
she is!”
“Did you talk to her?”
“Well—no—I only remember she looked more beautiful and enchanting than anything I’ve ever seen. Do you
remember the lilies of Scott in “The Lady of the Lake?”\fn{ Firat published in 1810}
Ne’er did Grecian chisel trace
A Nymph, a Naiad, or a Grace
Of finer form or lovelier face!

Patting Lucio on the shoulder, Camilo said, “That’s good, old kid.”
“I’m not a kid any more, as of today. Now, I’m a Bassanio bidding for Portia’s hand.”\fn{ An allusion to a romantic
affair in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice (first performed in 1605)}
“As I said, that’s good. But, what makes you so poetic, so eloquent and so philosophical? Tell me, did she say
Yes? And what is it that makes you so romantic? Our surroundings? Or your temperament?”
‘I don’t know. But I am positively sure of one thing. It is because I am near the being I love, breathing in the
same atmosphere and suffering the same thoughts as she does. What is more, I like the farmer’s life—it is so contented, so peaceful.”
“I told you you would like it,” answered Camilo triumphantly.
They spent the rest of the day happily in the fields working, gathering rice stalks and talking with the peasants
on such subjects as modern farming, patriotism, character, and good government. Towards twilight, they returned
home, hand in hand, Camilo was talking of his field work, and Lucio of his love. Each agreed with the other, and
so they reached home, each immersed in his own thoughts.
*
Before falling asleep that night, Lucio lay in bed, while his romantic mind roved over his adventures.
In his imagination, he saw in the misty folds of the dewy morning the angelic form of Rosa, bathed in the fragrant atmosphere of the bright April sun as she stood on the soft grass, surrounded by the numberless beauties of
nature, as she listened to the merry tunes of the birds and the murmuring of the streams.
He saw her walk in beauty and breathe with love, while nature’s most lavish gifts were showered on her.
He thought of her as the most wonderful, most desirable woman on earth, loving in soul, noble in manners, and
pure in form. In the intoxication of his love, he forgot Juan de la Cruz’s remark that she was a woman without a
father.
But what does that matter?
When the heart loves, it loves forever. Lucio excused it as the one flaw needed to emphasize her perfection, as
a woman of faultless beauty places a mole\fn{ I.e., a beauty mark in the shape of a mole:H} on her cheek.
How strange is love! Unfathomable, deep and mysterious, deep as the fathomless sea and mysterious as the
mute sphinx—but as sweet as woman herself with all her charm her defects, her inconsistencies.
*
Lost in his love-fancies, Lucio fell asleep with a heart-smile curved on his lips, which Camilo saw in the
morning and teased him about during their breakfast when they were about to part, each to his field work.
Lucio smiled and good-naturedly rebuked his friend for calling him madly in love.
Camilo laughed and said that Lucio was too modest to acknowledge his weakness.
*
Alone at last, Lucio found himself again strolling toward the place of his meeting with Rosa. It was a lovely
April morning, with the whole world flashing like precious stones, to fit his mood. As he approached the meeting
place, he saw no one. He sat down with folded arms, waiting and wistful. All was silent except the low murmur of
the stream. The stillness was weird.
The hours wore on, and still Rosa had not appeared. Time passes tediously for those who wait, and Lucio felt
the heavy pounding of his heart.
Then through the stillness, there came a soft swishing noise, and a form approached. His heart beat faster and
he felt his fingers and toes turn cold and then hot. Indeed, it was the rose of his dreams, coming to say yes, or
perhaps no, to give him happiness or misery.
“Good morning,” he saluted.
“Oh, good morning,” she replied in her sweet way.
She was carrying her pitcher. How sweet and gentle her voice was. Her eyes lighted up with benign beauty,
and her lips bloomed with a smile, while the sun made a golden halo around her raven hair.
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“How are you today?” he asked.
“Very well.”
“I hope I will not be bothering you.” He paused for words.
“May I know what your answer is?” He talked softly, pleading.
“I—I have not come to any decision—I—I cannot answer you. I came here just because I did not want to keep
you waiting for me, that is all.”
She was smiling in some embarrassment, looking down and moving sideways, while her bosom heaved with
emotion.
She was going away.
“Oh, why are you going? Dear beloved soul! Why do you keep me in suspense—in my immense sorrows and
afflictions! See—listen—look how worn-out I have become. I cannot bear the pains of my love.
“Your coldness is making me sick, driving me mad. Just a word from you, anything, will suffice, just something of your kindness.
“But, remember, I do not want to force an answer from your lips, no not that. I want an answer that springs
from your heart—a word that will be mine forever.
“You are quiet. You make me suffer—oh, what a torment. Rosa, yes may I be permitted to call you Rosa? And
you just call me Lucio.” She turned back and remarked:
“Certainly. That is the way we people here in Merry Town address each other.”
“In my inmost soul I bless you, you are my everything in this world. And surely you would not make me
suffer, would you?” She said nothing, but was calm and observant.
“What shall I do to win you? Tell me. I’ll risk everything for you only to be blessed by your love. Like a poet, I
will sing my sweetest verses. Out of my notes I will create the beauty of a gracious virgin, like you, and the love
of an intrepid man, like me!”
Still silent, she picked a lily of the valley and tore off the petals one by one, scattering them on the grass. Lucio
picked a sampaguita\fn{A species of jasmine, the national flower of the Philippines } and did the same, unconsciously. How
like children! Childlike, they were learning their alphabet of love.
“In my love, Rosa, I suffer, I am mad, I am tortured. I am sad. Give me your smile. Give me your love. Give
me your heart!
“You are silent. Shall I suffer forever? Is sorrow mine? Is that my fate? You won’t let me suffer, I hope, will
you?
“Surely, your coming here, Rosa, is a sign of your pity, of your kindness. And I owe you much for not
forgetting. I would give you anything or do anything for you to repay this favor.”
“Don’t mention it, Lucio.”
“Rosa, tell me frankly.” Lucio paused.
“Will you be mine?” He took her hands in his. They trembled.
“May I take your coming here as a sign of your favor, your pity, your love?”
He clasped her hands; and each pressed the other’s hands, tightly, tightly, as if to swear before heaven and
earth their eternal love. Something unknown and incomprehensible thrilled them to elation.
Wild with joy, Lucio asked,
“What will be the symbol of our love?”
Looking around, Rosa picked a blooming sampaguita, and handed it to Lucio without saying a single word.
She looked at him, but soon dropped her eyes and blushed.
“Let this speak of our everlasting love,” Lucio pledged.
They were motionless and silent.
For when the heart is full, the tongue becomes speechless.
They stood in the atmosphere scented with flowers and filled with the songs of the birds that gladdened their
hearts and solemnized their love.
“Rosa, O Rosa, will you be mine … answer!” Rosa answered softly,
“Yes, yours till death do us part.”
“And this sweet sampaguita, Rosa, I will keep near my heart while I live! Even when it fades, still its memory
will go down with me in my cold grave.”
Lucio watched her depart with sad longing. Oh, if he could prolong this hour forever! Then he thought of the
delights of the future, and on his way home, he sang joyfully:
If I were a flower,
I’d be content to fade in thy charms,
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If I were a lover,
I’d be content to die in thy arms.

But, the sad thought of parting and its heartrending effect stopped him short and he left the song unfinished.
*
At home, Camilo was reading a newspaper and Juan was smoking an Isabela cigar. Camilo said,
“I see that the Communists are inciting trouble. Tell me, Juan, what is Communism?”
“What it is precisely, I do not know. But it is a deadly weed that infects; so you must pluck this evil weed
wherever you find it.”
“But, tell me, in your opinion, what is Communism?”
“Well, if you hear someone say that men are not born or created equal, I say that’s Communism. If you hear
someone say that people are not brothers and sisters, I say that’s Communism. If you hear someone say that two
and two are not four, I say that’s Communism. If you hear someone say that we Filipinos are not fit for independence, that’s Communism.
“And so you brand all nonsensical notions as Communism?” asked Camilo.
“Yes! If they say that Lucio is not a fit lover for Rosa, I will call that Communism, too.”
“Very good.”
“And if they say I am not a Filipino citizen, I brand that preposterous remark as Communism!”
“Bravo”
“These Communists are preaching against good morals. In brief, as I understand it, he is a Communist who
poses as a saint, when he is really a fake. He, who preaches against the golden rule, who works contrary to human
expectations, doing things unworthy of a Christian is a Communist. He who will change your life, but not his
own, he is a Communist. Bah, it’s all insanity.”
“By the way, Juan, perhaps you had better intercede in this Lucio affair so that nothing bad will come of it.”
“Perhaps I will. You know, there was a time in my Junior school life when I loved a dark-eyed, buxom girl—
oh, Celia, my fickle one—but never mind about that. This Lucio affair is as interesting as a novel.”
“Yes, more interesting than most novels I have read.” Juan rose and throwing away his cigar, said,
“Here comes our gallant friend.”
*
“Hello there,” said Lucio. He grasped his friends’ hand fondly and smiled.
“What’s new, Lucio?” asked Camilo
“Nothing that I know of.”
“I suppose Lucio’s pen is now busy?” remarked Juan mischievously.
“And his heart as well,” said Camilo, teasingly, as he embraced his friend and put his ear against Lucio’s heart.
Hearing the irregular pounding of Lucio’s heart, Camilo declaimed loudly,
“Aha! I told you so!” Juan said,
“Congratulations, young friend! Be happy while you may.” He winked at Camilo, then added, as I left them,
“As I told you, Lucio is the most romantic lad I have ever seen in this entire province.”
3
Swiftly the joyful vacation drew to an end and now the day of separation came at last. Again Lucio met Rosa,
their hearts aching with unendurable pain almost to the breaking point. Rosa was so absorbed in her new feelings
that she told her lover, after having foreseen the pangs of separation:
“Where you are, there shall your Rosa be!” Lucio replied,
“Wait for me, Rosa, and time shall find us the happiest of beings in this world. I will first try to work hard in
order to deserve your affection, and then we shall marry.” Humbly, her hands holding his tightly, she said,
“I’ll wait for you, as you say.”
“And I’ll come back to you.”
“Goodbye, dearest.”
“Goodbye!”
Separation! For how long? How they feared the saddest word in the world. And yet, they could not part. It we
Rosa who called him back and said with infinite grief in her voice.
“Are you coming back?”
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“Coming back? I will fail to come back only when I can walk no more—when my eyes are dim—when I no
long breathe. It is impossible, my dear, not to come back to you. And supposing I do not come back, where will I
go? Imagine it, love, to you or nowhere. If I don’t come back to you you will know I am laid low in my grave.”
“And when will you come to me, dearest?”
“I will come back to you when I know I will never have to leave.”
“Shall it always be for me?”
“For whom else will I come back? O, you are my love, my life, my world; Rosa, to me you are everything, and
without you I cannot live.”
“Your words are the flapping wings of the gentle doves. They soothe me, they inspire me. I am so happy, a
prince of love. I will wait. But work on, and then we shall live happier, for our lot is to live by the sweat of our
brow. And of course, I want you to be the best of men, and by that I mean you must be true, and I will be true to
you always.”
“Rosa, I live only for you.”
“I know that, and that is why my heart beats, only for you.
They turned sadly aside, and saw, by shading their eyes with their hands, the beautiful rainbow of the –morning. And they heard the rustling wind whisper thee melodious music of their hearts.
“Why, dear, can’t you be like that rainbow, happy and gay?” Lucio asked.
“When I think of parting, my heart melts, yes, like that very rainbow—for soon the light will dissipate all its
splendor and then it will be no more.”
And she began to weep, and her tears changed the delicate hues of the rainbow into a gloomy and malignant
scene. As she tried to smile, unrestrained tears fell again.
“Ah, when I think of it—it makes me sad. It seems as though I do not have the heart to bear it all. But, no, I
must do it even though I can’t help it. Is that what you want?” Again those tears—nothing but tears.
“Yes, if you want it.”
“I do.”
“Rosa, I’ll return and then I’ll be at your side. There I shall always be till our hair grows gray together and the
hand of destiny separates us altogether. For, then, I shall never leave you—”
“But if you leave me now, how will the world be to me?”
“As usual. Left alone, you will be brave for my sake, won’t you?”
“Left alone … I’d go with you if—”
“If you cannot, tell me and come to me … but don’t weep. Weep for me when I die. It is for the dead and not
for the living that we ought to shed ears. So don’t weep for me while I live, or then there will be no more loving
tears for me when I am perhaps dead and gone.”
“No, don’t think that—for my tears come from a bottomless well, from the heart. And while my heart beats,
there will always be enough tears for you, and to spare. I was taught that we shed tears for those we love. Lucio,
isn’t that true?”
“O my love! My Rosa!”
They stood holding each other’s hands, rapt in each other. To them the world was full of love, when in fact
only their two hearts were enjoying life to the full, while everybody else in Merry Town was working under the
burning sun.
“Do not weep for me when I am gone, but for those who are in affliction. Our love will grow and deepen, it
will live forever. Do not weep when I am gone, but be happy for we shall meet again. And when we meet, then
nothing in this world shall part us.”
“O nothing, nothing, nothing!” she said, clinging like a vine. And she clung to his arms and they were lost in
the folds of love—love the triumphant—love, the blessed, the all-conquering.
“Don’t cry.”
“No, let my tears fall, so that they will wash away this gloom, this sadness.”
“Let me dry them.” And he took her handkerchief and lovingly dried her tears. When her sight cleared, and she
saw her lover still lingering at her side, she said:
“No, let the tears dry themselves. For when you are away, who will dry them for me? And when I shall think of
this, it will only sadden me.”
“But, dear, my thoughts of you, my love for you shall dry them all, and is that not enough?”
“It may—but not like your own hands. The hands of remembrance will only enshroud me with loneliness.”
“There is a saying, Rosa, that when lovers are sad, and they use the same tearstained handkerchief, then the
bearer of the handkerchief will feel no sorrow, but joy and love will always be there while the memory lasts.”
“But when the tears have faded and only the salt remains, would it not be sadder still?”
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“No, no. Only happiness.” Then she rejoiced and he continued.
“The old woman who told me this secret said she herself did it and became happy. Like an amulet, it protects
us from misfortunes.”
“Then, take it with you.”
“No. You had better keep it yourself for your love of me—because I can endure sorrow better than you, dear.
Now, smile, for me, only for me.”
Ah, poor heart! She could not smile, but only cry. And they parted in tears, a sad and heartbreaking parting it
was.
*
Lucio returned to his native town much perturbed, lost in the mists of the enchanted world of love.
Benito Soliman observed that his son’s usual habits had changed. No longer did he read much or take pleasure
in many things. One day the father approached his boy, alone in his room, silent, staring at the wall and brooding.
“What is the matter?” he asked. “What is wrong, my son?” Looking up at his father through the mists in his
eyes, he answered meekly,
“Father, I am suffering the pangs of love—so glorious, but so sad.”
“Remember, I am your best friend, my boy.”
“I know it, father.”
Then Lucio told everything to his father: how he had met Rosa, how he had become attached to her, and how
their separation had caused them both sorrows beyond description. The kind father comforted his unhappy son.
He spoke, fondling Lucio’s hair, as if he were again a little boy:
“My son, this is just the ordinary pain of the passionate days of youth. You will come out of that chrysalis and
awake into the light of reality. So, be a man and suffer it all bravely like a man. That is all I can say.
“ I felt it too, once or twice—when your mother and I were young, and when she died. There was the end of it
all. And I confess, I suffer it even to this day, and I feel its burden even this instant—but always like a man.”
Moved by his father’s soothing words, Lucio stood up and tried to contain himself as his father suggested.
Then he said:
“Yes, father, I will do it. But let me suffer it all in silence and bear it all alone. Please don’t let me worry you,
because it will break my heart to know that you are sharing my sorrow.” He tried to smile, but his father saw the
poor effort, and kept on encouraging him.
“That’s the boy!” Benito inspired him. “Better take a ride, out in the fields. Forget your sad thoughts for a
while. Read your books—books, the best of friends and lovers, the friends of the lonely, the companions of the
despairing and solitary.”
With those words, Benito strode away to attend to his work on the farm, planting corn and tomatoes and other
vegetables.
*
Lucio tried to forget, but he could not entirely. That seemed impossible. He seized his pen and wrote:
Dearest Rosa,
Here I am in sorrows beyond compare. As I told you before, I am a poor child—motherless and without consolation.
Oh, how I wish I could see you again and press you lo my heart and be drowned in your breast! Oh, my dearest
Rosa, flower of my love! Here before me is your sampaguita, now faded and withered like a mere dead leaf … but
which I dearly treasure and press anew to my lips, for its recollections awake and bring back to me memories fond and
sacred to my heart—yes every minute.
You, who gave this to me, I love you, and I can now recall to mind vividly your virgin-like image: I can see your
lovely, queenly face blooming with smiles, your black silky curls, yes, my Rosa’s hair, falling upon your neck and
shoulders caressingly; yes, my Rosa, 1 can see you plainly with hands outstretched to enfold me, enchanting and
majestic, bringing me nearer into the world of love—a world full of joys in store for us two, and it seems to me, for us
two only.
Ay, a world full of real life, real love, real happiness. Forgive me if my cries and sighs for you, in the name of our
love, awaken you in your sweet slumbers during the tranquil night, when calling for my dear, my love, my all—dearest
Rosa, my Rosa.
Yours most affectionately,
Lucio Soliman

When Rosa received this letter, she read it secretly and eagerly, and later buried it deep in her fair, trembling
bosom, reading it now and then as if committing it to memory. In reply she sent him a postal card of her picture—
lovely, innocent, and smiling, pure as the morning dew.
On receiving it and reading the inscription, “To my dearest Lucio … with love of his Rosa,” he was crazed
with delirious joy.
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He pressed it to his heart, and all that day he was as happy as the birds twittering in front of his window. In the
midst of his heartsickness, the thought of her constancy and her pledge of love and devotion gave him a new lease
on life.
*
Now Lucio became saner and calmer in his actions.
He ceased being impulsive.
From that time on, his bearing was more imposing, his countenance more commanding of respect, and his personality more manly.
He was transformed, and it was love, ennobling love, that had transformed him.
Now, content with his love, his only purpose was to go out and find his place in the sun, and make himself
worthy of his loved one. …
219.14 Excerpt from Maria Paz Mendoza-Guazon\fn{by Encarnacion A. Alzona (1895-2001)} Biñan, Laguna
Province, The Philippines (F) 12
1
Nestled in the encircling arms of the Pasig River about two kilometers east of Manila is the “picturesque and
smiling” little town of Pandakan, a name some believed to be derived from the pandan plant which grew
abundantly there before it was settled.
“Picturesque and smiling” it was described by Spanish colonial writers, for in their time the houses there were
few and far apart, standing amidst luxuriant flower and vegetable gardens, fertile fields of palay\fn{Unhusked rice}
and maize, and green grasslands. The banks of the Pasig River were covered with tall leafy bamboos, guava trees,
banana plants conspicuous for their huge leaves, and many other tropical plants.
Branches of the Pasig—the Beata, Kahilum, and Pandakan—flowing into the town made it look like a little
Venice; and over their waters at any time of day and night plied smoothly slender, small wooden bancas,\fn{Philippine-made canoes} so typical of the Philippines, laden with the produce of the Pandakan farms and gardens on their
way to Manila or returning from the city with merchandise to stock the few stores in the town. These bancas
provided inexpensive transportation to and from Manila and the towns along the banks of the river.
Considered the most lucrative business of Pandakan was the growing of fodder, locally called zacate, for
which there was a steady market in Manila and nearby towns, since the principal means of land transportation was
horse- or carabao-drawn vehicles. Zacate built some of the family fortunes in Pandkan.\fn{ The carabao is a type of
domesticated water-buffalo}
*
Like other Philippine towns the principal public building in Pandakan was the church which was erected in
1732 and several times repaired and improved after each destructive earthquake, as those in 1852 and 1868, by
the pious townspeople.
As the Franciscan historian Fr. Felix de Huerta wrote, it was inspiring to see the enthusiasm of the men, women, and even children of the town in cleaning the debris the day following an earthquake and bringing in
materials with which to rebuild the ruined church.
Such was the piety of the people of Pandakan.
Its patron saint was, and still is, the Holy Child Jesus (Santo Niño Jesus) whose image, according to the same
friar-historian, was found by some children in the well close to the church over which a tiny chapel had to be built
because the image of the Holy Child was found again in the well after it had been taken to the Sampalok Church
under whose ecclesiastical jurisdiction Pandakan was until 1712.
Once installed in his own chapel the image never again left it.
The feast of the Holy Child was celebrated gaily by the townspeople with a fluvial procession accompanied by
music bands, fireworks, cockfights, dancing and feasting. The affluent families of the town gave sumptuous banquets and dances which were famous and attended and enjoyed by their friends from Manila, Sampalok, Binondo,
and other nearby towns.
During those two days the townspeople kept open house and everyone, friend and stranger, was welcome, such
being the tradition observed by the Filipinos. The stranger did not need an invitation or even an introduction to
dine and dance in their homes.
The natives of Pandakan recall with pride that the celebrated Filipino poet Balagtas (or Baltazar, 1788-1862)
spent about a year, 1835-1836, in their town and there courted a native beauty named María Asunción Rivera to
whom he dedicated his masterwork Florante at Laura. In the dedicatory poem, entitled “Kay Celia,” which many
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Filipinos know by heart, mentions two rivulets in Pandakan, the Beata and the Hilom, or Kahilum, in the following stanza:
Ang kaluluwa ko’y kusang dumadalaw
sa langsanga’t nayong iyong niyapakan,
sa ilog Beata’t Hilom na mababaw
yaring aking puso’y laging lumiligaw.\fn{My soul doth roam the town and streets | That often felt your foot’s impress; | To Hilom and
Beata sweet, | My heart now goes, you to caress.}

In Pandakan where many lovers of Tagalog poetry lived, Balagtas was greatly admired.
*
One of the distinguished families of Pandakan was the Mendoza family. The first member of that family of
whom we have some information was Lucio de Mendoza, son of a Spaniard and a Filipino woman belonging to
the prominent Consunji family of Samal, Bataan Province. He married Gregoria Cruz, a native belle of Pandakan,
daughter of a well-to-do Filipino-Chinese family. The couple settled in Pandakan and raised a family. They had
three children: Inocencio, Antonio, and Isidro. A few days after the birth of the last child, named Isidro or Idoy, as
he was familiarly called, Mrs. Mendoza died. The baby was entrusted to the care of her cousin María, nicknamed
Aleng Anggé.
After the father’s death, the eldest son, Inocencio, as was the custom, became the head of the family. He took
over the management of the family property and began signing his name simply Inocencio Mendoza, dropping the
aristocratic de. The rest of the Mendozas followed his example.
Now in absolute control of the family fortune, Inocencio, a young man of about 16 or 18, led the life of a
veritable bon vivant, becoming famous for his lavish spending. He neglected his younger brother Isidro, treating
him like a servant, and made him do all the menial work around the house and the farm.
Fortunately Isidro was a sensible youngster and instead of trying to follow the footsteps of his elder brother, he
sought education. At his own initiative he enrolled in the private school of a famous Pandakan pedagogue,
Maestro Raymundo Fermin, whom his fellow citizens called Maestrong Bulag, that is, Blind Teacher, for he had
lost his sight in his youth.
Here Isidro studied all the subjects required for entrance to the Escuela Normal de Maestros (Normal School
for Men) which was then under the Jesuit priests. After that he was admitted to the Normal School and was
graduated as a teacher of elementary instruction.
When Isidro reached the legal age, he asked his elder brother Inocencio to give him a share of the family property. Inocencio, a selfish man, gave him the poorest, the least productive, lands and the family jewels of little
value, while he kept for himself the family mansion, the fertile lands, and the most costly jewels.
Isidro accepted without protest what was a given him, but he worked hard and led an orderly life so that in a
snort time, he was able to improve his financial standing.
*
Isidro decided he should now establish his own family.
He chose for his wife a comely young woman of Pandakan, Macaria Eugenio y Victorino, daughter of Capitán
Dionisio Eugenio, popularly called Capitán Isio, who served as Gobernadorcillo\fn{Mayor} of Pandakan for many
years and belonged to the town’s principalía. Although his official title was Goberenadorcillos, the people
addressed him as Capitán and his wife as Capitána. The gobernadorcillo and past gobernadorcillos, the cabezas
de barangay and landholders paying an annual tax of at least 50 pesos constituted a town’s principalía.
Capitan Isio’s wife was Capitána Dominga Victorino who belonged to a prominent family of Marikina. Her
aunt, María Juana, a sister of her mother, was in charge of the altar of Our Lady of Carmel, or the Virgin of the
Scapular, in San Sebastian Church in Quiapo, a district of Manila, which signified that she belonged to the
affluent class. Among her relatives were many priests, again a high social distinction then.
Capitán Isio lived in a large house which stood on the bank of the Beata River and was the gathering-place of
many notables from Manila and neighboring towns. He was active in the reform movement and was closely
associated with the well-known lawyer Andrés A. del Rosario, who later, at the height of the persecutions of
Filipino liberals, had to flee from the country to avoid arrest and possibly execution.
Another fellow reformist of Attorney del Rosario and Capitán Isio was Moises A. Salvador whose wife was
Isidra Narciso, popularly called the “Pearl of Pandakan” on account of her beauty. Salvador was an admirer of
Rizal, member of Liga Filipina, a patriotic society founded by Rizal, and a mason. He was one of the Filipino
patriots executed by order of Governor General Camilo Polavija (1896-1897) of sinister memory.
The gobernadorcillos were Filipinos. The post had many obligations but its holder received no salary, except a
certain percentage of the collections of taxes for which he was responsible and some fees he could charge litigants
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when he acted as town judtge. The governadorcillo was the town’s offical host and it was his duty to entertain
with banquets, arches, and music bands visiting government dignitaries.
Capitán Isio served Pandakan as governadorcillo for three terms. After that he was a poor man, like many
other Filipinio office-holders; he had spent his fortune in the performance of his official duties.
Fortunately, his daughter Marcaria was a judicious young woman. She had learned embroidery and plain
sewing, which in the hour of need of her family she turned into a profitable business.
Capitán Isio was an herbolario, an “Herb Doctor,” but he did not charge anything for his services. He had
many patients, for at that time when licensed physicians were few, townspeople depended upon herbolarios for
the treatment of their ailments.
Besides being an herbolario Capitán Isio was a popular social reformer. He showed deep concern in the
people’s manners. He particularly disliked the habit of ignorant people of scratching either their head, armpit, or
chest while talking to a superior, a habit which was likely due to their nervousness. If, in his strolls through the
streets of the town, he encountered such individuals, he would stop them and upbraid them, asking them bluntly:
“Are you a simian?”
Should he see women market vendors walking briskly carrying baskets on their heads and with their scapulars
dangling down their backs until their […]\fn{ Some words seem to have dropped out of the text:H } buttocks, he would stop
them and tell them to show more respect for the religious images stamped on their scapulars.
During the Spanish colonial regime, all Filipinpos must belong to the Catholic Church, although the Muslims
resisted this; and it was the fashion to make a public display of one’s piety, such as attending religious processsions, attending Mass, and wearing religious medals and scapulars over one’s clothes so that they could be seen
by everyone.
It could be said that women were conspicuous in this public show of piety.
Apparently Capitán Isio did not object to this, but he wanted his fellow men to wear the symbols of their
religious devotion with decorum. The townspeople of Pandakan showed no resentment for his admonitions for
they loved him and looked upon him as a father.
2
Isidro and his sensible young wife Macaria prospered. They built a large two-story house atop an artificial hill
on Isidro’s farm in Barrio Panaderos in Pandakan.
Panderos was an islet encircled by rivulets, locally known as esteros. The house was in the shape of an L. The
ground floor was surrounded by a stone wall and divided into compartments, each designed for special use: one
was used as storeroom for farm implements, another for palay, and another for the farm animals; the space under
the kitchen served as chicken house.
The family lived on the upper floor which was made of Philippine hardwood. The roof was hipa palm which
made the house cool. Beyond the patio were ilangilang trees and banana plants, and farther away were the vegetable garden, the palay fields, and grassland.
*
On the 10th of May, a Saturday, 1884, an air of expectancy pervaded the big house.
The young couple was expecting the arrival of their first child. Quietly the servants went about their chores. A
pot with a fat hen in it was boiling on the big kitchen stove. As was the custom, the young mother would be
served a cup of hot chicken broth immediately after delivery.
No one in the house seemed to be disturbed by the news received in Manila on the morning of that day that an
uprising had broken out in Pangasinan and Governor General Josquin Jovellar (1883-1885) had ordered the concentration of the Guardia Civil in Pangasinan, alerted the infantry regiment in Cavite to be ready to proceed to
that province.
The awaited baby was a girl and she arrived at four o’clock in the afternoon.
In his great joy the father celebrated the event by going to the cockpit the following day, Sunday.
He won.
Upon reaching home he approached the cradle of his daughter and spread around her the gold coins which
represented his winnings to wish her good luck.
With a family friend as sponsor or godmother Miss Lucía Salazar of Binondo, Manila, the baby was baptized
María Antonia. How that name became María Paz will be told later in this story. At home she was called Nena
(Baby in English).
*
Her initiation into the art of writing she owed to her father. To entertain her when she was a pre-school child
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her father would give her some banana leaves and a piece of the rib of a coconut leaf and guiding her little hand
he would teach her how to write. At that time writing paper was scarce in the Philippines.
However, now and then Nena got hold of a piece of catalan paper, but she did not use it for writing. Rather she
learned how to apply oil on one side of the paper and on it she would trace the outlines of whatever picture she
could get, which amused her endlessly. In that way, she said, she learned how to draw.
At that time, one of the three R’s, and the most important one, stood for religion, and it was the mother’s duty
to teach her children the prescribed daily prayers, such as the Angelus and the rosary. Mrs. Mendoza complied
with her duty, but she was a strict teacher and followed the old adage of “Spare the rod and spoil the child.” Nena
remembered the copious tears she shed when her mother would spank her for having missed a word in repeating
her prayers.
When she was only three years old, she was asked by her mother to learn by heart the Angelus. A few days
later when she was summoned by her to recite the prayer, all she could say was Angelus.
“What else?” her mother demanded.
She could not remember the rest of the prayer. Consequently she spanked her with six stalks of the banana leaf,
using one stalk at a time. For a week she went through the ordeal, but at last she burst into tears and refused to
utter a word.
Her father then engaged a private tutor Miss Mónica Mendoza to teach her Spanish, but the lessons stopped
when her teacher got married.
Her father decided to enroll her in the Pandakan town school for girls where the teacher was a middle-aged,
stout woman with a pock-marked face called Maestra Bachoy. Without finding out if her new pupil could read,
she asked her to memorize the first page of the Christian Doctrine booklet.
When Nena was called on to recite, all she could say was “Dodo fiel …” which she had heard, and fear seized
her, having seen the punishments the teacher meted out to the other children who could not repeat by rote their
assigned lessons.
The punishments were inhuman. One punishment consisted of slapping the palms of the child’s hands with a
piece of wood called palmeta (ferule); and another one was to make the pupil kneel for several hours on mongo
seeds scattered on the floor. Still another one—for the teachers were resourceful in devising various ways of
torturing the child—was to make the pupil place her arms across her chest with the forefingers of the right hand
holding the lobe of her left ear and those of the left hand holding the lobe of her right ear and in this posture to
make her rise up and sit down so many times per minute. In the Tagalog language this particular penalty was
called sisid kandule, literally meaning, “kandule dive,” kandule being the name of a fish commonly sold in the
public markets.
Should the pupil slacken she was beaten with a whip. Apparently the teacher gave more thought to the punishment of children than to the task of teaching them.
The public schoolhouse stood beside a big stone house with tile roof owned and occupied by Nena’s uncle
Capitán Memo (Gerónimo de Jesús) and his family. The house was full of youthful gaiety, for Capitán Memo had
four grownup daughters and two sons.
Almost every evening many callers would drop in, like the members of the English Club whose clubhouse was
just across the river. Nena had a fond remembrance of that house for there she spent many pleasant hours after
school was dismissed. Nevertheless, she was unhappy at Maestra Bachoy’s school and she pleaded with her father
to take her away.
The next school which Nena attended was a private school run by a Spanish lady named Doña Amalia Sabio.
The school was in a house on Calle Madrid in the district of Binondo. The classes were held in a long room in the
center of which stood the teacher’s platform. Along both sides of the platform were arranged rattan chairs for the
pupils.
The class opened and closed with a prayer. Each pupil was given a cartilla (reader) from which she learned to
recognize the letters of the alphabet and syllables.
In this school there was no corporal punishment, no crying, no quarrelling, or shouting. The children were all
well-dressed and wore shoes and were well-behaved. They were treated like little ladies and taught good manners,
such as, how to shake hands, to say “good morning,” “thank you,” and to speak when addressed.
Recess was a pleasant time. The children were led into a little garden where they played and took refreshments, such as candy shaped like a cock or duck.
While attending this private school of Doña Amalia, Nena lived with her godmother, Miss Lucia Salazar,
whose house was on Lavezares Street, corner of Camba Street, in Binondo, near the private school. Miss Salazar
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was a spinster and she owned a store on San Fernando Street near the stone bridge, where Philippine textile—
piña and abaca cloth—and embroidered barong Tagalog were sold.
On San Fernando Street at that time were many similar stores managed by Filipino women. Both sides of this
street were lined with two-story houses on whose ground floor were the tiny stores, each about two meters wide
whose front doors when lowered served as tables on which to display the goods and to sit on by the vendors and
customers.
Life at her godmother’s home was a happy one for Nena. There, she remembered, she woke up early in the
morning to pick flowers in the garden and she learned to arrange them in flower vases and to make flower garlands. In the yard also grew many guava trees whose fruits she picked and sold.
Then, in the afternoons she would stand at the gate to wait for vendors of sweetmeats and she would buy what
she liked. This delighted the little girl.
At night, before sleeping, she would ask her godmother to tell her stories which she kindly did to the child’s
enjoyment.
That pleasant life ended when Doña Amalia decided to close her school and return to Spain, her native country.
Nena’s father therefore put her in another private school run by Doña Margarita López. The choice seemed to
have been prompted by the attendance at that school of a relative, Miss Valentina del Rosario, a daugh-ter of
Attorney Arcadio del Rosario, a prominent revolutionary figure having been a delegate to the Malolos Congress.
Miss del Rosario’s graduation as teacher from this school at the age of 27 fired Nena with an ambition to become
somebody when she grew up. She thought to herself:
“When I get to be 27, I shall graduate not only as teacher but something else higher.”
Thinking back to her early boast, Nena attributed it to the constant admonition of her parents about the
paramount importance of education to an individual. Again and again her parents would say to her:
“Nena, we have no wealth to leave you. However, if you study and your mind becomes properly trained, you’ll
be able to survive and take care of yourself.”
3
In the district of Santa Ana, Manila, there is a boarding school for girls named Colegio de la Inmaculada Concepción, but better known as Colegio de la Concordia, La Concordia being the name of its site, the villa of the
wealthy Doña Margarita Roxas de Ayala (1826-1869) who donated it to the Spanish Sisters of Charity for the
purposes of opening a school there for the education of Philippine girls.
The Colegio began admitting students on 3 May 1868 and since then it has won the patronage of well-to-do
families—among them the Rizal family of Kalamba to which belonged the Philippines’ national hero José Rizal—
because it provided what was then considered a suitable education for young ladies, and also because of its
location far from the center of the city and industrial establishments, amidst lush farmlands where the air was
cool, clean, and wholesome.
Besides boarding students the Colegio admitted day pupils to its elementary school intended for the children of
the poor in the vicinity. As Nena’s mother wanted her daughter to be a day pupil, she was enrolled in the elementary school.
It was here that she acquired her name of Paz and it came about in the following manner.
*
When the sister in charge of the admission of pupils asked Nena for her name, she responded very solemnly:
“Mi nombre es María Antonina Mendoza y Eugenio para servir a Dios y a usted.”
The sister—Sor Venancia Panlaqui—observed that her name was too long. Then she asked her,
“In what month were you born?”
“May,” she replied.
“Good. It is the month dedicated to Our Lady of Peace. We will call you Paz and forget the rest.”
Thus she became María Paz Mendoza y Eugenio and Pacita, diminutive of Paz, became her pet name, although
her intimate friends and relatives continued to call her Nena.
*
At that school Pacita learned needlework, such as, different kinds of stitches and crocheting, how to make scapulars and tiny birds out of the pith of the cork-tree; but what she said she enjoyed most were the games of siklot,
sintak, chongka, and luksong-tinik, still favorite games of Philippine children today (1965).
When her younger sisters, Amanda, Consuelo, and Remedios, reached school-age, they too studied in this
school their first letters.
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Catholic children are obliged to take their first Holy Communion when they reach age seven. To prepare her
for this important event Pacita was transferred from the charity school to the Colegio proper as a boarder, an
interna in local parlance.
Because she already could read and write, she was placed in the middle class, or clase media. Here her subjects
included the Catechism, Spanish grammar, Arithmetic, Sacred History, Good Manners, Moral, Natural History,
Geography, Astronomy, and History of Spain.
A manual dealing with these different subjects in very general terms was used as textbook. Such, for example,
was El Monitor de los Niños, a compendium of Religion, Moral, Natural History, Geography, Astronomy, and
History of Spain. Then, there was a book called Mazo for short, but whose title was El Catecismo de la Doctrine
Christiana Explicado by Santiago José Garcia Mazo (Valladolid 1857) which was used as reader. Other manuals
were placed in the hands of the pupils in which the subject matter was presented in the form of questions and
answers.
The teacher assigned each day a certain number of pages for the pupil to memorize. A perfect lesson was the
repetition of this assignment without missing a single word by the pupil before the teacher.
The lessons lasted from eight to ten o’clock every day, except holidays, Thursdays and Sundays. Then the
pupils went to other rooms for their lessons in sewing, embroidery, drawing or painting, whichever they had
elected to study. Piano students went to the pianos placed in the corridors either to take their lessons or practice
their exercises. Writing was carefully taught to train the pupils to write beautifully, for at that time, before the
introduction of the typewriting-machine, beautiful penmanship was highly appreciated and in demand.
At age eight Pacita began her musical studies.
First solfeggio and then piano and singing. Her instructor was Doña Ventura Galvez Reyes, at that time the
most renowned piano professor in the whole country. Within a short time young Pacita advanced in her musical
studies, revealing a remarkable talent in piano-playing as well as in singing.
The music director of La Concordia, Sor Mercedes Abejuela, chose her as the college pianist and soloist, being
one of the best musicians among her classmates. Her parents were so pleased with her accomplishment that they
bought her the best and most expensive piano, a Steinway, which they sent to the college for her personal use.
It was not only in music that Pacita excelled. In academic subjects she also showed that she possessed a
brilliant mind and in proof of it her promotion was rapid. Because of her mental alertness—she was always ahead
of her classmates to give the right answers to the teacher’s questions—in a short time from the last row where she
was seated she was admitted to the class she was moved up to the middle row and soon after the first row.
*
Her conduct too elicited the warm commendation of no less than the Mother Superior, Soar Florentine, who
dubbed her “The polite Placitas.”
Placitas studied assiduously the rules of courtesy and good manners and practiced them. A classroom incident
put to a test Placitas’s politeness.
It was the common belief of the collegial—the local name given to girls studying at a college—that if a teacher
called often on a girl to recite, she did not like the girl, and she was “persecuting” her. It happened that when
Pacita was in the middle row, the sister-teacher Sor Elisa Reyes called on Pacita often to conjugate Spanish verbs.
Her classmates, noticing this, whispered to her that the teacher was “persecuting” her. Believing this to be true
Pacita took her Christian Doctrine manual and wrote on the last page:
“The sister on the platform is persecuting me.”
In reality Sor Elisa was fond of Pacita for she was her brightest pupil.
One day the sister saw what Pacita had written. Swiftly she punished her by twisting her ears and making her
kneel down with the open Christian Doctrine booklet tied around her head. After the class “The polite Pacita”
contritely and humbly approached Sor Elisa and asked for pardon.
Sor Elisa forgave her but she nevertheless reported her behavior to Sor Veronica, who was the guardian of the
Mendoza sisters, and she in turn informed the mother of the girls. Therefore, Mrs. Mendoza gave her daughter
Pacita this piece of maternal advice:
“If you have entered an institution, obey its rules. If you don’t like the rules, get out.”
*
When Pacita was only twelve years old, she received the surprise of her young life: she was chosen member of
the board of directors of the Asociación de Hijas de María, the most prestigious organization in the Colegio and
was composed of older and more advanced students.
Her classmates could not understand either why she should be a member of the board. Here was Pacita’s own
explanation:
“My mother became gravely ill after delivering a twin. Her condition seemed so hopeless that her physicians—
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Dr. Justo Lukban and Dr. José Albert—gave her up.
“When the sisters in La Concordia heard about it, they visited my mother, bringing along with them a medal of
the Miraculous Virgin which they devoutly hung around her neck. After the sisters’ departure, I, as the eldest
daughter, knelt before the home altar and prayed hard that my mother’s life be prolonged for the sake of her very
young children.
“As I finished my prayers, I perceived the Holy Trinity just as I have seen it portrayed in my Christian
Doctrine booklet showering its graces in the form of rays toward the sickbed. Then my mother sat up on her bed
and asked for a glass of water. After drinking the water, she spoke and said aloud:
“‘I feel better now; I’ll live.’”
On the following morning the two physicians arrived at the house prepared to condole with the family; but
how great was their surprise when they saw their patient looking well and cheerful.
“This is a real miracle,” they both declared.
“My mother’s case was later related in a pamphlet about the Miraculous Medal as one of the miracles
performed by the Most Holy Virgin,” said Pacita later.
*
At La Concordia Pacita acquired her first religious notions.
She thought Heaven was the blue sky above the earth in which dwelt God seated on a throne with the Virgin
Mary on his right and surrounded by saints and angels seated in circles according to their rank and doing nothing
but watching the angels sing and dance.
She also believed that only the good Catholics would go to Heaven; the bad Catholics and the non-Catholics
would all go to Hell located in the center of the earth and presided over by Lucifer. In Hell the devils burn the bad
people. Those who died in mortal sin went to Hell; others were consigned to Purgatory, an indefinite dark and
uncomfortable place. However, their surviving relatives could get the souls out of Purgatory by ordering Holy
Masses said for them or by earning indulgences through prayers. If infants died without baptism, they went to
Limbo, a dark place.
Young Pacita got these ideas into her head through listening to sermons and reading the lives and martyrdom
of the saints. Her inquisitive young mind longed to know more about religious matters and when she found a copy
of the Holy Bible in Latin and Spanish in the family library, she took it eagerly to the Colegio to show it to her
father confessor and to ask for permission to read it, as a good Catholic should.
The priest took the Bible and kept it; she never saw it again.
The good priest never returned it to her, for, at that time, Catholic laymen were not allowed by the Church to
read the Bible for fear, it was said, that a schism among Catholics might occur and religious sects might be
formed owing to differences in the interpretation of the Bible, as had happened among the Protestants.
Since 30 September 1943, however, when Pope Pius XII issued his encyclical entitled Divino Afflante Spiritu,
Catholics had been allowed to read the Bible. The encyclical in fact enjoined the intensive study of the Bible in
the seminaries and its perusal by the faithful for their inspiration and guidance in their daily lives.
*
By 1896 Pacita was enrolled in the normal course leading to the diploma of Maestra Superior, the highest
course offered in the colleges for women, teaching being the only profession open to women during the Spanish
regime. At that time there was a great need for trained teachers, especially women teachers, and bright young
women, like Pacita, were encouraged to take up teaching as their life work.
Pacita did not finish the teacher’s course because of the outbreak of the Revolution of 1898 and the troublous
times. The year 1896 was a fateful one in Philippine history. Already exasperated with Spanish misrule, the
Filipinos led by Andrés Bonifacio rose against the Spanish Government.
To suppress the rebellion the Spanish Government ordered the execution of many Philippine patriots whom it
suspected of being anti-Spain, among them the most learned Filipino of his time, José Rizal. Pacita, the colegiala,
remembered distinctly the tragedy that occurred on 30 December 1896 on Bagumbayan Field in Manila.
“At the convent on that clear and sunny December morning,” she recalled, “there was something ominous in
the air. Everyone seemed to be on the alert, as when one knows that something tragic is about to happen. The
shots from distant Bagumbayan Field were heard clearly at La Concordin. At the sound of the guns all those in the
building fell on their knees and devoutly said a prayer for the soul of the departed martyr.”
When the Revolution broke out, many parents hurriedly took out their daughters from the Colegio, and only
orphans, a few students, and the maids remained. However, the parents of the Mendoza girls decided to leave their
daughters in the convent, believing it safer than their house in Barrio Panaderos, Pandakan.
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In La Concordia College student opinion on the Revolution was divided, just as it was outside of it in the rest
of the country. There were pro-Spain Filipinos who defended Spain, condemned the Revolution, and feared an allFilipino controlled government.
In the inevitable exchange of opinions among the students, Pacita clashed with a girl from Cavite. As Pacita
openly expressed her sympathy with the revolutionists, her companions dubbed here Insurrecta, meaning insurgent, which was equivalent to persona non grata, so far as they were concerned.
One day the Cavite girl confronted her and chided her for her pro-Filipino sentiment, saying,
“Pacita, are you not ashamed to side with the insurrectos when your face is white?”
Having Spanish blood in her veins, Pacita had a fair complexion and brown wavy hair. Softly but firmly she
replied:
“It is you who should be ashamed to call Spain your mother country when your face is dark and besides you
were born here in the Philippines.”
The Cavite girl did not reply and scurried from the room.
Pacita, like many of her contemporaries of Filipino-Spanish ancestry, loved her native land and desired its
freedom and dignity. Enlisted in the revolutionary army were many mestizos, as Filipinos with Spanish blood
were locally called.
*
After a number of years at La Concordia, religious life had become attractive to the adolescent Pacita.
Deeply impressed by the tranquil, orderly, and busy life of the sisters she came to believe that it was the ideal
life for her too. Her belief was further strengthened by the counsel of her father confessor, Father Juan Blanco, a
Spaniard from Santander, Spain, who constantly preached that religious life was far superior to worldly life.
Having heard of a missionary order at Hong Kong whose work was to save abandoned Chinese babies, so
numerous in that British colony, her young heart was captivated by such humanitarian work and she expressed a
desire to enter that religious order.
When her father heard about it, he lost no time in taking her out of the convent, for he disapproved of that kind
of life for his daughter. It was the end of her days as a colegiala.
Pacita bade goodby to the convent where she had spent many happy, carefree years. Her father explained to her
why he did not want her to enter the convent. He told her:
“In the convent you lead a passive life. If you become a saint, it is because you have not encountered difficultties and temptations; you have been spared struggles and conflicts. Outside the convent, in the everyday world,
you’ll have to fight—to fight for your principles and convictions.
“Remember: you can’t win without fighting. To live in the world is your mission. You must think of your sisters, of our people; they all need you.”
4
Pacita was sixteen years old when she returned home from the convent. She was in the flower of youth and a
radiant beauty. Five feet and four inches tall, her body well-proportioned, she was svelte. She had sparkling eyes,
fair complexion, and her wavy brown hair was done simply.
Besides her good looks she was an accomplished young lady. She had a beautiful singing voice and she played
the piano admirably. By the standards of her time she was a well-educated young woman ready for society.
So attractive and educated a young lady belonging to a wealthy family would naturally draw the admiring
glances and attention of eligible young men.
Pacita remembered her first suitor. He was a lawyer, when lawyers were not so numerous yet as today (1965)
and therefore regarded as a distinguished young man and highly eligible. At his first call at her home he sent in his
visiting card, in accordance with good breeding.
Capitán Isidro, Pacita’s father, received him and after the usual greetings, he forthrightly told him his intentions about his daughter: he would like to ask for her hand, showing that he was a serious suitor. Capitán Isidro
then called his daughter and introduced the lawyer to her.
With the pair seated in the middle of the parlor he left the room.
Pacita was nervous but somehow she managed to converse with him. After the suitor had departed, Capitán
Isidro saw fit to give his daughter some pointers on how to handle suitors. They were:
“First, never despise any suitor. Always treat him like a gentleman, even if you do not like him.
“Second, answer straight, yes or no, and thank him for offering you his love.
“Third, don’t accept gifts; if offered, decline them gracefully.”
*
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Pacitas followed obediently her father’s instructions, but when she encountered a rather stubborn suitor who
persisted in his suit for nearly five years, despite her polite refusal, she found it ineffective to be so polite to him
as her father enjoined her to be. With regard to this particular unwelcome suitor Pacita said:
“I was so tired of him that the time came when I was obliged to speak to him bluntly. I told him it was time for
him to give up his suit. To this he replied:
“‘But, how could I believe what you are telling me when you always receive me and talk to me nicely?’”
Pacita was stunned by the young man’s interpretation of her polite behavior towards him. She was merely
acting according to her father’s admonition, to treat politely every suitor, even an unwelcome one. So Pacita
found it necessary to explain to him her politeness towards him. She said to him:
“Sir, as you know I’m an educated girl. I would not behave like those girls who spit in front of their unwanted
suitors or put on a bad face or hide away, to show their displeasure at their unwelcome attentions.”
Pacita said no more about her persistent but unwelcome suitor. We suppose he finally understood her and left
her alone.
*
In Pacita’s youth young men had to resort to many ingenious ways to woo the girls of their heart. They wrote
them beautiful love letters on delicately tinted and perfumed stationery, sending them through intimate friends
who had access to the young lady’s house to be handed to her personally and secretly.
Or, if they themselves did not know how to express their love in literary style, they would ask others who
possessed the gift to do it for them.
Or perhaps they would simply copy one of the love letters in a book of model letters.
If the girl’s parents were strict and would not permit young men to visit their daughters at home, the lovesick
suitors would stand nearby on the street, or by the window of the house of a friendly neighbor to be able to catch
glimpses of their beloved and communicate their endearments by means of flowers, handkerchiefs, or fans. At that
time young people were well-versed in this sign language for they found it not only entertaining but useful in
communicating with one another without being understood by their elders.
Pacita was introduced to this sign language in La Concordia where a book dealing with the language of
flowers, handkerchief, and fan circulated among the girls.
*
Now at home and free from the routine of the convent, Pacita was able to satisfy her craving for intellectual
sustenance.
Possessing a command of the Spanish language that she had acquired from the convent, she could read with
ease and pleasure the books in the home library. Educated families during the Spanish era bought books and
form[ed] their own libraries from which they could borrow books.
Among the books she read was the Spanish edition of Cesare Cantu’s very popular work entitled Historia
Universal, which many Filipino intellectuals read. Serious books above all attracted her; like Count de Volney’s
Las Ruinas de Palmira (1791), translated from the French, a meditation on revolutions, then a favorite reading of
the Philippine intelligentsia; the political and philosophical essays of Pi y Margall, a Spanish friend of Rizal and a
republican; and the issues of La Solidaridad, the organ of the Philippine reformists in Spain: Rizal, Marcelo H.
del Pilar, Graciano López Jaena, Mariano Ponce, and others.
She also read novels, lengthy ones, such as those by Eugene Sué, Victor Hugo, Perez Galdós, and Rizal. She
was an omnivorous reader, so ardent was her desire to know the world she lived in ; so alert and inquisitive was
her mind.
Recalling her readings in her youth, Pacita admitted that they sharpened her reasoning power. They also made
her realize that life beyond the convent walls had challenges she would have to face, as her father had told her.
*
Besides her readings, Pacita continued her musical education at home. Appreciating his daughter’s musical
talent, Capitón Isidro engaged the famous piano teacher and composer Maestro José Estella to give his daughter
Pacita an excellent pianist; now she would perfect her art. At the same time she continued her singing lessons
under two Italian teachers, Arrest and Capos.
In her youth Philippine society expected an educated young lady to know music and be able to perform on
some musical instrument. The harp and the piano could be found in nearly every house of the well-to-do and the
rich, and music was a favorite home entertainment.
In general the Filipinos were music lovers and it was not unusual to find among them admirable singers and
accomplished performers on Western musical instruments who had had no formal training.
Rare was the town which did not have a creditable music band or two, and some towns, like Lukban in Taybas
Province and Pandakan, even had all-women orchestras or string ensembles.
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At home Pacita learned how to cook with her mother as her teacher. In her youth the home performed the
functions of a school of “home economics” and finishing school which emphasized good manners and decorum.
However, she confessed that she preferred reading to cooking. She smiled in recollection.
5
The thirteenth of August 1898 was a fateful day to the Filipino people.
On that day the North Americans occupied the City of Manila, received the surrender of the Spanish garrison,
declared the city off limits to the Filipino troops, and refused to recognized General Emlio Aguinaldo’s authority.
Two months before that date Philippine independence had been declared at Kawit, Cavite, and the revolutionary government was functioning.
The Filipino leaders were ignored by the American military officials. They sent an able lawyer Felipe Agoncillo as Minister Plenipotentiary to Washington and Paris to present the Philippine side. He was not admitted to the
peace conference at Paris and at Washington he got the support of only a few senators.
The Americans were determined to stay in the Philippines.
Finally the Filipinos, exasperated by the American refusal to recognize their young republic, resorted to force,
but, alas, they were defeated; their leader Aguinaldo was captured.
The brilliant arguments of the brainy Apolinario Mabini were of no avail. In reply the Americans exiled Mabini to the island of Guam, though he was a paraplegic, a cripple.
*
The Americans proceeded to set up a government, open schools, and teach the Filipinos the American language. It was in the field of education that the new colonial masters tried to show to the Filipinos their benevolent
purpose.
Without waiting for the restoration of complete peace the American army authorities proceeded to open
schools for children and also for adults, which was one phase of the implementation of the policy of “benevolent
assimilation.”
The new schools attracted the Filipinos, for the troublous years of revolution and war had interrupted the
257chooling of children. The adult Filipinos with Spanish education eagerly attended the schools for adults to
learn the new language.
In the absence of professional American teachers American soldiers were assigned to the schools aided by
Filipino teachers who had been trained during the Spanish regime.
Though Pacita was already considered well-educated, having spent many years at La Concordia College, she
nevertheless enrolled at the public school in Pandakan, driven by her intellectual curiosity, her desire to learn the
new foreign language in order to be able to read books written in it. The American principal of the public school
at Pandakan discovered that Pacita and her sisters were more advanced than the pupils in the public school and he
therefore advised them to enroll at the American School on Calle Victoria, Intramuros, which had been established primarily for the children of Americans assigned in the Philippines.
Here were enrolled Helen and Robert Taft, children of Civil Governor William H. Taft (1901-1903), a child of
Dean C. Worcester, member of the Philippine Commission, and other children of American government officials
and army men.
*
The American School occupied the spacious building of the Escuela Municipal de Manila—a school for girls
maintained by the City of Manila and managed by the Sisters of Charity during the Spanish era.
The building was comparatively new, having been inaugurated in 1892, and was constructed especially for
school use. At that school, Pacita recalls, the Filipino pupils were placed either in Class A or B, according to the
knowledge of the English language.
Those who already knew a little English, like Pacita, Michael Goldenberg, Carlos Xeres Burgos, Fidel
Segundo (later General Segundo, murdered by the Japanese during their occupation of the Philippines, 19421945), Basilisa García, Pilar Lázaro, Fred Castro, and a few others, were put in Class A. Her sisters Consuelo and
Remedios, Conrado Benitez, the Solis sisters, and others were in Class B.
The American pupils formed a separate class, but all of them, Americans and Filipinos, attended together the
morning assembly for the literary-musical programme. In these school programs Pacita and her sisters starred by
rendering musical numbers. Since her days as a colegiala at La Concordia, Pacita had been an admired pianist and
singer; her sister Remedios played both the piano and the violin; and Consuelo played the piano. Sometimes the
three sisters—all of them extremely good-looking and attractive—would sit at the piano and interpret musical
pieces for six hands. They always received long, flattering applause.
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*
After the assembly the students all marched to their respective classroom with their teachers. Pacita observed
that “the Americans marched like soldiers while the Filipinos were awkward.” Before the American era, in spite
of Rizal’s admonition, physical exercises were not made a part of the routine of school children; hence the poor
posture that observant Pacita noted.
Recess period was spent in the playground by all the students. The American boys and girls played games
together and the Filipino boys played by themselves while the Filipino girls merely sat down on the benches
arranged alongside the walls of the school building, quietly watching the games. Pacita attributed the sedateness
of the Filipino girls to their educational background which stressed ladylike or adult deportment even for children.
On the first day of school the American principal conducted them to the storeroom to get their textbooks,
notebooks, slates, and pencils, which were all furnished gratis.
The teacher in charge of her class, Miss Charlotte Finlay, impressed her as a good teacher—patient and happily
endowed with an even temper, a quality so desirable in a teacher. Having been in Mexico she spoke Spanish,
which made it easy for her students to understand her. In addition, she had blue eyes and blonde hair which made
her very attractive.
*
Pacita, a bright and alert girl, observed closely the American teachers and students. Besides the martial posture
of the American students she also admired other traits that she observed in them. For instance, she cited the case
of one of the American boys named Lawrence. She related that one morning, at the Assembly hall, the principal
called out loud:
“Lawrence, please leave the room.” The boy who was seated in front of her stood up, but, instead of leaving
the room humbly and quietly, he addressed the principal thus:
“May I know why you are sending me out?” The principal replied:
“I’ll explain to you after the assembly.”
After hearing this answer, Lawrence bowed and left the room. Filipino children in Pacita’s youth were trained
never to question the motives of their elders; blind obedience was expected of them. Hence, Lawrence’s behavior
attracted her attention.
Equally admirable to Pacita’s mind was the fortitude shown by Helen Taft—who later became president of
Bryn Mawr College—when she was hit in the cheek by a pebble during a game called bataille. She was hurt, but
she only cried quietly, whereas a Filipino girl who was also hit in the face cried so loud and long and could not be
pacified that the principal was obliged to put her in a room and closed all the doors.
*
At the American School Pacita heard derogatory remarks about her compatriots, uttered, perhaps carelessly, by
American boys. One of them that stuck to her impressionable mind was:
“The Filipinos are a lazy and incapable people.”
She attributed this American judgment to the strained relations between Americans and Filipinos resulting
from the Philippine-American War (1898-1901) so recently terminated.
In the battles fought during that brief war, quite a number of American officers and soldiers had been killed
and the American positions were in real danger had not reinforcements arrived on time. The Americans must have
been surprised by the display of courage and bravery of the Filipino fighters, knowing as they did how lacking in
military training, how ill-equipped, ill-clad, and ill-fed were their enemies; but the Filipinos were fighting for their
homeland to save it from another foreign domination and no sacrifice was too great for them.\fn{ “In the official war
years, there were 4,196 American soldiers dead, 1,020 of which were from actual combat; the remainder died of disease, and 2,930 were
wounded.” W}

Pacita was distressed to hear the low opinion the Americans held about her fellow countrymen, but it aroused
her patriotism, and instead of making her indignant at the Americans, it made her resolve to study hard and disprove the harsh judgment of the foreigners. Henceforth, she would give all her attention to her academic studies
and she so informed her parents, asking them to let her drop her music lessons. At home she repeatedly said:
“I must study and study seriously.”
By cultivating her mind she believed she would prove to all and sundry that her people were as capable as any
other nation.
Such was also the feeling of intelligent Filipinos of her time, and their struggle to obtain an education had
become a dominant characteristic of Philippine society since the beginning of the twentieth century.
*
From the American School Pacita and her sisters transferred to the Philippine Normal School, which was
organized in 1901.
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This was housed in the old one-story buildings originally erected for the Exposicion Regional Filipina in 1895
on Padre F. Faura Street, in the grounds east of the Observatory under the management of the Jesuit Fathers, who
also were in charge of the Escuela Normal Superior de Maestros which occupied the buildings after the exposition.
As the American policy was to introduce in the Philippines the American system of education and to spread the
use of the American language, new public schools were established, instead of reopening the public schools
existing under the Spanish era. As the principle of freedom of education became a state policy, all private schools
established prior to the coming of the Americans were allowed to continue and new private schools founded by
Filipino laymen arose to satisfy the growing popular demand for education.
Conspicuous among the youth seeking admission to the new public secular schools were girls.
Pacita and her sisters were among them.
At the Philippine Normal School Pacita was admitted to the second year of the regular normal course; her
sister Remedios qualified for the first year; and her sister Consuelo, though older than Remedios, was placed in
the intermediate course. Pacita’s explanation for Remedios’ higher academic grade than Consuelo’s was that
Remedios was more advanced in mathematics than Consuelo, having diligently studied the solutions to
mathematics problems that Pacita had passed on to her. Consuelo, on the other hand, insisted on solving them
herself without any outside help. Thus, with bright Pacita for her tutor, Remedios, though younger than Consuelo,
made the higher grade.
The daily academic routine at the Normal School was interrupted now and then by musical and literary programmes which gave the students an opportunity to display their talents and to demonstrate their progress in the
use of spoken English, so earnestly did the early American teachers wish that the Filipinos attain proficiency in
the use of the American language.
One such program was memorable to Pacita for it included a musical play in which she was chosen to play the
stellar role of Queen of the Sea Nymphs. At first it was a woman professor who was assigned to rehearse her for
her part, but she noticed that the professor had no notion of the histrionic art.
Dissatisfied she sought her professor of physics, Mr. Mercer, who expertly taught her how to recite and act.
Pacita learned her part so well that she gave a brilliant performance. The audience, the musicians, and all the other
actors were so delighted with her artistry that they gave here a tremendous ovation.
She was thrilled.
“Never in my life had I received such a tremendous applause,” she reminisced.
*
There was an incident that occurred during her student days at the Philippine Normal School that Pacita has
never forgotten. One day the school’s superintendent summoned her to his office and said to her:
“Here’s a letter for you. Open it and tell me the name of the writer and what he says.”
She refused even to touch the letter. Instead she said to him:
“If you want to know who writes to me and what he says, you open the letter yourself.”
She recalled that the superintendent’s face “turned red and purple” and he kept quiet.
In fact, since that incident the uncivil American superintendent never again addressed her and soon after disappeared from the scene. Though still very young she already possessed a well-developed sense of dignity and she
would not permit anyone to insult her. The incident proved that she was conscious of her rights and was prepared
to defend them if need be.
*
The next superintendent of the Normal School was Mr. William G. Beattie of whom Pacita held a high opinion. Tall, stout, and elderly he was a man of few words; but he was hard-working. He introduced reforms in the
school, elevating the academic standard. As a result many students had to be dropped and the classes became
small.
Throughout the American regime the Philippine Normal School maintained this high academic standard and
hence its graduates were admired and respected wherever they were assigned to teach. Called insular teachers,
because they were paid by the central government, they received permanent appointments.
In 1903 the Normal School graduated the first group of trained teachers according to the American system.
They were only nine and all were men. The second group of graduates (1904) was larger, being composed of eight
men and six women. Pacita belonged to the third graduating class (1905) composed of six men and five women:
Fortunato Alberto, Filemon Caperiña, Emilio Bautista, Isabelo Concepción, Rafael M. Santos, and Manuel
Ramirez; Francisca Chanco, Rita Gaerlan, María Paz Mendoza, Carmen Expósito, and Vicenta Mata.
Pacita was chosen by the faculty to deliver the address of the graduates and the topic she chose was “The Value
of History.”
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*
Although already a graduate, Pacita appeared at the office of Mr. Beattie on the opening day of the following
academic year. Upon seeing her his first question was,
“Are you looking for a job?”
“No, sir. I have come to remind you of the promise of the Americans that higher courses will be offered as
soon as there are students who are ready to take them. Here I am. I don’t want to teach yet; I’m too young; I
should like to study some more.”
Mr. Beattie said nothing at first; he seemed to be thinking. After a while, he spoke:
“Wait.”
In her eagerness to resume studying as soon as possible, she went to the Normal School every day; but all Mr.
Beattie could say to her was:
“Wait.”
Mr. Beattie, seeing that she was there every day, asked her to conduct the class of any teacher who happened to
be absent on that day.
After three or four months, Mr. Beattie finally announced the opening of the much-awaited preparatory classes. Pacita rejoiced and immediately communicated the good news to her waiting fellow graduates.
*
There were four of them who enrolled in the preparatory course for medicine and they were classified as
special students in the Philippine Normal School. The whole course consisted of two years of English, Latin, and
German; one year of botany, zoology, geometry, organic and inorganic chemistry, and Philippine history; and one
semester of physical geography.
Having already taken physics in the normal course they were exempted from it. Their professor of zoology was
Mr. Mineheart, a former medical student at John Hopkins University. Pacita recalled an incident the occurred in
Mr. Mineheart’s class in Physiology for the regular students.
Mr. Mineheart explained the physiology of reproduction using as an example the male and female papaya. His
students reported him to the superintendent, alleging that his lectures were “indecent and immoral.” How
surprised was Mr. Mineheart at this charge of his students.
“How else can cross-pollination be explained? What is immoral in it?” he asked his class.
Perhaps to stop further discussion, the Superintendent decided to discontinue the course; but in the following
year it was offered again.
The incident clearly revealed the lasting influence on the minds of the youth of the Church-dominated education in the Spanish era. Intolerance and narrow-mindedness were unfortunately too common among some of the
products of that system of education.
An exception was Pacita; she had transcended her immediate milieu. Despite her convent education she had an
inquiring mind and she was eager to learn and to know the truth. Summarizing the subjects she studied at the
Philippine Normal School and what she learned from them she said:
“Botany taught me the laws of nature; physics taught me how to increase the power of man’s senses by the use
of telescopes and microscopes and of levels and pulleys, etc.; chemistry, geography, geology, the histories of the
United States, the Philippines, and the world, geometry, zoology, and the rest opened a new world to me, filling
me with delight. Besides, at the Normal School I could read any book; students were not forbidden to read certain
books.
“I regret I did not give much attention to English literature; it might have improved my English.”
American education stimulated young Pacita’s intellectualism, which was to become her hallmark in her
mature years. She welcomed the academic freedom introduced by the Americans, unknown in the Philippines
during the Spanish era. Under that regime only a few fortunate Filipinos who were able to leave their native land
and seek their education in foreign countries enjoyed academic freedom and profited from it to the lasting benefit
of their fellow countrymen.
*
After two years the special students had completed all the subjects required for the preparatory medical course
and the high school course.
The faculty of the Philippine Normal school therefore decided to award them the high school diploma in
March 1907.
They were only three: Pacita and two young men.
They were the first Filipinos to receive a high school diploma under the American system of education, and
Pacita was the first Filipino woman high school graduate. …
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155.31 La Doncella que Vivió Tres Vidas\fn{by Adelina Guerrea (1896The Philippines (F) 7

)}

La Carlota, Negros Occidental Province,

Juana me contó cuento.
Es una historia de Filipinas: de la isla de Negros. Juana era una criada nativa que conocí en mi hobar desde que
comencé a darme cuenta de las cosas de este munto. Antes había estado sirviendo en casa de mi abuela paterna.
Como cuando yo conocí a Juana ésta aún no era vieja, debemos deducir que estuvo sirviendo siembre a la familia.
Por las noches, antes de acostarme, o en las siestas cálidas y soporíferas, mientras planchaba la blancura de las
ropas tropicales, me contaba cuentos de reyes y princesas españolas o los terrorificos de duendes malayos.
Entre estos duendes los había muy malignos, como el «tamao», que al parecer, era el que poseía más poder que
los demás. Y era también el más fastuoso, como se verá por su mannera de vivir.
Habitaba —y es de suponer que aun siga haciéndolo— en los troncos de los grandes árboles; pero dentro de
ellos, por no sé que poder infernal o, por lo menos, desconocido, se levantgaban palacios magnifícos con suelos
de las más ricas y perfumadas maderas orientales. En ellos las mesas eran suntuosas, con riquísimos manjares,
ordenados en hileras; arroz blanquísimo; insectos de los lagos, adobados con jengibre, vinagre y ajo; lechones de
sabrosísimas carnes, poreque fueron cebados con maiz tierno, verdolanga y caña de azúcar; la carne blanca del
lagarto de rio; la morena de jabalí, del venado y del murciélago gigante, y los pescados abiertos y desespinados
que se curaron y casi se asaron sobre las piedras calcinadas por un sol abrasador.
Juana me contaba que los indigenas de Filipinas saben muy bien que el catar de cualquiera de los manjares de
la mesa del «tamos» es la perdición, porque el ser humano pierde su condición de tal y tiene ya que vivir como
uno de la otra casta en su mundo escondido. Pero por eso también, cuando el «tamo» ambiciona la posesión de
uno de los nuestros, presenta la tentación de sus manjares, que suelen tener un poder irresistible. Dificilísimo es
vencerse,porque, además del atractivo natural del manjar,enanitos morenos queman hierbas embrujadas,que
despiertan los sentidos a apetitos irreprimibles, y aquellos que logran resistir quedan tan quebrantodos por el
esfuerzo, que cuando el «tamao» los devuelve a su mundo apenas puden hablaqr, si no quedan mudos y como
alucinados para el resto de su vida.
*
A los trece años la llevó su madre a casa de miabuela, y al propio tiempo que el buyo, hecho líquido, rezumaba
por las comisuras de los labios de la vieja indígena, ésta pronunció las siguientes palabras:
«Señora María, mi hija sabe y lavar y hacer lampazo y pronto aprenderá el panarapo, porque tiene el cuerpo
valiente para trabajar. Si acaso me pudiera usted dar cincuenta pesos …»
Cuando el nativo habla de dinerono suele terminar las frases, porun sentimiento de delicadeza y …
probablemente por no comprometerse demasiado.
Como mi abuela era magnánima, no acostumbraba regatear, y aunque la chica tenía muypoca edad para pagar
con susueldo tal contidad —que periódicamente iria aumentando merced a la hiatoria inventada de la muerte de
parientes o de enfermedades imaginarias—, le entregó los cincuenta pesos, porque la chiquilla parecia bien
dispuesta. Efectivamente, sacaba el brillo a los pisos como ninguna, y sus piernas fuertes impulsaban
rítmicamente la hoja del plátino debajo de sus pies con afán y con gracia. Con gracia sobre todo, porque la
pelusilla que tiene la hoja no arranca brillo al suelo de madera como no se tenga un especial ten con ten en la
manera de frotar. A esto, como a toda limpieza del suelo con hojas o con lienzo, se le llama hacer lampozo.
Y en cuanto al panarapo —que consiste en quitarle el polvo a los muebles y objectos con un paño—, nadie
como Pinang (se llamaba Josefina) dejaba las conchitas y los caracolillos que invadían las consolas y las mesas de
la sala de mi abuela tan relucientes y tan nacarinos.
Aprendió también a planchar, para echar una mano a las doncellas mayores, y si se terciaba, condimentaba el
cerdo y hacía la tinola tan bien como el cocinero, cuando éste —por exceso de vino— no venía a cumplir con sus
menesteres en la casa. Total, que la pequeña había resultado una joyita.
Era cariñosa en el trato. Su voz suave tenía répliccas de dulrura y timidez, aun cuando se la reprendía, y no
lloraba jamás delante de la gente. Por todas estas cosas, mi abuela estaba muy contenta con sus servicios y la
perdonaba las pequeñas distracciones, que a veces eran grandes, porque se abstraía ratos largos pensando en no sé
qué problemas, y mientras, solían ocurrir grandes catástrophes, como pegarse la morisqueta\fn{Arroz cocio con agua,
sin más condimento, que sustituye al pan en las comidos de los indíginas. } o que el gato se llevese el pescado para el
sinigang.\fn{Plato del país que se nace conciendo pescado, cebolla, tomate y jengibre. }
¡Ah! Pero precisamente por esta cosa de abstracción, nadie tan regular como Pinang para dar aire con el paypay, para pasar suavemente las yemas de los dedos por las plantas de los pies y, sobre todo, para rascar
imperceptiblemente las espaidas con una mantia de marfil, que para tal mísión pendía de la cabecera de la cama
de su ama.
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Y mi abuela sabía apreciar estas delicadezas, porque era una sibarita oriental. Por eso, cuando la deuda de la
chica aumentaba —ya que a la madre, mujer de experiencia y lagartona, se le morían los parientes más de lo
debido—, el ama no lo tomaba en consideración y le largaba los pesos a la vieja, que se iba encantada, pensando
en qué personaje iba a ser el siguiente en morir o en enfermar gravemente. Y por eso también, aparte del sueldo,
vestia a la chica y la compraba los patadiogs\fn{Trozo de tela cerrado con que se enfundan el cuerpo, de la cintura hasta la
pantorrilla, las mujeres visayas. Hace las veces de la falda. } de más brillantes colores, chinelas coloradas y, para la fiesta del
pueblo y Semana Santa, una saya de percal con camisa fina de sinamay\fn{ Tejido transparente hecho con la fibra de la
piña y la del abacá.}
Al cumplir los quince años le regaló unos zapatos blancos para el día de Nuestra Señora de la Paz y Buen
Viaje, patrona del pueblo, los cuales lució congarbo y sufrió con resignación, porque la presión del calzado es un
suplicio en un pie virgen de él como el europeo no podrá jamás imaginar.
Y a los dieciséis años ocufrrió el suceso de su secuestro por el lamao, cuando la familia de mi abuela y parte
del servicio estaban pasando una temporada con unos parientes en el pueblo cercano de Valladolid.
Es difícil explicar por qué un tamao roba un ser humano, ya que no se les supone estar sujetos a las exigencias
del amor; pero como todo tiene una causa, habremos de pensar que este tamao de nuestro cuento era un poco
distinto en naturaleza a los otros y le gustó la muchacha más de lo debido o más de lo que correspondía a un ente
de su especie.
Fué una noche en que el aguacero caía pesadamente sobre la vegetación, ya saturada de humedad. Había
estado lloviendo todo el día con cortos descansos, en chaparrones que más que una ducha del cielo parecían el
cielo mismo, y las nubes desplomándosesobre la tierra en lágrimas. Era la época de la estación húmeda en la Islas
y se sucedían los tifones con sus collas, regaderas y fuelles gigantes, que empapaban y soplaban
despiadadamente, jugando con las techumbres y hasta con las casas enteras de nipa, haciéndolas dibujar piruetas a
través de la atmósfera acuosa.
Un velo muy tupido y muy negro impidió asomarse a la luna.
La ropa lavada dos días antes no había llegado a secarse, y la plancha hubo de hacer todo el trabajo. La orden
de que no quedase una sola pieza húmeda para el día siguiente retuvo a Pinang y a Juana en la cocina, sobre la
tabla de planchar, hasta las doce de la noche. Habían echado carbón vegetal, hecho con el iñam de los bosques,
hasta tres veces en las planchas con que se hace esa labor en Filipinas. A aquella hora, Juana dormitaba en un
ángulo de la cocina, acurrucada contra una de las cuatro vigas de lawaan,\fn{Madera dura que resiste la acción y de la
humedad.} que hacen en Oriente las veces constructivas de los pilares y los muros de la arquitectura occidental,
mentras inang terminaba de doblar la rigidez almidonada de la última camisa de mestiza. Hecho esto, se llegó a la
próxima ventana y tiró los residuos del carbón quemado, al exterior.
En este momento Juana oyó un grito agudo de la muchacha, y al abrir los párpados vió que el cuerpo de Pinang
se volcaba por encima de la ventana, trazando con las piernas un semicírculo en el espacio.
Una ráfaga de aire gimió lastimosamente y dejóo susurros de nipa crujiente en la «media agua» de la cocina.
Juana creyó que la muchacha se había caído y lanzó otro grito a su vez, poniéndose de un brinco sobre sus pies y
precipitándose contra la ventana llamando: «Pinang, Pinang.» Pero no percibió ni el ruido de un cuerpo al caer
sobre el suelo encharcaso, ni el más leve quejido de dolor, ni la menor respuesta a sus angustiosas llamadas. La
noche se había tragado a Pinang con la boca de su oscuridad.
Juana cogió el farol de petróleo que les había estado alumbrando y lo elevó sobre su cabeza, fuera de la
ventana, para iluminar el exterior. A pesar de estar hecho con cierres especiales para resistir el aire libre y los
vientos, el farol parapadeaba violentamente, poniendo claro-oscuros en el espacio.
—Pinang, ¡Pinang! —repetía Juana cada vez con más fuerza
Pero aunque había dejado de llover, ni un sonido, ni una respuesta, más que el fuerte sisear del viento entre la
exuberante vegetación tropical. De pronto, el farol iluminó el tamarindo gigante que a veinte pasos de la casa se
elevaba ya por encima de ella, acariciando el techo con sus ramas. Una de éstas se quebró desgajándose, y al
tiempo que el aire vencedor se alejaba cantado su triunfo, Juana pareció escuchar un gemido humano, como una
respuesta ahogada, que se cortó mientras la rama de desplo maba sobre el suelo contra su propio tronco. Esto la
alentó a seguir llamando y a bajar la escarpada escalera de bambú sin barandilla, cuyos tramos estrechos —de
ocho centímetros a lo sumo— estaban suspendidos sobre el espacio entre dos bambúes gruesos y enteros, donde
se apoyaban sus extremos. Era ésta la escalera de servicio, descansando su parte inferior sobre el suelo y su parte
superior contra una plataforma de madera incorruptible, que separa el cuerpo vivienda del edficio de la cocina y
habitaciones paa la higiene. Hace falta hacer un gran equilibrio al bajar y subir esta escalera sin balaustrado ni
apoyo de ninguna clase, pero el indígena tiene el hábito en ello que resulta una tarea corriente en las actividades
de su agilidad.
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Por razón de la oscuridad y del miedo, Juana la bajó más cautelosamente que de costumbre, con la mano
derecha sosteniendo en lo alto el farol y la mirada volcada sobre el vacío negro y acharolado.
A medida que bajaba se fué apoderando de ella el terror, y sus llamadas fuéronse ahogando y haciendo más
débiles: ya cuando el farol iluminó las charcas y el bajo tronco del tamarindo, involuntariamente giró sobre la
planta callosa de sus pies descalzos y aceleredamente subió la escalera.
Jadeaba. Un sudor frío humedecía su piel; toda la superstición del alma malaya deespertaba en ella con la
fuerza del atavismo, y en aquellos momentos tomaba proporciones de locura, agigantada por las circunstancias, la
soledad, el gemir del viento el oscuro caer de la lluvia y, sobre todo, la hora.
Era la una.
Toda la casa dormía.
Por más grave que fuera un sucesco, el servidor nativo no con cebía la falta de respeto de despertar a los amos.
Esto le hubiera causado a Juana aún más terror que bajar de nuevo la escalera y seguir buscando a Pinang a la luz
del farol agonizante bajo el viento y la lluvia.
Había otro ser en la casa a quien acudir: el criado. Tenía su habitación en el otro extremo; había que atravesar
todo el espacioso balcón corrido que rodeaba la casa; se creería—aun tuvo fuerzas para un rubor—que iba a
buscarle para un requerimiento amoroso.
Dudaba … Pero acostarse sin haber hecho todos los esfuerzos humanos por encontrar a Pinang resultaría
monstruoso.
Recorrió el balcón. Despertó al criado.
Y la aurora, y el huracán cansado ya, y la luna, que atisbó a ratos por entre las rendijas de los nubarrones, les
soprendió con los ojos ávidos de percibir una forma humana por entre las malezas y el follaje, ropas y piel
empapadas de lluvia, y una llamad angustiosa en los labios …
—Pinang. ¡Pinang! ¡¡Pinang!!
*
Salió el sol. Anunció la desesperanza.
Rendidos, Juana y Felipe —que así se llamaba el criado— se sentaron sobre el borde de un canalillo, debajo de
un gran árbol de kabiki.
—No hay remedio —gimió el criado—, es el tamao, el tamao que se la ha llevado.
Y cabizbajo, con los brazos extendidos sobre las rodillas, doblaba la cabeza en un gesto de desaliento
irremediable.
Juana le miró con extraño mirar.La voz de Felipe tenía por primera vez una resonancia nueva. No era sólo la
queja de la desgracia por la pérdida de una compañera; lera algo más bondo, más sangrante, más de la medula del
corazón. Pero Juana no acertaba, porque nunca había sospechado. Felipe la sacó de dudas.
—¡Y era lo aque más quería!
—No lo sabía —replicó Juana con cierta sequedad.
—No lo sabía nadie. Ni ella. Pero parece talmente como si el corazón se me fuera a romper y necesito hablar.
—Habla.
—El buen Dios y yo lo sabíamos; y los pájaros, las estrellas, el soly la luna, las flores y el campo, las cosas
todas debían sospecharlo. Los compañeros, no; porque los hombres no saben más que cuando se les cuenta. Y no
sospechan más que cuando le ven a uno agonizar. Pero yo agonizaba, porque creía firmemente que algún día iba a
ser para mí.
¿Por qué no, si yo era quien más la quería sobre la tierra?
Mi esperanza volaba por el mundo, y era esta risa de mi corazón lo que hacía sospechar a las flores, y a las
estrellas,y a las cosas la existencia de mi pasión. El aire que desplazaban mis alas iba contando mi secreto a los
seres de lenguaje mudo. Y era feliz … Pero ahora, ahora no hay remedio; el tamao no devuelve a las mujeres que
se lleva, porque, aunque retornen, ya no son mujeres para nosotros los hombres. Tienen que vivir otra vida, su
tercera vida.
Juana saco de su cintura un cestillo flexible que contenia buyo, tabaco cal y bonga.\fn{Especie de nuez de
coloración roja que se masca en Filipinas con tabaco, cal y la hoja del betel para excitar la glándulas salivares y desinfectar la boca. } Lo
llevaba enrollado en el borde superior de su patadiong, ajustado al talle. Se puso a mascar, mordiendo primero un
trozo de tabaco trenzado; hiego untó la hoja de buyo con una pincelada de cal húmeda y, doblada, se la metió en la
boca. Finalmente royó un trozó de bonga. Ofreció luego el cestillo a Felipe.
—No, gracias. Yo no puedo permitirme nada agradable mientras ella sufre.
—¿Sufre? —preguntó Juana, entre la salvación roja que inundaba su boca par efecto de la mascada.
—Sí está viviendo su segunda vida.
—¿Como? —volvió a inquirir Juana.
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—Resistiendo o cediendo. De todos modos es un sufrimiento; si resiste, porque las tentaciones son fuertes y el
tamao tiene medios poderosos para rendir a sus víctimas; si cede, porue el recuerdo de su vida, de los seres que
quiso y a quienes tiene que dejar, la inundan de una desesperada tristeza. ¡Ay Pinang, pobre Pinang!
El aire meció suavemente las ramas del copudo kabiki\fn{Arbol gigantesco, de amplia y espesa copa, que da una flor
diminuta abundantísima, de forma estrellada y coloración huesco, muy olorosa. } y una lluvia de estrellitas de marfil viejo cayó
sobre las cabezas de los dos servidores. El perfume puso más angustia en el corazón de Felipe. Su dolor continuó
hablando:
—Quizás nos esté oyhendo. Aunque nosotros no la veamos, ella puede vernos y escucharnos, pero no puede
hablarnos. El tamao es cruel.
Y bajando la voz, ronca por el llanto que quiere brotar y se le pone un dique, continuó:
—Quizá también se esté enterando de toda la ternura que para ella escondía mi alma; quizás sabe ya que la
quiero; quizás me esté queriendo ella, y yo nunca lo sabré.
Felipe lloraba. Juana, emocionada, le acompañaba con un silencio de respeto.
El sol tgrepaba por las nubes que dormían sobre el horizonte y la brisa húmeda esponjaba el follaje. Las
campanas de una iglesia comenzaron a tocar a misa.
—Vámonos, Felipe; nos va a buscar la señora y tgenemos que contarle lo que ha sucedido —dijo Juana.
—¿Y para qué, si la señora no puede hacer nada? —replicó Felipe rebelde.
Pero se levantó se dirigieron ambos a la casa. Al pasar junto al tamarindo vieron la rama desprendida la noche
antes, y Juana recordó el gemido humano que precidió a su desgajamiento. ¿Sería un grito de Pinang escapado por
la herida del árbol? La miró con recelo y aceleró el paso. En la cocina se encontraron con el cocinero, un malayo
viejo que sabía much de la vida y de los duendes.
Le relataron lo acaecido.
—No cabe duda —afirmó Bucio (se llamaba Tiburcio)—. Está clarisimo, es el tamao; pero vamos a ver si le
amedrentamos y nos la devuelve.
Y sacó de la vaina de maderea ancha y aplastada, que pendía de su cintura, el gran tailbong\fn{Cuchillo afilado y
puntiagudo que lleva el malayo para su defensa y para cortar leña o trabajar la madera, el bambú, etc. } que llevaba siempre consigo
para defenderse y para cortar leña menuda.
—¿Qué vas a hacer? —preguntó Felipe termeroso.
—Ya lo verás.
Y hajaron otra vez la escalera casi vertical de peldaños de bambú.
Juana no les siguió. Entró en la casa a dar cuenta a la señora de la desaparición de Pinang.
La señora María escuchó el relato de Juana con muestras de gran incredulidad.
—Juana, eres tonta de remate. Tú te quedaste dormida en la cocina mientras Pinang terminaba de planchar, y
no te diste cuenta de su escapatoria. Pinang debía demasiado, y su madre sabí que ya no podía ni pagar ni sacarme
más dinero. Y prefirió liquidar la cuenta induciendo a su hija a huir. Es lo corriente, ¿no? Pero yo creía que Pinang
nunca haría eso. Se equivoca una, Juana.
—Ah, señora —replicó Juana sin vacilaciones—, mis propios ojos lo vieron, que yo no porfíocon los ojos de
los demás. Pinang planchaba. Pinang gritó y Pinang se fué por el otro lado de la ventana, el lado hondo de la
huerta.
—Y yo te digo que Juana soñaba, que Juana despertó, y al ver que no estaba Pinang pensó en el tamao y creyó
que el sueño era verdadPero Juana no vió que Pinang se escapaba aprovechando la oscuridad y el ruido de la
lluvia y del viento. Lo cofrriente, pero creí que Pinang no lo haría
—No, señora, no —decía uana cada vez más vehementemente, interrumpiendo a su señora.
—Bueno, Juana, no repliques y vete —cortó el ama con autoridad.
Juana comprendió que no podía seguir hablando. Salió de la habitación. Al cabo de un par de minutos volvió,
pálida y presurosa.
—La vieja, señora, la vieja.
—¿La vieja? —preguntó la señora, comenzando a dudar—. ¿La madre de Pinang?
—Sí, señora —replicó Juana con voz de triunfo.
—Dile que entre.
Mientras se iba, doña María, mi abuelamurmuraba entre dientes:
—Si todo es una comedia más esta vez la comedia va a terminar muy mal.
No era una comedia más. La vieja era inocente (alguna vez había de serlo).
Mi abuela, mujer de carácter entero y poco dada a escenas ni a emociones exteriorizadas, apenas hizo
comentarios y acompaño a la vieja hasta el balcón corrido, cinturón de la casa, para observar desde él los
exorcismos del cocinero en torno al gran tamarindo. Pero sus ceremonias tenían poco de unción religiosa.
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Daba vueltas alrededor del árbol corpulento, talibong en mano, mientras declamaba con voz solemne:
—Si no devuelves a la muchacha te corto dentro de tres días. Si no devuelves a la muchacha te corto dentro de
res días.
Y Felipe, guardando el ritmo y el tono, repetia también:
—Sí, sí, sí.
E pronto, la vieja se lanzó escalera abajo, hasta el lugar donde se proferían las amenazas, y alzando la rama
degajada con sus brazos morenos y sarmentosos gritó varias veces.
—¡Y te quemaremos después de arrancar tus raíces!
Sino hubiera sido porque sucedía a pleno sol, la escena hubiera parecido de aquelarre. Bucio guardaba el ritmo
con el movimiento de sus piernas y el sacudir del talibong; Felipe, inmóvil, asentía con su «sí» monótono, sumido
en un respeto religioso, y la vieja se salía de la simetría y del ritmo con sus gritos desordenados a contra compás.
La señora no se atrevió a interrumpirlos. Al fin, el concinero separó en seco y dijo serenamente:
—Basta ya, dentro de tres días nos será devuelta la muchacha.
—Sí —replicó Felipe, como un último eco de su anterior cantinela.
Y la vieja se mesaba los cabellos gimiendo:
—¡Ay mi hija! ¡Ay mi hija!
*
Tres días son tres brevísimos instantes dentro de una existencia, tres brevísimos instantes cuando discurren
entre la placidez de una indiferencia y el no esperar. Pero si esos tres días llevan colgados de todas sus horas la
solución de una vida, el momento decisivo, el rodar del dado que ha de poner boca arriba la respuesta del destino,
se prolongan en años y pueden ser ya toda esa vida. Y este gran todo, encerrado en tres días, lo vivió Felipe bajo
la tortura de un siluencio que, a fuerza de callar, era un grito de dolor.
El pensamiento trabajaba como potro que pone en tensión dolorosa todas las fibras del espiritu, carne y tendón
de las almas, sangre del sentir; dolor, dolor de imaginar lo que está siendo y lo que no es, interrogante,
exclamación, hecho; garfico de tres puntas que desgarra cuanto más se pretende arrancar de la entraña. Tres días
en blanco, tres fechas sin respuesta, y el gran temor de ver cumplido el plazo sin acontecimientos esperados.
Ni el primer día ni el segundo trajeron la devolución de Pinang. Y cada atardecer era una congoja que se
aliviaba con la esperanza del siguiente amanecer. Pero cuando ya no faltaba más que una aurora, todo minuto que
acercaba su llegada ponía desasosiegos más hondos. Los plazos encierran esperanzas,y estas se esfuman a media
que aquéllos se van cumpliendo, sembrando de tereror los límites. Porque tras ellos ya no queda más que un gesto
de resignación o de deseperación.
Al amanecer el tercer día, Felipe no se sintió con valor para lanzarse al exterior y cerciorarse de la gran verdad.
El chacón\fn{Lagarto que vive escondido tras las vigas de las casas que canta con un toque repetido y al que se interroga con un «¿sí?»,
«¿no?», etc.} había cantado varias veces durante la noche, escondido tras de la gran viga de madera que atravesaba
su alcoba. Tampoco le había preguntado nada. Miedo de saber. Y por este miedo no se levantó con el alba, como
los días anteriores. Quiso esperar a que le diesen noticias los demás
Bucio fué el primero en examinar todos los alrededores para ver si encontraba rastro de la chica. Más tarde
vino Juana, pero por más que miraron y buscaron, ni el más leve vestigio les anunciaba la devolución de la mujer
desaparecida. Al fin vino Felipe.
—¿Que? —quiso interrogar. Y sólo salió un sonido sordo y cortado de su garganta.
—Nada. La han vencido y se queda allá —respondó Bucio malhumorado.
—Entonces, ¿qué piensas hacer? —inquirió Felipe.
—Lo que tú quieras —contesto Bucio—, pero has de tener en cuenta que si cortamos el tamarindo morirá
Pinang, a menos que el tamao la ame tan intensamente que prefiera perder su poder sobrenatural y se la lleve
consigo a cualquier parte del mundo para vivir con ella.
Felipe jadeaba de rabia y de celos; su mansedumbre se hizo desvarío, se convirtió en crueldad.
—¡Corta el tamarindo! —gritó—, ¡corta el tamarindo! Es preferible que muera. Todo menos que pertenezca al
tamao. Y si la salva y él se torna hombre, le buscaré y le encontraré para llamarle ladrón de mujeres y matarle.
—Bien —replicó Bucio serenamente—; trae el hacha.
La trajo entre sus manos temblorosas y sobre la lividez de su piel.
Bucio le levantó muy alta y la dejó caer sobre el tronco centenario, pero al mismo tiempo que el golpe seco en
la corteza se oyó un gemido de voz humana y en seguida un suspiro tristísimo venido de lo más alto del árbol.
Todos levantaron la vista, y allá, en lo más elevado, encima de tres diminutas ramas, que normalmente apenas
hubieran sostenido el peso de una paloma, se hallaba Pinang, con el cuerpo en el aire, agarrada a unos tallos, los
ojos muy abiertos, hipnóticos, ausentes.
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Juana comenzó a dar gritos, pero Bucio se llevó, en actitud hierática, el índice a los labios para imponer
silencio, y trepó por el tamarindo, seguido de Felipe.
La entraron en la casa desmayada, con una herida en el pecho, como un corte de arma blanca, sobre el punto
mismo donde se tiene el corazón;. Estuvo cinco horas sin volver en sí. Cuando abrió los ojos ya había venido el
médico y el cura. Este la declaró poseida del demonio y ordenó que la atasen con unas correas sagradas y que
encendiesen a ambos lados de su cama dos velas benditas.
Pero a los pocos instantes las correas se desataban solas y las velas se apagaban. Cuantas veces se insitió
volvió a ocurrir lo mimo.
El médico mando que se le administrase un antiespasmódico. Ni él ni el cura pudieron hacer nada por ella.
Siguió viviendo automáticamente, sonámbula de todos los momentos, muda, con los ojos muy abiertos,
hipnóticos, ausentes. Sólo cuando dormía, el subconsciente hablaba. Y Felipe, ávido de saber, la escuchaba y la
interrogaba. Juana también la velaba y se enteraba de lo que decía
—¡Qué blanca, qué blanca, qué blanca! ¡Y qué oloros! —decía Pinang dormida.
—¿Qué cosa era blanca? —susurraba Felipe.
—La morisqueta.
—¿Y cuál era olorosa?
—La vianda. —Y sonreía.
—¿Comiste? —interrogaba Felipe con angustia.
—¡No, no, no! —gritaba aterrorizada. Y despertaba.
—¡Pinang, Pinang! —continuaba Felipe—. Pinang, habla, cuéntame; quiero saber, necesito saber.
Pero Pinang, despierta ya, enmudecía, con los ojos muy abiertos, hipnóticos, ausentes.
Alguna vez llegó a decir:
—No me acuerdo; ¿dónde estoy?
Otra vez, dormida, balbuceaba:
—Me miraba. ¡Qué ojos tan grandes! ¡Me pedía amor!
—¿Y tú se lo diste?
Tardó la respuesta. Y luego:
—¡Felipe! —murmuró Pinang con ternura.
Toda el alma del criado se vertía en la media vida de la muchacha y miraba sus labios con veneración, ávido de
que siguiesen moviéndose, de que hablasen también en la consciencia.
—¡¡Felipe!! —repitió ella más inefablemente.
—¿Qué más? —dijo Juana, viendo que Felipe no sabía ya interrogara.
—Me buscaba, lloraba …; yo también lloraba.
—¿Por qué no respondías?
—Era fuerte, me vencía …, y Felipe lloraba por mí.
—¡Pinang! ¡Pinang! —llamaba el criado, para despertarla para impulsarla a que siguiese hablando fuera del
sueño.
Pero ella, en la media luz del subconsciente, decía:
—Iba a vencerme cuando el filo del hacha me hirió en el corazón. Mi sangre le hizo temblar y yo le escupí.
¡malvado …, malvado …! Pero vino la luz.
—¡Pinang! ¡¡Pinang!!
—Y Pinang despertó.
—¿Me quieres? ¿Me quieres? —repetía la locura de amor de Felipe.
Le respondió la mudez de siempre, aquellos ojos tan abiertos, hipnóticos, ausentes.
*
La tercera vida de Pinang fué una sombra continuada y alargada, como esas sombras de los ocasos. No era ni
de este mundo ni del otro, al cual perteneció durante su segunda vida, dentro del palacio que encerraba el
tamarindo.
La señora María, mi abuela, la conservó en su caswa por el cariño y la consideración que la tenía. Y en elia
murió joven, sin descifrar el misterio de su secuestro.
Sólo quedó como testigo, a lo largo de los tiempos, la cicatriz que dejó el hacha en el troncó del árbol,
perpetuación de la otra cicatriz sobre el corazón de la muchacha. Y cuentan que tanto el hacha como la herida del
tronco se tiñeron de sangre aquella mañana, como si la savia de la carne abierta hubiera rezumado a través del
árbol hasta el exterior. Y que todos los años, en el aniversario de estos sucesos, vuelven a teñirse de un color
rojizo los bordes de la corteza sin cerrar.
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Desde aquel año también, el fruto del tamarindo, que sus dueños ofrecían como especial regalo a mi abuela por
su extraordinario dulzor, se tornó agrio, y dejó de enviarse el obsequio. El árbol no se ha secado aún, pero
paulatinamente las hojas menudas y olorosas vanse tornando cada vez más amarillas.
Y cuenta Bucio que ello se debe a que el tamao se está muriendo también lentamente.
Quién sabe si de amor por Pinang, la muchacha malaya, dulce y callada, que vivió tres vidas; su vida propia de
niña y mujer; la otra, breve, pero dolorosa en la lucha contra el amor de un duende, enmarcada por la
magnificencia de un palacio encantado, y la tercera, sombra de ocaso que arrastró tras sí dos sombras más: la del
tamao, marchitando su puerza vencida en el emarillear del tamarindo, y la de Felipe, que ya no supo amar a
ninguna ora mujer.
Así me lo contaron, y así lo cuento.
87.128 Colonel Sampa\fn{by Isabelo Tupas (1896-1978)} Morong, Rizal Province, The Philippines (F) 3
“Now it can be told and I am going to tell it,” declared Sampakuta with a grim sweep of his amputated arm
that was concealed under a poncho.
His elite audience burst into a laugh that was both a challenge and reproof for Sampakuta was known as a
teller of tall tales. He repeated them so often with new details that his friends took his statements as goodhumored lies. And it was unbelievable that he chose to repeat the performance in Miss Rosie’s parlor.
“Will it be about your arm again?”
“No,” he answered with an emphatic jerk of the head not unlike that of a soldier when he salutes his officer.
Sampakuta, by the way, served as a kind of constabulary agent in Lanao in the good old days when the
constables and the Moros enjoyed chasing each other. According to him, it was there that he earned his famous
nickname, Sampakuta, assaulter of cotas or Moro palisades.
He did not lose his left hand in those dangerous assaults. It was as a gurami that he lost it, and at this instance
he meant to tell the truth before his doubting friends. That explained his severe answer that made them look at
him with no little surprise.
The arm however was not the all-important thing in his purpose. It becomes only the excuse of this evening’s
affair.
“Well, won’t you come in?” invited Rosie who came forward with a lamp which she set down on a center table
adorned with a burnished 105mm. shell filled with tuberoses. Her invitation was charmingly casual. The fragrance
of the white lily-like flowers was reminiscent of the years when Rosie and he were young.
Sampakuta, however, preferred to remain where he was, standing just out of the bamboo awning. He did not
remove his poncho either, the obvious reason being the evening shower. So thin and fine it was that it enveloped
his overseas cap with a gentle aura, so Rosie thought.
“Now then, how is how?” asked the Mayor.
*
That’s the greeting that used to make Sampakuta gush out with his tales.
His friends laughed coaxingly. It did not catch as usual.
No, Sampakuta was not there to brag of his exploits. He was there with an impelling purpose; and he must
realize it promptly, so promptly that he became confused. For among the violent things he wanted to tell there
should be woven delicate sentiments which only Rosie and the gentle shower and the tuberoses should
comprehend.
There was his reputation and his honor as a gurami to vindicate.
There was his worth as a man to prove. As a bachelor of forty-five odd years, there was his future to settle that
evening, or Rosie would remain only a dream. This one time in his checkered life he winced before a group of
four persons: the Mayor, the treasurer, the chief of police, who took him for granted and the woman who could
not bring her exacting mind to accept his very long standing proposal.
*
“Where have you been these many months? The first jeeps had been here three months ago,” Rosie spoke with
a hint of resentment.
“Thank you,” Sampakuta said absentmindedly; but that woke him up. “I came to visit you, Miss Rosie, and to
renew acquaintances with …” He nodded politely to the men who nudged one another. That was the last straw
that broke the camel’s back.
Sampakuta stepped forward.
“I came home to correct certain impressions … here!”
“Fine!” the three men said quite embarrassed.
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Rosie felt some queer sensations. This man proposed to her many years ago; she could not remember what
year it was. She was a girl of seventeen; he was twenty-five: a dashing constable—but then constables were
doubtful characters, full of humbug. Now he was forty-five and she must be …
Well, he was before her now and the gentle shower put an aura around his cap. That shower fell nearly every
evening lately and made the grass on the plaza send up green shoots to greet the spring. This evening might also
be spring to her judging by the vague stirring in her breast.
*
“We are sure happy to listen to you again,” said the men rather condescendingly.
Sampakuta faced them.
“You remember Colonel Akli? The memory of that gallant man, may God keep him, gave us the strength,
fortitude and confidence to carry on till D-day.”
“But you did not serve under him?” the Mayor said accusingly.
“I did not. Colonel Akli had his command in the hills. I had my own on the water, stretching from the Pasig to
Punta with headquarters on Talim.”
“But that belonged to Colonel Sampa,” interrupted the Mayor, certain that Sampakuta was not a genuine
gurami.
“Wait, Mr. Mayor; not so quick. I commanded an outfit on the lake. I had eight hundred surface craft of various categories: bamboo rafts, cascos, paraus, lambatan, armadahan, and logs, plain logs—each serving its particular purpose in the fleet that shuttled to and fro, manned by six thousand men, bringing food from Laguna to
Rizal, orders and arms from Rizal to Laguna, and secret information from nowhere that must get over there somehow.”
“What force you had!”
Sampakuta ignored the acid remark.
*
“While we were known as legitimate fishermen, merchants, fish-dealers, and evacuees, we constituted a
combat unit.
“Rescuing ship-wrecked evacuees and American aviators who fell on the lake and guiding them to safety was a
part of our business. Our main duty, however, was to intercept enemy supply and communication wherever they
might be on the lake.
“We crisscrossed it day and night without regard to time and weather, checking the zones and the routes. On
the side we kept Colonel Akli supplied with arms, ammunitions, men and food. My outfit was the life line and the
communication line … and the front line whenever we caught up with Japanese tugs.
“Then our guns started rattling. The Japs fought like mad dogs. We fought like devils. We simply swarmed
upon them from all directions shutting all their means of escape except the bottom of the lake; and the Japs who
took that were damn fools not knowing that my men worked in the water like sharks. It churned as if some sea
monsters were engaged in a life and death struggle then before long the water was streaked with crimson.”
“Terrible!”
“Yes, and that was our style of combat. We fought violently and expected to die peacefully.
“After the affray the men scrambled to their boats bringing the heads of the enemy which they tossed on the
pile of coconuts; and as they sat on the gunwale drinking coconut water, gleaming breasts rose and fell heavily at
every draught.
*
“While they enjoyed the repast, our telegraph system began to work in relays until the “fish-dealers” came
around to get the day’s haul.”
“You had a telegraph!” The men were very condescending.
“Yes, but it may sound primitive to you. We did not have the speed of motorized units or wires. Unless there
was wind we literally crawled; but not our telegraph communication. The more dead the wind is, the faster it
works.
“The conch shell, of which every sea-dog was familiar, was our telegraph. A long, high, thin note like the
whistling of the wind in the bamboo-brakes meant ATTENTION! The low, bass boom coming in measured
rhythm with the surge of the breakers meant SPEED-RUSH-FIGHT!
“When relayed concentrically from one vessel to another, the message spread from its source to the distant
beaches and hidden coves before you finished a cigarette. An alarm, a signal for rescue, attack or reinforcement
could be broadcast in this manner. Reports were written in code and relayed by couriers, five kilometers apart.
One such report read as follows:
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Dropped nets at banks 3. Hauled 7 crates of hito. All salted. No snails.

“Decoded, it reads thus:
Engagement at zone 3. Encountered 7 Japs. All killed. No casualty.

“Marvelous! Ingenious!”
Sampakuta knew his time-table. Surprise was his tactic. So he pressed on his attack:
*
“The movement of the vessels was at turtle’s pace when the wind was dead. But when it’s up and on a
rampage, countless sails blossomed and billowed; outriggers splashed and the shuttle-shaped prows sliced the
water, sending up sprays that glittered in the sunlight. Coming from their stations to rush on enemy tug-boat, the
armada was like the mass flight of giant sea-gulls skimming over the water in pursuit of their prey.”
“Beautiful! I have crossed the lake more than once and I know the thrill of flight on the water,” Rosie
exclaimed, feeling positive in her thirty-seven years of maidenhood that she was still young.
“That much was really beautiful, even if the mission of your armada was gruesome,” said the Mayor.
“We had similar experiences in Colonel Akil’s, but not as violent … and we did not have the eyes and
sentiment that saw the grandeur and the beauty of a combat unit in action.”
“Was there money on the merchant-side of your operation?”
“There was death, no money, Mr. Treasurer. And when it came, as once it did, spitting bullets from a Japanese
plane that swooped and swooped upon us, we lost our minds.
“We had no means of escape. How I wished the water grew trees to serve as cover! And we could not dig a
foxhole in the lake. You could jump in it and see the light no more. I did jump! God alone knows how I came to
see the light again—but minus this …”
Sampakuta suddenly threw off his poncho and emerged from it raising his left arm whose extremity was a flat
stump at the wrist.
*
But his audience did not see this proof of his sacrifice. They saw the glory of his deeds in his shining uniform
with silver eagles on the collar.
The men stood up and shook Sampakuta’s hand warmly.
The Chief of Police executed a military salute.
“So you are the Colonel … the Colonel Sampa … we heard so much about whose identity we knew just now.”
The men were sincerely apologetic.
Rosie alone stood her ground. Her intuition had forewarned her to wait and see.
Sampakuta bowed. Yes, he was the famous Sampa … assaulter of Japanese tugs.
“Now, Miss Rosie, will you pass ‘Don Pedro’?” the Mayor said turning to the lady.
*
But Miss Rosie had hurried behind the counter and brought forth a short Japanese sword.
Holding it in her hands, her chin up and with a wistful smile on her lips, she showed the weapon to the man
that gave it to her three years ago as a token of his honest suit which she did not mind seriously.
And now her heart, rising to the call of spring, knew why he had returned.
185.91 1. The Error 2. The Last Mischief 3. Disillusion\fn{by Enrique K. Laygo (1897-1932)} Lipa, Batangas
Province, The Philippines (M) 6
1
Pablo rested his greedy eyes over the brilliant cortege marching past the reception line.
Even then he could not understand a certain fascinating premonition that kept telling him that from the luminary of beauties, coming from all parts of the city, would emerge triumphant among the many, the one who would
make possible his ambitions.
The charming princess of his dreams loaded with small jewels and whose beauty could only fit in a setting like
that feast of the Governor-General where the vanguard of the fashionable women were arriving at that moment. It
was the glorious epiphany of a glorious night of women and of laughter.
A friend, half seriously half jokingly, took him by the arm saying:
“Such an admirer of beauties as always, aren’t you?”
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Before that vulgar question, Pablo smiled contemptuously.
“Of beautiful women? Come on, no one trusts those beauties in the dark, true works of art, makeup and
powder, which cannot withstand the proof of clear daylight.” The answer full of pessimism drew a smile from
another friend who took part in the conversation with a malicious tone.
“You are right, Pablo; but you have to admit, however, that even on clear days, those beauties are glorious if
they are covered in the magic magnificence of jewels and diamonds that stand up to everything.”
*
The remark affected Pablo who blushed under the impression of a discovered ambition.
Born indigent, earning only enough to live each day, convinced however in his mind that there was something
that could make him triumph in life if he could have at his disposal the means that leads to the heights of success,
the money he had cherished in nights of dreams, the hope of uniting his luck with a wealthy woman, not because
of love, nor for her intelligence, but because of her money.
What was pure ambition which he considered legitimate seemed to him now shameful, by the miracle of a
phrase said unintentionally, in the midst of a lively party.
The procession continued triumphantly dazzling. It seemed that all the beautiful and the magnificent wished to
display itself in that feast.
Pablo rebelled against the embarrassing impression. Did he not have his objective? Did he not wish to make
use of money for a great end? Is it not what many do, what a majority of those who one day were poor, and
unimportant, have done, and who afterwards learned to rise to the pinnacle of power created by the money of a
wealthy woman, beautiful or ugly, whom they chose for a partner? He straightened up and challengingly and
sarcastically answered his friend:
“Sunlight was made to enhance the brightness of money.”
*
They danced, friends because of secret affections, from the moment formalities were observed.
She was every inch beautiful, even more beautiful because of her magnificent dress, the pearl necklace which
adorned her neck, the luminous gems that adorned her breast, her fmgers, her arms …
Pablo believed he had found what he was looking for, and without knowing each other, made the first advances:
“It is magnificent to dance, but it is even more magnificent when one dances with a woman divinely enchanting like you.” She made a face charmingly coquettish.
“Are you a poet, Pablo?”
“Poet! Everyone is, when poetry stands beside him.”
The orchestra played and the lips of Pablo, accustomed to weave niceties of witticisms, also rhymed into the
ears of the new friend the most fascinating and clever expressions.
*
After the dance followed the visits, the strolls, the chance encounters. Pablo always found her elegant, with
dresses always new, with adorments changed every day. The course of their love affair was rapid, so rapid that in
two months Pablo asked the final question:
“Do you want to marry me?”
The question asked, a slight chill like something that could not be helped, ran through his veins.
A premonition—of those which never misled him—told him that he had just made a decision on which his
future depended. Was it happiness that was coming? Was it the black pain that pierced his paws?
He feared that it were the last. Love had not penetrated his heart, inasmuch as all his admiration, woven in
phrases learned from serialized novels read by installments, had only been inspired by his calculated plans, by that
ambition to reach the heights of success on the shoulders of a wealthy woman whom he met one night at a dance,
wrapped up in the magnificence of her jewels.
She, coquettish and feline, smiled significantly, letting him guess from her lips, her favorable answer.
“Is it true?” whispered Pablo.
“It is true!” She affirmed.
*
It is a tragedy one meets every day. After the marriage, the jewels that made her magnificent in a night of
dancing were hidden in a safety box of a rich aunt to whom they belonged. The handing over was made one
gloomy and dull afternoon blackened by a heavy drizzle.
“Look, Pablo,” she had told him, “my aunt is very good, so good that she made me beautiful with the jewels
which she lent me when I was single; but now, married to you and convinced that the jewels no longer make me
beautiful to your eyes, I want to return them to her.”
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The words fell like a thunderbolt that destroyed his castles in the air to pieces. But it was not all.
“My aunt is kind, isn’t she?” continued his wife. “Look, she was so good indeed. that she bought me all the
shoes that I wanted.”
Pablo made a painful count of his days of admiration. She, then his fiancée, appeared to him every day with
new adornments, and with new dresses every day, which he thought were derived from her private income.
“I also like them very very much. But my love from now on will all be for you alone. For you alone who are
loving and kind will buy me those jewels and clothes and dresses and adornments. You will buy them for me,
Pablito, won’t you?”
And to make her plea more effective, she got hold of her husband in her arms, and kissed him on the eyes, the
hair, all his body.
*
Pablo got away from her embraces and with a harsh tone—the beginning of a life of contradictions and martyrdoms in the midst of their home—answered indignantly:
“Buy you jewels, dresses, and adornments? Never!”
“Never?” She repeated incredulously. “Never?”
“Never, because you have done enough evil fooling me with your vain outward appearances.”
The woman became pale with anger. She opened her eyes burning with indignation and wanted to open her
mouth to answer furiously.
But she did not do it. She got up silently and left defiantly, but not without first hurling at the face of the husband a cutting remark...
“Fortune hunter!”
With that ultimate blow which destroyed his dreams of glory, Pablo saw in his imagination a festive night in
which his greedy eyes rested on the glorious procession of women wrapped in the magnificence of their jewels;
“real objects, of art, powder and cosmetics that cannot withstand the light of day, not even with jewels that are not
their own,” he murmured, grieving in the sorrow of his failure.
2
She had slept at three, the cocks from the neighboring yards already crowing, and had awakened at six. In spite
of her sixty years, the grandma got up lively and gay, at the moment, stretching her limbs, dispelling every feeling
of weakress as if she had rid herself of half her years.
And why? Around her, during these last few days, she felt a new breath of life and even things themselves
seemed to come alive. The ancestral home, already old when she was born, had an air of novelty, and the boughs
of the enormous tamarind tree, turned green, which shaded the terrace, let out musical sounds.
Bringing her grandchildren here was, indeed, a great idea. Half a dozen of them, crazy heads, who knew life
and enjoyed it to the hilt, irradiating youth by dint of youth. For six days since a few days before Christmas, she
had watched them skipping and romping and playing about, chasing after each other like children in the corridors,
destroying the old piano heavy with the weight of years just as the house and she herself were, filling every nook
and comer with their shouting and laughter.
And for the first time, during these last few days, the grandma had forgotten her ailments, her own age itself.
She felt and appeared rejuvenated with an urge to let out musical sounds like that tamarind tree which shaded the
terrace.
*
She jumped out of bed. She fixed herself. She looked at herself in the mirror. All these she did in haste,
running almost as if she would run out of time. In half an hour, she was in the dining room.
It was empty. The old woman smiled. These young ones of today. Because they had gone to bed at three, they
would be lying in bed until all hours of the day and could not let go of two hours of sleep. On the other hand, in
her youth, she …
No, no, she had to shake them, she had to wake them up ...
Quickly, she went by the bedrooms occupied by her grandchildren, pounding at their door noisily. From inside,
rudely awakened from their deep slumbers of dawn, the young ones grumbled. Estrella, the most mischievous and
because of this, perhaps, the most spoiled, also cried out that she would not get up even if the house fell apart into
bits.
But Estrella was the first to come out. With her eyes swollen, her curly hair dishevelled, her still unpowdered
nose shining.
“Ugly one,” her grandma greeted her.
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And she could say nothing more because she felt drowned by a whirlwind of kisses. The others were arriving,
Enrique, Juan, Serafin, three brothers, and Rosalinda and Clara, Estrella’s sisters, all six of them cousins. When
she was finally able to free herself from their embroce, she told all of them to go to the dining room for breakfast.
“Breakfast. grandma?” asked Rosalinda amazed. “But with that midnight dinner we had enough to last till
noon.”
“Hypocrite,” interrupted her cousin Enrique making like he would slap the back of her head, “when your
mouth waters at the thought of the relleno.”\fn{Roasted, fresh poblano peppers, stuffed with cheese and battered with egg}
“To breakfast, to breakfast!” chorused the rest, all of them going toward the dining room. Everyone had a good
appetite.
In no time at all, the rest of the left-over ham of the night before disappeared as if it had been chopped off, and
the plate of stuffed chicken which Estrella was the first to serve herself was all gone when the dish reached Juan
who was the last. He had to jump across the table to wrest a piece from Estrella.
“Bad mannered, rude!” the grandma pretended to scold him, but deep inside, she was dying of laughter and
was all set to explode. She herself would have been delighted to jump across the table and grab a piece of inihaw
from Clara, Rosalinda or from whoever.
*
Suddenly everything was quiet. Amazed, the grandma looked at each of her grandchildren who in turn were
looking at one another as in an answer to a watchword. And her heart beat so wildly that she had to recline on the
back of her chair to prevent it from breaking into pieces.
The poor grandma could guess at what was coming.
The joy of these past few days was much too much to last These grandchildren of hers had their own homes.
They would leave, go away from her and leave her to her usual loneliness, and the ancestral house would return to
its somber antiquity, and the tamarind tree would no longer give out musical sounds but heave sighs amidst its
branches bent by the strong winds...
And her heart had not deceived her. Enrique announced in a voice a bit agitated,
“Grandma, this is our last day.”
“And, until next year,” added another.
*
The year after!
What did the future have in store for her? She was so old, so worn out that it sufficed to hear the mere news of
her grandchildren’s departure for all of her ailments to make a comeback wreaking with vengeance.
The rheumatism, the diabetes, the stomach … why, in her dilapidated body there was not a single internal organ which functioned properly, for her hands trembled and her feet could scarcely move at times if …
She had turned so pale, so sick that her grandchildren swarmed around her.
“Grandma, grandma!” She exerted an effort to smile bravely.
“No, it is nothing. Don’t worry. The surprise, the prospect of your leaving …”
The grandchildren looked at each other again and their eyes were filled with compassion. In silence, but with
such effusiveness as if they had spoken to one another, they arrived at an agreement They would prolong their
stay; they would be with their grandma, one, two, some more days …
“Come now, grandma, brace up,” Enrique announced triumphant, “we are not leaving.
*
The eve of The Three Kings! The night of the Magi! A sacred legend which filled the young hearts with the
flame of Divine Illusion! The miracle which makes the porches bloom with shoes and fills them with gifts falling
from the heavens!
Awake in her bed, the grandma thought of the kids, children of God, who would be sleeping with a smile on
their lips, anxiously awaiting the dawn in order to run and see the gifts brought by the Kings. She thought of the
men, boys who no longer believed in the Three Kings, but who still kept deep inside of them the memory of the
Divine Illusion and felt it come alive again and again throughout their lives.
And she thought of the grandchildren …
They were right. The following day they were definitely leaving and she had resigned herself to returning to
her old loneliness, for she knew that they could not stay with her forever. The parting had to come.
She had learned to put up a brave front. That same night, during dinner time, their departure already scheduled
for the next day, she had suggested that they have something memorable to top their stay with her. The children,
going along with the idea, broke their heads trying to think of “something memorable” when Estrella, most mischievous and also most imaginative, made a gesture that she had thought of one and exclaimed:
“I got it, I got it!”
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“Something silly,” Juan mocked her. Estrella stuck out her tongue at him. The envious one! And, of course, she
had an idea, a splendid idea.
“Come now, come now girl, what is it?” asked the grandma.
“Well, we, girls, will put our shoes on the window sills … and the boys—”
“Will be the Three Kings! Great!” Enrique agreed, “I shall be Melchor.”
“And I, Gaspar.”
“And I, Baltazar.”
And so, at this time, the shoes were on the window sills of the dining room, precisely because the windows of
the dining room were the most accessible for the Three Kings.
And the grandma was hatching a mischievous idea in her head, a nice prank.
Oh, her youth long gone by! Just thinking of the “idea” made her feel like a girl again, vibrant with youth. Yes,
yes, she would do it. Why not? It would be a joke and if by chance it worked, it would be great. Thus, she would
have contributed to her grandchildren’s joy.
That way the Divine Illusions would be reborn.
She jumped out of bed very quietly. She turned on the light. She searched for something in the boxes. Later,
satisfied, she worked on the details of the idea.
*
The next day, at breakfast, the grandma looked at her grandchildren one by one. And she trembled … trembled!
The boys were very much amazed; the girls, very serious.
And amidst the seriousness, the Divine Illusion vibrating with happiness.
A Divine Illusion, so clear, so evident that the grandma felt rejuvenated.
And it was her doing, the product of her sixty years.
Because the night before, the eye of the Three Kings, she had wanted to be one of the Magi and had placed in
the shoes … love letters!
3
“Look,” Joaquin said, looking out of the window and pointing at the row of roofs on which the sun’s reflection
was blinding. “See how those zinc roofs look like burning ovens.”
Salvador did not answer, nor did he even take his eyes off the papers he was reading. Anyway, no matter how
many arguments he gave, no amount of persuasion could make Salvador go to Baguio or anywhere else.
Thus, it was the previous year and the year before that, and all those past years. He, Salvador, did not need
those summer excursions; at least, someone like him, considering that all his life he had always been hale and
healthy. It was for the weak, for the fortune hunters, for the bloating matrons and for the anemic girls to plan on
going to Baguio or Antipolo the moment the thermometer rose.
He found this ridiculous and preferred to stay in Manila, immersed in the work of his law office. He acknowledged his being devoid of all sentimentalism, as now that he was thirty, he found more poetry in the discovery of
a new law than in all the pine trees that existed or could ever exist or in all the souls imaginable. The height of his
own office was enough for him, the fifth floor of a building in one of the main thoroughfares of the city from
where the people walking on the sidewalk looked like ants.
Joaquin gave up. Useless to resist. Salvador was that way. Obstinate as only he could be, self-willed, inflexible
once he had made up his mind. He only added, once he was seated at the desk next to that of Salvador:
”If the place is of no interest to you, perhaps the people would be the Roxas, the Reyes, the Miraflores …” He
went on naming names, citing different families.
Salvador smiled a bit ironically because he, who had been successful in his profession and had enriched
himself through his intellect, did not care about families nor names. His own name, utterly unknown when he
came to Manila, was now cited in the newspapers almost every day.
This, he owed to himself. And he had made his name as popular as that of the Reyes’, Miraflores’, and Roxas’.
More families; more names.
Suddenly, Salvador felt extremely tense, overwhelmed with emotion.
“And the wioow of Justo Salazar will also be there.” Joaquin was saying.
“Justo Salazar, the doctor?”
“The same.”
“But, Justo Salazar, the doctor from Pampanga, has he died?”
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“Yes, man, yes. Evidently you are not up-to-date on anything at all.”
How was Salvador to know anything! In the first place, Justo Salazar was an obscure doctor from an obscure
place. What was most likely was that news about his death had not been published in the papers.
Besides, he was a man he hated; whom he had tried to forget to no avail these last twelve years.
Justo Salazar!
Perhaps, he had hated him unjustifiably, unkindly with real hatred, never-ending hatred; such hatred that had
embittered all his triumphs. Throughout those twelve years, once in a while, during breaks from his immense
work, suddenly memories of that man popped up in his mind, and despite the time and the distance, he would feel
that hatred at the core of his soul, growing deeper as time went by, more and more beyond cure, even as it seemed
more distant.
Justo Salazar! … .Justo Salazar’s widow …
“Yes, I’m going to Baguio with you tonight,’ Salvador decided.
*
Twelve years back, Salvador, a recent law graduate, met a woman.
Her name was Sylvia. Sylvia Donado. Salvador, a most diligent student, had to exert every effort to be able to
fmish his course as soon as possible because he belonged to a very poor family. He had had to deprive himself of
many of the beautiful and wonderful things in life.
For all of the time he was studying, he had never known a moment of joy. Never did the Goddess of good
fortune smile at this poor student.
When he turned twenty-three, and began life as a full-fledged professional, he had never yet known a woman.
The woman was revealed to him in Sylvia. It meant overhauling a life time of inhibitions. The Goddess of
good fortune and the Goddess of Dreams had joined hands, it seemed in their desire to make up for all those lost
years and took complete possession of his soul.
Salvador felt like a new man. He had all of a sudden become sentimental. He began to love the golden dawns,
the fragrant gardens, the purling fountains.
*
He knew disillusion in no time at all.
Sylvia was a married woman.
She was, besides, a faithful wife.
But she was unhappy, tied down to an idiot who could not understand the sensitiveness of her soul and he
vowed to love her so long as he lived.
“I shall wait,” he told himself, his lips colorless from the pressure of his clenched teeth.
And he waited for twelve years.
*
Long, the road seemed endless. Salvador, silent in his impatience, cursed the car. Why did it not have wings
under its wheels? Why did it not have the velocity of his own thoughts which were going ahead of him; which
were climbing the mountain full of pine trees; his thoughts which were floating over all the familiar places of the
lovely capital and diving into the narrow valleys and penetrating all the forests in search of the woman?
Sylvia! Sylvia!
He had not seen her for many years, for several eternities. But in his imagination, every notion of space and
time was effaced and the moment when he first met her emerged as real as if it had happened that very same day.
She was absolutely lovely in the New Luneta, near the rocks. He was trembling all over at the revelation of this
very novel thing for him which was Woman. At that moment, which for him meant all of time, it seemed that he
had been reborn. For all of the years he had lived without her could not be called life.
This was LIFE, in capital letters! This, that the eyes of this woman, offered him.
And now, he would see her once again.
What would she look like? Would she have changed?
Oh, those lips parted in a never-ending smile, that velvety skin which seemed to be of the finest silk, that figure …
“Oh, Salvador, you’re sleeping.” teased Joaquin.
“Stupid,” was Salvador’s only reply. Sleeping! How could this good pal of his know that what he was doing
was something he had never had done before: Dreaming …
*
He became petrified as he held his breath. Could it be possible? Didn’t his eyes deceive him?
This Sylvia who was giving him her hand affectionately was she the same Sylvia of twelve years back, all
loveliness in the New Luneta, near the rocks?
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She had aged, grown thin, and was evidently sick.
She was just any woman. She could not be Sylvia, the Sylvia he had waited for, for twelve long years. They
had met in the market and Salvador had to exert extra effort trying to recall her, to recognize in this emaciated
figure he was looking at, the woman he had dreamed so much about.
Twelve years lost!
Twelve years of useless hatred of her husband, of the wretched guy who had never done him any harm, and all
of this, only to end up this way.
The disenchantment of reality was coming to him even as illusion was fading away with the repugnance he
could not help feeling at the sight of this haggard creature.
He bade her goodbye and excused himself with trivial words. He all but shrank from the touch of the hand she
extended to him affectionately. And right there and then he decided, to Joaquin’s stupefaction who did not understand anything at all.
“I’m sick of Baguio! Let’s go back to Manila at once.”
100.124 1. The Lakivot And The Girl 2. The Alimaung And The Deer: Two Folktales (told by Lohaling Tipaan (c.1899)} Silay, Negros Occidental Province, The Philippines (F) 2
1
There was once a lakivot\fn{This animal looks more like a dog than a cat because its snout is longer and similar to a dog’s; its
hair is longer than that of a cat and is gray like a monkey’s; it is a little bit taller and bigger than a cat; it lives in the forest, eats fruits of
trees, bananas, chickens, and birds. It lives in trees and does not harm man .} who was carrying a girl on his back. But the girl
was crying because she did not like to be carried by one whose arms and back were hairy. The girl said,
“I will only stop crying if you would get for me the flowers of gold from the tree planted by the oggasi.”
Then the lakivot departed and soon he reached a cave. He slid into the cave until he reached a wide path
through which he passed. He continued on his way until he reached the tree of gold which the busaws were
guarding.
At once he clambered up the tree of gold, the busaws never noticing him. In a moment he was already on top
of the tree of gold and the busaws were surprised because the flowers were falling. After that the lakivot began
singing:
Pangovol’ovol ad na pangalitapung ad
Kalukut Tag’aluuy na sabung ku
Salimbalen ka lison

Amusu’ kidtikassan\fn {“I am mad and I am worried; I am in a hurry to see my weeping hut; It has shapely legs With leglets on.” }

After that the lakivot jumped to the ground and killed the oggasis and the busaws.
He returned home and brought with him flowers of. gold from the tree of gold. When he reached the end of the
passageway, he ascended and soon he reached the girl. He gave the flowers of gold to the girl. Then the girl said,
“I shall then marry you.” She continued on saying,
“Come here because I am going to shave your eyebrow.”
The lakivot lay down.
Then the girl made an incision on the forehead of the lakivot who now became transformed into a handsome
young man.
2
Once upon a time there were an alimaung\fn{This beast looks like a dog and is believed to inhabit the jungle, although no
and a deer—who were born at the base of a tree. One day the alimaung called the deer because
he was going to tell him his dream. The deer said,
“I will not go to you.” But the alimaung said,
“It is said in my dream that your liver is good to eat:”
The deer was afraid and he ran away. He soon reached the datu’s house. The deer said,
“May I seek refuge?” But the datu, said,
“Pass on.” Then the deer ran again until he reached a carabao. The carabao said,
“Where are you going?” The deer replied,
“Can you help me, because the alimaung is going to eat my liver.” The carabao said,
one has seen it yet.}
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“Go on. But if I mew then the alimaung is coming.”
Soon the alimaung came. The alimaung asked where the deer passed. The carabao said,
“I have not seen him because I was busy nibbling grass.” Then he mewed and the deer heard.
Then the deer ran again until he met a horse. The deer said,
“Horse, help me because the alimaung is going to eat my liver.” The horse said.
“Go on, because I cannot help you.” The deer then departed.
Then the alimaung came and asked the horse where the deer went. The horse said,
“I do not know, because I was busy nibbling grass.” Meanwhile the deer met a goat.\fn{ The goat is not present
among the upland Bagobos, although they use the goat hair for decorating their headgear, also their carrying bags, and palihuma. Once goat
hair becomes a part of these articles, these tools become very much valued for their artistic worth is enhanced .} The deer said,

“Can you help me? Because the alimaung will eat my liver.” The goat said,
“Yes, you may take refuge because I can face the alimaung.” The alimaung came and asked the goat where the
deer went. The goat replied,
“I do not know because I was busy eating the dauha leaves.\fn{The dauha is the atsuwete tree in Tagalog.} The alimaung said,
“Show him to me because I want to eat his liver.” The goat said,
“Look into the well.” The alimaung looked into the well and saw the head of another alimaung. The goat said,
“I have killed that alimaung and put it there.” The goat said,
“If you will eat my liver, I shall eat yours too.” The alimaung was scared and ran away and then he met a monkey. The monkey asked,
“Why are you running away?” The alimaung said,
“I am running away because the goat will kill me.” The monkey said,
“The goat was fooling you only, for the deer was hidden by him. Come with me,” said the monkey, “and let us
go back there, but we will knot our tails together.”
Then the monkey and the alimaung left until they reached the place of the goat.. The goat asked,
“What news do you bring?” The monkey said,
“We came here to see the deer which you have hidden.” The goat said,
“Look into that well, because the head of the alimaung is there which I have killed and put there.” The
alimaung said,
“Look at that, I have told you that I would not go back because he will kill me.”
Then the alimaung ran away because he was scared that the goat will kill him. The monkey was dragged and
his head hit the hard base and roots of trees until he was killed.
The alimaung hid himself and the deer was saved.
184.111 Excerpt from I Walked With Heroes\fn{by Carlos P. Romulo (1899-1985)} Camiling, Tarlac Province, The
Philippines (M) 10
… It is not of the outer adventures of my many lifetimes I write now.\fn{ He is referring to successful careers as a
teacher, journalist, newspaper editor, husband and father of four sons, general in the American army, Resident Commissioner in The
Philippines, Ambassador to the United States and President of the General Assembly of the United Nations. Most of the subdivisions of this
text are mine; however, as is true everywhere else, not one word of the intervening text has been excised unless clearly so indicated:H } I
have told of them in other books. Instead, I hope to reveal the man who survives under the layers of armor and the
changes that have shaped him while shaping his world.
I have never written of this man before and no one knows all of him, even I. But I shall try to be honest about
this curious, complex fellow, who is still student and teacher and soldier, reporter and editor writer, and, lastly
diplomat.
And who, despite these many changes, remains in part the child Carlos, who was born just before this century
began in the town of Camiling.
*
How could I fail to know change, born as I was at the start of century, which in the long tomorrow may prove
to be the most terrifying, revolutionary, and yet hopeful, of all the world’s centuries?
Revolution, flaring up in France and America, had fired the Philippines with the determination to break free of
Spain. I was born just as my country achieved that freedom, so in a sense I may say the Philippines and I have
grown up together. Our forces under Aguinaldo won their final victory and claimed the Philippines a free and
independent republic in Malolos, Bulacan [Province], on January 23, 1899, nine days after I was born.
That republic lasted but ten days, and almost half a century would roll by before the Republic of the Philip276

pines was born. But for the first ten days of my life I was a free citizen in an independent country, and I like to remember that.
Much of my adult life would be spent in the fight to regain that lost freedom. During that time we grew up, my
country and I.
Despite war and threats of annihilation the Republic of the Philippines is on the map, and so, to my constant
surprise, am I. This then is the story of a man and his world. It is the story of a nation many times reborn and of its
people, who led by their heroes have had to fight their way into the realm of human dignity.
In the 1940s wherever I lectured in the United States Americans came by thousands to hear a Filipino—a man
from the Orient—tell of the fight for democracy being waged in the Philippines.
To me this history of the Philippines is the history of our new world, for the struggle is not confined to the
Philippines; the whole world is massed together in a surge toward individual freedom. This movement, which has
been gathering force over the first half of this century, owes much of its impetus to the Philippines.
*
Three years before I was born our greatest revolutionary leader, José Rizal, was executed by the Spanish for
planting ideas in the Filipino mind that later were to arouse our people to fight for freedom. His murder fired the
Islands with greater ardor, and open revolution began when a new leader, Andres Bonifacio, led the first action
against Spain at the village of Balintawak, Bulacan province. That shrine with its monument, “The Cry of
Balintawak,” corresponds in the Philippines to America’s Concord bridge.
My grandfather, father, and uncles took part in that revolution. My oldest brother remembers that during those
war years Spanish friars disguised as servants lived with us. The friars must have felt at home in our casa with its
many religious oil paintings brought to the Philippines by our Spanish ancestors. I knew nothing of all this, for I
made my appearance on the scene as the fighting with Spain ended.
But my country’s troubles were not over. The Philippines was a very small mouse trapped between two great
lions. A shrinking Spain was fighting to the death to hold our islands. One year before, America had declared war
against Spain. While the Filipinos fought, America flexed her muscles and watched with profound interest the
struggle in the Pacific.
(For an understanding of the way we won our freedom I recommend the reading of Margaret Leech’s prizewinning biography, In the Days of McKinley.)
*
All too often a fluke can make or unmake history. By chance, as the last Spanish forces capitulated on Luzon,
Admiral Dewey was stationed with his fleet at Hong Kong, off China’s coast only seven hundred miles away. So
it was that on the night of February 4, 1899, ten days after the Philippines had proclaimed itself a free nation,
bands of war-weary Filipino soldiers found themselves fighting a new enemy outside Mariila’s historic walls.
The new enemy was America.
American soldiers, better equipped, trained, and fed, fresh in the field and spoiling for action, swung into the
combat the Filipinos thought had ended.
By morning it was over. The Americans had won.
That day Emilio Aguinaldo issued a declaration of war against the United States. The United States hastily ratified its treaty with Spain and rushed shiploads of soldiers to the Philippines. The exhausted Filipinos fought on,
taking to the hills and guerrilla warfare.
Among the fighters in the hills around Camiling was my father. My first memories of him are of his secret
visits to our home by night for clean clothing and food.
The protest ended in the spring of 1901, when Aguinaldo was captured by Brigadier General Frederick
Funston, by trickery, we were told. The year 1902 brought final surrender.\fn{ “However, some Philippine groups led by
veterans of the Katipunan continued to battle the American forces. Among those leaders was General Macario Sacay, a veteran Katipunan
member who assumed the presidency of the proclaimed ‘Tagalog Republic’, formed in 1902 after the capture of President Emilio
Aguinaldo. Other groups, including the Moro people and Pulahanes people, continued hostilities in remote areas and islands until their final
defeat a decade later at the Battle of Bud Bagsak on June 15, 1913.”:W } Although there had been years of fighting and but ten

days of independence, yet those ten days had seen the birth of the Filipino dream of freedom that would never die.
When final surrender came I was only three years old, but already there were implanted in my small impressionable soul the beginnings of a rebel.
*
The guns of war reverberated in our hills, but Camiling itself was a peaceful town, quiet, off the beaten track,
surrounded by rice fields planted in rows, tier on tier against the skyline. The houses were mostly nipa huts, with
here and there a two-story balconied casa.
Our house was the Spanish type and so was my grandfather’s across the street. The two houses were about four
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blocks from the Plaza, which was the center of the town. They were alike except that ours was larger, for our
family was growing. They were soundly built of brick, with tile roofs and long balconies, and within, the highceilinged rooms were lined with Philippine hardwood.
Their large windows gave a sense of airiness, coolness, comfort, and elegance, so welcome in a tropical climate, and I was sorry when some years ago my brother had our old home torn down and replaced with a modem
split-level farmhouse. Nothing can ever excel the comfort and dignity of those old Spanish casas.
The furnishings had been brought to the Islands centuries before by my mother’s people on the Spanish galleons that came once a year to the Philippines and returned to Spain by way of California and Mexico. The dark,
carved, richly polished furniture—armchairs and consoles and tables—had also come from the Old World. The
crystal chandelier and the family altar with its tall image of the Virgin holding her Son were from Spain.
So were most of the oil paintings, dark and old and as richly colored as church windows. Some were family
portraits, but most of them were religious. My favorite was the large reproduction of “The Last Supper” that hung
in our dining room. Many of these valued family possessions were in my home in Manila and were lost when that
home was destroyed by the Japanese.
*
Our house and grandfather’s had lovely gardens. Ours went all around the house, but my thrifty grandparents
planted ornamental shrubs and trees only before their house, for in the rear were the big sheet-iron camarins
where rice and corn were stored against an advance in price. Around the camarins my grandparents had planted
fruit-bearing trees.
I was brought up to respect the land. We were not rich but we were comfortably well-off, and I learned early
that all we had came to us from the land. Our tenants worked the family farms by the kasama (share) system,
giving back part of the produce to the owners in old Spanish style.
Camiling was a typical Filipino town, with an overlay of the Orient, and its people were modest, sweettempered, and dignified whether rich or poor. Spanish was spoken along with our several dialects—Pangasinan,
Ilocano, Tagalog, and Pampango. In our home, by speech, manner, religion, and heritage, we were Malay and
Spanish; in the home of my grandparents the heritage was pure Malayan. Also from my mother’s side came the
old family names we would in turn give our children: Peña, Sison, Cabrera.
We were an affectionate family, and our grandparents’ home was like an extension of our own. Also close to
our lives were the aunts and uncles and their families, who lived in other homes scattered about Camiling. There
would be times as I grew that our town seemed like one large family group, for everyone seemed related to me in
some fashion. I knew everyone, and everyone was kind to a small, trusting boy. Priests from the church, nuns
from the convent, shopkeepers, farmers in from the hills, all were my friends. The closer circle of intimacy was
formed by parents and grandparents, sisters and brothers, cousins and uncles and aunts.
The world would expand as I grew and my own importance would lessen in my mind with the years, but I have
never lost the sense of security that came of being the petted and privileged small member of a large, affectionate
family group.
Around us was the exciting life of Camiling, beyond, the unexplored and waiting world, and over us all was
God. Under such circumstances a small boy with a healthy amount of self-pride could know himself to be the
exact center of his universe. Children know their importance and it is their right. To cut down any of their selfesteem is a crime against God.
I was fortunate. Among my most valued attributes is the capacity for happiness. I can marvel now that this
quality developed during a time when all the older people around me were oppressed by fear. Under the stress of
revolution, the constant threat of torture or death, our elders never permitted the children to suspect that all might
not be well. Although I was aware that my father was in danger, at the same time I was conscious of the security
of the family circle and Camiling, and that watching over us always was the familiar, mysterious, frightening but
trustworthy presence of God.
God knew everybody, saw all we did, and my infantile mind held Him in awe. I knew exactly the way He
looked, and He bore a distinct resemblance to my grandfather.
*
I remember little of Don Alberto Romulo, for he died when I was still young, but I recall a presence of great
kindliness and dignity, which for some reason inspired in me a similar feeling of awe. I had no such reservations
toward my father, who in appearance and manner was very like my grandfather. Both were typically Malayan in
appearance, and father and son shared a dominant trait of gentle, almost knightly, courtesy.
But my father, Gregorio Romulo, had none of his father’s severity. Father was good-natured, had a wide streak
of fun, and knew how to play with children. At times he played with me as if he were himself a child, but then he
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would be serious and talk to me in older terms; still I would understand. I never had reason to fear him, but
because I loved and respected him his word was law.
Toward my mother, Maria Peña Romulo, he was loving and respectful; she was the same toward him. The
courtesy they showed each other was reflected in our family life. Love and formality ruled our home, and one did
no harm to the other.
In the intimacy of home we might relax in every way except respect.
In Spanish the familiar “you” is tu, the formal, Usted. Brothers, sisters, and servants, and a spouse, can be
addressed by the informal tu. I used the formal address when I spoke to my father or mother, grandparents and
godparents, uncles and aunts and older cousins, and even my older sister, Lourdes.
I used the polite phrases that lend courtesy to Spanish and Filipino life, and when I left the house or returned to
it I kissed the hands of my father and mother and any older person who chanced to be there. Returning from play,
studies, or Mass I paid them this small honor gladly, because it showed my love.
In our home Spanish and Oriental traditions were combined, and both respect parental authority and age.
Parents keep their position of authority in the home not through fear but through respect. I believe it is a good
thing to respect older people. My sons in many ways have been Americanized, educated in the United States, but
in the home they still address their mother and me as Usted.
*
My grandsons, for reasons of their own, call me Captain Hook!
I have been lenient with my children, but there were certain ironclad rules, and one of these was respect for
parental authority. There has been no need to emphasize this, for the rule was based on love.
I do not think it did me any harm, nor has it harmed my sons. Each in turn grew into men I respect as well as
loved; each does his best, and the family as a group is of primary importance to all of them.
I make no pretense of knowing child psychology. I have always loved children, starting with my small brothers
and sisters as they entered my life.
But I believe that a child who has love and respect for his family and recognizes the over-all authority of God
is a happy child, and a happy child makes a successful adult. There are doubtless other systems, but I was content
with this one, and my sons, in their turn, have never complained.
For my own father I had intense admiration. He was always handsomely groomed; his mustache, white as I
remember it, was carefully trimmed, and even in the hottest weather, when other men wore only a white camisa or
shirt, he wore not only his coat, but a vest, and carried a cane.
Despite his great dignity he was rapid in speech and movement, characteristics I inherited from him.
He was openly affectionate, and when deeply moved, he would weep. It annoyed him that he could not hide
his emotions, and he greatly admired my mother for her ability to control even her tears. Once when I was older
he said to me:
“There is this difference between the civilized man and the uncivilized: the cultured man can always control
his emotions. Emotions are for private use.”
He was not being fair to himself. He was cultured and the most civilized man I have ever known. And when
grief came and we would see his tears, we loved him the more for them. Our mother’s emotions ran as deeply as
his, but she covered hers with a dignity that at times seemed like coldness, although her family knew better.
In temperament she was a complete reversal of what is considered “Spanish.” The Filipinos are as a rule as
emotional as the Latins,\fn{A generic term for the people of southern Europe } and my Malayan father was no exception to
his race.
*
There was never any doubt in our home as to the real source of family authority.
My mother ruled us with a velvet scepter. Small and soft-spoken, she reigned with the discipline of love. She
had been a beauty when she was young, and she carried the authority of beauty until she was very old.
After MacArthur returned to the Philippines and I had been sent back to the United States to make my report to
Congress on conditions in Manila, American soldiers liberated Camiling. Frank Hewlitt, interviewing my mother
for the United Press, described her as a small woman, widowed, and “with the dignity of a Spanish queen.”
I read that interview in Washington, and I realized that I had never seen her behave in a manner unworthy of a
queen.
One of my favorite childhood memories of her is of the day our house caught on fire. Mother calmly called her
six children about her, ushered her brood out of the house as sedately as if we were going to church, and stood us
in line in the middle of the street. She counted us quickly, “One-two-three-four-five-six,” warned us not to move,
went calmly back into the burning house, and came out carrying boxes containing family documents. Putting
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these down beside us, she made a brisk recount, “One-two-three-four-five-six,” warned us again not to stir,
returned into the house, and came back with more valued possessions. She did this again and again until the fire
was out, and each time she counted us in line like an army on parade.
We thought it typical of Mother’s foresight and efficiency that she had the six of us divided equally as to sexes,
a boy and a girl, a boy and a girl, a boy and a girl. In that way all had partners and nobody felt left out. With such
a neat arrangement there could be no sibling rivalry.
We played no favorites in our home and, looking back, I can find no instance of my favoring one brother or
sister more than another. If I spent more time with Lourdes it was because she was closest to me in interests and
years.
*
My mother dressed us alike according to sexes: the girls in short gingham frocks for every day and ruffled
white for church, and the boys in tight short pants, white ruffled shirts, and small caps. All over America and in
England small boys dressed like that as this century was beginning.
Whatever we did, we did as a group. The six of us left the house and returned to it together. We played, went
on picnics on the banks of the Camiling River near our home, and visited relatives, always together.
We started grammar school in closely knit relays. We six grew up together. We still find time to come together, and thank God for the privilege.
How lucky we are that there has been no break in our circle. Adult living enforced separate ways, but I believe
my brothers and sisters and I are successful because we have all had happy personal lives, and in my mind that is
the highest success.
Before family content all other honors are as dust.
*
My oldest brother, Enrique, is a physician.
My sister Lourdes, the second child, married Carlos Kipping, son of an English engineer who helped lay down
the tracks of the Manila-Dagupan railroad. I am next in line, and have no quarrel with the life that has been mine.
My sister Soledad married a Justice of the Supreme Court, Cesar Bengzon.
Gilberto, like myself, became a teacher. He has a private school in Camiling and is the manager of the
government’s Charity Sweepstakes.
Josefina, the baby of the family, married Alfredo Eugenio, an engineer who did such good work before the war
as Civil Defense Administrator of the Philippines.
We have, all six of us, led fairly well-balanced lives. The tragedies we have known have been the inevitable
results of illness, death, or war.
We have carried no inner grievances. The happiness we knew as children has remained steadfast, and in my
mind it is owed, along with such content as we have achieved, to the affectionate, protective Catholic home in
which we were allowed to stretch our expanding personalities to their fullest, but never to the extent of crowding
another personality.
Our parents drew for us a firm line in respect to our dignity and that of others, and the training would serve us
well when we took our places in the outer world.
*
My formal education began while Camiling was still taking an active pan in the protest against America. I
could not have been more than three years old when my elders decided it was time I learned the alphabet. The
school I attended was the most exclusive in the town—I was the only pupil. Classes were held across the street in
my grandmother’s home, and she was both faculty and principal.
Young as I was, I had firm opinions concerning my natural rights. It seemed an infraction of liberty to be
forced to study inside while the other children played out-of-doors. My older brother had suffered this course and
was in public school. Sometimes my sister Lourdes accompanied me, but most of the time I went my laggard way
alone.
At ten every morning I was forced from my home and across the street, urged on by cries from both houses. I
made the crossing last as long as I dared. Scowling, I would enter the big cool room where my Grandmother was
waiting, erect and formidable in a straight-backed Spanish chair.
Doña Juana Besacruz Romulo was dignified and charming, and I dearly loved her. But how I hated those implements of torture: the “infant” books in Spanish, the pencils, and slate.
In one hand she held like a scepter a long-handled, ivory back-scratcher such as all the Chinese stores sold in
those days. I dreaded it! If I forgot and let my thoughts wander to the cries of play coming through the windows,
down that scratcher snapped on my tender knuckles with the sting of a red ant. But I knew how loving she could
be when I tried to do well, and how precious was her praise!
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Learning was easy for me, and I enjoyed my lessons when I could close my mind to the fun going on outside. I
began my ABC’s in Spanish at Grandmother’s knee. When I recited without an error she was pleased and praised
me in her soft, limpid Pangasinan. Sometimes my grandfather would stand in the doorway, looking tall and very
old, and he also would show his pleasure that little Carlos was showing such aptitude for learning.
But my mind wandered from the letters and my body ached to be free. I was not amenable to routine and never
would be. Later I would learn to submit to it because it saved time and trouble in the end, but that was a lesson I
had not learned at the age of three.
*
With each morning that trip to Grandmother's became more undesirable. My bare toes clung to the warm velvety dust. I was Shakespeare’s schoolboy, creeping at snail’s pace, my eyes seeking any loophole that might offer
a chance to escape.
I found it one morning when Grandmother’s attention was distracted by men carrying farm produce into the
sheet-iron camarins.
The door of one of the storehouses stood open while the sacks of rice were carried inside. By keeping well to
leeward of the workers I was able to dart unseen through that door.
It was dim and hot and dusty within. I hid behind the piled sacks of sweet-smelling grain and did my best not
to sneeze. Then someone closed the door and I knew I was safe. I was also hot and dusty.
But free.
The hours went by and the noonday sun beating down on the tin roof made the camarin almost unbearable. My
throat was dry with thirst and dust and I had never been so miserable.
I was also very happy.
Why did freedom, even in hiding, mean so much to me? I could hear my name being called, the sound circling
round the house and then the orchard. I snuggled deeper into my dusty lair.
*
Of course I was discovered after a few hours and dragged out in disgrace, but I was still pleased with the
disturbance I had caused and the missed hours of study.
After that I took to hiding in the orchard until the camarin was opened and then slipping inside. When that was
discovered, orders were issued that anyone opening the camarin must stand guard at the door until it was safely
locked again. From my hiding place in the orchard I could hear the men warning one another,
“Watch out for little Carlos. Don’t let him slip past!”
I found other hiding places.
My favorite tree was a guava behind Grandmother’s house. Its thick, leafy branches made of it a great green
tent, much cooler and nicer than the sheds. Its branches spread into wonderful nesting places, and best of all they
were heavy with ripe guavas, which were and are still one of my favorite fruits. Now I could rest in comfort and
no longer suffer hunger or thirst. This too was discovered, and each time I disappeared I would hear the summons,
“Search the orchard!”
I had to give up hiding in the tree. All the ingenuity of an inventive child was taxed in finding my next hiding
place.
*
Behind the house, as with most of the houses in Camiling, was the open well. The large wooden bucket was
lowered into this by a bamboo pole.
I discovered I could use the bucket as a seat and lower myself into the well by sliding down the bamboo pole,
hand over hand. It was dark and cold and earthy down there and certainly not comfortable, but I was charmed
with my discovery, for who would think of looking for a child down a well!
The sound of my name being called overhead made fine reverberations in my damp cave.
“Carlos! Carlitos! We know where you are!”
But they didn’t know, and I had outwitted the grownups and was pleased with myself. But the adult world was
too clever for me. Soon a servant came to the well for water and I was hauled up like a damp kitten and delivered,
unrepentant, into my grandmother’s hands. Doña Juana had a grandson with a will as stubborn as her own.
After that, they no longer set guards over my hiding places; they watched me.
*
So, reluctantly, alternating with whacks from the ivory scratcher, I worked my way through the Spanish
ABC’s, the Cartilla (primer), and the Caton (maxims). And when I had done well my good grandmother taught
me my infant prayers and the rudiments of our religion in the form of stories of the saints. She also told me the
history and legends and folklore of the Philippines and its people—all in Spanish.
Dear Bae (our pet name for her).
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If I were a fairy godfather and could grant a wish to every child in the world I would wish for each one such a
grandmother as mine. I believe in grandmothers for children. The part mine played in helping to shape my life is
beyond calculation. I owe her much, and most of all for her enduring patience with one who must at times have
been a most exasperating little boy.
I wish now I had listened with greater care and remembered more of all she told me, for in a wonderful way
she wove the history of our family into the tapestry of the Philippines.
*
Actually, comparatively little is known about the origin of the Filipino race, but later, when I studied the
anthropological and historical background of my country, I was amazed to remember how much my grandmother
had known and how closely her stories, told to a child, adhered to history.
I was not a good listener. I wanted to be out and away.
But much that she said stuck in my memory and is with me still. For she was relating to me the origin of that
curious small rebel, myself, and history as it relates to his own being can be fascinating even to a very small child.
The Philippines, like the United States, is made up of many kinds of people. The Filipino is a curious creature,
a conglomeration of many races and cultures.
In direct descent he is the civilized product of the Malayan race. My grandmother could not tell me from
whence her Malayan ancestors came—and neither do the historians know the origin of these sea adventurers who
arrived in the Philippines centuries before Christ was born—but she had heard they came from some island far
away off the coast of Asia and that they crossed the always savage waters of the China Seas in paraos, small
hand-carved boats.
I was impressed by this story. How brave those long-ago relatives had been to cross the unknown waters and
start a new race in a strange country! They were a cultured people, the Malayans, as civilized as any people living
at that period in the world. Some were weavers of cloth, others skilled in the making of articles of glass and iron.
Many were farmers and planted the rice that would become the basis of the Philippine economy.
*
But they were not the first people to occupy our seven thousand islands, any more than the Pilgrim Fathers
were the first to live in America.
Long before the Malayans came and long before recorded history, so my grandmother told me, the Negritos—
who are our Philippine aborigines as the Indians are those of America—came to our islands from someplace, my
grandmother believed, in Asia. Anthropologists have found Neolithic implements in our islands, and the Negritos
are believed to be the descendants of these early citizens of the Stone Age who may have found their way into the
Philippines two million years ago.
Following the Malayan, other cultures filtered into our Islands.
Oriental unity is an historic fact. In the eighth or twelfth century there was the Srivijaya-Vishayan Empire,
which is considered the earliest Malay state of considerable extent. Centered in Sumatra, it embraced Siam,
Burma, the southern Peninsula, Borneo, western Java, Ceylon, the Moluccas, and the Philippines.
This empire gave way in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries to a greater one, centered in Java, called the
Madjapahit Empire, which, by the end of the fourteenth century, had extended its influence over the whole territory of Malaysia, including Sumatra and New Guinea. Both of these empires at times extended their influence as
far north as the island of Formosa.
At some time during this period a direct tie existed with ancient India. Our native dialects contain many Sanskrit words, the beginnings of Aryan infiltration.
I understand there are also traces of Sanskrit in the speech of certain modern American Indian tribes.
Our authentic records begin in the tenth century, when Chinese traders, sailing along our coasts, kept business
records of their trading transactions with the Malays, which are still preserved in China. Records were also kept
by Arab and Indian traders who made voyages to the Philippines about this time.
But even before this there is evidence of a definite infiltration of early Christianity! A strong infusion of Hindu
and Javanese blood followed, and in the fifteenth century Islam was introduced to the Malayans. There are still
many believers in Mohammed in our islands.
*
The most important of these early centuries, to the Philippines and to me, was the sixteenth, for it was at this
time, my grandmother told me, that our own family history began.
My ancestors were members of the civilized Malayan group found in the island of Mactan by the Spanish
explorer Magellan when he landed there in 1521 carrying the cross. He fought a duel with swords with Lapulapu,
the Malayan chief, and lost, and is buried on the island. But before dying Magellan had introduced into the
Philippines the Spanish blood, culture, and religion that were to play such a strong part in the future of the
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Filipino people. And it was the Spanish who named the Moslems, who had grouped together mainly on the Island
of Mindanao, the Moros (Moors).
The early Spanish brought groups of religious orders from the Old World. Augustinians, Dominicans, Jesuits,
and Franciscans crossed two oceans to bring the Christian faith to the many-islanded country discovered by
Magellan.
Then, as now, the Filipinos were gentle, friendly, and eager to learn. Spanish speech infiltrated into the many
dialects. Spanish blood mingled with blood from the Orient. Filipinos became proud of their Spanish blood, without relinquishing an iota of their pride in the Malayan. My grandmother had no Spanish blood, but she made me
proudly aware of the Spanish blood I had inherited from my mother’s side. And somewhere far back, she told me,
Grandmother had a Chinese ancestor.
*
Is it a distorted childhood memory that I believe this ancestor to have been Limahong, the great Chinese
adventurer who harried our coasts in the sixteenth century and was known as “The Pirate”?
Piracy is a matter of whose privacy is molested. If Limahong had been Spanish he would doubtless have been
known as “the Conqueror” and Hispanic history would have revered him.
At any rate, he was the leader of the Chinese adventurers who in 1574 beached their small ships—which had
both oars and sails—in Lingayen Gulf (where four centuries later the Fil-American forces would fight their
delaying action against the Japanese) and attacked the city of Manila, which had been founded by the Spanish
only three years before.
They failed to take the city, but Limahong and his crews of Chinese Vikings did not return to Cathay. They
settled along the Lingayen Gulf and married into Malayan families, and among them was perhaps the unknown
forefather of my grandmother.
Pirate or no, he was one of my earliest heroes.
*
By 1600 the Spanish held nearly all our islands. They had become our teachers, our religious instructors, and
our conquerors.
Some were our ancestors.
Meantime, in this same sixteenth century, a great deal more was happening. The Island of Luzon had been
Christianized, whereupon groups of Moslems from the island of Mindanao turned to piracy and made flying raids
on our island. They were making surprise attacks on Manila as late as 1837.
Civilization brought the Philippines enemies from every side. Portugal was challenging Spain’s hold on the
archipelago. England realized a rich prize had escaped her hands. Sir Francis Drake and Thomas Cavendish—
heroes in England, pirates to us—prowled and attacked our coastal towns, causing reproving shakes of the royal
crown in Madrid.
In 1762 a British expedition made a sneak attack on Manila and captured it.
“Did they keep it?” I asked, worried, for my childish sympathies were far more Spanish than British even
though my father had only recently been involved in our revolt against Spain.
But my grandmother told me, no, Manila had been returned to Spain within two years following the terms of
the Treaty of Paris. And after that, she told me, in her beautiful, musical Pangasinan, there had been peace in the
Philippines until the very end of the nineteenth century, when the Americans came.
*
That was where I came in. I knew about the Americans and my father’s part in the fight against them. In the
Spanish prayers taught me by my grandmother I had prayed that his life be spared and the hated Americans driven
out of Camiling.
That was the only unwelcome chapter in the dramatic story of my country as told me by my grandmother, as I,
only half- listening, half-remembering, realized the history of our country was also in a way the story of myself.
What a curious pattern was my ancestry in that foggy past. Later I would try to untangle the many races and
rovings, the ambitions and explorations and greed and wars, the cultures and the religions that had merged in one
small boy in the Luzon hinterlands.
In my veins was the blood of the dedicated and the venturesome, the pious and those borne to these islands by
greed. Malayan and Spanish, Aryan and Oriental, and far back—and my secret favorite—that swashbuckling
Chinese pirate.
When I learned to study maps I would look from the Philippines to east and west, south and north, and know
the world had swept in from all sides to merge in the Philippines. We were the meeting place, the melting pot of
the nations, the bridge upon which rested the four corners of that world.
It was lodged early in my childish mind that the Philippines stood in the exact center of the world, and the
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thought placed a strange burden on me. I was a Filipino—heir to a multicolored, glowing past. The memory of
that background must never be permitted to tarnish.
A Filipino was in a position of trust. He had to hold his head high and always show his best side to the world.
Somehow my grandmother drummed that point of view into my wondering mind. She made me aware of my
value, not as her grandson and the child of my parents, but as a Filipino, the last word in a tremendous saga.
The long adventuring and striving must not be wasted.
So along with my daily prayer that my country be set free I asked to be worthy of my country and its heroes.
*
It was somewhere in this early stage of my life that I learned that this respect for the Filipino per se was not
shared by all people.
I don’t know how I found that out, but I have a long adhesive memory. As I grew older I found I could memorize an entire chapter after one reading, and I often reported complete speeches without jotting down a note. In
fact, that talent was to have a share in shaping my life.
I also seem to be able to reach further back into memory than the average person, for much that I am recalling
now took place before I was three. I remember, as distinctly as if I were that child again, lying in my bed at night
and hearing the creak of the kitchen door and my mother and father whispering together.
Then I knew my anonymous soldier-father had crept into his home again after days spent fighting the American soldiers in our hills.
My hearing was as acute as my memory. My parents never knew how much I learned from their whisperings. I
learned to fear for my father’s life and the presence of his enemies.
I learned who they were.
They were the “bad men,” the American soldiers who were bivouacked in the Plaza, not four blocks away from
our home. I hated those blue-eyed foreign devils, with a child’s helpless hatred. I would hear my father’s final
whisper to my mother,
“Don’t let the boys go near the Plaza.”
So of course I had to go there.
*
As one probes an aching tooth, so I found myself drawn to the little park where the enemy sat around their
campfires, cleaning the guns that might any day take my father’s life from us; cooking, eating, joking, singing, as
if they were men and not monsters.
They sang sad lonely songs for their homeland, and although I did not know the meaning of the words their
sadness almost melted my heart.
“Farewell, my Bluebell,” was one, I found out much later, and “Just Before the Battle, Mother.”
They seemed as unhappy at finding themselves strangers in a strange land as we were at having them here.
But they had other, hateful songs, and while I could not understand these either I knew they were tuneful
insults to my people. Some of these intruders in our country were quite obviously looking down on the Filipinos
as members of an inferior race.
It was my first suspicion of race hatred and I found it difficult to bear. How dared these crude, rough-speaking
strangers look down on us!
I would return to a household gentled by centuries of civilized living, and curl up in a comfortable chair to
puzzle my way through this mystery. I reached the conclusion that these Americans, who represented the America
I hated, dared look down on my parents and their good, sober, industrious neighbors, and label them outlaws,
simply because we were not free.
Because the Philippines was not a free country children were taught to smuggle food and ammunition to their
fathers hiding in the woods; wives met their husbands under cover of darkness, good men hid in the hills and crept
home by stealth, like guilty animals; and women stood by their doors in icy contempt while American soldiers
violated the privacy of their homes searching for men and guns. All this—because we were not free.
*
Then, as I have told on other occasions, two terrible events lappened in rapid succession.
I went to the Plaza one morning and found the body of our neighbor Clemente hanging on the gallows the
Americans had built in our little park.
He was a good family man and the father of several of my playmates. Shortly after I learned from a whispered
midnight conversation between my parents that my good, kind grandfather, the head of our family, had been
captured by American soldiers and given the “water cure” when he refused to tell where my father was hiding. I
had no idea what the water cure was, and it was years before learned it was a form of torture revived by these
twentieth-century American soldiers from the Spanish Inquisition.
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Water was forced into the victim’s stomach by means of a funnel or tube, so that the tortured one sometimes
ruptured, often died. By the time I learned this I also had learned that such acts in the Philippines were limited to a
few sadistic soldiers of the type that can be found in any army or any neighborhood.
But when I was three I had no such facts to comfort me.
I blamed America and our not being free.
My grandfather came back to us, somehow older and gentler and saddened, and he did not live very long after
that. What had been done to him was never discussed before the children and I could not tell anyone that I knew.
Since I could not talk the matter out it festered in my mind and added to the fear I felt for my father and to my
hatred of the Americans.
Why did these horrors serve to draw me back to the Plaza?
Wide-eyed and wondering I watched the soldiers eating and singing around their campfires, and in my
innocence wondered why God did not strike them dead.
*
Then, as I have told so many times and as General Mac-Arthur has related, an American sergeant whose name
I never knew lured a half-dozen small Filipino youngsters to his side.
He gave us the American fruit we had never tasted—apples—and read to us from a wonderful little book called
Baldwin’s Primer.
Did he have small boys at home and was he lonely for them?
This must have been the truth of it, for he and other soldiers drew us against our will into their adult military
circle. They knew how small boys love to be treated—as men among men. Soon we were on a comradely basis,
and since they could not speak our language it seemed natural that we should learn theirs. Our sergeant friend
taught us from Baldwin’s Primer.\fn{This was a child’s primary reader—The Baldwin Primer—published in 1899 by May Kirk
Scripture, wife of Edward Wheeler Scripture (1864-1945), both of whom were perhaps far more famous in the field of speech disorders and
experimental psychology—he was one of the founders of the American Psychological Society; but this little book was filled with children’s
stories and children’s poetry. It was published by the American Book Company:W,H }

“I see the cat. Do you see the cat? Does the cat see me?”
I can see him now, that blue-eyed, friendly man, relaxed under our nipa palms with his gun at his side, “on the
ready” (in readiness for our fathers in hiding), using that simple book to teach a small circle of big-eyed little boys
to read and write in English.
I was very proud of the rapid way I learned, for none of the grownups I knew, not even my scholarly father,
could read or write English!
I came to trust our enemies, to love them, and knew at last there was no difference between us, because we
were friends.
In this I did not feel disloyal to my father and his cause. Friendship was a personal matter. It had nothing to do
with war. It had no effect on my hatred for America. What is the effect of hatred on a child?
I had asked questions: How can men do such terrible things? How can God let them happen? Not until I was a
grown man would I know the answers and then I had to find them for myself.
*
I learned all men are good and all are evil and that serpents lurk in every Eden.
*
After Clemente was hanged and my grandfather tortured, I tried to stay away from the Plaza.
But my friend the sergeant beckoned; and tempted, like Eve, by this possessor of apples and wisdom I forsook
the pleasures of hatred and rejoined his classes in English.
*
Then, so swiftly and easily I do not recall when it happened, the sergeant and all the other soldiers were gone,
the gallows was destroyed, and our Plaza was again a peaceful provincial park.
My father was home, and all the other fathers were back with their families. Life was good and simple and safe
again, and peace was something a small boy could understand.
Now we were under America, and where before our red, white, and blue Philippine flag had flown there now
flew the American red, white, and blue.
Instead of shiploads of American soldiers there now came shiploads of American teachers and advisers to
instruct us in the American way.
It seemed to make a great deal of difference that we were now under American rule instead of being a republic
or in the throes of revolution, but the difference was not perceptible to small boy. The year 1902 saw final
surrender, but the Filipino dream of reedom did not surrender. For the Filipinos had been promsed eventual
freedom by America, so all would be well.
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*
My father was a leader of popular opinion in our town.
He was fair-minded and temperate.
He argued that since America had beaten us, and then made its generous promise, the only honorable attitude
for the Filipinos to take was to cooperate fully.
He was among the last in our town to surrender and to take the oath of allegiance to the United States. But he
was the first man in Camiling to learn English.
In time he became a teacher of English. He made friends with the American schoolteachers who came to our
country and one of them, an American major, became such a close friend that he came to live with us in our home
and was a sort of extra uncle to us children.
*
My father began the study of civic welfare that was ultimately to lead him into a political career. He studied
the American form of government and became a leader in the fair government campaigns. He sought to see the
good in all that the Americans were doing to help advance the Filipinos—new schools, better roads, medical and
hygienic care.
He praised these works and pointed out their advantages to his own people. He became the advocate in our
province for the American way.
So enthusiastic was he for the new methods and so far-reaching was his publicizing of democracy that it was
not long before Filipinos and Americans alike were urging him to run for office.
He was elected municipal councilor, later municipal president (mayor), and eventually governor of our
province of Tarlac. When queried as to the reason for his change of heart the former revolutionary had his answer
ready. It was based upon a promise he could recite by heart, as I would learn to recite it in my turn—America’s
promise as voiced by President William McKinley on April 7, 1900, when he instructed the Taft Commission:
… to bear in mind that the government which they are establishing is designed not for our [the American] satisfaction
nor for the expression of our theoretical views, but for the happiness, peace and prosperity of the people of the
Philippine Islands.

On these words my father raised his children in loyalty and respect for America.
*
My father was close and dear to me.
But even he did not know the small rebel who surrendered at the same time that the adult turned his gun over
to America and took the oath of allegiance. Until then I had been adamant in my hatred, not against the American
soldiers who had become my friends but against the vague impersonal concept of contempt and power over the
helpless that they represented.
But when my father yielded, something in the child gave way.
I learned then to bow with dignity to the storm so that my head might lift again.
For despite defeat my father’s head was still high. By his willingness to see the merits in and cooperate with
the new form of government he was developing into a leader who in the long run would guide his fellow patriots
back to freedom.
*
My father believed in the healing qualities of time. He explained to us that even America had not always been
free.
But we would be free, in time, and due to this American interlude the new Philippines would be further ahead
in education and economic development than ever before in its history. Above all, we would be permanently and
irrevocably free.
My father did not live to see his faith come to fruition, but in his serene heart he knew it was to be. Now, when
all over the world so many small countries are struggling to hold their heads high under the yoke, let them remember how it was with us and how long we waited. And how, while we waited, our leaders died—Rizal, Bonifacio,
Luna, Mabini, Quezon—without ever knowing their country is at last free.
Yet they led us to freedom. And they were not alone. We had other Filipino heroes, unknown beyond our
islands, but we know them. The fathers of those among us who were children in 1900 fought for liberty and some
died for it; they also are our heroes. My father fought on the losing side but he is no less heroic in my eyes.
Our revolution is long since over, and Camiling is as peaceful a town as it was in my boyhood, but I have not
forgotten the crackle of gunfire in our hills and the body of our neighbor hanging in our Plaza.
Clemente’s death is part of a remembered nightmare and his name belongs in the ranks of the unknown heroes
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who died for our freedom.
*
All through these infantile years of mine, which were also the years of revolution, I had contrived to live
outwardly the life of an innocent, active little boy.
Anyone looking at the smiling, mischievous child I was then would have thought me without a care in the
world. No adult could have guessed how deeply my emotions ran.
Before I was five I had known the depths of human hatred and an equally passionate love for what I thought
was right.
It had been simple in the beginning. My father’s side was right. That made all the Filipinos good men and all
the Americans bad. Morality was as simple to a small Filipino trapped in wartime as it is to the modern child
watching a TV struggle between cowboys and Indians. The chubby-cheeked Carlos, who teased his grandmother
by running away from lessons, was outwardly the child; inwardly an adult man seethed with longings for vengeance.
Now our enemies were our friends.
Now the men I had dreamed of killing were guests at our dinner table; their children played with us. The
helpless hatred of childhood had to die.
But the passion born of the longing to be free did not die. Gradually I learned that freedom must be not only
for Americans or for Filipinos. Freedom must be for all men in all countries before any man can be truly free.
So the righteous indignation I had known did not subside. It would remain part of me and hurl me into the fight
for democracy wherever that need would arise. It grew as I grew, as I learned what the fighting in the hills around
Camiling had been for and how the longing for freedom had grown in the Filipino heart until it would not be
denied.
As it was to grow in my own heart and lead me in time to Bataan and Corregidor and eventually to the widest
of all battlefields—the floor of the United Nations.
*
What does freedom mean to a child?
In my mind it was exemplified by our Philippine flag, perhaps because for so many years that flag was
contraband. America, when it took over the Philippines, decreed our flag was not to be flown in any public place.
My father was amenable to all American rulings since he had taken the oath of allegiance, and he kept it in
every way except in the matter of the flag.
Despite the new law he displayed a large Filipino flag on the wall of his bedroom where he could see it first on
waking and last at night. A similar flag was under the glass top of his desk in the library.
If the Americans wanted to snoop and confiscate his flags, he old us, let them try!
The refusal to permit Filipinos to display their flag made him so angry that for a time he was tempted to
withdraw his oath. But instead, he helped in an unremitting campaign for the righting of this injustice, which may
seem ninor to the conquerors but is not a small matter to the conquered. My father explained to his family that in
displaying the Filipiino flag in his own home he was obeying the American ruling to the letter.
“The American law says we cannot display our flag ‘in any public place,’” he told us. “Well, my bedroom is
not a public place. It is personal and private. I am displaying my flag in complete privacy, and I shall keep it there
until I can hang it in public where it belongs.”
It makes me happy to remember he helped to win this fight that was of such importance to the Filipinos,
although it was a long time in the winning. Not until 1916 were we allowed to display our own flag again in our
own country.
I am glad my father lived to hang our flag once more before the door. He who had taken part in so many battles for freedom was proud of this seemingly unimportant but so telling a victory.
*
American guests in our home in Camiling noted my father’s flouting of the law, and had only kindly understanding for their defeated friend who chose to make this secret stand beside his beloved flag.
To him it symbolized our country’s hope of freedom.
To the Americans it must have symbolized all that was best in my father and his fellow Filipinos—their
undying faith in that shared ideal. …
185.97 Already I Am Almost “Honorable”\fn{by Josefa D. Diaz (late 19th century?-

)} The

Philippines (F) 4
June 7,1928

Dear Victoria,
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You have to congratulate me. For the second time Marcelo has been elected and this time with overwhelming
majority.
Even though you have stopped writing me, I have been following you and I’m aware that two new offsprings have
augmented the family of the “victorious.” But where is the much-expected victory?
Fool, don’t be angry, but if you had followed my advice, instead of being a human incubator, you would now be
another “honorable” person like the one who always loves you.
Elisa

This is the hundredth time that I read this letter and for the hundredth time it makes me blush. But this time the
blush is accompanied by anticipated victory, by undefinable pleasure, and by delightful revenge.
What unexplicable influence can a few dozen words written on a piece of paper have?
*
Elisa and I were two good friends. She, an only daughter, pampered by very rich parents who lived to satisfy
her whims; I, the eldest daughter of a very big family—we were twelve—without any more fortune than the will
to live and work honestly. She, bold and lively, always chasing adventures and conquests; I, timid and shy,
looking for a better paying job than that of a nurse who earns a salary of sixty pesos.
“You, provincial lass,” Elisa used to reproach me affectionately, “why don’t you make up your mind? What
else do you want? A doctor, a chief of a division with a salary that would change those shoes from Gandara with
those from Hamilton Brown and those nasty cotton stockings with those of real net stockings”—and raising her
skirts until her calves showed what she had on.
“But—”
“What buts! Don’t come to me with legends of ‘where my heart goes, there goes my hand and not elsewhere.’ I
know you will repeat that line from Longfellow to excuse yourself. You are head over heels in love with this
tubercular pettifogger Juan Victorioso! Ha! ha! ha! My dear friend, your pettifogger is everything except
victorious. What you have is a patient for the whole of your life. And where have you seen a nurse and a lawyer?
What a very ridiculous combination! The general rule is a doctor and a nurse—”
“For a Bachelor in Philosophy what is the combination?” I interrupted her jocously. “A Bachelor can combine
with anyone. A lawyer, a doctor, a consul, or even a diplomat.”
“Well then you may have my doctor and congratulations!”
“Thanks, my friend. I have already my Dr. Añonuevo.”
“Ha! ha! ha!” It was my turn to laugh. “Dr. Añonuevo? He is everything except a doctor. Who would think of
‘that’ except you? With that face, he should be called Añoviejo. He is a wild boar. Ha, ha, ha!” I could hardly
control myself.
“Wild Boar? Well, you’ll see who that wild boar is!” She was peeved.
“Elisa, I did not mean to offend you. It was a joke.”
“What a joke! Wild boar and all, you will see what he will be and what we will be. And you, Victoria as you
are and Victorioso as he is, you will be nothing but a failure. It is a prophecy!”
Red with ire, she left me in a lurch.
*
But that was a quarrel between friends and when Elisa got married to Dr. Añonuevo, I was the maid of honor;
and when I married Juan, Elisa went with her husband to establish themselves in Santa Cruz where he had a clinic
and I had to go to Baclaran, where Juan had his law office and I obtained the job of public nurse.
Frankly speaking, I wasn’t surprised when I read in the newspaper that Dr. Añonuevo had filed his candidacy
as governor of his province in the election of 1925. Whoever knew Elisa like I did, would not also have been
surprised. The doctor announced in his platform that he would clean the provincial government of graft and
scandal as he had attempted to clean the province of epidemics with his service free of charge and his civic spirit.
Afterwards, I read the counterattacks of the opposition camp:
“Where does the money come from that the leaders of Dr. Añonuevo distribute so generously among the
voters?”
Afterwards there were insinuations about clandestine opium, morphine injections, and even stealing of lands!
It seemed these accusations were nothing but “legal maneuvers” of the opposition party. And when two days after
the election the letter of Elisa arrived like hymn of triumph, informing me about the victory of her husband, I
could not help but rejoice with her. She offered me her help, her influence. Did I want a better job? Did I desire a
more lucrative job for Juan? There she was to help us.
I answered that we did not need any help.
*
I knew well that I was telling a lie. I was then undergoing a moral crisis. Three years of continuous contact
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with Juan made me realize with terror the prophecy of Elisa.
Her letters always encouraging and kind concealed a certain commiseration for our precarious situation. There
was a time that I feared the coming of the mailman suspecting that he would be bringing one of those letters that
hurt my sensibility cruelly and to avoid that torment, I completely stopped writing [to] her.
*
It was January 1929, when Juan received an offer which we believed then to be heaven-sent. The law office
Reyes and Reyes, in Santa Cruz, offered him a job with a fixed salary and commission for each case he won. For
the first time, Juan did what I thought was the most sensible thing in his life—he accepted the offer.
The first person whom we saw when we arrived in Santa Cruz, was Elisa, a vision of youth and elegance.
“Victoria! Juan! Welcome! How was the trip?”
“Elisa, who informed you about our arrival?”
“Do you believe anything can be kept secret from the honorable governor?”
She embraced me effusively. Turning to the driver, she ordered him to bring our bags.
“You, Petra, take care of the children of Madam Victoria.”
She took us to the house that the law office Reyes and Reyes rented for us. I was beside myself with surprise.
“How.do you find the house, Victoria?”
“This is very pretty!” I could hardly stammer.
“Here you have your verandah. This place is for your roses. Come. This is the children’s room. See? It’s a real
nursery.”
“But these little beds, these chairs …” And the curtains must have cost a large sum of money. And Juan … I
wanted to tell her that his salary could not permit such extravagance. She, having guessed my thoughts, hastened
to answer:
“Don’t worry; it’s a bargain, a gift for the children. Rest. Tomorrow I shall come back to see how you like
Santa Cruz,” and after embracing me and kissing the children, she left triumphantly like a queen.
*
During the first year of our stay in Santa Cruz, it seemed to me that Elisa was like a fairy that with her magic
wand could change rags to riches. Never had I experienced so much prosperity in my life. Already we had our
own car and Juan promised me that very soon we would have another for my own exclusive use. Elisa and I were
inseparable, and it was not surprising that when we had our last offspring, Juan and I decided to ask Elisa and her
husband to be the godparents.
“Now, no expense will be spared!” Elisa joked us. “The godchild of the ‘governor’ is worthy of a regal
baptism.”
No sooner said than done. It was an event that until now they raved about in Santa Cruz. Once again Elisa
stood out for her magnificence and her purse. It was at the same time my introduction to the social world of Santa
Cruz.
Well, I did know that I triumphed together with Elisa, and she certainly knew that from that night on she had to
share with me the honors of popularity. After the dance, I invited her to my room so she could rest for a while.
“You see, despite your prediction, it seems we are not doing too badly, are we?”
“What?” She was fixing herself in front of the dresser, ready to leave.
“That we are not the ‘failure’ that you thought us to be five years ago.”
“Do not say foolish things, Victoria. I’m going. I’m sleepy.”
“Do not go yet, let us talk for a little while.”
The triumph of that night made me lose my discretion. My vanity changed into stubbornness.
“It was five years since you predicted that the Victoriosos will never be more than … but you see.”
“I already see—”
“That we are victorious!”
“Do you know to whom you owe your success?” replied Elisa. I had never seen Elisa so calmly indifferent
“Do I have to tell you?” I said. Without knowing why I felt chills.
“You owe it to me and to the ‘wild boar’.” Elisa said.
“Elisa!”
“Foolish you have been and always will be. To whom does your husband owe the job he has? To the ‘wild
boar’. But I was the one who induced him to talk to Reyes & Reyes who are his fellow godparents. And to whom
you do owe the gifts you receive daily. Well, to the wife of the ‘wild boar’.”
“It is a lie, well you know it! They give me gifts because I offer my services free of charge to the poor and rich
and—”
“Yes, yes. But who influences the poor and the rich to solicit your services instead of the public health nurses?
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The ‘wild boar’ and the wife of the ‘wild boar’.”
Like an avalanche her words ran over me pitilessly.
“Elisa, that’s enough!”
“You want more truths? To whom do you owe your car? Ask Juan. And to whom do you owe the one he
promised you? You want to hear more?”
“That’s enough!”
Never did I suspect that I also could be terribly calm.
“Get out of my house, right now!”
“Your house? Go to the registry office and you will know to whom ‘your house’ belongs. The thirty pesos that
you give as rent is exactly what I pay my cook.”
“Get out of here, or I won’t be responsible!”
“Right now, don’t lose your temper. Ha. ha. ha!”
*
It was a night of anguish for me. The good and generous friend was nothing but a hypocritical, resentful, and
vengeful woman! Repay humiliation with humiliation, vengeance with vengeance, was the cry of my soul.
Juan was unaware of the quarrel that night, and it was really a surprise to him when the next day, I suggested
that he file his candidacy for governor.
“But are you crazy, woman? Don’t you know that our compadre aspires to be re-elected for a second time?”
“Precisely.”
“You are incomprehensible.”
I could not cootrol myself any longer. Between tears of hatred I told him everything; the treachery of Elisa, my
humiliation, my plans for vengeance.
“It’s not a matter that is to be decided immediately. You know what we owe them.”
“We do not owe them anything! It was not friendship that motivated them. It was anger and revenge.”
“Nevertheless. Gratitude—”
“If you do not do what I ask you, I don’t know what I will do.” I burst out into bitter sobs.
Tears and caresses soften pains. The following week Juan surrendered unconditionally to my plans.
*
Juan’s candidacy fell like a bomb over the whole province. What speculations they were making, The enemies
of Dr, Añonuevo believed that it was nothing but a trick of his to confuse and discourage the democratic
candidate. Others whispered that there were women mixed up in it. Nobody suspected that it was a real fight, an
all out war.
Last night the followers of Añonuevo held a meeting de avance on the plaza with their well-known band, their
tobacco, and refreshments. I knew that Juan will be showered with “posies” in abundance. Juanito, our first born
was ill so I decided to stay home. From my house I could hear the applause, the cries, and guffaws.
“What can it be?” I asked myself for the hundredth time when Juan arrived panting, almost running,
“Elisa is talking to the public. She calls us beggars, adventurers, ingrates. If the public continues with that
enthusiasm they display now, we will have to declare ourselves defeated.”
“Wait. I’ll go with you.”
The spectators gave way. Elisa was at the height of her speech,
“There you have the one who aspires to become the head of our provincial government. What has he done for
the province? Voters of Santa Cruz, do you prefer an adventurer, an upstart? Are you going to elect to the
government of the province a man who has given no proof of his capacity except that of being a bad friend and a
traitor?”
“You know that you are not telling the truth, liar!” I screamed at the top of my lungs. “Let me speak and I’ll
reveal truths!”
“Let Mrs. Victorioso speak! Let her speak!”
For the public, eager for the sensational, that free show was without precedent. For me it was a repugnant
scene that filled me with nausea. The electoral combat had been converted into a vulgar fight between fellow
godmothers.
“Long live Mrs, Victorioso! Long live Mrs, Añonuevo! Let Mrs. Victorioso speak!” With blazing eyes and
beating breast, I went up the stage:
“Citizens of Santa Cruz, brave and intelligent citizens! Will you let yourselves be happily fooled by an insinuating voice, by honeyed words and vile slanders? Do you declare yourselves slaves of the vulgar flatteries of a live
mannequin?
“Open your eyes, you will see that for six years, you have been the laughing stock of the neighboring province
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and the nightmare of the constabulary. Into what lethargy have the cajoleries sunk you, that until now you have
not awakened to the sad reality?
“You know that because of the flatteries showered on you, you have surrendered your honor and your reputation to the hands of people without any scruples and who feed on your weakness and ruin you shamelessly. You
have been blinded so completely that you do not see your dear province plunged into misery and dishonor!
“What is it that the centers of vice in your province hide from your eyes, real official dens of opium addicts,
gamblers and swindlers. What does your governor do?
“Instead of vindicating the province that has elected him twice, he seats complacently with a budding smile on
his lips. What mystery is contained in his smile? This very moment I shall give you the key”—I was not able to
continue.
“It is a slander. Out with the proofs!” shouted the Añonuevistas.
“The proofs? Your ‘honorable madam governor’ will give them to you,” I turned my face brusquely towards
Elisa.
Pale, with trembling lips, her eyes teary implored pity. Those begging eyes disarmed me.
“Citizens of Santa Cruz! Your governor does not feel well, but she will give you the proofs during the next
meeting.” I concluded sneeringly.
*
And now …
Well now victory is almost ours. My insinuations of the night before will be spread as quick as a flash of
lightning all over the province. They will look for proofs and they will find them. Any scheme is trustworthy and
legal in the field of love and politics. There is a great rejoicing in the general headquarters of the democratic party,
but the rejoicing is greater for Juan and me. Here is the note that I received this morning from Elisa.
Victoria,
Promise me not to reveal in public what you know and I promise that Marcelo will renounce his candidacy in favor
of Juan.
Elisa

Again I read the letter dated three years ago:
“But where is the much awaited victory? … Instead of being a human incubator you should have been another
‘honorable person’ like …”
The much-awaited victory? Well, I almost have it in my hand. I am almost honorable! A few more days and I
will be “honorable,” and you, my friend, will be the “disgraced” Elisa!
115.68 Benito, The Faithful Servant: A Folktale\fn{by Camilo Osias (before 1908The Philippines (F) 2

)}

Balayan, Batangas Province,

On a time there lived in a village a poor man and his wife, who had a son named Benito. The one ambition of
the lad from his earliest youth was that he might be a help to the family in their struggle for a living.
But the years went by, and he saw no opportunity until one day, as they sat at dinner, his father fell to talking
about the young king who lived at a distance from the village, in a beautiful palace kept by a retinue of servants.
The boy was glad to hear this, and asked his parents to let him become one of the servants of this great ruler. The
mother protested, fearing that her son could not please His Royal Majesty; but the boy was so eager to try his
fortune that at last he was permitted to do so.
The next day his mother prepared food for him to eat on the journey, and he started for the palace. The journey
was tiresome; and when he reached the palace he had difficulty in obtaining an audience with the king. But when
he succeeded and made known his wish, the monarch detected a charming personality hidden within the ragged
clothes, and, believing the lad would make a willing servant, he accepted him.
*
The servants of His Majesty had many duties. Theirs was not a life of ease, but of hard work. The very next
day the king called Benito, and said,
“I want you to bring me a certain beautiful princess who lives in a land across the sea; and if you fail to do it,
you will be punished.” Benito did not know how he was to do it; but he asked no questions, and unhesitatingly
answered,
“I will, my lord.”
That same day he provided himself with everything he needed for the journey and set off. He traveled a long
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distance until he came to the heart of a thick forest, where he saw a large bird which said to him,
“Oh, my friend! Please take away these strings that are wrapped all about me. If you will I will help you whenever you call upon me.”
Benito released the bird and asked it its name. It replied, “Sparrow-hawk,” and flew away.
*
Benito continued his journey until he came to the seashore. There he could see no way of getting across, and,
remembering what the king had said if he failed, he stood looking out over the sea, feeling very sad. The huge
King of the Fishes saw him, and swam toward him.
“Why are you so sad?” asked the fish.
“I wish to cross the sea to find the beautiful Princess,” replied the youth.
“Get on my back and I will take you across,” said the King of the Fishes.
Benito rode on the back of the fish and crossed the sea.
As soon as he reached the other side, a fairy in the form of a woman appeared to him, and became a great aid
to him in his adventure. She knew exactly what he wanted; so she told him that the princess was shut up in a
castle guarded by giants, and that he would have to fight the giants before he could reach her.
For this purpose she gave him a magic sword, which would kill on the instant anything it touched.
*
Benito now felt sure he could take the princess from her cruel guardsmen. He went to the castle, and there he
saw many giants round about it. When the giants saw him coming, they went out to meet him, thinking to take
him captive. They were so sure that they could easily do it, that they went forth unarmed.
As they came near, he touched the foremost ones with his sword, and one after another they fell down dead.
The other giants, seeing so many of their number slain, became terrified, and fled, leaving the castle unguarded.
The young man went to the princess and told her that his master had sent him to bring her to his palace. The
young princess was only too glad to leave the land of the giants, where she had been held captive. So the two set
out together for the king’s palace.
When they came to the sea they rode across it on the back of the same fish that had carried Benito. They went
through the forest, and at last came to the palace. Here they were received with the greatest rejoicings. After a
short time the king asked the princess to become his wife.
“I will, O king!” she replied, “if you will get the ring I lost in the sea as I was crossing it.”
*
The monarch called Benito, and ordered him to find the ring which had been lost on their journey from the
land of the giants. Obedient to his master, Benito started, and traveled on and on till he came to the shore of the
sea. There he stood, gazing sadly out over the waters, not knowing how he was to search for what lay at the
bottom of the deep ocean.
Again the King of the Fishes came to him, asking the cause of his sadness. Benito replied,
“The Princess lost her ring while we were crossing the sea, and I have been sent to find it.”
The King-Fish summoned all the fishes to come to him. When they had assembled, he noticed that one was
missing. He commanded the others to search for this one, and bring it to him. They found it under a stone, and it
said,
“I am so full! I have eaten so much, that I cannot swim.” So the larger ones took it by the tail and dragged it to
their king.
“Why did you not come when summoned?” asked the King-Fish.
“I was so full I could not swim,” replied the fish.
The King-Fish, suspecting that it had swallowed the ring, ordered it to be cut in two. The others cut it open,
and, behold! There was the lost ornament. Benito thanked the King of the Fishes, took the ring, and brought it to
the monarch. When the great ruler got the ring, he said to the princess,
“Now that I have your ring, will you become my wife?”
“I will be your wife,” replied the princess, “if you will find the earring I lost in the forest as I was journeying
with Benito.”
*
Instantly Benito was called, and was ordered to find the lost jewel.
He was very weary from his former journey; but, mindful of his duty, he started for the forest, reaching it
before the day was over. He searched for the earring faithfully, following the road which he and the princess had
taken; but all in vain.
He was much discouraged, and sat down under a tree to rest. To his surprise a mouse of monstrous size
appeared before him. It was the King of the Mice.
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“Why are you so sad?” asked the mouse.
“I am searching for an earring which the princess lost as we passed through the forest, but am unable to find
it.”
“I will find it for you,” said the King-Mouse.
Benito’s face brightened at hearing this.
The King-Mouse called all his followers, and all but one little mouse responded. Then the King of the Mice
ordered some of his subjects to find the absent one. They found him in a small hole among the bamboo-trees. He
said he could not go because he was so satisfied.\fn{ Sated.} So the others pulled him along to their master; and he,
finding that there was something hard within the little mouse, ordered him to be cut open.
It was done; and there was the very earring for which the tired servant was looking. Benito took it, thanked the
King of the Mice, and brought the earring to his own king. When the monarch received it, he immediately restored it to its owner and asked,
“Will you now become my wife?”
“Oh, dear king!” responded the princess, “I have only one more thing to ask of you; and if you will grant it, I.
will be your wife forever.” The king, pleased with his former successes, said,
“Tell me what it is, and it shall be granted.”
“If you will get some water from Heaven,” said the princess, “and some water from the nether-world, I will
become your wife. That is my last wish.”
The King called Benito, and commanded him to get water from these two places.
“I will, my king,” said Benito; and he took some provisions and started.
He came to the forest; but there he became confused, for he did not know in which direction to go to reach
either of the places.
Suddenly he recalled the promise of the bird he had helped the first time he entered the wood. He called the
bird, and it soon appeared. He told it what he wanted, and it said,
“I will get it for you.”
He made two cups of bamboo, and tied one to each of the bird’s legs. They were very light, and did not hinder
the bearer at all. Away the bird flew, going very fast.
Before the day was ended, it came back with each cup full of water, and told Benito that the one tied to its right
leg contained water from Heaven, and the one tied to its left leg contained water from the nether-world.
Benito untied the cups, taking great care of them. He was about to leave, when the bird asked him to tarry long
enough to bury it, as the places to which it had been were so far away that it was weary unto death.
Benito did not like to bury the bird, but he soon saw that. it really was dying, so he waited; and when it was
dead, he buried it, feeling very sorry over the loss of so helpful a friend.
He went back to the palace and delivered the two kinds of water to his master.
The princess then asked the king to cut her in two and pour the water from heaven upon her. The king was not
willing to do it, so she did it herself, asking the king to pour the water.
This he did, and, lo, the princess turned into the most beautiful woman that ever the sun shone on.
Then the king was desirous of becoming handsome; so he asked the princess to pour the other cup of water
over him after he cut himself. He cut himself, and she poured over his body the water from the nether-world; but
from him there arose a spirit more ugly and ill-favored than imagination could picture.
Fortunately, it soon vanished from sight. The Princess then turned to Benito, and said,
“You have been faithful in your duties to your master, kind to me in restoring the jewels I lost, and brave in
delivering me from the cruel giants. You are the man I choose for my husband.”
Benito could not refuse so lovely a lady. They were married amid great festivities, and became the king and
queen of that broad and fertile land.
Benito gave his parents one of the finest portions of his kingdom, and furnished them with everything they
could desire. From that time on they were all very happy—so happy that the story of their bliss has come down
through the centuries to us.
1920
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59.122 & 88.33 1. Deny The Mockery 2. Zita \fn{by Arturo B. Rotor (1907-1988)} Manila, National Capital Region,
The Philippines (M) 10
1
Johnny called the next name and a man answered and came into the room. I looked at the note attached to his
admission slip; it said briefly:
“Luis Javier, 22 years old. Sent back from the Davao Penal Colony. T.B. suspect.”
Stripped for the medical examination, he seemed slighter and more tired than when I had seen him before.
His face and neck had been burned dark brown by the sun; on his arms and legs were long bruises and gashes;
some of these had become infected and were now dirty, indolent ulcers.
Without asking, I knew how he had come by them. I had been to the Davao penal farm and had seen the
convicts hacking their way through thick walls of vine and thorny underbrush. Those marks were made by the
forest on every man who dared pry into its secrets.
I finished my examination and sent him to the hospital. To the whole process he appeared apathetic and he
interposed no objection when he learned that he would have to stay in bed for some time. This in itself was quite
surprising for no one else that morning seemed to want to be sent there. Three men in succession who only a week
agc would have jumped at the chance to escape even for a day or two the prison routine by being hospitalized, had
embarrassedly and somewhat shamefacedly told me that they were not really sick enough, that they preferrel to
work. I could hardly believe my ear until Johnny explained:
“Doctor, Christmas is only weeks away.”
Later that week and the next I was to find out what this meant to them, to embezzlers, swindlers, rustlers,
murderers, the incorrigibly perverse, the habitually criminal. I was to see a new significance in the day because I
was to witness a celebration I had never seen before.
So felons understand and observe Christmas too?
The idea was entertaining, but later on I became a little ashamed that I should have thought that these people,
just because they were here, should not want a Christmas like the rest of us, or who, observing it, should not read
in the day the same significance that we do. Had my short association with them hardened me too? How could I
for a moment have thought it strange that Christmas should come inside even a prison cell and awaken its
occupants with a greeting?
Certainly these people have the same right as I have to await it with anticipation, to accord it the same welcome, to experience it with the same rejoicing. If anything, the day must mean more to them than it does to me.
When, like the people who live outside, they keep its traditions, when like everybody else they light their candles,
deck a young mountain pine with tinsel and stars, feel the joy of being alive and having friends, they become
again like those that they left outside the gates so many years ago; they share a little of their freedom, a little of
their laughter, a little corner of their brightly-lighted houses.
It must really be to them one of those few times when the prison walls do not seem so high and massive and
suffocating, when the iron bars do not appear to shut out not only the outside world but also the sunlight, when the
posted sentries with their guns do not stand so starkly against the sky. On such a day as this the illusion of freedom could come without difficulty, remain long unbroken and, departing, leave no aftertaste of unfulfilled promises and regrets.
A little of this I understood, as I understood what later the employees of the Bureau told me.
Yuletide, they said, does not start with a date on the calendar, as far as these men are concerned. It begins at
exactly that time when the most recalcitrant to discipline becomes suddenly meek and obedient, when the most ill
refuses to go to the hospital and prefers to work, when severest orders are received without a murmur and followed to the letter. The sullen silence, or those faint mutterings so quick to cease as soon as one tries to discover
the source, all that is left for another day.
The reason nobody cared to be admitted to the wards was that as bed patients they are not allowed to leave
their beds, and they would miss entirely or partly the program of festivities that had been drawn up for the next
two weeks. The rule makes exceptions only in the case of the tuberculosis patients who may leave the wards two
nights a week, not more, because the excitement and the staying up late are not good for them.
To all other patients this was obvious, but not to the occupants of the T.B. shed. They were the most difficult
patients we had to deal with. For a long time I had to explain to the group that came to see me that they could not
go out every night, that they might have only two nights and that they could choose which two they wanted. Of
one accord they then chose December 17 and 26. Why they did that I did not understand until Johnny told me a
few days later.
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But that morning it was he himself who made the strangest request.
*
Johnny was our righthand man, and the most colorful figure inside the prison. He was in charge of the medical
ward, and had been there so long we could no longer do without him. Easily he was the most popular man in the
barracks and he was the best talker. He talked well in English, Spanish, and half a dozen native dialects and his
services were therefore invaluable whether as an interpreter, nurse, diplomat, bouncer, big brother, or father
confessor.
He it was who welcomed in a blustering, joshing manner, every new patient and put him to bed with many a
grumbling remark about the stupid fellows who did not know any better than to get sick, he it was who wrapped
them up in hot packs to cool the bodies burned with fever, or applied poultices to a back and chest racked with
cough.
He it was also who closed their eyes after all that had been done had proved futile and Father Francisco had
made the sign of the cross.
There was nothing in Johnny of the usual resigned and frustrated look of the convicted. Tall, good-looking in a
careless way, he was called Johnny by everyone. That fact alone gave him an importance not enjoyed by any other
prisoner. Calling him by that affectionate name made one feel that one wanted to be intimate with him, be his pal.
Outside the prison walls he must have been the picture of the eminently successful businessman or lawyer;
inside he was the picture of the eminently successful convict. He had been there ten years for forgery, and how
many more years he will have to spend within those walls I did not know. I do not think that he knew either, or
cared, for the years of prison life and prison fare had served for nothing but to give him more self-confidence,
increase his weight (he was developing a paunch), and perfect for him a charming philosophy of life that I frankly
envied. He was looked up to by all, for he passed as a man of accomplishments. He could draw cartoons and
fairly accurate portraits of his friends; he could strum the guitar in accompaniment to his sentimental tenor voice.
But it was mostly his stories that drew the men to him.
In Bilibid, where tall stories are taken for granted, his were the tallest, but he always told them with that
carelessness and indirection that completely disarmed you. As soon as he started one of them, he would be
completely surrounded by an admiring group, and even if there were ten or twenty of you, you felt that he was
telling it to you alone, that he was doing you a special favor in making you a member of his intimate circle.
His stories were of course always about himself. He loved to tell of the famous society and business associates
he had had, calling men, with whose millions and social prestige we were acquainted only through the newspapers, by their first names. He would start the account of a risque anecdote like this: “One, night Don Pedro and I
went to the Santa Ana Cabaret,” and when we asked him who Don Pedro was he would answer impatiently, as if
he was surprised that we did not know or he had not mentioned it before,
“Why Don Pedro Lacson, of course.” Or it might be Don Pedro Villanueva or Madrigal or Fernandez. With the
women it was the same.
“In our party at the Manila Hotel that night were Pacita and Lulu …”
I think the men knew him for what he had been, a social climber and fortune hunter. Personally, I do not think
that the whole prison held a greater rascal or a more scheming rogue.
*
But it was he who made the strangest request that morning. With an ingratiating smile he sidled up to me as I
started on my rounds and begged me to see what I could do about having him permitted to go out on the night of
the 24th “because he was going to play the harmonium during the midnight mass and he had already secured
Father Francisco’s permission.”
It was all I could do to keep from smiling openly. This fellow, a black sinner if there ever was one, who would
not hesitate to lie and cheat and rob for the mere fun of it, now going through all this trouble just to play the
harmonium at the midnight mass. I wondered if I understood him at all; I wondered if I understood any of these
convicts.
When a man takes on a number instead of his name, wears a prison uniform, and talks and moves as he is told
to talk and move, he ceases to be an individual whom you can distinguish from another. He answers when he is
called, runs when he is told to run, stops where you tell him to stop, receives a reprimand with a smile or a serious
face, depending on what you want. He eats whatever is offered .him on a plate; retires to his narrow bed at a
signal, falls in step, and marches to your count. You would think that there was nothing you could not know about
him, that here, inside these walls, you can study a man inside and out.
But that is a mistake. For as soon as you put a man inside a prison cell, he retreats into another where you
cannot follow, a cell within a cell, a dungeon known only to himself and in which he stays for life.
Every man who is convicted receives two sentences, one that the judge and the world impose on him, and one
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that he imposes on himself. That period of one year or two years or ten years which we give him in our effort to
make the punishment fit the crime after serving which we believe he is once more free, never really ends. The
convicted never regain their freedom, they never crawl out of the torture chamber which they themselves have
built out of their shame and repentance.
Johnny gave me a copy of the Bilibid Christmas Program. It consisted of five pages, announcing several
concerts, dramatic and vaudeville performances, pictures, games, and the date for the distribution of Christmas
gifts. He knew all about the program; he had attended all of them.
“It is the eleventh Christmas I am spending here, and it promises to be the best. Last night we had a moromoro. Friday evening we shall hear the greatest Filipino violinist. Saturday we have a vaudeville show by the stars
from the Palace Theater and next week by those from the Savoy. That is why those people from the T.B. shed
asked you for these two dates.”
There was nothing important on the rounds that morning; the hospital was almost empty. But Johnny brought
to my notice the case of Javier, the man from Davao, whom I had almost forgotten. He was worse now; he had an
afternoon rise of temperature and a dry cough, and Johnny told me that he had not slept for three nights, that he
had a habit of tossing about in his bed, muttering a woman’s name over and over, and often would suddenly jump
up as if he had just awakened from a bad dream. It seemed that he had not heard from his wife since he came from
Davao, and the worry was killing him.
“If I only knew her name and her handwriting I could send him a letter that would make him sleep at night and
enable us to sleep also,” Johnny muttered crossly.
I examined the man carefully and studied his chart. I was glad I had done so, for when I saw him next I almost
failed to recognize him.
Curiously enough, it was in connection with the Christmas program again. I had answered an emergency call
from the T.B. ward and found one of the men having a severe hemoptysis. Inquiries revealed that he had managed
to go out the night before—without permission. That canceled not only his privilege but also that of his companyions. The unpleasant task reminded me of Javier, for I had no doubt that the way his condition was developing he
would be here too. But he was not there, and a little afterwards I saw him in our ward, propped up with several
pillows, resting easily and looking the very picture of health.
I called Johnny right away to bring me the man’s chart. I puzzled over his temperature and the observation
about his sleep and appetite. Suddenly I noticed that Johnny was grinning, that the other attendants around us
were grinning. I looked up sharply and asked him what was the matter, whereupon his grin became wider. Then
he told me what had happened, and I did not know whether to laugh or to scold him.
For the unmitigated villain had somehow secured an old letter of Javier’s wife from his locker, had learned her
name and studied her hand-writing, and had sent one, no, several letters to Javier to which he had signed the
woman’s name. The other attendants knew the secret, the whole ward, too, for Johnny was too much of an artist to
hide his handiwork from appreciative eyes.
“Now he can sleep at night, and we can sleep, too,” was his excuse.
I had forgotten that it was this very talent that had landed him in prison, but I never realized before how much
of it he possessed.
I had an opportunity to see him work one night.
I had stayed behind because the two-week program was drawing to a close and I had not yet seen a show. I
wanted to find out for myself what it was that drew the men, what it was that made some of them sick. And I
found out.
The Santa Rosa Hall where these programs were given is an old building that is used for auditorium, theater,
concert-hall, and meeting place. It is badly lighted and badly ventilated, and that night it was at its worst. The men
who normally filled ten barracks were now packed inside this one. They were squeezed together so tightly there
was not room to stretch a leg or draw a deep breath. Many, unable to find a seat, were standing; others were
hanging on to the posts inside or to the windows outside. The heat was stifling, and a smell, compounded of the
odor of hundreds of sweating bodies, unwashed clothes, damp walls and floor, cigarette smoke, spittle, rose up
like a heavy vapor that would not be dissipated. One felt it eddying slowly and thickly around one’s person,
clinging to one’s clothes and skin. I wondered that nobody had fainted.
And for what were they suffering this torture gladly?
A play in Tagalog, put on by one of those itinerant companies that are to be found, at town fiestas. It told a
story that one might expect would be told to convicts, about a good man and a bad man and how the bad man was
punished in the end and the good man won the beautiful lady and great wealth. But never had I seen a more
enthusiastic audience. Every line was received in an awed hush or met with thundering applause that disturbed the
dust and sent it up to envelope us anew. I left after one act.
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On my way back to my room at the Hospital I passed the office downstairs. It was lighted, and I heard subdued laughter and then Johnny’s voice. Softly I opened the door and looked in.
There was Johnny in the middle of the room, surrounded by a dozen men, and he was reading what I guessed
correctly was one of those letters he sent to Javier. So this was where he worked. I took a look at the letter and
compared it with one that had really been written by Javier’s wife. What amazed me was not only the similarity in
form (the two were indistinguishable from each other) but the ring of truth and sincerity that it had.
I gave it back to Johnny to read aloud. There was nothing he could have liked better. It was as if one asked a
tenor to sing his favorite piece or an orchid collector to talk about his hobby. Striking a pose more melodramatic
than any I had just witnessed on the stage, he took the letter and began:
“My dearly beloved Luis.”
And as he uttered those long, rolling, polysyllabic Tagalog words of endearment from a wife to her husband,
lines of gentle admonition and advice, messages of cheer and hope, of love and faith, I felt like rising up and
applauding with all my heart. I quite understood now how such a letter as this succeeded where our sedatives had
failed in calming a fellow like Javier. I saw how it would dispel worry and fear and bring peace to a mind tortured
by disease and the long silence of the woman he loved.
That letter was a work of art.
That the inspiration which had produced it had been nothing but Johnny’s desire that his sleep be undisturbed
by Javier’s delirium, I could not now believe.
*
One afternoon we were requested to go to the Santa Rosa Hall to meet and act as guides for a delegation of
prominent society matrons and social workers who were going to the barracks to distribute the Christmas gifts. So
it was already the day before Christmas! There was a goodly number waiting for us, and I was assigned to guide
two women who had apparently never been inside Bilibid before, for they were nervous and kept asking me if we
were safe enough with only one guard with us.
When we got to the barracks and were told that we were to go in, they looked at the men lined up waiting for
us and hesitated. But apparently they recalled the duty they had to perform\fn{ Jesus instructs all Christians to visit the
sick as part of our necessary imitation of His missionary work in this world, that our souls may as a result be more compatable with His in
the next one.} and entered.

A certain procedure is always followed in the distribution of such gifts. They are received at the central office,
inspected in one room, sorted in another, and in a third they are equally divided and put in small paper bags. I
knew what was inside these bags, I had seen the prisoners working on them. An orange in one, an apple in
another, a handkerchief or a small towel, a pair of cotton socks, a cake of soap, a jar of pomade. The older inmates
knew this too, but the younger ones did not and the light of anticipation in their eyes made me fear that some of
them would be bitterly disappointed.
At a command from the guard, they stood at attention, and as the roll was called each stepped up to the table
where we were seated. The first man accepted the package that was handed to him, bowed and murmured a brief
thanks, and then stepped back. The next took his place and the same ritual was observed until the end of the line
was reached. Everything was as efficiently done as if the men had been carefully rehearsed. There was no time
wasted, no useless gesture, no confusion. In ten minutes we were through. As we stood up to go, the men saluted
and at a sign from their leader chorused in Tagalog:
“We thank you very much.”
My companions were visibly relieved and followed me to the hospital with alacrity. They had fulfilled their
duty this day, they had been kind and generous and self-sacrificing. I could see the air of nobility gradually
suffusing their countenances, the smug smile of self-satisfaction. Exclamations of pity that one looked so ill, what
a pity their uniforms looked so old.
At the hospital we followed the same procedure, except that most of the men being too weak to stand up we
did not require them to do that. Instead we went from bed to bed distributing bags containing an orange, a cake of
soap, a handkerchief.
The last bed was Javier’s.
I saw that he was already sitting up, smiling wistfully, unable to control his eagerness. He received his paper
bag and murmured unintelligible thanks. As there was nothing more for me to do, I tarried a while to find out
what present he had got. Nervously he undid the package, laughing a little at his clumsiness. But the laughter died
quickly when he saw what he held. I looked also, at first too stupefied to say anything. I saw a piece of rag that
must have been used for mopping floors. Once more Javier put his hand inside the bag but it was already empty.
I snatched it from him, why or what I intended doing with it, I did not know. I turned around and called
Johnny, but I saw that he was already at my side. In answer to my question, he called a dozen men. They came
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around us and showed me what their bags had contained. For one it was a gift of rags, like Javier's, for another,
scraps of paper, pieces of wood, straw, earth, stones; the bags had been filled with almost anything to make them
look as if they contained something of value like the others.
Johnny explained that this happened every Christmas, that somewhere, between the time the gifts were given
at the office and the time they were sent out in paper bags, someone tampered with them and appropriated their
contents for himself.
I dismissed the men and went to my table. Slumping in the hard chair I realized that I was very tired. The
visitors were gone, the excitement had died away, the men were going back to their beds. Twilight was falling and
seemed to affect my sight so that the two long rows of beds swam and zig-zagged before my eyes.
Again and again I turned over in my mind what Johnny had told me. The prisoners had never reported the
atrocity to the Superintendent, or perhaps they had done so and nothing had come of it; my mind was not clear on
that point.
The only thing I could see was the depravity to which man could sink, that he should choose this day of the
year to steal from his brother the humble gift of an orange and substitute for it a stone. What did prison life do to a
man that he should be capable of such mockery?
I began jotting down notes for the report I was going to submit to my chief. All my indignation, all my violated sensibilities would be there. I was going to ask for an investigation.
But even at the very moment the desire was born, the knowledge came to me that all this would be useless. I
would probably get nothing more than a smile at my naïvete. I was new here, and like the young inmates I had not
yet leamed how to take life’s surprises. I had not achieved that attitude of indifference, a sort of cynical fatalism,
which the older men had and which enabled them to turn into jokes life’s cruelest shocks, mock back when it
mocked them, echo jeer for jeer.
I was too much like Javier, I could be hurt and wounded.
*
The light was fast fading and out from among the jumping beds came the figure of Johnny, but I was not sure
until I heard him speak:
“Hoy, Javier, here is a letter and a package from your wife again.”
The man addressed quickly put his head out of the blanket and almost jumped up. He took the letter and paper
bag and found that it contained an orange and a package of cigarettes. Then he turned his attention to the envelope, looked at it long and without opening it, put it under his pillow and lay down again.
Out of the corner of my eyes I watched him.
After about two minutes he turned over on his right side, placing his head on that part of the pillow immediately above the letter. Furtively he surveyed his surroundings as if he suspected someone was watching him. Then
slowly, inch by inch, his hand crept under the pillow and brought out the letter. Without getting up he looked at
the handwriting again and then glanced around the room, but there really was nobody watching him except me,
and he did not notice that. Back beneath the pillow he placed the letter.
Now, in retrospect, I can understand perfectly well his action. I feel that I would have done as he did, prolonging a moment like that to its last second of sweet suspense. I too would have left a letter like that unopened until I
could bear it no more.
But that evening I did not see this and I only remember that I was extremely puzzled. Why did the fellow not
open and read that letter? Did he suspect something wrong? Did he know who wrote it?
He lay so still that I thought he had gone to sleep, that he was not going to read it any more. But suddenly he
sat up, took the envelope, and opened it very carefully. After he had read one page he turned it over, but evidently
there was nothing more, for he came back to the first page. This he did several times, as if something on that page
was not complete and automatically he turned to the next. Finally he seemed satisfied, put it back in the envelope,
lay down again and pulled the blanket over his face.
But he was not quick enough and there was still enough light for me to see that he had wiped his eyes, and that
he had covered his face because he did not want anybody to see that he was crying.
2
Turong brought him from Paluambang in his little sailboat, for the coastwise steamer did not stop at any little
island of broken cliffs and coconut palms. It was almost midday; they had been standing in that white glare where
the tiniest pebble and fluted conch had become points of light, piercing-bright—the municipal president, the
parish priest, Don Eliodoro who owned almost all the coconuts, the herb doctor, the village character. Their mild
surprise over when he spoke in their native dialect, they saw him more closely and his easy manner did not
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deceive them. His head was uncovered and he had a way of bringing the back of his hand to his brow or mouth.
They read behind that too; it was not a gesture of protection.
“An exile has come to Anayat … and he is so young, so young.”
So young and lonely and sufficient unto himself. There was no mistaking the stamp of an inflexible will on
that brow, the brow of those who have to be cold and haughty, those shoulders stooped slightly, less from a burden
that they bore than from a carefully cultivated air of unconcern: no common schoolteacher could dress so carelessly and not appear shoddy; no one could assume the detached, bored, uncongenial manner in a small village
and not excite offense.
They had prepared a room for him in Don Eliodoro’s house so that he would not have to walk far every morning, but he gave nothing more than a glance at the big stone building with its Spanish azotea, its arched doorways,
its flagged courtyard. He chose Turong’s house, a shaky hut near the sea.
Was the sea rough and dangerous at times? He did not mind it. Was the place far from the church and the
schoolhouse? The walk would do him good. Would he not feel lonely with nobody but an illiterate fisherman for a
companion? He was used to living alone.
And they let him do as he wanted, for the old men knew that it was not so much the nearness of the sea that he
desired as its silence, so that he may tell it secrets he could not tell anyone else.
*
They thought of nobody but him; they talked about him in the barber shop, in the cockpit, in the sari-sari store,
the way he walked, the way he looked at you, his unruly hair. They dressed him in purple and linen, in myth and
mystery, put him astride a black stallion, at the wheel of a blue automobile.
Mr. Reteche? Mr. Reteche? The name was redolent of the glitter and fantasy of a place and people they would
never see. He was the scion of a powerful family, a poet and artist, a prince.
That night Don Eliodoro had the story from his daughter of his first day in the classroom: she perched wideeyed, low-voiced, short of breath on his arm.
“He bowed as if we were his equals. He asked for the list of our names and as he read each one we looked at
him long. When he came to my name, Father, the most surprising thing happened. He started pronouncing it and
then he stopped as if he had forgotten something and just stared and stared at the paper in his hands. I heard my
name repeated three times through his half-closed lips,
“‘Zita, Zita, Zita.’
“‘Yes, sir, I am Zita.’
“He looked uncomprehendingly, inarticulately, and it seemed to me, Father, it actually seemed that he was
begging me to tell him that that was not my name, that I was deceiving him. He looked so miserable and sick I felt
like sinking down or running away.
“‘Zita is not your name; it is just a pet name, no?’
“‘My father has always called me that, sir.’
“‘It can’t be; maybe it is Pacita or Luisa or—’
“His voice was scarcely above a whisper, Father, and all the while he looked at me begging, begging. I shook
my head determinedly. My answer must have angered him, he must have thought I was so hard-headed for he
said,
“‘A … thousand miles, Mother of Mercy … It is not possible.’
“He kept on looking at me; he was so hurt perhaps that he should have such a stubborn pupil. But I am not
really so, am I, Father?”
“Yes, you are, my dear. But you must try to please him, he is a gentleman, he comes from the City. I was
thinking private lessons, perhaps, if he won’t ask so much.”
Don Eliodoro had his dreams and she was his only daughter.
*
Turong had his own story to tell in the barber shop that night, a story as vividly etched as the lone coconut
palm in front of the shop that shot straight into the darkness of the night, as vaguely disturbing as the secrets that
the sea whispered into the night.
“He did not sleep a wink, I am sure of it. When I came from the market the stars were already out and I saw
that he had not touched the food I had prepared.
“I asked him to eat and he said he was not hungry. He sat by the window that faces the sea and just looked out
hour after hour.
“I woke up three times during the night and saw that he had not so much as changed his position. I thought
once that he was asleep and came near him, but he motioned me away. When I woke at dawn to prepare the nets,
he was still there.”
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“Maybe—he wants to go home already.”
They looked up with concern.
“He was sick. You remember Father Fernando? He had a way of looking like that, into space, seeing nobody,
just before he died.”
*
Every month there was a letter that came for him, sometimes two or three large, blue envelopes with a gold
design on the upper left-hand corner and a broad, angular, sweeping handwriting. One time Turong brought it to
him in the classroom. They were busy writing a composition on a subject that he had given: The Things That I
Love Most. Carelessly, he had opened it, carelessly read it, and carelessly tossed it aside.
Zita was all a-flutter when they handed in their work for he had promised that he would read aloud the best. He
went over the piles two times, once again, absently, a deep frown on his brow, as if he was displeased with their
works. Then he stopped and picked one up. Her heart sank when she saw that it was not hers; she hardly heard
him reading:
I did not know that the poise and pomp of wealth dies by itself so quickly. Moths are not supposed to know, they
only come to the light. And the light was decorated with diamonds and pearls, exquisitely perfitmed exquisitely tinted it
looked so inviting, there was no resisting it. Moths are not supposed to know; one does not even know one is a moth
until ones wings are burned.

It was incomprehensible, no beginning, no end. It did not have unity, coherence, emphasis. Why did he choose
that one? What did he see in it? And she had worked so hard, she had wanted to please, she had written about the
flowers that she loved most.
Who could have written it? She did not know that any of her classmates would write so, use such words, sentences, use a blue paper to write their lessons on.
But then there was little in him that they could understand. Even his words were so difficult, just like those
dark and dismaying things that they came across in their readers, which took them hour after hour in the dictionary. She had learned like a good student to pick out the words she did not recognize, writing them down as she
heard them but it was a thankless task. She had a whole notebook filled now, two columns to each page:
Esurient—greedy
Amaranth—a flower that never fades
Peacock—a large bird with lovely green feathers
Mirash—

The word was not in the dictionary.
And what did such things as original sin, selfishness, insatiable, actress of a thousand faces mean, and who
were Sirce, Lorelay, other names she could not find anywhere? She meant to ask him someday, when someday his
eyes were more kind, someday he did not bite his hands so fiercely.
He never went to church, but then, that always went with learning and education, did it not? One night Bue
saw him coming out of the dim doorway. He watched again and the following night, he saw him again. They
would not believe it, they must see it with their own eyes and so they came. He did not go in every night, but he
could be seen at the most unusual hours, sometimes at dusk, sometimes at dawn, once when it was storming and
the lightning stretched a ragged path from heaven to earth. Sometimes he stared for a few minutes, sometimes he
came twice or thrice. They reported it to Father Cesario but it seemed that he already knew.
“Let a peaceful man alone in his prayers.”
The answer surprised them.
*
The sky hangs over Anayat, in the middle of Anayat Sea, like an inverted wineglass, a glass whose wine had
been spilled, a purple wine of which Anayat was the last precious drop. For that is Anayat in the crepuscular,
purple and mellow, sparkling and warm and effulgent, when there is a moon, cool and heady and sensuous when
there is no moon. One may drink of it and forget what lies beyond a thousand miles, beyond a thousand years; one
may sip it at the top of a jagged cliff, nearer peace, nearer God. Where one could see the ocean dashing against the
rocks in eternal frustration, more moving, more terrible than man’s, or touch it to his lips in the lush shadows of
the dama de noche, its bubbles iridescent like a thousand fireflies, its bouquets the fragrance of flowers that know
no fading.
Zita sat by her open window, half asleep, half dreaming.
Francisco B. Reteche, what a name. What could his nickname be? Paking, Frank, Pa …
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The night lay silent and expectant, a fairy princess waiting for the whispered words of a lover.
She was a bit sleepy. Already she had counted three stars that had fallen to earth, one almost directly into that
bush of dama de noche at their garden gate, where it. had lighted the lamps of a thousand fireflies. He was not so
forbidding now; he spoke less frequently to himself, more frequently to her; his eyes were still unseeing, but now
they rested on her. She loved to remember those moments when she had caught him looking when he thought she
did not know. The knowledge came keenly, bitingly like the sea breeze at dawn, like the prick of the rose’s thorn,
or—yes, like the purple liquid that her father gave the visitors during pintakasi, which made them red and noisy.
She had stolen a few drops one day, because she wanted to know, to taste, and that little sip had made her head
whirl.
Suddenly she stiffened. A shadow had emerged from the shrubs and had been lost in the other shadows. Her
pulses raced; she strained forward. Was she dreaming? Who was it? A lost soul, an unvoiced thought, the shadow
of a shadow, the prince from his tryst with the fairy princess? What were the words that he whispered to her?
They who have been young once say that only youth can make it forget itself, that life is a riverbed. The water
passes on it, sometimes it encounters obstacles and cannot go on, sometimes it flows unencumbered with a song
in every bubble and ripple, but always it goes forward. When its way is obstructed it burrows deeply or swerves
aside and leaves its impression, and whether the impress will be shallow and transient, or deep and searing, only
God determines. They remembered the day when he went up [to] Don Eliodoro’s house, and the light of a great
decision in his eyes, finally accepted the father’s offer to teach his daughter “to be a lady.”
“We are going to the City soon, after the next harvest perhaps. I want her not to feel like a provinciana when
we get there.”
They remembered the time when his walks by the seashore became less frequent at night, less solitary, for now
on afternoons he would draw the whole crowd of village boys from their game of leapfrog or patintero and bring
them with him. And they would go home hours after sunset with the wonderful things that Mr. Reteche had told
them, why the sea was green, the sky blue, what one who was strong and fearless might find at that exact place
where the sky met the sea. They would be flushed and happy and bright-eyed, for he could stand on his head
longer than any of them, dig for crabs faster, send a pebble skimming over the breast of Anayat Bay farthest.
Turong still remembered, though dimly, those ominous terrifying nights when he had gotten up cold and
trembling to listen to the aching groan of the bamboo floor, as somebody in the other room restlessly paced to and
fro.
And his pupils now remembered those mornings he received their flowers, the camia which had fainted away
at her own fragrance, the kampupot, with the night dew still trembling in its heart, received them with a smile and
forgot the lessons of the day and told them all about those princesses and fairies who dwelt in flowers, why the
dama de noche must have the darkness of the night to set off its fragrance, how the petal of the ilang-ilang,
crushed and soaked in some liquid, would one day touch the lips of some wondrous creature in some faraway land
whose eyes were blue and hair golden.
*
Those were days of surprise for Zita.
Box after box came in Turong’s sailboat and each time they were things that took the words from her lips. Silk
as sheen and perishable as gossamer, or heavy and shiny and tinted like the sunset sky, slippers studded with
bright stones which twinkled with the least movement of her feet, a necklace of green, flat, polished mineral,
whose feel against her throat sent a curious choking sensation there, perfume that she must touch her lips with. If
only there would always be these in Turong’s sailboat, none of those horrid blue envelopes that he always
brought. And yet—the Virgin have pity on her selfish soul—suppose Turong brought not only these letters one
day but their owner as well? She shuddered, not because she feared it but because she knew it would be.
“Why are these dresses so tight-fitting?” her father wanted to know.
“In society, women use clothes to reveal, not to hide.”
Was that a sneer or a smile in his eyes? The gown showed her arms and shoulders and she had never known
how round and fair they were, how they could express so many things.
“Why do they have such bright colors?”
“Because the peacock has bright feathers.”
“They paint their lips.”
“So that they can smile when they do not want to.”
“And their eyelashes are long.”
“To hide deception.”
He was not pleased like her father, she saw it, he had turned his face toward the window. And so she came
nearer, swaying like a lily atop its stalk, she heard the harsh, muttered words:
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“One would think she’d feel shy or uncomfortable, but no … oh no … not a bit … all alike … comes
naturally.”
There were books to read, pictures, names to learn, lessons in everything, how to polish the nails, lessons in
everything, how to use a fan, how to walk. How did these days come? What did they do? What does one do when
one is so happy, so breathless? Sometimes they were a memory, sometimes a dream.
“Look, Zita, a society girl does not smile so openly; her eyes don’t seek one’s so—that reveals your true
feeling.”
“But if I am glad and happy and I want to show it?”
“Don’t. If you must show it by smiling, let your eyes be mocking; if you would invite with your eyes, repulse
with your lips.”
That was a memory.
She was in a great drawing room whose floor was so polished it reflected the myriad red and green and blue
lights above, the arches of flowers and ribbons and streamers. All the great names of the capital were there, stately
ladies in wonderful gowns who walked so, waved their fans so, who said one thing with their eyes and another
with their lips. And she among them and every good-looking young man wanted to dance with her. They were all
so clever and charming, but she answered:
“Please, I am tired.”
For beyond them she had seen him alone, he whose eyes were dark and brooding and disapproving and she
was waiting for him to take her.
That was a dream. Sometimes though, she could not tell so easily which was the dream and which the memory.
If only those letters would not bother him now, he seemed so happy and at peace. True, he thought less of them
now, never answered them, but every time Turong brought him one, he would become thoughtful and distracted.
Like that time he was teaching her a dance, a Spanish dance, he said, and he had told her to dress accordingly. Her
heavy hair hung in a big, carelessly tied knot that always threatened to get loose but never did, its dark, deep
shadows showing off in startling vividness, how red a rose can be, how like velvet its petals. Her earrings—two
circlets of precious stones, red like the pigeon’s blood—almost touched her shoulders. The heavy Spanish shawl
gave her the most trouble—she had nothing to help her but some pictures and magazines—she could not put it on
just as she wanted. Like this it revealed her shoulders too much, that way it hampered the free movement of her
legs. But she had done her best, for hours she had stood before her mirror and for hours it had told her that she
was beautiful, that red lips and tragic eyes were becoming to her.
She’d never forget that look on his face when she came out. It was not surprise, joy, admiration. It was as if he
saw somebody there whom he was expecting, for whom he had waited, prayed.
“Zita!”
It was a cry of recognition.
She blushed even under her rouge when he took her in his arms and taught her to step this way, glide so, turn
about; she looked half-questioningly at her father for his disapproval, but she saw that there was nothing there but
admiration too. Mr. Reteche seemed so serious and intent that she should learn quickly, but he did not deceive her,
for once she happened to lean close and she felt how wildly his heart was beating. It had frightened her and she
had drawn away but when she saw how unconcerned he was, as if he did not even know that she was in his arms,
she smiled knowingly and drew close again. Dreamily, she closed her eyes and dimly wondered if his were shut
too. Was he thinking the same thoughts, breathing the same prayer?
*
Turong came up and after his respectful “Good evening” he handed an envelope to the schoolteacher. It was
large and blue and had a gold design in one corner, the handwriting was broad, angular, sweeping.
“Thank you, Turong.”
His voice was drawling, heavy, the voice of one who had just awakened. With one movement he tore the
unopened envelope, slowly, unconsciously, it seemed to her.
“I thought I had forgotten,” he murmured dully.
That changed the whole evening. His eyes lost their sparkle, his gaze wandered from time to time. Something
powerful and dark had come in between them, something which shut out the light, brought in a chill. The tears
came to her eyes for she felt utterly powerless. When her sight cleared she saw that he was sitting down and trying
to piece together the letter.
“Why do you tear letters if you must put them together again?” she asked rebelliously.
He looked at her kindly.
“Someday, Zita, you will do it, also, and then you will understand.”
One day Turong came from Pauambang and this time he brought a stranger. They knew at once that he came
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from where the teacher came—his clothes, his features, his politeness—and that he had come for the teacher. This
one did not speak their dialect, and he was ever wiping his face, gazing at the wobbly, thatched huts and muttering
short, vehement phrases to himself.
Zita heard his knock before Mr. Reteche did and she knew it was he and for what he had come. She must have
been as pale as her teacher, as shaken, as rebellious. And yet the stranger was so cordial, there was nothing but
gladness in his greeting, gladness at meeting an old friend. How strong he was; even at that moment he did not
forget himself: he turned to his class and dismissed it for the day.
The door was thick and she did not dare lean against the jamb too much, so something of their voices floated
away before they reached her.
“… like children … making yourselves … so unhappy.”
“… happiness? Her idea of happiness …”
Mr. Reteche’s voice was more low-pitched, hoarse, so that it didn’t carry at all. She shuddered as he laughed: it
was that way when he first came.
“She’s been … did not mean … understand.”
“… learning to forget …”
There were periods when they both became excited and talked fast and hard. She heard somebody’s restless
pacing, somebody sitting down heavily, the sharp intake of breaths.
“I never realized what she meant to me until I began trying to seek from others what she cannot give me.”
She knew what was coming now, knew it before the stranger asked the question:
“Tomorrow?”
She fled. She could not wait for the answer.
He did not sleep that night. She knew he did not, she told herself fiercely. And it was not only his preparations
that kept him awake: she knew it, she knew it. With the first flicker of light she ran to the mirror. She must not
show her feeling, it was not in good form, she must manage somehow. If her lips quivered, her eyes must smile, if
in her eyes there were tears …
She heard her father go out, but she did not go, although she knew his purpose. She had more important things
to do. Little boys came up to their house and she wiped away their tears and told them that he was coming back—
coming back, soon, soon.
The minutes flew. She was almost done now. Her lips were red and her eyebrows penciled; the crimson shawl
wrapped on just right. Everything must be like that day he had first seen her in a Spanish dress. Still he did not
come; he must be bidding farewell now to Father Cesario, now he was in Doña Ramona’s house, now he was
shaking the barber’s hands. He would soon be through and retrace his steps back to their house. She glanced at the
mirror and decided that her lips were not red enough, and she put on more color. The rose in her hair had too long
a stem; she tried to trim it with her fingers and a thorn dug deeply into her flesh.
Who knows? Perhaps they would soon meet again in the city. She wondered if she could not wheedle her
father into going earlier. But she must know now. What were the words he wanted to whisper that night under the
dama de noche? What did he want to say that day he held her in his arms? Other things, questions whose answers
she knew. How well she knew them!
The big house was silent as death; the little village seemed deserted. Everybody had gone to the seashore.
Again she looked at the mirror. She was too pale; she must put on more rouge. She tried to keep from counting
minutes, the seconds, from getting up and pacing. But she was getting chilly and she must do it to keep warm.
The steps creaked. She bit her lips to stifle a wild cry. The door opened.
“Turong!”
“Mr. Reteche bade me to give this. He said you would understand.”
In one bound she had reached the open window. But dimly, for the sun was so bright—it was her sight failing
—she saw a blur of white moving this way, moving that way, turning around so that she could not follow it, and
clearly against a horizon suddenly drawn out of perspective, Mr. Reteche, tall, lean, brooding, looking at her with
eyes that told her somebody had hurt him. It was like that when he first came, and now he was gone.
The tears came freely now. What matter, what matter? There was nobody to see and criticize her breeding.
They came down unchecked and when she tried to brush them with her hand the color came away from her
cheeks, leaving them bloodless, cold. Sometimes they got into her mouth and they tasted bitter.
Her hands worked convulsively; there was a sound of tearing paper, once, twice. She became aware of what
she had done when she looked at the pieces, wet and brightly stained with uneven streaks of red. Slowly,
painfully, she tried to put the pieces together and as she did so a sob escaped deep from her breast—a great understanding had come to her.
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88.39 Desire\fn{by Paz Latorena (1908-1953)} Boca, Marinduque Province, The Philippines (F) 3
She was homely.
A very broad forehead gave her face an unpleasant, masculine look. Her eyes, which were small, slanted at the
corners and made many of her acquaintances wonder if perchance she had a few drops of celestial blood in her
veins. Her nose was broad and flat, and its nostrils were always dilated, as if breathing were an effort. Her mouth,
with its thick lips, was a long, straight gash across her face made angular by her unusually big jaws.
But Nature, as if ashamed of her meanness in fashioning the face, molded a body of unusual beauty. From her
neck to her small feet, she was perfect. Her bust was full, and her breasts rose up like twin roses in full bloom.
Her waist was slim as a young girl’s. Her hips seemed to have stolen the curve of the crescent moon. Her arms
were shapely, ending in small hands with fine, tapering fingers that were the envy of her friends. Her legs, with
their trim ankles, reminded one of those lifeless things seen in shop windows displaying the latest silk stockings.
Hers was a body a sculptor, athirst for glory, might have dreamt of and molded in a feverish frenzy of creation,
with hands a-tremble with a vision of the fame in store for him.
Hers was a body that might have been the delight and despair of a painter whose faltering brush tried in vain to
depict on canvas such a beautiful harmony of curves and lines.
Hers was a body a poet might have raved over and immortalized in musical, fanciful verses.
Hers was a body men would gladly have gone to hell for.
And they did. Men looked at her face and turned their eyes away; they looked at her body and were enslaved.
They forgot the broad masculine forehead, the small eyes that slanted at the corners, the unpleasant mouth, the
aggressive jaws. All they had eyes for was that body, those hips that had stolen the curve of the crescent moon.
*
But she hated her body—hated that gift which Nature, in a fit of remorse for the wrong done to her face, had
given her. She hated her body because it made men look at her with an un-beautiful light in their eyes—married
eyes, single eyes.
She wanted love, was starved for it. But she did not want the love that her body inspired in men. She wanted
something purer … cleaner.
She was disgusted.
And hurt.
For men told other women that they loved them looking into their eyes to the souls beneath, their voices low
and soft, their hands quivering with the weight of their tenderness.
But men told her that they loved her body with eyes that made her feel as if she were naked, stripped bare for
their sinful eyes to gaze upon. They told her that with voices made thick with desire, touched her with hands afire,
that seared her flesh, filling her with scorn and loathing.
She wanted to be loved as other women were loved. She was as good, as pure as they. And some of them were
as homely as she was. But they did not have beautiful bodies.
And so they were loved for themselves.
*
Deliberately, she set out to hide from the eyes of men the beautiful body that to her was a curse rather than a
blessing.
She started wearing long, wide dresses that completely disfigured her. She gave up wearing the Filipino
costume which outlined her body with startling accuracy.
It took quite a time to make men forget that body that had once been their delight. But after a time they became
accustomed to the disfiguring dresses and concluded she had become fat and shapeless. She accomplished the
desired result.
And more.
For there came a time when men looked at her and turned their eyes away, not with the un-beautiful light of
former day but with something akin to pity mirrored there—pity for a homely face and a shapeless mass of flesh.
At first she was glad. Glad that she had succeeded in extinguishing that un-beautiful light in the eyes of men
when they looked at her.
After some time, she became rebellious. For she was a woman and she wanted to be loved and to love. But it
seemed that men would not have anything to do with a woman with a homely face and an apparently shapeless
mass of flesh.
But she became reconciled to her fate. And rather than bring back that un-beautiful light in men’s eyes, she
chose to go on … with the farce.
*
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She turned to writing to while away the long nights spent brooding all alone.
Little things. Little lyrics. Little sketches. Sometimes they were the heartthrobs of a woman who wanted love
and sweet things whispered to her in the dark. Sometimes they were the ironies of one who sees all the
weaknesses and stupidities of men and the world through eyes made bitter by loneliness.
She sent them to papers which found the little things acceptable and published them.
“To fill space,” she told herself.
But she continued to write because it made her forget once in a while how drab her life was.
*
And then he came into her life—a man with white blood in his veins. He was one of those who believed in the
inferiority of colored races. But he found something unusual in the light, ironic tirades from the pen of the unknown writer. Not in the little lyrics. No, he thought that those were superfluous effusions of a woman belonging
to a race of people who could not think of writing about anything except love. But he liked the light airy sketches.
They were like those of the people of his race.
One day when he had nothing to do, he sent her, to encourage her, a note of appreciation. It was brief. But the
first glance showed her that it came from a cultured man.
She answered it, a light, nonsensical answer that touched the sense of humor of the white man. That started a
correspondence. In the course of time, she came to watch for the mail carrier for the gray tinted stationery that
was his.
He asked to see her—to know her personally. Letters were so tantalizing. Her first impulse was to say no. A
bitter smile hovered about her lips as she surveyed her face before the mirror. He would be so disappointed, she
told herself.
But she consented. They would have to meet sooner or later. The first meeting would surely be a trial and the
sooner it was over, the better.
He, the white man, coming from a land of fair, blue-eyed women, was shocked. Perhaps he found it a bit
difficult to associate this homely woman with the one who could write such delightful sketches, such delightful
letters. But she could talk rather well. There was a light vein of humor, faintly ironical at times, in everything she
said. And that delighted him.
He asked her to come out with him again.
By the shore of Manila Bay one early evening, when her homely face was softened by the darkness around
them, he forgot that he was a white man, that she was a brown maiden—a homely and to all appearances, shapeless creature at that.
Her silence, as with half-closed eyes she gazed at the distance, was very soothing and under the spell of her
understanding sympathy, he found himself telling her of his home way over the seas, how he loved the blue of the
sea on early mornings because it reminded him of the blue of the eyes of the women of his native land. He told
her his love for the sea, for the waves that dashed against the rocks in impotent fury, how he could spend his life
on the water, sailing on and on, to unknown and uncharted seas.
She listened to him silently. Then he woke up from the spell and, as if ashamed of the outburst of confidence,
added irrelevantly:
“But you are different from the other women of your race,” looking deep into her small eyes that slanted at the
corners.
She smiled. Of course she was the homely and shapeless mass of flesh that he saw her to be.
“No, I do not mean that,” he protested, divining her thoughts, “you do not seem to care much for conventions.
No Filipino girl would come out unchaperoned with a man, a white man at that.”
“A homely woman can very well afford to break conventions. Nobody minds her if she does. That is one
consolation of being homely,” was her calm reply. He laughed.
“You have some very queer ideas,” he observed.
“I should have,” she retorted. “If I didn’t, nobody would notice me with my face and my … my … figure,” she
hated herself for stammering the last words.
He looked at her impersonally, as if trying to find some beauty in her.
“But I like you,” was his verdict, uttered with the almost brutal frankness of his race.
“I have not come across a more interesting girl for a long time.”
*
They met, again and again. Thoughts, pleasant thoughts, began to fill her mind. Had she at last found one who
liked her sincerely? For he liked her, that she was ready to believe. As a friend, a pal who understood him. And
the thought gave her happiness—a friend, a pal who understood him—such as she had never experienced before.
One day an idea took hold of her—simply obsessed her. He was such a lover of beautiful things—of beauty in
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any form. She noticed that in all his conversations, in every look, every gesture of his. A desire to show him that
she was not entirely devoid of beauty, which he so worshipped, came over her.
It would not do any harm, she told herself. He had learned to like her for herself. He had learned to value their
friendship, homely as she was and shapeless as he thought her to be. Her body would matter not at all now. It
would please the aesthetic in him perhaps, but it certainly would not matter much to the man.
From the bottom of a very old trunk, she unearthed one of those flimsy, shapely things that had lain there
unused for many years. As she looked at herself in the mirror before the appointment, she grudgingly admitted
that her body had lost nothing of its hated beauty.
He was surprised. Pleasantly so. Accustomed as he was to the beautiful bodies of the women of his race, he
had to confess that here was something of unusual beauty.
“Why have you been hiding such a beautiful figure all this time,” he demanded in mock anger.
“I did not know it was beautiful,” she lied.
“Pouff! I know it is not polite to tell a young lady she is a liar so I won’t do it. But … but …”
“But …” Fear was beginning to creep into her voice.
“Well … Let us talk of something else.”
She heaved a deep sigh. She was right. She had found a man to whom her body mattered little if anything at
all. She need not take warning. He had learned to like her for herself
At their next meeting she wore a pale rose of Filipino dress that softened the brown of her skin. His eyes
lighted up when they rested on her, but whether it was the un-beautiful light that she dreaded so much, she could
not determine for it quickly disappeared. No, it could not be the un-beautiful light. He liked her for herself. This
belief she treasured fondly.
They had a nice long ride out in the country, where the winds were soft and faintly scented and the bamboo
trees sighed love to the breeze. They visited a little out-of-the-way nipa chapel by the roadside where a naked
Man, nailed to the Cross, looked at them with eyes which held the tragedy and the sorrow of the world—for the
sins of sinning men.
She gazed at the figure, feeling something vague and incomprehensible stirring within her. She turned to him
for sympathy and found him staring at her … at her body.
She turned slightly red. In silence they left the little chapel. He helped her inside the car but did not start it at
once.
“I … I … love …”
He stammered after some moments, as if impelled by an irresistible force. Then he stopped.
The small eyes that slanted at the corners were almost beautiful with a tender, soft light as she turned them on
him. So he loved her. He had learned not only to like her but to love her. For herself And the half-finished
confession found an echo in the heart of the woman who was starved for love.
“Yes.”
There was a pleading note in her voice. He swallowed hard.
“I love … your body,” he finished with a thick voice. And the blue eyes flared with the dreaded, hateful light.
*
She uttered an involuntary cry of protest, of pain, of disillusion. And then a sob escaped her.
And dimly, the man from the West realized that he had wronged this little brown maiden with the homely face
and the beautiful body as she never had been wronged before. And he felt sorry, infinitely so.
When they stopped before the door of her house, he got out to open the door for her.
“I am sorry,” was all he said.
There was a world of regret in the eyes she turned on him.
“For what?” she asked in a tired voice. “You have just been yourself … like other men.”
He winced.
And with a weary smile she passed within.
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Because he was born in the depths of a vinta as it raced in its swift course toward the shores of Mactan on that
fateful April day, the maharlikas named him Alon—wave of the sea.
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The dawn had burst forth from the east in a fierce spurt of angry light, as the vintas cut swiftly across the waters. On Mactan had landed strangers from other lands, strangers who demanded tribute of freemen, and from all
the palm-fringed islets around came the freemen to rally behind Lapu-Lapu.
None was swifter, none readier than Tajarla, the brave, the friend of Lapu-Lapu. Unknown to him, followed his
young wife, the brown-eyed Mahalma.
“For,” she cried to her handmaidens who frantically held her back, “Tajarla must see his son now as it may be
days or weeks before he returns.”
Even as the vintas of Tajarla’s barangay grated on the shore, the lusty wail of a new-born infant broke the still
morning air. The startled Tajarla turned to a vinta that had drawn close to his and Alon, his son, was held up to
him.
A smile momentarily chased the heavy frown on the bronzed face of the maharlika as he looked deep and long
into the infant’s face.
“A good omen for us, Mahalma, a good omen.”
And he leaped easily to the shore, the goodly sight of a freeman touching the soil of his fathers. He stood, poised
and firm against the horizon, like a bright, straight spear, before he threw a last brief tender smile at the other
vinta as it returned to the opposite palm-screened island.
And that was always the picture drawn of his father for the little Alon as he grew up, by his sad-eyed mother. It
was always the story of the victorious fight at Mactan where Tajarla fell as he staved off an attack on Lapu-Lapu.
It was the story they told when Alon asked why none taught him to sail the vinta out to sea, to swim and dive
into its blue depths for pearls and rare corals or to hunt for wild honey and rainbow-colored parakeets in the forests.
But because he wanted to show the other boys that he, though fatherless, could grow up as strong and as
skilled as any of them, he would slip out before the dawn to swim by himself, learning between gasps of salty
drinks, and then to sail out far to sea, manning his vinta to the wind’s direction and the sea’s mood and his daring.
Also on moonlight nights with his own bow and arrow he learned to hit so well that his arrow could find its
mark on a flitting firefly. When he. was twelve, he said to his mother,
“Where can I get a spear, Mother, a spear that will resemble nobody else’s?”
Mahalma took the young Alon to Diwa, the oldest weapon-maker in the barangay. Alon liked his keen, kindly
glance as the old man measured the bright-eyed boy, who stood restless and tense before his smithy.
Mahalma slipped off from her arms her heavy bracelets—not white silver, nor yet yellow gold. It was
recounted in the barangay that when an earthquake ripped open the bowels of the earth in the northern end of the
island, these chunks of white gold were found by Mahalma’s father and fashioned for his bride, the mother of
Mahalma.
When Mahalma grew up, the bracelets were passed.on to her.
“Keep these, Mahalma,” bade her mother, “and keep them well, for they came from Bathala’s secret places and
they possess some of his secret power.”
These .now were handed to the old spear-maker. In the sunlight they glinted with a strange potency, as if in
them flowed a living flame, akin perhaps to the fierce glow in Alon’s eyes.
“Melt these, Diwa, and from their molten mass fashion a spear for Alon, such as only he may have!” The old
man gazed long and thoughtfully at the restless, eager boy and nodded his assent.
“In a week’s time,” he promised, “Alon will have his spear.”
That night a bamboo clump burned in the heart of the forest and returning hunters claimed they had seen Diwa
watching the bamboos burn down, until only one, untouched by fire and heat, stood to rear its pliant strength in
the air. Soon were heard sounds of blows in the spear-maker’s smithy and they were deep sounds as if a man’s
strength flowed into them.
In a week’s time Alon stood by the spear-maker’s hut, eager, tense, and waiting so that Diwa stepped out with
the spear held out to him. Like a captured ray of light held in a hollow green col umn, the spear leaped forth to the
outstretcehd hands of Alon. And he grasped it in joy and waved it in the air so that it glittered like a living flame.
“It has no weight, just like a feather,” cried Alon wonderingly as he caressed its shining length down to its
bamboo shaft, “but why does it seem to make me strong and unafraid, Diwa?”
“It is a fearless spear,” answered Diwa gently. Alon’s merry shout rent the air.
“And what is a fearless spear? Why is it a fearless spear?”
“It is not for me to tell you,” the old spear-maker replied. “Only you can find out why it is so, but remember
this, Alon—wave of the sea—it remains a fearless spear only when it is cast for the right.”
“How will I know when I cast for the right?” frowned the young Alon. “Is it not enough when I hit my mark?”
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The old man smiled again his patient smile and let him go joyous and alive with his bright, new spear. And in
time none in the barangay could throw the spear truer than Alon, so that he could hit a lone giant locust in the air,
so that unerringly in the ocean’s depths he could split open the oyster that contained a pearl.
“But why do you say it is a fearless spear?” persisted the boys of the barangay as they stood one day on the
shore.
Alon would not answer, although he could tell them that strength flowed into his arms and heart when he
grasped his fearless spear. But a vinta in the distance attracted their attention and when it drifted in, one of the
boys cried in terror,
“It is my father’s vinta, but where is he?”
Soon there were many such vintas coming in—empty and desolate, and to the barangay by the sea came an
unknown, nameless fear. The men no longer sailed out without fear; many of those who did, did not return.
“It is the manala, it is the curse-of-the-sea,” wailed the women in the island. “It has come to haunt our seas.”
“What is the manala?” Alon asked.
“It is a creature of the sea, terrible to behold, with many long arms that reach out for men and suck them until
they are drawn down to it and crushed against its ravenous mouth.”
The bravest of the maharlikas descended into the sea with their daggers and spears, and their mangled bodies,
sometimes headless and legless, floated back; while those that returned never faced their fellow men again with
open, unashamed glances.
“Why,” asked Alon, “should men be afraid of a mere creature of the sea? Inay, I will go down and hunt the
manala.”
Mahalma fought against restraining him, for very like Tajarla, when he went to his last fight, Alon, the son,
stood on the sands and fear had no place in his heart. But she let him go, for Tajarla himself would not have
restrained his son.
Alon, his spear held confidently in his hand, sailed out to sea to the spot where he knew the sea’s basin
dropped down suddenly to unknown depths and here he dived from his vinta. The waters were bright and warm;
to Alon they felt as safe as home. He swam swiftly, avoiding a passing group of sharks, until he came to the sea’s
depths, where the bright corals and sea plants made color on the ocean floor. For a moment his keen eyes wavered
on a half-opened oyster, for in its lucid depths glowed a perfect pearl. He swam to it where it rested in the midst of
coral and sea plants.
Suddenly like a vast shudder through the sea, he felt a change and a swift darkening; and glancing startled,
beyond the corals, and sea plants, he saw the awful creature of the sea. A long, dark arm uncoiled and lashed out
at him, while a bluish, seemingly lifeless green mass arched into menacing life, and baleful, eyes glowed across
the water.
As Alon grasped his spear more firmly, it got caught among the corals and, for one eternal second, the spear
left his hand. In that endless second Alon knew an awfulness undreamed of in all his young life—it seemed he
turned to stone and all the strength flowed out from his limbs so that he waited only in numbness for those long
arms to encircle him, to draw him to the waiting mcuth.
The waters, lashed furiously, threw back the spear against Alon’s arm and in a flash he had grasped it again,
just as one arm of the manala coiled itself above him. Straight and true like an arrow finding its mark; Alon with
spear poised, dived to the waiting manala, and unerringly he thrust his spear to where the creature’s palpitating
heart must be.
But even as he struck it, the anguished long arms thrashed about him until one finally encircled his legs.
Desperately with his last strength he drove his spear again and again deep into the writhing bluish mass, and
then the long arms sucked him down to its still living, ravenous mouth.
Above had gathered the vintas of the barangay. None peered down into the sea more anxiously than old Diwa,
while Alon’s mother sat quiet and still. As the minutes dragged by, many turned back to the shore. Not even the
old divers among them could stay down that long.
“Look,” cried Diwa as his keen glance pierced the blue-green water.
Suddenly there floated up the body of Alon, one hand grasping tightly his fearless spear, his legs bleeding and
torn.
The old man reached for him swiftly and raised him into the vinta. The boy’s eyes slowly opened and then he
drank in heavy gulps of the sweet sea air. But suddenly he stopped and looked around for his trusty spear and held
it close to him as if to vanish the memory of that awful second when the end of the world seemed to have come to
him.
Diwa understood as he met Alon’s eyes. He said gently,
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“It was a fearless spear, was it not, Alon? Someday you will learn also that it is a fearless spear only when you
cast it for the right.”
2
Alon grew to be the bravest of them all—of the young and the old, in this barangay by the sea. He was like the
bright, fearless spear that always stood poised by his side. Courage flowed as a swift, strong current through the
slim Alon.
The white-haired elders of the barangay as they gathered in Diwa’s shell-banked home on still evenings
glanced in unspoken approval as the young Alon ran by in pursuit of outgoing vintas. They watched his still figure
as he paused by the sea’s edge, poised on his toes, screening his keen, brown eyes with his palm, as if to hold for
as long as he wished the sight of freemen on the boundless freedom of the seas.
“Tajarla lives,” the elders said, “Tajarla, his father, lives in him, but a younger and more fear less one. Would he
not do well as chief of this leaderless barangay?” Only Diwa the eldest, steeped in wisdom, smiled inscrutably
and made only this answer,
“Not yet tempered to its truest strength is his fearless spear.”
The freemen of the village, they who had fought with Tajarla on that fateful day on Mactan’s shores, watched
the restless Alon as he edged closer when they spoke of danger or when they worried under their breath as distant
unknown sails appeared in the horizon.
“Were he not so young,” they sighed, “could he not come with us? We have need of strong, daring arms.”
Unaware that they sized him always, Alon the restless, almost like the wave of the sea after which he was
named, paced his days in waiting.
“Waiting, ah Bathala,” he cried to himself, “for the final test for his fearless spear.” For burning in his memory
were the parting words of Diwa at the time Alon had slain the manala,
“Someday you will know also that it is a fearless spear only when you cast it for the right.” He had confronted
the aged Diwa as the old man sat printing on the barangay’s golden urn the story of the immortal fight on Mactan.
‘You say I am young, venerable Diwa, and I still do not understand. You say that only with age will come my
knowledge of goodness. But when I harm no creature that does not harm me, when I do not seize that which is not
mine—is that not goodness?
“I know this, Diwa, I am glad to be as I am, to be strong, to be able to hunt, to swim and face whatever comes
—and never run away from it as long as I grasp this spear you wrought for me.” Diwa, pausing in his intri-cate
task, took time to look the young boy straight in the eye.
“Alon, the ways and wishes of Bathala are known only to Him. Even I cannot mark the line where good ness
begins and goodness departs.” Alon turned away shortly, thinking,
“Old men must preach. There is nothing else for them to do.”
Straight to the beach he ran, into the depths of the warm sea beating upon the barangay. He dived in search of
the rarest pearls to give to his sad-eyed mother, the Princess Mahalma.
It was while he was upon these searches, wandering far from his island home, that marauding invaders
descended upon the barangay. Because the freemen had returned soon enough from their fishing trips, the pirates
had had no time to loot and burn. Only the nipa homes near the shore had been ransacked.
But it was in the aged Diwa’s shell-banked home that the greatest loss had occurred. The vandals had seized
the golden urn of the barangay by the sea. Painstakingly had Diwa, throughout his life, painted on its sides the
deeds of the freemen from time remembered, none of which was greater than Lapu-Lapu’s immortal stand on the
shores of Mactan.
“We shall die,” Diwa intoned, “but our history, will live forever after us on that golden urn. Bet ter wealth or
lives to lose than a barangay’s traditions.”
Into the unknown seas beyond had disappeared the fleeing marauders and the waves that closed after them
erased the traces of their coming and going.
Into the stoutest vinta of the barangay the young Alon leaped.
“Who will come with me to wrest back our golden urn?” The tired freemen knowing only too well the
hopelessness of the chase turned wearily home.
“Let Alon go on his venture,” each one thought. “He is used to sailing these seas. In an hour or two he will
return.”
But their sons, the friends of Alon, they who had grown up with him and ran races with him and matched their
spears against his fearless one, jumped into the vinta to sail with Alon!
The freemen had only their knowing smiles.
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“Let the boys go. A sail will cool their hot heads They will turn back. For what had happened, had happened;
what was lost, was lost.”
The winds and the tides were with Alon and his companions. Alon stood on the prow of the boat, grasping
firmly the fearless spear, while behind him was Lantana, he of the keenest eyes in the whole barangay, to point to
them where last the sails of the pirates had been seen.
It was in the late morning that they sailed away from home, for the pirates had come in the dark before dawn.
When the sun began to slant from above, and no sign as yet of the enemy they pursued, Alon asked,
“Well, shall we turn back? You see we are not provisioned for a long trip.” He kicked away a few coconuts that
were fortunately at the bottom of the vinta.
But those who were with him had no chance to reply. Nor did they hear him. For ahead was a sail, that of a
lone, strange vinta, whose shape was alien.
The wind whistling about their ears was scarcely louder than their breath as the boys strained after the oars in
swift pursuit of that strange vinta. The winds were with them; in scarcely less than the lengthenmg of the sun’s
slant, fhey had gamed upon it
What caused the afternoon to cast fierce gleams from around the enemy vinta’s prow? It was the golden urn,
tied to the past, as if to mock those who pursued.
But why were there none about to man the sails and the oars?
Alon and his young friends gained fast upon the lone, strange vinta.
“I do not like this,” Alon muttered to his companions. “Why are there no it alone.”
Lantana and his companions jumped distance. Alon decided,
“Wait here while I swim to it alone.”
Lantana and his companions jumped forward to restrain Alon, but already into the blue sea had hurtled the slim
Alon and his fearless spear. Already with swift, powerful strokes he was swimming toward the enemy vinta.
The young hearts of the boys throbbed with fear and anxiety for Alon, but they dared not disobey. (And always
would it be thus afterwards when Alon spoke.)
When the vinta was within an arm’s stroke, Alon dived under and swam beneath it. The strange boat rocked
peacefully on the waves; the urn radiated its golden gleams on the prow. Once again Alon knew nameless fear, as
if he was stepping into a dark unknown. But grasping his spear, he came into view and grasped the side of the
vinta.
As he raised himself with a jerk up to it, he stared into the fierce face of the wounded chieftain of the marauding pirates, apparently deserted by his men. He lay in a pool of blood, but in his up raised right hand glittered a
silver kris in wait for Alon’s head.
It could have taken only a split moment for Alon to have thrown his fearless spear at this dying enemy. But
even as he looked into the hard eyes of the chieftain and knew his certain death as he hesitated, Alon held back his
trusty spear.
In that brief moment the silver kris of the chieftain flew and split into two the bamboo shaft of the fearless
spear. Another kris, smaller than the first, flashed in lightning speed and buried itself in Alon’s shoulder.
But now the dying chieftain lay unarmed at the bottom of the vinta, while Alon climbed into it painfully. The
silver-golden end of the fearless spear was still in his hand.
Quick work it could be to finish this unarmed foe, but instead with two steps he covered the distance to the
golden urn tied at the prow. Then with a shout and a wave of his hands, he signalled his companions to approach.
There was quiet triumph in Alon’s return. Almost he avoided facing Diwa, but he had to lay before the old man
the recovered golden urn and his broken spear. The old man, without a word, received the spear first; turning it
over, he remarked softly,
“Now, indeed, you have a fearless spear.”
3
Long, long ago when our country was very young, the sun disappeared from the skies.
It did not exactly vanish; it just got lost somewhere in the limitless forests of the skies. For there were great
forests up there, the people of long ago told each other; only, no one had as yet really gone out to them.
The sun did not come out from day to day. It seemed that something mighty and thick covered it and prevented
it from shining through to bring warmth and light to a frightened land.
Now you all know that when there is no sunlight, plants will not grow and sickness will come with fast,
terrible strides to take over the land. So the people, who were our great, great grandfathers, cried aloud,
“Someone must free the sun to come out to us, or soon we shall all die.”
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Who should go and free the sun?
Should it be a warrior, fierce and courageous, to battle unknown tikbalangs, or a wise man to soothe and reason with a strange, perverse god?
Should he be a noble ruler to make terms with another sovereign who sought to conquer their land?
No, it should be Lantana; only Lantana, the great hunter, whose arrows flew without fail to where they were
meant, whose keen eyes spotted the mortal spot of his quarry with his unerring lethal arrows. Courage and wisdom he had and the infinite knowledge of the ways of beast and forest.
So to Lantana all the barangays went, to lay the cause before him:
“You must set free the sun for us, Lantana, or we all shall perish.”
In his silent way, with only a willing nod, he rose to start on his uncertain task. Gathering his arrows, he hardened their tips with fire and took some of his own potent medicine.Then he slung his bow and quiver over his
shoulder, and eastward, eastward to the vanished sun he ran.
Over plains, across rivers and valleys, Lantana travelled to find the place where the sun was hidden and to set
it free. Then as days passed he arrived at the foot of the seven ranges of mountains. He felt with a mighty throb
inside him that at last he would find out what stood between the sun and the mortals who had need of its light and
warmth.
He fitted an arrow to his bow and resolutely climbed the towering mountains. As soon as he had ascended to
some height, he found that he was walking with difficulty; often he got his feet entangled in the underbrush, as he
thought it was. Finally he whipped out his short hunting kris to help him cut his way through.
As he stooped to sever vines and the matted grasses that impeded his way, he suddenly straightened again, for
he had made a discovery.
Thick, dark strands of hair-like filaments criss-crossed all over the paths of the mountains. Gazing up and up,
he found that these hair-like filaments, strong as any fishnet, spread and hung over the mountains like thick, mighty mists. Through them no light could struggle through.
Who spread this powerful, dark net that had caught the sun in its dark meshes and would not let it free?
Determined but careful, Lantana pushed his way up the mountains, his hunter’s keen senses alert, for his
quarry could be no less than that who had caught and imprisoned the sun.
As he reached halfway to the peak of the seventh range, he slashed his way into a clearing. Everything was
dim and vague, but shapes and movements could be made out. Here it seemed was a brighter spot than anywhere
else he had been.
The filaments streamed down to one side. Lantana followed with his eyes this dark, glowing stream, and his
startled glance ended at an unexpected sight of a lovely woman standing on the peak of the mountain, her beautyful shining hair falling endlessly down the sides of the mountain and billowing up and about her in the skies. In
those dark meshes lay imprisoned the great sun!
Who was this dark sorceress who had captured man’s source of light?
Lantana had been prepared to track down a monster, a great beast, a fierce giant, but not a beautiful woman,
however dark and death-dealing her magic was.
“Who are you who has captured the sun?” he asked. Then a voice, cruel and hard, answered him from the
heights:
“I am Dilim, queen of darkness who has imprisoned your sun—in my hair,” and she shook her endless tresses.
Lantana hesitated for one instant before fitted his arrow to his bow. He hurled his challenge:
“As Bathala is my witness, never have I harmed so much as the hair of any child or woman. But you stand
against the lives of many, and I must free the sun.” Only mocking laughter floated down to him.
The keen eyes of Lantana searched for the mortal spot where his arrow would find its mark. Soon discovery
glowed in his eyes and voice as he shouted back:
“You are doomed, Dilim! You are doomed! It is true I cannot harm you, for in our code no may harm a woman,
but among these treacher tresses that float down from you is a living mortal spot. Should my arrow find that
mortal mark it will be the end of you.” Again the mocking laughter floated down to him and the hard, pitiless
voice cried:
“Not in vain are you called the mighty hunter. But your arrow this instant will not fly straight and true, for
whoever has looked upon my face will lose his wisdom and courage.”
In his silent, calm way Lantana fitted his arrow. A sudden wind arose as at the bidding of a cruel one. The endless tresses of Dilim’s hair floated about in frenzied circles, and that mortal lock of hair in which was the life of
Dilim was lost to Lantana’s view.
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But the wind subsided for an instant. In that second, Lantana’s arrow flew straight and true and buried itself in
the midst of Dilim’s tresses. For a minute there was darkness, then it parted in sudden, big rifts as the sun emerged
joyfully through!
And that is why just before dawn there is an arrow, like a tiny spear of light striking the midst of darkness
before the sun appears in glorious triumph
4
At the long, wailing sound of the far-off siren, the two boys turned their pushcart to one side of the road and
glanced quickly up at the skies. There they came, the silver fleet of planes from the east, their swift-flying bodies
catching and throwing off glints from the sun.
“It is Flash Gordon’s band,” grinned the younger of the two boys. Both boys knew which band this was!
“Can you make out the stars, Ku-yang?” he asked insistently.
Jose, the older one, and who was known as Choy to his friends, was surveying the planes with as great delight
as his brother. But at the question a frown quickly crossed his face.
“Don’t you remember what happened yesterday to one of those planes that flew lower than the rest?”
“Yes, it was hit. And they said the pilot jumped down with his parachute. Oh, I hope the enemy didn’t get
him.” Choy gave him one of his amused smiles as he took out his pen knife and marked among previous dates on
the pushcart’s handle today’s raid:
“October 17, 1944.”
Nonoy had made that remark twenty times. Every time he referred to yesterday’s incident, it had always ended
in that fervent prayer.
The planes were dropping their bombs not far away. There were enemy military installations nearby. They
should seek cover. Nonoy was for going home.
“But you know there is still one house we have to go to. Nana Baket must have her vinegar. It is now more
than a week since she last bought vinegar. And she will be roaring mad if she runs out of supply. Anyway, it is
only that house near the bamboo clumps. We can rest a little while in the shade, eat our lunch, and go home soon
after the raid is over.”
“I’ll go ahead. You follow with the pushcart,” Nonoy answered morosely and, picking the largest bottle filled
with vinegar and hugging it close to him, turned to the fields and ran to the little hut among the rice paddies.
Choy headed for the bamboo clumps by the river’s bank. Soon he had parked the pushcart in the friendly shade
of the tall bamboos. Nonoy would be back in no time at all. Announcement of lunch had always a visible effect on
him. For who did not jump at the thought of eating these days, especially if there was rice, even if lib erally
sprinkled with camotes? He reached for their lunch wrapped tight in banana leaves.
A low moan stopped him.
He turned quickly around, thinking it was Nonoy who had come softly behind to play a joke on him. But there
was Nonoy running, puffing like a train, finally arriving and handing him a roll of paper bills—P55.00. Who
would have thought vinegar would ever reach that funny price, however big the bottle of it was?
“Nonoy, did you hear—?”
But this time both of them heard it distinctly, above the whir of wings, above the falling of the bombs—a low,
moaning sound, full of pain. They gazed startled, wordless, at each other.
There it was again.
Then glancing towards the thick underbrush from where the sound seemed to come, they saw the heaped-up
bamboo leaves stir wildly. Then an arm was thrust forth in sudden view.
Both boys, of one swift accord, grasped the handle of their pushcart, turned it around violently and would have
fled from the spot. But suddenly the moan turned into a distinct and urgent sound:
“Water! water!”
That was not the grating voice of the enemy. Neither was it a Filipino’s. In two long strides Jose cleared the
distance between, parted the thick bushes, and revealed to his astonished brother the figure of a white man in uniform. He was wrapped up in a brown-woolen blanket, lying seemingly dead, lips blue and swollen, face all cut
and bleeding, and that face was the face of—
“It must be the pilot who was shot down yesterday. He must have pulled himself here, hidden himself until he
lost consciousness,” explained Choy to the gaping Nonoy.
But Nonoy had run back to the pushcart, was back with their bottle of drinking water. Awk wardly the two boys
lifted the head of the prostrate man and made him drink. The water revived him.
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The eyes were blue and seemed strange because for almost three years men like him were not to be seen in the
land. Those eyes winked solemnly at them.
Nonoy ran again to the pushcart. This time he had their precious lunch with him. Slowly they fed the wounded
man with pieces of camote, following each piece with a little water.
Nonoy couldn’t keep still. He kept fingering and lifting the woolen blanket and peering under the man.
Finally he asked, as he pointed to a white label at the end of the brown blanket,
“What is that and what is meant by it?”
“Oh, this,” the pilot explained smiling through his pain as he drew the woolen blanket closer about him, “this
is an afghan made by our American Junior Red Cross boys and girls. This certainly has done much to keep me
warm and I guess, from feeling hopeless, sort of—well, sort of having somebody around.”
“Hurry, Nonoy,” urged Choy. “We have to go home and get help for him. He might die here anytime or the
enemy might come along.”
“Can’t we take him? Can’t we do something now?”
“We can’t haul him in the pushcart, can we? We have to leave him here, go home, and get Mother to send word
to Father or to any of his guerrillas. They can come tonight and save him. That is the only thing that can be done.”
Nonoy glanced around apprehensively as if the very bamboos had ears. He placed the bottle of water, and the
rest of his lunch by the side of the man who was grinning happily at them. At the word guerrillas he had nodded in
quick approval.
They covered him again with leaves and hid him as best they could.
That was how Nonoy discovered the wrapping of a bar of chocolate. There still was a piece of chocolate unconsumed. After getting a nod from the pilot, he stuffed the wrapping into his pocket.
Ah, he had now a souvenir of his adventure. Wait till the other boys see it.
The man they left behind looked at them wistfully.
“They’ll come to save you at once,” both boys promised.
From under the leaves the man smiled at the chubby boy who had to run to catch up with his brother already
far away on the main road.
Never was the way so long, never their legs so slow. Would they never come to the big bridge, to the road that
led home? They, hardly talked to each other, saving precious breath and precious energy. As they neared the
bridge, Nonoy nudged his elder brother.
Sentries!
People going to the bridge were motioned away. Choy stopped one of them, who explained,
“No one is supposed to cross the bridge until late this afternoon. Orders.”
The two brothers glanced at each other in dismay. One of them would have to cross that bridge—or that river
—and get word home. Choy was quick with his plan.
“Nonoy,” he directed swiftly, “try to cross that bridge and draw attention away from the river. I’m going to
swim it.”
“Kuyang!” he protested. “You know—“
“I know,” Choy nodded desperately.
It was the most treacherous part of the river, and even the best swimmers avoided it.
“But go on and do your part. You know I still have a record to keep up—that one I won for staying longest under water? Well, here’s a chance to better it.” And he pushed his brother forward.
One young heart was beating near to suffocation, although that tousled head tried calmly to bow before the
stern faces of the sentries at the bridge. He was gestured away, but resolutely he stalled for time.. He picked the
bottles of vinegar in the pushcart, pointed to houses beyond, and pleaded mutely. But of no avail. From the corner
of his eye, Nonoy saw the waters of the river stir as if a body sped through the waters. One of the sentries pointed
excitedly at the river.
“Kuyang,” Nonoy silently prayed in mental anguish, “you simply have to better your record.”
What should he do?
In a second a paper wrapping fluttered at the sentries’ feet on the opposite end of the bridge. The startled
glance of the sentries followed it, but in the mad scramble to pick it up, it fell into the river.
Gone was his precious souvenir, but it had done the trick. It had drawn attention away from the other side of
the river. Nonoy was motioned to go back; dutifully he went, content to wait until they would be allowed to cross
the bridge.
A boy who was swimming under the bridge raised his head to see how far he would have to go. There was still
half the distance to make. Would he ever make it? The currents were strong. As stroke after stroke seemed to fail
to bring him to the other shore, he felt he would have to give up.
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One more second to stay under water, he remin-ded himself. He had always won his con tests by staying just
one more second even when his lungs were ready to burst. Then when it seemed that the next stroke was already
impossible he bumped into stone and gravel—the shore at last!
*
Now the two boys tell this story over and over again to their classmates. But the part they like to tell is the
ending which came many months afterward.
When the Americans finally came and freed the Philippines, among the first to enter the town of San Francisco
del Monte was a tall, determined G. I. with the insignia of wings. He scooped boys right and left, peering into
their faces, hopeful at times, shaking his head and passing on to the next until he finally got to Nonoy and his
brother Jose.
At the sight of them, he gave one big whoop, winked solemnly at them and moaned in his strong voice,
“Water! water! Does the voice click, kids?” he asked happily.
5
And the three wise kings journeyed far.
Far would be the journey to that distant star gleaming peace and goodwill. The desert sands stretched white
and pathless before them as they made haste in their journey, for precious gifts they had with them:
Gold, frankincense, and myrrh.
They scarcely spoke to each other. The silence of the night was broken only by their gentle slaps on their tarrying camels.
Many a time they glanced up to see if the distant star was now nearer to their eager eyes. But still it gleamed
distant and away.
Soon to their ears came the measured thud-thud of another camel’s footsteps on the sands. The three kings
looked at each other askance.
Who was it who also journeyed in haste this starry night?
Soon to their view he appeared. The three kings knew at a glance that he was one of them. They saw that he
was a noble, white-robed figure who passed them by with the greeting of a friendly stranger.
Soon he would have outdistanced them had not an exclamation of dismay from one of the three kings,
Baithasar, rent the silent air.
The camel of Baithasar had fallen on the sands! And when it stood up again, it limped sorely and slow.
The stranger somewhere ahead of them had reined his camel for the three kings to overtake him, and he heard
Baithasar crying aloud to his two companions,
“Go you two ahead and the precious gifts we take. Let me be left behind.”
But he knew it would not be so, even before the stranger spoke to them. For the smile of offer in his eyes was
as royal a gesture as any of them could give:
“Take you my camel,” he offered quietly, “and I will have yours, so that the three of you can journey again
together. I, too, bring a gift for the Little One in the manger, but I can come a little later.” As the three kings
accepted, they paused to ask,
“And may we know from what kingdom you come and perhaps—the gift that you bear?” The answer was
simple and clear,
“I come,” said the fourth king, “from the kingdom of everyman.
“Timeless is the gift I bear—and universal—for the gift I give is the gift of Service.”
80.130 & 295.104 1. The Long Vacation 2. How My Brother Leon Brought Home A Wife\fn{by Manuel Estabilla
Arguilla (1911-1944)} Bauang, La Union Province, The Philippines (M) 5
Leon\fn{The original text is not provided with quotation marks; I have inserted them .H} rapped with the knuckles of two
fingers on the swinging door. It swung inward slightly and a voice said,
“Come in.” Leon pushed the swinging door until it opened at an acute angle. He slipped through, and the door
swung to and from behind him.
The bottom springs made a faint, creaking noise which followed him as he approached the man seated behind
a huge, shining desk on the far side of the room. On the wall above the head of the man was a large oil painting of
Rizal.\fn{José Rizal (1861-1896) Philippino physician, novelist, and national hero.}
“Sit down, Leon,” the man said, drowning with his clear, precise voice the sound made by the creaking springs
of the door. “What can I do for you?”
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“I am resigning, Mr. Ruiz,” said Leon. Her smiled a little. He was thinking, I wonder what he is going to say.
He probably thinks I am a fool. If he does, I do not see it on his face. He is a fine fellow. I am sorry to leave him.
“Have you found another job, Leon?” Mr. Ruiz asked him.
“No, Mr. Ruiz,” Leon said. He grinned light-heartedly. “I am going on a long vacation.”
*
He held his mind in check, kept it stationary on the word vacation. He didn’t want to go thinking about it again
in the presence of Mr. Ruiz. He would have plenty of time to think about it when he was out of the office.
“How much time do you want, Leon?” Mr. Ruiz asked kindly. “We can let you off for a week, maybe two
weeks. You do not have to resign.”
Leon’s face became grave.
“Well, I don’t know, Mr. Ruiz,” he said. “You see my wife and I—”
Mr. Ruiz was startled. Involuntarily, his eyes sought the black band around the left arm of Leon.
“Your wife, Leon?”
Leon smiled again, a little diffidently.
“You will think me crazy, Mr. Ruiz, but it’s true. I am taking this vacation with my wife.”
Mr. Ruiz was silent. He lowered his head and rubbed his chin on the back of his hand.
“Go on, Leon, tell me about it,” he said.
“I don’t know if I can make you understand,” said Leon. He felt no reluctance to talk. He thought, My mind is
made up. It will do no harm to tell him. He might really see how I feel about it, at that. He is a fine fellow. I’ver
enjoyed working for him.
“It’s like this, Mr. Ruiz,” said Leon.
“I come from La Unión. I went to high school in San Fernando, the capital of the province. We call it San’do.
Perhaps you’ve been there?”
“Yes,” said Mr. Ruiz in his clear, precise voice. “I’ve passed through San Fernando several times.”
“Then you know what I mean when I say that the place is beautiful. It is really beautiful, you know. The sea on
one side and the mountains on the other. Well, I had a fine time during my stay in high school.
“There’s a hill just east of the high school building. It is covered from slope to summit with madre-de-cacao
trees. In March, the trees burst into bloom and their boughs became covered with clusters and clusters of pale
violet flowers. On moonlight nights we climbed the hill and seemed to be in paradise. When I look back to it, it
was really paradise.”
Leon glanced at Mr. Ruiz.
“You are sure you are not bored by all this?” he asked.
“No, go on, Leon,” said Mr. Ruiz kindly.
“There’s a tongue of land that extends for over five kilometers into the sea at the southern end of the town. It’s
called Poiro and at its farthest tip is a light house.
“We used to have excursions there.
“On one side the land falls steeply for a hundred feet into the sea. There are huge rocks down there against
which the waves dash resoundingly.
“Once I climbed down the face of the cliff, and you should have heard the girls cry out in fear. I was not afraid.
I laughed and waved my hand. I was excited and a little nervous but I had no fear, although I knew that a slip
would send me to certain death on those rocks below.
“You could walk from the town and be in Poro in about an hour. There are no houses, no people, only the light
house keeper and his wife and a lame boy, their only son. The place is as wild and lovely as you could wish. You
hear the booming of the sea against the rocks on one side, and on the other, which is sloping and sandy, you hear
the soft lapping of gentle waves.
“Well, you know, Mr. Ruiz, I used to think about all this when I was in college and I always ended up by
telling myself it wasn’t true, I was imagining things, making them up, adding beauties and charms not there.
“I would plan to go there during vacation to find out.
“But I never went. Something always came up to keep me here in the city. Or else when I did go home, there
was no time to go to San Fernando. I thought that when I graduated, I’d surely spend a long vacation in San
Fernando. I never did. As you know, I came to work here the week after graduation. I’ve been here since that and
that was seven years ago.”
“You’ve had a week’s leave every year, haven’t you, Leon?” Mr. Ruiz asked.
“Yes, Mr. Ruiz, but I never went to San Fernando. I kept longing to go back there, but I always went
somewhere else when a chance came.
“Then I got married, and I don’t know why we didn’t spend our honeymoon in San Fernando. We sent to
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Pagsanjan, but my heart was in San Fernando among the hills and the sea beating against the cliffs of Poro. I
talked so much about them and my wife got so interested, that soon she was wishing we had gone there instead.
“I had only a week’s leave and so we came back to Manila.
“That was a year ago. Often my wife and I talked about the vacation that someday we would spend in San’do.
I told her about the hill of madre-de-cacao all in bloom, the sand dunes smooth as silk, and the sea by moon-light
—the water clear and warm, just perfect for swimming.
“We made plans. She would get even more excited than I, and would ask me to describe the place over and
over. She thought that maybe we could take a tent and camp out in Poro.
“During the hot days we would talk of the sea-breezes that continually blow across Poro. We would see
ourselves in bathing suits the whole day, doing nothing but swim and read and loll in the cool shade of the
camachile trees on the fine white sand.
“Before she died—”
Leon met the keen glance that Mr. Ruiz shot at him. He smiled and shook his head.
“It’s all right now, Mr. Ruiz,” he said, smiling. He thought, “Yesterday I couldn’t have said those words
without breaking down.”
“Before she died,” Leon went on, “at the hospital when she complained of the heat, she would smile and say
that as soon as she recovered we would go to San’do and there she’d stay until she was entirely well again. She
was so sure she’d pull through and so was I.
“Well, she died—,” Leon hesitated, then he went on, smiling his secret little smile, —“and last night, coming
home from the funeral, I got to thinking about things and suddenly I realized there was one thing left to be done.”
“What was that?” asked Mr. Ruiz.
“The vacation in San’do.”
“What are you going to do?” asked Mr. Ruiz.
“Many things,” said Leon. “I am going there and do all the things my wife and I had planned on doing together.
“I’ll climb the hills, the madre-de-cacao trees will be in bloom again.
“I’ll swim in the sea, I’ll sit under the camachile trees.
“I’ll walk up and down those sand dunes, leave my footprints on them for the wind to bury again.
“And you know, Mr. Ruiz,” Leon said, “I feel that doing all these things, I shall not be alone. You know what I
mean.”
Mr. Ruiz nodded but did not say a word.
And when I go down the cliff of Poro, she’ll be with me.
But this last, Leon did not say aloud and he smiled to think that Mr. Ruiz did not hear it.
It was, too, the most important thing.
2
She stepped down from the carretela of Ca Celin with a quick, delicate grace. She was lovely. She was tall.
She looked up to my brother with a smile, and her forehead was on a level with his mouth.
“You are Baldo,” she said and placed her hand lightly on my shoulder. Her nails were long, but they were not
painted. She was fragrant like a morning when papayas are in bloom. And a small dimple appeared momently
high on her right cheek.
“And this is Labang of whom I have heard so much.” She held the wrist of one hand with the other and looked
at Labang, and Labang never stopped chewing his cud. He swallowed and brought up to his mouth more cud and
the sound of his insides was like a drum. I laid a hand on Labang’s massive neck and said to her:
“You may scratch his forehead now.”
She hesitated and I saw that her eyes were on the long, curving horns. But she came and touched Labang’s
forehead with her long fingers, and Labang never stopped chewing his cud except that his big eyes half closed.
And by and by she was scratching his forehead very daintily.
My brother Leon put down the two trunks on the grassy side of the road. He paid Ca Celin twice the usual fare
from the station to the edge of Nagrebcan. Then he was standing beside us, and she turned to him eagerly. I
watched Ca Celin, where he stood in front of his horse, and he ran his fingers through its forelock and could not
keep his eyes away from her.
“Maria …” my brother Leon said.
He did not say Maring. He did not say Mayang. I knew then that he had always called her Maria and that to us
all she would be Maria; and in my mind I said ‘Maria’ and it was a beautiful name.
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“Yes, Noel.”
Now where did she get that name? I pondered the matter quietly to myself, thinking Father might not like it.
But it was only the name of my brother Leon said backward and it sounded much better that way.
“There is Nagrebcan, Maria,” my brother Leon said, gesturing widely toward the west.
She moved close to him and slipped her arm through his. And after a while she said quietly.
“You love Nagrebcan, don’t you, Noel?”
Ca Celin drove away hi-yi-ing to his horse loudly. At the bend of the camino real where the big duhat tree
grew, he rattled the handle of his braided rattan whip against the spokes of the wheel.
We stood alone on the roadside.
The sun was in our eyes, for it was dipping into the bright sea. The sky was wide and deep and very blue above
us: but along the saw-tooth rim of the Katayaghan hills to the southwest flamed huge masses of clouds. Before us
the fields swam in a golden haze through which floated big purple and red and yellow bubbles when I looked at
the sinking sun.
Labang’s white coat, which I had wshed and brushed that morning with coconut husk, glistened like beaten
cotton under the lamplight and his horns appeared tipped with fire. He faced the sun and from his mouth came a
call so loud and vibrant that the earth seemed to tremble underfoot. And far away in the middle of the field a cow
lowed softly in answer.
“Hitch him to the cart, Baldo,” my brother Leon said, laughing, and she laughed with him a bit uncertainly, and
I saw that he had put his arm around her shoulders.
“Why does he make that sound?” she asked. “I have never heard the like of it.”
“There is not another like it,” my brother Leon said. “I have yet to hear another bull call like Labang. In all the
world there is no other bull like him.”
She was smiling at him, and I stopped in the act of tying the sinta across Labang’s neck to the opposite end of
the yoke, because her teeth were very white, her eyes were so full of laughter, and there was the small dimple high
up on her right cheek.
“If you continue to talk about him like that, either I shall fall in love with him or become greatly jealous.”
My brother Leon laughed and she laughed and they looked at each other and it seemed to me there was a world
of laughter between them and in them.
I climbed into the cart over the wheel and Labang would have bolted, for he was always like that, but I kept a
firm hold on his rope. He was restless and would not stand still, so that my brother Leon had to say “Labang”
several times. When he was quiet again, my brother Leon lifted the trunks into the cart, placing the smaller on top.
She looked down once at her high-heeled shoes, then she gave her left hand to my brother Leon, placed a foot
on the hub of the wheel, and in one breath she had swung up into the cart. Oh, the fragrance of her. But Labang
was fairly dancing with impatience and it was all I could do to keep him from running away.
“Give me the rope, Baldo,” my brother Leon said. “Maria, sit down on the hay and hold on to anything.” Then
he put a foot on the left shaft and that instant lLbang leaped forward. My brother Leon laughed as he drew himself
up to the top of the side of the cart and made the slack of the rope hiss above the back of Labang. The wind
whistled against my cheeks and the rattling of the wheels on the pebbly road echoed in my ears.
She sat up straight on the bottom of the cart, legs bent togther to one side, her skirts spread over them so that
only the toes and heels of her shoes were visible. Her eyes were on my brother Leon’s back; I saw the wind on her
hair. When Labang slowed down, my brother Leon handed to me the rope. I knelt on the straw inside the cart and
pulled on the rope until Labang was merely shuffling along, then I made him turn around.
“What is it you have forgotten now, Baldo?” my brother Leon said.
I did not say anything but tickled with my fingers the rump of Labang; and away we went—back to where I
had unhitched and waited for them. The sun had sunk and down from the wooded sides of the Katayaghan hills
shadows were stealing into the fields. High up overhead the sky burned with many slow fires.
When I sent Labang down the deep cut that would take us to the dry bed of the Waig which could be used as a
path to our place during the dry season, my brother Leon laid a hand on my shoulder and said sternly:
“Who told you to drive through the fields tonight?”
His hand was heavy on my shoulder, but I did not look at him or utter a word until we were on the rocky
bottom of the Waig.
“Baldo, you fool, answer me before I lay the rope of Labang on you. Why do you follow the Wait instead of
the camino real?”
His fingers bit into my shoulder.
“Father, he told me to follow the Waig tonight, Manong.”
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Swiftly, his hand fell away from my shoulder and he reached for the rope of Labang. Then my brother Leon
laughed, and he sat back, and laughing still, he said:
“And I suppose Father also told you to hitch Labang to the cart and meet us with him instead of with Castano
and the calesa.” Without waiting for me to answer, he turned to her and said,
“Maria, why do you think Father should do that, now?” He laughed and added,
“Have you ever seen so many stars before?”
I looked back and they were sitting side by side, leaning against the trunks, hands clasped across knees.
Seemingly, but a man’s height above the tops of the steep banks of the Wait, hung the stars. But in the deep gorge
the shadows had fallen heavily, and even the white of Labang’s coat was merely a dim, grayish blur. Crickets
chirped from their homes in the cracks in the banks. The thick, unpleasant smell of dangla bushes and cooling
sun-heated earth mingled with the clean, sharp scent of arrais roots exposed to the night air and of the hay inside
the cart.
“Look, Noel, yonder is our star!”
Deep surprise and gladness were in her voice. Very low in the west, almost touching the ragged edge of the
bank, was the star, the biggest and brightest in the sky.
“I have been looking at it,” my brother Leon said. “Do you remember how I would tell you that when you
want to see stars you must come to Nagrebcan?”
“Yes, Noel,” she said. “Look at it,” she murmured, half to herself. “It is so many times bigger and brighter than
it was at Ermita beach.”
“The air here is clean, free of dust and smoke.”
“So it is, Noel,” she said, drawing a long breath.
“Making fun of me, Maria?”
She laughed then and they laughed together and she took my brother Leon’s hand and put it against her face.
I stopped Labang, climbed down, and lighted the lantern that hung from the cart between the wheels.
“Good boy, Baldo,” my brother Leon said as I climbed back into the cart, and my heart sang.
Now the shadows took fright and did not crowd so near. Clumps of andadasi and arrais flashed into view and
quickly disappeared as we passed by. Ahead, the elongated shadow of Labang bobbled up and down and swayed
drunkenly from side to side, for the lantern rocked jerkily with the cart.
“Have we far to go yet, Noel?” she asked.
“Ask Baldo,” my brother Leon said, “we have been neglecting him.”
“I am asking you, Baldo,” she said. Without looking back, I answered, picking my words slowly:
“Soon we will get out of the Wait and pass into the fields. After the fields is home—Manong.”
“So near already.”
I did not say anything more because I did not know what to make of the tone of her voice as she said her last
words. All the laughter seemed to have gone out of her. I waited for my brother Leon to say something, but he was
not saying anything. Suddenly he broke out into song and the song was Sky Sown with Stars—the same that he
and Father sang when we cut hay in the fields at night before he went away to study. He must have taught her the
song because she joined him, and her voice flowed into his like a gentle stream meeting a stronger one. And each
time the wheels encountered a big rock, her voice would catch in her throat, but my brother Leon would sing on,
until, laughing softly, she would join him again.
Then we were climbing out into the fields, and through the spokes of the wheels the light of the lantern
mocked the shadows.
Labang quickened his steps. The jolting became more frequent and painful as we crossed the low dikes.
“But it is so very wide here,” she said. The light of the stars broke and scattered the darkness so that one could
see far on every side, though indistinctly.
“You miss the houses, and the cars, and the people and the noise, don’t you?” My brother Leon stopped
singing.
“Yes, but in a different way. I am glad they are not here.”
With difficulty I turned Labang to the left, for he wanted to go straight on. He was breathing hard, but I knew
he was more thirsty than tired. In a little while we drope up the grassy side onto the camino real.
“You see,” my brother Leon was explaining, “the camino real curves around the foot of the Katayaghan hills
and passes by our house. We drove through the fields because—but I’ll be asking Father as soon as we get home.”
“Noel,” she said.
“Yes, Maria.”
“I am afraid. He may not like me.”
“Does that worry you still, Maria?” my brother Leon said. “From the way you talk, he might be an ogre, for all
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the world. Except when his leg that was wounded in the Revolution is troubling him, Father is the mildesttempered, gentlest man I know.”
We came to the house of Lacay Julian and I spoke to Labang loudly, but Moning did not come to the window,
so I surmised she must be eating with the rest of her family. And I thought of the food being made ready at home
and my mouth watered. We met the twins, Urong and Celin, and I said “Hoy!” calling them by name. And they
shouted back and asked if my brother Leon and his wife were with me. And my brother Leon shouted to them and
then told me to make Labang run; their answers were lost in the noise of the wheels.
I stopped Labang on the road before our house and would have gotten down but my brother Leon took the rope
and told me to stay in the cart. He turned Labang into the open gate and we dashed into our yard. I thought we
would crash into the camachile tree, but my brother Leon reined in Labang in time.
There was light downstairs in the kitchen, and Mother stood in the doorway, and I could see her smiling shyly.
My brother Leon was helping Maria over the wheel. The first words that fell from his lips after he had kissed
Mother’s hand were:
“Father … where is he?”
“He is in his room upstairs,” Mother said, her face becoming serious. “His leg is bothering him again.”
I did not hear anything more because I had to go back to the cart to unhitch Labang. But I hardly tied him
under the barn when I heard Father calling me. I met my brother Leon going to bring up the trunks. As I passed
through the kitchen, there were Mother and my sister Aurelia and Maria and it seemed to me they were crying, all
of them.
There was no light in Father’s room. There was no movement. He sat in the big armchair by the western
window, and a star shone directly through it. He was smoking, but he removed the roll of tobacco from his mouth
when he saw me. He laid it carefully on the windowsill before speaking.
“Did you meet anybody on the way?” he asked.
“No, Father,” I said. “Nobody passes through the Waig at night.” He reached for his roll of tobacco and hitched
himself up in the chair.
“She is very beautiful, Father.”
“Was she afraid of Labang?” My father had not raised his voice, but the room seemed to resound with it. And
again I saw her eyes on the long curving horns and the arm of my brother Leon around her shoulders.
“No, Father, she was not afraid.”
“On the way …”
“She looked at the stars, Father. And Manong Leon sang.”
“What did he sing?”
“Sky Sown with Stars. She sang with him.”
He was silent again. I could hear the low voices of Mother and my sister Aurelia downstairs. There was also
the voice of my brother Leon, and I thought that Father’s voice must have been like it when Father was young. He
had laid the roll of tobacco on the windowsill once more. I watched the smoke waver faintly upward from the
lighted end and vanish slowly into the night outside.
The door opened and my brother Leon and Maria came in.
“Have you watered Labang?” Father spoke to me.
I told him that Labang was resting yet under the barn.
“It is time you watered him, my son,” my father said.
I looked at Maria and she was lovely. She was tall. Beside my brother Leon, she was tall and very still. Then I
went out, and in the darkened hall the fragrance of her was like a morning when papayas are in bloom.
80.193 The Day The Dancers Came\fn{by Bienvenido Nuqui Santos (1911-1996)} Manila, National Capital Region,
The Philippines (M) 7
As soon as Fil woke up, he noticed a whiteness outside, quite unusual for a morning in November. That fall,
Chicago was sandman’s town, sleepy valley, drowsy, gray, slumbrous mistiness from sun up till noon when the
clouds drifted away in cauliflower clusters and suddenly it was evening. The lights shone on the avenues like
soiled lamps centuries old and the skyscrapers became monsters with a thousand sore eyes. But now, there was a
brightness in the air and Fil knew what it was and he shouted,
“Snow! It’s snowing!” Tony, who slept in the adjoining room, was awakened.
“What’s that?” he askied.
“It’s snowing,” Fil said, peering at the swirling flakes and smiling as if he had ordered this and was satisfied
with the prompt delivery.
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“Oh, they’d love this, they’d love this,” he repeated. From the bedroom came the sound of shattered springs, a
deaf, battered accordion of sagging coils.
“Who’d love what?” Tony’s voice came after the battery. When Fil did not answer, Tony asked again, his voice
now raised in annoyance.
“The dancers, of course,” Fil answered, facing the bedroom. “They’re arriving today. Maybe they’ve already
arrived. And they’ll see this snow and walk in it. It will be their first snow, I’m sure. Now they have something to
remember about Chicago.”
“How do you know it didn’t snow in New York while they were there?” Tony asked, his words coming through
the squeak and creak of thoroughly punished springs.
“Snow in New York in early November?” Fil said. “Are you crazy?”
“Who’s crazy?” Tony replied. “Ever since you heard of those dancers from the Philippines coming to Chicago,
you’ve been acting nuts. Loco. As if they’re coming here just for you.” Tony chuckled.
Hearing it, Fil blushed. Perhaps it was true that he had been acting too eager ever since he had learned that the
dancers were coming to Chicago from New York, but he couldn’t help feeling the way her did. Tony had said it—
it felt that way, as if the dancers were coming to Chicago specially for him.
*
Filemon Acayan, Filipino, was fifty, a U.S. citizen. He was a corporal in the U.S. Army, training at San Luis
Obispo, California, on the day he was discharged honorably, in 1945, and one of thousands like him for whom the
war ended abruptly that day in August after Hiroshima and who never had the chance to fight for the homeland.
Instead, a few months later, he got his citizenship papers.
Thousands of them, smart and small in their uniform, stood at attention to the flag and the republic for which it
stands, their voices like a prayer recited in unison during the eucharist at the Luneta. Soon after, he got back to
work. To a new citizen, work meant many places and many ways, factories, hospitals, tending a rose garden and a
hundred-year-old veteran of a border war, waiter and cook, and several odd jobs that bore no names.
Now he was a special policeman in the post office. He had had pictures taken of himself in uniform with the
blouse a bit too loose and long, looking like a musician, a doorman, salvation army bugler, anything but special
policeman.
He was a few years younger than Tony—Antonio Bataller, a retired Pullman porter—but he looked older in
spite of the fact that Tony had been bedridden most of the time for the last two years, suffering from a kind of
wasting disease that had intrigued doctors. All over Tony’s body, a gradual peeling was taking place. At first he
thought it was merely tinea flava, a skin disease common among adolescents in the Philippines. It had started
around the neck and now affected his extremities. His face looked as if it was healing from severe burns.
Nevertheless, it was a young face, much younger than Fil’s, who had never looked young.
“I’m becoming a white man,” Tony had said once, chuckling softly.
*
It was the same chuckle Fil seemed to have heard now, but this was derisive, insulting.
Fil said, “I know who’s nuts. It’s the sick guy with the sick thoughts. You don’t care for nothing but your pain,
your imaginary pain.”
“You’re the imagining fellow. I got the real thing!” Tony shouted from the room. He believed he had
something worse than the whiteness spreading on his skin. There was a pain in his insides, like dull scissors
scraping his intestines. Cancer. Angrily, he added,
“What for I got retired?”
“You’re old, man, old, that’s what, and sick, yes, but not cancer,” Fil said, turning toward the snow-filled sky.
He pressed his face against the glass window. There’s about an inch now on the ground, he thought, maybe more.
Tony had come out of the room, looking as if he had not slept all night.
“I know it is,” he said, as if it were an honor and a privilege to die of cancer and Fil was trying to deprive him
of it. “Never a pain like this. One day, I’m just gonna die.”
“Naturally. Who says you won’t?” Fil argued, thinking how wonderful it would be if he could join the
company of dancers from the Philippines, show them around, walk with them in the snow, watch their eyes as
they stared about them, answer their questions, tell them everything they wanted to know about the changing
seasons in this strange land. They would pick up fistfuls of snow, crunch it in their fingers or shove it into their
mouths, as he did himself the first time, long, long ago, remembering the grated ice the Chinese sold in the store
near the town plaza where he played tatching with an elder brother who, later, drowned in a sudden squall.
How his mother had grieved over that death, who had not cried too much when his father died, a broken man.
Now they were all gone, after a storm and suddenly, or lingeringly, in a season of drought, all, all of them he had
loved. He continued,
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“All of us will die. One day. A medium bomb marked Chicago and this whole dump is tapus, finish. Who’ll
escape then?”
“Maybe your dancers will,” Tony answered, now watching the snow himself. “I don’t know what makes you
so crazy about them.”
“Of course, they will,” Fil retorted, his voice sounding like a big assurance that all the dancers would be safe in
his care. “The bombs won’t be falling on this night. And when the dancers are back in the Philippines …”
Suddenly, he paused, as if he was no longer sure of what he was going to say.
“But maybe, even in the Philippines the bombs gonna fall, no?” he said, grazing sadly at the falling snow.
“What’s that to you?” Tony replied. “You got no more folks ove’der, right? I know it’s nothing to me. I’ll be
dead before that.”
“Let’s talk about something nice,” Fil said, the sadness spreading on his fce as he tried to smnile. “Tell me,
how will I talk, how am I gonna introduce myself?”
*
He would go ahead with his plans. He was going to introduce himself to the dancers and volunteer to take
them sight-seeing.
His car was clean and ready for his guests. He had soaped the ashtrays, dusted off the floor boards and thrown
away the old mats, replacing them with new plastic throw rugs. He had got himself soaking wet as he sprayed the
car, humming as he worked.
Bit by bit, stray songs from the islands came back to him. The dancers would sing and dance to these songs.
She could sing broken phrases, unfinished bars. There were stretches of the forgotten between one phrase and
another. Besides, popular songs he had since learned in America, kept crowding out the songs of his country.
Fil shook his head as he waited for Tony to say something.
“Gosh, I wish I had your looks, even with those white spots, then I could face everyone of them,” he said, “but
this mug …”
“That’s the important thing, your mug. It’s your calling card. It says, Filipino. Countryman,” Tony said.
“You’re not fooling me, friend,” Fil said. “This mug says, Ugly Filipino. It says, old-timer, muchacho. It says,
Pinoy, bejo.”
For Fil, time was the villain. In the beginning, the words he often heard were: too young, too young; but all of
a sudden, too young became too old, too late. What had happened in between? A weariness, a mist covering all
things. You don’t have to look at your face in a mirror to know that you are old, suddenly old, grown useless for a
lot of things and too late for all the lovely and splendid dreams you had wrapped up well against a day of need.
The faces of all those you know had blended with other faces less familiar, strange.
When Fili worked as a menial in a hospital in Cook County, all day he touched filth and gore. He came home
smelling of surgical soap and disinfectant. In the hospital, he took care of a row of bottles on a shelf, each bottle
containing a stage of the human embryo in preservatives, from the lizard-like fetus of a few days, through the
newly born infant, with the position unchanged, cold and cowering and afraid. Sometimes in his sleep, Fil
dreamed of preserving the stages after infancy, but somewhere he drew a blank like the many years between too
young and too old.
“It also says sucker,” Tony was saying. “What for you want to invite them? Here? Aren’t you ashamed of this
hole?”
*
They had occupied the same apartment on West Sheridan Road for the past ten years and there had been no
changes done or any repair made as if there was a tacit contest among all the apartments in the building as to
which one was going to survive longest, untouched.
Tony had the bedroom to himself while Fil slept in the living room in a convertible bed. The carpet had lost its
true color as if dust had settled on it permanently and had become imbedded in it, textured into a kind of loom
where broken lines now stood for the design of what was once perhaps a pattern of beauty. Everything in the
apartment was old, including the newspapers and magazines from the Philippines with dates as far back as ten
years ago. The walls were eggshell bare except for a tiny crucifix which dropped on the floor every time the door
swung against it with some force, but one of them always put it back.
The kitchen looked like an open closet with all sorts of deodorizers in open bottles and sprays. As soon as he
woke up, Fil reached for the nearest one and began spraying the air as if a creature of decay had spawned
stillbirths of stink during the night and these had to be removed.
On the kitchen wall was a shopping reminder with pegs and holes opposite spaces marked salt, bread, or
whatever they needed. The pegs continually changes as various needs arose, except one opposite an article which
Tony had added, pasting a piece of paper marked Ligaya on top of starch, which they never used. Ligaya is a
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girl’s name, but it also means happiness. The peg remained stuck in the hole opposite Ligaya. For some time, both
of them thought it clever and amusing.
In the kitchen, Fil felt he had something on his friend who could not cook as well as he.
“It’s not a palace, I know,” he said, “but who wants a palace when they can have the most delicious abodo here
and the best boneless chicken with stuffing … yum … yum …”
Tony was angry. “Yum, yum, you’re nuts,” he said, “plain and simple loco. What for you want to spend and
spend? You’ve been living on loose change practically all your life and now on treasury warrant so small, all full
of holes and practically nothing, and still you want to spend for these dancing kids who don’t know you and won’t
even send you a card afterwards.”
“Never mind the cards,” Fil answered. “Who wants cards? But don’t you see, they’ll be happy; and then, you
know what? I’m going to keep their voices, their words and their singing and their laughter in my magic sound
mirror.”
*
The first time Fil heard his own voice played back in the tape recorder, he didn’t believe it was his own, but as
soon as he recognized it, the whole thing became to him pure magic. He bought a portable. Tony and he had fun
making recordings to songs from the radio and listening to their own voices as they debated in English or in the
dialect.\fn{By which is meant, the author specifies later on, one of those languages indigenous to The Philippines, and grouped together
by ethnographers under some 75 linguistic groups (though English and Filipino are the two official languages). Of these linguistic
groupings, Tagalog (dominant in central Luzon), Ilokano (dominant in northern Luzon), and Visayan (dominant in the central islands) are
the most important; Pampangan, Pangasinan, Bicol, and Ilonggo are important minor ones. This is a different sense of the word dialect,
which to me means, say, the difference between Cantonese and Mandarin (both dialects of Chinese); or between Yorkshire and Cockney as
dialects of English (whereas Scotts, Welsh, Cornish, English and Manx are distinct languages which happen to be used by people who
inhabit the same group of islands).} It was evident that Tony was the better speaker in English, but in the dialect, Fil

showed more mastery. His style was florid, sentimental, poetic.
The machine was now several years, old, but it still looked new. Fil had a stack of tape recordings, patiently
labeled, songs and speeches, the songs were in English, but most of the speeches were in the dialect.
Without telling Tony, he had experimented on recording sounds, like the way a bed creaked, doors opening and
closing, rain or sleet tapping on the glass window panes, footsteps through the corridor and on the threadbare rug.
He played all the sounds back and tried to remember how it was on the day or night the sounds had been recorded.
Did they bring back the moment? He was beginning to think that they did. He was learning to identify each of the
sounds with a particular mood or fact. Sometimes, whimsically, he wished that there was a way of keeping a
record of silence because it was to him the richest sound, like snow falling.
Now as he and Tony watched the snow blowing in the wind, he thought, what took care of that moment if
memory didn’t? Like time, memory was often a villain, a betrayer.
“As soon as they accept my invitation, I’ll call you up,” Fil said, adding hastily, “No, you don’t have to do
anything, but I’d want you to know so you’d be here to meet them.”
“I’m going out myself,” Tony said, “and I don’t know what time I’m coming back.” Then he added, “So you’re
not working today. Are you on leave?”
“For two days. While the dancers are here,” Fil said.
“It still don’t make sense to me,” Tony said. “But, good luck, anyway.”
“Aren’t you going to see them tonight? That ticket I got you is a good seat, right in front,” Fil said.
“I know. But I’m not sure I can come.”
“What? You’re not sure?” Fil could not believe it. The opportunity of a lifetime. Something must be wrong
with Tony. He looked at him closely, saying nothing.
“I’d want to, but I’m sick Fil. I tell you, I’m not feeling so good. My doctor will know today. He’ll tell me,”
Tony said.
“What will he tell you?”
“How do I know?”
“I mean, what’s he trying to find out?”
“If it’s cancer,” Tony said. Without saying another word, he went straight to his room.
*
Fil remembered those times, at night, when Tony kept him awake with his long-drawn out sighs of pain. When
he called out to him, saying, “Tony! Tony, what’s the matter?” the moaning ceased for a while. But afterwards, as
if unable to hold the pain any longer, Tony screamed, deadening his cries with a pillow against his mouth. When
Fil went to him then, Tony drove him away. Or he curled up in the bedsheets like a big infant suddenly hushed in
its crying.
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The next day, Tony looked all right. When Fil asked him about the night before, he replied, “I was dying,” but
it sounded more like disgust over a nameless annoyance. Fil had more misgivings over the whiteness spreading on
Tony’s skin. He had heard of leprosy. Every time he thought of that dreaded disease, he felt tears I his eyes. In all
the years he had been in America, he had not had a friend until he met Tony whom he liked immediately and
worshipped for all the things the man had and which Fil knew he himself lacked.
“Fil, I can’t find my boots, may I wear yours?” Tony’s voice sounded strong and healthy.
“Sure, sure!” Fil answered. He didn’t need boots. He loved to walk in the snow. Tony needed them.
They had been wearing each other’s things. At first, they marked with their initials what each owned, but later,
neither paid attention to the distinguishing marks. They wore each other’s socks, shorts, handkerchiefs, ties,
shoes, jackets, etc.
Still they continued to exchange gifts on Christmas. Nobody sent them Christmas presents. Once in a rare
while, they got Christmas cards, one from the florist near their apartment houses, another from an insurance
company. But they made merry on Christmas and drank a lot. Then it did not embarrass them to admit that they
were fast friends, indeed.
They shook hands on that; they shook hands on practically anything they said. Christmas Day was Armistice
Day. They kept shaking hands and admiring each other’s gifts. Drink affected them differently: Fil became
boisterous and recited poems in the dialect and praised himself. Tony fell to giggling and cursing all the railroad
companies of America.
When they woke up the next morning, they glared at each other and, without a word, they cleaned up the mess,
each obviously avoiding the other. Then one or the other left, but the next day, everything was normal again. Now
as he was getting ready to leave the apartment, Fil said,
“Well, I’ll be seeing you. Try to be home on time. I shall invite the dancers for luncheon or dinner, maybe
tomorrow. But tonight, let’s go to the theater together, ha?”
“I’ll try,” Tony answered.
There was no eagerness in his voice. He had returned to bed as if the morning, that early, had already wearied
him.
As he was about to shut the door, Fil heard Tony saying, “Good luck.”
The voice was faint.
*
The air outside felt good. Fil lifted his face to the sky and closed his eyes as the snow and a wet wind drenched
his face. He stood that way for some time, crying, more, more, more! to himself, drunk with snow and coolness.
His car was parked a block away. As he walked toward it, he pushed one foot into the snow and studied the scar
he made, a hideous shape among perfect footmarks.
He felt strong as his lungs filled with the cold air, as if just now it did not matter too much that he was the way
he looked and his English was the way it was. But perhaps, he could talk to the dancers in his dialect. Why not?
A heavy frosting of snow covered his ear, and as he wiped it off with his bare hands, he felt light and young,
like a child at play, and once again, he raised his face to the sky and licked the flakes, cold and tasteless on his
tongue.
*
When Fil arrived at the Hamilton,\fn{ This is not the concert, but a sort of welcoming of—apparently; the author does not make
this clear—the national dance troupe, by members of the local Filipino-American community, upon the dancers’ arrival in the city at the
hotel where they were to stay .} by it seemed to him the Philippine dancers had taken over the hotel. They were all over

the lobby on the mezzanine, talking in groups animatedly, their teeth sparkling as they laughed, their eyes
disappearing in mere slits of light. Some of the girls wore their black hair long.
For a moment the sight seemed too much for him who had all but forgotten how beautiful Philippine girls
were. He wanted to look away, but their loveliness held him. He must do something, close his eyes perhaps. As he
did so, their laughter came to him like a breeze murmurous with sounds native to his land. It was happiness itself.
Later, he tried to relax, to appear inconspicuous. True, they were all very young, but there were a few elderly
men and women whom must be their chaperons or well-wishers like him. He smiled at everyone who happened to
look toward him. Most of them smiled back, or rather seemed to smile, but it was quick, without recognition, and
might not have been for him, but for someone else near or behind him.
His lips formed the words he was trying to phrase in his mind: Hocano ka? Bicol? Ano na, paisano? Comusta?
Or should he introduce himself? How? His lips trembled at the unfamiliar phrases, frightening him into deeper
incoherence.
Suddenly he felt as if he had stumbled into company where he was not welcome. All the things he had been
trying to hide now showed: the age in his face, his horny hands. He knew it the instant he wanted to shake hands
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with the first boy who had drawn close to him, smiling and friendly. Fil put his hands in his pocket. They were
cold and damp.
Now he wished Tony were with him. Tony would know what to do. He would charm these young people wit
his smile and his learned words. Fil wanted to leave, but he seemed caught up in the tangle of moving bodies that
merged and broke in a fluid strangle hold. Everybody was talking, mostly in English. Once in a while he heard
exclamations in the dialect right out of the past, conjuring up playtime, long shadows of evening on the plaza,
barrio fiestas, misa de gallo.
There was music in their voices. This was home. This was homelessness.
The paradox confused him, but that was how he felt, uncertain whether this feeling was not really regret over
all the wasted years away from home. He loved them all—that was clearest in his mind, as he walked among the
dancers, pretending he was not a stranger.
Time was passing and he had yet to talk to someone. Suppose he stood on a chair and addressed them in the
manner of his flamboyant speeches, recorded in his magic sound mirror?
Beloved countrymen, lovely children of the Pearl of the Orient Seas, listen to me. I’m Fil Acayan. I’ve come to
volunteer my services. I’m yours to command. Your servant. Tell me where you want to go, what you want to see in
Chicago. I know every foot of the lakeshore drive, all the gardens and the parks, the museums, the huge department
stores, the planetarium. Let me be your guide. That’s what I’m offering you, a free tour of Chicago, and finally, dinner
at my apartment on West Sheridan Road—pork abodo and chicken relleno, name your dish. How about it, paisanos?”

No. That would be a foolish thing to do. They would laugh at him. He felt a dryness in his throat. He was
sweating. As he wiped his face with a handkerchief, he bumped against a slim, short girl who quite gracefully
stepped aside, and for a moment he thought he would swoon in the perfume that enveloped him. It was fragrance
long forgotten, essence of camia, of ilang-ilang, and dama de noche.
Two boys with sleek, pomaded hair, were sitting near an empty chair. He sat down and said in the dialect,
“May I invite you to my apartment?” The boys stood up, saying, “Excuse, please,” and walked away. He mopped
his brow, but instead of getting discouraged, as though he had moved another step beyond shamelessness, he grew
bolder. Approaching another group, he repeated his invitation, and a girl with a mole on her upper lip, said,
“Thank you, but we have no time.” As he turned toward another group, he felt their eyes on his back. Once, a boy
came toward him, but as soon as he began to speak, the boy said, “Pardon, please,” and moved away.
They were always moving away. As if by common consent, they had decided to avoid him, ignore his presence. Perhaps it was not their fault. They must have been instructed to do so. Or was it his looks that kept them
away? The thought was a sharpness inside him.
After a while, as he wandered about the mezzanine, among the dancers, but alone, he noticed that some were
going down the stairs and others were crowding noisily into the two elevators, through the revolving door, out
into the street. He followed the crowd going down the stairs. Beyond the glass doors, he saw them getting into a
bus parked beside the subway entrance on Dearborn.
The snow had stopped falling; it was melting fast in the sun and turning into slush.
As he moved about aimlessly, he felt someone touch him on the sleeve. It was one of the dancers, a mere boy,
tall and slim, who was saying, “Excuse, please.” Fil realized he was in the way between another boy with a
camera and a group posing in front of the hotel.
“Sorry,” Fil said, jumping away.
The crowd burst out laughing. Then everything became a blur in his eyes, a moving picture out of focus, but
gradually, the figures cleared, there was mud on the pavement on which the dancers stood posing, and the sun
threw shadow at their feet.
Let them have fun, he said to himself, they’re young and away from home. I have no business messing up their
schedule, forcing myself on them.
He watched the dancers till the last of them was on the bus. Their voices came to him, above the traffic sounds.
They waved their hands and smiled toward him as the bus started. Fil raised his hand to wave back, but stopped
suddenly, aborting the gesture. He turned to look behind him at whoever the dancers were waving their hands.
There was no one there except his own reflection in the glass door, a double exposure of himself and a giant plant
with its thorny branches around him like arms in a loving embrace.
*
Even before he opened the door to their apartment, Fil knew that Tony had not yet arrived. There were no
boots outside on the landing. Somehow he felt relieved, for until then he did not know how he was going to
explain his failure.
From the hotel, he had driven around, cruised by the lakeshore drive, beyond the city limits hoping he would
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see the dancers somewhere, in a park perhaps, taking pictures of the mist over the lake and the last gold on the
trees now wet with melted snow, or on some picnic grounds, near a bubbling fountain, still taking pictures of
themselves against a background of Chicago’s gray and dirty skyscrapers.
He slowed down every time he saw a crowd, but the dancers were nowhere along the way he took. Perhaps
they had gone to the theater to rehearse. He turned back before reaching Evanston, wondering where the dancers
could be then.
He felt weak but not hungry. Just the same, he ate, warming up some left-over food. The rice was cold, but the
soup was hot and tasty. While he ate, he listened for footfalls.
Afterwards, he lay down on the sofa and a weariness came over him, but he tried hard not to sleep. As he
stared at the ceiling, he felt like floating away in sleep, but he kept his eyes open, willing hard to remain awake.
He had stared at that ceiling so many years, he had memorized every part of it: a corner sodden with stain and
dirt, dried up after a long dampness, with lines curved like boundaries between countries where peace was
permanent and no borders ever changed, and lines within like rivers touching the sea, estuaries and dots to mark a
city, a caper or a peninsula; and cobwebs that grew in a thickening maze, color of rust and soot and age. Always
as he gazed at his ceiling, he wondered whether the boundaries had change din the night, what city had vanished
after what compromises, whose was the loss, whose the cunning, that a sot called city was gone and other spots
had come up, as yet nameless, until he had chosen for each an identity. It was a fascinating game which he could
play all by himself and forget time passing.
He lay there wide-eyed till the cities and rivers and the boundaries were nothing now but dirt. He wanted to be
awake when Tony arrived. But soon his eyes closed against a weary will, too tired and weak to fight back sleep—
and then there were voices.
*
Tony was in the room, eager to tell his own bit of news.
“I’ve discovered a new way of keeping afloat,” he was saying.
“Who wants to keep afloat?” Fil asked.
“Just in case. In a shipwreck, for example,” Tony said.
“Never mind shipwreck. I must tell you about the dancers,” Fil said.
“But this is important,” Tony insisted. “With this method, you can keep floating indefinitely.”
“What for indefinitely?” Fil asked.
“Say in a ship … I mean, in an emergency, you’re stranded without help in the middle of the Pacific or the
Atlantic, you must keep floating till help comes … if help comes,” Tony explained.
“Better yet,” Fil said, “find a way to reach shore before the sharks smell you. You discover that.”
“I will,” Tony said, without eagerness, as though certain that there was no such way, that, after all, his discovery was worthless.
“Now you listen to me,” Fil said, sitting up abruptly. As he talked, in the dialect, Tony listened with increasing
apathy.
“There they were,” Fil began, his tone taking on the orator’s pitch, “some of who that could have been my
children if I had not left home—or yours, Tony. They gazed around them with wonder, smiling at me, answering
my questions, but grudgingly, edging away as if to be near me were wrong, a violation in their rule book. But it
could be that every time I opened my mouth, I gave myself away. I talked to them in the dialect, Ilocano, Tagalog,
Bicol, but no one listened.
“They avoided me. They had been briefed too well: Do not talk to strangers. Ignore their invitations. Be extra
careful in the big cities like New York and Chicago, beware of the old-timers, the Pinoys. Most of them are bums.
Keep away from them. Be on the safe side—stick together, entertain only those who have been introduced to you
properly.
“I’m sure they had such instructions, safety measures, they must have called them. What then could I do,
scream out my good intentions, prove my harmlessness and my love for them by beating my breast?
“Oh, but I loved them. You see, I was like them once. I, too, was nimble with my feet, graceful with my hands;
and I had the tongue of a poet. Ask the village girls and the envious boys from the city—but first you have to find
them. After these many years, it shall not be easy. You’ll have to search every suffering face in the village gloom
for a hint of youth and beauty or go where the graveyards are and the tombs under the lime trees. One such face
… oh, God, what am I saying?
“All I wanted was to talk to them, guide them around Chicago, spend money on them so that they would have
something special to remember about us here when they return to our country.
“They would tell their folks: We met a kind, old man, who took us to his apartment. It was not much of a place.
It was old—like him. When we sat on the sofa in the living room, the bottom sank heavily, the broken springs
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touching the floor. But what a cook that man was! And how kind! We never thought that rice and adobo could be
that delicious. And the chicken rellano! When someone asked what the stuffing was—we had never tasted
anything like it—he smiled, saying, ‘From heaven’s supermarket,’ touching his head and pressing his heart like a
clown, as if heave were there. He had this tape recorder, which he called magic sound mirror, and he had all of us
record our voices. Say anything in the dialect, sing, if you please, our kundiman, please, he said his eyes pleading,
too. Oh, we had fun listening to the playback. When you’re gone, the old man said, I shall listen to your voices
with my eyes closed and you will be here again and I’ll not be alone, not any more after this. We wanted to cry,
but he looked very funny, so we laughed and he laughed with us.
“But, Tony, they would not come. They thanked me, but they said they had no time. Others said nothing. They
looked through me. I didn’t exist. Or worse, I was unclean. They were ashamed of me. How could I be Filipino?”
The memory, suddenly recalled, was a rock on his breast. He gasped for breath.
“Now, let me teach you how to keep afloat,” Tony said, but it was not Tony’s voice.
Fil was alone and crying for air. His eyes opened slowly till he began to breathe easily. The sky outside was
gray. He looked at his watch—a quarter past five. The show would begin at eight. There was still time. Perhaps
Tony would be home soon.
The apartment was warming up. The radiators sounded full of scampering rats. He had a recording of that in
his sound mirror.
Fil smiled. He had an idea. He would take the sound mirror the theater, go to his seat close to the stage, and
make tape recordings of the singing and the dances.
Now he was wide awake and somehow pleased with himself. The more he thought of the idea of recording the
dancers’ performance, the better he felt. If Tony showed up now … He sat up, listening. The radiators were quiet.
There were no footfalls, no sound of a key turning.
*
Late that night, back from the theater, Fil knew at once that Tony was back. The boots were outside the door.
He, too, must be tired and should not be disturbed.
Fil had waited for him till the last possible moment and he had to drive fast. He didn’t want too many people
staring at him as he lugged the sound mirror to his seat out in front. He had hoped Tony would be there. Shortly
before the lights went out, Fil placed the tape recorder on the seat reserved for Tony, next to his. He leaned back
and watched, as the show began, manipulating the microphone, controls and tape quite deftly, keeping his eyes on
the dancers. He would remember. After this, all he had to do was dub his memory of this night on the sounds
recorded on the tape, and the dancers would be there again, frail and graceful and young.
An electric bulb high against a brick wall in the alley across the south window of the living room lighted his
way to the sofa on which he placed the sound mirror, careful not to make any noise. He turned on the floor lamp,
thinking as he removed his jacket that perhaps Tony was awake and waiting for him. They would listen together
to a playback of the dances and the songs Tony had missed. Then he would tell Tony what happened that day,
repeating part of the dream.
As he tiptoed toward Tony’s bedroom, he heard the regular breathing of a man sound asleep. In the halfdarkness, Tony’s head showed darkly, deep in a pillow, on its side, his knees bent, almost touching the clasped
hands under his chin, an oversized fetus in the last bottle. Quietly, Fil shut the door between them and walked to
the sofa. Opening the case of the recorder, he looked around for a socket, and, finding one, plugged the sound
mirror, adjusted the tape, and turned the volume low. At first nothing but static and odd sounds came through, but
soon after there was the patter of feet to the rhythm of a familiar melody.
All the beautiful boys and girls were in the room now, dancing and singing. A boy and a girl sat on the floor
holding two bamboo poles on each end, flat on the floor, clapping them together, then apart, and pounding them
on the boards, while dancers swayed and balanced their lithe forms, dipping their bare brown legs in and out the
clapping bamboos, the pace gradually increasing into a fury of wood on wood, in a counterpoint of panic among
the dancers in a harmonious flurry of toes and ankles escaping certain pain—crushed bones and bruised flesh, and
humiliation. Other dances followed, accompanied by songs and live with the sounds of life and death in the old
country: Igorots in G-strings walking down a mountainside, peasants climbing up a hill on a rainy day; neighbors
moving a house, their sturdy legs showing under a portable roof; lovers in Lent hiding their love among wild
hedges, far from the stewing chapel; a distant gong sounding off a summons either to a feast or a wake. And
finally, a prolonged ovation, thunderous, wave upon wave.
*
“Turn that thing off!”
Tony’s voice was distinct and sharp above the echoes of the shuddering gongs and the applause settling into
silence.
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Fil switched off the machine; in the sudden stillness, the voices turned into faces, familiar and near like
gestures and touch, that stayed on even as the memory withdrew, bowing out, as it were in a graceful exit, saying,
thank you, thank you, before a ghostly audience that clapped hands in silence and stomped their feet in a sucking
emptiness.
He wanted to join the finale, such as it was, pretend that the curtain call included him, and attempt a shamefaced imitation of a graceful adieu, but he was stiff and old, incapable of grace; but he said, thank you, thank you,
his voice sincere and contrite, grateful for the other voices and sound of singing and the memory.
“Oh, my God …” The man in the other room cried, followed by a moan of such anguish that Fil fell on his
knees, covering the sound mirror with his hands to muffle the sounds that had started again, it seemed to him,
even after he had turned it off.
Then, quickly he remembered.
“Tony, what did the doctor say? What did he say?” he shouted and listened breathless, no longer able to tell at
the moment who had truly waited all day for the final sentence.
There was no answer. Meanwhile, under his hands, there was a flutter of wings, a shudder of gongs. What was
Tony saying? Fil wanted to hear, he must know.
His arms went around the dead machine as his head fell, resting on a loosened tape.
It was near morning then and sleep overpowered him like a wave that drew his body into a darkness where he
floated on and on in a shoreless sea.
81.160 The Woman Who Looked Out Of The Window\fn{by Amador T. Daguio (1912-1966)} Illocos Norte, Luzon
Province, The Philippines (M) 2
At first she did not look out of the window. She stood at the edge of the hill on which the town was built, and
disregarding the fields spread out below her and the farmers at the harvest, followed with her eyes the curving
road that vanished into a distant forest.
Many people passed over the road each day, some afoot, some on horseback, and a few riding on the backs of
slow-moving carabaos. There were children coming to school or going home, and women with baskets on their
heads with market provisions. Each time a figure came into sight the woman’s heart jumped. Seeing an eagle
soaring in the sky, she sighed and wished that she, too, had wings and eyes like the bird’s, so she could see as far.
An older woman with a basket plodded up the hill to where she stood.
“I have seen you for three days at this spot,” she said. The younger woman smiled and blushed.
“Is it not worth waiting for?” she asked.
“I am going to town to sell some bananas. I hope I’ll see you in town before I go.”
“I don’t know,” said the younger woman. “These three days have been very long. I am wondering whether
something could have happened.”
“Well, I’ll leave you,” said the other.
The young woman watched her go. Then she walked about restlessly, her skirt flapping in the wind. Again and
again her gaze returned to the road and followed it to where it disappeared in the forest. The wind gathered in
strength and her hair became loosened, and whipped cross her face and around her shoulders. With her hair so
undone, she was like a kind of spirit of beauty, but she stretched out her arms and fastened her hair again. Then
her heart gave a little leap.
Surely of those two, the man ahead was he for whom she was waiting, and the other with him, in black and on
horseback, was the priest. She waited like a sweet unsung music wanting achingly to break the silence. The wind
again loosened her hair, but this time it remained unconfined.
But this was long ago.
*
It was not long before she ceased to stand on the hilltop at the edge of the town, watching the dark-wooded
hills before her. As time sped on, the men at the harvest finished their work and the rice lay gathered in mounds
all over the plain. People continued to pass on the road, more people than before, for it was the selling season not
only at the market place but at the door of every house. She did not want to be seen on the hill, waiting for the
man she was to marry.
It was then that she began looking out of the window of her nipa house. And soon the rains came, the water
flowing in rivulets down the hill. The river swelled like a heart full of blood, but it was only muddy water and
swift. The people of the town watched their flooded fields, but she sat at her window, looking out into the
downpour. The rain shrieked, even as her heart.
She could not believe it. She continued to listen for a man’s voice which would call tenderly for her, to await
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the caress of his hands. She knew that the man who had gone to town two days travel away to get the priest was
faithful to her. So no doubt of him crept into her heart, but there was fear for him. The rain seemed to pound
angrily on the roof because she did not doubt him. There came a storm which destroyed some of the houses, but
she remained calm in her faith in him.
But she was a woman, and because her body had been dear to her man, there was the beginning of a new life in
her. Sometimes she caressed her body with her hands. Sometimes she looked at the mirror in the corner and
studied her paling face. She was still beautiful. But it did not seem strange to her that the image in the mirror did
not smile. She went to her window and began to comb her hair.
“No! No!” she said to herself. And she kept on saying, “No! No!”
And that was because she learned to go out into the rain. She was so young and beautiful, and her wet garments clinging about her revealed a body of love’s loveliness. She liked the rain. She caught it in her cupped
hands and played with the cooling softness. She would open her mouth and let the rain run in, tasting it and
laughing. Some of the other girls and women put on old clothes and went out with her, strolling about the town
for hours. They would run after her, calling “Marita! Marita mia!” and she would run ahead, laughing all the
while.
How she laughed! How she ran! She would lead them to the edge of the hill where she had waited for her
lover, and they would all sit down together. How wonderful it was to look at them, their faces lifted and open to
the rain trickling down and dripping off their long black hair. Marita would glance toward the end of the road in
the forest. The others did not say then that she was pitiful. They felt it deep in their hearts, but they did not yet
speak of it.
The people began to fear that she might take sick and die, always going out into the rain as she did. And why
did she remain in the house that the man had built for her and that was still unfinished? They took to admonishing
her, and then she stayed at home and returned to looking out of the window.
Later, when the rainy season was over, and the world was full of blue, soft floating clouds, and the fieldsd were
emerald green, the people often saw her go with a big jar to the stream below the hill and wash it many times with
sand. Sometimes she filled the jar with water and at other times she just carried it back empty. It was a busy and
happy season, but no one talked to her of life and song and laughter.
*
And then her child was born one night, the whole neighborhood listening to hear its first cry. It was good the
child had come, the people said. The child would save her. She would have gone crazy just looking out of the
window. So the people were happy and listened to the midwife’s story. She had been brave, weak and pale though
she was. But she had continued to look toward the window and the stars and had said,
“Is he coming now? Is he still far?”
They did not think her insane then. But a week afterwards the neighbors raised a hue and cry. Marita was gone;
the child was gone; the house was empty. The whole town went out to look for her and the baby.
But all that was a long time ago, too.
*
One day a man came to town and he was old and his hair was gray. The people did not know just when he
arrived, but when they woke up that morning they heard someone moving in the empty house and saw smoke
coming from the kitchen lean-to. And the town talked about him—this stranger. Was he a ghost?
There was a boy, just eighteen, whom the people said was the owner of the house, although he had never lived
in it, and they sent him to learn who it was that had come to occupy it. The boy saw the man look out of the
window and up into the sky, and the thought came to him that this must be his father—who had come back, who
had, after all, not been drowned years and years ago as the people had surmised, before he had come into the
world. But the two only started at each other with vacant eyes, emptily, almost ashamedly. And not long after, the
man … died. It is strange that he was singing when he died—died in the middle of the song, a love song! Who is
ever to complete it?
This did not happen a long time ago.
*
It happened only recently, so there is perhaps time to hope for forgetfulness. The murderer of this man with the
gray hair who died with a song on his lips, is in prison, awaiting trial. And this is not just a tale, though it may
seem to be. It is the story of a town with a story, a true history of a woman who looked out of the window. Now if
you go to that town—but is it not enough that I write this story for you, I, who am in prison, accused of the
murder of a man?
They found me in a big jar, buried in soft dark soil beside a path. The farmer and his wife who later adopted
me were again going to the field one morning, when they heard my cry. They kicked the shallow layer of earth
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aside and broke the jar and found me there, naked and red and crying.
You see, I was innocent, and would have lost my life unknowingly.
Who was the woman they say the next day her face convulsed and unrecognizable, holding in her hands the
pieces of the broken jar beside the path? They had told me she was a goddess, that I was the son of a god who
went in search of a kingdom in the sun. I believe it and I don’t believe it. I don’t know.
What I know is that I killed a man because he sang so sweetly and so falsely and because he was not a god.
What I know is that I must confess to a crime, that I have confessed it in this story of a town and of a woman
who looked out of the window and who died but who shall live forever in this story.
80.188 To Be Free\fn{by Edilberto K. Tiempo (1913-1996)} Maasin, Leyte Province, The Philippines (M) 5
Old Lamberto Alcantara, governor of Nueva Vizcaya for a quarter of a century, had been sitting by himself on
the lounging chair on the verandah for over an hour, most of the time puffing moodily on his pipe. He was
unconscious of the people and the few jeepneys bumping past the house. The street, Bayombong’s main
thoroughfare, was visible beyond the sparse-leafed frangipani and the ancient bougainvillea persistently reaching
out its spiny foliage from the thick molting trunk coiled on the iron archway over the gate thirty meters away.
The servant Rubio moved quietly to his side, anticipating his every need almost instinctively. This was his time
for a glass of sherry.
“Anything you want, Señor?”
“No, nothing at this time, Rubio.”
The man stood by the sidetable for a moment, hesitating, as though about to say something, but in another
moment he walked silently away.
Lamberto listened to the retreating steps, wondering a little. Rubio had something on his mind. He emptied his
pipe on the ashtray, filled it again from a pouch, tamping down the tobacco thoughtfully. For a time he watched
the lazy smoke of his pipe float and merge with the mists that touched the peaks of the Sierra Madre in the distance, now blurry blue against the afternoon sky. After a while he put down his pipe on the sidetable and picked
up the opened letter on it, holding it momentarily before him as though to conjure up a voice and probe its
honesty.
Thank you again, Lolo
*
Thank you again. For not driving her out, which would be her words, casting her away; thank you for the generosity she didn’t deserve.
A month ago she had come, a lost and chastised and very frightened Luisa, to tell him she was going to have a
baby. By a man she had shamelessly pursued.
The anger and outrage were still raw, a splinter in his consciousness. And all his shame and degradation in the
name of emancipation.
He had had an intimation of what was coming during the week of his last visit at his daughter Teodora’s house
in Manila. Twice during the week, and particularly in the afternoon before his return to Vizcaya, Luisa had cajoled the man over the telephone into taking her out; when he finally came, he didn’t even come out of his car but
only honked the horn to summon her. She delayed going down, although she had prepared herself for the man’s
coming for more than two hours; she made him wait a little, her pathetic gesture of salvaging her loss of
respectability in her grandfather’s eyes. He spoke sternly to her about it
(“This is not 1896, Lolo, poor innocent man”\fn{ She had said to him.}), and censured her mother for her
permissiveness.
“But everyone does it now, Pang,” Theodora had told him. “Repression only sends them wild.”
In his lifetime there must have been a weakening in the family blood; but blood or not, it was quite apparent
that the degeneration was progressively due to Theodora’s and Luisa’s allowing themselves to be carried away by
irresponsible freedom.
Sixty-one years ago he, Lamberto, the son of the wealthiest man of Nueva Vizcaya, had to undergo six years of
servitude in the house of the first Luisa,\fn{ His wife-to-be; the author is describing a tribal tradition of the Gaddang people. }
doing the chores of a common servant from sunup to sundown: feeding the pigs and cleaning out the sties,
pasturing the stock, fetching water from a spring two-thirds of a kilometer away, mending a fence or a leaking
roof, hunting deer, alone, when the capricious Luisa wanted venison.
He looked at the Sierra Madre, serene and distant and beautiful. It seemed he could stretch his arm and brush
away the muddy ball of a cloud snagged on one of the peaks. When he was eighteen, under the jungle trees that
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shut out the sky, the Sierra Madre held unspeakable terrors: from headhunters and from snakes (he pursued his
first deer on the first day out, a wounded doe, and found it, half an hour later in the mouth of a python coiled on
the branch of a tree). On the third day he bagged a seven-pointer which he carried on his back for thirty
kilometers up and down those ranges, and across a rampaging Magat River. At the end of six years, the ultimate
humiliation: at the part of relatives on both sides to discuss the date and details of the wedding, the last request of
Luisa—for him to walk, before what appeared to him as a leering crowd, with nothing on except a G-string.
But it was worth it, the years of servitude, man-making years the developed muscles and fortitude.
Then came Teodora: at nineteen, a student in Manila, she got married without asking his consent, without even
telling him about it until a month had passed. Finally, his granddaughter, by some freakish and ironic work of
chance, a reincarnation of his wife; at twenty, the spitting image of the first Luisa, she reversed the Gaddang
tradition of servitude by undergoing the servitude herself for a man who didn’t seem to know the meaning of
gallantry, who received without giving, for whom licentiousness and freedom held no distinction.
*
Rubio was at his side again.
“Señor, there was a man from your builder in Quezon City wanting to see you about changes in the house plan.
I told him to come back at eight tomorrow morning. Was that all right, Señor?”
Lamberto regarded him for a moment. “That was all right, Rubio. Thank you.”
“He’s staying at the hotel.”
Lamberto nodded, waiting; but Rubio walked away again.
Now there is a man, Lamberto said half aloud to himself as once more he listened to the retreating steps. In the
old man’s crumbling social world, Rubio was a firm prop, the one dependable link to the past and its code of
fidelity and honor. Rubio’s grandfather Zacarías was a servant in the house and Lamberto’s childhood companion,
for Zacarías was only a few years older. Zacharías’ father, Agatón, was an airpan, a serf, the lowest order in the
Gaddang tradition. He had been saved from execution at the hands of the guardias civiles\fn{The Civil Guard.} by
Lamberto’s father, a gobernadorcillo at the time, and respected by the Spaniards. For saving his life Agatón
promised to serve the Alcantara family the rest of his life, and exacted from his son Zacarías to adjure one of his
male children in turn, and so on down the line. Zacarías had laid the charge on his son Rufino, who in turn gave it
to Rubio.
In the last year of the war, after living for three years in the Sierra Madre jungles where he had run the
government of Free Vizcaya, Lamberto asked Rubio, a husky eighteen-year-old then, to go to Manila with money
and a couple of letters for Teodora and the young Luisa. But Furino, Rubio’s father, had begged to go instead,
saying he had wanted to walk the streets of a town for a change, but really wishing to spare his son the great risk
involved in the trip.
Rufino did deliver the money and the letters, but was never seen alive again.
Years before the war Lamberto had given Rufino his freedom from the airpan promise to serve; but Rufino
turned it down. Lamberto had not given the same offer of freedom to Rubio because there had been times, especially after Rufino had given his life in his last service to the family, when Lamberto thought of adopting Rubio as
a son; but he had never come around to doing it. This was one indecision he had not settled; but of it was his
granddaughter Luisa. For indeed Luisa might find it awkward to have the descendant of an airpan as a foster
relation.
Such little decisions as Rubio made himself, like telling the man sent by the Quezon City architect to return in
the morning—this was what made Rubio the invaluable arm of his old age. The architect had suggested certain
changes to the plan of the house Lamberto was building for Luisa and her baby and himself in Quezon City.
When Teodora had rejected Luisa for the disgrace she had caused (she had even suggested that Luisa get out of
the country and leave the baby in some foreign orphanage), Lamberto decided to resign the governorship and live
with his granddaughter. Turning her away would have been like turning away his own wife.
Thank you again, Lolo …
*
What a way to end one’s days. Dark, heavy days imposed upon him in a strange city. The outrage and the
betrayal and the pain. All because—and this had become an obsession with him—all because of an irresponsible
choice, of forgetting that the freedom to act necessitated the impulse to curb, that such restraint was essential to
any responsible decision.
Hadn’t there been a weakening in the family blood? Or a taint of it at the beginning?
His own wife’s father was a Basque who had come to the Philippines as a soldier; he had deserted his Gaddang
wife when his daughter Luisa was five, to return to his country\fn{ Country is used here in the sense of homeland; there is as
yet no independent Basque Republic.} in the Pyrenees. What kind of a man was he; what had become of him? Luisa’s
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mother didn’t seem to care, although her marriage to him had raised her social status before her townspeopel’s
eyes; when she married again, she seemed to have completely forgotten her first husband.
On the Alcantara side there was Lamberto’s elder brother Hilarión, who was not a saint. Hilarión was a
compound of the incorruptible in his public life and of a liberated private code of conduct which he, Lamberto,
couldn’t abide. Hilarión, the leader in Vizcaya in the resistance against the Spaniards, who gave up the leadership
in the province because he wouldn’t accept the American regime and so joined General Malvar’s guerrillas, who
lost a leg in the Argonne as a volunteer in France in the first world war, who years later preferred Fort Santiago to
consorting with the Japanese;\fn{ Who used Fort Santiago as a prison.} a brilliant lawyer, the author of respected legal
books, a leader who could have won a high political position in the country if he would only compromise a little.
But there was the other Hilarión, who led a dissolute private life, living with one woman after another, many of
them good only for a night. Shortly before he died, he had confessed quite casually the reason for his not having
married: he, too, had loved the first Luisa. …
*
Lamberto heard Rubio’s steps, and the man was by his side facing him. There was nothing servile about Rubio, only a diffident acceptance of his master’s benevolent regard for him. He stood at respectful ease, an attitude
which Rubio’s father hadn’t seemed to have, especially in his later years, despite his having been a childhood
companion of Lamberto.
Rubio had not behaved like an airpan—Lamberto was glad about this—because he had never been made to
feel that he was a descendant of one. Lamberto was now looking at him. Rubio had a square solid face darkened
by heavy brows meeting above a flat coconut-frond nose; a face staunch-rooted on bull shoulders. The old scar of
his sewed-up harelip looked startlingly raw.
“What is it, Rubio?”
“I have a problem, Señor. It is only three months since Señor Hilarión died and now I am asking a very important thing which is not proper at this time.”
“Well, what is it?”
“I am asking your permission, Señor, to get married.” He paused briefly. “The reason for this unseemly hurry
is you are going away from this house. If you give me permission, Señor, I want to marry before you leave for
Quezon City.”
“How old are you now, Rubio?”
“Thirty-one years, Señor.”
“That is a good age. Who is the girl?”
“Saturnina Patacsil is her name and she is the fifth daughter of Adriano Patacsil and Genoveva Timbre of this
town. They are not airpans, Señor.”
“You are not an airpan, Rubio.”
“I am an airpan, Señor, like my father, and my grandfather, and my grandfather’s father.”
“I’ve never considered you an airpan, Rubio. You know that. I gave your father Rufino freedom from the
pledge his grandfather made to my grandfather. The original pledge carried through the years has been a noble
gesture, which even my granting Rufino his freedom couldn’t begin to repay. When he was getting married I gave
him land titled in his name and a carabao and I was going to build him a house so he could live independently.
But he wanted to stay on here in the house if his wife could stay with him. That was all right with me if he wanted
it that way.
Yes, Rubio, I’m giving you permission to marry. And I’m giving you what your father did not accept: a bigger
piece of land, titled in your name, two carabaos, male and female, a fine sow and a boar, goats—”
“Señor—”
“Let me finish, will you? I will build you a house on your land and deposit one thousand pesos in the bank in
your name. And I will pay all the expenses of your wedding.”
“Señor, but—”
“You deserve all this, Rubio.” He wouldn’t tell him now what in his prepared will Rubio was to inherit. There
was no question but that Rubio was going to make the best out of what he was being given now; his inheritance
later was further reward of what he had long deserved.
“What are the terms of the servitude before the marriage, Rubio?”
“There is no servitude, Señor.”
The question had come spontaneously, the Gaddang tradition of servitude exacted by the bride’s family had
long been obsolete. Lamberto’s only explanation for the question was Rubio’s own voluntary contribution to the
servitude which his family had imposed upon itself. In a way Lamberto had hurt himself by the question, for it
was an admission that his freeing Rufino and Rubio from the stigma of the airpan servitude had not been com331

plete. And this might probably be the true reason for his indecision to adopt Rubio as a son.
“What about the dowry, Rubio?”
“Saturnina’s family has not asked for any dowry, Señor.”
“Is there a date planned for the marriage?”
“Now that you have given your permission, the date will be agreed upon. I will ask that it be soon.” Rubio
paused. “There is one more thing I wish to ask you, Señor.”
“I want to stay on in your house—in the new house, when you are there.”
“What will your wife feel about it?”
“I am marrying her on that condition, Señor.”
“But why, Rubio? What about the land and the other things? Don’t you want to be your own master?”
“Yes, of course. And I thank you for that. But I want to serve you—to the end of your days. And then later my
family and I will live on the land you are giving me.”
“Is that what you want to do, Rubio?”
“Yes, Señor.”
“You are postponing the enjoyment of your freedom.”
“No, Señor. It is hard to explain. When you offered the land to my father, and the house and the other things,
you were freeing him from my family’s promise to serve this house. When my father chose to stay, I think he did
right. I also choose to stay. But there is yet one more thing I wish to ask you, and if you do not grant it, it is the
same, it is all right.”
“What is it, Rubio?”
“If it is not too much, because I have no other relative except a poor sickly aunt, would it be all right for you to
stand for me at the wedding, Señor?”
“I’m happy to do that, Rubio.”
“Thank you, Señor.” He was about to turn away, but he stayed on. “This has nothing to do with my marriage,
Señor. It is about your leaving this house. Is it not hard for you to leave, at this time, to stay in a new place?”
The old man regarded Rubio as he would have regarded a son who understood. Considering his lack of
education, Rubio could put his thoughts with tact. At this time—when his days were numbered, to be uprooted, to
make adjustments in a strange place, beyond the pale of the enclosing mountains that in their way had helped to
give him security, to forego the warm, quiet company of old friends, to find new roots in the shadow of a disgrace
…
“I have to do it, Rubio. It is my decision.”
*
Rubio was married two weeks later and after the ceremony in the church Lamberto proceeded with the
relatives of the bride and the guests to the house of Adriano Patacsil for the wedding feast.
Adriano’s house of wood and nipa was safely perched on a rocky promontory overlooking a wide area which
included a few houses of Lamberto’s tenants across the Magat. Because Patacsil’s house was small, the guests
were entertained in the yard. The ground under and around the house had been swept clean. Three buri mats were
hung on the front side to hide the bamboo rice bins, a mortar and plow, and a few hen coops under the house. A
little to the back, adjacent to the kitchen, the pig sty had been washed and the ground under it concealed by
banana fronds propped against the wall. Around the yard were planted cut-up bamboo poles tied together to serve
as benches. In the middle of the yard were two tables loaded with food and dishes; on a small table were three tall
bottles of wine surrounded by glasses and cups of various sizes.
Patacsil welcomed Lamberto Alcantara and gave him the best chair of the house, an armchair of narra frame
and finely woven rattan for the seat and back.
“We are honored by your presence, Señor Governador,” Patacsil said. “We are especially honored that you
stood for our son Rubio Lariola.”
Patacsil was about five feet and a half, lean-muscled, sun-baked and of indeterminate age, a little stooped but
looking at his fellowmen with his frank honest face. There was none of the man who made extravagant excuses
about his miserable state and his miserable house. He accepted the world as he accepted himself, a man who had
to make three hectares of rice land produce adequately for his family. His plain piña cloth had two creases on the
front and back, and smelled faintly of mothballs; he was the kind, Lamberto thought, who would conceal his pig
sty for the sake of his guests but wouldn’t take time out to trim his rugged, work-stained fingernails. As Patacsil
nodded to his daughters to distribute the cups and glasses, Lamberto wished he had men like him to run his farms.
He looked at Rubio, now helping with the guests, and he wondered if when the time came he could stand on
his feet like Patacsil.
Rubio’s bride stood before him to give him his glass. Like her younger unmarried sisters, she was plain but
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built to suckle a dozen children. she had a faint trace of hair above her mouth, a firm line set against strong jaws;
Lamberto though that Rubio, a ram of a man, might have chosen a woman less robust.
As Patacsil picked up a bottle to start pouring the ceremonial rice wine, a woman called out,
“Wait!”
It was the aunt of Rubio; she walked to the wine table with determined steps. She was a small thin woman
whose narrow skull was covered by baby-fistful of gnarled hair. Her transparent cream camisa topped a loose
trailing thick-starched cotton skirt of a mud-brown color that made her look even smaller.
“Wait!” she repeated. “I am Nieves Lariola, the aunt and only living relative of Rubio Lariola. My father,
Zacarías Lariola, who was a servant in the house of the Señor Gobernador, he was an airpan. My grandfather, the
father of Zacarías Lariola, he was saved from execution by the grandfather of the Señor Gobernador, he was an
airpan also. My husband there,” and she pointed to a nondescript little old man in the crowd, “he is an airpan.
Come here, Ignacio. I said come here, Ignacio.”
Her husband, wearing borrowed shoes too big for him, shuffled self-consciously to her side, planting his feet
on the ground with care, fearful they would come off.
“But from this day,” the woman went on, “from this day, because my living nephew Rubio Lariola married a
woman who is not an airpan, I and my nephew and my husband are airpans no longer.” She took off her brown
leather slippers.
“Take off your shoes, Ignacio. I said take off your shoes, Ignacio.”
The little man removed his shoes and exposed knobby feet with toes that spread fanwise. The woman now
poured wine into a glass and with this she washed her feet. She filled another glass and handed it to her husband.
“Wash your feet with it, Ignacio. I said wash your feet with it, Ignacio.”
The man washed his feet with the wine. The woman turned to the crowd once more.
“From this day I, Nieves Lariola, and my husband Ignacio Tatanggan, are airpans no longer.” She poured wine
into her glass again and turned to Rubio.
“Rubio Lariola, come forward and take off your shoes.”
“Ina,” Rubio said, not moving from where he stood, “There is not need for that.”
“Rubio Lariola, I said come forward and take off your shoes.”
More than anybody in the crowd that was now watching the scene with amusement as well as apprehension,
old Lamberto Alcantara sat tensely in his chair. To him this was more than just a contest of wills. There was, too,
for Rubio, the acceptance or rejection of a time-honored airpan ritual of emancipation. It was as though he was
watching the scene from a distance because he was seeing Rubio as a stranger, and he wanted it that way, for him
to be neutral, feeling that as much as a wish or will in his mind for Rubio would affect the young man’s own
decision and behavior.
“Ina, please listen to me.”
“Rubio Lariola,” the woman’s voice had become a little strident and wouldn’t brook denial, “I said come
forward and take off your shoes.” Rubio stood his ground.
“Ina, I am a free man, even without that.”
Rubio was rejecting a ritual. Being free was feeling free. Rubio’s way of showing it was defying his aunt who,
in the Gaddang and airpan tradition, was as respect-demanding and respect-deserving as one’s own blood mother.
“I am a free man, Ina. My father was a free man also. There is no need for that.”
“You say you are a free man, but you are not.” There was anger in the woman’s voice, and also defeat.
“You do not have the will to change. Your master has given you your freedom, has given you land and house
and animals and money. But what do you do? You throw them away, you continue to serve as a servant—because
the blood of the airpan has drowned the blood of the free man in you. With your land and your house and your
animals and your money you can even be a landlord and my husband Ignacio Tattanggan can work as your tenant.
Rubio Lariola, you say you are free? No, you are not. Because you don’t want to be.” She paused, looked around
briefly, and realizing once more that she had not been obeyed said,
“Rubio Lariola, come forward and take off your shoes—unless you are disobeying my blood.” There was
pathos in her voice, and it was not from the violation of a cherished sacrament; it was from a mother publicly
defied.
Driven, Rubio didn’t hear the voice, or, so Lamberto thought, refused to hear it. Lamberto saw that nothing,
not even external compromise, could hurt Rubio now. And because Rubio had stood his ground and he respected
him for it, Lamberto said,
“Rubio, obey your aunt.”
Rubio turned to the old governor, looking confused at his order, and then he moved to where the woman stood,
and as he unlaced his shoes he wept.
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“Now,” said the woman, handing him the glass of wine, “wash your feet with it.”
Rubio received the glass, looking at his aunt with pity. Then he poured the wine on his feet.
88.111 Two Friends\fn{by Delfin Fresnosa (1916-1988)} Gubat, Sorsogon Province, The Philippines (M) 2
It was mid-afternoon and the sun at its hottest. Clouds of dust rose after every passing car and even long afterwards the air still seemed to be laden with patches of grayish mist. It was seldom that a passerby hurried along the
pavements, and on the whole the street was silent and dead. Even the houses seemed deserted. But farther away,
the city rumbled on in its usual way, muffled and over-spreading.
The Luzon Funeral Parlor was deserted except for a number of boys playing cara y cruz near the premises and
an attendant asleep on one of the long benches. It was only a small establishment and the furnishings were meager
and much-used. A number of unpainted coffins lay stacked up in a side room, together with electrical fixtures.
Outside, near the doorway, stood parked a black-painted car. There was another car under a makeshift roof and it
was much more decrepit.
Tirso was a shoe-shine boy. His hands and face were stained with shoe-polish and his clothes were black with
grime. He was about thirteen, but his body was small for his age. His friend, David, was younger. He was dirtier,
too, and much darker. He had kinky hair and the other boys called him “Negrito.”
The two were inseparable companions. They walked the streets together, each shared whatever the other had
and felt lost when the other was not around. They were like brothers. But David was from the city and Tirso came
from the province.
Tirso was having rotten luck in his coin-throwing. From time to time he fished out a centavo from his pocket,
and almost all his earnings for the day was gone. David was not playing. He had only very little money which he
had earned selling newspapers, and he was thinking of saving up enough to buy a shine-box. He had one a few
weeks ago, but after a game of cara y cruz he had lost everything. Now he had gone back to selling newspapers.
The telephone inside started to ring. Tirso glanced up from his play and told his friend to find out about the
call. The attendant was already answering the call and, at the end, he asked again the source of the call and then
he said,
“All right. We’ll send one right up.”
The man went outside to look for the driver of the car and finally, when the driver showed up, he told him to
drive the car to a certain address. The driver with one helper placed an empty coffin inside with some electric
fixtures, and drove away. The attendant went back to resume his interrupted nap and David rejoined the other
boys. He told his friend about the phone call.
“I think I’ll be able to sell some more papers,” he said after some time.
“All right. I’ll meet you there,” Tirso said.
“When are you going?”
“Maybe a little later. I can pick up some more customers.”
“Then we’ll meet each other there tonight.”
“All right.”
David tried to sell some more newspapers at an important intersection of the Meralco street-car line, but there
were many other newsboys there. He ran after each passing tramcar shouting the afternoon editions, pushing
copies at the faces of some passersby, argued with some of the other boys. Before long he was sweating and he
felt tired.
Business was not good. There was not enough important news and customers were scarce. There were still
many papers left unsold, and feeling the money in his pocket, he calculated he’d not be able to make more than
twenty centavos.
Night fell and the stream of home-bent people thinned. The city was aglow with many lights, neon lights
blinking in many colors and plain electric bulbs stolidly burning. The roar of traffic diminished.
The newsboys continued to peddle their papers. David wanted to sell every copy he had gotten from the nearby
newsstand, but the prospects were not bright any more. From time to time he brought back to mind the address
he’d heard the attendant in the funeral parlor repeat to the driver, and he wondered whether Tirso was already
there.
The night was still early and maybe he could wait a while longer. The lighted clock atop a drugstore showed it
was barely past seven.
Sometime later David returned the papers he had not been able to sell. He decided it was about time to meet
his friend. The many streets of the district were familiar to him. He had already left the broader and more brilliantly-lighted streets behind and now he had come to the poorer quarter. The houses were small and ill-kept and
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large patches of shadow hid him for long stretches of time.
The house which death had visited was in the interior of a block of houses. David noted the many lights
burning and the hum of activity. He had to grope his way through a long, tortuous alleyway, which, in places,
oozed and reeked with filth and refuse. Then finally he came into the yard and there were many people there. A
number of children were playing about in a corner of the yard and David found his friend among them.
It was an old decrepit house, and the living room could barely accommodate all the people who had come. The
mother of the dead child sat by the head of the coffin and her eyes were big and red with weeping. She was an illkept, middle-aged woman, big with child. She had already a large number of children, most of them still very
young, and they played about on the crowded floor. The other people in the house were mostly relatives and
neighbors.
Downstairs, in the yard, many people were playing cards. At one table some women were playing quajo and at
another a mixed group was playing entre-siete. The father of the dead child superintended the goings-on downstairs. He attended to the needs of those who had come to mourn with them, brought cigarettes and buyo and
betel-nut, looked after the can of boiling water over an improvised hearth in a corner of the yard, greeted newcomers. He worked in a lumber mill and most of his coworkers had come to the house.
From time to time more people arrived. They talked and smoked and sometimes watched those who were
playing cards. There were still many unaccommodated, but it was not long before a neighbor brought in the
paraphernalia for playing casuy. People dragged along a few more tables and they were promptly occupied. Pretty
soon they were rapt in the game.
There was the pleasant smell of coffee escaping from the can over the improvised hearth. Cups and glasses and
saucers tinkled in the kitchen and some of them were brought down. A woman passed around the coffee together
with aglipay, tajada, and crackers. Even the children playing in the yard were included in the hand-out. Tirso and
David had each a glass of coffee and they grabbed a handful of tajada from the paper bag the woman extended to
them. Some of these they put in their pockets. After a while they had another helping. They felt ravenous because
they had only very little to eat at noon and that morning they had scarcely eaten anything.
Tirso had lost all his money and now he was reluctant to ask a few centavos from his friend. The only thing left
to him was his shine-box, and he didn’t quite like to part with that. Anyway he was fed up with gambling for the
present. He mingled with the other children, but he did not join in the fun. He merely looked on and he ap-peared
sad and forlorn. It was better when his friend came, but he was still sad and moody. David asked him what was
the matter, but he merely replied he was feeling all right except for a slight headache.
The night deepened. The neighboring houses had all become silent and dark. Even the noise in the house of
mourning had abated somewhat. Up in the house, a group of singers enlivened the drowsy guests. The electric
lights burned on brightly and the dead child lay pale inside the coffin.
Downstairs the card games went on. David had put down two centavos on a card and he listened intently to the
woman who was calling out the numbers. His friend stood beside him, hoping that they’d win. But presently an
elderly woman sang out, “Casuy!” and she got all the money. David put down another two centavos. But still he
didn’t win and he cursed his ill luck. He turned away with his friend and went up into the house. There were more
eatables on a big plate and the two boys got some and settled down in a corner. They listened to the songs and
kept their mouths busy at the same time.
David fell asleep. He was very tired and now he had something to fill up the ever-present ache in his stomach,
so, despite the noise and the crowd, he managed to drop off to sleep. His friend sat beside him. Tirso’s eyes were a
little red and teary and he seemed very sleepy, too. From time to time he put a cracker in his mouth, sometimes
he’d vary this by drinking a glass of water or a little sarsaparilla. At intervals he lighted a cigarette and blew out
the smoke contentedly. He wanted, too, to get some sleep, but the ache in his head persisted. The pain even
seemed to have increased and his temples throbbed and his hands and feet were cold and clammy. He felt chilled.
The hours dragged on wearily. Some of the people had already left and those who were still around were either
in the yard playing cards or up in the house watching the dead. Even the singers had stopped some time ago and
they looked sheepish and bedraggled. The cocks in the neighborhood had already crowed twice and the night had
grown more chilly and quiet dawn was still far off and there was hardly anything to do to relieve the monotony.
*
The two friends left shortly before dawn. David was still somewhat foggy with sleep and he could hardly
understand why the other seemed in a hurry to get away. Their pockets were filled to overflowing with tajada and
aglipay, which would last them some time. It was not so long ago they had to depend for days on end from
whatever they could secure visiting houses where there was someone dead. They could easily locate such houses
because they hung around the funeral parlors a great deal.
“What’s the matter?” asked David.
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“My head is burning hot. Feel my forehead.”
“Yes. Are you ill?”
“It seems my head’s going to split open.”
“Then why did we have to go out so early?”
“Maybe the night air would do me good, I was thinking.”
They walked about in the deserted streets, the houses looming tall and dark, the streetlights shining foggily in
the dark night. After a while David’s drowsiness had worn off and he began to like the cold night air and the
silence. Then a little later he noticed that his friend was lagging. Tirso’s head hung low and he had thrust his
hands deep into his pockets.
“You’re much worse than you think,” David said. “Where do we go from here? Give me your box and I’ll
carry it for you.”
“We can go to Mang Lorenzo’s house.”
“That’s right. You can stay there for a while.”
Mang Lorenzo lived in a ramshackle hut by the seashore. He and his aged wife eked out a meager living by
going about the City begging for alms. He was a very kind man and sometimes his hut housed a number of homeless boys. Tirso and David sometimes visited him and often met him and his wife in the streets. He was blind, and
his wife invariably went with him; he sang in a thin reedy voice, accompanying himself on a cracked guitar, and
she begged for alms.
The boys found the aged couple still in the house, but they had already eaten their breakfast because they were
going to Quiapo that morning. Mang Lorenzo bade them cook their own breakfast, but David said they were not
feeling hungry, maybe later. David then told him that his friend was not feeling very well, and the old couple were
quite upset. The aged woman spread a mat on the floor and told Tirso to lie down. They bustled about the sick boy
like a couple of fond parents.
Tirso’s condition grew worse. When Mang Lorenzo and his wife came home that night they immediately
called for an herbolario. Tirso raved and tossed about and his fever was still mounting. The other boy constantly
sat by his side. He had bought food for his friend with the last of his savings, but Tirso hardly touched what he
gave him. David seemed to have grown dumb with worry and fear.
The next day the aged couple did not go out to beg. They sat with David, watching the sick boy. Tirso’s fever
had not diminished, but he did not rave or toss very much. He could hardly recognize those around him any more.
He could barely talk either. It seemed as if he were already far away.
88.113 There Will Be Another Christmas\fn{by Tobias Y. Enverga (1917-1974)} Mauban, Quezon Province, The
Philippines (M) 2
As Isidoro neared the town he heard the pealing of church bells cutting clear through the mist of the morning.
He had come a long way from barrio Silangan. There were muddy puddles along the brown trail, for the December rain had come to cool the earth and nourish the young, tender stalks of green palay. Occasionally, Isidoro
jumped over clumps of thorny makahiya plants that crawled timidly along the way.
He could have enjoyed sitting on fallen brown coconuts scattered beneath the groves, but he had no time to
waste pulling off the tiny makahiya thorns that had stuck into his bare little feet. He was hurrying to town. And
the church bells were pealing—loud and long, full and melodious.
A flush of shyness crept inside him. He realized that he was already eleven years old—too old to ask for a
Christmas gift from his godfather. It had been different many years ago, when he used to clamber on his Godfather’s neck; pinch his flat, but bulky nose; and threaten not to release his hold unless that man gave him a new
centavo coin. But now he was already big.
It was good that he had brought with him his fat, brown hen. That would be for his godfather. Isidoro had not
seen him since the previous Christmas. He fancied that he would first give the chicken, kneel for the blessings,
and then ask for the toy gun promised him many years ago. Of course that would be embarrassing—asking for a
Christmas gift. But simple minds were keen at knowing the age-mellowed principle of give and take. At home in
the barrio, his mother had reminded him of that. She said,
“Isidoro, big boys do not ask for Christmas gifts without giving something in return.” And he had answered
brightly,
“Why, mother—I have a fat hen for my Godfather.”
Now he was passing a narrow path with tall cogon bushes growing profusely on both sides. He kept to the
middle of the path because little cakes of soft, brown mud clung annoyingly on the cogon leaves. He knew that a
carabao, fresh from its mud bath, had passed by a while ago; and because the path was narrow, the cogon leaves
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had scraped the broad sides of the huge beast. This clinging mud he triumphantly evaded.
He crossed a rice paddy. He stepped onto the trunk of a coconut tree that served as a dike; and a small frog
jumped from the grasses onto his knee. He squirmed. The hen wriggled its legs and cackled questioningly as he
precariously tried to maintain his balance.
He looked at the striped polo shirt and the short, faded blue pants he was wearing. They were not soiled. The
exposed parts of his body were deep brown. His skin had been burned in the rice fields during the hot days, and
now it was peeling off. At first he had been glad that his burned skin was changing. But then he found out that as
the skin peeled off, it looked like tiny, white scales of dried fish.
He was perspiring although the wind was cool; and when he felt the wind blowing on his face, he pulled the
buri hat firmly over his head, almost covering his big, black eyes. He touched his flat nose and his big ears and
found them cool. He rubbed them vigorously with his fingers until they were warm. His haircut worried him. He
had insisted on wearing long hair so he could part it in the middle and pour coconut oil on it as his friend, Marcial,
used to do. He had instructed the barrio barber, Mako, to cut off only the edges. But his uncle Polon had come
and had sternly insisted on the close cut. He was afraid of his uncle Polon.
His godfather had promised to give him a good Christmas gift this year.
“Next Christmas,” his Godfather had said, “I shall give you a toy gun. At peacetime.”
And now it was 1945, and peacetime. Isidoro knew that. His teacher in Silangan barrio school had told him so.
He remembered the time when his godfather had first promised him a toy gun for a Christmas gift. Let me see,
it was 1945-44-43-42-41, yes 1941. He was seven years old then. His playmate, Andong, had pointed a toy gun at
his stomach, and he had cried. He had wanted to get even with Andong ever since; and, when he asked his
Godfather for a toy gun, his Godfather had said,
“Next Christmas, Isidoro, you shall have one.”
But then, two days before Christmas that year, the airplanes had come and dropped glittering bombs over the
town. He remembered clearly how his mother had paled and run off with him into the hills. And when he saw his
Godfather one month after that Christmas, his Godfather said,
“Sorry, Isidoro. There is a war going on. Do you know? The war has started. I had a toy gun ready for you but
my house was burned and your toy gun went with it. I shall give you one when peacetime comes. Next Christmas,
maybe.”
The Christmas of 1942 came and Isidoro asked his Godfather to bless him. And his Godfather said,
“I cannot even feed you with rice cakes, Isidoro. Too bad. There is no sugar—and no rice. I shall give you a
toy gun when peacetime comes. Next Christmas, maybe.”
And so on through the Christmases up to the year 1944. His godfather would always helplessly wave his
already calloused and thinning hands and say,
“At peacetime, my boy—next Christmas, maybe.”
Isidoro crossed a shallow stream. He washed his feet and legs before stepping onto the stony street for now he
was in town. Some boys shouted at their play and the fat, brown hen he was carrying gave a sudden jerk, freed its
wings, and flapped them vigorously. He held the hen up by the legs and it wriggled and peered into his face with a
puzzled look. Isidoro tucked the hen again under his arm and smoothed its shiny, brown feathers.
People from the church were streaming out and big bells pealed cheerfully and incessantly. Isidoro wondered
at the ringing of the bells. The full metallic clang burst with joy. A whiff of rice cake odor reached his nostrils and
for a moment he thought it was the smell of Christmas. The smell of peace. He felt like a big, strong man.
He looked around and saw the town still a shambles. There was the improvised church with a nipa roof. That
ground over there, on the other side, was where the school building had been. There were only a few Christmas
lanterns, he thought. Not like many years ago when there had been many Christmas trees and big, red stars
hanging at the windows.
He turned to the left and there was his godfather’s house. Before the war, his Godfather had owned a big store
and he bad lived in a big house. Now, in place of the big house stood his tiny bamboo and nipa hut with rusty,
burnt galvanized iron clumsily patched here and there.
And that was his Godfather. He could see him sitting by the window smoking a cigarette. His Godfather’s long
face was wearing an ugly scowl. It was unusual. Un-Christmas-like. Isidoro had known him to be young and tall
and cheerful. Now he had grown old and his closely-cropped hair was beginning to run gray.
His Godfather sighted him as he entered the gate of the bamboo fence and Isidoro’s face lighted into broad
smile. He ascended the three-step bamboo ladder and found his Godfather barefooted and wearing only a pair of
green drawers and green undershirt. His Godfather was alone in his house; for his wife, Inang Asiang, was still in
the church and the children were visiting their relatives. Isidoro knelt awkwardly and grabbed his Godfather’s
right hand which was holding a half-smoked, slovenly-wrapped, homemade cigarette. His Godfather transferred
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the cigarette into his left hand and allowed Isidoro to kiss his right.
“Merry Christmas, Ninong,” Isidoro said. And his godfather patted him on the back and said,
“Merry Christmas, my boy.”
Before Isidoro knew it, he was already asking for the toy gun. He forgot to give first the fat hen as he had
previously planned, and felt ashamed. He looked at his Godfather’s face. It was tired-looking and sad. Then
timidly, Isidoro said.
“Here is a chicken for you, Ninong. I raised this myself in barrio Silangan.”
His Godfather unwound the bun cord that tied the already swollen feet.
“Thank you, Isidoro,” he simply said. He led his Godson to the kitchen and tied the hen quietly to a bamboo
leg of the stove. The hen could not stand for its feet were numb. Isidoro looked at the stove and saw nothing but
the last ember dying. His godfather threw the cigarette butt away, and sat on the creaky floor by the nipa wall, and
spat between the stripped bamboo flooring. Isidoro squatted near him. Then slowly, a scowl apeared on his
Godfather’s face, and he looked like an ailing man with the mark of bitter experience on his knotty brow. And the
man said,
“My boy, people say it is peacetime—but still, everything is too heavy for me. I cannot find work. You
understand? I want to work but there is no work. And there is no peace.”
Isidoro somehow felt in the quiver of the voice that there was something big at stake in his Godfather’s life.
But his boyish heart could not understand how work, or the lack of it, could make and unmake Christmas, could
make and unmake peace. He could not comprehend the harsh and exacting relation between work and existence
itself.
The Godfather raised his head and leaned on the nipa wall while thoughts about un-Christmas-like realities
reverberated in his brain.
The boy was about to say something he knew not, understood not, but then the two—Godfather and Godson—
heard the merry voices of young boys and girls who had just arrived from the old town church. The gladsome and
excited voices greeted one another with the Season’s joy. The incessant reverberation of church bells grew louder,
choked the ears of Isidoro and his Godfather, and drove away whatever fears had petrified their lives.
They looked around and saw the big fat hen stand and cackle wonderingly. The hen’s cackle, proud and full
and throaty, was warm and reassuring.
Isidoro’s face brightened and his eyes told the man that they must carry on.
His Godfather smiled at him like a sick child who had become strong at the sight of the playmate.
“I shall give you a gift, my boy,” his Godfather said. “Next Christmas. Without fail.”
And Isidoro was happy because he had faith in his Godfather and in the pealing of church bells.
81.165 English\fn{by Estrella D. Alfon (1917-1983)} Cebu City, Cebu Province, The Philippines (F) 3
1
I was taking a bath, standing under the cool clean water from the bathroom shower, soaping myself when I felt
a small missile hit my back, and I saw a pellet of paper, such as little boys use to load rubber slingshots, drop to
the bathroom floor. Looking around me, and looking up, I was just in time to see a pate lower itself, a man’s head
quickly disappear out of view behind the bathroom wall.
We had built our barong-barong in the days immediately after the liberation.\fn{ The reconquest of The Philippines
began with amphibious landings on October 17, 1944, in the area of Leyte Gulf, and had still not been entirely completed upon the official
conclusion of hostilities in 1945.} It had not mattered to us then, as it had not to so many others by the fire left bereft,

what the barong-barong would be like. Enough to us that these would be a roof over our heads, and walls to hide
the wretched bareness of lives pulled down to the veriest essentials by the liberation’s conflagration.
It has quickly come out, however, after a while when other houses sprang up beside ours, some of them
meaner, some of them better than our own shack, that the shelter we now called home was in some ways
inadequate and wanting.
We had pulled the charred wood from the ashes, their surface embers we had quickly hacked off to save the
unburned core of wood underneath and had made these serve for posts. The twisted tin too, the blackened
galvanized iron sheets; these too we had salvaged, and of these fashioned roofs and walls.
When the rains came, the water leaked in through the roof and wind drove the rain in through the flimsy, nailhole-pocked walls. A storm would rattle the whole structure, shake it like a truckful of empty cans: and when the
dusts arose from the seared upaved streets, dust settled on food, and beds, and clothing inadequately protected by
low, jerry-built walls.
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For we had only salvaged the walls standing of adobe stone, and on these posted slats of wood, for wood was
dear, and labor dearer and in those days, as you remember, money was not immediately to be found—and so our
barong-barong had low walls.
Even the bathrooms. And so long as there had been no structure erected behind us, it had seemed the low
bathroom walls were security enough from prying peeking eyes.
But an auto repair machinery shop began to form in the back lot. An enterprising Chinese had seen all the
burned trucks and engines that was left of what had once been a Japanese army garage—and from scavenging
around for spare parts he could shine to a usefulness the Chinese had progressed in business so that he now had a
shop—one of the first repair shops in the city.
We had already dust and rain and heat to complain about. We had to add now the noise of machines grinding,
and people scraping away the paint from vehicles, and other people spraying new paint on scraped auto bodies,
the spray machine making dolorous whining sounds.
Men worked in the shop, and we therefore quickly had peeping toms. They would hear the bathroom shower
going, and they quickly found out that that meant someone was taking a bath. My sister-in-law was first victim.
She said she had seen someone peeking through a crack in the adobe while she took a bath.
We cemented all the cracks in the adobe.
Then one of my brothers, home from camp, caught sight of a hand one day clamped over the bathroom-wall,
its owner probably readying himself for a lift. My brother rapped the hand smartly with a piece of firewood lying
by; we heard a pained yelp, and the scamper of feet.
We had to raise the bathroom wall. But my father insisted on leaving an opening at the top, for filling the wall
up to the roof would darken the bathroom too much.
We were of course, by all these, admitting ourselves the defeated in this battle between peeping toms and our
own outraged modesties.
We’re fairly modern in our family. We go about in shorts, and sometimes in bathing suits. Bare thighs and bare
shoulders and bare midriffs do not send any of us into hysterical oohs and aahs. And the young of the family have
always been allowed to watch their elders dressing and undressing so that they could look upon the human body,
ask what questions they wished, and feel no abnormal curiosity.
But there is something indecent to the fact of being spied upon while you’re doing your ablutions that outrages
the very sensibilities. I know it made me fighting mad.
I stood up on the toilet seat, looked out over the bathroom wall and surveyed the machine-shop yard. Before I
could prevent myself, I have shouted a few invectives at a boy I spied sitting down on a dismantled automobile
chassis.
I had seen the head of hair that had lowered itself from peeking at me and it had been just the shock hair he
had. I strung together all the Tagalog words I have in the back of my mind for just such emergencies as this, and
flung them at him.
Everybody in the yard let their work drop while they stared at my mixture of English, Tagalog, and Visayan
swear words, but the shock-headed lad sat there and made no show that he had heard.
Then a Chinese boy also standing by nodded his head at me, rolled his eyes at the lad and thus indicated
himself as witness that I had indeed placed my finger on the correct man.
All the people in the house had gotten wind of what was up. My mother gave me my clothes and had to
literally take me off the toilet seat and tell me which article of clothing to put on my by now dried body.
We ranged ourselves like a tribunal at the iron-grilled window of the house as we waited for Papa to bring us
the culprit.
My palms actually itched with the desire to slap his boob’s face. My ears tingled with the desire for violence
and my face felt flaming hot.
When he lad came he was sandwiched between my father whose nostrils seemed to flare with his anger, and a
meek-looking man in a dirty suit of ma-ong, who kept wiping at his eyes with the back of his hand. The lad
himself was a sullen-looking creature. His face looked stony, and his hang-dog air was not repentant so much as
sneering.
As always, in cases like this, you get keyed up to a moment, telling yourself what you’ll do when the moment
comes. And yet when the actual minute arrives, all of a sudden, you feel a change of heart. That is what happened
in this case.
All of a sudden I seemed to be removed from this spot, this moment, this role. I watched as from a distance the
spectacle of myself, my brothers, and my mother ranged before the iron grills of the window, looking with eyes of
hate on the lad approaching. And I saw the lad, his head unshorn, uncombed, on his bare feet, the dust of the city;
and on his frame the careless dirty clothes of the unloved. And of a sudden, the itch went from my fingers, the
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tingle from my ears, and my face resumed normal temperature again.
The Chinese who owned the shop and yard came also, and it was to him my father directed his tirade. Papa
said, These are your men you could at least tell them how to behave. … And the Chinese kept shaking his head,
saying he would tell them next time, and that he does tell them but … and he would shake his head and cluck his
tongue, and otherwise act the very sage of regret.
Then the man behind the boy, the dumpy little man with the dirty ma-ong suit came forward to me. He was
actually crying! And he flung his pudgy short-fingered palms out from him and said,
“I am his father!”
2
He looked at me, at my brothers, at my mother, and the tears kept streaming from his eyes, and he would sniff
his nose once in a while, and then swipe at his streaming eyes with his ma-ong sleeved arm.
Putting a hand on the shoulder of the young man, he pulled then pushed him forward at us. The boy’s father
said, his face working with emotion:
“Slap him! Curse him and kick him! Do anything you wish.
“I am tired of trying to make him learn. I am a widower, my wife, his mother was killed, and I have to look for
a living for him and four other brothers and sisters.
“How can I be a mother at the same time too? Yet I have tried …”
The man sobbed, actually! And mother and I looked at each other in amusement, consternation, and skepticcism.
“I have tried,” the man continued, “and look what happens. He shames me, he disgraces me, he makes me cry
here before you with the reality of how I have failed.”
My brothers left the window, disgust making them go away. And my father was forced into quiet by the
fellow’s theatrics. The lad stood there, rubbing one dusty foot at the other, twisting his shirt, running his dirty
fingers through his dusty dirty hair.
The father faced me, recognizing me as the party most offended, and kneeling down, tugged at my bakia, so
suddenly I was surprised into surrendering it to him. He straightened up, gave me my own bakia, and holding his
son near to me, much as you would hold a dressed chicken to a singeing flame, he said,
“Strike him, make him bleed, maybe it will knock some sense into him.” I took the bakia, replaced it on my
foot, and said,
“It is not our habit to strike people, and it is not necessary.”
The man let his son go, and the lad stood aside.
Mother also left us. Father and the Chinese were talking earnestly off to one side and their conversation had
turned to used cars and current prices.
I was left alone to deal with this tearful man and his dullard son. I felt robbed of my own revenge, the joy of
the punishment I had thought of meting out\fn{The word out is not in the text.} stolen from me. Yet there was no way
to stop the father’s profuse tears, and although I had longed for apology, this apology he was making was not
making me feel mighty but miserable. He was saying,
“In school, the teachers tell me he won’t study. I put him to work here, and what does he do—go peeking into
bathrooms at ladies whom he should respect, the way I have tried to teach him ladies should be respected.”
The man’s speech was a curious mixture of Tagalog and English. He must have been a man with ambition
once. I looked at the lad, his son, and in my mind pictured the others, the brothers and sisters back at their home.
What happens to a man’s heart when all his dreams for himself and his sons are realized not in glory but in the
sight of a lad of fourteen, his hair unshorn, his feet bare, his eyes sullen, downcast but rebellious.
I rejected the thoughts in my head as sentimental, saying to myself,
“The man is just putting on an act, those tears are mere show.”
And yet I know the man was not acting. And there would be other days, other people. And he would cry, but—
I looked again at his son—it would not improve that lad.
I felt guilty in my heart of some fault, some vague shortcoming I had that was responsible for that lad’s being
what he was, and what, I knew, he would surely be.
I turned away from the father and the son. I walked away. Looking back, I saw his face, his tears just drying,
his eyes looking as though he would call me back.
But they turned, traced their way back to the shop yard. As they walked, the man kept pushing his son, and the
son sometimes stumbled. The Chinese called out to the father:
“Finish your job!”
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The man wiped his eyes and nodded, then prodded his son again with a push.
88.47 The Human Resources\fn{by Lina Espina-Moore (1919-2000)} Cebu City, Cebu Province, The Philippines (F) 5
The taste of whole wheat bread. Defined. Heavy. The tang of German sausage. Spiced. Serious. Beer. Cold.
Frosted stein. Fine, fine.
And there was nothing more that Mr. Karl Rolph wanted for the day. To sleep, yes. Anyway, to bed, which was
on one side of a bedroom in an apartment on the top floor of a building in Makati.
Flat on his back in the dark, he watched lights and shadows dance on the ceiling, abstracts from the horizontals
of window blinds, moving draperies and alien illuminations. The apartment overlooked the tops of trees, palms
which made the area look like something out of a picture postcard of a fashionable hotel in the cooler tropics.
When the rain fell and the wind was high, he could hardly tell between the sounds of the wind blowing through
the fronds and the vehicles swishing by on the wide strips of wet pavements.
Yet, it might be all the same. They were the sounds of velocity, of traction, of motion.
Motion, he had much use for. He was a modern man. He believed in change, experiment, progress, technology.
Now and forever.
And a little philosophy.
Anyway, at seventy, one needs philosophy. Universal axioms, safe premises—thoughts as dependable as whole
wheat bread and lean sausages and cold beer. Philosophies which turn aging into a process of learning; age,
transmuted wisdom.
It is good, he told himself, that one misses someone. It is good that one feels this hurt. The hurt of a lover. At
seventy, the hurt of a lover. Gottenhimmel!
He was thinking in German.
He thought German in bed. Once, for a length of time in Paris, he discovered he was thinking in French in bed.
He was in love with a French woman. It was a passion that consumed even the reflexes of one’s birthright. But
that too went the way of all over-heated love affairs.
So, again he thought German in bed. In German, especially when something stirred him deeply. For a long
time after he knew about the death of one of his sons during the war in Germany, he thought and spoke nothing
but German. It seemed his tears were in German too. What would German tears be? Nevertheless, Karl Rolph’s
tears could only be in German.
Otherwise, he spoke English rich in American idioms. In the hemp and copra industry that he was in, he was
American. He could not be anything else. He came to the Philippines in the late twenties and what came into his
life were American businessmen, Spanish and Chinese compradores, the social acceptance of Filipino hidalgos
whose women were chaperoned to the last bamboo rib of a fan. Mentioned in the order of their import and frequency.
He was young. Straight from a university in Frankfurt. A chemist who easily found employment in an American-German firm. He went home for a vacation after the third year of his stay in Manila and brought back a wife.
Paula was a good German fraulein. No nonsense, tall, big-boned, rosy-cheeked, kept a good home, and bore
good children. The children had long, long gone. One to Milwaukee, one to New York, one fought on the German
side during the Second World War, a daughter in Geneva.
Paula was away on a visit now: from son to son, from son to daughter, from daughter to the numbered grave of
a son.
Now, he here, hurting as a lover. This missing her. When the anger had spent out, there was the missing.
Yes, he was angry too. The anger of a lover betrayed. No philosophy is so well entrenched that can stand the
initial shock of the ego given the impact of a huge wallop, a whopping wallop. That’s it. He always liked the
aptness and vigor of the American colloquial. Meanwhile, this missing of a lover.
He even wished, quite foolishly, he thought at this stage, that he had not dropped in that evening at Harry’s.
*
Harry Maspero was a younger business associate. A whiz at marketing, otherwise an audacious oddball, a good
drinking companion, susceptibly a lonely man, a bachelor—that is, a bachelor again, after two divorces. That’s
where he dropped in now and then, at Harry’s.
But that evening, Edeng, Harry’s number-one housemaid, went home to the province for the funeral of a
grandmother. The third funeral of the fourth grandmother, Harry told Karl—so Nicia, the new assistant, fresh
from an Ilocos town, took over. Nicia did not know the first thing about drinks, but she had already learned how
to clean the apartment, wash and dry the dishes, and for the present was learning to stick toothpicks into the
olives.
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She brought in the tray of canapés and the ice bucket. She was in white maid’s uniform, and with the happy
accident of bad tailoring, plump breasts pushed out and up, pressing impressions of pouting nipples, gaily
balancing plump cheeks and pouting lips. Her small legs sustained a derriere, well-padded to have sat comfortably on curvatures of river stones and bamboo benches.
It was on the second trip with the ice bucket that Karl Rolph noticed her.
“Say, little girl, what’s your name?” Harry turned to look at Nicia,
“Yes, don’t you think she’s quite a dish? That pair of knockers!” and belted out a tune, head turned up towards
the ceiling, “Jeepers, creepers, howdye get those knockers …”
Nicia hardly understood anything although she thought Ser was funny. She giggled, cupping small hands over
her mouth and turned away.
“Come back, little girl. What’s your name?”
“Nicia, come here,” Harry called and she turned back. Looking at her employer and his guest, the glasses, the
emptying bottle of scotch, she giggled, her eyes narrowing, throwing back glints of bluish lights caught from the
silk-shaded floor lamp.
“Think we’re a couple of old sots, huh? Well, maybe you’re right. Anyway, come, tell me your name.”
Karl Rolph had a sudden yearning to hold out his hand and touch her, not unlike the compulsion to pick up a
fruit each time he goes by the apple compartment in the supermart …
“Shake hands with Meester Karl, Nicia.” Nicia stepped forward and shook hands with her Ser’s friend.
“That’s a good girl. Okay, the bell for the first round. R-r-i-i-n-g-g-h-h!” Harry shook a stirring spoon in the
air.
“Not with an old man, eh, Nicia. Not with an old man.” Karl Rolph’s speech was thick and ended in the
smallest perceptible sigh.
Nicia went back into the kitchen. Now and then a shadow pressed close to the room divider which blocked off
the kitchen door. Nicia would peer between the folds. She had never seen two Caucasians get good and loud before, and it was a bright discovery that they were no different from the men back in the barrio.
“Don’t look now, but we’re in an aquarium and we’re a couple of odd fishes.”
“I’d say we’d be scaly and have fan-like dorsal fins. Inedible unless pickled.”
But two wives flashed through his mind in varied attitudes of anger and despair. He added wryly,
“Inedible though pickled.”
“Speak for yourself, friend. Germans don’t get pickled.” Karl was solemn, scanning the room for imagined
corroboration.
“Like hell they don’t! Like hell they don’t! And the sourest herring of them all—Hitler. Master race, Fuhrer, sh-i-t!”
“Bah, you’re still shell-shocked.”
Thus did the Second World War invade the evening. Although the explosions were far from lethal, it was also
what brought about the topic of the sense of nationhood of the Philippine peasant, which in itself took a turn that
after the fourth ice bucket, they took Nicia out to the nearest cocktail lounge to find out how a transplanted one
reacted to a strictly urban institution.
In the cocktail lounge Nicia looked around, bewildered. The semi-darkness was the least she expected of urban
places of pleasure. When she first came into Mr. Maspero’s house, she even wondered why the conglomerate of
lights with clinking crystals hanging at the ceiling was almost never lit. It was always those shaded floor lamps.
She had always thought that rich people brought daylight into their houses as she certainly would, if she were
rich. The combo also fascinated her. She finally identified the sounds which came out of it as the kinds she heard
often over her Manang Edeng’s transistor radio. Though it had become her ambition to own one, it was not
because of such sounds. It was because dramas came out of it. The soap operas were steady conversation pieces
between her and Edeng. Sometimes, Carlos, the driver, would pitch in although more often in not too kindly
participation, since he said the dramas were kalokohan. But foolishness they were not. Nothing that made one
laugh or shed sympathetic tears and made household chores so much easier could be foolishness. Even the strange
music that came out of it produced by men such as these which she was looking at now, made chores lighter and
time pass more quickly. But the darkness—the darkness, she did not understand.
Karl suddenly turned to her.
“What do you think of the place, Nicia?”
She smiled. She did not know how to answer so she smiled.
“Karl old boy, think of something more categorical.”
“You like the place, Nicia?”
“Yes, Ser.” With the soft vowel, her lower lip dropped slightly open, revealing small white teeth.
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“Well, I’m glad you do.”
“Did you expect any other answer? In these beautiful islands we never want to offend, as if you didn’t know.”
“You are thinking of something more? What?” Karl tapped lightly on Nicia’s temple.
“It is dark.”
“By gum, yes, it is that. I never even noticed. The perception truly dulls after too much exposure.” Harry
looked around the room.
“What else, Nicia? I mean, what is another thing on your mind?”
“It is noisy. It is bad odor.”
Harry let out a whoop. Karl was almost as abandoned. Others turned to look at them and looked away again,
sliding easily back to individual preoccupation.
“The smell of decadence. We’re downwind, kid,” Harry said after recovering wry poise.
So, does Nicia want to try a drink? She sniffed at their glasses and made a face. She had sweet vermouth.
When asked how it tasted, she said it was like basi—the basi for women. For there were three flavors to the wine
fermented from sugar cane in the region she came from: sweet for women; hard, strong, and bitter for men; and
inbetween for biniboys.
“They got that well-straightened out.” Harry nodded.
“Ladies drink only sweet basi, but when marry already and no more lady, she drink basi for biniboy, basi for
men, anything. Can be.”
Harry and Karl looked at each other.
“Live and learn,” Karl said. Then, putting a hand on Nicia’s shoulder, asked,
“Nicia, are you a lady?”
“Yes, Ser.”
“Just wanted to make sure.”
“You dirty old goat,” Harry muttered.
Nicia, like the women of her class, met confrontations with the unfamiliar with a timid laugh and hid embarrassments with giggles; although with her, the little varied manifestations of mirth were clear, soft, and minimal so
that Karl Rolph, schooled in the sounds of the Orient of decades past, was reminded of little silver chimes in the
corridors of ancient temples.
Nicia was small. Even for a rural Filipino, she was small. Taken separately, it would have been incongruous for
the peasant plumpness to cling to such a paucity of bone base. But the sum of the parts was a kind of studied
disproportion, something with the appeal of a Disney character-like Bambi, the doe.
Then she was neither dull nor timid as most people in personal servitude were. She was also curious, and when
the hesitations of unfamiliarity wore off, became candidly, openly curious. She was keen to know about the things
which puzzled her and there were many things puzzling to her. She also took as truths things which her superiors
told her and superiors included Edeng who had gone through a cooking course and had lived in Manila for ten
years, and Carlos who was a high school graduate and spent Sundays at the race tracks.
So she believed what she was told: that cocktail lounges were always dark so people could not see each others’
wrinkles, that rondallas were called combos in the city, that what she was drinking now was only for “ladies,” and
a few other things which she added to the others she had stored since she came down from the tobacco farms to
work in the house-hold of an American.
In time, however, by instinct or acquired deliberation, she found out that Mr. Maspero told her untruths by way
of jokes while Mr. Rolph told her the truths and was always kind.
Then Karl stayed with Harry. Edeng said that Mr. Rolph’s house was under repair since the German señora
was coming back soon with two of her children. Mr. Rolph’s cook had told her over the telephone. Even the
bathroom fixtures were being changed and the activities warranted Mr. Rolph’s temporarily moving out of his
house to stay with his friend.
*
It was a Sunday morning when Mr. Maspero left early for the beach, leaving Karl alone in the apartment with
instructions to Edeng to attend to the needs of the house guest. So Edeng told Nicia to bring in Mr. Rolph’s early
cup of coffee and newspapers.
As Nicia was setting the tray on the night table, Karl Rolph pulled her gently to sit by him on the bed.
“Are you a lady, Nicia?” Karl Rolph passed the back of his hand over the girl’s chin and cheeks.
Nicia smiled and turned her head away.
In myth, the truth that morning light reveals, frightens a satyr. And here now-pink and white mottled skin, the
flabbiness, the wrinkles, the unshaved jowl. Frightens or embarrasses—ah, but that a pet of Bacchus should be so
sensitive and a satyridae nothing but a somber butterfly; this nectar now so much sweeter and headier than any
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ladies’ basi in the coolest earthen jars, and bios fogus being a very interesting subject and a most engaging game
indeed. Karl Rolph was thinking in German.
Nicia flushed deeply at the sight of bare torso rich with hair and punctuated with pink nipples. And the smell of
a well-scrubbed man reminded her of her father, back from a trip to the village well, a towel around his waist,
clutching tightly her mother’s laundry soap.
Karl Rolph brushed away the moisture that formed on her upper lip with a kiss.
Karl, satyr—not as mischievous as sure of itself. Not as lascivious as knowing that what it needed to prop itself
against decay, to still the gathering coldness in its veins was the firm flesh of woman, full human, half doe, the
warm mucous response of youth.
“How old are you, Nicia?”
“Maybe twenty-one.”
Days after, Nicia lived in a furnished apartment in one of the smaller byways of Ermita.
*
Nicia was a doll. Karl Rolph’s doll.
The babykin that jumps to one’s knees and twirls the earlobes. The plump pet that rushes up to gurgle
ungrammatical greetings. The prize poodle, the binkybonk bunny. Her naïvete and candor being, as mod citizens
would have it—flower power. When metaphors tire, she was still a damn toothsome cutsie-pietsie. And no one
more than Karl realized that there could be no German translation for that.
Coming thus to her lover, Nicia acquired some of Karl’s accent in a recently acquired English vocabulary of
amenities and endearments. She learned to appreciate some foreign dishes, felt properly for the styles and
postures in weekly magazines, and understood only too well the erotic scenes in both foreign and Tagalog movies.
Karl, on the other hand, became more tolerant of the failings of junior clerks and janitors, could bear to stay in
the same room with a person eating balut, and lost a few inches around the waist. There were possibly other metamorphoses which escaped the naked eye, the less nosy or the casually interested friend because Harry Maspero
remarked only once that Karl Rolph looked much better since he took to wearing sarong and diving for pearls.
It was ironic that Karl had never had a mistress before. Several of his Filipino and almost all of his Chinese
friends kept mistresses, which the Filipinos called queridas, and the Chinese, concubines. A couple of Americans
he knew long ago kept mistresses, but they were more exceptions than the rule.
When the subject of mistresses came up at brandy after a pleasant dinner, his Filipino hosts said that a man
could worship before several altars, since the goddesses had each different things to offer. He had always thought
that one offers to a deity; nevertheless who was to question formats of worship with a charming host over good
brandy.
At any rate the euphemism impressed, amused, and amazed him. It was attractive. It had a logic of sorts. But
he never came to practice it.
It was not for the young German chemist, the hard-bound Lutheran, the civilized Caucasian to practice the
ways of the hyper-civilized, sex-obsessed, sex-stimulated Asian. Or manhood that needs constant proving? What
were the postulates of inadequacy now? But it mattered little really, for whoever read Freud or Jung?\fn { Sigmund
Freud (1856-1939) and Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961), two pioneers (Austrian and Swiss) in the field of psychoanalysis .} He did, in the
original German. And where did it get him? Late satyring.
So at seventy, he had himself a mistress, had established another home, had put up another altar with a little
brown goddess which had other things to offer. Paula was sixty-eight; venerable; lovable, after a fashion of
course; still a good cook; rheumatic during the rainy months; sapped of energy during the hot months; swollen
ankles all year round.
Nicia, squatting on the floor of the modern apartment, dipping palitaw into a saucer of brown sugar, the tip of
her pink tongue flashing before she bit into glutinous goody was another thing. She was a little pagan whose
brown oily skin exuded essences of woman. Even scented soaps could not entirely obliterate the odors of the
leaves, nuts, and hot berries which she had plenty of in her diet.
That and the other appeals to other senses could possibly have spurred some kind of Song of Solomon\fn{A
notorious piece of Old Testament erotica:H} in northern vernacular.
But of Nicia as goddess and Karl Rolph as worshipper, nothing was revealed; the only known record being the
silent doorbell when Karl was around and a bedroom keyhole blocked mechanically at all times.
It was Nicias candor, naïvete, the broken English, the literal translations from the dialects, that Karl Rolph
enjoyed most and talked over with pleasure to Harry who thought the adventure of his friend one big hilarious
affair.
*
A year went by. Perhaps more.
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Days of utter content fly by only too swiftly. That is, a year or more of Karl Rolph enjoying Nicia—his Nicia,
the buffer against trying days, tiring challenges, and the demands of the over-sophisticated society wherein he
moved.
From these, he indulged her in return.
It was his pleasure. A true gallant, he was. It was easy with wherewithal—personal, free, unstinting. So Nicia
had clothes, comic books, foods which she preferred, a wrist watch now, little pieces of jewelry which she coveted from the glassed-in shelves in Quiapo and Bambang. She had money for movies, funds for a visiting mother,
father, and sister who came around now and then to share the opulence of Nicias life. Money too for books and
complete uniform for a brother who was going to college.
A brother in college.
Well, that’s fine. It was good that one in the family was going to college.
*
Calle Espana was flooded one afternoon when Karl Rolph was driving out of Quezon City. The driver, José,
turned into Calle Trabajo. It was then that Karl saw Nicia enter a certain house. He told José to stop and follow
her.
“She may want to go home now.”
Nicia came out with José after a long while. She was visiting an aunt, she said. No, she was coming home only
after a while.
Karl’s trips to the far provinces took him several days. But Laguna was only a day’s trip back and forth. When
he inadvertently said he was going to Davao and came back that afternoon with a bouquet of love and devotion.
Nicia loved lanzones. She would press the fruit between thumbs and fingers and pop the fat white segments
into her mouth, separating the flesh from the seed with a distinct way of rolling it with her tongue and sinking her
teeth which gave her mouth an attractive twist. She gathered the seeds in whatever piece of paper came handy
because she said she was going to plant them in her hometown.
Karl never knew what happened to the seeds after that. He knew though that since the prerequisites to taste are
the arrangements of the senses, Nicia’s sensualitites were high in water, sugar, and fruit acids.
He was thinking of Nicia as peak-of-season lanzon when he inserted the key into the apartment lock. Nicia was
not in sight when he walked in. Instead, he saw a young man in military uniform. They looked at each other. Both
were visibly uncertain whether the occasion called for ordinary amenities, silent embarrassment, or discreet
withdrawal.
Strangely enough, open or veiled hostility could never have been. The element of surprise was unfair to both;
although in the telling afterwards to his friend, they sputtered into their beers, with Harry slapping his thighs as
gales of laughter shook the unlit chandeliers.
For the moment though, it was the old gentleman who said, “I beg your pardon,” and placing the basket of
fruits gently beside the door, turned away. He asked José to request Nicia to come down.
Nicia did. She seemed a shade paler, otherwise she was walking her kind of walk, smiling her kind of smile,
lisping her kind of talk.
“Who is that man, Nicia?”
“He is my brother.”
Dimly he remembered Nicia asking him for funds to buy her brother an ROTC uniform. After some
deliberation he said,
“I shall see you again, Nicia. Home, José.” He never looked back once. In the car he asked,
“What do you know of the matter, José?” José shifted gear.
“He is her lover, sir.”
“How do you know?”
“I know, sir. She is also living with him in that rooming house on Calle Trabajo. There, her name is Alice. She
is sending him to school.”
“Why didn’t you tell me before, Jose?” It was a long time before José answered,
“You were happy, sir.”
*
Karl Rolph did not see Nicia again.
The apartment lease was up in two months, but even before that, Nicia was given more than enough money to
take her back home, to indulge a mother, a father, to treat a sister, to buy an ROTC uniform for a brother.
It was a long way and a long, long time since he had clicked his heels in salute to a love affair which ended in
a garden in Paris. So he knew this missing, the way a lover misses a lost beloved, would also come to pass.
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But he was thirty-five then and he was seventy now.
Picking up a book from the table, he settled down deep into his easy chair. It was some time before he realized
that he had sought the chapter on the exploitation of human resources.
80.144 The Dimensions Of Fear\fn{by Edith Lopez Tiempo (1919-2011)} Damaguete City, Negros Oriental Province,
The Philippines (F) 6
Faint alarm bells stirred the town a kilometer away, followed by the sound of wheels thudding on the cobblestones of the square—surely, just listening to the wheels, Agujo could tell they were chariots, carriages, perhaps
even tumbrils with wild-eyed women standing straight in them, doomed women unmindful of their hair fallen
down their backs in disarray, their necks and chins stiff with hauteur …
Up in this tower in the hills, removed from the town, the late noon stillness absorbed all the sounds of
everyday, sounds which were dramatized but also muted and made sleepy by distance. Numeriano Agujo was
stretched on the cot, listening; he lay on his side so as to face away from the wall. In the narrow sunless room he
looked all of his fifty-four years, probably because his face was tightened in quiet but intense thought—and the
effort to think was too intense for the fantastic details he groped for.
He often tried to think of this isolated tower-like room as an ancient lookout for marauding Moro\fn{ Moslem.}
pirates. It was bootless imagining at first; now it was easy to conjure up the roar of the surf, the dash of the breakers on the shore, the bristling vintas coming in. The sea waves, the bells, the cobbled square, the chariots, the
implication of violence stopping short of the threshold of his mind—these were quaint and remote, especially at
one o’clock of an ordinary afternoon in a regional high school deep in the hills of a very inland town. It was especially so in this room, where reality faded into great blurry outlines and allowed him—or any lively mind, Agujo
conceded—to shape the outlines as it would.
The head teacher, Mr. Esteban, was good to let him use the room. Agujo needed it for his short rest, and sometimes, even a nap, after the lunch which he took at a greasy eating place across the street from the school. Mr.
Esteban had seen Agujo after his meal one noon exchanging inanities with the frowsy woman who ran the place.
They were seated on the bench outside; flies buzzed in the air and licked the surface of the two casually-wiped
tables inside. The flies might have got at the food if it were not set out on screened shelves; as it was, the wire
screen was dotted blackly with them.
Mr. Esteban had stopped and talked with Agujo, and the woman had joined in even when the red-faced head
teacher ignored her and pointedly stared at the way she wiped her mouth on the dirty edge of her patadyong.
Apparently, the whole scene distressed Mr. Esteban because forthwith he offered his isolated storeroom above the
old library. Agujo’s resting room had a lower level where the floor space was crowded with yellow and stickily
damp bundles of periodicals. Above it his room was high and narrow and faced away from the school buildings.
The single cot looked out upon the flat and uncompromising barrenness of a high wall. Agujo, however, was not
at all discomfited by his surroundings.
Yes, it was true that he meant the surf and the breakers for some kind of challenge. But a challenge against
what, he could not tell, for he knew only the anxiety, the restless fears, at times so sharp he wondered how they
could be so devoid of any focus or definition. It was maddening the way the fears had come upon him the past
three or four years, so insidious and threatening, so intangible, and withal so keen sometimes, it seemed to him he
had always had them. Against such threats the only counter he knew was the private world where violence lurked,
always potential and vigilant, but always short of fulfillment.
The bells faded with the ease of practice, the hurrying wheels ceased abruptly.
Bells. It was strange that he should hear them these days when the school bell had been cracked for a week and
the new one had not yet come.
Agujo rose from the cot. His toilet consisted of rubbing the oily shine off his face with a handkerchief and
running his fingers down his scalp where the graying hairs lay like limp strings. He clumped his stodgy way down
the stairs to the lower landing. From there a connecting hall led to the storeroom. The hall was close and dank,
and walking through it left him somewhat breathless.
As he passed by the closed door of the storeroom he heard a scuffle behind him and he turned sharply around.
In the dimness of the hall he made out a strange figure standing about six feet away, a dwarf whose spindly
misshapen legs seemed to teeter under the weight of a bloated head and body. Agujo got the impression of shy
eyes watching him under the mat of black wool that coated the head down to the ears.
Agujo shut his eyes, and kept them shut. He was jolted by the suspicions that shot through him. Was this what
he had been fearing?—was his mind breaking down at last? In spite of himself his eyes flew open. He was staring
at an empty space. Chill rooted his feet, but he approached, cautiously, peering through the half-twilight of the
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hall until he reached the spot.
A musty odor floated around him. It was unmistakable. Still not reassured Agujo hurried to the window at the
far end of the hall and flung up the shutter. Bright sunshine burst in upon him as he thrust his head to look out on
the school grounds, and he craned his neck in all directions for a glimpse of that grotesque shape; but it was
nowhere around.
Fear clutched him again, this time an animal kind of fear, unreasoning and overpowering. He slammed down
the shutter and fled out of that hall, down the short steps to the outer door of the building, where he stood grayfaced and shaken to the bones.
The school grounds were absolutely deserted. By his watch it was only sixteen minutes past one. He felt a
nagging impulse to go home, to take the bus to his home in the next town, but it was thirty-eight kilometers away
and by the time he got back to the school his first afternoon class would be well over. Besides, why go home at
this time, in the first place? He stood at the door, quiet and purposeless, a seedy lizard soaking up sunshine.
By degrees the rational world of wood-and-cement buildings, of vine-smothered trellises and huge leafy trees,
of flagpole and fluttering flag, and clean dry ground broken by patches of scraggly lawn—these came into focus
and wrenched him into a kind of sweaty calm. He wandered half-distracted through the lanes bordered by acacias
along the hedges like a dog in pain. He scarcely knew when he gravitated toward the hill and loitered about on the
lower slope. Finally, he climbed up and up the incline for some time, until he thought he heard the peculiar hum
of the buzzer down below. The office boy worked the buzzer, which marked the school hours in the absence of a
new bell.
Agujo turned into his classroom door; he was hardly aware of the rows of wondering faces. He did not realize
he presented a curious sight—burrs in his trouser legs, a dead acacia leaf in his hair, and perspiring profusely.
Halfway through the class session, when he was talking about the Buddhist temples of Thailand and the mosques
of Malaya, he suddenly remembered how a scant hour before, he had found himself looking down upon a
declivity overspread with all kinds of second growth. The unexpected sight of the small chasm below him was
startling.
At once the mosques and temples dwindled off as he became preternaturally aware of the classroom, of
himself talking, of the twelve- and thirteen-year-olds gaping at him: Renato scratching his chin; the small boil on
Velia’s elbow; Rosendo’s nostrils flaring with his deep breaths; and then, out of the abstruse agony of selfknowledge, the sight he had been watching to see and repel—the long white throat of Soledad as she raised her
head from her book. Abruptly, he stopped talking and set about giving them seat work.
With the class settled down to writing on the varied produce and resources of Malaya, Augjo watched Soledad
dispassionately, knowing she was now well preoccupied. No, no, he assured himself, while he traced with a covert
eye the contours of her face, from the forehead, to the dark guarded brows, to the cheeks where the slight
developing hollows would soon replace the youthful plumpness—no, it was only that she was the dead Fidela’s
sister, and quite unlike her in every way; Fidela, dead these four years and still with their power to reproach him,
as when she was alive. Fidela had never married. Neither had he, but with him it was a deliberate choice. Not so
with Fidela. She had lived in a stubborn martyred solitude, never allowing herself or anyone else to forget she was
a jilted woman, all her life.
*
“Why were you staring at me in class, sir?”
The rest of the pupils were emptying out of the room while Agujo studiously erased the board, gathered up the
maps into a neat roll, collected the books and locked them up. All this to give him time to frame a reply. For a
thirteen-year-old, Soledad was disconcertingly undisturbed; what a woman she would be when she grew up!
He walked out of the room with her.
“I have been bothered,” he told her vaguely but truthfully. They strode along the corridor to the stairs. Her
sidewise look probed his face. She had grown up with the familiar tale of him and Fidela; with him she had no
embarrassment.
“Why are you bothered?”
“Many things bother me,” he parried. By nature a truthful man he was unhappy at the inexplicit answers he
had been handing to himself, and was giving to her now. But he was trying his best.
“Yes, I stared at you, Soledad. Nor was it the first time, as you know. You see, I was thinking of Fidela.”
“After all these years?” she wondered.
“Yes.”
There. It was quite simple, then.
“In fact, I am bothered also by the woman at the drug store. She is a plain woman, almost ugly.”
“Are you going home directly? If you are, we can take the bus together.”
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“You weren’t listening. This woman wears wide skirts. She sells me those bottles of hair dye. Now, I don’t buy
them any more—you notice my gray hair.”
“Why have you stopped buying them?”
“As I said, she is an ugly woman, I don’t mind if she knew I tinted my hair. But one day she was wearing one
of those straight skirts. When she turned her back to reach up on the shelf, well … You see when a man feels
himself, in any way at all, getting involved …” Soledad didn’t smile.
“You mean her skirt was too tight?”
Yes, Agujo thought, the skirt was too tight. What, exactly, had happened, then? Nothing; that was his trouble—
true, there was the usual manly reaction, although his more instant impulse was that of flight He was afraid, that
was clear, anyway. Afraid of involvement. Because he had not answered, Soledad broke into his silence hesitantly.
“Maybe I know a little why you and Fidela—” she floundered, and stopped.
But he saw her smiling now, as if he had finally explained why he had never married the bossy selfdramatizing woman who was, incredibly, the elder sister of a girl like Soledad. For the first time in a long while
he felt he was starting to understand himself.
“If I were in the States I’d be running to a psychiatrist. The things that make me uneasy! You know, Soledad,
even your father bothers me. Not necessarily derogatory to your father, don’t misunderstand.”
“But how is that, sir, when you haven’t met my father for years—why, the last time, I think, was at the
funeral.”
His silence was unremitting.
“In that case, sir,” she said, correctly interpreting his attitude, “why don’t you come home with me now?” A
hint of resentment crept into her voice.
“Stop at the house and see for yourself I mean, see how my father disturbs you, if he really does.”
“Don’t be angry. Just now you sounded like my old friend Rosenberg. Rozz and I had long talks—”
“How do I sound like your GI friend, sir?”
“He anticipated my words, many times. The way he understood me, even my unspoken thoughts, it amazes me
even now .. Don’t behave that way with a young fellow, Soledad, you’ll frighten him.”
He was in a confiding mood but he did not tell her about the latest thing that had happened to him. What would
she say if he told her about the dwarf?
He could understand now his impulsive walk up the hillside. For he had wondered about the existence of an
unknown trail through the hills, one perhaps used by the Negroid, half-civilized hill folk deep in the interior; but
the sight of the chasm had made him forget the half-formed intention to explorer for a hidden path.
Agujo decided not to tell Soledad, or anybody, about the dwarf.
All the way home in the bus the small deformed shape in the dusk teased him. It was getting to seem like some
devilish symbol for a condition of the mind where distortions were familiar and strange apprehensions were his
constant bedfellows. But he had really seen it! Yet, perhaps his mind—perhaps the dwarf wasn’t real! This
possibility, Agujo knew, he must eventually pursue.
*
Tio Carlos was seated under a kind of trellis-awning tacked on to the side of the front porch. He had aged since
Agujo had met him last. Tio Carlos had a lean, rather ascetic face. Agujo, however, had always suspected the
accuracy of that impression, for the man himself did not seem the sort. The whole place was neglected and rundown; the fence, the house itself, sagged in places. Weeds sprouted all over the yard.
Tio Carlos flexed his long legs and rose to his feet.
“It’s a good day, Agujo, that brings you here. After all these years.” The older man turned around and pulled
out another chair from the porch wall.
“Sit down, my friend. How is it with you.”
Tio Carlos’ eyes flicked for the barest second at Agujo’s gray head. But Agujo was not stupid.
“You mean, things are not so well with me, isn’t that it, Tio Carlos? Witness my gray hairs.” To his surprise the
older man nodded gravely.
“I might as well ask the question of myself, Agujo. And, likewise, your answer would be mine.”
Agujo was interested by the undertone of melancholy in the older man’s voice. Tio Carlos sat well back in his
chair, looking vacantly above the bobbing tips of the gumamela hedge which had been left untrimmed. It occurred
to Agujo that Tio Carlos’ mood matched that of his surroundings perfectly, one of placid gloom. And the man
didn’t try to do anything about it, Agujo surmised shrewdly. Just fell in with it, didn’t try to change anything. Not
a bit of resistance, even inside of him.
“When my wife was alive things ere different. Ciana was quite a person. I didn’t worry about a thing. You
know, Agujo, Fidela was very much like her mother. Fidela and Ciana, they took care of everything—very effi348

cient, both of them.”
Agujo looked at Tio Carlos almost with compassion. The man yielded to life and seemed to realize no loss in
the process.
Agujo decided that the lean ascetic look was a kind of disguise for an inadequate character. Perhaps Tio Carlos
had once had potentialities. Now in his old age he was a weakling; somewhere in his middle years it had happened, thanks to the two women who had made it so. For a man to go beyond his middle years with no foothold—
how could one stand it?
When Agujo left the place soon after, it was with the uneasy feeling that looking at Tio Carlos had been too
much like talking to himself
*
Agujo lived his days much as he walked the grounds of the school, with outward calm but with continued inner
discomfort, if not turmoil. Did men his age, and with similar circumstances, go through a time like this? His need
was to localize the ferment, give it tangible form, to recognize it in a definite situation. Probably his anxiety
stemmed from the fact that he had not dared to have a family, and now he had no real foothold, so that he was
beset by emotional and physical insecurity. And even economic insecurity—the reason that the sight of Tio Carlos
could move him so.
Perhaps it was this need that led him to play that mean trick on ’Na Munda, the frowsy woman who owned the
eating place. It was a twisted mood, an impulse to assert some kind of superiority over a fellow-being, that made
him cheat her, not once but many times. He would go up to the screened shelves of food and pile his plate with
three kinds of viands. In the past she had never had need to check up on his honesty. But lately, he had taken to
slyly adding an extra piece of meat which he did not pay for.
It started as some kind of joke with him, but when she did not miss anything he kept it up with such casualness and stealth as would have done justice to some small wild creeping forest creatures. At noon as he lay resting
in the tower he would think of this petty thievery and wonder why he did it. It didn’t become him; it seemed more
the thing for that dark and grotesque half-illusion he had seen in the hall …
Or had he really seen the thing? Wasn’t it truer to think the misshapen figure was in him, the evasive tenant of
his—and every man’s—personality?
But he could not deny that cheating ’Na Munda gave him a kind of elemental satisfaction, as if he and she
were two aging ferrets in a wasteland, both of them scratching for food and hoarding it; and each morsel he took
from her added that much more to his own store, against that time when his limbs failed him, and all sight and
sound and smell that led to life and comfort would betray him instead into the sudden deep chasm where hunger
and gradual disintegration lurked in wait for all aging people such as he.
Cheating Munda whetted rather than pacified him. Confidence stirred in him and gave him bravado, if not true
courage; he longed to meet his bogey face to face in combat.
*
And so it was that one morning, as his eyes fell upon a familiar white envelope in Mr. Esteban’s office, he saw
the challenge there. He had long been seeing the white envelope on the shelf in Mr. Esteban’s office and had
thought nothing of it. All the teachers knew it contained the money realized from two projects. The first and
second renditions of the Pierre Patelin play at the capital, where Aguo himself had played Patelin, had netted
almost two hundred pesos. Then the canteen had made over one hundred pesos.
Mr. Esteban had placed the envelope containing more than three hundred pesos on the shelf. He did this from
some tacit community pride in which everyone by this gesture, was understood to share. Besides, the goal of four
hundred pesos for the grandstand had yet to be reached, and the envelope was both an encouragement and a
constant reminder to all.
That fateful morning, with superb coolness, Agujo took the envelope.
After his lunch he crouched in the dimness of the storeroom and cached it in a pile of yellowed periodicals,
and then with the stolid security of a well-stocked hibernating animal he retired to his tower room and went to
sleep.
*
Aguo emerged from his noon nap into a school seething with suppressed and unhealthy excitement. There was
much whispering among the pupils, but a weight of gloom burdened the teachers. Just as Aguo was going to Mr.
Esteban’s office the man himself came up with a fourteen-year-old boy.
Agujo recognized him as one of the more irrepressible third-year fellows. Mr. Esteban hurried the boy into the
office. The boy was silent but his eyes burned with something more than fear. It was anger, and a stubborn resistance which aroused a strange fluttering in Agujo, as if this spirit of resistance was kin to him, wherever it was
found. At the same time Agujo realized that finally, after so long, he had a found a definite focus for his ferment.
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For now, there was something real to fear: if he, Agujo, was found out, that was the end for him. How was a
man to start anew at his age? That was a real apprehension and a real challenge.
Now he could understand it when he writhed and squirmed inside; every day brought a real reason because
every day the boy was taken into the office for questioning. Agujo burned with the desire to know what went on
there each time, but he did not dare eavesdrop.
Once, on the third day, just as the boy was coming out of the office, Agujo intercepted him in the corridor. Face
to face with the boy, sharply aware of the tired but smoldering eyes on him, Agujo knew that here was the peak of
his season of torture.
“Look here, ah—”
“My name is Liberato, sir.”
“Liberato. Well, why don’t you tell Mr. Esteban once and for all?”
“Because I did not do it.” The lad’s head, bent down, assumed the familiar stubborn immobility.
“You misunderstand. I mean, tell him you are innocent.” The boy raised his suddenly puzzled eyes, and then he
said,
“You are the first to say that.” When Agujo said nothing the boy observed,
“That’s why the pupils say you are queer.” He went on suspiciously,
“How do you know I didn’t do it?”
“This is the third day. You must be innocent.”
“How do you know?” the boy insisted. What do you know about it?”
*
After that, Agujo took to writing fanciful confessions in the secrecy of the tower room.
“This is to confess that I, Numeriano Agujo …” That was the formal way.
“For playing the extended joke of pilfering and petty theft, I, Monsieur Agujo …”
That was the facetious way.
“Good heavens Mr. Esteban, can’t you realize that a fellow sometimes …” That was the man-to-man way. In
how many ways could a confession be given? Agujo tore up all the other neat and fancifully-worded versions and
decided on a plain one:
I, Numeriano Agujo, stole the envelope containing three hundred and thirty-four pesos.

And he signed it. He started carrying it around in his pocket.
Somehow, it didn’t help at all. Agujo was even afraid sometimes to take his nap because somebody, somehow,
might get hold of the note—or the money. He took up books to the tower to keep him awake. That was how, one
non, he came upon the lines in a book sent to him by his GI friend Rozz from the States. It was in the volume of
poems by W. H. Auden\fn{Wystan Hugh Auden (1907-1973), Anglo-American poet, playwright, and literary critic .} that he read
the lines:
When shall we learn, what should be clear as day,
We cannot choose what we are free to love?
Although the mouse we banished yesterday
Is an enraged rhinoceros today;
Our value is more threatened than we know …

But it was not until days later that Agujo read some of the last lines of the poem:
Dear flesh, dear mind, dear spirit, O dear love,
In the depths of myself blind monsters know
Your presence and are angry …

In the depths of myself blind monsters … And then the very last lines struck, at him, as if a giant needle had
probed into his bowels and forced out the answer he had refused to accept through these troubled years:
… we are so admonished, that no day
Of conscious trial be a wasted day …
Or else our changing flesh may never know
There must be sorrow if there can be love

So there was no escape, no escape from involvement.
One must commit oneself to suffer—thus said the uncanny prophet Rosenberg speaking to him through Auden.
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“There must be sorrow if there can be love.”
What a comfort for an aging man to know that! Agujo laughed mirthlessly, for the first time. He closed the
book and left the building. Wandering about the grounds he was gripped by a spasm of melancholy, and even
recognizing that the mood was an exact replica of Tio Carlos’ could not alarm him.
*
It was now a quarter past one, and irrelevantly, he thought of how everyone missed the bell proclaiming the
hours. All about him were the silent remains of the children’s activities that morning: a heap of large stones under
a tree; a dead frog, undissected; somebody’s laboratory apron hung up in the shade. There was nothing more silent
and dead than the silence after chaos; especially if the turmoil had been inside, he added wryly.
He stood under an acacia contemplating a broken swing still half-suspended from the branch. One rope was
entirely severed from the swing, and Agujo stood foolishly looking at the rope as it swayed in the hot noon air.
Suppose—
Before he could form the thought he had dragged the swing and set it up on end and hoisted himself on it.
There he stood with the loose end of the rope in his hands. So far he had moved almost like an automaton, all
feeling held in abeyance, as though again he was on the stage. He made a meticulous loop on the rope, got out the
note from his pocket and crumpled it up in his fist.
Really dramatic, he thought; also, it was ridiculous but intriguing, this conflicting combination of Patelin and
Sidney Carton! Even now, at this moment, which he could make a supreme one, he was still acting; still the makebelieve of make-believe heroes: Patelin and Carton, but mimicries of them all his life, the tremendous rogue and
irresolute romantic.\fn{These are references to certain dilemmas posed to the central character of The Farce of Master Pierre Pathelin
(an anonymous medieval farce written in 1457 originally in French), and similar developments worked out by one of the central characters
in A Tale Of Two Cities (a novel written in 1859 by Charles Dickens); both of which dramatize the complex formation of dishonesty and
self-deception, and the courage or lack thereof of the people involved in dealing with the consequences of resulting behavior. When
Margaret, Thomas Moore’s daughter, confronts her father with the question, “But haven’t you done all God could reasonably expect?”
More answers: “Well, finally it isn’t a matter of reason; finally it’s a matter of love.” And with this in mind, Pierre Pathelin/Agujo decides
his/their fate one way, and Sidney Carton/contrasted with Charles Darney another—one for cowardice, one for courage; but both closely
attended by fate, and both involved in their relative abilities to “seize the time” (to borrow Huey Newton’s phrase) of action necessary to
resolve their moral conflicts:H}

Not that he was fool enough to do it, but suppose … He was slipping on the noose around his head when there
was the sudden clang of a bell in the building behind him.
He screamed. He tottered with the shock and the swing toppled from under him. The noose had slipped
through his right wrist and tightened there so that he dangled helplessly, excerpt for the left shoe barely grazing
the ground. In the meantime, the crumpled note had fallen near his toe.
To his horror he saw Mr. Esteban and another man, a stranger, running toward him. With his toe he tried vainly
to reach the note; but it was too late.
The stranger gawked at him. He was a husky person who looked like a mechanic. Mr. Esteban spluttered.
“Agujo! What in the name of good sense are you doing?” Mr. Esteban’s red face was unbelieving.
“We were in the building trying out the new bell. The new bell has come. I had just struck the half-hour—onethirty—when you screamed.”
The other man ran back for a knife to cut him loose.
*
Agujo looked miserably at the paper near his toe.
This was what he had feared. Shorn of dignity, of security—for he was going to be found out!—shorn of even
the appearance of calm and strength, at last he was face to face with the chasm. He struggled to crush the note
with his toe. True or not, that dark, stunted, misshapen thing had returned at last.
Because in his life he had chosen not to be involved with his share of the dark, the ugly, the sorrowful, these
had come to take their rightful place, not openly and naturally, but sneakily and in grotesque forms. He, Agujo,
had finally conjured up that twisted shape into being, to stay and jeer in all the echoing corridors and nooks and
hallways of his mind.
Exactly as he had done in that dusky hall, the toppled Agujo shut his eyes, coward and escapist still, as Mr.
Esteban bent for the note and started opening it …
88.120 The Native Vendor\fn{by Roman A. de la Cruz (1923-

)}

Kalibo, Aklan Province, The Philippines (M) 2

A woman appeared at the doorway of our cogon quarters one morning.
“Do you buy camote roots and pepper leaves here?” she asked.
At the mention of things for sale, all of us jumped happily to our feet and flocked around her. These meant
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delicious viands, and a break from the monotony of dried fish, dried shrimps and dried meat. In those hills, where
food had to be preserved with salt, and the farms in the vicinity were not so prolific with root crops and vegetables, products like these brought to us by the natives were always welcomed like rain in summer.
The woman had a long round basket slung to her shoulder with a strap made of tree bark. The mouth of the
basket was covered with fresh banana leaves. She came inside at our behest and placed her basket on the floor.
She took off the banana leaves from the mouth of the basket and displayed the contents.
There was a bundle of newly-gathered pepper leaves atop the pile. This she took out next. Inside the deep
basket, red and yellow camote roots lay, fresh from the fields.
“How much?” one of us snapped.
“The camote—eighty centavos,” the woman coyly said.
“Too dear,” everybody said, turning away.
The woman licked her pale thin lips with her tongue and blinked her small round eyes almost pleadingly at us.
She sat down deliberately on a half-consumed sack of palay by the doorway and did not speak further. She was
pale and bony and her clothes were patched up. The neck opening of her gray dress was sagging before her, revealing the upper part of a flat sunken chest, with an ugly varicose vein curling blue at the center.
“If you give that camote for thirty, we’ll get it,” our cook said.
“Oh, not at that price,” the woman said. “I bartered these with bananas in barrio Talón, and I would not have
accepted thirty centavos for those bananas.”
“Yes, thirty,” somebody insisted. “We don’t believe you bartered them. You raised them yourself.”
“We do not have any camotes of our own. I got these camotes from the hill over there where they are having a
harvest.”
The woman was pointing with a thin white finger to the south, where the mountain ranges rose into the mist. It
was the boundary between Altavas and Jamindan. When she spoke, the veins around her slender neck and the
varicose vein on her sunken chest were charged with blood and bulged to bluish prominence.
Nobody wanted to evaluate the efforts the woman exerted to bring the vegetables to us. Everybody pretended
to be unwilling to buy at her price.
“Look,” I said to my comrades in English so the woman would not understand, “why do we have to haggle
with her? Those camotes are cheap even for eighty centavos. Besides, she has to make a profit, hasn’t she?”
“We will get that for sixty centavos,” I said to the woman, still feeling like a heel
“All right,” the woman said coyly, placing her hands between her bony thighs and clapping them together selfconsciously.
“How about the pepper leaves?” I said.
“Fifteen centavos,” the woman said.
“Ten,” someone haggled.
“All right,” she agreed again.
Someone put back the pepper leaves into the basket and brought the basket to the kitchen where he poured its
contents into our winnower. Another went to our officer-in-charge inside the room and came back with the money.
He handed it to the woman, saying:
“This is all the change we have, sixty centavos. If you can change our fifty-peso bill you can get your seventy
centavos.”
This was said in mockery, on top of a short payment.
She received the money with eagerness in spite of the shortage. It was in Japanese emergency notes. Six tencentavo notes. The circulation of the Japanese money among the civilian population was then allowed by the
guerrilla army for the convenience of our intelligence agents in the enemy-occupied territory.
The woman counted carefully the notes, secret delight playing in her eyes.
“You bring us some more next time: fruits, root crops, vegetables,” our cook said. “Just any foodstuff you can
secure, we will buy from you.”
The woman smiled wryly.
“I am afraid I cannot promise. This is the only chance I have of selling you something.”
*
As no sale could be had from her in the future, nobody minded her any more. She sat there quietly against the
cogon wall by the doorway, watching us with her deep-set eyes as we moved about the office.
“Do you have children?” I asked casually. I was working on a table not far from the doorway.
“Nine,” she said. “But five of them died of sickness during childhood. All my four are sick now.”
“What are they sick of?”
“Takig,” she said, meaning malaria.
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“What medicine do you give them?”
“Water boiled from bark of bita tree. I was told the army has better medicine. I wonder if you would mind
changing my money with medicine?”
“Don’t you need the money?”
“I do, but I need the medicine more, for my family.”
“And your husband?” I asked.
“He has also takig, like me. We are all sick.”
For the first time I realized how yellow her skin was, symptomatic of malaria. I got up and looked for our
medical aid man. I found him in the kitchen and from him I got six tablets of atabrine. He was grumbling that we
did not have enough for ourselves even as he gave me. When I went back to the woman to give the tablets, she
extended back to me her money, the six ten-centavo notes we paid her previously.
“You keep your money,” I said as I dropped the tablets on her open palm which was as yellowish as the atabrine tablets.
She looked up in silent gratitude. I went back to my work.
*
After some time, the woman rose from her seat to empty basket from the floor and slung its strap over her
shoulder. She then took her leave, expressed her thanks and got out of the door.
From our quarters, she walked downhill, painfully it seemed, with her thin yellow legs, toward the rivulet.
She stood precariously upon a boulder and held her thin white hand over her eyes to protect them from the rays
of the morning sun as she gazed at her home somewhere among the misty forested hills.
80.203 Portrait Of A Cocker, Poet—And Lover\fn{by Alejandro R. Roces (1924-2011)} Manila, National Capital
Region, The Philippines (M) 8
“Do you know who can give you a lot of information on cock-fighting?” Kiko asked.
“No,” I said. “Who?”
“Our Representative.”
“Congressman Conjares?”
“No! Congressman Conjares is a jerk! He doesn’t know a thing about cocking. He only goes to the cockpits
during elections. That guy is a phoney! I’m talking of our representative.”
“Conjares is our representative.”
“Conjares is our congressional representative. But I’m not talking of him. I’m referring to Our Representative
in the cockpit.”
“What cockpit representative?”
“Don Miguel.”
“And who is Don Miguel?”
“Our representative. Don Miguel Velarde.”
“Look, speak Christian. I don’t know who or what you are talking about.”
“You know Don Miguel. You’ve seen him in the cockpits. Everyone there calls him Our Representative.”
“Our Representative?”
“Yes. You see, this guy used to be an assemblyman. And he got into the legislature through the cockpit.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, politically, he was an unheard-of figure. But he was well-known in all the cockpits. So he presented his
candidacy and then didn’t even bother to campaign. Elections came and he floated into power in a sea of
sabungero votes.”
“And that’s why they call him Our Representative?”
“That’s one reason. But there’s a bigger one. You see, once elected, he never attended the sessions of the assembly—except once. An anti-cocking bill was presented in the legislature. Our Representative then appeared in
defense of his constituents. Taking the floor, he attacked the measure and delivered an encomium on cockfighting.
The proposed enactment was defeated, and since then, cockers have regarded him as their spokesman and champion.”
“I’d like to talk to him.”
“I think you should. When it comes to cocking, I tell you, that guy knows more than Padre Quesada and myself
put together.”
“Where can I see him?”
“In town. If you want, we can go see him now.”
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“Sure, let’s go,” I said.
*
We took a jeepney to town and soon we were walking through the narrow flagstone streets of the poblacion.
“I’m sure you know this man,” Kiko was saying. “When you see him, you’ll recognize him.” We were in the
old section of town.
“Here, this is where he lives,” Kiko said, stopping at the door of one of the houses. My brother banged the
brass knocker and shortly a woman looked out of the window.
“What is it?” the woman asked.
“Is Don Miguel in?” Kiko inquired.
“Yes.”
“May we talk to him?”
“Sure, come right up.”
Somewhere upstairs, a string was pulled and the door automatically opened. We stepped into the house and
closed the door. Inside, it was quite dim, and Kiko and I had some difficulty making our way to the stairs. The
woman at the window met us upstairs and escorted us to the sala. After making us sit down, she took Kiko’s
name, and went to call Don Miguel. As soon as she left, Kiko grabbed my arm, and pointing to a portrait on the
wall, said:
“That’s him. That’s Our Representative. Now do you know who he is?”
“Oh, yes,” I said, instantly recognizing the person in the portrait. “I know that man. I’ve never met him, but
I’ve seen him in the cockpits and around town.”
My brother and I took a closer look at the painting. Kiko chuckled.
“Beautiful portrait!” he exclaimed. “Only Our Representative would have thought of having himself painted
with a gamecock in hand. You can see that he is not only a sabungero—but also proud of the fact!”
“Yes,” I said, “but why is he crowned with laurel?”
“Oh, he is a poet.”
“A poet?”
“Yes. He has been proclaimed as the national poet.”
“By whom?”
“The University of Santo Tomas.”
“I don’t think I’ve ever read any of his stuff.”
“Oh, he writes in Spanish. Hie is a Nobel prize—no, not Nobel—what is the name of that local Spanish
award?”
“I haven’t the faintest idea.”
“What is the name of that award?” Kiko tapped his forehead with his palm several times. Then he snapped his
fingers, remembering. “The Zobel award! That’s it. He won the Zobel award for his Spanish translation of Omar
Khayyam’s Rubaiyt.”\fn{Omar Khayyam (?1048-?1122), Persian poet; the free translation of 75 of his (agnostic and hedonistic)
quatrains (ruba’is) by Edward Fitzgerald in 1859 became widely popular.}
“He must be all right then.”
“All right? Why, he is the best. They say that he is the greatest Fil-Hispanic poet since Apostol.”
“And I thought that all our Spanish poets were dead.”
“No-o-o. A few of them are still around. Recto.”\fn{ Claro Mayo Recto (1890-1960), Philippine statesman, highly esteemed
for his brilliance as a lawyer and man of letters.}
“That’s right. Recto was a Spanish poet.”
“And Our Representative is certainly still very much with us. You know there is a very interesting story they
tell about his being a cocker and a poet.”
“Yes?”
“Well, they say that when Vincente Blasco Ibañez\fn{ Spanish republican and novelist (1867-1928); his novel Blood and
Sand was written in 1908.} came to Manila, he was very much impressed by Our Representative. In a banquet in
honor of the visiting novelist, Don Miguel, dressed in a borrowed tuxedo, declaimed his poems. And so impressed
was the Iberian fictionist that the next morning, he asked to be taken to Don Miguel.
“So they drove the famous author of Blood and Sand to this town. And he found Don Miguel in our plaza—
clad only in his drawers and undershirt—making his rooster kahig.” I chuckled.
“And what was Ibañez’s reaction?”
“I don’t know. But I suppose he was rattled. After all, you don’t encounter situations like that even in the bull
ring.”
“This guy must be an interesting character.” Again we turned our attention to the painting.
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“That woman on the background,” I said, “The one whispering in his ear.”
“What about her?” Kiko asked.
“I supposes she represents one of the Muses?”
“I guess so.”
“What about those things on the left? What are they?”
“I don’t know,” Kiko said, peering at the portrait. “I can’t make them out. They could be more Muses. Women.
I think one can make out a pair of buttocks there.”
*
“Good afternoon,” a deep voice said.
We turned around and there, standing in the sala, was the gentleman of the portrait. He was of medium height,
stocky, and gray-haired.
“Don Miguel,” Kiko said, rushing forward to greet the poet. They clasped hands, then embraced each other.
“How is Our Representative?” Kiko asked.
“This way,” Don Miguel said, shrugging exaggeratedly and throwing his palms upward in a gesture of mock
resignation. Kiko laughed.
“I want you to meet my younger brother.” I walked over and extended my hand.
“So much pleasure,” Don Miguel said, pumping my hand. His face was rough and his teeth not only protruded
but were spaced like a picket fence.
“The pleasure is mine,” I said.
“We were just admiring your excellent portrait before you came in,” Kiko said. “One can readily see that you
are a true sabungero, Don Miguel.”
“And poet,” I added. Don Miguel smiled, displaying his crocodile teeth.
“I’m glad you like it. You know, I’ve been getting the most interesting reactions from people who view that
portrait. Our cook, for example, thought that crown on my head was made of bay leaves intended for seasoning
the rooster for the pots.” Kiko and I laughed.
“A matron, who’s a member of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, thought the laurel crown
on my head was to atone for all the roosters that I had sacrificed in the pit.”
“Where did she get the idea?” Kiko asked.
“Well, laurel leaves were used by the ancients to purge themselves of the evil effects that follow the killing of
animals.”
“So she assumed that you were utilizing the laurel for the same purpose?”
“That’s it. Everything depends on the color of one’s glasses, one’s point of view. This portrait is an excellent
example. It can be seen through the eyes of a stupid cook, the jaundiced glasses of a señora from the S.P.C.A., or,
from the proper viewpoint—”
“—of a cocker!” Kiko said, saluting the portrait.
“And a poet,” I added.
“Exactly!” Don Miguel said.
“Don Miguel,” Kiko said, “my brother here is writing an article on cockfighting. I told him you were the best
authority on the subject. Could you grant him an interview?”
“Why not? Let’s sit down.” The three of us sat down.
“Well, young man,” Don Miguel said, “what is it that you wish to know?”
“Well, Don Miguel,” I said, “where, when and how did cocking begin?”
“Where, when and how, eh? Let me see.” He stroked his chin thoughtfully. I realized that Don Miguel looked
indeed like a crocodile—even with his mouth closed. After a while, he said:
“Cockfighting is the oldest sport wherein men have utilized living creatures. But no one really knows where,
when and how cocking commenced. The Bible mentions cocks—but not cockfighting. Still, it is not illogical to
assume that cocks were pitted against each other even in those times.”
“Oh, I’m sure of that,” Kiko said.
“I never thought of that,” I said. “Cocking in Biblical times. Why, perhaps Cain killed Abel over the outcome
of a cockfight. Why not? The Bible does not satisfactorily explain the motive for the first murder.”\fn{ In his
opinion.}
Don Miguel’s jaw dropped in amazement. Kiko said:
“I don’t see how any man can kill a brother over a cockmatch.”
“I can!” I said, giving Kiko a meaningful look. “Don Miguel, I think you have a sound theory there. Cocking
did exist in Biblical times. It began with Cain and Abel, and reached its heyday at Sodom and Gomorrah.”
“Well—“ Don Miguel started to say.
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“Excuse me, Don Miguel,” Kilko interrupted.
“Look,” he said, addressing me, “did we come here to let our imaginations run riot, or to get facts from Don
Miguel?”
“To get facts from Don Miguel, of course.”
“Well, let’s listen to him then.” Kiko shook his head. “By gad! Now the eggs are giving lessons to the hens!”
“I was just agreeing with Don Miguel.”
“Just agreeing with Don Miguel, my eye! Did Don Miguel say anything about Cain and Gomorrah?”
“Sodom and Gomorrah,” I corrected him. “Not Cain and Gomorrah.”
“Whatever it is! You seem to know more than Our Representative himself. You’ll have to excuse my brother,
Don Miguel. You know what they say—a little learning is a dangerous thing.”
“His observations are interesting,” Don Miguel said.
“Yes, but you don’t know my brother, Don Miguel. Light a fuse in his radioactive imagination and there’s no
saying where the chain reaction will end. As yet, he hasn’t said that Adam lost all his clothes in a cockpit, but that
is because he is just warming up.” Don Miguel laughed.
“Shall I go on?”
“Please,” I said.
“The Greeks had a word for it: alectryomachy.”
“How do you write that, Don Miguel?”
“Alectryomachy?”
“Yes, Don Miguel.”
Don Miguel spelled out the word. He had to break it down into syllables before I could write it down correctly.
“Organized cocking is said to have originated in Greece,” Don Miguel continued. “An incident that occurred in
the Battle of Salamis is often cited in support of this contention. Themistocles was leading the Athenians against a
mighty horde of Persians. Espying two cocks locked in combat on the plain, the Greek general halted his troops\fn
{The battle of Salamís was a naval battle, in which the Persians lost some 300 of their 400 engaged ships, the Greeks losing only 40 out of
a force of 310. The Persians fled in confusion; and their fleet—still superior in numbers to the Greek fleet, but not in morale—set sail for
Asia. They never attempted to reverse the decision at Salamís; their king, Xerxes I, withdrew to Asia shortly afterwards, with most of the
army; the Greek fleet went on the offensive; and by summer of the following year, the strong Persian force which Xerxes had left behind
had been destroyed and the invasion ended.} and—pointing to the battling roosters—told his men:

“‘Behold! These animals do not fight for their gods, nor for their ancestral monuments, nor for glory, nor for
liberty, nor for the security of their children, but for the sake of victory. One will not yield to the other. You—who
have so much more to defend—will you not do likewise?’
“Inspired by the valiant roosters, the Athenians routed the Persians.”
Don Miguel had to spell the Greek general’s name for me. After agonizing through “alectryomachy,” writing
“Themistocles” was relatively quite easy.
“When did that happen, Don Miguel?” I asked.
“In 480 B.C.”
“How was that incident related to organized cocking in ancient Greece?”
“That’s precisely what I want to tell you. The Athenians decided to commemorate Themistocles’ triumph. And
because of the fowlfighting incident, they though it only fitting to celebrate with a cocking festival. A law was
passed ordering that annual cockfights be held in an amphitheater. This, many authorities claim, was how regular
and organized cocking began.”
“Ah, now, I see, Don Miguel,” I said, writing down the information. “Now, I see.” Don Miguel continued:
“The triumph of Themistocles also gave the Grecian cockpits their institutional sign. An emblem was designated to memorialize that victory. The palm was the symbol of triumph. In the Themistocles’ design, the figure of a
rooster was included with that of the palm. This insignia became to the cockpits what the three gilt balls are to
present-day pawnshops.”
“That’s very interesting, Don Miguel.” I recorded what he said. “Do you have any picture of that sign?”
“No. But I had a Greek coin stamped with the insignia.”
“Where is it now?”
“Only the Lord knows. I lost it during the war. I was keeping that coin as a memento of the cockpits of ancient
Greece. Then the Japanese commandeered our house. And it was among the many things that I had to leave
behind.”
“What a pity! Oh, another thing, Don Miguel. Just how popular was cocking in Greece?”
“How popular?”
“Yes.”
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“Why, as popular as it is here.”
“As popular?”
“Why, yes. Cockers walking about with their gamefowls were such a common sight in Athens that Plato commented that fowlfighting was being carried to excess.”
“Well, I’ll be damned! Don Miguel, who knows, maybe the Greeks were the pre-incarnation of the Filipinos.”
Kiko shook his head as if to say, “Here we go again!” Don Miguel was amused. He smiled, then said:
“Oh, yes, alectrionon agones had a tremendous following in Greece.”
“What had a tremendous following?”
“Alectrionon agones. That means ‘winged public games.’ That’s what the Greeks called cocking.”
“Do you know Greek, Don Miguel?”
“Of course. We Filipinos educated under the Spanish system studied Latin and Greek. The emphasis on education then was quality—no quantity. Schools were schools. Not diploma mills.”
“Tell me more, Don Miguel.”
“Schools then—”
“No, no, I mean about cocking.”
“Well—from Greece, it spread to Rome and all those countries where the Pax Romana prevailed.”
“Pox?”
“Yes, pax. Pax Romana. That is Latin meaning Roman Peace.”
“Roman Peace. Ha-ha! I thought it was some kind of pox. You know—smallpox, chicken pox, the French pox
—”
“No, hombre, no!” Don Miguel said. He seemed a bit annoyed. He continued:
“It was a patrician sport in Rome, and young men were compelled to attend cocking sessions as part of their
character training.”
“Character training?”
“Yes. Emperor Severus,\fn{Lucius Septimus Severus (146-211), emperor from 193.} for example, decreed that cockfighting be made part of the daily diversion of this two sons\fn{ Caracalla and Geta.} and foremost officers. He
believed that it would condition them for his planned invasion of Britain.”\fn{ 208AD.}
“You know, the Philippine Military Academy should do that,” Kiko said. “They should include cocking in their
curriculum. In fact, if I had my way, I would make rooster-fighting a required activity among all military men—
including ROTC\fn{Reserve Officer Training Corps.} cadets.”
“I don’t know,” I said.
“What do you mean?” Kiko asked.
“Well, I don’t know if cocking is conducive to militarism.”
“In other words, you know more than Greek generals and Roman emperors!”
“I don’t see you joining the army!”
Kiko closed his eyes, sighed, and shook his head. Then, indicating me with his two hands, he said:
“See what I mean about this guy, Don Miguel? See what I mean?”
Don Miguel knew that the question was merely rhetorical and did not volunteer an answer. An uneasy silence
ensued which Don Miguel broke by resuming his account.
“Roman cockers,” he said, “used to be convoked through a public crier who proclaimed the event with these
words: ‘Pulli pugnant!’
“What does that men, Don Miguel?”
“It means, ‘The cocks fight!’” Don Miguel continued:
“Cocking actually rose and fell with the Roman Empire. As a matter of fact, Pomponius Mela\fn{ The earliest
known Latin geographer, who wrote De Chorographia, a short handbook on the subject for the general reader, c.43 or 44AD. He is
occasionally cited by later writers, and they may have used interpolated versions of his book, which would account for the following
information reported by Roces (assuming it is not an invention of the author); for of course there is no way Mela would have known about
events well after his death.} wrote that Roman sovereignty did not degenerate till cocking had fallen into disrepute

among its governors.”
“You mean to tell me, Don Miguel, that this Pompous what’s-his-name—”
“Mela. Pomponius Mela.”
“Well, that this Pompous Mela actually thought that Rome retrogressed because its rulers had repudiated
cocking?”
“No, of course not. All he said was that cocking and the Roman Empire declined simultaneously.”
“Yes, Don Miguel. But it seems to me Mela was trying to imply that there was a connection between cocking
and the deterioration of the Roman Empire.”
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“You’re right. Mela must have perceived some connection.”
“But what possible connection could there have been between cocking and the collapse of an entire civilization?”
“Well, that’s hard to answer. But—the decline of cocking might very well have been a major symptom of Roman retrogression. Let me explain.
“The military was the mainstay of the empire. And cocking was the traditional martial sport. The reason for
that was obvious. To the Romans, valor was virtue, and virtue was valor. In fact, they had only one word for both:
virtus. Being the quintessence of courage, gamecocks were held in awe and esteem, and cockfights were in
actuality shows of goodness. The beginning of the end came when the Romans lost their ardor and admiration for
legionary life and its virtues. The deprecation of cocking was one of the earliest and most marked manifestations
of this diminishing militarism. Later, army life was looked upon with such abomination that many chopped off
their fingers simply to escape military service. An empire acquire by the sword must be maintained by the sword.
The loss of martiality in a military age proved to be Rome’s undoing.”
“Did you hear that?”” Kiko asked.
“Yes,” I said.
“Now, what do you say?”
“Well, I—ah—I must admit that this is a revelation. I never imagined that you could draw a corollary between
cocking and the crumbling of an empire.”
“I know. You were too busy imagining other things.”
“Don Miguel,” I said, “there is no question that cocking has for centuries played a very important role in the
lives of the Filipinos. Tell me, has cockfighting ever been a manifestation of anything in our history?”
“In our history?”
“Yes.”
“You know, that’s a very interesting point. Let me think.” After a long pause Don Miguel said:
“Look: the truth is that I don’t know. But offhand, I would say this. Ortega y Gasset\fn{ José Ortega y Gaset (18831955), Spanish writer and philosopher.} asserted that if bullfighting had died in the 18 th century—when the aristocracy
abandoned the bulls—the history of Spain would have been very different. I think that something similar could be
said of cocking in the Philippines.”
“Like what, for instance?”
“Just what, I wouldn’t know.”
“Well, is there any literature on cocking?” Don Miguel shook his head.
“There’s no real literature on the cockpit. No writer of note has ever really dwelled on the theme. Probably the
most renowned author to write of cocking was Juan Ramon Jimenez,\fn{ Spanish poet (1881-1958).} the Andalusian
who won the Nobel Prize in 1956. His prize-winning book—Platero y Yo—contains a poem called Los Gallos.
But the poem merely expressed the malaise that the author felt when one day he found himself in a cockpit.”
“Well, what about here, Don Miguel? Has no local author ever written about the national gambling sport?”
“Rizal devoted a chapter of his Noli to the cockpit.”
“A contemporary of mine—Antonio M. Abad—wrote a novel about gamecocks called El Campeón. It won the
Premio de la Mancomunidad Filipina in 1939. But it was never published.”
“Why?”
“It was written in Spanish. And Spanish was a dying tongue—long before the war.”\fn{ Filipino and English are now
the official languages of The Philippines.}
“And the others?”
“I can’t think of any other.”\fn{ See A. Ruport, Art of Cockfighting (1949); G. R. Scott, History of Cockfighting (1957); doubtless
there are others.}
“Well, what about yourself Don Miguel? You love the sport and probably know more about it than anybody
else. Surely you must have written something on the subject.”
“My latest book has a poem called Viva Mi Gallo Rojo!”
“You have never heard Our Representative declaim, have you?” Kiko asked me.
“No,” I said.
“Don Miguel, declaim your poem for us.”
“No-o-o!”
“I want my brother to hear you.”
“No, hombre!”
“Come on, Don Miguel.”
Our host smiled good-naturedly, shaking his head.
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“Please, Don Miguel,” I said. Still smiling, Don Miguel scratched his grizzly head, then nodded his acquiescence.
“There!” Kiko said.
The poet laureate stood up, squared his shoulders and put on a very serious expression. Then he declaimed.
My rudimentary knowledge of Spanish enabled me to grasp the central thought of the poem—a glorification of
his red rooster. He poetized its arrogant bearing, the fierce intensity of its eyes, the spirit of Sparta that dwelled
undiluted in its body.
More impressive than the poem, however, was the prowess that Don Miguel displayed as a declaimer. Never
had I heard Spanish so beautifully spoken. I felt even the words that I did not understand.
“What do you say to that, ha?” Kiko said when Don Miguel finished.
“Beautiful!” I exclaimed. “Very beautiful!”
“Beautiful, eh? Do you know that you have just heard the greatest declaimer in the islands? For your information, Our Representative is the undefeated national balagtasan champion.”
“Have you written other poems on cocking?” I asked Don Miguel
“No.”
“Why don’t you write more?”
“Why don’t I write more? Young man, do you know what would happen if I wrote more poems?”
“No.”
“Well, let me tell you. You should be the first not to read them. Oh, I don’t mean you personally. I refer to the
young men of today. You no longer speak Spanish.”
“Why don’t you write in English then?”
Don Miguel looked as if he had been stabbed.
“Frankly, I can’t think of anything more nauseating. Young man, let me tell you this. English is not a language.
It is a disease of the throat.”
“Well—have you stopped writing altogether?”
“Oh, the Muses still whisper to me now and then. But I’m getting on in years, and I’m finding it more and
more difficult to mount Pegasus. Besides, Spanish poetry is a thing of the past. I’m an anachronism. I do not
belong to this era. Now, in the twilight of my life, all I ask of God is enough money to permit me to go to the
cockpits regularly and lose.”
“And lose? I thought everyone went to win.”
“Everyone—but me. I go to lose.”
“But why?”
“I’ll explain. Look, it’s pleasant to win, of course. But the joys of victory are superficial. Actually, losing is a
much richer experience. If you want to be a rich man, then winning is all-important. But if you want to be a
thinker, a writer, or a philosopher, you get better results if you lose.”\fn{ You get even better results if you have no greater
ambition than to consort with Lady Poverty on a difficult but mutual road to Paradise:H }
“I don’t agree with you, Don Miguel.”
“Ah, but you are wrong!”
“Don Miguel, let me ask you this: Just what is the purpose of cockfighting?”
“It has no purpose. That’s what makes it a perfect thing.”\fn{ Much the same thing has been said about the game of
cricket.}
“I’m afraid I don’t follow you, Don Miguel.”
“Have you ever read Don Quijote de la Mancha?”\fn{By Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (1547-1616); El Ingenioso
Hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha was first printed in 1605, and first translated (into English) in 1612 .}
“No.”
“Well, read the book.
This is the point,

says Don Quijote,
this is the essence of my manner of life; for a knight errant to run mad for some actual reason or other—there would be
nothing praiseworthy or meritorious in that! The perfection of it consists in running mad without any necessity whatever.

“I don’t get it, Don Miguel.”
“Ah, you have been thoroughly Yanquinized. Look, all I’m saying is this. If you go to the cockpits, be sure that
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it is because you like it. Do not look for a justification or a reason. If you go for monetary or psychological
motives—why, who know?—you may end up a bankrupt, a suicide, or a mental case. Think over well what I’m
telling you.”
“I’ll do that, Don Miguel.”
*
Don Miguel looked at his watch.
“Puñales!” he exclaimed. “I didn’t know it was so late! Look, you’ll have to excuse me. I’ll have to go and
dress. I have an engagement.”
“Oh, I’m sorry, Don Miguel,” Kiko said. “I didn’t know we were keeping you from anything.”
“We’ll be going,” I said. The three of us got up.
“I’m really sorry I have to rush off.”
“It’s our fault, Don Miguel,” Kiko said. “We should not have stayed so long.”
“I am sorry I took so much of your time, Don Miguel,” I said. “I have learned so much just talking to you. I
really don’t know how to thank you.”
“Not at all. Now you know where ‘your’ house is. Do come again and we will continue our chat.”
“I’ll do that, Don Miguel. I’ll come again when I have more time.” As we were leaving, the portrait on the wall
once more caught my attention.
“Don Miguel,” I said, “just one more question.” I walked over to the portrait. Our host and Kiko followed me.
“Don Miguel, my brother and I were discussing this painting before you walked in. We were wondering what
those things on the left are. What are those? It is not clear.”
“Women,” Don Miguel said.
“See?” Kiko told me. “I was right.”
“This portrait is actually the story of my three loves—cocking, poetry and women.”
“In that order, Don Miguel? I asked.
“That is something that I could never quite decide.”
“You know what they should call this painting?” Kiko said.
“What?” I asked.
“Portrait of a Sabungero.”
“Sabungero and Poet,” I said.
“Sabungero, Poet and Lover!” Don Miguel said, raising his eyebrows at the word lover.
80.224 The Refugee\fn{by Francisco Sionil José (1924-after 2015)} Rosales, Pangasinan Province, The Philippines (M)
11
He noticed the gate from his ninth floor window on his first morning in Seoul and its dark elegance, the quiet
sweep of its tiled roof were etched immediately in his mind. He had seen Korea a decade ago when the land was
riven by war, and Seoul was a captive city; he did not have any fondness for Silla pottery\fn{ A product of the
indigenous Korean kingdom of that name, founded in the 4 th century AD as Chinese influence there was waning .} then and all the
relics which the country seemed to have a surfeit of.
But the past ten years gave him new interests and an opportunity, too, to study the change that was coming
over the new lands he had visited. In Japan, Korea, and most of all, in Hong Kong where he lived for two years,
many gleaming buildings—antiseptic and functional—were going up but they did not evoke in him an excitement
as did this gate. He had never been close to it, however, for though he was o his last fortnight in the capital, his
scheme was tightly apportioned to his lectures, social engagements and interminable dinners.
The dinners would have been rewarding if they were intimate but they were often dampened by government
hierarchs who mouthed nothing but platitudes about mutual understanding, cultural exchange and all the light and
sweetness which were supposed to flow in such gatherings.
Boredom had begun to canker him and the chronic affliction had returned; he had difficulty going to sleep
again and twice the previous night, he had risen from his bed and gazed down at the square and at the right, the
City Hall—massive and formidable and at the left, across the silence, this gate—secret, noble and brooding in the
night.
He had tarried by the window; how easy it was to sleep forever by just easing oneself down the ledge then
plummeting down, down—but there were still a host of things he could do, find out where the gate would lead,
the stories it would yield. So he took the pills once more and smiled grimly to himself as he swallowed them—
coarse, little rocks that scraped his throat.
But that was his only ordeal now. Life wasn’t too oppressive really for he had been able to do almost all that he
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wanted to do, to travel, to pierce the impenetrable forest of the mind and quarry the recondite labyrinths of the
past for those bits of wisdom that would confirm his presence here, not only in this desolate land but here on this
edgeless plain called living. And these pills, these happiness pills, pills that made one forget or impervious to
tension and pain, pills that flooded the arteries with blood or pills that lulled one to sleep—they were so accessible
and abundant. What more then could a man want?
The thought of having to listen to the inanities of old men at another dinner tonight had depressed him. He had
confided to Dr. Pak, the dean of the graduate school which hosted his lectures, and Dr. Pak understood.
“I’ll send you my brightest student assistant,” he was most helpful; “and you can see all the gates you want.
There’s the Great East Gate, the Great South Gate and oh, so many other small ones. But you shouldn’t miss the
Secret Gardens for there’s a very important building there with a blue tile roof. The tiles have never been
duplicated …”
And as for the dinner?
*
He was thinking about it when the phone jangled. The receptionist at the desk said there was someone waiting
for him and would he go down or should she send the visitor up?
“Send him up,” he said. He was still in the bathroom freshening up when there was a rap on his door.
“Come in,” he said, “and make yourself comfortable.” He too his time shaving, then he pocketed his pills. One
never knows when the need for them would arise, particularly now.
He went out in his undershirt, the towel slung on his shoulder, and stopped; his guide was not a boy but a girl
—slim, in her early twenties, her hair done in a tight bun. Recognition came to him with a sudden, cutting pain;
her name was knotted in his throat as he coveted the image and fondled it but there was no recognition in her
eyes, no warmth, nothing in her serene face told him she was glad to see him again for this was not Sueh Ching
but a Korean girl who, as Dr. Pak said, knew about old jars and tiles.
“You are not Chinese?”
“No,” she said in careful English, “I was born in North Korea. That makes me Korean, doesn’t it?”
He stared at the small, sad eyes: I’ve seen her again and I must not let her leave. She was blushing and seeing
how embarrassed she was, “I lived in Hong Kong,” he explained quickly, “and I knew a girl.
It is a pleasant shock,” he groped for words. “She looks just like you. I thought …” then he remembered how
he appeared, undershirt and towel. He opened his dresser, grabbed a shirt and rushed back to the bathroom.
*
The sun was still up and the delicate coolness of a Korean spring greeted them as they stepped into the street. It
was one of those translucent afternoons when the sky was deep blue, the air was clear and diamond sharp and
even the bald, grimy hills which ringed the city seemed burnished with light. Summer was still a way off and it
was time for breathing the way it was in Manila in December or in Hong Kong in October.
They walked slowly towards the gate; what lay beyond it would be this afternoon’s discovery.
He had always been fascinated with gates, maybe because many led to new vistas. He had, however, felt inferior before these monuments for these were missing in Manila. Filipinos did not care for them in the first place—
they were so like the Americans who had profoundly influenced them—they were becoming a nation of shopkeepers preoccupied with new and shiny things.
He recalled again with an appalling sense of despair the old churches in the Ilocos, the stones mossy with age,
and how the walls were being plastered with cement and then painted with a sickening mauve or cream to make
them look like new. And here was this ancient stone and these gardens which were preserved because they described a people and their greatness not only as people but as builders.
It was a massive gate and the filigree woodwork under the tile above him was painted with vivid blues, reds
and yellows. Beyond the gate were lotus ponds and more temples, the graceful upward sweep of their roofs tinted
with sun.
Shinae—that was her name—took him to the ticket booth, then they followed a path that went up the rise. It
was past five but the gardens were still alive with people, farmers in white robes and black, stove-pipe hats and a
few foreigners.
They went up the path astride the rise to another lotus pond and beyond the pond were trees and a peony
garden, the blossoms a flood of purple upon the green.
Her talk, as Dr. Pak had said, was precise and knowledgeable. As she walked beside him, he often glanced at
her, not quite ready to believe, to admit that here in Korea there was someone who looked like Sueh Ching. Once
or twice she caught him and she faltered in step and speech.
“It’s so unreal,” he said as they rested on one of the wooden benches that fronted the old palace. “But I’ve
known Sue for some time and here you are, so much like her. The height, the slimness, the face—and your eyes.
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She was a refugee and I tried to help her …” She raised her hand to her face and traced the bridge of her nose with
her fingers:
“Professor Pak told me you will ask many questions but I didn’t expect to remind you of someone. Was she a
student, too?” He nodded and asked if she wasn’t bored by his talk which was not about the artifacts they saw or
the subtle-ties of architecture but about a girl whose name meant Fresh Snow.
The dark came quickly; the fluorescent lamps in the gardens were on and in the magic twilight, under the
poplars and the maples, they talked not of his forsaken Manila but of Hong Kong and its huddled buildings, the
mercenary hustle on Queens road and the secluded cove where he swam in the summer with Sueh Ching.
Tonight, he would have to listen to the drivel of another dinner and he would rather be here with Shinae who
was also Sue, would rather relive the past. When they were back in the square, he said:
“Let us have dinner, then you go wherever you want …” She glanced at her watch.
“Professor Pak said you will have to go to this dinner and that I’ll see to it that you get there.”
“Do you belong to the same conspiracy?” he asked. “I won’t go. I have made up my mind—and once it’s made
up, you can be sure it’s made up.”
He was stubborn so she took him to a Japanese-style restaurant where she ordered eggs and he had raw fish.
Tomorrow, there would be a Chinese dinner which a publisher would give and he had not tasted a good Chinese
meal in weeks.
But what is one dinner and a menagerie of middle-aged people talking of mutual understanding and cultural
exchange when he could be with someone who looked like Sueh Ching?
When he could, by simply being with her, be alive again?
He made sure that she would be with him tomorrow. And the verbosities of aging people? Surely he would
escape again …
*
It did not start with Sueh Ching or in Hong Kong. It was much earlier, in his native Manila. In the beginning, it
seemed as if he was always running away no matter how futile it was because no one can really flee from the
tenacious grasp of conscience or from the infrangible truth which men are eventually confronted with.
Ligaya was the first to tell him but he had not accepted her word. She had seemed a bit flighty then and too
young to know or understand the spirit which drove him to corners where there was no light and still lonelier
rooms where no sound echoed, no sound save that of his breathing and his footfall.
How long ago was it, how long ago was it when he discovered that he was not alone, that he could extend his
hand and touch the amorphous rim of mankind which had cast him off?
It happened on his second year as a teacher and his best pupil was Ligaya. She was doing her thesis, she was
twenty-two and five years his junior. He had always lived alone and did not quite understand how it all happened
except that they started off beautifully by quarreling about her motivations in wanting a master’s degree.
She was working on a paper on the Old Walled City of Intramuros and he had questioned her capacity ot relate
her paper to the present, had dared her to go see the battered walls and ruined gates, to Fort Santiago where the
Spaniards then the Japanese imprisoned and executed their enemies.
She did not go alone of course; she brought him along and they wandered through the squalid streets flanked
by dilapidated houses of packing crates. He asked if she understood their presence in Intramuros,\fn{ Spanish for
walled city.} this capital of a bygone era\fn{ From 1595 the Spanish made it their capital. It is in fact the historic center of Manila,
comprising 146 acres, and originally enclosed by walls twenty feet thick; and though it was largely destroyed during World War II, the
walls, gates and small plazas that were its primary architectural features have since been restored .} for she was too concerned with

fact and the minutiae which the fact yielded. Once or twice as they tore away from the forgotten city, he turned
away and swallowed a pill; his anger was rising and he did not want to lose composure before this stubborn girl
who saw in history nothing but events.
They ended having dinner in a greasy restaurant near his apartment in Ermita and talking far into the night
about the life and death of men and civilizations. He had hoped that the relationship would be that simply of a
student and her teacher but he was wrong for afterwards he confided to her why he became a teacher, how he
went through college with nothing but courage because there was no one to help him through school.
“I pushed my way up, all by myself. I have no friends, brother or sister, no father or mother.”\fn{ There are no
quotations in the text, but the sudden change in tense demands them—here and elsewhere:H }
And once started, he couldn’t dam the confession and the truth about his privation and his escape from beginnings benighted and obscure. Listening to him, she had wept and pressed his face to her breast. He did not expect
this would happen—this consolation, this joy that never touched him when he scrounged around in the slums, all
through the years that he swept floors, washed clothes and could never face a girl because any girl may balk at the
sight of his hands and his still rougher interior, at his soul that was bruised and laved with scum.
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But after knowing Ligaya, nothing mattered—nothing, not history which he taught or the past that had
condemned him. Ligaya was solicitous and all the travail he went through to push up from the dungheap of
creation suddenly was beyond recall; she was here, she cared as no one did before, gave him her hand and she was
salvation.
The relationship could have lasted indefinitely, but one evening they went to the boulevard. It was December,
the sea was calm and the sky that arched deep and black above them was shot with stars. They sat behind a huge
rubber tree and held hands. Beyond the [one word], across the blackness of the bay the lights of Cavite sparkled.
They had kissed tentatively at first then the blood that had slumbered for years in him stirred. She responded
quickly, eagerly and it was so easy for them to rise and proceed to his apartment nearby.
So it was done—inevitably, gloriously, simply, and he wished it were forever for now he knew what possession was—not the possession that had cost him ten dollars or a few thousand yen. No, not these but Ligaya who
was real and, at the moment, priceless.
“I am complete,” his heart sang, and he would never be as happy as he was then but soon, all too soon, he
began to feel inadequate and insecure and he feared that all the good he had known would be taken away, not by
any man, but by time itself.”
With his doubts grew a feeling of futility about his capacity to hold Ligaya completely and give her the
sustenance she deserved. Someday, too, he may stop caring for—aren’t life and love ephemeral? And what then?
What then if and when love was drained from its casement?
He did not want to wait for that moment when his happiness would end and his perdition would be absolute.
And one evening when the pain was most acute, he took more than the usual number of ills he needed to go to
sleep.
He had not wanted to die, really; he just wanted a long sleep. It required no effort to swallow pills for taking
them was painless, too. All that he could recall afterwards was the blurring of vision, the heaviness of the eyelids
and the numbing of the senses, the white walls, the steel bed that squeaked when he stirred, that peculiar and
stringent odor of hospitals and, most of all, Ligaya as she was then—her lips taut and drawn in anger, her eyes no
longer luminous with wonder and love but darkly aflame with resentment.
Why did you do it? He couldn’t answer her, could only mumble:
“I love you.”
But if he loved her, why did he want to leave her, why did he want to die? And because he couldn’t ell her
why, she had the ready answer: you really don’t care and you will always be what you are because it is in your
blood.
At first he couldn’t understand what she was trying to tell him and when he finally did, he choked on the
knowledge and his soul writhed within him. He would never look at her again with longing and secret devotion
and as long as he lived he would be ashamed and miserable in her presence. Just remembering her would expose
his nerves to the harsh, wandering wind.
He paled off into sleep once more and when he woke up, he found her note; Ligaya had left him and had asked
that he keep away. He didn’t know where she went, her parents didn’t want him to know. He attended his classes,
lectured without feeling kinship with his students and for weeks, he moved about bludgeoned with his loss. In the
summer, he received an offer to go to Hong Kong and he accepted it with alacrity; he could write a new book
there—this was his slim rationalization of his eagerness to leave Manila afterwards.
*
He explained his absence from the dinner: he was taking down notes and doing some writing. They said they
understood for they were academic people who laid a value on scholarship.
Shinae was at the gate as she had promised.
“I’ve told a friend about you and how I reminded you of someone. She said it’s really an old trick. If it is not, it
is because you have memories. Tell me, is it a trick or is it memories?” She was light hearted about it.
“Memories.”
“Miss Sue?” He smiled.
“She taught me Mandarin.”
“Is she teaching still?”
He shook his head. You wouldn’t understand, you wouldn’t understand how I searched for her, how I thought I
saw her in the ferry, in the restless crowds in Kowloon, in the bathers at the beaches, and I would rush to her only
to find she was another girl. I searched for her in bars and smoke-filled dancehalls in Wanchai, in the universities,
too. But how can one comb the alleyways, the ghettos in the eroded hills and the filthy warren of refugees for one
girl with freckles and small, sad eyes.
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“Let me tell you about her,” he said. The urge to confess came to him again.
“I had hoped to do a book on the refugees. You know—an ambitious project. I wanted to learn Cantonese but it
was hopeless.
“My friend, Danny Hsu, warned me against it. Eight different intonations. Mandarin has only four …”
Then Shinae asked him what he had long dreaded to answer for he had not been too sure what it was that
brought a clamminess to his hands and this fever in his chest everytime Such Ching shunted to his mind—whether
it was sympathy, passion or love.
“Were you in love with her?” In his mind’s eye the places best remembered rode by, the promontory in Castle
Peak, the wind whistling sharp like a knife among the pines and below, the surf swelling frothy white against the
red rock and beyond the surf, the batwing junks putting out to sea.
“I tried to help her. She was a refugee. Everyone in Hong Kong is a refugee—even Danny Hsu who introduced
her to me. He is well off but he is a refugee, nevertheless.”
“I’m a refugee, too,” she said evenly. “There are many things I’m afraid of and want to run away from. I was
too young to have a lasting impression of the war. I only remember the running away. So many things scare me …
but,” a smile played on the corners of her mouth, “there’s something I am not afraid of. It’s repulsive to others but
it brings me good luck.
“The spider—when I dream of it, I have good luck. We will be afraid always, of sickness and death …”
“I’m not,” he meant it. “Not of danger or death. Not anymore.”
Indeed, he had marched into the dark maw of strange cities, into the black bowels of lands at war. He wore a
red cross armband in 1945, and sloshed in the paddy fields of Central Luzon; he was in Hanoi when the beautiful
tree-shaded city was taken over by little men in rubber sneakers and pith helmets.\fn{ The French colonials were finally
driven out of Vietnam in 1954, though fighting ceased in Hanoi itself in 1947 .} He saw the signs, “Chinese and Dogs Not
Allowed” uprooted in anger in Shanghai,\fn{ They were posted prominently on the Bund—the foreign concession area around the
port of Shanghai—and probably in other places.} and here in Korea, he marveled at how bright red blood can be when it
falls on fresh snow. Still, one must not roll back the mind too often to these images and rankle an evening with
grim thoughts of death. He laughed:
“But there’s one thing I’m really afraid of. A good dinner spoiled by asinine talk. And you know, it’s a Chinese dinner I’m running way from tonight.” He lapsed into monologue on the virtues of the Chinese as cooks, the
variety of restaurants in Hong Kong and those anonymous noodle joints Sue Ching and he had frequented.
“You should taste our food—not the ones you have had but the food we prepare at home,” Shinae said.
She then took him to an art exhibit near her home in Chongro-ku to a small restaurant where they had seaweeds and stew with red pepper that burned his mouth and brought tears to his eyes. He wanted to walk her home
but she said, “Please—tomorrow, perhaps …” and she waited with him at the curb till a cab came by.
*
The following evening, she told him about her grandparents and of the house where she lived for the last
eleven years since she fled North Korea, of her parents who were killed in the war. She finally got around to
asking him if he had ever been inside a Korean house, not the handsome residences to which he had been invited.
Her grandmother whose cooking Shinae prided in had prepared dinner for him and would he please come?
In his travels no one except those who were officially entertaining him ever invited him. She warned him her
home was different and would he please forgive its appointments? They stopped before an alley and, breathlessly:
“I was a little worried you wouldn’t come.”
“You don’t know how much this means to me,” he said humbly.
Close by was a dancehall, its lights a splurge of reds and blues. They went silently past the men and their
women up the alley as it narrowed, hemmed on both sides by closed doors and shutters and tiled marquees. Then
the alley was no more and they stood before a wooden door.
“My grandparents don’t speak English,” she said, rapping at the door. “I’ll interpret for them.”
An old lady opened the door and in the sudden flood of golden light, her wrinkled face was benign; she bade
them enter the narrow courtyard with a faucet and a solitary rose in the center. Beyond, a door opened to a small
alcove.
He unlaced his shoes and followed Shinae up the low step to the alcove which adjoined her room. It was a
cubicle, rather; it had a low writing table with her books and a radio. On another side was a small trunk and on top
of it were her clothes neatly piled.
“This is where I sleep,” she explained.
They withdrew to the alcove and sat down on the floor sheathed with linoleum. He had become proficient at
squatting on Japanese straw floors and he was most comfortable if he stretched his legs.
“You know,” Shinae smiled, “It is impoliteness to sit like that.” He sat properly.
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“I assure you,” he said, “I do this from sheer ignorance.”
He stood up when her grandfather joined them, a spare old man with rimless glasses and in a formless gray
suit, who had retired from a firm where he was employed for decades. The old man bade him sit and she interpretted for him the perfunctory questions about his country, the weather, the crops. Then the old man told him what he
knew of the wear, his daughter who was Shinae’s mother, and how she and her husband were lost in the maelstrom of Korea.\fn{During the Korean War—June 1950-July 1953—the Korean peninsula was twice devastated—by North
Korean/Communist forces launching attacks into the South, which were twice repulsed by United Nations (largely United States) armed
forces. The United Nations forces suffered about 175,000 killed and wounded, the South Korean army about 1,312,000, and the Communist
forces some 2,000,000. Most of the country’s infrastructure was destroyed; nobody knows know many civilians perished .}

“I don’t want to speak about it,” Shinae said. “I think we should stop talking about war. When I lost my parents, I thought I couldn’t live with a loss like that …”
Her grandmother who was working in the kitchen that adjoined the house brought in glasses of red wine which
she pressed from grapes herself; the old lady had never cooked for a stranger before and would he please forgive
the dinner? She bowed and backed to the door then returned after a while with a small, low table laden with food.
He brought to mind the countless dinners he had attended and never before had he been so aware of what was
before him as he was now, the rice cakes in fancy shapes, the bitter melons with pepper, the fried fish and eggs.
He had used chopsticks in Hong Kong but he had not quite gotten used to the thin, silver chopsticks in Korea and
Sinae’s grandmother stood up, full of solicitude, and brought him a spoon.
The dinner was as ritual and so were the first questions. But when it was over and the tea was brought in, the
old man no longer asked questions; he talked almost in a monologue, the small watery eyes unblinking. Shinae
interpreted for him:
“This is the first time we have a stranger with us and he hopes you will not misunderstand. We are poor—
Korea is poor and he has known suffering. My grandfather says that like most Koreans, he does not have wealth,
that the only precious thing he has is his granddaughter.” She said softly:
“You know—they are simple-minded. Is that the word for it? Their needs are few. It’s the same with me. When
I lost my father and mother there was no place for me to go. You don’t know how glad I am they are alive …” The
old man spoke a bit louder and Shinae turned to him again.
“My grandfather is worried that I am not telling you what he says. He says he is growing old. He has seen the
world pass by and he worries about me—you know how old people worry—” She stopped and faced the old man
who was serious now and unsmiling and she talked spirited with him. When Shinae translated the old man’s
words again, he was sure she wasn’t telling him everything;
“My grandfather, as you can see, is getting old and he does not want anything in his old age that would make
him regret having lived so long. He wishes you long life …”
“You are not telling me everything,” he complained. She looked away.
“It concerns me and it is better that I keep quiet about myself.”
*
It was almost midnight when he left. She walked with him to the street. The alley was dark and curfew was
about to begin. He could smell her hair and in the hypnotic whirl of this Korean night, he pushed aside all the
mattered—Hong Kong and its lingering spell and the unwanted, prehensile grasp of his native Manila upon him.
This bleak, arid city was bright with hope but he must have a measure of certitude and after a silence during
which he wondered what to say:
“How come you never invited someone to your house before?”
“I am sure you know the reason,” she stammered. “You see—but I have never been interested in anyone,
really.” She stopped abruptly as if she realized that she was unraveling the skein of her innermost secret and her
voice trembled:
“You are asking a most difficult question and I wish you hadn’t asked. Do you really want to know?”
“Yes, it is important to me. I don’t know what is true and what is not true,” he said simply.
Silence, and when she finally spoke, the truth flowed out to him, engulfed him, confirmed that here in this
blighted land, he had found what he had lost:
“To me, every moment is true. I have a tender mind for you because you are rare. My mind is delicate for you.
No, that’s not the word. You are special, is that the word?” And once she had spoken, she broke into a tiny,
nervous laugh.
“Oh, my English is so poor, you should have patience with me.” They were nearing the corner and in the
shadow of the street lamp, he paused and held her arm.
“I want you to know how happy I am tonight,” he said. He touched her cheek, “Goodnight,” his voice was
sandpapery.
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“And I hope I’ll never say goodbye.”
*
In the morning, he found a thousand people waiting at the gate but his anxiety vanished the moment he saw her
scanning the throng. On this Sunday, the city was flooded with holiday crowds and young people who sought the
privacy of the palace gardens.\fn{Korea was a kingdom under the Yi dynasty from 1392 until the Japanese took over the country in
1910. Several palaces have survived.}
“I know where we can go,” he said, hurrying away from the crowd with her in tow. “Let us go to the Han and
boat or swim.”
“It’s too cold for a swim now,” she said. She wore a pink sweater over her white blouse and it was buttoned up
to her neck. “Do you really want to go there?”
“Rivers fascinate me, too,” he said. “Back home, there’s a river I know—wide and swift and treacherous. I’ve
seen photographs of the Han in winter and read about it. I’d like to know about it more.”
They got into one of those decrepit Seoul taxis—a converted jeep—and drove through gray streets to where
the tile-roofed houses thinned out into the open country. The traffic had diminished into a few baroque buses and
horsecarts carrying cakes of coal and vegetables.
In a while, the river was before them—wide like a lake, placid and green. The road went up an embankment
and he looked down on the delta. On both sides of the road spread dark green fields of millet and cucumber plots
speckled with white cloth caps with which the farmers protected their spring harvest from the sun.
Farther up the road was a steel bridge. They didn’t get to it; they turned left to a narrow dirt road the loped
down to the margin of the river and its straggle of houseboats moored to the sandy shore. On the other side of the
houseboats, in the water, were skiffs strung together like aphids.
Shinae directed the driver to the last houseboat—a box-like structure with its lower deck fixed like a small
restaurant and the upper deck open to the sun. They took off their shoes and placed them in a cardboard box then
they went to a narrow pier in the rear. A helper pulled in one of the skiffs, steadied it and told Shinae what to do.
She got into the boat first but before see stepped in she admonished him:
“Please, no adventure now.”
“You can swim?” She nodded.
“But no adventure, please.”
He was clumsy with the oars for it was the first time he had gone rowing. He rowed out to the middle of the
river. She smiled at his efforts and asked if she could help but he didn’t let her. The sun slid out of a cloud and
glinted on the boulders on the other shore, washed the white sand and sparkled on the water. It shone on her face,
her freckles, her nose.
“The man at the boathouse told us to keep still or we will turn over,” she warned him again. He smiled at her
apprehension.
“Is it deep? Have people drowned here?”
“Yes.”
“Suicides? Do you have a suicide culture like the Japanese?”
“Some suicides, yes. But why do you talk about people dying? A river also gives life. It means green plants.”
“I know, I know. But rivers dry up.”
“Not the Han,” she said. “Did you go boating with Miss Sue?”
“We rented a junk once,” he said, “and we sailed to a fishing village near the island of Lantao. And Sundays or
Saturdays in the summer, we went swimming in a cove in Stanley Village …”
“I don’t want to hear anymore about her,” she said edgily. “It makes me feel I am no one.”
“I’m sorry,” he said. But you asked. I was about to tell you how I helped her. You see, I’m interested in life,
too.” Then he asked:
“What are you interested in? Just old jars and tiles? Surely, you must be interested in other things.” She turned
away.
“I must tell you,” she spoke slowly, as if she was afraid the words weren’t right, “that I was supposed to
accompany you for only one afternoon. I could have stayed home and read,” she paused; “Or I could have gone
out with friends …”
“You can do that now,” he was saddened by the implication of what she said and he strained at the oars and
guided the boat back to the shore.
“You look so grim,” she said, “And you are angry! That was not what I meant,” her voice was hardly
audible. “I don’t want to go home now. Please, I am happy. Unless you are tired or you have some place to go. I
wanted to tell you how I like being with you …”
He stopped. One great and final weight seemed lifted from his chest at last. He closed his eyes then opened the
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deepest recesses of his mind to this one image which he wanted to keep forever, the sun gleaming on her hair, her
freckles shining.
*
It was Danny Han at the university in Hong Kong who introduced Sueh Ching to him. He had met Danny at a
seminar in San Francisco and they had continued the friendship with a lively correspondence; it was Danny, as a
matter of fact, who helped get the Hong Kong assignment. He had hoped to gather, too, first hand material on the
refugees who were filtering into the Colony and his work would have been vastly simpler if he understood the
language but the problem of learning Cantonese was almost insurmountable.
“What you need really is a first rate interpreter who is also a teacher,” Danny Hsu restated his problem. “I have
just the girl for you. I hope she is still around. She is one of the brightest I’ve met who has slipped out in years.
She had come to me for a job but you know how it is, I cannot always be a welfare agency.”
She came to his flat in Tsim Sha Tsui the next morning—a damp, drizzly morning in March, fog-wrapped and
cold. He noticed at once her eyes—how melancholy they were—as if they had witnessed nothing but eternal pain.
Afterwards, in those fragile moments when she was happy her eyes were as sad as they had always been.
Beneath an old gray coat frayed at the cuffs, she wore the usual Chinese cheongsham—the collar setting off
her pallid face, the slits exposing just a bit of thigh, and the dress didn’t become her for she was thin, her lips were
pale though full and she seemed as if she would succumb to the slightest touch of illness.
He paid the whole fee for the twenty-four lessons—an extensive course it was to be because he wanted to
speak Mandarin in a month and be able to conduct his own interviews. But after the sixth lesson, she stopped
coming. He waited for two days then on the third day, he was sure he was cheated and he called up Danny Hsu to
please tell him Sueh Ching’s address so he could go wring her scrawny neck.
In his bad humor, he even parked on the wrong side of the street when he finally found the building—one of
those crumbling brick edifices which had, somehow, survived the incessant tearing up that was transforming the
Colony. It was four flights up without an elevator, in the heart of Mongkok and when he entered the darkened
doorway, his anger gave way to understanding; it was the first time he was to face with\fn{ I.e., face to face with.} the
crowdedness and the abject poverty of Hong Kong although in the days past he had gone through the same streets
walled in by these tenements.
A man who spoke a little English guided him through passageways alive with children, pots and pans and
smelling strongly of sweat and Chinese cookery, and at the top floor, he found where Sueh Ching lived—a cell,
airless, lightless, smaller than the amah’s room in his two-room flat, and on a wooden cot, below a naked bulb,
Sueh Ching lay bundled in an old woolen blanket.
She had become thinner. A teapot and several books were on the low table beside her.
“I’m sorry,” she said softly, “there was no way I could reach you …”
He laid his palm on her forehead and she was flushed with fever. He had been unjust to this wisp of a girl and
compassion welled within him. “You wait, you wait,” then he rushed down to the store across the street, dialed
Danny Hsu’s number and told him to bring a doctor quickly for Sue was dying,
“Dying, do you hear?”
“Yes, old chap, you are dramatizing things,” Danny Hsu cackled at the other end of the line but he came
nevertheless with a doctor. Yes—the girl had pneumonia but this was hardly the place for her and Hong Kong
hospitals being what they were, and Sue not being an emergency case or an accident casualty—and it was then
that Danny Hsu suggested the solution: why not let her take the other room in his flat so she would be cared for
since he already had an amah who wasn’t doing anything anyway except cheat him of his grocery bill? Sueh
Ching objected and didn’t want to leave but he went to her, lifted her and carried her like a child down to his car
with Danny Hsu and the doctor behind him and all her worldly goods in one cheap canvas bag.
In two weeks her cheeks bloomed and she started moving about, helping clean the flat and talking Mandarin
with him. One evening when they were alone (the amah had gone to Canton for a week), he wandered into her
room where she was reading and she reminisced again of the China she had left, the parents she had lost and now,
the uncertain future that did not even promise mere survival.
Her grief mangled her words into incoherence and she started to cry. He had meant to comfort her, to assure
her that everything was going to be all right. He held her frail body close; she was warm and alive, he was lonely
and so it happened—as if it had been predetermined from the start.
He was the first, of course, and she was inexperienced but eager to please him, thank him for what he had
done, cared for her here in Hong Kong, this malignant city of the damned.
*
“Were you in love with her?”
How was he to know then? In the afternoons, if he was not lecturing, working in the library or taping inter367

views in Mandarin, they took the No. 8 bus to Kowloon Tong and walked among the mansions of the rich, in the
narrow alleys past lovers who sought the shadows, and at dusk, they hied off to some innocuous restasurant (she
didn’t want him to spend) in Mongkok where she usually ordered noodles and nameless greens. He looked
Chinese although he was dark and no one gave them a second, knowing glance even when they held hands which
the undemonstrative Chinese didn’t do.
One afternoon, he drove to his eyrie in Castle Peak. Below was the still, blue sea and the emerald islands.
They were alone, they were alone because they had no one but themselves, because her parents were dead and
here cousins and sisters and brothers were all lost in the rimless whirlpool that was China. He recounted how he
had no one to lean on, too, except on his own two legs often wobbly with indecision or despair.
“People say they have suffered but show me one who has suffered more than I. I am not a masochist—it is
simply that I can see myself sturdier than most.”
And he retraced his limbo wherein love was unknown, and mothers and fathers for he never knew them, or
how it was to be bound by filial ties. He held her hands as he told the old story and was grateful there was Sueh
who was alone for now they had each other.
Were you in love with her?
The question was persistent and demanding. He had prided in his knowledge but this he didn’t know. Danny
Hsu was not blind, of course. One evening, he dropped by and their talk rambled from cricket to marriage and
Hong Kong and Danny Hsu said that the girls in China used to be very steadfast when it came to preserving their
purity and they never surrendered it until marriage sanctified the death of innocence.
“In fact, in the old days,” Danny Hsu laughed: “the bridegroom’s relatives always sought the irrevocable
proof.\fn{I.e., the blood-stained bedsheet of the marriage-night, proof of a ruptured hymen.} But it’s all changed now and no
longer do girls pride themselves in their chastity. They have become insatiable bitches and more so when bitching
spelled the difference between life and starvation” … and he laughed wryly and was a bit embarrassed at what
Danny Hsu had said. Then Danny asked how he was getting along with Sueh Ching because they seemed to be
making some progress and it wasn’t Mandarin.
“But that is all right,” Danny Hsu said; “what can you expect a solitary man to do in a city which breeds
loneliness? You can’t go on feasting on the sights, the bargains at the shopwindows, the culinary effusions of the
eateries without feeling cheated; you have to live, too, and this means having a woman balm the terrible affliction
of being alone.”
He was uncomfortable listening to Danny Hsu; he must exculpate himself and prove that he was equal to the
cynicism of Hong Kong. Besides, Sueh Ching wasn’t around to hear what he had to say for she had gone to the
grocery store at the corner to buy bread for his breakfast, and so he bantered: yeah—he was doing all right and his
progress with Sueh Ching was not just Mandarin but you know how these things are, particularly in Hong Kong—
how could anyone ever get serious with a girl, any girl? He would leave Hong Kong soon and that would be the
prosaic end of it.
“As for Sueh Ching, she knows and she doesn’t care, she was bright and young and it was possible that she
may yet be the mistress of a rich businessman—if she only learned to use more lipstick.” And they bantered on till
it was time for Danny to leave and they rose, brimming with man-talk, and idled to the door.
It was not closed, it was slightly ajar and on the parquet floor was a bundle of raisin bread.
Sueh Ching had stood there (God, how long!), heard everything and had not bothered to come in anymore.
All through the frantic evening he waited in the living room with all the lights burning and he didn’t sleep until
dawn touched the windows with purple and brought to life the street below. Afterwards, when his agony was
unbearable, he drove to Castle Peak and up the narrow shelf where he waited for the night to descend upon the
red-gashed hills, the shimmering sea and the boulders wrapped with a lace of froth below. When his contract with
the university was finished, this invitation to lecture in Korea and Japan came and he jumped at it for it meant
leaving Hong Kong and all the poignant memories it stirred.
Perhaps, leaving Hong Kong would help him forget not only his folly but also his crime.
Of course he was glad to see Korea again. It was over ten years ago when he saw the country last and what he
remembered of it were frozen rivers, mountains shrouded with powdery mist, the silent ruins of cities, the dull
whump of distant artillery. Now, he would even be able to write about Korea with more probity; now that he was
better trained and equipped, he would find the insights he had missed before.
*
One afternoon, Shinae tok him to a department store for souvenirs. On the way out, they idled by a greenhouse
where tropical plants, begonias, rubber tree saplings, palmettos and those quick-growing vines that could be
harvested by the truckload along mountain streams—were sold at impossible prices. He identified a gumamela
with a pink bud, recalled Sueh Ching’s exact name for her favorite flower: “Hibiscus rosa sinensis.”
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“You know your botany,” Shinae said.
“No, it was Sue who told me the name.” Her face darkened.
“I have asked and you never told me where she is, what she is doing now.” So, he told her the truth, not all of
it, but the truth nevertheless:
“I don’t know, really. She left and didn’t leave a forwarding address. Perhaps she went back to China. I don’t
know. All I know is I am here. And I am alive again, really I am!”
*
Then it was his last day in Seoul. It came quickly, palpably and too soon. His last lecture was in Shinae’s
university. He had a very good audience that afternoon; spread out before him were the young eager faces of
students who had marched in the streets defying the bullets of a tyranny. He had never taken his audiences for
granted. Because this was his last lecture and his last day in Korea, he must give something, a part of himself
before taking leave. He tried to locate her in the audience but couldn’t. She was there, of course, and he was
addressing only her. He did not limit himself to history but dwelt on the essences of time, the meaning of life, and
of people seeking. It was this search that created great men and also the most tragic figures. But then, every man
is a searcher in the vast oceans of want and every man seeks that one spark of knowledge, that light and current
that would lead him to himself.
He usually did not go around elaborating on his beliefs for he had always wanted to be detached from his
subject as true scholarship demanded but he was addressing her, and he said:
“I have come to this tragic land and I have found what I wanted.”
It was faith, he said, which often changed the course of history for without faith, men would be nothing but
pits in the sty.
“How, he asked, could the students of Korea face all those guns if they did not have faith?”
When he finished he accepted a gaily wrapped package from the university officials, from Dr. Pak himself. Out
in the brilliant spring sunshine, he found her waiting at the door, in the periphery of the crowd which had followed
him out in the sun, asking questions which were not clarified in the forum. They trailed him to the waiting car that
would take him back to his hotel: Do men make history or is it history which makes men? He had wanted to ask
her if she had somewhere else to go but she was blushing because of the attention he was giving her. She did not
speak but her hands described a sloping roof and two pillars.
*
Shortly afterwards, he was at the gate with her. She was still in her dark blue uniform but the college pin was
no longer on her lapel. He bought the tickets and they hurried to the coffee shop within. How long could she stay?
“Halmani—my grandmother,” she said. “She was angry yesterday. I did not tell her we went out last night and
Sunday, too. Now I must go home early. I don’t want to hurt her—she is so good …”
“I understand,” he said. His hands were getting numb and cold and instinctively he groped for the small bottle
in his pocket. It was not there.
“What time will you leave me then?”
“At eight.”
He looked at his watch.
“We have two hours.” She nodded. The coffee came—a tasteless, synthetic brew and they didn’t touch it.
“What time will you leave tomorrow?”
“First thing in the morning,” he said. “Then it will be Kyoto—six months that will be.”
Dusk was falling and the fluorescent lamps in the park started to glow. Couples drifted in and walked past the
stone markers which signified the status of the king’s visitors. They stood up and sought the shadows of the trees
near the peony garden.
“You know,” he said as they seat on the wooden bench under a huge ginko tree. “At least, I can say goodbye
…” and a sharp twinge of regret touched him for with Sueh Ching there was no goodbyes.
It was as if she had disappeared unremembered, as if she had blundered into an empty room, lingered there
then moved on to the door. How would he know where she went? Who were her people and who were those who
loved her other than he? There was no way of knowing and there was nothing to remind him of Sueh Ching,
nothing but a bag of old clothes and a yellow Mandarin text. And yet he could hear her voice wherever he went,
he could feel her eyes upon him smiling. That was what he treasured most, Sueh Ching smiling, the small sad
eyes, the freckles on her cheeks. He had held her as he was holding Shinae now in the shadow of the giant ginko
and he smelled her fragrance, felt her softness.
“I don’t want to tell you this because nothing will come out of it. It sounds so meaningless and insincere. Yet, I
would like to say that I need you …”
“But that is not true,” she said evenly, not retreating. “You only think you do because it is not I you see but
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someone who looks like me …”
With conviction:
“It is you—it is you. But that is not important now. I am decay and old age. I am not life.”
Sher eased herself away and gazed at him,
“No, you are honest.”
His arms were limp at his sides.
“I would like to offer you something. And what can I give you? Nothing, nothing but my kind of life which is
not for anyone but myself, which is traveling from one place to another. From one anonymous hotel room to
another.”
Her voice was a warm whisper:
“I can live whatever kind of life you have. If you wish—I’ll go wherever you want me to go …”
He must tell her now what he had told Ligaya first then Sueh Ching:
“I’m hollow inside. There is no heart here,” he brought his hand to his chest then brought out his passport from
his chest pocket.
“This is my most precious possession.” He flipped it open to the meaningless stamps, to his yellowed pic-ture
—a man with tired, pinched face, a wide brow and a blank look in the eyes.
“This is me. This thing tells me who I am. But when was I born? I cannot prove that. There are no records and
do you know how difficult it was for me to get this?” He shoved the passport back to his pocket.
“There are no records … If I were only born in a small town or in a village where there are things I can
identify as mine. Maybe a tree, an old house, or a river.”
“When I speak with you or touch you, I know you are real.”
“Listen,” he did not mind her. “I told you I have always been alone. My first memory was hunger and it was
shameful and degrading.”
“I was hungry, too,” she said, “during the wear—we were all hungry.”
“But there was no one who cared for me. Someone—a shadow did when I was very young. And I’m grateful.
But afterwards, I helped myself, looked after myself,” he spoke proudly.
“You see, something happened. It was not my fault and I wouldn’t want this to happen to anyone. Do you
understand?”
“What worse things could happen to us? Death is not new to us.”
“It’s more than that,” he was impatient. “This is what I want for you—a fine marriage, a home, children. And
they will have real names. Nothing like mine which is unreal. Do you understand? I ask—what is my name? I
don’t even know who gave it to me, or where I picked it up …”
She looked at him and didn’t speak.
“I don’t know my father and mother,” he continued dryly. “I never found out who they were. God knows I
searched for them and asked people whom I knew when I was young. But I didn’t find anything. Do you realize
what I am telling you?
“I was left to die in the street.
“Someone picked me up,” he laughed bitterly. “No, it wasn’t really as bad as that. But it couldn’t have been
worse. Do you understand?”
She reached for his lapel and held it. She did not speak but in the light that filtered through the leaves he could
see the mistiness in her eyes. He cupped her chin. Before he could tilt her face, she hugged him, saying nothing
although he could feel the thrashing of her heart against his chest. Then she told him:
“I want to give you something if you wish. I give you a thousand smiles. I also want to give you myself.”
Gently he held her back and shook his head:
“Don’t pity me. It’s enough that I have found you.”
*
They emerged from the shadows. He must tell her:
“All my life I knew no peace no matter how eagerly how devoutly I sought it. I have stood at the edge of cliffs,
I’ve sniffed at poison and brought it close to my lips. Only my fondness for life has prevented me from doing
what I should do so that my searching would cease. I have courted the darkness of the grave but I’m destined to
live with my rottenness.
“There is no purity in me—nothing but my carrion wrapped up with nerves and called me. I don’t even know
my father and mother—how then can I worship the unknown which is the origin of my sin and my grief? I am
surrounded by myths and they are strangling me …”
They reached the gate and beyond it, the square was a grayness that was limitless. Night was closing in and a
covey of students in dark uniforms hurried by. Under the lacquered wood and ancient tile, they paused and shook
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hands.
“Cross now,” he told her.
She turned, walked away and did not look back.
He would never see her again and there was nothing to remind him of this tenuous moment except this
memory of a girl moving away towards the forest of alleys and the immutable darkness of a land scarred by war.
From one of the brightly-lit coffee shops near the gate, the familiar tune drifted to him:
Where the coal burns, smoke rises but where my heart burns, nothing. Nothing!

He had a long night before him and it didn’t have to be frightening—if only he could sleep easily so that he
didn’t have to be riled by the thoughts that bore deep into his mind and dredged this conclusion that there was no
reason for his being here when all he could do was breathe the polluted air.
He would have to take those infernal pills again.
The act was becoming a ritual and he had always loathed rituals because they were often obscure.
He wanted clarity, too, and peace; why then shouldn’t he dispense with liturgy and drink the whole bottle
tonight?
80.153 The Sounds Of Sunday\fn{by Kerima Polotan-Tuvera (1925-2011)} Jolo, Sulu Province, The Philippines (F) 7
It was her day for meeting old friends.
Emma Gorrez had ventured out twice before this, to school and to Martinez Kiosk, but she had met no one she
knew. Even the woman behind the books at the Kosk did not remember her. Emma had lingered longer than she
should, five, ten minutes longer, although there had been nothing of interest to hold her to this spot where she had
bumped into Doming several years ago.
That time, he had stood at the rack, thumbing through a book; when their looks had met, he had bowed
slightly. He had bowed too in their room two weeks ago, one night after a wearying fight. He would hear no more
from her and he had cut short their argument with one vicious swing of his fist against the bedroom wall.
No tears, none, except the audible panting of their selves, like two runners come to the end of a race. He had
bowed, holding his head in his hands.
This was how married people fought, she had thought—like complete strangers, with anger pulsing in the air
between them.
That day in the Kiosk, wondering where he was and what he did while she stood three hundred kilometers
away, she thought then that if he returned, if she should see him suddenly looming in the doorway, if he strode in,
scowling or not, loving her or not, she would run to him, and it would not matter that they had hurt each other
terribly.
But only the rain fell outside the Kiosk entrance. Doming had not appeared; no one she knew had appeared,
and the girl tending the book store tapped her fingers impatiently. Emma threw the book down and hurried home.
She had also gone to Mr. Rividad to see about her old job. She had written to say she was coming but the first
thing she saw when she pushed the familiar batwing doors was her letter resting casually above his glass top,
unopened.
It had seemed like a rebuff. Even the information that he was out of town did not help.
*
But on this day, she ran into them all. She had not taken the first turn on Tañedo Street when Mrs. Pintoy
sprang up behind the corner. She made an expansive gesture, opening and closing her mouth, unable to speak,
until Emma dragged her to a table at De Luxe. Then Mrs. Pintoy’s torrent of words came and Emma stopped her
ears, pretending to be displeased but actually happier than she had been since she had left Domingo Gorrez in
Sampaloc.
She met Rene Rividad outside Plaridel High School.
“Three years,” he said, taking her hand.
“Will you take me back?” she asked. He stood, shifting his weight from one foot to the other, trying to veil his
thoughts.
“In all ways,” he smiled.
“You have learned how to make beautiful speeches,” she said.
“And you—what did the city teach you?”
Emma Gorrez ignored the question. She would not do her remembering this way, outside in the street, beneath
hot sun, before the searching eyes of this thin, graying man who had once said he loved her. He did not ask her
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about Doming and she volunteered no news except that he was well.
She met Norma Rividad, too, swinging her potent hips up the street. Mr. Rividad’s wife made her way,
unseeing, to the bus stop, there to wait for the next Pantranco bus to Dagupan. That hadn’t changed, Emma
thought, passing her by.
But many other things in Tayug had.
The snakes in the plaza were dead and their wired cage had been taken over by a pair of deer, captured in the
hills nearby. They limped about, dragging themselves around the enclosure, looking up with accusing eyes when
Emma approached to throw them bits of grass.
The shanties on Tañedo had been torn down to give way to sturdier buildings and now they lifted their falsely
modern facades to the sun.
Towards the railroad station, two moviehouses had been erected and their faulty sound systems pierced the air
at noon. Together, with the twelve o’clock whistle, sonorous declarations of love and anger straddled the town.
*
“I love you! I hate you!” came the screams and the echoes would carry to the periphery of the town.
It lasted for hours. Emma Gorrez, the first day she heard it, shut the windows of the old house. It did not keep
the voices away. Some of the stridency did not reach her, with the windows shut and her ears plugged with cotton,
but the echoes persisted. Emma would gather the children in the room farthest from the noise, reading stories
from books salvaged from the wreck of the Gorrez marriage.
Emma Gorrez had been strong for both of them, and yet the marriage had come apart.
It was difficult to understand. They had loved each other through the various crises of their married life—the
times when he had chucked jobs and walked out of agreements and turned his back on decisions. Even that
terrible time with the Cosios had drawn them together.
The business blowing up in their faces like that—they had left Tayug, lured by the Cosios’ promises of friendship, and set up the press, and gone through the harrowing months when both the business and the friendship
wavered, and finally the nearly fatal end. Emma had wrecked the Glockner and turned upon Nora, holding Nora’s
slim, well-tended hand beneath the blade of the huge cutter. But someone, Isabelo or Paco or Domingo himself—
she never afterwards asked who—kicked the plug away and slapped Emma and Nora down. That was all.
Emma did not go back to the press again. She left Domingo Gorrez to pick up the pieces, and this, he did
admirably. This man whose dark moods she could not completely grasp, charmed them out of the frightful mess
her foolish rage had plunged them both into, and the Cosios had been amenable to letting them go since they were
themselves not too eager for a scandal.
Perhaps, it was from that moment the marriage began to go.
Emma Gorrez wanted to return to Tayung. Doming would not hear of it. To her pleas that they would feel safer
in the old town, Doming snorted. No one was safe anywhere, Doming said. Life waited for a man’s unguarded
moments, and there were plenty, he said.
“We’re staying, Em,” he said. “I’ll get a job. Then we’ll show this place a thing or two,” he said.
After that, Doming had simply walked into Quality Products, bluffing his way to a desk in the Public Relations
department. It meant doing all the things that Emma despised. He slid into it smoothly, effortlessly, wearing the
inevitable shirt sleeves and thin tie. When he left the house, Emma would watch him go—it was not like those
mornings in Tayug when she had stepped back while he drove the jalopy out of the yard. There had been the
assurance of things familiar; the hills looked down benignly upon them and benevolence enwrapped them all
surely, Doming, Emma, and the life in her womb.
But in the city, she watched him go into a world that repelled her.
He returned each night speaking the jargon of the trade and donning the jesting attitudes fashionable among his
friends. It was not a life worth living and she tried to reach him. In the high, airless room of the Sampaloc apartment house, she spoke from the depths of her blanket at night.
“This is not what we want,” she said.
The passing cars cast strange, grotesque shadows on the wall, lighting up with criss-crossing forms the peeling
blue paint of the bedroom. He replied with a groan. He did not like arguing over an unrealized peril.
But when she was insistent, when she talked yearningly of returning to Tayug, to all that she felt was meaningful to both of them, then he replied, in monosyllables at first, hoping to discourage her, but finally in long, passionate statements full of his desire to conquer this city which had humiliated him twice.
“We want the things that will last,” she said.
“The money lasts. You like the money, don’t you?” he asked.
“I don’t deserve that,” she said.
“Em, Em,” he said, in a voice approximating the old tenderness. “You are the child, not I. You see ghosts
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where there are none.”
“You can’t go on plotting and tricking forever, buying respectability for Big Man in Quality.”
He knew what she was talking of.
“It was a test of skill,” he recalled. “I liked pitting myself against a real foe,” he laughed.
“That old man,” she flung at him. “He was seventy. If nothing else, he had earned the right to die with his
illusions: honor, courage, honesty …”
Mr. Navarro had come knocking at their door, one evening, an old man in threadbare, baggy pants.
His daughter had worked at Quality, a silly girl, of whom perhaps it was true what they had all said later, that
she deserved what she had gotten in the suffocating office elevator, tragically stalling between floors one twilight.
Stumbling, panic-stricken, out of the coldc steel box, babbling hysterically of an attack perpetrated by Number 2,
the executive who loved pastel-colored shirts and who gobbled fruit pies greedily at the office canteen, Mr.
Navarro had stormed the offices of Quality, demanding a form of redress that took everyone aback because it did
not include the consideration of money.
He wanted to send Number 2 to jail. Nothing that they could say or offer could deter him. It was as most fundamental sort of outrage and he demanded a most fundamental sort of satisfaction: the sight of Lopez behind bars.
The legal force would not touch it. There were all kinds of predictions, oh, the various fateful ramifications of
that single, senseless act. Stocks plummeting, faces lost, an entire business built upon the goodwill of a people
(who had been led to believe that Quality employed only God-fearing men) going up in smoke because this chit of
a girl disdained payment.
Until Doming had stepped into the fray, bringing the inimitable charm of his father’s son to bear upon the old
man.
Gorrez had invited Navarro to the house where, willingly and gladly, Navarro had gone because Gorrez had
spoken his dialect\fn{His language is meant. There are many languages in The Philippines besides English and Filipino, the two
official languages of the country.} and had used its native dipthongs well.
Navarro had wobbled from the bus stop to the house of the Gorrezes, trapped by his own bewilderment and
shame. When Doming was through with him, you could not see any mortal wounds. They were where no human
eyes could see them: in the hart that must have bled quietly to death because, fed and warmed and made much of,
Navarro had allowed himself to leave the Gorrez house with a check.
He had killed himself later.
A week after the funeral, the check had returned by mail, torn into filmy, tiny bits.
For a long time afterwards, Emma Gorrez would not allow Doming to touch her.
Quality had given him a good bonus, a raise, a larger desk, and his own name in black, glossy letters upon an
opaque door. Emma would not spend the new sum but Doming brought it all to her, again and again and again,
until she finally took it.
She went to the most expensive store in town and spent it on things that in her sober moments she would not
have dreamt of buying. When she stepped out of the store onto the sidewalk, a pile of packages beside her, she
looked up at the sun, but the sun was not there, only a vague, diffused terror, peculiar because it frightened her no
longer.
The memory of that trembling old man did not hurt her anymore, and she said to herself, flagging a cab, this
was corruption.
In their room, she spelled the word for him and Doming Gorrez laughed.
Emma lay back in her bed, watching the headlights momentarily illuminating the darkness upon the wall. The
feelings that God vouchsafed a man—pain and joy, love and lust—they were like the lights upon the wall. You
knew an instant of pain or joy or love or desire and you were never the same again because the darkness inside
yourself had know so much brief illumination.
And at the end of it all, what? A gentle discernment, a manner of soft speech and belief, belief.
“We’re all in fragments,” she said to Doming another time. “And I want us both whole. Complete.”
He had pulled desk drawers open, searching heatedly for something she did not guess until he threw it at her—
the dark-green, compact bankbook filled with deposits. It was as if he had said something obscene and she knew
then that she would have to leave him.
“I am all here!” Doming announced, thumping himself on the chest. “All here!”
She shook her head.
“No, you’re not—you were easier to love before. Do you remember yourself then, Doming?” she asked. “You
were a good man,” she said simply.
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The money, the ease, the new status, had come to them and they had ceased being themselves. That was the
core of their dilemma: to go through the streets of the city and not lose their innocence, not to be warped and
twisted into the ugly form of city folk.
“We could live in Tayug quietly and modestly,” she said.
“You would not have to arrange people’s lives for them.”
“You and your airs!” he snarled. “everyone’s doing it but you’re better than everyone. There’s never any doubt
in your mind about yourself, is there, Emma? You say a thing is so, and it is so, because Emma says it is so. How
can you bear to live with someone like me, Em? I don’t want to go to heaven …”
At the bus station where they had gone three mornings afterwards, they stood uncomfortably until the familiar
812 pulled in and began to load up.
“Will you write?” he asked.
She nodded.
“You don’t have to go, Em. None of this has to happen,” he said.
But the children were scrambling up the vehicle and they waited for their mother who turned now swiftly on
her heels and climbed up. She had touched Doming quickly on the cheek and said something that the bus, starting
all at once, had drowned.
When they pulled away, she held her grief-washed face above her sons’ heads. She hoped Doming would wonder what it was she had whispered. She had said,
“Love. Love.”
Doming,

she wrote from Tayug,
what does a man work for? Is it not for a corner and a moment to be tender in? Outside the door, beyond the gate, there,
it is always a rush to get to somewhere where there is finally nothing. We spin like tops, straining for what will maim
and sear us. We think we know what we want and we chase it, but when its hood falls off, it is the macabre face of
death ... I have left you because I cannot live without you. That is a statement that should do your department at Quality
proud. You turn out platitudes like that at assembly-line speed but do you honor them? You buy and sell beliefs, you
buy and sell sensibilities, and, of course, in the final analysis, you buy and sell people …

His answer was full of newsy bits: the neighbors had asked for her but were not overly curious. He might trade
in the car for a two-toned mauve. Big Man had bought a two-toned mauve, mauve was the latest hue of success.
They were paneling the conference room at last. There was a sale of pin-striped Van Heusens at his favorite store
…
He can get along without me, she thought bitterly.
Nobody asked why she had returned to Tayug. Everyone presumed that Domingo Gorrez would follow in a
short while. Even after she had begun to teach again at Plaridel High, she heard nothing to indicate that people
were wondering why she and her two sons lived by themselves.
It was the quiet and modest life that she had wanted. Each day, she walked the boys to the primary school building atop Manresa Knoll and then turned downhill again towards the high school. At a certain point, she could see
the depot where Doming had worked before. The derricks were still there, stark against the sky.
On her way home in the afternoon, she looked in on the deer. The Rizal statue near the patio, religiously whitewashed by town officials, lifted unwearied arms still burdened with ageless overcoat and books.
“You would think,” Mr. Rividad said, catching up with her one afternoon, “that he had seen nothing at all.”
Forty years before, his father had led an abortive insurrection—two hundred people had perished, strewn all
over the plazas. His own mother, three months pregnant, had died at the foot of the statue, one bullet through her
heart, her rough hands grasping the folds of a flag she had fashioned in the ravines of the Mangatarem mountains
where they had gone to organize.
“They had sent me away before that,” Mr. Rividad had told Emma the story that first year she had come out to
this town. “And when I saw them again, it was here, among the hedges.”
They were dead, and he, the fifteen-year-old-son of Amang, was not. At the sound of gunfire earlier that day,
he had run to the plaza where the people had said the colorums were and found his parents sprawled like that.
They would not let him bury them. The officer who had shot his mother had approached and said,
“Go home, kid.” I am their son, he wished to answer but no one had paid him any attention.
He had lived with that guilt. He had left town for years, studied in the city, returning to set up the high school.
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And then he had lived with another kind of guilt, he was living with it still, in fact—his wife, Norma Rividad, sick
with a greed he could not satisfy, meeting strange men in strange rooms in strange towns.
“He\fn{The statue of Rizal.} has seen everything,” Mr. Rividad went on, falling in step with Emma Gorrez.
The wind from the hills was sweeping out to sea.
“Everything,” Rividad repeated.
They looked at each other.
Her own sons would be at home, waiting for her, but here she lingered, glancing at this old friend’s face. Did
he mean everything? That twilight they had both stood in the plaza five years ago, watching the school girls
playing on the grass, two weeks before her impulsive marriage to Domingo Gorrerz.
Mr. Rividad had blurted out a few words that had brought down upon both of them a delicate, enveloping
silence.
“ … only the brief timid pleasure,” he had said, speaking slowly, painfully, “ … letting you know … what
harm can it do now? … you’re marrying Gorrez. I cannot stop that … and soon another complete, self-contained
bubble on the face of the earth … the sounds of Sunday joy: baby in the crib, pot upon the stove, rain on the roof,
and large warm bed beckoning in the corner …”
*
The Public Relations department of Quality Products, Incorporated occupied a whole suite on the seventh floor
of the Zenith Building in Plaza Tanduay. The Zenith was one of those modern, spare designs, seemingly fragile,
rising on stilts. Row on row of cobweb-windows dazzled the passerby. Three cobweb windows belonged to
Domingo Gorerz who now drew a monthly pay in four digits, not including allowances.
When Ernesto Bello, chief plotter, was out of town, Gorrerz called the shots: it was his voice, coming over the
intercom set, that sent them all skittering over the well-sanded floor of the PR suite. Heads were constantly being
chopped off, in a manner of speaking, but Bello and Gorrez held on to theirs, although grapevine had it that more
than once in the past, conflicting ambitions had nearly precipitated an open break.
But both knew better than to court disaster. They were favorites of Big Man who played the game so dexterously that neither knew who was favored more. It was one way of ensuring loyalty. They were loyal tp the boss,
to-the-death loyal, Gorrerz particularly.
Before their estrangement, Doming gleefully brought to Emma the latest news of Big Man’s current playmate.
Each night, as soon as he had loosened his tie and kicked off his shoes, Doming would give her the latest communique:
“Emma, it’s Ruby Trias of Accounting this time.” Or Fely Barba of Files. Or Mercedes Sulit of Copy. They
were all the same to Emma Gorrez—hungry, eager young girls, fresh from college, their foolish little heads filled
with sleek magazine stuff. Whoever it was Big Man fancied slipped each noon into Domingo Gorrerz’s room “to
nap—while in the office adjoining, the boss sat, licking his chops, his limbs trembling with ague and desire.
Fifteen minutes later, after a sufficiently refreshing nap, the connecting door between Gorrez’s and the boss’s
rooms would open. It was a door everyone well knew was there but no one mentioned. At Café Luxaire, Gorrez
asked for a second cup of coffee, sometimes a third, stood to make a phone call to his desk, noted the busy signal,
smiled, and took his time.
You could always tell, said Domingo to his wife, who had done pretty well by herself. Three or four weeks
afterwards someone was certain to be sporting a diamond ring. One girl had built a summer house for a sick
father, in addition to the sparkler on her finger.
Mina, the knowing minx, had demanded to be sent to Hong Kong several times, from where she had returned
loaded to the ears with luxury goods which she peddled at tremendous profit to the other girls in the lunchroom—
bags, cashmere sweaters, and silks.
Squealing excitedly, the girls fought for the privilege of being listed in Mina’s ledger, a brown, hardbound
book she carried all over PR twice a month, into whose pages she wrote names and debts.
There were the office parties.
Big Man honored all office parties with his presence. Executives 1 to 10 came, bourbon under their arms. Skull
caps were passed around. Music was loud, laughter raucous.
At that party celebrating the defeat of the strikers against Quality, the boss danced with all the wives, including
Emma Gorrez. Including Mrs. Testa, whose husband had led the strike. Mrs. Testa had not been invited to the
party on the Zenity roof garden but she had come just the same to plead for her husband’s job back.
Big Man had not known who she was. He was whirling her around in a fast rhumba and was probably toying
with the idea of asking her to nap in Gorrez’s room when a man’s angry hand cut his pleasure short. There was
Testa, in a sweat-stained polo shirt, three days’ beard on his chin. He had led the strike and lost, and here, gathered
for a victorious evening, were the enemy, Bello, Gorrez, Reyes, Paez, the whole necktied bunch who had pledged
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support, and then sold him out.
Testa took his wife by the elbow, smiling crazily, and walked to his friends and shook their hands, solemnly,
ceremoniously, saying something that froze the joy in their faces.
“What did he say?” Emma asked Doming on their way home that night. “Doming?”
“The bastard,” Doming had muttered under his breath. “The gaddam, son of a b—ing bastard,” Doming had
cursed, shifting gears.
“What did he say?”
Something Latin, replied Gorrez.
“Latin?”
“Yah,” Gorrez said drunkenly, stepping on the gas, swinging the car around a curve. “Morituri te
Salutamus.” \fn{We who are about to die salute thee. It was the traditional cry of Roman gladiators shouted to the Emperor before they
fought in pairs to the death.}
Gorrez’s role in the ill-starred strike had not been as villainous as Bello’s but it had been wicked enough.
Bello had done the dirty job, worming his way into the strikers’ confidence, listing a few personal grievances
himself, lending\fn{The text has: leading.} his name to the manifesto. But Bello had not marched with them into Big
Man’s office. When Testa and the rest of the boys had walked in, Bello was already there, behind the boss’ bar,
mixing himself a drink.
But Doming could have swung it for Testa, had he been so minded.
“Well, Gorrez?” Big Man had asked. “What do you think?”
Doming had picked up the demands. He could have helped the boss to see how things really were. Quality
stocks were up a hundred percent, provincial outlets were never better, public relations was going great guns, a
few raises would not have hurt. Why, the old goat spent more for those brief contraband moments in Gorrez’s
office.
But Big Man’s steely gaze did not once leave Domingo Gorrez’s face, which blanched and burned by turns.
Hell, Gorrez had thought, life was rough all around.
“I shrugged my shoulders,” her told Emma later.
Emma pushed him away.
“But don’t you see?” he had asked.
“I should ask you that,” she said. “Everything led to that one moment, Doming. You could have redeemed
yourself. You could have done the right thing. But a shrug is a smart reflex, it comes with half a dozen others in a
handy kit they distribute among today’s bright boys … Are you sure,” she asked aloud, “are you sure pimping is
all you do for him?”
Emma felt Doming’s blow even before it landed on her cheek.
*
She felt it again, sitting with Rrene Rividad one Saturday at a table in De Luxe.
In Tayug, on Saturdays, there was nothing to do but walk around town. After you had seen the deer and the
patio, you invariably dropped in at the restaurant and took one of its battered tables and ordered coffee. The
beverage came, strong and steaming, in a thick wet cup, and when she remembered food, she asked for a roll and
speared it with a fork. She was doing just that one afternoon when Rene Rividad walked in and took the chair
across her.
She did not ask but she knew, instinctively, what he was there for.
The last bus from Dagupan came at 7 past. He would wait for that and go through the farce of welcoming
Norma Rividad from one of her trips. He would then take her home—it was an act of kindness.
Emma and Mr. Rividad were comfortable together, making small talk.
He asked her how she found the students these days?
She asked him if he went often to Mrs. Pintoy?
He told her that Plaridel was beginning to attract people from Balungao, they had twenty students from that
town this year.
She told him that the Gorrez tenants from Anonas had descended on her one morning, bringing chickens,
fruits, and eggs, asking about Apo Laureano’s son, Doming. They wanted to know when he was arriving. With the
draught, it was not easy to grow a pig.
“What did you tell them?” Mr. Rividad asked her. He spooned some sugar into his coffee and held the milk can
over it until the liquid turned white.
“Didn’t you get enough milk as a baby?” she teased.
He laughed with her. She noticed his fingers. They were long, nicotine-stained, square-tipped fingers. They
shook perceptibly.
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“A nervous illness,” he explained, spreading his hands over the table. “Happiness just barely misses my grasp,
you know.” Emma Gorrez said,
“Who has taught you to make pretty speeches?”
“And who has taught you to ignore questions?” he asked.
“What question?”
“When is Doming coming home?”
“I don’t know,” she said frankly.
Doming had stopped writing. The money came regularly, twice a month. In the beginning, there had been
notes. Three or four times saying hello and asking if the kids were well. But they had stopped. The money orders
were reaching her now with nothing more than a clerk’s letter, typed neatly and sparingly:
Dear Mrs. Gorrez, Please acknowledge enclosed sum.

“We’re living apart, Rene,” she said. “For a little while, I hope. We had some—differences,” she ended lamely.
She looked at Mr. Rividad’s hands once more and remembered Doming’s palm against her face. Mr. Rivi-dad
glanced at his watch and said,
“Norma will be here soon.” They stood up and together waited on the sidewalk outside of De Luxe. There was
the red Pantran, easing itself into the parking lot across the street.
“She always comes home,” he said.
It was two Saturdays later when they met again and Emma could not tell if it was by design or not. Like that
earlier Saturday, Rividad walked in and Emma’s heart lifted at sight of him. They saw each other in school but
there was not time to talk and there were always too many people. At De Luxe it was different.
A public eating place, in the heart of town, five minutes away from the church pulpit where Father Thomas
weekly exhorted them to shy at sin.
There was nothing wrong in sitting and talking, several tables away from Mrs. Puray’s cashbox. Lean one’s
head against the hard wood of Mrs. Puray’s grimy restaurant wall, and talk. Bring the coffee to one’s mouth, sip
and swallow, and talk. Tell of the business that went ph-f-f-f-t. Tell of city lights and city loneliness. Tell of Big
Man, Bello, Mina the minx. Tell of the strike, tell of Testa, tell of the boss’ “naps.” Tell of Navarro, beyond whom
no treachery more terrible was possible—so that when the time came to tell of her parting from Doming, Emma
spoke in a measured, reminiscent tone, as if she was telling the story, not of herself, but of some old friends she
had wished well a long time ago.
“They had everything when they started, Rene. Youth, good looks, courage. Where did all that go?” Mr. Rividad smoked quietly across her.
“You remember saying once, ‘The sounds of Sunday joy’…?” He nodded, smiling suddenly.
“Yes, but there are other days in the week. And other sounds.”
“Oh, no!” she said, in mock pleasure. “You are not wooing me, are you?” she asked lighty.
“And if I am?” he asked, matching her mood.
“Norma will be here soon,” she said.
“I am not waiting for Norma this time,” Mr. Rividad said quietly.
It was not Norma he waited for on all the other days that he and Emma Gorrez met in the restaurant. The last
bus from Dagupan would drive in; still Rene Rividad sat glued to his chair, smoking interminably, waiting for
Emma to be done with her stories, or telling some of his own.
Did she hope to escape unscathed?
Back of her mind, a knell sounded, foreshadowing anguish. Some affection was bound to spill over, sitting
with Mr. Rividad like that, talking intimately with him, but Emma was summoned to that table every Saturday at
sunset by a voice stronger than her wisdom.
Her sons would be in the yard, playing, when she passed them. Hair pulled back, face clean of powder and
lipstick, she wore the simplest clothes to those meetings. She took a long, circuitous route, looking in on every
store on Tañedo, crossing over to Luna Street for a leisurely-spaced walk beneath the trees.
But as soon as the sun was gone, her feet took her to De Luxe. With a will all their own, they bore her, despite
herself, to where Mr. Rividad was waiting. Sometimes, she fought the wish to see him. Deliberately, she sat on a
bench in the plaza, telling herself it was not important if he was there or not.
One day, she sat longer than she had intended.
When she stood up, it was evening. A desire to weep possessed her. He had probably not waited, and it was an
eternity to the next Saturday. She began to hurry. At the second corner, she ran, forgetting everything else. When
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she reached the lighted door of the restaurant, she saw him at the table, a sad, hurt, puzzled look in his face. She
stepped in quickly and said,
“You are here.”
“Would you have wanted me to go?”
“No,” she said. It was a bold thing to say; it was a perilous thing to say. She felt her defenses go: such a briefe
word yet it stripped her completely. He looked at her.
“May I wait for you here on Saturday?” She did not meet his gaze.
“Dear Emma,” he said suddenly.
“Don’t.” Why had she let this man become important to her?
“Em—” he had never called her that before. “I would like to wait for you,” he continued softly, “here, and in
all the places you can possibly think of, for all the hours life will allow me.”
“Don’t do this to me, Rene,” she begged.
“Are you afraid?”
“This is catastrophe,” she said.
“Are you afraid?” he insisted. She nodded dumbly.
“Let me give you strength,” he said.
She looked at him now.
Five years ago, as earnestly as now Rividad leaned across the table, Domingo Gorrez had leaned across
another table, and pleaded as Rividad pleaded today. What had happened to that earlier love? She had wanted that
more than anything else; she had wanted that to last but it had gone because—she had tried too hard, and Doming,
too little?
Could you kill love with a surfeit of loving? In the happier days, discovering each other for the first time,
Doming had spoken as gently as this man:
“Em,” he had said once, “your hands within my hands—” Some poetry he had learned in college:\fn{ by Harold
Hart Crane (1899-1932) American poet.}
Your hands within my hands are deeds;
My tongue upon your throat;
Singing arms close;
Eyes wide, undoubtful, dark, drink the dawn—
A forest shudders in your hair!

Emma Gorrerz let her head fall back against the wall. She closed her eyes. A tremor shook her.
“I wish I could cross over to the safer side of today,” she thought. “I wish I could go back to the plaza, to half
an hour ago, beneath the trees, in the thickening dark, where I mused, lonely, and afraid, but not this afraid. This
man asked me would I have wanted him to go and I said No, and it was like a dam breaking, like a wall giving
way, and here I bob in the flotsam, not wanting to save myself. I am being swept awash, the shore is near, one
step, and I am on safe ground, but I do not wish to go ashore.”
“And Norma?” she said aloud. “Am I to be like Norma after all?” she asked unhappily.
“You are not Norma,” he said, “there is a difference.”
“Difference?” she asked.
“A big difference,” he said. “You are Emma. And I love you.”
They sat in silence, the cups between them.
“Perhaps, I could love him,” she thought. The jukebox in the corner began to sing softly.
“Perhaps, I love him already,” she thought.
Over the edge, ah! down the precipice, and sweet disaster.\fn{I take this to be a song lyric, not a continuation of her speech; it is also italicized in the
text.H}

She had run away from violence only to meet it here in this quiet, empty restaurant, with the electric fan
whirling overhead, and Mrs. Puray dozing near her cashbox.
The joys of Sunday seemed far away now.
The licit sounds of happiness had slid past her She had loved Domingo Gorrez with everything that she had
been but they had been careless, and one paid for carelessness like this—sipping coffee in exile, vulnerable and
tremulous because, in this wayward inn, someone had said a warm and tender thing.
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88.122 The Doll\fn{by Emigdio Alvarez Enriquez (1925-

)}

Zamboanga City, Moro Province, The Philippines (M) 3

He was christened Narciso and his mother called him Sising. But when he took a fancy to his mother’s old rag
doll which she preserved with mothballs for the little girls she had expected to have, his father decided to call him
Boy.
His father was excessively masculine, from the low broad forehead and the thick bushy brows to the wide cleft
chest and the ridged abdomen beneath it; and the impotence of his left leg which rheumatic attacks had rendered
almost useless only goaded him to assert his maleness by an extravagant display of superiority.
“We’ll call him Boy. He is my son. A male. The offspring of a male,” Don Endong told his wife in a tone as
crowny as a rooster’s after pecking a hen.
“A man is fashioned by heredity and environment. I’ve given him enough red for his blood, but a lot of good it
will do him with the kind of environment you are giving him. That doll you gave him—”
“I didn’t give him that doll,” Doña Enchay explained hastily. “He happened upon it in my aparador when I
was clearing it. He took pity on it and drew it out. He said it looked very unhappy because it was naked and
lonely. He asked me to make a dress for it—”
“And you made one. You encouraged him to play with it,” he accused her. Doña Enchay looked at her husband
embarrassedly.
“I had many cuttings, and I thought I’d make use of them,” she said brushing an imaginary wisp of hair from
her forehead. It was still a smooth forehead, clean swept and unlined. It did not match the tired look of her eyes,
nor the droop of her heavy mouth.
Don Endong saw the forehead and the gesture, took in the quiver of the delicate nostrils and the single dimple
on her cheek.
“You are such a child yourself, Enchay,” he told her. “You still want to play with dolls. That is why, I suppose,
you refuse to have your son’s hair cut short. You’ll make a sissy out of him!” His eyes hardened, and a pulse
ticked under his right ear.
“No, I will not allow it,” he said struggling to his feet with his cane and shouting,
“Boy! Boy! Boy!”
His wife leapt forward to assist him, but as he steadied himself on his cane, she couldn’t touch him. Even in his
infirmity she could not give him support. His eyes held her back, melted her strength away, reminded her she was
only a woman—the weaker, the inferior, the dependent.
She felt like a flame in he wind that had frantically reached out for something to burn and having found
nothing to feed itself on, settled back upon its wick to burn itself out.
She watched him struggle to the window. When he had reached it and laid his cane on the sill, she moved close
to him and passed an arm around his waist.
“The curls will not harm him, Marido,” she said. “They are so pretty. They make him look like the little boys
in the story books. Remember the page boys at the feet of queens? His hair does not make him a girl. He looks too
much like you. That wide thin-lipped mouth and that stubborn chin, and that manly chest—why, you yourself say
he has a pecho de paloma—”
Don Endong’s mouth twitched at one corner. Looking down at her, he passed an arm across her back and under
an arm. His hand spread out on her body like a crab and taking a handful of her soft flesh kneaded it gently.
“All right, mujer,” he said, “but not the doll!” And he raised his voice again.
“Boy! Boy! Boy!”
The boy was getting the doll ready for bed in the wigwam of coconut fronds he had built in the yard below.
The doll was long, slender, rag-bodied with a glossy head of porcelain. He had pulled off its frilly, ribbontrimmed dress, and was thrusting its head into a white cotton slip of a garment that his mother had made and was
a little too tight.
His father’s stentorian voice drew his brows together. At whom was his father shouting now? His father was
always shouting and fuming. He filled the house with his presence, invalid though he was. How could his mother
stand him?
“Boy! Boy! Boy!” came his father’s voice again.
Ripping the cotton piece from the head of the doll where the thing was caught, he flung the little garment
away, and picking up the doll walked hastily towards the house.
His father and mother met him at the head of the stairs. He looked at his father’s angry face and said without
“Were you calling me, Father? My name is not Boy!”
“It is Boy from now on,” his father told him. “That will help you to remember that you are a boy, a boy, understand?” His father looked ugly when he was mad, but he wasn’t afraid of him. He never beat him. He only cursed
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and cursed.
“I don’t understand, why?” he asked. .
“Because little boys don’t play with dolls,” Don Endong thundered at him, “that’s why!” And snatching the
doll from the boy, Don Endong flung it viciously to the floor.
Boy was not prepared for his father’s precipitate move. He was not prepared to save his doll. One moment it
was cradled snugly in the crook of his arm. The next it was sprawled on the floor, naked, and broken, an arm
twisted limp beneath it, another flung across its face, as if to hide the shame of its disaster.
Suddenly it was as if he were the doll. There was a broken feeling within him. The blood crept up his face and
pinched his ears. He couldn’t speak, he couldn’t move. He could only stare until his mother taking him in her
arms cradled his head between her breasts.
*
One day in May his mother came home from a meeting of the “Marias” at the parish .rectory in a flurry of
excitement.
Our Lady of Fatima was coming to town. The image from Portugal was making a tour of the Catholic world
and was due in town the following week. Dona Enchay had been unanimously elected chairman of the reception
committee.
“What shall I do? What shall I do?” she kept saying.
“To be sure, mujer, I don’t know,” Don Endong told her. “Ask the Lady herself. She’ll tell you, maybe.”
“Endong! You mustn’t speak that way of our Lady of Fatima,” she told him in as severe tone as she dared.
“She’s milagrosa. Haven’t you heard how she appeared on the limb of a tree before three little children—”
“Oh, yes! Also the countless novenas you have said in my behalf.”
“Ah, Endong, it is your lack of faith, I’m sure. If you would only believe! If you would at least keep your
peace and allow Our Lady help you in her own quiet way, maybe …” she sighed.
He couldn’t argue with her when she was suppliant. There was something about feminine weakness which he
couldn’t fight. He kept his peace.
But not the boy.
It was like the circus coming to town and he had to know all about the strange Lady. He and his mother kept up
an incessant jabber about miracles and angels and saints the whole week through.
Boy easily caught his mother’s enthusiasm about the great welcome as he tagged along with her on her rounds
every day :requesting people living along the route the procession was to take from the airport to the cathedral to
decorate their houses with some flags, or candles, or paper lanterns. She fondly suggested paper buntings strung
on a line across the street.
“Arcos” she called them.
“Don’t deceive yourself,” Don Endong told her. “You know they’re more like clothes-lines than anything else.
Does the Lady launder?”
“Que Dios te perdone, Endong!” Doña Enchay exclaimed, crossing herself and looking like she was .ready to
cry.
Boy wondered why his father loved to taunt his mother about her religious enthusiasm. Sometimes he himself
could not help but snicker over the jokes his father made. Like when Mr. Wilson’s ice plant siren blew the hour of
twelve and the family was having lunch. His mother would bless herself and intone aloud, “ Bendita sea la hora
en que Nuestra Señora del Pilar vino en carne mortal a Zaragoza,” and begin a Dios te Salve. His father would
ostentatiously bend over the platter of steaming white rice in the center of the table and watch it intently until
someone inquired,
“What is it?” Then he would reply,
“I want to see by how many grains the rice has increased in the platter.”
If Boy had not seen his father’s picture as a little boy dressed in white with a large silk ribbon on one arm and a
candle twined with tiny white flowers on one hand, he would think maybe, he was a Protestante—like that
woman his mother and he happened upon one day on their rounds.
The woman had met them on the stairs of her house and said to his mother:
“The Lady of Fatima did you say, Nora? You mean some woman like you and me, or your little girl here,”
pointing at him, “with such pretty hair, who can talk and walk, and laugh, and cry?”
His mother retreated fanning herself frantically and flapping the cola of her black saya.
“To be sure she can’t, but she stands as the symbol of one who can!” she explained with difficulty as though a
fish bone was caught in her throat. He hated the woman for making his mother feel that way, and on the last rung
of the steps vindictively spat her error at her:
“I am not a girl. I’m a boy! You don’t know anything!”
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When they arrived home he told his mother he wanted his hair cut short.
“I don’t want the Lady of Fatima to mistake me for a girl like the Protestant woman,” he told his mother.
“But Our Lady knows you are a boy. Her Son tells her. Her Son is all knowing.”
But Boy threw himself on the floor and started to kick.
“I want my hair cut! I want my hair cut!” he screamed and screamed.
*
The Lady came on a day that threatened to rain. The brows of the hills beyond the rice fields were furious with
clouds. The sun cowered out of sight and the Venerable Peter dragged his cart across the heavens continuously
drowning all kinds of human utterances—religious, profane, ribald, humorous, sarcastic—from the milling crowd
gathered at the airport to see the Lady of Miracles arrive.
There were the colegialas in their jumpers and cotton stockings, the Ateneo band and cadets in khaki and white
mittens, the Caballeros de Colon with their paunches and their bald heads, the Hijas de Maria with their medals,
the Apostolados with their scapulars, the Liga de Mujeres with their beads … there was no panguinge, nor landay,
nor poker sessions anywhere in town; nor chupu, nor talang, nor tachi in the coconut groves, for even the
bootblacks and the newsboys and the factory boys were there to see the great spectacle.
Even Babu Sawang, the Muslim woman who fried bananas for the school children, was there, for was not Our
Lady of Fatima a Muslim like herself, since Fatima was a Muslim name?
But when the heavens broke open and rain came tearing down, the people scampered for shelter like chickens
on the approach of a hawk. All but a few old women and the priests and the bishop and Don Enchay and Boy
hung on to the Lady on her flowered float intoning hymns and repeating aves.
The bishop laid a hand on Boy’s head and Boy immediately shot up into manhood. His chest filled out, his
arms grew thick, and his strides stretched as long as the giants of the seven-league boots. He felt a thousand eyes
leveled at him, and he gathered those eyes and wore them on his breast as a hero wears his medals in a parade.
“You are a brave little boy,” the bishop told him. “Our Lady must be well pleased with you.”
Boy took a look at the Lady. She was smiling brightly through tears of happiness. Her eyes spilled waters of
love, her lips dropped freshets of sweetness. And her cheeks—they were dew-filled calyxes of kindly care.
Suddenly, he was seized with a great thirst. His lips felt cracked and his tongue cleaved to the roof of his
mouth. An urgent longing to drink possessed him. He felt he should drink, drink, drink—of the Lady’s eyes, of the
Lady’s lips, of the Lady’s cheeks …
*
As he grew older his thirst intensified. He felt he should drink also from the cup of her breasts, from the
hollow of her hands, from the hem of her trailing white gown, from the ends of each strand of her long brown
tresses. But when he approached his Lady at various shrines in the town chapel, whether she had a serpent at her
feet, a child in her arms, or beads in her hands, his crackling lips climbed no higher than her pink and white toes
and his thirst was quenched.
When he was nineteen and graduated from high school, he told his mother he wanted to take Our Lady for a
bride.
“Que dicha!” his mother said. “To wed the Mother of God. To be a priest and sing her glories forever. Que
dicha!” But his father said:
“A priest? Is that all you will amount to—a sissy, a maricon, a half-man? I’d rather you died. I’d rather I died!”
It was night, and late, when the household was making ready to turn in. The feeble light of a single electric
bulb lit the verandah where Boy stood facing his father in his wicker chair: but the yellow light was flat on the
boy’s face and Don Endong saw that it was a dead mask except for the eyes which held a pointed brilliance. The
boy’s voice was as taut as the sring of an instrument that is about to snap.
“The priesthood is the noblest profession on earth, Father,” he said. “It is the most manly, too. One who is
master of himself, who can leash the lust of his loins to the eye of the spirit, is indeed the man! A man is not
measured by the length of his limbs and the breadth of his chest or the depth of his voice, but by the strength of
his mind, the depth of his courage, the firmness of his will!”
“God gave you the body of a male to do the functions of a male—not to hide under a skirt!” Don Endong
goaded him.
Boy gripped the back of a chair until the knuckles turned white. Sweat broke out on his forehead and a trembling seized his frame.
“Strike! Strike your father! Raise your hand against the man who was man enough to give you the figure of a
man!”
“Boy! Boy!”
His mother's voice pierced through his clouding mind, unnerving him, leaving him strengthless. Suddenly, he
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couldn’t look at his father in the face. His mother’s wail followed him as he fled into the night.
*
On the little deserted and unlighted dock where the wind was carefree and all was still except for the muffled
cry of a hadji in the distant Muslim village and the mournful beat of an agong, Boy faced the night and the sea. he
flung his eyes to the stars above and gave his body up to the wind to soothe.
Fingers touched him lightly on the shoulder, a little nervously, like birds about to take flight at the least sign of
danger.
Fingers dipped into his sensitive flesh, and melted into the still pounding rivers of his blood. A strong, sweetly
pungent scent invaded his nostrils, and his heart picked up the beat of the distant agong.
“What do you want with me?” he asked the woman without turning around.
He had not sensed her coming. She could have sprung like Venus from the foam of the sea—but there she was,
and her perfume betrayed her calling. Her hand dropped from his shoulder to the bulge of his biceps.
“You are a large man. You are very strong. And you are lonely,” she said.
Her voice was cool as water from a jar and soft as cotton. And it had a sad tingle. He checked a rough rebuke.
Who was he to condemn her for what she was? Had not Christ said to the men outside the city walls who were
about to stone the adulterous woman, “Let him among you that is without sin cast the first stone.”?
He looked up into her face. Stars were beating in her eyes. And on her wet lips were slumbering many more.
Her arms were long and white and slender like fragrant azucenas unfolding in the night.
“Yes, I am strong, and I’m lonely,” he said. “And I’m a man. A big man,” he added almost angrily, “am I not?”
“Oh, but of course,” she said. “I can see that, and I can feel that.”
And fragrant azucenas folded about him in the night.
*
He opened his eyes in total dark. He couldn’t see his hand before him, but the air was thick around him, and he
had a feeling he was trapped in a narrow place. He flung an arm out and the body of a woman slithered under his
arm. She turned toward him and her breath pushed into his face.
He raised himself on his elbow for air. The woman stretched herself awake, and, slowly a long clammy coil
like the sinuous body of the serpent at the feet of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception in her shrine in the
town church began to close around his neck.
His flesh crawled. With a quick movement he caught the coil in a strong grip, twisting it.
The hoarse cry of a woman lashed out and cracked the stillness of the night. A mouth found his shoulder and
sharp vicious teeth sank into his flesh. The stinging pain sent a shiver the length of his long frame, but he hung on
to the squirming limb squeezing and twisting it … until the clamor of angry voices, a splintering crash, and a
sudden flood of light burst upon him.
Lying at his feet before him was a woman, naked and broken. But a short while before, under the sheet of
night, she was cradled in his arms, receiving the reverence of the kisses. Now, under the eye of light, she was but
a limp mass of woman flesh, sprawled grotesquely on the floor, an upper limb twisted behind her, another flung
across her face as if to hide the shame of her disaster.
Two men grabbed him and dragged him out into the street.
Angry cries and curses followed him.
But as he felt the clean air of morning sweep against his face, his chest filled out, his arms grew thick, and his
strides stretched long like the giant’s of the seven-league boots.
88.57 The Chiefest Mourner\fn{by Aida L. Rivera-Ford (1926-

)}

Cebu City, Cebu Province, The Philippines (F) 3

He was my uncle because he married my aunt (even if he had not come to her these past ten years), so when
the papers brought the news of his death, I felt that some part of me had died, too.
I was boarding then at a big girls’ college in Manila and I remember quite vividly that a few other girls were
gathered about the lobby of our school, looking very straight and proper since it was seven in the morning and the
starch in our long-sleeved uniform had not yet given way.
I tried to be brave while I read that my uncle had actually been “the last of a distinct school of Philippine
poets.” I was still being brave all the way down the lengthy eulogies, until I got to the line which said that he was
“the sweetest lyre that ever throbbed with Malayan chords.”
Something caught at my throat and I let out one sob—the rest merely followed. When the girls hurried over to
me to see what had happened, I could only point to the item on the front page with my uncle’s picture taken when
he was still handsome. Everybody suddenly spoke in a low voice and Ning, who worshipped me, said that I
shouldn’t be so unhappy because my uncle was now with the other great poets in heaven—at which I really
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howled in earnest because my uncle had not only deserted poor Aunt Sophia but had also been living with another
woman these many years and, most horrible of all, he had probably died in her embrace!
Perhaps I received an undue amount of commiseration for the death of the delinquent husband of my aunt, but
it wasn’t my fault because I never really lied about anything; only, nobody thought to ask me just how close an
uncle he was. It wasn’t my doing either when, some months after his demise, my poem entitled The Rose Was Not
So Fair O Alma Mater was captioned “by the niece of the late beloved Filipino Poet.”
And that having been printed, I couldn’t possibly refuse when I was asked to write on My Uncle—The Poetry
of His Life. The article, as printed, covered only his boyhood and early manhood because our adviser cut out
everything that happened after he was married. She said that the last half of his life was not exactly poetic,
although I still maintain that in his vices, as in his poetry, he followed closely the pattern of the great poets he
admired.
My aunt used to relate that he was an extremely considerate man—when he was sober, and on those occasions
he always tried to make up for his past sins. She said that he had never meant to marry, knowing the kind of
husband he would make, but that her beauty drove him out of his right mind. My aunt always forgave him but one
day she had more than she could bear, and when he was really drunk, she tied him to a chair with a strong rope to
teach him a lesson.
She never saw him drunk again, for as soon as he was able to, he walked out the door and never came back.
I was very little at that time, but I remember that shortly after he went away, my aunt put me in a car and sent
me to his hotel with a letter from her. Uncle ushered me into his room very formally and while I looked all around
the place, he prepared a special kind of lemonade for the two of us. I was sorry that he poured it out into wee
glasses because it was unlike any lemonade I had ever tasted.
While I sipped solemnly at my glass, he inquired after my aunt. To my surprise, I found myself answering with
alacrity. I was happy to report all details of my aunt’s health, including the number of crabs she ate for lunch and
the amazing fact that she was getting fatter and fatter without benefit of Scott’s Emulsion or Ovaltine at all.
Uncle smiled his beautiful somber smile and drew some poems from his desk. He scribbled a dedication on
them and instructed me to give them to my aunt. I made much show of putting the empty glass down but Uncle
was dense to the hint. At the door, however, he told me that I could have some lemonade every time I came to
visit him.
Aunt Sophia was so pleased with the poems that she kissed me. And then all of a sudden she looked at me
queerly and made a most peculiar request of me. She asked me to say ha-ha, and when I said ha-ha, she took me
to the sink and began to wash the inside of my mouth with soap and water while calling upon at least a dozen of
the saints to witness the act.
I never got another taste of Uncle’s lemonade.
*
It began to be a habit with Aunt Sophia to drop in for a periodic recital of woe to which Mama was a sympathetic audience. The topic of the conversation was always the latest low on Uncle’s state of misery.
It gave Aunt Sophia profound satisfaction to relay the report of friends on the number of creases on Uncle’s
shirt or the appalling decrease in his weight. To her, the fact that Uncle was getting thinner proved conclusively
that he was suffering as a result of the separation.
It looked as if Uncle would not be able to hold much longer, the way he was reported to be thinner each time,
because Uncle didn’t have much weight to start with. The paradox of the situation, however, was that Aunt Sophia
was now crowding Mama off the sofa and yet she wasn’t looking very happy either.
When I was about eleven, there began to be a difference. Every time I carne into the room when Mama and
Aunt Sophia were holding conference, the talk would suddenly be switched to Spanish. It was about this time that
I took an interest in the Spanish taught in school.
It was also at this time that Aunt Sophia exclaimed over my industry at the piano—which stood a short
distance from the sofa. At first I couldn’t gather much except that Uncle was not any more the main topic. It was a
woman by the name of Esa—or so I thought she was called. Later I began to appreciate the subtlety of the Spanish la mujer esa.\fn{ “The woman that …”}
And so I learned about the woman.
She was young, accomplished, a woman of means. (A surprising number of connotations were attached to
these terms.) Aunt Sophia, being a loyal wife, grieved that Uncle should have been ensnared by such a woman,
thinking not so much of herself but of his career. Knowing him so well, she was positive that he was unhappier
than ever, for that horrid woman never allowed him to have his own way; she even denied him those little drinks
which he took merely to aid him into poetic composition.
Because the woman brazenly followed Uncle everywhere, calling herself his wife, a confusing situation
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ensued. When people mentioned Uncle’s wife, there was no way of knowing whether they referred to my aunt or
to the woman. After a while a system was worked out by the mutual friends of the different parties.
No.1 came to stand for Aunt Sophia and No.2 for the woman.
I hadn’t seen Uncle since the episode of the lemonade, but one day in school all the girls were asked to come
down to the lecture room—Uncle was to read some of his poems! Up in my room, I stopped to fasten a pink
ribbon to my hair thinking the while how I would play my role to perfection—for the dear niece was to be
presented to the uncle she had not seen for so long.
My musings were interrupted, however, when a girl came up and excitedly bubbled that she had seen my uncle
—and my aunt, who was surprisingly young and so very modern!
I couldn’t go down after all; I was indisposed.
*
Complicated as the situation was when Uncle was alive, it became more so when he died.
I was puzzling over who was to be the official widow at his funeral when word came that I was to keep Aunt
Sophia company at the little chapel where the service would be held. I concluded with relief that No.2 had
decamped.
The morning wasn’t far gone when I arrived at the chapel and there were only a few people present. Aunt
Sophia was sitting in one of the front pews at the right section of the chapel. She had on a black and white print
which managed to display its full yardage over the seat.
Across the aisle from her was a very slight woman in her early thirties who was dressed in a dramatic black
outfit with a heavy veil coming up to her forehead. Something about her made me suddenly aware that Aunt
Sophie’s bag looked paunchy and worn at the corners.
I wanted to ask my aunt who she was but after embracing me when I arrived, she kept her eyes stolidly fixed
before her. I directed my gaze in the same direction. At the front was the president’s immense wreath leaning
heavily backward, like that personage himself; and a pace behind, as though in deference to it, were other wreaths
arranged according to the rank and prominence of the people who had sent them. I suppose protocol had something to do with it.
I tiptoed over to muse before Uncle as he lay in the dignity of death, the faintest trace of his somber smile still
on his face. My eyes fell upon a cluster of white flowers placed at the foot of the casket. It was ingeniously
fashioned in the shape of a dove and it bore the inscription
“From the Loyal One.”
*
I looked at Aunt Sophia and didn’t see anything dove-like about her. I looked at the slight woman in black and
knew of a sudden that she was the woman. A young man, obviously a brother or a nephew, was bending over her
solicitously. I took no notice of him even though he had elegant manners, a mischievous cowlick, wistful eyes, a
Dennis Morgan chin,\fn{The American actor-singer (1908-1994); he had Kirk Douglas chin, though without the dimple, which used
to be called a “strong” chin, which women found very attractive:H } and a pin which testified that he belonged to what we
girls called our “brother college.”
I showed him that he absolutely did not exist for me, especially when I caught him looking in our direction.
I always feel guilty of sacrilege every time I think of it, but there was something grimly ludicrous about my
uncle’s funeral. There were two women, each taking possession of her portion of the chapel just as though stakes
had been laid, seemingly unmindful of each other, yet revealing by this studied disregard that each was very much
aware of the other. As though to give balance to the scene, the young man stood his full height near the woman to
offset the collective bulk of Aunt Sophia and myself, although I was merely a disproportionate shadow behind her.
The friends of the poet began to come. They paused a long time at the door, surveying the scene before they
marched self-consciously towards the casket. Another pause there, and then they wrenched themselves from the
spot and moved—no, slithered—either towards my aunt or towards the woman.
The choice must have been difficult when they knew both. The women almost invariably came to talk to my
aunt whereas most of the men turned to the woman at the left. I recognized some important Malacafiang men and
some writers from seeing their pictures in the papers.
Later in the morning a horde of black-clad women, the sisters and cousins of the poet, swept into the chapel
and came directly to where my aunt sat. They had the same deep eye-sockets and hollow cheek-bones which had
lent a sensitive expression to the poet’s face but which on them suggested T.B.
The air became dense with the sickly-sweet smell of many flowers clashing and I went to get a breath of air. As
I glanced back I had a crazy surrealist impression of mouths opening and closing into Aunt Sophia’s ear, and eyes
darting toward the woman at the left.
Uncle’s clan certainly made short work of my aunt for when I returned, she was sobbing. As though to comfort
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her, one of the women said, in a whisper which I heard from the door, that the president himself was expected to
come in the afternoon.
Toward lunch time, it became obvious that neither my aunt nor the woman wished to leave ahead of the other. I
could appreciate my aunt’s delicadeza in this matter but then I got hungry and therefore grew resourceful: I called
a taxi and told her it was at the door with the meter on. Aunt Sophia’s unwillingness lasted as long as forty
centavos.
We made up for leaving ahead of the woman by getting back to the chapel early. For a long time she did not
come and when Uncle’s kinswomen arrived, I thought their faces showed some disappointment at finding the left
side of the chapel empty. Aunt Sophia, on the other hand, looked relieved.
*
But at about three, the woman arrived and I perceived at once that there was a difference in her appearance.
She wore the same black dress but her thick hair was now carefully swept into a regal coil; her skin glowing; her
eyes, which had been striking enough, looked even larger. The eyebrows of the women around me started working
and finally, the scrawniest of the poet’s relations whispered to the others and slowly, together, they closed in on
the woman.
I went over to sit with my aunt who was gazing not so steadily at nothing in particular.
At first the women spoke in whispers, and then the voices rose a trifle. Still, everybody was polite. There was
more talking back and forth, and suddenly the conversation wasn’t polite any more. The only good thing about it
was that now I could hear everything distinctly.
“So you want to put me in a corner, do you? You think perhaps you can bully me out of here!” the woman said.
“Shh! Please don’t create a scene,” the poet’s sisters said, going one pitch higher.
“It’s you who are creating a scene. Didn’t you come here purposely to start one?”
“We’re only trying to make you see reason. If you think of the dead at all—”
“Let’s see who has the reason. I understand that you want me to leave, isn’t it? Now that he is dead and cannot
speak for me you think I should quietly hide in a corner?” The woman’s voice was now pitched up for the benefit
of the whole chapel.
“Let me ask you. During the war when the poet was hard up do you suppose I deserted him?
“Whose jewels do you think we sold when he did not make money?
“When he was ill, who was it who stayed at his side?
“Who took care of him during all those months and who peddled his books and poems to the publishers so that
he could pay for the hospital and doctor’s bills?
“Did any of you come to him then? Let me ask you that! Now that he is dead you want me to leave his side so
that you and that vieja can have the honors and have your picture taken with the president. That’s what you want,
isn’t it—to pose with the president—”
“Por Dios! Make her stop it—somebody stop her mouth!” cried Aunt Sophia, her eyes going up to heaven.
“Now you listen, you scandalous woman,” one of the clan said, taking it up for Aunt Sophia. “We don’t care
for the honors—we don’t want it for ourselves. But we want the poet to be honored in death to have a decent and
respectable funeral without scandal … and the least you can do is to leave him in peace as he lies there.”
“Yes,” the scrawny one said. “You’ve created enough scandal for him in life—that’s why we couldn’t go to
him when he was sick because you were there, you—you shameless bitch.”
The woman’s face went livid with shock and rage. She stood wordless while her young protector, his eyes
blazing, came between her and the poet’s kinswomen. Her face began to twitch.
And then the sobs came. Big noisy sobs that shook her body and spilled the tears down her carefully made-up
face. Fitfully, desperately, she tugged at her eyes and nose with her widow’s veil.
The young man took hold of her shoulders gently to lead her away, but she shook free; and in a few quick steps
she was there before the casket, looking down upon that infinitely sad smile on Uncle’s face. It may have been a
second that she stood there, but it seemed like a long time.
“All right,” she blurted, turning about. “All right. You can have him—all that’s left of him!”
At that moment before she fled, I saw what I had waited to see.
The mascara had indeed run down her cheeks.
But somehow it wasn’t funny at all.
25.48 People Of Consequence\fn{by Ines Taccad Cammayo (1927-

)}

Isabela Province, The Philippines (F) 3

Camus and his wife secretly prided themselves in being, of all the residents in their barrio, the only ones who
had really known and lived with people of consequence.
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When he was a young man, Camus had been the houseboy of a German haciendero. The German, who was a
bachelor, had often told Camus that his punishments were for his own good because he must Iearn to shed his
indolent and clumsy ways if he ever hoped to amount to anything.
Unfortunately, before he could learn more from his stern master, he wrote to say that he must come right away
because his betrothed was waiting. The German had mouthed unintelligible, guttural curses which Camus listened
to with mixed feelings of shame and pleasure because it meant that he was wanted and needed after all, but in the
end, the German sent him off with a de hila cerrada suit, a heavy pair of boots capacious enough to let him wiggle his gnarled toes in, and two months extra pay which came in handy for the wedding celebration.
That was twenty.five years ago, shortly before the war, and although Camus had all intentions to see the German off when he left for his country, the expense and the effort turned out to be, at the last minute, discouraging.
*
In the meantime, Camus and his wife were themselves becoming people of consequence. They now owned the
best house in the barrio which, with other lakeside villages, lay at the base of a high cliff which the people called
Munting Azul because a perpetual haze clung to its summit.
To reach the summit, one must climb the steep and circuitous steps that many years ago, the men, Camus
among them, had hacked out of the thick underbrush that covered the entire face of the cliff, and then cemented in
places where the downrushing water in rainy seasons was wont to wash away.
One could also leave the village by crossing the lake westward. The upward climb was the quicker route but
was difficult for the old and the weak. Once the high embankment was reached, Munting Azul leveled off into
fields, and three kilometers away was the town of Cuenco.
The town was bypassed by the national highway but jeepneys and a couple of minibuses shuttled to and from
the larger towns, including the capitolyo, on the descent. Cuenca was the only large town which Camus really
knew although he had been to the capitolyo occasionally. When he lived with the German, they resided in what
was called the White House in the middle of a vast, treeless hacienda rimmed by the forests across the lake.
Meding, his wife, had, in her own adolescence, lived in the capitolyo for almost four years as a servant of the
Mayor’s family. It was there that she learned the hard-driving manners of townsfolk. It constantly amazed him
how she could make idle time yield profit and even more astonishing, how, having made profit, she held on to it.
Camus, a hard worker, was at his fishing long before dawn, and later in the day, mending his nets on the pier
he had built from his hut. It was his father’s life he had learned, and after he came from the German’s household
he saw no cause and no way to change.
The first thing that Meding did was to barter over his vehement objections the one male carabao he owned for
a puny female. When it began to yield milk, she gathered it to make into a white curd which she molded into
banana leaf containers or boiled into sweet candy.
Not one frasca found its way to their table. Every Sunday she would climb the steep ascent to sell her white
cheese and milk sticks in Cuenca.
She gathered the occasional coconuts and mangoes from the trees behind their house and sold them, together
with the harvest of fish Camus hauled in every day. She was so undemanding, she never had to sell at a loss or to
mortgage his catch, and the hard-dealing middleman who came with his tempting offers bypassed their house with
great aloofness.
Meding even opened a postal savings account and once in a while she showed him the figures. As the sum
increased he felt he knew her less and less. Once, before she began the feverish phase of acquiring possessions,
when they sat down to their frugal meal, he felt that perhaps they could afford something more appetizing. A look
at Medings face bent over her plate, contented in determined self-denial, would silence him.
She astounded him most by buying crochet thread and needles. In the mornings, keeping by herself from the
village women, she sat at the window of the little hut thrusting away at her hook and thread, making beautiful
patterns of lace that he believed, his heart bursting with pride, no other wife in all the lakeside barrios could
make, let alone possess her infinite patience. To his unbelieving ears, she whispered that the heavy laces were so
prized that housewives in the town willingly paid for them with sacks of rice.
In time their neighbors ran to them for loans, and although she never charged usurious rates, Meding was hard
as stone when it came to collecting. If the borrower failed to pay on time, she demanded goods in payment. Her
laconic and unsmiling manner defeated any jacose attempt at gaining time and even a whining plea brought only
the unfeeling retort that life was just as hard for her, and that always shamed them into paying, for no one better
than their neighbors knew how spartan was their life.
The first change in the quiet girl he married came one night; lying, facing each other on the slatted floor of
their bedroom in the hut which was now their kitchen, she spoke of her plans, spelled each dream so grimly as to
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leave no doubt in Camus’s mind that these were already real.
Talk of a child had long since been avoided. Now she spoke of bringing in kiln-dried posts from Cuenco, a
proposal wildly ostentatious and impossible, considering the steep descent from the town.
She spoke of galvanized roofing, capiz windows and all the accoutrements of town houses, hardware, varnished walls, two big bedrooms, a sala so spacious it could accommodate their old hut, and carved narra furniture.
When the house was finally finished—a reality of shining walls and costly gleaming windows—Camus went
about apologizing for its size.
“We really planned to have it much bigger, but my wife with her usual good sense wanted something more
modest.”
The house never wore a coat of paint, growing darker and rain-stained with every passing season. The big
bedroom was never occupied except when out-of-town officials came. It contained a monstrous, carved and
highly varnished bed. Its snaky posts bore aloft a wooden valance that gave it unusual elegance. A three-panel
mirrored aparador in the room was used by no one except their guests; so, too a washbowl inlaid with mother-ofpearl which gleamed against the mahogany shadows of the room.
*
One day Meding said,
“The young men are going up to the capitolyo next week. It would be a good time for you to go with them.”
After a long pause, she added,
“They invite you every year but you have gone only once. You could visit with the Superintendente this time.”
At an earlier fiesta, when Camus arrived at the Inspector’s house, the official was already taken up with his
other visitors. The señora did not know him. She must have also been distracted at the never-ending stream of
visitors. With an absent-minded wave of her hand and a murmured acknowledgement, she ordered someone to
unburden him of his coop of chicken and made him feel at home.
“Well, don’t just stand there!” an old crone had cackled at him. “Dress the chickens.”
With that she thrust a bolo into his hands. Camus was dismayed, but only for a few seconds. He spent the rest
of the day cheerfully helping out in the backyard, very much needed and feeling useful as he stirred a huge
carajay. He had caught a glimpse of the Inspector but the man was deep in conversation with some importantlooking men.
In a way he was glad. He had stripped down to his shorts to save his americana from stain.
His only regret about that visit, however, was his not having been able to join in talk with the townsmen. When
they came to his house, he never felt shy, telling his favorite recollections of Señor Lehmann, the German master
whom many of them had heard of but never seen.
“He was a man of few words and a great reader. There was this thick book which he always read but would
never let me touch. Otherwise he was extremely generous with other things. Advice. His old clothes. Sometimes
money.”
As the years passed, his stories of intimacy with the German master grew, and there were times when he
ventured saying that he was such a confidant of the aleman that they used to hold long conversations. The aleman
had often said that he should aspire to go to Manila to study, and that he would make good because he would then
cultivate further the inclination and the aptitude that he acquired through exposure to better things. Time had a
way of making resolutions fade, but the inclination remained, Camus would say, with a complacent shrug.
A few years back, a frequent visitor, the Councilor for their area, offered him a caminero’s job on a section of
the municipal road to Cuenco. Camus still remembered the four short weeks of that only employment with an
emotion akin to righteousness. He received thirty pesos for sweeping the road clean of stones and rubbish of
which there was hardly any for the people scrupulously kept-their dirt hidden in their backyards. It was the grass
and the weeds that continually threatened to overrun the road.
Then someone told him that the same Councilor had placed someone else as a checker who had nothing to do
but check on the camineros. With polite apologies to Meding and the baffied Councilor, he left the job.
In the yard of their neighbor’s house a group of young men began to gather. Laughter broke out often and once
in a while someone slapped a neighbor on the back. Camus could make out nothing. The whiff of the crickets
seemed to drown out all their talk. He sat at the window picking his teeth with his nails, a veined and hairy leg
drawn up on the bench to support his chin. In the dusk, the group looked conspiratorial. He looked long at Meding
clearing the table.
“You are right, I think,” he said, half-asking.
*
Meding shrugged her frail shoulders. She crossed the wobbly bamboo bridge that connected their house to the
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old hut. Camus followed her without a word, wondering what she would do.
She led the way to the smaller of the two rooms.
“I have prepared your white suit,” she said.
She knelt before the wooden trunk, took a black key from the ring which always hung at her waist, and twisted
it into the keyhole. The suit lay on top of all the old clothes, like a silent, folded ghost in the lamplight, reminding
Camus with a slight shock that it had been years since he wore it.
The fragrance of its being kept in the trunk was wafted to him, redolent of an opulence he had never really
enjoyed again after that morning of his wedding. Camus received it with some shyness. It was almost like a ritual
and Camus was glad that the soft light hid his emotions.
All their life, sentiment had had very little meaning, perhaps because love had never figured in the courtship.
Camus married Meding because his father and her father had agreed on the union. She had submitted impassively,
although he had heard that she was a spirited girl. The vaunted spirit was to be known by him only through the
regimen which she had imposed on their lives.
Sometimes, when the barrenness of living engulfed him with a misery he could not understand, he felt that this
was as it should be, life is hard, why should he complain, she was an ardent example of what hard work and frugality could bring. In his reveries, he began to believe in the gladsome fullness of his life as the German had said
it could be.
Camus held the coat before him.
“It may no longer fit me,” he said.
He felt that he had grown bigger, taller, more expansive in girth, so that when the coat slid easily over his
shoulders and the pants hung loosely around his waist, consternation filled him. He realized that he had not really
looked at himself for some time. He turned and lifted the lantern from the hook and walked slowly into the bigger
bedroom where the three-panelled aparador stood.
The man in the mirror was someone whom he scarcely knew.
He was stoop-shouldered, his chest caved in, and his silvery hair that stood erect in a close-cropped aguinaldo
cut was sparse and revealed shiny brown scalp. The face—taut and mask-like—shook him. He began to think that
he would never never be able to greet his hosts in the capitol with that boisterous warmth they themselves greeted
him with when they mounted his stairs. Even if he had never intended to do so, he had long since learned that
humility pleased his visitors.
So the suit did not really matter. All these years he thought he had really grown stout. He was still strong at the
nets. He could lift sacks of rice with ease. Heavy loads never shortened his breath.
When his wife’s face appeared from the shadows in the mirror, he felt even more saddened. He wondered, did
she ever feel the need to look and live well, to experience heady well-being. Her lips drew back unsmiling, and as
in answer to his thought, she spoke, her eyes betraying nothing:
“You have not changed much. The years do not tell on you.”
Camus stared at his image like it were stricken adversary. He slowly unbuttoned the coat, dropped the pants
and handed them back to Meding.
“Perhaps you had better put these back in the trunk.” He looked at his wife in the mirror and in a voice that
was not his, he told her that he could not go.
She listened to him indifferently; already in her mind she was counting the chickens which she must catch, tie
up and cage in stripped baskets. She knew how in the town every leaf of vegetable had its price and these would
be her husband’s levy. She had watched him welcome those people with touching sincerity that somehow made
the patronizing tones of his guests sound boorish. And she, too, had acquiesced, having learned from dealing with
merchants that sometimes yielding was the only way of getting your due.
*
The crowd of women converged on Camus the moment he alighted from the bus, screaming and tugging at his
two chicken coops. Then as suddenly as a swarm of flies that have found another victim, they dispersed, leaving
him with the empty containers and several smelly bills in his hands.
Camus stared at the money, then quickly pocketed it. He walked towards the church, not minding the crowd,
the hawking vendors who thrust bundles of cake at his face.
Camus rubbed the back of his hand against his temples.
Every step was taking him nearer to the Superintendente’s house and how could he go to him with the
chickens? His throat was parched, the vendors thrust their wares at him again. Pinipig! Balut! Kropeck! Mais
laga!
Above the voires, a tinkling bell now attracted him. He turned around, an ire.cream vendor smiled at him: Ice
cream, sir! Ice cream! They exchanged a look of understanding.
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He watched the vendor pat layers of multicolored ice cream into the cone. Yellow, violet, white. Yellow, violet,
white. A final, careful pat of chocolate. He waved away the insistent hands and wares of the other peddlers.
Slowly he drew the money from his pocket. picked the bill most frayed and gave it to the vendor. As he licked the
ice cream, savoring the taste, he stretched out his hand for the change.
All was quiet in the plaza now, and suddenly he realized that he had almost twenty pesos to spend as he
pleased.
He squinted craftily about him, seeing for the first time the enticements of the shops, hearing for the first time
the loud-speakers talking to him alone.
Yes, he must tell his wife how pleased the good lady had been, how truly fine a gentleman and friend the Superintendente was.
81.144 Dada\fn{by Morli Dharam (1927-

)}
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As he went up the stairs he felt the old fear return. There was a dryness in his throat and his hand sliding along
the banister left wet imprints on the polished wood.
He had not wanted to come. There was that leaden weight within him when his mother had said he was well
enough now to meet his uncle. He had thought up evasions, had put up various subterfuges, and when these did
not avail him, had pitted a stolid stubborn front against his mother’s nagging insistence. But she had been equally
stubborn.
Through the years, he did not remember a time when she had not had her way with him. However headstrong
he might have been, she always won her point, always routed his resistance, so that in the end, his will broken,
and the fortress of his desire battered down, a cold shuddering sensation would force him to say the one conciliatory word that stopped his torment.
Such scenes with his mother left him shaken. That cold shuddering sensation would be the precursor to a
struggling fit that turned him in one staggering moment into a mute. And when under such a fit the need to speak
arose because his mother, unaware of his anguish, had spoken to him and he must needs answer her, the words
would come limping out of his mouth in the gaspy stuttering whine of an imbecile. At such times his mother’s
eyes narrowed to a steely glare and with her strong thin arms akimbo, she would taunt him with her strident:
“Idiot! Can’t you talk straight?” And she would bring about his utter annihilation with her grotesque mimicry
of his splintered speech, “Ah-ah-ah-ah …!” until hatred for her would so well up in him that the explosive desire
to wreak violence would stir his hands to trembling.
“Don’t be a baby,” his mother whispered to him as she followed him up the stairs. “Speak up to him and tell
him outright the things I told you to say. Make him listen to you. You’re old enough now to demand his attention.
Talk straight and don’t be a baby.”
At the top of the stairs he wiped his sweating hands, moistened his lips. Behind him he felt his mother’s hand
straighten his shirt collar, heard her emphatic whisper in his ear:
“Do as I told you.”
*
From where she was playing with her paper dolls on the Persian rug, his cousin Silawahnti looked up at the
them in calm wonder, her round eyes black buttons on the thin fabric of her face.
“Mummee-e-e, Mummee-e-e-e,” the little girls rose and ran into the kitchen. “Luisa is here with Rama.”
His aunt Jhamna came out of the kitchen wiping her floury hands on a towel. Among the Hindu women he had
known, she was the most nearly Caucasian in color and features. She was tall, slender, upright as a reed, had
auburn hair which she wore in fat twin plaits behind her head; and she had hazel eyes and a spray of freckles on
her face and arms which deepened her complexion to a most becoming beige.
Draped around her shoulders and trailing to the floor was a large white cambric stole (which when the moment
called for became the characteristic veil, the symbol of reverence all Hindu women wore in the presence of their
menfolk). One side of her beak-like nose was pierced. The tiny eyelet was at the moment bared of its diamond
stud which, were dressed up, would lie embedded there, small and glittering. On her wrists she wore a loose
cluster of thin gold bangles.
She bade them be seated on the low capacious chairs grouped around the glass-topped table on the center of
the huge red Persian carpet that covered the living room floor. When his aunt Jhamna sat down, she drew up a
trousered leg, rested the ball of her foot on the edge of the chair, leaned an elbow on the apex of her drawn-up
knee, and in the course of their conversation, gently swung her sandal that hung by a thong on her big right toe.
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He noticed that his aunt Jhamna drew up her veil over her head as she sat opposite him, and the full import of
her action as it swiftly dawned on him caused a sharp flicker of shyness, inferiority, self-consciousness, to clutch
at his already suffering ego so that he felt constrained to lower his eyes and fix his gaze vacantly on the folded
newspaper at the glass-topped table.
She had never before covered her head solely in his presence, had never before looked at him with this new
intentness, this utterly confusing attention, this new respect as from one adult to another and she had never before
addressed him by his full name Ramchand as she did now. So that there was that one second of stupefied
awareness when his aunt Jhamna in her high hoarsey voice said,
“Aré, Ramchjand, how are you?”
*
He shifted his gaze from the table to his aunt’s smiling face now framed like a madonna’s in the thin white
veil, swallowed, and gave her a shy, lank smile.
“Fine,” he said.
His aunt Jhamna turned to his mother. There was a gently teasing humor in her cold-husky voice when she
spoke,
“Aré, Luisa, now you have big boy. Soon he marry, then what you do? You like him marry Indian girl? Or you
like him marry Filipino girl? What you like?”
His mother suggested that his aunt Jhamna ask him the question herself and determine his preference.
His aunt Jhamna turned to him again, and in the scant English she had learned from her husband, his uncle
Vassanmal, she said, her gold bangles jingling thinly as she swept her arm out in a large gesture of admonition:
“Filipino girl no good. Talk too much. Go out alone. Maybe fight with mother-in-law. Maybe fight with
husband. But Indian girl good. She no talk too much. No fight mother-in-law. No fight husband. Can sew, can
cook. She bring you big dowry. Then you have money to open store. What you say?”
Both his aunt Jhamna and his mother turned on him the combined barrage of their appraisal, awaiting his
answer; his aunt’s with that new attention and respect he found so disturbing; his mother’s, with her possessive
proprietary air that always made him squirm and which always loosed within him a hot swift tide of resentment
against her.
“I don’t know,” he finally said, flushing under their probing stares.
His aunt Jhamna’s freckles stood out clearly in the tiny mounds of her cheeks now raised in a smile of
amusement suddenly widening and breaking into a gale of wheezy mirth.
The little girl, Silawahnti, barefoot and in red silk trousers and yellow tunic, leaned inside the parenthesis of
his aunt Jhamna’s thighs, looking at him with dark wondering eyes her lips convolved about a dirty thumb.
Amused tolerance softened his mother’s eyes but there lingered about her firmly set mouth the taint of smug
triumph.
*
Then his mother snapped her fan open and while she employed it she launched, in broken English so his aunt
would readily understand, into a spirited account of his recent, almost fatal bout with pneumonia.
His mother was a large spare-boned woman with small restless eyes and a firmly set mouth sharp like an old
knife grown thin with use. Her face had gone slack with the encroachment of age, and her neck was long and
flabby like the pitiable obscene throat of an unfledged bird. She wore her hair bobbed, allowed herself the illusion
of make-up which somehow was not incongruous with her thighs and legs which were well-preserved and had
remained through the years firm and rounded and virginal.
His aunt Jhamna listened, asked questions, from time to time glanced at him. Meanwhile, he had opened the
folded newspaper on the glass-topped table and had desperately tried to engross himself in its contents.
“You no more sick?” his aunt asked him, her hazel eyes soft like a doe’s. He was startled when his mother
jarred with her fan the paper he was reading and in dialect snapped at him.
“Pay attention when you’re spoken to!”
He lowered his paper and hastily smoothed out the consternation from his face.
His aunt Jhamna’s hazel eyes slanted, crinkled in their corners as she laughingly repeated her question.
“I’m all right now,” he said, the words coming out low, depleted of their vocal force from squeezing past a
parched, constricted throat. Catching the grim look in his mother’s eyes, he lowered his gaze to the paper on his
lap.
His mother snapped her fan in a weary, impatient gesture of disgust and said, her voice shrill with held-back
anger:
“He’s very stubborn. Very hard-headed. Only likes reading. Always, always reading.” Her face worked with
exasperation and folding her fan with a snap, exclaimed:
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“I don’t know what more to do with him.”
His aunt Jhamna lowered her foot from the edge of her chair and discovering that Silawahnti was sucking her
thumb, slapped the child’s had away and hoarsely chided here daughter:
“How many times I told you no put finger in mouth? You also hard-headed like Ramchand? Hala, go! Go take
bath now! Tell Felisa give you bath!”
Silawahnti wriggled her toes on the Persian rug and made no move to go.
“If you no take bath,” his aunt continued, “Dada get angry and Dada no take you in auto to Luneta this afternoon.”
Silawahnti considered this, then quickly turning on her heels, she scampered to the kitchen shouting as she ran:
“Felisa, you give me bath now. I go Luneta this afternoon.”
“Foolish child!” His aunt Jhamna told his mother. “Also very hard-headed. Even I beat her sometimes she still
hard-headed.”
“Beating is good for children.” His mother’s tone was firmly authoritative. “They never behave unless you
beat them. Look at Rama. When he makes me very angry I still beat him.”
“Yes?” A husky chuckle gurgled in his aunt Jhamna’s throat. “Suppose he have wife, you still beat him?”
“Why not?” His mother’s tone bristled with righteousness. “Even if he has wife, he’s still my son.”
“Oh, yes.” Then leaning toward him, her bangles again jingling thinly in her series of admonitory gestures, his
aunt Jhamna said,
“Aré, Ramchand! You always obey mother. You be good boy. Mother make sacrifice for you. Many sacrifice
she make. When your father die she no marry again because she afraid maybe new husband no love you same like
true son. She afraid maybe new husband beat you. Always happen. Even in India. So your mother make sacrifice
… no more marry … always take good care of you … make many sacrifice when you sick …”
“That’s true.” His mother’s voice went crumbly with tears. “He never will know al the suffering I’ve gone
through bringing him up after his father died … when he was barely six months old, I always tell him: Even if his
body were cut into a thousand pieces he never will be able to repay what it cost me to bear him and raise him into
a decent boy.”
“So you must love mother. You always be good boy,” his aunt Jhamna said. Then as an afterthought, she asked,
“You love mother?”
He was acutely ill at ease. His stomach was hot, tight with embarrassment. It was all he could do to manage a
soft “Of course” from a throat and mouth arid with shame.
As his mother further related the details of his illness, her voice became by turns whining with self-pity,
petulant with grief, somber with martyrdom.
Try as he would he could not avoid hearing all that was said, and what he heard brought a faint roaring in his
ears, hot flushes raising through his body. He was sick with shame at his mother’s volubly remembered instances
of his obstinacy and her consequent distress on their account. He raised the newspaper he was reading so that it
hid him from the two women in the room.
“Now, he’s well.” His mother’s voice contained a contrary note of hopeless resignation as if his being well
were not at all what she had wished. “Doctor said give him special kind of food. To make him strong. He is thin,
you see. And still he takes injections. And that cost money. We have not as yet paid the doctor. And the hospital.”
Over the rim of his paper, he saw his mother; the turned-down corners of her sharp mouth gave her care-worn face
a tragic cast.
His aunt Jhamna became bothered with her sniffles and searching for a corner of her cambric stole, blew her
nose on it.
“What time will Dada come?”
“Maybe twelve. Maybe one o’clock. Today Sunday. They fixing store, putting new estante. Maybe new goods
come this afternoon.”
His aunt Jhamna rose from her chair, adjusted the cambric stole about her shoulders, hunted for one sandal that
had somehow wedged itself under her chair. She pulled it out with her foot, slipped it on, and turning to his
mother said,
“Better I finish making pan now. By and by Dada come. If pan not yet make, he angry.” Her hazel eyes took
on a glint of mischief.
“Maybe he beat me also, no Ramchand?” She arched her neck back, snuffling out her rustling laughter at him.
“Come Luisa. I have buttermilk in ice box. I give you for Ramchand.”
She approached him at the same time pulling the veil over her head so that when, feeling her close presence, he
looked up at her, he saw her head entirely covered with that symbol of reverence as if he were a man fully grown
and in accordance with strict dictates of her caste she must needs defer to his superior position.
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“You like buttermilk, Ramchand?”
2
He had drunk his buttermilk, eaten pakhorra and drunk ice water copiously to relive his mouth of its peppery
sting, read and yawned many times through the one newspaper on the glass-topped table when at precisely a
quarter of two-o’clock he heard the car arrive heard the metallic slam of its door, the noisy babel in Sindhi
floating up the stairwell, the leathery scrape of shoes on the stair treads.
He had a moment of quick terror until he remembered to hold the newspaper before his panic-stricken face and
spare himself the cold impact of greeting any of the arrivals. He felt them enter the room, felt their actual bodily
nearness slap at his senses, felt the room saturated with their oily pungent foreign talk.
Over the top of his newspaper he discerned his uncle Vassanmal’s swarthy round head pass by, and,
remembereing his mother’s stern injunctions, he manfully surmounted his panic and threw in his uncle’s direction
what he intended to be a casually affectionate, “Hello, Dada,” but what instead came out as an inaudible, abortive,
croak-like mumble. Almost at once he saw himself impaled on the spear of his terror, felt his stomach contract ina
series of shuddery tremors.
“Aré, Mr. Ramchand, how are you?”
The voice was deep, throaty, bland with the spurious geniality of the subtly obsequious Indian salesman who
comes to a customer with a silky smile and a “What can I do for you, Miss? Is there anything I can show you in
the way of rayon, silk, satin?”
The boy looked up into the droll beaming face of Mr. Krishinchand Lalchand seated beside Mr. Sehwani
Bhagwani on the sofa opposite him, the two of them accompanied by their wives, having come with his uncle
Vassamal obviously for Sunday dinner. They were large portly men with paunchy middles; dark-visaged, thicknecked, and their wives, big handsome women swathed in yards and yards of silk sari, were likewise sleek and
fat.
The two men visitors owned the two Indian bazaars adjoining his Uncle’s “Taj Mahal Silk Emporium” on the
Escolta. The arrivals, aside from the two couples who were guests, included the three Indian salesmen apprenticed
to his uncle’s store, his cousin Shewakram who was a young man of twenty, and Arjhani, his uncle Vassanmal’s
only son, age five.
He knew them all and they in turn remembered him from the small chubby boy they had seen through the
years lagging behind the heels of a large spareboned dour-faced woman who jerked him out front whenever he
had the tendency in the presence of strangers to disappear behind her skirt. They had twitted the small boy with
the round dark eyes that looked at you as if he might at any moment burst into tears, had tweaked his nose,
waggled his cheeks, balanced bits of a broken toothpick on his long upcurving lashes, swung him up in the air by
his armpits until he fairly shrieked with terror, stuffed him with candies, a bit of money, and mechanical toys
during Christmas, inveigled him to stay with them (Aré, Rami! Better you stay with us. No more go home to
Luisa. You stay and we take you to India. You like go India?), teased his mother by hiding him behind showcases,
behind bales of goods inside empty crates, until he gave himself away by bawling out loud,
“Mama! Mama!”
He could feel them all looking at him, seeing a pale thin slat of a boy, his dark eyes rounder than ever but no
longer seeming at any moment to burst into tears, now inscrutable rather and deep with only a trace of his
boyhood chubbiness remaining on his lean hard cheeks now blotched with the eruptions of adolescent acne.
“What you do? You big boy now. You open store or you study more? Maybe you have sweetheart now, ha?
When you marry?”
Mr. Krishinchand Lalchand enjoyed his joke hugely, and the fat smirk across his shiny face gave him the aspect of a coarse billiken.\fn{A type of charm doll, created and patented (1908) by American art teacher Florence Pretz }
The others in the room snickered deliciously like a pack of dark horses whinnying.
At dinner the two men visitors continued to discuss him with his uncle Vassanmal. As was customary, the men
sat down to dinner first, his uncle at the head of the table, the two men visitors next, then the three Indian
salesmen, his uncle’s nephew Shewakram, himself, and at the foot of the table, the little boy Arjhani (perched on
his high chair) whom his mother was trying to feed.
His aunt Jhamna with the maid Felisa in her wake shuttled back and forth between the kitchen and the table,
ladling out platters of the spice-fragrant thick-gravied foods, passing around bottles of ice water, replenishing the
rapidly emptied bread platters with stacks of piping-hot pan wet with lard.
He watched the diners tear small chunks of pan, shape these into tiny cornucopias, dip these into the gravy
saucers before them, scoop up gravy and pieces of goat meat and chuck the succulent morsels into their mouths,
and the moist tongue-lapping sounds of their eating—ptak-ptchak, ptak-ptchak, ptak-ptchak—were, he thought,
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kin to the splashy gustatory sounds in a sty.
He did not understand Sindhi very well but occasionally he was able to grasp the gist of a sentence, the essence
of their talk about him, and what he heard turned the food in his mouth into wads of thick fuzzy wool. It was a
pity, the two men visitors said, clucking their tongues, that his uncle Vassanmal had sadly neglected the boy’s
upbringing. With the proper coaching in Sindhi reading and writing and a bit of fattening up, he would undoubtedly turn out into as fine a specimen of young Hindu manhood as any young buck born and raised in India, and
would command no less a handsome dowry in the Indian marriage mart.
He became aware of the three Indian salesmen teasing him with their eyes like black velvet swatches in the
thin pasteboard of their faces. Across the table from him, his cousin Shewakram sniggered salaciously and ground
a shoe on his foot under the table. He swung his leg in a vicious kick, stubbing his toe on the hard edge of the
other’s chair, and as he chafed at his futile retaliation, he saw Shewakram lifting the corners of his grease-coated
lips in a grin of triumph.
The diners gorged themselves, and he saw a beatific expression like a brooding Buddha’s spread over his
uncle’s face as he hoisted his mammoth pot-belly, shifted his weight on one buttock, and slowly, casually, matterof-factly, broke wind. The others exhaled fat zestful belches and rose from the table.
At the lavatory he waited until everybody had finished washing their hands, rinsed their mouths, before he
moved toward it. As he did so, he saw Shewa deliberately taking his own sweet time about soaping his hands. He
stood to one side of Shewa, prepared to wait patiently for his turn and was indeed startled when Shewa, by
inserting a finger in the tap nozzle, directed a taut squirt of water at him, catching him pointblank on the belly.
Facing him, Shewa smiled wickedly, and hurrying past him, flicked the drops of water from his still we hands into
the boy’s astonished face. As Rama washed his hands clean of their goaty smell, his thwarted anger stirred them to
trembling, twitched his jaws in a quivery spasm.
“Now!” his mother said over his shoulder as he dried his hands on a towel hung on a nail above the washbowl.
“There he goes into his room. Follow him, plant yourself squarely before him, so he’ll have no reason to ignore
you. Tell him outright the things I told you to say. Catch his attention for he’ll soon be sitting down at the card
table and you know that once he’s there, not even cannon shot can dislodge him.
“Make him understand, talk straight, and don’t be a baby. Get results or you’d better take care when we return
home. Better take care!” She left him the, for his aunt Jhamna was calling her to come to dinner.
He walked into the living room, saw that Krishinchand Lalchand and Sehwani Bhagwani were setting u the
card table. Lhadu, the eldest of the three Indian salesmen was mixing brandy and soda at the cellarette beside the
cabinet radio, while the others were sprawled on chairs, leisurely picking their teeth. Shewakram, with one leg
flung over the arm of his chair, was intent on the movie page of the newspaper, now and then rooting into the
inner corner of his thigh where apparently the soft plump worm of his sex was snagged upon the crotch of his
tight trousers.
The boy waited until he was sure no one was paying him the least attention and then, swiftly crossing the
living room, entered his uncle Vassanmal’s room.
3
He paused on the threshold, he felt his stomach tighten.
His uncle Vassanmal, like a gross idol, was sitting on his bed, one leg bent and raised upona knee. Slowly, his
uncle leaned forward and unlaced a shoe which he dropped on the floor. He raised his other foot nd in the same
laborious manner unlaced and shucked the shoe off, thumping it on the floor. He then emitted a faint belch after
which he rested his hands on his hammy thighs as he worked his toes up and down inside their brown silk socks.
It was then his uncle noticed him leaning thee by the doorjamb and his uncle spoke across the room to him in a
natural perfunctory tone:
“Aré, Rama, how’re you?”
With marked diffidence, the boy walked into the room, stopped by a chair beside the round table with the
crocheted lace table cloth, watched his uncle wheeze as his enormous potbelly pressed on the edge of the bed
while he leaned over to peel off his socks, then tenderly rub his bunions.
He was of middle height but enormously fat so that his bloated torso and mammoth potbelly were in grotesque
contrast to his rather small-calved spindly legs. Still discernible on his swarthy face were the ravages of smallpox
he once had many years ago, the pockmarks no longer distinct but shallow and blurred by time. His black slick
hair, austerely brushed down, hugged his head in the round clasp of a skullcap and fringed the edge of his narrow
brow with a tiny fluted curl. His face was broad, his mouth wide, and the high ridge of his nose dominated the
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landscape of his face like a mountain peak.
As he watched his uncle wipe his toes with his socks, he felt the desire to speak erupt within him like a
shooting geyser. He must have spluttered an involuntary mumble, for his uncle looked up at him and said, still
quite perfunctorily:
“You go school?”
The boy’s tenseness, like boiling liquid when the heat is lessened, ebbed a little and he was glad for this release
of tension, for this brief respite from the fear that his uncle, as he had habitually done in the past, would leave to
him the sole burden of their conversation while maintaining, as he struggled and suffered the damnation of the
chronic stutterer, a cold stoic silence.
His fear of meeting his uncle had stemmed from those excruciating moments in the past when he had stood
before him mute and tongue-tied, a welter of words stillborn on the threshold of his lips, while the other regarded
him with an impassive stare and did not by so much as a gesture, a look, a word, ease the torment that clotted in
his belly like a tangled twine.
Now his uncle had spoken to him first, wanted to know if he went to school, was kind, was generous, was
altogether not the hard, mean, avaricious bogeyman of his childhood fancy; oh, he’d been wrong, now all that
would be past, his uncle would speak to him, would be kind, would have sympathy, would above all understand
how it was, how it is with a chronic stutterer who ever waking moment of his day must strain and struggle and try
to break away from the crippling tenacious strands of shyness, inferiority, self-consciousness that hamstrung him
and made of him a suffering prisoner.
He managed a clumsy smile and when he replied, his voice, at first unsteady and quavering, became more
natural, normal, even warm towards the end of his little speech.
“No, Dada, we have no school. We are on vacation since March. School will open in June, next month. Then
I’ll … I’ll be fourth year. I got 92 average. That is second highest. The first is 94. She’s a girl. Teacher said maybe
if I study more I can be first in class.”
He watched his uncle wheeze again as he leaned over and tried to hunt for his slippers under the bed.
“You find slippers, Rama, I think they go there .. in corner, there!”
*
The boy was glad for this preoccupation. He had long wanted to move; standing there by the chair was making
him feel absurd, only he didn’t quite know how to manage any movement without attracting attention, without
appearing awkward.
He always felt glad whenever he could be of use to anybody even if it were only in doing the least little thing.
If only people kept asking him to do something for them instead of, as often happened, staring at him and what
was most intolerable, trying to make fun of him and speaking to him as if he were a dimwit or a child!
He walked over to the bed, crouched on his hands and knees, and thrusting an arm under the bed, reached for
the slippers that lay there against the wall. He dropped the sandals before his uncle’s feet and shyly sat himself on
the edge of the bed. Now that he was closer to his uncle, his fear was no longer as potent as before; in fact it had
almost completely disappeared, and he was only hoping that their relation could stay forever thus, without terror,
closer, more congenial.
His uncle rose from the bed and the sudden release of his enormous weight shot the bedsprings upward into
position bouncing the boy on his back. He laughed, scrambling to his feet, and quickly looked at his uncle to see
if he had noticed his momentary discomfiture.
Apparently he hadn’t for he was at the moment standing before his clothes bureau rummaging in his drawers.
His uncle pulled out pajama trousers and a house shirt, slung these over one shoulder, started unbuckling his belt.
He dropped his trousers to the floor, shook loose the silk pajamas and stooped over to step into these.
His uncle wore no underwear and the sight of his swollen half-nudity made the boy turn away and study the
linear pattern on the chenille bedspread. When he looked up again his uncle was clad in wide loose silk pajamas
over which his pin stripe silk house shirt hung to his knees. He watched his uncle grunt and stoop over to pick up
his trousers and empty the pockets of balled dirty handkerchiefs, keys, loose bills, coins, receipts, swatches of
men’s suiting, a button, string, a checkbook which he tossed on the lace-covered round table.
They boy remained seated on the bed with his knees crossed, swinging one foot in an attempt at nonchalance
while deep down, tiny licking tongues of panic crept inward from the outer fringes of his well-being. Between his
uncle and himself there had been silence perhaps for the better part of five minutes, and the thought, that if he
didn’t quickly think of something to say next this silence would rise like a flood and submerge him completely
into a vortex of speechlessness, tormented him because he now knew as well as if the other had explicitly told him
that his uncle had nothing more to say to him, would not attempt anything else to say to him, was in fact, as was
his habit in the past, ignoring him, snubbing him, as a Brahmin a pariah.\fn{An outcast.}
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The simmer of anger in him clove his tongue to the roof of his parched mouth. Words started seething inside
him, clamoring for release, for utterance, for spitting out against an injustice he felt was being done him.
*
He started taking deep breaths to still his violently agitated heart and retain a measure of calm with which to
speak out his mind clearly, lay out his plea coherently, manfully.
He was no longer a child. His aunt Jhamna had covered her head in his presence, the Messrs. Krishinchand
Lalchand and Sehwani Bhagwani, including their wives thought him mature enough to warrant marriage
speculations, his mother was now ever more hysterically careful about his making acquaintances with girls; no, he
was no longer a child.
His uncle had better realize the fact here, now, at once.
He watched his uncle seated at the lace-covered round table appearing to balance the stubs in his checkbook.
After several false starts in his mind, he managed to blurt out:
“Dada, I … I … I’ve been sick. I’ve been sick with pneumonia. I stayed in hospital for three weeks. Doctor
said my illness serious.” He paused to lick his dry lips, and suddenly frightened at the lengthening silence, hurtled
on, impelled with the notion to let the momentum of his excitement push out everything he had to say.
“D-d-doctor said if I not careful I’ll have p-p-pleurisy. I’m all right now but I take injections. We have n-n-not
yet paid the doctor and the hospital. Mama already paid part but there’s still a balance of ninety pesos. Mama said
you please give me the money including the thirty pesos for tuition and books I need next month. So next month I
no bother you again. That makes a total of one hundred twenty pesos in all. Mama said you please give me
because doctor is waiting and she is ashamed.”
Halfway in his speech his uncle looked up, turned to him, hitching his armpit over the back of his chair.
“Aré, Rama,” his uncle said in a voice only a little less loud than a shout. The tone made the boy wince for he
did not wish the people in the living room to know the nature of his talk with his uncle.
“I have idea for you … Nice idea I have for you. What grade you now, ha?”
“I just finished third year. Next month in June, I’ll start the fourth year.”
“No use going back to school. I have better idea for you. You stop school. You work for me. I send you Zamboanga with Lhada. I open branch there. You have nice house, nice food, nice clothes. You no more sick. I tell
Lhadu give you small money for cinema, for ice cream.
“Luisa stay here. She can go here every month, get small money. What you say?”
*
All the food he had eaten turned into a gray blubbery lump that weighed him down, inclined him on the brink
of nausea. He sat dumbfounded staring at his uncle who stared back at him, his mammoth potbelly resting
between his thighs, looking now more than ever like a toad.
When he was a child, he had regarded his uncle’s belly with awe, remembering a remark heard from his
mother that if you pierced his uncle’s stomach and slashed a hole therein, the money his uncle had seized from his
father when the latter died would come tumbling out like pennies from a slot machine.
“B-b-but I can’t stop now. This is my last year. I have to finish high school to go to college.”
“Study? Study? Why you always study? What you like? Become governor-general of Philippines?”
“I must go to college to study medicine. I-I-I want to be a doctor.”
“Why you want to be doctor? That crazy idea. Like Filipino idea. Always doctor, always lawyer. No attend to
business. What I do with doctor? Many doctors poor people, no make money. Why you want be like that?”
The boy squirmed on the bed, cast his eyes down, toyed with his fingers, cracking them one by one.
“I no study,” his uncle continued. “I finish only third grade in India. I make good business. I work hard. Why
you no do the same? In Zamboanga you learn little Sindhi. Then later you go India. Learn some more reading,
writing. Then you marry. I arrange for you. Maybe you get ten thousand, fifteen thousand rupees dowry. I keep
money for you. Maybe I make you partner in business. What more you like? You own half store, half mine. You
have money, you live nice. What more you want?”
He was sick, miserable, and it was a struggle to say this:
“D-d-doctors also get to make a lot of money.” His uncle looked at him sharply.
“Where you get money for study?” His uncle’s tone was low, packed with muffled thunder.
Inside the boy’s head, his thoughts ran like frightened mice. He had a desperate time of it trying to collect
them, to align them in one convincing rebuttal.
“I-I-I get money from you. Bef-bef-before, you promised you send me through school.”
“I have no money.” His uncle rose from the chair, lumbered toward the clothes bureau where he tossed the
checkbook into a drawer. “What you think I am, millionaire?”
“But—but Dada, I need one hundred twenty pesos now for doctor and school—”
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“I no have money. I give you twenty pesos, that enough. When you go home, you get from Jhamna. I tell her
give you twenty pesos. I no millionaire.”
From the living room the bland throaty voice of Mr. Krishinchand Lalchand rose in a shout for his uncle.
“Aré, Vassu,”—the boy caught the gist of the Sindhi words—“You hurry up if we are going to play. Also bring
a new deck of cards, will you?”
*
Now panic gripped him. In a moment his uncle would waddle out of the room, leaving him and his plea for
money washed dry like wreckage in the tide of their argument. He had to think fast, speak fast, try to hold his
uncle’s attention a little longer.
Words hurled themselves against the gates of his mind, and he became frantic with worry, fear, panic, that he
would never be able to use them, unleash them to assist him, avenge him. But his throat and mouth were again
dry, and speech became an effort, strenuous and tiring.
“But—but—but Dada, I need the money b—b—badly. This is my last-last-last year in school. I have to finish
that.”
“You hard-headed,” his uncle said, rummaging in his bureau drawers for a pack of card. “Luisa spoil you. She
teach you wrong things. I give you nice idea but you hard-headed. I no have money to give you. I have many
expense. I pay house rent, store rent, I pay salary. Why I give you money? Why I always give you?”
“Be—beb—because—because—” His heart was thumping faster. He wondered whether he had the nerve to
say what his mother had coached him to say if his uncle proved difficult.
“Be—beb—because it’s much more mine than it is yours. It’s my father’s money!”
His uncle slowly turned and fixed him across the room with a black flashing glare.
His audacity surprised him, and curiously enough, it gave him a pervading sense of calm. As from afar he
heard his voice say, slowly, distinctly, with dreamy languor,
“It’s my … father’s … money … you … stole … it … when … he … died.” An impulse cranked him to say,
like a record needle caught in a groove, softly, dreamily—“s-s-stole it …. S-s-stole it … s-s-stole it …”
*
The slap jarred his head back. His cheeks burned and his head rang with the force of the blow.
His mind screamed:
“You hog! You toad! You thief! It’s true! You took over Papa’s store when he died, took his money, that’s why
you promised the lawyer you’d support us … send me through school …” But his mouth said:
“Mh … mh … mh … mh …,” the whimpery syllables borne on shuddery gusts of breath that escaped through
locked teeth.
His uncle towered over him, hunched there on the bed, one hand raised to his cheek now radiating heat like a
flat iron. For a minute his uncle looked at him with scorn, then turned and walked away.
Halfway across the room his uncle whirled, spat an Indian obscenity at him, thrust a beefy hand toward him, its
fingers stretched apart, the thumb pointed downward—the whole brown hand seemingly a fat obscene spider
dangling in the air.
His uncle regarded him once more, then picking up a deck of cards from the drawer, walked slowly out of the
room.
*
Hunched there on the bed, he felt cold perspiration break out on his brow, felt his blood roar and recede and
scamper innerwards to a cold leaden core somewhere in his belly.
The sensation was like a foot going to sleep, only this time, magnified to the height and breadth of his whole
body.
The palms of his hands itched and he felt a bowel movement coming on.
When his mother entered the room and confronted him with her “Well, what did he say? What did he say?” he
swung his stricken face to her and, as his bleary senses made out her sharp features thrust before him like a blade,
there dropped out of his mouth, like the whir of an unraveled spring in a snapped mechanical toy, the dry gaspy
splintered whine of idiot syllables.
81.176 Map For A Far Place\fn{by Linda Ty Casper (1927- )} Malabon, National Capital Region, The Philippines
(F) 3
That night was the first time I had ever stopped to watch the Hare Krishna in their dark saffron robes and
shaved heads performing at the corner of Huntington and Mass Ave., in front of the Christian Science Mother
Church. Around me were others, intently or barely curious, willing to rest their attention on anything that moved.
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I can’t recall how long I actually stayed, all the time wondering what compelled others to appear different.
It might have been courage.
Belief, faith or conviction was farthest from my mind. Courage spoke to survival. If I had any, I should stand
alongside, in the Ifugao G-strings of northern Philippines tribes; see what happened. Instead I was trying to blend
in with the jeans crowd, attempting to slough off my accent which caught me off guard each time I opened my
mouth, insisting on sounding every i long.
As my psychology professor would conclude, unresolved identity crisis of more than minor proportions.
When the cymbals rested, I turned in the direction of Prentiss Street where I lived. A Greenline trolley heading
towards Government Center tempted me in town. The next day’s work, shelving books at Simmons, doused that
temptation. I had not been to Chinatown for weeks though I had run out of sukang naco. My first year in Boston I
rode those trolleys back and forth Jamaica Way and Copley, trying to get a feel of where I was.
Something made me turn towards the Fens, start walking aimless.
I knew every bit of the ground there. Even the grass appeared intact in my dreams, finely etched against surace ice in the winter as if they were paintings at the MFA\fn{ Museum of Fine Arts} that bothered my sleep. One was
of a room papered in red, corporeal red that was just the room in which to hang a disemboweled crucifixion by
Bacon.
I liked the tapestry rooms and the early American paintings. I liked even the floodlights which reminded me of
potholes projected on the sky, and the road past Tinajeros. Dark pomegranates. I was intrigued by houses with
added-on porches shaped intimately around front doors that they begged to be noticed, to be penetrated somehow
in order to discover the mystery being shielded. The effect of such wayward flourishes of imagination shut me out
of any possibility of deciding where to head.
I changed direction. Behind Symphony Hall I took a left on Opera Place.
Was I going home or where?
I entered Louis Prang. Not only roundabout, but the wrong way. Might as well have taken the trolley to get
plum sauce and cellophane noodles at Tyler Street.
*
Heading home I planned to go to Chinatown the following day while thinking of the room on the third floor
with wallpaper loose halfway up the ceiling and linoleum ripping itself up from the floor like a package poorly
done.
Now divided into seven apartments, the sizes diminishing as they went up, the house must have once been a
fine graceful house with red wallpaper and lacquered mantels. It was easy to imagine gentle laughter still buried
in the walls and wainscotting, the fire of past holidays burnishing the fireplaces in the lower apartments. Mine is a
room-and-a-half carved out of the attic reached from an outside backstairs that ran up steeply past the windows of
the apartments below.
Into those windows I never looked. Out of respect I never lowered my eyes going up or lifted them coming
down, although they were never shuttered from my passing; as if to assert that nothing forbidden or intimate ever
took place within. I never heard talking, only television and tape deck. And late at night, random snoring in
unseen beds.
Fitting my key to the door, pushing it open just a bit while I worked at pulling the key out before I forgot and
left it dangling there I entered my tight hallway which smelled musty winter and summer.
*
The fact of my hand dropping the key into my jeans pocket was the last thing I recalled with certainty. I saw,
when I pushed the inner door—I thought I saw—someone sitting in the dark orange chair facing the entry. I
pulled the door shut but did not move away. It never occurred to me that someone inside could have unlocked it to
face me in the outside landing.
I don’t recall trembling or being afraid. The presence was a fact to be confronted logically. Some minutes
passed in silence before I took the stairs down.
During that time I tried to assemble the certainty of what I saw, who; someone in the dark but not himself dark,
a crown of some sort; thorns? When the image became fixed in my mind, almost haltingly, the way you stumble
on a stone you should have noticed on the road, I took the rest of the steps on a run; but quietly in order not to
wake anybody up.
I looked sideways a few times to check if I was being followed.
There was definitely no one in the street. Lights hung far apart but you can feel footsteps without hearing
them, you can know another presence without seeing or being brushed lightly against.
*
Trying to give a name to the face I saw, I crossed into Parker Street, turned on Ward toward the Roxbury
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Community College where I had taken lessons typing before the machines disappeared from classrooms. The very
impossibility of his being in my room made me certain it was he, made me shudder as you might, moving aside to
let someone pass who had already slipped by.
My feet fiercely getting in the way, I headed back to the MFA in the dark. I remembered my father saying that
during the war, before liberation, they were trying to escape retreating Japanese in a mountain pass and, unable to
see the way or feel it, stopped for no reason they could give each other. For the longest time they held on to the
side of the hill literally waiting to be led.
Suddenly a shrub bloomed with fireflies and they saw, a few steps ahead the path disappearing into a ravine
that dropped several hundred feet into rocks.
That memory became part of the sequence I was trying to fix in proper order to reach the right conclusion.
*
Other images formed and reformed around that freestanding reflection I had seen in my room. Could it have
been headlights traveling like wayward beams, deflected by window panes? Uncrowded with fluorescence, the
front steps of the MFA nevertheless pressed against my eyes the statue on the horse, beseeching the Great Spirits
with arms thrust toward the earth, its headdress of feathers a mass of arrows that had hit bullseyes.
I hurried toward Forsyth. Running, I found myself on the Fens again. The roads were like quick set hedges in
the dark. I caught myself looking across the water for someone making his way on the unfrozen water.
I shivered under the sycamore. It was late January, unusually warm but still cold enough to fuse my toes. All
the snow was gone except about the ridges of ice around cars caught overnight in the first snowstorm of December.
Left on Agassiz, left on Park Drive. I recalled my landlady’s description of a rape along the Fens, the man
running around while the very young girl tried to swim from one side to the other, weakening with each effort …
A jogger shot out of the dark. A couple more passed, identical in their concentration, elbows stuck back like the
hind legs of grasshoppers poised to jump. The yellow jogging pants of one were moist against his legs. He said,
hi, passing. It could have been a groan.
It was not the face in my room.
*
I walked blinded by the dark turning direction several times as if lost on uncharted land, my steps weakening
when I walked those banks every day to save on carfare. I wanted to be assured one way or the other; was it he or
not, was he there in my room now?
Everything I passed, Simmons, Emmanuel and Wheelock, the railings of shadows rising against the water like
snapped cages; everything turned my thoughts back to my room. I hoped for a change of reason to deny them but
they only generated into flesh incapable attraction.
But if it were he, I thought—arguing with myself—if it were he, what prevented him from waylaying me at
any time, right then to stand in my way, out of the water and/or out of nowhere to call my name, or any name he
wanted to call me?
First born of a first born.
Son.
The longer I considered this, the more I knew it could not have been him in my room. Since what of importance had he to say to me which would require an apparition of himself to convey? The Bible records his appearing to prophets in the desert; but this was no simple desert. This was Boston where men ribboned their long hair
with yarn, some men; wore rings in their ears … and I was, am, no prophet.
Might it have been something I ate, some uncooked bacteria in the tossed salad, slamo, sla-salmoniasis something that was starting to kill me. But I did not feel sick. My hand did not shake though my eyes throbbed.
To assure myself I was no prophet—just an ordinary shelver at Simmons earning enough for the room until I
could decide whether to go home or wait another semester and save enough for small appliances my mother will
have no use for but will impress the neighbors and relatives who have been telling her I was only wasting my time
in the States—I kept on walking. No direction. Just following my feet, hands jamming my pockets while trying to
handle my acting foolish, acting crazy to think someone was sitting in my chair, waiting in my room. And he of
all people.
It was obvious that had he wanted to see me other than in my room, he had had enough opportunities to stop
me anywhere along the Fenway …
I headed back. Crossed Louis Pasteur, passed Simmons again, took a right on Palace. It might have been a
portrait I had seen at the Isabella Stewart whose steel fence rose grandly like a mausoleum. Left on Tetlow
brought me back on Huntington.
Past three, almost four. My imagination had indeed played hard with me. I laughed. For the first time that night
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I heard my voice and was assured. Right on. It was only a reflex of the mind; the way, while on the trolley, a
reflex of the body often pushed my hand to align books on a shelf.
But if it were not? That he had not followed me outside was no proof that he had not been in my room. Still, I
needed to be convinced I had been singled out to escape the ordinariness of life. Facing it matter of factly, there
was no reason why, if he wanted to appear to someone, that it would be me … But suppose, suppose he came to
offer me salvation? Did that not require my consent? No matter how I cut it, nothing made sense.
*
A burst of relief charged over me when I saw the large green house where I roomed, to which my feet had
brought me as if I had been on automatic pilot.
I forgot instantly that I had run from it. Taking long light steps, I mounted briskly. Almost bouncing like a
jogger hitting stride.
I pushed the key into the lock, turned it. A dread I did not feel earlier came over me as I realized I had run
away without making sure of what I saw. Angry with myself, I pushed into the room without taking the time to
pull out the key.
I looked about, daring him to appear.
When nothing leaped at me I looked deeper into the darkness. My chair was empty, it seemed.
I switched on the light. My bed in the comer was empty. I walked to it, flipped the bed cover from Sears but
did not look underneath. I used to be afraid as a child, of finding his dead and nailed body under my bed.
I faced the table on which I had books and the contraband hot plate. Everything was the usual clutter. Through
the door that refused to stay closed I could see a distant street lamp through the window in the cold bathroom that
was built against the slant of the roof.
I went over to touch the arm of the chair, lightly as you might to pick out a scent. I seemed to be hanging on to
a tangle of metal rods. Had he been there was he unseen, waiting to be saved, brought down from the tree not
visible to me?
*
A shiver went through me as I saw again the way I had seen him sitting there, so earthly in his posture that he
could not have been evaded; his face looking at me with simple gentleness.
Not at all the way I saw him at church at home, or even at the Mission Church on Tremont, his body heavy
with death so that I had learned as a child how far to raise my eyes in order to avoid his feet.
The one who had waited for me was not dead, not a relic, not an imposition or transposition of guilt; was in
everyday shirt, as you might put on but, wearing thorns, etiolated\fn{ Pale, feeble, drawn out} tips; wearing them in
the dark and looking like the reversed parts of film negatives that could, so volatile instantly develop itself out of
the air to adhere to my eyes.
Finally, not knowing which of my thoughts to believe, I refused to think about it any further.
Whether I saw someone or no one, what could it matter now? It was probably just the psi-component of some
existence continuing the way taped music plays what is no longer actually being performed. Unlocated but a presence nevertheless, with no physical body, an internal process …
I struggled with possibilities, unable to tell if those speculations affirmed what I feared; or denied what I
wanted to believe.
Actually there was no point in his being invisible now if he had wanted to talk to me, if he had not merely been
caught off guard … the human part of him probably capable of being waylaid and trapped. Or he might be responding to my running away …
*
My head was hurting. Could I drown on air? I pushed the heel of each hand into my eyes, trying to reach the
source of pain. I pulled up my knees, sitting on the chair; stretching and twisting my neck to unknot the tightness
… There was an unmistakable taste of metal on my tongue that could not be swallowed.
Then I thought the same mind that invoked him, then made him elusive, should be able to summon him again
and settle the matter, so I sat upright, trying to follow my thoughts to their proper end.
I sat slightly forward in deference to him who had so recently occupied my chair, though my body felt warped
from walking, so far and so fast in the cold.
I sank into the wire springs, trying to be held, to fall into sleep; yet also to keep awake: in case he returned, to
catch him the minute he entered; in case he spoke, to answer.
87.131 The Serenaders\fn{by Florinda F. Soto Sarmiento (1929- )} Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija Province, The
Philippines (F) 5
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They were all huddled in the small living room. A kerosene lamp hung low from the rafters throwing uneven
shafts of light on the bamboo floor and sawali walls. Mang Isiong was seated on the wooden bench beside the
open window, his tobacco pouch beside him and his fingers rolling a fat cigarette. Mang Isko was hunched up on
the same bench at the other end, a strip of grayish white cloth wound around his head, his jaws moving in circular
motion as he chewed his buyo.\fn{A combination of betel leaf and lime rolled together with areca nut, which is a common
masticatory in Southeast Asia.} Occasionally he would spit out a thick mass of saliva speckled red and brown after
which he would wipe his mouth with the back of his hand.
On the only armchair standing against the sawali wall where the light was the brightest, Lucing was seated.
She hardly looked up from the dress she was sewing. Nita was sprawled on the split bamboo floor, her back
resting against her mother and her fingers idly turning the pages of an illustrated book. Nita’s mother fanned
herself with a buri fan\fn{A fan made from the leaves of the talipot palm, whose mature leaves are gathered for use as shingles.
When younger they may be woven into sacks, mats, or hats.} as she listened to the conversation of the two men opposite her.
Nita was feeling sleepy. The book no longer interested her and she could not very well understand what the
older people were talking about. Politics again, she thought.
After a full meal of broiled fish sprinkled with lemon juice, boiled camote tops and fried rice, she did not feel
like going over to Mang Isko’s house to play sungka with Mang Isko’s daughter, Sitang. But she did not like to go
to sleep because she overheard Lucing telling her mother that several young men from the neighboring barrio of
Bitania would come that night to serenade Lucing.
Nita glanced in Lucing’s direction. She felt a surge of pride for her elder sister; Lucing was easily the belle of
their barrio. Nita often heard the older people talking a out the good fortune of Mang Isiong and Aling Marta in
having a pretty daughter of marriageable age. And as if they would suddenly remember that Nita was around, they
would turn to her saying that she would perhaps grow up into a beauty also, although a dark complexion and
straight hair were natural handicaps. She would then become conscious of her dark skin which she could not make
any fairer despite the vigorous scrubbings she always gave it with the rough stone every time she bathed in the
river. But Mang Isko always complimented her high nose which she secretly pinched to make it higher.
Nita remembered the young men from the adjoining villages who came to serenade Lucing during moonlight
nights. Her father and mother would let them in and the men would jostle one another as to who would enter first.
Finally they would all crowd in the doorway saying their “good evening’s” as they entered the living room. They
would occupy the chairs and benches and converse in subdued tones while they waited for Lucing. Once Lucing
was with them the young men would start singing sentimental songs to the accompaniment of a guitar. Sometimes
the singer could not reach the higher notes of the song and he usually looked so funny with the veins in his
reddened face bulging out that Nita could not help tittering. Her father would give her a stern look and she would
keep quiet after that although she could see that Lucing was also laughing behind the handkerchief that discreetly
covered her mouth.
Not satisfied with singing the whole night long the men would also request Lucing to sing with them. Lucing
always refused but gave way after some persuasion. After some more songs the men would take their leave as
noisily as they had come. Nita’s father would bar the door after them, muttering under his breath that he would
not let them in the next time. Either he forgot or he did not really mean it because when the serenaders came again
he unbarred the door and invited them in warmly.
*
Mang Isko was talking in a loud voice. Nita noticed that he was no longer chewing his buyo. She shut her book
and moved closer to her mother.
“So three more young men of our barrio left to join Captain Garcia’s outfit,” Mang Isko was saying. “Very
soon there won’t be any able-bodied man left with us.”
“Like a contagious disease dissatisfaction spreads rapidly,” Nita’s father said between puffs at his cigarette.
“The harvest is poor, money is hard to find, and prices of commodities are very high.”
“Filipino fighting against Filipino.” Mang Isko shook his gray head. “Very tragic, very tragic.”
“That seems to be the only way out. The government is too far away from the common people to know the real
problem. The people are tired of being poor, tired of being trodden under by the capitalists and landowners.
“Peace and order, low prices, aid to the poor! They always talked of them in the newspapers, during conferences. But is there peace, are the conditions of the poor made any better?
“The common man is tired of promises; he wants a change. He is not asking for much, he just wants a life with
simple comforts, a life where he will not worry where the next meal is coming from, where he can get the money
to pay the doctor and buy medicine for a sick child, how he can give his wife a new dress and see the youthful
sparkle in her eyes again.
“If I were a man without a family I would also fight for the new principles which promise to satisfy my
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wants.”
*
Nita’s father was becoming eloquent again. Sometimes Nita felt amused by the talk of the two men. She heard
the same thing when she passed by Pepe’s barbershop on her way to school. The men were gathered in a group
seriously discussing things about the government. She often heard that new word “Communism” which she could
not understand. One time she asked her teacher in the sixth grade, Miss Editha, what Communism was, but her
teacher only smiled and said that little girls should not ask about things which were not good for the mind.
After that Nita stopped asking questions.
“Oh, stop that, Isiong,” her mother said crossly. “Somebody might hear you and report you to the P.C. headquarters.”
The two men remained silent. Nita’s father puffed at his cigarette vigorously. The wrinkle on his brow showed
deeply. Mang Isko began to roll a cigarette. Lucing looked up from her work as if surprised at the sudden silence.
Her mother stopped fanning herself. It was as if a cold wind had suddenly swept across the room. Nita shivered
slightly.
*
She knew what they were all thinking of. They remembered the day not so long ago when a squad of P.C.
soldiers from Bongabon came to the barrio and surrounded the house of Mang Andoy, the owner of the sari-sari
store at the corner of the main street. The officer accused Mang Andoy of supplying the dissidents with rice and
other foodstuffs. Then the soldiers took Mang Andoy with them to the garrison in Bongabon. Nita had heard of
the officer-in-charge a Captain Araullo who was known for his ruthlessness.
The people of the barrio began talking about Mang Andoy, how the soldiers forced him into admitting his
guilt. They spoke in low tones before the early morning bonfire as they warmed their hands and feet. They
discussed it in the evening long after the chickens had roosted. The men shook their heads and prophesied awful
things. And as the last embers of the fire died out the men slowly slunk away one by one to their own homes.
A delegation of the barrio’s prominent men went to the mayor to ask for the release of Mang Andoy. After
four days Mang Andoy came home; he was a changed man. Nita remembered the dull glaze of his eyes sunk deep
in their sockets. Some parts of his skin were black and blue, and there was an ugly space in his mouth where some
teeth had been. A terrible fit of coughing would seize him whenever he talked.
A few days after that Mang Andoy’s big son, Torio, went with three other young men to the mountains.
*
“When are you going to cast your net again, Mang Isko?” Nita’s mother asked after a few seconds.
“I’ll wait for the next moon,” Mang Isko answered. “I dare not go out these days. So many people prowl about
at night,” he added.
“Go to sleep now, child.” Nita’s mother turned to her, prodding her in the back. “You have classes early
tomorrow.”
“I am no longer feeling sleepy,” Nita answered.
“Well don’t lean on me then. You are very heavy.”
Nita got up, book in hand, and walked to where Lucng was. She stood beside the chair and looked at the dress
Lucing and sewing. Lucing had let down the length of a pink dress she was now stitching the hem-line.
“Where are you going to wear that?” Nita asked.
“I’ll wear it in Cabanatuan. Father said I could go there next week to visit our aunt,” Lucing answered without
looking up from her work.
“Could I go with you?” Nita asked eagerly.
“Ask Father first.”
She had not been in Cabanatuan for a long time now, Nita thought. Always she remembered the big houses, the
shiny cars that constantly passed by her aunt’s place and the movies she often saw with her cousins. She would
take her high school course there next year, her father had told her.
Nita liked the noise and the unceasing activity of Cabanatuan. Only there were no serenades there, she thought.
The bamboo floor creaked beneath her feet as Nita walked across the room to her father’s side. Mang Isiong
was looking out of the window.
“Oh, Father,” Nita began. “May I—”
“Shhh … shhh … child!” her father interrupted her.
Somebody was knocking on the door.
“Mang Isiong, Mang Isiong. This is Eddie, the son of Terong.”
Nita’s father stood up and ambled to the door at his right. As he pushed back the bamboo door it made a
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grating sound.
“Come in, Eddie,” Mang Isiong called out.
Eddie poked his head through the door and smiled at the people inside.
“Good evening, Aling Marta, good evening, Ka Isko, good evening, Mang Isiong, good evening, Lucing,
Nita.”
He turned to Mang Isiong.
“Could I say something to you, Mang Isiong?”
Nita’s father looked back at the other people in the room. Then he quickly went out of the door to the dark
porch.
Nita could hear them talking in a low voice but she could not make out the words. After a few minutes Mang
Isiong reentered the living room. He closed the door after him. There was a frown on his face.
Nita’s heart sank within her. Now she could not ask him to let her go with Lucing. Mang Isiong walked back to
the bench and sat down. He began to roll another cigarette. Everybody in the room was waiting.
“Well, what did Eddie want?” Nita’s mother finally asked.
“You will have to prepare supper for four men. Captain Garcia’s outfit is in the plaza and he wants his men fed
before they continue their march. The barrio council assigned four men to me,” Mang Isiong said without looking
directly at his wife.
“Again? Why, this will be the third time for this month. We already gave money and rice to those people in the
hope that they would let us alone, and now they still want us to feed them.” Aling Marta threw up her hands.
Nita and Lucing looked at each other. It would mean robbing the hen’s nest again, boiling another pot of rice
and giving up their breakfast to the men.
“But that is the least we can do for them,” Nita’s father protested.
“Marta is right, Isiong. Those people are already abusing our kindness. They are even endangering our barrio.
If the P.C. learns of this …”
Mang Isko rose.
“I better go home now. My wife is nervous again, I am sure.”
Mang Isko walked to the door. He limped slightly. Nita followed him with her eyes. He was getting old and
rheumatism was troubling him. He pushed open the door and went out. The bamboo stairs creaked under his feet.
“Put your sewing away, Lucing, and prepare some food,” Nita’s mother said. “And you, Nita, see if there are
still some eggs left in the nest near the stairs.”
“But Mother, the old hen is sitting on the eggs and I want to raise some chickens,” Nita said.
“It is for a good cause, child. You are not being patriotic like your father.”
Aling Marta gave Mang Isiong a meaningful look. Mang Isiong did not say anything.
From the kitchen door Nita saw the men come in one by one. They were big dark men with long hair and dirty
clothes. Their shoes made muddy impressions on the polished floor as they crossed the room.
The men dropped themselves on the chairs and benches. They looked tired and hungry, Nita thoughat. Did they
have their own homes once? she asked herself. What made them leave their wives, their sisters and parents and
march through the night being hunted down like beasts by the P.C.? Perhaps some of them were like Mang
Andoy’s son, perhaps they were dissatisfied with their lot, as her father would say, she mused.
Nita noticed that the four men looked almost alike. They had on soiled khaki pants and khaki jackets with the
collars buttoned close to their necks. Only the three men, because the fourth was wearing a red and black
checkered shirt, she corrected herself.
She found herself staring at the fourth man. He was stretched out on the bench blowing smoke rings in the air.
He was the only one wearing a gun around his belt.
She distrusted him, she thought. His eyes, small and bloodshot beneath bushy eyebrows, reminded her of a
snake.
“Nita, help Lucing set the table,” she heard her mother say.
Nita turned slowly. She took the plates and glasses from Lucing and placed them on the kitchen table. Lucing
put a heaping plate of steaming rice beside the plate of dried fish and fried eggs. From a basket hanging on the
sawali wall Nita’s mother took a bunch of ripe bananas and set them on the farthest end of the table near the
earthen drinking jar. The kerosene lamp that dangled overhead cast gloomy shadows on the walls.
“Shall I call them in now?” Nita asked her sister.
Lucing nodded. She looked tired. Her forehead and neck glistened with perspiration and her two braids hung
limply down her shoulders. From the doorway Nita motioned to her father who was sitting on the other bench
near the window.
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“The table is set,” she whispered.
Her father nodded his head slightly. He stood up and approached the men.
“The food is served. You may go in now.”
The man in the checkered shirt was the first one to move. The three men rose and shuffled singly into the
kitchen after their leader. They smelled of tuba,\fn{A strong alcoholic liquor distilled from the fermented sap of various palms,
especially the nipa and coconut.} of damp earth and sweat as they took turns in washing their hands in the basin of
water which Nita’s mother had placed on a stool. The men took their places beside the table and waited for one
another to begin eating.
“You may eat now,” Mang Isiong said. “The fare is not so good, we had no time to prepare—”
“Oh, this is all right,” one of the men said. “We are sorry to have caused you a disturbance …”
“It is no trouble at all. We are glad to be of some help,” Mang Isiong answered hastily.
The men began to eat greedily, all except the one in the checkered shirt.
“Don’t you have a fork and spoon?” he demanded.
Lucing came forward with a fork and spoon which she handed to the man. The man in the checkered shirt
looked at Lucing sideways.
“Ah, so there is a pretty girl in this house.” He winked at his companions and smiled showing his yellow teeth.
The men looked up from their plates and stared at Lucing. Lucing moved to her mother’s side near the door.
“Why, she’s even prettier than the school teacher Sergeant Cruz has taken a fancy to,” one of the men
remarked.
“What’s your name, beautiful one?” the man in the checkered shirt asked.
Nita could see that Lucing was getting uneasy. She kept looking at her father and mother. .
“Her name is Lucing,” Mang Isiong answered. He was frowning.
“So the pretty girl is shy,” the man continued without taking his eyes from Lucing. “Well, she won’t be before
long.” He laughed aloud and tilted his chair backwards. His companions joined him and their laughter sounded
harsh and ugly.
Nita heard her mother whispering to Lucing to leave the room. Lucing turned to go but the man in the
checkered shirt stopped her.
“Wait a minute, beautiful. Don’t leave us yet. Please give us some water.”
“Now, Badong, let her alone. Can’t you see that you’ve already frightened her?” one of the men said.
The man called Badong did not say anything. The smile did not leave his lips. He was waiting.
Lucing looked at her father. She was biting her lips.
Mang Isiong nodded slightly.
Lucing took the earthen jar from the other end of the table and approached the men. Lucing’s hand trembled as
she poured the water into each of the four glasses. The only sound in the room was the gurgling of the water as it
flowed out of the small-mouthed jar.
“That’s better,” Badong said, his thick lips widening into a grin.
Nita saw her father edging quietly towards the door of the kitchen. She knew there was a sharp bolo sheathed
behind the door. In the corner Nita spied the short bamboo rod which his father used for barring the window. She
began to pray to herself.
“Please, God, don’t let anything happen in our house. Please, God, make the bad men go away …”
After Lucing had filled the last glass she half ran out of the kitchen into the adjoining room. The men looked at
her retreating figure but they did not say anything. Nita was able to breathe more freely again.
The men ate noisily. They consumed all the boiled rice, the dried fish and, the eggs. They laughed much and
told vulgar stories about their deeds.
Mang Isiong kept silent. Nita understood fragments of their conversation.
“When our cause triumphs you will not be a mere farmer any more,” they told her father. “We will burn all the
big houses, kill the filthy rich, return the land to the common men and divide the wealth of the nation among the
poor. The hour of the little man is close at hand.”
Mang Isiong, with a frozen smile on his lips, just nodded assent to everything they said.
“The government cannot lick us with the handful of soldiers it has. The people in the government are too busy
enriching themselves to pay real attention to us. Our cause has many supporters and the movement is spreading to
every part of the country. Soon we will receive aid from the Nation across the sea.”
Nita curled her lips. She could feel the tightening of her clenched fists. They are all lies, lies, she thought
passionately. She hated the men, she wished they would go away, she wished the P.C. soldiers would find them
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and kill the man in the checkered shirt.
At last the men rose to go. They filed out of the kitchen and the living room leaving behind the bad smell of
their clothes and the mess on the table. The man called Badong spoke again.
“The people in this barrio are very cooperative. The P.C. must never learn of our activities or else …”
He left his sentence hanging.
“Next time tell your daughter not to be shy. If we were not only in a hurry we might even get friendly with her,
eh?” He winked at his companions.
“But we’ll be back.”
Badong went down the bamboo stairs and the other men followed him. As the last man was about to leave he
turned to Mang Islong and Ahng Marta.
“Thank you for the meal, and please don’t mind what Badong did and said. It was just the effect of the tuba he
had drunk. We did not mean to scare your daughter. It is only that we have not seen a woman for a long time.”
After that he joined the other men.
*
The men finally disappeared into the night. Mang Isiong barred the door tightly. He was breathing hard as if he
had been carrying something heavy. Nita’s mother sat on the nearest chair, her hands folded on her lap and her
eyes staring at the opposite wall. Mang Isiong began closing the windows, securing them fast with bamboo rods.
Nita looked at the mud-splattered floor. She would scrub it the next day, she thought.
Lucing came out of the room. Her eyes were red and swollen.
“Have they gone away?” she whispered. She knelt beside her mother and pillowed her head on her mother’s
lap.
Aling Marta placed her arms around Lucing. Tears were beginning to fill her eyes.
“I am afraid, Mother. I’m so afraid,” Lucing sobbed.
Aling Marta and Mang Isipng looked at each other. Mang Isiong seemed to have aged all of a sudden. He sat
down on the bench near the window and reached for his tobacco pouch, his fingers trembling as he rolled a
cigarette.
“Marta,” Mang Isiong said. “Take Lucing and Nita to Cabanatuan tomorrow morning. You all stay there until
peace is restored here.”
Nita sat beside her father and snuggled against his arm. She could feel her father’s hand caressing her hair
tenderly.
She yawned; she was feeling sleepy again.
There would be no serenade tonight, she thought.
81.138 People In The War\fn{by Gilda Cordereo-Fernando (1930Philippines (F) 6

)}

Manila, National Capital Region, The

1
Our front door opened right into the sidewalk, and the street sloped down to a lily-dappled river, in our house
in the city. Across the river a soap opera was always taking place: a man with two wives lived in an unpainted
house beside the lumber mill. When the sun went down the wives began to quarrel, clouting each other with
wooden clots, and a bundle of clean wash came flying out of the window into the silt below. We watched them
chase each other down the stairs, clawing each other’s clothes off and rolling down the embankment, and the dogs
of the neighborhood surrounding them, barking and snarling—till from the lumber mill the husband emerged—a
shirtless apparition with a lumber saw in his hand.
At least once a month they held a wake on the river bank. They rented a corpse, strung up colored lights and
gambled till the wee hours of the morning. Sometimes a policeman wandered in—having heard some rumor, and
poked around with his nightstick. But there would be the corpse, and it was truly dead, there would be the card
games, but no suspicion of betting (the chips having been scooped away together with the basket of money) and
the policeman would saunter away, wiping a tear, leaving the poor relatives to their grief and their gambling.
“We must move to another neighborhood,” my father said everyday. We planted trees to screen them from
sight, we planted trees to preserve our respectability. A truck unloaded two acacia trees on our doorstep, saplings
no bigger than I. The houseboy made a bamboo fence around their trunks and every afternoon the maids hauled
out pails to water them.
Soon the trees grew tall and lush with yellow-green leaves and the crickets sang in them. Then the street boys
shook them for bugs and crickets, or stripped off the bark with penknives or swung on the branches till they
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snapped.
My father waged an indefatigable battle with the street boys for why should they want to destroy beautiful
things? He was terribly good with a slingshot and seldom missed his target—for ammunition he used a round clay
pellet instead of a stone and it made a painful red mark.
In time my father just had to lean out of the window and the boys scampered down the trees, and after a while
they learned to leave the trees alone.
The soft dappled shade served many purposes. The branches sheltered a group of nursery school children with
sausage curls whose playground had been turned during the Occupation\fn{ As the Japanese military presence between
1941 and 1945 was called in The Philippines .} into a garrison. In the afternoons a Japanese girl named Sato-san came to
air a nephew and a niece and lay out rice cakes under the spreading trees. She was a masseuse in the Japanese
barbershop at the corner which was always brilliant with neons and sweet with the odor of Bay Rum.
Occasionally, a dispossessed family of tattered jugglers did their act in the shade of the acacias. They laid a
dirty tarpaulin on the ground and tumbled on it, juggling wooden balls and bottles. Then the father stood on a
barrel and balanced his two daughters on his shoulders and it was the most daring, most brilliant finale I had ever
seen. As they made their bow, an indifferent crowd dropped a coin or two into the man’s soiled hat, and once I
saw someone drop in a rotten mango.
Our driver now turned houseboy (our Plymouth had been commandeered) hailed from a pot-making region
and he would come from vacation with a tobacco box full of hard clay pellets baked in the sun, for my father’s
slingshot—a year’s supply till the next vacation.
My father had a low opinion of the Imperial Army. When I showed him my report card, he thundered,
“What do you mean 75 in Algebra, 95 in Nippongo! Am I raising a little geisha?”
Oh yes, one night he almost got into real trouble with that slingshot.
A drunken Japanese officer was kicking noisily on the door of the family living downstairs, calling the young
girl’s name amorously and growling like a jungle ape. Annoyed, my father flung back the bed sheets and charged
to the window with his slingshot. Mother tried to pull him back, but already father had aimed and hit—right in the
seat of the olive drab pants. It was a blackout and the Jap was at a disadvantage—flattened behind the window, his
treacherous opponent let loose another hail of pellets.
With horrible war cry, the soldier unsheathed his sword, a grim Samurai brandishing reprisal in the air. Mother
and I cowered in our nightgowns and embraced each other. Whenever the officer’s drink-clouded eyes looked up
at our direction, my father shot at him from another win-dow.
Finally, the Jap stumbled away, his hobnailed boots echoing in the deserted midnight street. We half-expected
the Imperial Army to storm our door the next morning, but they never came. I guess the Jap was too drunk to
remember it.
After a while our curtain of trees became useless. The people on the other side of the river raised a contribution
to build a bamboo bridge across it and the bad elements started coming into town. It was a narrow, split-bamboo
bridge that swayed, and the Japanese soldiers loved to walk on it.
As the beggars with coconut shell in their palms increased in number, it became a usual thing to find a bloated
corpse under a newspaper. Everyone was suddenly interested in food production: the twin curly-haired young men
from across the river began to cultivate the ground surrounding the acacias. From two o’clock until sundown they
puttered among the neat plots, loosening the soil around the flourishing yams and talinum buds, fetching water in
cans, collecting fertilizer from under the dokars parked in the street.
Aquilino was the leaner, handsomer twin, he was my brown god in an undershirt, reeking of sweat and
fertilizer; but when Santos knocked on our door with a basket of talinum tops for Mother I couldn’t decide whom
I liked better.
When the jasmine climbing from our window box was replaced with the more practical amplaya, I carved their
names on the fruit, and the letters grew as the fruit grew: Santos and Aquilino.
2
The Spanish family renting the downstairs portion of our house opened a small laundry but retained their fierce
pride. The women sat behind the unpainted counter in their bedraggled kimonas, like soiled aristocracy, handling
the starched pants drying on the wire hanger with pale finicky fingers.
They pretended to understand nothing but Spanish and a customer’s every Tagalog word sent them huddling
together in consultation. If you were overtaken there by lunchtime, in the kitchen, Señora Bandana placed a wet
rag on her hot frying pan. The daughter then came out and said wheedling, “Cena tu ya aqui,” having made you
believe, by the fabulous sizzle that there was a chicken or at least a milkfish in the pan.
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Since it was unthinkable to stay over for a meal during those hard times, you left with thanks and profuse apologies. The family then commenced on its meal of rice and bagoong, smugly sitting on their reputations.
They had been paying P15\fn{ Fifteen Philippine pesos.} a month before the war and insisted on paying the same
rent in Japanese money. My father continually begged them to leave so we could take in boarders, but whenever
he brought up the subject, Señora Bandana had one of her heart attacks. Finally, they compromised by giving us
back two rooms which we needed for Mr. Solomon and Boni.
*
Boni was a fourth cousin from Batangas on my mother’s side. He had gotten stranded in Manila when the
schools closed and came to live with us because he found it easier to make money in the city, on buy-and-sell.
He always had some business or another: he had converted an old German bicycle into a commercial tricycle
and rented it to a man every morning. He also dealt in wooden shoes, muscovado, agar-agar from the sea and
cotton batting for auto seats.
On father’s birthday, Boni presented him a skeletal radio he had tinkered with, that could catch the Voice of
Freedom and it pleased my father no end. Once Boni bought three truckfuls of bananas wholesale—our garage
was full of them there was hardly any space to walk.
That venture had been a fiasco—before he could resell the lot, half of them rotted away while he was at a
dance in Parañaque.
Boni was an expert balisong wielder. He could hit a coin four feet away, the knife making a clean hole in the
center of it. He also had a bad habit of throwing the knife at cockroaches and lizards and cutting them to ribbons.
Once he threw it at a stray cat that was annoying him below his window and my mother almost had a fit.
“Send him away,” my mother told my father over the tulia broth. “Make him go home to the province.”
My father took the knife away and told Boni to behave.
Boni’s father was an unbeliever, and when he died, which was three years before the war, he asked the family
to erect a devil on his gravestone. And there it still stands in the cemetery in Batangas, regal and black, its tail
long and sharp as an arrow, its eyeballs and armpits a fiery red, lording it over all the weeping angels and white
crosses.
On All Soul’s Day Boni alone came to visit the grave, to cut away the weeds and repaint the devil a deep,
glossy black.
*
Mr. Solomon occupied what had been Señora Bandana’s sala.
He hung up his crucifix and his hat and locked the door and never opened it again. Mr. Solomon owned vast
salt beds in Bulacan and his dream was to control the salt market in Manila. Just before the war he was competing
even with the Chinese merchants and whatever price he dictated the merchants had to follow.
In the great salt war there was a time when salt was selling for ten centavos a sack.
His four sons joined Marking’s Guerrillas\fn{A unit of irregular guerrilla forces organized by marcos Augustin and so named
after his nom-de-guerre, Augustin V. Marking} after the fall of Bataan, and Mr. Solomon became its heaviest contributor.
The Japanese had seized his salt beds and when he became the kempetai’s most hunted man, he begged my papa,
who was his old friend, to hide him and that was why he was boarding with us.
Mr. Solomon stayed all day in Señora Badana’s sala, gazing out the window saying nothing. He listened to the
nursery school children singing; he watched Sato-san air her nephew and niece; he dropped coins into the juggler’s hat.
But we had to pass his food down a wobbly dumbwaiter. My brother Raul and I complained whenever we were
assigned to deliver the food, especially if there was hot soup, but Mother said to be patient with Mr. Solo-mon as
he was a man who had “gone through the fire of suffering.”
The only time Mr. Solomon ever went out of his room was when he offered to show Papa how to make ham.
After rubbing the fresh pig’s thigh with salt, he brought out a syringe and shot the red meat full of salt-peter and
other preservatives. Then he wrapped it in a cloth and told Mama to keep it in the ice box for three months.
Mama said Mr. Solomon was probably getting tired of eating fish.
*
When Eden and Lina came to stay with us, I gave up my room to sleep with Mother. They were home-loving
sisters who made my room look nice with printed curtains and put crocheted covers on the beds. Under the bed
they had many boxes of canned goods, mostly milk for Eden’s baby. A basket lined with diapers was hung from
the rafters and the baby slept in it.
Eden and Lina’s father was Papa’s brother and they used to live in Cabanatuan where they had a rice mill. As
children, we used to play baseball on the area of cement beside the granary where the palay was spread out to dry,
during our vacation in the province before the war. Their mother ran a restaurant called “Eden’s Refreshment”
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where she served a thick special dinuguan smoking right from an earthen pot.
Tia Candeng had a fault—she played favorites. It was always “Eden is pretty., Eden is valedictorian, My child
Eden …”
Never Lina. Lina ran around in ragged slacks and played cara y cruz with the mill hands.
On Eden’s eighteenth birthday they rented the roof garden of the municipio and held a big dance. Her dress
was ordered from Manila and cost three hundred fifty pesos. The town beautician worked all day putting a lot of
pomade and padded hair in her pompadour.
They sent us an 8 x 10 photograph of Eden on her debut with a painted waterfall in the background.
After that, a rich widower used to motor all the way from Tarlac to visit Eden. An engineer also fell in love
with her and lavished the family with bangus from their fishpond. When the charcoal-fed Hudson and Ford
stopped by their gate, Tia Candeng, all a-flutter, brought out from her stock of pre-war canned goods precious hot
dogs to fry and serve to the rivals.
But one day a small squat soldier without a job blew into town and Eden ran away with him. He was a mere
lieutenant and a second one at that, and Tia Candeng never forgave them. They came to the city to live, in a muddy crooked street.
Minggoy and Eden had violent quarrels. Whenever they did, Eden bundled her cake pans and pillows and mats
and photo albums and the week-old baby and stayed with us for a few days. In the latter part of the Occupation,
her husband joined the guerrillas and Eden came to live with us permanently.
Lina came later.
Her stringiness had blossomed into a willowy kind of slenderness and she had her mother’s knack for housekeeping. But she was of a nervous temperament. Continually, she wove “Macrame” bags of abaca twine in readiness for the day when we would be fleeing the bombs. She had also fashioned a wide inner garment belt of
unbleached cotton, with numerous secret pockets.
3
My brother’s room was the largest in the home, it was the size of the sala and the dining room together because in the good old days it had been a billiard room. It led out to an azotea and had a piano in it. His friends,
Celso, Paquito and Nonong were always in Raul’s room for they were trying to put out an ambitious book of
poems.
Celso’s father had an old printing press, rusty from disuse, and they lugged it up to the room and were always
tinkering with it, trying to make it work. Boni offered them a price for the scrap metal, and they threw an
avalanche of books at him.
The piano had been won by an uncle of Nonong who was timbre-deaf, from a raffle. This uncle was so timbredeaf in fact that the only tune he could tell from another was the National Anthem because everyone stood up
when it was played. All he had to spend for was the ticket and the transportation, and on Nonong’s birthday the
beautiful second-hand Steinway was presented to him instead of the books he wanted.
Nonong’s room was too small for the books he wanted. Mother never objected to the boys lugging things into
the house just as long as they never lugged things out.
Sometimes they stuck a candle in a bottle and my brother Raul read the Bible deep into the night. They called
me their Muse and allowed me to listen to their poems for I had read Dickinson and Marlowe and of course that
made me an authority, and besides I was always good for a plateful of cookies or to fetch an extra chair.
*
Paquito could play “stardust” on the Steinway and Celso could do a rib-splitting pantomime, but best of all I
liked Nonong although he couldn’t do anything. Nonong gave me a Ticonderoga pencil he had saved all the way
from before the war—it was stuck on a painted card where you could read your fortune. On Christmas I gave him
a handkerchief embroidered with his initials in blue thread.
Nonong was always trying to make an intellectual out of me. The few books I read—Les Miserables, Rashomon, Graustark and Inside Africa—were all from him. I ransacked my father’s trunk of books for something to
present him in return and came up with the fourth volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, from John the Baptist
to Leghorn.
“I have read a lot of authors,” Nonong used to say teasing me, “but best of anything I’ve read I like the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, from John the Baptist to Leghorn.”
Once, after a visit to a friend’s house, Raul couldn’t fetch me and my mother telephoned, “Don’t you go home
alone, Nonong is here, I will send him over to fetch you.” We walked down the avenue laughing under the
unlighted street lamps, the carretelas and tricycles zigzagging past us.
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“Let’s drop by your office, Nonog,” I said, “so you can get the book you promised to lend me.”
“All right,” Nonong said, “although there’s not much print left to read any more—the Bureau has inked out all
the nice pages and covered the pictures.”
“That’s all right,” I said, flinging my arms in a bored gesture the way I had seen movie stars do. “It’s better
than dying slowly of boredom.”
“Are you lonely, Victoria?”
“No,” I said defiantly, deep in my heart, lying.
We walked.
We turned into the stairs of his office in R. Hidalgo over which was a sign in Japanese characters. The back of
the building had been bombed out and no one had bothered to clear up the rubble. There was a blackout notice
again that night and it was pitch dark in the building.
We groped our way to the head of the stairs and into the room. There were five desks and Nonong’s was the
farthermost, under the electric fan. Kneeling, Nonong opened each drawer and ransacked its contents.
“It’s here somewhere,” he said.
I went out to the little balcony and stood looking down at the gradually emptying street. It was four days before Christmas. There were paper lanterns hanging at the windows of the houses but none of them was lighted,
and they swayed, rustling dryly in the cold wind.
I was tired of the war. I wished Nonong would put his arms around me and kiss my mouth and always love me,
but I knew that if he even as much as touched my hand I would slap him hard on the mouth and kick him on the
shin and never speak to him again.
He stood silently beside me and put his lean arms on the window sill, I could see the veins taut on them.
Behind us, the darkness was absolute and complete.
“What are you going to be after the war, Nonong?”
“Oh … a writer, I guess, or a bum or something.”
“Me, I’m going to buy a house on top of a hill and live there all my life alone.”
“Suppose someone falls in love with you?”
“Who’s going to fall in love with me, silly?” I looked up at the stern profile etched in the dark, thin and
beautiful and ascetic, like the face of Christ.
“Heavens, Nonong,” I exclaimed. “You look like God!”
“Don’t be blasphemous, Victoria, where’s your convent school breeding?” He smiled. “I’ve got the book now,
let’s go if you’re ready.”
We felt our way through the pitch-dark corridor to the stairs at the foot of which was the door in a well of
smoky light.
*
We were the lost generation:
My brother Raul and his friends were neither men nor boys, they were displaced persons without jobs and they
roamed the streets restlessly in search of something useful to do.
My father had started a business making oil lamps and the boys helped him in the mornings, cutting the glass
and hammering open the tin cans and shaping them into the vise to fit the pattern. But their afternoons were
empty.
Nonong and I learned to lag behind after church and walk, nibbling roasted coconuts that tasted like chestnuts
when we were together. Sometimes I went with the gang to the Farmacia de la Rosa where we could order real
fresh milk ice-cream. Mrs. De la Rosa told us her fresh milk came all the way from Pampanga every day and had
to pass four sentries and that was why it was so expensive.
Sometimes we went to Tugo and Pugo stage-show to buy an hour’s laughter, at other times we rented bicycles
and rode to the very end of town where nobody knew us, peeping over the fences of Japanese garrisons with the
flag of the rising sun fluttering over it.
One day I told my mother that Nonong was coming that afternoon and if I could ask him for supper. I slaved
over a plateful of cassava cookies in front of a hot tin charcoal oven. Lkina was the good cook but I disdained her
help and advices.
For supper we had fresh tawilis from Batangas, and a good piece of ham that Mr. Solomon had made. We
waited for an hour past suppertime and still Nonong had not come.
When we finally did sit down for supper, nobody said anything except for Boni who, having arrived late,
looked at the extra plate quizzically, opened his mouth and closed it again like a fish gasping for air.
It was raining when Nonong came, smelling of beer, three hours late and sorry. I had already put away the
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supper dishes and cassava cookies I had sweated over all afternoon, and I was still angry. He sat on the large
kamagong chair and I sat on the other kamagong chair opposite him with the vase of santan flowers between us.
And then we looked at each other and stopped dead still.
For we could see each other’s hearts and knew what was there, what had been growing for months without our
knowledge and consent. And heavy with grief I said simply,
“I dreamt of you last night. You were sitting on a chair and I was on the floor hugging your knees and I said, ‘I
love you,’ and you said, ‘That’s all right you’ll get over it.’”
He put out his fingers tentatively, and stroked the back of my hand and I pulled it away. But in a minute we
were touching again and I was crying into his palm and he said,
“Help me, I’m so unhappy.”
But after a while we heard Eden’s slippers slapping on the floor of the dining room where she had gone to
open a can of milk for the baby, and I told him to go away and never see me again.
On February 17, Nonong telephoned me. We talked a long long time about this and that and many useless
things. Then just before the Japanese cut off our line, I heard his voice at the other end say soft but clearly,
“Listen to this, Victoria, and remember: I-love-you.”
And that was the only time he ever said it.
4
We had run to the church rotunda and even there the dug-outs were in every place, you were lucky if you could
find a place to dig.
The house had burned down and Boni had gotten himself burned trying to save Mr. Solomon who had
panicked and couldn’t get himself out of his locked room.
Father and Raul were carrying Boni in a blanket fashioned into a hammock. Lina and I walked together—she
had on her belt in which were all her treasures, and the six string bags with clothes in them. I was carrying my
favorite dress, a pillow and a bottle of precious water. Immediately behind us Eden walked, the two-month-old
baby in her arms. Mother walked last of all, pale and tight-lipped, carrying the kettleful of rice she had boiled for
the noonday meal, and the slices of roasted pork.
From Taft you could see clear through to the seashore for all the buildings were charred and rutted. The Japanese had barricaded themselves in the Rizal Coliseum and you could hear the mortar shells go boom from there
and boom again a mile away.\fn{ General Tomoyuki Yamashita, commanding the Japanese 14 th area army, had decided upon a static

defense aimed at pinning down Allied troops on Luzon for as long as possible. On February 3 the 1 st cavalry division reached Manila and
the 37th infantry division arrived there the next day. The 11 th airborne division reached the southern outskirts on February 6. Although
General Yamashita at one time apparently had some thought of abandoning the city, in the end Manila was bitterly defended by the
Japanese with steady house-to-house warfare, and it was not until March 3 that the 14 th corps could announce the organized resistance was
over.}

A trio of planes roared dangerously low. Shakily, Lina and I dived into a shelter where a Chinese consul and
his family crouched, and bitterly, they reproached us for crowding them in the already cramped space. Mother had
run into another hole and ran out screaming for there was in it a man with half of his face shot off. Outside the
shelter, we could hear Boni begging,
“Please don’t leave me …”
We were scattered in all directions.
Somehow we found each other again. Papa’s plan was to go south to Pasig to escape the mortar shells that
were coming from the north. He and Raul took up Boni again and started to walk.
Somewhere in the running, I had lost my shoes and was proceeding barefoot; I had also forgotten my favorite
dress in the last dugout. Whenever the mortar shells dropped around us, we threw ourselves flat on the ground and
covered our ears, but still we could hear the whistling and the unearthly screams of the people who had been hit.
After one of the raids which lasted longer than usual, we burrowed out of the shelters to find Boni gone. Some
told us later that he had been seen crawling to Taft Avenue.
On our way to Pasig we scampered for safety into the old Avellana home, the only one standing in Malate. A
Japanese sniper in a battered car was shooting at us and we went into the enclosed ruins, picking our way hurriedly over the wounded and the dead.
Raul was the calmest of all. He had taken the kettle of rice from Mother and whenever he dived to the ground,
a little of the rice spilled but he gathered it again, brushed the earth from the pork with invincible good humor. He
had his rosary with him and never parted with it, he vowed that if nobody got hurt he would become a priest.
We entered the damaged cellar and found there a group of hysterical mestizas. One of them, Señora Bendana’s
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daughter, a friend of Lina, persuaded her that the place had been continuously machine-gunned and that they
should transfer to a concrete garage nearby where the rest of the family were. Lina left with her.
We were willing to take our chances and remained behind. We settled ourselves comfortably, taking small
swallows of water from our bottle, but not one of us could eat. The baby sucking at Eden’s breast was drawing
blood and Eden’s tears were falling on its face.
In a few moments Lina was back, alone. She was hysterical. The garage she and her friend had gone into had
been hit by a grenade, and she had seen the whole Bandana family and her friend perish in it.
We ran without any sense of direction. Finally, we found a high concrete wall against which several galvanized iron sheets had fallen, forming a safe shelter but every time someone moved, the sheets clattered noisily,
betraying our presence.
The few remaining Japanese soldiers were desperate: with bayonets bared, they stalked the ruins, thirsting to
run through anything that moved. Raul pillowed his head in his arms and snored like a baby. We heard a Japanese
soldier patrolling nearby, his hob-nailed boots crunching heavily on the rubble. Eden’s baby began to whimper.
Eden offered her breast but the baby refused it, for it could not longer give any nourishment.
“Keep him quiet,” my mother hissed.
The footsteps were growing fainter and then they stopped altogether. We heard a revolver cock. Then the footsteps started again, tracing the same path outside our shelter. The baby was now whimpering in earnest.
“Beat its head with a bottle,” somebody suggested.
The bottle was thrust into Papa’s hand. He raised his hands for the blow and brought them down limply, he had
a weak stomach. He next tried to strangle the tiny neck but his fingers turned weak and rubbery. The soldier was
almost upon us. Luckily, the baby quieted for a moment.
Only when the footsteps receded could we talk. Papa said,
“Eden, go away with your child and save us, and maybe you too can be saved elsewhere.”
Eden crept out slowly, making an infernal racket with the sheets. In a moment she was crawling back. Wordlessly, she turned over the baby to Papa like an offering. The Japanese was returning. Lina cursed, restlessly she
paced back and forth, standing up and sitting down.
“I’ve got it!” she cried. “Let me …”
She took a pillow I had been carrying all this time and put it on the baby’s face. Then she sat on it, hard. The
mother stared dumbly at the earth, her hands dangling between her legs. There was a struggling under the pillow
and a smothered whimper. Slowly, Lina got up, biting her hails. She became hysterical and Papa had to hit her
across the mouth.
Eden took the dead baby and began rocking it to sleep.
*
We slept from exhaustion.
The crunching footsteps had disappeared. The moon rose bright and clear, like the promise of another time,
and we could find our way out. A group pushing a wooden cart full of pots and pans an mats and bundles was
coming towards us.
“The Americans are here,” the father of the group we met said. “They have gone over Santa Cruz bridge.”
Papa counted the heads.
Boni was gone.
Mr. Solomon was gone.
We couldn’t find Eden. We looked back to where we had come from and through the twisted buttresses of the
ravished homes, we could see a lonely figure poking amid the debris.
“She has probably gone back to bury the child,” Mother said.
“Let’s go ahead then,” Father said. “She’ll catch up with us.”
88.134 The Crowded Room\fn{by Virgilio R. Samonte (1931-

)} Vigan,

Ilocos Sur Province, The Philippines (M) 2

From the national highway, the symmetrical rows of white-walled, gray-roofed, duplex cottages, appear like a
colony of doll houses, and the persons who may be seen at that distance—walking along the neat-looking, narrow
corridors which are the streets separating the different blocks, or standing forlornly before the tiny doors or within
the small, rectangular gardens in front of each cottage, some green with vegetation—are the animated puppets
inhabiting them. (One may very well ask: Who—or what—pulls the strings that animate them?)
In these doll houses dwell the so-called low-income bracket of government employees: here, within the cement
walls and barred windows of each apartment, they live, and make love—and die …
*
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Each time he got down at his block, coming home, his glance would almost always fall on the still form of the
sick boy, sitting in the afternoon shade of the cottage at the corner, watching the buses and people go by. And each
time, he would look hurriedly away; he felt as though he were in the presence of the dead. With simulated
indifference, he would let his eyes stray over to the white row of duplex, one-story cottages on the other side of
the graveled street, and then walk on, his back feeling naked and exposed. It was a daily ritual, except on
weekends or when he came home after dark. Then the sick boy would be gone.
That afternoon, when he got down at the corner, he missed the boy: he was not at his accustomed place. He
was surprised, and felt strange and a little lost; it was as if an important guidepost had been taken from his route.
The windows of the half of the cottage where the boy lived were curtained. He walked away, wondering.
On the left side of the street where the afternoon sun’s rays struck, the front yards of the cottages were empty.
On the right side where the shade was, a few children played. He passed an old woman turning up the dirt around
a listless plant in a small, almost bare garden, her scrawny arms working frantically.
Farther down the row, he recognized Charing. She was seated on a low stool in front of her doorstep, her face
turned away from him. Her family occupied the western half of the cottage where he stayed; his aunt had the
eastern apartment. Two cottages away, he heard loud voices; they came from his aunt’s apartment. He quickened
his stride.
Charing looked up when she heard him approaching.
“Your aunt and uncle, quarreling again,” she informed him.
“It must be fun to listen,” he said. She smiled.
“It's not fun to be alone every day and do nothing,” she said wistfully. He went to her and sat on the doorstep,
placing his books beside him.
“What are they arguing about this time?”
“Lety. It seems she’s so thoughtless.”
The same thing all the time, he thought. Always Lety.
He recalled an incident that happened months ago. The radio had been playing a tango.
“Let’s dance,” she said.
She had been with them only two weeks; his uncle Joaquin brought her there. He had danced with her, holding
her close, then closer still; she had not protested. Then that night at the dining table she had observed that he
danced very well. He had tried to laugh it off, while his uncle had looked at him searchingly; he tried to avoid her
after that. His thoughts whirled back to the present.
“I didn't hear you.”
“I was saying,” Charing said with some exasperation, “the sick boy at the corner is dying. His name is Gil.”
“How do you know?”
“In the store, they were talking about it. His father is a clerk in a government corporation.” So, that’s why the
boy wasn’t there.
“Are you doing anything tonight?” Charing asked.
The loud voices in his aunt’s apartment ceased. His uncle came out, frowning darkly; he passed by without
looking at them.
“I might go to Ben’s. They’re having a ping-pong match.”
His aunt came out and walked the other way, not glancing at them either. She stopped at the apartment across
the street where her co-teacher, Miss Santos, lived.
“Why?” he asked, turning to Charing.
“I thought you would like to play cards with me tonight.” She sounded disappointed.
“Why not?” he said after a moment. He turned his head away when her eyes lit up gratefully; he studied the
flowers in her garden.
“You have the best garden in our block,” he remarked, standing up. She had designed the figure of a huge
flower with cuchalitas, within which she had planted different flowering plants. Some were roses. She laughed
delightedly.
“I have nothing else to do here but keep house and tend the garden. Tonight then, Tony?” She looked expectant.
“Yes.”
The maid, Dalin, was sweeping in the sala when he went in; she stepped aside to let him pass.
“Where are Efren and Arte?” he asked. His cousins were not in the room which he shared with them.
“They went to the rally,” Dalin answered.
The rally—he had forgotten about it. Earlier that week, there had been talk about holding one. He recalled the
first time the district had planned to hold a rally to urge the President to sell the cottages in one big sale: he had
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accompanied his aunt to the meeting. Nothing had been done and the idea had fizzled out. His uncle who had
scoffed at it, had laughed when they got back tired and disappointed.
“What did I tell you!” his uncle had crowed with detestable glee.
“How can we pay in one lump sum, unless we borrow from usurers? We are not all as rich as some of those
people who talk of their low incomes and yet own cars. How can we pay in one lump sum? I’m better off than
most and I can’t afford to rent one!”
It was dusk when Efren and Arte arrived. From his bed he heard them approach, talking boisterously. The odor
from their warm, perspiring bodies assailed him when they came in.
“How was the rally?” he asked. Efren made a wry face.
“We didn’t stay long. There was just talk and waiting. We couldn’t wait.”
“He wanted to see the burlesque show on Azcarraga,” Arte said, and they laughed. “We didn’t have enough
money, though.” They laughed again.
Arte swung himself up to the upper bunk, shaking the double-decked bed. The springs squeaked in protest
under his weight as he lowered his full length on the bed. Efren went to the toilet adjoining the kitchen, then came
back and lay down, too, on his cot by the window.
The dusk became night. Moments later, he recognized the voices of his uncle and Lety; they were arguing
heatedly as they came in. They passed through the curtained doorway in the middle of the cement partition, into
the half room which they shared with his aunt. (They had placed a waist-high dresser between his aunt’s bed and
the single bed where his uncle and Lety slept. Between his room and theirs, a thin, wooden partition had been put
up.)
“You are going out alone too often!” he heard his uncle say.
“Do you expect me to sit here all day and do nothing?”
He got up and went outside, their voices trailing him. The cool night air met him at the door; he breathed easily
after a while. A few persons hurried by. On both sides of the street, the windows glowed. From opened doors, the
light extended outside like yellow blankets on the walks. The sky was clear, the stars cold and distant.
He watched a few buses go by the corner; only one stopped there. The thought of the dying boy came to him;
he felt a sadness which he couldn’t explain. Was the boy still alive? He could hear no sound of crying. Later,
Dalin called him in for supper.
He went to the adjoining apartment afterwards. Charing opened the door after he knocked, and slipped out. In
the soft darkness outside, he felt her breath on his cheek; she seemed in a hurry.
“Tony, I’m sorry,” she whispered apologetically. “Not tonight. My father’s stomach is bothering him again.”
Her pale face looked up at him imploringly. He felt let down.
“It’s all right. Is he bad?” He tried to sound sympathetic.
“He’s groaning terribly. Wait.” She paused. “There, can you hear him? And Mother is frantic with worry, I just
have to … to manage things. I’m so … so sorry, Tony.”
“It’s all right,” he repeated. “Call me when you have the time.”
“It’s his eating late … almost every day,” she said bitterly. She gave a low laugh, trying to shrug it off, but
there was a catch in her voice.
“I must go in now. Tony. I’m so—”
He pushed her inside, gently. From his aunt’s apartment he heard laughter and talk and the radio.
*
He decided to go to Ben’s. He passed the apartment of Miss Santos down the street, and through the window,
he saw his aunt; they were playing mahjong. She had not come home since the afternoon.
At the end of the block, by the rice paddies, a ping-pong game was going on. A large bulb was suspended
above the table. In the strong light, the players looked like painted dummies, moving jerkily from side to side,
their faces tense and serious. The others watched in strained silence, within and without the circle of light—a
mute audience of white ghosts and dark phantoms. Only the scorer’s intonation, crisp and low, and the tick-tock of
the ball as it bounced from one side to the other across the net, broke the hush.
It was already late when he got back. The row of cottages on both sides of the street seemed to watch him as he
went down the street. He felt tired but relieved. Only a few apartments had lighted windows. Even Miss Santos
had closed up..
They had left the door unlocked for him; he opened it slowly. It was dark inside, but he could discern the still,
sleeping form of Dalin on the floor of the sala; she slept there at night, moving the centerpiece to one side, and
spreading a buri mat on the cement floor. He stepped cautiously over her blanketed feet.
He took off his clothes in the gloom and put on his pajamas. He turned on the light. The brightness chased the
shadows away. He took a book from under his bed and forced himself to read. He felt sleepy; a pleasant weariness
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crept over his limbs. He dozed off helplessly.
He woke up with a start. The room was very dark. Vaguely, he recalled that he had not turned off the light;
somebody else had. His hand groped upwards and touched the bulb; it was still hot. Awkwardly, he got up without
turning on the light, groped his way to the bathroom, still a bit groggy from sleep.
Suddenly, cold fingers gripped his arm with a suddenness that shocked him into full consciousness. Terrified
and speechless, he switched on the bathroom light. He stared in surprise. It was Lety.
“Oh! I thought you were Joaquin!” she gasped.
Her face was white and frightened under the light. She was clad in a loose nightgown, one bird-like shoulder
bare and glowing. Their bodies touched slightly in the narrow space. He did not move, and neither did she: they
gaped at each other uncomprehendingly, their breath mingling. They stayed that way, wordlessly, for some
moments. Then he heard the sound of the springs in his uncle’s room; he switched off the light; she hurried away.
*
A scream rose from nowhere in the night. It came again, rising higher. Vaguely aware of what he was doing, he
dashed outside, almost stumbling over Dalin.
He stood outside in the cold night, confused and bewildered, listening intently. A thin mist hung over the
ground, weaving through the streets and around corners. The sky was like the dome of a vast church, solemn and
awesome in stillness; the white rows and rows of cottages in the starlight seemed like a wasteland of tombs.
The scream came again, this time, plaintive and appealing, rising and falling.
“Someone must be dying!” a man cried from behind him.
He whirled about.
It was his uncle, clad in shorts and camiseta. A warm, nauseous, living animal smell, strange and alien in the
atmosphere of death, rose from him. Lety stood behind him.
He felt a passionate urge to drive them back: he wanted to be alone.
He controlled himself with difficulty. Then, drawing apart, he said in a faraway tone,
“It’s just the boy … at the corner …”
80.160 Journey To The Edge Of The Sea\fn{by Gregorio C. Brillantes (1932Philippines (M) 13

)}

Camiling, Tarlac Province, The

1
The waves advanced boiling from the pale wind-roaring darkness, shattered on the hidden beach; and Marcos
strained blindly toward the ocean sound, loud for a moment and fading abruptly away. An intense white sun rose
over the sea, and the sea turned into a molten glitter that dazzled him in the instant of waking. The light whirled
above him, slowing down and finally coming to rest, a lampshade glow beside the bed as he opened his eyes to
the dark green silence and heard on the edge of it the faint breath and rush of the car down the street, receding
swiftly in the quite night.
It meant nothing: one of the small sounds, the tiny movements that surround sleep and sank into the dreaming
mind. He was staring, over the ridge of the pillow, at her unmade bed next to his; seeing, as if for the first time,
the embroidered dragons of her bedspread, when he caught the tap of her heels on the concrete walk outside, and
he tensed into a watchful waiting.
The faint rasp of her key in the lock downstairs; he reached out for a cigarette, decided against it as his hand
grazed the alarm beneath the green shaded lamp—it was a quarter past two, and the clock’s metal ticking seemed
to grow loud in the room, in the late stillness.
She was coming up the stairs now, and Marcos turned on his side toward the wall, breathing evenly; he heard
her enter the adjoining room, then her measured steps in the hallway before she opened the door. There was a
brief scent of perfume, a warm powdered presence as he felt her come close by the bed where he lay feigning
sleep; a rustle of dress unbuttoned and put away, the tap running in the bathroom.
He had not seen her leave in the evening, but in the shut darkness of his eyes he could see her as though he had
risen to open the door: the hoop earrings that framed her slender mestiza face, the white stem of her neck; perhaps
tonight she had worn the black satin dress copied from Vogue, with the odd flare about the hips that accented the
tallness of her.
The lamp was switched off, and he opened his eyes to the wall and a vague pattern of venetian blinds cast by
the street light; and he lay unmoving still, the rhythmic beat of the clock seeming to follow the strokes of his
heart.
The peculiar dryness in his mouth reminded him of the cigarette he had denied himself; he should have had
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one, he thought, suddenly annoyed with himself; crazy, he thought, a simple act turned into a complex gesture,
inviting what unwelcome revelations. …
He should have greeted her with casual irony, cigarette or book in hand; told her he could not sleep—the fitful
insomnia that had haunted him during the war; asked her about the bienvenida, or was it a going-away party this
time, and pretended gladness that she had had a fine time, heaven knows how dreary the days must be for her, the
house empty, what with him at the office or out of town on his business trips, and the children away at school
when they were not being hopelessly spoiled at their grandmother’s. …
But still, he could not bring himself to act out this false polite scene with her: ridiculous—at two in the morning—to be roused from a tired sleep for small talk: was Ben there, and Tita, and the rest of the Bright Gay People—while the flush on her cheeks lingered on after the evening’s excitement, her expression between a secret
smile and a wistfulness perhaps, dark veiled eyes that might not look into his own. …
*
Headlights passed down the street, oblique shadows faded off across the wall and ceiling. She had phoned in
the afternoon to tell him she would not be home till late—no, she didn’t need the car, her cousins were coming
over to fetch her. He was lecturing one of the junior executives on the need for more initiative, more devotion to
duty, and he had hung up with a curt enjoy-yourself: he had no patience with interruptions, especially if he was in
the midst of an urgent conference with the staff.
In the dark room now, his mind, from habit, held back sleep to remind him of the coming day’s schedule: the
press conference for the American tycoon, the account that had to be captured from a rival firm. There would be
no respite from work; one must out-think the others, counter their moves in the right places, at the right time. The
enemy entrenched, building up his reserves, waiting to mount his own attack. …
But he was confident; he had not been through the war for nothing. …
Ten years, he thought, since the night they fired their last rounds into the sky, the tracers flaming jubilantly off
Baler;\fn{A small town then, on the east coast of Luzon Island .} and the Colonel had produced a case of Scotch, courtesy
of General Krueger, and they had toasted their victory and the surrender of Japan, stumbling about drunkenly, a
pack of redeemed ferocious young men, on the beach\fn{ Probably Baler Bay.} that had been a battleground, and before that, a shore of darkness and crashing surf and wind and men waiting on the dunes for the wink of light that
might never come on the horizon of the sea.
How did it look now, that stretch of sea in the night, the dim shape of the headland to the left, the waves
coming in endless formations pale in the starlight, while he and his men lay in the shadows waiting. …
*
Sleep was returning, he felt himself drifting, without resistance, even as the remembered names and faces hove
into view briefly like lighted buoys on a darkened sea and sailed into night: the Colonel, and Narding, and Reyes,
one-man army with a BAR,\fn{Browning Automatic Rifle; a type of machine-gun, normally mounted on a tripod .} and Moro,
the radio-man, and the soft-spoken sergeant who had killed his faithless wife; all the gaunt and sunburned men he
had known in the war.
He was tallying the months they had stayed in the encampment in the hills of Cawayan, the weeks in the
jungles west of Bongabon, trying to shake off the punitive force sent after them; the length of the forced march up
the coast to Casiguran with the supplies and the transmitters.
He was counting retreats, re-groupings, clashes with the enemy, his memory meanwhile growing dimmer into
sleep, when with a shift so slight in his half-conscious mind that he did not notice it, he began to number the
occasions Nina had come home late: last week, and at least twice in the month before that, not including the
weekend he was up in Baguio for the management seminar; and when had it all started, he wondered remotely,
flittingly—was it last August, September, when the agency gained the string of new accounts, and he had to work
late in the office on budgets and proposals, seldom coming home for supper, taking time out only for coffee and
sandwiches, like a subordinate eager to impress the boss, who happened to be no one else—some joke—but
himself. …
Faintly the sound of wind rising in the trees about the house came to him; like the sea, his mind whispered, the
sea, as sleep rolled toward him, approached in waves closing over him; and before he thought he saw nothing,
there seemed for a second, out on the far dark rim of the world, the blink of the signal light he had lain in wait for
through the long night.
2
“You were out like a log when I came in last night,” Nina said as she poured his coffee.
The plaid curtains of the breakfast nook ballooned in a slight breeze; sunlight sifted customary shadows on the
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vinyl floor. Neat in her blue and white uniform, his daughter sat finishing her oatmeal solemnly; one of the twin
boys was teasing the cat with a potato chip. The radio in the living room was tuned in on the usual program of the
voluble emcee, who affected a nasal foreign twang even when he lapsed into the dialect.
It was a morning like any other, except that the radio was playing more rock-‘n’-roll than Marcos cared for;
and when he thought of his waking in the night, the late hour, it had the unreality of a tenuous dream forgotten
and then recalled, irrelevantly, in the prosaic day.
He glanced at the front page as he sipped his coffee—nuclear test ban talks stalemated in Geneva; riots in East
Berlin; graft, robbery, murder; a storm brewing in the Pacific, off the east coast of Luzon. He asked, carefully
indifferent:
“What time did it break up? Must have been some party …”
“Shortly before twelve … The party was a bore. Intellectuals yakking about the Filipino soul, and what is art,
that sort of thing … Danny, will you stop that and finish your breakfast!” and she leaned across the table toward
her daughter and adjusted the ribbon in the child’s hair.
“I wanted to leave early, but the girls insisted that we try that place near Manilia Hotel where they serve
bibingka—”
“Ferino’s” Marcos said. The girls, he mused wryly: the young matrons-about-town, her innumerable cousins
and schoolmates, who played bridge or mahjon all day when they were not at the movies, and who would still go
partying nights, while maids looked after the children and taught them their absurd language.
“You were up rather early,” he said. “After last night—”
“I went to Mass. First Friday,” she said. “I just can’t seem to get used to evening Masses …” She stirred her
lemonade and continued brightly:
“Your compadre Elo came to the despedida. Regards daw and when will you be free for a round of golf? Pining Santos showed up with her brand-new husband—a youngster who could pass for Elvis,\fn{ Elvis Aaron Presley
(1935-1977), the Father of Rock and Roll, in the same sense that James Dean (1931-1955) was the Father of Cool .} sideburns\fn{He
pioneered the wearing of exaggerated sideburns, a mark of my generation’s rebellion against the conformity to standards of behavior,
appearance and morality shrilly demanded by the generation immediately preceding us—the World War II generation, who were born just
after World War I, and whose customary reference points in matters of character lay in the late Nineteenth Century .} and all. But at her

age she could have done worse. Helen and Ric are leaving on a world tour—Tokyo’s their first stop, the Paris of
the orient they say—”
He was watching her over the paper limp in his hands: she had grown thinner—but perhaps it was only the
natural contour of her finely-modeled face. …
Her eyes met his for an instant as she lifted her glass to her lips: the deep dark eyes that had drawn him to her
the moment the met, the year before he resigned his commission, at an officers’ reunion in McKinley …
“You were telling me about Ric and Helen,” he said.
“They’ll be away for a year or two—Japan, and then Europe, and the States. It’s been Helen’s dream—France,
and Spain, by car—”
He said, “We’ll make it, too, someday—”
“No, I—I wasn’t thinking of that at all—”
*
But it was time to go; he gave her a hurried kiss, glad to end the drift of their conversation, and strode out to
the garage, his daughter trailing after him with her outsized bag. Nina waved to them as he eased the Oldsmobile
through the cement-pillared gate.
He thought of the storm approaching over the ocean far to the east, the thunderheads piling above the gray
swell of waves and sweeping invincibly toward land, the sun fading over the Quezon coast and the jungled mountains and down to the plains, the wind-driven rains advancing upon the city.
The sky remained clear but for a few scattered rags of cloud; it looked like another warm dry day. Rain could
ruin the press conference; newsmen can be so fastidious …
His daughter piped, “So long, Daddy,” as she got off in front of the colegio on D. Tuazon, and he smiled after
here skipping away to join her grade school companions gathering for the morning assembly.
Traffic was brisk on España, and he nodded approvingly at the smooth pick-up of the car; he lit a filtered
cigarette, pressed the radio button, and caught the brisk jingle one of his copywriters had composed for a soft
drink. He listened to it critically—the folk dance tune, the smart lyrics—and he turned into Rizal Avenue; it was
all right, better than the sick stuff the other agencies had been turning out lately; better give that boy a raise …
He tossed the car keys to the attendant of the parking lot off the Escolta, and walked the block to his office, the
slight limp of his right leg, which a Nambu slug had grazed in 1945, unnoticed in the rushing crowd.
*
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The luncheon conference for the visiting American executive, held at a fashionable restaurant in Ermita, was a
success, to all appearances; the agency’s PR\fn{ Public Relations.} man knew his business—he’d better, Marcos
thought grimly. The invited editors and columnists were present and asked the proper questions, encouraged,
Marcos was sure, by the gifts of lighter and ballpoint pen.\fn{ The text has: ballpen.} Mr. Steinberg, looking ill at ease
in his barong, spoke of the need for mutual cooperation and respect, his readiness to support, with cash and kind,
Filipino industries that showed promise; no fewer that five major clients would benefit from the projected
arrangement, and Marcos began to feel a buoyant satisfaction that blended warmly with the whiskey.
But later in the afternoon, the account he sought to win continued to give him no end of trouble.
The art work to accompany the proposals was far from finished—hire more artists, he snapped at the personnel
manager, offer them double their present wages!
His account supervisor was down with the flu; and he received ominous news—a nephew of the prospective
account’s president was joining a young agency, an upstart crew of college boys.
He lost his temper, virtually slammed the door of the conference room on his bewildered staff, and was instantly sorry. He sat alone in his air-conditioned office, chain-smoking into early evening, telling himself he must
check his anger even when provoked—he was in command here, as he had been on that journey over the mountains to the sea, many years ago, and, it seemed, in some other country: a leader must control himself before he
dared control others …
He paced the carpeted floor, looking abstractedly at the framed citations on the paneled walls—Outstanding
Young Businessman, 1953; an award for “distinguished civic spirit;” an engraved scroll for services rendered a
trade delegation from Japan.
His secretary knocked to ask if she were still needed; no, he was leaving shortly; good night.
On a shelf above his desk was propped a portrait of his wife, smiling down on his restiveness; some dozen
books, volumes that mapped the strategies of advertising and marketing, as other manuals had taught him the
deployment of firepower, the technique of assault on a fortified position, the finer points of war.
From his main drawer he took out the .38 revolver that he kept there, a souvenir from the violent years; he
fingered its compact weight, admiring the snub nose and ivory handle: a handy, simple, fatal weapon. He stood up
to peer through the drawn blinds at the street six floor below: it was raining, the typhoon had arrived, and the
lights of the city were streaked reflections on the black asphalt.
The sight of rain, the wet evening, made him grateful for the familiar security of the room: he would stay
awhile, perhaps rewrite the concluding section of the speech he had been asked to deliver at a businessmen’s
convention …
He buzzed for coffee, which the janitor brought up promptly from the canteen in the lobby, and proceeded to
edit the typewritten draft. The nationalistic frontiers of economic growth: how make the theme more subtle, yet
realistic and convincing …
The phone rang. He picked up the receiver absently, crossing out an extravagant sentence.
“Mar—” It was Nina. “How’s the overtime, darling?” She affected a rough sensuous voice over the phone that
the line made lower, more husky.
“I was all set to leave,” he said, “but it’s raining so hard I thought I’d—”
“C’mon home as soon as you can,” Nina said. “I went marketing today and you have a steak dinner waiting for
you.”
“Medium rare?”
“The way you like it, darling. With all the trimmings.”
“I’ll be there before eight,” he said, tired and lonely suddenly and loving her voice. “Is it raining out there? The
kids home?”
“Safe and sound,” she said. “There’s a leak in the roof, just a li’l one. I’ve put a pail under it. Nothing to worry
about.”
“Hope the house doesn’t get washed away before I get there.”
“We’ll hold the fort till you get home, darling.”
“Good girl,” he said.
Going down in the elevator, he smiled inwardly at the affectionate banter he could share with her; after the
long day, he missed her, and she was waiting for him. It had been some time since they had talked that way; a man
can get so busy; for a change he ought to treat her to a night out—to that supper club on Dewey where she said
the music was out of this world. He walked by the sheltered sides of buildings and reached his car after a mild
drenching.
*
A portion of España had flooded, the cars sloshing through the foot or so of water, and the rain, after a short
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lull, came down again in thick sprays, blurring the windshield despite the frantic slashing of the wipers.
He crossed the flooded area without mishap—it could have been deeper if he had tarried longer at the office.
There had been rain, too, a cold midnight rain: the remembrance of the faraway shore rose out of the moving
darkness before the headlights. The storm would make compulsory a couple of holidays perhaps, and God knows
how urgent the work that had to be rushed before the week was over.
But I need a breather: no use killing oneself in this kind of game.
Years ago, there had been no qualifications: if there were, you had to live as though they did not exist; you did
your duty, and if it killed you, that was just too bad; besides, trying to escape it would end your life with equal
dispatch.
Because death was omnipresent and explicit, life defined itself more simply, the boundaries became recognizeable—until that night off the beach on the eastern coast of Luzon.
You waited on the darkened shore, while the waves came crashing out of the night forever …
3
It was a gray week of rain, winds, flooded downtown streets.
Forced to stay home, Marcos conferred with his assistants by phone until the line went dead; dreading
boredom, he sat down to fashion a new and perhaps flawless organization chart, trying a series of combinations,
shifting the pencilled squares around in a kind of half-hearted solitaire.
Nina stayed upstairs in bed with a cold; the children finally tired of their coloring books, and led by Dad they
gathered about him for distraction. He put away the futile diagrams, and a child on each knee, the third curled
snugly against him on the sofa, he found himself telling them the only stories he could think of, not tales of legend
and magic, but episodes of the war they had not seen, vignettes retouched and rendered harmless: adventure in a
strange land, where the villains were bowlegged and ridiculous marksmen, and the heroes invincible and brave.
*
But beyond the half-truths, the altered past, he could feel in the raining blowing dusk the growing presence in
his mind of these men he knew who had died, the ugly pain, the weariness that was like death; and later in the
night, with the children gone to sleep, and the house deep in the dark rain, the tone of memory remained with him,
a somber quietness that drew towards him all the sorrow of the lost time.
In the bathroom he examined his face in the shaving mirror: the years had drawn the skin tighter over the
cheekbones, wrinkles had formed at the corners of his mouth, like tiny gashes; the eyes stared back at him pensive
and lusterless before he switched off the light.
In the dark suddenly it was as if he glimpsed another face, a young man’s face reflected briefly, like the quick
fading of an incandescent bulb on retina and brain; and he stood still, knowing whose it was with a start of recognition, wanting to keep it from dissolving.
The image of his former face was gone, swift ghost in the dark; but it had spoken to him of a curious desolation and longing that kept him wakeful while the last rain fell and ceased and he heard water from the eaves
dripping into the stillness.
*
When the war began in 1941\fn{ Japan mounted air attacks on Clark and Iba airfields, north of Manila from their bases on Formosa on December 8, and began landing armed forces on Luzon two days later .} (the time of youth, Marcos addressed the face
that would not come back now in the night), he was twenty-two, working for a master’s in business administration
at the state university. A job with an uncle who owned an import-export firm had been promised him; he was also
a reservist, a lieutenant in the coast artillery.
He could have made himself scarce after his unit was disbanded and nobody would have missed him in the
general confusion; but he had always considered himself a man of adventurer, a role encouraged by his dark good
looks and a convertible that had earned him a proud share of traffic tickets, as well as a relay of girl friends.
Thus he found himself in the Lingayen area one December morning\fn{ The Japanese landed their main invasion force
at Lingayen on December 22 .} with a battery shelling Japanese transports in the Gulf; five bombers promptly wrecked
the guns and with remnants of has battalion he joined the mixed regiment that engaged the enemy at Binalonan,
sniping with their Springfields at the tanks advancing across the paddy-fields over the slaughtered American cavalry.\fn{Probably no more than 5,000 American and Filipino troops were actually killed in action, and figures for wounded, missing or
captured are even less dependable. Japanese casualties are also unknown. Both sides lost far more men from sickness and disease than from
battle.}

New Year’s Day found him, dusty and starved and sick of it all, aboard a battered truck in one of the last convoys to Bataan. On the day of the surrender\fn{ Battan fell on April 9, 1942.} he was with an artillery unit defending
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the approaches to Cabcaben airfield, where the last of the P-40’s lay crumpled in the scorched dust.
He had been ill at Capas, and the tragic summer passed in a cloud of fever and chills that isolated him from
despair and hope and the bodies piled like cordwood outside the sawali sheds of the concentration camp. When he
came home to Camiling, in July that year, he was like one returned from the dead, the tall athletic body reduced to
a stooped withered frame.
His mother, upon seeing him, cried as though he had died. His father, he was told, had been killed by a strafing
plane early in the war. In the first weeks of his homecoming, he sat in his room in his father’s house, not answering those who spoke to him, a vacant stare in his eyes; immobile as an old man who could not recall his own
name.
But the young recover swiftly: he ate with a vengeance and slept till noon, and in three months he had gained
much of the weight he had lost; the teasing gleam returned to his eyes; he began to move about with the old casual
swagger. Soon he was playing basketball with the neighborhood boys on the plaza: he had been center-forward for
his college team.
Except for the presence of the Japanese who garrisoned the town—in the first months of the Occupation, the
townsfolk, it appeared, had achieved a delicate balance with the invaders, based on mutual coldness—and the loss
of his commandeered top-down,\fn{His convertible had been requisitioned by the enemy .} life for Marcos might as well
have been a pre-war vacation.
He went on serenading trips with his cousins Pepe and Narding, and started paying court to the daughter of a
family of evacuees who stayed at the convento, a niece of the parish priest. She was a proud puritan of a girl,
outraged by the briefest touch of hands; but her remoteness served only to fire his ardor, and Marcos began to
attend Mass often in the ancient church if only to catch a glimpse of her, lovely and chaste at the communion rail;
and many were the afternoons he came for the Salve, and a genteel merienda presided over by her parents, in the
vast raftered dining room with its host of lithographed saints.
They would sit by a high shell-paned window, he and the girl, who was called Luz, and talk of Manila before
the war, and the years of peace, while evening deepened in the plaza below them and the light dimmed over the
far mountains beyond the roofs of the town.
He continued going with his cousins occasionally to serenade the girls in town and in the outlying barrios—
there was no lack of pretty evacuees, and curfew was yet to be imposed; he loved to sing, although his voice was
nothing to be proud of, and he enjoyed the leisurely walks, the wide skies, the companionship.
*
They were walking home one night, he and Narding and Pepe; they were about a kilometer from the poblacion, on a dirt road that led to the provincial highway, when a Japanese patrol burst out of the surrounding cogon,
trapping them, and bound with wire, they were dragged to the elementary school building, where the garrison was
stationed, beside the plaza. In the room that had been the principal’s office, the commanding officer sat fanning
himself; beside him stood Canlas, blowing smoke rings with an Akebono, a round bald man who had been a
municipal clerk before the war.
A truck of the Imperial Army had been ambushed by bandits on highway outside town, Canlas explained
placidly; five soldiers had been killed; a tragedy, Canlas said—for the three young men, and for the town.
The Captain was deeply grieved, to put it mildly; the culprits, together with their friends, would be punished
most severely. For some time now, said Canlas in his light sing-song voice, he and the Captain had been following
their night time excursions to the barrios with the greatest interest; and at last he and the Captain had evidence
that these so-called serenades were actually disguised contacts with the bandits, was it not so?
Were not the three agents of the bandits, if not bandits themselves?
How about the arms-cache in Sinulatan, how about the American who had been seen passing through Bilad?
Cooperate, Canlas said in his sing-song voice, tell us what you know, give us the names of those bandits, and
you will be free to go in the morning.
They knew nothing, Marcos said, the Captain—he was all of six feet and reminded Marcos of some screen
actor in that instant the officer lunged at him—struck him a single back-hand blow that knocked him sprawling
over a chair.
Marcos and his cousins were separated, Pepe, who was not yet eighteen, crying they were innocent as they
took him away. They took Marcos to one of the classrooms and bare-torosed noncoms took turns in beating him
up, alternating the flat sustained smash of the club with sessions of judo, throwing him about on the wooden floor,
finally pummeling his bleeding face until he passed out.
When he came to, it was morning and he was lying on the floor in a shuttered room; Pepe and Narding lay near
him, and as the room brightened he saw that one of Pepe’s eyes had closed in a clot of blood, and with his
wounds, Narding looked like some grotesque stranger. The desks had been used for firewood by the garrison; but
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on the walls still hung the portraits of Rizal and Mabini,\fn{ Apolinairo Mabini (1864-1903), Filipino nationalist and theorist
of the revolution against Spanish colonial rule. My father was born the year he died .} and the cardboard charts on character
education and hygiene, placed there for the children who had long since gone.
Canlas appeared at midday with a soldier who gave each of the prisoners a tiny ball of salted rice. Last night’s
program was just a preview, Canlas said in his gentle voice, peering at them benevolently through the smoke of
his cigarette; for tonight, if they chose to be so stubborn, they would see a few tricks done with a pair of pliers;
and of course, they must have heard of the water cure …
Tonight, after their siesta, the Captain would try persuasion once more; until then, Marcos would have time to
think things over; he must save his life and those of his cousins, Canlas said, smiling, a thoughtful uncle …
The last sunlight slanted across the windows; the Japanese tramped on the corridor outside, calling out to one
another in their rapid growling language, and singing their martial songs in the yard. The church-bell tolled the
Angelus.
*
It was Narding who found the loose planks in the floor; there were two of them, the nails rusted away, the
wood splintered by anay, and a man could ease himself through the space that they formed, once removed, to the
ground below. Marcos listened to Narding’s whispered discovery, his heart thudding in his throat; yes, they would
make the break as soon as it grew darker; they would crawl toward the side of the building that faced the market
place. The school grounds were fenced with garden wire on that side; iron-grills ruled out the other sections.
They told Pepe of their plan; the boy was quiet for what seemed an interminably anguished time; then he whispered that he would stay, he was guiltless: they would set him free.
“Fool,” Marcos whispered, “fool,” and then it was dark enough, and the soldiers were tramping back down the
corridor for supper, laughing, and the three in the room were silent, Marcos’ heart pounding so strongly in his ears
that he thought the enemy would surely hear and open the door and truss them up in wire.
Narding signaled to him and lifted off the boards soundlessly and disappeared beneath the floor; Marcos
reached out for Pepe, but his cousin shrank back whispering no, no; and he crossed himself and swung down to
the ground, in the darkness, groping on hands and knees over the earthen clods towards the hedge that bordered
the building, fear and the hope of escape charging his bruised muscles.
He reached Narding crouched peering through the hedge at the lawn before them; a window cast a square of
light on the grass; they began to crawl to the right, away from the window. His hands touched the bottom of the
wire fence, lifted it, and in the same sweeping movement he was out on the street, running.
He and Narding ran the three blocks to the river; they met no one; the curfew was on; they ran along the sandy
bank, under the black foliage of bamboos. A dog came bounding after them, barking, and they turned sharply
toward the water in a running dive, and swam downstream, away from the town. They rested a moment on a
sandbar, scooping water into their mouths, numb and shivering, before they struggled up a steep bank, pushing
blindly through the tangled brush and across a field, giving a clump of huts a wide berth, across a stream and then
through some more fields and into a patch of sugar cane, where they crawled deep between the stalks, hiding there
through the night, and all the following day.
4
“The trouble with you, Marcos,” the Colonel said, “is that you carry on like a damned intellectual. You think
too much.”
“Beg your pardon, sir,” Marcos laughed. “but you’re way off. If I ever think at all, it’s about—when’s this
lousy war going to end, when do we eat, where are the girls—”
“You know damn well I don’t mean that at all,” the Colonel said, gazing off into the forest beyond the circle of
their fire. “The why and the wherefore, existence, reality—all that bull.
“Can that college stuff, boy. There are no right answers, but a lot of wrong ones, I know. And it’s bad for the
system …”
“Sometimes a man can’t help—thinking,” Marcos said after a moment. “That fellow we had to—dispose of—
in Pantabangan. I’m not so sure now he was a spy. There had been rumors, yes, but—”
“One can’t be too careful,” the Colonel said. “Don’t let it worry you, boy. Damned thinkers have no business
being in this war. …”
It was just the Colonel’s way of killing time, Marcos decided, amused: the take-it-from-me-boy stance; as
much a part of the old man as the casual “damn” he must have picked up in Fort Benning, where he had gone for
an armored course after PMA and a spectacular career fighting the Moros and the Sakdals.\fn{ The Moros were and are
the Philippine Moslems: the Spanish gave them this name. I can’t trace “Sakdals” .} The Colonel had escaped from Bataan,
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leading a ragged crew northward over the Zambales ranges, but in the firelight now, there was nothing audacious
and military about him in his faded denims, squatting on the leaf-strewn ground with chubby hands clasped over
knees, the thoughtful gaze, the graying hair suggesting some hacendero on an overnight visit to his farm.
They had been talking haphazardly since nightfall, in the tree-sheltered gully where their fire could not be seen
from the air, and in their silence the only sound was the flow of the wind faint in the valley below them, and the
murmurous voices of the men ranged about them among the shadows.
Talk was a luxury, after the months dodging patrols in Tarlac, the near-disasters as they struggled westward
across Neuva Ecija to join up with the guerrilla force in the Caraballo mountains. MacArthur\fn{ Douglas MacArthur
(1880-1964), at this time Supreme Commander of the Southwest Pacific .} was pushing up New Guinea\fn{ Landings were first
made there on April 22, 1944, and by April 26 the two participating Allied divisions had secured inland Japanese airfields .}—the news
had come over the wireless; Halsey\fn{ William Frederick Halsey aka “Bull” Halsey (1882-1959), at this time, Commander of the
U. S. Third Fleet.} was in the Central Pacific, his offensive aimed westward at the Philippines; the Colonel said they
would soon get the new carbines; the Colonel had learned that women were a necessary evil; he told Marcos
about the blonde who had been his mistress when he was in Georgia; the trouble with Marcos, the Colonel said,
was that he carried on like a damned intellectual. …
The fire smoldered down to embers, and the night grew cold and charcoal-black. Marcos said good night and
left the colonel, memory and instinct guiding him up the invisible footpath under the tall trees, past the radio
shack to the abandoned kainginero’s hut on the ridge that looked over the valley. Narding was still at the outpost
halfway down to the valley and would not be relieved until dawn.
*
Marcos lay down on his makeshift mattress of empty sacks and leaves spread on the earthen floor, his .38
beside him, the wind brushing at the thin nipa walls; he hugged his jacket about him for warmth and gradually fell
asleep, dreaming, vaguely of Sean Miguel, the view of the plaza from the convento, the girl Luz, his father and
mother.
Abruptly he was awake, and reached out for the revolver in a reflex movement, but it was only the mountain
chill that had touched him. He stared up at the stars framed by the square hold in the thatch roof, where smoke
had escaped from the warm fires built long ago inside the hut; he knew he could not coax sleep again, and he lay
alone and thinking of the year that had passed since he and Narding and Pepe had encountered the patrol outside
town.
Pepe was dead, Canlas, too, was dead—felled by an assassin’s bullet during a public dance in honor of the
puppet mayor, how he would have relished pulling the trigger himself …
But to kill hesitantly, with compassion and regret, as he had killed that man in Pantgabangan: was it possible to
absolve oneself? Bits of news had filtered up to him in the mountains; an uncle and one more cousin had been
executed by the Japanese; Luz and her family had returned to Intramuros. How many of those he knew and loved
would die before the war was over …
Revenge would not resurrect them; but he had felt the exultation of drawing blood for the first time, when with
a force of commandos he had waylaid a motorized convoy outside Cabanatuan. They had sprayed the grenadeblasted trucks with a captured machine gun, while the last of the enemy leaped into the ditches where the men cut
them down point-blank; he had come upon one of them lying on the littered road, gasping disemboweled in the
glare of the gasoline flames, and had shot him neatly between the eyes. He could still recall the confused
expression on the soldier’s face in that moment before he leveled the pistol; a matter of duty, he reminded himself,
awake in the hut on the forested ridge, in the ice-cold night of the mountains.
Light broke in the east, above the sharp-sloped ranges, and Narding came back and lay down to sleep beside
him.
*
The rains started soon after, and the colonel decided it would be safe enough to venture into the lowlands, for
the Cagayabn River had flooded its banks, isolating the enemy in San Jose; their rice supply was dangerously low,
and it was time to scrounge around for a new battery, for the radio.
They filed down the misted mountains into the valley, and found shelter and food and a devout admiration in
the barrios among the foothills, as the rains fell into August and September. The enemy was surprisingly idle in
the area, even for the rains, kept busy perhaps elsewhere; the men relaxed; some got married in the barrios, with
the blessing of a Maryknoll missioner who had wandered down from Neuva Vizcaya. There were dances, even,
for the men, at a teniente-del-barrio’s house, with the rain drumming on the only sheet-iron roof for miles, and the
lone blind fiddler sweating through the waltzes, and the shy country girls shuffling on bare feet with the bearded,
lank-haired men.
When they returned to the mountains, with two American fliers who had escaped from the prison camp in Ca420

banatuan, it was to another encampment, on another, higher ridge; and in December of 1943, the wireless received
a coded message from Panay.
5
For Marcos it was the beginning of a long journey to the sea. The Colonel briefed him, stressing the utmost
importance of the mission; and with three Ilongot guides, Marcos and Narding and twenty-five picked men struck
eastward on a December dawn, deeper into the Mingan ranges.
On the third night, two of the loin-clothed guides disappeared into the jungle; the remaining one had to be
prodded with a Garand\fn{A make of rifle.} before he would consent to take them farther over the mountains. Crossing a breast-deep stream one of the men slipped and was swept away instantly into deeper water, gurgling for
help as his pack weighed him down; there was nothing they could do to rescue him, in the jungle twilight.
It took an entire day to cover a few miles; heat and cold, rain, fog, leeches assailed them on their tortuous way;
in the daytime gloom of seemingly interminable forests, they hacked out trails through the matted underbrush, accompanied by a chatter of monkeys and the cry of unknown birds.
Marcos lost one more man somewhere among the rain-shrouded peaks; no one could account for his disappearance; he had simply vanished into the dark damp wilderness, like a footprint erased by the rot of leaves and rain.
On the ninth day, they toiled up the incline of the last mountain, digging footholds on the rock-strewn cliff, the
men tiny as insects among the boulders. A plane droned over, banking, and Marcos tensed for the riveting burst of
machine guns, for surely the pilot must have seen them strung out against the white face of the mountain; but soon
the plane was a dwindling speck in the clouds, and they reached the top without mishap.
At last they saw the plain of the sea, still a day’s hike away; but they had made time, Marcos thought, lying on
the pine-needled crest of the mountain, scanning through binoculars the gentle hills and the woods below them
and the boundary of the coast. They would be on the beach on the last day of the year—the exact mile of beach
pinpointed in the message from Panay—and there would be time to study the surrounding terrain.
“Nothing like knowing where you are,” Marcos thought, surveying the land below, the unknown territory
between the mountains and the sea. A thread of smoke rose over a fishing village to the north, some five miles
away from the target shore.
They descended before sundown and camped beside a stream. The men caught some fish, and a python drowsing on a rocky shelf above the water, and they had an early supper and slept drugged with fatigue under the trees.
Marcos was up at daybreak, disturbed by the rush of wind in the trees, and it was as though he could hear, from
this distance, the breakers on the shore. He and Narding rounded up the men, and they resumed their trek seaward,
pushing again through a dense forest but the land unrolling in gradual folds now toward the beach.
At noon the sea lay before them, behind a screen of coconut trees; the waves washed peacefully in the pale
quiet day.
Narding and a dozen men left for the neighboring village to look for a boat; the color of the sea changed from
green to blue to cobalt in the late afternoon, the horizon turning gray and indistinct in the fading light. Narding
returned in an outriggered banea, paddling it around the headland the jutted out to the left; he had brought food
with him, and the fisherman who owned the boat, a dark gnarled man named Doro who told Marcos his son had
been on Corregidor\fn{The fortified island in Manila Bay to which the defenders of Bataan withdrew upon the surrender of that city;
it itself capitulated on May 9, 1942.} and he was proud to be of service to them.
Night fell with rain, drenching them beneath the inadequate shelter of the palms. The rain lifted and the wind
receded, and there was only the rise and fall of the waves in the night. For hours Marcos searched the horizon
through his glasses, but no lights blinked a signal on the plain of the sea.
*
The first day of 1944 rose in the east, bright over the sea; some of the men slept, others cleaned their guns,
keeping well to the thickest part of the grove that hid them from low-flying aircraft. Huge afternoon clouds sailed
above them, headed westward, leaving the sky clean and empty in the early dusk.
The Colonel had told Marcos to stand vigil for three nights; if nothing happened, they were to go back immediately the way they had come—back over the boulder-sloped mountain and the jungled ranges, back through the
fog and cold and the waiting leeches and the dark forests that struck terror even in the hearts of savages …
“A hell of a way to fight a war,” Marcos reflected bitterly, watching the waves crashing endlessly on the shore;
scooping up the sand in the hollow where he lay and kneading the coarse grains in his callused fingers. If he and
Narding and Pepe had not gone out that night—if he had not volunteered for action that December day—if he had
never been born—he remembered the Colonel calling him a damned thinker, “and the old boy’s probably right,”
he thought; “a man must do his duty instead of worry about it; the rest too, care of itself; regrets, second-thoughts
led nowhere.”
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He polished the lenses of the binoculars, and lay back in the hollow under the coconuts, while the night flowed
inland and grew darker around them.
The waves sounded louder in the darkness, a rhythmic boiling hiss in the starlight; Marcos stared at the sea—
who was it who had called the Pacific the wink of eternity? A damned intellectual, whoever he was …
He began to drift off into a shallow sleep, the incoming rush and the sighing retreat of the waves penetrating
his mind, the dark timeless beat of the ocean, world without beginning, without end …
Narding dropped down beside him; it was close to midnight. Marcos adjusted the glasses to the far edge of the
sea, but he saw nothing there but the ranks of the waves advancing relentlessly toward the border of the beach.
*
He and Narding saw the blink of light in the same instant, the prearranged signal. He focused the glasses on the
light out at sea, certitude quickening his heart as he made out the smudged outline of the long low hull and the
conning tower of the submarine. He cried out to the men to set fire to the coconut leaves piled on the sand, and
soon their own signal light blazed up in a crackling brightness.
The submarine flashed recognition; the men pushed the banca into the water, and Marcos leaped aboard as the
boat slid forward, breasting the waves. They paddled furiously against the swell of the tide, the current that would
draw the boat southward away from the submarine, but the man Doro knew these waters, and they reached a
calmer distance from the shore.
Then it was as if the boat hung motionless on the water the submarine would disappear beneath the waves, and
leave them there, in a limbo of time and weather, the stars fixed forever in the sky. Marco held his breath, feeling
trapped in the stillness between the depths of the sea and the sky.
But after what seemed a long empty moment the nose of the banca dipped forward; the men were paddling;
they were moving again, past a phosphorescence, the boat rocking, the outriggers cutting the waves. The submarine loomed nearer in the darkness, a black silence before them, the only sound the faint slap of the waves against
the hull.
Marcos discerned shadowy figures above the conning tower, and instinctively he hailed them, his voice small
and lost in the ocean night.
There was no answering call, and fear stabbed him then, deep and sudden in the marrow of his bones; it was
like nothing he had experienced before; it came from the silence, but there were other reasons, for which long
afterwards he could not quite find the nearest words: a sense of doom, of some fatal, irrevocable error; this, and
the mystery of the black hulk that had risen in the night from what unfathomed depths, what darknesses as vast
and impersonal as time; and the instant knowledge that here was his faceless, invincible enemy, and he was
helpless and exposed on the ocean …
An answering hail came at last, and Marcos felt the freezing terror flow in a cold sweat from his body. In the
starlight, men appeared on the submarine deck; a rubber raft splashed onto the water.
Someone on the ship, a Filipino voice, was calling out inquiringly; it must be Cruz, it was Cruz, the AIB man
from Australia. The Thompsons and the carbines had arrived, the transmitters for the coast-catcher stations, the
cigarettes. Marcos began to chuckle weakly, waving up at Cruz on the deck, thinking “what I would give for one
fresh pack of Chesterfield. …”
6
“For a second, I though they’d cut us down on the water. We were like sitting ducks,” Marcos said, lighting a
cigarette—not Chesterfield, but a filtered brand his firm advertised; and they sat, not in the tense shadows of a
Tayabas beach, but indolently on the terrace of a seaside club with the orchestra thumping out Stranger in Paradise in Latin tempo, and a girl laughing among the dim lamplit tables, and the lights of ships glimmering in the
Bay.
“I’d never known anything like it,” Marcos said. “A total—a helpless fear—”
“I needed a good shot of whiskey myself, Narding said, clinking the ice around in his glass.
“You fellows fighting the war all over again?” the Colonel said, rising to steer his partner toward the dance
floor. “Me, I’m going to enjoy the peace.”
“Take your sweet time, Colonel,” Narding said.
The old man now was as general in the Constabulary, but to Marcos and Narding, he was still the Colonel; it
had stuck, like a nickname, evoking for Marcos, as they sat drinking, a wilderness of mountain, the blood and the
tiredness, the waiting on the distant shore. Marcos said,
“How’s everything back home?”
“The same old routine,” Narding said. “But I’ve grown to like it. The farm’s doing all right, even without the
stuff I’m bringing back.”
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“If you ever get fed up down there, and want a job—”
“No, thanks,” Narding said. “The city’s no place for a guy like me. I’m allergic to ulcers, and traffic jams, and
whatever else you people produce here …”
“Including the lady bored stiff by your side,” Marcos said.
The girl, sensing her cue, said, “Honey, let’s dance,” and they left Marcos, who finished his drink and ordered
another—a Tom Wolfe drink, Narding called it: you’ll never go home again.
*
He thought of his wife Mary knitting beside him, in the old house that faced the plaza. He had not visited the
town in years; the old routine, Narding called it, the old wonderful life; the familiar faces, the streets with the trees
tunneled over them, the leaf-shadowed days.
He and Nina ought to go visit the place this year, the kids should get to know the old folks. Nina …
He had called earlier in the evening, the phone ringing unanswered in the house; she must have gone out again,
and the children, he knew, taken to their Lola’s place.
A warm pulse started to throb in his brain: time to put an end to this business, time for her to be home nights;
where could she be, he wondered through the haze of his drink, another bienvenida in San Juan, another housewarming in Ermita, to hell with all the housewarmings in the world … He asked for one more drink. At the next
table someone was speaking in a singsong voice. Canlas: but the traitor was dead: it was somebody else, some
tired businessman out for a night with the girls …
“Sorry to break this up,” Narding was saying, “but I have an early train to catch tomorrow.”
“Ah c’mon, the night’s still young,” the Colonel said.
“I have to go,” Narding said. “You fellows stay—” Marcos, too, had stood up.
“Work in the morning,” he said.
“You galley slaves,” the Colonel said.
“Don’t let us stop you,” Marcos said, suddenly disliking the Colonel, with his damn’s and his Stateside accent.
“You keep Helen company and be happy, okay?”
But the Colonel had risen with a resigned shrug, and Marcos signed the chit, tipped the waiter and the hostesses. In the half light the three men crossed the dance floor to the lobby downstairs and the warm tired night
outside.
“When you get together again, don’t forget to give me a ring,” the Colonel said. “Well, it’s been fine being
with you guys again. Narding, a good trip,” he said, “and Marcos, take it easy, don’t let things bother you too
much, like I used to tell you,” and he shook hands formally with them while his chauffeur stood holding the car
door open.
“Next time perhaps we can stay on longer, hey?” the Colonel said, and he gave them a brisk forefinger salute
as he drove away.
“The old boy’s still in fine form,” Narding said.
“Fine enough for the peactime army,” Marcos said. “Nothing to do but sit on your—” He swore at the cab he
narrowly missed hitting as he backed out of the club driveway.
“Say, primo, what’s eating you?”
“Nothing,” Marcos said.
“Want me to drive?”
“I can manage,” Marcos said.
He dropped Narding at an uncle’s house in Singalong, where his cousin stayed during his rare quick visits to
the city.
“Regards to Nina,” Narding said. “And thanks for the treat. It’ll be on me next time.”
“Well, I’ll see you.”
“As the old boy said, take it easy.”
“Sure,” Marcos said.
*
He took Taft Avenue, and Quezon Bridge, driving across the city, the vague listlessness replaced by an alert
impatience, as though he were hurrying to an appointment for which he could not afford to be late.
He liked to drive moderately and feel the quiet power of the engine over streets empty of the accursed traffic at
hours like this, after midnight; but on an impulse he pressed down on the accelerator, the car swinging into
España with a shriek of tires.
The gate lamps were unlit, the usually illuminated porte-cochere was dark; the split-level house stood silent,
untenanted, as he parked the car and unlocked the front door.
He switched on lights in the living room; the bare modernistic furniture, the linoleumed floor confronted him;
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a clock among porcelain figurines ticked at him from a shelf.
He was sweating; he flung down his coat on the sofa and in the kitchen splsshed water on his face and took a
glass of ice water. His hand was trembling, holding the glass, and he sat down at the dining table and saw her note
propped against the bowl of fruit.
Your phone was busy, have gone out with Chitang and Inday. Chicken frigidiere.

He laughed soundlessly at the misspelling, the chicken part of the carelessly scribbled note: cold cuts on the
house, but where’s the do-it-yourself kit?
He opened the windows, left a single lamp on, and slumped on the sofa, smoking. It was warm, much too
warm for the time of year, and his shirt was soaked; but he couldn’t bring himself to go to the upstairs bedroom to
change.
A dull ache began to pound in his temples, and the smoke dragged harshly in his throat; but his body was alert
with the taut impatience, he felt a compressed strength pressing in his chest and arms, waiting.
And thinking of her, leaving the house again without his knowledge, the anger leapt and burned in his heart;
the room grew warmer, and he opened the rest of the windows, but the air remained hot and still.
He strode to the bar and poured himself a drink. He returned to the sofa, flicking on the radio before he realized that it was past midnight and he found only a blank electric hum. …
*
The tap of her heels; Marcos sat still, heard the scrape of her key, the door opening. She saw him at once, and
said, “Marcos, you startled me,” and she sighed and smiled brightly, standing on the fringe of the circle of light
where Marcos sat. She said:
“Were you back early, darling? Did you see my note? I tried calling again—”
“Nina,” he said. “What’s going on—why so late—” He could not finish what he wanted to say: the words
churned densely in his mind, blurring.
She turned toward the stairs.
“Wait,” he said, “I’m not through yet.” He rose and caught her arm, as if holding her fast would arrange the
words, the meaning of his anger.
“Mar, you’ve been drinking.”
“This going out nights—it’s got to stop now, do you hear? Promise me. Now.”
“Mar, what can I do if the girls—”
“It’s become a habit with you, hasn’t it?”
“But there’s nothing to fuss about, really.” She released her arm, stroking the spot where his hand had locked.
“There was this dinner for that lady—the hostess from Washington—it’s in the papers …”
“Till two in the morning?”
“Don’t shout. I can hear you.”
“A married woman has no business—” She laughed then:
“Mar, stop being funny,” she laughed, and a blind fury jerked up his arm and flung it in a back-hand slap at her
face. She made a small gasping sound as she staggered backwards from the blow, clutching at the stair rail.
Slowly, warily, she looked up at him in the soft-toned light, and with sudden sick misery—what had he done?
—he saw the painful confusion waver in her eyes and harden into a proud secret measuring of him.
She muttered something, and he said,
“What? What did you say?”
But she was on the stairs and he did not stop her but stood unmoving, not knowing what to do.
Feeling faint, he sagged into a chair and stared at the wall in a stunned shrinking numbness of spent anger.
Presently he noticed her handbag lying where she had dropped it at the foot of the stairs; it saddened him to see it
there, something she owned thrown down carelessly—he was to blame; and he winced, recalling how he had
struck her.
He closed the windows and retrieved the bag and went upstairs, conscious of a finality, the grief of something
ruined and ended.
“I’m sorry,” he said. She lay still in the unlighted room, not answering.
“Nina,” he said, and touched her gently.
“Nina,” with despair and tenderness. He rose to leave her to her silence, but she reached out for him, whispering his name in the warm scented darkness.
7
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April, he would one day recall from a detached distance, was a film run too swiftly, a shifting montage of hot
mornings, snarled traffic, elevators, a cigarette-stale coolness of glass rooms which he left for the oppressive dusk
and the neon skyline he no longer saw; a drunken friend at a cocktail party stage-whispering into his ear: “Some
things you don’t know about your wife, old man;” a hurried Sunday in Tagaytay with Nina and the children;
phones ringing incessantly, conferences, migraine, spasms of annoyance and frustration (the advertising front
fluid, wavering, with limited ground won, or lost, in minor actions, and the old campaign plans, the vision of a
grand sweep to the crest—“the biggest agency in this part of the world”—growing savorless and improbable in
the stalemate); summer flickering into May, Nina asking what is wrong, darling, and he watching her from deep
within himself, aware somehow of a change, a remoteness in her even in their embrace, but unwilling to believe
in the reality of this delicate withdrawal: for he had begun to move now in a kind of inward fever, in which
everything he saw and touched seemed subtly ambiguous, unfocused, his only certitude the drive of time and the
longing for a stillness, peace: the word had a strange, wistful sound, like the last pure love.
In the mornings, he awoke unrested, conscious of some loss he could not name, as if through the night hours
an unsleeping part of him had struggled for a knowledge he must possess to be happy and it had eluded him; in
the anxious fever that haunted his days, he would find himself puzzling over the spirit of his loss.
Once, waking from a confused dream of sea and darkness and light, he thought he knew at last how he might
trap whatever it was he must discover: a shadow looming closer through the mist, growing more distinct as it glided over the deep waters that, it seemed to him, he could sometimes hear—a remote pressure in his ears—beneath
the rush and emptiness of the summer.
*
In a taxicab, one night in May, the hidden fever of his unrest became external, physical at last, an actual flush
he could feel rising from his body, hot vapors melting on his face and hands.
The lights of the city wheeled in a wild carousel before his eyes; jukebox blare rattled from a garish corner; for
a second he had the sensation of flying above the street and seeing the entire cascade of traffic below; the fever
drew all sights and sounds about him and flung them into his mind, and his mind tried to absorb it all with a
frantic burning energy that would see and know everything.
The cab rose and dipped down a cobbled bridge, tires dribbling over the shattered asphalt of the street; neon
Chinese characters splashed red and green on a tangle of calesas; children played tag on the sidewalk with shrill
cries. Wailing and cymbals spewed out of the smoking glare of a temple, and suddenly it was dark and the street
wide and smooth and rising toward another bridge, long and flat across the river, the mud-scented breeze cool on
his face as he hunched over the back of the driver’s seat straining forward, and he saw the two-toned Ford at the
other end of the bridge and his hands tightened on the curve of the seat, as if to restrain himself from springing out
of the cab to intercept the other car.
“There it is,” he said, his voice hoarse with a bitter exultation, breathing easily for the first time since he had
hailed the cab. “Not so fast now. Just don’t lose it.”
“What’s all this about?” the driver said. “She your girl—”
“Keep your eyes on that car. Do your job, and you’ll get yourself a tip.”
“Arreglado, boss,” the driver said.
*
The stream of south-bound cars slowed down for a warning light on Taft. The Ford beat the red light by a few
seconds, plunging on beyond Isaac Peral. The cabby hesitated, started to brake, but Marcos ordered him on,
pushing the man’s shoulder, and they shot forward past a police whistle and out between the two oncoming walls
of traffic.
The large round tail lights were a block away, gliding off into Padre Faura.
“Easy now,” he said. “Pull back a little,” he said, as the cream and maroon sedan swerved left into Dewey
Boulevard.
“Stay alongside that station wagon. A little to the left, there.” His voice grated in his throat; the fever blazed in
the sweat that drenched his face and neck and his eyes began to hurt, and he was trembling.
The Ford slowed down, tail lights glowing, and cut across the Boulevard toward the Sunrise Kitchen and came
to a halt before the supper club.
“What next, boss?”
“Park over there, beyond those cars,” Marcos said, pointing to a darker segment of the block.
It was an effort to talk, to make himself heard, and he could not stop the quivering of his body. But the odd
clarity of his fever remained, a heightening of the senses; sounds came to him with an amplified distinctness: a
motorcycle’s sputtering roar above the even hum of traffic, the slap and sigh of waves below the sea wall.
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His eyes smarted, but he could see, in sharp focus through the windshield of the cab, the Ford among the
parked automobiles and Nina and her companion crossing the small lighted area in front of the club toward the
blue dimness of the canopied entrance.
He thought of following them into the club. But the fewer people he saw tonight, the better; what he planned to
do needed a measure of privacy, a secret atmosphere; like love, it was not something to flaunt before a crowd.
“We’ll wait,” he said. “I’ve got all night, chico,” he added, and wondered uneasily why he could still sound
flippant.
*
He had been sitting hunched forward since the start of the chase from downtown, feeling the quivering of his
chest against the back of the front seat; now with conscious relish he relaxed, swung the door open as he leaned
back to light a cigarette. The meter ticked and whirred softly like an incongruous clock in the darkness; from
across the Boulevard blew the iodine breath of the sea, the relentless dash of the waves.
Gradually his brow cooled from the constant wind, the fever receded and left his body as he sat motionless,
watching the club entrance through the cab’s oblique window. A peaceful, detached waiting—almost as if he were
expecting no more than an inconsequential client—replaced the hot, frenzied activity of his brain.
The night had suddenly simplified itself: a matter of waiting for a certain signal, and then a course of action as
simple, inevitable and logical.
Headlights flashed toward him, and instinctively Marcos ducked; it was like the war again—the reflex movement, the abrupt tenseness, the waiting. The car drove past, a pack of teen-agers singing around a uke.\fn{ Ukulele.}
He smiled at his nervousness, pleased he was still capable of that automatic swiftness which had more than once
saved his life …
He sat there in the cab for a whole hour, smoking through a pack of cigarettes and sending the driver for
another, until he felt choked and he wished he could take a drink to cool his parched mouth.
Thinking of Nina, a tired lonely grief stirred in him but it was like the memory of someone else’s sorrow; it
became his own only if he allowed himself to dwell on it, and he must concentrate on other things—the club
entrance, the Ford, the next hour containing the moment he must confront her and the knowledge that it seemed
he had been seeking all his life.
It was high tide, the wind lashed at the tree above him, and he heard the rising crash of the surf beyond the seawall; the sound recalled the beach south of Baler, the empty shore, his men and Narding keeping vigil with him;
the wink of signal lights on the dark plain of the ocean.
*
Nina and her companion reappeared in the entrance way, walking close together, their hands linked; and in that
moment, it was as though for Marcos nothing had changed, the sea had not changed, he was still on that faraway
beach, waiting, and he could smell the subtle odor of danger and sudden death.
The driver did not wait for his prodding, but started the cab as soon as the Ford drove off; and they trailed it
south again on the Boulevard, toward Parañaque. Through the Ford’s rear window Marcos could see Nina
snuggled close to the man driving. He had made up his mind, and it received and registered things calmly: the
Pasay license plate of the car ahead, and the uproar of the sea like silk ripping in the wind.
She believed he would be out of town for the weekend; now would she get the surprise of her life. …
A sense of action, of a mission that had to be accomplished at any cost, flowed briskly through him; it was like
the assurance of some happiness.
The cream and maroon Ford, signal light blinking, turned into a narrow lane that led to the sea, a dirt road
tunneled over with trees, and they followed it, keeping a casual distance between them and the round red eyes of
the tail lights. The car swung in through a gate. Marcos told the driver to halt in the shadows of a high wall.
Unhurriedly, he paid the driver, remembering to include an extra twenty-peso bill. “Now get out of here.”
“Arreglado, boss,” the driver said.
Marcos peered around the gate post, crouching low. The driveway was empty; a light came on in a window of
the vine-clad bungalow. He sprang noiselessly toward the shadowed side of the house, took out the snub-nosed .
38 from under his coat, released the safety catch, and waited, listening.
He heard Nina’s laughter, and the vaguely singsong voice of the man; beyond the house, the sea rose and fell in
the darkness. Marcos edged closer to a corner of the lighted window; the man stood there, his back to the window,
the light shining on his blonde hair, laughing.
“A swim this time of night?” the man said in his singsong voice. “Honey, the tide’s in. I can thin of better
things to do than fool around with the sharks out here.”
“Like what, for instance?” Nina said.
“Like this, for instance,” the man said, and his back left the window.
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“Darling, mix me a drink,” Nina said after a silence, and Marcos heard the man’s good-humored agreement,
the clink of glass, soft laughter.
*
Marcos stood still, his back to the wall, in the shadows, and for what seemed a long moment, he listened to the
calm beat of his heart, and the wind high in the trees, and the rise and fall of the sea.
A boy came down the driveway—the houseboy—and closed the gate and returned to the house; then the wind
died, and the sound of the sea faded to a murmur, and Marcos remembered the submarine suddenly, the thrill of
terror that pierced his being after he had called out, and there was no answering voice, only the suck and swell of
the waves against the black shape in the vast unknowable darkness.
He thought of the Colonel and Narding and his loyal men—they were many valleys and mountains behind, for
he had chosen it his duty to go on patrol farther alone, and there he was, he knew now, no turning back.
But in an obscure way, he was glad there was no turning back.
Deliberately he cleared his mind of image and emotion, tightened his grip on the gun, and stepped out of the
shadows to face the last enemy.
59.113 & 88.60 1. Mother Lily And The Mail-Order Groom 2. The Homecoming\fn{by Paulino Lim, Jr. (1935- )}
Camalig, Albay Province, The Philippines (M) 6
1
If you get tired of reading the same sad news about the country’s debt of twenty billion dollars, circa 1985, and
its attempts to secure new loans to pay the interest on the principal, you can always turn to the personal columns.
There the items are decidedly human interest—some will even make you smile. Take this ad, for example:
“Selected rich Americans seek Filipino wives.”
Selected by whom? Rich by whose standards? A gas station attendant earning twenty thousand dollars a year is
phenomenally rich, if you consider the eighteen pesos, roughly a dollar, that his counterpart in the Philippines
makes a day.
One may point out, of course, that the country’s foreign debt and personal want ads both relate to one thing: a
bowl of rice on the table.
Another ad promises much more:
“Australian European businessmen now in town to meet attractive single educated ladies view friendshipmarriage come to Video Match Ambassador Hotel.”
One wonders how many college graduates, unable to find work, will appear at the Ambassador for the interview and videotaping.
Is it naïve to expect that the prospective friend or husband be single?
How does the shy Filipina overcome the embarrassment of answering questions that test her intelligence as a
college graduate and then mimicking Madonna or Jane Fonda in front of the video camera?
Is it the same steaming bowl of rice?
This next ad supplies an answer:
“Slim, pretty, genuine sisters want balikbayan, foreigners for marriage.”
Forthright, not bashful at all, either a Filipino from abroad or a foreigner will do. The idea of sisters being
“genuine” might intrigue the foreign reader, but not the Filipino who may grow up knowing that in another household he has half brothers and sisters, not considered genuine by the town with its double-standard morality.
“Genuine” also tells the native readers that the sisters are virgins.
In contrast to the Australian and European items, this seems straight from the horse’s mouth told in one breathless neighing:
“Single American traveler just arrived looking for a beautiful Filipina slender intelligent at least 5’3” age 18-26
single no children for friendship or possible relationship.”
To an American blessed with a bounty of overweight Caucasian girlfriends, a slender and intelligent Filipana
must be special, but she must not be married nor be a single parent. He must have been warned about the queridas, or concubines, raising the inauthentic offspring of errant husbands.
*
Only recently have I begun to read the personal columns, as well as job listings, in the classified sections of
magazines and newpapers. It’s all because of Cecilio, who answererd a personal ad by an American woman. If a
visitor from Iowa wants a beautiful, slender and intelligent Filipina, why shouldn’t a liberated woman from Philadelphia advertise for a handsome, slim and intelligent Filipino?
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This came out when we heard that Cecilio’s family was selling a rice field in a barrio six kilometers south of
our town.
At first we thought they had become fearful of the communists who came down from the mountains at harvest
time and took two sacks of rice for every ten gathered, leaving the remaining eight to be divided between the
farmer and the landowner.
Call it tithing, securing protection, or paying tax. The truth or versions of it were gossiped about with wonder
and envy—Cecilio was going to America and needed the money for fare.
The young men of my age who gathered in late afternoons at the plaza to shoot baskets, many of the college
graduates unable to find jobs, including myself, talked about Cecilio’s good fortune. He was neither a doctor nor a
nurse, the most common émigré, who staff hospitals across the United States—from Long Beach, California, to
Long Island, New York. Nor was he a recruit in the United States Navy, putting in twenty years as a steward
before retiring with relatives in America or repatriating to the Philippines.
“Cecilio, how did you do it?” we asked him one afternoon on the basketball court.
Cecilio stood tall among us; next to him we seemed darker, swarthy. He was tall—five eleven—and wore
white shirts and Converse shoes. If anything, the shoes, costing as much as two sacks of rice, set him apart from
the rest of us who played basketball wearing rubber slippers. He shot baskets but didn’t play games. He did not
want to injure his piano-playing hands and infuriate his mother, a woman who boasts of a Spanish priest in her
family tree.
“Well, about a year ago, I wrote to this woman who wanted a pen pal.”
We all laughed. A pen pal? It had to be something more invlved.
“Her name is Amanda, a psychologist. She owns a house in Philadelphia. She has sent me a fiancé visa.”
No one laughed. The man who was dribbling rested the ball against his hip. From the way we looked at one
another, we all wondered about the situation of a woman sending a fiancé visa to one who is gay, as the Americans would put it.
If anyone felt like condemning Cecilio for passing himself off as straight and deluding his pen fiancée, he kept
it to himself. Instead, we asked him about the processing of his own visa at the American embassy, which looks
more like a fort than an office building on the edge of Manila Bay.
“It’s slow. Visa applicants average 350 a day. Ther’s a little racket going on at the gate. To be among the one
hundred whose visas will be processed on any given day, you have to pay. The first fifty pay one hundred pesos,
the next fifty pay fifty pesos. I read a letter to the Bulletin editor denouncing this extortion.”
Cecilio got his visa, his ticket from the rice-field sale, and we all wished him a safe trip as he joined the thousands that made the Philippines second only to Mexico in sending immigrants to the United States.
*
About this time two sensational news items involving Filipinos in America appeared in the papers.
One was a letter to “Dear Abby”\fn{An allusion to the popular “advice” column authored by Pauline Esther Friedman Phillips
aka Abigail Van Buren (1918-2013), whose personal advice column, Dear Abby, began in January, 1956, and in only four years had found
its way by syndication into over 500 newspapers throughout the world .} by a woman who discovered that the man she married

already had a wife in the Philippines to whom he sent money regularly.
Another recounted the killing of a wife and her mother by the Filipino husband. She also found out about the
man’s other family and left, moved back to her mother’s house, and filed for annulment. The man begged her to
return, she threatened to tell the immigration authorities, and he killed her and her mother. The man was apprehended in Tijuana attempting to book a flight to Mexico City with his two children, a boy and a girl.
Cecilio didn’t quite make the news as these two Filipinos did, but stories about him began to circulate on the
basketball court. We heard talks about Cecilio’s escape, his going underground in Los Angeles, and a fake marriage in Las Vegas. We did not get all the facts until Lilia, a nurse at a hospital in Los Angeles, came home for her
mother’s funeral. The town calls her Mother Lily because of what she does for Filipinos needing a temporary
home in Los Angeles. Cecilio hid at her place after the scorned woman had told the immigration authorities that
she wanted the visa canceled and the fiancé sent back to the Philippines.
I am running ahead of my story, or rather Cecilio’s story. I’m prompted by much more than curiosity or interest in gossip. God knows we have enough gossip in this town. If anything, the woman psychologist interests me
as I am a psychology major myself who hopes to find a counseling job at a local school or college. I heard she
even bought a piano for Cecilio.
*
“I never saw Amanda,” Lily told us. “She’s in her thirties, older than Cecil, late twenties. Cecil said she’s fat.”
“Cecil? Is that how he calls himself now?”
“Yes.”
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“Nice name.”
“Cecil said it shocked him that she was big, not like the picture she sent him.”
“Is that the reason he gave for running away from her and not because he is, you know …”
“He lived with her for almost a year in a house with a swimming pool. Amanda supported him all this time
while he waited for his green card.”
“What’s a green card?”
“A green card gives an alien permanent resident status—the first step to becoming a full citizen. With a green
card you can have a social security number and find yourself a decent job.”
“Did Cecil tell you what he did during the time he lived with Amanda?”
Lilia smiled, dropped her lovely face and raised a hand to cover her mouth as she laughed, palm towards us. I
said to myself, Lily may seem plumper than her sister and have a scrubbed look about her but she is still a
Filipina, demure and shy. She must be well liked at the hospital where she works.
“You could say that he repaid Amanda every cent she spent on him.”
“How so?”
“Well, he was Amanda's houseboy, pool-maintenance man, musician, gardener and her personal cook.”
“And sexual partner?” I said. Lilia shook a finger at me and said,
“You have a dirty mind.”
Laughter.
“Cecil is such a good cook, I found this out when he lived at my place. Can you imagine having your own
Asian cook in America, and I mean Asian. Cecil can cook Chinese, Filipino, Thai and Indonesian. You see, ethnic
restaurants are very popular in Los Angeles. They are the poor man’s excuse for dining out, as cheap as some of
them are. Cecil does Japanese also, but he says that Amanda hated anything Japanese.”
“Any reason?”
“Cecil said something about Amanda’s father being laid off by the Ford Motor Company.”
“I wonder what Amanda misses the most—the houseboy or the Asian cook?”
“You are being foolish again,” she told me.
“Go on with your story.”
“Cecil said that the most difficult thing was pretending that he was enjoying himself. Oh, he liked doing the
yard and had started a flower garden. He told us about a plant with long red tassel flowers, called Love Lies
Bleed-ing.
“And he loved cooking. He was amazed at the spices and the quality of the meats he found at the supermarkets. But he said he could not stand it when she touched him, especially when they swam.”
I had other things in mind that I was afraid Lily would call dirt.
“So he decided to run away. Before he left the Philippines he had compiled addresses and phone numbers of
Filipinos he knew living in the States. He studied bus and train schedules and kept part of the grocery money
Amanda gave him. And one day he boarded a Greyhound bus and took off.”
A Greyhound odyssey.
“Cecil said that the families he stayed with gave him money to get him out of their houses.”
“And that’s where you came in, Mother Lily?”
“I got Cecil’s phone call as soon as he arrived in Los Angeles. L. A., you see, is a sanctuary for all kinds of
illegal aliens. You hear mostly of Mexicans and Salvadorans coming from south of the border. But I once read of
Chinese aliens being flown across the border aboard a Beechcraft airplane. It’s crazy out there.”
“Are the immigration people still looking for Cecil?”
“Oh, yes, and they’ll deport him if they catch him. He’s working in a Japanese restaurant and, get this, he has a
Japanese boyfriend.”
Lily meant this for me. She knew I’d find it amusing.
“What’s going to happen next?”
“Well, right now, he’s living with his Japanese boyfriend. He’s trying to save up and get his green card. He
could get married. The going rate right now for a fake Las Vegas marriage with a citizen is three thousand dollars.
It’s as good as marrying a U.S. serviceman at Clark Air Base or Subic Bay. But if they catch Cecil, they’ll deport
him, put the woman in jail for five years and fine her ten thousand dollars.”
“Lily, why don’t you marry me and take me with you to L.A.?”
Lily lifted a finger, poised to admonish me again, but instead gave me the kindest and warmest look.
2
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Perhaps some day I will know what really happened to my brother.
I took him to the airport this morning. He turned as he entered the terminal, his face behind his thick bifocals
showing no expression, lifted a hand, and waved. It was a doll’s goodbye, a child holding the hand and shaking it.
I did not wave back. All that trouble that he caused, getting everybody excited about his homecoming, his
balikbayan, and then acting the way he did. More accurately, not acting at all, as if he were shell-shocked,
benumbed by some undiagnosed injury.
What gets me is that, as far as I can see, nothing really happened. A threat maybe, but no harm. For a while I
even saw it as a game, like betting a thousand pesos on the unfavored rooster at the cockpit. That was how I felt,
when I heard his voice and saw five men circling him, the two suitcases at his feet, and he was shaking his head.
I edged my way through the crowd; my brother was handing out dollar bills to the men. When I saw the sampaguita garland around his arm, I surmised that he first bought the flowers; then the young men went after him
and asked for a “gift.” Quite ordinary for me, but what followed during the next five minutes must have pushed
him against his fears about coming home, after an absence of a dozen years.
I have always felt a softness in my brother’s character, and the sampaguita garland made me feel this way
again. Where did he think he was? Hawaii? He must have fit the men’s profile of victim, a likely prey. He should
have come with his wife and two children; she is tougher, and the children a better protection against evil than the
sampaguita.
He took up law because that was what our father, now dead, wanted, but I’m sure he preferred music or
philosophy. He married a nurse who landed a hospital job in Newport Beach and later got him to emigrate to the
United States. He promised to take the California Bar Examination, but he did not write about passing the bar or
working in a law office.
Instead he wrote about his job in a newspaper office in Orange County.
I would have been proud of him as a lawyer. Why would he want to trade a law office in the Philippines for a
newspaper morgue in California? For a Toyota and a Buick in his garage?
I’ll keep my sturdy Tamaraw jeep, live near my brothers and sisters, and watch my nieces and nephews grow
up, here in my own country where life spills into the streets and houses unable to contain it.
*
I did have that one day with my brother when he was his old self and wanted to visit places he knew as a
student in Manila. He arrived a day earlier than his two suitcases did. From what he told me, I gathered that the
flight from Los Angeles was delayed and the baggage could not be transferred to the connecting flight to Manila
in time for the scheduled departure from Tokyo. But my brother insisted on another explanation and I did not want
to contradict him.
“You know,” he said, “on the flight from Tokyo to Manila, I sat between two pudgy Filipino nurses.”
I thought I’d ask him when I had the chance, how he kept his weight, approaching middle age. No paunch,
hardly any fat.
“They came from two different flights, one from Chicago and the other from New York. It’s an education to
see how the complexion of passengers changed from the flight to Tokyo and aboard the plane to Manila. From
white, yellow, black and brown, and then to almost all brown. Except for the Chinese … the Chinese are
everywhere. I think there were a few Mormon missionaries aboard.”
I chuckled at his observation but kept silent. I wanted to hear his version of why his luggage did not arrive with
him.
“Do you know the nurse from New York had six pieces of luggage?”
“Six!”
“That’s right, she told me, six. The airline allows you two and charges one hundred and seven dollars for each
additional piece of luggage. Some enterprising Filipino took the maximum allowable size and made cardboard
boxes to fit. These are sold as balikbayan boxes in Filipino stores in the U.S. Zero weight, strong, disposable. And
they stuff these with radios, cassettes, and Betamaxes.”
“Well, you know how it is, Brother. You can’t come home without gifts for relatives and friends, without pasalubong.”
“And for checkers and porters and customs. I know, I know; just look what happened to my suitcases.”
I was going to say, what’s another day, but didn’t.
“I must say I learned a lot from those two nurses. They told me how to fill out my customs declaration form.
“‘Just put “personal effects,”’ they said. ‘A tip here, a tip there, and you might not have to open your bags.’”
“Well, at least, tonight you won’t be as tired as you were yesterday. That was a long flight, wasn’t it?”
“Yeah, eighteen hours, including two stopovers in Tokyo and Okinawa. The nurses told me that I must be
careful about the transportation from the airport. They’ve heard of contract workers from Saudi Arabia who were
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waylaid by taxi drivers, and jumped upon by thugs, who stripped them of everything, even the clothes on their
backs.”
“An isolated case,” I said, trying to allay his fears. “Besides, we have secret marshals in Manila, organized to
fight crime.”
“What good would that do? How’s the jeepney passenger to know who’s mugger and who’s marshal?”
I was beginning to be irritated by my older brother, but did not want to offend him. I said,
“I’m sure you have crime in Los Angeles, too.”
“I know. Did I ever tell you that our house was burglarized? Twice. The same things were taken each time. My
stereo system, tuner, record player, reel-to-reel, everything.”
“Well, there you are. You can be a victim of crime in any part of the world, in Luneta or in California.”
“It doesn’t have to be in one’s country. A homecoming should be an occasion for rejoicing, not stress.”
My brother and his platitudes. Stress, he says. Spare me. A tidal wave kills five thousand in Bangladesh.
Children dying of starvation in the sugar regions of the country. A radio commentator is shot in front of his
daughter at a May Day Festival. And he talks of stress.
I kept my mouth shut; I did not want to create more stress for him on his homecoming.
*
I took my brother to Quiapo and Escolta. For lunch he wanted to go to a mami-and-siopao place he used to eat
at when he studied in Santo Tomas.
“Well, what do you think of Manila?” I asked my brother as soon as we were seated in the restaurant directly
under a ceiling fan. I noticed my brother’s face puffed up with sweat, his plastic bifocals cloudy.
“Too hot for you, I see.”
“It’s not the heat. It’s the humidity.”
“What’s that?”
“It’s the moisture content in the air. It’s what makes your skin sticky. And that’s what makes you uncomfortable, not so much the heat.”
I did not press him for further explanation. One sweats because one feels hot. It’s as simple as that, but I guess
my brother has to have a scientific explanation for everything.
“Well,” I said, “what do you think of the city?”
“It seems dirtier and denser than when I lived here. But what really amazes me is the smoking. Look at you,
how many cigarettes have you smoked these past two hours?”
I didn’t quite like this; he was making me feel defensive. He was becoming too critical for one who hasn’t
been around to know what’s really going on.
“It’s strange. In America the impetus is to do away with smoking. There’s even a move to ban smoking aboard
planes, after a recent crash caused by a passenger who smoked in the toilet.”
“Is that so?”
“It seems, however, that the United States unloads upon Third World countries the tobacco it cannot sell in its
own supermarkets. The way Japan dumps its unsold television sets in the States and sells them cheaper than in
Hong Kong. At least you won’t get cancer from watching TV. Stupid maybe, but not cancer.”
Working in the newspaper morgue must have reduced my brother’s view on things to capsule summaries.
*
After lunch they wanted to visit a bookstore.
“Let’s go to Azcarraga.”
“It’s no longer Azcarraga, Brother. It’s been renamed Claro M. Recto. Just as Dewey Boulevard\fn{ After George
Dewey (1837-1917), American naval officer whose fleet destroyed the Spanish fleet at Manila during the Spanish-American War .} is no
longer Dewey. It’s Roxas.”\fn{Probably after Manuel Roxas y Acuña (1892-1948); first President of the Philippine Republic (1946his death).}
“A mistake,” my brother said, shaking his head. “The sentiment’s fine, but at what cost.
“I remember, after President Kennedy was assassinated in 1983, Cape Canaveral was renamed Cape Kennedy.
It’s a launching place for spaceships. The residents protested and got it changed back to Cape Canaveral again.
There are ways of honoring national heroes and statesmen without destroying the past, the tradition.”
“What if the past reminds you of oppression?” I ventured an opinion.
“The more reason you should not forget, why you should not change the old Spanish and American place
names to those of Filipinos.”
“I think you’re talking about a different kind of memory. And it’s not history or tradition.” My brother looked
at me, surprised.
“What do you mean?”
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“You are locked in your own nostalgia of what Azacarraga meant for you, a street where you searched for
books when you were a student here. It’s a special kind of memory, but very personal and distorted. A place name
is a tradition, something that continues into the present, like a town fiesta. Tradition is memory kept alive. Nostalgia is frozen in time.” My brother smiled.
“Is that what you teach your high school students?”
“No, Brother, I teach them English.”
“Now that’s one tradition you should not change.”
“We will not forget Dewey, but for my part I’d rather keep the memory of President Roxas or Magsaysay,\fn
{Ramón Magsaysay (1907-1957), President of the Philippines Republic (1953-his death). He was killed in an airplane crash .} than the
man who delivered us from one kind of oppression to another. Didn’t someone say, three-hundred years in a
Spanish convent and fifty in Hollywood?”
It felt good to hear my brother laugh.
“So, you see, what you have, Brother, is nostalgia, not history. And your coming home is an attempt to
recapture that nostalgia. You give up your country’s history by choosing to live in another.”
“I know a great deal of what’s happening in this country,” he protested.
“From newspaper accounts, no doubt. Simplified, easy to read on TV or over the radio but, as far as I’m concerned, dead.”
“That’s not fair. I bet I learn more about the political events in this country than what you can learn from the
local newspapers.”
“The foreign press, Brother, have their own bias. You cannot know everything from what you read in newspapers and magazines.”
He had no response to this. I guess I matched his platitudes with mine and we had arrived at a stalemate. I took
him to the National Bookstore near Far Eastern University. He liked the open-shelf arrangement, and bought
novels by Santos, Tiempo, and Sionil Jose, and essays by Constantino and San Juan.
*
That fateful night I took him back to the airport to meet his delayed luggage. We boarded the light-rail train on
Avenida.
“This is nice,” he said; “it’s like the trolley from downtown San Diego to the Tijuana border in Mexico.”
“The LRT is very convenient. It runs from Caloocan to Baclaran. Have you been to Mexico, Brother?”
“I have. I was going to say that the Philippines reminds me so much of Mexico. Some sections of Manila look
like Tijuana.”
I had nothing to say to this. My brother may have only nostalgia for his country, but he knows other people and
other places, and he can compare.
From the Baclaran station we took a cab to the international airport and got there about ten-thirty. We entered
the office that issued passes to the terminal. The monitor in the office indicated that the flight from Tokyo, the last
for the day, would arrive at 11:20 P.M.
The Filipina at the counter was soft-spoken and polite.
“We can prepare the forms now, but we can’t let you in until thirty minutes after the plane has landed.”
“Thirty minutes!”
I looked at the man who said this, white-haired, dark, his skin wrapped tight around sturdy bones.
“Thirty minutes,” he repeated; “by then my bag is on the carousel and someone else might pick it up.”
“I’m sorry, sir, but that’s the policy.”
My brother handed the woman his passport and airline ticket. Another clerk copied information from the
passport on a triplicate form, took this to an inner office for a woman in white uniform to sign. The clerk returned
the passport to my brother, and asked for another ID card.
“What for?”
“So we’re sure that you’ll return the copy of the pass that we will give to you.”
“My God!” I heard my brother mutter, as he pulled out his driver’s license from his wallet.
“Why don’t you have pity on us and give us our pass?” the old man cried. “It’s not our fault that our baggage
was delayed. Why do you do this to us?”
The clerk took my brother’s license, clipped it to a folded copy of the pass, and put it on a filing tray.
“The plane has landed,” the old man cried. “Give us our pass.” The woman in the inner office shouted,
“If you don’t shut up, we won’t give it to you!”
The old man whispered as he sat on the bench against the wall, but it was because of him, I think, that at
eleven thirty, just then minutes after the plane landed, the clerk began giving out the passes.
My brother got his pass and quickly disappeared in the terminal.
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That was a mistake. We did not agree on a place to meet. I forgot to tell him that there were two exits, one for
tourists and another for balikbayans. How was I to know that he’d come out of the tourist exit? I was sweating it
out with the other welcomers, my face against the glass, looking at each passenger walk the gauntlet of customs
officials, hawkers, taxi drivers, and sampaguita flower girls.
My brother had long since walked out, a leather suitcase in one hand and a canvas in the other, and walked
back and forth from one exit to the other. He must have shown panic, wondering where I was, for when he shouted my name, I heard his terror.
That’s when I came upon him, fending off the five men who orchestrated a dunning operation, pressing him for
token sums he could very well afford.
As I approached, another man, bigger and older than the five, pointed to my brother and said,
“He promised to take my car.”
“For how much?” I asked.
“A hundred fifty pesos.”
“That’s too much. How about a hundred?”
“Okay, one hundred.”
I picked up the canvas suitcase, one of the young men got the leather bag, and we followed him past the waiting cars and taxis. I sensed something was wrong. The man dropped the suitcase in the open trunk of an unmarked
white car, but the engine was running and someone was behind the wheel.
“Brother,” I screamed, “don’t take the car!”
I saw him push the man aside and pull the suitcase out of the trunk. The man slammed the hood down, missed
the suitcase, but caught the sampaguita hanging from my brother’s wrist, scattering flowers on the pavement. We
both started running back to the terminal and got into a taxi. On the dashboard, the driver’s picture and license
number were displayed and I felt fine.
I wanted to laugh. I had won my one-thousand peso bet, but I noticed that my brother said nothing and had a
strange look on his face.
I was about to give the driver the address of the cousin’s house we stayed in the night before, but I heard my
brother say in a tone I had not heard,
“Take me to the Hilton.”
I was puzzled but did not argue with him. To stay at the Hilton, even for one night, would be something to tell
the folks back home. I leaned back, craving a smoke. I closed my eyes and listened to the taxi sputter diesel in the
midnight air. I thought my brother was tired and would snap out of it after a good night’s rest.
*
He never did. At the Hilton he sat on the edge of the bed, staring out the window. He could have been praying
or meditating, but I doubt it. He cut a pathetic figure in his underwear, his back hunched. From the knees up, he
looked like an inverted question mark.
“Are you all right?” I kept asking him.
“I’m all right.”
“Do you want to send for a doctor?”
“I’m fine,” he said in a very quiet voice. “I just want to go back to Los Angeles on the next available flight.”
I became angry. I wasn’t going to beg him to stay but I asked,
“Don’t you want to see our family in the province?”
“Some other time. I just want a few of my clothes back. You can take the two suitcases to them.”
*
He left this morning.
Something must have pierced his mind and transfixed his vision, something in the midnight incident at the
airport he had forgotten after a decade of absence, that struck him.
I hope that it will free him from nostalgia and bring him closer to the reality of his homeland, to his country.
For his sake, I hope it does, because that is the only way he can come home again.
Now I’m sorry I didn’t wave goodbye, and thinking he may not return I feel like crying.
88.64Ark\fn{by Resil B. Mojares (1943-

)}

Polancos, Zamboanga del Norte Province, The Philippines (M) 4

There is a dead body in one of the rooms.
I could hear them whispering excitedly as they filed past my door. In my mind I followed them down the
narrow, dimly-lit corridor, down the sagging stairway, into the lobby.
Pinned in bed, I tried to shape the sounds, invading into some compelling meaning. Failing, I relaxed into
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darkness.
Once, twice, that night, I straggled into involuntary awareness where, from the strangely wakeful house, the
message was repeated: Someone is dead.
I did not rise, I knew I was not far from waking. I was conscious—within the sluggish pelagic\fn{ Of or relating to
the open sea} sense of a vastly unexciting flood—of a body alive, mine. But I did not rise.
*
Over breakfast the following morning they talked about the dead. Meal was the unappetizing usual: fish,
spineless, lard-wet eggs on greasy plates.
“… The man’s been dead for two, three days, they were saying at the Parlor last night. And to think I’d been
passing that door all that time No, no foul play. Must have been the heart …”
*
I did not bother to look up from my plate as the talk went back and forth. To blunt any expectation of a
reaction from me, I tackled my food with grim, exaggerated relish. A common table with strangers had never
ceased to be an ordeal with me. There were many boarders in the house—permanents and transients—all steeped
in a common stale smell, and I had never been able, through the years, to pin down a single name with a single
face. Socializing to me was such a needless tax on the spirit, such a task.
“… They said it was someone in the next room who finally got suspicious over the lights that never went out.
The poor man must have worked himself to death. He sold encyclopedias, I heard. There were no relatives in the
Parlor. Cruz said there was no one to notify …”
I indolently watched a cockroach madly scurry across the table. I waited until it was gone. Noisily pushing my
chair back from the table, I stood up and left.
*
It was near midnight when I returned. A group of boarders had collected in the lobby.
They were curiously impassive as if they had been returned from frustratingly unimportant errands. Before this
motley gathering someone was talking of the death.
I watched the man because he was different from all the rest. It was not only the enormous white polo that
drowned his frame. He was clearly agitated, distractedly doing things as he talked; fingering buttons, smoothing
creases in his shirt, cracking his knuckles. Though acutely clerk-faced—his face peaked and undernourished—he
was pointedly immaculate.
“Something should be done,” I heard him saying. He was cracking his knuckles nervously. The sweat stood out
on his upper lip.
Sipping at a paper cup of Coke I had brought in from a vending machine, I watched the man. It was a hot night
and I was edgy and wakeful.
“We’re in this together, you see. And the man’s our responsibility.”
His manner tight and breathless, he trembled slightly when he talked as though words in him did not simply
issue from the mouth, they rolled in the blood, collected in the heart.
The others, slumped on the sofa or standing, lulled by heat, appeared to be listening.
“The man’s our responsibility,” he repeated. “This house killed him, you see. The rooms are so small, we’re
packed so tight, there’s simply no air to breathe. The walls so grimy, we must have new paint to brighten them up.
And, yes, more frequent cleaning … Everything is falling apart and no one bothers. This house killed him, you
see …”
He repeated the statement for what must have seemed, to him, the urgency of what he secretly felt.
The man seemed easily exhausted. His silences were long, and he cracked his knuckles. In the spell of midnight heat the others were silent. Sticky with sweat, I scoured my head for laughter. The man’s nervousness was
beginning to irritate me.
“Some of the ground floor rooms must be broken down,” the man continued. “For games, recreation. That’s
necessary, you see, the owner must be told.”
A fat cockroach flew whirring across the room. The men watched it pass.
“Cruz is a lackey, the owner’s not here.” Someone, sitting up on the lumpy sofa, was saying, “I’ve been here
years, I tell you I’ve never seen the man, not once.”
“The owner must be told,” the nervous man persisted.
“There was a near-fire once,” the rheumy-eyed man on the sofa was saying. “This house is a damned firetrap.
But even that didn’t bring the owner down, wherever he was. He’s waiting to collect insurance, that’s what they
say.”
There was a round of indifferent titters among those gathered but the nervous man did not seem to hear.
“This is our house. And the man who died; he’s one of us, too.”
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Perhaps it was the burgeoning headache I had from the heat, the senseless drift of talk, that made me snap.
“You don’t like it here. Why, go,”I found myself speaking. “Go,” I said, suddenly regretting my having
allowed myself to be drawn into the pettiness of it all.
“Go?” he said. “Go where?” he said, turning around hesitantly to face me.
When I saw his face, I was rather sorry for the man. He looked incongruously meek with some secret suffering. The sweat wet on his forehead, it seemed like he was running a fever. But it appeared like the others, lethargic in the heat, did not notice.
There was something I found strangely obscene in his pain. I looked at him fully with what I felt was a fair
distaste. I crushed the paper cup in my hand, tossed it carelessly to a corner and went up to my room.
*
It was extraordinarily hot that night. I woke up, spat out of a dream’s diluvial darkness, to find my sheets
soaking with sweat, my senses strangely sharp to my skin’s familiar stink. I sat up on my pallet, thirsty and dizzy.
Moments later, as I lumbered down the corridor on my way to the washroom, still drunk with sleep, I almost
bumped into the man. It was dark. He was still dressed in his clownish shirt and he was smiling at me when I
looked up. I hurried past him, shuddering involuntarily because, at that instant, the thought that the man was queer
had crossed my head.
In front of the washroom, at the end of the corridor, I turned in time to see him reach the other end and turn,
slowly walking back towards where I stood. I rushed into the toilet before he caught me looking. I did not want
him to get the idea I was interested in his business, whatever it was.
Although later, back in my room, I had to admit I was indeed struck by the strangeness of his walking the
corridors late in the night.
I could still hear him walking as I fell asleep.
*
The following morning, going through the dusty lobby, I saw some boarders huddled before the bulletin board,
talking animatedly, breaking in occasional laughter.
Tacked to the board was a note written in an ornate, feminine hand.

First Petition for the Ameiloration of Living Conditions
it read.
To whom it may concern:
And there followed, among others, the plans for improvement which the nervous man had outlined in the
lobby the previous night. The sad little theatrics of the protest note amused me. Touched by a stranger’s death, the
man’s obviously paying out his misplaced fears in a kind of game: I thought to myself
I have never been able to successfully sympathize with the small, sad passions of men. They all tire me to
death—activities with syphilis, small soul choking with claptrap and superstitions. I have always thought of the
matter as such a sorry waste. Men whose eyes stretch white with looking for the living points of their drowned
earth excite in me nothing but pity, a feeling I have discovered hopelessly futile and messy.
*
I met him walking the corridor again when I returned late that night and did not bother to smile when I passed
him. And when I entered my room I locked the door behind me.
I went to work on my journal that night. I am, you see, what you would call a miscellaneous writer: I write
term papers, speeches, releases, love letters, anything, all for a fee. It’s a killing business but I’m in my element,
the feel of life’s invisible wilderness, the hard thin joy of stalking, skirmishes. An office in my head, I hang
around in campuses, newspaper offices and printing shops, talking with the men; in beer parlors, looking at the
waitresses.
In short, I’m around a lot.
But nights I spend on my journal. People buy memorial park lots, I write my journal. I leave people to believe
in history, I collect moments. I shan’t bet a tin crown on kingdoms, public destinations, the messiah’s, a very dead
horse. There’s nothing but moments the mind creates out of whipped air and sticks and on these, the soul miraculously feeds before it finally, slowly, chokes to death. And that’s why I don’t believe in poets and writers, either,
straddled as they are on their wooden horses of presumptions. I’m talking now of the living ones; I reverence the
dead.
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I go whoring, yes, but never anything serious. Somewhere, I don’t know where, I have two children, perhaps
three, but it’s nothing serious. Perhaps I shall soon be able to write after my name: H.C.E. But that’s an irrelevant
private joke. The point, I always say, is to compose yourself for the grave. And that’s the secret of serenity.
Making love to a girl, I would say, after Baudelaire:\fn{ Charles Pierre Baudelaire (1821-1867) French author. } I’m
wooing my grave. And that would be enough to kill all silliness of the heart in me. Peace replaces the tiring
smallness of love and friendship: there is then in me some universal, dying tenderness that encloses her and me,
then finally only me, then finally nothing. The mind creaks to a stop. And that’s what I have long resigned myself
to calling just.
I take this journey forward in the mind and I end up with nothing but this indeterminacy of deed, this drowning
in thought. The mental journey leaves me so tired I’m completely emptied of the desire and the strength for the
physical repetition. And so I declare cease, I stop. The breathless girl is bewildered, hurt. How can I tell her of the
root of my weariness. Tell her that I’m dewinded, empty, stopped.
I wrote this down on my journal. Feeling prelatic, I closed my notebook. I went to bed. A plump roach whirred
across the room and was gone. As I descended into darkness, the only sound remaining in the house was his
walking.
I cursed my weakness. I returned to the table. Seated, I began to order my thoughts.
*
The struggle between the mineral and spiritual in us is such an unexciting contest. It takes place in a murk.
What intoxicated Kurtz was the smell of death, heady and thick. And he, being the passionate, spiritual man,
tensed himself tautly against it even as it ate slowly at his brain. And that is why, tensing his senses metal-bright,
corroded, he was almost unrecognizable in death.
To give up the ghost is not so easy, the damned thing so inextricably sticky, it is not so easily released, does not
easily levitate into nothingness as free, configured smoke such as that we see in medieval picture books.
I paused. As my mind went blank, the dull mechanic flood coursed in my ears like water over a crumbling
spillway. It seemed always like the multiple, disorganized sounds of roiling, splintering, falling were dammed
only by my thinking. I brought my mind to attention once more, but even as I waited no comets laid bright tracks
on blackness.
In the room, the trapped heat had sourish human taste. I went out for a drink from the washroom tap. It was
when I returned to the room that I realized I must have half-expected to meet the man for I could not explain,
there, the vague disappointment, loneliness, I felt.
Without thought, weariness in the body was liquid, liberated. Casting for a center, I pinned my tiredness on a
cockroach stain on the smeary wall.
I went to sleep that night heavy with many things: a dull humming mesh of sleeping bodies; strange, silent,
almost animal souls rubbing their hides against walls; the clamorous gray and unsubsiding flood.
Once, a rat scuttled across my genitals and I bolted up in horror. The house was silent. My mouth was dry.
Alive to the stench of my own sweat, I cocked my ear for a familiar sound but there was nothing.
*
I forgot all about the man the next morning. I was in haste to collect from a guy for whom I had written a
paper.
I returned late that night, frustrated in my business. I found the corridor empty. I went straight to the room. I
was feeling faint and sick.
A film of dust covered the table, the pile of books. It was strange that I should notice distinctly the feel of fine,
grainy dust as I passed my hand over things. I judged I was running a fever because I was edgy and sweating, my
senses honed to a vague, debilitating excitement.
I laid myself on the bed, itchy with dust and heat. I spent time staring at a gaping hole in the ceiling, the
peeling paint. I listened to the dark whirring, the tiny scampering feet. Unable to collect, must get up early, walk
tomorrow. I must rest now, conserve my strength—a jumble of petty thoughts crowded my head as I listened
patiently to my shallow breathing.
But I was soon up. Lighting my cigarette, my last, I walked about the room, putting books, things, into place. I
was caught up in a slow indefinite burning and I was trying to organize. But the aimless excitement was eating
me.
Finally, opening the door, I looked out into the corridor and there, near the head of the stairway where the bulb
was dead, I saw him standing.
I thought he smiled, but he did not move. An excitement so thick it felt like sickness surged through me. I
looked again, feeling all the while a sudden rush of shame, relief.
But he was not there. I pressed a cold hand over my face because my eyeballs were sticky and warm. And I
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looked again.
He was not there. The corridor was empty. Withdrawing sick, I closed the door and locked it. I found myself
leaning heavily against it, sweating cold. And turning back towards the bed, I was struck by the stupidity of my
blindness, my shame, that, throwing my head up, I laughed.
I fell laughing on the bed. And the house came sharply alive at my laughter. There was an answering rattle of
sticks and bottles and walls from the many rooms of the house, and I shrieked louder. The rattle grew louder in
answer. I stooped so suddenly I choked on my laugh.
In the sudden silence that followed I said to myself:
“They are listening, mistrustful, afraid, choking on the faint sad odor of their own semen on the grimy walls;
soon they will return to sleep and drown in their own bad dreams.”
A wave of oppressive darkness swept over me. Breathing thickly, I began once more to collect my thoughts.
It’s simply this fever, a sheer trick of heat. He was not there. Watch that simple fact. I must get up, spend
myself on something. Organize.
I pushed myself from the bed and headed for the table. Seated, I started, methodically,\fn{ The text has: methodic.}
to think. I closed my eyes but before me there was only black swimming space. I caught my head in a vise to keep
the throbbing down, the swimming still. In that interior blackness I thought I caught the reflected sheen of vague
angelic bodies but then it was only the dim pained white of my eyelids pressing.
No, he was not there. It’s just that I haven’t eaten, my seeing him a pure trick of hunger. A simple fact. Now to
have water. To steady the head. But wait! Suppose he had gone down the stairway to the lower floor when I had
that second look. And he’s coming up now on the other end. I’ll catch him if I go, open the door, now. He’s
barefoot, he has cast off his slippers, yes. And that’s why I can’t hear him. And he’s there now, yes, walking past
the door.
I stifled a laugh. My eyes were smarting with heat.
“I must get hold of myself,” I said.
“Organize,” I said.
“To effect balance when the ground is moving,” I said.
But soon I was at the door. I thought I heard steps down the stairs. But when I rushed out, the corridor was
empty. I went down the defective dark of the stairway, listening for a sound. I walked the deserted lower corridor
and when I finally turned up the other sagging staircase, there was no one.
For a very long time I went up and down, walking the corridors. I was feeling so faint and sick I thought my
knees would give way if I stopped, that they would hold if I just kept on walking. And I walked.
It was a long time. My brain in wires, a sour feathery feel, rising, tickled my throat as I walked. I rushed
towards the washroom. I bent over the rank-smelling bowl but nothing came. I doused my head in water. In the
bodied odor of the toilet I was all ghostly, atmospheric head. Light, like the singing air, was rising through a hole
in my head, I returned to the room.
“Organize,” I said.
“Need for ballast in a rising murk,” I said.
“Hold still,” I said.
Inside the room I fixed my mind on the cockroach stain. My body burned with attention until, lifted up in a
strange lightness, my mind cleared.
In the middle of my sleep that night I dreamed I clambered up the heights of fever, and he came, bending over
me, whispering away the storm, passing over my face his hand, lonely memory, the feel of the gentle heaviness of
my father’s hand.
*
The following day I saw them carry his body down the dingy stairway.
They found him in his room.
He must have died in his sleep, someone said.
I did not go out that day.
I stayed in the room.
I waited for the darkness to come because I felt there were many things I had to do, and I wanted to begin.
60.74 “Moon, Moon, Drop Me Like A Knife”\fn{by Lualhati Torres-Bautista (1946Region, The Philippines (F) 6

)}

Manila, National Capital

“Name?”\fn{A note says that the title of this story is from a Tagalog nursery rhyme.}
Angela raised her head. She stared at Doctor Isidro. For a moment she wondered if the elderly man had
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become senile and could not recall her name in spite of their having known each other for many years.
“Angela, po,” she replied. “Angela Miguel.”
Dr. Isidro’s expression did not change. His face did not show any recognition. And suddenly Angela guessed
that he asked not because he had forgotten, but because he was checking if she, Angela Miguel, had gotten her
memory back!
“Married?”
“Yes.”
“Name?”
“Onofre. Onofre Miguel,” came her swift and sure answer.
“Any kids?”
“Yes. Yes I have!”
That was something she would never forget. The truth is, she never forgot that during all the years she had
been cooped up in the barred white room bereft of faces and shapes of other people, and where she was surrounded only by the sounds of tears, laughter, complaints and shouts of the crazy people running amok around her.
“How many?”
“Just one. Her name is Aliw. She’s a big girl now, Doc!” answered Angela, and she struggled to stem the
excitement building inside her.
She must not brag about Aliw. She might lose control and start laughing and crying. That was not good, and
the doctor could put her back in the white room with metal bars in its window and door. So when Angela did
laugh, it was a calm laugh.
“Before, we used to call her Botik-kotik. But she’s a big girl now. She won’t like being called Botik-kotik!”
Dr. Isidro smiled weakly.
“She has a beautiful name: Aliw.” Angela smiled, because that was how she and Onofre saw the birth of their
child.
“Aliw,” or in other words, “amusing.”
She will not mention Onofre to the doctor. He might remember that Onofre had not come to visit her. Almost
since the day he brought her here. And that was ten years ago.
Never mind. Even then, during the times she was sane, she said to herself: never mind. She could not do a
thing about it anyway.
That is how life is, she thought; he loves you today, but forgets you the following day. Especially if you get
confined to a mental institution. You can’t blame him. Of course, the man is confused about your situation. Of
course, he is wondering if you might not get out at all. Be patient if he has married someone else. Of course he
needs someone to be with him!
But the doctor was already thinking of Onofre. And now he was asking her:
“Your husband has vanished. What happens when you get out? Where will you go?”
The doctor’s words exposed her pain, but it also brought her joy. Angela’s face brightened.
“You’re letting me out, Doc?”
“If you have a place to stay in.”
“I have! Chabeng! She’s my friend! You’ve seen her, Doc! She came here once! She asked you about me!”
The doctor nodded, but remained unconvinced.
“Do you think she’ll take you in?”
“She’s my friend, Doc!” repeated Angela, her voice filled with hope. “A very close friend!”
The doctor nodded again.
“And you told her that I might be allowed to come home. Just a trial, you said. Two to three days. Just to see if
I can live in the outside world again.” Angela’s voice took on a begging note.
“Doc, I can do it! I’m cured!”
Dr. Isidro stared at her. It was as if he was finally starting to think of her as a normal person.
“Okay, assuming I let you go to your friend’s house … what will you do in the two-three days that you’re
there?”
“I will visit my daughter!”
“Do you know where your daughter is?”
“In a halfway home.”
“Which halfway home?”
*
The name. Oh God, the halfway home’s name! What was its name again? She could not recall! She started to
worry that she had forgotten the very name of the halfway home! That in an unguarded moment, after all these
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years, she had lost the name!
She was worried that this might mean she was not completely well yet. That, along with the name, she had also
lost a part of her sanity. After she started to lose her mind, the memory of the halfway home where she and Onofre had left Aliw was the most important thing she recalled during those moments her sanity returned.
They had ridden in a taxicab. She even remembered the color of the cab: yellow. She remembered it so that, in
the future, when she was ready to return to her child, she could go to her in another yellow cab.
The halfway house was a big, old house whose windows were barred by rusty wrought-iron grilles. It was inside a yard guarded by ancient star-apple and mango trees. They gave Aliw to a woman wearing glasses, and
whose hair was starting to go gray. The woman also wore a string of pearls around her neck.
Angela had carefully memorized the woman’s face so she would know where to get Aliw when the time came.
The woman asked for Aliw’s baptismal certificate. The woman remarked that it was good of the church to allow
them to name her Aliw. And Onofre replied that they put a Maria before it. Maria Aliw.
“I said, what is the name of the halfway home?” repeated Dr. Isidro to Angela.
Angela wanted to give a name badly, even if she had to invent one. Just so the doctor would know that she
knew what she was saying. So the doctor would not think she was still insane! She tried. But her fear got the
better of her. The doctor might read the lie in her face, and he might get mad and not let her go out.
Angela opted to admit the truth.
“I’ve forgotten!” After which Angela started to cry.
“My God, I’ve forgotten!” She felt it was the worst possible tragedy in the world.
Dr. Isidro let her cry. He let her carry on, but when it started to seem like she would never stop, he tapped her
on the shoulder.
“It’s all right, it doesn’t really matter,” he said. “Even the most intelligent people forget … and sometimes it’s
the simplest things like the correct spelling of the word “one” or “two.”
Angela stopped crying and stared blankly at the doctor. The doctor was smiling at her.
“The next time Chabeng comes over, I’ll let you go with her. And, Angela, it’s called the Metropolitan
Settlement House.”
*
Since she became the superintendent of this orphanage she had handled thousands of cases. This was where
she, Mrs. Buenaventura, noticed her hair going gray. And even though she looked like a strict and mean teacher,
in many ways she could not avoid having feelings for the children and mothers—and sometimes even the fa-thers
—who asked for her help.
Not her help, but that of the orphanage she represented.
She was not the orphanage but just the bridge that the people used to reach a sanctuary. The orphanage itself
was a project of the wives of rich and powerful men belonging to a non-stock, non-profit organisation. Maybe
because they had nothing better to do and nowhere else to put their money, the women created the orphanage out
of an old Spanish house and placed it under the umbrella of SWA—which is now the MSSD.\fn{ A note reads: Social
Workers’ Association; Ministry of Social Services and Development.}
The orphanage sought to help indigent women who were usually domestic helpers from the Visayas made
pregnant by whomever in Manila. These were women without husbands, without relatives, without anyone to turn
to. Once the orphanage accepted the child, it took care of it for free while the mother worked as a laundry woman
or nursemaid, taking care of someone else’s child. When the mother was ready, they returned the child and
prepared the vacated crib for the many others who were coming.
But there have been cases where neither mother nor father ever came back. Lito L. was handed to them when
he was seven. They did not have the facilities to care for a seven-year-old properly and were obliged to refer him
to another institution better suited to care for him. Poor child. By the time they realized he had been abandoned,
he was already too big, and no one was interested in adopting him any longer.
Jennifer was adopted—not here, but in a hospital. It was said that her parents could not pay the fee for delivering the baby so they had to leave Jennifer as collateral. If she were furniture then you could say she was pawned.
Her parents also had to pay the interest for the loan, meaning payment for nursery expenses, caring expenses,
which the hospital added daily to her parents’ hospital bill. Barely three days after she was born, Jennifer’s parents
owed the hospital five hundred pesos.
The couple found a way to raise the five hundred pesos—they were able to do this after a week—but when
they returned to the hospital, their bill had risen to one thousand five hundred pesos.
The hospital refused to release Jennifer for five hundred pesos. So Jennifer remained.
Jennifer spent four years in the hospital without being claimed. It could be that during that time her parents had
another child, and had gotten used to the painful fact that they may never be able to get Jennifer back. The
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hospital also faced the fact that she probably would not be claimed, and decided to write her off as another bad
debt, another tax deduction.
They brought Jennifer out of the sterilized nursery and handed her to MSSD. The MSSD had nowhere to put
her and gave her to the settlement house. And Mrs. Buenaventura inherited a four-year-old child who did not
know how to talk because nobody bothered to talk to her when the time came for her to learn, and could not stand
because the swaying hospital cribs were designed to discourage babies from standing and getting in the way of the
busy nurses.
After these cases occurred, the MSSD issued a regulation to its branches that a child whose parents did not
show up after six months would automatically be classified as an abandoned child, and would automatically be
placed in the list of children eligible for adoption. Mrs. Buenaventura discovered that the orphanage had many
children already eligible for adoption. Now she was saying to the woman before her:
“If your child is here, then I know her. What’s your child’s name?”
“Aliw,” answered the woman. “Maria Aliw Miguel. There’s a Maria,” she quickly added.
*
Aliw. Mrs. Buenaventura was starting to get nervous. They currently did not have a child named Aliw, but it
seemed like they once had a child by that name. Aliw. A vague memory of that name entered her mind.
“Missus, what’s your name?” asked Mrs. Buenaventura.
“Angela, po. Angela Miguel.”
“What year did you leave your child here?”
“Ten years have passed. She was only four years old then. She could hardly walk fast but … but she could say
a few words. Aliw. We used to call her Botik-kotik and my husband and I brought her here. My husband's name is
Onofre. The tall but lean man. He’s from Palawan.”\fn{ An island of the western Philippines, about 280 miles long, and 25
miles wide at its greatest width. Over half a million people lived on it in 1990.}
Botik-kotik. Mrs. Buenaventura’s memory of the child was getting clearer, and her worry was getting stronger.
This was revealed by the inevitable confusion on her face.
“She’s my only child, ma’am!”
“J-just a moment!” said Mrs. Buenaventura, standing. She quickly went to a room and busied herself with the
records inside a filing cabinet. She forced herself to remain calm.
“My God,” she asked herself, “have we done a huge and unpardonable sin? But how could we have known
that one day, all of a sudden, this woman would show up!”
Mrs. Buenaventura tarried in the room as she justified to herself the regulations and actions taken by the settlement house. According to the records, the woman was in a mental hospital during those days They couldn’t expect
us to know what happens in a mental hospital! They couldn’t expect us to monitor her progress with a doc-tor. We
are busy people here! But it seems like the crazy woman has gotten her sanity back. What if her insanity comes
back with what I’m about to tell her? No, it is not my fault if something has happened to her. We could not do a
thing. It’s the child’s welfare that we have to consider first! I am only following the law. They can’t accuse us of
committing a crime!
In the end, Mrs. Buenaventura had no choice but to go out and face the woman looking for her child.
“Ah, Missus … uh, it’s like this. I got your child’s record. So you were in a mental hospital. Are you well
now?” The woman was embarrassed to admit,
“I—I’m not sure. But the doctor already let me out. Until the day after tomorrow, Ma’am. It’s like a trial, if—if
I can manage to live outside.” And she quickly added, explaining,
“Ma’am, I am not going to get my child yet. I’m just here to visit her!” Mrs. Buenaventura nodded and
resumed her seat.
“This means, that since the very beginning … you haven’t visited your child?”
“I was in the mental hospital.”
“And what about your husband?” Mrs. Buenaventura saw the woman’s face darken.
“I—I don’t know!”
“He also hasn’t visited your child,” said Mrs. Buenaventura.
The woman’s face started to twitch. Mrs. Buenaventura felt the woman’s disappointment, which she struggled
to hide with a short, bland question:
“Is that so?”
“And you know, child, we have regulations here. The parent has to visit the child while in our care. When six
months pass with neither parent visiting the child, we are forced to declare the child abandoned.”
The woman’s face lifted involuntarily; it seemed as if she did not understand what abandoned meant.
“It means left alone.”
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“I didn’t leave my child!”
“Yes, but what I am telling you are our regulations.”
“I—I love my child, ma’am!” the woman insisted. “I really will come back for her. I will come get her. Even if
I have to raise her all by myself!”
“But we do have regulations,” repeated Mrs. Buenaventura. “Angela, our first consideration is the child’s welfare. But of course it is not as simple as that. Before we take any steps, we try our best to contact the child’s
parents. We write to them, we have our people go to them. We even advertise in the newspapers!” Mrs. Buenaventura showed her the letters and newspaper clippings along with Aliw’s records.
“That is what we did in Aliw’s case. Here: we wrote three letters to your husband; this is the advertisement we
placed in People’s. Read it.”
The clipping said:
Calling Mr. Onofre Miguel of 38 Caballero St., Tondo, Manila
to get in touch with the Metropolitan Settlement House. xxxxx

“What I mean is,” continued Mrs. Buenaventura, “we did everything so we could meet with your husband, and
talk to him.”
The woman’s eyes and voice became accusing.
“What do you mean?”
Mrs. Buenaventura’s eyes roamed, looking for whoever was within earshot, and could come to her aid just in
case the woman she was talking to became violent.
“At that time, there was a couple who wanted to adopt Aliw”—steeling herself, she started gently. She saw the
shock on the woman's face, which paled—“but we make sure that whoever we give a child to are capable of”—
the woman she was talking to was shaking as if she was being rocked by an earthquake—“that whatever happens,
the child will be happy with her new parents. Missus, the child’s welfare is foremost, is … Missus, don’t! Leo,
Marcial, come quick!”
Before Leo or Marcial could get to her, the woman, who was trying to stand, had already crashed to the floor.
*
Onofre was drinking again.
Every night for the past week he had not been doing anything but drink. And drink for free! He had many
friends in this place, and the people here thought he was a big shot. They greeted him, took pains to get along with
him, or to avoid him, and gave him free booze.
He did not like how the people tried to get along with him just to keep him from giving them trouble, but he
did not really care—he needed to drink! It was not that he missed the booze, because he had never really been a
drunkard. He was a quiet man who got along fine with people, and was not really fond of trouble.
He made a living selling scrap paper and glass bottles, and that was it. He brought home money for rice and
food for his family.
But things were different now. Before, he was just confused with the way his life was going. Now, he was
confused and bitter.
Before he had to turn his wife over to the mental hospital his problem had been that single question about
Angela: was she really getting crazy? He was afraid that Angela could really be starting to lose her mind, or that
she had already lost it, and that when he was away from their house something bad would happen to her and their
daughter, Botik.
He could never forget the stories he heard of the crazy mother who cruelly plucked out her child’s eyes with a
pair of pliers, or of the crazy father who drove a crucifix through his child’s chest in his desire to expel the
malevolent spirit he believed had possessed the child’s body and mind.
But what would happen if he turned Angela over to the mental hospital? Who would care for Botik?
They both did not have any relatives in the city. Him—he was born and raised in Palawan. Manila happened to
be just one stop in his search of fortune. Angela, who came from Iloilo,\fn{ A city on Panay Island in the western
Philippines, and a provincial capital.} had been swindled by a supposed representative of an employment agency. Told
that she would employed as a maid in Manila, she was raped, sold and passed on from one Chinese customer to
another—an old story, almost a comic book story.
Why Angela seemed to be losing her mind, Onofre did not know. He did not know if it had something to do
with what had happened to her in the city. It was also possible that it ran in her family. Or was it because Angela
often starved?
He did not know.
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Be that as it may, Onofre considered placing his wife in the mental institute, especially after he saw her arguing
with herself when she was alone. On other occasions, she would beg the moon to “drop her a knife to open her
belly” in the deep of the night, and she would get angry at the shadows which confused her.
To prepare for the worsening of Angela’s condition, Onofre had to ask himself what would happen to Botik.
With the help of Chabeng, Onofre heard about the settlement house. He went there for a meeting. And while he
carefully thought over what was best for Angela, he prepared all the things he needed to submit to the orphanage,
like the certificates of birth and baptism.
One day he came home to find the neighbourhood in chaos. According to the neighbours, the moon had finally
dropped Angela a knife with which she had tried to slice open her belly so she could put Aliw back inside—
because it was only there that the child’s well-being was secure, inside the mother’s belly.
His neighbours urged him to make a decision. Somebody placed Aliw’s clothes inside a plastic bag. Someone
else placed Angela’s clothes inside another plastic bag. Someone handed him money for cab fare. Someone called
a cab for them.
*
Since the day that Angela was turned over to the mental hospital, the question of her madness had changed to
another question: would she ever get well again?
“She has to get well,” Onofre thought. “We have to get Botik back. My God, don’t let my family end up this
way!”
First to earn more money for Angela’s medicine and Botik-kotik’s gifts, and then to escape his loneliness and
longing at night, Onofre took on additional jobs: he sold balut, washed jeepneys and sold vegetables in a wooden
cart. He worked wherever there was a job to be done: at the corner of Tayuman and Felix Huertas, at the Pier, in
Asuncion, even in places where there were a lot of policemen and thieves, even during curfew hours when the
Metrocom came out and the criminals hid!
Ten years later, Onofre asked himself a different question regarding Angela: how was she doing? He wanted to
visit Angela but he was scared to find out how she was. She may have gotten worse. She may already be dead.
And what if Angela had gotten better and asked after their daughter? He could not tell Angela that he had not seen
his daughter even once in the ten years that had passed. He could not show himself to her. He had nothing to bring
to his daughter, not even an inexpensive doll. He could not take his child home with him if she wanted him to,
simply because he did not have a house to take her home to. He could not tell his daughter where he had been and
what he had achieved in the past ten years before he resurfaced.
And so he drank some more. He could not do a thing about his problem but drink and lament about his life
every night.
“But this is not right,” Onofre now told himself, while observing the potent cheap wine in his glass. “I have to
get my act together, look for a job, plan our lives. I have a family. It is not right to just drink every night. I have to
go back to my family!”
“Hey, pare, the glass seems to be tarrying with you. Make it move, hey!”
Onofre’s drinking buddies started singing: “Drink up, drink some more; like how you drank last night!” Their
song got merrier and the lyrics, bawdier.
Onofre brought the glass to his mouth. Gulped. And tilted his head up even further.
*
And then he saw the ghostly figure standing behind Imo. He froze. Blinked. He must be drunk, he was seeing
things … he was seeing something which could not possibly be standing there before him!
“Nofre?”
Now he was sure that the figure standing behind Imo was really speaking because everybody’s head turned to
the direction of the voice.
“Angela?”
Angela’s face was blank. Her voice was not accusing, not questioning, but merely stating:
“So you’re just there drinking.”
“Angela?” said Onofre in disbelief. He got to his feet without thinking. Slowly he stepped forward. His drinking buddies momentarily fell quiet before they gradually started talking again.
“It’s Angela. Wow, it’s really Angela!”
“When did you get out? Where would you live now?”
Onofre’s hands were raised in an attempt to hold both her shoulders. Feelings inside him started coming to life
again: excitement, happiness, caring.
“Angela.”
His hands barely touched Angela’s shoulders when he flinched, took a sharp intake of breath, and opened his
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eyes wide in shock.
“Angela!”
At the same time, everybody moved away from them quickly. Some jumped, some ran, some fell flat on their
faces. The bench turned over, the bottles and glasses smashed to the ground, the dish of peanuts scattered and the
cigarettes flew.
They all knew Angela was crazy, was confined to the mental hospital, was likely to have escaped, and was now
here to kill!
“Run, all of you, Angela’s here to kill us!”
*
Onofre Miguel, 36, was suddenly stabbed by his wife Angela Miguel y de la Cruz at a store located at the
intersection of Caballero and Matimtiman Streets in Tondo, Manila. It was later discovered that Angela had
just come from the National Mental Hospital and was momentarily released by doctors. Doctors had previously diagnosed her fully functional, and were preparing for her eventual discharge from the institution.
Onofre had just been released from the city jail of Manila. Miguel was linked to several cases of armed
robbery and homicide in 1973. He had not been arraigned in the past ten years, and was released by the
courts on the basis of an appeal made by a human rights organization, in line with the unlawful disregard of
the rights of the accused to a quick and just trial. The remains of Onofre Miguel now lie at the Barangay
headquarters of his community, and Angela Miguel has been readmitted to the mental hospital.

88.68 The Axolotl Colony\fn{by Jaime An Lim (1946- )} Cagayan de Oro City, Misamis Oriental Province, The
Philippines (M) 6
After their divorce his wife promptly married her American lover of ten months and moved out of Bloomington, Indiana, to the East Coast, taking their ten-year-old daughter along. The court, rather unfairly in his thinking,
had granted his ex-wife child custody because of her “financial stability.”
Tomas Agbayani, feeling betrayed but unable to do anything about it, continued to stay in Campus View, the
housing on Tenth and Union reserved for student couples, though this was now an irregularity. The Residence
Hall people, had they known of his altered marital status, would have reassigned him to Eigenmann, the graduate
dorm of unmarried students located just across the railroad tracks, or to an efficiency at Redbud, a one-room affair
where a folding sofa-bed marked the austere living-sleeping area.
But Vilma Teare, the apartment manager, probably feeling sorry for him, had chosen to look the other way and
allowed him to stay another year, which was the time it would take to wrap up the final draft of his doctoral dissertation (The Third World in America: A Study of Ten Minority Writers, included the Filipino poet-exile Jose
Garcia Villa, among others). Tomas had been working for her for eight summers now, as part of the motley crew
of student hourlies hired to clean the empty apartments for the incoming batch of new tenants flying into town
each September, the start of the academic year at Indiana University.
“It’s a pain in the neck. I should know. But believe me, Tom, it always works out for the best in the end. For
everybody. Though it might not look that way right now.”
Vilma was sympathetic but hardly surprised. She was a tall, matronly woman who apparently knew what she
was talking about. She herself had been twice divorced.
“Though I’ve always thought … aren’t you Filipinos Roman Catholics?”
A confessed frown looked him over from her white-framed eyeglasses. Over the years as apartment manager,
Vilma had seen all sorts of foreign students come and go: Singaporean, Japanese, Nigerian, Taiwanese, Indonesian, Malaysian, and even Red Chinese. Enough, at least, to be able to pick up on some of their peculiarities.
Iranians and Saudi Arabians don’t eat pork. Indians eat an awful lot of hot peppers. Filipinos eat an awful lot of
rice. South Koreans prefer that odoriferous salted vegetable called kimchi. Muslims worship on Fridays. Roman
Catholics do not allow divorces and contraceptives. The idea of Filipino Roman Catholics practicing divorce in
America bothered her. And it was not the first time either, Tomas had to admit. Nor the last. He had heard of many
sad stories.
“Just wondering. Of course, nowadays it’s hard to tell.”
Actually, the Agbayanis were Presbyterians. In fact, their graduate studies in the States (Edith was doing her
doctorate in zoology and he in American literature) were partially subsidized by the United Board of Christian
Education for Asia. But in the sleepy provincial town of Dumaguete, Tomas could not remember a single instance
of a divorced Filipino couple.
Theirs would be the first, a dubious distinction. He was not naïve. Of course, he had known of separated
Filipino couples. Of course, he had known of husbands taking on mistresses on the sly. Of course, he had even
heard of wives committing an occasional indiscretion.
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But divorced Catholic Filipinos?
Tomas himself, despite his long years in the States and the gradual liberation of his values, could not quite get
used to the idea of being one of those family men who, at the stroke of a pen, had suddenly found themselves divested of home, wife, and children.
It had seemed terribly unfair.
In those first months after the divorce, he moved in a daze like the walking wounded, a bloody casualty of a
marriage on the rocks. What had he done wrong?
There had never been any ugly scenes, bitter quarrels, or brutalities to prepare him for this. Like Edith, he
worked and studied at the same time (he handled three sections of Freshman English every semester), adroitly
balancing the many responsibilities of graduate student, associate instructor, and family man. He taught and
studied, did the laundry on weekends, cooked occasionally, took an hourly job here and there to be able to afford
the little extravagances for his family during birthdays and holidays.
So where did he err?
Edith would have rephrased the crucial question: What had he not done?
But Tomas would insist, self-righteously, that he had done everything for them, short of robbing a bank. Well,
all right. Perhaps, not everything exactly.
There was that small matter of their piddling sex life. They had taken to sleeping in separate bedrooms in the
last couple of years. One of the luxuries of Campus View was that you could have a room of your own. Edith used
to say,
“Why is it that I always have to make the first move?” Meaning: she found sneaking into his room (after Suzie
had gone to bed) increasingly humiliating. It was the woman’s prerogative, after all, to be desired and pursued,
not to pursue.
But what did she expect? After doing the day’s assignment on Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams (interesting),\fn{Published in 1900.} making ten pages of translation for French 501 (tedious), and checking seventy-five
freshman essays in various stages of incoherence (excruciating), then picking up Suzie from the Japanese baby
sitter, heating the TV dinner, and taking out the trash (Edith did the dishes while half-watching the eight o’clock
news on Channel 30), after doing this and doing that, Tomas felt totally exhausted and in no mood for an energetic wrestle in bed to cap his long wearying day.
Could anybody blame him? He was not Tom Selleck, nor was meant to be. In any case, why take unnecessary
risks? At this point in their lives, they needed another baby like they needed a hole in the head, woman’s prerogatives notwithstanding. As Professor Chaitan, that understanding old man, would have allowed:
“Il leur faut du repos …”
Another time Edith had gazed out of their apartment window to a world suddenly empty of people.
“Everybody’s gone for spring break,” she said wistfully.
Campus View was a boxy nine-story building of unprepossessing architectural provenance despite the elegant
limestone façade quarried from south of town. Shaped like a massive T, the horizontal bar (consisting of the south
and north wing) ran parallel to Union Street, while its leg (the east wing) jutted out toward a grassy knoll in the
back.
This area was usually littered with people: boisterous picnickers chasing Frisbees, cyclists gearing up for the
Little 500, baseball players on weekend practice, sunbathers in skimpy bikinis baring the paleness of their winter
flesh to an unseasonably warm spring sun. The Agbayani apartment was ideally located on the third floor of the
east wing (high enough to allow a birds eye view of the grounds but low enough to make the escape down the
stairwell manageable, in case of fire).
But that day the area was desolately empty. Even the resident Peeping Tom in Apt. 606, probably an onanist to
boot (in the daylight just a balding middle-aged man from Turkey doing postgraduate studies in environmental
planning), had disappointedly retired behind the drawn curtains with his binoculars.
Edith had watched the scene with an expression that barely concealed her wistful longing.
Where had all the young men and young women gone? Probably to Florida for a bit of tan, sun, and fun, like
turtles in heat during their annual pilgrimage to their mating ground.
*
Tomas and Edith, of course, never traveled during holidays, like most other foreign students on a strict budget.
The Thai occupants of Apt. 312 were home, catching up on their term papers because you could hear a
typewriter thoughtfully going tak tak-tak tak tak-tak.
The Japanese couple in Apt. 301 across the hall were doing their spring cleaning and moving furniture with a
lot of scraping.
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In Apt. 308, the young El Salvadoran couple, husband and wife, were sobbing again. Were they homesick? Did
they leave small children behind? Had something terrible happened in their troubled homeland?
It was ironic that, for all the vastness of America, Tomas and Edith, holed up in Campus View, had seen so
little during their long stay in the States. They had gone outside the state only twice: once to Louiseville to watch
the Kentucky Derby and once to Chicago where they visited the Art Institute and the Museum of Natural History
and went up the Sears Tower to marvel at the dark choppy waters of Lake Michigan that looked wide as a sea.
Both times were sponsored by a church hospitality group that matched foreign guests with local families
willing to entertain them for the weekend.
Surprisingly, the divorce proceedings went without a hitch, largely because Tomas did not feel like contesting
any of the allegations. He was confident that Edith would eventually come around and see the foolhardiness of
this grand guignol. The petition for the dissolution of a marriage, drawn up by the Legal Services of Indiana that
provided free legal counsel to indigents, simply stated that the marriage was “irretrievably broken.”
There was one further business of a property settlement, but Edith, in a gesture of generosity or relief, offered
him a free hand to do whatever was proper or necessary. She got to keep Suzie. And he, if he liked, could keep
their small house and lot in Dumaguete, their rusting appliances, their mismatched pieces of furniture.
After the court hearing the three of them walked up Kirkwood Avenue to the bus stop. Anybody who saw them
would have thought that this was some ordinary happy family out for a leisurely stroll or a bite of pizza at Little
Caesars, and not a family already irretrievably broken.
*
In mid-February, Edith dropped out of graduate school and moved with Suzie to Newport, R.I.,\fn{ Rhode
Island.} where John Steinbergh taught at a community college. Only then did Tomas feel the full force of the
divorce.
He was angry and bitter. Suzie had written:
Dear Daddy,
Dad, we have a sailboat and we live in a big, big house.

What civilized law would take a daughter from her father? If he had entertained scenes of eventual
reconciliation and forgiveness, that possibility was now dashed to pieces.
The sneaky bitch! Plotting behind his back! Never in a hundred years did he expect this, and he could not
imagine how they—the sneaks!—had managed to know each other.
He recalled a conference on genetics held in Athens, Ohio, that Edith excitedly attended. When he carefully
looked over the old telephone bills, Tomas discovered that there had been long-distance calls between them for
nearly a year. And probably while he was right there in the kitchen too, frying their chicken dinner or slicing the
onions!
He could have kicked himself. How could he have missed what was coming? Regretfully, he had to admit he
had been too engrossed in his own ambitions to see anything else. Looking back, he could now see obvious signs
of impending disaster, some deep unhappiness on her part that he, in his ignorance or distant preoccupation, was
unable to forestall. There was nothing else to do but pick up the broken pieces.
“Is Edith coming back?”
The voice on the phone was brisk. It was the zoology department secretary.
“I don’t know. She didn’t say.”
“Well, she still has her things in the office. Would you mind picking them up? We really need her table for
another GA.”\fn{Graduate Assistant.}
*
Jordan Hall was on Second Street, a more interesting older building with ivy creeping up its limestone walls.
The hallways, painted the usual beige, smelled strongly of formaldehyde. At regular intervals, display windows
were punched into the walls, where stuffed birds and animals crouched in arrested motion and stared out with
glassy eyes. Through a half-opened door, he caught a glimpse of several stretcher boards where crucified cats,
skinned to their raw muscles, grinned their eternal grimace of pain.
“Great,” he thought, and nearly bumped into a waste container in his hurry to get to the end of the hallway.
“Mrs. Weinstein? I came for Edith’s—”
“Oh, yes. This way, please. I’m sorry to bug you about the table but we’re a bit overcrowded this semester.”
She looked more kindly than she sounded—almost motherly, in her gray cardigan and loose brown dress.
“That’s all right. I understand.”
Tomas followed the broad efficient back into another room filled with microscopes and glass jars, then to yet
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another adjoining room. This must be their special laboratory.
He remembered Edith mentioning it in passing. A huge airy room with greenish light, it was completely lined
with metal racks running the entire length of the room, standing eight racks thick. On the shelves were arranged
some two or three hundred fishbowls half-filled with water. And at the bottom of each bowl stirred a strange
orange-gray creature, half-lizard and half-fish, with feathery things coming out of its gills like red corals. His gasp
of amazement was audible.
“Our axolotl colony,” Mrs. Weinstein beamed a proprietary smile. “I bet you’ve never seen anything like this.”
“No, I can’t say I have.”
“They’re Mexican salamanders. Ambystoma mexicanum.”\fn{Recognized as a distinct species since 1789, it is actually
the larval stage of the brown salamander.}
One smiling graduate assistant looked their way. (Chinese? No, probably Japanese. Most Japanese he knew
had terrible teeth.) With a long teaspoon he was feeding an axolotl something that looked like frozen ground meat.
The creature remained motionless, smelling the meat in the water; then with lighting quickness, it snatched at the
food. Its throat quavered once, twice. Bits of meat swirled in the water.
“We alternate chicken liver with beef liver.”
“No wonder they’re so plump.”
It was only after a minute that Tomas noticed something very strange and very wrong: the axolotl crawled in a
lopsided way, its tail end dragging to the bottom. The he saw two perfect depressions of raw flesh where its hind
legs should have been. They had been sliced off at the joints, where limb and body joined, with a very sharp
instrument: the cuts were so clean. When he looked more closely at the others, he saw that all of them had been
mutilated in one way or another. In a petri dish near the sink he saw shiny pieces of axolotl flesh and internal
organs. Another graduate assistant, an Indian, was dissecting a dead axolotl.
“Unfortunately, a few do die. Despite the care and precautions.” Tomas turned to Mrs. Weinsten.
“Was Edith involved in any of these … these experiments?”
“Of course. It was part of her assignment. She was pretty handy with the scalpel, if I may say so myself. And
she kept meticulous records of their rate of regeneration.”
Regeneration? Or mutilation and forced mutation? On another axolotl, where there used to be a tail, two
rudimentary pinkish knobs had begun to sprout like forked branches.
Poor axolotls. After they were through with the creature, what freak human invention would bungle into
amazing existence?
Tomas gave a faint shudder, remembering the Jewish men and women whose flat buttocks were pumped full
with melted paraffin to voluptuous proportions, and the Jewish children whose genitals were sliced off or sewed
shut to prevent the procreation of the race.
“The regeneration part is routine. What we are really trying to discover is the threshold of recovery.”
“You mean just how much you can slice off without killing the poor thing?”
“Not quite that crudely … but, yes, I suppose that’s another way of putting it. I know all this seems cruel to
you. But axolotls are very hardy animals. They don’t feel much pain. They grow their missing parts. They heal
rapidly.”
“I see,” he said, with some irony because he was growing inexplicably angry. Such obtuseness. Just because
they cannot cry does not mean they don’t feel pain.
“All for the benefit of science, I presume.” Mrs. Weinstein drew herself up, straight as a ramrod.
“Knowledge has its price, like everything else,” she said, almost coldly.
Sure. And the axolotl shall pay.
“But we’re making progress,” she went on. “We’re getting there. Too bad Edith had to drop out of the program.”
“Too bad she did not drop out sooner,” Tomas thought bitterly, “before the coldness had worked its way into
her heart.”
He suddenly felt suffocated, as alien and out of place in that antiseptic laboratory as the wild axolotls in their
glass bowls. He could not get away from the blank stares of the mutilated creatures fast enough.
As it turned out, what Edith had left could easily fit into one brown grocery bag: romance novels in paperback,
the score of Puccini’s Madame Butterfly, some old test papers that she failed to return, old Christmas cards and
letters from home, and a fading Polaroid of the three of them taken during their first winter in Bloomington nearly
six years ago.
It was a gentler time then. They looked younger, slim and clear-eyed, the bright future still ahead of them.
They were laughing, the three of them, the snow falling dreamily on their hair and eyelashes. The snowballs in
their mittened hands seemed like the most extraordinary things in the world. Christmassy and magical.
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(They could not guess the snow’s malevolent power until years later, during the blizzard of 1978, when snow
fell for days in slanting sheets, piling up chest-deep everywhere, cutting off roads, burying abandoned cars,
bursting water pipes, and leaving a family of four in an isolated farmhouse in Brown Country frozen to death.)
In the photo, Suzie was warmly bundled in a red fur coat. Tomas recognized the coat as coming from the
Opportunity House, a church-run store selling used things, located on the west side, the poorer side of town. They
often bought their clothes there at bargain prices: shirts for a dollar apiece, dresses for two, coats for three, T-shirts
for a quarter, socks for a dime.
*
Since it was still early and the spring weather warmish, Tomas decided to walk back to Campus View.
At the back of Jordan Hall was Ballantine where he used to have most of his classes. He thought that in four
months he would be through with his program. It was now just a matter of running off the required number of
copies and having them bound. The approval sheet had already been signed by his dissertation committee. And
then he would be flying home to the Philippines.
Alone this time.
He felt nostalgic and sad, as though he were already missing everything: the great revolving globe in the foyer
of Ballantine, the echoing classrooms, the maple and tulip trees outside, bare since late fall, just beginning to bud.
Many other Filipinos had walked the meandering campus pathways, now edged with a few blooming forsythias. Juan C. Laya\fn{Juan Cabreros Laya (1911-1952) Filipino author} was there during the forties. (On the seventh floor
of the university library, he once came across an old yellowing copy of His Native Soil,\fn{Published in 1941}
inscribed to his American foster parent: “In gratitude for taking me into your hearts and home.”)
He crossed the bridge over Jordan River and went round the Showalter Fountain where a reclining Venus
floated in the air amidst the sprays of water jetting out of the mouths of dolphins.
One block further north was 10 th Street and from the corner of the university library, he saw Campus View
burning.
Fire, smoke.
But, no, it was just a violet Indiana sunset reflected on the tiers of glass windows and the plume of black
smoke from the basement trash incinerator coming out of the smokestack on top of the building. In the hallway of
the east wing he caught a whiff of beef teriyaki and broiled lamb chops. The wing used to be known as Little
Tehran because most of the occupants were Iranians.
But times had changed. The Shah was out, and many of the Iranian students dropped out of school. Now it
might become a Little Tokyo or a Little Riyadh.
*
Tomas took out two pieces of fried chicken wrapped in foil from the freezer and heated them in the oven.
There was still some leftover rice.
He sliced a tomato and an onion, and shook the half-empty bottle of catsup. While eating dinner, he watched
TV. Debonair Bob Barker,\fn{1923- } host of The Price Is Right, was calling out for the next lucky number.
“Contestant No. 27 of Venice, California, (shriek, applause), come on down!” A screaming overweight woman in
a red halter and black stretch pants ran panting down the stage.
“Now, ladies, what would you give me for this luxurious waterbed and bedroom suite from Broyhill (shriek,
applause) … plus this entertainment package (shriek, applause) …”
Tomas flicked the channel to the 8 o’clock news. Bearded Iranian youth, carrying giant posters of Khomeini,
were chanting
“Death to Reagan! Down with the USA! Death to Reagan! Down with the USA!”
After rinsing the plate, glass, and spoon, he watered the potted begonia on the windowsill, another one of the
things that Edith had left behind.
It was dying. From too little sun? Too much water? He thought of a sailboat and a white clapboard house on
Narragansett Bay.
*
It was terribly unfair. She was his daughter too. Despite himself, he was dialing their number in Newport, R.I.
After the fifth distant ring, a voice came through.
“Yes?”
“Hello? Edith?”
“Do you have any idea what time it is here?”
“I just need to talk to you.”
“Are you all right? You sound terrible.”
“I’m okay. Just a slight cold. How are you and Suzie?”
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“We’re fine.” She paused, then added. “She asked about you today.”
“Sometimes, I wish we—”
“Tom, please.”
He did not mean to say that at all. He had promised himself never to beg or cry. Even before the divorce was
fialized, when some passionate pleading on his part might have changed her mind, he did not beg. He was not
about to start now.
“Sorry,” he said and had to swallow hard to regain his voice. “Anyway, when I go home, what shall I tell
them?”
“I don’t know. The truth, I guess.”
“The shock will probably kill them. Nanay has a weak heart. You know that.”
“Don’t be ridiculous. They’ll get over it, soon enough. It’s not as if somebody had died or something.”
“But somebody or something has,” he thought, but did not say it. Instead he said,
“I hope you’re right. For our sake. How’s Suzie taking it?”
“As well as can be expected. She’s too young to really understand what’s going on.”
“When I think that I may never see either of you again, once I go …” There again, the self-pity in his voice
edging out any sense of pride.
“Oh, Tom, please.” She sounded wretched and tearful enough. But the wretchedness went as quickly as it
came.
“Don’t do this to me.”
“I mean, it’s true. I can’t just come over to the States and visit. Just like that. It’s not going to be easy.”
“We’ll write,” she said. Then she brightened up.
“Hey, we can even visit you in Dumaguete for a few weeks. Won’t that be neat? Suzie would just love to visit.”
“She’ll be different then,” he said. Because people do change, despite themselves; he knew that now, even the
ones who love you. Distance can do that, and time and ambition and carelessness. Most of all, carelessness, as
they were careless once, taking the tenuous joys of home for granted.
“Perhaps she won’t even recognize me.”
“Let’s not go into that right now, okay? We’ll work something out, Tom. Okay?”
“Okay. I’m sorry.”
“Have to go. I’m freezing. The forecast said it could get as low as 30 degrees. Can you imagine that?”
*
In one leap she was gone. He had lost her.
Her mind was elsewhere, on the turning weather and the warm bed where a naked, blue-eyed man waited to
make love to her all night.
After the goodbyes and goodnights (“Kiss Suzie for me …”), Tomas held on to the phone a moment longer and
heard the severed connection humming in empty space.
Later he woke up in the night, sweating, his left leg dead, his throat dry, as though he had been breathing
though his mouth or pleading in his sleep. When he got up for a drink of water, tiny needles pricked his numb
foot.
He looked at his watch. Three o’clock. Outside the window, the world lay sleeping. Lights lined the streets, but
in Campus View almost all of the apartments were dark. Only the insomniac in Apt. 511, pursued by some private
demon, was still pacing the floors. Bluish shadows leaped and scuttled around his room. The rest were in bed,
breathing quietly in the healing dark. The dirty old man in Apt. 606 entered his Turkish seraglio of veiled
voluptuaries. The couple in Apt. 308 had followed their tears home to the misty grasslands of Cojutepeque.
Freud was right: our night selves always return to the wellspring of our deepest desires.
Some dream of women; others dream of home. Some want to go home; others want to stay.
Edith, Suzie, he called out, in his heart. What would happen to him now? What would he do for the rest of his
life?
I grow old;
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.

He slid the bay window shut. A wind had swept down from the north, bringing the enduring chill of snow.
Tomorrow there would be frost powdering the grass, and the spring forsythias would prematurely shed their
yellow blooms.
He thought of the drugged apparitions in fishbowls, living on an over-rich diet of chicken liver. In the forest
and warm lakes of Mexico, in their element, they could have been the fierce golden creatures that they were.
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He felt suddenly cold.
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each.
I do not think that they will sing to me.

He sat in the easy chair and, drawing his legs underneath, bundled himself tight in an old woolen quilt. He sat
like that for a long time, without moving. He would watch the night rise into morning.
But even as he steeled himself for the long vigil, his eyes grew heavy and his head slowly sank against his
chest.
The last thing he heard, in that half-wakeful state before sleep, was the distant wail of a freight train moving
across the landlocked vastness of the Midwest.
17.33 Children Of The War\fn{by Ninotchka Rosca (1946-

)}

Manila, National Capital Region, The Philippines (F)

6
You too have seen our city’s affliction, caught
In a tide of death from which there is no escaping –
Death in the fruitful flowering of her soil;
Death in the pastures; death in the womb of woman,
And pestilence, a fiery demon gripping the city,
Stripping the house of Cadmus, to fatten hell
With profusion of lamentation.
—Sophocles

Nothing now but darkness about me: a night of that malignant disease which has come to roost within the interlaces of my soul. What had I sought to accomplish with that act, that decision to black out the sun with those
twin slices of pain ramming into my eyeballs, the world suddenly dissolved, smashed into a thousand splinters of
color without form, sound without image, touch without presence?
I strive to limit the span of my attention, concentrating only upon the great vine of that sickness entwined
about my conscience, hoping to discover, in its obscene embrace, the exculpation of my guilt. The past reels
before me constantly, in that shrinking of the world, while I, agonized spectator, examine each little scene—from
the imagined taste of the innocent milk flowing from my mother’s breasts to the first soft coiling of a woman’s
arm around my neck.
Where and at what point had I chosen wrongly?
When did the original bruise occur, the first sin from which all this agony had sprung?
Whose was its guilt?
*
I dare not question anyone in the house, though they treat me with a deference afforded only the ill; I wonder,
at dusk, when the cricket-cries drumbeat a symphony intruding upon my intemal darkness, whether they too can
smell the canker in the core, the secret rot and deterioration, the stink of which gags my nostrils constantly.
To sever all communication—that had been my intent, in that moment of intense pain, so that, with the light
tumed nowhere but into the night of the spirit, I may understand; and understanding, forgive myself.
The world continues to press in upon me; those little sounds of normality, the odors of everyday life in this
peace, the peace of this world, while I rest my weary mind in the cradle of happy voices about me.
Pepito, the littlest son of the house, quick on his feet, muttering to himself while he plays alone in the afternoon, dragging his wooden sword after him; Maria, the daughter of the house, whose passing disturbs the air
lightly with its smell of crushed flowers; and the mother of the house who sits beside me in the afternoons while I
listen, both to the forced casualness of her tone and the rustle of the cloth she sews between her hands.
She tells me, struggling to be calm with her words, of how my father, the father of this house, marched away,
in the middle of an aftemoon while falling bombs were echoing all over the city; and before him, his own father,
and his father’s father, down to the dim memories of the first generation of this race, uttering their war cries upon
the shore, brandishing their kampilans. I know—does she think she can deceive me?—the purpose of this constant
renewal of ties with the dead—the heroic dead who now appear to have had only that sole intent in living; to die
that others may remember them and the manner of their dying.
“War,” she tells me, her voice barely quavering, “is the essence of peace.”
I turn over that sentence in my mind, recalling how, in the far land of my father’s death the soil is dark green
and dewy with new-born grass. And suddenly, I am a boy again, parting the verdant blades, to discover two
armies of ants, with pincers for weapons and skin for armor, locked in a confrontation with death.
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Pepito disturbs the quiet afternoon with his mock war-cries and his feet, thudding upon the fallen enemy,
resounds through the house. I tell myself that it will never leave me again—this war—not while jets shriek
overhead, nor children play; not even when I try to drown myself in music and switch on the radio with groping
fingers, only to hear a funereal voice blaring out the last news of the war: a hundred cities attacked, hundreds
dead, Hue\fn{The former Vietnamese imperial capital .} shattered, an ally\fn{My country: it was our first defeat in moratl combat;
Korea was but a stalemate:H} shocked at the discovery of its own weakness.
It is not new to me; I switch off the radio and hear voices outside raised in violent argument—it is Maria and
the Mother. Maria, child, barely-woman, quick to find in things she can only feel but not thoroughly understand,
her own kind of heroes. She has been moving about me quietly, since my return and I feel—no, it could not be
denied—in the elaborate politeness of her voice, the contempt in her eyes. Once, asking her to read to me for my
rest, she had, before I could be aware of it, opened a book and recited Sophocles to me, her voice passionate and
taut, her breathing strained.
Aye; the truth.
One is supposed to see it in darkness; but I saw it before the merciful night came. It is time; I tell myself that
escape is impossible and, following the running footsteps of my sister to her room, I carry, like a cane before me,
the inevitable.
*
Saigon\fn{The pre-unification name of Ho Chi Minh City.}—it blooms in the mind like a great Asian calyx, its indescribable cacophony of commerce, its women with their bird-like voices and their pink, green and purple aodai
floating in the summer sun. It was the first Asian city I had seen, the first true city of the war I had lived in, with
the white men standing at street corners bargaining with little boys over the tiny porcelain buddhas they sold, over
their smudged photographs and dingy postcards, over their younger and elder sisters, and finally, over their own
hardly fleshed-out little bodies.
The mind pales before this huge corruption of the war which hung\fn{ The text has: hanged, here and in the last section
of the story.} over the city as surely as the blue dome of the sky—this city of frantic pleasure where everyone
burned up his and his brother’s flesh for that small piece of paper that would feed the body until the day when
flesh had to be sold again. Each man was bringing, into the market, no more and no less than his own soul and the
flesh of his brother. The stranger coming to this city soon loses his anonymity and his innocence, and becomes a
trafficker in the city’s soul.
So it was with us after that flag-strewn, flower-filled ceremony of our coming.
What had I expected to be, in this city ravaged by the barbarity of men? A compassionate man, an aider, a
benefactor, or, at the most, a liberator. The gaiety and nonchalance of life had shocked me, who expected to find a
city swooning at his feet—until I learned of the hidden hysteria beneath the casualness of its pleasures.
And this, Maria, was how I discovered it.
Dusk found the three of us—Paul, the Vietnamese interpreter, Joe the GI whose name I had not caught, and
myself, the uniformed civilian—making our way through the crooked, shop-lined and bar-studded backstreets of
the city. Women in their western clothes stood at the bardoors, showing thighs and half their globular breasts. The
white gentle flesh screamed in the subtle torture of the falling light; the women’s sharp, small voices called out to
us in chirps of broken English and French.
I stood there bewildered by their presence—the women of the war, so unlike other women I had met before but
who were, strangely, familiar—by the mixed odor of pungent perfume and alcohol and the stale vomit lining the
gutter and hugging the front doors of the bars.
Men in uniform leaned against walls, the sound of their retching piercing through the music and the screams of
women pouring out promises of joy in all the languages of the world.
An American staggered by, borne by two brown women who let out a crescendo of giggles as the American
threw them back and waded through a mound of vomit, the wide swath of his sailor’s trousers tumbling the tops
off the lime piles of human reject.
I stood there smelling the East with my nose, the surfeit of sounds clogging my ears while my doctor’s hands
hanged trembling and loose from the cuffs of my shirt.
Paul—his mouth slit open in a wide grin—pulled my arm and steered me towards a red-lit door through which
shadows could be seen jerking across a bare, dark dance-floor while a golden-clothed woman poured out an
incomprehensible song into the microphone she clutched tightly in one long, fine-skinned hand which threw back
the smoulder of the spotlight under which she stood. We sidled our way past tables where couples sat—the women idly staring at us appraisingly, as though bored with the companions they had.
The woman who sat with us at the table was small and light-footed. She seemed to have appeared out of nowhere. Even the slight light could not conceal the dark circles beneath her eyes as she looked us over, one by one,
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smiling wearily while her hands played tap-tap on the table.
Joe—we called him that, though he must have had some distinct name in his home—placed an arm around her
shoulder and I was surprised by the sudden squeal she let out. She slapped his hand away, her mouth pulled open
in a ragged laugh while her eyes were two daggerpoints digging into his face.
She spoke to Paul in Vietnamese and he shook his head, motioning in some way I could not understand, at the
American. Her face then turned to me, the bright eyes dancing with steely grace as she extended one limp cold
hand for me to touch.
“Hello,” she sighed, rather than spoke the word out.
I took her hand and felt the callouses growing upon her palm. Her hand stung the fine grains of my hand and I
let it go as her eyes drew mocking circles about my head.
“Her name is Mei,” said Paul, his teeth suddenly red in the light. “Mei, our good friend here is a doctor. He has
come to cure our people, to be of help to the children.” She peered at me slyly.
“All doctors only want this,” she said, making an obscene gesture and before I could protest, she had let out a
thin, racking laugh. I saw then that she was drunk.
“When did Doctor arrive? Only today?” she smiled at my nod.
“Then you missed the most beautiful sight in Saigon—an execution.”
Paul looked at her sharply and spoke some words in a cracking voice. Mei laughed into his face and suddenly
raised the wineglass the waiter had placed before her.
“Bottoms up,” she brayed while I looked at Paul questioningly.
“He was a bad man,” the interpreter said stiffly. “I was there …”
I could only feel the hidden crevices of their words, the sheathed fang of danger that fringed Paul’s glances as
he turned away from Mei. The American, who had paid no attention to us, was singing loudly—a song from way
back home, he had explained—smacking his beerglass down for accompaniment. I turned my eyes away from
them, already feeling the stifling heat, as my fingers tugged at my tie and unbuttoned the stiff collar of my uniform.
“She’s drunk,” said Paul, his voice suddenly sly, “if she gets drunk enough, you can get her for free. Some of
them get sentimental when drunk.”
Mei, I saw, was draining glass after glass, tossing down the liquid as though it were water. I could see the red
color, deeper than the light that now swayed overhead, creeping up the wasted cheek of the girl and nestling in the
fragile curve of her ear.
She shrugged off the waiters hovering behind her, now touching her shoulder, now whispering at her ear.
“Goddamn country,” said the American who had tumed beet-red.
“Yesterday we discovered something terrifying. These people—peasants—had been asking for mortar shells.
To make into pots and pans, they said; so we gave them—the dirty s.o.b.’s.\fn{ Sons of bitches.} Yesterday, while
digging for a new building, we discovered this tunnel, full of empty mortar shells. They’d been giving them to the
guerrillas to reload and shoot back at us. Goddamn country.”
Mei let out a squeal of delight and the American tumed to her.
“What are you laughing at?” he shouted.
“Don’t you know me? Don’t you know us? We’re the liberators!”
He sat back in his chair, muttering goddamns, sulking in his sweat-stained uniform while Mei rolled her eyes
at him.
“Liberator,” her tiny voice shrilled.
“Cheers!”
Joe looked at her resentfully and for a moment I could see him, back in his home—a boy hardly out of his
teens, licking his wounds and hating obstacles.
“I could shoot you,” he said slowly, drawing his pistol and aiming it at her. “I could shoot you right here for
being a goddamn traitor.” Mei stuck her tongue out at him.
“Shoot, shoot,” she squealed.
Paul put an arm around the American’s shoulder; a pair of soft hands pulled at him and he sank back, cradled
by giggling women. The American laughed and patted Mei’s arm with a hairy paw.
“You’re just a whore, goddamn it,” he muttered, his eyelids falling.
“Am sorry. You’re just a god damn whore.”
I looked over at Mei and saw that her eyes were as steady and as cold as before, her face red with something
more than alcohol.
“What does Mei mean?” I asked, feeling slightly ridiculous in that room of violence. “Is that your real name?”
“No,” she answered. “Names, names, names. I have lots of them. So had the man who was shot this afteroon.”
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“Was he a relative?” I asked and was surprised by the sudden look she darted at me.
“Why are you so worked up about him?”
“No,” she laughed again, and then continued to honk beneath her breath: “names, names, names.” Suddenly,
she began to cry; softly at first, and then louder, keening thinly through the noise of the bar.
“I am just a whore,” she said, between small wails, her eyes overflowing with red teardrops.
“See,” Paul whispered. “They do get sentimental. Now you work on her.”
Suddenly, the American stood up and swore loudly—just one snapping word—and it was then that I saw with
terrifying clarity, the fall of the gunbutt in the soldier’s hand and the sudden welling of blood along the woman’s
dark hair.
I stood up, hypnotized by the blood, feeling myself called to duty but inept while Mei sat there, slumped in her
chair, her head upon the table, blood dripping from the strands of her hair. I felt a hand pulling me away from the
spectacle and we stumbled out—the three of us—suddenly laughing while Joe aimed his gun at the black night
and fired three shots: one, two, three.
*
The next day I was in the country, miles away from the city, hovering over the dull white beds that moaned
with a slow, monotonous insistence, as though to keep in cadence with the heavy throb of pain. A vast wing of
human suffering hung over that small, white-painted hospital where the wounded spilled out of the rooms into the
corridors where they lay blanketed upon the cold, dirty floor.
I watched the children being brought in, children whose flesh crumbled at the slightest touch of the finger,
children who writhed in unimaginable tortures, the contorted figures of their bodies revealing the broken outlines
of their pain.
The children of the war were strange children. They would come shrieking in shrill, thin voices, wordless except for the grating sound of their pain melting away the flesh and laying the gangrenous veins and white bones
open to the sight.
Later, swathed in bandages, their bodies soaked in ineffective drugs, they would lie silent in their little beds,
surrounded by palpitating mothers, grandmothers, and their little relatives. All through that hall of bandaged
children lay a silence so heavy, so fraught with the question of pain that all of us avoided the place.
They never seemed to sleep. Sometimes, in the early morning hours, I would pace along that long room, touching a forehead here, arranging a dressing there and the eyelids beneath my hand would fly open and those eyes
would look at me with that dark suffering look.
I would turn away from the bed only to discover that the children in the other beds had awakened and, with
their heads lifted, were looking at me in the same portentous questioning way.
I would leave the ward, brooding over the black sheen of the children’s eyes, only to encounter the same look
from the wounded and the relatives who lay along the dirty, mud-smudged corridor. I would curse the Enemy, he
who had done all these and who was even now doing these things to me.
In my sleep, the children would come on their silent feet, footsteps muffled by bandages, waving their missing
arms and limbs. They would look at me silently, with those black eyes tinged with some evil, and flap their
broken arms in my dreams, as though blessing me with the wounds of the war.
I would wake up covered with sweat, only to face the same nightmare in my waking hours as the shriek of
rockets continued, as the thud of bombs echoed, and the shrill screams of jets and planes tore through the land.
I would curse and curse, spitting into the dust, as though it were the Enemy’s face. Pity was strangling me to
death; I felt as though the flap of reality had lifted to reveal an insane world of suffering underneath.
Time flew fast enough in the midst of those eyes, of the heat and dust, in the midst of the continuing struggle
to lessen the fragile bodies that piled up in the morgue. The same flies that hovered over our dinner grew fat in the
feast upon the dead.
Into the front door of the hospital poured a steady stream of screaming children held tightly in their mother’s
arms while at the back door, they either walked out on a missing leg or were pitched into the cold slabs of the
morgue where they waited, white squares of cloth stuck to their foreheads like butterflies.
And all of us cursed, cursed heartily, unbrokenly, cursed at the Enemy who lay somewhere undefined in the
open wound of the country. The days were a long chain of children’s eyes—from morning to morning.
Outside, in the dusty yard, small children, tinier than can be imagined of normal children, terribly emaciated,
their bones sticking through their gas-wrinkled skin, would play in a comer. The siren of an ambulance would
sound through the quiet of the day and they would drop their little toys of bullet shells and run to the entrance,
crowding about the blood-stained stretchers.
And then, they would turn back silently to their games, with only the glances they threw across their shoulders
with that same look which no one could define, revealing the emotions that shuddered through their bodies.
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Time marched on in a series of bomb flares and burnt human flesh.
I would sit beside the hospital window, looking at the silver eagles soaring in the sky, exhaustion drenching my
bones, my throat dry, my eyes blind with the continuous death of children.
I would sit there alone, brooding upon the fragility of the human body and this most monstrous of human
games: the war, the war which surrounded us like the green forest encircling the clearing where the building
stood.
*
Paul came to visit me once—a man who suddenly detached himself from a green jeep and walked to the hospital door, his green camouflage uniform and ranger hat impeccably clean in the aftemoon light. The smart slap of
his boots raised little whorls of dust that clung to his feet.
The children stopped playing and scampered away from his path. They stood like tiny monkeys, clinging to the
barbed wire that marked off the hospital from the vile, green forest encircling the clearing.
At dinner, Paul sat across from me, his face a knife-edge in the light of the single bulb in that mess hall.
He had toured the ward, laughing at first, growing more and more morose as the children’s eyes had followed
his every movement. He sat now before me, gnawing on a scraggly chicken leg. He leaned forward while talking,
dropping his French and English as though the words were some tiny secret that was meant for me alone.
“What happened to the girl?” I asked him.
“Who? Oh! That one!” he jerked back at the sudden remembrance.
“Why, they got her, I suppose.”
“They? Who?”
Paul leaned back and swept my face with his eyes. He smiled and threw a quick glance at the others who were
bent over their plates.
“My country is at war, Doctor. It is very difficult to understand. They—the secret police; got her—shot her. I
suppose.”
“You suppose?” I looked at him with dismay, “but didn’t you bother—to find out?
“How did you know they could have arrested her?” He smiled again, his teeth very square and proper in his
mouth.
“I had to report the incident, of course,” he said very calmly. I could not, for a moment, understand his words
and had to stare at him, tuming it over in my mind.
“But she was only a bar girl,” I said and was surprised to hear the note of pleading in my voice.
“That’s ridiculous. She was only a bar girl who was sentimental. You said so yourself.” His eyes had a strange
and forbidding look when he threw them at my face.
“You do not understand, Doctor,” he repeated. “We are at war. Your country—it is very nice; all quiet and
peaceful. But here …”
I leaned on the table and looked at him. I could not understand why my hands clutched at the table edge with
some frantic fury.
“We have been at war; several times, in the past …”
“Then,” he raised a quieting hand, “you understand. Haven’t people been executed for things like that before?”
“Yes, but …”
“Then, you agree; we have to protect ourselves.”
“But Paul,” my throat was just a squeal—of despair perhaps? I could not know. “Those were done, not by us,
but by the Enemy. The invaders … not the people … not …”
“Doctor,” he rasped out, “this is a different war; it is our war: between my people and me. You understand?”
He stood up, dropping the chicken leg to the plate while I followed him with horrified eyes. Quite irrelevantly,
I noticed just then, how well-tailored his uniform was; how well the trousers hugged his hips and slipped down to
the trim ankles of his feet.
“Surely,” I said to him, “that would make care and mercy even more needed: that the war is between you and
your people, though the Americans are here.”
“The war is the same in any part of the world, Doctor,” he stepped away from the table and moved to a window. “You know the dictum: he who is not with us is against us. You are a doctor and it is very hard for you to
understand. We appreciate your kindness in coming here to help us. As for other people, they are vermin and deserve to be exterminated.”
“Paul, Paul,” I moved to his side. “You saw the children. They are not vermin, you know that.”
“Those are accidents of the war,” he snapped at me. “I was talking of the necessities of the war.”
“Necessities? Like executing a bar girl?”
“Yes,” he said harshly and for a moment, stood there as though he were guarding the window against me. Then
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he smiled and tuming back to the view before us, he waved a hand towards the forest.
“Don’t take a walk over there. It is not safe. They say the guerillas are all over these jungles. I don’t know how
they can survive.”
“But, what about the girl?” I insisted, feeling myself choked by this different man before me.
“I do not wish to discuss it any further,” he said slowly. “And anyway, I am not at liberty to discuss that part of
my work. I have to go now.”
I led him to the door, silenced by his curtness and watched him walk to the jeep that would bring him tomorrow to the city, away from the testimony that was the hospital.
I stood there dumb, as his jeep roared away, leaving only the awakened dust. In the failing light, the forest
loomed and it seemed to me, for a moment, that a very young face had peered through some parted bushes—a
face so young it took my breath away—and two eyes looked at me through the dusk.
I stood there staring back for a moment and then it was gone, only the brief shadow was left behind and I could
not be sure whether it was my own mind playing with me or whether the jungle was, in truth, teeming with more
than animal life.
*
The heat in my room was a thin noose about my neck. The Enemy had taken away a friend and had left me
nothing but the heat. A nurse came running on her white, rubber-soled shoes, the emergency alarm sounding
behind her.
I followed the quick motion of her back, stopping only to slip a sterile mask about my face. Body after body
streamed on to the operating table. In between operations, my small, dark-haired assistant would haul a pail of
water and throw it over the table which dripped with blood.
Our feet sank in the filthy red water that ran to the floor.
My trousers were spotted with blood to the knees. The whole hospital echoed the panic of the emergency siren.
As a body was brought in or taken out of the room, I would see the children standing outside, their white bandages gleaming in the dim light, their eyes like daggers aimed at the operating table that stood in the middle of the
room.
The night shook with bombs while the whole hospital trembled with the explosions and the nurses braced
themselves on the table where another thrashing body lay. The light of flares threw shadows upon the walls as the
bulbs flickered out and flickered on again, struggling with the bursts that made the very foundations of the earth
shudder.
I stood there with scalpels in my hand, cutting off flesh, cutting off veins, cutting, cutting, cutting all through
that insane night while my mind trembled as I removed a forearm shielding a face, afraid to find a familiar face,
though I knew that I was far from the country of my birth.
I stood there slicing off flesh and limbs for the simple expediency of it until the last siren sounded and the
night grew quiet and was reclaimed by the songs of crickets and the swish of batwings.
Still I stood there, quaking inside my doctor’s gown, remembering my father and all the other faces which had
been so precious to me, thinking them before me now, stretched upon this blood-drenched table, screaming into
my unhearing ears, the intensity of their pain.
I stood there until a nurse tapped my shoulder and led me outside.
Dropping my wet and exhausted body into a chair, I suffered the screams all over again—only now, in the
silence that followed the madness, did those screams penetrate my ear. They had lodged in my brain without my
noticing and now played back, like a phonograph record, echoing and re-echoing in the labyrinths of my mind.
I felt the veins on my temple throbbing with pain; a groan tore itself from my throat and I dropped my head
into my palms, digging my fingers into the flesh, trying to squeeze out the memory of those screams.
Someone removed my blood-spotted gown. I could no longer see from exhaustion; fat rolls of sweat dropped
from my brow to my shoulders, wetting my shirt.
A cool hand pressed a towel to my face and I grabbed at it like a man drowning, only to find myself holding a
nurse’s hand. Her eyes were swimming with something more than fatigue. She shook her head.
“It was very bad, Doctor,” she said softly. “We lost three-fourths of them.”
I looked at her, the image of the full morgue in my eyes.
“Why,” I asked, my voice hoarse and unfamiliar to my ears, “why do you do this to yourselves?
“Your people—everyone of you.” She looked at me, the tears hanging at the edge of her lashes.
“These were wounds of bombs, Doctor,” her voice was soft with reproach. “Wounds of napalm, shrapnel
bombs, bullets. We do not have them, Doctor. We have only our hands.”
I rose from the chair, infinitely weary, a taste so bitter in my mouth that I wanted to spill my guts out there in
the dust.
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“Yes,” I said to her. “Yes, I am sorry.”
*
Suddenly, I saw that the children had crowded around the door; they stood in the corridor, ready to spring with
their eyes; the muzzle of the black pupils aimed with deadly accuracy at my body.
They flattened themselves against the walls, their faces turning, following my back as I began to walk down
the corridor.
A sea of children was in my way; a sea of tiny bodies mutilated by the war, a movement rippling like waves
through their bodies as I approached and they fell back, clinging to the walls, merely looking at me with their eyes
aged beyond their years.
It seemed to me that the multitude was endless; and not only the children of the present looked at me from
those walls but even the children of the past and future.
I stopped and stood there gaping at them, trying to shield myself from their eyes.
For suddenly, I had heard the slight whisper of their voices, those voices that spoke only in silence, in the face
of human suffering; those voices that spoke only with the language of the eyes: you, too, have kept silence, have
tacitly approved, have tried to deny the scream of the open flesh that lay under your hands.
I read, felt, the accusation, the white-hot anger that burned in their eyes at my betrayal.
I gasped, stepped back and turned away from those eyes, still pursued by the damning looks, and ran out of
that hospital, out of that clearing, out, out into the black night muffling the forest. Somewhere behind me someone
called but I could no longer answer for I knew, I knew that the enemy was at last discovered; he was no longer in
the forest but had entered the hospital and taken lodging in my soul.
I ran on, twigs breaking under my foot, my breath rasping in my ear until the ground gave to the black darkness of a pit. And in the middle of that long fall, I heard the horror-filled scream of my voice and saw the bamboo
thorns gleaming like bared fangs in the darkness.
*
They assumed I was ambushed or fell accidentally.
I do not know what they thought of in the private rooms of their minds. They gave me a medal which they
pinned on my chest in some ceremony I could only hear.
They hung flowers around my neck—it was, I suppose, a splendid farce and I stood there while the President
of the country hugged me delicately. Women kissed me while all the while, I could only see the children’s eyes in
the darkness that now completely surrounded me. I could only remember my own voice as I lay there on that
same blood-stinking operating table, repeating over and over again: why hast thou forsaken me?\fn{Matthew 27:46b
after Mark 15:34b} And I felt I was asking the question not of God but of my father.
Peach—that was promised to me in this world and I look for it constantly now, moving between its walls,
touching this furniture and that shelf. How many times have I run a finger along the heavy frame of our father’s
portrait in this sala?
There is honor, mother tells me, in marching like your father. Alas, I cannot tell her that he was not there to
guide me in my choice.
At night I hear you quarreling—you, Maria, and the mother of the house and it seems to me that some other
presence watches you with me: that Other who plays with Pepito for hours, who walks with mother to the store
where she struggles with the smaller problems of living.
It sits here now with me, while I talk to you, a different darkness spilling from its eye-sockets, its face scraped
tight by a knife, its mouth stretched into a hideous grin. You quarrel over the war, contending with mother where
the honor shall lie while I sit here, watching the Other smirking at your hushed voices.
I was bom before the war in this country; you were bom after.
But to the one who gave us her breasts to suck, there could be nothing but peace for us in the morrow.
I sit here, useless and broken, wishing to tell her that this was true—but the voices of invisible children reassure me that war is the essence of living and I keep quiet, feeling that everything is too late.
Too late, too late, for the war has already floated in, is indeed already in the houses and crouches, leering at us,
while we make futile gestures of peace.\fn{ Maybe not; there is still hope:H (03/28/16)}
81.208 Magdalena’s Monologue\fn{by Ceilia Manguerra Brainard (1947Philippines (F) 1

)}

Cebu City, Cebu Province, The

He tastes of the sea, this man. He is like a god risen from the sea.
I like to cup his face in my palms, touch his neck, his arm, feel his skin against mine. He is always warm,
warmer than me: he says it is from desire.
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In the semi-darkness, I stand against him and lick his neck—first the one side, then the other. The smoothness
of his skin, that slight salty taste amazes me. Sometimes I bite him gently, and I leave lovemarks on his chest and
neck, as if to brand him. He tries to do the same, but I shake my head.
A part of me fears Victor may return and find those marks, and know what I’ve done.
I am unfaithful and so we do not speak. It is as if we are other people in another place.
In the beginning, he would talk and tell me how beautiful I am, how desirable. But his words would jar me,
make thoughts flow through my mind, and I knew I did not belong in that cabana with him, that I should leave,
and I was filled with great confusion. It is better when we are silent.
The moment I enter his room and close the door, we do not exchange a word. There is always something
frightening when I lock the door.
It is forbidden. I hold my breath, but my heart pounds.
I fear someone will barge in—the servants, or Victor himself.
After the metallic click of the latch, we hear only the crickets outside and the rhythmic pounding sea. I place
my finger on his lips to silence him. He kisses my fingertips, my hand, my arm, my neck. It is as if he and I are
riding an enormous wave. Every cell of our bodies awakens and we can feel the coolness of the breeze, the
warmth of each other.
We melt, he and I, in a sea of desire that laps back and forth, this enormous ocean on which we flounder, working hard to satisfy that desire, end that palpable, palpitating wanting. Fingers touching, lips kissing, tongues
probing. Once, in the semi-darkness I saw sparks from our fingers when they touched. Could that be so? I wanted
to ask but could not break our unspoken promise of silence.
We float, he and I, on this wave of desire, rising higher and higher. Sometimes to torture him, I pull away and
walk around the room naked, knowing he is desiring me. And once, when the moon was full and moonlight
streamed into a window, I stood by the window so the rays fell on my breasts, the curve of my neck, my waist, my
sex, and I knew I glowed like some moon goddess. He from the sea, I from the moon.
He likes to watch me. From the moment I enter, he observes me, noticing everything about me, a new hairdo,
new nail polish, a little scratch on my arm.
He likes to see me desire him. This is what he sometimes does: he kisses me, his mouth sucking my lower lip,
and when I kiss back, he pulls away to look at me. My face is tilted upward, eyes closed, lost in the sensation of
his soft mouth on mine. When I open my eyes slowly, as if waking from some wonderful dream, he is staring at
me, then he kisses me again.
This time he runs his tongue into my mouth, and just when I start to suck his tongue, he pulls away again just
to watch me, as if watching me is pleasurable as well. He does this several times, until I feel I am going mad, then
he pulls me up and holds me tight so I can feel his body, feel his hardness. I think surely he will take me now.
But he walks back into the shadows while I stand in the middle of the room, expectant, full of desire, until I
approach him and touch his hardness, pull him towards me. And then comes the breathing and skin rubbing skin,
and moisture and sweat and the rhythmic sounds of the bed rocking.
Those are the only sounds.
*
On the beach, away from our sanctuary of silence, he asked me about the first time I made love.
I shouldn’t have but I told him anyway. It was with Victor, after a party, and we had driven up to the hills.
There he had kissed my mouth and touched my breasts, and kissed my nipples, then he slid his hand under my
skirt and began touching me there until I grew moist and lost all sense of time, of place, of decency.
We tried to do it there, but Victor had a difficult time. I was too tight. He said we’d go someplace private; and
so we went to Stardust Motel, drove into a garage and walked up [to] a room.
I did not know what to expect, and I was frightened. I told Victor this, and he kissed my hand and said we
didn’t have to do anything, we could just talk if that was what I wanted. I felt safer, more relaxed. We sat side by
side on the bed for a while, my head resting on his shoulder, he stroking my hair.
Then he started kissing me once again and touching me, gently, softly, always pulling back when I became
agitated. When he started kissing my breasts through my blouse, I didn’t even realize that I was the one who
unbuttoned my top. I wanted him that much.
He repeated that we didn’t have to do it, that his rubbing against me would feel good. We were now in bed,
without any clothes on. He was on top of me; instead of touching me there with his hand, he used his manhood—
rubbing me there back and forth in a rhythm that was mesmerizing.
Suddenly I felt a sharp sensation of pleasure; it happened when he rubbed me in a certain place; and he did this
over and over until my breathing grew rapid and my body quivered.
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“You came,” he said.
I didn’t know what that meant, I only knew I wanted him to enter me. It was difficult and there was much pain
and blood. But later, when he entered me again, it was better.
Victor was a good lover; he knew how to wait until I was the one begging him to do things to me.
*
I did not tell him everything but my sea god became jealous. He walked toward the sea and threw a stone into
the water. He stood there for a long time, studying the bay. Then he turned to me.
“You love him,” he said.
“I loved him. I married him,” I said, as if that absolved everything.
“How can you continue to love him after all he’s done to you?”
“I said ‘I loved him.’ I was young then. I am no longer so young.”
Still my sea god remained distant until I went to him and stroked his hair and caressed his cheek, and he kissed
the palm of my hand, and I felt his warm breath.
“I love you,” he said, and the most frightening thought entered my mind:
I could love this man.
81.222 The Reprieve\fn{by Susan S. Lara (1951-

)}

Urbiztondo, Pangasinan Province, The Philippines (F) 3½

The imperious ringing of the telephone seemed to make the darkness vibrate.
But Leo woke up seconds before the first ring; through the years his body had evolved an almost unerring way
of scenting a coming emergency: pins and needles on his hands and feet had always given him ample warning
before the first blow.
He turned on his right side to reach for the receiver. His hand fell with a dull thud on the night table, and almost at the same time he heard Edna’s voice, clear and crisp as though she had not been asleep, speaking to the
caller.
Oh yes, the memory came to him now, with the all-too-familiar sinking sensation that had already become its
twin: Edna had transferred the phone to the night table beside her on the day he was brought back home from the
hospital.
“Any one of those emergency calls could bring news that could occasion another stroke,” she had said, pretending not to have heard his objections.
His wife now began talking in that soothing-and-bantering tone she often assumed with patients—a tone that
told them that their sufferings were not singular, that awful things did happen to people, too bad, but that very
often they turned out right in the end. That tone, her patients often said, was better than any sedative.
“All right,” she was saying now, “don’t panic. I don’t want to be saddled with two patients when I get there.
I’ll bet she’ll be just about ready for a two-mile jog before I leave the house … Well, okay, but you probably need
Valium more than she does.”
She put down the phone, noiselessly getting out of bed at the same time. Snatching the blue-collared white
dress from the hanger beside the bed—she’d made it a habit to take one dress out of the closet before turning in at
night—she addressed herself to the more immediate business of saving a life with a casual efficiency that for
some reason pulled Leo’s insides quite awry.
With a slight movement and a grunt he let her know he was awake, and that she was still with him.
*
“That was Leila,” turning on the light, she answered his question before he had time to formulate it. “Her
mother’s having chest pains again. I’ll make sure everything’s all right. I won’t be long.”
“It’s past midnight. Maybe I should go instead,” he said, in a voice that failed to convince even himself.
“Don’t be silly. You can do that later, when you’re better. I know you’re her doctor, but she just has to put up
with me until you get well.”
Nicely put, he thought, but it did not dilute the curd of pain that was threatening to block his throat.
“I’ll be all right, don’t worry.”
She gave him a perfunctory kiss—her lips were cold, and hardly moved as they touched his cheek (when did
these things begin to matter to him?)—and walked towards the door after a quick look into her medical bag. As
she paused at the threshold to look back at him and switch off the light, he noted with a dull ache how young she
looked, how so much like a schoolgirl in the starched whiteness of her dress.
His wife was a beautiful woman and, like everything he owned, built to last.
“Going somewhere, Ma?” Sandy’s voice, just emerging uncertainly from boyhood, drifted from the other
room. “I’ll drive.”
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“It’s not far, Sandy, I’ll drive myself. Just …” A passing car muffled the rest of the sentence, but it was clear
even to Leo: just keep an eye on your father. It made him feel excluded somehow, and in his mood of cantankerous unreason he felt he wanted to weep.
Columns of light swept the ceiling as Edna backed the car out of the garage. Leo heard Sandy’s very solicitous,
very grown-up “Take care, Ma,” and the scandalous clanging of the gates as Sandy closed them. He made a
mental note of that—had to oil the hinges—and tried to go back to sleep.
After a while he opened his eyes again.
Why was it that even trying to get some sleep exhausted him so?
The bed creaked as he sat up. In a minute Sandy was at his door, eyebrows puckered.
“You need anything, Pa?”
“Just a glass of water,” Leo said, giving his son an indulgent smile.
“I’ll get it, don’t get up.”
“For God’s sake, it’s only a glass of water! Stop acting as though it’s a monumental task only you can do!”
Leo turned away as soon as he said it, but not quickly enough to miss the pain that dimmed the young boy’s
face. For a minute he concentrated needlessly on putting on his slippers. When he looked up again to say he was
sorry, Sandy had gone back to his room, slamming his door with a vengeance.
That’s more like it, Leo thought. Now the boy’s beginning to act his age again.
*
How swiftly had the boy vaulted the fence between boyhood and manhood. Leo knew he should be grateful for
that—had hoped for it, in fact, since his son went to high school. But now the transformation came so soon after
his stroke, he couldn’t help thinking his illness was the pole the boy had used to vault the fence.
He suffered a stroke, and the following day Sandy started acting like a father.
The boy was now a head taller than Edna; the difference was just right to make it comfortable for him to rest
his arm on her shoulder when they walked together, a sight that did not help restore Leo’s own sense of indispensability. Sandy had even picked up the habit of rumpling his mother’s hair in a teasing mood, an avuncular gesture
that somehow did not go well with his angular gait.
It was Sandy now who made sure everything was all right before turning in at night; who got up in the dead of
night to see what some strange noise was all about.
Edna herself had torn to tatters the cloak of over-protectiveness she had wrapped around her only child for a
long time.
They had now become partners, working cheek by jowl to make sure Leo wouldn’t have another stroke.
*
At no other time was this more evident than yesterday, when he insisted on driving for the first time since he
was discharged from the hospital. What had come over him, what had made him plunge into recklessness, a
quality quite untypical of him, completely unworthy of his profession? He had only meant it as a joke, at least at
first, he remembered now.
They were just leaving his sister’s house after one of those occasional visits meant to reassure her that he was
doing just fine. Amidst domestic murmurings between his sister and her husband, Leo heard Edna and Sandy
fighting over the driver’s seat. It was a perpetually recurring argument: Edna’s caution made Sandy impatient,
while Sandy’s impetuous swerves set his mother’s teeth on edge.
“Why don’t you settle this by letting me drive?” Leo had said, and was about to laugh, when he saw the
amusement in Edna’s eyes.
He said it again, this time in earnest, and saw the amusement dim into disbelief. Before the disbelief could
darken into terror he turned away and quickly took his seat behind the wheel. From where he was he could hear
Edna and Sandy still debating, this time on who should take the front seat. He felt the blood rush to his head.
“For Christ’s sake, I’m not a maniac, I’m not a madman, why doesn’t anyone want to come with me?”
Edna slid beside him without another word. He turned away as she quickly fastened her seat belt—a precaution
she used to be too lazy to take—but his sister’s face, puckered with worry, was more unbearable. He turned back
to Edna.
“Where’s Sandy,” he asked as he fumbled for the ignition.
“He said he has to borrow some notes from Rex; they have a test tomorrow.”
“We can take him there; it’s along the way.”
“Oh, let him go on his own. He probably wants to stay there awhile.”
His wish to argue was quenched by the almost childish excitement that driving gave him. He had been in the
back seat far too long, he thought.
He looked at the westering sun that seemed to perch gingerly on top of a bungalow, but as his eyes passed the
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rearview mirror, he thought he caught a glimpse of his brother-in-law’s van following him but tactfully keeping
distance. A second look told him that Sandy was driving.
Leo tightened his grip on the steering wheel. What did that boy take himself for? A messiah?
The sudden surge of anger and his impatience at a slow-moving jeep in front of him made him tempt Providence: he stepped on the accelerator, changed into fourth gear, overtook the jeep, and only then saw the oncoming
truck. It was the other driver’s nimble foot that saved them from a sure accident: Leo’s own legs, from the knees
down, felt heavy and cold as if they were encased in plaster.
He chose not to hear the truck driver’s tirades, and continued driving at an even pace as if nothing had happened. Edna stayed quiet beside him, her eyes still on the road, unwavering, almost unblinking, as if her vigilance
could somehow make up for his weak reflexes, his feeble grip.
It angered him, this sudden plunge into ineptitude that made him bungle like a toddler, except that his bungles
were not cute at all.
It angered him more when he remembered his mortal antipathy towards bunglers before.
Wasn’t it this rooted dislike for clumsiness that caused his stroke in the first place?
*
Nothing in the events of that day had told him that it was going to end differently.
It only seemed like one of those extremely trying days when one of those overworked, badly paid nurses in
that understaffed hospital kept handing him the wrong tools during an operation. Dusk had fallen when he came
out of the operating room. He walked back to his clinic; it was way past his consultation hours, it was time to go
home, but he was tired, and he didn’t look forward to forty-five minutes of stop-and-go driving at that time of the
day. He sat down behind his desk to write an overdue report to the hospital administrator.
After a while he noticed that the sheets of paper he had been clutching with his left hand had dropped to the
floor. He wondered how they could have slipped out of his hand without his noticing it, when intense giddiness
suddenly hit him like a gust of wind.
He saw the room spin, then darken.
He tried to hang on to the edge of his desk which seemed to be moving past him, but a frightening pain had
begun to throb where his heart used to be. He reached for the phone, dialed 0 for the operator, and asked her to
connect him to his residence.
“Edna,” he said, “I feel a little woozy. Just go right ahead and have dinner with Sandy. I’ll drive home after
some rest.”
The room whirled again after that; shapes and colors lost their distinctness and merged into one another, then
he was pulled into a menacing eddy of darkness.
It seemed hours had gone by before he heard voices again that seemed to come from another planet … cerebral
thrombosis … blood clot had formed in the internal carotid artery … not enough blood reached the brain … the
poor thing, he was about to butt in, but his tongue felt heavy, pinioned to his palate, and he realized they were
talking about him, before he sank again into darkness.
Edna, her face drawn and sallow, sprang up from her seat as soon as he came round.
“How do you feel now? You were so lucky. The operator went to your clinic as soon as she made the connection, and found you unconscious, slumped on your chair. Can you imagine? If she weren’t so sensible, you would
have stayed here all night, and God knows what we would have found in the morning.”
She chattered on, the words all coming in a rush, not giving him any chance to reply, as if in fear of what the
sound of his voice might tell her if he began to speak. When she paused for a while to catch her breath, he smiled.
“Hey, you’ve lost your bedside manner.”
Relief flooded Edna’s face.
His speech was a little slurred, but nonetheless he could make himself understood. He still felt as though he
had too much to drink; he had a sort of scraped vulnerability to light and sound, but his eyes had acquired an
unusual clarity, and he noticed everything with the exaggerated attention of one who had just bought a brand-new
pair of eyeglasses.
“If I had not managed to reach the phone, I should have been done for,” he said with a delicious shudder.
He was to repeat that sentence with obvious relish and recount the incident countless times to his visitors, with
the same love for detail that he had noted in his own patients, and which had amused him.
With each retelling his narration grew; he would add a new detail that he had not included in an earlier version.
His visitors listened patiently, uttering the stock phrase quite obligingly, with slight variations, before leaving:
“Take it easy now, Leo, you’re still quite young!” He laughed.
“Seems ages since the last time I heard that. This stroke wasn’t so bad after all.”
*
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The novelty of his situation wore off in a couple of weeks, and fewer visitors came. His irascibility came back,
and their house was suddenly filled with scowls and unpalatable words.
And, more privately, even tears. They’d even stopped going to parties, which he’d grown to hate.
He sulked in one corner while the aging and infirmed clustered around his wife for those free consultations
which had seldom given him pleasure before, but which he now missed, and sought, in a strangely wistful way.
When people did talk to him about their aches and pains, it was not to seek reassurance from a doctor, but to
feel comfort in a shared and common lot, to diminish the sense of isolation that sickness brought on.
*
The past offered little consolation, but he had taken to reopening it like a beribboned box of sepia-toned souvenirs.
He remembered the times he had been lucky to be able to grab a sandwich between surgeries. Those times now
seemed part of prehistory, almost mythical, as remote as they were irretrievable.
He had been dispatched unceremoniously to the background, reduced to relieving common colds and coughs.
A more miserable position he could not imagine.
*
A sudden downpour hit the roof and lashed the walls like a battering ram.
Leo sat up with a start and was surprised that he had fallen asleep while wallowing in a morass of self-pity.
The digital clock told him it was 5:37. Had Edna really been gone that long?
He’d hardly finished the question when the 7 dropped, giving way to 8, which was eventually pushed down by
9. The clock’s precision was merciless, admitting no equivocation.
What was taking her so long? What could have happened?
A jumble of images that knew no logic came to him. Edna being held up, the car breaking down, an accident
… the disjointed visions rained down on his resentments and melted them, and in their place came anxiety.
“My God, don’t let anything happen to her,” he thought, and as soon as he realized he was praying he couldn’t
go on. It was as if he had come face to face with an old friend he hadn’t seen in a long time, and to whom he had
so much to say he didn’t know where to begin.
Waiting was unbearable; he had to move somehow. He stood up, not really knowing where he planned to go;
just moving his limbs brought some relief.
Then he felt a familiar pain at the back of his neck, and the very familiarity of it pained him even more. An
incipient stroke, he knew the symptoms too well. He went back to his seat, slowly, and remained seated very
quietly, breathing gently, considering himself. Then very tentatively, he tried moving his left hand.
It crawled on the tablecloth like a cautious spider.
Gratitude enveloped him like sunshine, lifting the fog of melancholia that had filmed his brain and heart. What
was it that he had wanted so much? If he couldn’t even remember it now why had it seemed so important?
He heard the car pull up before the driveway, the engine purring. Before he could think of standing up Sandy
rushed out of the room to open the gate.
“So you’ve been waiting up too?” Leo said, companionably; he remained seated until Edna’s figure dimmed
the doorway.
“The old woman’s gone,” she said. “I’m very sorry. She died in the ICU.\fn{ Intensive Care Unit} It was a massive
cerebral hemorrhage.”
She sat down opposite him and went into the details. The rain had let up as suddenly as it had come, leaving
only a damp earthy smell. Dawn had softened the darkness into a powdery blue. Looking past Edna and out the
window, he could already make out the patches of growing paleness here and there.
“I’m sorry I kept you waiting,” Edna said as she stood up. “There was no time to call.”
“Oh, don’t let that worry you,” he said, and felt strangely as though he were addressing himself, too.
*
The rays of sunshine streamed in through the dwarf coconut tree in the backyard, dappling the walls with lights
and shadows as Edna puttered around the kitchen.
Beautiful, Leo thought, although it was just an impression before it became a conscious thought.
“When did these things begin to matter to him,” he asked himself, wondering almost at the same time why the
question sounded familiar. But he didn’t let it bother him, and just thanked the gods for the day’s modest alms.
Perhaps even a mouse, he thought, between a cat’s swipes and jabs, might be thankful for a reprieve to
appreciate the softness of its tormentor’s paws.
88.74 Sunday Morning\fn{by Rowena Tiempo-Torrevillas (1951- )} Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental Province, The
Philippines (F) 14\fn{This story was first published in 1978}
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And in their chant shall enter voice by voice,
The windy lake … and echoing hills,
That choir among themselves long afterward.
They shall know well the heavenly fellowship
Of men that perish and of summer morn.
And whence they came and whither they shall go
The dew upon their feet shall manifest.
… We live in an old chaos of the sun …
—Sunday Morning
Wallace Stevens

The deer came crashing through the close thicket of hemlocks, breaking the stiff fronds of fern blackened by
the winter. In the high clear air of early spring the breathing of the animal seemed very near.
The girl Magda put her head to one side, listening. Her hands, which had been searching under the leaves for
columbines and wood-violets, waited with the unthinking volition of one who sifts the currents of mountain air
not as hunter or prey but as a tree would, patient and quiet. In her hands it remained a stillness without tension, an
abatement of active expectation almost, a quantity transmuted from her dark mountain ancestors who had walked
through forests far away and from another time where it was never winter, forgotten rain forests where the tropical
changes of green called forth the kind of waiting that she now held in her hands.
The deer broke into the little clearing, its head almost level with the girl’s, where she knelt among the wet
black leaves. It was the yearling she had seen around this clearing three or four times; once, she had left rock salt
for it nearby on the stone beside the alder tree.
Since then, it would stand half-expectantly at a distance of five or six yards from her when she passed.
It did not wait this time. In two thin-ankled leaps it bounded past her, close enough for her to touch the fur
where the spots were just fading, its tail high and stiff and a little indignant, and it vanished higher up in the forest
among the more closely-packed trunks of the pines.
The light thudding of the hooves receded, but the girl’s thin brown hands did not move. She frowned thoughtfully across to the opposite ridge, where the early morning light touched the tips of the pine branches with shaggy
gold. There was no sound except the hiss of water far below, where Muddy Creek slashed its white springtime
path down Ragged Mountain.
A sudden clap of wings rattled the silence, the violence of the movement almost like a shout, subsiding into a
whiffle of feathers as a wood-pigeon rose from the trees below.
There was a high quick humming just as the bird cleared the upper branches of an old tree, its still-bare boughs
like claws; then the bird seemed to pause high above the branches, as though inviting the claws below to catch it.
The arrow sang, into the silvery-gray throat, and the bird still seemed to hang there, as if it were pinned to the
pale air by the shaft impaling it. Its wings were spread, past alarm, and then it plunged into the stand of young firs
below. Before it hit the ground a voice rose in a full-bodied sound of satisfaction, and this time came the sound
she had been waiting for a moment ago, of feet crackling through the underbrush.
She stood up slowly, picking up by their thin white-green stems the flowers she had already gathered and piled
beside her. She scrubbed the rough gray wool of her skirt over her knees to wipe off the soil, trying to decide
whether to go or stay. The area around the young firs was thinly planted, and she wondered whether it was luck or
skill that brought down the pigeon where it landed. Her eyes searched among the lighter green of the firs, and she
thought she saw a brief, faint streak of yellow that disappeared about a hundred yards down.
She put the flowers down again, careful not to bruise the pale veined petals of the violets, and once more she
started brushing away the dead leaves and the new green of the low bushes, looking for more flowers. She
deliberately made the leaves rustle as she pulled them aside, and in her moccasins her feet trod noisily on a heap
of bracken; she was not surprised when, after about a minute, she half-heard the quick, quiet footfall beside her.
She was kneeling by the roots of an aspen when the footsteps stopped. Her eyes went upward.
The legs of the hunter were long. The leather leggings extended beyond the level of her eyes. The pigeon
dangled from one long dirty hand, and the knuckle of the middle finger was scarred and flattened. The other hand
held the arrow; its head, pointing downward, was stained a dull red. The hunter moved the hand holding the arrow
and stuck the shaft casually in the rawhide belt around his narrow waist.
She looked up into a pair of bright blue eyes. There were squint lines that fanned out from the corners, beyond
the blond brows, but there were no other wrinkles on his face. He was young.
“Hey, you an Injun, girl?”
His voice was not low, but it was not sharp, either. Though it had a kind of lilt to it, there were no pauses, so
that the girl did not know if the hunter was calling her an Indian-girl or “girl.” Either way, it sounded quaint and
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strange because around here no one called her “Girl” except one man, the old mechanic in the house by the creek.
She knew he was looking at the thick shiny black braids that hung down in front of her shoulders, and that he
made his guess by the clear pink-brown of her bare limbs.
“Forty-ninth Sector,” she told him.
There was a pause in which the man considered this word, as though it were an echo of something he had
almost forgotten.
“Filipinese, eh? Wasn’t the Philippines one of those islands out near Hawaii?”
The girl Magda felt she ought to correct him, but since it no longer mattered these days, the whole issue having
in one moment become obsolete, she only said,
“Yes, it was.”
“Your people been here long?”
“In Colorado?”
“Well … here. Umm … America.”
She smiled tentatively.
“Three generations. I’m the fourth.”
“And what’s your name?” He grinned down at her, and a black gap showed, between his teeth, where his first
canine should have been. Seeing the missing tooth as a sudden vulnerability, she became shy, and ducked her
head.
“Maggie,” she said to the ground.
“Maggie.” The tone in the high, soft voice was unmistakable, somewhere between surprise and amusement,
and she dug the toe of her moccasin into the pine needles. She looked up, a defensive edge faltering in her glance.
“People call me Maggie. Unlikely as that may sound. But it’s really Immaya. That’s what my father calls me.
Where we come from, it means girl.”
“How come you got two names?” The simplicity of the question also made it unanswerable, and she stared
mutely at the stranger, wondering again, as she did with the shooting of the bird, what random intelligence shaped
this question.
“Hey, how come you got two names?” he asked again. “Nobody needs two names. Not these days. Not any
more.” There was no bitterness in his laugh. It was a low, easy sound, and it was with the same easiness that he
jammed his scarred hand into his rawhide belt.
“Never mind. It’s nothin’. It’s just that you’re the first one I’ve ever met from that sector, I guess.”
“And probably the last. I know. My father told me. There isn’t any more Philippines. Since the oil ran out and
the Black Wind came with the bombs—”
She stopped, biting her lip.
“Was your father ever there?”
“Once. When he was small. But he was born in Arizona; my grandparents only took him back for a visit there.
Soon enough. He doesn’t remember much.”
“Too bad.” His words did not sound unkind.
“That’s why I’ve got two names. One for here, and one to—to remember the other place by. I mean, it’s up to
me, now, to remember for him what he remembers …” His silence made her incoherent. “Actually,” she said more
matter-of-factly, “it really doesn’t matter any more.”
“How old are you anyway?”
“Seventeen.”
The blond brows went up and the generous mouth curved down in a wry smile. His thick yellow hair glinted in
the sun. “I was only teasing, you know.”
“I know. You’re the new hunter, aren’t you?”
“How come you know?”
“Is ‘how come?’ your favorite question?” She became bold. He laughed again.
“It should be yours, too, if you want to stay alive these days.”
“I guess so. That what my father says.”
“What’s your father do?”
“Well, he’s sort of the schoolteacher around here. Before we came up he used to be a doctor. He does some
doctoring too.”
“Why’d he come up?”
“It was bad in the cities. You know,” she said simply.
“You ever been there?”
“No. I was born here.”
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“I have, a couple of times,” he said. She looked up eagerly.
“Where?”
He jerked his thumb vaguely eastward. “Out past Rocky Mountain Way. As far’s Uh-hiya.”
“Ohio? That’s far,” she said uncertainly.
“Yep.”
“What was it like?”
“Bad. Like you say.”
“Is it bad everywhere?” she asked.
He grinned. “Not on Ragged Mountain.”
“No, I guess not.” Looking up, she saw the way his eyes traveled lightly over the coarse linen of her secondbest blouse—it had been her mother’s—down to the thick, rather shapeless gray wool skirt, down her bare legs to
the fine deer hide moccasins which her father had stitched up for her last winter. She said hastily,
“I better go.”
She bent to gather the pile of columbines and wood-violets. The blond brows lifted, and his blue gaze was as
light as blue butterflies.
“Flowers?” he asked, and in his high clear voice the mild mockery was light as butterflies, too. Magda’s own
voice became defensive.
“It’s Sunday.”
“So?”
“They’re for the service,” she faltered.
“Serving who?” He was baiting her again. She refused to be drawn.
“Our Sunday service. At Deacon Carmichael’s. Are you coming?” she asked levelly.
“No thanks. That mumbo-jumbo’s not for me.”
She was shocked at what sounded like blasphemy, but not surprised, and behind her back she crossed her
fingers in the ancient gesture against bad luck that Old Grandmother had taught her.
“I have to go now,” she said. As she ran down the slope towards the water-pasture she heard him call,
“Goodbye, Two-Names. And don’t talk to strangers.”
And he laughed.
Somehow she was not annoyed with him, only slightly embarrassed. She wondered how he knew about the
Philippines, not many people even thought about it any more, and then she wondered about those green shores
floating above a salty sea, where, her father said, it was always summer.
*
As she came to the edge of the hemlocks she saw the Heron Woman chasing after something on the far edge of
the water-meadow. The Heron Woman’s white terrier, Christy, was at her heels, and Maggie herself momentarily
felt like running across to find out, but she decided to head for home.
When she was very small she used to be rather afraid of the Heron Woman, who had long dark hollows in her
face and narrow-set violet eyes that crossed and uncrossed. Like most of the other inhabitants of Ragged
Mountain, the Heron Woman had another name, which everyone forgot—they only called her Veronica; but
Magda called her the Heron Woman because she was long and thin, and the first time she had ever seen her was
on the roof of her house, cleaning out the gutters. She lived off on the other side of the little lake, up in the
clearing beyond the Engelmann pines, and she kept bees. She never said much, and this was why Magda was a
little frightened by her. When one came to barter some honey she only nodded, and muttered to herself as she
broke off the honeycombs. Once, Magda had asked her what she was muttering:
“Is it a charm, Veronica?”
The Heron Woman squinted down at her, the close-set eyes looking off to Magda’s left side, and suddenly she
said, “Eh, what, child?” in a voice that was not terrible at all, but rather low and round, as evenly-shaped as one of
her own hives.
The Heron Woman had not always lived on Ragged Mountain. But then people did not ask other people where
they came from before they decided to live on the mountain; most of them straggled up from the lowlands, where,
they said, life was still bad.
The great tall cities east of the Rocky Mountains were gone now, Chicago and Detroit swept away by the
choking dust that covered the prairies from Kansas eastward in the wake of the Black Wind in ’93. It took longer,
her father said, for New York and Los Angeles to go: they began dying long before that, the long slow death of
cities that drank fifty thousand barrels of fuel a day, until there were fewer cars, fewer mills, only the shouts of
people fighting in the echoing canyons of broken glass and peeling concrete, and fires …
“I was there, Magda, when a helicopter chopped through the skies over the city. You could see it very clearly
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against the sky—the gray haze called ‘smog’ was already going then, and some of the blue of the sky was
returning. The helicopter—here’s a picture of one, here, ‘egg-beaters,’ they called them then, ‘choppers’—the one
I saw landed on the flat roof of the Time-Life Building, and people stood in the streets to watch it. It was the last
helicopter to land in New York. They set it on fire. I remember my father telling me that there were so many
books that the makers of books even had a machine they called ‘The Claw,’ and it would tear out the first thirtyfive pages of books which did not sell. More books than anyone could ever hope to read in three lifetimes.”
And her father’s narrow, downward-drooping eyes would blink at the memory of all the blind abundance, and
the small, shapely hands would gently close the volume of the 1970 edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica,
which would have been precious as an antique even if they had still lived down in the city.
“Maggie, Maggie!”
She stopped just as she was about to turn on to the path leading to their cabin. The short, square figure running
with precipitate ease down the slope toward her stopped with equally precipitate suddenness before her. Kyle was
one of the towheaded eleven-year-olds who attended her father’s classes, the son of Katrine the Weaver.
“Maggie,” he said breathlessly, “don’t forget. Simon Winternheimer told me to remind you. There’s a
Listening tonight at his house.”
The boy’s hazel eyes searched her face expectantly. She did not reply.
“Maggie.”
“Yes, I remember. It’s Passover Sunday.”
“You’re coming, aren’t you?”
“Yes, I am. I’ll be there, Kyle. Thank you.”
She patted him on the head and turned homeward. When she looked back the boy was already bounding
towards the water-meadow where she had last seen the Heron Woman. The woman would be there tonight, too,
although she hardly ever went to the Meeting. She would be there, dark and unspeaking, her feet tapping gently as
she sat straight and unmoving as a poplar’s shadow on a two o’clock afternoon.
Each year, on Christmas Day and at Passover, Simon Winternheimer called his neighbors on Ragged Mountain
together for what came to be called a “Listening.” Simon Winternheimer had arrived on Ragged Mountain some
years after Magda was born: a big, clumsy man with thick black hair now turning silver. Among the few
belongings he had carried up the mountain with him on his back was a collection of about two dozen records, and
a small record player with a crank and a trumpet-shaped speaker.
“This is the oldest model,” Simon Winternheimer had once told her father. “I brought it because the newer
ones with transistors and tape decks and video-pictures—those need batteries, and they run down. I adjusted the
speed on this one. But it’s still very hard on the records.”
He patted the shiny ancient instrument; it was then almost ninety years old. Sometimes, said Simon Winternheimer, sometimes, in the end, the oldest things are best
And so, each Christmas night, and on the Sunday before Passover, the neighbors would come down from the
ridges and hollows of the mountain—among them were a few children—all of them came quietly, and they would
sit on the benches and on the floor and in the loft of Simon Winternheimer’s log cabin in silence while with his
thick clumsy hands he would slip Handel’s Messiah from its blue-and-gold jacket with painfully understated care.
He would then remove it from its yellowing paper envelope, and then he would take a small white square of felt,
fuzzy with oldness, and polish the grooved black surfaces of the disc. Magda knew each time that he had already
set the records out and shined them before his guests arrived; but somehow, polishing the record once again
seemed to be the right thing to do.
Setting the record on the turntable, he would lift the needle, crank the handle, and set the needle down on the
record.
After a tiny space, the warm sound of the record scratching would fill the silence, while the listeners released a
small breath as one, and then the throbbing honey-golden contralto of Martha Lipton\fn{ 1913-2006} would open
into the hot closeness of the cabin, the voice unfolding like the wings of a newly-born moth spreading in the still
winter air:
O thou that tellest good tidings to Zion,
Get thee up into the high mountain.

Last winter Magda had sat beside Tom Stephenson at the Listening, and she felt a little ashamed because, at the
opening notes, she felt, as she always did, the hot prickle in her eyes: an old voice long dead, singing from a
Mormon Tabernacle now shattered, calling across the long years.
She looked up at the clear, sharp profile of Tom Stephenson, and he had smiled down at her, smiling past the
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sharp wetness, and after the Listening he had kept her mittened hand held tightly in his, until they reached her
father’s cabin.
But last winter, something else had also happened. Simon Winternheimer’s heavy fingers had at last slipped,
and the needle jumped ahead to the tenor recitative sung by Davis Cunningham:\fn{ 1916-1984}
… speak comfortably to Jerusalem.

Not a sound flew out from the narrow lips of Simon Winternheimer, and without a word he set the needle right
again, to the Overture; but when it came to the “Comfort Ye” solo, there was a little catch, as though the record
itself had drawn breath at the small wound, and Simon’s black, deep-set eyes sent an empty bright look across the
room, the shiny plastic disc seeming to have transposed itself to his eyes, and then he quickly looked down.
Each year, after the Christmas or the Lenten rendering of the Messiah, one other record would be played.
Sometimes several of the others would have requests, and Simon would quietly choose, all of them taking a long
time in the selecting; sometimes Simon would ask one of the men or women what they wanted to hear. At his
invitation, last Christmas, the Heron Woman moved forward in her surprisingly light step, walking to the front, to
the little table where Simon Winternheimer’s twenty-four records were stacked, and she held up the Brandenburg
Concerto, Number Four. Magda looked for some sign of eagerness or discomposure in those violet eyes that were
presently uncrossed, but she saw that they were expressionless, perhaps a little shy.
Over the past few years, it had also become a custom for people to file out as the last of the music was still
being played; there was something painful about hearing the second, and last, record scratch to a halt, and
watching the abrupt shyness descend upon Simon Winternheimer as his fingers fumbled with the silent turntable.
So Magda and Tom Stephenson left together, while the sunny notes of Bach’s Brandenburg poured out of the
open door, making sudden springtime out of the snowflakes that swirled whitely around them.
*
Magda walked slowly through the open door of their cabin and set the flowers on the dining table. Her father
was sitting bent over the corner table. He was shining his Sunday shoes with beeswax and he looked up as she
came in.
“You’ve been a long time,” he remarked timidly. “Hurry up and get dressed. You’ll be late for church.” She
looked at the hourglass perched above the fireplace.
“Aww, Papa, I still have an hour.”
“You take such a long time getting dressed these days.”
His eyes rested on his daughter and then he looked down at the shoes on his lap.
“Women,” he said affectionately.
Magda turned around on her way to her room in the back loft, and on impulse she returned to her father. She
knelt beside his chair on the finely-ground sand of the cabin floor.
“Papa,” she said softly. He looked up in surprise.
“Well, what is it?”
“Papa, there’s a Listening tonight.” There was a long stillness, then Pedro Aguinaldo’s hands returned to their
polishing.
“Well, what of it?”
“Papa,” she pleaded. He looked up again, but the hands did not stop their careful, circular motion.
“You know I’m not going.”
“Please, Papa. Please. It will make you happy. It would make me happy if you went.” Her father’s small convex face tightened, and the high narrow brow lowered as he said low and fierce:
“I am not going back.”
“But it was you who first took me there,” she cried. “I never forgot it, and I’ve gone back there for you, ever
since.”
The thin lips pursed and tightened, like a drawstring bag pulled shut, and he turned an obstinate silence toward
her. After a long minute she sighed and stood up.
“I don’t understand it,” she muttered, “I don’t understand you.” At the door she turned again to the unspeaking
figure hunched over the little table.
“You, Papa, you of all people. You’re the school-teacher here. You taught me to keep things, remember things,
even those things I’ve never seen.” Against his stillness her voice broke, and she said again,
“I don’t understand why you won’t go. Last Christmas Simon Winternheimer looked for you. Don’t disappoint
him again, Papa.” Her father said sharply,
“He can take it. Disappointment is nothing new to a Jew.” Seeing the startled hurt spring to his only child’s
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face, he added gently,
“I’m sorry, Immaya. What I just said was cruel, and it was unnecessary. There are certain hurts which are cruel
and unnecessary, and listening to Handel’s Messiah would be one of them. Like Simon, I already know how much
I can take.”
She rushed out of the room through the backdoor, blinking the tears away.
Outside, a large vat was burning on a fire beyond the line of the eaves, and the shadows cast by the heat reflected on the ground in waves of ripples, like water on a lake. Old Grandmother was bent over the fire, stirring into
the vat with a large paddle. She was humming tonelessly as she stirred the bear-fat into lye.
“It was a mistake to start on the soap before church,” she grumbled softly to herself as the girl came near.
“Now I’m out of water. Maggie, child, you’ll have to go down to the spring and fetch some.”
The girl touched the back of the old woman’s leathery brown hand to her forehead. Old Grandmother saw the
tears.
“It’s all right, Grandmother,” Magda said, answering her look. “I’ll go. You’re coming to the Listening tonight
with me, aren’t you?”
“Don’t take it so hard, child. He’s having one of his bad days.”
“I know.”
The girl bent over to pick up a pair of buckets and slung a wooden yoke across her shoulders. The old woman
had resumed her tuneless song even before Magda turned away. She was not really Magda’s grandmother, but in
spite of her absent-mindedness she was nice to have around.
She appeared on the mountain when Magda was seven, dazed with fatigue and incoherent, her hair falling out
in tufts from a recurrent bout of radiation sickness. She had come up from the old broken-down ski resort at
Aspen, having learned that there was an Asian family, father and daughter, several mountains away; the father was
a doctor … those two items were all she remembered as she stumbled up the mountainside, stopping only to ask
were she might find the family. And so they had taken her in. Although the sickness sometimes came on, it was no
longer too bad, and her hair stopped falling. There were gaps in her memory, and this was sometimes trying, but
she never complained of the hard life.
Magda remembered how, once, as a child, the mists rolled down the slopes late one afternoon and came in
through the windows.
“Look, Grandmother,” she cried, her little-girl hands clutching at the wisps of cloud, “we’re flying! We’re in
the clouds!”
And the old woman had suddenly whimpered and crawled about on the floor, a high helpless moaning
breaking from her throat as she crawled away from the white clinging vapors. In the room the mist thickened like
a white blindness, and all that they could hear was the thin wailing, like singing almost, and when the mist finally
dissipated they found her under the bed, huddled in a pool of her own urine. Magda was always gentle with her
after that, though it never happened again.
*
The spring where Magda drew the water was one of the small, needle-strewn pools that branched off the upper
reaches of Muddy Creek. Further upstream, half-hidden in a hollow with aspens and firs, was the hut of Cesarand-Rosalie, perched crazily on its stilts about fifty yards from the riverbank. As she hefted the buckets from the
spring, she heard a curious sound drifting down through the pines from the house—like laughing or singing—and
so, after she had adjusted the yoke on her shoulders, she walked cautiously towards the hut.
The hut belonged to the old mechanic and his wife, and they had lived here for some seven years now. Magda
knew why they had chosen to build their home in that particular hollow. It was because deeper inside the hollow
lay the enigmatic treasure of Ragged Mountain: from where she stood now, she could see it, crouching under its
cover of patched oilskin and tarpaulin—a battered old ’51 Chevrolet pick-up which nobody knew how to drive,
fix, or handle. Nobody, except the dark, laconic ex-mechanic who had migrated up the mountain and built his
house beside the old wreck.
The truck had already been on the mountain when the first resident, old Ben Boggley, now dead, built his hut
on Ragged Mountain. No one knew how it had gotten there, or to whom it had belonged. But on the rusty tailgate
which used to hang by one hinge, there, in crude letters over the pale flaking paint which used to be blue, were the
names CESAR AND ROSALIE.
Thus the truck had come to be called Cesar-and-Rosalie, and it lay under its patchwork quilt of canvas and
tarpaulin until the Mexican-Indian-looking mechanic and his woman made their home on the mountain beside it.
And in time the mechanic and his wife came to be known as Cesar and Rosalie, as though they had subsumed
into their collective selves the spirit of the ancient machine.
Cesar eventually became the handyman of the mountain. He was in his late fifties, a sad-faced man with heavy
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shoulders; he had the light tread of an Indian, and sharply-cut, sloping features that looked as though they had
been carved from sandstone. Rosalie was about ten years younger. Her long, straight black hair was almost always
in her eyes and she would toss it back with a quick throaty laugh. One did not see her much, except as a swift
shadow tracking deer, or silhouetted against the pockmarked crags overlooking the lake. Some people said that
she was part Cherokee herself, but she dropped her r’s when she spoke, and knew how to read.
Magda was not afraid of these people, only curious, and so she edged toward a pine-needled mound that
afforded her a view into one of the cabin’s many high windows. She had often wondered about them, why they
never attended service with the rest of the neighbors, and why they showed up only occasionally at the Listenings.
She peeped into the window and figured out that she was probably looking into the bedroom. She could not see
their heads; she only saw a tatty pink-and-green wool blanket and four long lumps that batted restlessly up and
down underneath the blanket: their legs.
Now she knew what the odd noise was—they were singing. Or rather, Rosalie was singing in a queer off-key
voice that was quite unlike her usual rather lovely warm-cool speaking tones; Cesar was providing the orchestral
accompaniment,
Fixin’ a hole where the rain gets in
And stops my mind from wanderin'
Where it will go-o-o—”

Rosalie was chanting, and Cesar went poom, poom, po-oom, in a twanging sort of ulalation which Magda
recognized vaguely from a record of Simon’s as being a combination of drum, percussion and bass guitar.
… And it realty doesn’t matter
If I’m wrong or right
Where I belong I’m right
Where I belong …

And now and then, Cesar would break into harmony, and both their fists would pound against the side of the
bed, keeping time.
It seemed the song came to an end. Now Rosalie’s voice wandered off to an indeterminate key, and she began
singing, “Wednesday morning at nine o’clock as the day begins,” when Cesar interrupted, “No, no, Tooty, that’s
on the other side. After Fixing a Hole comes … let me see …”
There was a dreadful, frantic moment of utter stillness, then some frenzied humming from both Cesar and
Rosalie, and then Cesar apparently clamped his hand hard over his woman’s mouth, because he said impatiently,
“Be quiet, will you, and let me think. I taught you these songs, dammit. Let me think. Oh yes, Baby, I’m sorry,
you were right. O.K., let’s sing She’s Leaving Home … one, two, go.”
It was a sad-sounding song, and Magda stood listening to the two cracking voices, watching the nine o’clock
sun creeping across the battered windowsill, across the pink-and-green blanket, and she felt sad. She wondered
what these songs were supposed to have been, with their wistful nonsense the memory of which was obviously
dependent upon their being sung in order from some vividly-remembered record that she had never heard of
before.\fn{They are from the album Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, recorded by the Beatles in 1967}
Then the two unseen voices began on a rollicking little melody with words that sounded like “For the benefit
of Mister Kite,” with Rosalie frequently losing the melody, and Cesar abandoning the band accompaniment to
lead her back on key. In this song there were some mumbled words which they seemed to have forgotten, but
somehow they found themselves back on track, triumphantly:
In this way Mister K will challenge the world!
(pum-pa-pum-pa-pum-pa-pum-papum!!)
The celebrated Mr. K
Performs his feat on Saturday at Bishops-Gate
The Hendersons will dance and sing
As Mr. K flies through the ring, don’t be late (mumble-mumble}...
Their production will be second to none …

It sounded hopeless, and then they both shouted on a bright golden note of certainty:
And of course Henry the Horse dances the waltz!

And a strong dance-like rhythm was thumped out alacritously on the wooden slats of the bed.
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It was marvelously noisy, and when the song came to an end, Cesar’s voice shouted:
“We made it, Baby! We made it to the end of the record!”
And Rosalie giggled and whooped a little too. There was a sudden short stillness, and Cesar said, less boisterously,
“And to think I was born the year they came out of Liverpool and changed twentieth-century music, changed
the world. Did I tell you, Nina, how the rumor spread in 1977—forty years ago this year!—\fn{ Which sets the time of
this short story to 2017AD.—just next year from now (March 28, 2016) and to think I recorded the first part of this note, oh, eight years
ago; lol, but it hasn’t happened yet, God be praised …H }—that someone was paying the Beatles six million dollars just for

one night of singing together. Think of that, Nina, six million dollars for a song. And then it was only Paul who
refused to come back into the group to do it.”
Rosalie’s voice said, muffled under the covers,
“Mmm, tell me more. Tell me again how George played the guitar till his fingers bled, and … ow, I hate it
when you rub your soles against my leg, I really hate it. Your feet are so clammy.”
From where she was standing, Magda could see the blanket undergoing still another upheaval and she abruptly
became aware that she was intruding.
She picked up the buckets again and moved quietly away. As she cleared the stand of aspens and pines, from
the distance she heard, miraculously and momentarily harmonious, the chanting strains of a delicate, plaintive line
of song:
Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take these broken wings and learn to fly

But the wind had risen, and the ragged threads of sound came to her like shafts of sunlight under swift clouds,
far and thin beyond the pines, until she heard no more.
*
She was late for service, although she ran all the way down the hill to the little chapel beside the lake. As she
sped up the pebbled path she heard the sounds of the congregation echoing in antiphonal litany, and the snatches
of words she caught told her that the litany was ending:
… take the wings of the morning … try me and know my thoughts …

She slipped into the back pew and saw the flowers she had gathered earlier, already arranged on the chancel.
She felt a pang of sharp sadness that her father had brought them for her, knowing he had made her cry; he had
apparently arranged them himself
“Now,” Deacon Carmichael was saying, “we call upon Brother Pedro to read the text of the morning lesson
from the Good Book.”
Pedro Aguinaldo rose, the neat, shabby gray suit bagging a little under his arms. He looked gravely across the
room and began to read. Although his soft baritone was the sound that Magda knew best, it took on a new
hardness as her father’s voice shaped around the terrible old words of Eliphaz the Temanite:
… By the blast of God they perish, and by the breath of his nostrils are they consumed … and I heard a voice, saying,
Shall mortal man be more just than God? … How much less them that dwell in houses of clay, whose foundation is in
the dust, which are crushed before the moth? They are destroyed from morning to evening: they perish for ever without
any regarding it. Doth not their excellence which is in them go away? They die, even without wisdom …\fn{ Job 4:2; :
16d-17a; :19-21.}

Still the relentless verses rolled out, judgment without end; it was a passage that, over the many tiring seasons,
had become familiar in a dreadful way to this little congregation. But to Magda, on this morning, coming as she
had from witnessing that private, fey little celebration in the hollow, the great despairing cry from the Book of Job
became unbearably oppressive.
… My days are swifter than a weaver’s shuttle, and are spent without hope. O remember that my life is wind … What
is man, that thou shouldest magnify him? and that thou shouldest set thine heart upon him? … I will say unto God, Do
not condemn me … Hast thou eyes of flesh? Or seeth thou as men seeth? Are thy days as the days of man? Are thy
years as man’s days? …\fn{Job 7:6, :17; 10:2a, :4-5.}

The anger rang through the little chapel, and still the ancient bitter words went on, in her father’s voice:
… Thine hands have made me and fashioned me together round about; yet thou dost destroy me. Remember, I beseech
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thee, that thou hast made me as the clay; and wilt thou bring me into dust again? …\fn{ Job 10:8-9.}

Her chest tightened as her father’s voice broke. She knew he was thinking of what lay beyond these quiet hills,
and for the second time that morning, the tears stung at her eyes. The thin page whispered as it turned. Then her
father’s voice, a little steadier, read:
… I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth: And though after my skin
worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God …\fn{ Job 19:25-26}

Pedro Aguinaldo paused fractionally as Deacon Cannichael rose, the sun glinting on the faded red of his thin
hair, ready to give his sermon. But Magda’s father turned the pages back again, his eyes rapidly squinting until he
found what he wanted. Then he spoke across the room to her:
… For enquire, I pray thee, of the former age, and prepare thyself to the search of their fathers; for we are but of
yesterday, and know nothing, because our days upon the earth are a shadow …-fn{ Job 8:8-9}

He closed the book and sat down, his hands cupped over each knee, and a wandering sunbeam touched him
where he sat alone in the corner of the front pew, a stocky brown man with a stubborn convex face and hands
quiet on his knees.
Deacon Carmichael shot a puzzled look at him, and then said gently,
“Thank you, Brother Pedro. Yes, friends, ‘I know that my redeemer liveth.’ And those words have a special
significance for our congregation on this very day, because tonight we will be hearing them sung in Handel’s
immortal music. Let us thank the generosity of Brother Simon.”
Carmichael’s mild blue gaze turned benevolently towards the back row, where Simon Winternheimer sat
quietly in his usual corner, the tallith spread carefully across his shoulders and the little black prayer cap perched
on top of his graying head.
The Deacon’s rich Irish tenor launched into the sermon proper, for the third of April, the year of our Lord two
thousand and seventeen, the Feast of the Passover, a week before Easter, which was also when in 1993, the bombs
passed over Colorado on their way to the 12 th Sector, and the 17th, and the 34th, and the 111th, and the 2nd, and the
73rd, and the 49th Sector, which was once Manila, [The] Philippines. New York, Berlin, London, New Delhi,
Washington, D.C., Johannesburg, the lost names of a broken age, whose pieces lay like a hulking shadow over its
scattered peoples.
Magda looked at her father—seeing only the back of his head where the black locks, so neatly trimmed, were
beginning to thin at the top—and she thought she started to understand why he would not go with her to the
Listening.
*
She was seven years old when Simon Winternheimer held the first of the Listenings.
That first time, it was held on a Thursday, not a Sunday, and it was the first day of the Feast of the Passover.
Spring came late that year, and it had rained that whole day, the water poured down in runnels with melted snow
from the top of Ragged Mountain, spring freshets made Muddy Creak roar, and it was only towards early evening
when the rain stopped.
A blue webbing of twilight spread across the mountain peaks, where palest pink and gold washed thinly over
the edges of the hills, bringing with them the ringing stillness that only comes with the abatement of rain. As her
father helped her on with her socks, he explained to her what records were.
“I used to listen to them, long ago, when I was in medical school.”
“In the city, Papa?”
“In the city. I didn’t really care too much for that kind of music, then, but I had this teacher in one course. Fine
old lady with a loud laugh. She taught me how to listen for the right sounds—as I will teach you some day,
Immaya—this is the French horn, she would say, and this is the bassoon, like a duck waddling through the reeds
… I’ll never forget that! … but best of all I liked the percussion, the roll of the timpani, like thunder in the hills …
brrooom!” He squatted on the floor beside her, and his face became thoughtful.
“Papa, what was that song you were whistling under my window this morning?” It was a lilting melody, high
and happy, with an odd lagging cadence towards the middle of the line, as though whoever had written the music
did not want it to end so soon
“What,” he said, “this one?” Pursing his lips he started whistling it, then he stopped.
“It’s by someone named Schumann,\fn{ Robert Alexander Schumann (1810-1856), German composer .} and it’s called the
Rhenish Symphony … Number Three, I think …”\fn{Composed in 1850.} He frowned.
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“Papa, what is it?” she asked timidly. “Why are you angry?”
“I’m not angry, sweetheart. I just missed your mama.” He looked down at her and said briskly,
“I met her for the first time at Miss Jacob’s the night I first heard the Rhenish.”
“What is ‘Rhenish’?”
“That means it came from a place near the Rhine river, in a country called Germany. Anyway, she was
beautiful, your mother. And I’m still surprised that she agreed to marry me!”
“I don’t remember her,” the child said in a small voice.
“Of course not. You were only three when she … went.” He stood up, clearing his throat noisily, and he
hoisted her to her feet.
“Up you go. We’ve got a long walk ahead of us.”
The stars were beginning to come out, in the last of the light, as the man and the child walked up the hillside to
the new cabin built by Simon Winternheimer. The dew clinging to the short hillside grass wet their feet, so after a
while the man swung his daughter up on his shoulder and carried her the rest of the way.
On the final hill overlooking the slight hollow where the cabin stood, they stopped, and Pedro Aguinaldo set
his child down so that they were both facing the northwest. Large wet blue stars quivered in the sky, and the sharp
wind that blew from the northwest seemed to set the stars rocking.
“Look, Papa, they’re so many,” she said, pointing.
Out in the darkness, beyond her finger, were the desolate ranges where ruined cities lay in greater silence than
the rocking stars; on a clear night like this, one might look past the mesa, past Book Plateau and the Green
Mountains, northward to Blue Mountain, and beyond that to the unseen border of the State of Colorado, to
Dinosaur National Park, where, it was said, the bones of dinosaurs were once found.
“Did you know, Immaya,” her father’s voice spoke above her in the flickering blue darkness, “some of those
stars are dead now. It is only their light left which we see, coming across miles and miles of emptiness to light our
night.”
“Like records, Papa?” she had asked with a child’s sudden random perspicuity.\fn{ Clearness of understsanding}
“Like records,” he said, taking her small sticky hand, and they walked together towards the hollow, where
warm yellow patches of candlelight shed a brightness just a little warmer than the stars.
And yet, Magda thought in the bright chapel, he never went back. Simon had asked him to select a second
piece, and his hand had trembled as he chose between the Rhenish and the Eroica.\fn{The third symphony of Ludwig
van Beethoven (1770-1827), which he compsed in 1805 .} He chose the Eroica, and as the martial strains filled the little
cabin, she looked up, and there were tears starting down his face. It was the only time she had ever seen her father
cry.
*
After the service, Magda helped Old Grandmother grind the corn for their noon meal. As she poured the grains
between the smooth gray slabs of the stone grinder, a palmful of corn spilled from her hand and rolled down to the
ground. She gave a small exclamation of annoyance and bent to pick up the grains.
“Never mind, child,” said Old Grandmother in her gravely voice. “Leave it be. The earth is hungry.” She
turned eagerly and asked,
“Say that again, Grandmother. I never heard you say that before.”
“What? Say what?” said the old woman absently.
“About the earth being hungry.”
“Ah, that. Yes, my own grandmother in the Philippines used to say that to us when we were small. If food fell
to the ground, she always said to leave it alone, because it meant that the earth was also hungry. But that was only
if the food which fell was not too much, mind you, because then, that would have been gabá, if we left it lying
there in big quantities.”
Magda understood gabá, divine retribution, or curse, but she was glad to hear about this particular thing. It was
new.
“And do the anitos, the ones you told me about before, remember, do they eat the food spilled on the ground?”
The old woman sighed, already tired of the conversation.
“No, child. I thought I told you. Not the anitos. The earth.” And she would not say anything more.
Magda gathered up some of the chaff and carried it over to the pigpen, where two enormous Duroc Jerseys, the
size of infant calms, lolled around in their immaculate sties. The pigsties were neatly mortared with brick, and
small gutters ran alongside each sty. The gutters were washed down daily, and the swine excrement disappeared
into a large square tank. This tank was almost the only article made of metal on the premises, and it had been
forged by the blacksmiths on the other side of the mountain ridge. A series of pipes ran from one end of the tank,
and a length of pipe lead into the cabin. Inside the house, above the table in the main room, a large crude spigot
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marked the end of the pipe; attached to the tip of the pipe was a gas lamp.
Almost all of the cabins had this kind of contraptions. The methane gas, converted from the exhalations of the
pigsty, provided enough light for one lamp. Listening to the pigs grunt sleepily as she sprinkled the chaff under
their huge pink snouts, Magda suddenly thought of the perverse ways of the created world: And God said, Let
there be light, and there was light.\fn{Genesis 1:3} Light from swine, she thought, crossing her fingers hastily at the
possibility of blasphemy. And yet is was true. As well light from pigs as from dead stars.
*
“Magda! Magda!”
For the second time that morning, Kyle the son of Katrine the Weaver barreled down the slope towards her. His
face was pale under the sprinkling of freckles, and she ran towards him in alarm.
“Maggie,” he cried, “get your father! An accident! It’s Veronica!”
“What’s happened?” she shouted. “Papa, Papa, there’s been an accident! What happened, Kyle?”
“Veronica’s dog Christy got into the fenced pasture of Karl Billings. There’s that bull of his, you know. She
went in to get Christy, and the bull gored her instead. In the back.”
“Is she badly hurt?” she asked, frightened. The Heron Woman, she though with sudden despair.
“She’s bleeding and she can’t move! Hurry, Mr. Aguinaldo, hurry!” the boy shouted, as Magda’s father
appeared from the side of the house, pulling on his coat.
There was a crowd of men around the still, red form of Veronica, the Heron Woman. Pedro Aguinaldo cradled
the thin body gently, and the violet eyes opened.
“I’m afraid I cannot do much for you, Veronica,” he said helplessly.
The quick, restless body was for once unmoving, but the eyes lightened, the pupils enlarging with the effort to
move.
“There’s still a chance, though,” said Aguinaldo slowly. He looked up at the circle of men.
“She’s paralyzed and there’s probably a lot of bleeding inside. We have to get her to Aspen.”
There was a profound stillness. Aspen was seventy miles away from Ragged Mountain. Although it was a
broken relic of a town, it was heard tell that there was a clinic there, built back in the days when rich skiers broke
their limbs for pleasure.
“How do we get her there?” asked one of the men skeptically.
“Cesar-and-Rosalie!” cried Kyle. “That truck runs, I know it does, because I’ve heard Cesar starting it. He can
drive her to Aspen.”
“How ’bout gas, sonny? Can’t get her to Aspen on pigshit.” Quick anger flared in the black eyes of Aguinaldo,
and he barked,
“Call that mechanic. At least we can ask him.”
Magda looked at her father. None of the men had ever been down the mountain since they came up. Not even
her father, when her mother had become so sick.
The tall mechanic strode unwillingly toward the knot of men. He eyed them warily.
“Cesar,” Pedro Aguinaldo said. “Is that truck of yours fit to run?”
“Wall,” he said grudgingly, “it can run. But I don’t know how far.”
“You got gas?”
The old mechanic did not reply.
“I said have you got gas?” He looked away, running his long-fingered hand through the thick dark hair that
grew like leaves in piles.
“Barely half a drum. Look, men, I haven’t driven in years. Besides,” his dark soft eyes moved around the
circles of faces pleadingly, “please don’t ask me to go down there. I … we can’t.”
“Cesar.”
The hoarse whisper came from the figure lying at their feet. A gout of blood ran down from the Heron Woman’s mouth with her effort at speaking.
“It’s all right. I know. All right “
He knelt beside her, looking down for a long time. Then a great breath lifted the heavy shoulders, and when he
released the air in his chest, it seemed as though something had flown away with the air.
“All right,” he said tiredly. “I can only try.”
As he turned to go toward the house on stilts beside the stream where a battered old ’51 Chevy stood waiting
in the hollow, Magda reached out impulsively and touched Cesar on the arm. They looked wordlessly at each
other. Then he gave a small, a very small, smile. Softly he said,
“It looks like the daytime girl will have to spread her wings some other day.”
Then he walked away.
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*
The long shadows were starting to cut great swathes of green and gold across the water-meadows when the girl
Magda came down the slope from the forest near Simon Winternheimer’s. As soon as she had entered his cottage,
he had offered to postpone the Listening until the two men were back, Cesar and her father.
That noon her father rode away in the back of the pickup, where a blanket canopy sheltered the Heron Woman
who was wrapped in blankets for a long trip down to the last town in that part of Colorado. A few minutes before
they heard the growl of the old Chevy, Pedro Aguinaldo spoke to his daughter.
“What did he mean, that thing he whispered to you?”
“Oh, something he told me long ago.”
“Didn’t know you knew him,” said her father curiously.
“I don’t, Papa. No more than I know—” she stopped.
“Someday I’ll tell you.”
There really wasn’t very much to tell, she thought. There wasn’t much that people knew about Cesar and Rosalie. Everybody knew Cesar hated fire: someone, his daughter or his sister, had burned, they said, the last time he
was ever in a town. But there was something else she knew, and that could wait. Just before her father left, she
told him gently,
“Papa, you knew that he was saving that gas for Rosalie, didn’t you?” Her father gave her a level look.
“She may never even need it,” he said crisply.
“I don’t think she will, she seems well enough now,” she said, “but there’s another reason he didn’t want to use
the truck. I’ll tell you when you come back.”
She thought about it now, watching the shadows go down behind the mountain, behind the mountain where
Aspen was, and her father, and the Heron Woman, and the strange man called Cesar, whose true names she did not
even know.
*
Early one morning last autumn she met him in the forest. The oaks and maples were flying the last noisy
banners of Indian summer, and the singing colors of the trees against the pale sky made the early-morning silence
more pointed than it really was. The girl poked around under the still-wet tree trunks and the piles of leaves
looking for morels, when she heard the low roar of an animal she had never yet heard before.
She looked around in alarm, but the sound did not seem to be getting any nearer, it was only increasing in
intensity. It settled into a low throbbing, as though it had found its pulse and was beginning to truly breathe—not
human, not animal. And then she knew: it was Cesar-and-Rosalie, the machine. She had never before heard the
voice of a machine. She followed the sound through the woods, until she came to a little clearing above the creek.
The man had his great graying head inside the hood of the truck, but he straightened up when he came near.
“Hello, girl,” he said. “You’re up early.”
With a flick of his wrist he cut the engine, and the forest quietness crowded back into the air where a moment
before it had been filled with the inhuman sound of the Chevrolet.
“Can you really make it run?” she asked shyly.
“Yes. I guess that’s the only thing I really know how to do.” He wiped his hand alongside his thigh, and gave a
short bitter laugh. “It’s kind of a narrow world for a machine man, these days. I fix things, you know, even if I
can’t get them to run any more.”
“Can Ro—can your wife fix things, too?” The question was hardly audible.
He laughed, a real laugh this time.
“Rosalie?” he said. “That’s the name you’ve given her here in these parts, isn’t it? Pretty, too, though I never
figured we’d be named after a machine. Naw, Rosalie doesn’t fix things, she’s just … Rosalie.”
The wistfulness which had been softening the edges of his voice now roughed it altogether, and he abruptly
bent and picked up a red-and-gold maple leaf which was skittering by Magda’s foot. He straightened and held the
leaf up with its surprising delicacy between a grimy thumb and a forefinger.
“This is Rosalie,” he said. “The last bright colors of … of fall, that the tree gives from itself before it goes.”
A light wind came by and made the leaf wave in his hand. He released the leaf and it swept soundlessly away.
“You wouldn’t know there was anything wrong with her, would you, the way she runs after the deer, so fast
and quiet and all. Sometimes I just tell myself she’s going to be all right now. But you never can tell. Can you?”
He said in a more matter-of-fact voice:
“Me, I’m a make-do man. Always was, even back in the days when we didn’t have to make do, the way we
have to now. Hey, you want to see what I dug up, girl, not so far from this here old pick-up?”
He led her to the back of the truck and lifted the tarpaulin. A big metal canister glinted dully under the folds of
canvas, and he rapped on it with his hand. It rang hollow.
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“Smell it.”
He unscrewed a small round lid. She bent to sniff it.
“Gas. That’s what all that fighting was about, why the world ended. That’s why they bombed the Middle East
and the Holy Land, so no one could get at it. Hey, were your people from out there? Baghdad?” She shook her
head.
“Forty-ninth Sector,” she told him.
“Hmmm. I sometimes wonder what’s going on out there. I’m Asian too, you know. Or used to be, once upon a
time. My mother was Arapahoe. They say us Indians came from out there, way, way back. Well, nobody knows.
They’re all just sitting around waiting for the black clouds to clear over the Middle East so they can get at the gas
again.”
“How long will it take?”
“I hope never,” he said with unexpected viciousness, and closed the lid of the drum. “That’s a funny thing for a
machine-man to hope for, isn’t it. That the world will never get back on wheels again.”
“What are you going to do with the truck?” she asked timidly.
He became gentle again.
“I tell myself that this gas—it’s just enough to get to Aspen—that’s for Rosalie, when the pain comes again and
she’s about to go … But there’s another reason. I keep this here Cesar-and-Rosalie thing running because it’s sort
of a dare. Sort of daring myself not to go back.”
He rapped the bulging sides of the pick-up where some of the blue paint hadn’t peeled off yet.
“This is all the old life … what I was taught to do, the only thing 1 can do best. And I can go back, you know,
watch the last of the machines run down, in the farms and the cities, be in on the dying. I keep thinking maybe
there’s something I can do to help hold things together, just a little longer. But I’d rather not, and this is my
reminder. It’s hard, you know, when your fingernails suddenly start wanting the taste of grease, and the feel of
everything in place and humming under your hands …
“I had a Suzuki 500 motorbike once, when I was young. That was the closest I ever came to flying.”
He looked down at her, and she saw how the hair on his head grew in soft layers, like the leaves of autumn.
“You don’t fly backwards, you know,” he said cryptically. “You have to move on.”
“Isn’t it hard for you?” she asked, feeling inadequate.
“Oh sure,” he said briskly. “Me, I live with one foot in the past. Can’t help that. But you travel light, you carry
everything you need here,” he tapped his fingertips together, “and in here,” laying a finger against his forehead.
“What was it like, flying?” He bent towards her suddenly.
“I’m going to do it again, girl, someday. That’s the other reason I keep this old thing running. Because some
day I’ll just feel like packing Rosalie and me into this thing and making her go as fast as she can go. Then we’ll
be flying, and as we go over that bend, into the air, we’ll be singing, ‘Here she comes, my daytime girl, spreading
her wings like a high-flying eagle.’ Just Rosalie and me, until the truck comes apart in Muddy Creek.”
“What was that song?” she asked curiously. He sighed and turned away, rummaging again inside the hood of
the truck.
“Oh, I can’t remember. The rest of it’s lost now.”
He looked up again and winked at her, the unexpected gaiety floating above the sad dark eyes.
“But I remembered the best part, girl. I remembered the best part.”
*
Sitting in the lengthening shadows of the day, she looked down at the little gray book on her knee. How
strange it was to have to live in the long shadows of a dead world, scavenging for memories of things one never
even knew …
On the margins of the pages of the book were little notes written in a precise and tiny hand. They were the only
voice she had left of her mother. She did not understand what some of the words meant.
One poem had a lot of notes. She opened the book again. It was a poem written in that old lost time. On the
yellowing page, in faded ink, an arrow led from the name of the man who wrote it; the mother whom she did not
know, had written:
“He was a banker?!”
Magda was not sure what that meant, but it seemed she heard, in the double punctuation, a small ring of fun,
and disbelief.
The poem was a long one, about a woman. There were lines in it that she felt belonged to her, more than they
had to her mother. It was as if that man from that shining, hard, and impossibly efficient past had known what the
world would one day come to:
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… Deer walk upon our mountains, and the quail
Whistle about us their spontaneous cries;
Sweet berries ripen in the wilderness …\fn{Part of Sunday Morning, a poem by Wallace Stephens (1879-1955), written in 1915}

A long shadow fell across the book, and she looked up. The young hunter of the early morning grinned down
at her, as he sat down beside her.
“Big doings on Ragged Mountain,” he said.
“Oh, you mean about this morning,” she said. “It’s been a strange day.”
“No stranger than some I’ve lived through,” he said callously. “Hey, are they going to have that listening thing
tonight?”
“No, Simon put it off until Passover, on Thursday. That’s the way he first had it. And he always has one
Christmas Day, too.”
“Why not on Christmas Eve?”
“That’s odd,” she said. “Someone asked him that, once. He’s a Jew, you know. And he said he held the music
on Christmas Day because the Savior had already come, and we must stop waiting. Something like that.” She
looked up at the hunter.
“Are you going to live on Ragged Mountain?”
“No. I guess not.” He drew a long breath and stood up. “I don’t know where I’ll live. I’m moving on. That’s all
I know.”
Without knowing why, she felt she understood, and she was also a little sorry, as she looked at the long, strong,
lithe figure, this man who was of her age, hardly older than herself, seeing him as a running shadow, gold among
the trees, tracking, because he had to, the path of the ruthless arrow.
“Hunting?” she asked slowly. He looked down at her, and then he stretched this arms upward, his whole frame
reaching upward, holding his arms against the sky.
“Hunting for things doesn’t always mean killing them, you know. No, I’m moving on. Only way to go.”
He waved to her once before the bright gold of his head disappeared among the tall grasses. A high whistle
floated down to her, and she thought of her father, and the pain and fear which she had been keeping at bay as she
waited there on the hill for them swept over her. They would not be back yet, if ever they did find a way back, but
still she waited, hoping for the merest sound from the other side of the mountain.
Before her father left, he leaned out of the pickup, of that relic from the past which the folk had named Cesarand-Rosalie, and he told his daughter,
“Tell Simon Winternheimer to put off the Listening until … until Passover.”
The old truck roared once more and then it faded in a dust cloud. She stood watching it go, somehow sad that
her father should offer this promise to her now, when they did not even know how they could return.
It seemed so far away since this morning, when her father had read across the room to her:
… Our days upon the earth are a shadow,
for we are but of yesterday. …\fn{An abridged rearrangement of Job 8:9: For we are but of yesterday, and know nothing, because our days upon earth
are a shadow.

No, she thought, remembering what Cesar had said of flying; to live in the long shadow of yesterday took too
much pain. Her father had also once told her:
“The past of our people has been wiped out before, Immaya, but we kept going, we received what was given,
what was put in place of what we lost.”
She thought of the new thing she had learned today, to add to her tiny hoard of things Philippine: of the fallen
grains of corn, and the hungry earth, and the odd relinquishing grace that was once practiced by her lost race. As
her ears strained for some sound of the truck, a flock of wood-pigeons swept upward above the tips of the pines.
She waited for the sound of the hunter’s arrow.
It did not come.
She stood up to go, looking across the top of the trees, seeing how the mountain changed its face with the
colors of the aging day.
There was only one thing harder than having to remember what one had never seen, she thought, and that was
to learn not to wait for what one knew might never come.
As she turned away, the flock of birds, following some secret signal all their own, made a slow wheeling turn
high above the trees.
For a long moment it seemed to the girl that there was nothing else on Ragged Mountain but the sound of
wings, the long flight downward—only a swift wind and a shadow, held against the isolation of the sky.
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25.54 Amnesty\fn{by José Y. Dalisay, Jr. (1954-

)} Alcantara,

Ramblon Province, The Philippines (M) 3

And before I knew it she had seen me, and I sat in the place beside her, wishing that I had taken another bus
and yet wanting, despite myself, to reach across the years and embrace my youth.
She reached across the seat and pressed my hand in urgent welcome. Her palm was rough, her fingers deeply
brown around the nails. She looked aged and smaller to me, as though her flesh had retreated in dismay to warm
the bone.
A heavy black bandanna draped her face, and in her smile there were gaps in the corners of her mouth where
teeth and gums had withered to the smooth. She wore a large man’s shirt and cheap knit pants. Her feet rested in a
pair of yellow rubber sandals with daisy-figures brightening the spots between her big and second toes. She
hugged a blue plastic grocery bag to her chest, on her lap; the bag bulged softly with what might have been a
change of clothes.
I remembered a girl in a white tunic and a light green skirt, spinning magic about the heads of the teenage
comrades in that end room of the student union building that was called, for some ancient reason, the Trialogue;
she may have been that other corner, defined by frantic glances, in our verbose conversations with history.
I had been too young to tell her anything like that, a freshman to her junior, but a score of us had secretly
pledged ourselves, above the furious clatter of the mimeograph machine and over pots of the textile paint that
would proclaim our struggle’s triumph in lasting cotton, to her service and to her defense, in barricade and picket
line; this, even when she had left us.
I remembered the lock of hair that kept falling down my brow, at seventeen; that would be how she would
remember me, and I grieved for time, but her eyes were clear and her grip was firm, and I realized that she had
lost none of her faith in me.
I noticed then that her shoulders had broadened, swimmer-like, accentuating the smallness of the rest of her;
there would be pads of muscle beneath the collar.
*
“When did you get out?”
“Just yesterday. I couldn’t believe it. I thought it was a trick. I thought it was a dream. The gate was open and
people were laughing and clapping. I thought I had died and had gone to heaven!”
The new government had decreed a general amnesty for prisoners of her kind, and had let them out to join the
jubilation in the streets. So many things were happening all at once; I was likely to lose my job as an aide to a
minister who had fled with the dictator\fn{ Ferdinand Marcos, President of the Philippines (1965-1986), who was forced from
office after fourteen years of despotic and tyrannical rule in which he suppressed democratic rule allegedly to destroy Communist and
Muslim rebellions against his administration, but causing in the process an ever-rising tide of murder and counter-murder familiar in many
countries since his time.} to Hawaii.

“How long were you in?”
“Six years.”
In those years I had retrieved, I thought, a future from the chaos. I had finished my MBA, had married, had fathered a pink-cheeked daughter, had paid down payments on a subdivision house and two-liter car. The car had
been to the body shop for a new coat of paint when the rebels took over; now I had nothing to redeem it with and
was taking the bus to the office to sort out my papers and gaze out the window through the half-open blinds, at
people littering the boulevard with their happiness.
“But the last time I saw you was—when? Yes, I know, I remember, in Tino’s funeral, you were there in the
chapel, you came up to speak to me, but I don’t remember what you said.”
I had said something to her, ten years ago, as she stood beside her husband’s coffin to receive us, comrades and
stragglers alike.
It was a difficult period; we were living through a nightmare, trying to keep our heads above the flood of news
about friends dragged to waiting cars, jolted to a zone between wakefulness and death by clips and wires, toasted
in their heels by clothesirons, caressed by drugs, cushioned by a bed of ice.
We honored others, like Tino, who had fought on high ground, valiantly among the leeches, on a diet of roots
and leaves; we honored them in awe and rage and fear, hearing in our minds the throb of gunfire and the cries of a
refusal, through blood and earth caking in the mouth, to be buried alive in a hillside in Panay, or Cagayan, or
wherever it was our Trialogue friends had fallen, to be recovered by patient fathers and returned to family and
Christ, months later, a tangle of bones and flesh, shredded, compacted, yet never so dearly loved.
We loved them all whose breasts the soldiers sucked before the carving, whose wombs were flayed by
bayonets, whose lips were scorched by acid, yet even as we loved them, we inhaled the warm polluted air of our
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familiar city, and resolved to survive among the roaches.
Shortly after the funeral I received word that she had left to see for herself how it had been for Tino among his
distant people. I had often wondered why she had not set out with him the first time; but then he was a worker in a
cement factory, and she a physics major; and years later, believing myself purged of all romantic fancy, I was to
theorize that such marriages made in Marxist heaven were fated to unravel.
She did not return until her capture, reported by all the papers, as an “amazon” crippled in a firefight.
*
“I wanted to see you then,” I said. “Many times.”
Our bus had stopped at an intersection and a knot of children bearing sampaguita leis besieged our window;
the perfume offended me, but she had leaned out to buy one.
“I thought so,” she said, “but that’s all right. How much?”
I dug quickly into my pockets for the change and insisted on paying for the lei. She sniffed it greedily as the
bus surged forward.
“Thanks,” she said, stringing the lei around her neck.
“Baduy,” she added, giggling.
“I got a job,” I said. “I got married. I thought I’d give it a try. It was a good job, but that’s gone now.”
“You’re a good man,” she said, tapping my arm. “You’ll find another one.” I played with the sheen of my new
wristwatch and said
“I don’t know.” I was late for work but there was no work so I laughed.
“Who knows, who cares?”
“Honestly,” she said, “I don’t remember you too well. You were a boy in a jacket, that’s why I remember you
from the funeral, otherwise—”
“I’m thirty-two now.”
“Your hair’s different.”
“Yes.”
“I’m thirty-five,” she said. “I never even thought we’d make thirty. I turned thirty in there. I suppose I should
be thankful for prison, shouldn’t I, for keeping me alive.”
“We all manage.”
“Most of us.” She had turned her eyes to the road, recently concreted. Shopping centers had sprouted on both
sides.
“I heard about you,” I said. “Here and there I’ve kept in touch.”
In the lubricious company of ex-comrades, we had raised toasts to the dead and traded gossip about the living.
We learned about the operations on her leg, her apprenticeship to favored sergeants as cook and mistress, her
escape and her recapture.
I remember that evening well, when we drank to her memory; we ended up brawling and cursing each other
for bringing her up. We consoled ourselves by promising to visit her with gifts of such cakes and flowers as prison had never seen, but in the morning traffic we all forgot.
That was how it had been, most times.
Once, sucking a salad cherry on a jet from Singapore, Vivaldi humming between my ears, I thought of the
howling murder that infeswd the little islands below us, and I wished our flight to vanish into a cloudbank, into
the forgiving arms of angels.
*
“So where are you going?”
“To Zapote. Tino’s mother lives there, or lived there. I’m not sure, she stopped visiting years ago.”
“Will you stay here?”
“It depends. If she’s alive, if she asks me to. It isn’t that important. Last night I slept at the Luneta. I never saw
so many people walking about, at two in the morning.”
“It’s a dangerous place.” She laughed, and I felt silly. Then, subdued, she looked at her thick unpolished nails
and said,
“I’d like to paint these and wear a dress, just to see. The things I’m afraid of, you won’t understand.”
I thought of my young and pretty wife, six months heavy with our seoond child, feigning calmness at the
kitchen table when I left her, cutting slivers of chicken with a slender knife.
I had been afraid of too many things: of the knife slipping in my wife’s hand and nicking her; of falling helplessly behind in my payments on the house and car; of getting caught jaywalking, and having the old subversion
charges dredged up by some efficient prosecutor; of choking on my food; of meeting former comrades and hearing the same harrowing news, now and then relieved by perplexing acoounts of courage in the face of certain
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death; of my own death, for nothing.
“Was it difficult for you?” Did she have a choice of juice or tea or coffee in the morning?
“In the beginning,” she said. “I had to keep reminding myself that I was more than just my body; I mean, I
tried to think of better things, happy things, things to stay alive for. That was difficult.”
“What did you think of?”
“The future. The past.
“I convinced myself that someday it would all come together, that we would all meet again, and start afresh,
and here we are.”
She beamed and lit up corners in my soul.
81.206 Shoes\fn{by Merlinda Bobis (1959-

)}

Legaspi City, Albay Province, The Philippines (F) 2

The little girl, about five, is hopping about and half-running behind the man with a large jute sack on his back.
He is in his mid-twenties, but seems older. Occasionally, he puts his load down and squats beside her. She whispers something, he nods, and they’re on their way again.
The asphalt road is burning. It smells and sticks to one’s soles. She hops about in her new white shoes and blue
poplin dress with a faded Donald Duck on the bodice. She is sweating heavily like him.
She keeps hopping. Passers-by, who are going home to lunch, smile or frown to themselves. How can one play
in this unbearable heat?
High noon and there are no trees. Just a long road under construction, lined with a motley of shops teetering
between age and imposed newness, and looking quite startled by this state of affairs. A once sleepy town being
rushed into progress.
The blue dress is soaked in sweat. Donald Duck looks limp.
Running to catch up, she nudges his leg with a finger. He stops and bends towards her. She whispers; he nods
and lays down his sack. She sits on it and wipes her shoes with the hem of her dress. Meanwhile, he heads for a
corner store a few meters away. He comes back with Coke in a plastic bag and two straws.
They sip it quietly in the middle of the half-constructed road. She whispers to him again. This gesture of conspiratorially bending towards an ear somehow looks more intense than normal, as if the girl were telling him the
major secrets of the world.
He takes off her shoes, bought especially for this outing. The soles of her feet are red, promising heat blisters.
He examines the shoes, knocks at the soles. Thin plastic; inside, cardboard.
He sighs and takes out a frayed rag from his pocket. He tears it in two then lays each half inside the shoes.
They were a bargain from the street market.
She puts them back on and walks around the sack. Tight, but better now.
She almost smiles. She has stopped hopping.
He proceeds to unpack the pouch tied to his side. Six boiled sweet potatoes, two pieces of dried fish and a
coconut sweet for the girl. He spreads them on the sack beside the girl. They eat quietly.
The sweet is nibbled slowly, while she beats the sack with her heel in time with some silent rhythm. He makes
a soft remark; she pops the last of the sweet into her mouth, then hurriedly stands up, brushing her dress. He rises,
too, after packing and looks around, shading his eyes with a hand. Almost deserted now, the unfinished road
seems endless.
He cocks his damp brow to the side, as if querying the still air, then shakes his head. He addresses her, she
responds, softly again; expectedly, he nods. They walk towards the comer store to inquire.
*
“I CAN’T HEAR YOU.” The voice is too loud and gruff from behind several bales of hemp at the doorway.
“Please, may I ask—” His soft enquiry is drowned by a baby’s wail from the adjacent house.
“TALK LOUDER, WILL YOU?”
“Please, where’s—” The baby screams with fervor.
“QUIET THERE!” Its crying grows fainter, as if it were moved to the far end of the house.
“What do you want?” The voice emerges, a rotund septuagenarian munching a piece of pork fat. His short,
sweaty singlet does not quite cover a beer-belly in progress.
That navel peeks rudely at me, the girl thinks and stares at her shoes instead. She squats behind a bale of hemp,
trying to hide from the sun.
“I said, where is Mr. Jose’s house, please?” The old man takes a while to speak.
“Why?”
Silence, except for the continuous munching and a slight burp. The man shifts his weight from one foot to the
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other.
“We have business.”
“What business?”
“We are—visiting.”
“And just who are you?”
“Nestor. Nestor Capili, and I want to know where—” The wrinkled face squints at the younger man.
“Visiting, eh?”
The little girl shuffles her feet; the shoes are getting tighter, what with the rag padding. The old man notices
her for the first time.
“And she’s visiting, too?”
“Yes—we have something for him.”
“Have you?” The old man moves to the half-opened door that leads to the adjacent house. He closes it before
saying,
“I’m Mr. Jose.”
“Oh—” The syllable is barely audible, just a breath dangling.
“And you have something—for me?” The old man seems to choose his words with care.
“Yes, sir, sweet potatoes here, a sackful, very good ones from your farm, sir.” The gaunt face is trying to smile
at the host, revealing bad teeth. A slight hesitation.
“Come in then.” Nestor drags the sack inside. The girl doesn’t budge from the doorway. Her feet hurt.
“You come in, too.”
*
She follows hesitantly, looking up for the first time. She makes out a cavern crowded with more bales of hemp,
sacks of rice, an antiquated counter with a few jars of candy and biscuits, and a large, shining, obviously brandnew refrigerator, the only brightness in the store.
The place is dark and musty.
And too warm, it can curdle your thoughts.
She sits on the sack, which her father had lain on the floor, and stares at her new shoes. They’re not as white
anymore; the frill around the toes is limp and dusty. Ay, still pretty though tight.
“I know you don’t know me, sir, because it’s Manoy Nito who actually takes care of your farm, I’m his
brother-in-law, by the way, and I’ve helped him with the planting and things since we moved to your land after the
flood, and we’re very grateful to you, of course, and I dug these sweet potatoes myself, you have good land, sir,
very good, and I do help regularly, sir.”
The man's breath is running after each word. He keeps on wiping the sweat off his brow with the back of a
grimy arm.
“You do?”
“Ay, yes sir, and I’ll help again during the harvest, then I’ll rebuild our old house once the water ebbs from the
valley, then we won’t have to impose on your kindness which we truly—”
“A farm on a hill is paradise, I say.” The host rubs his belly contentedly, raising the short singlet even more.
“So, you think I’ll have a good harvest, eh?” The rude navel stares around the room like a moist eye.
“Of course, sir, it’s very good land, very good … and safe.”
He wants to speed through the small talk and catch the right words for his real intention, even if Manoy Nito,
his brother-in-law, warned him against saying it. He even strongly discouraged this visit.
“Nito’s a good worker.”
“Certainly, sir. And his sister, too, my wife—”
“You like a Coke, girl?” The old man leans against his shining fridge. “It’s terribly warm in here, I know.”
She shakes her head at the shoes. They seem to be getting smaller, pushing the toes and heels into a painful
curl.
“My wife, sir—Trining—we’re also visiting my—”
There, he’s said it. The little girl looks up expectantly at the mention of her mother’s name. For once, the
indistinct face comes alive, acquiring a sudden personality, perhaps, even an incoming smile.
“I wonder—we’re wondering—she still hasn’t finished her job here?”
“She’s not home at the moment.” The small face withdraws its engagement. Again, she crouches over her
aching feet.
“Four months ago, she wrote—only once. Said she was coming home last month, sir.” This fervid demeanor
makes him look even more gaunt, bones pushing out, cheeks tight.
“The new maid hasn’t arrived yet as promised, so Trining has to stay—a little longer, Nestor—Nestor, isn’t it?”
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“Yes …” His face sags. He runs a hand over it, less to wipe off the sweat than to stay this facial collapse, so
characteristic of wretchedness.
“How about a biscuit, girl?” She’s not interested. She’s trying to undo the buckle of a shoe.
“She hasn’t seen her mother for almost a year now—can we wait till she comes back?”
The plea is both lame and desperate. Her little fingers cannot quite get the shoe off.
“She sends you her pay regularly, doesn’t she?” The old man goes to the counter, takes out a candy from a jar,
then offers it to the girl.
“Here.”
She does not even look up, her face bowed intently over the unruly shoe. Mr. Jose rut-ruts and pops the candy
into his mouth.
“Trining’s on an errand in town. It will be a long day there for her.”
“A long day …?”
Nestor surveys the seventy-four year old landlord of Manoy Nito, his brother-in-law. After the flood, Nito
offered his sister, Nestor’s wife, as a housemaid for the master in exchange for her family’s temporary shelter on
his farm. And “temporary” became forever, because the floodwater would not ebb from the valley.
“She’ll take a while yet, so you’ll miss your boat if you wait.”
*
The lie chokes him, as if it were shoved into his mouth. He feels tight around the throat. He can’t tell him he
knows, that he has always known, so, softly, he echoes,
“Yes, we will miss the boat.”
His daughter stands up from the sack of sweet potatoes. She tugs at her father’s pants. Again, the intense series
of conspiratorial gestures—he stoops down, she whispers, he nods.
“What’s her name?” the old man asks as he returns to rummaging behind the bales of hemp at the doorway. He
has killed enough time with the visitors.
“Nining—well, tell her—tell her, please, to write, at least.” Nestor can’t quite uncurl the words in his throat.
“What did you say?” the landlord asks, without looking up from his task. From the house, the baby wails as if
in response. Nestor listens, holding his breath, then lets go.
“You were saying—?” The small hand tugs more urgently.
“Nothing. Come, Nining.”
But she wouldn’t leave the doorway, so he bends down towards her, again with fervent care, as if he were
receiving another major secret of the world.
She whispers, he nods, then squats.
He takes off her shoes, wraps them in the pouch at his side, and hoists her up on his shoulders, then strides off.
The asphalt road is too hot to walk on, but they cannot miss the boat home.
81.186 Excerpts from An Aborted Honest Autobiography\fn{by Eileen Tabios (1960Philippines (F) 3

)}

Illocos Sur Province, The

1: Love
It’s not a volcano erupting—that’s as certain as the weight of granite. To pay homage to lava revealing the
roots of trees would be like calling a heart a song, rather than a muscle.
Muscles are important. They hold together the body, prevent a collapse into a puddle of flesh quivering a
jello’s dance on the pavement. A sight as inspiring as a gas bill.
Yes, songs are important, too. Jeremiah Was a Bullfrog, for instance.\fn{Released in 1970 on the album Naturally by
Three Dog Night.}
But songs are not love.
Songs are love only if their notes, once sung, transmute to steel spines—as hydrogen to water with exposure to
oxygen.
Steel spines are muscles. Without them, veins would be green, like unused waterhoses in barren coils. Because
the faucet is kind, the faucet remains sealed without muscles. Without muscles, to release blood would turn veins
into lightning bolts whipping about uncontrolled in the gnaw of space become unexpectedly generous.
Lightning. That’s a bolt that can sear. Might kill, too. And when it does, it doesn’t do so with the civility of
poison dissolving invisibly, the picture of humility. It does so with the acrid smell of fried flesh. An electric wire
swaying in the wind, its exposed tip aching to press against a victim.
Hence, metal hollows itself to hug electric wires: prevents babies from picking up the dangerous licorice
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sticks, sniffing at them perhaps, then most assuredly gnawing at them with their teeny teeth until, Horrors!, the
thin casing sunders and sparks sear the babies’ cute, pink gums before spreading conflagration through their
tenderness.
The air would be redolent with the scent of burnt milk.
*
Hiroshima. No, not that Hiroshima—such allusion at this point would be too obvious. “Hiroshima” seducing
me through the stereo. Perfect for a summer day when butterflies are white, honeysuckle is perfume and a daughter nearby strung together daisy necklaces (under a lapis lazuli sky) because I would not have been infertile.
Pardon me, I digress …
*
Love.
God, what I would give for a poet to pick up the phone, dial my number when I’m not home and leave on my
answering machine the endearment of being called his “Little Parking Lot.” I’d re-tape that message and bronze
it. And fondle that bronze sculpture every day for the rest of my life.
Wonder if I could cast soap sculptures out of it—that way, I could rub it all over my breasts (and elsewhere)
during daily morning showers. Hmmmmm. I’d bring it to the beach even … well, maybe not. I’d get scared of
losing it to some toddler building a castle in the sand.
I was born in the Philippines. I grew up in a suburb of Los Angeles where not an inch was spared from the
political debate of boys who wore blue bandannas in their back pockets versus boys who wore overflowing plaid
shirts. I was accepted into an Ivy League school because of my mediocre foreign language score in Russian: a
Filipina living in Los Angeles speaking Russian (though poorly) was too multicultural to deny.
Years later, I married a Russian peasant’s descendant. One day he stuck his tongue in my ear to wake me. I
bolted upright and turned to him in confusion. My hair was white against my eyeballs. He announced,
“Kili kili.” I replied,
“What the hell?” The Jew in my bed pouted and asked,
“Isn’t ‘Kili kili’ Filipino for ‘I love you’?” I placed my teeth on his pale shoulder and replied softly,
“No, ‘Mahal kita’ is Tagalog for ‘I love you,’ ‘Kili kili’ is Docano for ‘armpit’—you got caught in one of life’s
twists-and-turns.”
Then I bit him. Hard. Drew blood. Then, I rolled over and presented him with the heightened ridge of my
spine. I didn’t feel exposed.
My bed is a four-poster mahogany bed raised so high to the ceiling I can make the glass chandelier tinkle by
raising one of my big toes. To sweat in my bed, you must climb first up two steps of a four-poster bed footstool.
“Like the South,” a visitor once commented on her way to my bathroom.
“South?”
“Yes, antebellum South,” she confirmed, patting her blue hair.
My my. Later, I told my husband about this incident and he offered to hire a summer person who would
camouflage his hair in a turban and wave dead leaves at me. But this was New York City—no room for another
person in my life.
*
A mother was reading her poetry to an audience of strangers. Afterwards, she invited me to dinner.
I went because I rarely have dinner dates, especially on a weekday (it was a Thursday): one could say it’s an
affordable price for a husband I rarely see, but who builds me a bigger castle with each new year.
Happy New Year! Castles are nice, especially with servants and a British butler. I particularly like my breakfast room. Its wallpaper flirts with cabbages and surrounds a mahogany table that seats twenty-four and was burnished until it glows like amber. Pristine white linen scalloped in lace at each place setting.
Usually, I’m alone at breakfast except for the meticulous concern of my tuxedoed butler. Usually, I only drink
black coffee but he likes the sideboard to groan under heavy silver bowls replete with scrambled eggs, sausages
and hominy grits. The coffee arrives in porcelain so thin I laugh aloud in delight before raising the Wall Street
Journal to distract my eyes.
Another type of love: the daughter of the poet, who accompanied us to dinner. After the three of us sat down in
a restaurant serving Nepalese cuisine (and containing tiny but charming tables covered in yellow cotton), the
daughter said to her mother,
“You were reading as if you couldn’t decide how much emotion to show. If I may offer a suggestion, don’t
bother showing any.”
Well, I must praise: the daughter offered a muscle—full of love, love, love.
The mother agreed with me. She reached over to her daughter and silently tucked a loose strand of hair behind
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her left ear. Then the mother looked into my eyes as I looked into her eyes and we both smiled while the daughter
hid her face behind the list of the day’s specials.
The menu featured a gold cover embossed with a red bird spreading its wings against a sun rising over the
horizon.
In conclusion, I offer from behind a lectern: love is love for the same reason that (some) human beings have
the spirit to believe the universe revolves around them: it takes a firm stem to hold up a blooming rose.
2: My husband
Armadillo skin.
Scars cover his heart.
Brain’s edges curl.
Tongue as sensitive as a clit.
Forehead the biggest part of his body.
Elegant, slim toes. Tummy a pear. Slim ankles. Cute ass (though it needs a bit of hoisting).
High arches. One arm longer than the other. Never wears his wedding ring. Collars always pristine.
On his chest, a single white hair.
He will never forgive his mother; he has forgotten his father.
He never ever cheats on his taxes.
All he wants to do is toodle around California’s vineyards in a white van pontificating to six fat tourists about
the smoked meats in cabernet, the lemons ripening in chardonnay, or roasted plums in zinfandel.
But the rise and fall of the Dow Jones requires disguises: boxer shorts under blue wool for pacing the bowels
of the Pentagon, casting polished ebony and silver chips on a flattened globe to direct America’s armies in conquering new territories.
He loves me because I remind him: people die.
3: My favorite color
I once thought it was an eggplant’s blush. Wine from tobacco and gravel. A farewell kiss before a lover commits suicide. Varicose veins rising from satin evening pumps encasing painted toes. A handcuff’s tattoo. A feather
on a parrot’s scalp. Impenetrable.
I aged five years and changed my mind while walking an unpaved path: spilled saffron on dirt. A faded brick.
Old seeds. The crack in an antique Grecian vase (shadows fractured).
The seam of a desert horizon. The sun and sea praying together before crawling under the blanket.
A scarf I wore while eating olives in Tuscany. The same scarf while eating olives in Jerusalem.
All those olives and I changed my mind to their militant skin. Like the background to camouflage gear. Or is it
foreground? Blobs, either way. But a short finish: uninspiring.
And you can’t avoid beige because you always need to be reminded of contrast and surface.
Then you can’t avoid considering silly men—or worse, honorable men—dropping to the ground, the stink of
sulphur prevalent: eyes blinking shut to disappear into the underbrush.
Thus, I remembered my sex and made a different choice: yellow.
Yellow. It’s been decades and it’s still yellow.
Because yellow reminds me of Nepal. I will always return to Nepal, because I never knew yellow until I saw
Nepalese yellow, because I never knew mascara until I saw the kohl-ringed eyes of Sumari (the Living Goddess
discovered in a village nursery), because I never knew pizza until I ate (to avoid the bones of Nepalese free-range
chickens) the embarrassingly-thin crust served by the hotel—hot damn! was it ever garlicky(!)—because I never
knew real estate until I saw the farmers’ houses with goats braying from second-floor windows, because I never
knew hang gliding until the Royal Nepalese Air Force landed me in Kathmandu without ever descending as the
Himalayas reared, because I never knew I was a giant until the whole race, malnourished, looked up at me—all
this is not what I mean to say.
I really mean: when I looked down, I looked up—I could never see the borders of Nepalese smiles.
4: Dinner with my husband’s client
My husband excuses himself to enter a door identifying him as a Gentleman.
I know that, in a darkened comer invisible from our table, he is actually settling with our grinning waiter who
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will be tipped well. For my husband’s efforts, the client reaches over a mountain and tries to open my knees.
There must be that inevitable count to ten while I debate his importance. Even though the pot ending a rainbow
would never allow his fingers their forage.
This is what I detest—that my high heels must hesitate before stabbing his toes encased in soft leather from
Rome. And that, in that pause, I become familiar with the stain ruddying his cheeks, the garlic on his quickened
breath and the circumference of pores on his bulbous nose.
P.S. Why must all of my husband’s clients possess bulbous noses?
5: Domestic dialogues
One
“It is a family custom,” he says about his belly aggressively displacing air.
“Who among us can dispute genetics?” I sympathize as the finger circled by diamonds and platinum rubs
between my two eyebrows which have resisted forever to be plucked.
“I believe it will rain this weekend,” he grins, casting his eyes through the red velvet draped around our living
room window that overlooks a building recently gutted by a fire.
“In any event, is not all of life interior?” I agree, though I retain my mask as if it were something I could scrub
off to reveal a seamless rhapsody.
“We should consider rug-rats,” he mutters after ten minutes of silence as his fingers correct a document over
which another lawyer had labored for six weeks; he had folded the document thrice and transported it home in his
wallet.
“But I grow slimmer each day,” I concoct, considering thoughts to file away for resurrection someday.
“You will never totally disappear, no matter how often you hunch over your brand-new Kohler toilet; and, I
saw an advertisement this morning for a hair transplant,” he replies impatiently as his gin and tonic weeps onto a
beloved mahogany table (he also ignores the huge black fly on the other side of the window, rubbing its legs together in a plea).
“I feel my veins turning to lightning bolts,” I insist, my mask beginning to disintegrate. I foresee the radioactive dust, floating down like mischievous dandruff.
Two
Six hours later, I am still reading poetry; he still refuses to consider the yellow ball at his feet. I had not
realized the weight of my disguise. I smash another ball into the net and firmly proclaim:
“My Advantage!”
6: Joy
How often for a nose to dip itself into a test tube to conclude:
“Ahhhh that’s it!”
That is exactly the scent that evokes the underside of a woman’s breast.
That is the scent of a dimple creasing a woman’s buttock to enhance the unmarred perfection of her complexion.
That is the scent of a nipple puckering into a puppy dog’s nose.
That is the scent of the growl she loosens when she arches her back while you—you bastard—are still as hard
and tumescent as the Space Shuttle, on fire to penetrate the dark mystery of space.
Joy—such sheerness! A diaphanous nightgown revealing everything, including the video between a woman’s
thighs.
Ignorance is bliss. Joy is not. Like love, it requires at least a high school degree.
And, yes, it is expensive.
Sable expensive.
1949 Cheval Blanc expensive.
Yellow boulder diamond expensive.
Private company chairman’s expense account expensive.
Insider trading expensive. Greenwich, Connecticut, country club blackballed membership expensive.
Let them eat cake expensive.
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A CIA-funded war expensive.
Deflowered virgin expensive. Evolution-into-amorality expensive. As expensive as running for the Presidency
of the United States.
Except, there is another way.
If you refuse to wear perfume, joy is found right under your nose. Your non-detipped nose. Complete in itself.
like chocolate cake without flour. It is first love all over again and you’re still waiting for your first kiss.
7: My best friend
In any room I enter she is floating at the upper left corner of the space. In any road I walk she is floating above
the upper left corner where the horizon traverses the road. In a tunnel she becomes a half circle attached to the left
wall. My left eye quivers from her burden.
She is the fattest woman I know. That’s okay because she is also the mother lode. Without her twitching my
eyelids I would be a bank teller. I am not cut out for roles involving “public relations”—notwithstanding my
fabulous legs.
She holds my hand as I tiptoe through the minefield—often she makes me fling off my wig and dash through
the minefield in random directions as if daring invisible foes to Catch Me (Blow Me Sky-High!) If You Can!
The sky is always lapis lazuli blue when my chest is heaving. And when I stop—abruptly of course—I look at
the sky, tilt my sweaty cheeks, and mouth,
“How nice.” The stars are hiding but I can hear them giggling.
Once, I stumbled on a stone step and dropped a case of my husband’s wine. My knee split like a plum. I saw
my bone gleam white like a Hollywood tooth. My nose wrinkled at my pain.
My husband threw me fish eyes and checked to see if his 1971 Conterno Monfortino Riserva was bleeding on
the yellow grass. When I said the puddle leaked from my knee, he couldn’t hide his relief before he offered a
pristine handkerchief woven from Egyptian thread. From the corner of my left eye, my best friend soothed,
“Sweetheart, look at the sky instead.” Then she blew away the birds until the sapphire I faced was stunning in
its seamlessness.
I never look at her full frontal. I don’t think she would be aesthetically pleasing, though I consider my definition of beauty to pass the standards of the Politically Correct Police. How pretty can the interior of human flesh
be? Wouldn’t it be bloody and dripping with veins, hacked slices of muscle fluttering in the breeze?
I’d rather look at the sunlit sky. And when I try real hard, I swear my best friend is that crack in the upper left
corner of my vision—a minuscule crack, invisible to those not looking for it.
Like a smile dying to be birthed.
8: From this year’s diary
Saks Fifth Avenue mailed me gold strips of paper scented by the inner wrists of women in leopard coats.
My body was a Christmas tree.
I never considered the black-faced children stumbling out of tunnels dug deep enough to plunge into China’s
vagina.
I wrapped dead crocodiles around my toes, waist and fingers. Swiss bankers were intimate with me, seven days
a week. The decimal point mattered.
9: From next year’s diary
January February March April April April May June
I forced open a god’s forehead. I slipped through, though lost a toe.
My blouse was torn, revealing French lace embroidered with pale pink lilies. I panted through parted lips, face
locked between bruised knees. Between the runs in my pantyhose I saw ants shouldering bits of bread and
trudging up sleep slopes slippery with the latest drink I spilled.
I hoped fervently that happiness would last.
July August September October November
Amidst despair in Santa Fe, a poet found time to be kind to me.
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I began listening to what wakes me when ebony stuns my windows.
Then I received a $15 check for a poem, a bonus no investment banker can ever top.
88.88 How My Cousin Manuel Brought Home A Wife\fn{by Charlson Ong (1960Region, The Philippines (M) 14

)}

Manila, National Capital

He was the one called Ah Siao—the crazy one—who left the country many years ago, before Martial Law was
declared, when I was not yet ten.
I remembered him as a gangling beanpole, with those dead dog’s eyes that seemed to be always falling off
their sockets. The guy was believed to have inherited the genius of our grandfather who was supposed to have
engaged in particle physics research back in China which eventually facilitated the splitting of the atom.
Yet, Ah Siao drifted from one school to another, finally dropping out of engineering college after his father, my
father’s half-brother, succumbed to diabetes.
Ah Siao assumed management of the family’s motor parts business but the store had to close shop a little over
a year later. Crestfallen, the young man took the next flight to Hong Kong without his mother’s knowledge and
eventually ended up in Brazil where he supposedly became senior partner in an engineering consultancy firm.
Now, after over two decades, my cousin Manuel was at last coming home with his Brazilian wife.
*
Aunt Mei Lu had rushed to our place upon receipt of Manuel’s letter informing her of his return. Mother had
opened a dim sum joint\fn{A restaurant serving “a style of Cantonese cuisine prepared as small bite-sized portions of food
traditionally served in small steamer baskets or on small plates.”H,W } beside our home shortly after Father died of lung
cancer and Aunt Mei Lu had since been our regular supplier of dumplings. Nearly 70, the woman remained prim
and feisty. Marching about in her all-weather maroon pants suit and brownish plastic clogs, Mei Lu could put to
shame people half her age with her perpetually straight-backed posture and 18-hour-a-day work habit.
Now, she was a mass of nerves clutching Manuel’s crumpled letter in her unsteady hands.
Aunt Mei Lu had seemed to me suddenly shrunken and defeated. For once, her spine appeared weighed down
by the years even as her powerful voice was clogged by phlegm and tears.
There had hardly been any contact between Manuel and his family since he left except for the occasional postcard from some unheard-of airport. He seemed to have drifted all over Europe and America.
“He’s bringing home his Brazilian wife,” Aunt Mei Lu said, nearly spilling coffee over Mother’s new glass
dining table.
“What kind of Brazilian?” Mother asked, even as I recalled the bevy of bikinied beauties in the last carnivalin-Rio movie I saw: buxom blondes, raunchy redheads, busty black beauties, mesmerizing mulattas; gyrating in
their many-feathered, multicolored costumes in total abandon. Images of Sonia Braga\fn{ Sônia Maria Campos Braga
(1950- ) Brazilian actress} washed over me in a wave of desire.
“I don’t know,” Auntie quipped, her forehead crinkling. “He didn’t say.”
“A white woman, probably,” Mother said. Mei Lu's face folded in and for a moment I thought she would weep.
“Twenty years he stayed away,” she quipped, crushing her own words, fighting back tears.
“Not one word. Not a single centavo he sent home to his old women and his poor baby sister. Now he comes
home with some foreign woman,” Auntie shook her gray bobbed-hair head which must have weighed a ton.
“Tell me, sister-in-law, what grave wrong have I done in my past life to deserve this?”
*
Mention of cousin Manuel’s younger sister Siao Mei—she preferred Samantha—pricked me like memories of
some childhood sin.
Mother and daughter had moved in with us for a year some time after Manuel left, and Samantha and I became
quite close. At seventeen Samantha was married off to a rich widower in Cebu, some exporter of rattan furniture,
after she spoke of working in Japan and Aunt Mei Lu feared losing another child to wanderlust.
Samantha’s untimely marriage saddened me but we weren’t even sent plane fares for the wedding in Cebu and
my parents felt slighted enough not to want to show up at all. Weeks later, Mr. Rattan Exporter threatened to annul the marriage by charging that Samantha was “damaged goods.” Mei Lu insinuated that I had something to do
with Samantha’s alleged deflowering and bawled me out. I literally swore upon Grandfather’s grave that I was
innocent of the charge but even Mother was difficult to convince.
It turned out the old fool simply changed his mind about Samantha after meeting some Taiwanese songstress
and finally clammed up about his ludicrous claims after nearly precipitating the worst scandal in the annals of our
less-than-distinguished clan history. Still, it would be years before Aunt Mei Lu spoke to me again and I must
admit to a lingering sense of loss whenever I remember my cousin Siao Mei.
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“There, there, Mei Lu,” Mother consoled Auntie. “He is a grown man, he has his own life,” she said and
reminded Auntie of our former neighbor whose son married a rich Chinese-Brazilian years ago.
“There are lots of them,” Mother said, and Mei Lu appeared to brighten up for a moment. “Ranchers and planters dying to get their fortunes out of those banana republics. They’re forever on the lookout for eligible Chinese
sons-in-law,” Mother concluded and my Aunt Mei Lu at last sipped her cold tea.
In a touching gesture of sympathy, Mother volunteered my services in picking up Manuel at the airport. After
Auntie left, I issued my perfunctory protest against Mother’s usual solicitude at my expense, though the thought
of seeing Ah Siao after all these years with Sonia Braga in tow wasn’t exactly unexciting.
*
It was all I could do to spot a middle-aged Chinese-Brazilian amidst the welter of humanity crowding the
arrival area, even with the latest photo of Manuel in my breast pocket. A delegation from Hong Kong had just
landed aboard a Cathay Pacific flight and the place teemed with Chinese-looking people. Manuel’s flight had
arrived, too and I raised aloft my placard, waving every which way.
MANUEL LIM BRAZIL , it read.
The bespectacled, pony-tailed figure approaching me seemed lost and confounded, peering at me through
horn-rimmed designer glasses. I was about to point him in the direction of the rest of the Hong Kong gang when
he stopped and blurted out my name in English.
“Carlos … it is you. Look at you, you’re all grown up.”
If this was Ah Siao, then I’m Jacky Chan.\fn{1954- , Hong Kong martial artist, actor}
Yes, he must have been at least twenty pounds heavier than the image in the photo I had with me, his shoulderlength hair tied back in a queue befitting the last emperor of China. Clad in fashionable white tweeds and slacks,
my cousin Manuel could have passed for some Hong Kong kung fu star given a few more inches to his 5 feet 5
inch frame. He wasn’t as tall as I remembered, but neither was he as robust and well-built. I felt my shoulder
blade unhinge as he pumped my hand.
“Such a big guy you are now, Ah puy,” I cringed slightly at his mention of my childhood pet name—fatty.
“Manuel, putsa, I could’ve mistaken you for some movie star,” I said in Chinese.
“Hindot, how many gold mines are you feasting on now?”
“Sssh,” he hushed me in mock confidentiality and whispered: “Dope, man. That’s where the action is, haven’t
you heard?” His hearty, full-throated laughter reminded me of some medium-sized, oddly-attired pro wrestler on
TV.
Something nipped my balls. I’ve never heard Ah Siao laugh this way. I’ve never heard him laugh at all.
Ah Siao; lanky, gangling, doe-eyed, jerk of a nerd who never got anything going had come home a winner.
“Where’s your stuff?” I asked, “let’s get our butts out of this hell hole.”
“Wait, my wife’s with me,” he said and rushed back to the luggage inspection area.
For a while, Manuel’s overpowering presence had vanished all thoughts of Sonia Braga in me. But mention of
his wife had pricked open some invisible bag lodged in my throat, unleashing a horde of unseen insects to overrun
every molecule of my being. My heart clubbed against my rib cage.
Sonia, at least, sweet Sonia.
Manuel took forever finding his way back and for an insane moment I thought he and my dear cousin-in-law
had been mistaken for some stateless refugees and hied back to Hong Kong. And then they were suddenly beside
me.
“Consuelo, este é o meo primo. My cousin Carlos,” he gestured with a flourish. “Carlos; mi esposa,
Consuelo.”
She was huge and black, perhaps among the largest women I’ve seen live. At least six feet tall and no less than
200 pounds, Consuelo towered over Manuel like a giant smiling genie from some ancient Amazon bottle.
Wrapped from head to toe in a yellow-green robe speckled with bluish globes and white stars, her massive
breasts—which would have filled an entire wok, as Mother used to say—and arms heaved with the slightest
laughter. Foot-long earrings of oyster shells and canine teeth adorned her ears even as her perfect teeth shone in a
solid arc of triumph. Her eyes were onyx marbles in a sea of white.
This was Mother Africa-Brazilia in person and her presence attracted not a few curious souls.
I was glad I brought the van. Something told me that twenty years’ worth of baggage would never fit into a
bantam Toyota—God only knows how Consuelo would have squeezed into those mini-bucket seats.
“I speak little English,” she said to me in a scratchy, high-pitched baritone and I suddenly thought—Billy
Holiday.
“Do you sing?” I blurted.
A frown crossed her face as she turned to Manuel.
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“O? Vocé canta?” he said.
She smiled and launched into a spirited rendition of El Condor Pasa—I remembered the Simon and Garfunkel
version\fn{Called El Condor Pasa (If I Could), 1970 cover song to the album Bridge Over Troubled Waters }—and Manuel joined
in after a few bars. I turned on the radio to drown out the deafening duet and had to play tour guide to Manuel the
rest of the way to Aunt Mei Lu’s, explaining the monumental changes that had overtaken Metro Manila from
garbage heaps to nomadic street children.
He wanted to know if they could still play the slot machines along Roxas Boulevard.
Where’s Bayside?
Where’s the Flame?
Who’s Robin Padilla?
What’s shabu? What’s PBA? You mean Jaworski’s still playing?
The couple spoke mostly Spanish—or was it Portuguese—to each other, although I wasn’t sure if Manuel was
relaying any relevant information about his old city to Consuelo. And then, glimpsing my rear view mirror, I saw
the grayish wooden stump he pulled out of his right pants pocket.
*
My insides froze for a second. Ever since our meeting at the airport Manuel had kept his right hand inside his
pants pocket. He carried his bags, squeezed my shoulders, and pumped my hands, all using his powerful left hand.
I’d thought it a strange Latin affectation he’d picked up until then.
“What’s that?” I asked.
“What?”
“What’s that in your hand?”
“Oh?” he quipped, raising his stump. “I lost it in an accident while working in a logging concession in the
Andes many years ago,” he explained. “Three days before we were to leave for Manila some muggers made off
with my silver-plated artificial limb.”
Manuel said something to Consuelo, and they burst out once more into their hearty, baritoned laughter. I forced
a smile, but the coldness clung to my bones. I was trying to conjure in my mind’s screen the impending
homecoming scene for Ah Siao.
So his mother might forgive him for two decades of absence and neglect.
So she might even learn to live with the fact of a foreign daughter-in-law, Spanish-speaking and all.
But Consuelo?
The woman simply failed to strike me as being in the universe of possibilities Aunt Mei Lu could imagine. She
was, after all, from an age where the word beauty conjured a fairness often described as “being edible” and where
petite, teen-age, virgin brides were tucked neatly into fragile sedan chairs fit for babes.
I turned the radio a bit louder as a zamba revival came on the air with Consuelo and Manuel sashaying their
upper torsos to the beat. The music kept my mind off dire possibilities and on the narrowing road.
*
The last time I saw that look on Mother’s face was when our sliding glass doors came crashing down at the
height of typhoon Yoling in ’73.
As for Aunt Mei Lu, it seemed her entire apartment unit had caved in on her. The two women were speechless
and seemingly stunned while Consuelo smiled in her soulful way and Manuel hugged his mother as he would an
unmoving mango tree. I’d never known Manuel to be capable of such expressiveness and cringed even as Mei Lu
remained rooted unto her granite flooring.
I turned to Mother and saw her glaring at me. I winced. She seemed to be blaming me for everything that was
going on. In a wilful moment I blurted:
“Consuelo, this is my mother, Rosario. She’s been dying to meet you. She’s a soprano.”
I took Consuelo’s large hands and guided her to Mother who was now scalding my aura with her laser beam
stare. Mother managed a tortured smile, though, as Consuelo hugged her and orated in Spanish.
“Excuse me,” Aunt Mei Lu mumbled to no one in particular. It seemed she wanted to say more but appeared
dazed and dumb-founded. She was gesturing to us to be seated. Mei Lu turned to my cousin Manuel as if to some
crass stranger, then she looked at Mother and sort of scampered off into her bedroom.
“She’s not feeling all that well,” Mother said in Chinese to Manuel.
“Oh, is she sick?” Manuel seemed truly worried.
“Oh no, she’s just a bit fatigued.”
Manuel explained the situation to Consuelo, who rattled off something in Spanish and quipped:
“I can help, maybe?”
Her words appeared to have struck Mother like a phantom blow and for the first time since he arrived, Manuel
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seemed lost.
“It’s okay. Consuelo,” he whispered. “Ella esta so urn pouco consada.”
Mother said she was looking in on Auntie.
*
Left to play host to the domicile’s rightful inhabitants, I learned that Consuelo was some kind of healer. I
figured it had something to do with spirits and psychism but did not pursue the matter. I’d accompanied my own
father to two dozen healers—everything from Sto. Niño mediums, to drunken Taoist masters and Chi Kung
experts from China and assorted pranic practitioners—after cancer experts had given him a paltry six months to
last.
Most of these so-called alternative cures had struck me as honest delirium at best and criminal misrepresentation at worst, but I had enough of a scene in my hands to risk Consuelo casting some voodoo curse on me. I let
half an hour pass before deciding to look in on the two women.
“Get out, stay with your cousin,” Mother yelled as I entered. Aunt Mei Lu was weeping and slapping the bed.
“What’s going on?”
“Are you deaf?”
“He’s home with his wife after twenty years, and you’re carrying on like someone died.”
I might as well have poured boiling water over Mei Lu, and she burst into a bone-piercing feline wail. Mother
was really mad at me now.
“Carlos, I will not tell you again.”
“What awful deed have I done to deserve this?” Auntie asked Mother for the umpteenth time.
“What’s wrong?” I asked. “Your son and daughter-in-law are home.” Mother threw something at me, missing
by an inch while Mei Lu wailed, “You call that a daughter-in-law?”
“Yes.”
“Ah Jiyet, just shut up!” Mother was all set to explode. You could tell she was loading up whenever she took to
call me by my Chinese name.
“Why did you bring them here, you idiot?” Mother’s query clawed away my last skin of good humor.
“What?” I nearly choked. “Where was I supposed to bring them?”
“To a hotel … anywhere …”
“This is just great,” I blurted. “So now it’s all my fault!”
“When will you ever grow up?” Mother countered my exasperation with what seemed like genuine disgust.
“I think you’re both crazy,” I nearly screamed and Mother was about to hurl another projectile my way when
Mei Lu wailed:
“0 ke kiam tua kho waah …”
“Big and black … big and black,” the woman moaned like some professional mourner weeping over a mutilated corpse. “She’s bigger than the Great Wall and blacker than the pit of my kettle.”
“She’ll bear big children,” I blurted and Mother had more or less given up on trying to control the whole scene.
“Big and black,” Mei Lu kept on. “Big and black children. Oh … Ah Di ah … what have you done? Why
didn’t you look after your only son? Are you too busy laying women in the netherworld of burning in hell that you
should allow this tragedy? What will your ancestors say? How am I to face them? They will tear me to pieces in
the afterlife and curse me till eternity’s end.”
“You know how much they make these days in the NBA?” I rambled on, but Mother was beyond railing.
“Carlos, please. This may all seem very funny to you, but it isn’t. It really isn’t.”
“She’s a healer,” I said. Mother scowled:
“What?”
“She’s a psychic healer. You know, voodoo stuff … zombie specials …” Mother attacked me with the folded
20-page classified ads of the Sunday Bulletin, forcing me out of the room.
*
The changes in domicile that occurred during the following days were pure sitcom only Mother could have
scripted. She invited Aunt Mei Lu to vacation for a while in our place and “recuperate,” while allowing Manuel
and Consuelo some “privacy.” And school being a few weeks off, and since I wasn’t exactly an indispensable item
at the restaurant, and since I was the one dumb enough to have driven them straight home and would be needed,
anyway, to drive them around for the rest of their stay—why don’t I just check in with my lovely cousins at Aunt
Mei Lu’s for the nonce?\fn{Duration}
It wasn’t much of a chore driving the couple around town. In fact, it got to be quite enjoyable. Manuel was
more than I’d ever known him to be—though I didn’t get to spend too much time with him as a boy—while Consuelo was a real knockout. She laughed at every one of my poorly-translated jokes, sang Sergio Mendez classics,
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and told my fortune every day. Being stared at constantly inside malls and restaurants provided some sense of celebrity as I began to pick up a smattering of Spanish.
Manuel seemed dead-set on catching up on his Filipiniana—anything from basketball to politics. He was
particularly curious about the psychic scene. He said they’d heard quite a bit about the Philippine “wonder healers” from German and Japanese travelers.
I relayed to them as much as I knew about the matter. The fact that I was largely skeptical of these alleged
wonders may have somewhat dampened their inquisitiveness, but I did promise to introduce the couple to some
experts.
I, too, was able to get cousin Manuel to tell me about his many sojourns. Manuel told me how his life took a
drastic turn about a year ago when he sailed down the Amazon with a group of surveyors while working on a
government project.
Manuel said he became comatose after being bitten by some rare tropical insect and was nearly given up for
dead by his companions when an aborigine brought them to Consuelo’s village. A known healer, Consuelo could
not then practice her medicine as she was recently widowed. But the woman decided, nonetheless, to break
tradition and heal this Oriental person whom she had seen not long ago in a vision. Consuelo applied an antidote
and cousin Manuel recovered.
Manuel said he awoke a changed person.
“I fell in love not only with this wonderful woman but with the entire village, the rain forests, the tranquil
Amazon,” he recounted, nearly teary-eyed. “This was it. I knew at once it was what I’d been searching for all my
life. I stayed on in the village for several months before returning to Rio de Janeiro. I’m thinking of selling off my
shares in the firm and moving to the Amazons permanently.”
“Wouldn’t that be a bit drastic?” I quipped. But cousin Manuel was off somewhere in the Amazons.
“You wouldn’t know how it’s like until you get there, Carlos.” he said. “I grew my hair long to gain power, put
on weight, and found my center. Everything I am now I owe to Consuelo,” he beamed and I could swear that for
an instant, cousin Manuel’s face emanated an unearthly glow even as the midday sun shone through our tinted car
windows.
“I am his black star,” Consuelo declared and I caught the twinkle in Manuel’s eyes.
I remembered at once how my cousin used to drag around his telescope through which he’d peer at the sky at
odd hours of the night. He was an astronomy buff back then and could name every one of the constellations which
he pointed out to me save for an object he dubbed the “black star.”
I remembered Manuel telling me that he’d made an astounding discovery and that he was willing to name the
“undetected quasar” after me for my entire personal savings worth P250. Yet try as I did, I simply couldn’t sight
this black thing Manuel had seemed genuinely ecstatic about.
Years later, while reading about Imelda Marcos’ celestial musings, I wondered whether cousin Manuel wasn’t
imagining seeing some black hole in the horizons way back when. The International Astronomical Society never
acknowledged Manuel’s letter informing them of his discovery and he’d soon traded off his telescope for a super8 movie camera.
I was glad Manuel finally found his black star. It was a tale befitting a television mini-series the way my
cousin related his adventures, and I marveled at the man’s daring and survival qualities. I, who would never dream
of cooking my own meals, much less hunting for them, could never live half the life Manuel had had.
It wouldn’t take me long, too, to witness first-hand Consuelo’s healing abilities.
*
Manuel had been complaining of the heat since his arrival. He said Manila’s humidity was a different sort from
that of the Amazons and he was often short of breath. I suggested for him to have a medical exam, but he thought
he was just experiencing an over-extended jet lag. Anyhow, he was deep into “wholistic healing” with his herbs
and crystals and Consuelo. I realized soon that cousin Manuel wasn’t as trim as his designer suit made him appear
initially. He was a bit on the plump side and ate like a recently released hostage. Either the months in the Amazons had really pumped up his appetite or the guy was trying to gobble up enough local cuisine for another twenty
years of exile. Three days as a balikbayan and Manuel’s bowels were threatening to go on strike.
We were halfway through our native meal of steamed oysters and crabs when Manuel suddenly turned blue
and his eyes nearly popped out. He was gasping for breath, holding on to his neck, and he tumbled to the floor.
The restaurant was afrenzy and the manager was shouting at someone to get a doctor when Consuelo issued this
bone-piercing wolfish cry, stunning the whole place into silence.
The woman picked up my fallen cousin easily and sat him back on his chair. She placed her large hands
beneath his chest and gave him a couple of pumps and I could see Manuel’s black irises settling back in place.
She next asked for a raw egg and was finally given one after some commotion. Consuelo held the egg about a foot
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from Manuel and passed it over his body as if she were sketching an invisible outline of Manuel in thin air. She
then started blowing away what she had seemingly drawn and cracked the egg on Manuel’s crown. Some of the
egg yolk dripped over his head as Consuelo whispered into Manuel’s ears. Manuel’s eyes began rolling as
Consuelo once more placed her hands beneath his chest, shrieked into his ears and pumped P350 worth of seafood
out of him.
The episode unnerved me. It was my closest brush with death since fraternity initiation rites when a blindfolded neophyte leapt into a waterless pool. I insisted that he see the doctor, but Manuel was adamant against it.
He explained that Consuelo was cleansing his aura with the raw egg. The individual, he explained, consisted of
several “bodies of descending vibratory frequencies.” The physical body was supposed to be the “grossest manifestation,” while the higher soul was of the subtlest and highest frequency.
All nature, all reality, was vibratory, my cousin Manuel said.
And I suddenly recalled the times he would lecture me on thermodynamics and the general theory of relativity.
More than anything, Manuel was a teacher. He was never more passionate than when explaining the finer points
of some theory or other.
Before any disease manifests itself in the physical plane it first shows up in the etheric body, Manuel pointed
out. Therefore, one need only to heal the higher bodies to prevent physical sickness, he concluded.
I nodded. Whether he made sense or not, Manuel could overwhelm you with the sheer passion and seeming
clarity of his exposition. It was futile to argue with him once he’d made up his mind to be correct. I’d seen stranger “healings,” and as long as the net effect was curative I couldn’t care less whose medicine was bogus. Still, I
didn’t think a blood test would alter the frequency of anyone’s higher soul.
But Manuel would sooner die than be taken to a hospital. It was Consuelo he was rather worried about. The
woman was large, hypertensive, and asthmatic. She had already “died” twice in her life, according to Manuel,
reawakening each time with even greater powers.
*
“It was a simple case of heartburn,” Mother concluded after listening to my animated recounting of Manuel’s
apparent near-death experience, while Aunt Mei Lu was convinced Consuelo had it in mind to kill off Manuel and
inherit his fortune.
“She saved him,” I protested.
“Your aunt has a point,” Mother mused.\fn{The text has: used.} “We might not have any legal claim to Manuel’s
properties in Brazil in case anything happens.”
“Mother,” I blurted in exasperation.
“Are you so sure it’s still my boy inside that strange body?” Mei Lu turned to us, tears welling in her eyes.
“This is way beyond my league,” I muttered and resolved to have nothing more to do with my displaced,
cross-cultural cousins once I had introduced them to psychic researcher Renato Corrales.
I had met Corrales at a party thrown by good buddy Dwight Lim who had a dwarf allegedly exorcised from his
family’s perenially distressed factory by one of Renato’s wards. I invited Renato to meet with my cousins and he
readily agreed.
What was supposed to be a restricted affair turned into a virtual press conference. Corrales brought along a
bevy of fellow researchers, psychics, feature writers, and assorted groupies, turning Aunt Mei Lu’s apartment into
a human sardine can. Everyone wanted to know about this “black widow from the Amazons.” Dwight was so
ecstatic about her after she’d predicted his forthcoming marriage. I took the loudmouth aside and shouted into his
ears,
“She’s not a widow, you moron, she’s my cousin-in-law! I curse you this day! May your low-grade, hazardous, environmentally unsound, refugee camp of a factory turn into a nursery for evil black dwarfs!”
In the midst of the unscheduled press conference, a fifty-ish woman with acute arthritis was wheeled into the
apartment from a van outside. It appeared someone had gotten wind of the occasion and sent word to the woman
that some sort of healing session was going on. Surprised, Consuelo demurred. She wasn’t in the proper frame of
mind. But the woman pleaded with Consuelo, and Corrales egged her on. Someone brought out a video camera
which Manuel promptly banned from the gathering.
Although bothered by the crowd, I was admittedly too eager to see more evidence of Consuelo’s powers. The
woman had seemed candid and low-key enough about her abilities. It was Manuel who struck me as being bent on
making a public show of the matter.
Consuelo fell into a deep trance and Manuel silenced the gathering. After nearly ten minutes she began shaking
mildly, then violently, and frothing at the mouth in epileptic-like seizure.
“Let us all pray,” Manuel said, igniting a babel of murmurs.
He held on to Consuelo, and Corrales rushed to his aid. Consuelo opened her eyes and stood up. Her eyes were
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unblinking and her face was stone. I felt a sudden gush of warm air on my face. She began passing her hands over
the woman the way she had done so with Manuel at the restaurant before asking for an egg and breaking it over
the woman's head. I could see the woman grimace as the egg-white streamed down her face. Then Consuelo knelt
in front of the woman and began passing her hands over the woman’s legs before laying her massive hands upon
them. Consuelo massaged the woman’s legs vigorously before standing up and holding out her hand to the lady.
“Levante-se!” she ordered.
“Stand up, stand up,” Manuel whispered into her ears, but the woman merely stared at them, desperate and
confused, shaking her head, tears brimming in her eyes, with the egg yoke all over her face.
“Levantate!” Consuelo shouted and the woman burst into tears. The weeping got to Consuelo and she appeared
to be snapping out of her trance, breathing hard and staggering, but the crowd wasn’t about to let her off easy.
“No mas, no mas,” she whispered, shaking her large head, the yellow-gold bandana at last falling off, revealing
short-cropped hair rather than the huge curls I’d expect. And I was at once reminded of Roberto Duran walking
away, exasperated from a clowning Sugar Ray Leonard in that classic lightweight title rematch. “No mas, no
mas.”
“Come on, Consuelo, give it one more shot,” Corrales said.
“Yes, she’s almost cured,” another whispered, “please, don’t stop, save her.”
It was now a chorus urging her on as Consuelo faced the wall, turning her back on the crowd. Suddenly a low
moan was heard, seemingly emanating from the wall. Then Consuelo belted out that skin-shearing cry of some
wild cat being skinned alive, stunning the gallery. She turned around and strode towards her patient—two hundred
pounds of fierceness. Fear infected the lady as Consuelo slapped her. She was too stunned to react, eyes nailed on
the massive blackness before her. In a moment Consuelo was overcome by a numbing gentleness, laying a finger
on the woman’s forehead.
“Levante-se,” she whispered, gentle and deep. “Levantate!”
The room was cast in deathly silence as the woman grabbed on to Consuelo’s arm and slowly pulled herself up
from her wheelchair. She was anything but puny, standing beside Consuelo, hanging on to the healer’s shoulder.
Consuelo held on to her as she took her first tentative steps, and then she was walking by herself, wobbly, as a
child walking for the first time.
“I can walk,” she declared in seeming disbelief. “I can walk,” she repeated, overcome with joy, “after all these
years.” She turned to Consuelo and kissed the copper medallion with an inscribed image of the Virgin Mary
hanging from the healer’s neck. “Bless you, you are an angel of the Lord.” She was trying to genuflect before
Consuelo, but the large woman stopped her.
“Vaya con Dios,” my Brazilian cousin told the lady who strode to her van, normal and joyful, but for the slight
limp, followed by cheers and applause. The lady’s male companion produced a red packet which he tried handing
Consuelo as if making an offering to some black icon. Consuelo shook her head.
“Give to charity,” she said.
But cousin Manuel was on top of things, deftly plucking the red packet from the guy’s hand.
“Let us make this an offering to the Sto. Niño,” he said, pointing to Aunt Mei Lu’s statue of the infant Jesus
surrounded by a cloud of incense smoke.
“Thank you,” the man uttered, and the gathering fell into a deep silence before Consuelo said—in English—
Let us pray”—and the murmurs returned.
*
The tale of the “black widow from the Amazons” would spread during the following days. Consuelo was
featured in a number of newspaper articles, and over a week later a television crew would come over to cover one
of her healing sessions. The woman seemed embarrassed by the publicity and refused interviews, relenting only
upon Manuel’s impassioned proddings. Manuel’s new-found affinity with media was beginning to bother me, and
I approached him right after the third TV crew left.
“You intend to stay long in the country?” I asked.
“Who knows?” he answered, almost dreamily. “God works in mysterious ways. I might have found my true
calling.” Manuel became reflective.
“After all these years … strange, only to come home and—”
“Is this what she wants?”
“The Virgin Mother has chosen to work through Consuelo, and this is her consecrated land.”
It was the first time I heard Manuel mention the Virgin Mary, and I thought he might have picked up a few
pointers from Corrales and his gang.
“But Consuelo—”
“Consuelo wants what I want,” Manuel blurted, a mite impatient, and I felt my face burn.
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“Let’s have that again?”
A slight sense of panic rushed across his face.
“No …” he stammered, catching himself. “I mean, Consuelo knows I look out for her best interest.”
“You think all of this is in her best interest?”
“You seem to dislike her, Carlos,” Manuel said with some pain in his tongue. “I thought you were different
from the old people. That you understood.”
I was pricked by the injustice in his tone and nearly screamed:
“I don’t dislike her. I think she’s a fine woman, and I think you’re using her.”
This really got to Manuel and the middleweight wrestler of a man collared me.
“Don’t you ever say that again,” he said with rocks in his throat, gnashing his teeth, and mice scurrying
beneath the skin over his biceps. And just as I thought cousin Manuel would pluck off my puny head he dropped
me like a hot potato.
“I’m sorry,” he quipped, truly confused and apologetic. “I’m terribly sorry, you’re right.”
“No,” I barked. “I was out of line.”
“You’re right, this is all too much. Things are going too fast. I never expected this. Perhaps we should leave.”
“No,” I said, not knowing why. “What’s the rush? I mean you’ve got a well-established business back in Rio.
I’m sure you have people to oversee things while you’re gone?”
I immediately regretted having encouraged him to stay on as good sense overcame survival instinct and cousin
Manuel, too, was back to his mild-mannered ways.
“Let’s give it a few more weeks,” he said and a sudden load weighed down my bowels.
*
Next day Mother and Aunt Mei Lu were at the apartment shortly after sunup. They began burning spirit papers
by the doorway; yellowish crepe paper issued by Sian Di, the alleged spirit medium of some red-faced Chinese
diety. These were all-purpose talismans that were used to ward off all sorts of evil and ill luck.
Aunt Mei Lu would occasionally burn a few sheets, mix the ashes in water, and drink the liquid to cure her
migraine. I knew something extraordinary was up.
“What are you doing? It’s five in the morning,” I asked.
“Stay out of the way,” Mei Lu ordered. “You’re blocking the path.”
“What path?”
“The path of the spirit.”
“What are you calling on the spirits for this early in the day?”
“We’re preparing the way for the spirit to come and exorcise the evil presence,” Mother said, her face a mask
of concentration.
“What evil presence?”
“The black one,” Mei Lu, said dead serious. The scene would’ve been loudly comical if not for the anger
written all over the women’s faces.
“Mother, stop this,” I blurted in exasperation. “I can’t believe you’d take part in such nonsense.”
“I can’t believe you haven’t gotten rid of her yet,” she shot back.
“What am I supposed to do with her? She’s my cousin-in-law.”
“She’s a witch.”
“She’s a healer. I saw her cure with my own eyes. She’ll be on TV.”
Awakened by our voices, Consuelo and Manuel were soon standing with us by the door. I was certain Manuel
knew what was happening, but it was Consuelo who was all excited over the strange ritual. She kept asking her
husband about the scene until Manuel whispered something in Spanish and she suddenly smiled widely, her eyes
lighting up. She took some spirit papers from Mother and examined them carefully before joining in on the
burning.
Mei Lu’s face was askance. She threw dagger looks at Manuel and marched into her domicile, locking herself
up inside the bathroom. Consuelo couldn’t contain her excitement, lighting up the yellow crepe paper and hurling
them into the wind as Mother looked on in dismay.
Nearly an hour later, Sian Di herself arrived with her lady assistant. Standing a mite under five feet, wrinkled
skin stretched taut over squarish bones, the sixtyish bobbed-hair woman exuded an eeriness that augured as much
saintliness as malevolence. Chanting Taoist sutras, the four women entered the apartment, incense smoke rising
from the urn borne by Sian Di’s assistant, who seemed to be sleepwalking. Sian Di would scoop incense from the
urn with a small spade and scatter them every which way. The sickish smell stuck to my throat and my eyes began
to sting from the cloud of smoke that had transformed Mei Lu’s apartment into a temple.
I could see something was eating Manuel, but Consuelo was quite ecstatic. She tried participating in the
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chanting until Sian Di turned on her suddenly and screamed. The living room was thrown into deep silence at
once.
And just as I thought Consuelo would return fire, the big woman laughed. She laughed ceaselessly, she
laughed hungrily, all two hundred pounds of her shaking violently. We were all stunned, turning to Manuel, who
merely twitched his shoulders. Desperate, Mei Lu rushed towards Consuelo and yelled into her face, though at a
respectful distance.
“0 kui, 0 kui,” she shouted, calling the large woman a black devil.
Consuelo seemed to have gotten wind of her mother-in-law’s drift and turned to Manuel with a slight scowl.
Manuel whispered something in Spanish and the scowl once more gave way to hearty laughter. Consuelo
approached Mei Lu, nodded and placed her large hands—bedecked with all varieties of brass rings and bracelets
—gently behind the smaller woman’s nape.
“Gracias,” she said, beaming, “Gracias.”
Dumbfounded, the women stared at each other, seemingly confronted by something truly otherworldy.
I guessed Manuel told her this was some kind of grand welcome ritual for her. As the quartet retreated into a
corner in utter disbelief, I could see Manuel’s face turn ashen and grim while Consuelo was never happier.
*
The next two weeks saw more of Consuelo’s healing and media coverage of this Brazilian wonder. She worked
on cripples, cancer patients, and heart conditions and few went away without some sense of relief and recovery.
Her laughter, too, proved infectious, just as her silences and sudden scowls elicited a sense of morbid- ness in me.
Manuel was also determined now to host the clan reunion that Mother had been postponing since Consuelo arrived. I was certain any official recognition of her foreign daughter-in-law would have to be done over Mei Lu’s
dead body.
But Manuel had already sent out word to gather the kinsfolk at a Chinatown restaurant for him to show off his
wife and foreign fortune. With all the media coverage the couple had been having, it would’ve been a wonder, too,
if most of our relatives hadn’t already heard of Consuelo. A health buff, Mei Lu’s slight diabetic condition had
allegedly worsened since Consuelo’s arrival, according to Mother—an admittedly unreliable source.
The woman’s heart had also supposedly been skipping a few beats for the past few months. Whatever her true
condition, I was sure Mei Lu wouldn’t be caught anywhere near Manuel’s lauriat.
The party started out as a subdued enough affair, quite uneventful save for the “monk-leaping-over-the-fence”
soup. I didn’t notice many raised eyebrows as Consuelo stood by the restaurant door to greet almost every one of
the nearly one hundred guests. It was supposed to be a sort of homecoming-cum-post-wedding-reception for the
couple.
But soon enough, my second-degree cousin, Winston—a budding theater comic who’d been embarrasing his
Protestant parents by caricaturing the Pope on prime time TV—who was hosting the sing-along sideshow, asked
Manuel for a Brazilian love song. Manuel obliged with what sounded like a cross between Jealousy and Eres Tu,
and before long Consuelo had joined him and it was a Carnival-in-Rio a-forming in the heart of Chinatown, Manila.
Shortly after dessert, a waiter called Manuel to the counter. Mother had phoned telling him that Mei Lu had
been rushed to the hospital after suffering a stroke. We kept the news to ourselves, though I was certain Mei Lu
and Mother’s absence didn’t exactly go unnoticed. Manuel urged me to take Consuelo home while he rushed to
the hospital, and I agreed.
At home Consuelo looked puzzled. She thought we were going to the hospital in a separate ride. She quizzed
me continually until I relented and told her the whole truth.
“I can help,” she said in English, deeply disturbed, and I suddenly wanted to cry.
“I can save her,” she repeated. “Many people I save from stroke, heart attack,” she went on. “Why not I go to
hospital? Why not we go?”
I didn’t know whether or not to give her the lowdown—“Listen, you’re probably the main reason she’s in
Emergency.” I decided my Spanish might just worsen things and clammed up.
“Let’s pray,” I finally blurted. “Maybe you can help her from here,” I said.
Consuelo got my drift and seemed to enter into a trance, mumbling some chant. She asked for the hospital’s
name and made me draw a map detailing the route from our place to St. Martin’s Medical Center. Consuelo made
a mental note of my sketch and slipped back into her trance. I guessed she was bilocating or doing some sort of
astral travel. After several minutes a soothing smile broke across the woman’s face as she rubbed her palms.
“It’s all right,” she whispered, eyes closed. “Muy bien. No problem, no worry. She will live. Ella vivera!”
On that note, I bade her goodnight and rushed to St. Martin’s.
Aunt Mei Lu was lying comatose inside the Intensive Coronary Care Unit, hooked up to a network of monitors
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and bottles. I caught Manuel and Mother sitting at opposite ends of the cushioned bench outside the ICCU. They
were probably blaming each other for Mei Lu’s condition. I found my loyalties split down the middle and decided
to associate instead with the coffee machine.
And there she was, slightly heavier than the last time we met, her eyes sad and brilliant, her lips caught in that
strange half-smile that sent moths fluttering in the moonlit nights many seasons ago.
“Hello, Sam, how are you?”
“Hi,” she whispered, looking away as two moths circled the light.
“Seems we’ll finally see some rain,” I whispered, walking her to the hallway.
“I’m sorry for your mother. I wish we’d met under happier circumstances. But it’s really great to see you after
all these years.” I’d always remembered Siao Mei for her lightheaded spunk; now her silence was alien and
unnerving.
“You’re looking fine,” I said, trying desperately to strike up a conversation.
“You, too,” she finally said.
“So, how’s the family?” I asked, trying to keep up with her increasing pace. She seemed to be leaving the
premises.
“They’re all here.”
“I mean your family.”
“Well, Nic-nic will be turning four soon. You should see him sometime.”
“Where is he?”
“Home. In Davao. I wasn’t sure what I’d find here so I decided to fly over by myself.”
“Davao.”
“I’ve resettled there … after the split.”
“Split?”
“We’ve separated,” she said, looking at me for the first time, and I felt a sudden pain in the small of my back.
“I’m sorry.”
“I’m not,” she shot back, and I knew she’d lost none of her teenage spunk, only sharpened it with a more
deliberate, hardened pose.
“What happened?”
“Nothing. I had enough of the old goat and cut him loose.”
“So, where is he?”
“Beats me,” she shrugged in that taut, boyish manner, and all the tension that had been piling up in me after
nearly a month of voodoo, zamba, Amazonian tales, and shaman wars melted into a confused tenderness yearning
to flow out through my every pore. I hugged myself to keep my hands from touching her and caught the glint in
her eye.
“Last I heard, he’d hied off to Taipei to shack up with some singer. Are you cold?”
“I’m a bit under the weather, nothing serious.”
“I learned enough about the rattan business and decided to set up shop in Davao. Labor costs are manageable,
adequate supplies … I’m hoping to export by next year.”
“That’s something I mean your own business, you’re so young—”
“Not so young.”
“Younger than me.” She twitched her bare shoulders again and I had to grab on more desperately to my arms.
“Listen, Sam, I know there have been some misunderstandings between our families. Some of the old people
got things wrong and—”
“I don’t want to talk about these things, Carlos. Not now. I’ll see you sometime.”
“You’re leaving?”
“Yeah. I don’t think Mother will be regaining consciousness very soon. I’ll go get some sleep at the hotel.”
“Hotel? Why don’t you stay with us? Or with my mother? I mean my mother has actually been staying with
your mother ever since your brother got back.”
“No, thanks. This is better. I want to be alone.”
Mother had entered the ICCU to check on Mei Lu while Manuel was now slumped beside the coffee machine.
The airconditioning system had conked out and Manuel had taken off his jacket—the first time he’d done so in
public since arriving—and his wooden stump straddled his thigh like some decayed organ. In the half-light his
scars appeared to be etched deeper into his skin, and he looked suddenly lifeless. It struck me for a moment that I
was looking at some ancient Aztec diety of stone, terribly worn down and deformed.
“I met Sam. She’s left for the hotel,” I said.
But Manuel didn’t so much as move his stone head to recognize my presence. Mei Lu’s sickness had
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seemingly driven the verve out of everyone.
“Pretty as ever.”
“I really like your sister,” I rambled on, reminded of the times I, a declared agnostic, would wander into some
empty church to chat with statues I was certain couldn’t care less.
“They lived with us for a while, a few years after you left. We became quite close.”
Manuel finally turned to me. I caught the violence in his eyes and looked away.
“So you were,” he mumbed gravely.
“Listen, Manuel, you might as well hear it from me,” I stuttered. “There was some silly talk about us—”
“So I’ve heard,” he butted in. “There’s a time to be foolish,” he said. “It’s okay. I know it’s nonsense. Forget
it.” The ensuing silence was both deathly and divine. And it was suddenly too late to hold my tongue.
“I might have been in love with her.”
“You’re nuts.”
“I was.”
“You were kids.”
“I was fourteen, she was almost fourteen.”
“Did she know?”
“Your mother got wind of things, I think, and moved out. We never heard from them again. Next thing I knew,
Sam was marrying this old fart in Cebu.”
“Good thing.”
“Christ, if I had half your balls I’d have done something about it. I’d have looked out for her sometime and
faced up to your mother.”
“Stop it, kid. I was the one who ran off.”
“I know it was what you would have done.”
“She’s my sister, Carlos. You’re first cousins. What on earth are you saying?”
“My father was adopted. The old people know that.”
“It doesn’t matter, you pumpkin-brain. You carry the same name. It can’t be.”
“I love her. I know that now.”
“You really want to know what I would have done about it if I had been around?”
“You’d have understood.”
Cousin Manuel leapt to his feet with a powerful kick. The statue was at last imbued with the breath of its
vengeful spirit.
“Shit,” he blurted, exasperated. “You’re really mad.” He pointed at me menacingly with his stump.
“You ever bother my sister again, Carlos, and I’ll kill you. I swear to God I will.” Manuel strode angrily
towards the ICCU and I saw that he was limping.
I had a mind to quit the premises before Manuel came back at me with a preemptive strike, but I was worried
about Mother and decided to hang around a bit longer. Half an hour later I saw Manuel standing outside the
ICCU, resting his head against the glass doors. I approached him with a fresh cup of coffee.
Manuel looked at me with sad, tired eyes and received my peace token.
“I’m sorry,” he said.
“What for? Your mother’s the one lying inside.”
“It’s all my doing.”
“Come on, cousin. It’s nobody’s fault.”
“I’ve lost everything, everything, Carlos. I’ve screwed up my life and everyone else’s. I shouldn’t have come
home.”
“Nonsense. Your mother will be fine. Consuelo assured me herself.”
Cousin Manuel glared at me and for a while I thought his face folded in, but he looked away and took deep
breaths.
“You’ve got a good life waiting for you back in Brazil. You can always liquidate your assets and move back
here. Set up some business. There’s lots of things you can do with a couple of million dollars. You’ve done very
well, guy, really.”
“There isn’t any business in Brazil, Carlos,” he mumbled. “I ran into a lot of debt with some harebrained
schemes. Borrowed heavily from a drug lord and couldn’t pay up so I hid in the jungle. They caught up with me,
shot me, and left me for dead. That’s when some villagers took me to Consuelo. She nursed me back to health. I
stayed on in the village because I had nothing left in Rio save debts and death threats.
“Consuelo’s a good woman. I know you’re not much of a believer, but I really think she’s got something. I’ve
seen her do some really fantastic things.” Manuel’s revelations hit me like a phantom punch. I was at once weak
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and empty.
“Anyway, I was able to convince her people to let me sort of help market her services …”
“You’re managing her?”
“Well, sort of. Nothing grand. It is a service, you know, and we both deserve something. Anyhow, we got by
and things appeared to be picking up for a while. We got some good press, and before long Japanese tourists and
German cancer victims were making pilgrimages to our village. Then this mistress of some army general was
brought to us. She was dying of leukemia and Consuelo was able to cause a remission. The general’s wife heard
of it and came down hard on us. Two months later the mistress died and the general accused us of murder and
drug trafficking. We had to leave.”
It turned out that Consuelo was traveling on a stolen passport and fake visa and Manuel under an assumed
name.
“I thought perhaps we could have a new life over here. What with all this craze over spiritual healing … and
now, this.”
Manuel was on the verge of tears.
“I’m jinxed, Carlos, I’m cursed,” he spat. “Everything I touch turns to shit. I should lose this other hand, too,”
he said and began chopping at his good hand with his stump until I grabbed his arm.
“I haven’t done anyone any good. I haven’t done anyone proud in my life. I lost my father’s business, ran
around empty for twenty years, and came home to destroy everyone else’s life …”
“Don’t be too hard on yourself,” I whispered, though every word he said rang true.
“My mother’s seventy and rolling dumplings. My sister had to be married off to some son-of-a-whore widower. And here I am trying to live off the only person, outside my family, who’s been halfway decent to me.”
“I think you’re a grand pair … really,” I said.
And just as I thought cousin Manuel would throw himself against the glass door, in marched Consuelo, striding across the hallway like some ancient African queen. A massive black will clothed in green and yellow. We
were both too stunned to react as Consuelo pushed her way through the glass doors and marched right into the
ICCU.
Consuelo’s face softened as she saw Mei Lu. I remember seeing tears in her eyes. She approached my aunt and
caressed the comatose woman before issuing her high-pitched cry which turned the heads of two of the other three
patients inside the ICCU. I rushed over to close the glass doors lest the nurses and resident physicians got wind of
what was going on and Mother drew the curtains around Mei Lu’s bed.
Consuelo laid her hands over Mei Lu and began wiping away invisible blockages. She produced an egg from
her purse, but instead of breaking it over Auntie’s head, Consuelo lit a flame beneath the egg before blowing the
smoke away from Mei Lu. Consuelo asked us to form a circle around the bed and hold hands. She went into a
deep trance and began shaking mildly, then dropped down on the chair and turned to Manuel.
“She will be all right,” the large woman whispered. “Your mother will live.”
We all stood about flabbergasted for around five minutes before the green pulse on Mei Lu’s ECG monitor
started going berserk. Mei Lu began to stir and we were all agog.
“Call the nurses … the doctors—”
“No!” Consuelo ordered, and we all fell silent.
“Water,” someone croaked in Chinese and we all turned to Mei Lu and saw her open her eyes like one awakened from the dead.
“Water,” she repeated.
“Mother,” Manuel cried and hugged his shrunken mother so tightly I thought she’d snap in half.
We all milled around Mei Lu as Mother brought the plastic straw to my aunt’s lips for her to suck some liquid
from the beaker. Consuelo took Mei Lu’s hand and smiled grandly. She whispered something in Spanish which I
failed to catch as my aunt stared blankly at her.
“Where am I?” Mei Lu asked in Chinese. “What happened?”
Consuelo squeezed her hand.
“You will live,” she said to her mother-in-law, nodding and smiling. “You will live.” And she ordered the rest
of us to vacate the premises.
“You all leave,” she commanded, and we were all suddenly subject to her mercy and power.
Around fifteen minutes later Consuelo alighted from the ICCU as stoic and expressionless as when she arrived
at the hospital and proceeded to march down the hallway. Manuel and I ran after her. Manuel tried vainly to catch
her attention as Consuelo pushed her way out through the hospital’s glass doors and Manuel followed her into the
dark.
I rushed back to the ICCU and saw Mother standing distraught outside the glass window. Aunt Mei Lu was
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finally conscious and seeing no more visitors.
*
Mei Lu insisted that Mother and I bring her home the very next day, and so we did. She recovered fast during
the next few days but remained tight-lipped about what transpired between her and Consuelo inside the ICCU,
even as my cousins disappeared for days after rushing out of the hospital.
Mei Lu appeared unperturbed about her missing son and daughter-in-law. She was a changed woman—silent,
composed, and reflective—and wouldn’t be coaxed into commenting much on anything except to say now and
then that most things were so because of “God’s will.”
“Even if Manuel were halfway around the world,” she said confidently on the fifth day of their disappearance,
“he could take care of himself.”
*
After over a week I thought of calling the police but I wasn’t certain what to say or how to explain why I was
harboring travelers with fake documents. Leaking the story to the media might only exacerbate the situation and
cause Mei Lu a fatal attack.
Sam, for her part, had returned to Davao.
Just when I had resolved to drop the whole thing and treat the entire episode as a pleasant, if ill-conceived,
joke, Manuel showed up in Mei Lu’s apartment bearing a brass urn. He looked disheveled and dead tired.
“What happened? Where’s Consuelo?” I asked.
Mother, who had now moved in with Mei Lu and reassigned me back to our own home, had gone out for
groceries with the household help and left me to oversee the place as Mei Lu still spent most of the day inside her
bedroom.
“Here,” Manuel whispered, placing the urn on the table.
“What do yo mean?” I asked, opening the lid and finding a kilo of ashes. “These are ashes,” I said and Manuel
nodded sadly. “What are you saying, Manuel? What happened?” I was frantic.
“Consuelo’s dead,” he murmured. “I mean … departed.”
“What are you saying? Make up your mind.”
“Her physical body could not stand the strain.”
“Strain?”
“It took a lot from her … saving Mother … her body gave way.”
“She died?”
Manuel fell silent and looked away. He looked terribly old all of a sudden. It happened that Consuelo asked to
be taken to Corrales after reviving Mei Lu at the hospital. She was weak and experiencing palpitations and
refused to see a doctor. Corrales brought her to Pampanga for “recharging” by a local psychic healer who was able
to stabilize her condition, but after three days Consuelo suffered a fatal cardiac arrest. Manuel decided not to
report the incident to the authorities to avoid complications, and following Consuelo’s village ways, cremated her
corpse in a funeral pyre.
Manuel’s tale left me stoned.
Meanwhile, Mother had returned and Mei Lu had come out to greet her son. Mother could only shake her head
even as Mei Lu looked truly downcast.
“You were not meant to be,” she sighed. Something steely ripped through my abdomen.
“She saved your life,” I said.
“Shut up, Carlos,” Mother shouted. “This is none of your business.”
“She saved your life. She died saving you like a true filial daughter and this is all you say?”
Mother was too shocked to utter a word and for a while I thought she’d be the next cardiac arrest victim. Mei
Lu stared at me and I could suddenly see Consuelo’s deep black onyx eyeballs sizing me up, looking through me,
tearing me apart with their invisible strength.
I looked away.
Mei Lu approached the table, picked up the urn, and placed it on the altar beside the portrait of her dead
husband. She lighted joss sticks, kowtowed three times before the altar, closed her eyes and prayed fervently,
placed the joss sticks on the incense burner before turning harshly to Manuel.
“Manuel,” she said, “have you forgotten your ways? You have not once paid respects to your father since
coming home.”
And suddenly my cousin Manuel, weather-beaten and crippled, fell on his knees, touched his forehead to the
floor and wept like a child.
“Leave us,” Mei Lu said. “We are in mourning.”
*
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A few days later Manuel called up to ask me to drive him to the airport. He had placed some of Consuelo’s
ashes inside a pouch to be brought back to the village where they would allegedly provide power to other healers.
Meanwhile, the urn would remain in its honored place at the family altar. So much had transpired since the couple
arrived, and we were silent most of the way.
“So, what are your plans?” I finally asked.
“I don’t know,” he sighed. “I know I have to make it up to Consuelo’s people. I took her away from them. I
have to give back some of myself.”
“What can you do for them?” I blurted, “with generals and dope dealers on your tail—”
“I have to do some good with what remains of my life, Carlos,” he said, “and I don’t think I can do any of that
here. I can help anyone … if I belong to any people, it’s to them in the Amazons.”
“Well, good luck.”
“There’s this environmentalist group trying to stop illegal logging in the rain forests. Perhaps I’ll join them.”
“Is that what Consuelo would have wanted?”
“Consuelo never asked anything of anyone,” he whispered.
“Yes,” he went on. “I’d like to think it’s what she would have wanted of me. She loved the forests.”
“What do you think they talked about?” I asked. “Consuelo and your mother. What do you think they said to
each other inside the ICCU?”
“Who knows?” he whispered. “I don’t think I ever got to know either of them all that well.”
“Maybe they didn’t know you, too,” I said. “Maybe you never gave anyone enough time to know you.”
“Maybe they didn’t say anything to each other,” he said.
“Perhaps,” I said. “Maybe they just needed some time together.”
“I’m sorry about you and your mother,” he whispered. “You’ve been fighting because of me.”
“Oh? Not really,” I said. “We fight every other week. We’ve been that way most of the time since Father died.”
And I suddenly remembered cousin Manuel weeping on the floor, and I wanted to do the same thing.
“It’s never really serious. It keeps us talking to each other, at least.”
“Look after my mother for me,” he said as we reached the airport and shook hands. His grip was just as powerful as when he arrived, but gone was the flourish and verve.
“Sure thing,” I said. “Take care.”
“Check up on my sister, too, now and then,” he whispered. “She’s turned out all right, at least.”
“Sure thing;” I said and waited for him to limp his way to the departure area. I knew it would be the last I’d see
of my cousin Manuel.
*
To this day I harbor doubts about Manuel’s tale on what happened to Consuelo. Months after he left there were
reports about a “black widow” in Jolo who could cure any ailment, perform fantastic feats, and speak in various
tongues. I never checked out the story, and she has since supposedly moved to Malaysia.
On the first anniversary of their arrival in Manila, I received a postcard from Rio signed Manuel and Consuelo.
So was she really alive? Or had her spirit transferred to another body? Was this another black healer my cousin
had shacked up with or the Sonia Braga-lookalike of my dreams?
I’ll probably never know, just as I’ll never know the whole truth about my cousin Manuel—did he really
become an environmentalist or was he back to managing psychics?—or what my Aunt Mei Lu and cousin
Consuelo said to each other in their fifteen minutes of togetherness.
But I know these things shouldn’t be bothering me now as I sit here in the verandah of our modest beach house
in Bauang, La Union, rocking our eight-month-old Consuelo to sleep in her rattan cradle, watching Samantha and
Nic-nic chase Frisbees in the sand. Little Consuelo, who has Sam’s thin lips and my squash-seed eyes, points at
something in the early evening sky. I look up, thinking she’s discovered another constellation and know at last
that my life will never again be the same because once upon a humid dry season, my long-lost cousin Manuel,
beaten but unbowed, charmed by fate and chased by crooks, hitched his tail to a black star and brought home a
wife.
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5
Angeling told me to walk her to the corner so she could catch a jeepney. That was the first time we ever truly
talked. I walked her to the corner because I didn’t know what else to do with a girl who said do this, do that and
expected these things to be done.
I didn’t know why she asked me to walk her. And neither did the others coming out of our classroom. They all
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became quieter so they could listen. Lucy even stared, but she has no manners. I could feel them watching us as
we walked across the basketball courts to the school gate.
Lucy was probably already making up stories. They made up a lot of stories and I’m sure I haven’t heard all of
them. The first one I heard made me angry, and when I heard the second one, I told Efren’s girlfriend Lotlot that it
wasn’t true. But everyone just believes what they want to believe.
That’s how I got in the fight with Efren and ended up in the principal’s office where we both lied to Father
Joseph. Efren and I are still friends. Even if he does believe the stories about her, he tells Lucy to shut up when
she tries to tell them.
Angeling doesn’t care because she’s not in Columban anymore. I don’t think she cared even when she was.
Lotlot says Angeling’s not going to school at all.
Lotlot’s careful now. She tells me only what she thinks I want to hear because she believes Angeling was my
girlfriend. But Angeling never was.
I never even spoke to her outside class until that day she told me to walk her to the corner. It was hot and she
talked the whole short walk and I wondered if the reason she wanted me to walk her was so she could tell me all
her stories. What she really wanted to do, she said, was to be a fashion model and designer.
“You can’t tell because I’m wearing this uniform, but I design a lot of my clothes.” She told me about her
boyfriend who was studying in Manila. But she didn’t like him anymore.
“I want a Kano boyfriend,” she said. I didn’t know why she was telling me things that I wouldn’t even tell my
friends.
“I want a Kano boyfriend so I can go to the States. I want to live in California.”
“Why California?”
“Because.” She turned to look for a jeepney. Then she looked back at me.
“You lost a lot of weight this summer.”
“I got taller.” A jeepney stopped in front of us.
“We’re going the same way,” she said. “Why don’t we ride together? I’ll pay.”
I didn’t know what else to say, so I let her pay. A schoolteacher on the other side of the jeepney looked at me as
if I was doing something wrong. Efren and Freddy teased me the next day.
“So is she your girlfriend now?” Freddy asked.
“No.”
“But she likes you.”
“No she doesn’t,” I said, because it was true. “She just wanted someone to walk her to the corner.”
“Oh, she can’t walk herself?”
“Emil,” Efren mimicked. “Emil, please walk with me to the corner.” That wasn’t even what she said.
“She’s got a boyfriend,” I told them.
“Who? That guy Jimmy, Joey, what’s his name? He’s in Manila.” I wondered how they knew.
“So? He’s still her boyfriend.”
“Nah. She likes you.”
“You don’t know that.”
“Emil.” Freddy put his arm around my shoulders. “She asked you to walk her.” We headed toward our first
class.
“She could have asked anybody.”
“No, she wanted you.”
“She wants you,” said Efren. I stopped walking.
“I don’t like her. I’m not interested.”
“Why not?” Efren asked. “Pablo says she’s very …” and he held his hands down with the first two fingers
spread wide like legs.
“How would he know?”
“He took her to a movie once.”
“Pablo lies. I don’t want to talk any more about this.”
As we walked into the room Efren nudged me hard in my side, then hurried to his seat before I could do
anything.
*
I walked Angeling that day, and the next, and on and on. All those hot days we walked to the corner and rode
home and I listened all the way: I thought for a while that maybe she did like me, like Efren and Freddy said. We
sat next to each other on the jeepneys, smashed together by the other passengers.
The day she was upset about her boyfriend we hid behind the kindergarten building and smoked and talked for
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a long time. He had come back to visit and threatened her when she refused to go out with him.
“He’s not my boyfriend anymore. He doesn’t understand.” I put my arm around her and she hung onto my
shoulder and cried.
But Angeling didn’t like me the way the others meant.
She talked to me because she knew I wouldn’t tell anybody: She knew that from the very first, from the day
she told me to walk with her.
And I knew from the very first that she wasn’t interested. Sometimes I thought about her, and I almost kissed
her the time she cried. But finally, I didn’t. I wanted to, but I didn’t because knowing how she felt—even if I tried
to pretend she felt something else for me—I couldn’t kiss her.
Instead, I told her things I didn’t tell anyone else, because she didn’t laugh at me.
I used to like Alma, I said. And she told me Alma was sweet but scared of everything.
“Who do you like now?”
“The new girl. Remy,” I said.
“That’s better.”
She told me a lot of things, but I didn’t know much about her. I knew where she lived because, riding home in
the jeepney one day, I asked her.
“You know where I get off?” she said. I nodded. “I live down that street. In the house next to the corner. With
the green gate.”
So when she got off the jeepney, I looked. It was a small, neat house. The gate was the same green as the
hospital where Lolo stayed before he died. That’s what it made me think of, a hospital.
“Did you always live in that house?” I asked Angeling the next time.
“Yes,” she said. “Since I can remember.”
I had hoped she would tell me more. I wanted to know about her parents whom 1 never saw.
But to be fair, she didn’t see mine either. I didn’t go to her home and she didn’t go to mine. But she never
talked about her parents. She never said anything like, “Oh, my mother wants me to get this on the way home” or
“My father will be angry if I’m late.” One day on the way home she asked the jeepney driver to let her off by the
cockpit.
“Why are you getting down here?” I asked.
“Because I want to see the Virgin.” She pointed at the stairs that led to the grotto. “Come on.”
*
We climbed all those stairs, losing count, to the grotto that was near the top of the hill. Angeling knelt at the
base of the statue, truly praying instead of catching her breath like I was doing.
The Virgin Mary looked newly painted in her white gown with the blue cloak. She held her arms out from her
side and looked up to heaven. For a Virgin Mary I thought she had very prominent breasts under the white gown.
After a while, I prayed because I thought I should. We shared a cigarette, then walked back down.
“I’d never been there before,” I told her when we got to the bottom.
“Neither had I.” When I got home, Mama asked me what had taken so long.
“Who’s this girlfriend Marisa tells me about? How come you don’t bring her here?”
“She’s not a girlfriend,” I said. “She’s just a friend.”
“Why don’t you bring her here?”
“I don’t know,” I lied. My home was the last place she would want to go. It was the last place I would want her
to go.
I was limping at school the next day because my legs were tired and sore. At first I tried to pretend nothing was
wrong. But after a while, I forgot to do that.
“What did you do?” said Efren.
“What do you mean?”
“You’re limping.”
“I fell.”
“So why’s Angeling limping too?” asked Freddy.
“Maybe she fell too.”
“Maybe you fell on top of her.” Efren likes being crude.
“Shut up,” I told them. We walked silently. Finally, I couldn’t stand their quiet.
“We climbed the stairs to the grotto.”
“What grotto?” asked Freddy;
“Stupid,” said Efren, whacking Freddy on the head. “The one near the cockpit. Why’d you go there?”
“She wanted to see the Virgin.”
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“Why?”
“I don’t know. She wanted to pray I guess.”
“She prayed?”
“Yes, she prayed.”
“What for?”
“I don’t know.”
I found out when she told me she had a Kano boyfriend. He was tall, she said. With blonde hair. I was sure she
was praying for him, for herself.
“We would have beautiful children,” she said as we walked to the corner. “Because he’s tall and I’m tall so
they would be tall too.”
It was true. Angeling was taller than the other girls and most of the boys. I was a little shorter than her. But we
were both slender and sometimes people mistook us for brother and sister.
“The children would have brown hair, maybe blonde, and Kano noses.”
“And you would all live in a house in California.” She laughed.
“That’s right. And we would invite Uncle Emil to visit us.”
“Which I would do because I would fly my own plane. I’d be a pilot.”
“And you’d take us for rides in your plane. We’d go everywhere.”
“New York. Washington.”
“Paris.”
“Tokyo.”
“Nah,” she said. “I don’t want to go there.”
“OK, London then.”
“That’s good.” She laughed. “That’s good.”
When Angeling got off the jeepney that day I watched her and thought she was pretty, in a skinny-girl sort of
way. She wasn’t exactly skinny, but she was tall and bony, which made her look skinny.
And girlish. In spite of this, people always believed she was older than she really was. I think it was mostly
because of her height.
Angeling told me she had met Tom, that was his name, outside a nightclub on Magsaysay. She was waiting for
a jeepney. She didn’t say why she happened to be there waiting for a jeepney and I didn’t ask.
They started talking and he invited her to have a Pepsi with him at Shakey’s where they talked some more. He
asked her to see a movie with him the next night, on the base.
“So did you go?”
“Yes. It’s really pretty inside the base, you know. The theater was near a park that was right in front of the
ocean.”
“What did you see?”
“The new James Bond.”
“It’s not that new.” I felt angry that she was so excited.
“Well it’s the newest. And James Bond is so guapo. All the women love him.”
“So what else?” I thought I sounded sarcastic, but Angeling didn’t notice.
“He’s trying to find out who killed this man. The man was one of their spies and he died in the middle of a
restaurant. Just fell over into his soup.” She told me all about the movie, which wasn’t what I was asking about at
all.
Lotlot told me that Angeling was seeing a Kano.
“Lucy saw them in a bar on Magsaysay.”
“What was Lucy doing in the bar?”
“She wasn’t in the bar. She was in her parent’s car. They were going to dinner.”
“So how could she see in the bar?”
“It was that one with the open sala. The … You know which one.”
“Sure.”
“You just don’t want to believe your girlfriend’s a hostess,” she said. It was the closest she could come to
saying “prostitute.”
“No she’s not.” Lotlot backed away, holding her books against her as a shield.
“Yes she is. And I’m only telling you because I thought you should know.”
But that wasn’t the only reason Lotlot told me. She wanted to see what I would do. Everyone did. I didn’t do
anything because I didn’t know what was true and what was not.
*
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Then I met Tom.
Angeling said to meet her at Shaker’s at eight-thirty that night and I said yes before I remembered that Ric was
going to be in town.
He was visiting for the weekend. Tito Gil had decided he was old enough now to visit on his own. Mama I
knew was happy because she hated having the whole family over at once. I wondered what I was going to do with
Ric.
After dinner, I asked if we could go to a movie and Tatay said OK. Marisa, of course, wanted to come, but I
said it was just us boys, we wanted to talk. And Mama and Tatay agreed.
All the way to the movie theater in the jeepney, I wondered what I was going to do with Ric. Finally, I decided
not to tell him anything.
We got off the jeepney in front of the Kimara.
“Wait here,” I told him.
“Why?”
“Because I have to do something.” I was backing down the street. “I’ll be right back. If I’m late go on in and
I’ll catch up.”
“No,” he said. “I’m going with you.”
“You can’t.”
“Why not?”
“Because you can’t.”
“Why not?”
“All right. But don’t say anything about this.”
“Where are we going?”
“To Shakey’s.”
“Where’s that?”
“Just down the street.”
We were sweating by the time we got there. I wiped my face with my handkerchief, then stuffed it back in my
pocket. Ric wiped his face too.
Inside, Angeling was waiting for us with Tom. I hadn’t expected him. I saw them across the room and Ric, who
knew I was looking at them, asked “Who’s that?”
“That’s Angeling. She’s a friend.”
“Who’s the Kano?”
“Tom.”
Angeling waved at me. I looked around for Doctora Campos and her husband because they owned the restaurant. I didn’t want them to see me. Ric and I weaved through the tables to where Angeling and Tom sat.
“Sorry we’re late,” I said. Then I switched to Tagalog so Tom couldn’t understand. “This is my cousin, Ric.
He’s visiting from Manila.”
Angeling smiled and nodded in greeting. Then she turned to Tom and said, “These are my cousins, Emil and
Ric.” She gestured toward us.
Tom stood up and shook our hands.
“You’re the first relatives of Angel’s that I’ve met.”
The way he said Angel it sounded as if he was talking about another person. Some golden Angel person with
curly hair who wore white or pink all the time. Not Angeling who was sitting in the chair that was scooted up next
to his. Not Angeling wearing tight jeans and high heels on her long legs.
“Let me buy you guys a drink. What will it be? San Miguel for both of you?”
And we nodded yes at the same moment we both realized we could take advantage of his offer. The waitress
brought beers for everyone except Angeling who sipped at her Pepsi.
Ric and I told Tom we were studying to be engineers, which I truly think Tom believed because he couldn’t tell
how old we were. I couldn’t tell how old he was either. Later, Ric and I decided he was probably in his early
twenties.
Angeling sat and smiled as we told our stories. She looked like she was about to laugh. Tom’s hand slipped
down to her lap as he told us how beautiful our cousin was. He said this several times, each time differently.
Beautiful hair. Gorgeous. Fine-looking.
And he was right. Angeling did look beautiful that night.
Still, I watched Tom’s hand considering what I would do if … I could imagine all sorts of “ifs.” Ric glanced at
me a few times as if looking for a reaction.
But I knew I wouldn’t do anything. Angeling would get angry. He did seem nice. Friendly, funny. And he
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bought us another beer each.
After we finished the beers and had a few slices of pizza, Ric and I left. Tom invited us to go with them, but I
didn’t think he was serious and I didn’t want to go anyway.
“That’s all right,” I said magnanimously. “You two go. Have a good time.”
“We will,” said Tom.
Ric and I walked back to the Kimara. We were both dizzy, and the heat made me feel sick. So I walked slowly
and Ric did too.
“What was that all about?” Ric asked.
“I don’t know. Maybe he just asked to meet some of her family.”
“Why didn’t she introduce him to her real family?”
“I don’t know if she has one.”
“What? She’s an orphan? Where does she live?”
“It’s just that I’ve never met her family. I know where she lives, but I’ve never seen anyone else there.”
“Well, she can’t live by herself.” I shook my head.
“I don’t think so. But maybe all she has is her lola who’s too old and sick to go out and meet people.” I
shrugged.
“I don’t know. I really don’t know much about her.”
“How’d you meet her?”
“She’s my classmate.” I turned to him.
“We’re friends. I’m the only one she talks to.” We kept walking.
“She looks older than she is,” Ric said. He looked down into the river.
“Do you ever worry about her?”
“What do you mean?”
“I don’t know. She seems sad.” We both stared at the water so black it made me dizzy. I got a taste on my
tongue as if I was going to throw up, so I stepped away from the rail.
“To be lying about us,” said Ric, “that’s sad.”
“She is, a little.”
We were almost back to the Kimara and I realized there was no reason for us to be there. The movie had started long ago.
“What should we do now?” I looked at my watch.
“We can’t go home yet.”
“I don’t know.” We glanced around to see if there was anything to do.
“Is there a video game parlor around here?”
“Oh yeah.” I remembered and started walking. “Follow me.”
“You can’t even walk straight.” Ric weaved and stumbled, imitating me.
“I’m not that bad,” I said. Still joking, he lurched toward me.
“Hey!” I tried to catch him, but we both ended up half-falling, leaning against a telephone pole and laughing.
*
Angeling came to class for only one more week, then she disappeared.
I wasn’t sure she was truly gone until I hadn’t seen her for two weeks. Then I knew she wasn’t coming back.
I hoped she had left with Tom and they were on their way to California. I hoped they would have tall children.
The others whispered. I overheard Lotlot tell Remy that she’d been told Angeling was working in one of the
nightclubs.
Efren and Freddy said Angeling’s boyfriend, Jimmy or Joey or whatever his name was, came back from
Manila and got mad when he found out about Tom. They said he tried to beat her up, but some people stopped
him.
Who? I wondered. Lucy told everyone that Angeling was pregnant and had been pulled out of school.
By whom? I wondered again. Her parents? Her lola?
Freddy said she moved away, but Efren said he didn’t think so.
“Where would she go?” asked Efren.
“To Pampanga,” Freddy replied. “I heard that’s where her mother’s from.” Efren turned to me.
“What did she tell you?”
“Not much,” I said. “She never told me much.”
88.102 Touch\fn{by Lakambini Sitoy (1969- )} Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental Province, The Philippines 3
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When they were young he used to beat them, rapidly, one after the other, as they scrambled and slipped on the
wooden floors. It had been one of those peculiar rituals that families often find themselves locked into—most of
the year when their father was at sea the children could do as they pleased, but for the month or so that he was
home they had no choice but to obey him. At the slightest mistake the house would resound with a peculiar rhythmic thwacking, like strips of meat being processed on the butcher’s block.
It had been a good belt, fragrant and heavy, from “abroad,” as so many of her father’s things had been in those
days. Wound about his hand, it had been a deadly weapon. She remembered him when she was five years old,
remembered the broad brown face with the cheekbones so prominent they seemed to have been stuck onto his
skin, the wide, dry lips, the long ridge of his brow bone. His chest had been massive next to his short, pipe-like
legs. Without the belt his black double-knit pants would sag open; he administered beating with his nylon briefs
bulging through his fly. Her brothers must have screamed. As Ciso and Joey had grown older the screams had
turned to curses. Phrases, fragments of cries still drifted up through the layers of Dora’s consciousness from time
to time. She couldn’t remember who’d said what and when. The one sound that had survived the years without
distortion was that of leather on flesh, like baseballs slamming into mitts in the children’s park back of her
apartment block. In the park the kids practiced on weekends under the feeble spring sun.
She felt good about falling asleep, exhausted from her night shift, to the sound of a suburban baseball game. It
was a good neighborhood. No blacks, no Chicanos—it was a litany she would repeat quietly to herself several
times a day. A place where for the first time in her life she didn’t have to live in constant fear of having something valuable wrenched from her person.
(Though the sounds from the park—the sharp crack of the bat, the screeches and groans of the young blond
boys—had unnerved her at first, a few times she had actually stood listening to the hard, high voices, the words
indistinguishable beneath the strange accent, waiting for a stray curse, a sharp Agay!)
The letters came two or three times a year, long wilted envelopes bearing her older brother’s angular Practical
Arts teacher-script. Diplomatically-worded requests for money, suggestions that she come home for a month or
so. News of their father, how his wet, trudging feet had worn a pale path from the bathroom to the bedroom where
he now slept alone, of his gratitude for their gift of the walker, how one morning he had done a little dance upon
the back porch stairs and slid five risers down on his tailbone. How he had sat there for 20 minutes trying to
fathom a hand that urgently caressed the worn wood of its own volition.
She read these letters once or twice before slipping them into the plastic-mesh berry basket on top of the
refrigerator. On her way to and from the nursing home where she worked, in twilight half the time, coat bundled
about her short, dumpy figure, she would think of their contents, wondering at her own silence. On Saturday
mornings, the voices of children at the nether regions of her consciousness, she would take the letter down and
pass her fingers over their surfaces. Vague body memories, the leather belt descending to stripe her flesh.
Dora made herself a cup of coffee, fitting the containers of Nescafe and Alaska Evap back into place on the
dining table tray. She swilled the tepid liquid about her mouth, trying to work up some enthusiasm for the tasks at
hand. The quiet of mid-morning had descended upon the house. A singular odor pervaded the air, an odor from
her childhood, a blend of the kitchen smells of dank wood, mossy earthen jars, residual detergent—and now, the
rank odor of urine and antibiotics.
She nudged aside the curtain hanging in the door to the sick-room. On the bed that Ciso and Joey had shared
when they were boys, her father lay on his side, head turned toward the wall, legs together and bent. She thought
of the babies, fully formed but not quite human, floating in the formalin jars on the shelf of her long-ago college
classroom.
The old man had wet himself. The fresh warm odor of bodily discharge taunted her nostrils, mingling with the
sharper, richer stench of the mattress. He wore a T-shirt that said Plaza Central School on the back and which
most certainly had belonged to Ciso. The T-shirt was so ancient and grubby that the urine had soaked through the
hem and up her father’s back. She suppressed a shudder at the sight of his bare buttocks. They were round and
brown, like something you would eat for breakfast. They belonged to a much younger man.
“Narciso,” her father said.
Dora started; he was awake.
“Ciso’s out,” she said quickly.
The old man grunted. Even in his illness his voice was heavy with the old irritation.
“When will he be back?”
Dora did not answer. Of course it was Ciso he would want; good stolid Ciso, who never married, fearing the
father he might become, who survived the blows to be … what? A Practical Arts teacher at the local elementary
school, sunburnt from bending among rows of vegetables. The man who made the school’s Christmas lanterns and
fiesta tableaus, mouth set in the perpetual kindly grin of the powerless.
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Dora moved to the bedside table and took up a glass half-filled with water, last night’s dinner plate with
clumps of desiccated rice still on it, used syringes, a crusted face towel.
“There’s a mess,” the old man said.
She stood and looked at him.
“It needs to be cleaned up,” he pressed on.
It was easier when they both pretended it was someone else’s body they were dealing with.
In the kitchen she found the rags draped on the wooden shutters above the sink, where Ciso had left them the
night before. She took them up, sluicing water over them ftom an earthen jar, as she had done when she was a
child. The household had had running water for years, yet still kept these ancient relics. She felt dazed, enervated.
The urine had traveled some distance down her father’s thighs, and there was a warm blot of excrement too.
Ciso had forgotten to put the bedpan within his reach. There it was, she saw, partway under the bed, still gleaming
dully from the scrubbing she had given it yesterday. It was amazing how incompetent her brothers became the
moment she took over.
With a fresh towel she pursued a blotch of shit over the old man’s skin. A ftesh sore was forming in the small
of his back. She found a clean edge of the towel and dabbed around her father’s groin; his penis, walnut-like,
wobbled at her touch. The old man suffered her ministrations with contempt. Her face burned.
A fly alighted on her lips. She brushed it off with her sleeve, a sensation of wet. The creature had feasted on
the clear liquid from the sores that had magically bloomed across her father’s helpless limbs in the past weeks.
In the bathroom she flung the rags under the lone tap and turned the water on.
She did the laundry, hers, her bachelor brother’s, a few of the soiled sheets, and took them out into the back
yard, dodging the branches of the sapling guavas. Trudging across the tramped-down earth, she couldn’t resist
sneaking a glance back at the house. Small, and dingier than it ought to have been, the nipa roof bleached almost
white, so that at long last it blended with the galvanized iron rooftops of the neighbors. Once when she was in
college she had overheard her mother pleading for him to build a new one, the woman’s voice rising to a shriek,
aimed at the lawanit walls, the chalky dust caking the leaves of the gumamelas:
“The field hands live better with their dollars from Saudi!”
He remained silent at this taunt, she remembered. It was he who had instilled in his family the difference
between a trained seaman like himself and the ignorant worker escaping from the surrounding haciendas to the
Middle East. She had known the meaning of dollars from early childhood, when her father had been away all of
the year and they lived in the other house, the bigger one.
“He’s abroad,” her mother, dead fifteen years now, used to say, eyebrows arched finely, to the neighbors. He’s
in Germany, she might add, or in Panama. Growing up, Dora had known what it had been to be both blessed and
despised.
He sent them checks, parcels, letters. He sent his brother enough money for a jeepney-transport business; his
sister’s property he rescued from a heavy mortgage. No one talked about his life, the years aboard ship. As a child
she had been fascinated by the way he would come home every year smaller, angrier, more leathery, until one day
in her teens, he fell into bed and lay there glaring up at her and her mother, unable to rise, enraged, knowing that
at the end of his furlough they expected him to pull up his carcass and make his way back to the dungeon of his
vessel. Not once did they ask him how he felt. After all he was a man. Men endured.
Ciso was in the kitchen when she came back with the empty basin. Since her return he had stopped taking a
packed lunch to school; he would bike the five blocks to the house in search of her insipid cooking. He ate the
watery adobo, the salads she insisted on, as though it were he who were to die within weeks.
Dora greeted him with a nod and, without preamble, scooped rice out of the cauldron and set the cold platter of
beef on the table. She had fed the family pets with the same grudging tenderness years ago. Cats and dogs
quivering in corners, traumatized by the most recent explosion: Joey, gone bad in the fifth grade, caught sniffing
glue and strung up in a sack over the stove; the marmalade kitten, her favorite, thrown twisting through the air for
being sick on the sofa. Brother and sister ate together, cautiously glancing from time to time at the door to their
father’s room, waiting for the gravely voice to summon them. Two abandoned children, Dora thought, middleaged by 35.
“Lola Cedes will be coming tonight,” Ciso volunteered at last.
“Lola Cedes?”
“The mananambal. The herb woman."
“What do you need her for?” she said. “Dr. Perez comes every week. “
“It is only after Lola Cedes’s massages that Papa can sleep.”
She mulled this over for a while, before saying almost routinely, “Massages are the last thing he needs. There’s
so much fluid in the tissues.”
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“Of course, you would know. You are the nurse.” Ciso laid his spoon and fork down and gave her his sad,
resigned smile. She felt the ghost of an old irritation: that inability of his to hold to an opinion, even with his own
sister.
He left the dishes on the table for her to clean up. Guided his rusty bicycle through the front gate, went off
squeaking down the street, listing perilously from side to side.
*
When the mananambal arrived it was evening, the cicadas singing in the bushes, the acacias black blurs against
a murky lavender sky. She stood on the top step and knocked gently: an old woman in a faded print skirt and
shapeless blouse. A thin, staring girl, about 14, trailed after her. Ciso came to greet the healer, and they spoke in
quiet voices. Lola Cedes made her way to the sickroom, nodding casually at Dora. She had brought with her a
faint odor of herbs and lemon grass; it hung in the air, mixed with the scent of her sweat.
The younger woman stood in the doorway and watched them. Ciso had gotten down on his knees by the
bedside, was murmuring something to himself or perhaps to the little chapel formed by his clasped hand. Some
vernacular prayer, rote. Over her brother’s bowed head, Lola Cedes’s eyes met hers.
“Your father will not be healed unless you, too, pray,” the mananambal said. Dora took a couple of steps
forward to accept a well-thumbed booklet from her.
The prayers were in Cebuano. She would never be able to read them aloud; it had been too long.
“And how are you tonight, Tio Tinong?” the herb woman said, making conversation, easing the thin shirt off
the old man’s back, manipulating the flaccid limbs with a certain tenderness. Feebly, he tried to move his arms;
they flailed in the air, the hands loosely balled, like a baby’s. Dora had never seen her father in this room with any
woman but her mother. Lola Cedes poured liniment into her palm from a brown bottle. With a hand like a piece of
sentient rubber, now pliant, now assertive, the herb woman described circles across the old man’s flesh. He didn’t
look at her. He looked instead at Dora, eyes black hollows under .the ridge of his brow bone. Dora matched the
stare. The herb woman’s hand stroked him at the periphery of her vision, devoting equal time to the nerveless
parts of his body; under her touch his face softened, his shoulders lost their rigidity. His eyes closed and his lips
stretched in what could only be a smile.
Dora advanced upon the little tableau by the bed, cold all of a sudden, but fascinated. His face had never
looked so unguarded, so content.
She would have worn the same look as a baby, and it would have been he who would have stood over her in
this fashion and perhaps tickled her smooth belly and her little furled hands tenderly. This same moment of peace,
before she wriggled beneath his touch and gave out thin wailing cries of distress, and he, helpless, would have
thundered for her mother to come and shut her up, berated her for allowing the infant to go hungry. Later she
would learn to quiet down at his approach and glare at him from under a heavy shelf of brow so like his own, and
he would curse her and nurse his fate for having fathered such a sullen child—such sullen, worthless children for
whom he would have to go back to his ship in a few more weeks, risking life and limb.
And you would beat us! Dora cried silently. You kicked us around the floor! The arching length of that old
leather belt had brought her child’s flesh to life and simultaneously blanched it of all feeling forever.
His eyes opened and he saw the pity and the hatred in hers, and as Lola Cedes worked gently over his
shoulders, he let his head loll to one side in resignation.
Dora clenched her rough nurse’s hands, brought them protectively up to her chest. An image of greenish-white
hallways rose up behind her lids. For ten years, in a fevered orgy of giving, she had mopped up shit, smiled
briskly into pale parchment faces, put the warmth of lifetime’s intercourse into her voice.
I could make you happy now, she thought frantically, to the defeated face. I could stretch out my hands, feel
you, heal you.
But she knew it was too late; it no longer mattered; she and her father—they were beyond all help. There was
only her life, and a sense of bitter regret, for never having known him. She thought of her apartment, dark and
silent now in her absence, bereft of a bridegroom, its pristine air shattered from time to time with the voices of
children, raised in what were almost cries of love. And she crossed her arms and pressed her fists tight, to her
breast, lest she burst open, spill away, bleed at the sudden contact with his skin.
81.196 The Star\fn{by Lilledeshan Bose (1977-

)}

Baguio City, Benguet Province, The Philippines (F) 6

Elise was troubled by a situation she couldn’t really figure out, try as she might. Understand, it was never
because she thought she was anything special.
“I mean,” she thought, “I’m one of the most ordinary people I know …”
She didn’t think she was very interesting: lots of times her repartee consisted of corny jokes that she had
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learned in high school, and she wasn’t especially smart. She studied in a decent university and got through by
copying off friends and listening to her teachers intently. She wasn’t really kindhearted, either: she was nice
enough, okay, but only in the manner people usually are, by doing things that were expected of her. She wasn’t
into sex, drugs or rock and roll (as mandated by her Catholic high school), she rarely missed curfew and was
never cruel to animals. Sometimes she went slightly out of her way to help people out (by giving the ubiquitous
stranger directions, for example, or giving away her last slurpee to the street kids patrolling Katipunan), but it was
not as if she was giving Mother Teresa a run for her money. She treated all old people with respect but bitched at
construction workers who called out to her in the street, “Miss, miss, I LAB YU!”, sticking out a finger to anybody who dared.
She was rather plain-looking (no wide-set, clear-as-rain eyes that stared out into the world and nothing at the
same time), but she wasn’t hideously ugly (no warts on her chin, skin unstudded by zits and blackheads), and she
dressed in the regulation jeans and retro-striped shirts that everybody else wore. If anything set her apart from the
rest of the world it would only be her problem. Or what she thought was her problem.
Mainly, Elise had the feeling that she was being observed. Not like a white lab rat, or some specimen under a
microscope slide, no. It was more like she was a character on some telenovela or movie. No—not even that—in a
PLAY. Even when she was all alone she had the feeling that people were watching her, waiting for a killer line.
(There ARE always killer lines, yes? Lines that people quote and sometimes even take out of context as an easier
way to classify their lives, maybe even whip it out at some inopportune moment, some lull at the dinner table, to
prove how intellectual and worldly they are.) She couldn’t understand where this feeling was coming from.
She was never an actress; the most theater she had ever experienced was in high school, where Wilfredo Ma
Guerrero plays were acted out with such gusto they would inevitably turn out bad, like dough turned green by too
much kneading. And even then people never paid too much attention to her, and she never acted on stage. She
preferred handling the props, managing the lights, the music. If she ever appeared in the limelight it would be as
an extra, a bit-part player.
Maybe everything began at a particularly slow time in her life (she had taken a semester off school, and there
were too many rainy days), when she would watch shows like Eat Bulaga in bed. She laughed at the contests: Mr.
Pogi, ’89, the Little Miss Philippines talent portion. She wondered at how these people could make such fools out
of themselves in front of so many other people. Every spittle-matched sentence seen, every tripped over wire was
a source of amusement. What she concentrated on, however, were the reenactments of whatever movie was
showing (Ikasa mo, Ipuputok to, Nasawi na Rin ang Pag-ibig Ko, or Katorse) by people who were chosen out of
thin air, and who would have their fifteen minutes of fame trying (in vain) to act like Dina Bonnevie, or Lito
Lapid. She would laugh at them, and waited for these portions every day. She was amazed at how the TV
audience took them for granted, that every day they watched a different person acting out something else.
And then she began to have the feeling that someone was watching her as intently as she watched those shows.
She thought, “Why me?” until she realized, well, no contemporary novels or movies or plays ever centered on
anybody who was especially anything. Authors prefer regular people, because super-heroes don’t live in the real
world. Besides, in the beginning, everybody is normal, give or take a few quirks. An eyebrow piercing here or a
plate-like tongue there doesn’t mean anything until you really know the person and you always have to stay to
watch to find out what is going to happen. So, Elise thought, who knows? Maybe she was a potential something
or other. Why else would she get this feeling, right?
Act 1 Scene 1
(Elise is on the couch sleeping, and wakes up to the shrill sound of the phone echoing through the room. She stands up
groggily to answer it.)
Elise: Hello?
(Caller hangs up.)
E: (mutters to herself) Asshole.
(She hears snickers in the background, from the audience.)

To Elise, it was as if every move she made was important, and had to be carefully planned, and then executed.
And she felt like she had to practice for all parts of her life that were yet to come—except that she didn’t know
about them yet. She practiced her blocking, carrying her voice so that the people in the back rows could hear her,
and made wildly extravagant, exaggerated gestures to be seen from afar. She wondered if she was a good actress
and then realized that it probably didn’t matter if she was playing herself—then changed her mind and
internalized for her character in front of the mirror.
I am the insecure middle child, lonely and dumb, and not too cool. I am quiet as hell, and I prefer being placed
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at the edges: of my classroom seats, of pictures taken of me, of too long dining tables. I am fat (then proceeded to
gorge herself with chocolates to look the part) and lazy (forcing herself to stay up all night to wake up at noon).
She admitted that “I don’t know if I like myself.” And she played herself perfectly.
She performed for her audiences everywhere except for her bathroom, which was supposedly the only private
place for her. Even then, she felt that sometimes, die-hard fans crept in to see a glimpse of what she was really
like when she wasn’t in the “real-world,” having been awarded what she thought of as equivalents of back-stage
passes.
Her performances were varied (sometimes she would erupt in bursts of pre-menstrual anger and tear up her
classmates’ notes) and yet constant (after which she would apologize profusely, not wanting to be obtrusive and
hated). Her acting was a product of her mood swings; already she thought of herself in the third person. The real
Elise, she believed, was different from Elise the actress … or whatever it was that she thought she was.
She never presumed to be a star—it was just that INCIDENTALLY, she was the lead character of her story.
Her cast (what she called the people who lived around her, with her and without her) was composed of the people
who flitted in and out of her life without much point. Her mother was a throwback from the 60’s, an acid freak
who had regular flashbacks and couldn’t accept the fact that Macapagal (NOT Gloria) was long dead.\fn{ Not a
reference to Diosdado Macapagal (1910- ), fifth President of The Philippines, and head of the Liberal Party .} Her father was this
shadowy guy in a suit. Sometimes, they exchanged one-word utterances. Her sister, a regular glamour-puss, led
her own life and never talked to her. Until she started having an audience, Elise had always believed that her sister
was the star: she was the one with long straight hair and a happening life.
Act 1 Scene 2
(Her sister is on the phone with the latest of her many boylets. Her mom waltzes in, singing all the wrong words to
Blowin’ in the Wind. She sits in her living room, trying to think of her lines.)
Mom: Whatcha doin, Hon-eeee?
Elise: Nothing.
M: Nothing? Nothing? I didn’t raise you to think of nothing thoughts! Of Something! Of the ozone layer, or the
disappearing rain forests! Gay rights, or even a boy you like!
(Blackout)

So. A boy. It never is complete without a boy, is it? There is no conflict, no denouement, no kissing scenes. But
which boy? In her dreams, there is the boy who wears his long hair like a whip. He is the poet in black, the
sensitive tortured artist. He has soulless eyes, and needle tracks form on his arms like a map. This boy, he doesn’t
really exist. He hasn’t come to her yet. But he will arrive, and Elise waits with certainty that overshadows the
desperation that she knows he carries with him, because she feels it, too. If Elise were to meet him, she would
take him in her arms and nurture him, or drown in his sorrow, having none of her own. She would call him Sacha.
Her audience waits with her, in the same way that they stand patiently through the national anthem in the
beginning of a movie. They sit through the boring parts of her life without talking (watching her get in a jeep, buy
soap at the sari-sari store) because a build-up is always necessary. The audience, while going into someone’s life
in medias res, knows that it is important to know what started it all, and it is her dream boy that they wait for.
In the meantime, she goes to school. Sits through boring class, and eats lunch alone.
Act 2 Scene 1
(In school, she sitting at a table reading a book, sipping a Coke. She is spread out in a way that seems to say, “You
don’t have to go near me.” But someone does. He blocks her light and she looks up.)
Elise: (gasping) Sacha!
Sacha: (giving her this strange sly smile, like he had gold flecks floating out of his mouth.) I’m sorry, I don’t know you,
right?
E: (flustered) No, of course not, I thought you were somebody else.
S: But my name is Sacha.
(Elise, thinking this was the cue she was waiting for; by this time had gotten stage fright and forgotten her line.)
S: I saw you looking sad and I wanted to ask you why. I can't stand sad people.
E: I was (finally remembering what she was supposed to say) waiting for you.

So began her romantic life on stage. The audience delighted in the couple’s beginnings; with Sacha, Elise
counted the stars from the Sunken Garden, and formed half-huddled mounds with him at twilight (the kind that
she used to mock with derision). They ate at Café Caribana, got identical horn-rimmed glasses for each other on
Christmas, and stayed up till three in the morning formulating their political ideologies. They decided that they
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were semi-conservative liberalist left-wingers, and resolved to throw away the material trappings of capitalism in
their lives. Elise adored their relationship, and imagined how enlightening they both must appear to her audience.
How epicurean and humanist they were! With these new revelations, Elise wondered if she was to have a
meaningful life, and set an example to her viewers. But she also wanted to drive herself to the edge, to see how far
she could actually go without being caught for the consequences.
Sacha, of course, had a bad side that was often merited to the lead’s counterpart: he took shabu, sometimes
stole from big multinational companies that were exploiting the Filipino workers. Elise, to be with him, would
toke up occasionally, and for his birthday, got him a water pipe to smoke marijuana in. It was a strange relationship that dealt with more than two people, set as it was in the eyes of a discriminating audience, but Elise tried to
please everybody. Sometimes she felt the audience’s disapproval of the way Sacha was changing her, making her
more reckless and wild. But even when they were making out, and hecklers abounded in the audience, she kept up
with her part of the shaking and moaning, and tried to concentrate on Sacha alone.
Act 2 Scene 2
(Elise and Sacha are in Elises apartment, eating pizza. They are alone, and they are fooling around, as usual. Elise
starts throwing pizza crumbs at Sacha, and a food fight erupts.)
Sacha: (removing a wad of pepperoni from his cheek) Aha! So she wants to play! (He sticks bits of cheese in her hair.)
Elise: Aaahh!! Noo! (Giggling, she spurts out hot sauce on his neck.)
S: (falling off his chair) Ah, blood! I’m hit! I’m dead!
E: Awww (rushes to his side)
S: (pretending to be in death throes) Oh, are you the angel that’s come to take me to heaven?
E: (swats his chest) Sirah. I’m the devil, and I’m here to clean you up. (She starts licking up the hot sauce on his neck.)
Man, you’re extra hot today.
(They both laugh.)

Every time a scene like this happened, there was always some wise guy in the audience saying, “Hubaran mo
na!” or “Umpisahan nyo na yan!” Which, of course, made stopping Sacha a little too hard, when she really didn’t
want to fool around with him in the beginning. Sex was just something too personal (she imagined the
condescension of the audience, the huffy self-righteous lolas saying, “ka-landing bata!!”) to be shared with other
people, but she had no choice. There was pressure to do it not just from Sacha, but also from the people who were
watching her. Sometimes, even when she was totally disinterested in sex, she would have a go at it just to give the
people something to watch.
Except for sex, and maybe the fact that she felt she had to keep Sacha on a leash (he was always unpredictable,
and reminded her of a wild dog), she was more or less happy. And she knew it wasn’t going to stay that way
forever. A lull would always appear before a monumental change in her life, with the music shifting from frolicky
Louis Armstrong to dramatic Philip Glass. A dark sense of foreboding weighed over her head.
Act 3 Scene 1
(Elise is waiting for Sacha to pick her up. They are going out, having dinner with her parents, and then a book
launching. When he arrives she sees that he has shaved his head, leaving only a little round patch on his crown which
makes him look like the Shaolin Master: he is wearing dark glasses, and she figures he is already stoned.)
E: So … when did you shave your head?
S: (grunts out) This morning.
E: Why?
(Sacha shrugs in reply.)
E: I like it.
S: (shrugs again like he doesn’t care, but suddenly turns to her) You want to smoke a doobie now?
E: (annoyed) No, we’re meeting your parents.
S: So?
E: It’s already bad enough that you’re out like a rock, eh you’re driving, too! What will your mom say to me?
(Sacha looks at her like he doesn’t recognize her, and slaps her, hard.)

Elise remembers expecting that, expecting the trickle of blood down her mouth and the tears she would’ve
wanted to jerk out of the audience. She feels funny in the knowledge that while Sacha has never hurt her before,
deep down, she has always believed he was going to do it, and had been prepared for its inevitability. She knows
that she’s not as shocked as the viewers are, but still, she plays for their sympathy, and jumps out of the car the
minute they get to a stoplight. Sacha gets out, too, screaming he’s sorry, but she’s already in a cab. Using the cab
driver as a bit part player, she hopes to garner enough sympathy, enough audience approval, to throw Sacha out of
her life.
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Act 3 Scene 2
(In the cab, Elise tries to hold on to her anger and really feel the sting of Sacha’s slap to sustain it. She successfully
wrangles a few sobs out of her mouth.)
Cab Driver: Boyfriend mo, miss?
(Elise just nods as tears flow down her face.)
CD: Kung ako sayo, hihiwalayan ko na yan. Maganda ka pa naman.

Elise is blankly wondering what is supposed to happen next, and for the first time, she doesn’t hear her audience. It seems that they are all quiet, waiting for something to happen to her, and she wonders if they know something she doesn’t. She is quiet, in a daze, for the longest time, until the driver pulls over at some dark deserted lot.
E: (in a startled, panicky voice) Nasan na po tayo?
CD: (gets out, pulls out a knife, and says ominously) Lumabas ka nalang dyan.

Elise is dragged out of the cab with trembly, jelly knees believing that nothing bad could happen to her. Even
with the knife pricking her neck, the cab driver muffling her screams out with his hand as he hits her repeatedly
and humps over her, she is thinking, this is a joke, this cannot be part of my life, my play, I am the bida, nothing
bad can happen to me. But it is with this thought that she comes to, left for dead, stranded somewhere in Fasig
with her clothes ripped off. She is bleeding and bruised in places she never even knew could hurt, and she does
not recall how she is able to wobble home. The audience, for whom she has been the perfect almost-muse, cry and
get angry at the surprising turn of events. They had known, had some premonition (the darkening of the light,
perhaps) that something was going to happen to her, but why this? The women in the audience bring out their
hankies and blow, violated at the thought of the hideous crime: yet safe in the knowledge that it had happened to
Elise and not to them.
Act 4 Scene 1
(Elise, upon getting home, curls up in a fetal position on her bed. She is numb from crying, and her mom comes in the
room, holding a bouquet of daisies.)
Mom: Honee, whatsa matter wichyu?
(Elise cannot answer, being in too much pain.)
M: Because I have to admit, you look extra nice today. I even got you these flowers to make you prettier! Although I
had to say a prayer for their poor souls before they flyaway to heaven, because life is a cycle of endings anyway, right?
(She starts strewing flowers around her room.)
(Elise cannot believe her mother cannot see anything, could not even see the black and blue marks on her face the
blood-encrusted clothes. She can barely breathe in anguish. Her sister, the glamour girl, happens to walk by and sees
her.)
Sister: Omigod! What happened to you?
E: (finally breaks down and cries) I was raped by my cab driver.
S: Mom! We have to get her to the hospital!!!
M: What? Why? But what about my lovely flowers? (Finally focuses on her daughters state and starts screaming.)
MAAAAIIIIIIIEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Blackout)

That’s how Elise feels that it should have ended—kind of crazy and flip—but it didn’t. After she had been to
the hospital and was recuperating in her room, she still felt the audience waiting to see what would happen next,
but nothing ever did. She had blocked out all memories of the cab driver: what his cab looked like, if he had a
mustache or not, and she could not recall his plate number. All Elise’s family could do was report the crime. Her
mother started offering tokens of peace (food, incense, tabs of acid) at the deserted lot where Elise was found, to
“pacify the spirits.”
Sacha was not much help, and he faded away from her life, an effective distraction no more. Sometimes she
wondered if he was killed off the way characters in soap operas are.
Of course the audience was the only real witness to the crime; but their stories were conflicting and they never
got their facts straight, so they were not much help to Elise, either. They kept watching her to see what happened
next: no, she wasn’t pregnant, but she still had breakdowns; she cowered in front of her teachers, her classmates,
the random jeepney driver, her father.
Act 4 Scene 2
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(The shadowy presence of Elise’s father enters her room in the middle of the night. The lights are off, but Elise is still
awake. The shadow, however, doesn’t know this. He reaches over to touch her shoulder, an expression of pity marking
his face.)
E: (jolts up and screams) NOOO!!! Don’t touch me!
F: I’m sorry, Elise, I didn’t mean to—
E: Get away from me!!! Get out of my room!! (Starts to cry loudly)
(Her father watches helplessly and leaves, closing the door silently behind him.) .

In the succeeding months Elise started to hide in the bathroom and never wanted to go out again; she wanted to
show other people that there was nothing left of her life to watch. But more and more people started getting those
“backstage pass” equivalents, and they crept up to her in the bathroom while she was sitting on the toilet reading
her Rolling Stone or Spin, as if they suspected that she was doing more exciting things in the bathroom that she
wanted to hide from the world. When she did go out of her bathroom all she did was eat, sleep, or read a book.
Sometimes she wrote Sacha letters that she would tear up and never send. Sedentary activities that weren’t really
what you would take time out to watch.
Still, the audience loved it. They watched her turn pages in delight, saying to themselves, “she’s getting over
the incident,” and had long discussions over what could’ve been in that last letter she threw away. They watched
what she ate, because they worried about her appetite, and theorized over her every move, as if the banana she had
for breakfast, for example, was a symbolic gesture of peace with the phallus.
If she had to really tell the truth, she could not really say that she wanted to get rid of her audience. She had
become an exhibitionist and lived to perform for them; she realized that she actually liked them. While some of
them were rude and obnoxious, (laughing over her farting loudly when she was supposed to be alone in her
room), some of them were also quite nice, cheering her up during bright mornings with greetings of “Wake up!
It’s a beautiful day!” There were the college professors who got in for free at the front rows, the hecklers who
yelled out comments from the furthest rows, the people who had nothing better to do in the seats by the aisles for
easy exit points. Some people her age actually watched from the steps in uncomfortable positions during the peak
of her performances; she felt like she owed them more of a performance.
But Elise was getting sick of everything: it was not enough that hecklers started making noise when she was
sleeping just because they wanted to disturb her formless dreams, just to see her wake up screaming “NO!” She
wondered when they were going to stop watching her and move on to another person, but there were no signs of
anything like that happening. The audience just got bolder and bolder: bodily functions were never a problem for
them, and they were even terribly pleased with her mother’s crazy antics.
This upset Elise: if they were so amused by other people, why couldn’t they just watch other people? She felt
burdened by her starring role, and could find no other way out of her predicament. So she decided to one day end
everything and surprise her audience by killing herself.
Unfortunately, from them, there were no secrets. Days before she actually planned the deed, petitions for her to
change her mind and various fan club streamers and banners were posted around her stage. This only strengthened
her resolve and made her set a date.
Act 5 Scene 1
(Elise is sitting on her bed, facing the audience. She arranges her materials: the long razor; the Juniper salts for the
bath water; the good-bye note.)
E: Tomorrow. I just want all of you to know. I’m doing it tomorrow, and you are all invited into the bathroom.
(Blackout. Sobs are heard throughout the place.)

The next day Elise wakes up with a sense of purpose, and the idea that she is really happy. She gets ready to
face her audience for the last time.
Act 5 Scene 2
(Holding on to a razor and running a hot bath, Elise strips in her bathroom and prepares to say her farewells.)
E: Because I planned to finish my show this way I want to say how much I enjoyed having you guys as my audience.
You have been so perceptive of my emotions and appreciative of my talent in general, watching me grow from a
nondescript nothing into an actress of depth. Short of being really rude and asking you to leave I see no other way to
end this—
(A careful, calculated pause. Sniffles are heard from the audience.)
—so I decided to go instead. (She takes a deep breath.) I guess you would’ve liked a bigger production from my death,
huh? But you guys know me. I’m just a regular girl. Live a plain life, die a plain death.
(Someone from the back screams out, “You were never plain to me, Elise!!”)
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(She smiles.)
E: Hey, thanks for that thought. Well, (looking around, she steps into the tub) I guess that’s it.
(She pours the bath salts into the water; and then slits her right wrist, from end to end, and then both her ankles,
carefully. Blood billows into the water; and she closes her eyes, leans back and slits her throat with her good arm.
Before she loses consciousness, she realizes that she is not hearing the running of water in the tub, but rather,
thunderous applause, and shouts of “Encore! Encore!”)
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The Cathedral of St. Sebastian, Bacolod, Negros Occidental Province, The Philippines. Below is the only
oblique picture of this cathedral I could find; it was taken in 1972.
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Candles and St. Elizabeth of Hungary, Jaro, Iloilo City, Iloilo Province,
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The Cathedral of St. Francis Xavier, Kabankalan, Negros Occidental Province, The Phillpines
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The Cathedral of St. Didacus of Alcalá, Order of Friors Minor, Silay City, Negros Occidental Province, The
Philippines: three views
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The Cathedral of St. Jose de Buenavista, San Jose, Antique Province, The Philippines: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Nicolas of Tolentino, Cabanatuan, Nueva Ecija Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Ferdinand, Lucena, Quezon Province, The Philippines
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The caption reads: “An image of the Antipolo Cathedral before at the back of a comic book about the
Nuestra Señora dela Paz y Buenviaje. (Taken December 22, 2013)” It appears to be an aerial photograph:
“before” may mean “before certain modifications were made in the grounds to permit the parking of an
increased number of vehicles in front of the church.” This photo also shows a tall structure at the right
which I assume to be the bell tower, and which is not part of any other view that I could find. H
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Pillar, Imus, Cavite Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Pasig, Manila Metropolitan Region, The Philippines: 2 views
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The Cathedral of St. William the Hermit, Laoag City, Illocos Nore Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Holy Rosary, Dipolog, Zamboanga del Norte Province, The Philippines:
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Ozamiz, Misamis Occidental Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of the Nativity of Mary, Borangan, Eastern Samar Province, The Philippines: two views
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The Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul, Calbayog, Samar Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of the Transfiguration of Our Lord, Palo, Leyte Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph, Balanga, Bataan Province, The Philippines

The Cathedral of St. Augustine, Iba, Zambales Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Sebastian, Tarlac City, Tarlac Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Dominic, Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Tuguegarao, Cagayan Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Elizabeth of Portugal, Isabela City, Basilan Province, The Philippines: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph the Worker, Ipil, Zamboanga Sibugay, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Rita of Cascia, Bontoc, Mountain Province, The Philippines: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Niño, Calapan, Oriental Mindoro Province, The Philippines

The Cathedral of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, Jolo, Sulu Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Puerto Princesa, Palawan Province, The Philippines

The Cathedral of St. William the Hermit, Tabuk, Kalinga Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of St. Joseph the Worker, San Jose, Occidental Mindoro Province, The Philippines
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Cotabato City, Maguindanao Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Mark, Cabarroguis, Quirino Province, The Philippines
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The Church of St. Francis of Assisi, Siquijor, Siquijor Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Niño, Midsayap, Cotabato Province, The Philippines
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The Church of St. Nicholas of Tolentino, Mambajao, Camiguin Province, The Philippines: two views
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The Church of St. Therese, Nabunturan, Compostela Valley Province, The Philippines

A game of Sipak Takraw in front of a church, Lagawe, Ifugao Province, The Philippines
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The Church of St. James the Apostle, Paete, Laguna Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. John the Baptist, Liliw, Laguna Province, The Philippines
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The Church of Our Lady of The Holy Rosary, Bongao, Tawi-Tawi Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Michael the Archangel, Prosperidad, Agusan del Sur Province, The Philippines
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The Church of San Luis Obispo of Tolosa, Baler, Aurora Province, The Philippines

A church in Kabugao, Apayao Province, The Philippines
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The Candelaria Parish Church, Cabadaran City, Agusan del Norte Province, The Philippines: two views
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The chapel of Our Lady of The Philippines Trappist Monastery, Guimaras Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Monica, Agoo, La Union Province, The Philippines
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The Church of St. John Maximovich, Santa Maria, Davao Occidental Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Theresa of Jesus Monastery, Mati City, Davao Oriental Province, The Philippines
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The Church of St. Catherine of Alexandria, Glan, Sarangani Province, The Philippines

A small church in Dinagat Islands Province, The Philippines
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The Church of Our Lady of Hope, Esperanza, Sultan Kudaret Province, The Philippines

The Church of St. Catherine of Alexandria, Dukay, Esperanza, Sultan Kudaret Province, The Philippines
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Caption: “An undated photo of Catholics preparing for a Mass [at The Cathedral of Mary Help of
Christians, to whom it was dedicated in 1934] in Marawi City” prior to an attack on the building by
Islamic terrorists in May, 2017.

Caption: “Troops hear Mass as Marawi fighting wanes” W notes:
“During the Battle of Marawi in 2017, the extremist Maute group seized the cathedral as part of their
takeover of the city.
“Online videos posted by the militants showed them toppling and smashing religious icons, tearing
photographs of Pope Francis, and desecrating the chancel. They later set pews and the structure alight. The
church was heavily damaged with bullet holes on the structure's wall and tin foil roof.
“The military recaptured St. Mary’s Catholic Cathedral from Maute group on August 25, 2017.
“The first Sunday mass was held in the cathedral since its recapture on October 1, 2017 coinciding with the
feast day of Teresa of Lisieux, the patron saint of the Philippine Army.
“The ceremony was attended by least 300 uniformed soldiers.”
▲
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